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Announcement Extraordinary!

|HE PHOTO-PLAY JOURNAL has un-

ij"
1 £ doubtedly achieved the most sensational and

remarkable success ever credited to modern
journalism by becoming within one short year

America's foremost motion picture magazine— from
every standpoint.

THE MOST NOTEWORTHY RESULT! The Photo-Play Journal
is going to increase its superiority beginning with the June number,
which will be on sale at all news-stands on May 20th. Simultane-

ously the quality of this magazine, typographical, pictorial and
literary, will be actually improved despite the fact that hundreds of

critics declare it to be the acme of perfection now.

THE PRICE of this great American magazine, which takes the

initiative in really possessing a heart, soul and character, will be

only slightly increased. The new price beginning with June number
will be TWENTY CENTS per copy and yearly subscriptions will

be accepted at the rate of $2.00.

MORE QUALITY—All for the Sake of Giving

YOU a Wonder Magazine!

AS YOU KNOW, The Photo-Play Journal is the only so-called class periodical

in the motion picture field. From its inception it has been to the photoplay

fans what The Ladies' Home Journal is to the women and what The Theatre

Magazine is to the theatre-goers. The Photo-Play Journal is in no sense of the

word a trade publication, it being designed to interest the hosts of photoplay-

goers as well as those who seldom attend "the movies." At the same time it

is of equal interest to all those connected with the moving picture industry.

It strives to be the highest authority on all topics pertaining to the subject to

which it is devoted. How well it succeeds in this purpose is eloquently dem-
onstrated in the fact that it is the fastest-growing magazine in the world today.

WATCH THE PHOTO-PLAY JOURNAL more

closely than ever now. It will interest you more and more.

THE PHOTO-PLAY JOURNAL
20 Cents per Copy— $2.00 per Year

LAND TITLE BUILDING :: . :: :: PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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DO you realize that the United States is by far

the greatest motion-picture-film producer in the

world? This country's annual output is estimated at

1,000,000,000 feet of film worth $40,000,000 and there

i;- a consistently steady increase in the manufacture of

this entertainment-providing commodity. The exten-

siveness of the moving picture industry is an excellent

barometer by which to judge and appreciate the vast

precedence which has been attained by grand, incom-

parable America in other lines of business and it should

inspire a thrill of pride in the heart of every loyal

patriot. Moreover, every photoplay-goer should be

constantly aware of the fact that when he or she is

witnessing the photoplays made in the U. S. A., he or

she is enjoying the happy privilege of seeing the best

there is in this wonderful art. The most caustic critic

cannot justly assail the American screen in general

nor do we know of a single one who has ventured so

much. Praise instead of criticism has the upper hand,

because the plane occupied by the shadow stage is so

exalted, so firmly fixed in its American superiority

that even the habitual fault-finder cannot maintain a

tenable congruity and denounce it. When one pauses

to ponder on the high quality which prevails in such

a near-infinite preponderance of effort at film-making,

admiration leaps out of all bounds in its heartfelt

genuineness. All hail a billion feet of pictorial celluloid

as the unmistakable sign of unsurpassable American

triumph in the indispensable cause of diversion!

development of this marvelous industry from reaching

the truly super-wonderful. Whatever may be obnoxious

in future photoplays will be removed by the process

of public demand without the aid of silly muck-rackers,

and the happiness the screen affords to the vast ma-
jority is too important to have it lessened one whit by

a few petty obstructionists, who think more of having

their own obstinate way than they do about promoting

the common welfare.

T NDISCRIMINATE and narrow-minded straight-

-*- laced doctrines when applied to the photoplay art

have a tendency to devitalize it. There has been too

much heterogeneal agitating against pictures in general

and not enough of the concentrated effort to eliminate

the few objectionable ^ones which have sprung into ex-

istence occasionally in the past. Blatant reformers have

assumed the attitude of telling the film producers and

exhibitors how to run their business by designating an

impossible moral code which they insist shall be fol-

lowed soberly and even somberly. Daily newspapers

are constantly printing sermons, special articles and

interviews assailing the moving picture theater just

for the sake of pleasing the authors of the denuncia-

tions. This is obviously an injustice to the industry.

However, of course, no one would gainsay the advant-

ages of having a free press and no one desires to exert

an undue influence to exclude the enemies of whole-

some amusement from mediums for voicing their senti-

ments. Nevertheless, it does seem there has been more

than a surfeit of calumny heaped upon the greatest and

most beneficial of all diversions—the wonderful and

incomparable moving picture—and it certainly strikes

us as germane to beseech people to contribute towards

obviating the bane of too much adverse criticism by

writing defensive and augmentative letters to their

favorite newspapers and asking that these be published.

There must be a potential counteracting force gener-

ated over the length and the breadth of the land in

order to remove the last shackle which prevents the

"TF you will force yourself to smile up to ten o'clock
A in the morning, you will automatically smile all

day," declares Douglas Fairbanks, the idol of many
thousands of photoplay fans and who is, by the way,

the champion exponent of the smile. Indeed, he

will have fulfilled a useful mission if he can convince

the sober of mien that there is nothing nugatory in a

smile and that, on the contrary, it is a habit from
which munificent blessings flow to all mankind. The
man who can persuade all the world to smile will suc-

ceed in writing his name indelibly in posterity and
there are few men in any walk of life who can wield

a wider influence in the work of arousing human pleas-

antry than Douglas Fairbanks. The best proof of the

pudding is the fact that numerous other moving picture

actors are emulating him by doing their utmost to

spread smiles all through their characterizations, and,

in turn, if you will observe audiences, you will note

just how infectious the smiling is, because invariably

when there is an abundance of smiles pictured on the

screen, the big majority of those witnessing the picture

will be found smiling. The ultimate effect of this ten-

dency is obvious. It chases away frowns, the wilful

assassins of good cheer—it precludes the possibility of

melancholy people being preyed on incessantly by their

woes, actual or imaginary. By all means, the propaga-

tion of the smile should be encouraged and a vote of

thanks is due Douglas Fairbanks for his share in the

beneficial work, for in these times of bitter strife, when
amicable relations seem more unstable than ever be-

fore in the history of the world, there is heartening up-

lift in even seeing one smile and there is genuine pleas-

ure, unalloyed, in partaking of a smile one's self. Here's

to it—we of this tempestuous generation—a smile in

spite of all our misfortunes!

TT 7RITE to the editor! Tell him about yourself, tell

• * him what you think about motion pictures, tell

him what you think of his efforts! But, by all means,

write to him! Become a personal friend of the man
who edits the magazine you like. He's a regular human
being, who is always glad to add new friends to his list,

and many a strong friendship has been established by
correspondence. Do read this magazine from cover to

cover carefully and study it, then tell me what you think

of the various ieatures. Make suggestions. Be frank

and honest in your criticism or praise. Above all, please

bear in mind that ye editor aspires to be personally

acquainted with his every reader, and as the only

feasible way to accomplish this is by letter, YOU write.

5-^
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MRS. VERNON CASTLE
(OUR FAIR LADY ON THE COVER)

Known internationally as one of the best-dressed

ivpmen in America, Mrs. Vernon Castle has now
established herself as one of the most popular photo-

players in this great land of the free. She had long

enjoyed a truly remarkable reputation as an exponent

of the most elite ballroom dancing, having been with

her husband, the enviable rage of Nezv York for several

seasons. When her husband joined the British Aviation

Corps and went to the European battle-front to help

fight the Central Allies, Mrs. Castle abandoned dancing

and went into pictures. In the stellar and title role of

"Patria," a splendid serial in which thrill abounds, she

has scored a distinct success, displaying considerable

histrionic ability. Mrs. Castle is an expert swimmer, a

daring horsewoman and a lover of all outdoor sports.

She is a fearless, self-reliant woman, as she has just

shown by braving the submarines, shot and shell to

visit her husband "somewhere in France," from which

center of danger she returned quite recently. She will

soon appear in another big feature picture.
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THE WILDCAT
By CHARLEMAGNE PARRY

ill .11 ii'

ESPITE the languid June morn-
ing the clatter of a bustling ac-

tivity pervaded the Carewe
garage. The sharp crash of

steel against steel, the oc-

casional dropping of tools, and the constant
shifting of machinery suggested, however,
that the mechanic whose only visible being
was two roughly trousered legs sticking

from beneath the automobile was proceed-
ing with the "more haste less speed" of the

meddler rather than the smooth accuracy
of the skilled mechanic.

The worker exhibited no lack of confi-

dence whatever. There was another terrific

blow with the hammer, and a rainfall of

steel as though some finely adjusted appli-

ance had been smashed into a thousand
pieces. And then came a gasp from the

young man attired in the garb of a chauf-
feur, who cautiously stuck his head through
the garage door.

"Every time you monkey with that engine
it takes me a week to get it together again,

Miss Bethesda," was the half-angry, half-

apologetic plea of the chauffeur.

The prostrate girl, being wriggled out

from the depths of the motor, sat erect, and
blazed her anger from eyes almost as black

as the long streaks of grease which made
her adorable, almost childish beauty, ir-

resistible. Bethesda wasted no time in

words. From the floor she snatched a

wrench twice the size of her slender arm
and started in pursuit of the man who dared
to question her knowledge of motor con-
struction.

From bitter experience the young man
knew she was quite equal to using it, so as

he skirted the Carewe lawn he was alert for

the most convenient tree. In a trice he was
in its upper branches. Bethesda followed,

but less expert in this first accomplishment
of man she halted to consider a new plan
of campaign before she attempted to follow
her prey into the swaying upper branches.

Hesitation was not part of Bethesda's na-
ture, however, so she was soon on the

ground again. Drawing the big wrench over
her shoulder she issued her ultimatum

:

"Come down, you fresh piece of cheese,

or I'll throw this at your head."

Without waiting for a reply she hurled

the wrench through the air as though to

kill the man. Her aim was bad, however,
and as the wrench slowly soared past the

chauffeur's head he reached out and caught
it. Bethesda's chagrin was at its height, as

a result of this thwarting of her designs
on the young man, when Roger Carewe,
who had from the piazza witnessed every
stage of the contest, decided it had reached
a stage which required action on his part.

His round and hearty laugh, as big and
wholesome as his personal appearance, was
the signal for endless recriminations and
explanations from both Bethesda and the

chauffeur. Grasping his daughter by the

shoulders, however, he lifted her from the

ground with a gesture of endearment. The
treed chauffeur cautiously slid to the

ground, rolling up his sleeves as he moved
in the direction of the garage, and smiling

with a sort of rueful anticipation, as he

heard the indulgent father tell his spitfire

daughter that Claude St. Clair was coming
to see her that afternoon.

"Who said he was?" Bethesda snapped.

"He told me himself," ber parent re-

ported, "as I passed his father's office on
the way home."

"You tell that little fortune-hunting
shrimp he's got to wait until 'deer' season
opens before I'll listen to him propose
again," was the sharp rejoinder.

Something of the gleeful anticipation

which lingered on the chauffeur's lips was
evident in the face of Roger Carewe when
he playfully replied

:

"Your mother won't receive Claude that

way," he said, as he returned to the big

house and the seclusion of his den leaving

Bethesda, with a puzzling look, going in the

direction of her boudoir.

Roger Carewe spoke with the wisdom of

experience when he said that Bethesda's

mother would not speak rudely of Claude
St. Claire. At that very moment Ma-
thilda Carewe was lounging lazily, if not

guiltily, in the drawing-room, cigarette be-

tween lips and book in lap. By way of

further diversion she was abusing one of

her many maids for having attempted to

play Beethoven's "Pastorale" Symphony
on the phonograph when such "good"
music as the "Temptation Rag" was to be

found in her ample record library. Between
times Mrs. Carewe glanced out of the win-

dow. The maid had just started the phono-
graph upon the merry strains of the rag-

time air, when such a glance brought Mrs.
Carewe to her feet with a command to stop

the instrument.

A handsome limousine had drawn up in

front of the Carewe home, and from it

stepped Claude, a foppish leader among
dress-suit boys- Mathilda hastily disposed

of the cigarette, sent for Bethesda, deposited

herself in a con-

spicuous chair

in a posture of studied ease, and awaited
Claude's entry as she read a book upside

down !

The first formalities of polite conversa-

tion had hardly been passed between Ma-
thilda and Claude before the atmosphere
was sharpened considerably by the entrance

of Bethesda. Then came the deluge. The girl

rushed immediately to the phonograph and
started anew the lurid strains of "Tempta-
tion." The next moment she was in

Claude's arms doing a one-step about the

room. Mathilda protested in vain. She
stopped the phonograph but still the dance

went on wildly. In desperation she pre-

tended to faint. Claude immediately rushed

to her side while Bethesda, free as the air,

turned gaily toward the street.

Once there the always active mind of the

young woman evolved an idea for a new
prank out of the mere sight of a passing rag

man. He was a young negro, this rag-

picker, with his very broad smile which
became all the more conspicuous as

Bethesda beckoned for him to approach.

Few words were necessary. With a bank
note in his hand he went into the Carewe
garden to add one more link in Claude's

chain of misery. Bethesda rejoined the

now completely recovered Mathilda and her

suitor in the drawing-room.

Simulating the innocence of a child she

sweetly asked Claude if he would walk
down by the pond in her garden, and he,

hope rising anew, accepted graciously.

Bethesda was cruelly direct in the execution

of her plot. She lead the young man, attired

in his fine afternoon coat and spotless linen,

directly past the bushes in which the negro

was concealed, to the very edge of the pond.

"Oh, look at the goldfish," said the se-

ductive minx, as she leaned far over the

edge of the pool. The unsuspecting Claude

leaned still further. There was a quick

rustle of the bushes and the next second
Claude was splashing

about in the water

When Bethesda drank her soup. Hunt gazed at her knowingly
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"I ve been tamed, ' the girl told her father

in the most undignified fashion, while

Bethesda stood on the banks clapping her

hands and jumping about in a spasm of

delight.

Bethesda picked up her little Pomer-
anian, silent witness of the whole absurd
proceeding, and ran light-heartedly away,
while her mother issued panic-stricken

from the house to minister to the needs

of Ciaude.

t» 5K *i* *p "P *P 'p

Bethesda thought little of this adven-
ture. It was but one episode in a life full

to overflowing with such incidents. She
was simply determined to thwart her

mother's plans to make her marry, and par-

ticularly she was determined not to marry
Claude St. Clair, with his monicle and
simpering manners.

But the day came when she was com-
pelled to think more seriously of marriage.

The St. Clair incident was almost forgotten

in the Carewe household when Bethesda,

hurrying through the hall one day, over-

heard a conversation between her father

and mother.

"Certainly it is a great blow to you,"

said her father, "but it is equally great to

me.
will be able to last.

tain. We must, somehow or other, induce
Bethesda to marry, and marry well while

we are still able to live in our present style

and convince our friends that my financial

position is absolutely assured."

Bethesda rushed into the room.
"I don't care about money or anything

else," she burst out. "I'm not going to

marry anybody, and you can't trick me into

it. So there! If it's only money you want,
I'll lie a war nurse or run a jitney. But
marry? Nit!"

In a terrible passion the girl rushed from
the room to her boudoir. She seized a

splendid vase on the table and threw it

against the wall. The whole collection of

decorative pieces on the mantel of the room

she swept into the fireplace. She tore the

silk ctover from the bed and pulled the

mattress with it. Then, wrapping herself

in all these clothes, she threw herself on
the floor and sobbed bitterly.

Meanwhile her father was weeping
equally bitter tears in the drawing-room
down stairs. Finally he rose to his feet,

laid a comforting hand on the downcast
Mathilda, and then followed Bethesda to

her room. When he saw the havoc and the

girl sobbing on the floor, he quietly with-

drew and went to his office.

Once there he closed the door to all

visitors. Then closeted with his private

secretary went over the disastrous list of

his liabilities again and put against it his

meager assets. Finally he arose with his

course decided.

"Wire Mortimer Hunt," was his instruc-

tion, "that I cannot meet his notes, but that

I will give him my entire interest in the

rich Taft mines in lieu thereof."

And as the secretary left the room he
feebly turned his numbed senses again to

the' mass of papers on his desk.

It so happened that Carewe had decided
more wisely than he knew. When Morti-
mer Hunt, the young mining engineer, re-

ceived the telegram, he read it with thought-

ful brow. He remembered Carewe though
Carewe had forgotten him. He had reason

to. Carewe had made his immense fortune

possible. He had given Hunt his first

thousand dollars.

Naturally big-hearted, he had been bred
in the hard school of the frontier, where
life is violent, and acquired the reputation

of being a two-fisted man of iron. But as

he stood by the open shaft of his mine
that morning and read the telegram, the de-

tails of that early incident came back with

compelling vividness. In a few hours he
was in New York, and the following day
faced Carewe in his office.

"Mr. Carewe, your holdings in the Taft
mines," he said, "are worth far more than

my notes against you. As you say, I would
be justified in taking the proposition as

you offer it, but I refuse to do it. You have
forgotten that you gave me my first oppor-
tunity in my chosen profession. I am now
going to return your generosity with coin

of the same kind. I am worth millions, and
I am here to see that you suffer no loss

in your present troubles."

The astounded Carewe was still gasping
in his desk chair when the office door
opened and in rushed Bethesda. She
didn't deign the visitor a single glance. Put-

I cannot right now tell how long I

But one thing is cer-

She begged them to not hang young Hunt
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ting her hand on her father's shoulder, she

asked appealingly for money.

"There's a poor woman in my motor, and
I want to take her to the hospital and her

children to the day nursery."

Hunt was an interested spectator to the

scene. For him it had present beauties and
fond recollections. Once again

he recalled that first visit to

Carewe and his ears

stung again as he recol-

lected how Bethesda.

be a wife-hunter after all," said he. And
the two men put their heads together.

*f" *H -f 'r *ri H* H*

The next afternoon Bethesda, properly

attired and in her most polite mood, stepped
into her limousine for a brief outing. The
suburbs of the city had been left far behind

when she spied

an old man lying

in t h e gutter.

Bethesda stopped

the car a n d

. m not going to marry anyone and you can t me into it

then a mite of a girl, had bombarded him
with beans from a blow-pipe.

When Carewe had supplied the needed
banknotes and Bethesda had brushed out

of the room like a spring breeze, the two
men looked at each other. They had a

single thought, but as men are wont to do,

they counted without the woman.

leaped to the man's side. He was un-

conscious. With the aid of the chauffeur,

she carried him to the car. The chauffeur

leaped again to the wheel, but there was a

twinkle in his eye as he reported "engine
difficulties" to his youthful mistress.

While he was bent over the engine

another machine drew up alongside the car.

A masked man stepped out and, pointing a

revolver at the head of Bethesda, ordered
her to "change- cars." Honestly frightened,

she obeyed. The old man was carried into

the other machine and under directions

from the masked invader the party spun
rapidly toward the mountains.

That was a trying ride for Bethesda.
Without a word from her abductor-, she
was carried to a log cabin far up in the

mountain passes. Once there the machine
disappeared, and alone with the masked
kidnapper and the old man, she was ordered
to "get supper in a jiffy." An hour passed,
and still she struggled in the kitchen. It

took her another half hour to get enough
courage to announce that supper—her b<

effort—was read}'. When the masked man
entered he was no longer masked. To her
consternation she faced Mortimer Hunt.
Her cry of surprise brought no reply from
him, however ; he merely examined the

supper. Then, without a word, he threw
everything she had prepared on the floor.

For the first time in her life Bethesda
went to bed that night supperless and in

terror. Right outside her door was the

old man, now she believed, hopelessly in-

toxicated. Walking heavily on the board
floor downstairs was Hunt, the wreckage
of the primitive furnishings right where it

had fallen after his fifth towering rage and
verbal attack upon her. It was a sleepless

night, and morning only brought new-

terrors.

Bethesda was in the throes of preparing
breakfast when she saw, coming toward
the cabin, a group of roughly dressed men
trailing a rope. Hunt hurried into the room,
apparently panic-stricken.

"They're after me," he said, "but they

won't get me," and he drew an enormous
revolver.

The contest was short but sharp. Hunt
was overpowered without firing a shot.

Bethesda, cringing in a corner of the room.
was a now thoroughly tamed and frightened

(Continued on page 44)

Dinner was served at the Carewe resi-

dence and Hunt, as the guest of a grateful

family, was becoming embarrassed at the

empty chair at his left. Bethesda had not

appeared. Carewe himself began to see

visions of a runaway daughter. Mathilda
was obviously disturbed. But their fears

were groundless. Running away was no
part of Bethesda's plan.

In a moment she appeared—and such an
entrance ! Her hair hung loosely about her

shoulders. She was gowned like a girl

of twelve years. She went immediately to

Hunt and pulled his nose. Then standing

off, she "pulled" her chewing-gum in the

fashion of the plebeian school girl. She put
her fingers on Hunt's expansive evening
dress shirt, and otherwise tried to give that

overwhelmed but smiling gentleman the im-

pression that she was singularly ill bred.

He was not impressed, however, with any
emotion except the courage and determin-
ation of this young woman. Crumpled in

his hand was a note from her courageous
maid. It read : "She's trying to disgust you
so you won't want to marry her." So he
was patient and understanding throughout
the dinner hour when Bethesda drank the

soup.

When the storm had passed, so to speak,

Hunt sought Carewe in the library.

"She has started this game of acting, will

you give me permission to finish it ? I may Claude was a leader among the dress-suit boys
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Curious Ambitions of Stage Folk
jURIOUS ambitions flourish no-

where else as they do among
stage folk—actors and actres-

ses, singers and dancers whose
one duty, it is to entertain and

constantly make believe. It may be the en-

vironments that lead so many artists of the

screen and the theater to aspire strangely,

for the atmosphere in which they live is

entirely different from that prevailing in

the completely foreign commercial or busi-

ness fields. Primarily, the stage performer
is .made a dreamer by force of habit—few
of them are ever accredited with being prac-

tical. However, insofar as their ambitions

for the future are concerned, they are in no

way abstract, as a quite general rule, but

on the contrary, you will find a majority of

them working to a given end that would re-

flect credit on any man or woman of any

occupation. Nevertheless it is accepted as

a truism that all successful entertainers do

not have practical business notions upper-

most in their mind for the time being. It is

obvious that they could not concentrate

their minds on their art if they emulated the

jaded business man who carries his business

worries with him wherever he goes. In

view of the fact that many film folk have

extensive business interests such as would

worry anyone and still do not permit of

the least bit of interference from any source

in the expounding of their art, they must be

praised for accomplishing the difficult task

of maintaining poise under conditions which

would cause the average person to wobble

lamentably.

One of the most curious ambitions is

that of Zoe Barnett, the ingenue prima

donna. She wants to accumulate a million

dollars for the purpose of establishing a

colony in California exclusively for the

benefit of the poor people who are given no

opportunity to escape living and dying in

the squalor of the East Side tenement dis-

trict of New York.

"It would require all of a million dollars

to establish and maintain a colony suffici-

ently large to accommodate the hundreds

of men, women and children who are pow-
erless to ever extricate themselves from

a life-long misery in that terrible district,"

Miss Barnett says, "And, as my only

means of earning that much money lies in

stage work, I do sincerely aspire to some
day acquire that much of a fortune for that

one purpose. I have been investigating my
savings for several years in stocks in the

hopes that I would thereby make possible

the accumulating of so much money."
Miss Barnett was reared in California,

and she considers it a great pity that New
York's most destitute residents are obliged

to live and die without ever knowing what
real sunshine and real fresh air is like.

Douglas Fairbanks, one of the most popu-
lar stars in all Filmdom, cherishes as his

chief ambition to become America's fore-

most ranch-owner. He is after a deed to

about one-half of the state of Wyoming.
"I'm a fanatic on the close-to-nature

doctrine, because I figure it gives a human
being a mental and moral house-cleaning

to live in the wild outdoors occasionally,"

Mr. Fairbanks says.

Of course this champion exponent of the

strenuous life is not in the least discouraged
with acting before the moving-picture
camera. How could he be when the salary

check keeps getting fatter all the time

!

Olga Petrova's greatest ambition in life

is to always have more work to do than she

can accomplish.

"If I can just succeed in keeping busy
up to the last hour of my existence on
this globe I'll be happy," she says.

One of the most extraordinary of ambi-
tions is possessed by Kathlyn Williams, who
wants to buy and maintain a ranch in Cali-

fornia where she could make happy all the

poor stray dogs, cats and worn-out horses.

"And some day I'm going to realize my
ambition too," she says. "It is a shame
how little attention mortals pay to dumb
animals, and I seek to eliminate this shame
if possible."

William S. Hart expresses his all-con-

trolling ambition in exactly ten well-chosen

words, viz. : "I'd rather be just an actor

than occupy a throne." With the recent ex-

periences of Czar Nick of Russia fresh in

the memory, it is in order to felicitate with
Hart.

Just to impress it upon the world at large

that good photoplay material is scarce, and
that American literary geniuses are either

laggard or unable to cope with the heavy de-

mand, Fannie Ward frankly divulges as her
guiding aspiration to possess a trunkful of

good scenarios and to have Cecil DeMille
to direct them. This is not such a trivial

ambition either despite the fact that there

are something like ten million people writing

"for the picture" constantly but not often

successfully.

Olga Petrova has as one of her ambitions

to assist in supplying the shortage in scen-

arios, and so she is writing them. However,
outside of histrionic aspiration she is most
interested in designing, and she devotes a

lot of her spare time to this art.

George Beban has many curious ambi-
tions, but there is no hobby or fad which
could take the place of his son with him,

and he plans on making the boy president

of the United States one of these fine days
about forty years hence.

Illllllllllllll

Here Is George Beban's Greatest Ambition

The Morosco-Paramount star is warning his son against eating bananas or spaghetti for fear he will develop

his naturally inherited bent for Italian character acting, at which Beban himself has no peer.

Like all parental admonitions, this one seems to be falling on deaf ears
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POPULARIZING SCIENCE
Unique Field of the Motion Picture is

Interesting the Layman in Things Scientific

By FELIX J. KOCH

UST what may all come of it is,

of course, impossible of proph-
ecy. Suffice it to say, on the

one hand, the public—the great

mass of populace—is receiving,

half-unconsciously an education such as the

world at no other time offered it, and, on
the other hand, the scientist is receiving a

stimulus, a fresh urge to zeal, thanks to

universal public appreciation, such as he,

too, has never known before

!

Probably you have not quite thought of it

in that light, but, latterly, all the big English-

speaking world over—rich folk, poor folk,

the great middle classes—have been evinc-

ing an interest in things scientific which they

themselves will credit squarely to the

"movies." The motion-picture houses are

taking cognizance and demanding pictures

in accordance and the great producers are

going to their wits' ends to produce new
phases along lines agreeable to the same.

For a nickel or a dime at most now you
may see the heights of mountains and take
the costly ride to top these

;
you may

travel to the bottoms of deep, famous
mines

;
you may ride through the Tropics

;

sledge it across the frozen Lone Lands ; see

cities from balloons or otherwise ; or learn

of unsuspected wonders right at home.
Out of all of which there is being born,

even unto the very lowly, a tremendous in-

terest in science.

Down in the tenement districts of Cincin-

nati not so long since an audience sat spell-

bound watching a group of flowers in the

unfolding; at another play-house an un-
tutored audience sat as rooted at some deep-
sea photographs.

Popularizing science in fact seems to have
become the great mission of the motion pic-

ture these days, and it is engaged in this er-

rand of worth to all peoples and classes.

Greater surprise still and the more agree-

able withal of course, is the price folks are

willing to pay to see pictures of this purely
scientific, educational sort. Thus, in Cin-

cinnati, not so long since, fifty cents a seat

mill

The Iceberg

crowded the hall of a leading auditorium to

witness the famous Mawson Antarctic pho-

tographs.

Just what pictures such as these will bring

squarely home to a lay audience—what
quickening of interest in such faraway
things as the Poles it may give—and how,
while it may not start any one given viewer

to organizing an Antarctic expedition of his

own forthwith—it does pave the way for

opening the purse-strings when expeditions

for such ends are to be organized—is best to

be illustrated by the pictures.

It was away back in 1911 Dr. Mawson
made his weary sail, with the crew of sixty-

six, thirty-three of whom were actual sci-

entists. He had been a scientific expert

for the Shackleton expedition to the Pole.

There had been certain questions anent the

antipodes which the Royal Geographic So-
ciety wished to have settled—so Mawson
was to set sail and, in the end, was to dis-

cover a great stretch of land which had
changed the map of the world. Right at

this point, Friend Reader, stop and ask your
cultured neighbor how many continents

there are to this earth. See if he will re-

member to recall this one down there at the

Pole.

Wonderful seas of the frozen South

!

Was there anything could live in those icy

waters? {Continued on page 44)

The Gulls The Seal
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ON THE TRAIL OF THE HURDY-GURDY MAN
Grinding Out Music on the Streets Brings in a Golden Harvest and Makes

Possible an Early Return to Their Native Land to Live in Opulent Retirement

By FRANK SNOW

you pity the hurdy-gurdy man?
Don't, for he is surprisingly pros-

perous. A man who went the

rounds with a son of Sunny Italy

learned, to his infinite surprise

that the business of grinding out music on the

streets pays handsomely.

Not only does the hurdy-gurdy yield lucra-

tive profits, but it makes possible a triumphant

return to the Old Country, where the dispenser

of "canned" music can live in opulent retire-

ment.

One hurdy-gurdy man gathered enough

money in small coins in three years to wed

a rich wine merchant's only daughter. The

dance craze has enriched the hurdy-gurdy man,

and now many of them average $14.25 per day,

which insures a profit of $1000 a year.

Pity the hurdy-gurdy man? Not much!

The occasion for a grand expose of the hand-

some profits possible in the hurdy-gurdy busi-

ness came recently when a prominent director,

in filming a new photoplay, sought the services

of a hurdy-gurdy man and discovered, to his

surprise, that the valiant son of Italy would

not accept an offer of $10.00 a day for his

services. This obdurant attitude on the part

of the street musician inspired me to go the

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

An Example of How the Camera Shows You Intricate

Nature— Note the Bark on the Tree

An unusual photographic effect from a scene in the Universal drama "The Strange Caller

with George Pearce in the leading role

rounds with one of his gentry to determine

for myself just how much coin of the realm

there is in this "profession."

And, believe me, a day's journey over the

trail of a hurdy-gurdy man is replete with

surprises to the uninitiated and, primarily,

teaches one that there is money in the busi-

ness of grinding out music on the streets for

the delectation of the hoi-polloi. Moreover, a

perfectly loyal American citizen is brought to

realize that his native land is a rich field for

Italians who elect to forsake their Sunny Italy

only long enough to amass something of a

fortune, that they may return and bask in

comparative opulence. About the only requis-

ites to accomplishing this is to invest in a

steerage ticket that insures passage to Amer-
ica, then rent a hurdy-gurdy by the day and
lay aside all of the kind of pride that forbids

a form of alms-asking. The prevalent penchant

for "tipping," for which Americans of every

class are famous, will do the rest, and the de-

sired result comes as a matter of course, per-

severance and some self-denial.

My friend John admitted all of this to me,

but not until I had squandered quite a few

coins on him in my efforts to curry his favor.

This same John, "who was my sole companion

for one whole day, finally became confidential

and related how his brother Antonio had won
the hand of a wealthy wine merchant's daugh-

ter as a reward for the success he achieved as

a hurdy-gurdy man in Philadelphia during his

three years' sojourn.

We were only starting our day's concert in

Arch street near Nineteenth after a tiresome

pilgrimage from the hurdy-gurdy headquar-

ters, which I felt inspired to call the Hurdy-
Gurdy Garage after taking note of the fact

that there were some hundreds of these street

pianos stored there. The inspiring little coins

had not started to flit our way with great fre-

quency as yet, and so I took advantage of the

psychological moment to make a show of lib-

erality, that I might ingratiate myself with

John. I did, and it cost a grand total of 30

cents, doled out in bits of 10 cents each in

rapid succession.

"Why you go with me and pay so often?"

he asked then, being unable to hold his cur-

iosity in check any longer.

"I want to find out whether or not this busi-

ness pays; and if it does, I think I shall rent

a hurdy-gurdy myself," I responded. Where-

upon John looked askance, of course, but I

hastened to whet his loquacity. "Why are

you in this business?"

"To mak-a da mon," he quickly admitted

with the famous continental shrug of his

broad shoulders.

"But whoever made you believe there was

money in this business?" I asked.

"My brud, he made free tousin dollars for

free years here, and then he got his rich

sweetheart for a wife."

Figure that out if you enjoy a bit of amaze-

ment as you go about your meanderings on

this mundane sphere. Three thousand dol-

lars in three years—$1000 a year, a fraction

more than $83.33 per month for turning the

crank of a hurdy-gurdy in sections of a great

city where hurdy-gurdy fans dwell! And all
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of this is profit, mind you. Explicitly, John's

brother took in $3000 and enough more to live

on for the whole three years, and besides, the

additional sum necessary to pay the rental of

the hurdy-gurdy he used. Yes, siree, it cer-

tainly beats working "on the section," and so

far as the pauper Italians are concerned,

hurdy-gurdying is the life.

"My brud is back in Italy and—

"

"He should worry." I could not resist the

temptation of finishing the sentence, so im-

pressed was I with the profits accruing from

this line of business the Italians have so com-

pletely monopolized without coming in con-

tact with the Sherman anti-trust law.

"No, he no worry no more," was the innocent

rejoinder.

Asked how long he had been over in this

country emulating the example set by his suc-

cessful brother, John declared he arrived two

years ago and planned on returning to his

natal domicile late next fall.

"But, great Scott!" I exclaimed in surprise,

"you haven't accumulated anything like $3000

so soon, have you?"

John would only shrug his shoulders and in-

sist he would go back and travel as fast a

pace as his brother.

"Then you'll marry your rich sweetheart,

too, eh?" I queried.

"No, I bring my wife with me; she runs fine

big-a fruit stand here now," he replied.

"And of course the fruit stand doubles your

profits," I suggested.

"It's a good business," John admitted with

some reluctance and eyeing me incredulously,

adding: "But why you want to know so

much?"
"I told you once, but I will add that it is

now my intention to also go into the fruit

business and quit wasting my time."

This remark of mine only seemed to puzzle

John, but just then we heard a merry little

jingle and a dime lay at our feet. John forgot

all things else in his avidity to annex the coin

and bow his thanks to a woman who stood in

a window on the second floor of an apartment

building. And have you any idea what that

woman got for her dime? Ten more tunes—
showing beyond a doubt that John wanted to

give value received. As the day progressed I

noted that generally he played five selections

when only a nickel came his way, and it be-

came obvious that he estimated each tune worth

a penny.

"Any children?" I asked in the course of the

rendition of the ten aforesaid tunes.

"Two."

"Are they here?"

"Yes, both work-a da nights in hat factory."

More income, as you will readily perceive.

No wonder John is able to win success more

expeditiously than his brother; but in the end

he can scarcely hope to surpass his kin, be-

cause a rich wine merchant's daughter is some

catch.

During my entire trip with John I kept a

strict record of all the things we did. For

instance, at the close of the day, which was
10 o'clock at night, after having started at

exactly 5.45 o'clock in the morning, John had

played 1197 selections from a repertoire of

six popular songs. For all this music he

received $14.25, about three-fifths of which

came in nickels, which, he says, is always the

most popular amount donated at one time by

contributors. We made 149 stops, playing an

average of about eight selections each stop.

We got our biggest donation of the day from
the third floor of a rather unsightly tenement

house in Nineteenth street, a quarter and two

dimes coming from one window at brief in-

BURNING UP THE BOULEVARD

Margarita Fischer, beautiful Mutual star, taking a spin in her racer with her English bull, "Peter The Great
and Joe Harris, character man of the company. Isn't Peter a gentle looking little fellow tho ?

tervals, the larger coin coming first. In the

more select sections in which we serenaded

the most of the donations came from children.

We ventured on Broad street near the City

Hall, but we proved to be the proverbial "fliv-

ver" as a first-class Broad street attraction,

and ten carefully tendered musical numbers
netted us nothing. Undismayed, John tried

another Broad street engagement a block fur-

ther uptown, and a cop chased us away after

the second selection because a horse in passing

became unmanageable. The Hurdy-Gurdy
Man was grinding out "He Had to Get Out
and Get Under" at the time, and so there may
have been sufficient reason for the horse be-

coming nervous and annoyed. A trip to the

vicinity of Fifteenth and Green streets netted

us 15 cents, presented by two nicely dressed

little girls who danced with evident pleasure

on the sidewalk until a governess yanked them

into a rather palatial apartment house.

We zigzagged across town up to Erie ave-

nue. An hour's engagement along this ave-

nue, where most of the population seems to be

children still below their teens, developed the

fact that the tango craze has not entirely

vanished, for we were constantly surrounded

by children of all nationalities during this

hour, and they were all doing a dance that

crudely resembled the tango. And it was a

tango—the hurdy-gurdy tango, if you please.

The sidewalk, crowded though it was, afforded

a splendid "floor" on which to execute the

gyrations, and honestly, I never saw keener

enjoyment derived from doing the light fan-

tastic than those kiddies seemed to have while

dancing to the strains of the street piano. Lit-

tle crowds of these juvenile lovers of dancing

followed us for blocks, and there was one

couple—a boy and a girl each about 12 years

old—who stayed with us nearly a whole hour,

traversing about fifteen blocks, and they danced

every dance. Moreover, the boy donated twice,

a nickel each time. No doubt the gallant

youngster had denied himself some candy in

order to thus show his best girl a good time.

In the course of the day we passed or over-

took eleven other hurdy-gurdy men, and never

once was there a salutation exchanged. A lit-

tle questioning convinced me that professional

jealousy obtains in the ranks of the hurdy-

gurdy men as pronouncedly as it does among
grand opera singers.

"Why don't you ever speak to other hurdy-

gurdymen?" I asked of John.

The only answer I got was a disgusted grunt.

"Don't you like any of them?"
Another grunt.

"Is it business jealousy?" I persisted.

"They keep-a da mon they get, maybe I

could-a got it," was John's final elucidation.

"And, anyway, the other fellows don't play a

hurdy-gurdy as good as you. Is that it, John ?"

Another grunt; but I was justified in imply-

ing that this one was decidedly an affirmative

grunt, for John did think he could grind out

tunes about as good as the next one.

As the shadows of night commenced to fall

and the glare of electric lights greeted us

everywhere, it suddenly dawned on me that I

had not eaten a bite since a wee sma' hour
that morning. Simultaneously, I was brought
to the realization that John had not partaken

of any foodstuff.

"When do we eat?" I inquired.

"My spaghetti will be ready when I get-a

to da home," he replied.

"But you don't go all day without eating, do

you?"

(Continued on fogc 44)
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THE BOTTLE IMP
61

HAROLD P. QUICKSALL

From the photoplay by Charles Maigne. Adapted from the story by ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.

When I think on the happy days

I spent wi' you, my dearie

;

And now what lands between us lie,

How can I be but eerie

!

How slow ye move, ye heavy hours,

As ye were wae and weary

!

It was na sae ye glinted by
When I was wi' my dearie.

UT on the silent spaces of Ka-
malo Harbor this quaintly wist-

ful plaint of a lonely soul was
wafted in the sombre crooning
manner of Hawaiian folk music.

To the simple fisherman's soul of Lopaka,
there were no incongruities in the thing.

The Scotch verses, filled with a crude
strength strange to Pacific shores, he had
learned that day from an American tourist

who had given him gold for a brief sail on
the bay and for pointing the most direct

course to the city. He had supplied his

own melody, as shifting and ethereal as his

own disrupted mental state. And in the ex-

traordinary mating of the east and west
he found consolation for the loss of his

Kokua, though the "happy days" he had
spent with her were only hours distant, and
only a few hundred yards not "lands," lay

between them.

He stopped singing. Those few hours
before he had met the American were re-

hearsed in his mind. He saw again the

moments of his parting, and he fairly

writhed with the recollection of their tensity.

He saw her father rush into the garden
where Kokua and he had spent their hap-
piest hours, safe from intrusion. The mem-
ory of the angry glint of the parent's eyes
made his own eyes widen in the darkness.

There was a moment of fiery denunciation,

a heated reply, a sad exchange of glances
with Kokua, the impossible condition laid

down by the father, and now here he was,
hope of marrying the royal Kokua fast

sinking in his breast.

"You may never marry my daughter,

or even see her again," the father had said

"until you approach our doors with two
feather cloaks of royalty."

His purpose was evident. With the craft

which had made him a great man among
the natives, he perceived that to one of Lo-
paka's temperament this condition was
equivalent to death. It was inevitable that

he would some day, despite responsibilities,

ties, and affections, either end his life out of
sheer misery, or risk the penalty of death
which in his land awaited the plebeian who
dared to touch the feather cloak. And so

he sat in silence.

It was well toward dawn before Lopaka
rose from the sand, stretched his stiffened

limbs, and moved slowly toward his hut. It

was his habit to take the longest route

from his favorite place of meditation to his

hut, because it led past the home of Kokua
and, at some distance, almost under her

very window.
As he approached the dwelling of Kokua

his gaze sought the particular window he

had marked as her own with hungry eager-

ness. On this occasion, however, the full

moon necessitated a little care. The guards
which always protected the members of

the royal family from intrusion might easily

espy him.

Experience had taught him many tricks,

however, and it was accordingly a com-
paratively easy matter to gain the spot on
the beach from which he knew he could

examine the entire south side of the build-

ing without endangering himself in the least.

Once there, his first glance upward froze

him with fear. Contrary to all regula-

tions, a light was burning brightly in Ko-
kua's room

!

Sensing disaster of some sort he uncon-
sciously forgot himself and the danger of

his surroundings and moved directly toward
the house. He was within a hundred feet

of the window, and in the blackest of the

shadows when he stumbled in the darkness
and fell prostrate beside what seemed very
like the body of a man. He reached out

in the darkness. His hand clasped on other

Kokua was charmingly graceful

hands, cold, and bound. He reached for

the man's face and removed the gag from
his mouth.
"Who are you?" he asked, but there was

no answer. He shook the man but still

received no reply.

Then he thought of that strange and in-

explicable light. Without lingering further

he turned again toward the window, this

time with the utmost wariness. Twenty-
five feet and he heard the sound of voices

just ahead. Then he saw two figures stand-

ing silently in the darkness directly beneath
the wing in which Kokua's room was lo-

cated. He was now on the very border of

the protecting row of trees. To investigate

further he must leave his shelter. But he
had seen enough to realize that the house
was under attack by someone who had been
skilful enough to elude the guards, and
that his Kokua might be in danger.

Quickly and silently he approached, and
his worst suspicions were confirmed. The
two men were standing at the foot of a

ladder which lead directly to the window
of Kokua's room. Coming down the ladder
within a dozen steps of the bottom was a

burly figure carrying on his shoulder the

cloaked and fragile form of an unconscious
woman.
Lopaka never stopped his silent advance.

With a single blow he felled the nearest man
at the ladder. The next instant he had
thrown himself upon the man's comrade.
No blows were struck here. Lopaka seized

the man by the throat and bore him to the

ground. But before he could choke the man
into unconsciousness or extricate himself

from his grasp, the figure on the ladder

had alighted and was hastening toward the

beach.

Lopaka rushed in pursuit. He had a su-

preme advantage. He was familiar with
every tree, bush, and hillock in the garden.

Immediately he decided that the abductor
planned to make his escape across the har-

bor and he took the most direct course to

the beach. It was a shrewd guess. As he
approached the beach the moonlight re-

vealed the big form of the man leaning over

a boat in which the woman already reclined.

In a moment Lopaka was upon him. Back
and forth in the surf they struggled.

Lopaka recognized the man immediately

as Rollins, a tramp sailor whose public

appraisements of the personal charms of

Kokua had brought them into conflict once

before. He knew he was Rollins's master.

So did Rollins. Gradually the man bent be-

fore Lopaka. After a few moments he col-

lapsed utterly. In his anxiety over Kokua,
Lopaka left Rollins lying in the surf and
rushed immediately to the boat. She had
not revived from the effects of the ether

Rollins had administered, so Lopaka lifted

her from the boat and carried her back
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The pre-nuptial festivities took many forms

to the dwelling, which was now astir with
attendants aroused by the sounds of the

conflict.

The first man Lopaka met was the father

of Kokua. In his anxiety he rushed to his

side.

"She's unconscious," he wailed. "She
won't waken."
The father snatched the prostrate girl

from his arms.

"Sir, I have not yet learned what has hap-

pened here, but from you I want neither

explanation nor assistance." With that he

turned and hurried into the house. A group
of servants followed bearing the uncon-
scious guard. Another group, arriving at

the beach in time to see Rollins hurrying

away uninjured, started in pursuit. And
Lopaka, fired by a new spirit as a result of

the adventure, continued his journey, this

time with brisk purposeful step, toward
home.

* * * *

Three hours sleep made Lopaka a new
man. High resolve was evident in the erect

head and quick confident stride with which
he stepped through the door of his lowly

hut and turned into the most direct trail

to the top of Devil's mountain. Two hours

at that pace brought him to the big crater

of the dead volcano traditionally named as

the haunt of the birds of rich plumage from
which the feathered cloaks of royalty were
made.
Without loss of time Lopaka set snares

all about the top of the mountain. Every
known device for capturing the birds he

planned to exercise. He was not discour-

aged, during the first hours of his labor, at

the fact that he had seen no birds answer-
ing the description of those which were to

bring him either happiness or death. But
when nightfall came and there were still

no signs, he was glad to meet an aged
priest. He explained the failure of his

search, and, being kindly met, the source of

all his troubles.

"No, young man," said the priest, "there
is no bird on this barren mountain that can
help you win your sweetheart. You have
been sorely mislead. But come to my side.

I can help you."

Lopaka was struck not only by the great

age of the father, but by the many signs

of his apparant physical weakness. .He sat

on the ground before the rock against which
the priest had propped his feeble form. The
priest drew from the deep soiled folds of

his cloak a bottle, cream white, with a long
neck and a broad, flat body.

"Look on this," he said. "It is the only

bottle of its kind in the world, and it is

at once a source of great joy and even
greater misery. Observe the leap of a flame

inside. That is the spirit of my brother,

Kono, confined there by the machinations
of the devil. .

"The man who owns this bottle may have
anything he wishes for the mere asking.

Kono will get it for him. But he who takes

it cannot part with it except by sale, and
each successive owner must sell it for a

smaller figure than the preceding one.

There is one more disadvantage. The man
who dies with the. bottle still in his posses-

. sion will go straight to the eternal torments

of hell. My brother can only be freed

when some owner of the bottle dies. Then
he will return to the volcano, it will become
active, and his power will cease. I am old

and about to die. My brother can only be

liberated by the entrance of the bottle, with

all its joys and ills, into the world. I can

do no better than start it on its fateful

voyage through you."

As the old man put the bottle into his

hands, rose, and tottered off in the direc-

tion of the crater, Lopaka stood wonder
struck. He looked long at the peculiarly

shaped piece of glass.

The blood surged to his head. He was
incredulous. The priest had said it would

not break. He threw it against the rock

with terrific force-. It bounded back into
his arms like a rubber ball.

"I will test it further," thought Lopaka.
He placed it on the ground and walked
away down the mountain side. When he had
gone fifty feet he looked back. The bottle

was still there. He went a little further and
again made sure it was still in place. Then
he walked rapidly for fifteen minutes.
Something tapped his arm. He looked down
and saw the long neck of the bottle stick

out of his coat pocket.

"It is true!" he shouted to the trees and
the flowers. And down to his hut he rushed
at breakneck speed. Once there he wished
for a wonderful new house, servants, riches,

jewels, and social position. Overnight his

humble home was transformed into a palace.

Riches were in his vaults, jewels and fine

raiment on his person.

Vast crowds, hearing of the magical pal-

ace, came from the city nearby to view it.

Thousands of persons lingered about the
doors of the most wonderful palace for
hours. They called for him. He went out.

They were his guests. He had wine poured
for them and set great banquet boards. The
festivities were at their height when sil-

ence settled upon the crowd and a broad
lane was opened through the joyful adults
and the romping children right up to the
main entrance of the palace. Lopaka was
summoned just in time to find ascending
the steps of his wonderful new home, his

beloved Kokua and her father.

"Lopaka," said the patrician, "I have
come to express my pleasure at your con-
duct yesterday morning, and to give my
permission to your marriage to my daugh-
ter."-

The beautiful Kokua was in Lopaka's
arms.

"You know how happy that makes me,"
she whispered, "but tell me all that has
happened."

Reassurances came thick and fast from
the lips of Lopaka. Then he escorted his

wife to be into the palace. The happiness
of the little fisher boy had become ecstatic.

He felt that his cup was more than full.

But immediately there began to stir in the

back of his mind the terrible menace which
always lay in the way of the owner of the

bottle. Living in a land of quick and sud-
den death, therefore, he felt obliged for

Lopaka seeks the bottle
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his own sake as well as the girl who was
to he his wife, to rid himself of the bottle

immediately.

As soon as possible he left the company
of his guests and seeking out his friend

Makale, showed him the bottle, revealed its

marvellous powers, proved them by many
strange and wonderful feats, and offered to

sell the imp to Makale for a moderate
sum.

"There is just one thing more," said Ma-
kale, "I would like to see this imp of

Satan."

"The aged priest said nothing to me about

that," replied Lopaka, "but I presume there

is no harm in it."

They laughed, not knowing that idle curi-

osity was leading them toward disaster.

"How shall I do it?" laughed Lopaka.

"Summon the agent of his Satanic

majesty to come forth in royal panoply,"

said Makale. "Do that and I'll immediately

buy the bottle."

"Come forth, Imp," cried Lopaka, in

mock heroics.

A teriffic crash brought them to their feet.

There was no fire, nor smoke, nor any vis-

ible cause for the noise. But as they looked

at the bottle an unsightly creature like a

lizard rose from its neck for an instant,

and then glided back. They looked at it in

horror.

"I fear, Lopaka," said Makale, "that I

would not take this creature had I not given

my word, as much as I want a little fishing

schooner."

Lopaka tried to laugh the matter off in

their original mocking manner, but a vague
fear gripped his heart as he returned to the

happy company of his guests.

As three, four and five days passed and no
new cause for trepidation arose the strange

terror which had overcome Lopaka at first

sight of the Imp began to depart. On the

sixth day the parent and relations of Kokua
came to his palace to make final arrange-

ments for the marriage of the fisherman and
the royal maid on the morrow. A ceremony
of unprecedented grandeur was planned.

And the celebration was to be consummated
with a great feast for the people in the

gardens of the palace. After the last de-

tail had been arranged, the guests bidden
godspeed, the final farewell said with Ko-
kua, Lopaka returned to his chamber in the

palace with a light heart. As he ascended
the broad marble staircases, his Chinese
servant heard him singing an exultant love

song, not the strange hybrid of his recent

moonlight meditations, but a lovely song of

the Pacific. The Chinese listened as his

master wandered from chamber to chamber.
Then when he reached the great marble
bath the song suddenly stopped.

The servant called to his master, asking
if he were ill. A quick reply of "No,"
came down the staircase and the servant

went happily about his work—but not the

master.

As a matter of fact, Lopaka's dreams of

life-long happiness had received another
shock. Never in his life had he been so

happy as when he entered his marble shower
that night, and never so sad as when he
came out of it. When he went in he had
all that this life could give him; when he
came out he had less than nothing. He had
contracted the leprosy.

Lopaka was miserable because he was a

righteous man. He knew well that he might
go for years without his illness being discov-

ered. Many others were doing it—it was
probably from one of these that he had con-

tracted the disease, for he hadn't been near

the leper colony on the other side of the

island since early childhood. But his great

love for Kokua precluded all thought of

such a subterfuge and reduced his life to

barren and insignificant waste.

His thoughts turned to the wonderful
palace, now a horrid memory of joys which
might have been. Then the Bottle Imp came
to his mind, and with it his first hope. Why
not? Surely Makale would have the bot-

tle yet. He would wish for a complete cure,

and then sell it immediately. There was
yet hope.

of hell, but as he wound his way to the top

of the cliff he had visions of the bottle in

the sea chest of some rough seaman now
many leagues out on the Pacific.

While Lopaka hesitated before the house,

ruminating in this style, there issued from
the door the stark and hideous figure of

Rollins, the drunken sailor. At the first

sight of him, Lopaka was startled. He
thought he had left him to die in the surf

near Kokua's home. But surprise gave way
to gratification when he saw the man step

to the very edge of the cliff, where he doubt-
less thought he would be alone, and draw
from his pocket the much-sought bottle of

the Imp. He placed it on the ground and
then knelt before it after the manner of the

Oriental making supplications. Lopaka ap-

proached silently. Then he heard three

When his gay guests had departed Lopaka sought consolation in solitude

Lopaka wasted no time. In the middle
of the night he rushed to the house of

Makale. Truly the bottle had been there

before him. Instead of an humble hut, very

similar to his own first home, here was a

neat cottage, a spot of brightness among
its humble neighbors. But Makale had no
good word for him.

"I wished for this and my schooner," he

retorted, "and then sold the bottle to Talino.

Tomorrow I sail, in order to forget that

Imp."

To the home of Talino, Lopaka rushed.

And from him to another, and another and
many others. Everywhere where the signs

of brilliant sudden wealth which the Imp
always left in his course, but no signs of

the bottle. And all the time the selling price

was getting lower

!

Lopaka's pursuit of the bottle had taken
him to the crudest resort on the island, a

rough sailor's boarding house on a cliff

overlooking the sea. Black despair was ris-

ing slowly through his soul. For love of

Kokua he was willing to buy the bottle at

the lowest figure and accept the tortures

words which brought him to his feet with

fire in his eyes.

"Bring me Kokua, bring me Kokua," was
the burden of Rollins's plea to the Imp.

Lopaka did not hesitate a moment.
He knew too well the power of the Imp.

He knew, too, that unless he acted quickly

all its devilish resources would be turned

against him. He rushed at Rollins, pushed
him off the cliff into the sea. The force of

the impact was so great, however, that Lo-
paka himself lost his balance on the very

edge of the cliff and tumbled over the edge

after Rollins. They struck the water almost

simultaneously, but Lopaka being a good
swimmer and knowing precisely what he

was doing, came almost immediately to the

surface. In a moment the shaggy head of

Rollins cut through the water, and Lopaka
was upon it. Rollins struggled with Lo-
paka's death grip while the bottle, now en-

tirely forgotten, bobbed about on the waves
nearby.

Rollins was no match for the sturdy Lo-
paka, so the struggle was soon over. As
Lopaka withdrew his cold and chilled ring-
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There were many pets in the gorgeous palace
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ers from the deathly face of the sailor and
turned toward the bottle, it vanished into

thin air.

Completely bewildered Lopaka made his

way slowly to the shore and then to the top

of the cliff. What had become of the bottle

Imp? Was Kokua still in danger from this

second attempt at abduction on the part of

Rollins? These and many other questions

were disturbing" him when running across

the clearing toward him he saw Kokua.
"You sent for me !" she panted as he

reached her side.

"No, I didn't," was his reply, as he folded

her in his arms, "but I needed you."

At this moment the dim light of the morn-
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ing was filled with a ghastly red, and a

throat-burning smoke was wafted toward

them. Lopaka looked up.

"The volcano is burning," he shouted as

the occupants of the inn thrusl their heads
from windows and doors. "The power of

the Imp is destroyed."

Lava poured over the edge of the volcano

in great broad streams. Cinders began to

fall about like a bard clanking snow, and
smoke made the rising sun dark. But Lo-
paka and Kokua walked arm in arm along

the beach toward the wonderful palace cre-

ated by the Imp. As they approached, the

volcano raged more and more fiercely.

"Look!" cried Lopaka, and as Kokua
looked in the direction of his pointed linger

she saw, where his great palace had stood

for the last few days, only the little hut be-

side which they had first met and made love.

The beautiful garden had disappeared.

Only the slope of the virgin beach remained.

And at the water's edge was the old boat

which Lopaka once used—it seemed a long

time ago—for fishing.

She turned to Lopaka and drew his arms
more closely about her. With her head
sunk on his breast she whispered again the

brief tale of her love.

And even as she clung to them she saw
the rich damp garments which draped his

stalwart form change magically to fisher-

man's rags and her own bright gown faded
to similarly modest colors and coarse tex-

ture.

As the volcano flamed higher and higher

still, it revealed them still. standing arm in

arm, with radiant faces, in the very shadow
of the humble hut.

From the photoplay produced by Jesse L.

Lasky, starring Sessue Hayawaka. Adapted
from the story by Robert Louis Stevenson.

Ill

JUST LIKE THREE PEAS IN A POD

NUMBER ONE NUMBER TWO NUMBER THREE

Triplets ? Nope. Moreover, they are not brothers. They are no kin at all. It is simply a pictorial demonstration of the fact that some people have "double

each of the above trio of photoplayers hails from a different clan. Number One is Tom Forman. the handsome, young Lasky leading man, who has so often

himself in supporting Blanche Sweet. Number Two is Henry King, who is almost King of Balboa Studios and who directs the histrionic career of Baby M
better known as Little Mary Sunshine. Number Three is William D. Taylor, one of the vast army of William Fox stars.

doubles," for

distinguished

arie Osborne,
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TRAILING DYNAMIC DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
By BENNIE ZEIDMAN

|0U will have to get a pair of

stilts, if you want to see Mr.
Fairbanks," the flippant office

boy advised the writer. "Doug's
working up on that high roof

today, and, hully gee, wait until you'se see

him jump to the ground. That guy is some
athlete. I'll bet my three a week that he

would make Jess Willard look like Marshall

P. Wilder in a six-round fight."

At this moment, the office boy attracted

by a crisp dollar bill placed in his hand, in-

vited me into the open-air studio; and sailing

through the air came Douglas Fairbanks,

the human aeroplane.

John Emerson, his director, rushed up to

our smiling star and patted him on the back.

"That's great Doug, the picture needs just

such a thrill."

"If you think it necessary, I'll do the

same stunt over again," said Fairbanks to

the camera man, who seemed slightly puz-

zled, as he looked through the finder of the

camera, to confirm if his set-up was correct.

"No, thanks, you were in the lines of the

camera all during the scene," replied Victor

Fleming, who has photographed almost all

of the Fairbanks productions.

The effect of Fairbank's personality and
athletic ability on the studio bunch seemed
very pronounced. Groups of three and four

in turn congratulated him on his aeroplanic

stunt, and when he evidenced his gratitude

in the form of a smile, it was a case of

"follow the leader."

I corralled the dynamic screen star just

as he was about to depart from the studio.

"Hop in the machine, kind scribe ; I am
on my way home, where we can have a

friendly chat, between sips of lemonade or

something stronger, if you indulge," he
invited.

And gracefully I seated myself in Fair-

banks' automobile. Doug issued orders to

Buddy, his African-in-complexion chauf-
feur, "not to spare the gasoline."

He's a splendid love-maker

Douglas Fairbanks is a modest and polite fellow

We talked about the stage and the screen.

"You know, if I were just starting in the

profession, and could have the preference

between the stage and the screen, I would
pick the film. You can't do any real stunts

on the stage on account of being limited

for space, but working outdoors, one can do
most anything. Understand me correctly,

I enjoy speaking-stage work, and have a

myriad of friends that are now engaged in

plays, but somehow or other, the cinema
gets into your blood, and I imagine if I

should leave the screen, it will have the

same effect on me as a New Yorker away
from home. That feeling of, 'Oh, if I

could only return for a day.'

"Yes, later I expect to appear in a stage

production, providing I can find an excep-

tional play, something new. This is an age

for specialties. The public wants something
new, as well as elementary. It seems that

in film circles at the present time, almost

everyone is striving for elaboration. I think

instead it should be elimination. It is the

simple things in life that are the greatest

success. Look at the success of 'The Boom-
erang,' which is a favorable evidence of

stage progress along elementary lines. To
me 'The Boomerang' is the pinnacle of

dramatic art—a splendid idea—simple de-

velopment. What is the result ? A big New
York success.

"In films I think the day will come when

they will eliminate big effects and elaborate
emotional acting—and instead, give the

public human stories. The players will act

on the screen as they really do in life. By
that I mean that we will have screen repose,

and the lengths of the stories will be con-
sistent with the development of the plot.

The film industry is in a somewhat serious

condition. We must develop with the pro-
gress of time. We must develop people now
in the profession who live, eat and sleep

films ; who, when visualizing a situation, will

discount its dialogue possibilities and see

this same situation from an absolutely

screen perspective. Some day there will be
a screen language, which, of course, will be

a radical departure from present motion
pictures.

"Pardon me a minute while I water the

grapevines ; they haven't been touched since

yesterday." (You know Douglas Fair-

banks is an expert gardener of the first

class.)

So saying, Doug with a hose in one hand,
climbed to the top of the arbor, and like a

veteran, proceeded to sprinkle the developed
wine fruit.

"If I ever play a 'blackface' on the screen,

I intend using the juice of some of these

grapes for makeup," he declared. "It

should be as effective on the face as it

would be on a canvas."

Throwing the hose aside he descended to

the ground.

"Now for an afternoon nap," as he
climbed up to the top of another arbor, and
adapted himself to the rather uncomfortable
sleeping quarters. "You don't mind if I

change to my Japanese costume ; I feel

rather overdressed," and he rushed into the

house, I closely on his trail. Unconsciously
I looked into a wall mirror, and discovered

a broad grin on my face. I was already

And he loves bis dog
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inoculated with the Fairbanks spirit-smile

despite any contrary conditions.

Buddy, his chauffeur, came into the room
dressed in a white coat, and endeavored to

entertain me with some rag-

time music, in accordance
with instructions from "the

boss."

Doug, a few minutes later,

quietly slid into the room,
and seated himself on top of

the piano.

"You know, if people will

force themselves to smile up
until ten o'clock in the morn-
ing, they will automatically

continue to smile the rest of
the day," he remarked.

Matzu, the "Madame But-
terfly" housekeeper, then
asked Mr. Fairbanks what
he would like for lunch.

"Why, I guess some
cactus would go great this

time of the day," he said.

"I rather enjoy the ticklish

sensation caused by cactus

thorns," and Matzu smil-

ingly made her exit. <#*"

And it was real cactus

she placed on the table. I

turned my back for a sec-

ond, and then discovered
that a portion of the cactus '

had already disappeared. I

didn't think at the moment
to look beneath the table for

same, or in the yard, the

table being located directly

in front of a window.
"Wouldn't it be great if

some day we could travel

around the world and find

the real scenery our various
scenarios require." Doug
continued. "For instance,

instead of building a South
American street, really
travel there and film your
story. And then perhaps, if

you have a Parisian story, go to Paris. It

is only a matter of time when this will be
possible. I expect to go to Wyoming in

the Spring, when the Westerners hold their
annual roundup, and do another picture like

'The Good Bad Man. in this new Western
play I hope to 'bulldog' a steer and ride a
real bucking broncho."

I understand that Doug has been practic-

ing twirling a rope for months, and that

now he can throw a lariat as dexterously as

Al. Jennings, in the latter's youthful days.

"Fred Stone originally taught me how to

handle a rope, and Jim Kidd, the well-

known cowboy, who has performed for the
royal families, showed me several new
tricks," he explained. "Throwing a double
knot seems to be the most difficult trick of

all."

And in a deep bass-like

voice he said, "I'm so gosh
darned tuff in Western
clothes that I could bite a
railroad spike in two with-
out spotting the enamel on
my teeth."

Buddy then butted in.

"M r. Fairbanks, Mr.
Harry Hamm is on the

'phone, and wants to know
if you will come to the Ath-
letic Club for a game of
handball."

Doug apologetically looked
at me. I accepted my "cue"
like a gentleman, and made a
polite exit as Doug rushed
upstairs to fall into a busi-

ness suit.

When I was turning the

corner of the street, I saw
Doug vaulting the hedge
fence, headed for the front

seat in his automobile, and
I then faded out of the pic-

ture.

My final opinion now is

that this unique star has dis-

covered a fountain of per-

petual youth all his own.
After all else is said, he is a

real boy, not just part of the

time, but every minute of his

life. His proclivity for never
permitting worry to cross

his door-mat and the per-

sistency with which he smiles

in the face of everything

convinces me that he will

never seem old if he lives

to the age of a hundred
years. His whole mental at-

titude is too opposed to all

the fallacious and useless

habit of being excessively serious. There-

fore, three cheers for Doug!
It can be appropriately added that said

Doug is getting the cheers too. He has at-

tained a popularity not to be surpassed.

IIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIilllilllllllllliB

FILMS WILL HELP MUSIC OF THE FUTURE
Nowadays, music is used to help the films.

Soon, says Virginia Pearson, the Fox
star, films will be used to help the music.

Miss Pearson prefaces what she thinks
the new lines of development will be, with
this query

:

"What do you do with your eyes when
you're at a concert?" she inquires.
"Do you fix them on the solo player or

the orchestra leader, or do you let them
wander restlessly and inquisitively over the
audience ?

"I believe that in the future you'll be
looking at moving pictures while you listen
to the music, and the screen will illustrate
exactly the idea that the composer is trying
to impress.

_
"A year or so ago," Miss Pearson con-

tinued, "the compositions of a noted Rus-
sian musician were given in New York
with certain light effects which enhanced

the music's value. At the strident parts, a
red glare was cast on the screen before the

audience, and the softer strains were ac-

companied by blue.

"Through all the gradations of sound, the

gradations of color were used, and the

mood of the audience was keyed to the

right pitch by these stimuli on two senses

—

the ear and the eye.

"I believe that it is only a matter of

time before composers will use the motion
picture to accompany their work, instead

of the empty color effects. Moonlight
sonatas could be accompanied by pictures

of the moon, and landscapes soft under its

rays ; a woodland dance of the nymphs
could illustrate a bacchanale ; every piece

of music which is intended to arouse a cer-

tain mood in hearer, could be accurately

interspersed on the screen.

"An indirect effect of this use of the

films would be the greater popularization

of good music. People who today would
tire of the really great, tomorrow would be

willing to listen for hours.

"In that way they would become familiar

with the best compositions, and it is only

a step from familiarity to understanding,

and thence to love."

This is all interesting in view of the fact

that it has always been considered that

music helps the film more than vice versa.

The day does not seem far distant when we
will have a close resemblance to a musical
comedy in motion pictures, and, real song
hits will probably be as frequently intro-

duced in photoplay houses as in any other
place of amusement. Special and original

scores are already being written for the so-

called super-features, and this is a step in

the direction of materially helping music,
increasing its vogue tremendously.
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GISH SISTERS & COMPANY
The Company Being Their Very Helpful Mother

By MARJORIE WRIGHT

TRIO that means much to

Triangle—Lillian and Dorothy
Gish and their mother! Not
only does this one-family con-

stellation of stars mean much
to Triangle, but it contributes much toward
the perpetuity of the happiness of thou-

sands of photoplay fans throughout film-

dom. At the beautiful Ruth St. Denis home
in Los Angeles this interesting little family

lives the lives of cultured gentlewomen, de-

voting themselves to their profession and
bringing to it the highest artistic endeavor.

The result is that the Gish girls, though
young in years, have long since become es-

tablished as prime favorites.

Lillian Gish is more of a student and a

dreamer, being given to secluding herself

while she thinks out her part and costumes

it according to her own lines. She is of a

delicate, almost ethereal style of beauty.

Dorothy Gish, the younger, is an out-

doors girl, full of life and high spirits, she

going in for all outdoor sports in which she

excels. Both girls are devoted to their

mother, and are her constant companions.

To Mrs. Gish is due the credit of the suc-

cessful artistic careers of her daughters, as

she has personally instructed them since

they were tiny girls.

It is good to know that that old super-

stition about only one really brilliant mem-
ber of a family appearing in the same gen-

eration, is not true. Lillian and Dorothy
Gish disprove it. Ever since they began
work for the Triangle programme, they

have been stars of equal magnitude.
One of the most interesting facts about

these two sisters, who have won so many
admirers throughout the nation, is that off

the screen they are precisely like any other

sweet American girls untouched by fame.

Dorothy and Lillian Gish as they are today

That, however, is where their resemblance
to each other ceases. Temperamentally they

are as unlike as any two respectable persons
could be.

Lillian is a girl of the old-fashioned kind.

She loves sewing and cooking, and can un-
dertake general housekeeping if necessary,

which, of course, it never will be. Dorothy
is a woman of the future. Joyously im-

practical, her imagination is just one riot of

poetic fancy. Dorothy is at once the de-

light and distraction of her sweet-faced

mother and sister. All three are great

chums ; and their evenings together, after

work at the studio has been completed for

the day, are sacred to them. One would
no sooner think of breaking into that

charmed circle than—than in walking on
the grass when the sign says not to.

Dorothy began her dramatic career at

the age of four—she is not yet out of her

teens—playing little Willie in "East Lynne."
She often has regretted in late seasons that

she made so many persons cry through her

portrayal of that famous role. After "East
Lynne," she appeared chiefly in melodrama,
but presently she entered a school in Vir-

ginia, remaining there five years. Then she

was engaged by D. W. Griffith, who took
her with him through several motion pic-

ture companies to the Triangle programme.
She has been seen there in "Old Heidel-

berg," "Jordan is a Hard Road," "Betty of

Graystone," "Little Meena's Romance" and
"Susan Rocks the Boat."

Lillian Gish, the elder sister, made her
debut when only six years old, in a melo-
drama called "The Little Red Schoolhouse."
She then became a pupil in a Springfield

dancing school, and her next engagement
was as one of the fairy dancers with Sarah
Bernhardt, who then was making one of her
American tours. After two seasons with
Mme, Bernhardt, Lillian went to New York
to finish her dancing lessons.

There she renewed her old acquaintance
with Mary Pickford and went with her to

visit a picture studio. There she was seen

by D. W. Griffith, who was attracted by'her
natural poise and expression, and he placed
her under contract at once. Since joining
Triangle, she has appeared in "The Lily and



the Rose," "Daphne and the Pirate," "Sold
Marriage" and "An Innocent Magdalene."

This Miss Gish has two hobbies

—

collecting rare old books, mainly on
ancient history, and playing golf. She
is a keen student of literature, and
she can discuss manner

master-

She a

affairs

can discuss m a

most interesting the

pieces of all ages.

ways arranges her

each week so systematic-

ally as to permit of a

certain number of

hours to be devoted
exclusively to read-

ing. Needless to

add, there are thou-

sands of fine vol-

umes in her library, m
and she prizes every £1
one of them to the

highest degree.

She plays the

piano delightfully

and displays enough
aptitude to m a ,kj e

one wonder why
she has never
thought of achieving

fame as a pianist.

However, her sole

idea in playing the

piano is to add
credibly to the en-

tertainment in her
own family circle.

Meanwhile
Dorothy Gish has
hobbies too. She
loves motoring and drives

her own car dexterously,

and 'tis said often pre-

cariously in her zeal to have

excitement. She is likewise

an expert horsewoman, and

she is ruled by an extreme

kindness towards all dumb ani-

mals. When it comes to aquatic

sports, she is immensely capable

and she can stand a good endurance test in

swimming at any time.

"We love our mother and our art, and we
never worry," Dorothy says. "I am sure as

long as anyone remains in this sort of atti-

tude happiness will be a permanent con-

sort."

"And I think the motion picture has been
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for "My girls believe in rather a close corpor-
ation so far as family life is concerned, but

they do derive unlimited pleasure from
the realization that they are helping to

lighten the burdens of humanity by
their artistry on the screen," Mrs,

Gish chimes in pleasantly.

Needless to add, there are
thousands of ardent photoplay
fans who swear by the Gish

sisters, and they will all

no doubt be glad to learn

that mother counts
for so m u c h. In-

deed, mankind al-

ways likes to have
mother exert her
potential and bene-
ficial influence over
the affairs of man-
kind. It is all in ac-

cordance with our
most exalted ideals.

Finally, the fu-

ture of the Gish
sisters is replete

with possibilities of
greater accomplish-
ments than their

noteworthy past has
brought and
throughout their
careers—while y o u
are watching their

delightful perform-
ances on the screen
—j ust always re-

member that every-
thing they do, both

professionally and in pri-

vate life, is more under
the direction of their

mother than under any picture
director.

"To mother we owe every-
thing, and her instruction is

the supreme court with us,"
Dorothy explains.

"And if either of us do good
work in portraying characters, please give
the full credit to mother," Lillian adds.

All hail the successful firm of Gish Sis-

ters & Company

!

And, remember, photoplay fans, while
the cause of our greatest joy in life just as you are watching these girls perform on the
it has served the same purpose with thou- screen, you are seeing the results of a
sands of other people," Lillian supplements, mother's set ambition.

Dorothy age eight, and Lillian age nine

THE AUTHOR'S DAY IN MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION
A striking example of how the author

is coming into his own in the motion picture

business is the experience of William H.
Clifford, one of the most successful of the

dramatic writers who has turned to writing
for the screen. Clifford, who has been
known throughout the theatrical world as

the King of the Sketch Writers, now oc-

cupies the unique position in the photoplay
field of the first author to work under an
arrangement whereby he shares equally
with the star of the company in the profits

from production. "This is the author's
day," declares Clifford, "and my present
arrangement is only the forerunner of many
other examples of motion picture making
in which the author will receive his just

share of the profits."

Clifford began writing for the screen
when authors were being paid only twenty-

five dollars for scripts. He was the first of

the screen dramatists ever to receive as

much as five hundred dollars for a single

screen story. When he left the Famous
Players to take up his present work—that

of writing and supervising the direction of

the Shorty Hamilton pictures for the Mu-
tual program—he seemed, to his friends in

the business, to be taking what they termed
an "awful chance."

But Clifford, realizing the possibilities

for the screen author in an arrangement
whereby the author held an interest in the

company, willingly took up the work, and
declares that the profits which will come to

him through the undertaking will outmeas-
ure by far those which he earned while

writing stories for a fixed price.

"We are only seeing the beginning," says

Clifford, "of the high prices which will be

paid to writers for the screen. The time

is coming when the stars and the directors

will not be the only ones to be paid a large

share of the profits accruing from the mak-
ing of pictures.

. "Directors must be relegated to second
place, and the butchering of scenarios must
cease. When competent authors are en-

gaged in the building of photoplays, they

can write their stories with detailed direc-

tion, and if the director who handles the

pictures deviates from the script to follow

his own ideas, gathered perhaps when he

was clerking in a store or running a restaur-

ant or shifting scenery, that director should

be fired. I do not mean to intimate that

most directors are incompetent, but merely
that the author knows better than any-

one else what should be included in the

story."
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THE SILENT TREND
A Composite Review of the Current Month's
Achievements in the Photo -Play World

' I 'HE tendency to permit the war spirit
A of the hour to influence stories mani-

fests itself in "The Dark Road," a late Ince

feature, in which Dorothy Dalton is starred.

In this photoplay we are given a vivid

insight on the machinations of a veritable

war-time vampire. Obviously this species

must be more dangerous than the kind that

operates under peaceful conditions. As this

story goes, a beautiful but fiendish woman
devotes her time to alluring recruits away
from their posts of duty and assisting for-

eign spies while her own husband is at the

front fighting. There is a tremendous 1^

dramatic scene when finally the husband re-

turns to murder his wife. She cowers near

a huge picture of Cleopatra, which she has

always associated with herself, and when
her infuriated spouse hurls his dagger into

the picture, the wife falls dead as a result

of the severe shock. There are remarkably

fine settings on an old English estate, and

there is a most artistic characterization of

a perfidious heroine on the part of Miss Dal-

ton, and these outstanding qualities, to-

gether with the thrilling "punch" in the

death scene, make this picture quite out of

the ordinary. If you enjoy getting excited

to a worry-forgetting degree, see "The

Dark Road."

TT 7"HAT would writers of fiction do with-

* out the law to furnish them with ideas

for plots ? Many a homily would be utterly

deficient without a legal phase to give it

that twist which inspires mental acrobatics

such as divert the thought from the mo-
notony of it. Indeed, the law oftentimes

serves as the marline which makes a com-

pact bundle of the threads of fictitious gyra-

tions. Few refractory villains, who fulfill

the mission of upsetting things so there

may be the chance to weave a tale in the

readjusting required of the heroic, could

ever be interesting if it were not for the

instinctive realization of every witness to

his machinations that there is a law that'll

get him if he doesn't watch out. It is the

chance he takes in his rash attempts to run

the gauntlet of the statutes that causes

people to sit up and take notice. Now, no

one realizes the value of the law in story-

building more than photoplaywrights and

moving-picture producers, as is proven in

the fact that there is always a plentitude

of "law films" on the market. Moreover,

there is a permanent tendency to use that

significant word, law, in many of the titles.

For instance, there is current at the present

time at least a dozen feature films under

titles of which this word is a part. Among
the more notable of these are: "The Law of

Compensation," in which Norma Talmadge
is starred; "The Law That Failed," featur-

ing Alma Hanlon and Edward Ellis; "The
Law of the North," with Bessie Eyton and
George Fawcett in the stellar roles; and
"God's Law and Man's," which has Viola

Dana as the star. Every one of these pic-

ture plays contains a radically different

By BERT D. ESSEX

TENDENCIES TERSELY TOLD
There were $10,000,000 worth of

motion picture film exported from this

country in the year 1916, in spite of
submarines and other martial menaces
to trade. This represents Ul miles of
film, and it shows the tremendous
growth of the industry. During the

same period there was $1,000,000
worth of foreign film imported into

this country. The balance is so over-

whelmingly in favor of the American
producer that it is conservative and
safe to predict a continuation of at

least a forty per cent, lead after the

restoration of peace.

The tightening up processes by
which belligerent nations are intensify-

ing their various blockades is having
the effect of curtailing ambitious pro-

jects of motion picture producers who
seek "locations" in out-of-the-way
places. An example of this detrimen-

| tal tendency, a prominent company
was forced to abandon its plan of

sending a troupe to Calcutta to make
an important picture of East Indian
life, because England will not allow

foreigners to enter India without spe-

cial permission, which is next to im-
possible to secure.

The evolutio t, by which will come
the greater motion picture is working
with reassuring rapidity. It is an era

of unrest, upheaval and transforma-
tion for most all civilization, and the

film industry has not escaped un-
scathed, but it is all an upturning,
which is a certain precursor of exalt-

ed triumph. There is a solidifying, a
welding together of the heretofore in-

compatible elements, and the beneficial

upshot will be an industry founded on
a Gibraltar of impregnable strength.

There is a tardiness on the part of
some producers to relegate morbid
plays, but the inclination of the public

to seek rejuvenating diversion is cer-

tain to drive the few laggards to

eliminate features in which murders,
suicides and hectic situations are ex-

ploited promiscuously. This is no time
to be annoyed by such grewsome re-

minders which u/re actually being en-
acted all around the globe.

The tendency to make the screen
the agency through which to arouse
patriotism is truly glorious. It is a
service which makes the art a direct

and potential aid to the country we all

love so dearly. It proves the men
who guide the industry to be red-
blooded, two-fisted patriots of the first

| class.
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theory on life's battle as based on law.

"The Law of the North" probably contains

the best idea of any here mentioned, al-

though it verges onto the trite in having a

series of scenes in the snow-bound north

—

scenes which are very similar to those in

several other recent photoplays of the

frigid regions. The story deals with a love

affair at a trading post, where the son of

an English lord endeavors to win the favor

of the daughter of the commander of the

mounted while carrying on an affair with a

half-breed. The girl's affections are di-

vided between two men. One of these slays

the half-breed and attempts to throw the

blame onto his rival, but the girl learns the

truth, and the law of the north takes its

course. In "The Law That Failed" an ef-

fort is made to show an alleged incon-

sistency of the law which will find a man
guilty of murder and yet fail to convict him
if the body of his victim cannot be found.

In this case the murderer is acquitted on

such a technicality and thus the cause of

Justice suffered. But a tragic climax is

adroitly staged to avert spreading the idea

that men can murder and escape punish-

ment, because conscience enters into it and
the murderer kills himself.

"HPHE Pulse of Life" is a sensational
A drama, but it is too gloomy. Now,

above all other times, the trend in photo-

plays should be towards lifting the worries

of sanguinary combat from the minds of

people. Plays in which the darker aspects

of life are exploited will not contribute

towards this commendable purpose. Bright

and light dramas, in which romance and

comedy are undisturbed by extreme villainy,

will turn the trick and will prove a public

benefit. Therefore, in the very nature of

things as brought about by the unsettled

era in which we live and which undoubtedly

makes every mind abnormal, it behooves the

producers to devote their whole energies to

eliminating the sordid tales for the nonce

at least. The story of "The Pulse of Life"

begins delightfully with a series of strik-

ingly picturesque coast scenes, but the ac-

tion is soon transferred to the underworld

in which an Italian fishergirl encounters

many ominous difficulties and passes

through some unusual adventures. She had

been led astray as many a girl has been

before both in reality and in fiction—by a

designing man who preys on the unsophisti-

cated love of a woman. However, she is ul-

timately rescued by a regular hero. Gypsy
Harte's portrayal of the character of the

Italian girl is a clever piece of acting, and

her performance is the big feature of the

play, which, by the way, is a Bluebird film

of the usual high standard in photography

and direction.

TT seems there is to always be infinite

-*- stories anent studio life and the striking

part of it is, author after author manages
to get some new and novel little deviation

from the hackneyed. George W. Gunn has

succeeded admirably in developing some-

thing of an unusual story in a familiar and

time-honored atmosphere in the recent Me-
tro release, entitled "The Power of De-

cision," in which Frances Nelson is starred

to a distinct advantage in the role of Mar-
got, an artist's model. As the story goes,

one Wood Harding, an illustrator, first sees

Margot at a sale of the effects of a poor, old

artist who had befriended her. When the

II

Copyright 1917, by The La Verne Publishing Co.
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auctioneer mocked at the old man's best

work, Margot mounted the platform and

with tears in her eyes tells those present

how kind the artist had been to her, where-

upon Harding' purchased the picture and

presented it to the girl. From that time on

she posed only for Harding, and the two

fell in love. Harding had a wife from
whom he was separated, but he married

Margot without revealing this fact. They
were living happily in a little studio apart-

ment when the first Mrs. Harding returned

and threatened to have her husband arrested

for bigamy. To save the man she loved

Margot denied that she had gone through a

legal marriage ceremony. In an attempt to

forget her woes, Margot went to a distant

city and posed for Mrs. Hall, a miniature

artist, who later introduced her to Austin

Bland, a novelist, who fell in love with her.

She told him frankly that she had already

given all the love she possessed to another

man, and with this thoroughly understood

she married him. Bland wrote a novel en-

titled "The Power of Decision." Its central

theme was that "Every mortal has within

himself the God-given power of decision."

By his own decision each man must act

for himself in every crisis. The publishers

of this novel engaged Wood Harding to

illustrate it. Bland insisted that his wife

pose as the heroine and Harding came to

visit the Bland home. Neither Margot nor

Harding gave any sign of recognition upon
meeting, but the latter took full advantage

of his opportunity to exert his old spell

over the girl he truly loved. Gordon, a but-

ler, saw Harding attempt to embrace Mar-
got, and later when she discovered him try-

ing to open a safe, the quick-witted butler

prevented her from calling the police by
threatening to expose her to Bland, who
soon afterwards learned the truth through

Mrs. Harding. In his sorrow Bland decided

to accept an offer of his publishers to go

to accompany an Arctic explorer to write

a series of special articles. In the mean-
time Harding had been urging Margot to

go away with him. She cannot reach a

decision. She promised to signal him by
switching the library lights on and off

when she had made up her mind. Bland
left his home in his car for the railroad

station, but the machine broke down and he

missed his train. Returning, he saw Hard-
ing across the street from his home, watch-
ing the library windows and then the lights

flashed off and on. Bland hastened into

his home and confronted Margot, who told

him she had been tempted to elope with

Harding, but had finally come to a realiza-

tion of her love for her husband and had
summoned Harding to tell him so. Bland
did not believe her. The curtains at the

French window move and Bland fired di-

rectly at them. A man fell enveloped in

the curtains. Margot urged her husband
to escape, saying she would take the blame
of killing the man. Tearing the draperies

aside Bland found he had shot Gordon, the

butler, who had come to rob. Harding had
hurried away upon hearing the shot. Mar-
got pleaded earnestly for her husband's

confidence, and finally made him realize

that like his heroine in his novel she had
chosen the right road at last and had exer-

cised her God-given power of decision. A
wealth of information on life of the intro-

spective sort is presented in a masterly way.

A LTHOUGH charming Fannie Ward
** scored her first big screen triumph in

the powerful drama, "The Cheat," she made
her reputation on the stage as a comedienne.

Now she proves she can duplicate her

comedy achievements before a camera. This

pleasing revelation comes in "The School

for Husbands," her latest release, and which

almost answers the moot question: How
would you manage a husband? One of the

unusual scenes in this production shows the

modern craze for things Hawaiian. During

the course of the picture a big ball is given

in which all the guests wear the lais of

Hawaii, and as the big surprise, curtains are

drawn back at the end of the ball-room dis-

closing a Hawaiian village, orchestra and

two hula-hula dancers in front of the camp-

fire. These dancers, by the way, are native

Kanackas, and were especially secured for

this particular feature. The story of "The
School for Husbands" has to do with Betty

Manners, the wife of John Manners. John
is a frivolous young broker who loves to

gamble on the races and who devotes a

good portion of his time to enjoying himself

right royally. His young wife, feeling that

she must economize, goes around in most
unbecoming and inexpensive clothes. John
becomes infatuated with another woman
and loses his money in the stock exchange

just as his wife discovers that she is an
heiress to a vast fortune. Realizing that

she is losing her husband by her plain dress

and "stay-at-home" manner, she starts out

to win him back by surpassing most all

other women in point of attire and lavish

social indulgence. How she succeeds in her

purpose constitutes the title of the story

—

it is truly "The School for Husbands,"

and, as ever, Fannie Ward is great.

T7 0R the first time George Beban, the
* justly celebrated character actor, ap-

pears on the screen in the role of a French-

man. The photoplay in which he makes
this departure from his usual Italian char-

acterization is entitled "The Bond Between,"

and he wrote it himself, doing a splendid

job. This is another picture which gives us

a peep at life in the Bohemian art colony

of New York. Mr. Beban is seen as Papa
Duval, who, by his meagre earnings as a

teacher of the piano, was educating his son

as an art student in Paris when the out-

break of the European war took the young

man back to his New York home, and he

unconsciously acts as an agent for a band

of art crooks. A girl detective was put on

the trail. She discovered that Duval's son

had unwittingly smuggled into this country

a valuable painting which was concealed

under a mediocre water-color sketch. Com-
plications ensue and keep you constantly

interested up to the very finish when all

ends well. Above all, "The Bond Between"

establishes Mr. Beban as a genuinely versa-

tile star.

S~> ENEVIEVE HAMPER, one of Stage-
^-* land's talented stars, has the leading-

role in the new William Fox release entitled

"Tangled Lives," and her performance be-

fore the camera is distinguished, she giv-

ing a splendid demonstration of the fact

that extensive experience before the foot-

lights aids an artist wonderfully in the sil-

ent drama. The hosts of photoplay-goers

who are fast becoming attached to Miss

Hamper will find that in "Tangled Lives"

she surpasses the notable characterizations

she drew in "The Blindness of Devotion"

and "The Unfaithful Wife." Miss Hamper
had wide experience in Shakespearean

drama as leading lady for Robert Mantell,

and it would seem she would be the ideal

star for several picturized versions of the

masterpieces of the Bard of Avon.

"O WEETHEART of the Doomed," as pro-

^ duced by the Ince-Triangle with Louise

Glaum in the principal role, is really a cy-

clonic chapter from the life of a siren whose
contrition God rewarded in her hour of

need. This rather extraordinary photoplay

narrates the heart-throbs of Honore Zonlay,

a French adventuress, who, nursing a bitter

hatred of all mankind for the treachery

dealt to her in her youth, lives to make all

men pay. How she herself pays and later

repents, only later to rejoice, forms the

smashing climax of the tale. Miss Glaum
in her character-building takes advantage

of all her unusual opportunities. Cold and

sinister in the beginning she undergoes an

engrossing transition, as the story pro-

gresses, to the soul-wrung martyr, expiat-

ing her past. Although the theme is any-

thing put cheering, it serves the laudable

purpose of entertaining while it drives home
an object lesson well worth knowing and
mastering. "Sweetheart of the Doomed"
is one of the genuinely meritorious pic-

ture plays of the year.

"iy/T AYBLOSSOM" is a five-reel drama
in which novelty abounds. In the

first place it is a photographic wonder, the

scenes being in natural color and beautiful

for the most part. The best work in this

tinting is done in the exterior scenes.

"Mayblossom" is worth seeing for this col-

oring alone, but there is an excellent story

besides. It concerns a girl who yields to

the persuasive powers of a man and marries

him. When this man falls in love with

another woman he destroys the evidence of

his marriage so that it technically leaves

him free. His second wife is more than a

match for him, and she makes him more
miserable than he could make her. Retri-

bution comes to him when he perishes in a

fire started while he is intoxicated. Mean-
while, his first wife, believing him dead long

before, had married her old lover. Sticking

closely to the course of congruity the au-

thor permits her to find the happiness she

deserves.

Tt WHENEVER we see a comedy-drama
* * which gives us equal chance to smile

and think seriously, and when that comedy-

drama is enriched by a true-to-life romance,

then we want to literally shout the praises

we feel for all those responsible for provid-

ing it. "The Spirit of Romance" in which Vi-

vian Martin is featured is one of those de-

lectable, little stories in which the troubles

of the characters come and go, leaving

everyone to an invulnerable happiness. Hu-
mor and pathos are so well blended in this

play that a person is kept incessantly

gripped in its power, and this affords unal-

loyed pleasure. As the plot runs, a crusty

old millionaire, who is beset with hallucina-

tions that everyone is contriving to deprive

him of his money, devises a scheme where-

by he pretends to die and leaves his for-
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tune to a poor, little girl who is working in

an antique shop. Instead of dying, however,

he hides himself in a secret room in his im-

mense mansion and through the eyes of a

portrait he is enabled to watch the events

in the entire household. His little heiress

conducts herself with admirable charity to

all, and she not only wins his admiration but

makes him remorseful because his mental

contrasting of her manner of life with his

own hard-hearted methods attinges his

conscience. He wants to atone for wrongs

he has meted out without consideration in

his past mad chase of gold. He comes
back to "life" at a masked ball to the as-

tonishment of the guests, and he is "a new
man" in all the term implies. He is full of

the spirit of romance at last, and no one

with that spirit can possibly be crusty.

npHE motion picture is the boon of war-
* torn Europe today. Screen fare is just

about the only stimulant on the amuse-

ment menu over there. The reduction of

train service everywhere and the monopoliz-

ing of the railroads by the armies make
impractical the touring of theatrical com-

panies, and moreover there are few actors

who are not on the battle front. The
expeditious manner in which films can be

shipped from city to city gives the shadow
art the lead and attendance at all motion-

picture theaters is large. Most of the pic-

tures being exhibited are American-made.

Winfield Sheehan, general manager of the

Fox Film Corporation of New York, re-

cently returned from a trip through

Europe, and he declares he found the photo-

play to be the chief form of amusement in

every city he visited. He says that most
the larger theaters in Great Britain have

abandoned their regular bookings with

traveling companies, and are filling in their

time with feature films. In France the

business is not quite so good as in England,

because of the necessity of utilizing elec-

tricity in the manufacture of munitions.

The French picture houses are permitted to

open only three nights a week. The photo-

play fans of the various English and con-

tinental cities have seen more of the screen

accomplishments of the United States during

the war than they ever did in peace times,

and the tendency of the great influx of

these pictures seems certain to establish a

permanent demand which will give Ameri-
can photoplays a wider vogue than Ameri-

can stage plays ever attained in foreign

climes.

r^ ONSCIENTIOUS artists like criticism.^ "I have never read an adverse com-

ment on my work that hasn't hurt my feel-

ings, but if the criticism was constructive

and instructive as well as adverse I always

managed to get some good out of it," re-

marks Cleo Madison, a well-known favorite.

To this she adds that consistently favorable

notices are apt to make an artist careless.

We are happy to say there is a very marked
tendency among exponents of the Thespian

art in general to take the same view of

this proposition, and precisely what it will

eventually mean to the people who pay their

money to see moving pictures is, they will

have the pleasure of noting better inter-

pretations. Like the wise Solomon, actors

and actresses are profiting by the observa-

tions of others, and instead of taking in-

sult, they are taking heed, the net result

being they are wiser men and women for

their chosen profession. No proclivity

could possibly be more promising or reas-

suring. The spirit of it should certainly

tend to increase the justice which actuates

critics. The reviewer who has heretofore

assailed and poked fun just because he has

an outlet for his uncalled-for trash should

either move himself entirely or else he

should move into the sphere of those con-

scientious authorities who are striving with

an earnest zeal to uplift the photoplay art

by offering well-tempered and useful sug-

gestions to those to whom a most important

part of the development is intrusted—the

artists.

TENDENCIES TERSELY TOLD
"The Tides of Barnegat," F. Hop-

kinson Smith's famous novel, has
found its way to the shadow stage,

through the enterprise of Jesse L.

Lasky, and it affords impressive evi-

dence that there is no let-up in the

penchant for picturing literary mas-
terpieces which have already shown
their mettle. Blanche Sweet, Elliot

Dexter and Tom Forman, a trio of
popular favorites, are in the cast. This
picture is a gem.

As ever motion pictures serve in

live up-to-the-minute propaganda for
big problems confronting humanity.
Now comes a new Selig feature enti-

tled "What Shall Take My Life?" an
argument against capital punishment,
which is unquestionably a relic of bar-

barism, and which should therefore be
summarily abolished. The screen is

doing its share to sound the death
knell of the death penalty.

It is being contended that the high

cost of living is forcing many peo-

ple to abandon patronizing the mo-
tion picture houses. This may be true

in some sections of some cities, but

most of the big houses throughout the

country are rounding out their most
prosperous season just now.

WE are told by the Holy Writ that it is

more blessed to give than to receive.

Therefore Mary H. O'Connor took a high

ground when she wrote "Cheerful Givers," a

story dealing happily with the blessedness

of giving. As a photoplay "Cheerful Giv-

ers" proves to be a real treat. Bessie Love's

winsome artistry in the role of Judy, a joy-

infusing heroine, is another treat, and the

Fine Arts Kiddies, who are very much in

the picture, provide a third treat. Appropri-

ately enough the scenes are laid in an

orphanage, and the story is woven around

Judy's efforts to be a cheerful giver to

especially three homeless children who
were adopted py Rev. John Deady, Judy's

father, in spite of his near-poverty. Rev.

Deady had been moved to thus share his

mite with the needy because the capacity

of the orphanage was not sufficient to care

for more children as a result of the heart-

lessness of Mrs. Harriett Gray, a million-

aire financier, who, forseeing a panic in the

money market and a possibility of adding to

her wealth by usurous interest, called in her

loan to the institution. When Mrs. Gray

heard of the inconvenience her action had

caused, she wrote Rev. Deady a letter offer-

ing to take one

—

just one—of these chil-

dren into her home, and she stipulated it

must be a boy. Judy conceived the idea of

disguising herself as a boy and going into

the wealthy woman's home due to the fact

that the latter had, in her letter, signified

her intention of paying the adopted one a

regular wage. It was Judy's plan to get

this money and send it to her father to sup-

port the orphans. She promptly executed

the scheme, and upon arriving in the Gray
home in the owner's absence she was "dis-

covered" at once by Horace, Mrs. Gray's son.

However, he was a good sport and did not

reveal his knowledge of the deception, per-

mitting Judy to think she had fooled him.

But soon afterwards Mrs. Gray determined

the little stranger's sex, but she decided to

keep her when she chanced to overhear the

girl lecture Horace roundly for loafing

around her so much. Mrs. Gray felt that

Horace deserved such a scolding, and she

admired Judy for giving it to him. Ulti-

mately Horace and Judy fell in love with
each other, and after Fate had skirted them
dangerously around the circle of illicit oper-

ations in the form of a robbery of which
neither was guilty, they reach the goal of

their ambition. Mrs. Gray had decided

Horace possessed the right to select his own
wife and, in fact, after a long conference

with Parson Deady she decided that about

the only thing she insisted upon having
her own way about was to convert her big

house into a home for all the stray chil-

dren she could find. She had learned sev-

eral lessons from Judy, the Parson and the

children, and became the most cheerful

giver of them all. This is an inspiring and
wholesome photoplay which will appeal to

all children as well as the kiddies grown up.

A FTER an absence of more than a year,

Hazel Dawn returns to the screen in

the new Brennon-Selznick feature, "The
Lone Wolf," by Louis Joseph Vance. Miss

Dawn has been with her first love—musical

comedy—all this time, and she has been

missed by the photoplay fans, for she is

truly one of the most pleasing personalities

that has ever flitted across the shadow
stage, and she will always enjoy an undy-

ing fame for her splendid interpretation of

the title role in "The Feud Girl." In "The
Lone Wolf" she is seen as a young woman,
who, while in the pay of the police, pretends

to be an accomplice of a coterie of powerful

criminals. She is called upon to get evidence

against another mysterious crook, who has

gained for himself the title of "The Lone

Wolf," because he always works by himself

in his bold preying upon rich people. Love

complicates conditions, but in this case it

adds materially to the fascination. Miss

Dawn registers admirably every emotion,

every tell-tale facial expression, and she

gives a superb performance. She is so good

that it is to be hoped she will devote her

talented energies to the photoplay art more
regularly in the future.

npHERE seems to be no end to the variety
* of roles which Pauline Frederick can

play faultlessly. Now we have her as a

self-sacrificing mother in her latest starring

vehicle, "Sleeping Fires," which has just

been released. From the heartless Sapho to

this sympathetic matronly role is quite a

stretch of versatility, but Miss Frederick

spans it with absolute histrionic ease. The

( Continued on page 47)



SPRING—THE PICTURE SUPREME
life, as doubtful now as e'er!

We chase the rainbows more and more
And find 'tis vain to flout despair.

Wild Hope remains, but in a lair.

We do the best a mortal can:
We work, we save, we give and take;

We try the optimistic plan;
No honest rule do we forsake.

We linger long in atmosphere
Pervaded by the Holy Writ,

And, ah, the sermons we do hear!
When one is good two-score misfit!

But, thanks, in spite of all of this

Inspired are we to gaily sing
Transforming woe into a bliss,

And all because 'tis jolly spring.

Verily, when Nature dons her raiment of

such splendid opalescence and such demo-
cratic, all-for-all opulence, we who wend our
weary way on this mundane sphere are

treated to a radiant glory too engrossing, too

cheer-infusing to yield obsequiously to even
the indomitable will of Discouragement. We
are seeing the picture supreme—Nature's
own picture which is convincing of the fact

that this world is a wonderful place to be in

after all. Mendacious delusions imposed by
unscrupulous fellows cease to perturb the
mentality while one is contemplating the
tranquil but impressive beauties which
abound in the great outdoors when the red
robins sing their blithesome songs. Tis the
era for basking in recreative sunshine almost
without surcease, and forgetting the fatuities

which invariably infest humdrum existence.

'Tis the opportune time to relegate to the

background the pusillanimous incongruities

of those who cruelly disconcert us. Indeed,
the picture Nature presents in the springtime
is the most notable feature of all.

From the tiny, insignificant flower to the
mammoth tree of superb foliage emanates
that mystic influence which compels an admi-
ration conducive to optimism. Few are they
who could resist the inspiring force. None
there be who cannot be benefited thereby.

THE GREATER
PHOTO-PLAY
JOURNAL

A bright and sturdy
youth once upon a time
decided it was not
enough to be at the head
of his class, and he

geared his energies into a higher speed. He
had ideas and he had ambitions—not one
ambition. As was inevitable he forged ahead.
His assiduous application to laudable effort

was quite beyond the fickle trickiness of Fate.

He was an individual of destiny of his own
volition and by his own determination. That
youth became a great college professor. Then
he became a greater President of the United
States. He is the man all loyal Americans
are exhorting their fellows to support in the

present extraordinary crisis. The Photo-
Play Journal is a youth in the family of

magazines and it is sturdy. It is not content
to be in a class to itself. It seeks to increase
its upward momentum in order to realize an
impelling ambition to be a veritable record-
breaker. Already it has set some new high
standards and has been branded as great,
but this is not enough. The Photo-Play
Journal WILL BECOME GREATER AT
ONCE. The June number will be epochal of
this. It will be a vast improvement in every
particular. There are many who will deem
this impossible, for there are many who re-

gard this periodical as the acme of perfection
now, but, just the same, you are going to
have a greater Photo-Play Journal, begin-
ning with the very next issue. The price per
copy will hereafter be twenty cents instead
of fifteen cents, and, when you see the incom-
parable June number you will be glad. Like
the bright and sturdy youth this magazine
with its heart, soul and character aspires to
the supreme preferment by virtue of self-

reliant merit. The longest stride towards
this goal will be taken in the June number.
Don't miss a hit!

the sun-
shine ON THE

SCREEN

This world of ours has
come to a gurgitation as
dangerous as it is falla-

cious. Incontrovertible
evidence we have of wil-

ful men perpetrating unpardonable inhuman-
ity to man and these men control the affairs

of certain great nations. Every wakeful
minute we are beset with the worry of having
a welkin filled with blazing sparks hovering
close to our very heads. We read of millions

of untimely deaths now without a tremor.
Four years ago we experienced a qualm when
we heard of a dozen killed in a railroad wreck.
So much disaster has occurred since hostili-

ties began in Europe that all mankind has
been forced into an abnormal state of mind.
The wildest catastrophes of all fiction have
become chimerical in the contrasting with
actual events. Everything in the world's
affairs today is doleful. No one can depend
on remaining hors de combat. At no other
time was the world so lugubrious, so en-

grossed in utter resignation to dire eventuali-

ties. But, fortunately, there is no night too
dark to defy the occasional beacon light, the
iridescent hope which flashes across black
clouds as if gleeful in the expose of their

heartless motive. The screen upon which is

orojected the edifying, cheer-infusing, worry-
killing photoplay is a leading beacon light in

this sunless age. True there is a slight flicker

occasionally because a bit of the sordid is

allowed to creep in, but, in the main, the
stories unfolded by the animated pictures

tend to make people forget for the moment
the terrible maelstrom which engulfs us all.

Let us therefore be abundantly thankful for

the unswerving faithfulness to duty of those
responsible for our cinema entertainment.

1
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A SMALL TOWN GIRL
By GRACE ADE

I"!' '
'"""

ITTLE Rock was a typical

American village. The very
atmosphere of the community
was extremely rural and the

small populace was supremely
unsophisticated in all the term implies. In

this tiny hamlet dwelled June, a pretty,

dark-haired, brown-eyed country girl, who
had begun early in life to dream of con-

quering a big city by either her singing or

her dancing. Forsooth she was regaling

herself in an imaginative reverie of this

sort when her mother summoned her to

her duties of "doing the chores." June's

parents' were poor, hard-working people

who eked out a scanty existence by tilling

the soil, and neither father nor the mother
even thought of ever having an opportunity

of improving their financial condition. They
were accustomed to their manner of life,

and were resigned to their fate without

being exactly discontented.

It was on the occasion of one of her fre-

quent visits to the village store that June
chanced to meet Ralph Motley, a flashily-

attired New York drummer, who was mak-
ing his annual trip to Little Rock. June
met Motley in spite of both Hiram Lemuel
Vance, a young bumpkin who indulged in a

terrible passion for the demure maiden, and,

Silas Quigg, the champion hayseed Romeo
of the burg.

Motley was not the kind of a chap to be

easily thwarted by the ardent and persistent

attentions of a rival and hence he boldly

projected himself into the wooing, finally

succeeding in monopolizing the charmed
girl by dint of his superior loquacity.

"Listen, girlie, this is no place for a lit-

tle peach like you," Motley whispered to

her. "You should go to New York, where
you'll find your level."

"Oh I would be so glad to go there," the

guileless June replied thoroughly entranced.

"Are you from New York?"

"Sure, and believe me, you don't know
what life is unless you're in New York," the

drummer told her.

By this time June's admiration for the

stranger knew no bounds. She felt he was
the first real man who had ever paid any
attention to her. But Hiram was not think-

ing in the same channel, and he deliberately

shoved the drummer aside and engaged the

girl's whole attention himself. Hiram was
obviously and unmistakably displeased by
Motley's conduct, and as a matter of

fact, the young swain was fairly "boiling

over" with angry jealousy of the most pro-

nounced type. With a dogged determination

he gave the drummer little further oppor-

tunity to make advances.

But that night there was a dance given in

the village and Ralph Motley, quite undis-

mayed, invited himself and attended, his one

purpose being to see more of the winsome
June, who had informed him of her inten-

' tions of attending. There he discovered

Hiram attired in an outlandish, out-of-date

dress suit, a garment the young man valued

about as much as a woman would a Corona-
tion dress just before she was to be pre-

sented at court. The dance waxed merry
after the fashion of the kind who were
present, a fiddler constituting the entire

orchestra and with lemonade flowing freely

as the chief drink of the occasion. June
wore her best Sunday dress, which while

plain and cheap, actually added to her
natural beauty. She did not attempt to hide

the keen pleasure she felt over the attentions

paid her by Motley. In fact, she never
paid less attention to Hiram in her life. She
really neglected him entirely after the first

few minutes of the festivities. Indeed,

Hiram was so disheartened that he finally

kept out of the dance hall and devoted a full

hour to chewing the cud of bitter reflection.

It did not require much study on his part to

realize that the "city fellow" totally eclipsed

him because he knew more about things and
peremptorily he decided to go to New York
himself to overcome his provincialism and
to carve his way to success.

A while later Hiram achieved his set

purpose of getting June away from her

city suitor and to a secluded spot.

Ready to conquer the big city

"I've made up my mind to go out in the

big world and make something out of my-
self, June, all for your sake," Hiram told

her.

"Goody, I think that'll be fine," she re-

plied enthusiastically. "I don't want to live

all my life in this dinky place."

Instantly her old love for Hiram re-

turned, and she permitted him to take a

sly little kiss, a kiss which restored the

previously forlorn young man to the realm
of hope.

Not many minutes later, and while the

dance was progressing, a fire broke out in

the kitchen of an adjacent house, and as

most of the men present were members of

the Volunteer Fire Department, the enter-

tainment was abruptly broken up. Hiram
was among the most faithful of the fire-

fighters, and the prospect of being kept busy
for some time led to his hurrying June to

her home.
Around the midnight hour, June was still

wide awake. She had seated herself in her

bed and was eagerly looking over the pic-

torial sections of various New York papers.

Her paramount ambition in life so con-

trolled her that it was next to impossible

for her to induce herself to ever go to sleep,

as she wanted to spend all her time dream-
ing of the big city and of the time when she

wo,uld reside there triumphantly.

It was a wee sma' hour of the morn-
ing before June fell to sleep, and she was
still dreaming her fondest dreams when
rudely awakened by her mother, who urged
her to "hurry about her morning work."

June was a bit disgruntled over being sum-
moned so suddenly, but she managed to do
her chores and had just sat down at the

breakfast table when the rural postman ar-

rived with a letter from New York. Her
mother opened it and discovered it to be

from a sister whom she had not seen for

years. The letter contained the request

that she go to New York and help care for

her child. The father had been seriously in-

jured in some construction work, and it was
necessary for the wife to take him away
from the city to regain his health. It was
impossible to take the child along.

June's mother was in favor of going at

once, but her father chimed in with objec-

tions, declaring he needed her at home to

assist him in the work.

"Why can't I go to New York and help,"

June suggested with avidity as she quickly

realized an opportunity she had long wished

for had presented itself.

The parents considered this for a mo-
ment, and after some deliberation they de-

cided it would be the most feasible plan.

The instant they agreed June rushed up to

her attic and happily rushed the task of

packing her available belongings. She
hummed merry, little tunes to herself as she

hastily packed and dreamed of the happiness

she was to find in the metropolis. She pic-

tured herself riding in fine limousines and

being entertained by fashionable people.

She concluded her day of distinguished

victory had surely come now. She dreamed
of having a whole retinue of servants at

her beck and call. She felt sure life was
going to be just one joy after another hence-

forth.

On the very next day she arrived at the

Pennsylvania Railway Station in New
York. Her entire "bank-roll" consisted of

about five dollars in nickels, dimes and
quarters, all wrapped securely in a red

bandana handkerchief and consequently

very inconvenient for spending purposes.

When she passed out into a driveway sev-

eral taxicab drivers solicited her to patron-

ize them, but she was attracted by a closed

hack, driven by a negro. This was more her

idea of rural grandeur. She approached the

negro and he very gallantly reached out his

hand to help the girl into the vehicle and she,

mistaking his attention, shook hands with

him cordially. This, of course, excited the

obstreperous mirth of all those present and

June was perplexed.

The negro became dubious as to June's

financial responsibility, and made inquiries,

whereupon she carefully unwrapped the

bandana handkerchief and displayed her

treasure. He was then satisfied, and, when
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June was glad to forsake the dinky town

June presented a card containing her aunt's

address, he noted it was on First Avenue.

"It'll cost you all jes' two dollahs and a

half," the negro informed her.

June laboriously counted out the amount.
The driver pocketed it as he stepped into

the hack with the luggage, whereupon the

small change dropped through his pocket

onto the floor of the vehicle, and the fellow

was unaware of his loss.

June settled herself in the hack and the

negro drove away, lambasting his old horse
unmercifully in an effort to accomplish the

impossible, namely, to make the animal
hurry. June was not long in discovering the

coins in the bottom of the hack, and she took
possession of them without having the

slightest semblance of an idea that it had
been her own money. She had always
dreamed that New York was a city in which
the streets were paved with gold, and she

innocently concluded that she had come
across some of the wealth very early.

The frequent beatings the negro gave the

old horse at last aroused the ire of the girl,

and she ordered him to desist his cruelty.

When he failed to obey her as promptly as

she deemed proper, June climbed out on the

seat with the driver and grabbed the lines

and whip, proceeding to drive the horse
herself.

"Fo' de lan's sake, chile, you am sure

peculiah," the negro expostulated in sur-

prise.

"Well, I'm goin' to show you how to treat

a horse," she declared.

The negro blinked his eyes many times as

he watched the country girl drive quite as

expertly as any seasoned New York driver.

It was nearly an hour later that they
arrived in a dirty street in the slum dis-

trict, and the negro directed the girl to a

delapidated tenement house.
"Dis am it, lady," the negro announced

as he took the reins and stopped the horse.

"This?" June exclaimed in utter amaze-
ment.

"Yes ma'm, dis am de address what's on
de card," the negro insisted.

"Well, this ain't no palace at all," the girl

murmured in bitter disappointment.

"It am far from de palaces too, lady,"

the negro replied.

June had only alighted on the sidewalk

when a gang of rowdy boys gathered
around her.

"Pipe de hayseed," one of them yelled.

June instinctively felt the necessity of

getting away from this motley crowd of

curiosity-seekers, and she rushed into the

dingy hall of the tenement house. She
could scarcely believe she was in New York.
This house in no way resembled the palaces

of her wild dreams. She did not even
know there were any such dirty buildings

in her Dream City. Completely discour-

aged June located the apartment of her

aunt, Mrs. Brown, whom she found in the

midst of a big washing. Little Jane, her

daughter, was playing on the rough floor

with very much soiled dolls and this filled

June's soul with dread. She had never

known there could be such a sordid at-

mosphere as prevailed in this lowly home of

the big city. Mrs. Brown and Jane were
instantly delighted to have June with them.

Unceremoniously the child pawed at the

girl who was now aghast and sorely de-

pressed by the congestion, the sunlessness

of the room.

"We have a lovely place here, my dear,"

Mrs. Brown said as she led June into an

adjoining bedroom. "This is a southern

exposure."

June gazed out of the small back window,
and all she could see was red-flannel under-

wear hanging on clothes-lines.

"So this is New York," June whispered
huskily as she sank into a chair, the very per-

sonification of despair and sad disillusion-

ment. "And to think I left Little Rock for

a dirty hole like this," she added a moment
later as she realized herself to be dumb-
founded.

The next day Mrs. Brown look her inva-
lid husband to the country. June promptly
became little mother to Jane. In the mean-
time Hiram Lemuel Vance had established
himself in New York. He had secured a
position at ten dollars a week in the real

estate office of Marsh and Company, a con-
cern which handled the collections of a
great deal of tenement property. He was
struggling along with an over-abundance of
loneliness. He had written June, but she
had departed the day after he did, and she
had not gotten the letter.

Living in the same house with June were
"Dandy Dick" Elmont and his "girl," Lilly
and Bill Forbes, another crook of the black-
jack variety who handled the "lead pipe"
while Elmont used his brains. Lilly had
planted herself in the home of John Ham-
mond, a wealthy man whose hobby was well

known to be the collection of precious
stones.

Eavesdropping in his home, Lilly heard
Flammond making arrangements to give a
small dinner party to exhibit the great
diamond he had recently purchased from
the Duke of Bourne. Lilly hurriedly visited

Elmont and apprised him of this fact. The
three crooks immediately held a conference
and discussed ways and means of "lifting"

this big gem. After hours of thought Dick
conceived a novel idea, and the gang
promptly set about to execute it.

On the following day little Jane was play-
ing in front of the flat with some urchins
of the neighborhood despite June's explicit

orders that she was not to do so. Upstairs
June was scrubbing a window, removing
dirt which had been accumulating for
months. For the nonce she was too busy
to "mind the kids."

Fate fully enough, Hiram Lemuel Vance,
now plunged in the darkest caverns of mel-
ancholy because of the protracted absence
of communication from June, happened to
saunter down the street at that moment. He
had just turned into the street when a tiny
ball from a peashooter with which Jane was
playing, hit him in the eye. Angered by
the painful sting, Hiram grabbed Jane and
severely reprimanded her. June, working

The drummer from the city made a hit with her
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on a window above, was attracted by

Hiram's excited voice, and sbe recognized

him. Overjoyed the girl rushed downstairs

and overtook Hiram just as he was leaving

the locality.

"Meeting you is the first wonderful thing

that's happened since J came to New York,"

|une declared as she embraced Hiram with

childish glee.

"You can bet your life it relieves my
mind, June, 'cause I was about to go crazy

on account of you not answering my letter,"

Hiram replied.

"But I never got the letter," she averred.

"Then I think a lot more of you than I

ever did," he announced as he gave a sigh

of relief.

June took Hiram to the Brown flat after

introducing him to Jane, and the happy re-

union was characterized by much innocent

love-making and merry reminiscences of

times bygone.

The following evening John Hammond
gave his select dinner party. The crooks

were prepared to perpetrate their illicit

scheme. Dick, the leader of the gang, was
stationed on the outside of a window to

the mansion watching. Bill, his confeder-

ate, was inside the basement waiting. Lilly

was hiding outside the portieres leading to

the grand dining-room, also waiting. When
Hammond exhibited his wonderful diamond
to his guests, Lilly entered the room with

a fake telegram. Dick, observing this move
through the window, tossed a pebble into the

basement as a signal to Bill, who quickly

turned off the big light switch, plunging

the whole house in pitch darkness. Lilly

snatched the diamond from the table and

threw it out the window. Dick recovered

it, and in the darkness and confusion Lilly

and Bill made their escape from the house,

reaching their waiting automobile and mak-
ing their getaway from the neighborhood.

The minute the lights were turned on
again, Hammond's butler notified the police

of the daring theft, and the task of appre-

hending the robbers was started immedi-

ately.

About this time June was putting little

Jane to bed. Hiram was seated in the small

living-room awaiting the re-appearance of

June. When the latter finally returned the

couple fell to love-making as had always

been their wont and little Jane arose from
her bed and surprised the young couple by
walking in on them just at a moment when
they were locked in each other's arms. Of
course both felt exceedingly ashamed, and

June experienced difficulty in persuading the

child to accompany her back to her bed.

At this instant the crooks entered the

house with their latest haul. Upon reach-

ing their flat they discussed places to hide

the magnificent jewel, which they all ad-

mired to such an extent as to make them un-

wary in their comment or the pitch of their

voices. It was finally decided to hide the

diamond in the heel of one of Lilly's shoes.

The task of removing her heel and digging

out a hole large enough to hold the stone

was extremely difficult, and the completed

job betrayed crude workmanship born of

inexperience in such tinkering. When the

job was completed the shoe was thrown in

a closet in a pile of discarded footwear.

The newspapers the next morning were
filled with glowing accounts of the daring

robbery, and also contained the announce-

ment of a munificent reward being offered

for the return of the stone and the capture

of the criminals. This news came under
June's observation, and she was deeply

interested.

"Oh, if we could only find them," she

told Hiram, who had stopped in on his

way to work.

"Gosh, gal, it'd take a regular detective

to find out anything about any crook that

was slick enough to do a trick like that," he
replied.

Nevertheless June could not get the sub-
ject off of her mind. She was controlled by
a peculiar impulse that she could aid the

law. The fact that the police were baffled

did not seem to discourage her in the least.

Yet, she had not the slightest idea of how
to go about trailing thieves.

A few nights later the crooks stole out

of their flat for the first time to reconnoiter

with the view of determining the possibili-

ties of disposing of the diamond at one of

the nearby "fences." As they left, they were
seen by a plain-clothes man stationed in the

neighborhood for the purpose of watching,

and no sooner had they gone than he entered

the tenement house. He was doubtful about
the flat occupied by these crooks, and pre-

tended to be a gas man ; he gleaned from
June the desired information. He broke
into the flat and made a hasty search of

the contents of the rooms. In investigating

the closet he kicked out of his way the

slipper which contained the diamond, but he
overlooked it. He was in the midst of his

search when the crooks returned, and he

slipped upstairs and watched them as they

entered their flat. Then he left the house.

The following morning while June was
preparing breakfast she discovered she had
no butter. She went upstairs determined to

borrow some from her neighbors and little

Jane followed her. June was emboldened to

ask Lilly for some butter. Dick and Bill

were present at the time, but when Lilly

gave a signal they got out of the room.
Lilly had decided that June, on account of
her youth and innocence, would make a good
confederate for department-store work.
Hence she took June into her bed-room,
which was cmite nicely furnished, and clev-

erly sought to interest her by placing some
rouge and powder on her face, thus en-

hancing her good looks considerably. Be-
fore she gave the unsophisticated country
girl a chance to leave, Lilly had exerted her
every effort to win her confidence, and she

had succeeded fairly well, for, by the time
she reached her own abode, June felt her-

self, envious of the former.

Now, as oftentimes happens, doubt and
distrust existed among these crooks. There
was some intention on the part of the men
to separate from the woman, in order to

realize the proceeds of the stone themselves.

They realized the police were after Lilly, but

that they were unsuspected. Hence they

awaited an opportunity to doublecross the

woman and to leave her in the lurch.

It was just at dusk that June downstairs

was preparing a dinner of state pending the

arrival of Hiram. The stove proved con-

trary, and June shoveled ashes from it and
putting them in a bucket, commissioned
Jane to carry them downstairs. The little

one obeyed. Meanwhile Dick and; Bill,

upstairs, were taking a few drinks with

Lilly in an effort to get the latter intoxi-

cated. They had plotted to get away from
her on that very night. While the crooks

were thus engaged a little pet dog belong-

ing to Lilly was playing with the slipper

containing the diamond. The animal car-

ried the slipper to the window, jumping up
on the window-seat and in frisking around
dropped it down into an areaway just as

Jane entered it. Eagerly the child picked

up the slipper, and she hurried upstairs with

it. June joined her in admiring it. She

June waB in full charge of the Brown home
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Lilly had beautified June with paint and powder

had just slipped it on her foot when Hiram
arrived and while the couple chatted, Dick
and Bill, deciding they had Lilly sufficiently

intoxicated, made preparations to flee with
the diamond. They were amazed to find

the slipper containing it missing. They
promptly confronted the woman and ac-

cused her of double-crossing them. She
denied it vehemently and a vicious alterca-

tion ensued.

Meanwhile little Jane had put the price-

less slipper on her foot and was entertain-

ing Hiram while June continued to prepare

the meal. Hiram did not take Jane seri-

ously, and he took the slipper away from
her, being on the verge of spanking the child

in a spirit of fun when June, attracted by
the noise they were making, entered the

room and snatched the slipper away from
Hiram. A friendly tussel ensued between
the two for possession of the slipper, but

Jane finally grabbed it.

"Oh, look at the pretty glass marble,"

Jane exclaimed as she extracted the dia-

mond from the now torn heel of the slipper.

Hiram and June were petrified.

"The great diamond," they both ex-

claimed.

I [iram lost little time in getting oul of the

building to notify the police, and June in a
slate ol high excitement, proceeded nerv-
ously to finish her cooking, lane had fol

lowed him downstairs deeply mystified by
his sudden departure, Lilly a moment later

crept out of her flal and downstairs, where
she found Jane.

"Did you sec anything of my slipper?"
she asked the child.

Child-like Jane told her all about it, as

the woman's attitude, which was half-
drunken, frightened her. Lilly rushed up
to June's flat and assumed a suave manner
in confronting her.

"The child tells me you have my slipper."
she said.

June was confused. She did not know
what to say. She stammered and consumed
time, detaining Lilly long enough to give-

Dick and Bill time to sneak downstairs.
They were attracted by the women's voices.
They entered June's flat and upon learning
of Lilly's mission there, joined her in ques-
tioning the much-bewildered girl. Their
argument turned to a forceful one. They
were threatening her within a twinkling.
Just at the crucial moment Hiram returned
with the police. The crooks were silently

choking June. A desperate battle followed
immediately upon the entrance of Hiram
and the police, but the crooks were sub-
dued and made prisoners. Hiram and June
had insured themselves of collecting a hand-
some reward, which would mean everything
to their future happiness.

"Gosh all hemlock, June, who'd a-thought
we'd ever be such slickers ?" Hiram asked.

"All I can say is I'm glad I came to be
little mother to the child here, because it

paved the way to happy days for you and
me," she replied.

Then she submitted to an embrace and a
kiss, and the couple turned to planning a

joyous wedding the minute they collected

their reward for aiding the cause of justice.

From the photoplay produced by William Fox,
starring June Caprice.
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DUSTIN FARNU AT PLAY
By TOM FIELD
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To meet Dustin Farnum, the popular film

idol, at his farm at Bucksport, Me., is like

making the acquaintance of a great big boy
amidst his shining toys. Surrounded by his

cows, pigs, chickens, horses and dogs at his

rural home, where he spends all his idle

moments away from the studio, or busily

engaged pitching hay in the fields, polishing

up his big touring car or tinkering around
his speed boat in the bay, he is as happy as

any youngster on Christmas morn.
Always having been a lover of outdoor

sports, "Dusty," as he is familiarly nick-

named by thousands of his admirers, spends
the greater part of his time under the open
sky. Motor boating occupies a great por-

tion of his spare time, and his 150-horse-

power speed boat is one of his most be-

loved "toys." The racer, which he has
named "The Virginian," is 6 feet A J/2 inches

beam; and 30 feet and 2 inches long. Nothing
affords the film star more pleasure than to

don old clothes, and with a paint brush or

monkey wrench in hand prepare his speed
demon for a race, the many trophies he
proudly displays readily indicating that his

untiring efforts in this direction do not go

unrewarded. The boat has peculiar lines,

somewhat resembling a flatiron, and, as re-

lated by Mr. Farnum, presents a shape very

much like a craft which he built from drift-

wood in his boyhood days. In this old sail-

boat, also a "flatiron" affair, he cruised

around the same waters in which he now
breaks records with his racer. For a sail

he secured' a bed-sheet from his mother,

and for a steering device he used the wheel
of a toy cart. Although the steering ar-

rangement took up all the space allotted for

passengers, and compelled him to steer on

his knees, the apparatus worked nicely

and had all the boys jealous.

Another pet "toy" which "Dusty" proudl '

possesses is a big motor car, in which he

toured all through the present Europea i

war zone, just prior to the beginning of the

war, taking pictures for' the book, "The
Lightning Conductor." This powerful car

has made him widely known as a speed king

of great daring, but, despite this fact, he

has never had an accident while at the

wheel.

Animals occupy a big spot in the heart

of the popular film star. Two of his most

valuable pets are Romeo and Juliet, a pair
of prize pigs, to which he will never fail to

introduce a visitor. They are immense
porkers and receive as gentle treatment at

the hands of "Dusty" as a babe from its

mother. No one is allowed to feed or take
care of them excepting the boss himself,
and when he is away this honor is entrusted
to his head man. A pair of trotting horses
and a riding horse also receive their due
share of attention, and their master is as

proud of them as he is of his pigs. Horses
always were very much in evidence in the

life of the actor, both on and off the stage,

and many are his adventures with wild
beasts while in the saddle. Rabbits, dogs
and even snakes, are included in this big
boy's family and all seem to know and ap-

preciate their kind master.

Back on the farm, in the house in which
he was born, a structure that has passed its

eightieth year of existence, Dustin Farnum
hies himself whenever the opportunity pre-
sents. Here he plays in a clean, whole-
hearted manner, which fits him for the

strenuous work which will follow before the

grinding camera.
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Ann Murdock
of the Stage
and Screen

By TERRY RAMSAYE

NN MURDOCK, the Mutual
star, was the last of the Froh-
man stars to be launched by Mr.
Frohman before he went down
on the Lusitania.

Seldom in the history of the drama has

a young woman been raised so rapidly from
obscurity to eminence as was Ann Murdock
under the magic direction of Frohman. The
great manager was a Prince Charming to

whom all wonderful things were possible

from the creation of living plays to the rais-

ing of new stars to decorate his glittering

firmament.
Miss Murdock was born in New York

City and spent the greater part of her early

life at Port Washington. She had no fancy

for the stage in her early life, and frankly

confesses that she went on the boards be-

cause she wanted nicer frocks than she had
so far been able to get, and thought the

stage would furnish her a superior ward-
robe.

Visiting New York Miss Murdock went
one day to the office of Henry B. Harris,

seeking a position. As she sat waiting
among a score of applicants, Harris
emerged from his private room. He caught
sight of the Titian beauty sitting there in a

crowd of ordinaries and at once singled her

out though without appearing at the mo-
ment to have noticed her.

A few moments later, in some mysterious
fashion, Miss Murdock, who had not so

She is not darning socks for soldiers; she is knitting a muffler for herself

far even sent in her card, was summoned to

the sanctum sanctorum. Fifteen minutes
later she had been given a small part in

"The Lion and the Mouse." But no sooner
had Harris seen Ann in action than he with-

drew her from "The Lion and the Mouse"
company and put her in a new production
that he was bringing out in New York.

At the end of the season, Miss Murdock
made up her mind to get under Frohman's
management if possible, so she went to the

Empire Theater to make an application

and there met William Gillette who was
busy with one of his numerous revivals of

"Secret Service." The moment Gillette set

eyes on Ann Murdock he made up his mind
to put her in the part of the Southern girl,

and they talked that over, but later on Gil-

lette declared his intention of writing a part

especially for Ann.

"Electricity" was the play in which a part

was written especially for the young actress,

but it failed and Miss Murdock was offered

a part in "A Pair of Sixes," in which she

played a whole season in New York very
successfully.

One night Mr. Frohman saw the farce

and thought so well of Miss Murdoch's act-

ing that he sent for her the next day and
offered her an engagement, making one of

those contracts that lasted until the end of

his days for he said to her

:

"You are with me for life."
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That was Frohman's way of telling his

people that without the formality of con-

tracts they were to look to him each season

for employment.

From that time on Mr. Frohman took an

earnest interest in Miss Murdoch's career.

He saw in her as he had seen in only a few

of his women stars an opportunity to create

a new and distinct type.

Just about this time the great manager
became interested in a new French play

which he called "The Beautiful Adventure,"

and he did a daring but characteristically

Frohman thing. He believed implicitly i
•

Miss Murdoch's talents, believing that the

part of the ingenious young girl in this play

was ideally suited to Miss Murdoch's tem-

perament and personality. So in conjunc-

tion with Mrs. Thomas Whiffen and
Charles Cherry, he featured her in the cast.

Miss Murdoch's characterization amply
justified Frohman's confidence, but the play

failed in New York and on the road. Mr.
Frohman wrote to Miss Murdock

:

"I am afraid our little play is too gentle

for the west. Come back— I have some-
thing else for you."

Mr. Frohman then put Miss Murdock in

Porter Emerson Browne's "A Girl of To-
day," which had its first presentation in

Washington. Mr. Frohman was in Wash-
ington when the play opened and when Ann
Murdock and her mother arrived from New
York Frohman met them at the station with

a car. As they passed the National Theater
Miss Murdock burst into tears, for when
they turned the corner she saw for the first

time in her life a blazing electric sign,

"Charles Frohman presents Ann Murdock
in 'A Girl of Today.'

"

That was the first intimation given to

Ann that she had been made a star. In

this episode Frohman repeated what he had
done in the case of Ethel Barrymore years

before.

There are to be many of the stage plav^

presented by the genius who guided the

early years of Miss Murdoch's career,

which will be given to the motion picture

public by the Mutual Film Corporation,

with Miss Murdoch's aid, in the future.

"The Outcast," and "Her Sister" are two
of the first.

Now that she has established herself

firmly as a screen star, Miss Murdock has

joined the movement to elevate the art. She
is determined to be useful. One of Miss Murdock's latest and best poses

MAN'S FOLLY By
E. H. SEAGRAVE

I was "A Gentleman of Leisure" until

"Officer 666" gave me "Three Weeks" and
"One Day" in the "House of a Thousand
Candles" for "Rolling Stones" on "The
Trail of the Lonesome Pine," but as I was
"The Man of the Hour" and was "Within

the Law" and had "The Yellow Ticket"

"Bought and Paid For," they didn't put me
"On Trial," but let me go "Back Home"
to "East Lynne," where I lived on "The
Third Floor Back."

I met a "Couple of Girls" whose father

had "A Pair of Sixes" so there was a "Full

House," but I did not mind for "The Dum-
my" was there with "Daddy Long Legs,"

who was relating the "Story of the Rosary"
to "Madame X," who had "Freckles," but

I was as bad as "Get Rich Wallingford,"

and as I had "Experience" and "Ready

Money," I said, "Excuse Me," and went to

"Arizona," where I met "The Girl of the

Golden West," who thought I was a "Gen-

tleman from Mississippi," but upon learning

that I was "Alias Jimmy Valentine," turned

me over to the "Virginian" who knew I

was the "Fortune Hunter," and "His Great

Triumph" was to give me "The Whip" until

I looked like the "Outcast" after spending

"Ten Nights in a Bar Room," but unfortun-

ately "Along Came Ruth" with "Quincy

Adams" who looked like "The Count of

Monte Cristo" and found me worse than

"Damaged Goods," so invited me to go

"Way Down East" with them to "Shore

Acres" where the chickens had "Fine

Feathers," but I refused them and took

"The Easiest Way" to "Texas," where I

saw "Salomy Jane" "Nearly Married," but

the "Blindness of Virtue" prompted me to

look in the "Old Homestead" where I saw

"Twin Beds."

Just then "In Walked Jimmy" and the

"Dawn of a Tomorrow" found me "Convict

999" with "David Harum" on one side of

me and "Checkers" on the other. I decided

to make my getaway, and one night when
all was still and the "Northern Lights"

were shining bright I escaped "Under Fire,"

and the next day found me once again out

in "The Blue Paradise" "Under Southern

Skies" on "The Road to Happiness."
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A BRIGHT LITTLE RAE
By H. H. Van LOAN

NYONE, no matter how large

or small they may he, who can
learn how to dance, contract the

whooping-cough and change
their name three times, all in

one week, must be somewhat versatile.

So, when I decided to interview Zoe Rae,

I expected to see a wonderful little insti-

tution. I was not disappointed. For this

charming "Universal Baby" is just about the

biggest little girl and the smallest big girl

I ever met. She's the cutest and the littlest

in pictures. Some people, who say they

have known her a long time, declare she

was born beautiful, and that she's been liv-

ing up to it all along the way. But, it

doesn't seem hardly fair to speak of her

thus, for Zoe hasn't been doing anything
very long : she hasn't been with us long

enough. Any individual who has only re-

cently skipped over the five-year line can't

be spoken of historically.

However, it is true that Zoe has had quite

a theatrical career up to the present. She
started early, by being carried on in her

mother's arms. She must have decided

right then and there that she would become
an actress, for she was carried on until she

Any individual who has recently skipped over the five-year line can't be spoken of historically

Zoe is a real baby once she leaves the studio

behind her

could creep. And then she crept into pic-

tures, and when she could walk little parts

were given to her. Now, at the age of five,

she is a full-fledged star! I question if

there is another child actress who can boast
such a success, and it is doubtful if any
other moving-picture star has risen to fame
so young.

When Zoe entered Universal City she was
Zoe Bech. But her director didn't like that

name and requested her parents to think up
a better one. So the next day, when they
brought her to the studio in the big film city,

she appeared as Zoe Du Rae. That was
worse. She must have a name that would
be short and one that could be easily remem-
bered.

"All right," said her mother, "we'll call

her Zoe Rae."
And that's how Zoe Rae came into the

moving picture world.

Now that she had her name, the next im-
portant step for her was to learn how to

dance. Every little girl, in pictures, should
know something about dancing, for most big

people associate sweet little children with
fairies, and fairies always dance. So she

was trotted to one of the best instructors

in Los Angeles. She was making excellent

progress, when one day, just to show how
versatile she could be, this little girl went
out somewhere and collected some whoop-
ing-cough. But with the wonderful care of

a very loving mother, she recovered a

couple of days later. However, her advent
into pictures was. quite an event, for she

experienced the excitement of changing her

name, learning to dance and contracting the

whooping-cough all in the limited time of

one week.

The big people connected with the industry

will tell you that "star" is a grand word to

hitch onto the name of any actor, much less
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a little girl of five years. But this little

actress of whom I write dominates every
picture in which she appears so completely
that it is necessary for the producer to place

her name before the title of the production.

Children are fascinating in pictures. A
photograph of a child is always interesting

and commands our attention and respect

immediately. It must be, because it takes
us back. Therefore, an animated picture of

a little tot is certain to win our admiration
at any time. Their capacity for "making
believe," when it is given free play by a
sympathetic director, results in charmingly
unself-conscious effects. A murmur of
pleasure runs through the audience when a
child player has a "bit" in a photoplay, which
is akin to the delight which spectators are
certain to voice on the appearance of a
beautiful and intelligent dog on the screen.
Both are so completely absorbed in what
they are doing.

But when the

little face of

Zoe Rae be-

g a n to be
recognized
byUniversal

Her mother is her greatest playmate

audiences, they found
something different

from the "Make-be-
lieve" of the usual

child actor. Here was
a real phenomenon

—

a finished actress, a

mistress of stage
technique, who dis-

played a command of

emotional power
which was nothing
less than uncanny for

her age or any age,

for that matter. It

was unnecessary for
her to resort to the

tricks by which most
child prodigies make
themselves younger
than they are. Zoe
Rae couldn't well
look younger and be

able to navigate at all.

She is a real mini-

a t u r e Bernhardt,

whose mother de-

votes her whole
time to the lit-

1 1 e precocity,

wa t ch e s

her with

Children are very fascinating in pictures

the most loving care, and keeps her from
turning into that little horror—the typical

stage child. Zoe is a real baby once she

leaves the studio behind. She plays with
her dolls, she runs and shouts and tumbles
about the lawn with her pet puppy, she has
doll's tea parties and plays house like any
other baby.

One plaything she possesses which is

rather unusual for a five-year-old, and that

is an automobile. There are not many chil-

dren who can truthfully say that they have
earned a machine by their own efforts, but
Zoe has been the proud proprietor of a car

for several months. She recently took a

trip with her mother and father, in which
she drove her own machine more than five

hundred miles—another record for such a

tiny creature.

Her mother has always taught her to

smile, and told her it was the best thing

for her own little disposition ; that it made
her always cheerful and sweet to others and
that in the long run it would win her more
friends than anything in the world. Fur-
thermore, she must never, under any cir-

cumstances, let her little mouth drop at the

corners, as they might grow that way and
then she could never hope to have her little

winning smile again.

One day Zoe was called upon to go
through several difficult scenes where she

must pout and be angry for some length

of time, so she asked a few moments' ab-

sence of the director to talk the weighty
subject over in detail with her mother, con-

fessor and coach.

"Well, mother, you've always said that I

must always smile and be happy, but when
it interferes with my business, what am I

to do?"
A moment later she appeared again, radi-

ant, with a special dispensation to pout

whenever the script required it.

"How do you manage to cry whenever
the director tells you to?" I asked her as

she emerged from a very sorrowful scene.

"Why don't you know?" she inquired in

surprise that the feat should be considered

anything to make a fuss about. "I ask for

a mirror, and then I look into it just as

sadly as I can, and when I see how sorry the

little girl in the glass looks I can't help

crying."

Among other feature productions in

which Zoe Rae has appeared to great ad-

vantage was "The Bugler of Algiers," in

which she had the cunning little part of a

French peasant. In one scene she had to

{Continued on page 44)
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SYNOPSIS OF PREVIOUS CHAPTERS—The Hon-
orable Herbert Force, a wealthy New York lawyer, had
been appeasing his hungry passion to rule by domi-
neering over his beautiful wife, Debora, and, in his
zeal to "boss" her every minute of her life, he over-
stepped many bounds and was often cruel. For a
long time she endured his practice of the theory that
woman should be subservient to man, but always
secretly she resented his attitude and manner. It
smote Debora to the heart because their only child,
Jimmie, three years old, evinced a strong partiality for
his father and she was further disheartened because
her help-mate denied her right to ever correct the
child. Finally, one day, while taking a horseback ride
in a park, her stirrup broke, causing her to fall and
slightly sprain her ankle, and also causing Wesley
Martine, a handsome, young broker of wealth and fine
manners, to come to her assistance. He immediately
took a fancy to Debora and showered such gentleness
and such tender solicitude upon her that when she
paused to contrast his chivalrous treatment with the
unmerciful domination of her husband, she fell to
longing for a change of companions. At first she did
not tell Martine that she was married. She met him
by clandestine appointment tioo weeks later and a pow-
erful mutual love sprung up between the couple. A
subsequent reprimanding administered to her by Her-
bert Force over her unexplained absence from her
home led to her quitting the place peremptorily. She
was controlled by the wild idea that she must rule
somebody or something and that an uncharted island
of untold wealth known as the Isle of lona, of which
she had read in the newspapers, would be the ideal
place for her to go and conquer, inasmuch as it was
inhabited by 50,000 people who were ruled by an ignor-
ant, despotic Spaniard. She sought Wesley Martine
and told him of her desire to migrate to the Isle of
lona. Then followed her suit for divorce, which had
as its disappointing climax the flat refusal of the
Court to grant her a decree. Martine, in his chagrin
of this unexpected setback, conceived the idea that if
he and Debora could lead a successful expedition on
the Isle of lona and could establish themselves as
the rulers supreme, they could make their own laws
and thus have a divorce granted. Neither would
countenance invoking the common law. They were
determined to realize their love with a clear con-
science. So it happened that Martine provisioned his
fine steam yacht for a warlike campaign. He engaged
Franklin Graham, sixty years old, and a former United
States army captain, to command one hundred stal-
wart men of military experience, and with this small
but efficient army and plenty of munitions, he and
Debora sailed away from. New York properly chaper-
oned, and with their hearts set on ruling it made no
difference how hazardous tlteir efforts might be. But
as the American shores faded into the mists, Debora
for the first time became dubious as to the righteous-
ness of her rash act. Was it right to abandon her
own little son thus? Had she been too severe in her
judgment of Herbert Force? She had all but fainted
when she heard Wesley Martine mutter, "Time alone
will tell," as he gazed sadly landwards.

(SECOND INSTALLMENT)

Chapter III

T was just one month later that

Wesley Martine and Debora
Force got their first glimpse of

the Isle of lona. The sun had
mounted the azure sky of the

early tropical spring when land was sighted.

Within an hour the staunch yacht had
reached a position from which it was pos-

sible to discern the wild beauties of nature
abounding everywhere on that lone sentinel

seemingly in the very vortex of an endless

expanse of tempestuous waters. Mammoth
trees and verdant masses of indescribably

dense vegetation seemed to monopolize all

the space. Vari-colored flowers could be

distinguished because of their hugeness and
their tendency to flourish in spreading clus-

ters. The only unsightly thing visible was
a row of low dobe buildings which lined the

edge of a small bay. These were crude

structures and at once betrayed the low
aspirations of the people inhabiting the

place.

"What a shame that such a marvelous
land should be disgraced by such untidy

huts as those," Debora remarked as she

gazed intently through her glasses.

"Perhaps it is a wise ruler this country

needs most of all, and I have supreme con-

fidence in your ability to be that wise ruler,"

Wesley replied in an ingratiatingly compli-

mentary tone of voice.

"Such a wise ruler I might be with your

aid, my dear," Debora reciprocated as she

gave her consort a grateful smile.

Then came the task of landing. With
considerable difficulty the pilot succeeded in

bringing the yacht alongside a small dock
which, fortunately, extended far out in the

bay. By this time a group of some twenty

swarthy-skinned men had assembled on the

dock and they were regarding the vessel

with suspicious curiosity. A small but ugly-

looking battery of old-fashioned Spanish

cannon loomed up in the background and
there was an alarming activity among the

dozen or more men who had charge of this

fortification. The reception the natives

were giving was not sufficiently demonstra-

tive to be reassuring and Franklin Graham,
ever alert and analytical from his own
military viewpoint, was the first to sense

the danger which lurked in the immediate
future unless diplomatic strategy was
pressed into service.

"We are peaceful friends," he shouted

down at the men on the dock as he drew
his sword and extended it as if to present

it in surrender.

At first this did not seem like the act of

a brave soldier, but when it became ap-

parent that it was readily understood by
those uncouth, dangerous men, his quick

wit was not to be flouted.

"It is sometimes better to avoid a fight

until you have a chance to know who and
how many you are to fight," Graham ob-

served quietly upon noting the inquiring

glances of Wesley and Debora.
Then the attention of all was arrested by

an extremely tall and husky man, whose
complexion was that of a mulatto, but

whose unshorn, black hair and beard were
long and straight. He was scantily attired,

but he carried two large army pistols in his

cartridge-laden belt. He shambled to the

dock's edge, and, folding his arms non-
chalantly, stared up at those on deck
as if defiantly ready to hear their case.

Graham moved forward, gazing down on
the man with a forced smile. Then he
produced several gold coins from his pocket

and, after displaying them, he jingled them.

The cupidity of the native was at once
aroused, and he promptly extended his hand
to receive the gold treasure. Without the

slightest hesitation Graham dropped the

coins into his hands, whereupon Wesley and
Debora, discerning the wisdom of the bribe,

joined their astute military aide in further

currying the favor of the port commander.
By thus ingratiating themselves they were

able to make an early landing with their

limousine and with two heavily-armed sol-

diers as escort, the trio started for a brief

tour of the adjacent territory.

A veritable wild paradise was this Isle

of lona. Everywhere there was a wonder-
ful growth of tropical vegetation, fruit of

the most tempting beauty abounding in

great variety. Miles and miles of remark-
ably fine coral aroused the admiration of
both Wesley and Debora and they discov-

ered that pure mica was among the most
common mineral resources.

For a full hour this interested party of

Americans explored and when they had
returned to their yacht, Debora's ecstasy

had reached its zenith.

"To develop and rule a wonderful land

like this is precisely my ambition," she an-

nounced.
"Then let's try it," Wesley replied with

enthusiasm.

"I'm at your command, but we must
guard our tongues and do our planning in

the privacy of our staterooms," Graham
cautioned.

The next two hours were devoted to

gleaning facts concerning the island.

Graham could speak and understand enough
Spanish to learn from the tall port com-
mander that all lona was ruled by one
Chief Gioconda, who had a penchant for

killing immigrants who dared to essay in-

stilling any ideas of modern civilization into

the minds of the natives.

"Evidently this chap Gioconda maintains

his supreme power here by keeping his sub-

jects deep in the mire of ignorance," Wes-
ley observed.

"Which probably makes him a formidable

foe," Graham amended.
"And then we will have some excitement

worth while?" Debora asked in happy an-

ticipation, for she had by now found adven-

ture a charming conqueror of disturbing

memories.
"My dear madam, I'm confident we will

have a real scrap on our hands the minute
this Gioconda realizes our set purpose to

invade his domain, but I'm ready and our
men are brave and efficient," Graham de-

clared.

"Good !" Debora and Wesley exclaimed

simultaneously.

The very next morning they were given

their first opportunity to view Chief Gio-

conda on close range, for he boldly visited

their yacht in person, surrounded by his

staff of fellows of bandit appearance. Gio-

conda was plainly a Spanish despot. His
gruff, domineering manner was that of a

man who ruled with an iron hand. He was
a big, brawny, bronze-skinned man about

forty years of age. His jet-black beard

was short and pointed at the chin. His
eyes were small and black; their gaze was
piercing. A first glance at him convinced

one of his cruel nature and his hard heart.

He would stop at no atrocity. The few of

his subjects, who were gathered around
him, feared and worshipped him obviously

because it would not be safe to deny him
abject deference. He possessed sufficient

cunning to invoke religious fanaticism to

help cement his political supremacy and
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when nothing else would suffice to make the

impression he desired, he murdered ruth-

lessly. He was not therefore an ignorant

man, but he knew little of the outside world
and he cared less. His attire was pic-

turesque, his royal robes of European
splendor being offset by a predominance of

the garb of a Moor. Instead of a crown,

he wore a turban of somewhat massive pro-

portions. He was heavily armed with
revolvers and daggers, which he kept in

plain view. His general manner was tyran-

nical, blustering and high-tempered. He
was unmistakably a bad man to have as an
enemy.

Franklin Graham regarded Gioconda
with grave concern, but Wesley Martine
shared Debora's inclination to be daring.

"Will you sell me some of your island?"

Wesley ventured through an interpreter.

"What for?" Gioconda demanded in

thundering tones.

"To develop it," Wesley replied without
hesitating.

"No, never!" Gioconda fairly yelled. "I

want none of your schemes here."

"But we have come to stay," Wesley an-

nounced firmly.

"No, you're going at once after we have
taken what we want from your ship," was
the now angered chief's ultimatum, which
he followed by issuing an order which sent

menced an alarming activity among his

cohorts.

"A nasty mix-up is inevitable and you
must leave everything to me," Graham told

Wesley and Debora after they had gotten
safely into a stateroom.

"Then let us strike first, for we can con-
quer this tribe in a jiffy and we shall rule

supreme," was the stirring proclamation is-

sued by the emboldened Debora, who
assumed a commanding attitude, which con-

vinced both men that the directing genius
of the hour was a woman.
"Her orders are final, captain," Wesley

announced.
"I shall obey her most diligently,"

Graham agreed as he saluted respectfully.

"Command me, madam."
"Whip 'em before they can know what

hit 'em," was the command he got, and he
promptly proceeded to do just that.

Graham's first strategy was to speedily

move the yacht away from the dock. Simul-
taneously he ordered the decks cleared and
lie lined up his machine-gun brigade, and
the minute he saw Gioconda and his braves

making ready for an attack, he yelled his

fateful order:

"It's a declaration of war! Beat
them to the first shot ! Fire !"

Instantly his men poured
a fusillade of

dock and the entire town. Modern machine
guns in the hands of brave experts were
too much for an enemy that had never con-
tended with more than ordinary old-style

firearms. Most of the populace fled from
the town, but a few remained and surren-

dered. The work of stationing his men so

as to insure adequate defense against a

counter-attack was now easy, and, when he
returned to the thrilled Wesley and Debora
on the yacht,

he was smil-

ing triumph-
antly.

"Your Ma-
jesties,"

<
<

was

1i

ap-

Debora was happy and
Wesley watchful in battle

two of his attendants scurrying away. "I

want your gold and I'll have it," he con-
tinued, turning fiercely on Wesley. "If you
persist in staying, I'll have your liver, too."

This precipitated two impromptu coun-
cils of war. Graham cut short the parley-

ing by urging Wesley and Debora aboard
the yacht with him. Gioconda withdrew
from the dock swiftly and after he had
delivered a harangue to his staff, there corn-

shots into the menacing hosts ashore, and
when several of the natives fell, the re-

maining defenders became panic-stricken

and made a disorderly retreat, led by the

amazed Gioconda.

Adroitly taking quick advantage of their

initial victory, Captain Graham ordered the

yacht back at the dock again and within

five minutes he had led his men ashore.

After a brief skirmish he had captured the

his salutation as he

proached his employers.

It was the first time they had ever been
addressed as such. Debora was flattered

and flushed with pride. She betrayed it all

by the manner in which she bowed her
acknowledgment of the recognition. She
was immensely pleased. She at once saw
a clear road to the realization of her ambi-

tion to rule. She readily assumed a regal

air. She was really queenly—charmingly

so, and no man could be so ungallant as to

ignore the natural grace with which she

seemed to be at her best when loyal subjects

were figuratively kneeling at her throne.

She had as a nucleus for a kingdom two
such loyal subjects. One was Wesley Mar-
tine, who loved her sincerely and admir-
ingly, and who was actuated by a determi-

(Continucd on page 45)
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IN THE
KITCHEN
OF LIFE

D ESSIE EY-
•° TON is an

expert in the sci-

ence of frying

chicken.

Now we know
where we can go

to get a variety

in diet, because

we can "cook our own goose" and we per-

sonally know something about "roasting"

a "chicken."

9

JOHN W. NOBLE is one of the directors

corralled by the new Goldwyn Pictures

concern.

John can be depended on to acquit him-

self Nobly.

DEN TURPIN, of Vogue-Mutual comedy
** fame, leads the choir in a Los Angeles

church on Sundays.

So this is why he faces the camera so

well on week-days!

STUART HOLMES is considered by many
critics to be the best villain in motion

pictures, and he has played the parts of bad

men so long that he has become a past-

master in the art of making people hate

him for his artistry.

In short, Holmes is good when he's bad.

'TpHEDA BARA has just acknowledged
-* that she is married—to her art.

Thus she realizes a munificent "alimony"

without a divorce.

r>OBBY DUNN speaks four different

. languages

—

CREEN STORIE
BUCK face COMEDYi
'ByJack Winn" w*

'

A

''•j>n»jiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiittiiitiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiMtiiiiiiiiiiiit(iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiii>?±Mur

"Sure Mike," "A Tall One,"

Life" and "1*11 Take the Same."

'Bet Yer

DEATRIZ MICHELENA is editing a

• book pertaining to the history of mo-
tion pictures.

Wonder if she'll cut out the cut-ins self-

appointed history-makers persist in cram-

ming into such books with the ardent aid

of press agents?

TV/TOLLIE KING, who is starring in the
^ * Pathe serial entitled "Mystery of the

Double Cross," is supplying fifty deserving

families on New York's East Side with

bread and milk every day, and she says

she will continue this charity as long as

high prices prevail.

Which means forever, no doubt.

TT7ILLIAM STOWELL, the favorite of

* ' many a film fan, is affectionately

called Bill the Big by his numerous ad-

mirers.

He is, indeed, an exception to the rule in

these days of merciless High Cost of Liv-

ing—big bills are universally unpopular.

C^MMY WEHLEN, the charming, little

Metro star, attributes much of her vi-

tality and constant good spirits to the fact

that she is taking electric light baths.

We see—with limitations, of course.

OINCE Viola Dana announced her firm
^ stand against vivisection, the children

of her neighborhood have been sending her

the unwanted kittens born in the vicinity,

to be sure of their well-being and con-

tinued existence.

Viola must have a lot of catty neighbors.

/"\NE of the favorite pastimes of Ethel
^^ Barrymore is collecting portraits and
pictures of various members of the Drew
and Barrymore families.

Wonder if she has a picture of Sidney

Drew "on his ear" after that exciting auto

ride with Speed King Devlin.

/BOOKING has always been Vivian Mar-^ tin's greatest delight.

But this doesn't mean she cares for

"stews."

npHOMAS MEIGHAN has joined the
* home defense movement which has

been started among New York theatrical

folk. He says he thinks New York is worth

saving from enemy invasion.

We agree with him. By all means, save

the corner of Forty-second and Broadway,

which is the one and only home of so many
actors.

O 'NO use. Howard Hickman, the Ince

^ actor, has again grown his moustache.

Ticklish business this if he has any as-

pirations among the ladies.

/^•LEO MADISON'S press agent an-
^-* nounces she is "deep in scenarios."

Of course she couldn't be deep in 'em if

they were shallow ones. Therefore we ex-

pect some great Madison features soon.

TTERBERT RAWLINSON, the
* * Universal leading man, is one

genial

of the

most enthusiastic followers of things pugi-

listic. He says he loves a good scrap

—

When others are doing the fighting, of

course.

is starring in "As Man

woman refutes a title by

popular.

IN THE
PARLOR
OF LIFE

WELL-
known mov-

ing picture actor

admits he is

awaiting an an-

swer to his pro-

posal of marriage
to a rich girl.

Presumably the
case is being considered by the Committee
oh Foreign Relations—the girl's parents.

OIDNEY DREW recently received a check^ for several hundred dollars from Eng- =

GAIL KANE
Made Her."

And thus the

making herself—

land, and he says it's all Greek to him.

Still, on the face of it, Sidney, it seems
more like English good fortune.

ATAXINE ELLIOTT has purchased
iyj

- thirty-one new gowns for the first

motion picture in which she will star.

If gowns can put a photoplay over, this

one will go over 31 times.

/^V NE of the sad news notes of the month
^^ is that the pet dog belonging to Harry
Dunkin, the Essanay comedian, is dead.

Here's to being appropriate by placing a
wreath of dog-fennel on the grave of the
departed canine.

TJA.RRY WILLIAMS had his head shaved
1 1 the other day and his wife "bald" him
something awful, according to reports.

Still, that's better than being snatched
bald-headed.

/-> EORGE FISHER, who plays opposite
^-* Mary Miles Minter in Mutual photo-

plays, was born in Milwaukee.

Perchance he's the "bear" (not beer) that

made Milwaukee famous, and nobody knows
it!

/^•RANE WILBUR says he can stand al-^ most anything, but when people tell

him how pretty he is he wants "to haul off"

and let 'em have it.

The funny part of it is, if he hauled off

he would be too far away to hit.

pHARLIE CHAPLIN has probably do-
^J nated more real money to the British

war fund than any other actor.

But, then, he gets more salary than the

others. Therefore it's just another Chaplin

walk-over.

" T? XERCISE daily, eat regularly and
*-" don't worry and you'll be a regular

American," advises William Desmond of

the Ince-Triangle forces.

Nevertheless, many a regular American
exercises twice daily, eats most irregularly

and worries over even such a mere trifle as

"how to get a thin dime for a flop." Verily,

advice doesn't go a long way with a fellow

who is short.

Illlllll
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THIS MONTH'S PHOTO-PLAY SUGGESTION
Note: Each month one or more short stories will be given their first publication in this department for the consideration of photoplay producers
as well as the entertainment of our readers. All writers, amateur or professional, having stories of merit which they wish to get before pro-
ducers to an advantage are welcome to this agency, and in case their material is accepted by any producer, they will be given the entire amount
the latter might pay. The chief purpose of this unique plan is to help worthy writers who are without literary reputation as yet.

WHEN THE TIDE CAME IN
By MRS. C. B. FULMER

LARICE EVANS, a beautiful girl,

has two suitors. One, Howard
Lawrence, is a fine young man,
upright and honorable; the other,

I Albert Blake, is a ne'er-do-well,

with a pronounced "yellow streak" running

through his character. Clarice loves Howard
dearly, and cannot stand Albert, to whom she

has taken the greatest dislike. Albert, how-

ever, pesters the girl with his attentions.

Finally Clarice and Howard are married

secretly, owing to the objections of certain

members of the girl's family, who favor Al-

bert's suit. The young couple spend their hon-

eymoon at the cottage of Clarice's old nurse,

who is now a fisherman's wife.

The two spend a happy few days by the

seaside. At length Howard is obliged to re-

turn to New York. He writes their New York
address on a card, hands it to his young wife,

and then, kissing her good-bye, hurries away
to catch the train. On the way back to the

house Clarice is unfortunate enough to drop

the card. She looks everywhere, but cannot

find it.

Now, it so happens that Albert Blake has

got wind of the secret marriage, and has taken

a run down to the little seaside village to learn

the truth if possible. He finds the card that

Clarice has dropped, and a villainous plot

comes into his vile brain. He writes Howard
to the New York address, tells him that Clar-

ice and he are now on the best of terms, that

an understanding has been arrived at between

them, and that Clarice has given him Howard's
address so that he might break the truth to

him.

When Howard receives this letter from Al-

bert, he can scarcely believe the evidence of

his own senses. Then he slowly grasps what
he thinks is the truth. The shock nearly kills

him. He is stricken with brain fever, and

his life hangs by a thread for many weary
days and weeks.

Albert Blake knows all this, and has an

obituary notice inserted in the New York
papers that Howard is dead. This notice he

shows to Clarice, who believes the news is true,

and mourns her husband with a silent suf-

fering that is pathetic to behold. One day
she sits at her window in the fisherman's

home, making baby clothes. Suddenly she

sees a mocking face peering in at the window.
Filled with alarm, she screams, and the fisher-

wife hurries in to see what is the matter.

Clarice tells the kind-hearted woman the whole
truth, and the woman tries to comfort her.

When Clarice is taken ill, the fisherwife has

her conveyed to a hospital, where a baby girl

is born. Clarice calls her "Ardene." The fish-

erwife offers to care for the little one, when
Clarice is well enough to bring her to the cot-

tage. Clarice is grateful, and one day, when
she is well enough to leave the hospital, she

starts out with the baby in a basket. She has
to make her way along the seashore, among

CAST:
|
Clarice Evans, a beautiful girl, who secretly

marries Howard Lawrence.

Albert Blake, a "rotter" and a villain.

Joel MacCraig, a fisherman.

Mary MacCraig, his wife.

Peter Merriweather, lighthouse-keeper.

Mrs. Famsworth, a wealthy old lady, who be-

friends Clarice, and leaves her her fortune.

I
Ardene, the little daughter of Clarice and How-

ard Lawrence.

| Howard Lawrence, an upright and honorable

man, who marries Clarice secretly.

[ Fishermen, Police, Villagers at the Seaside, Nurses and
| Doctors in the Hospital, Mrs. Farnsworth's Maid, etc.

the rocks and boulders, as there is no other

way. The fisherwife has told her that Blake
has been hovering about the house, and, as she

is afraid he may do her some harm, she tells

Clarice to leave the baby in a little nook in the

rocks, known to them both, and the fisherwife

will come and get the baby, and Clarice can
follow out her original intention of going back
to New York and looking for employment.

Clarice leaves the baby in the spot mention-

ed, and turns to retrace her steps to the hos-

pital, when she meets Blake face to face. He
has seen and followed her. While he stands

and talks to her, telling her what he will do

for her if she only comes away from that place

with him, the tide has risen and surrounded

the basket.

The fisherwife has sprained her ankle and

cannot go to the nook in the rocks to get the

baby immediately. In the meantime Clarice

scorns Blake and returns to the hospital. Blake

goes to the shore, with the intention of kid-

napping the child, and is surprised and some-

what gratified to see the basket floating away
out on the water, too far for him to go after

it. Then he hits upon a scheme.

Next day Clarice hurries to the fisherman's

cottage to see her baby, and is frantic when
the fisherwife tells her that she went to the

place mentioned, but there was no baby there.

Then Clarice hurries to the shore, and is filled

with an agony of fear and remorse to think

that she left the little one even for a moment.
While she is walking up and down the sands

like a mad thing, Blake appears, looks at her

sternly, and accuses her of having murdered
her baby. Blake tells her that he will keep

her secret on one condition, and that is that

she marry him at once. In terror, and half

crazed with suffering, Clarice promises to do

his bidding. They agree to meet at that same
spot the following morning.

That night Clarice meets a kind-hearted lady,

and tells her all her troubles. The result is

that the lady, Mrs. Farnsworth, offers the girl

a comfortable home with her in New York.

Clarice gladly accepts. Late that night she

slips down to the rendezvous on the shore,

leaves her coat and hat on the rocks. Two
hours later Clarice and Mrs. Farnsworth are

on the train on their way to New York.

Blake comes down to the trysting place early

the next morning. He is filled with triumph,
fully believing that his time for revenge has
come. He is filled with horror when he finds

Clarice's hat and coat, and fully believes that

the girl has committed suicide. He fears that

he may in some manner be connected with the

tragedy, and flees to New York for safety.

By a strange freak of Providence Howard
Lawrence recovers his good health, but he is

a different man. He is filled with an inutter-

able sadness, and looks out upon life almost

with horror. He receives an invitation from
the lighthouse-keeper, near where he and Clar-

ice once lived at the fisherman's cottage, and
gladly accepts. As he rows towards the light-

house, he sees the basket, containing the baby,

floating near him, and rescues the child. He
wonders who could have abandoned such a

sweet baby. He determines to adopt the little

one, and takes her to the lighthouse-keeper's

dwelling. After that there are but two things

in this world that interest Howard. One is

the sweet little girl lying in a brand new crib

in the prettiest little room in the lighthouse

cottage, and the other is the new book he is

writing, which he has decided to name "When
the Tide Came In."

One day Howard and his little charge, now
two years old, are walking on the sands. They
meet the fisherwife, with whom Howard and
Clarice once lived. The woman is filled with

surprise and joy, and immediately tells How-
ard how Clarice has suffered, and of the per-

secution of Blake. She ends with telling him
of the sudden disappearance of the two almost

on the same day, and that she has heard noth-

ing of them since. The fisherwife, moreover,

tells Howard, much to the latter's joy, that the

little girl, whom he has adopted, is his own
daughter.

Then Howard, with a new hope born within

him, takes his little daughter, and hastens

back to New York, where he begins a sys-

tematic search for his wife. Howard's books

have proved a great success, and now bring

fabulous sums to their author. One of his

very first acts is to purchase a beautiful home
for the darling wife, whom he is convinced

is alive, and whom he is determined to find

at all costs.

Clarice and Mrs. Farnsworth live in a lux-

urious home. The girl has apparently every-

thing that heart desires. But there is one

grief that is always uppermost in her mind

—

the death of her dear husband. Since Blake

told her that Howard was dead, she has scarce-

ly ever smiled.

One day Mrs. Farnsworth is stricken with

a fatal illness. The maid rushes in to Clarice's

room and cries out that her mistress is dying.
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The doctor is called, but the old lady never

rallies, and passes away. When the estate is

being wound up it is discovered that Mrs.

Farnsworth has left everything to Clarice, and

the girl now finds herself a wealthy woman.

Wealth does not spoil Clarice, however, for

she not only expends vast sums for charity,

but also becomes a nurse in a hospital, as she

dislikes an idle existence. It happens that

little Ardene is brought to this hospital very

ill. Howard comes one day to see her. Clar-

ice sees Howard, and a great longing follows

her feeling of wonder and amazement. She

has long ago surmised that everything that

Blake told her was lies. And this was his

greatest lie of all. But, somehow, her pride

will not let her disclose herself. Howard does

get a glimpse of her, but Clarice escapes by

the back entrance of the hospital, and he can-

not find the woman who so greatly resembles

his lost wife.

Later Blake comes to Clarice with a demand
for money. He vows that, if she does not give

it to him, he will tell the authorities that she

murdered her baby. As Clarice has not rec-

ognized Ardene in the sick little girl at the

hospital, he believes he will have a compara-

tively easy job in extracting money from the

child's own mother. Clarice is filled with ter-

ror at his threats, and finally, in order to shut

him up, gives him a diamond ring with her

initials engraved on the inside. Then, fearing

Blake may even go further, she hastens back

to the fisherfolk by the sea, and there learns

of her husband and little daughter's visit to

the place.

Albert Blake waits outside the hospital for

Howard to come out, believing that he can

extract money from him as well as his wife.

He accosts Howard and tells him that Clarice

is a murderess, having cast her baby adrift

on the ocean to drown, and shows him the

ring that Clarice has given him. Howard
knows the man is lying, and knocks him down
in a fury at the aspersions cast upon the

woman he loves. Then he calls the police, and
Blake is taken into custody as a blackmailer.

Just then, a crowd having collected, a beautiful

woman in nurse's uniform, pushes her way
through the throng, and discloses herself to

her husband. It is Clarice. Howard is filled

with joy, and the two hurry back to the hos-

pital, where, Howard tells her, little Ardene
is waiting for them both. There is a pretty

scene beside the bed of the sick child in the

hospital, and a sweet scene of reconciliation

and reunion is enacted as the picture fades.

Welcome Bouquets from Friends of Ours
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The Photo-Play Journal is constantly re-

ceiving letters of praise by the score, and to

show a due appreciation, a few of them will

be published in each issue. Here are some of

the latest ones:

From Harold Lockwood.

I am reading The Photo-Play Journal from
month to month, and I am more pleasurably

impressed with each succeeding issue of the

magazine. Permit me to say that I am deeply

gratified to watch the continued success of

The Photo-Play Journal, not only in its

excellent mechanical make-up, but also in the

character of the material which you are print-

ing, which is, of course, always of the very
best.

The public, I believe, is coming to appreciate

moving picture material which is written with

the same high class standards which character-

ize the magazines dealing with the theater and
general literature.

With all good wishes for the continued suc-

cessful efforts of the Journal, I am, yours very

truly, Harold Lockwood.

From a Dainty Star.

I think your magazine is splendid and I en-

joy reading it very, very much. I enclose my
check for a year's subscription, which I believe

will best tell you what I think of your publi-

cation.

—

Mary Miles Minter, Santa Barbara,
Cal.

From Dustin Farnum.

I am very glad indeed to subscribe to your
Journal. I consider The Photo-Play Jour-
nal one of the best and most dignified of its

kind. It is printed on excellent paper, the

large type makes it easy to read, and your
articles are all interesting. I notice your
"cuts" are especially good, and that, of course,

is a personal pleasure. Wishing your Journal
continued success, I remain, Dustin Farnum,
Fox Studio, Hollywood, Cal.

From a Georgian.

I consider The Photo-Play Journal the

best of all, and it beats all other magazines
on illustrations and everything. Accept my
congratulations.

—

Nick J. Flessar, 508 Mul-
berry street, Macon, Ga.

From New Jersey.

I wish to congratulate you on your lovely

magazine, which I consider the most' beautiful

and wonderful periodical on earth. I just can't

praise you high enough.

—

Ebba Gurtonson,
224 Ballentine Parkway, Newark, N. J.

From a Canadian Composer.

I find The Photo-Play Journal superior to

all other motion picture magazines. Your illus-

trations are real gems and your stories are
masterly. It is a magazine of perfection.—
Rosemary Moor Dandurand, 1469 South Hu-
bert street, Montreal, Canada.

From the Buckeye State.

I am very much interested in your Journal,
since I discovered the December number at a

newsstand where I deal. I like your beautiful
motto, "A Big American Magazine with a
Heart, a Soul, and a Character;" it makes the
book seem human. It is a wonderful motto
to live up to, and I think you succeed in doing
so. Your comments are very logical, and
always ring true. Please accept my sincere
congratulations on your anniversary, and I

wish you "many happy returns of the day."—
Mary Elizabeth Schwartz, 1180 West Sixth
street, Cleveland, Ohio.

From a Business Man.

Permit me to tender my sincere congratu-
lations on the April issue of The Photo-Play
Journal. I have access to most of the motion
picture publications, and one can's help but
notice how there has been a gradual decrease
in quality of paper used, half-tones and print-

ing. In direct contrast, your publication has
increased. Your last issue seems well-nigh
perfect. I feel qualified to offer this criticism,

having been associated with the printing busi-

ness for a number of years. My best wishes
for your success.—H. 0. Woodard, Mgr. Erie
County Telephone Company, Waterford, Pa.

From the Heart of Maryland.

The Photo-Play Journal is my favorite

magazine. I think your April number is per-

fectly superb.

—

Frances E. Kemp, 322 South
Potomac street, Hagerstown, Md.

From an Editor.

I have circumnavigated the world several

times and will take another trip around the

motion picture world through your "Big
American Magazine with a Heart, a Soul and
a Character."
The covers are as beautiful as Clara Kim-

ball Young, Pauline Frederick and Mollie

King.
It is a favorite, like Mary Pickford.

Delicate as Anita Stewart.
Dignified as Maxine Elliott.

With stories as deep as Theda Bara.
Voluminous as Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle.
"The Last Laugh Page" funnier than Charlie

Chaplin.
It is as full of life as "Doug" Fairbanks.
"Pep" like that of William S. Hart.
As much of a favorite as the late John

Bunny.
I hope its life will be as long as De Wolf

Hopper.
—James H. Birch, Jr., Editor "The Log,"

Burlington, N. J.

From Illinois.

I have your anniversary number before me
and wish to say it is the best magazine of any
character I have ever read. Aside from the
contents, which are excellent, the paper and
the print are the best I have seen used in any

magazine. The photographs in the front are
excellent.

A steady booster for The Photo-Play Jour-
nal. H. D. Ely, 414 Greenleaf street, Evans-
ton, 111.

From Virginia.

While in your city a day or two ago I hap-
pened to purchase a copy of your magazine. I
don't believe that person lives that likes the
motion picture more than I do, so very natur-
ally I like good M. P. magazines. Yours is

certainly a neat looking book—unusually clear
pictures, better paper, better printing, more
artistically arranged.

I like your style of personal stories of play-
ers and you seem to do things thoroughly. It
makes one feel the particular one you are
writing about is really a personal friend you
know so much about her or him.
Wishing you the success you deserve for

your effort to be the leader in your field, I am
Percy Hatton, Melfa, Va.

From Chicago.

I must write you a few lines of sincere con-
gratulations on your truly great magazine.
Some time ago I discontinued reading and per-
using publications covering the picture world
for the reason that they all seemed the same
to me month after month with nothing in any
of them to incite one's interest. That was
before I got hold of a Photo-Play Journal
recently. Now after buying it for the last
three months I must admit that it is different;
in fact, it is so different that I have one each
month at my office and the Mrs. insists on hav-
ing one at home also. That's the worst I can
say for The Photo-Play Journal.—Arthur
H. Koehue, 945 Circle avenue, Forest Park,
111.

From Massachusetts.

I take this time to congratulate you for pub-
lishing such a fine magazine. Last October a
friend of mine, knowing my love for the "mov-
ies," sent me a copy of The Photo-Play Jour-
nal. I fell in love with it at once, and con-
sidered it better than even the "Theatre Maga-
zine." Last week, to my joy, I saw the long
desired magazine in a drug store in Haverhill.
You can imagine my next step and so here it

is by me now and I am thoroughly carried
away with it. Wishing you success, Miss
Madeline Downes, 167 Main street, Haverhill,
Mass.

Don't Forget

!

Now is the time to save 50
Cents by subscribing for The

Photo-Play Journal. Fill out coupon
on Page 46 and mail it today.
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WHY IS YOUR FAVORITE YOUR FAVORITE ?
"The Photo-Play Journal zvill pay $5 for the best anszver of 75 words or less to this question. The sum

of $j will be paid to the second best, and $1 will be paid to each of the next ttvo best. If you have a favorite

among the many motion picture artists, write why. Write on one side of the paper.

For Mary Pickford

In my opinion Miss Pickford can justly be

classed as the most perfect actress on the photo
stage. Her face and figure are calculated to give

immediate satisfaction to a critical audience.

Her ability to portray character by even the

slightest motion of the body or hands ; or by the

slightest act of facial expression, or the suggestion

of a smile, is what makes her the queen of the

motion! picture stage.—Miss Willie Mae Mc-
Clure, Care of Kerens Hotel, Kerens, Texas.

The ever gentle, sincere, unselfish, clever little

actress, who with her girlish charm, and beauty
makes her adorable in every civilized country.

She also is a very charitable little person that

can be found, for which the whole world loves

her. There is none other so popular of all screen

favorites as petite Mary Pickford. I consider

her the best of all movie stars.—Mrs. W. von
Rosenberg, 123 East 31st St., corner of Duval St.,

Austin, Tex.

I love Mary Pickford because she is the dearest,

sweetest and greatest of them all. Little Mart-

has not only beauty, but brains ; and everybody
knows it because she is child, sweetheart, and
friend of the whole world, therefore no one
can ever take her place in our hearts.—-Eva Du-
mont, 230 Flint St., Fall River, Mass.

Mary Pickford, my motion-picture queen, is

without a doubt the sweetest and most adorable

little actress on the screen. Her actions are so

childlike, especially in "Less Than the Dust."

She portrays simplicity itself. I only hope when
I grow to be a young lady that I shall be half as

charming, and that all the boys will love me as

they do little Mary.—Eugenie E. Hana, age 10

years, 2722 Avenue G, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Why is my favorite my favorite?

With me and everyone she's made a hit.

Her brilliant eyes like meteors glare

When up she lifts her brow at you to stare.

When sorrow in her saintly face appears,

The j oiliest kid can't help but shed his tears;

And when she wears that happy, winning smile,

Both young and old cheer up for many a while.

Brightest among the stars of the cinema world
Shines "America's Sweetheart," Mary Pickford.

—Marcelino Moreno, 611 Walnut St., Chatta-
nooga, Tenn.

To Mary Pickford

As sweet as flowering clover fields,

Late drenched with rain

;

As joyous as a winsome child

That knows not pain,

You banish care and recreate

Our youth again.

Beyond the dreams of ancient kings
Your power extends

;

A world-wide empire to its queen
Allegiance lends

;

Yet this great loyalty on naught
Save love depends.

'Twas not your studied artifice

That won renown,
But qualities that move as well
Both sage and clown

:

With face and heart madonna-like
You need no crown.

As sweet as flowering clover fields,

Late drenched with rain,

Enshrined within unnumbered hearts
Shall you remain,

In memories the shafts of time
Assault in vain.

—J. V. McGovern, 4901 W. Monroe St, Chicago,
Illinois.

have some depth to them. Then, too, Petrova is

so versatile—one moment taking the part of an
innocent gypsy dancer and the next that of a

great society leader. And whatever the part
she always takes it to perfection. She is so
stately and refined. One can easily imagine her
in a royal court taking her place among persons
of royal blood. I am inclined to dispute the old

adage

:

Laugh and the world laughs with you,
Weep and you weep alone.

For when the world sees tears rise in her great,

dark eyes I am sure it feels like weeping too.

To me she is absolutely perfect—from the top of
her queenly head to the tips of her dainty toes.

—

Miss Julia Clagett, 505 Potomac St, Hagerstown,
Md.

Olga Petrova is my favorite star. In my esti-

mation she is superior to all other stars. The
reason she is my favorite is because she is

very modest in nearly all her plays and there is

Contest Announcement

The contest, "Why is Your Favorite

Your Favorite?" will close at noon on

Monday, June 11, 1917, and all those

wishing to enter must have their letters

in the office of "The Photo-Play Journal"

on or before that date. The winners will

be announced in the July number, and
their letters will be re-published if they

have already been published in previous

issues. The staff of this magazine has

been overwhelmed by the thousands of

entries which have been made thus far.

It is utterly impossible to publish them
all. However, there still remains plenty

of opportunity for YOU to step in and
achieve victory. Do not be modest, and

do not procrastinate. Read the brief

rules, abide by them and get busy. Send

your letters direct to the editor. Remem-
ber, cleverness and originality count.

always a moral and a lesson to be learned. I

think she is the best emotional actress there is.

Hoping this letter meets with your approval.
Wishing the Photo-Play Journal the very best

success.—Mrs. J. W. Hewitt, 191 Augusta St,
Ottawa, Canada.

For Eiu Hall

After attendance of the movies for over two
years, I will pick little Ella Hall, the quick, vi-

vacious little queen of sunshine, as my favorite

of favorites. Always overflowing with life, she
wants to show everybody the silver lining to

their cloud, dispelling all gloom and despondency.
Give her the part of a boy, girl, young or aged
women, and she enters into the part with all her
vim, playing it with a depth of feeling due that

particular role, making one wish to know and
talk with her.—C. G. McClintock, 314 North Fifth
Street, Neodesha, Kansas.

For Olga Petrova

I consider Mme. Petrova the most wonderful,
as well as the most beautiful, of the screen
artists. Unlike these ingenue plays her pictures

For Mae Marsh

In my opinion there is no one like Miss Mae
Marsh. If you have seen "Intolerance," you
probably will agree with me. She may not be
as beautiful as one C. K. Young; she may not
be as "cute" as "Little Mary," and she may not
be able to "vamp" a la Bara ; but there is such
an appealing look in her honest Irish eyes that

one can not help being attracted by it.—Gordon
Cook, 4433 Racine Ave, Chicago.

For Francis X. Bushman
I consider Francis X. Bushman the best of all

male players : Because he seems to live the part
he is playing. In other words, "He is rij^lit there."
He doesn't try to do too much at once like mosl
of them. He is a man you have to love, you
can't help it. That's why he is my favorite.—
Josephine Pucci, 739 Cherry St, Kansas City,
Mo.

My favorite is Francis X. Bushman. First I

will mention his skill and strength, next his great
sympathetic way and, last but not least, he is
always present in the time of need. He doesn't
only give his presence but as I have just men-
tioned he also exercises that great skill and
sympathy which is the most important thing in
the play.—Marie E. Nicholson, 513 North St, San
Antonio, Texas.

Mr. Bushman is my favorite motion-picture
player because he has never appeared in an un-
clean play. He acts his parts strongly and
artistically, and is always at his ease. A Southern
gentleman, and one of my closest friends without
a trace of egotism or selfishness in all his cor-
respondence with me. His manly strength proves
that clean living is worth while. His acting on
the screen helps to make this world a fit place
to live in—George T. Word, St. Elmo Station
Chattanooga, Tenn.

For June Caprice

I consider June Caprice the best of all movie
stars, because she is quick, and mischievous, and
also very pretty. She has one art in which she
expresses, and that is to act so free, and easily
Her tastes in dress are considered in a class
very high.—Marjorie Renigeo, 606 W. Green
St, Marshall, Mich.

For Harold Lockwood
Here is a young man of fine histrionic ability

and one possessing artistic dignity to an unusual
degree. In doing "stunts" he has no equal. He
sits his horse and rides so well that horse and
rider appear as one. When swimming makes
Mr. Big Fish look to his laurels, and in an old-
time fisticuff is a veritable son of Mars ! An
Adonis, yet is without conceit or affectation.
Lockwood first

! Me for him every time !—Mrs
Annie Peatross Laughlon, 111 N. Harvie St,
Richmond, Va.

For William Farnum
I went to a show the other night
And saw a man I like.

He doesn't need a
Press agent
To tell people silly tales to
Make him popular
Because he is there
With the real ability.

And he always draws a crowd.
Being a woman
I like him because of
His smile,

The sweetness of his way with
Little children.
And the weight of his fist.

His name
Is William Farnum.

—E. D. Young, Norwalk, Ohio.

For Pauline Frederick

To me Pauline Frederick is the most wonder-
ful of all stars because she is so truly an artist.

Her parts are not acted, but lived. When she
suffers, her audience suffers also; her smile
makes them happy. There is no part she could
not portray perfectly from Queen Regent of Hell
to Archangel of Virtue.—Elizabeth Murphy, 11
Putnam Ave, Buffalo, N. Y.

(Continued on page 43)
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INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT THE CLAN THAT ACTS
Lou-Tellegen, who has been starring in

Lasky-ParaiWount productions, has forsaken

the screen and is now a director for Lasky.

This is not a new work for him, however, as he

directed Sarah Bernhardt when the great

French tragedienne made her debut on the

screen in 1912 in "Queen Elizabeth."

Jay Belasco, the Caulfield-Mutual juvenile

lead, comes of sound dramatic stock. His

grandfather was David James, one of the

most famous comedians on the English stage,

and his father, David James, Jr., was also an

excellent comedian. Jay started his career as

a child, and was in vaudeville and stock before

he was attracted by the pictures.

*

Pauline Frederick owns a fine Stutz car and
a country home at Mountain Lake, New Jersey.

*
Maurice Tourneur, who directed Mary Pick-

ford in the film adaptation of "The Poor Little

Rich Girl," has just been engaged by Jesse L.

Lasky Feature Play Company to direct Mme.
Olga Petrova's first appearance on the Para-
mount Program. Mr. Tourneur, who came
from France two years ago, has directed other

stars of great magnitude, among whom may
be mentioned Clara Kimball Young and Wilton
Lackaye in "Trilby," Robert Warwick in "The
Man of the Hour" and "Alias Jimmy Valen-
tine" and Emma Dunn in "Mother."

Marin Sais, heroine of the Kalem series,

"The American Girl," has given us something
new! She has an "Incubator Farm." She
has taken a twelve-acre ranch at Glendale as
a means of gradually providing stock for her
big Utah holdings. The start is quite modest,
one sheep, three horses, a goat and lots of
poultry. In due time these will be added to

and gradually shipped to the Mormon State,

and the "Incubator Farm" will go on hatch-
ing new broods of animals and birds (fancy,
broods of animals!), which will in time make
the big ranch a profitable and engaging
venture.

*

Romaine Fielding, who achieved his place in

the photoplay run while with the old Lubin
company, is now on the directorial staff of the
World Film Corporation. The first of his

World pictures is "The Wit of a Woman," and
his second effort is "The Crimson Dove," in

which Carlyle Blackwell and June Elvidge are
starred.

Mabel Taliaferro, star in Metro wonderplays,
frequently receives letters from students and
college professors, consulting her on matters
pertaining to Irish literature and the Celtic

Renaissance. Miss Taliaferro's acquaintance
with Lady Gregory, William Butler Yeats and
other present-day literary lights of Ireland
gives her a first-hand knowledge of artistic

affairs not yet recorded in books.

A boudoir costume which combines a heavily
embroidered Chinese jacket or tunic with
dainty Turkish trousers has been adopted by
Evelyn Brent, one of Metro's youngest and
prettiest featured players. The costume has
both beauty and utility, and by substitution of

different materials can be made to fit any tem-
perature or climate.

Kathlyn Williams, the Morosco star, is quite

a well-known authoress, and her name is en-

rolled as a member of the Authors' League of

America. Among other things she wrote "The
Last Dance," "The Strange Case of Talmai

Lind," "Thy Will Be Done" and "Bride of Bal-

doon." Miss Williams is devoting much of her

leisure time to some articles on the earlier

days of the photoplay and some psychological

scenarios. She claims that a really good photo-

play cannot be written in a hurry, but calls for

as much care and thought as a magazine
story.

Edward Jobson, Balboa's hefty character

man, has presented Norman Manning, the

studio business manager, with a hat-rack made
of baby elk horns, in token of his living

through a recent lodge initiation. The Long
Beach police force was called on to assist put-

ting the novice over, and he languished in jail

for several hours, incommunicando.

Winnifred Greenwood, a new Balboa leading

woman, is credited with possessing three dis-

tinct personalities, by her director, Burton

George. It is not uncommon for a person to

be "two-sided"; but Miss Greenwood goes this

one better. Without her make-up, Miss Green-

wood is herself. Made-up, she becomes an-

other person; and, when photographed, she

doesn't resemble either one of the other per-

sonalities. The chameleon has nothing on the

Balboa lead! *

Wigney Percyval, with Valeska Suratt's

company of Fox players, was with the late

Wilson Barrett for fifteen years.

*
Harold Lloyd, better known as "Lonesome

Luke" in the Pathe comedies of the name, is

only twenty-two years old. He has never

tasted a drop of liquor or smoked in his life,

which goes to prove that a man may be an
actor and yet lead an exemplary life.

Illlllllllllll

MARY TAKES LESSONS IN AVIATION

Mary Pickford has a new hobby—aeroplanes. Perhaps she is preparin
she is taking lessons in aviation and from none other than Glen

photo shows the star of the screen and the sta

to serve h

Martin the n

>f the

country—

a

oted flyer.
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WHY IS YOUR FAVORITE
YOUR FAVORITE?

(Continued from page 41)

For Grace Cuxard

I am delighted at the opportunity to proclaim

my favorite, Grace Cunard. Why I like her so

well I can hardly explain in adequate terms, but

perhaps it is the attraction of her charming and
romantic personality and her irresistible appeal.

Unlike any other player I know, I like her even

better every time I see her. She is so perfectly

natural and does not simply pose and look nice,

like so man)' do. She acts, and does it well and
refreshingly. She is beautiful, graceful, clever,

generous, romantic, spirited, intensely interesting

and entertaining. In short, she is the acme of

perfection.—Florence Crate, 31 Woodbine Beach,

Toronto, Canada.

For Theda Bara

The screen has its queen in emotional art,

Kipling's 'Fool There Was" gave her a start,

Her slanting eyes, her hair, her gowns,

Have helped to give her screen renown,

To her parts and her art she has been true,

Yet hate is the only homage due a vampire,

What satisfaction can there be,

In being so despised as she,

A. symbol of vice in even- heart

Is the price she paid to the Muse called art.

—Donna Crissinger, 428 W. Center St., Marion
Ohio.

For Pauline Frederick

Pauline Frederick is my favorite actress be-

cause she can act. I like her because she is not

simply an expressionless doll, but a woman of

rare beauty and charm, coupled with marvelous
acting ability—a combination seldom found. Her
characters are convincing and true to life, and it

is she who has set the standard for acting dual

roles that no one else has reached. Miss Fred-
erick has very appropriately been called 'Fred-
erick the Great."—Dorothy Ross Harper, 634 W.
Cliveden Avenue, Germantown, Pa.

For Marguerite Clark

In my estimation. Marguerite Clark is the most
wonderful of motion picture stars. She is so

dainty, and her cute smile and actions alone,

could win anyone over. I think she is as compe-
tent as any of them and especially surpasses any
I have seen in child acting ; and I have seen every-
one of the leading stars in the motion picture

world.—Anna M. Stokes, 6129 Chancellor St., W.
Philadelphia, Pa.

For Mary Miles Mixter

My favorite of the movies is Alary Miles Min-
ter. She certainty deserves the title which was
given her as "Charming Little Mary"-" Another
thing which she possesses is action, and action is

one thing that is necessary on the screen. I have
seen several stars, but do not find any to equal
Mary Miles Minter.—Edward H. Monath. 1520
Garfield Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

For Pearl White

I consider Pearl White the best and loveliest

of all moving picture actresses because of her
sincerity and lovely eyes, she puts so much ex-
pression into them, and it seems as if she almost
speaks with them. But most of all her dare devil
acting is what I admire as well as many other
people do, and her gracefulness is another one
of her mam- charms.—Miss Helen Tarbox. Sum-
mit Street, Woodland, Maine.

For Dorothy Gish

I think dainty little Dorothy Gish the best. She
seems to be made for any part. She always fits

in. She is the right little girl in the right little

place, or big place as it ma\- be. Her charming
little ways make you say: "Isn't she a darling!"
She is, that's why I like her best.—Emma Miller,
616 Independence Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

For Douglas Fairbanks

"Doug" Fairbanks, to my mind, surpasses all

other stars. Not only do we appreciate and value
his ability as an actor, but we are drawn to him
by his cheerful American boyishness. His ever-

present smile and his ability to turn the merest
detail into clean-cut appreciable humor make of

him a real benefactor to the heterogeneous
myriads of his audiences. Surely an artist of the
comedy drama who can cause an entire audience
to laugh itself into tears (without resorting to

"slap-stick"), is deserving of a place in this

"column of preferences."—Carlos A. May, 797
President St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

For William S. Hart

Win. S. Hart, the best male character on the

screen today, not handsome, as is the asset of

most male leads, but one whose portrayal as a
man. a real man, cannot be duplicated. His
trend this way is so strong you feel just like the
character he is portraying, he is something out
of the ordinary and he has you with him all the
time. Ever see him when he wasn't interesting?
—Max G. Lubnow, Patton, Box 32, California.

For Dustin Farxum

Dustin Farnum, in my mind, is the one and
only actor, when it comes to the question of act-

ing. Every motion he makes, every character he
portrays, are done so naturally that he wins the
hearts of the audience immediately. His smile
can never be surpassed by anyone for radiating
happiness and sincerity. And above all, he gives
you the impression that his whole heart is in his

work, and that he is the same wonderful Dusty
in real life as he is on the screen.—Mary Mackey,
20 Kent St., Brookline, Mass.

For NIazimova

Who has seen Xazimova in "War Brides" and
does not love that plain but emotional little

woman? Who has not wept when she, overflow-
ing with emotion, could not weep? I love Xazi-
mova of "War Brides !" I love the tears she
shed. I love those expressive lips that have said
so much, and yet spoken so little. Ah, what a
wonderful message the)- brought to the world.

—

Abraham Silverstein, 403 Main St., Ansonia,
Conn.

For Bessie Barriscale

Bessie Barriscale is my favorite because she
is the most versatile of screen actresses. She
takes both light and heavy parts equally well.

Illustrative of this, take "Plain Jane." "A Corner
in Colleens," "The Cup of Life," and "Home."
Her acting is sincere—the kind that holds 3-011.

I prefer a person who acts well to one who
"gets over" because of beaut)- and a pleasing per-
sonality alone. That is the reason Bessie Bar-
riscale is my favorite.—R. R. Ricketts, Jr.. 5633
Kenwood Ave.. Chicago, 111.

For Henry Walthall

I consider Henry Walthall the greatest actor
on the screen today, because his personality is

entirely lost in the character he portrays. He
lives the part. He is exceedingly versatile

—

recall how he loved his "Little Colonel" in "The
Birth of a Nation," and how we shuddered over
his interpretation of the degenerate in "Ghosts."
His work is vital, never negative, and always
intellectual.—Mrs. J. B. Ricketts, 5633 Kenwood
Ave., Chicago. 111.

For Little Mary Sunshine

My star's a little lady

—

I'll let you guess her name

—

A little dimpled sweetheart.

Who sets all hearts aflame

!

She's such a wondrous lady

—

Tho she little knows her fame

—

That the golden light of heaven
Has been given her for a name.

She's just a dear, sweet baby.

Yet, I dare to here proclaim.

She's the brightest ray of Sunshine
In the "Movie" Hall of Fame

!

-Dr. W. Robert Pike, 313 West Third St.. Los
Angeles, Cal.

Don't Invest
in Anything

i( w
UNTIL YOU HAVE READ

The ReasonWhy
"If promoters and brokers have such
good propositions with such large
money- making possibilities, why do
they offer them to the public?"
"Why don't they go to the banks and
big capitalists?"

"Why don't they put in their own mon-
ey and make the profits themselves?"

I have just completed the fifth edition of my
book entitled "THEKKASON WHY,"
which answers these questions fully and com-
pletely. I want investors to read this book before decid-
ing upon an investment. I will send you this valua-

ble book absolutely fr«-e, postage prepaid. If X

can be oi further service to you, we can grt to-

gether on thai later, butthis book does n
cost you a cent, nor incur any obliga-
tion or liability on your part. TH.K
RBA80S WHY" also contains
much information of an inter-

esting nature that will

prove of great value
to anyone having
funds to invest, whether
the amount is large o
small. This book is not
written in technical stock
market language. It is worded
in plain, everyday business Eng-
lish that any one can understand,

Send for "The Rea-on Why" TODAY
—It is I'RLE to you

W. M. SHERIDAN,
1132 Security Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

3%' a Day
now buys a dazzling Lachmte <jem. ineur

brilliance is eternal—they stand fire and aad
tests and cat elass like diamonds. If Too can tell a

Lachnire from a diamond, send it back. 10 dara
free triaU;&t in tolid odd. The newest desiens. I

Write for Big ."ewelry BooklTl^.%
*ni

£#s

lisratio .Wril_nomjo. No
HAROLD LACHMAN COMPANY

12 H. Michl—n a..nn«. Dept. 1B5» CMcato. III.

10 Days Free Trial
Play on the violin of your choice — and test it for 10 days befi

dec*de to buy. Send it back at our expense or pay for it at the rate

of only a few cents a day.

*g£g£ "WuruIzer w<zr"
eular Free tsc^tansieismaeam^xq V. S. Govt.

The products of the leading violin makers of the world are yours to

choose from—Faxny, Baader, GUer.Heberiein. Fiedler. Wurlitzer. etc.

lA/rl+aTnrlau for Special Circular. No obligations. Get full details
Write lOoay of our offer direct to you. Write today

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company. Dypr.1853
S. Wabash Avenue. Chicago E. 4th Street, Ciocinnaa. Ohio

$20 UKULELE
MANDOLIN. VIOLIN.

. GUITAK OK COR>ET
~VTe have a wonderful new system of teachinernote music by

mail. To first pupils in each locality, we' 11 give a $20 superb > 10-

lin Mandolin. Ukulele. Guitar or Cornet absolutely free. Verysmall

ehareefor lessons onlv expense. We guarantee to make yc u a player

ornocharee. Complete outfit free. Writeatonee -no oblieation.

SLINGERLAND SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Dept 191. Chicago, III.

WRITE TO THE EDITOR OF
Tie PHOTO-PLAY JOURNAL
AND BECOME ACQUAINTED
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M OTION V I C TURE POSITIONS
THROUGHOUT the U. S. AND CANADA. Man-
agers, Assistants, Ticket Sellers and Takers, Head
Ushers and Ushers, Machine Operators and As-
sistants, Pianists and Organists, etc. Also studio

work. POither sex. Experience not essential. Send
ten cents (stamps or coin) for list and details.

The Central Motion Picture Exchange (Box
G136), Chicago, 111.

IDi-Kflfl
SUPERFLUOUS
HAIR REMOVER

The only treatment which will remove perma-
nently all Superfluous Hair from the face,

neck, arms or any part of the body, leaving no
mark or blemish on the most delicate skin.

No electric needle, burning caustic or powders
used. Originator, sole owner and used
exclusively by me.

Write for Further Information

Dr. Margaret Ruppert
Suite 70-72-73

1112-1114 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.
Established 22 Years

'

A-k your druggist for Dr. Ruppert's
Mi-RiTA Gray Hair Rejuvenator
(nota dye). Vegetable Hair Tonic
(promote growth of Hair). Skin
Food and Tissue Builder. Face
Powder and Rouge. Astringent and
Whitening Lotion (for closing Urge
pores and preventwrinkles). If your
druggist cannot supply you, send

Reg. U. S. Pat.Off. uS his namc -
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THE WILDCAT
(Continued from page 11)

Lillian Walker Perfume
and

TOILET WATER
As attractive and pleasing as its namesake.
Pronounced by thousands who have used it

to be the most wonderful and dainty odor ever pro-

duced. We will send you 50c worth ( ^oz.) totry on
receiptof25c. Fullsizebottle of ToiletWater only75c.

u
This perfume is made by the man-
ufacturers of the justly celebrated

MELOROSE 55

t

Face Powder, Cold Cream, Rouge
Endorsed by thousands of women of note.

Pprr Sample of " MELOROSE " Face Powder
r IyEiLi and Beauty Cream sent with each order.

WILLARD WHITE COMPANY, Perfumers

328 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

THIN, UNDEVELOPED
NERVOUS WOMEN

The most noted stars of the American stage
join the thousands of other women of note, includ-
ing Mme. De La Vie and other high authorities on
health and beauty, in recommending Willard White
Co.'s Vaucaire Galega Tablets and the famous
"Melorose" Toilet Articles.

Willard White Co.'s

VaucaireGalegaTablets
contain the genuine imported Galega. They round
out shrunken, shallow parts, develop and make the
bust firm. If you are undeveloped, THIN, care-
worn, nervous or rundown, take a box of these
tablets and note their wonderful effects. $1 box
(three weeks' treatment). Six boxes, $5. Sent by mail
prepaid, or from druggists and department stores.

CAUTION—Imitations and worthless nostrums
are being offered. Get only the original, genuine,
distributed by Willard White Co., Chicago. Beware
of substitutes.

FREE—Send 2c stamp for sample of Melorose
Cream, Melorose Face Powder, also booklet.

Write to Willard White Co.
328 Madison St. Chicago, III.

witness of the obvious preparations to hang
Hunt from a nearby tree. The leader

of the gang stepped out.

"You may know before you die," he said,

"that we are respectable residents of the

nearest village. We know how you kid-

napped this girl, and it is our purpose to

mete out justice in our own way, here and
now. String him up, boys !"

Bethesda screamed. All eyes turned in

her direction.

"Don't hang him, oh, please don't hang
him; I'm sure he is a good man," she

cried, throwing herself on the floor before

the leader, her slight form shaken with

sobs.

There was surprise on the man's face.

"Why, we're doing it because he kid-

napped you. We thought you wanted us to

do it. What do you mean?"

"Oh, don't, please don't," was her only

answer.

"This man must not be left at large,"

said the leader in a gruff voice, which, had
Bethesda been less agitated, would have be-

trayed his mock-heroic manner. "The only

condition under which we will spare his life

is that you shall make yourself responsible

for his keeping by marrying him."

"I will ! I will !" sobbed Bethesda.

Slowly the gang made its exit.

Five minutes later a motor stopped be-

fore the door of the cabin and the voice of

Carewe was heard outside in excited tones.

"This is the place. Surround it," was his

command.
Carewe himself rushed into the room to

find Bethesda in the arms of Hunt.

"It's all right now," Hunt said smilingly.

"I see it is," Carewe replied. "My little

daughter does not 'seem to be so much like

a wildcat any more."
"No, dad, I've been tamed and now I'm

in love," Bethesda confessed.

From the Horkheimer production by H. 0.

Stechlan, starring Jackie Saunders.
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POPULARIZING SCIENCE
(Continued from page 13)

Almost as in reply to your mental ques-

tion motion pictures show the devices for

dredging for the animal-life that exists full

three miles below the surface of the Polar

sea. Hundreds and thousands of seals live

in arctic waters absolutely unafraid of man.
To how many of us would be given it to

see and study a seal in its native habitat ?

And yet, the movie camera gives everyone
this opportunity.

Again, there are the penguins. Shackle-

ton once related how when he first went to

the far South the penguins had come down
to inspect him, disappeared and came the

next day with more who left in due course
and, the day after, brought more and more
until he could see more than a million pen-
guins, assembled as in one great folk-moot.

You might take this story with a grain of

salt, but now you can see such a conclave of

penguins on the screen ! The queer little

fellows, say three-and a-half feet tall, stand

up on their two feet and give every sign

of most advanced instinctive intelligence

while being filmed.

There are arrays of animals not a one of

which can be found in a single zoo of the

world. Motion pictures show these, and
thus do much to popularize science.

A BRIGHT LITTLE RAE
(Continued from page 35)

cry bitterly when her brother was called to

war.

"And of course when your brother goes
off to the war, perhaps to be killed, you will

feel awfully sorry, and you will hold onto
him and cry," her director posted her.

Zoe's lips began to tremble, and her eyes
to fill with tears.

"Oh, don't cry now, it's not time yet,"

said the director.

"I can't help it," said the tiny actress,

with her fists in her eyes, "you've got me
all worked up over it, and the tears just

won't stay back. If you don't hurry and
take the scene my grease paint wili be
ruined."

Any actress who possesses such a fine

quality of emotion is certain of success.

And it's just because Zoe has it that she

has made such wonderful strides.

But Zoe is just a little different from
most girls of her own age.

ON THE TRAIL OF THE
HURDY-GURDY MAN

(Continued from page IS)

"Every-da day," was the terse response.

Then John explained that he ate twice a

day, once at about 4 o'clock in the morning and
again at about 11 o'clock at night.

Despite the uncomfortable hunger that I felt,

I determined to be a regular Roman fellow by
doing as Romans do while in Rome, or, more
aptly, while roaming. So without a particle

of anything to eat I wandered on, until shortly

after 10 o'clock that night we arrived at our

starting point—The Hurdy-Gurdy Garage.

There and then I beheld my friend John sump
his day's collection of coins into his old slouch

hat, and I assure you it is no exaggeration

when I say the day's output half-filled that hat.

I judge there was something like a pint of

coins.

"How much did we get today?" I asked,

feigning great geniality.

The answer was a very negative grunt, and

John proceeded to separate the pennies from
the nickels and the silver, placing the pennies

in a pocket to themselves with a carefulness

akin to reverence. But I was not to be frus-

trated, for I had only to add up the entried

I had made as the donations came in to learn

that $14.25 had been gathered up on the trail

of the Hurdy-Gurdy Man that day, and in

view of the fact that a daily average of that

much money means a profit of about $1000

per year, it was with no great stretch of im-

agination that I pictured this Italian invader

as master of all he surveyed on a large farm

in Sunny Italy a year hence. So far as he is

concerned, it is only a matter of continuing

to turn the crank of another man's hurdy-

gurdy long enough to give the champion tippers

of the world—we generous Americans—ample

opportunity to dig the coins out of our jeans

more out of force of habit than out of any

love for generally discordant and always harsh

tunes.
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THE PASSION TO RULE
(Continued from page 37)

nation to do all in his power to bring her

the happiness she sought so desperately.

The other one was Captain Franklin Gra-

ham, who had an inborn sense of fidelity

to any cause he espoused and who realized

fully that whole cause now was embodied

in this beautiful, young woman.
"It is perfectly grand to score such a

grand victory so early in the conquest, but

we must encompass the complete defeat of

our enemies, and I place you, Captain

Graham, in supreme command of our gal-

lant army of invasion," Debora said, arising

faultlessly to the occasion which obviously

called for leadership.

"Your army shall proceed at once to

place you on a glorious throne by force of

arms," Graham responded, saluting again.

Chapter IV
At the end of a week's strenuous military

campaigning came the crucial battle before

the island's capitol—its largest city and its

most fortified stronghold. Chief Gioconda
had assembled his whole army of five thou-

sand warriors to make a final effort to

annihilate the unterrified invader. By this

time Captain Graham had succeeded in re-

cruiting an army nearly one thousand strong

from among those natives who were glad

to have an opportunity to get revenge on
Gioconda for his past mistreatment. These
volunteers under the direction of the hun-
dred adroit American soldiers constituted

a worthy fighting machine. Though a force

much smaller than the enemy, it had the

advantage of brains and generalship and
superior equipment. Nevertheless, the ar-

rival of the crisis found Captain Graham
extremely worried. He realized fully the

disadvantage of fighting in strange territory.

He knew Gioconda was crafty and treacher-

ous, and he felt sure this meant the grave
probability of a trap being set. It was all

a question of being able to discover any
such plan soon enough to avoid it or else

dire disaster would come.
In the lull which followed a sanguinary

battle this extremely cautious Graham
traversed every foot of the line his troops

held, and he changed the positions of his

few pieces of light field artillery a dozen

times before he was satisfied. He ordered
his machine-gun squad to a point a hundred
feet in front of his infantry line. Then he
lapsed into profound study.

"It is important that they be ably directed
and yet what good can they accomplish if

the artillery to the rear is without proper
direction," he muttered to himself.
At this very instant Wesley Martine

joined him.
"Anything wrong, Captain?" he asked.

"Yes, we need two cool-headed generals,"
Graham replied soberly.

"Well, you're one of them," Wesley de-
clared cordially. "And I will try to be the
second one."

"Good; you stick with the artillery and
see to it that the boys keep dropping shells

just back of the enemy's first attacking line

and thus start a panic among the reserves,
and we will take care of the rest with the
machine guns," Graham replied.

Thus it was a part of his strategy to force
the offensive onto Gioconda and his army,
knowing what the withering fire of the
machine guns would accomplish.

Graham had reckoned well. When Gio-
conda ventured out of the city to dislodge
the besiegers, he started hostilities with a
wild cavalry attack. His infantry trailed
along behind painfully, slowly and irregu-
larly. The cavalrymen were armed with
long lances. The infantrymen were armed
with out-of-date rifles.

Graham, stationed in the midst of his

machine-gun battery, permitted the cavalry-
men to reach a point not more than three
hundred feet away before he opened fire.

At the same instant he signaled Martine to
start his artillery in action. The quick re-

sult was the onrushing horses were stam-
peded simultaneously with the infantry,

many yards in the rear. The machine guns
took good care of the first line and the shells

from the artillery converted the advance of
the Gioconda foot-sore soldiers into a fran-

tic retreat. Horses and horsemen fell by
the dozen, and those fortunate enough to

After the
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of the Season
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Write Today.

PHOTOTYPE
ENGRAVING
COMPANY
High Grade Engravings

in One or More Colors

147-51 North 10th Street

Philadelphia. Pennsylvania
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'Diamonds.

TJTERE you can get diamonds at ,,m

40 to 50 percent lowerthan mar- x"^wm
ket prices, proved by customers^' letters. <^Ss^v

ERE is the newest Spring Hat. It is

called The PATRIA and is the

latest product of the master designer.

For a limited time you can get it direct

from the maker at a remarkably low price.

You actually save half.

JUST TWO PROFITS—Yours AND
OURS—NO MIDDLEMAN'S. The PATRIA
is made of Poplin silk with tiny rows of straw
embroidered on the crown and upper brim. The
facing is of flexible straw in contrasting colors,

with fitted satin lining to match. The following
color combinations are carried in stock: Citron
top, Delft blue facing; White top, Kelly green

facing; White top, Pink facing; Kelly green top, Gold facing; Cnopial <R ^ Q ^
Pink top, Delft blue facing; Old Rose top, Delft blue facing. OpCCldl %p <Z* . ZJ O

Enclose $2.95 (check or money order) and we'll send this remark-

able hat value today, fully prepaid. Money refunded if you are

not absolutely satisfied. Free style book upon request.

^WHY NOT ORDER TODAY?
S. R. S. HATS, 803 Powers Bld^., Chicago

Diamonds which originally sold at full

prices. The exact qualities for which

\ \ Diamond Banking'
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ing miney on high grade diamonds,watches,
and other jewelry. When the money we lend la
not repaid, we must sell the diamonds.
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The stylish hexagon shape dinner
ring. Synthetic sapphire surrounded
by full cut genuine diamonds, in new
platinum top fancy cluster ring. Try
to match at $55. Unpaid (tOO f\(\
Loan Price «p£O.UU
Size and quality in this bargain of

dazzling brilliancy, 1 1-4—3-16 kt. dia-
mond, high degree of perfection, blue-
white, perfect cut. Remounted into
latest style tooth ring for gentleman.
Guaranteed Loan S195. Try to match
at twice our Unpaid <COOC fift
Loan Price «p£OO.UU
At least Half Price. Railroad watch.

19- jewel, adjusted full size B. \V.
Raymond (Elgin) in genuine 20-year
gold-filled case. Guaranteed to pass
railroad inspection. Try to match
at $40. Unpaid Loan <M 7 QA
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Now PrepareYourself for

the Greatest MagazineYou EverSaw

The JUNE Number
of the Big American Magazine with a Heart,

a Soul and a Character

—

THE PHOTO -PLAY
JOURNAL

which will be on sale at all news-stands on
May 20, 1917.

This will be the first number to be sold at the new
price of 20 Cents Per Copy, and it will be so vastly

superior in quality that you will marvel at it.

Among the Scores of Delightful

Features
YOU WILL FIND a dozen superfine portraits which you can
frame and prize

—

YOU WILL BE ELATED over "The Famous Douglas Fair-
banks' Smile"-—a wonderful four-color picture of the engaging
hero of many photoplays

—

YOU WILL BE DEEPLY INTERESTED in the third in-

stallment of Delbert E. Davenport's great novel of love and
adventure, "The Passion to Rule"

—

YOU WILL BE RIGHT ROYALLY ENTERTAINED by an intimate
story on the mysticisms of exploitation, "The Horn-tooting Clan "

—

YOU WILL REGALE YOURSELF in a wealth of brisk, new, up-to-the-very-
minute fiction, including five original short stories of the type that makes you glad
you can read

—

AND BY ALL MEANS, never miss "The Silent Trend"—the masterly Review
of Reviews and Story of Stories Bert D. Essex writes so entertainingly for every
number of this magazine exclusively—
DOZENS OF CORKING STORIES about the photoplayers you admire,
together with scores of handsome illustrations. All the diverting departments and
plenty of wit and humor will make the forthcoming JUNE NUMBER memorable.

SAVE 50 CENTS NOW!
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Journal, beginning with June ! the photo-play journal,
issue, will be 20c per copy, at

all news-stands, and subscrip-
tion price $2.00 per year.
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Subscription Department,
Land Title Building. Philadelphia, Pa

1917.
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survive the assault turned sharply around
and ran away at breakneck speed.

"Now advance, everybody, quickly but
calmly," Graham yelled.

Thereupon the entire expeditionary force

moved forward with clock-like precision.

Debora overtook her army in time to

advance with it. She wore the uniform of

a nurse and on her arm was a Red Cross.

She was in her limousine, now decorated
with a huge Red Cross. This was the one
ambulance of her army, and she had just

"returned from a merciful trip to the yacht,

te which she had taken five wounded sol-

diers, who were left in the care of the ship's

physician.

"Dash on to victory, my brave soldiers
!"

she yelled.

"Obey her Highness the Queen, my fel-

lows," was Graham's command upon hear-

ing Debora's voice.

This seemed to fill every man with the

true fighting spirit and the unbeatable deter-

mination so essential in a conflict. It was
all for a beautiful lady ! They must accom-
plish their purpose for her! Wesley Mar-
tine, most of all, was inspired. He felt that

he could die happily for Debora if that

would bring her what she desired.

No wonder then that army never paused
until it had reached the capital city. No
wonder then that it captured its objective

within an hour. Every man fought like a

cool-headed demon. Captain Graham and
Wesley Martine directed the organization

with almost superhuman indefatigability

and intelligent military ability. Graham and
his command swept everything before them
and reached the centre of the city. Martine
and his men gave chase to a terror-stricken

mob of native fighters, who sought to flee

intact with Gioconda, whose capture was
imperative to safeguard the immediate
future against daring bandit depredations.

Graham and his men experienced little

difficulty in capturing the capitol building,

an unattractive, dirty-white, two-story

building situated in the centre of an ill-kept

park. Almost at the same moment Mar-
tine, single-handed, came into contact and
desperate personal combat with the raging

Gioconda. The soldiers of both sides were
engaged in a hand-to-hand battle. Martine
discovered Gioconda as he was mounting a

horse to make his escape. Fearlessly the

young American pounced upon the man,
dragging him off of his horse. Gioconda
fought like a maddened beast at bay. Mar-
tine fought the clever, cool-headed battle

of a regular American. The result was he
subdued his foe just as Debora, in her
machine, arrived on the scene. Into the

car Martine hurled the dazed Gioconda.

"You're wonderful," Debora told Mar-
tine. "I love you more than ever, because

you have shown by your mettle that you are

entitled to rule someone. You are so un-

like a Herbert Force."

"But you shall rule even above me."
"No, we shall share equally of any reward

which may result from our conquest," she

insisted.

"In name, perhaps, but I am at your feet,

my dear, for you are more wonderful than

I am, and the height of my ambition is to

be instrumental in making you happy with

all you wish for at your command," he

replied with pleasing firmness.

And it was with this sort of compatability

that Wesley and' Debora started what was
to be a thrilling sojourn in this strange

Isle of Iona.

(To be continued in the June number.)
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SPECIAL
Dress Patterns cut from any sketch picture or

fashion book. Also cut to individual measure-
ments. They come all pinned, stamped and trim-

mings marked so you can get an exact idea of how
garment will look when complete. Write for prices.

Tillie Cross, 17 N. State St., Chicago, III.,

Dept. A.

The Annex Pleating & Button Shop
ROOM 1035 MARSHALL FIELD ANNEX BLDG.

25 E. Washington Street, Chicago, 111.

Superior Work Lowest Prices

Send for Price List

Send MeYour Hair!
I will make your old hair new at little cost, or take
your cast-off switches, combings, and so forth, as part
payment on new, high-class hair goods. Write for

special prices NOW.
MT-\ U _ 120 South State Street,

iss Dunham Chicago, m.

BigMoneyin

Aviation
SEND the coupon below at once.

Find out about the big opportunities
that are awaiting you in this newest industry.

The day of aviation is here! It is no longer a spec-
tacle or a stunt—it is a business! Fame, fortune is

awaiting those who are the pioneers in this new field.

Get in early. Become an aviation expert. Opportunity
is awaiting you. $50 to $250 a week. And indepen-
dence with the rapid expansion of the industry.

Everywhere aviation experts are in demand.
Government and private enterprises are taking up
aviation seriously. They need men who know.

Now—
Leant at Home!

Yes, you may learn the science of aviation
right in your own home and in your spare time. No
longer need you sacrifice the time and money of years of
practical experience on the flying field. Send the coupon and
rind out how we have condensed into a short course, all the
knowledge which is necessary to equip you to take your place
as an expert in the principles of aviation. We'll tell you just
how you can save years of time and much money. We'll show

you how you can gain this knowledge
in yoursparetime, at home, without
i nterfering with your regular work.

Famous Authority
Teaches You Personally

A Partial List
of su bjects in our
course:

Nomenclature;_ -y;

MotorD. .........
Stream L>ne Shapes;
Aerofoil Curves; Controls
(Types and Operation);
Dynamics of tbe Air: Bal-
ance; Inherentand Auto-
matic Stability; Propeller
and WingDesijrn; Perfor-
mance Calculations; Prin-
ciples of Construction;
Stresses; Materials.

Glenn Muffly, the famous
aeronautical engineer, co-designer
of the first rotary airplane engine
now universally used, supervises the
instruction of those who take our
course. As a student you have the
privilege of free consultation at all

times with this famous authority.

SendCoupon
—Free Information /
M H . jr National AeroNo matter in what business you > in-+:t..+~

are now engaged, if you are mechanic- f InSIIIUte
ally inclined, or interested in aviation, > Dent. 1855 Morton
youshouldatleastfindout, now.about & niH« />!,:.,„„
this great course. Learn the oppor- JT Bla8-» Mlicaso
tunities that are opening every J> Gentlemen: Please send
day for scientifically trained JT me absolutely freeand pre-
men and get particulars of J> paid, full particulars of your
this course which revolution- *T course in aviation and deails
izes the training of aviation .* of your special limited offer,

experts. Wearemaking a JF
special introductory of- f
jfemow. Write for free 4T
information while f
this offer lasts.

National
Aero Institute

Dept. 185S
Morton Blag,

Name..

THE SILENT TREND
(Continued from page 26)

story unfolded in "Sleeping Fires" concerns

Zelma Bryce, a woman of high mentality and

very obvious refinement. Her very life is con-

secrated to her little son. Her husband, at-

tracted by a woman of an entirely different

disposition, is doing everything in his power

to force Mrs. Bryce to secure a divorce. He
uses the boy as a pawn, and when the beloved

offspring is about to be taken away from the

mother, her efforts to retain him become frantic

and Miss Frederick gives a remarkable view

of a natural dramatic frenzy which would be

expected of any mother under similar circum-

stances.

HPHE lengths to which producers of modern
photoplays go to provide correct atmos-

phere is illustrated in "The Woman Who
Dared," in which Beatriz Michelena is starred.

The scenes of this rather pretentious seven-

part drama are laid in Rome and Paris, but

nevertheless the picture was taken in the good

old U. S. A. This necessitated building set-

tings which conformed with undiminishing

fidelity to selected scenes in the two European
cities. An instance of the remarkable success

attained in gaining this end is to be found in

an elaborate railroad coach, which was built in

accordance with the European design. The
happy result of all this ingenuity brought into

service so deftly is that we have foreign

scenes as good or better than the real thing,

and the unbeatable proclivity for maintaining

perfection of details is a source of unlimited

pleasure.

rpUGENE WALTER'S play, "The Easiest

Way," has reached the screen at last, and

with Clara Kimball Young in the principal role

it proves to be a quite satisfactory picture.

Miss Young gives a far better performance

in this piece than she did in "The Price She

Paid," which was a woefully defective and un-

interesting play. "The Easiest Way," as a

photoplay, is enriched by the numerous details

which were impossible in a stage production,

and the story is brought to a more logical con-

clusion than it was in its original form.

"/"" OD'S Man," George Bronson Howard's
^~* famous novel of New York's Broadway

and night life, has been picturized, and will no

doubt prove to be one of the most sensational

screen successes of the season. The Froh-

man Amusement Company is responsible for

this extraordinary attraction, which is in nine

parts, and which has H. B. Warner for its star.

"God's Man" is an engrossing story, replete

with vital interest and inside information on

how the denizens of the Great White Way dally

with Fate. It is one of those cinema master-

pieces which everyone should see.

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would you

like to know if you are adapted to this work? Send
10c. for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or Key to
Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether or not you
are suited to take up Movie Acting. Instructive and
valuable. Send dime or stnmps today. Interesting.
Illustrated Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE!

Film Information Bureau, Sta. E, Jackson, Mich.

Address..

Chicago, III. /

WRINKLES
Why not have skin like a baby? Thousands

have successfully used SANS-HIDES (a Parisian
formula) to remove traces of illness or age. The
effect is almost magical. Deepest wrinkles, crow's
feet and saggy chins quickly vanish. SANS-
RIDES will not injure even the tenderest skin.
Price, 50c. For sale only at THE TEMPLE-
TON LABORATORIES, 7770 Lake Park Ave.,
Dept. P., Chicago, 111.

One Touch Polishes Your Nails

for a Week!
Wonderful! No bluffing. Just a touch on each

nail beautifies instantaneously with a rosy red
lustre that lasts a whole week. Soap and water
don't affect it. Wash dishes, dust. etc.—your
nails stay nicely polished. To further introduce
Mrs Graham'* InHtantaneouH Nail Polish, a full

size 50c. six months' bottle will be sent prepaid
for only 25c. to those who order within 1") days.
Mail 25 cents, coin or stamps, today.

GERVAISE GRAHAM. 53 W. Illinoii St.. Chicago

Send Me Your Hair
I will make your old hair new at

little cost, or take your cast-off
switches, combiners, etc.. as part pay-
ment on new, hierh class hair goods,
toilet articles, perfumes, ostrich feath-
ers, corsets, etc. Get something you
need for something you are not using.
Write for liberal offer and free Beauty
Book. Your combings made into
switches, $1.50. Mail your hair today.
ANNA AYERS, Dept. 267, AGENTS
220 S. State St., Chicago. WANTED

Wrinkles
Removed
By New Secret Method

Wonderful results
Wrinkles and ag
lines banished. Yes. thii

new socretmethod works
marvels. You should learn
about it right now. Learn
how it makes the skin as
smooth, clear and beauti-
ful as the famous complex-
ions of the Japanese wom-
en. (You know how soft,
satiny and lovely their
skins are.) No matter how,
long you may have sufferd
from these blemishes, no
matter what you havetried,
get the information we will
gladly send about the Princ
ess Tokio treatment. Get the
Princess Tokio Beauty Book
It is free. It tells you how t

have the perfect skin beauty
that all women long for.
for the coupon. Send now

No Massage. No Plasters.

No Masks. No Rollers.

No Exercise.

None of these. But a simple,
easy treatment you use in the
privacy of your room. Only a few
minutes required. The skin made flaw-
less, fresh, young looking. Used and
recommended by society leaders and
prominent actresses everywhere.

Guaranteed
Our legal, binding- money back

guarantee goes with each treat-
ment. If the Princess Tokio treatment
should fail in your case, taken accord-
ing to our plain, simple directions,
your money will be willingly and
cheerfully refunded upon demand.

Edna Hunter
Famous "Movie"
Star, says of the
Princess Tokio

Treatment:

"After a hard day I

just apply Princess
Tokio and every trace
of fatigue, strain and
roughness vanishes
like magic. I gave it

to a friend whose face
was becoming wrin-
kled and she says it

wiped the wrinkles off
in no time. I wish you
all the success you so
richly deserve.'*

FRFF Princess Tokio
Beauty Book

The whole story of the Princess Tokio treatment told.

The wonders it accomplishes. How complexions, once
"hopeless," have been restored to youthful
beauty. How years have been taken off

women's looks. All this valuable, private in-
formation is given in this book now ready for
distribution. Get your copy now. (Sent in
plain, sealed envelope.) Learn the secret
of a perfect skin. Learn how the American
woman can rival the complexion charms of
the Japanese. No cost. No obligation
whatever upon you. It is free.

i^ 1 Couponoend now!
Just sign and mail the coupon. ^p-TK-r

That is all. It will bring you the > c j ?i * n?j
Princess Tokio Beauty Book by re- * r»der»l late Bldg.

turn mail. Every woman ought f Dept. 545 Chicijo, III.

to have it. We want you to have * Plense oenrl me free anrl
it. Don't putoff sending. Put j .^'eas® 8f

n
.

a m
.

e Iree ana
the coupon in the mail * without obligation on my
right now.

Princess Tokio Co. /
• part Princess Tokio Beauty

Book in plain sealed envelope.

Dept. 545

Federal Life Bid*, f Name..

Chicago, 111. /
Address..
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THE LAST LAUGH
Too Much Iris.

"What's the matter?" Charles Dudley, vet-

eran of the Balboa studio, asked a new mem-
ber recently, as he was frowning over his script.

"Can't make out what this 'Iris' is," came
the reply from the novice. "They told me I

was to play the leading part in this picture;

and here it's 'Iris in' and 'Iris out,' every other

scene.
"Most 'Iris out,' isn't it?" Dudley rejoined,

holding his sides.

For those not camera-wise, it is explained

that by means of an "Iris" attached to the

cinematographic lens a picture is made to fade

in or fade out.

He Was Something Else.

Charles Clary, who is in the new George

Walsh subject for Fox Film Corporation, is as

quick on repartee as Frenchmen are tradition-

ally supposed to be.

Recently Mr. Clary played Appius Claudius

in the William Farnum production of "Vir-

ginius," given for the Children's Hospital in

Los Angeles. It was a cold night, and the thin

garments of the Roman tyrant afforded little

comfort against the weather.

An old woman from a resident stock com-
pany saw Mr. Clary shivering in the wings.

"Are you Appius Claudius?" she asked, ap-

proaching him.
"No, madame," Mr. Clary replied. "I m

unhappy as 'ell."

Help!

On the return trip from Jacksonville,

where George M. Cohan appeared in his initial

exterior scenes for "Broadway Jones," the

forthcoming Artcraft release, the train came to

a halt outside of Charleston. After about an

hour's wait George M. left the car to investi-

gate and, upon returning, informed Mrs. Cohan
that the car had lost its evening paper. Think-
ing that perhaps the long delay and accom-
panying excitement had affected her husband,
Mrs. Cohan carefully inquired for further par-

ticulars, whereupon George M. repeated: "One
of the cars lost its evening paper—its journal."

"Help!" cried Mrs. George as she sank back
in the berth.

And That's the Way It Sounds.

Motorman (yelling at pedestrian he has
just nearly run over)

—"Hey! Why don't you
watch where you're going?"

Pedestrian
—"What's the matter? Are you

sore because you didn't kill me?"

They
pression,

You
Can Have

Beautiful

•rows
and

Eyelashes
give charm, ex-

, loveliness to the
face, adding wonderfully to your
beauty and attractiveness. Society
women and actresses get them by using

It promotes in a natural manner the growth
of eyebrows and eyelashes, making them
thick, long and silky, giving depth and soulful
expression to the eyes. A guaranteed pure
and harmless preparation. Two sizes—25c
and 50c. Send coin and we'll mail LASH-
BROW-INE and our FREE Beauty Booklet
prepaid in plain sealed cover.

Beware of Worthless Imitations—
Genuine LASH-BROW-INE sold only by

MAYBELL LABORATORIES
4008-40 Indiana Avenue, Chicago

Sarcasm a la Pill.

Walking into a drug store the other day,
Robert Carson, who plays the arduous role of

Detective Rodman Sears in "The Great Secret,"
Metro's wonder serial in which Francis X.
Bushman and Beverly Bayne are co-stars,

asked for three quinine capsules.

The drug clerk brought them and asked
absent-mindedly, "Shall I put them in a box?"

"No," replied Carson, "just give them to

me and I'll roll them home."

He'll Have to Resign to It.

"Now that Briggs is married I hear he's

going to resign."
"Resign to his fate, I suppose."

About, No Doubt.

"What's all this war about?"
"As near as I can make out, it's about

begun."

But They'd Loaf Just the Same.
"You know I've thought of something that

would be a great boon to humanity."
"What is it?"

"Find a way to force all the loafers to go
to work in bakeries."

Getting His Number.
Credit Clerk—"What is your full name,

please."

Credit Seeker—"Is it necessary that I give
my full name?"

Credit Clerk—"Absolutely. That is the first

thing we always ask. Then we get your num-
ber."

A T(r)ip for Savers.

Soon to the country you can go,
Or out to the beach or mountains;

But if the charges you'd keep low,
Stay home with the soda fountains.

Burning a Listener's Ears.

Vexed Young Woman—"Oh, Central, some
man is on my line."

'Phone Operator—"It's a pity you can't

yank him out and see what the poor fish looks
like."

His Brand.

Gone mad has a man they call Bandit,
And he slays until none can stand it;

The folks wild with fear call him a bad steer,

But it takes a bullet to brand it.

"What was that tenderfoot tryin' to sell

you?" asked Broncho Bob. "Dante's Inferno,"
replied Three-Fingered Sam. "I told him I

didn't see how Dante had any business stakin'

a claim on what Crimson Gulch was liable to
produce gratis and abundant any minute."

—

Washington Star.

The Sister
—

"If your girl's father never
spoke to you, how do you know he dislikes

you?"
The Brother—"He used sign language with

a cane and I had hard work dodging his ges-
tures."—Boston Globe.

A man from "up State" had gone to a
theatre in New York. In an interval between
the acts he turned to the metropolitan who had
the seat next to him.

"Where do all them troopers come from?"
he inquired.

"I don't think I understand," said the city
dweller.

"I mean them actors up yonder on the
stage," explained the man from afar. "Was they
brought on specially for this show or do they
live here?"

"I believe most of them live here in town,"
said the New Yorker.

"Well, they do purty blamed well for home
talent," said the stranger.

My Beauty
Exercises
will make you look Younger
and more Beautiful than all

the external treatments you
might use for a lifetime. No
massage, electricity, vibra-
tion, astringents, plasters,
straps, filling or surgery

—

nothing: artificial—Just Na-
ture's Way.

Results come soon and
are permanent. My system makes muddy,
sallow skins clear, and the complexion as
fresh as in girlhood; firms the flesh and never
fails to lift drooping and sagging facial
muscles, removing the wrinkles they cause.
The too thin face and neck are rounded out
and hollows filled in. Nj one too old or too
young to benefit.
My system makes double chins disappear

quickly, and leaves the flesh firm after the
superfluous fat is worked away.
No matter how tired, five minutes of my

facial exercises will freshen your complexion
and give it a most exquisite coloring for a
whole evening.

What My Pupils Write!
"Words cannot express how thankful I am

for the wonderful benefits received from your
exercises."

"I am just entering: my third week of prac-
tice and I can notice some very pleasing: re-
sults. My cheeks are roundlnsr out, lines fading
and flesh not so flabby or withered looking."

"It has been about four weeks since I began
the work in the face and my entire expression
has changed. I would not take $50 for the
benefit I have so far receivea. My husband is

so pleased at my youthful appearance!"
Write today for my new FREE booklet,

Facial Beauty Culture.
If you will tell me what improvements you

would like, I can write you more helpfully.
Your letter will be held in strictest confidence.

KATHRYN MURRAY
Suite M-25, Garland Building CHICAGO

The First Woman to Teach Scientific Facial Exercise

Motion Picture

Producing Co.

i

Parties inter-

ested in produc-
ing MOTION
PI CTURES,
address:

KIMBALL BASF0RD - Wrights, California

AZ-I-EN-ZA
Trade-mark refistcrc-ci, C. S. 1'utent Office. Nov. 17, 1903—>o. 4148N

" The Medicinal Cream "
For Pimples and the Complexion
Relieves burning and itching. Price, 25c, 5uc, $1.00 in
jars. Trial size, 5c. Sent postpaid to any address.

E. H. BALL CO., 330 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Delivered Y?u FREE
Your choice of 44- styles, colors and sizes in the
famous line of "RANGER" bicycles, shown in full
color in the big new Free Catalog. We pay all the
freight charges from Chicago to your town.

30 Days Free Trial&e
e
d

;„"« S?
leet, actual riding test in your own town for a
full month. Do not buy until you get our great
nev* trial offer and low Factory-Direct-To-
Rider terms and prices.
TIDCC LAMPS, HORNS, pedals, single
I InCO wheelsandrepairpartsforall makes
of bicycles at half usual prices. No one else can
offer you such values and such terms.
SEND NO MONEY but write today for the big
new Catalog. It's free.MCA ft CYCLE COMPANY
lYla&MU 5ept.ll 106. Chicago

Rider
Agents
Wanted

a money
making business

orcommanda' ighsalaried
position.Wecan help you .There

is a nation-wide need for Marinello
Beauty Shops and Marinello operators.

Millions of Dollars are Spent for
Beauty Treatments

Never has woman been offered such a grand opportunity.

We will teach you all about successfully conducting a Beauty Shop
and every branch of Beauty Culture. We guarantee graduates a
good paying position or you can start in business for yourself.Write
now for free particulars and proof of the prosperity awaiting you.

MARINELLO CO., Depf. 110, Mailers BIdg., Chicago
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Special

Introductory

Offer!

THE new 2 1 -Jewel Burlington—just out—distributed
now for the first time—and on an astounding offer. The superb
new model far surpasses everything of the past. 21 jewels, adjusted to

positions, temperature and isochronism. New thin design—and all the newest
ideas in gold strata cases to choose from. Send coupon today for full particulars.

And—we will send you this master watch without a cent down,
it, after examination, you decide to buy it—you pay only the rock-bottom price

—

the same price that even the wholesale jeweler must pay.

A Month!

Just think of it! $2.50 a month
—less than 1 cents a day will pay, at

the rock-bottom price, for the New 2 1 -Jewel Bur-

lington—the master watch. This perfect time-

pieces will be sent direct to you, without a cent

deposit so that you can see and examine it for

yourself. When you hold it in your hand you
will realize what a gigantic value it is—and you
will know how the Burlington brought the high-

est watch value within the reach of all.

21
Jewels
—adjusted to positions

—adjusted to temperature
—adjusted to isochronism

—adjusted to the second

Runs almost 2 days in one
winding.
On an Iron-clad guarantee.

Newest
up-to-date ideas in gold strata

cases— the master products of

the goldsmith's art are illus-

trated in colors in our new
Watch Book. All yours to

choose from. Write lor the
new watch book now.

CatalogNow Off the Press
Write today for our new catalog. Read about this

gigantic watch value. Learn about watch movements and y
how you can judge a good watch. See, too, handsome illustra-

tions in full color of the newest fashions in watch cases. The
watch book is free. Just send the coupon.

Burlington Watch Co. Kf-flBrSS
1 / ^

BurlingtonWatch Co./> 19th St. & Marshall Blvd.

/ Dept. 1855 Chicago, 111.

f Please send me (without obliga-
* tion, and prepaid), your free book

on watches, with full explanation of

your cash or $2.50 a month offer on
the Burlington Watch.

/

/
Address-

'',.:-.;:-

Press of
Philadelphia Printing and Publishing Co.

Pliilnrtolnl.in



Six Big Issues of

INVESTING FOR PROFIT
//" you u;i7/ simply send me your name.
Special Introductory FREE Offer. Six fine

Monthly Issues—each worth $10 to $100 to you.

How much do you know about the Science of Investment ? Do you know the Real

Earning Power of your money ? What is the difference between the Rental Power
and Earning Power of your money? Do you know how $100 grows into $2200?

Why you should get Investing for

Profit: Only one man in a thousand knows
the difference between the rental power

and the earning power of his money. Few
men know the underlying principles of

incorporation. Not one wage earner in

10,000 knows how to invest his savings for

profit, so he accepts a paltry 2% or 3%
from his bank, while this same bank often

earns from 10% to 30% or more on his

money—or he does not know the science

of investing and loses his all.

Russell Sage said : "There is a common fal-

lacy that, while for legal advice we go to lawyers,

and for medical advice we go to physicians, and

for the construction of a great work, to engineers

—financing is everybody's business. As a matter

of fact, it is the most profound and complicated

of them all."

So let me give you just a glimpse of the valu-

able investment information you will get in my
six big issues, "The Little Schoolmaster of the

Science of Investment," a guide to money-mak-
ing:

in the financial world is now going on—to the

profit of the small investor.

You are now face to face with your oppor-
tunity—if you have the courage to enter the open
gate to the road of fortune.

I believe you will find much interest in reading my
six issues of Investing for Profit. From cover to cover
it contains the fundamental principles of investment it

has taken a lifetime to gather—from my own experi-
ence and from every available authoritative original

source of information.

If You Can Save $5.00 a Month or More
Don't invest a dollar in anything anywhere until

you have read my wonderful magazine. Investing for
Profit is for the man who intends to invest any money,
however small, or who can save $5 or more per month,
but who has not as yet learned the art of investing for
profit. Learn how $100 grows into $2200.

Use This Coupon for the Six Issues and
Financial Advice FREE

If you know how to invest your savings—if you
know all about the proposition in which you are about
to invest your hard-earned savings—you need no ad-
vice. But if you don't, if there is a single doubt or mis-
giving in your mind—I shall be pleased to answer any
inquiries you may make, or furnish any information
I can regarding the art of saving and making money
through wise investment.

So sign and mail the coupon now. Get "Investing
for Profit" FREE for six months. Ask me to put you on
my mailing list for Free Financial Advice. Don't put
this off. It means too much to you now and in the fu-

ture. Sign and mail this coupon at once.

The Science of Investment.

The Root and Branch of the
Investment Tree.

How to Judge a Business En-
terprise.

Where New Capital Put Into a
Corporation Really Goes.

"Watering"—Its Significance.

Idle Money vs. Active Money.

Capital Is Looking for a Job.

The REAL Earning Power of

Your Money.

Investment Securities Are Not
Investment Opportunities.

The Actual Possibilities of In-

telligent Investment.

The Capitalization of Genius
and of Opportunity.

Wait till you see a good thing—but don't wait
till every one sees it. You will then be too late. Never
was a time more auspicious for a public campaign of

education on the logic of true investment. A revolution

H. L. BARBER, Publisher

Mail this now
H. L. BARBER, Publisher

417-18 A W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago

Please send me FREE "Investing for

Profit" for six months. Put me on your mail-
ing list for Free Advice on Investments.

Name . .

Address
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WHEN You Travel
Ride ijn a-

P&ssQn&Gr Rgfrdgtet

A roomy car for four passengers

—divided, front seats with lots of

space in the rear, wonderful rid-

ing ease, typical Pullman pulling

power—-the smartest model of-

fered in its class for 1917.

114 inch wheel base.
50 '2 inch full cantilever rear

springs.
Four cylinder, L-head motor,

32 h. p. by actual brake test.

Two-unit starting and lighting
equipment.

Stromberg carburetor, new
type float feed.

Genuine full floating rear axle.
Thermo- siphon cooling

system.
Equalized brakes with Ray-

bestos brake lining.
Seventeen gallon gas tank in

rear. Carter vacuum feed.
Genuine honeycomb radiator
—extra large tank.

31 x 4 inch, red wall, Firestone
non-skid tires on all four
wheels.

True stream line, custom-
made body, Pullman green
and black, with real leather
plaited upholstery and extra
deep cushions.

FiVQ

Touring
$860.

^.QB-Factoiv

DON'T buy the picture. Efficient buyingmeaiis
comparative buying. Purchase your car that

way. For your own protection compare the
'

' dozen
reasons why" on this page with the specifications

of any car on the market selling under $2000.

Then 'phone the dealer in your town and have
him show you just what we mean by Pullman
performance—what the wonderful Pullman motor
can do in the way of hill climbing, what perfect

carburetion and ignition mean in the shape of

consistent pulling ability. The proof of the

Pullman is in its performance.

Get behind the steering wheel of any Pullman Four
yourself. Feel the luxury of the big, roomy body, with its

ample leg space, genuine leather plaited upholstery and
extra deep cushions. Feel the comfort of riding over
50 V2 incn fuu cantilever springs—generally offered only
in high priced cars.

Add to this certainty of performance the greatest col-

lection of standardized, expensive accessories ever fur-

nished a car in the eight hundred dollar class, and you have
the utmost value possible.

The finish of every Pullman model is superb, made
perfect by eleven operations of sand blasting, coating,

painting and varnishing. The lines are the latest and
smartest, the hit of the big national shows this year.

Fourteen years' experience stands behind the Pullman
warranty, vouched for by thousands of satisfied owners.

Write for our literature.

Five Passenger Four .... $860
Four Passenger Roadster . 860

Convertible Sedan De Luxe . . $1275
With C-H Magnetic Gear Shift 1400

Pullman Motor Car Corporation

YORK, A , PA.'

Established
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1903
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WAR is upon us. We—you and I—have everything,

our all. at stake. Our beloved country—this

grand, incomparable United States of America—has

been forced into a terrible storm which it long sought

to check, and which it has always wanted to avoid. But

the cause of humanity looms up and civilization is

endangered. We—you and I—cannot ignore the right-

eous cause of humanity, nor can we permit the ruthless

crushing of civilization. God granting, the power of our

military and naval forces will serve as the world's sal-

vation. Verily, no nation ever entered a conflict with a

cleaner record or a more exalted and admirable purpose.

We—you and I—have ample reason to be proud of the

stand our government has taken. It was made in-

evitable by cruel Fate acting through a cabal of

maddened, irresponsible despots who seem to flout

sneeringly every principle which enters into enduring

and joy-infusing peace. However, the die is cast, and

so be it. A condition of most momentous consequence

now confronts us, and we—you and I—must not shirk

our personal duties. One way or another we must
help our country in its crisis. We owe it to our flag to

not become distressed. Instead we owe an unlimited

activity together with plenty of unselfish succor. In

order to divert our minds from channels which produce

melancholia only we—you and I—should take full ad-

vantage of the relief motion pictures offer. We should

have more of the entertainment projected on the screen

for the recreation it brings to our minds and for the

highly desirable preparation such amusement affords foi-

those about to unleash their energies to aid in the

herculean task of defending the rights which are

sacred—the rights of you and I.

T7\XECRABLE as it is sanguinary, hostilities offer

tL the only feasible panacea for the political and

social ills which infest a large portion of the world

today. Had motion pictures been in existence, and had

they been devoted to judicious propaganda against the

deep-rooted causes of human confliction fifty years ago,

there would now be universal peace no doubt. This

assertion is ventured primarily because of the fact that

motion pictures can reach and impress more people

than any other medium of enlightenment. It certainly

is not very reasonable to presume to gainsay the

omnipotent influence a fifty-year photoplay campaign
would wield if its augumentative force was concen-

trated on the subject: How to preserve the tranquil

brotherhood of mankind. If the general text of this

definite and prolonged campaign had contained the

same high moral doctrines President Woodrow Wilson

enunciates and espouses so courageously, and if these

sentiments could have been continuously presented to

all the peoples of the earth, every first-class nation

would be a democratic republic or the equivalent thereto

by now. When this happy condition obtains throughout

the realm of civilization and small cliques of men of

so-called royal blood can no longer plunge millions of

human beings into war without even consulting them
about it, then there will be an invulnerable barrier

against designing intrigue born of unsavory ambition,

and there will be everlasting peace for all. When all

the governed have an equal voice in the government,

there will be practically no provocation for drawing

swords, because all any race desires is a place in the

sun and a chance to be progressively happy in its own
native land. How efficiently motion pictures could have

pointed out the way to this! How easily and blood-

lessly they could have led the campaign of diplomatic

reasoning which would have resulted in revolutions

such as Russia has experienced after five centuries of

untold misery! It is certain the Republic of Germany
would never have committed the outrages of which the

Monarchy of Germany is guilty. And now let those

unimpeachably patriotic men who guide the course of

the photoplay art start an irresistible pictorial battle

now to contribute to the work of bringing the war to a

successful conclusion and to instill in the minds of their

countless patrons the idea that the co-operation of every

American is essential to the achieving of the victory

which will bring glorious sunshine of freedom to all.

VTOU may count it as one of our hobbies, if you will,

* to exhort those who are inclined to be charitable to

extend their good work of alleviating sufferings by
adding a few dimes to their contributions to unfortun-

ates in order to make it possible for them to see an
occasional moving-picture show. It is amazing when we
contemplate the number of people right in this United

States of America who are too poor to afford paying the

admission price to even a nickelodeon, especially when
we take into consideration that we have been blessed

with unprecedented prosperity for several years.

Nevertheless there are many thousands of men, women
and children who are denied the pleasure afforded by the

screen because they need every penny they can scrape

together to keep body and soul together. The average
man and woman would never miss twenty-five cents a

week, and still this trivial amount would enable a whole
poverty-stricken family to see one motion picture a

week. The treat would lighten their burdens materi-

ally, and it would cost you so little. Indeed, it would
be a fine thing if all the people in comfortable circum-

stances would join hands in a nation-wide movement to

thus provide diversion for the needy. Why not start

this praise-worthy work in your neighborhood by setting

the good example of the good fellow who is not afraid

to take the initiative ? Seek out the weary and the un-

lucky and surprise them with an invitation to be your
guests at "the movies" and you will discover that some-
how you feel better for your thoughtfulness.

HPHE friendship of fellow-beings is indispensable to ^\H
success and contentment. When one is at odds with

everyone, life loses most of its charm, and the friend-

less has little opportunity to accomplish anything.

Our realization of this innately fills us with unbounded
gratitude for the friendliness which has been so gener-

ously showered upon us. Thank you, all.

&-^
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Before he could drink the toast angry murmurings were heard outside'

^-^THE little boy approached the

great editor, his father.

"Daddy, there's a mistake in

your paper."

"What is it, Jimmy?"
"Why, this headline on the front page

says there is a little baby just born worth
a billion dollars. That should be a million

dollars, shouldn't it ?"

The great editor smiled at his little son's

earnestness. "No, Jimmy, the proof-reader
didn't make a mistake this time. This lit-

tle baby just born is worth a whole billion

of dollars."

"But how can she ever spend it when she

grows up?"
"She never can, Jimmy."
"And what about all the other little

babies, who are very poor, daddy ?"

"A great many of them will remain very

poor, Jimmy."
The boy thought deeply for a moment,

and then spoke with the air of one who
makes a great discovery. "Father, it isn't

right."

But the great editor was busy. "No, my
son, it isn't right, but neither you nor I can

do anything about it. Now run along and
play."

But the child brooded over this and other

things that happened in this very strange

world, and he never could be made to see

why some should have so much and others

so little. And all his resentment was cen-

tred in little Geraldine Keen, the "billion

dollar baby."
The little girl grew up entirely uncon-

scious of the blind hate for which her great

wealth made her the target. Sunshine
gleamed in her hair, as well as in her na-

ture, and a smile shone in her blue eyes,

even when there was none on her lips. Love
and good-will filled "Jerry" Keen's heart.

From her earliest childhood she was always
trying to do something for others less for-

tunate than herself.

When a poor little girl on the street drop-

ped her doll one day, breaking its head to

bits. Jerry ran to her and thrust her own
doll in her arms.

"Take my Alice," she said to the weep-
ing child. "I love her, but I have other

dollies at home." But the nurse, indignant

that her charge should even speak to a

strange child, hastily snatched the doll away
and took little Geraldine home.
The whole world seemed to be especial-

ly designed for the purpose of making this

one child happy, or was it she that made
the rest of the world shine by her own
sunny nature ? Any other girl would almost
certainly have been spoiled, but Jerry re-

mained sweet and lovable. As her par-

ents died while she was still a baby, she

was sent away to be educated, and the great

house rang with her laughter only at va-

cation times, when she was made much of

by her guardian, Clifton Brophy. She was
the one bit of tenderness in the life of this

hard-headed man of business, who guarded
her interests as if they were his own.
James Alden grew to stalwart young

manhood. Instead of becoming reconciled

to the world's injustices, he grew more in-

tolerent of them, and with high resolve de-

termined to do whatever lay in his power

to right the wrongs around him. There
were times when his ideas interfered ser-

iously with the policies of the Argus, his

father's paper, and then John Alden let- his

son feel the weight of his displeasure. The
climax came when young Alden made a

public speech, reported in a rival paper,
inimical to the interests of the Argus.

Father and son faced each other the

next morning, both angered to white heat.

"My patience is exhausted," said John
Alden. "You've got to stop this sort of

thing."

"But it's all true, father. I didn't say a

thing I can't prove." protested James.
"Ideals are all well enough," answered

the editor, ignoring his statement, "but not

when they interfere with your bread and
butter. These are critical times. Stop
making these socialistic speeches, or you
and I will have to part

!"

"Perhaps it would be better, father," said

James with quiet dignity. "Since I can-

not subscribe to your principles, I have no
right to accept your bounty any longer. I

shall earn my own living, and work for the

oppressed in my own way."'
"You have no right to drag the name of

Alden in the dust." stormed his father.

"Very well. Since you feel that way
about it, 1 will take my grandmother's
name. That's plenty good enough for me."

So it was as James Warren that the

young man went out like another David, to

battle with the Goliath of special privilege,

of corruption in high places, and to do what
his hands could find to do in order to

benefit the poor and needy.
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The strikers needed no second

The new settlement house was his spe-

cial charge. Every evening found him
there, organizing and teaching classes, and
making the homeless feel that here, at last,

was a corner of earth where their rights

were second to none. "The poor man's

friend" was the title they bestowed on

James Warren, and it was no insincere

campaign cry, raised for the moment for

the securing of votes, but the genuine

tribute of loving hearts.

Home from school came "Jerry" Keen,
glad to be free from the restraint of a book-

ish atmosphere, and glad to be alive. Here
was the richest and most elaborate "com-
ing-out party" the city had ever seen, and
the newspapers were filled with accounts

of the festivities given in her honor. James
Warren clenched his fists as he read of

the money spent at her debut. "All that

for roses, cakes and wines," he said.

"Enough to support my poor people for a
year !" And his resentment against Ger-
aldine Keen was stronger than ever.

But Jerry, unconscious of all this, re-

mained a happy-hearted girl, revelling quite

frankly in all the fun and frolics planned
for her. Except in a vague way she had
no realization of misery, for she had been
kept carefully away from all evidences of

it. But one day, when a young friend was
driving her home in his automobile, after

an afternoon of golf at the country club,

the car was obliged to make a detour on
account of some repairs on the road, and
their way lay straight past the great mills

that were the principal source of Jerry's
income. Near the mills were the tenement
homes of those who worked in them. Nev-
er before had Jerry seen such squalor.
Never before had she seen such ill-nour-

ished children, such hopeless-looking moth-
ers, such dirt and such desolation.

"Oh, why don't these people clean up and
look like something?" cried Jerry.
"They can't," her companion told her.

"They're too poor, and there isn't a gleam
of hope in their lives. If the men were
properly paid for their work—" The

speaker stopped suddenly,, remembering to

whom he was talking.

"But why aren't they properly paid?"

asked Jerry. "Who owns these mills?"

The young man was obliged to answer,

"You do."

Jerry was silent during the rest of the

ride. When she reached her home her first

act was to telephone Clifton Brophy to

come to see her.

"Guardy, I want you to raise the wages
of the men in the

mills," she said.

He was astounded.

"The mills ? What do
you know about the

mills?"

"A great deal. I

drove by them today,

and the people looked
terrible. I don't want
such dirty unhappy
people around my
property. It is my
property, isn't it?"

"Y e s, but you
haven't control of it

yet."

"W hat do you
mean ?"

"Simply that you
are not yet of age, and
until you are I shall

take the same careful

pains to guard your
interests that I have
always done. It has
been a matter of pride
with me to take as

good care of your
money as your father

could have done if he
had lived. I have
built up your fortunes

year after year, mak-
ing good investments
and getting rid of bad
ones, until now you
are the richest girl in

the world. But you wouldn't be if you
should give in to the demands of these

strikers."

"Strikers, guardy ?"

"Yes, your workers have struck. The
town is in the grip of one of the biggest
labor struggles it has ever known. To give
in now, to raise wages at this psychological
moment, would mean defeat not only to

ourselves, but to every factory and mill

owner in the State. Most assuredly I shall

not raise wages now !"

Jerry knew that it would be useless to

plead. Her guardian's statement was true.

vShe would not be of age for several months
to come, and in the meantime, had abso-
lutely no power over her own property. But
she was determined to know more about
these unfortunate people. Putting on some
simple clothes belonging to Mary, her maid,
she went on a tour of investigation among
the homes of the workingmen. To this

delicate girl, reared in the most fastidious

way, the scenes of poverty were appalling.

She came away in tears, anxious to do
something to alleviate the suffering she
saw on all hands. She had no power to

raise the wages, but she was absolute mis-
tress over her own very generous allow-
ance, and made large gifts of money to

the poorest families.

In talking with her maid, she found that

the new settlement house was gradually
making a change in the thoughts of the
working people. It added joy and cheer
to their barren lives, making a sort of oasis

in the desert of their monotonous existence.

Jerry decided to see this institution, which
was actually doing some of the things she

vaguely felt should be done.

As she approached the building, her re-

fined manner and dainty charm attracted

the attention of a worthless roustabout

named Johnson. Here was the prettiest

girl that had ever walked up that dingy

"If the men were properly paid for their work—

'
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street, and he determined to make her ac-

quaintance without further delay.

"Hello, girlie," he said, "Are you goin'

my way?"
"Why—why, I don't know you," stam-

mered Jerry, wondering whether the work-
ers habitually became acquainted in this

unceremonious way.
But she was sure that his next actions

were considered proper by no stratum of
society, for he grabbed her roughly by the
arm, and attempted to kiss her. "Here,
don't be stand-offish !" he said. "You're
too pretty to belong to anyone but me."
Her scream brought hurrying feet, and in

a moment Johnson lay sprawling, and
cursing at the youth who stood above him.
"I'll pay you for this, Warren," he said,

"You and your settlement house."
"Oh, it was the settlement house I came

to see," said the girl. And Warren led her
away to see it. The clean, cool rooms,
tastefully furnished, the reading room, the
bowling alley and the gymnasium, all fas-

cinated her.

"Oh, how much good this ought to do,"

she exclaimed.

Warren smiled delightedly at her enthu-
siasm. "Yes, I think we are accomplish-
ing something," he said, "and I hope we
shall accomplish a great deal more."

"Oh, I wish I could help," said Jerry.

"Why can't you?"
Before she left it was decided that Jerry

should come two or three evenings a week
to teach folk dancing to the young people
and act as hostess at the social hour for the
older members. Jerry had never been so

happy in her life. She gave an assumed
name when he enrolled her on the list of

instructors, and went away leaving him in

ignorance as to her real identity. And on
her part, she never guessed that this young
workingman with the honest eyes, James
Warren, was the son of her father's old

friend, John Alden, editor and owner of

the Argus.

Days of dreaming, and evenings of serv-

ice, followed for happy little Geraldine
Keen. In addition to being the richest girl

in the world, she was now the happiest girl

in the world, for the bond between herself

and Warren grew, the bond of comrade-
ship, which was slowly and miraculously
becoming a bond of love. But they had no
time to think of love. There was double
work to do at the settlement house, since

the mills and factories were shut down, and
in their idleness the people flocked to War-
ren and his helpers to be amused and in-

structed. No word of all this did Jerry
speak at home. She felt as though she were
leading a magic life, a life strangely com-
pact of dreams and reality. Never before
had she looked prettier. Even her gruff old

guardian noticed it, and one night when he
was her guest at dinner he raised a brim-
ming glass to propose a toast to "Society's
reigning beauty, the belle of the season."
Before he could drink the toast angry mur-
murings were heard outside, threats and
imprecations that died away in the dis-

tance as the police hustled some men away
from the stately mansion.

"Strikers again," he grumbled. "They're
becoming desperate. But I haven't met one
of their demands, and I won't." He drained
his glass.

He remained so very late that Jerry was
obliged to plead a headache, in order to slip

away and go as usual to the settlement
house. Sending for her soon after, and
discovering her absence, he called up a de-

" The richest girl in the world is going to marry the poor man's friend

'

tective agency in alarm, fearing that some
harm might have come to the girl. And
harm was on its way, in the person of

Johnson, the drunken roustabout, who had
become more and more enamored of the
girl's pale loveliness.

But just as Johnson was about to enter
the settlement house in search of her,

Brophy's automobile drove up, and the
girl, fearing that her guardian would put
an end to all her good deeds, slipped away
by means of a rear door.

Brophy, however, was not to get away
so easily. Johnson, finding the girl gone,
was in an ugly mood, and recognizing
Brophy as a rich man, allied with the inter-

ests of the mill-owners, incensed the by-
standers against him. As his wrath grew,
he ran into a nearby saloon, where dozens
of the strikers were gathered together, and
called on them to come and revile the rich

man. They needed no second bidding.

Out they rushed pell-mell, others join-

ing them as they ran. Sticks and stones
were picked up on the way, with which to

assail the rich man, the detective and the

chauffeur he had brought with him. All
three men sustained injuries before they
were able to get away from that pitiless

fire of missiles.

The anger of the strikers was next turned
against the settlement house. "Why was
he coming here?" asked Johnson, the ring-

leader. "What did he want here? Per-
haps it's his money that's paying for all

this nonsense, to keep our minds away from
getting our just dues !"

"Let's wreck the settlement house," was
the cry, and the mob swept in, muddying
the clean floors and overturning the fur-

niture. Warren, who had rushed to the

aid of Brophy, tried to stem the tide. He
tried to reason with them, but they could
not listen to reason. Sober sense was re-

stored only when a flying missile felled

Warren, and they saw the man whom they

had all acclaimed as the poor man's friend

lying at their feet. Tenderly they carried

him themselves to the hospital to receive

proper treatment, their hearts full of love

and gratitude to this young man who had
cast his lot with theirs.

Next day Jerry came of age. Never had
a birthday brought her so much excite-

ment, so much of real interest. And the

excitement was not greatest when Brophy,
with a formal little speech, lay down the

reins of government he had handled so

faithfully. It was when she was able to

send for Stedman, the labor leader, and
after listening to the grievances of the

strikers and weighing them carefully, she

could make an amicable adjustment of them
which included an increase of pay for all

faithful workers. A new feeling of friend-

ship was established between employer and
employed, and the Keen mills entered upon
a new era in their history.

The happiness of her workers assured,

Jerry hurried to the hospital to see War-
ren. Fearing his old prejudice against Ger-
aldine Keen, she did not yet dare to tell

him the glorious truth about the strike, but
the effect of it shone in her face, and his

own became transfigured when he saw her.

"Jerry ! my shining angel," he whisper-
ed. "You are mine, aren't you, dear ?" He
reached toward her with hands that im-
plored, giving the lie to the confidence ex-

pressed in his words.

But she came docilely within his grasp,

like the dutiful wife she was one day to be.

"Yours, James," she said, "and shall be till

I die."

But hospital nurses do not permit long
visits, even between newly engaged persons,

and soon Jerry had gone without having
confessed her identity. Unfortunately, the
evening papers were not so reticent. When
Jerry's maid came to dress her for dinner
she handed her a newspaper, from the front

page of which her own photograph gazed
at her, topped by flaming headlines telling

how she had settled the great strike in the

Keen mills.

Jerry's first thought was of James. She
knew well what a blow it would be to him

(Continued on page 54)
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A Study of the High Cost of Living Leads
to a "Model Food Regime"

By MABEL TALIAFERRO

Probably more than any other star, Mabel
Taliaferro, who plays the part of the ''poor girl"

in Metro productions, has taken an active interest

in the high cost of living. In an effort to solve

this problem, the motion-picture favorite has made
a study of how to prepare dishes at a small cost

that are appetizing, and also why the prices were
highered and to whom the profits go. In her

discussion of the problem, Miss Taliaferro deals

with the cost of producer, the middleman and
finally the burden of the consumer.

In studying the question as to "what to eat

and live within one's income," Miss Taliaferro

made the rounds of the charitable institutions and

saw for herself how the cost is lessened by the

proper means of cooking. She declares that the

present conditions should have lessened and not

made the prices higher. She has also given her

views as to what those in better circumstances

can afford to eat during a week's schedule of

meals. Following is her story.

HAVE studied the high cost of

living proposition for the past

several weeks, and for the life

of me I cannot see one good
reason why prices were boosted

so high. It is the same old story to my way
of thinking whereby the rich will be made
richer and the poor will be poorer.

For the past few weeks, when potatoes

and onions were boosted sky high, I was
among the army that did without them. It

was not because I could not afford to pur-

chase them, but I believe that the best way
of reducing the high cost of living is to elim-

inate from our tables the perishable food-
stuffs. Then the trusts will have to reduce
the prices or allow the goods to rot.

In the case of potatoes, can anyone tell

me why the prices were boosted? From
what I know of conditions, I believe the

prices should have been lowered. Accord-
ing to the reports of the farmers in all

parts of the country, the potato crops this

year was by far the best and most pro-

ductive in many years. I have a friend who
has a large farm in southern New Jersey.
Before he sold his crop of potatoes last

fall, he owed $7,500 on his farm house.
After the sale of his crop the mortgage
was burned, and he had a nest egg in the
bank. How did he do it ?

It is like all other things, money makes
money. Last summer a wealthy New York
merchant went from farm to farm, looked

over the potato crop and then gambled as to

the actual price of the tuber. He bought
the potatoes in the earth and soon had a

corner on the market.

The largeness and quality of this year's

potato crop is only one reason why the cost

should have been lessened. In the second
place, Canada has been shipping carloads of

the apples of the earth to this country.

Why was this done? In the sight of the

thousands who are starving in Europe,
Canada chose to send their potato crop to

this country in lieu of their sister countries

in Europe, all because the price in thi>

country was much higher. Is this a fair

proposition ?

Onions are. in the same class. There is

no reason why the price should be boosted.

In the case of fresh eggs, I can see why a

rise should be granted, as more eggs are used
at this season of the year and the eggs are
more scarce. Milk, butter, cheese, and

canned goods have also been raised, and the

same old cry, "the war," is given as an

excuse.

Cooking is just as much of an art as

acting. One who can cook is a blessing to

the world. Mothers of large families know
the method because they have been forced to

keep within the purse limits of their hus-

bands. The children of today are just as

strong and healthy as those of generations

ago. This reason is simple for at last the

American housewife has learned to use

foods that will keep and nourish.

An economical house manager can have a

large roast of potted beef for a Sunday din-

ner, and can, if she knows how, have tasty

dishes for the ensuing two days without a

bit of waste. From the Sunday dinner when
the meat is served hot, the evening meal can

be prepared.

Another thing to remember is the benefit

to be derived from a plate of old-fashioned

home-made soup. There is nothing I enjoy

more. Stews are the best of eating, and are

nourishing and lasting.

You can easily tell the working girl who
rushes to a restaurant during her lunch hour
and has pies, cakes or cookies, with a cup
of coffee or tea, in lieu of a bowl of stew
or soup.

I do not care how hard I work, I will

always find time to have three good meals a

day. By "good," I mean substantial and to

the best of my ability have my nourishment

at regular times. This is an important fac-

tor.

It is a great pleasure for me to go into my
kitchen and prepare my own luncheon or

supervise a dinner. It is not necessary to

{Continued on page 52)

LITTLE JANE LEE DOING "HER BIT" FOR UNCLE SAM

The popular little Fox Starlet, only four years old, is bringing many men to make Uncle Sam's army by distributing
recruiting literature. She may be seen daily in Bryant Park, 42nd Street and 6th Avenue, New York City, helping the
recruiting service. Her Khaki uniform is an exact reproduction of that worn by a second lieutenant of U. S. Infantry
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War and the Dance—They are Allies
By VIOLA DANA

1STORY teaches us that danc-

ing has been allied with war
for ages and ages. On the eve

of the battle of Waterloo, a

great dance was taking place.

What is true of the past may be applied to

the present.

War talk fills the air. Men and women
are preparing for the worst. In spite of all

these preparations, the rich and the poor are

dancing. It is a craze, just as it has been

before every period of warfare.

If my study of dancing has taught me
anything, then I predict that this summer
people in all walks of life will enjoy the

most beneficial pastime. Dancing to me
spells art. I have been with it from the

time I was scarcely able to walk, and now it

is with me even in my dreams.

I use it every day for my work in the

motion picture world, and again it aids me
when I am tired and trains me to keep in

perfect physical condition.

Primitive man expressed love and hatred,

fealty and jealousy, desire and achievement

in terms of the dance. It is on a plane with

words, paint and music as a means of ex-

pression. Let me watch a couple dance for

several minutes and it is easy to tell what
they are and what care they have taken of

themselves.

When I say that dancing is allied with

war, I might recall the expression, "Indian

War Dance." Impending trouble among the

first settlers of our country was shown in

the antics of the dance, while the opposite

meaning was given by other solemn ritua

of the tribe handed down in terms of the

dance.

Egyptian carvings of six thousand years

ago record the use of the dance in religious

ritual. Plato, deeply impressed by these

hierarchical ballets, finds that their evolu-

tions sympolized the movements of the stars

Modern deduction carries

the astronomical themes
still further : the central

altar is believed to have

represented the sun : the movements about

it, the movements of the celestial bodies.

Apis, the sacred black bull, was honored

in life by dances of adoration and in death

by ballets of mourning. Throughout the

passages of the Bible we are told of the

dancing of the saints and of the joyous

times enjoyed by the angels in this favorite

pleasures of the old and new world.

Numerous Biblical allusions show that

dancing was held in very high respect among
early leaders of thought. "Praise the Lord
—praise him with timbrel and the dance" is

commanded. With dancing the Maccabees
celebrated the supremely solemn event ; the

restoration of the temple. To honor the

slayer of Goliath, the women came forth

from all the large cities of Israel "singing

and dancing, with tabrets, with joy and with

instruments of music."

Priestesses performed the sacred num-
bers, the origin of which tradition attributes

to the Olympian Gods : eccentric comedy
teams enlivened the streets of Athens

;

gilded youth held dancing an elegant ac-

complishment.

Philosophers taught it to pupils for effect

on body and mind ; it was a means of giving

soldiers courage, agility and health. To
the development of this form of pastime,

were turned the Greek ideals of beauty

which in their turn undoubtedly received a

mighty and constant uplift from the beauty

of dancing from harmonized movements of

healthful and clean bodies and minds.

Technique has evolved new things since

the days of ancient Greece : scenery, music

and costume have created effects un-

dreamed of in the early times.

Down the lane of time and custom we
come until we reach the present writing.

' Although the modes of dancing

changed, the meaning has not deviated one
bit. By this, I mean that the same graceful-

ness that accompanied this form of amuse-
ment centuries and centuries ago can be seen

and is seen in the proper dancing of the day.

It makes no difference to me whether we
are in Spain, England, America, Japan,
China or Australia, the different steps have
the very same meaning. In other words
our innermost thoughts are displayed on
the dancing floor by the grace and manner
of our acting.

One of the very first things to learn in

the art of dancing is the placing of the

feet. This, above all, depicts the real stand-

ing of the individual. When the music peals

forth and we sway from side to side with

or without partners, we should remember
that the persons gathered outside of the

gliding arena have their eyes focused on our

pedal extremities.

Next to our feet, our hands are the most
important. If the hand is seen gliding from
one part of the body to another, trying to

keep the time of the feet then the artistic

side of the pleasure is swept away. It is

very i m-
p o r t a n t

when danc-
ing with a

partner to

keep the
hand where

Viola Dana in swan pos«
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gestive or offensive. So can walking. But

that is no reflection on the intrinsic value of

either dancing or walking. The measure of

the beauty or character of the dance is to be

found in the movements which, by common
acceptance, that dance prescribes.

Very soon we see persons who are inti-

mate friends just glide with the rhythm of

the music. This looks beautiful, but let us

break up the combination and we spoil the

beauty of the dance. This proves that the

dancers are not real artists, but are accus-

tomed to one another's steps. A good dancer

who understands the various positions and

understands the music can exchange one

partner after another, and there will be

no interruption of the beauty and grace

of the art.

For an actress who intends to become a

shining light along Broadway either in the

silent or spoken drama, dancing is not only

essential but a necessity. In tense moments
of a production, one holding a very small

part can upset the best part of the story

by walking across the stage at a wrong
time and not in keeping with the time of the

play. If she be a dancer she knows just

how to swing her body and the arms and

feet will work in unison and harmony and

smoothness of character will result.

To me dancing is more of a necessity in

the silent drama than on the speaking stage.

For in the latter, words carry charm and de-

flect the actions of the body a trifle. On
the other hand, the story as placed on the

screen is told vividly by the actions of the

body.

At the present time there is no one who
is being starred on the spoken or silent

stage that has not had a varied career in

dancing. To show the great advantage for

poise as gained by the dance, all one has to

do is to go to the opera and watch for the

smoothness of character of the artists.

Those who are at home on the stage and
who at no time carry themselves out of the

eye of the public by a false gesture or

move, will tend to show that they are

dancers and have learned their acting from
that glorious pastime.

Dancing is not a gift, it is gained by days
of study and hours of practice. Those who
claim that they can learn to dance in six or

ten lessons are really fooling themselves.

They may learn the general principles of the

dance, but the character that goes with it

must be learned by books and constant
effort.

The present vogue of dancing is some-
times characterized as a fad. As a matter
of fact it is nothing more than a resumption
of a normal exercise. It is not extraordin-
ary that people should wish to dance every
day. It was extraordinary that there should
have been a period of about sixty years in

which persons did not want to dance every
day.

Occidental history recalls few periods
when the dance, natural as speech and exalt-

ing as music, underwent such neglect as it

suffered during the latter half of the nine-
teenth century.

With the "turkey trot," came out of the

West the "bunny hug," the "grizzly bear,"
and dances of similar names reminiscent of
the zoo. They treated Europe to a mixture
of amusement and irritation, but were not
destined to long life on either side of the
Atlantic. While North America "turkey
trotted," the Argentine tango was delighting
and scandalizing Paris. These have been all

Viola Dana showing the proper manner of standing on toes -while barefooted

but eliminated, and the old-fashioned dances
with grace and cleverness are once again in

vogue.

As for me I am very glad these fads and
fancies of classes and masses have been all

but stamped out. Its spoils the originality

of the dance. They are pretty when danced
by experts, but as the amateurs try their

experience in them, they border on the

foolish.

This idea is best seen on some of the

floors at Coney Island on a summer night.

There we' see a young girl virtually pulled

around by her partner. Her head is buried
under his chin and sometimes under his

shoulder. Others have the right position

but hold on to one another as if they ex-

pected something dreadful to occur. A
great secret in modern dancing is to leave

space between the partners, so that the feet

move freely without the bumping of the
knees.

One of the best ideas to advance the

school children of the country was the ex-
ample set by the New York Board of Edu-
cation in having dancing teachers in the

schools. Statistics prove that during the

past year, there has been less illness in the
schools of the largest city in the country
than ever before, and I believe the course
of dancing has had much to do with this.

It is exercise that is not too strenuous but
a developing movement that trains every
part of the body in unison.

In the summer I take great delight in

visiting the various playgrounds, and many
are the good times I have had by joining in

with the kiddies' pastime. Dancing in the

open is more beneficial than in other places.

In Europe the children are taught to dance
on skates, and it is an everyday winter event

there to see a group of children going

through their graceful stunts on skates.

Like other sports, there is just as much
danger in too much dancing as there is in

lack of exercise. One of the greatest evils

in the country is the dancing match where
couples dance against time and drop to the

floor exhausted. This leaves the heart in a

very weak condition and saps the vitality.

A great many young girls have told me
that they catch colds if they engage in danc-

ing to any great extent. I can dance hour
after hour and become overheated but take

good care that I do not sit in places where
the air rushes through.

Another good thing to remember is to

throw a light shawl over the back after the

dance. Don't use fans, and before retiring

after a strenuous night of dancing, take a

bath, and when you awake you will be re-

freshed, and the danger of catching cold is

greatly lessened.

For: the business man dancing is the

proper means of recreation and light exer-

cise ; for the man or woman who wants to

reduce, dancing is the best remedy ; for the

growing boy and girl it is ideal.
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UNCONQUERED
CAST OF CHARACTERS:

Mrs. Peter Jackson, a mother who loves her child. . .Fannie Ward
Peter Jackson, husband, who also loves his child, Hobart Bos-worth

Richard Darcier, a writer Jack Dean
Billy Jackson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jackson Billy Jacobs

Jake, a half-crazed Florida negro Tully Marshall

Mrs. Lanning, a discreet society widow Mabel Van Buren

% $5#«X

ETER Jackson was one of those

typical American millionaires

who reposed implicit faith in the

power of his money. He truly

loved his only child, Billy, whose
five years of life had been composed of too
much ease and luxury for his own good.
The indulgent father evinced his fondness
for his offspring by
constantly showering
upon him toys and
other costly presents.

His wife, Helen, an
ideal mother who
idolized her child,

was made most un-

happy as she realized

that the lad was be-

ing weaned away
from her by her hus-
band's blatant gen-
erosity. She had
only love to give, and
she gave it freely,

but it seemed the
material things lav-

ished by the father

impressed Billy more
than her love did.

Jackson neglected
his wife woefully,
and he spent much
of his time in the

company of Mrs.
Lanning, a discreet

society widow, who
had designs on the
millionaire's money.
Not only did this

man of the world ne-
glect his wife with-
out pity, but he took
keen delight in tor-

turing her by oppos-
ing the toys which
his money could buy
against" her love. He
was triumphant in

the seeming prefer-
ence his son mani-
fested for him.

"That boy was
meant for me, and
not for you," he
once told Helen, and
thereby he crushed
her very heart so

completely that she could not make retort

for her emotions.

A disheartening climax in the woman's
life tragedy came when, while preparing to

take his family to their country home in

Florida, Jackson commanded her to call on

Mrs. Lanning, and invite her south for a

visit.

"No, never," she cried.

"Then you don't go," the hard-hearted

husband retorted.

"But, Billy—he—he she pro-

wo views in one of Fa

should go,

tested.

"He shall go with

me alone," was the

unpleasant reply.

"You mean I must
either humiliate my-
self by inviting a

woman I detest or

stay in this big lone-

some house alone?"
she asked.

"Absolutely. Un-
less you show good
fellowship enough to

ask Mrs. Lanning to

be our guest, you
stay here alone."

Jackson w as so

firmly obdurate that

Llelen knew no en-

treaty of hers would
shake him from his

set purpose. She
pondered momen-
tarily. Her mental
anguish was too

much to permit of

clear thinking. She
could not bear the

thought of being
separated from little

Billy. He was every-

thing in the world
she really cherished.

She must be with

him at any cost, and
thus it came about

that she consented to

call on Mrs. Lanning
in abject obedience
to her low-principled

spouse.

Mrs. Lanning re-

ceived the confused
Helen with gushing
affection.

"It is so sweet of

you to come and sec

me," she said.
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Helen was humiliated to have her

"I— I—only came to ask you to be our

guest in Florida," Helen stammered as she

blushed her humility.

"Oh thank you, dear, I shall be so happy

to be with you" accepted Mrs. Lanning im-

mensely amused at her visitor's predicament,

which she understood perfectly.

And, as if to heap on a burdensome good
measure of merciless discomfort, she forced

a farewell kiss, which palled Helen in its

repulsiveness.

About this time Richard Darcier, a writer

interested excessively in his work and oblivi-

ous to his surroundings, was hustled off

to Florida by his physician, who owned a

shack there in charge of Jake, a half-crazed

negro. Darcier had so persistently neglected

his health that his physical breakdown came
suddenly.

He had little more than become settled

in his Florida shack when his peace was
shattered by Billy, whose father's country

home adjoined the property occupied by

the author. Billy immediately fostered a

great fondness for Darcier, who at first did

not reciprocate in the least because of his

deadly fear of children. However, it was
not long before the man lost this appre-

hensiveness and then he became closely at-

tached to the amiable little fellow. Inevit-

ably it was through this friendship that Mrs.
Jackson became acquainted with Darcier.

A few days later, Negro Jake had unin-

tentionally offended the Voodoo Queen, and
she had left a "hoodoo" on his doorstep in

the form of a wax image of him with a pin

stuck through its stomach. Jake promptly
developed a severe if imaginary stomach-
ache. The Voodoo then summoned Jake to

a Voodoo meeting, and during the grotesque
ceremonies announced that someone had in-

sulted the Voodoo and must bring a sacri-

fice. To Jake's ill-balanced mind this meant
a human sacrifice, and he impulsively se-

lected Billy as his victim. The ensuing day
Jake got his opportunity to appease his in-

sane thirst for the blood by which he hoped
to rehabilitate his standing with the Voodoo.

usband s guest

He found Billy playing alone and with un-

curbed fiendishness he attacked him. By
sheer good fortune Richard Darcier hap-

pened to be strolling along at that instant,

and he intervened for the helpless youth
just in time to receive in his shoulder the

blade of the knife which Jake intended for

Billy's heart. Despite his painful wound
Darcier succeeded in overpowering Jake,

later turning him over to the authorities

who committed him to an asylum.

In the meantime the affair between Jack-

son and Mrs. Lanning had progressed to the

point where the latter was sufficiently em-

boldened to suggest to her foolish admirer
that if he loved her so much he should se-

cure a divorce from Helen and wed her.

Billy, returning home from his exciting

experience, entered the room while Jackson
and Mrs. Lanning were discussing the matter
of divorce. Inspired by the fallacious idea
that his son had come to him only to be away
from his mother, Jackson peremptorily took
advantage of the situation by seeking out
his wife and offering a million dollars for a

decree and the custody of the boy.

"No, no; how could you even think of

such a thing," Helen screamed frantically.

"Because I don't love you and you don't

love me ; and, further, because Billy prefers

his daddy to you," he replied coldly.

"No; a thousand times no; I won't give

up my darling son, my own, little precious
Billy," the grief-stricken woman insisted.

Jackson realized the futility of persuasion
under the circumstances and cut short the

conference. Instead of openly bullying his

wife into agreeing to his terms, he framed
up a plan to drive her to Richard Darcier.

With Mrs. Lanning he deliberately allowed
the distracted Helen to overhear them talk-

ing about leaving for Europe with Billy.

Half-crazed with fear the latter kidnapped
her son and took him to Darcier's shack.

She had just arrived and had hurled herself

disconsolately into the author's arms when
Jackson, feigning uncontrollable rage, broke
into the place accompanied by his chauffeur
whom he had pressed into service as a wit-

ness.

"So this is the kind of a woman I have
for a wife and for a mother to my beloved

boy," Jackson exclaimed angrily.

"Please, oh please, be reasonable," the

now thoroughly confused woman pleaded.

"Reasonable after seeing you in the arms
of another man? What do you think I am
—a hopeless idiot ?"

"Frankly, I must interpose the opinion

that you are just that," Darcier put in

boldly at this juncture as he confronted

Jackson defiantly.

He offered her a million dollars for a divorce and the hoy
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"So, the clandestine lover dares to speak

up," Jackson retorted slurringly.

"Yes, and if necessary, he'll fight up too."

Darcier replied, now completely aroused.

But Jackson had not launched upon his

crusade to fight. He had accomplished his

motive without that. Hence he made an

early exit maintaining his surly indigna-

tion to the last.

Three months later a Flordia court

granted Jackson an absolute divorce and
the custody of the child. Helen lingered in

Florida to be near that child, the one prize

of all she wished to retain for herself. The
more she brooded over her bitter fate, the

more desperate she became. 'Twas little

wonder, therefore, that she finally gave into

her natural impulse by kidnapping Billy for

a second time. Frantically she hurried him
to a remote cave some two miles from the

Jackson home. There she considered her

next step. How could she make sure of

keeping her little son despite the law? She
pondered for a prolonged period, and the

boy became hungry.
"All right, my dear, you stay right here

and keep just awfully quiet, and I'll go and
get you something to eat," she told the lad.

Forthwith she ran at top speed to Rich-

ard Darcier's shack. She had just reached
her destination when startling events began
to occur with amazing rapidity. Jackson
had received the news of the kidnapping
while in the midst of the ceremonies at-

tending his marriage to Mrs. Lanning. He
immediately suspected that Darcier was in

the plot, and he hastened to the shack.

Helen saw him approaching and started

back for the cave, bidding Darcier to fol-

low her as soon as he could. Jackson en-

tered the shack and he and Darcier were
ready to fly at each other's throats when a

constable arrived to announce that Negro
Jake had escaped from the asylum and was
running amuck through the community.
This meant nothing to Jackson, but Richard
Darcier, knowing of Billy's danger, made a

hasty break for the cave. Jackson stopped
him. Darcier explained the impending
danger. Thereupon both men began a mad
race for the cave.

As they started on their journey, Jake dis-

covered the child.

"Now da good Voodoo is gwine to be

fixed up," Jake muttered wildly as he

whetted his knife.

Billy gazed on fascinated. At last when
the negro advanced upon him, the terrorized

lad shrank back against the wall of the cave.

Then his little hand happened to feel in his

pocket a toy soldier. He yanked it out. It

was very stiff and straight. He, too, must
be a soldier. So Billy awaited his end
very stiff and straight like the soldier.

The maddened negro raised his knife.

At that instant Helen entered the cave.

The dismay and dread which swept over
her as a result of the alarming situation

her gaze encompassed succumbed quickly

to frantic action. She pounced upon the

negro. He easily flung her back against the

wall. Within a twinkling the black demon
had seized Billy.

"Now, Lord, heah's yo' sacrifice," Jake
moaned as he raised his eyes to heaven.

"Stop" Helen cried.

The negro's eyes strayed to her. In

desperation she was struggling for a solu-

tion to the problem of how to save her son.

She hit upon an idea.

"Your God does not want a baby," she
cried. "He wants a woman—a white
woman."

Darcier was sincere in his desire to help Helen

So saying she spread her arms far apart.

This attracted the negro's attention, but he

was not sure of the substitution.

"Yes, yes," Helen cried as she pulled at

the neck of her dress, baring her white

throat.

The negro's eyes glistened. He began to

think she was the proper sacrifice. Noting

this change in his mental attitude, Helen
tore her dress farther apart, baring her

bosom. The negro loosened his grip of the

child and turned upon the woman.
"Yo' all am right, and I'se gwine to give

yo' all foh de sacrifice," he announced as

he grinned savagely.

The next instant he had raised his knife

high in the air. Simultaneously he grasped

Helen by the throat to make sure his prey

would not escape. Helen felt her conscious-

ness ebb away, and resorted to wild prayer.

Then the truly miraculous happened, fack-

Watchful Waiting is Vindicated

Marie Adell, a seventeen-year-old Wad-
leigh high school girl, who as Olive Den-
nison, has one of the most important roles

in "The Purchase Price," puts "stick-to-it-

iveness" ahead of luck, and believes that the

only way to get anything is to go after it

and to keep going after it until it is landed.

One day, the actress who had been se-

lected to take the part Miss Adell wanted
became seriously ill. Director Collins

turned to his assistant, Albert Kelly.

"Do you know some one we can get right

away?" he asked.

"I've phoned all I know, and they are

busy," Kelly replied.

"Go down to the entrance and see if little

Miss Stick-it-out is there," Collins sug-

gested, and Kelly knew whom he meant.

Miss Adell was there. Into the studio

she rushed, and in twenty minutes she was
in the scene.

Miss Adell is a native of Elkhart, Intl.

She prepared for the concert stage, but

before taking that up decided on the mo-
tion picture art as a vocation.

son and Darcier rushed breathlessly into

the cave. Helen fainted, but ere she re-

gained her senses the two rescuers had
overpowered Jake.

Darcier was the first to turn his attention

to Helen, Jackson going to Billy after mak-
ing sure the negro would be harmless in

his state of coma for the nonce. Billy was
genuinely happy to be with his father. The
little fellow embraced his parent gleefully.

Jackson was about to leave the cave with

the boy when Helen confronted him in silent

pleading. Jackson wavered. Finally he

was brought to a full realization of what it

meant to Helen to lose forever her one pride

and joy—the manly little Billy. He reflected

deeply and seriously. He met his former
wife's entreating gaze squarely, studiously.

Then he spoke the words which sealed this

woman's fate for future happiness.

"Tell mother you are hers to keep," he

told Billy.

Helen, hardly able to believe her ears,

took Billy from his father's arms. Jackson
solemnly departed, whereupon Helen sank to

her knees and joyously fell to mothering the

little fellow.

Presently she rewarded the patient and

watchful Darcier by looking up at him and
giving him a smile of love. He was stand-

ing by her in her most desperate moments.
He was her hero.

"Oh, Richard, dear, I love my Billy—and
you," she murmured.

Eagerly the man of the hour in the life of

the woman who had passed through one of

life's maelstroms sank to his knees and
gathered into his arms not only that woman,
but her son, his adopted son.

The future was at last replete with bright

prospects of happiness for all, and another

woman was unconquered by domestic ad-

versities.

Verily, there is hope for all who retain the

spirit which successfully resists defeat.

Fictionised by the Editor from the Lasky-Para-
mount photoplay written by Beatrice DcMUlc and
Leighton Osinun, starring Fannie Ward.
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HAROLD LOCKWOOD
A Regular Fellow Blessed with Perennial Boyishness

By RICHARD WILLIS
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HE embodiment of aggressive,

volatile, hopeful youth: that is

Harold Lockwood. He was
throwing a baseball with Lester

Cuneo as catcher when I tried

to get him away for a little chat. He is

some pitcher, too, believe me, and all went

well until he missed a return catch and the

ball went within a fraction of an inch of the

camera—a thousand-dollar camera at that,

with some extra fixings invented by Cam-
eraman Tony Gaudio, which added two
hundred more to its value. Then it was that

Fred Balshofer, manager and impressario

extraordinary to the Yorke-Metro forces,

took a hand. He took it verbally.

"Look here, you two kids, if you are not

more careful I will, er—well, I'll keep you
both working late," he said.

If Harold Lockwood has ever been

caught still (excepting when a still has been

taken of him), the event should have been

carefully recorded. I do not believe he ever

was still for more than a few moments at

a time. He is forever like the average

precocious small boy—looking around to

see what he shall do next.

We went to the edge of the stage and
talked a while. He lit a cigarette, and I

will swear that he let it go out and relit it

ten or twelve times.

"We had a bully time," he said, referring

to a recent journey in search of snow for

photoplay. "Traveling suits me down to

the ground. First we went north and found

lots of rain and fog, went to several places

for it, too ; then we tried Camp Baldy,

where there was snow all right but not

nearly enough of it. We wanted it up to

our necks, so we went on to Pine Crest and

we got it—got almost too much of it. By
the time we started back the snow was
too soft for the use of snow-shoes, and we
had to clear a track for quite a long distance

and, although the girls got pretty tired,

they showed lots of pluck, and with some
help from the men-folks we finally reached

our automobiles, but the blamed things were
of no use ; the radiators were frozen and
we had to get hired machines to get back

to Los Angeles, reaching here about four in

the morning. Cold ? Oooo— , betcher it was
cold."

It is not easy to get Lockwood off the sub-

ject of the photoplay, for he is genuinely in

love with everything pertaining to his art

and, boyish as he may be, he takes his work-

most seriously and nothing delights him
more than the letters he receives, which
tell him what a marvellous improvement he
has made in his acting the last two years.

He thinks a lot more of such praise than
being told he is good looking:, and will he
please send a photograph. He gets lots of

those letters, too.

Discussing his earlier days, he ventured
the following: "I was born in Brooklyn,
but the folks moved to New York before I

knew how to find my way about the city

across the bridge, and I went to school over
on the Jersey side, so you can see I was
pretty impartial. No, I cannot say I dirl

much in the learning way, but I was a good
pitcher ; did a lot of swimming and sunning

and was quite a jumper. I have never given

up my love for athletics, and that is why I

am so constantly on the move ; it keeps me
in splendid condition and, believe me, it is

necessary if one wants to get ahead in this

game. Helping to keep the bright lights

burning will not get you anything, while

lots of sleep and oodles of exercise will."

Harold told me that he had always
wanted to go on the stage, but his people

tried to dissuade him. His father was a

trainer of horses, and Harold was utilized

as a trier-out of speedy nags. He liked it

well enough for a time, but the longing for

.the footlights would not down.
"I used to practice singing and dancing

steps on every possible occasion, and one
old trainer used to ask me, 'What are you
dancing your fool head off for?' I tried

out several managers, but could not get a

hearing until I finally struck the manager
of a somewhat obscure musical comedy
company, and after I showed him some
original steps and he allowed me to show

him how well I could not sing, he put me in

the chorus. Talk about happiness ! I felt

that I was made for all time. I soon got
disillusioned, for I was a nobody for a long
period, but I persevered and finally got so

that I would get small parts. I pulled down
fifteen dollars a week about this time."

From this beginning Harold secured en-
gagements with other musical comedy
shows, always ascending, and he finally

played under the management of the Shu-
berts and Frohman. From that to stock

and then the inevitable vaudeville, touring
with a sketch called "Mephisto" with E. H.
Hoyt.
About this time the pictures attracted

his attention and unlike many other artists,

he did not deem acting for the movies a

"come down." The variety of the work
appealed to him from the first, and he
could not but be aware that his appearance
and good looks were just what the managers
wanted.

"I have always liked the picture game,"

Harold Lockwood is proud of kis trusty auto
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"At the gate to his estate"

he said. "Playing one-night stands and
learning three or four parts a week and
trying to remember a lot of others, never

did appeal to me very much, although I

liked the longer engagements and the ap-

plause—say, that is the one thing that one
really misses, I believe.

"The first company I joined was the

'Rex' and Edwin S. Porter was my direc-

tor ; my next engagement was with the

Nestor, run by David Horsley. My, how
we have scattered since that happy time

when we had one little stage down where Al
Christie is now, and a little old roadhouse
for dressing-rooms and everything else.

"Let me see, there was Russell Bassett,

Dorothy Davenport, Sydney Ayres, George
Field, Lee Morgan, Donald Macdonald,

Mrs. Ricketts, Gertrude Claire, Henry Otto
and many others. Then came my engage-
ment at Inceville, and after that I went to

Selig, where I played leads for one and
one-half years. After the Selig engage-
ment I joined Edwin S. Porter again, this

time to play opposite Mary Pickford with
the Famous Players. I still get letters from
fans which call attention to my acting in

'Tess of the Storm Country,' and 'Hearts
Adrift' and quite a number of Australians
tell me that 'Tess' is the most popular
picture which has ever been shown in the

Antipodes. I acted a number of features

for the Famous Players, including 'Such a

Little Queen,' 'Wild Flower' and 'The
Crucible' with Marguerite Clark, 'David
Harum,,' 'Jim the Penman,' and 'Are you a

Mason?'"
Lockwood next appeared under contract

with the American Company, and it was
here that May Allison first played opposite

him. Harold did more "stunts" while with
the Santa Barbara concern than he ever
did before or has done since. He has some
vivid remembrances of one or two happen-
ings there under the direction of Thomas
Ricketts with whom he acted in the old

Nestor days.

"About the nearest call I ever had was in

'The End of the Road.' In this there were
some flood scenes, and I had to rescue Bill

Ephe, the heavy, while fighting the torrent.

Fortunately things went off all right, but it

was a close shave for both of us. They re-

leased several million gallons of water a

considerable distance from the spot in which
we were to be caught in the flood, and by
the time the water reached us it was about
eight feet deep. The torrent swept us down
with it in a twinkling. I managed to get

hold of Ephe just in time for the camera
to catch it, but we were both half drowned
by the time we got to the bank. On another

occasion I was supposed to catch hold of a

hanging branch as my horse passed beneath

and to drop to the ground. The horse went
a bit too fast for me to grab the limb, and
I was swept off, much to the advantage of

the effect required, but to much disadvant-

age to my backbone, which ached for days
afterwards."

The subject of this chat left the Ameri-
can to join hands with Fred Balshofer, and
the Yorke Company and has been starring

with that company ever since. During his

term with the Metro concern he has been
seen in some highly successful features, in-

cluding "Mister 44," "Big Tremaine," "The
Promise," "Pidgin Island," and his latest

release is Robert W. Chambers' "Hidden
Children."

Harold has brown hair and his blue eyes

are about as mischievous as they well could

be. He dresses correctly, and loves to

drive as well as to change his automobiles
frequently. He thinks he is a good driver,

but some of his friends aver he is some-
what wanting in his judgment of speed

laws, but, anyhow, he has the best of times

when spinning along the country roads.

For that matter, he has the best of times

most of the time, as he refuses to worry,

and is content to do his level best to retain

the high position he has achieved and to

possess the friendship of the thousands who
follow his happenings.

He's much " at home at home

iiiiiiiiiiiiniijiiiiiiiiii

HEAVIEST WOMAN IN MOTION PICTURES SAYS:
"IT PAYS TO BE FAT"
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The problem of growing fat gracefully or

to act gracefully while growing fat is a two-

horned dilemma when viewed from either

angle. Doctors and citizens who are thin,

as well as those who have acquired too much
adipose tissue, have reviewed the question

of fat from various standpoints, and arrived

at vastly different conclusions.

Enter now an authority on this matter,

who has given much study and played the

game of taking off flesh and putting it on,

according to all the rules. She is Miss
Anita Brown, the heaviest actress in the
movies, who has been selected to play a
number of roles in Metro productions, and
has just finished a part in Director William
Christy Cabanne's new picture, "Cyclone
Higgins, D. D." in which Francis X. Bush-
man and Beverly Bayne are co-stars.

Miss Brown is twenty-one years old, five

feet seven and a half inches in height, and
tips the scales at 280 pounds. She is a
fountain of good humor, and is never heard
to exclaim: "Oh that this too solid flesh

would but melt." She believes that some
women are fat from choice.

"Not because they eat more," commented
Miss Brown, "but they eat more heartily.

They relish their food, and besides they love

the foods that are tabooed for stout folk,

such as pastry, etc. And yet some stout

women will do anything to lose a few pounds
of flesh. They will go through a whole
system of gymnastics—a most exhausting

program—and then deliberately fill up on
fat-producing food.

"A woman who has a tendency to get

fat has got to be on the watch constantly.

Odd to say in my individual case I do not

feel a bit uncomfortable. And, too, my
avoirdupois has been a profitable asset to

me, and has won me roles in a great many
screen plays. If I should start taking off

flesh I am afraid I would lose my value as

a type for the photoplay—which reminds me
that I made my first appearance in a motion
picture in this very studio—I refer to the

Metro-Quality. I had written a scenario

and brought it down to the then director.

He read it through and accepted it on con-

dition that I would play the part of a jani-

tress. I did, and since then have made my
fat pay me well.

"I wish to tell the fat woman one thing

—

keep away from all anti-fat remedies. They
are failures. Some one has properly called

them 'fads for fats.' I' have long ago
stopped worrying about my weight, and

would advise other heavyweights to do the

same. I am called the fattest woman in

motion pictures, and if 'laugh and grow fat'

be a truism, I expect to increase rather than

diminish."

Miss Brown is a great lover of animals,

and believes that fat people have better suc-

cess in training them than those who are

thinner and nervous. On her last trip to

Panama she brought back a number of pets,

which she keeps in her home at New Haven,

Conn. Miss Brown has only one fad which

seems incongruous in the light of her size.

She is an expert cook and spends much
of her spare time inventing new dishes.
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THE CANDY GIRL
By PHILIP LONERGAN

VER since her skill as a maker
of sweets became known in the

little country town where she

lived, Nell was called "the candy
girl" by the youngsters who

eagerly devoured the candy. "Candy" indi-

cates "sweetness," and that pleasant trait

was one of the chief characteristics of the

sunny-hearted girl.

"I like to see people happy," she often

said. "Everyone should be happy, and I

think they will, for if they will keep the

corners of their mouths turned up, they can't

help smiling, and then everything will turn

out all right."

Xell lived with her aunt and her little

CAS7

Nell (The Candy Girl)

Nell's little sister

Jack Monroe

. . . .Gladys Hulette

,
Helen Badglev

William Parke, Jr.

J . H . Gilmour

Thomas A. Curran

. . . William Bowers

lack Monroe's Father,,

George Wingate

Simon Skinner

Simon Skinner's wife

Officer Quinn

Carev Hastings

Justus D. Barnes

him with suspicion, believing that he had
lost his mind.

As the weeks passed two men came into

Nell's life, one a musician and the other,

mdy girl laughed

sister Marie on a small farm, where the

aunt raised chickens, realizing enough from
their sale to support the little family of

three. But times grew hard, and the little

farm ceased to pay. Then Nell, mindful of

the many praises her candy had received,

resolved to seek her fortune in New York.
"We're going to New York," she an-

nounced calmly to her astounded and pro-

testing aunt, "and I'm going to make candv
for everyone, and we're going to be rich."

As she had long ruled her little family,

the following week found Nell, her little

sister and her aunt established in New York,
the proud possessors of a little store not far

from the Great White Way, a tempting as-

sortment of candy displayed in the little

shop window. Their first customer was the
policeman on the beat, who bore the reputa-
tion of being a very fierce, grouchy officer,

but before the sunshine of Nell's smiles and
the flavor of her candy, his sullenness be-

came transformed into geniality. Again and
again he risked causing his roundsman's dis-

pleasure by stealing into the store for a bag
of candy and a little chat with Nell.

Simon Skinner, Nell's landlord, whose
disposition was "beastly" to say the least,

also succumbed to Nell's kindly influence,

and therefore was so genial to his very
meek wife that for many days she viewed

Jack Monroe, the idle son of a millionaire.

Nell aided the musician on the road to suc-

cess by inducing him to play cheerful music
instead of the doleful compositions which

delighted his soul, but failed to cheer the

hearts of his auditors, while Jack Monroe,
hoping to win her favor, tried for the first

time in his life to "make good." The musi-
cian was nearing middle age, Jack Monroe
was young ; the old adage was exemplified

again. "Youth called to youth, and love re-

sponded !" Nell married Jack Monroe and
was taken to his home, her happy heart little

dreaming of the trial that was in store for

her.

Jack's father had always opposed his mar-
riage, and no one except his son had known
the reason, but when he was introduced to

Nell as his new daughter-in-law, he told her

the secret. For several years the boy had
been addicted to drugs, and all efforts io

cure him had failed. Stunned by this reve-

lation Nell listened silently until the million-

aire offered to secure an annulment of the

marriage, then she gently refused the offer,

saying to Jack : "We'll wage this fight to-

gether, and we'll win, smiling."

And during the long weeks that followed

she sought to save her husband's life. Many
times her optimism vanished, but only for a

moment, for only cowards are pessimists,

and she was no coward. Finally, she took

Jack to her old country home, where fresh

air seemed to improve him. Little by little

less of the. drug was given to him, but she

was never sure that the cravings would not

return threefold. Under the doctor's orders

she administered the drug to her husband,

hoping that each day would be the last

;

awaiting the time when the shackles of the

terrible habit would be broken forever.

"I could never lose this battle, nor could I

lose my cheerfulness while I'm struggling

so desperately for the victory that promises

eternal happiness to him," the courageous
girl kept telling herself.

And she abided by her own doctrine.

She was incessantly as blithesome as a

spring bird. When came the most discour-

aging setbacks she smiled confidently, and
she refused to recognize a reverse as such.

She was the life of all the village social affaire
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I like to see people happy. Nell said

She was determined to foil cruel Fate with

her sunny disposition. Did she ever pause
to bewail her lot for one moment ? Ah
no—gloriously no. She considered it lucky

she was in the fight for Jack's sake. Every-
thing was for him and nothing was reserved

for herself. Oh what a gay world this

would be if everyone held such a viewpoint

—if every human being would maintain

good humor and happy, unbeatable hope in

the face of every event which tended to

induce despondency and the bitterness of

thought. If we could all be "as sweet as

the candy girl" we would be promoting a

cause of such vast importance that the

face of the earth would soon be rid of its

sordid spots.

Every one is familiar with the story of

"Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde," and Jack Mon-
roe, when the craving for the drug mastered
him was as unlike his usual likeable nature

as Mr. Hyde was unlike the respected Dr.

Jekyl. And so it transpired one day when
lie was alone with Nell that the craving as-

serted itself, and he demanded more of the

drug. Mindful of the doctor's orders, Nell

refused to give it to him. A struggle en-

sued, he dashed her to the floor, secured the

hypodermic needle and prepared to plunge
it into his arm. But he did not do it. It

was a moaning little figure on the floor

which stopped him, the figure of Nell. The
craving of the drug was small, but his love

for his wife, and the realization that he
might perhaps have killed her was stronger.

Dashing the hypodermic to the floor he
rushed to her aid. When the doctor arrived
all desire for the drug had left the anxious
husband, but when the physician pronounced
Nell out of danger the fear was still with

Jack. Would the dread habit return? He
asked the physician this question in fear and
trembling, but the latter laughed as he said :

"You are cured now. For a week that

hypodermic has contained nothing but
water. I was going to tell you the truth to-

morrow, but you might as well know now.
Your mind told you that you needed it.

while as a matter of fact you don't crave it

any more than I do."

So once more Nell delighted in living, and
once more the country children cried out

"Nell is making fudge," and ran happily to

the little country cottage, but their time of

joy was short, for soon Nell returned to

the city with the husband whom she had
saved. There really is no use to wish them
happiness, for Nell sought it so constantlv

that it just naturally came to her, and while
it may go away for awhile it always came
back.

Perhaps if we all keep the corners of our
mouths turned up and smile and see the

good traits of people instead of the bad
ones we will be just as happy ourselves.

From the Thanhouser photoplay s-tarrinq

Gladys Hnlettc.

OH, THE CHANGES WROUGHT BY THE ART OF MAKE-UP!
ii i urn iiiii.'iniiiiMii !.
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GLADYS BROCKWELL AS SHE IS (In tfee csnrrr) AND AS SHE MA.KES HERSELF UP TO BE (In the four surrounding pictures)
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T is all on record. This is no
tale of fiction. For the first

time, prohably, a motion pic-

ture producer has given out
an absolutely true statement

regarding the cost and extent of the

wardrobe purchased by the company for

one of its stars.

The facts presented herewith came out
when McClure Pictures asked for bids upon
the wardrobe of Shirley Mason, one of the

stars of Seven Deadly Sins. The list was
given to costumers who make a business of

buying slightly worn gowns, and in that way
it reached the public.

Shirley Mason is a star who has only re-

cently gained the heights to which all mo-
tion picture actresses aspire, aye, it's more
true to say, to which all young women
aspire. For what girl wouldn't like to be a

movie satellite like Shirley Mason?
When McClure Pictures signed its seven

stars for Seven Deadly Sins, Shirley Mason

was chosen to

play the little

girl who is tempted
by the seven sins, one
after the other. Shir-

ley's own wardrobe was a

large one. But in a series of

this kind it would never do to

wear the same gown on more
than one occasion. So Mc-
clure Pictures agreed to pay

for all the gowns and shoes and cloaks and
hats and stockings and waists and suits that

her directors thought she ought to have.

Shirley Mason -wearing Watteau dress of blue silk

with Pompadour design of roses. Draped in ^X^atteau
shepherdess style over silver lace underskirt

Her aeroplane costume of leather

The result was that when Seven Deadly
Sins was completed an inventory showed
that $8,349.75 worth of apparel had been
bought for Shirley Mason in this one series.

Most of the costumes had been worn only

once and were as good as new. Some had
been worn in staging accidents or fights and
were utterly useless.

None of them could be used in pictures

again, for a motion-picture fan is a

canny person, and notices immediately and
promptly gives vent to expressions of disap-

proval if a star seems to have a limited

wardrobe. Therefore, when Miss Mason
appears in the next McClure series, she will

And Russian style of peacock blue cloth trimmed with
fur and given distinction by the huge button pockets.

Muff to match. Cossack hat

have an entirely new and expensive outfit.

Her Seven Deadly Sins costumes have

been sold for less than one fourth of the

$8,000 that they cost. That $8,000, of

course, did not cover the clothes that Shirley

owned before she began making Seven
Deadly Sins, nor the dozens of gowns and
coats that were rented for her. Nor did it

include the wardrobes of Ann Murdock,
Holbrook Blinn, Nance O'Neil, H. B.

Warner, Charlotte Walker or George Le
Guere, the other six stars.

Other motion-picture producers have ad-

vertised that their stars bought $50,000 or

$500,000 (what is a cipher among friends?)

worth of gowns for one play. Which no-

body believed, for no producer would or

could pay out that much for costumes for

one picture. But here's a statement that

can be proved.

McClure Pictures sent out the detailed

list of Shirley Mason's clothes, bought espe-

cially for Seven Deadly Sins. These repre-

sent about half of all that she wore in the

picture. And it is safe to say that very

few motion-picture stars ever had nearly

as long a list for one production as is shown
here.

The inventory proves that McClure Pic-

tures purchased for Miss Mason seven

evening gowns, fifteen afternoon gowns,
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twenty-three hats,
twelve waists, twenty
pairs of shoes, seven

negliges, three even-

ing wraps and five

street coats. Also a

number of acces-

sories, such as para-
sols, b a g s, gloves,

stockings, furs, and
so forth.

This wardrobe, of

course, was added to

Miss Mason's o w n
extensive list of cos-

tumes that were her
personal property
and bought out of
her own salary.

Here is the list

complete, just as it

was sent to costume
buyers, asking for
bids

:

Seven evening
gowns, s i x street

dresses, fifteen after-

noon gowns, twenty-
two hats, twelve
waists, twenty-one
pairs of shoes, seven
negliges, three even-
ing wraps, four
street coats, twenty-
t w o miscellaneous
articles which
included muffs, par-
asols, gloves, stock-

ings and fans.

This is one of the
many cases proving
that the screen is the

medium by which
people are given op-
portunities to view
feminine raiment
and sartorial
achievements t h ey
would never see

otherwise. Indeed,

the movies offer a

complete education in fashions, and they are

not only up-to-the-minute but oftentimes

considerably in advance. Many of the

women stars design their own gowns for the

various parts they play, and frequently they

start new fads which attain a nation-wide

vogue directly as a result of being flashed

on the screen in the thousands of com-
munity picture houses. It is said that Fan-
nie Ward and Olga Petrova, both of whom
possess a strong fondness for designing,

have been responsible for some of the most
popular styles. On this score it may be

added that Miss Mason has contributed

quite some ideas which modistes have ac-

cepted with avidity.

Curiously enough, some of the most prom-
inent and best-paid stars do not find it neces-

sary to expend any fabulous sums in

"dressing the line of parts they play." Mary
Pickford, for instance, often portrays a

character whose whole wardrobe throughout
the story did not cost much more than a
twenty-dollar bill. In "Rags" she appeared
almost constantly in rags, and rags were not

as expensive as they are now, and even to-

day you can buy a lot of rags for twenty
dollars. Miss Pickford was not put to any
noticeable expense in dressing "Tess of the

Storm Country," "Poor Little Peppina," or
"Hulda From Holland." Like Little Mary,
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lason wearin g Spring green evening gown (reproducing the color of the apple leaf when it is beginning

to sprout) trimmed with silver lace

the petite Marguerite
Clark seldom finds it

necessary to make
much pecuniary out-

lay for her ward-
robe.

Quite t h e other
extreme is Valeska
Suratt, who, in pic-

tures, is a veritable

walking fashion
shop. She purchases
clothes with a lavish

hand, and she thinks

little of spending
$500 for a single

dress, and she wears
many costing much
more than that. She
is keen on novelties

of attire, and her
extraordinary crea-

tions make audiences
gasp. Right here is

a tip—Miss Suratt

sits up late at night,

and she burns a lot

of midnight oil

figuring out n e w
gowns with which to

amaze the public.

Mrs. Vernon
Castle is one of the

best-dressed women
in America. Her
striking asset is, she

knows how to wear
clothes. Her knowl-
edge of dancing has
perfected her grace
to such a high de-

gree that her very
walk, her every
movement, accentu-

ates the beauty of

the clothes she wears
so becomingly. Mrs.
Castle never limits

h e rself whatsoever
in her expenditure

for attire. She al-

Girlish afternoon frock of flowered taffeta. The taffeta

is cream yellow with clusters of roses in

Pompadour design

ways wears the best regardless of cost, and
she is to be given credit for introducing sev-

eral novelties which milady everywhere has
embraced.

Pauline Frederick dresses exceedingly

well. She too has the happy faculty of

knowing how to "move about" to show off

her dresses to the best advantage. It was
once said that Miss Frederick wears $25,000

worth of costumes every year of picture

work. It is easy to imagine how a count-

less lot of heads of families would like to

foot that annual bill.

A shining example of what expense, and

yea, what hazards stars will go to for the

sake of appearing in garb of superlative ex-

cellence, is given in the case of Mary Gar-
den, the grand opera diva who has been
enlisted in the Goldwyn ranks to display

herself before the moving-picture camera in

photoplays written especially for her. Miss
Garden braved the German u-boat cam-
paign, going right through the blockaded

waters, just to get to Paris so she could an-

nex the finest gowns obtainable for her

forthcoming camera posing. Explicitly she

has invested a fortune in clothes in order to

do her bit towards giving the photoplay fans

only the best.

But, getting back to Miss Mason again,

(Continued on page 52)
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%uthor of War &tvins
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Zsrai/ ofJoshes" etc.

(THIRD INSTALLMENT)

SYNOPSIS OF PREVIOUS CHAPTERS—The Hon-
orable Herbert Force, a wealthy New York lawyer, had
been appeasing his hungry passion to rule by domi-
neering over lii.s beautiful wife, Dcbora, and, in Ms
zeal fo "boss" her every minute of her life, he over-

stepped many bounds and was often cruel. For a

long time she endured his practice of the theory that
iconian should be subservient to man, but always
secretin she resented his attitude and manner. It

smote Dcbora to the heart because their only child.

,/immie, three years old, crinccd a strong partiality for

his father, and she was further disheartened because
her helpmate denied her right to ever correct the
child. Finally, one day, while taking a horseback ride

in a park, her stirrup broke, causing her to fall and
slightly sprain her ankle, and also causing Wesley
Martine, a handsome young broker of wealth and fine

manners, to come to her assistance. He immediately
took a fancy to Debora and showered such gentleness
and such tender solicitude upon tier that when she
paused to contrast his chivalrous treatment with the
unmerciful domination of her husband, she fell to

longing for a change of companions. At first she did

not tell Martine that she was married. She met him
by clandestine appointment two weeks later and a

powerful mutual lore sprung up between the couple.

A subsequent reprimanding administered to tier by
Herbert Force over her unexplained absence from her
home led to her quitting the place peremptorily. She
was controlled by the wild idea thai she must rule

somebody or something, and that an uncharted island

of untold wealth, known as the Isle of Iona, of which
she had read in the newspapers, would be the ideal

place for her to go and conquer, inasmuch as it was
inhabited by-50,000 people who were ruled by an ignor-

ant, despotic Spaniard. Site sought Wesley Martine
and told him of her desire to migrate to the Isle of
lona. Then followed tier suit for divorce, which had
as its disappointing climax the flat refusal of the
Court to grant her a decree. Martine, in his chagrin
of this unexpected setback, conceited the idea that if

lie and Dcbora could lead a successful expedition on
the Isle of Iona and could establish themselves as
the rulers supreme, they could make their own laws
and thus have a divorce granted. Neither would
countenance invoking the common law. They were
determined to realize their lore with a clear con-
science. So it happened that Martine provisioned his

fine steam yacht for a warlike campaign. He engaged
Franklin Graham, sixty years old, and a former United
state* Army captain, to command one hundred stal-

ivart men of military experience, and with this small
but efficient army and plenty of munitions, he and
Debora sailed away from New York properly chaper-
oned, and with their hearts set on ruling it made no
difference how hazardous their efforts might be. But
as the American shores faded into the mists, Debora
for the first time became dubious as to the righteous-
ness of her rash act. Was it right to abandon her
own little son thusi Had she been too severe in her
judgment of Herbert Force? She had all but fainted
when she heard Wesley Martine mutter, "Time alone
will tell," as he gazed sadly landwards.

One month later this party of adventurers landed
on the Isle of Iona, which they found to be a wild,
undeveloped paradise of tropical grandeur. It was
inhabited for the most part by uncouth people of
Latin and negro bloods. Not many hours after arriv-
ing they encountered chief Gioconda, the ruler of the
island, an ugly looking customer, who resembled both
an Arab and a Mexican bandit in appearance and
manner. He disdainfully rejected Martine's proposi-
tion of buying a portion of the island and later ordered
the entire expedition to be gone. Debora was deter-
mined to stay and conquer the man. Captain Graham
lost no time in obeying her hostile orders when Mar-
tine announced her word to be law. A battle ensued.
:i;id thi rist sup: i i:; ity of tl:: fighting : quipment of
the Americans, together with their superior knowledge
of how to wage warfare, resulted in the quick routing
of the natives and the port city was captured. After
he had chased away Gioconda and liis amazed cohorts
and had taken full possession of the whole town.
Graham addressed Debora and Martine as "Your
Majesties," which was significant of his intention of
installing them as the absolute rulers of Iona. After
a week of strenuous military campaigning, during
which Graham enlisted the services of many of the
natives, and thus trebled the size of his army, the
crucial battle came before the capital of the island.
After much desperate fighting, of the most spectacular
sort, the American invaders captured their objective,
and Martine, singlchandcd, made Gioconda his pris-
oner after a furious rough-and-tumble battle. "You're
wonderful," Debora told Martine after lie had accom-
plished his daring feat and after complete victory had
come, "and I lore you more than ever, because you
have shown by your mettle that you are entitled to
rule someone. Yon are so unlike a Herbert Force."
It was with this sort of compatibility that this re-
markable couple started what was to be a thrilling
sojourn on the Isle of Iona.

HEN a while later Debora and
Martine with a detachment of

soldiers, under the command of

Graham, conducted a search

through the ramshackle old

capitol building, they found five women
in cruel bondage. This had been Gio-

conda's harem. One of these women was a

North American Indian of some beauty.

She spoke fairly good English. She be-

trayed the sufferings she had endured not

only in the broken tone of her voice, but in

the lines of her face, which was drawn.

"My name Nadina," she said in introduc-

ing herself after she had been released from
the heavy chains which held her. "I was
stole from Florida and been.heap bad Gio-

conda's slave ever since."

"Poor child," Debora murmured sooth-

ingly as she placed her arm around the

girl's shoulders. "Gioconda can no longer

mistreat you."

"Him dead?" the girl asked anxiously.

"No, he is our prisoner and we shall rule

this land with the true American spirit of

justice and freedom," Debora told her.

Thereupon Nadina's face brightened.

Hope of happiness appeared on the horizon

for her at last. Her first and natural im-

pulse was to show her gratitude. Then she

sought to impress her eagerness to be loyal

in whatever service she could perform. She
was the first subject to bow happily to the

new regime and to take a voluntary vow of

allegiance.

"This poor girl's attitude toward your
majesties impresses me with the advisabil-

ity of losing no time in proclaiming your-
selves as rulers to the populace," Graham
suggested, after stationing a soldier to

guard the room and taking the lead towards
the stairway which would take them to the

lower floor.

"As our minister of war, we charge you
with the task of arranging for the proper
ceremonies which are to attend the momen-
tous event," Martine replied, and then
glanced at Debora for her approbation.

"I am sure it is wise to hasten such ac-

tion and I join King Wesley in placing un-
limited confidence in our gallant minister

of war, who has our every assurance of the

highest honors and rewards for his indis-

pensable services," Debora said.

"I thank you for the gracious honor you
confer upon me and I pledge my most
earnest co-operation in your every laudable
undertaking," Graham replied, as he sa-

luted.

It was just one week later that a brilliant

public coronation took place. Under the

efficient direction of War Minister Frank-
lin Graham, a truly striking ceremony at-

tended his reading of the proclamation
from an elevated and gorgeously decorated
pavilion on the plaza of the capitol grounds.
Picturesque in the extreme was the scene,

in which participated fully five thousand
men, women and children, attired in the

gaudy native clothes, of which mammoth
verdant leaves and vari-colored flowers
formed a goodly portion. The populace
was unanimously happy and all were vocif-

erous in their frequent cheering. Curiously
enough, they seemed to love the beautiful

American queen and her handsome consort

from the inception. Instinctively the vast

assemblage seemed to realize the advent of

these finely groomed Caucasians meant the

. dawn of a new era of joy. Precious few
of those natives had ever cared for Gio-
conda, but every heart had for years flut-

tered in abject fear at even the mention of

his name, for he had ruled with an iron

hand and without mercy. He had murdered
his dangerous opponents. He had reigned

lawlessly. Now every indication was that

the days of terror were to be superceded
by days of peace and security. The very
manner, the radiant smiles, the solicitous

bows of Debora Force and Wesley Mar-
tine seemed to convince all of this. Festivity

was rampant in the air because the new
rulers encouraged it.

"All kneel in respectful homage to your
majesties, King Wesley and Queen Debora,
and may God bless and protect us all,"

Graham commanded as a fitting conclusion

to. his proclamation, and thereupon every
human being present knelt.

Thus did the Isle of Iona begin life un-
der the administration of a couple who had
been brought into the same sphere by Fate
and who had been kept there by Eove. Thus
ripened the first fruits of the passion to

rule, that irresistible desire which Herbert
Force's penchant for domineering had in-

stilled in the long discontented Debora.

CHAPTER V.

During the first year of their reign, King
Wesley and Queen Debora assembled a

regularly constituted parliament composed
of the best men of brains on the island to-

gether with several of their own American
soldiers who had won their spurs, and one
of the first official acts of that parliament

was the establishment of a law and a court

by which Debora could secure a divorce

from Herbert Force in contravention to the

edicts of a United States court. It was
made the law of the Isle of Iona, and there-

fore it was legal according to all theory of

jurisprudence, so far as its unfortunate
creators could see in their extremity. Upon
recording the action, Martine and Debora
designated a period of thirty days, during
which they were to enjoy the customary
courtship. They took particular pains to

keep their entire affair, their past woes and
embarrassing predicament a secret from
their subjects. Forsooth, they managed
their whole affair so efficiently that when
the formal marriage was solemnized by the

Rev. Thomas Jules, whom they had brought
from America with them as their spiritual

adviser, not a human being knew of it ex-
cepting themselves and Franklin Graham,
the one witness. Thus it came about that

their subjects never knew but what they
had been man and wife for years prior to

their arrival on the Isle of Iona.

"It is a relief to me to be able to say to

myself honestly that we went to the limit

in safe-guarding our honor, my dear,"

Martine whispered to Debora after the

wedding ceremony.
"Yes, we have done all in our power to

be decent in spite of Herbert Force and in

(Continued on pat/v 49)
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I THE SILENT TREND [

| A Composite Review of the Current Month's

1 Achievements in the Photo-Play World

TT is to chortle a bit. A
snicker is a tonic for the

nerves. It behooves us all to

avail ourselves of every pos-

sible opportunity to smile. A
laugh is positively fattening.

Now what are we driving at ?

(Pardon the vernacular of the

street.) But, what are we
driving at? Well, we have

become imbued with the idea

that the photoplay fans need

more picture comedies than

they are getting. We feel

there should be more occas-

ion for laughter now than

ever, and we do not believe

the producers are quite meet-

ing the demands of the tense

times in this regard. In look-

ing over the entire list of

releases of five or more reels

of the last month we find

the feature in which laugh-

inspiring comedy is domin-

ant to be a veritable rarity.

We think it should be the

reverse. The serious subject

should be the exception to the

rule. It is especially notice-

able that when producers se-

lect past stage successes for

filming, they almost invari-

ably choose heavy drama or

heavier melodrama, giving

comedies and farces an in-

explicable go-by. Why not

an absolute surfeit of farcial

five-reelers now when a hun-

dred million people need

causes for mirth?

Talk about a food shortage.

Was there ever a time in the

world's history that we were

so short of reality causes to

make merry? War has de-

prived us of most every nor-

mal source of joy, and now we
say the screen can be the

agency by which a large part

of the laugh deficit can be

made up if only the pro-

ducers will let comedy and

farce predominate in their

features large and small.

There should be a plethora of

worry-chasers until peace is

restored, and so long as we
must endure the tedium of

continual unprecedented

world tragedies of the most

heart-rending sort, let us go

so far as to importune the

photoplay magnates to provide

us with pictures which will

give our obtunded risibilities

some exercise. This will go

a long way towards extermi-

nating the lachrymose rumin-

ations which sanguinary

By BERT D. ESSEX
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TENDENCIES TERSELY TOLD

Many big motion picture incomes are likely to be called upon
to bear a heavy burden in the form of war taxes, and so far there
is no visible inclination on the part of any to shirk the patriotic

I duty confronting them. Among those who will be obliged to con-

| tribute most to Uncle Sam's war chest are: Mary Pickford, Douglas
| Fairbanks, Charlie Chaplin, William S. Hart, Francis X. Bush-

man, Roscoe Arbuckle, Max Linder, Clara Kimball Young, Henry
B. Walthall, D. W. Griffith, Mack Sennett, Thomas H. Ince and,

\

George M. Cohan. All of these celebrities seem certain to pay
dearly for the lofty and worthy cause of democracy.

The tendency of censors to eliminate moving pictures which

g dwell upon subjects which should be disciissed only privately in the

| home is worthy of earnest support. Recently several delicate sex

| photodramas have been suppressed. Let all producers note which
1 direction the straws are blowing and devote their energies to cre-

I ating film fare absolutely free from the taint of suspicion or doubt-

| ful character.

The open booking plan whereby all possibility of "tyranny"
I will be nullified has been given new and powerful impetus by the

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, which announces that on
August 5th it will join in this notable movement to completely

| unshackle the film business by adopting the booking system which
justly gives the exhibitoi- the privilege of assembling programs he

| knows his particular patrons want. Every semblance of autocracy

| seems doomed to succumb to democracy not only in governments,
\

but in business, and it is one of the most promising trends of all

| times.

Edgar Lewis' production of "The Bar Sinister," with a cast |
| minus featured players, seems destined to mete out a deathblow to

| the inflated salaries of some stars, because he demonstrates the fact §

| that a photo-drama success can be scored without the aid of a

| favorite player. It is simply further proof that, after all, the

| play's the thing. Verily, even Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin or

| Douglas Fairbanks would suffer if they appeared in many bad

| plays. The greatest genius cannot force a hopelessly bad issue.

Illinois lias defeated censorship of theatres and motion pic-

| tures and has thus stifled in a creditable manner the silly clamor
1 of a few indiscriminate reformers for ruinous interfereyxce with
| ivholesome entertainment.

It is true that many film actresses have depended too much
| on their beauty and neglected to study, but a scrutinizing study of

I the work of a vast majority of the gentle players in photoplay

| features of the past month convinces one that the penchant for

| using brains in lieu of beauty is grooving encouragingly.

Patriotic ardor is rampant throughout the ranks of photo-
players. Even the women have fallen into line by organizing home
defense leagues in order to be prepared for all eventualities. Viola

= Dana heads one of these organizations.

Uncle Sam's recruiting is being tremendously aided by late

I films dealing directly on subjects which inspire men to rally around

| the flag. "The Spirit of '76" is a notable contribution to this cause.

§ This timely feature arouses great enthusiasm in the American
| heart and should be seen by every loyal citizen of this greatest
I nation. "The Birth of Patriotism" is another out-and-out booster

| for recruiting.

Two recent George Broadhurst stage successes have reached
I the screen almost simultaneously. These are "Today" and "The
| Law of the Land." The accepted practice nowadays is to picturize

1 every play which pleased when presented before the footlights.

| Thus is sounded the almost final death knell of dramatic stock.

The prevailing conditions and the consensus of opinion indi-

I cate that the war will have little or no detrimental effect on the

1 motion picture business in this country. People are moi e prone to

1 have diverting relief in times of stress than at any other time, and
1 the screen provides this relief in copious quantities.

Theda Bara as "Cleopatra," the siren of Egypt, proves to be

1 one of the striking achievements of the hour. It is by far the best

1 characterization this queen of vampires has ever given before the

I camera.

strife inspire, and we will all

be benefited if we see little

to arouse our emotions on the

screen. We have too much
blood and thunder in real

life to be especially helped by

getting more of it via the

reel, which now above all

times should flash the festive

and the blithesome and the

downright funny phases of

life. Undoubtedly we would
all rather watch the buf-

foonery of a charlatan than to

witness the abominable ma-
chinations of a villain, even if

that villain be Fate. Prithee

— oh prithee — enterprising-

producers, give these senti-

ments a thought. Help us

get all the fun possible out of

this darkened life which has

been forced upon us. Give us

comedies and farces to the

excessive limit. How many
photoplay-goers agree with

me on this? Write and let's

see.

npHE operation of the mo-
A tion picture business in

all its branches is becoming
more and more happily co-

ordinate. Lewis J. Selznick's

abolition of release dates is a

step in the direction of giving

the exhibitors a chance to

use their judgment, for here-

after they can show a Selz-

nick feature whenever they

please. Heretofore they have
been obliged to respect the

date he set. It is obvious

this is a sensible innovation,

because the theater manager
knows the conditions in his

communities and is best able

to decide the favorable time
for presenting any certain

picture. It all graduates into

giving the photoplay fans
what they want when they
want it, because through a

local manager (if he be em-
powered with the decisive

voice) they can signify their

desires and dislikes, neither of

which the far-away and busy
producer has the time to

study and know. Selznick's

new arrangement is to place

all new releases at the dis-

posal of exhibitors the minute

they are completed, and it is

entirely discretionary with
the latter as to when these

are to be the attractions at

their respective houses.
Needless to add, the wise

exhibitor will present each
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feature when he knows there is a demand for

it, and patrons of the shadow art are never

reluctant to make known their preferences.

Therefore the Selznick plan should be a

poignant opening- wedge in the momentous

matter of giving- the people a real voice in

the running of the business which they them-

selves have built up by virtue of their

avidity for being entertained cheaply but

efficiently.

MUSIC is becoming more closely allied

to motion pictures every day. Spec-

ial scores for special films are universal

now. It is an ambition to play atmosphere

into the photoplay that actuates the enter-

prising producers in this. It is identical to

putting a beautiful dress on an attractive

woman—it accentuates the general charm.

The very sympathetic relation which exists

between music and dramatic action is well

established. A striking demonstration of

this fact is furnished in the case of most

any successful stage drama which is in-

variably intensified by the fitting music the

orchestra plays between the acts and which

paves the way for the histrionic events to

follow. Fred J. Balshofer, of the Yorke-

Metro Company, has gone a step further in

the matter of using music for all it is worth

by employing a studio violinist to play con-

tinuously and appropriately while the vari-

ous scenes are being filmed. The musician

supplies inspiration for the player. By vary-

ing the type of playing at the word of the

director, the music is always kept in perfect

harmony with the particular kind of stage

action which is going on. This unique plan

for keying up the portrayers of the char-

acters in "The Hidden Spring" seems to

have had a most discernible effect, because

from Harold Lockwood, the star, down to

the artist playing the smallest bit, there is

an inspired realism, and the shading of

characterization is drawn down to fine lines

making for finesse and extraordinary natur-

alness. Ere long we will all realize fully

that music is indispensable to moving pic-

tures both while in the making and while

in the exhibiting.

THE photoplay art has always veered a

course which extended to the further-

most regions of august mentality, and by

sheer dint of its potential influence for the

general weal it has enlisted the services of

many distinguished men of brains, who have

cheerfully augmented the forcefulness of the

benefits disseminated. A glowing example

of how the screen is enriched by the worth-

while efforts of men, who ordinarily would

not be expected to evince such a keen inter-

est in an amusement, is given' in "The

Saint's Adventure," a photodrama of true

merit, which was written by Willis Brown, a

former judge and a nationally known figure

in sociological and child-uplift work. Judge
Brown is the author of several works along

these lines, and these are used as text-books

in public schools. Evidently his turning to

scenario-writing is a recognition of the op-

portunity the cinema diversion affords those

who have messages to present to large num-
bers of people. It is pre-eminently a trend

to encourage, because motion pictures are

strengthened by such messages from such

useful geniuses. Essanay produced "The
Saint's Adventure," and Henry B. Walthall,

one of the most remarkably capable expon-

ents of the drama who ever appeared before

the camera, portrays the stellar role in a

manner which compels unlimited admira-

tion. He is ably supported by Mary Charle-

son, who is rapidly developing into one of

the best leading women in pictures. In this

latest release Miss Charleson proves her

artistic stability by maintaining the envi-

able reputation she attained as the star of

"Satan's Private Door," a sterling photo-

play which elicited praise throughout the

country.

SEENA OWEN divides honors with a very

well told story in the Triangle-Fine Arts

feature, entitled "Madame Bo-Peep," in

which abounds about all the ingredients

which can be pressed into service in fic-

tion. As the story runs Octavia is a thought-

less young society girl with limited means.

She refuses to take any of her suitors seri-

ously, but there is one, Teddy Westlake,

that she might have consented to marry but

for a quarrel over her light heartedness.

Another elderly suitor, supposed to be

wealthy, Colonel Beaupree, seized the oppor-

tunity to offer Teddy a position on his sheep

ranch in the West. After Teddy's departure

Octavia marries Col. Beaupree, and he dies

while on his honeymoon. When his affairs

are settled, it is discovered that a western

sheep ranch is all the property he possessed.

Octavia decides to go to live on the ranch,

and notifies the superintendent of her com-

ing. Teddy Westlake's position as superin-

tendent of the ranch is unknown to Octavia,

and he does not know that Colonel Beaupree

was owner of the ranch. Both are surprised

when Octavia arrives, and he refuses to be

any more to her than the boss of her ranch,

although she would like to make him her old

friend. It is discovered that even the ranch

did not belong to Colonel Beaupree, but this

fact is kept from Octavia by Teddy, who
buys the ranch with the intention of pre-

senting it to Mme. Bo-peep, as she is called

by the ranch hands. The foreman of the

ranch, Jose Alvarez, takes a wild notion

to marry the widow, and Juanita, a Mexican

girl, is in love with Teddy. Between them
they scheme to have Octavia and her super-

intendent quarrel, and Teddy is ordered to

leave the ranch. Then Juanita, to get Oc-

tavia out of the way, tells her that the ranch

belongs to Westlake. Octavia immediately

prepares to leave, and Alvarez attempts to

prevent this, but she is rescued from the

foreman's hands and overtaken by Teddy in

a thrilling episode as she is about to leave

for the East.

"npHE Man Who Made Good" is indeed a
-* picture with a definite purpose con-

taining a strong theme which should prove

no little inspiration to young men and

women who find it difficult to make headway
in the world. It is the story of the young
man who goes from the small town to New
York with the idea of becoming a captain

of industry. He meets a near-country girl

who has also cast her lot in the big city

with visions of a stupendous success. A
series of adventures and romances follows in

the wake of trials and tribulations such as

all aspirants must, survive if they are to

make an impression in New York. The whole
thing eventuates in success to the extent

that the young man makes good to an ex-

tent sufficient to enable him to demand $100

a week for his services in the mercantile g
business. He scores a further triumph over B
a formidable rival for the hand of the coun- g
try girl of his heart and of his same mind, g
namely, to make good. Both do make good, B
and it all makes for a good photoplay. The g
tendency to give the screen stories of this jj

nature is deserving of unstinted encourage- B
ment, because such revelations of the possi- g
bility of achievement by honest, legitimate g
methods surely helps many a human being B
an the verge of giving up the battle. Defi- jj

nite purpose should be synonymous to mo- g
tion pictures. g

npHERE is quite a lot of story unfolded B
-* in the alliterative-titled photoplay, g
"Wild Winship's Widow," in which Dorothy g
Dalton gives us a finished interpretation of g
a rather eccentric character in said widow. g
Catherine Winship, the widow, young and jj

pretty, with everything worth while in the g
world in her possession, has erected the g
memory of her husband into a sort of re- g
ligion. She worships at the shrine of the B
dear departed, and finds a solemn joy in so B
doing. The late Webb Winship, her hus- jg

band, and one of the old Winship family, B
was not worthy of all this adoration. In g
fact, he was a particularly worthless speci- g
men of humanity. Catherine did not know g
this, and her relatives carefully concealed g
all the facts; and so, when Webb broke his g
neck as a sequel to a drunken debauch three g
weeks after the wedding, the widow retired {§

from the world to spend her days in wor- B
shipping at the shrine of his memory. This g
attitude on the part of Catherine was ex- g
tremely irritating to Morley Morgan, who g
is in wealth and position her ideal mate, g
and who has loved her from childhood. Mor- g
gan has remained single for Catherine's g
sake, but his suit seems hopeless, as the g
widow can not bring herself to think of any- g
one as a successor to her departed hero, jj

Catherine's aunt, Miss Minerva Winship, B
who is a trained diplomat in these matters, B
is anxious that her niece should start life g
afresh with a real man, and advises Morley g
to assume an air of indifference and try to g
arouse a feeling of jealousy. Morley, taking g
the aunt's advice, reorganizes his plan of g
campaign. He affects an air of indiffer- B
ence which puzzles Catherine, who has al- §1

ways regarded him as her devoted slave, B
and just at the time the change takes place, g
Catherine makes a surprising discovery. In g
looking through some of the papers left by g
her lamented husband, she chances across a §§

packet of scented billet-doux which cannot B
be explained away, and her idol is shattered g
beyond repair.. She at once discards her g
widow's weeds, arrays herself in the latest g
fashions, and starts in pursuit of the re- B
volted slave, Morley, winning him easily. jj

"npHE Millionaire Vagrant," in which g
-* good-looking Charles Crane stars g

with considerable cleverness is an unlikely g
adventure, but it is exceedingly interesting g
nevertheless. Very rich men like Steven B
DuPeyster, the leading character in this g
photoplay, cannot reasonably be expected to g
tire of luxury so easily as to voluntarily

jj

live in squalor on six dollars a week just for g
the fun of it when there is obviously no fun g
to be derived from such experiences as the g
notion entails. However, the Steven of this g
story does it, and he forsakes the realm of B
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plenty with reckless abandon only to suffer

with other poor devils the pangs of want and

—ah yes—to meet one Ruth Vail who is

devoting her life to helping the unfortunate.

Ruth is eventually arrested on a frame-up.

The subsequent trial develops a scandal of

old standing which costs the judge his seat

on the bench. DuPeyster finally returns to

his place in society with new ideas of the

submerged and helpless, and, with the aid

of Ruth, who shares his fortunes, devotes

his life to the betterment of social condi-

tions. J. G. Hawks, the author of this

photoplay, adroitly added a semblance of

consistency to his plot by prefacing his main
narrative with a discussion in which Du-
Peyster takes a view opposite to several of

his club friends who cling to the idea that

every man is a potential thief, and that it is

only the absence of temptation and pres-

sure of want that keeps the few rich from
taking their places in the dock with the un-

fortunate poor. DuPeyster resorts to the

six-dollar-a-week life to disprove this theory,

but when he encounters the necessity of

having money with which to hire a lawyer
to defend Ruth, he avails himself of a

human pawn to rob his own home to get

the indispensable wherewith. Thus an ef-

fort is made to establish as an incontro-

vertible fact that every mortal will steal

—

or at least will engineer a theft. However,
it is to be greatly feared this idea must still

remain a moot question. "The Millionaire

Vagrant" does not convince one, but it is a

diverting picture just the same.

T^ OR the first time Kathlyn Williams and
Theodore Roberts appear together on the

screen in the Jesse L. Lasky feature, "The
Cost of Hatred," the cast of which is

further made notable by the presence of

Tom Forman, Horace B. Carpenter, Jack
W. Johnston and Charles Ogle. "The Cost
of Hatred," as a photoplay, has several

unusual features to commend itself to the

erudite fans, but foremost among the out-

standing "differences" is a remarkable view
of one of the largest cactus fields in Mexico.

Another truly extraordinary feature is the

masterly characterization that Mr. Roberts
draws. The story of "The Cost of Hatred"
has to do with Sarita and Justus Graves.

The latter is a stern, harsh man, who, upon
seeing his wife, Elsie, in the arms of Robert
Amory, shoots him and flees with his little

daughter, Sarita, to Mexico. The lover

recovers and marries Elsie, and his son by a

former marriage is offered a position in

the diplomatic corps. On the way to Mexico
City, young Ned Amory is left behind in a

Mexican settlement, is robbed and thrown
into jail. Graves finds him and learns he is

the son of the man who stole his wife. So
great is his hatred that he induces the

Mexican government to sell him Ned prac-

tically as his slave, and he subjects him to

the utmost cruelty, arousing the pity of

Sarita, who has now grown into a beautiful,

young woman. Soon afterwards Ned and
Sarita fall in love and flee, leaving Justus

Graves childless and alone as the cost of his

hatred. 'Tis an exceedingly thrilling drama
with a moral which goes straight home and
makes one think of the proverb, "Love thy

neighbor." It is well that the screen is

being put to such beneficial use in these

days of excessive hatreds, and a pictorial

lesson is more attractive than an essay.

minimi

ANOTHER one of Stageland's foremost

comediennes proves it is just as easy

to be genuinely funny before a motion-pic-

ture camera without an audience to give en-

couragement by laughing. This time it is no

lesser a leading light than Marie Cahill.

Already she has shone forth brightly in

two Mutual two-reel comedies, "Gladys'

Day Dreams" and "When Betty Bets," and
now she bobs up serenely though amusingly
in a third of the series called "Patsy's

Partner." The sole purpose of Miss Cahill

in this trio of pictorial animations is to

exercise her powers to be risible, and she

succeeds wholesomely. Miss Cahill performs
a commendable service in contributing re-

freshing mirth to the screen fare of today.

May she continue to thus assist the great

American public to forget the worries of the

martial hour!

'"""pHE Danger Trail," the Selig feature,

. seems destined to remain memorable
for a very prolonged period for the thrilling

hand-to-hand battle Henry B. Warner and
W. Lawson Butt stage in the course of the

IS IT TRUE—
j That Allison was born in May?
| That Clara is Young?

| That Alan lives in a Forrest?

[ That Henry is descended from a King?

I
That Edith told a Story?

| That though solvent, he is still Owen
I

Moore?

That Kate has her Price?

That Henry did what he didn't Otto?

That Rhea, drives a Mitchell?

That Harry likes Ham?
That Carl likes Black well?

That Lillian is a good Walker?

action, which takes place in a picturesque

section of the Canadian Northwest. Herein

lies another truly desperate if determined
attempt to outdo the famous "scrap" which
made "The Spoilers" a veritable sensation,

and, with all due candor, it must be adjudged
a near-success at least. Most everybody
possesses sporting blood enough to relish

seeing a mutually brave fight between two
stalwart men.

OUAINT and whimsical touches abound
in "Heart's Desire," the eighth and

latest photoplay in which Marie Doro is

starring. At the outset we must take cog-

nizance of the fact that Miss Doro vastly

improves her "camera artistry" in this fea-

ture. She has not always been exactly

perfect in her delineation of characters in

the silent drama. Somehow she has acted

as though she missed the direct sympathy
of an audience. Moreover, she has not al-

ways been fortunate in getting good parts to

play. However, in "Heart's Desire" she has

and does about everything required of a real

star, and the net result is a very satisfactory

motion picture. Miss Doro is seen as the

dainty, little Fleurette, who most resembles

the flowers of the little island on which

she lives. The coming of the new pro-

prietor to the little island brings distress and

misery to many of Fleurette's friends, but

she herself continues her smiling way
through life, bringing happiness wherever

she goes. Even when everything seems tum-
bling about her ears, the new proprietor de-

manding more rent, her pet cow killed and
other worries piling ahead, she keeps up
her courage, and it is not long before she is

trying to pass some of her happiness along
to the grouchy old proprietor by taking him
a little rose bush from her garden

—

"Heart's Desire," as it was known to the

islanders. The proprietor, thinking her a

burglar, shoots at her and wounds her arm,
causing much anxiety to his young nephew,
Paul, a physician who takes charge of the

girl. Her recovery progresses rapidly until

Helene, former fiancee of Paul, who had
jilted him for his lack of money, comes to

visit the charming old place. Helene, in a
reckless fit of jealousy, tells the younger
girl that she and Paul are still engaged, to

the great dismay of Fleurette, who is just

beginning to realize her love for Paul and to

understand the unspoken messages which he,

half laughingly, had placed in his flowers to

her. She leaves the house, however, and the
way she comes back to it just in time to save
the lives of Paul and his uncle from the
furious crowd of villagers who were revolt-

ing at oppression, makes a thrilling climax.

"OKINNER'S Dress Suit" was a capital
^ photoplay triumph because it made

people laugh heartily and with good cause.

Now comes a sequel called "Skinner's Bub-
ble," which has been scattering as many
rays of sunshine as its predecessor. The
Skinners, as portrayed by Bryant Wash-
burn and Hazel Daly, are an ingratiatingly

foolish, young couple of typical Americans
whose idea of living soars above their means,
resulting in many genuinely funny compli-

cations. The bubble in "Skinner's Bubble,"

follows his success in becoming a member of

the firm for which he works. Deeming the

time propitious to develop into a Napoleon
of big business he moves with his wife,

Honey, from the country town to the city.

They establish an elaborate home in an
apartment house engaging a retinue of

servants. Soon bankruptcy approaches with
alarming rapidity, but Skinner persists in

keeping up his bluff. The adoring Honey
has been regaling herself in a lot of amus-
ingly boastful loquacity about her husband's

brilliant "successes," and this reaches the

ear of his former partner who is deceived

into thinking he erred in losing such a cap-

able associate. Skinner plays his part to a

laughable finish by actually accepting his

old partner's offer reluctantly when down in

his heart he is tickled silly over the prospect

this offers of escaping ruin. The screen

should see more of Skinner's diverting vi-

cissitudes.

A PICTURE of strong appeal is "Little
^* Miss Nobody," in which Violet Mer-
sereau appears as a modern Cinderella.

There is not so much to commend in the

story, but Miss Mersereau's pleasing ar-

tistry transcends all else. She starts her

career as an orphaned girl who had been

reared in a lumber camp by an uncouth

barkeeper. She is later a charming, little

society belle. The praiseworthy ways by
which this cute Miss Nobody develops into

Lady Somebody wins her the lasting sym-

pathy of everybody, which makes for a

body of good reasons why this picture

should be seen.

Willlllll llllli
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\T ACILLATION! The poisonous dregs in the cup

of human activity. Tis worse for the querulous

condition it creates in the mentality. It mollifies

promising energy—it converts it into a baneful leth-

argy. Therefore vacillation should have no place

in the sun of photoplay endeavor. It is for this

reason The Photo-Play Journal urges keen, legiti-

mate competition so earnestly, and it is for this reason

it hopes to see the failure of all efforts to form com-
binations which would stifle the amicable battle of

wits for supremacy in the art. A certain amount of

coalition is indispensable, and no one would be so fool-

ish as to deny the necessity for a solidifying process

wielding a general effect to make the whole business

sufficiently formidable to resist any and all tendencies

of time to tear down and wear down. But we
oppose any movement which has as its actuation the

cornering of the film market. The success of a mere
handful of men in gaining undisputed control, and if

they were thereby relieved of the worry of competi-

tion, being thus enabled to sit down and count the

profits as they poured in as a natural course of

events, there would be vacillation of the most pro-

nounced and the most detrimental type. We are

happy to state the spirit of patriotism is radi-

ating so magnificently nowadays that most of the

avarice which formerly menaced the moving-picture

business has disappeared, and the leaders who gov-

ern its destiny are, with very slight exception, big,

broad-minded, far-seeing men of high scruples and

purposes. The final outcome will be the perpetuity of

the popularity of the shadow stage, and it will be

mainly because there will be a total absence of the

wavering and stagnation born of luxurious ease,

such as a freedom from the caring for competitors

would create most ruinously.

pERFUNCTORY producing has practically disap-

peared from the sphere of motion pictures. Al-

most every photoplay of this day is a work of art, in

which abounds the last word in finesse. True, some
are much superior to others. But, considering the

monthly output as a whole, there is a preponderance

of undefiled merit. Deleterious influences have been

eradicated by the enlistment of genius to supplant

the spirit which mercenary men of big business and
small principle had injected into the art for self-

aggrandizement. Now comes war. and it may seem
to presage dire disaster to the industry, but a

careful survey of the facts in the case and a compre-
hensive observation of what has happened to the

screen in other belligerent countries as a result of

three years of the most frightful hostilities is ade-

quately convincing of the existence of a prospect for

actual betterment instead of retrogression. It is no

small hillock to surmount, nor is there to be any ease

in accomplishment, but nevertheless while the world

is undergoing widespread revolution the various lines

of business in the world will go through a metamor-
phosis and the motion-picture business is, signifi-

cantly very much in the world. Like democracy, the

film will emerge from this raging holocaust mightier

than ever before, and moreover, you will find that

there will be better photoplays during the era of

bitter strife. Every sign indicates an unbroken pros-

perity for this form of entertainment too, because it is

just as ideal in its power for affording relaxation as

ever, and the demand for such relaxation is being

tremendously increased by the tense times. It all

redounds in great credit to those who are respon-

sible for the development of the screen. They have
admirably fulfilled a mission of rare value to man-
kind—they have aided materially in providing the

means for lightening burdens when burdens are most
cumbersome. Long live the photoplay! May it

survive the war to revive the interest of all the world
in permanent, happy and just peace.

Yes, we know there's a lot of woe,

And we regret it,

But let's go to the picture show
And forget it.

T^IME was—and not so very long ago—when
the word burlesque as applied to theatrical enter-

tainment, meant everything that was objection-

able, vicious and unwholesome. Burlesque was
shunned by most of the decent people, but taste im-

proved gradually, and astute members of the theatri-

cal profession recognized twenty years ago that real

burlesque, which in essence is humorous travesty on

current events and human foibles, has its definite

place in the realm of pastime, and it exerts a real

appeal to those who enjoy an evening of very light

amusement. The famous combination of Weber &
Fields was among the first to grasp this truth, and

these clever exponents of irresistible comedy coined

the love of the American public for clean diversion

of the liberal sort into great wealth while the ordin-

ary burlesque catered, as its tawdry advertising

boasted, "to men only." But it remained for the

captains of the good and worthy ship, Photoplay, to

turn burlesque to universally useful and beneficial

account. Charlie Chaplin has been for a long time

the premier burlesque comedian of the age, and he

attained his vogue before the moving picture camera.

Since his advent into the game there has come
scores and scores of comedians who depend abso-

lutely upon extreme comedy tactics to arouse laugh-

ter, and although much of this effort has bordered

on the slap-stick, there has been a precisely correct

restraint which kept the fun-making within the pale

of delectable propriety. Right at this particular

time the more uproarious the mirth is, the better it

is for all. Men, women and children can unblush-

ingly derive pleasure out of moving picture bur-

lesque and they have no cause for worrying over see-

ing a chorus of vulgarly attired women dance out,

as they often do, in so-called musical burlesque

theaters. This makes a difference which places the

screen in the front rank as the best solution to

the problem of travesty par excellence. The im-

mense popularity enjoyed by burlesque film is a pleas-

ing proof of the undying love for exaggerated humor,

which, after all, is great sport. And there is no

possible objection to this form of amusement so long

as decency governs it.
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THE BEAUTIFUL LIE
ADAPTED FROM THE POEM BY ELLA WHEELER WILCOX
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( H "LI. do as I say !" Mortimer
Grierson brought his fist down
upon the library table. "You'll

get some man to say he is a

preacher and read the marriage

service over the girl and myself. Little

fool, with her big eyes and her back-

woods ideas—she wants to be married

!

Well, I won't be tied down by marriage. Do
you understand, Howard ?"

The great architect's nephew fingered

nervously at a loose button on his coat.

"Seems a beastly sort of trick, uncle, don't

you think ?
"

"A beastly trick ! Since when have you
turned reformer? What about that check

to which you forged my name? I didn't

hand you over to the police then, but it is

not too late now ! Well,—where's your
minister? Surely you have plenty of dis-

reputable friends who would be glad to be
respectable, if only for an hour!"

Trapped, the victim of his own indiscre-

tion, Howard Hayes could only acquiesce

in his uncle's cowardly scheme. But, his

weak nature taking refuge in subterfuge,

Howard had planned his revenge.

A few words from a pious-looking man
in churchly robes, and the great architect

was apparently united in marriage to little

Louise Joyce, his stenographer, whose
beauty had maddened him. Grierson.

however, knew his own failings from long
experience, and took good care that the

madness of the moment should not prove a

millstone around his neck for the future.

So the cruel farce of the mock marriage
was staged.

And little Louise, with her "big eyes and
her backwoods ideas," never suspected for

a moment the trick that had been plaved
upon her. In the handsome little apart-

ment in which Grierson placed her, she

shone like a jewel in its proper setting. For-

gotten were the trials she had endured in

her struggle for existence since leaving her

village home, where her mother had slaved

and stitched away at other people's finery

to give her an education, and dulled, if not

forgotten, was the pang of sorrow she felt

when her mother died and left her alone to

face the world with nothing but her educa-

tion and her beauty. And her beauty, alas

!

had always been more of a hindrance than

a help.

But now she was married ! Safely set-

tled in her own home ! And if not happy,
she was at least contented, with this

strange man of sudden, violent moods who
was her husband.

She had few friends in this great, strange

city, so when her husband's nephew, How-
ard Hayes, formed the habit of dropping
in for a chat and a smoke, she had not the

heart to discourage his visits. She sym-
pathized with his friendlessness.

The time came, as Grierson had known
that it would, when he tired of Louise, and
then Howard's habit of making her an
afternoon call fitted in admirably with his

plans. Grierson returned from his club one

night slightly intoxicated. A half-burned
cigarette that Howard had left lay in an
ash-tray.

"Whom have you been entertaining, my
dear?" he sneered.

"Why, Howard, of course—your neph-
ew," said Louise in surprise.

"That story will do as well as another,"

said Grierson.

Louise gasped. "You cannot mean that

you don't believe me?"
"That's exactly what I do mean. How

do I know how many men you receive here

The little stenographer with her big eyes and her back-woods ideas

She secured work as an artist's model

when I am away ? Well, the time has come
to put a stop to it." He strode toward the

door.

"Why, what in the world do you mean,
Mortimer ?" she followed, putting a detain-

ing hand on his coat-sleeve.

"Simply that I have finished with you,
my dear," he said with exaggerated pa-
tience. "Fortunately, I foresaw your inter-

est in other men, and did not tie myself le-

gally. That marriage was a farce ! I am
free, and so are you. I wish you a very
good evening

!"

He walked nonchalantly out of the dr>oi

,

leaving her stunned and speechless. But
in a moment she had regained her facul-

ties, and snatching up her hat and coai,

rushed after him, just as he was about to

step into a taxicab.

"You can't mean it!" she cried. "You
can't have done this terrible thing

!"

She clung to him pitifully, but he brushed
her aside, and called a passing policeman.

"Officer, this woman is annoying me ! See-

that she does not follow !" He closed the
cab door with a bang, and was gone.

Gazing with tearful eyes at the disap-
pearing automobile, Louise scarcely realiz-

ed that the officer had her by the arm and
was walking her along the street.

"Why, where are you taking me?" she
asked, when she came to her senses.

"To the best place for the likes of you.
my beauty ! To the station house, for ac-
costing a strange man ! You're
young to be playing that game !"

Horrified beyond expression, Louise
could only follow where he led. She felt

as though she were in some uncanny dream,
ai-id momen'.irily expected to wake up and
find herself safe at home. But there was
no such happy awakening. Instead she was
thrust in among thieves, and the hardened
harridans of the =treet, and placed for the
night in the same ce'l with a yellow-haired
creature who seemed all too familiar with
the ways of the place.

"Mary's my name," said the bedraggled
creature. "What's yours?"

pretty
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Louise could not answer. The horror of

being addressed familiarly by such a per-

son overcame the girl.

"Oh, I see," said the woman. "It's your
first time here. It's pretty tough when
you're first found out."

Indignation brought the explanation to

Louise's lips. "There was nothing to find

out. I've been arrested for speaking to my
own husband on the street. Anyway, I

supposed he was my husband."
Then the whole pitiful story came out.

"Oh, I don't care what becomes of me
now," sobbed Louise, when she had fin-

ished.

"That's right, cry !" said Mary. "It'll do
you good. But you do care ! That's the

trouble. You care too much. I did, too,

once. They got me first on a false accusa-
tion, just as they have you. And I cared

so much that 1 went lower and lower, until

I don't believe God Almighty Himself cared

what happened to me. I'm done for. It

doesn't matter what happens to me any
more, but you're different. There's no need
for you to spoil your whole life by caring

too much. Treat men as they've treated

you ! Pay them back for the way they've

treated me and other women. Get every-

thing you can out of them, and give back

—

nothing! Make them love you, and when
they're wild with love—laugh at them

!

That's the way they have treated you and
me and countless other women ! Stop cry-

ing. Stop caring. And just make them
pay!"

Discharged next morning as a "first of-

fender," Louise carried away Mary's advice
in her thoughts, and it became her guiding

principle. As her appearance had been a

drawback to her in the world of business,

she made it an asset in the world of art,

securing work as an artist's model. The
regularity of her features, and the careless

indifference with which she assumed any
pose or expression desired by the painter:.

caused her to be much in demand. Her
coldness was a challenge to men. It baf-

fled them, and therefore fascinated them.

her cold exterior

They showered presents upon her, hoping
sometimes for favors in return, sometimes
only watching for a smile or a spontaneous
expression of good will. It never came.
She accepted everything, and gave nothing.

With her inscrutable, Mona Lisa smile she

saw men fall in love with her, and then

turned her beautiful shoulders away in dis-

dain. She became known as the "ice

maiden."
"Who is this ice maiden you fellows are

all raving over?" asked young Paul Vivian,

recently returned from triumphs in Paris
ateliers. "I must see this marvel."

"Well, if you see her you'll paint her

—

and you'll be another victim to her cold

charms," said his friend Roget.
The prediction was fulfilled. No sooner

had Paul seen Louise than he became am-
bitious to paint her as the "ice maiden"
herself. And the insight of the young
man pierced through the cold ex-

terior and penetrated to the

very depths the warmhearted-
ness of the girl herself.

In spite of herself, in

spite of Mary's
warning, repeated

over and over
to herseli tu

steel her heart against him, Louise fell irre-

vocably in love with the young artist. As the

bond between them grew, and the admir-

ation of the artist became merged in tin- de-

votion of the lover, Louise tried to tell him
of the tragic events of her past life, but could

not bring herself to do so. She could not

hear to drag into the consciousness of this

high-minded youth the sordid knowledge she

had learned in a hitter school, fearing to

lower forever his lofty ideals of womanhood.
As she gloried in the mere realization of lov-

ing and being loved, time itself seemed to

stand still. But fate brought her house of

dreams crashing about her head.

Mortimer Grierson came one day to see

how the work of his protege was progi

ing, for it was he, always keenly interested

in the arts, who had paid for the young
man's studies abroad. Louise, having fin-

ished her posing for the afternoon, was in

the next room, cloaked and hatted, about

to take her departure. Paul hurried to

show his benefactor his new picture, hop-
ing for praise for his work and admiration
of the subject.

Grierson stood transfixed before the

painting of "The Ice Maiden." The past

seemed to smite him, and he hastened to

strike back.

"I approve of your work," he said, "but
not of your model."
As Louise stood hidden behind the por-

tieres, her heart seemed to stop beating.

"What do you mean," asked Paul. "Don't
you think she's beautiful?"

"Of course she is beautiful. That is the

reason why I installed her as mistress in an
apartment where I refuse to have anything
but beauty. But I tired of her, as a man
always does of a toy. After this, let the

professional models do your posing." He
strode out, and Paul rushed to where
Louise stood with drooping head.

"Tell me it isn't true, dear." he said.

"Let me follow him and knock him down,
for the cowardly liar he is !"

But Louise stood with downcast eyes.

She had decided upon her course, and she

would carry it out. at whatever cost to her-

self. To protect the

youth she loved from
the dust that had be-

smirched her skirts,

—

that was her upper-

most and only thought.

"It is t r u e.

Paul. It is all

true." she

dvances that forced her to leave even this humble employment
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answered so softly as scarcely to be heard.

"Louise! Do you mean to tell me that

you have lived under that man's roof, un-

married ?"

Xdl one saving weird about the miserable

mockery of the pretended marriage, not

one word about her belief that she had been

a lawfully wedded wife! Instead, Louise

Joyce told the beautiful lie.

"Yes!" Her drooping head drooped still

lower.

Paul seemed stunned, immovable, and tin

broken-hearted girl crept quietly out and
away.

After a time, realizing that in spite of

her confession he could never tear from
bis heart love of this girl, in whose inher-

ent purity he had implicit belief, he went
in search of her. But Louise did not return

home. Instead, she buried herself in an

obscure corner of the great city. She no
longer haunted the artists' studios, but took

the work nearest at hand, obtaining employ-

ment in an overcrowded, poorly ventilated

sweatshop. Day by day she became pale

and listless. It was then that the foreman,

thinking to follow up an advantage, made
the advances that forced her to leave even

this humble employment. Wandering de-

jectedly, scarcely knowing where her next

meal was coming from, she was found by

Mary the woman of the streets. Alary, who
bad given her of her own dearly-bought

wisdom, and now shared with her, her dear-

ly-bought bread. Perhaps another would

have scorned the aid freely given by this

human derelict, but Louise felt that Mary
was an angel in disguise, who had come to

her when Heaven itself had almost seemed
to fail her.

Searching for Louise, Paul found How-
ard. "Say, you know Grierson," said How-
ard with an utterance thickened by drink.

"Well, we've got a good chance to get some
money out of him. He thought he had fool-

ed that girl with a mock marriage. Well, I

fooled him, because it wasn't a mock mar-
riage. He's married as tight as a real par-

son can make him. I guess he'd like to have
his swell friends know he married his sten-

ographer, wouldn't he? That's where we
come in. If he treats us right, nobody need
know it ! Neat little game, isn't it?"

Paul heard the news white-faced. "Have
you any proof of this?"

"Proof? Of course I've got proof! Lit-

tle Howard was too wise to turn the trick

without getting proof. Here's the proof !"

He waved a marriage certificate in the air.

"See? Names of the contracting parties,

name of a real sky-pilot, names of wit-

nesses, everything. Trust little Howard
for that!"

"Give me that certificate !" Paul snatched

the paper out of the amazed man's grasp

and rushed away, his one thought being to

face the architect with it, and demand his

recognition of Louise as his wife in the eyes

of the whole world.

But when he reached Grierson's resi-

dence his anger was disarmed. The archi-

tect lay dying. An automobile accident had
brought on an attack of heart failure, and
going into a nearby church to rest, he had
heard scathing denunciation of men of his

ways. The words of the clergyman had
awakened his sleeping conscience, and as

the shadow of death lay over him the man
was eager to make any amends in his

power. "You could not have brought me
more welcome news-," he said to Paul. "I

am glad that fate prevented me from doing

Louise an irreparable injury."

His last conscious act was to make over

the bulk of his property to the girl he had
so cruelly wronged, and arrange for the fu-

ture of both Paul and Howard. The search

for Louise was continued. It was the faith-

ful Mary who answered a veiled advertise-

ment in a newspaper, which asked for in-

formation as to her whereabouts, and it was
Mary who arranged the meeting between
Paul and Louise.

Words are inadequate to describe the

beauty of that meeting. Paul could only

feast his eyes in quiet thankfulness upon

this noble girl, who for his sake had gone

down into the dark places of earth. For
his sake she had told the beautiful lie. And
now, with the glorious future before them,

together they began the life of the beautiful

truth.

Fictionized from Metro's wonderplay, zvith

Frances Nelson as star.

Harry S. Northrup Explains
a Slice of Realism

When Harry S. Northrup, leading "vil-

lain" for Ethel Barrymore in "The Greatest

Power," stepped out on the studio floor for

bis first day's work in the pictures, Edwin
Carewe, complimented him on a small scar

that adorned his cheek.

"That's a good make-up, Harry," Carewe
said. "It makes you look more villainous."

"Make-up, nothing!" was Northrup's in-

dignant answer. "It's the real goods ; I

cover it up generally, but this time I decided

to 'keep it in the act,' as it fitted this part so

well. It is a direct result of my fondness
for chili con carne.

"I acquired it when I was living on my
olive ranch near San Diego, Cal. The south

line of the ranch is just a mile from the

Mexican border, on which is a little town
called Tia Juana. One night 1 was return-

ing from Don Ybarro's horse ranch at En-
senada, Mexico, with a new saddle-horse I

had bought, and stopped off at Tia Juana
for a dish of chili. I ordered a large bowl
in the little adobe restaurant, and was just

sitting down to eat it when out of the corner
of my eye I saw a suspicious flash.

"Instinctively I clucked my head, and just

missed having a Mexican knife sunk in my
face. As it was, it merely cut my right

cheek open, and flying past, embedded itself

in the mud wall beyond. If I had ducked a
second later there would have been no
Northrup here to play a villain.

"Why did the Mexican throw the knife?
Oh, just a little case of mistaken identity.

He thought I was some other American
against whom he had a grudge. The error

cost him two years at hard labor. What
did I do? I ordered another bowl of chili

con carne, and believe me, I enjoyed it

immensely."

Sixteen is Fatty Arbuckle's
Lucky Number

Ever since his arrival in the world—

a

world which has been made so happy by his

existence—when the stork's scales regis-

tered his weight as sixteen pounds Roscoe
"Fatty" Arbuckle's number has been six-

teen. These figures are inextricably en-

twined with his thread of life, and so many
momentous things have occurred on the

sixteenth that the screen comedian has be-

come m/ore than superstitious about the

symbol. It is a religion with him now.

Not only did he weigh sixteen pounds
when he first saw the light of day, but he

was born on the sixteenth day of March,
1886. He has been sixteen years in the

theatrical profession, and was married to

Minta Durfee on the sixteenth of the month.

'

Negotiations for his present business affili-

ations with Joseph M. Schenck were begun
on the sixteenth of last December, consum-
mated on the sixteenth of January, and
the contracts formally signed on the six-

teenth of February. On March sixteenth

he left Los Angeles on his triumphant
journey across the continent to begin work
in New York on his first Paramount com-
edy, "The Butcher Boy."

Originally the intention was to release

"The Butcher Boy" on the sixteenth of

April, but exchange conditions necessitated

the date being set back one week. But
even in this instance the number sixteen

could not be sidetracked for there are six-

teen people in the company appearing with
him in "The Butcher Boy," and there were
116 prints made of this first Paramount-
Arbuckle comedy. Further evidence of his

association with the figure sixteen is pro-
vided by the fact that he is a member of

sixteen clubs and he has sixteen hours a

week to devote to them all.

| Ben L. Taggart, Youngest
Boer War Veteran

Speaking of soldiers, as nine-tenths of

the world is doing at present, Ben L. Tag-
gart, has seen and done more real fighting

than most men in filmdom.

Taggart is thirty-one years old, and quali-

fies as the youngest, or certainly one of the

most youthful of all Boer War veterans.

Lie spent a year and nine months in South

Africa, serving under the famous general,

Sir Redvers M. Buller.

He fought in a dozen battles and was
with Buller when he marched to relieve

Sir George White at Ladysmith.
Taggart distinguished himself so notably

on the field of glory that he was selected

as one of the special guard of honor which

flanked the late King Edward VII during

his coronation.

He was born in Ottawa, Canada, and was
graduated from the Collegiate High School.

Following the cessation of hostilities in

South Africa, Taggart went to Montreal
and studied medicine in McGill University.

Upon leaving McGill, he forgot his pills

and powders long enough to accept a posi-

tion as superintendent of the Railway Mail

Service. Then he entered stagedom via a

Seattle stock company. His first part was
that of a Chinese, with a short que—and
two lines much shorter. He continued in

stock work throughout all the large cities

of the United States, and after several suc-

cessful seasons became a member of "The
Prince of India" company, of which
William Farnum was the star.

In 1911 he left the footlights for the

motion picture studio lights, and allied him-
self with the Selig forces. He was in "The
Tale of the North," "Brown of Harvard,"
and many other photoplays, and had leads

with Irene Fenwick for Kleine.
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THE HORN-TOOTING CLAN
or

THE MYSTERIES OF EXPLOITATION EXPOSED
T was in a fantastical dream, but

there were beheld wonders,

which investigation proved are

being duplicated in actual life

daily. There came in this

dream a mighty army of smart-looking men
and women. They were called press agents

by some and directors of publicity by others,

but they were all doing the same thing,

namely, literally whetting the public's appe-

tite. Some were resorting to out-and-out

cajolery ; others were pressing into

service inherent cleverness. All of

them were banging away on type-

writers. It seemed they had been
mobilized for review a la military and
the clicking typewriters were their

engines of war, their weapons for

campaigning.
"Is this war or what?" the Inner

Self asked in some surprise and no
little consternation.

'Tis what, 'tis what,

'Tis what they call publicity,

'Tis not, 'tis not,

'Tis not all a myst'ry.

And this was sung out in whatever
tone is diametrically opposite to

sotto z'occ,—sung out in the keys of

typewriters. But forthwith a point

of issue arose, because there seemed
to be plenty of mystery pervading

that strange atmosphere. One deep
voice was heard to exclaim excitedly,

"I'll knock 'em dead with this." Cer-

tainly that sounded like the tom-toms
of martial conflict. "When this hits

Stevadore in the eye he'll go blind

with envy," was another declaration

which mounted the zephyrs to inspire

apprehension. The first thought was
of a new and terrible kind of gas

with which to overpower the fighting

hordes opposing. Another fellow,

quite debonair and nattily attired, was
scanning the pages of a newspaper for

the 'steenth time. There was an expression

of grim disappointment conscript all over

his clean-shaven visage. "This is hell," he

muttered bitterly. That is just what war
is! Surely the Inner Self's original deduc-
tion was correct.

But then came the departure from the

soothing arms of Morpheus—the Inner Self

woke up and right away he knew the knock-
'em-dead stuff was an outburst of press

agent enthusiasm over the prospect of get-

ting printed a corking story on a star pho-
toplayer and the hit-'em-in-the-eye remark

was an outpouring of professional jealousy

directed at a rival publicity-getter who had
been getting too much of it while the refer-

ence to the lower regions came from a scribe

who had expected to find his carefully writ-

ten yarn in the paper, but didn't. All

mystery had absconded.
In order that the uninitiated may not

labor under any misconception, the species

press agent should be defined. Accordingly,
here goes—press agents are men—some-

when Silas E. Snyder has his picture taken he has Balboa
mind and on other things

times it's a woman—who write ninety per-

cent, of the amusement news of the world.

They are expert at "planting" by which you
are not to infer that they know anything
about agriculture. They "plant" stories in

the public print, and these stories grow on
the public to an extent pecuniary and honor-
ary to the subjects of the stories. Some-
what in a husbandry way press agents

plough through the sanctums of editors

without impunity. Press agents and editors,

by the way, are on a par, but neither will

admit it.

Nevertheless, there is no limit to the con-

summate cleverness displayed in the art oi

exploitation. As a shining example of the

brilliant ideas the gentry execute so deftly,

let us cite the case of A. Toxen Worm, the

general press representative for the Messrs
Shubert. He has done most everything in

the line of horn-tooting for the attractions

he has been charged with getting in the lime-

light.

One of his prize stunts of a few years

ago was to have the entire street in front of

the hotel at which the woman star ot

his show was living all covered with

a soft bark for the sole purpose of

causing the newspapers to ask why.
Then he told them his star was an

J exceedingly nervous artist whose
M morning slumber had been so seri-

ously disturbed by the noisy traffic on
the asphalt pavement that he was
obliged to thus deaden the sound.

This was so unusual, so unique, that

every newspaper devoted all kinds of

space to telling about it. Candidly it

was this newspaper space Mr. Worm
wanted more than the elimination of

the noise. This is what you may call

resourceful exploitation. To further

impress the purposes of press agents,

let's recall the well-known actress

who actually took baths in milk os-

tensibly to improve her complexion,

but really because her press agent de-

cided the scheme would be given wide
attention by the papers. The idea

was adroit, and it worked like a

charm.

Now it so happens that the pub-

licity promoters who are engaged in

extolling the virtues of moving pic-

tures and the photoplayers form an

exceptionally interesting battalion of

true geniuses. One of these—a most
brilliant fellow—is Dick Willis, who

i- mastered the "science" of writing
>n his .

°
poetry just to attract attention to the

people whom he seeks to make and
keep famous. At the present time he repre-

sents a large number of actors and actresses

who work for various film concerns. His
poetic campaign helps them all needless to

acid. Forsooth he is immortalizing their

talents with the aid of the Muses. An
amusing incident occurred recently to him.

He wrote a series of rhymed interviews,

poking fun at the artists. They went all

over the world and were printed in London,
England. A New York trade paper printed

some of them taken from a London print.

and expressed surprise that a Johnny Bull

paper could be guilty of such a knowledge of

Carl Robinson Bennie Zeidman Kenneth O Hara Adele Fletcher Dick Willis Pete Schmid
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the players and the fun. The English jour-

nal in question had failed to give Willis

credil For authorship, but the photoplayers

aboul whom he wrote got the desired pub-

licity on both sides of the Atlantic, and the

joke (in the American publication was two-
fold, because Willis was horn in London,

which does not detract one iota from his

ability to write humor of the most approved
style.

The extremes to which publicity directors

go to inspire the editors to exert themselves

in behalf of the movie stars is demonstrated
in the ease of Terry Ramsaye of the Mutual
Film Corporation. Mr. Ramsaye is the man
who purposely lost a package of checks to-

taling $350,000, just to get the newspapers
excited. The checks belonged to Charlie

Chaplin, and their loss brought it forcibly

to the attention of people that he was a

mighty well-paid star. Of course the checks

were found, it might have been arranged
previously to find them, but while they

were lost stories were being printed all over
the country, and the object of exploitation

was being right well accomplished. But Mr.
Ramsaye did not "put this across" without
paying. One of the reporters who inter-

viewed him about the lost checks got con-
fused and stated in his story that Mr. Ram-
saye was personally paying Chaplin':

princely salary. For weeks thereafter bond
salesmen, automobile agents, insurance men,
real estate salesmen, promoters of all kinds,

testimonial-seekers and representatives of
most every charitable institution from the
Belgian orphans to the Home for Crosseyed
Hens that Can't Peck Where they Scratch
besieged the erudite press agent in veritable

hordes. "It was harder work convincing
those guys I was broke than it was to build
Eiffel Tower," Ramsaye says now, since the
calm is restored.

Pete Grid Schmid, whose name sounds
like a funny monologue, and who looks like

a good comedian, and who gets his share,
together with somebody else's share of pub-
licity for Artcraft Pictures, specializing in

extolling Mary Pickford, George M. Cohan
and Douglas Fairbanks, once swiped a fine

automobile, by mistake of course, expressly
to make the police reporters of New York
vie with each other on the good story. Pete
took particular care to "select" Miss Pick-
ford's car. He got into jail and everything,
suffering all sorts of humiliation, but it cre-
ated a mild sensation.

Working in this same channel of thought
Bennie Zeidman, who is the personal press

representative of Douglas Fairbanks, once
startled the Los Angeles papers by announc-
ing that Mr. Fairbanks was in jail oh a sen-
sational charge. He got his report in late

enough to preclude the possibility of much
investigation, and one sheet ran a full col-

umn on its front page. When the hoax de-

veloped and the police department evinced

signs of being provoked, it was explained

that Bennie had been the victim of a practi-

cal joke, but no doubt to this day those
newspaper editors believe thev were the vic-

tims of an enterprising spacegrabber.

Kenneth O'Hara, who was for some time
publicity manager for Thomas H. luce,

once took advantage of an exhibitors' ball

to gain some creditable special mention for

Frank Keenan. He arranged with two
different stunningly beautiful women to be

Mr. Keenan's partner in the grand march.
The mix-up created a scene which delayed

the starting of the march one hour, and this

delay, interlinked with Keenan's name, was

the feature of all the news stories written

about the affair.

Women press agents are never asleep on

the job. In fact, one of the best of all

theatrical press agents is a very charming
young woman, May Dowling, who for

several years has blazed the way efficiently

ahead of various Shubert attractions. An-
other woman is among the leaders in motion

picture "screaming." She is Adele W.
Fletcher, of the Vitagraph Company. Miss
Fletcher writes more interviews than all of

her stars collectively could think of, and she

always has her interviewed one say some-
thing interesting. She used to even auto-

graph photographs for her stars, but she had
to desist her activities in this line because

some of the recipients of the photos got

writing experts on the job.

Now we come to affable Silas E. Snyder,

publicity director for Balboa and booster

extraordinary of the virtue of California

sunshine. Mr. Snyder is called Si by every-

one, and he is a first-class newspaper man,
who works with incessant zeal without a

sigh. He once punched a rough moun-

taineer in the nose for slapping a red-

headed, freckle-faced girl. Si didn't per-

form this act of bravery with any idea of

gaining notoriety for himself, but when the

newspaper reporters heard of the encounter

and sought a story, the wide-awake ex-

ploiter turned the incident to a good, busi-

ness-like purpose by declaring there was a

mistake. "It was the Balboa leading man

—

that remarkable matinee idol—who did in

real life what he does in pictures so often,"

Si enlightened. And then Balboa's leading

man got some publicity which ingratiated

him with all. So even Si's ability to punch
'em in the nose for humanity goes for Bal-

boa's good.

In conclusion it must be said that "getting

publicity" is a combination of an art and a

business. Carl Robinson, another well-

known exploiter of moving pictures and the

stars thereof, undoubtedly has the right idea

when he declares it to be more of a job than

a position, especially in these times when
there is such an abundance of news to crowd
out "features." Mr. Robinson is happily a

press agent who realizes his privations.
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Lucky is the Horse With So Much Sense

Here -we have with u;i Seena Owen, the Triangle star, and a docile friend of hers. Envy the horse and note the

smile of contentment on Miss Owen's charming face
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INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT THE CLAN THAT ACTS
;: .lira: an Mia

Mary Charleson, Essanay's little screen star,

has fourteen close relatives fighting for Eng-
land. Miss Charleson was born in Ireland.

She is now looking forward to a big family re-

union on the battlefields of France, for, if op-

portunity presents itself, she intends cross-

ing the waters as a Red Cross nurse with the

American army. ^
An innovation in the Triangle program for

the week of May 20th is the release of two
five-reel subjects simultaneously. Dorothy
Dalton is presented as a star in a social

study "Unfaithful," written by Lambert Hill-

yer. The other half of the program, and of

equal importance, is William Desmond, starring

in an adaptation of W. Carey Wonderly's "One

Week," a comedy entitled "The Marriage Bub-

ble." This is entirely in the nature of an ex-

periment to test the attitude of the public.

Mother of Harry Corson Clarke, the well-

known comedian, and grandmother of Fred

Jones, a popular Metro player, Mrs. Adele

Clarke, seventy-five years young, appears in

"The Purchase Price," directed by John H.

Collins. Mrs. Clarke is said to be the only

great-grandmother acting in motion pictures.

Arthur Rosson, who is directing Jack Dev-

ereaux and Winifred Allen at Yonkers Tri-

angle studio confesses that he began his busi-

ness career as bus boy at one of the Vanderbilt

weddings in Newport. That Rosson does not

forget his old friends is evinced by the fact

that whenever he needs a distinguished look-

ing butler in his pictures, he sends for his

first employer Walter Bussell, who for many
years was caterer in extraordinary to the 400

of New York and Newport.

Robert Elliot, Powell-Mutual player, used to

be one of our leading seed and pamphlet dis-

tributors. Mr. Elliot for a time was secretary

to a Cincinnati congressman.

Charles Clary, who plays the part of a

plotter against the United States in "The

Honor System," is a great-great-grandson of

Benjamin Stoddart, first Secretary of Navy.

Eugenie Besserer, who plays leading parts

for the Selig Company, is acknowledged as one

of the cleverest actresses appearing on the

screen today. Before she appeared in motion
pictures, Miss Besserer was a dramatic star.

Her most recent work was the part of "Lady
Rens" in "The Garden of Allah," and the wife

of the attorney in the anti-capital punishment
drama, "Who Shall Take My Life?" Miss Bes-

serer's recreations are cooking, fencing and
working in her vegetable garden.

June Daye, the "other woman" in William
Fox's "The Derelict," has the distinction of

beginning her stage career by playing a male
role. When just a tot she was cupid in a pro-

duction of "Ben Hur."

Ben L. Taggert, who plays opposite Valeska
Suratt in the William Fox production. "She,"
has a Queen's medal for bravery. He won it

in the Boer War. It was presented to him by
the late Queen Victoria.

In answer to a request from a Kansas youth

as to "what a fellow must possess to make him
an actor in the movies," Jay Belasco, the

"Strand" comedies leading comedian, answered

as follows: "An actor should possess a nose, a

mouth, a pair of ears, some hair, two eyes, two

legs, two arms, some smiles and ditto tears.

Some clothes, some paint and powder too, some
salary, some gall. A little talent on the side,

a little luck—that's all."

Mack Sennett employs 680 people of all

crafts, in making Keystone comedies.

Jay Belasco, who is co-starring with pretty

Billie Rhodes in Mutual comedies, attended

the Bedford Grammar School in England and

made his mark as a football player and swim-
mer. Jay thinks that every comedy actor

should have a knowledge of football—there

is so much in common between the two occupa-

tions.

Mary Garden, one of grand opera's ablest

and greatest celebrities, who has just entered

upon an exclusive contract with Goldwyn Pic-

tures, was born in Aberdeen, Scotland. She is

the daughter of Robert Davidson and Mary
Joyce Garden. Her father came to America
with his family in 1881, settling first in Mon-
treal and later in Chicago and Milwaukee. He
was interested in the bicycle business and

engaged in the selling of an internationally

famous make of car in New York City.

Smith's Center, Kansas, proudly claims the

distinction of being the birthplace of Roscoe

"Fatty" Arbuckle, which fact may explain why
the rotund comedian has been referred to by

film reviewers as a "cyclone of comedy" or a

"tornado of laughter," due homage thus being

paid to his native state's most popular outdoor

sport. A creation of such environment it would

appear that "Fatty" comes honestly by his

whirlwind comedy methods.

No More Lunch "Hours" for George M.

Now that George M. Cohan has become a regular screen star he no longer believes in the "Out For Lunch

nor does he find it possible to take a lunch "hour." A glass of milk and a chicken sandwich between

scenes satisfies the Artcraft film star. Judging from "Broadway Jones" his

initial photoplay, he will prove one of the greatest of screen stars.
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THIS MONTH'S PHOTO-PLAY SUGGESTION
NoTE: Bach month one or more short stories ivill be given their first publication in this department for the consideration nf photoplay producers

as well as the entertainment of our readers. .Ill writers, amateur or professional, having stories of merit which they wish to get before pro-

ducers to an advantage are welcome to this agency, and in case their material is accepted by any producer, they will be given the entire amount

the latter might pay. The chief purpose of this unique plan is to help worthy writers who are without literary reputation as yet.

THROUGH LIFE ETERNAL
CAST OF CHARACTERS:

I'lirona Dryden, the girl.

Professor Dryden, her uncle.

Lynn Manning, the man.

Phillip Manning, his father.

Mrs. Manning, his mother.

Jackson, foreman of expedition.

Philopoea, the Grecian girl (same as

Phrona )

.

Endymion, her lover (same as Lynn).

Clerk and messenger boy in village telegraph
office; wireless operator and butler at. Manning
home; Grecian king and court attendants; Lynn's
workmen.

YNN MANNING, a young Ameri-
can of wealthy parentage, has
graduated from college. He is

intensely interested in archaeology
and organizes an expedition to ex-
plore the ruins of ancient Greece.
While visiting the Smithsonian

Institution in Washington, shortly before his

departure for Greece, he meets Phrona Dryden,
a beautiful girl, with her uncle, Professor Dry-
den, a retired professor of archaeology.
Lynn renders a service in recovering Phro-

na's pocketbook, and becomes well acquainted
with the girl and her uncle. During the few
days spent in Washington together he woos
and wins her promise to marry him, in the
typical up-to-date style of an enthusiastic
suitor.

On the night of her promise, and after telling
her uncle of it, the uncle entertains them in

the exuberance of his spirits, with the strange
story of an ancient script of which he is the
proud possessor, giving an account of the burial
of Philopoea, the most beautiful girl of Ar-
cadia—B. C. 253.

Philopoea, the professor says, was regarded
as the embodiment of all feminine beauty, and
as such was, by king's decree, held in high
honor and under strict guardianship, to serve
as a model for their greatest sculptors.

At the age of twenty Philopoea was betrayed
by Endymion, a young, comely and rich court,

attache. The king in his rage had Endymion
executed, confiscated his estate and then, un-
known to Philopoea and to preserve her youth-
ful beauty, had her veins inoculated with a
secret serum which would bring eternal sleep,
without disintegration, so long as she lay in

her sacred shroud.
The professor's script gives a description of

the place of burial on Endymion's estate:

In ancient ruins, buried in her shrine,

Wrapped in the sacred shroud her form
divine,

Sleeps Philopoea.

On mountain side, where greets the ris-

ing sun
The flowered fields of fair Endymion
Her tomb shall be.

There, on that picturesque hillside of ancient
Greece lay the honored daughter of a splendid
race, guarded day and night that her beauty
might be preserved through future generations,
until the great catastrophe which crumbled
their city to dust and laid their fields beneath
a mountain of earth and stone.

During the recital Phrona has been deeply
moved, and at last faints dead away. The
physician, hastily called, does not succeed in

reviving her for several hours, but when finally

By JACK STEWART
she regains consciousness it is with a strange
story of having gone through the very experi-
ences of the Grecian girl.

Lynn and the professor marvel at her en-
hanced beauty and the light of love and divinity
that shines from her eyes and seems to gather
like a halo around her head.

Late that night, after Lynn has left them
and Phrona has retired, the professor sits for
hours with his mind engrossed in the Grecian
story, and with a peculiar wonder in his ex-
pression. "Transmigration of souls?" he
muses, "why not—even the earthly traits are
passed from generation to generation." Softly
he steals to Phrona's bedside in the moonlight
in an attitude of worshipful love and admira-
tion, as she sleeps with a smile on her beautiful
face.

Lynn persuades Professor Dryden and Phro-
na to visit his parents, at their summer home
in the White Mountains of New Hampshire
with him, they to remain there and await the
result of his expedition to Greece. He has a
large wireless plant erected on the place and

A Photoplay—In the Making
Golden sunset—happy lovers and the

spring's celestial breath.
And, now—the villain enters—but, oh

fudge! that's worked to death!
Let it be a country fireside—with the hus-

band colder grown.
And the loving wife, unhappy, oh I pass

that with a moan.
I have it noit'! A mining camp! No woman

on the place!

Now!—that old gag would soon come back—'twould be a deep disgrace.

Then how about a railroad scene where
danger-raging roams?

But 1 can't find a single stunt not done by
Helen Holmes.

Well then—a famous tenderloin—a girl—a

gentle reed—
The noble lover enters—But, oh pshaw!

that's gone to seed!
Why not a college campus—a romance and

a flight?

A marriage—pa's discovery—his anger—Ah
goodnight

!

I'll try a wealthy damsel, stolen from mama
in youth—

And the broken-hearted parents searching
for their darling Ruth.

But, a ruse like that's so ancient that it

simply wouldn't hold.

For the heaping of another on its back, so
bent and old.

So, I turn me to the maiden, fickle, wealthy,
insincere.

And the downfall of her scheming and the—Mercy, dear! Oh dear!
That's been killed—/'// have a vampire with

her cruel relentless art—
And her wrecks of human nature falling

round her—Ah, depart!
That's a punk idea, motheaten—borrowed

from another's lore—
Is there nothing left to write on—all these

that's have come before
From the brains of wiser masters—and the

photoplays, I'd weave
Are dead and buried long since and their

going, zve sadly grieve.
And now—/ stop to ponder—on my dreams—so plain and raw,
A photoplay's no easier stunt—Who said

it was. Ah—bah!

— l.n-.i.i.A C. McMahon.

equipped with the latest and most powerful
mechanism which will radiate the wonderful
spark half way around the globe. He proposes
to erect a similar station on the highest ele-

vation near the scene of his operations in

Greece. Thus he can keep in constant touch
with the folks at home, and especially with
his sweetheart.
The expedition sails, after a love scene be-

tween Phrona and Lynn on the mountain, the
wireless plant in the background. Phrona is

apprehensive and Lynn has great difficulty in

persuading her to be reconciled to his depart-
ure.
Lynn gives Phrona a copy of the secret

code he has prepared for the transmission of
their personal messages.

After Lynn's departure Phrona and Lynn's
mother become somewhat estranged through
jealousy on the part of Mrs. Manning, and a
misunderstanding of their relationship due to

her forming hasty conclusions. She resents
the hold Phrona has secured on Lynn in so
short a timie, and her feelings are aroused,
especially by Phrona's possession of the secret
code book. Mrs. Manning makes up for her
rather weak character by her devotion to
Lynn and her husband—she is a woman in

whom the intense mother-love warps her good
judgment. Her usual kindness and sympathy
can be quickly restored and her passing fancies
swept away by a crisis, as will be seen later.

Mrs. Manning clandestinely visits Phrona's
room to look for the code book. Phrona sur-
prises her by an unexpected return, and is

grieved over Mrs. Manning's action and atti-

tude. Phrona insists that she and her uncle
take quarters in the village hotel, but she readi-
ly gets Mr. Manning's consent to their visiting

the wireless station to communicate with Lynn.
Mr. Manning is passively on Phrona's side all

through the misunderstanding, first because of
Lynn's interest in her but later his admiration
grows as he witnesses her loyalty to Lynn and
her great consideration for Mrs. Manning and
himself.

Mr. Manning and the professor have also
found a hobby in common on the Country Club
golf course. Phrona has also intrenched her-
self in the good graces of Mr. Manning by her
proficiency at the game.
Some weeks pass, Lynn reaches the scene of

his labors, establishes camp, and finally sends
a cablegram that on the morrow he will have
his wireless apparatus ready for the test. Mr.
Manning slips down to the village, giving the
welcome news to Phrona and her uncle. They
haunt the wireless station the next day, toler-

ated by Mrs. Manning to the secret amusement
of Mr. Manning. At last a faint spark results,

followed by an interval of undecipherable
flashes, at last ending in perfect communica-
tion. Lynn's first message is "Love to all,"

then in the cipher to Phrona he says "Am
thinking of you always, wife to be."
Phrona offers to show the translation to Mrs.

Manning, but that good lady's pride is hurt
and she leaves. Phrona, grieved beyond ex-
pression, sends the message, "Love to you,
Lynn, success and speedy return," then sorrow-
fully goes back to the village and writes Mrs.
Manning a letter (sending it by messenger)
offering to relinquish Lynn since the attach-
ment is causing her such evident concern. She
says she will not visit the wireless station
again, if that is Mrs. Manning's final desire.
She says "My own mother, and father as well,
died when I was a little girl, and so, dear Mrs.
Manning, I can fully appreciate the priceless
value of a mother's love. Believe me when I

say that I cannot allow myself to be the means
of altering in any way that sacred relationship
that should ever and always exist between you
and your only son."
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Meanwhile Lynn is frantically sending Phrona
code messages asking why she does not send
more than her first brief answer. Mr. Manning
phones to her, but finds from the professor that
Phrona has gone for a walk in the country. Mr.
Manning in desperation sits down in the wire-
less station, starts writing innumerable mess-
ages of explanation to Lynn, gives one to the
operator to send, then snatches it back, rereads
it, destroys it, rumjples his hair, sheds his coat
and vest and gives every evidence of doing
hard work. Whimsically he complains, "Drat
it, I could answer the boy better if I knew
what this blessed code stuff says." He studies
the last several received and says, "I'll bet
'soup' means 'love.' He's dishing up 'soup'

enough in these to feed the army." Finally he
sends one reading, "Take care of yourself,
Lynn, for your father's sake and stick to the
job," and signs it "Phrona."

Phrona, however, realizing Lynn's state of
mind, files a message in the village telegraph
office that makes the cadaverous clerk and the
seedy messenger boy run to the door and watch
her as long as she is in sight. Then they look
at each other in horror. The message, after
much labored effort in computation on the part
of the cadaverous clerk, with the messenger
boy sharpening pencils as fast as he can to

keep up with broken points, has cost Phrona
$42.63, but she sorrowfully tells her uncle that
it's worth $4263 and then some, to ease Lynn's
feelings and her own. Her uncle, in a pathetic
effort to hearten Phrona, sends down for an
elaborate dinner to be served in their rooms,
and eats heartily, though Phrona has all she
can do to take part. To please her uncle, how-
ever, she struggles nobly, but after leaving him
collapses on her bed in a paroxysm of grief,

spending a sleepless night. The morning sun
peeping through her window finds a hollow-
eyed young lady, not at all the happy girl that
waved good-bye to Lynn from the station plat-

form.
Next day Mr. Manning comes down with a

message, part of which reads, "Have unearthed
ruins of elaborate temple. Few hours work and
a shot will let us in. Love. Phrona use code.
Plain English too common."
Phrona says sadly but archly to Mr. Mann-

ing, "Have you been impersonating me by
wireless?" He answers, "Yes, child. What else

could I do? If I hadn't Lynn would be on his
way home now." Phrona says, "Oh God, I

wish that he were!" Mr. Manning nods gloom-
ily as if to say, "Me too."

In Mr. Manning's absence the wireless oper-
ator is phoning to the house that he has just
received an important message, but cannot
leave the instrument as more is coming. Mrs.
Manning hurries down to get it. Lynn's as-
sistant wires, "Blast opened tomb. Lynn
entered, was caught by fall of rock and im-
prisoned. Full force working to release. Ex-
pect to have him out by tomorrow."
Here show the blasting. Lynn, incautiously

eager, rushes forward to the opening, enters be-
fore Jackson can warn him of the slipping
hillside, and is shut in by a tremendous fall of
earth and rock. Just at this point a lazy Greek
approaches Jackson with Phrona's belated
message by cablegram. In the excitement of
the moment Jackson takes it and stuffs it in

his pocket where it is forgotten.
Mrs. Manning is beside herself, and franti-

cally has the chauffeur drive her to village
seeking her husband. She needs but this blow
to restore her to a sane attitude in the situ-

ation. She finds Mr. Manning, Phrona and the
professor at the hotel. She delivers the mess-
age to her husband and surrenders herself to

Phrona's comforting. An affecting scene be-
tween the two, following which all go back to

Manning home in the auto.

They spend a sleepless night at the wireless
station. About midnight Phrona suddenly col-

lapses, and all efforts to revive her fail. She
lies in a coma, heart and lungs barely perform-
ing their duties. They remove her to her bed-
room where the professor, Mrs. Manning and
the village physician alternately attend her,
while Mr. Manning tramps in and out, up and
down, smoking like a steam engine in his agi-
tation.

Meanwhile strange things are happening in

the distant sarcophagus.
After his first fright is over, Lynn hastily

calculates the fall of rock, the number of men
available to dig him out, his air supply, etc.,

and decides philosophically, in spite of his more
or less injured condition, that he has but to face
an imprisonment of twenty-four to thirty hours.
He is dishevelled, bleeding from a wound in

the head, but otherwise thoroughly alive to the
enjoyment of a strange adventure.
He gives eager and amazed attention to an

object lying on an ornately carved stone table
or pedestal. Here, in an attitude of perfect
repose, is the figure of a woman. Even under
its covering of intricate Grecian-designed
fabric, it is evident that this was no ordinary
mortal. Hers is a figure of singular beauty.

It is easy to see that the figure is that of a

woman of wonderfully beautiful mold. Lynn's
curiosity impels him to remove the cloth from
the face, and he starts back in astonishment at
the girl's likeness to Phrona.
Lynn then reverently turns back more of the

cloth, and it seems to him, in the dim lixht,

that Philopoea's eyelids flutter, her mouth
quivers, she awakes and sits up, and Lynn
promptly swoons and topples over on the floor.

Then show cut-ins of scenes between Phi I-

opoea and Endymion, ending- in a stirring love
scene on a mountain crest overlooking the sea.

Philopoea declares that love is the greatest
thing in the world—the motive of life itself—
the supreme of the Gods—enduring through
life eternal.

She says in conclusion: "There—over west-
ern sea—will I go, and thou, Endymion, will

go too. Thy sensibility is not as mine—thine
eyes show doubt, but doubt me not in heart,
beloved. There—there—shall we meet and be
again as one—through life eternal." Fade out.

Lynn revives as the workers cast aside the
last of the barrier, rush in and raise him. He
looks in an agony of wondering alarm at the
shrouded figure. He presses his forehead
They carry him out into the open air.

As Lynn revives in the Grecian tomb, so also
does Phrona, over in New Hampshire, much to

the watcher's relief. With the dawn comes a
message: "Rescued—safe—fine as a fiddle

—

don't worry. Phrona, you are my love for life

eternal. Leave for home next week with
greatest specimens ever found."

But, under their light in the wireless station,
Lynn and his foreman decide that night to seal
the tomb, cover it with stone and leave its pres-
ence unknown to the authorities.

"There are some things, Jackson, too sacred
to trifle with, even in the name of science,"
says Lynn. As Lynn maintains an absorbed
pose for a minute Jackson says behind his hand
to his companion worker in the background,
"He says it was a girl—looked to ME like a
mummy, but it was some mummy."

Final scene a month later, reunited in the
good old U. S. A., Lynn, Phrona and mother
with heads together. Mr. Manning and pro-
fessor behind. Mr. Manning says, "Say Lynn,
doesn't 'soup' mean 'love'—honest now?"

Just then the butler comes to the door and
appeals to them to come to dinner, "The soup
will be getting cold, sir," he says. They all
laugh and Phrona breathes to Lynn the magic
words: "Through life eternal."

The Secret of the Czar's Fade-out is Revealed
By ALBERT MASSOUR

The revolution in Russia is not the direct

outcome of the war in Europe. It is merely
the inevitable working out of the law of

Cause and Effect. It is history repeating

itself.

In the early days of your United States a

courageous band of men got together and
drew up a Declaration of Independence.
They wanted to see their country ruled for

and by the people.

The same thing happened in my country
back in 1820, and it now is bearing fruit.

I will give a short resume of the situation.

In 1800 Czar Paul was the ruler of Russia.

Conditions were terrible. No one was safe.

A condition of slavery existed in the work-
ing classes.

Men of brains who realized how their

country was being ground by one-man
power, laid plans to get rid of the Czar. The
leaders of this band were Panen and Pal-

enen. They brought about the death of the

Czar, and Alexander succeeded him. Alex-
ander was very liberal in the first part of

his reign. The radicals—those men who can
be compared only to your American patriots

of colonial days—wanted a Constitution
for Russia.

Alexander would not give it to them.
His argument was that "the people were

not ready for it." He did liberate the peas-

ant slaves—only to put them back into

bondage again. Could it be expected that

an}' sensible minded people would counte-

nance these conditions?

The Liberals began organizing secret so-

cieties. General Orlov was at the head of

the first of those, which was formed in 1820

and had at its head such famous men as

Glonka, the writer and aristocrat, Tolstoy,

Prince Dolgoroukev, Turganev, Ivan Shi-

pov. The secret declaration drawn up by
these men was like your own Declaration of

Independence.

Pestel eventually became the real leader

of this organization and the idea of its mem-
bers was to bring about a Republican form
of Government in Russia. They met se-

cretly, in their homes or at the fairs held in

different parts of the country. To be found

out as a member of the secret society meant
torture or death. Yet if you consider the

men who were at the head of it, you can

readily understand why a "bloodless revolu-

tion" just has taken place in Russia.

These men were thinkers—men with

imaginations and brains—who saw in the

future a great and free Russia, and who
risked everything for their ideals. All honor

to them.

Meantime the "court obliques" in Russia
were going along in their self-satisfied way.
They thought they knew what the people

wanted, how the people live. They refused

to see the "handwriting on the wall."

Ths leaders of the secret organization

were arrested on all sides, sent to Siberia or

executed. But good leaders always were
left behind.

In 1823 a revolutionary movement similar

in every respect to the present one was
planned. The leaders of the secret organ-
ization planned to arrest the Czar and his

advisers in the city of Bohruisk, capture
the fortress there, win over the army and
then march upon Moscow and St. Peters-

burgh. The Czar did not go to Bohruisk as

had been expected, and thus was halted a

move which might have resulted as success-

fully as the present one.

Much has been said about the European
war being responsible for the revolution.

The war was not responsible ; it merely
helped things along. There are many people

of German descent in Russia. Naturally

their sympathies are with their Fatherland,

next to the country in which they live. The
pure slav is for Russia first, last and all the

time.
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SOME
SOBER
JUDGMENT
MERE'S an

actual ex-

cerpt from a re-

\ iew which ap-

peared in a small-

city daily news-
paper: "This mo-
tion picture is a

hit. The star
had a big, strong roll."

Well, that's better than accusing said star

of having a bun on.
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CREEN STORIE
BLACK FACE COMEDYl
'ByJACKWINN" W^

I M ARY MILES MINTER'S press agent

claims she has never been kissed.

Not even sunkist and living all the while

in California?

T^RANCELIA BILLINGTON has an
A ostrich for a pet.

So the war is going to have a hard time

preventing her from having feathers for her

hats. _

/CHARLIE CHAPLIN goes to church on^ Sunday.

We've always admitted that Charlie is

funny.

T_T ELEN HOLMES, who braves real train
*- * wrecks for the sake of injecting thrill-

ers into the pictures in which she appears so

often, is afraid of mice.

Hand it to the mice, boys—they can sure

get the feminine goat.

pvOUGLAS FAIRBANKS contends that a
*-*^ hearty laugh is just as essential upon

arising in the morning as brushing the teeth.

But many people neglect to brush their

teeth. Moral: Many people neglect too

many things.

ANN MURDOCK says parrots always
*• make her furious because they can talk

faster than she can.

This doesn't sound woman-like at all.

We'll bet a cookie it's a canard framed up

by a press agent.

P ADDY McQuire, the comedian, says he

has to change his personality so often

that when he gets up in the morning it takes

him about five minutes to figure out who he

really is.

We've heard of this same thing happening
as a result of changing drinks too frequently

the night before.

A FITTING definition of realism is hard
x work. For instance, Henry B. Walt-

hall blistered his hands in chopping down
trees while portraying a character for a

photoplay, and Max Linder deliberately fell

out of a third-story window for the same
purpose.

Find a business that's a cinch and you're

doing more than the fellow who discovered

the North Pole.

A/fARY MARTIN, the Fox actress who
Lvx Writes poetry during her leisure mo-
ments, once wrote an ode to a daisy. The
daisy died.

Could any poetry be so murderous or so

murdered? ._

TSJOT all Parrotts are birds.

Charlie Parrott, the Fox star, is a good
actor nevertheless.

TF you want to arouse Jackie Saunders'
A temper, all you have to do is tease an
animal.

Now, you brute!

HE'S a Triangle actor, and his name
stands for fondness.

Don Likes.

npHE Great Secret," the Metro serial,

* is to be exhibited in Japan, Dutch East

Indies, India and the Philippines.

So it won't be such a great secret long.

p ATRICK CALHOUN, the Essanay play-
* er, denies that he is Swedish.

We'll bet he's not Spanish either, and
we'll also bet that he knows more about a

certain Cork than the fellow who called Ire-

land Great Britain's best bottle.

/CHICAGO'S weather is like a woman's^ mind—as changeable as the wind, ac-

cording to Marguerite Clayton.

Coming from a woman this constitutes

a veritable confession that there is some-
thing zephyr-like in the feminine dome.
However, gallantry demands the qualifica-

tion that it is not as bad as Chicago
weather. __

A NEBRASKAN with the monicker of
^ x Jonathan Q. Ire recently tried to break
into the movies by proposing marriage to a

star who happens to be the proud possessor

of one spouse already.

Postmortem postscript posthaste: Some-
body got madder than Ire! Later bulletin:

Oh how the hubby did fight while he was so

angry at Ire!

in "The HauntedHPHE leading woman
* Pajamas"

—

But what's the use of continuing? Pa-
jamas on a woman—leading or following

—

invariably possess a certain haunting quality

especially when you are privileged to mere-
ly imagine what they look like.

CHICKENS
AND
CHICKENS

P D LAWRIE,
the rotund

fun maker, claims

he deserted the
chicken business

to go on the musi-

cal comedy stage.

There is a slight

incongruity d i s-

cernible on the horizon—chickens abound on
this musical comedy stage. Therefore, was
there so much desertion on his part after

all?

TT OUDINI, the handcuff king who has
*- A broken out of everything imaginable

excepting a contract, has been lured into

the picture field under the banner of

Williamson Brothers, producers of under-

water photoplays.

Explicitly, it is Houdini's ability to break
out of things that has enabled him to break
into the movies. It's an even break.

\T7-ILLIAM D. TAYLOR, the Morosco
* * director, announces that he is both

busy and happy.

A happy business is this.

/^RACE CUNARD has just gained four g
^-* pounds in weight as a result of taking g
a vacation. g
The more you let work wait the more you g

add to weight if your larder will stand the g
wait.

,
H

te g-

Tf ANNIE WARD never tires of buying gA new clothes, and she devotes more time jf

to fittings at her dressmaker's than any g
other star. g
But she has plenty of would-be rivals. B

Most all women would never tire of spend- g
ing all their time at dressmakers if they g
could afford it. _ B

A/f ARGARET JOSLIN, whose 200 pounds
*--* of bone and muscle has been seen in

motion-picture comedies for some years, in

private life is known as Mrs. Harry Todd.

Together she and her husband appear in

Pathe's "Luke" comedies, and together they

live in harmony. It is rumored that a jar

has never disturbed the marital happiness.

Perhaps there's a reason. Harry Todd only

weighs about 100 pounds.

Evidently Harry is a very sane man.

A CCORDING to the actual record fifty

** men have married Theda Bara and

regretted it—in pictures.

It's a great record in pictures. In actual

life it would be like the mobilization of an

army. __

* i T THINK I would be a good Red Cross
A nurse," ventures Edna Purviance.

Brave girl. Just for thinking that she

could be shot—providing, of course, she let

the thought take her to the firing-line.

nun
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WHY IS YOUR FAVORITE YOUR FAVORITE ?

The Photo-Play Journal zvill pay $5 for the best answer of 75 zvords or less to this question. The sum of $3 will

be paid to the second best, and $1 zvill be paid to each of the next two best. If you have a favorite among the

many motion picture artists, write why. Entries received until noon, June 11th. Winners announced in July.

For Mary Pickford

Mary Pickford is my favorite. She is queen

of them all. Every play she is in is worth

seeing. She is a dear from head to foot. Her
golden curls, tiny feet, saucy pouts, happy smiles,

sad tears and her wee, tip-tilted nose have won
more hearts than any other actress in the world.

There are many dainty players, but none who will

ever take the place of dear little Mary Pickford.

—

Lavina E. Wisse, 5 Donlon St., Rochester, N. Y.

I think Mary Pickford is the best actress be-

cause she can be beautiful in rags or silk, while

other actresses look well only in good clothes, be-

sides she takes every part so well. I am sure

Theda Bara would not look beautiful in the role

that Mary took in "Hulda from Holland," but 1

think Mary would make just as good a vampire as

Theda. Also, Mary takes great pains to please the

public.—Mildred Mathison, care of Hotel Savoy,
N. Yakima, Wash.

I imagine it is Mary Pickford's marvelous
charm of personality that makes her my prime
favorite. She, however, adds to nature's gifts

a sincere and skillful artistry wrought by faithful

labor. Her pure and delightful comedy gives me
most pleasure, for though her unforced pathos
brings a tear, in this sad world I consider it a
greater feat to arouse innocent merriment. Long
may she continue to beguile the world's weary
heart with her sparkling comedy, her sweet win-
someness and her beautiful art.—Atlas B. Steph-
ens, Charlotteville, Va.

America's Sweetheart, namely Mary Pickford,
is my favorite motion-picture actress. Her sweet
child-like face, framed in those curls of burnished
gold, with its pensive, wistful eyes and her sweet
adorable, rather sad little smile, is enough to cap-
ture the heart of the biggest "grouch" on earth.

As for expressing my love for her in words, "It

can't be done." I just have to hold my breath
and think.—Margaret Stewart, 1321 Clayton St.,

Denver, Colo.

My favorite is Mary Pickford, the queen of
the movies. She will always be in my mind as

the best. I think she is the darlingest creature
of them all. She has always the same sweet face
and the same tender smile. I can imagine her as
nothing else but a lovable child, and I am sure
she is the same sweet Mary off the screen as on.

—

Norma Tilly, 368 Monroe St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

My favorite is Mary Pickford, for she is loved
by all who know her, for her charm, her refine-

ment, and her beauty. Everyone has a film ac-
quaintance with her. There isn't any actress, to
my mind, who can be so fascinating. She is

known as one of the aristocrats of the stage.

Just imagine she was once a poor girl and now
she has her beautiful estate, her cars and every
luxury money can buy. These traits, I think,

make her the leading actress.—Mattie Dean, Den-
ton, Maryland.

It is no use trying to argue on the beauty or
popularity of any screen artist when Mary Pick-
ford's name is mentioned. Mary Pickford, peer-
less queen of the pictures—none can resist her.

With her wealth of golden curls, her sweet face,

her great beauty and her talented acting, she is

loved by all. Always lovable, and never disap-
pointing, she has captured the hearts of old and
young. A truer actress could not be found. She's
the "dream girl" of the public.—Florence Mau-
gel, 3330 N. 22nd St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Mary Pickford is my favorite of a host of
wonderful screen stars because she visualizes a
type of sweet womanhood that lives as an ideal
in the hearts of millions of American people. Her
influence is for good. Her characters appeal to
the best in one's nature, and to see her is to ex-
perience a mental bath. Little children love her.—
S. A. Cousley, 411 W. 4th St., Pittsburg, Kansas.

My favorite is our golden-haired queen, whose
quick sympathy and ready compassion has en-
deared her to all ages and peoples. Her face is

inspiring, ideal, gentle and beautiful. A face that

has not great strength and character would suffer

from the softening influence of her curls. Her
acting is amazingly vigorous ; style, finish, genius

in every performance. Nature fashioned Mary
Pickford from a new mold—one never used be-

fore, or never to be used again.—Mary E.

Schwartz, 1180 W. 6th St., Cleveland, Ohio.

For Marguerite Clark

Marguerite Clark is my favorite. She never
fails to win her audience because of her charm-
ing youthfulness. Her mischievousness and lit-

tle "show-off" ways only serve to make her more
lovable. Nor is she merely a charmer. Her
cleverness is always apparent, and I consider her
the most natural and winsome little actress on
the screen.—Marjorie Pegley, 442 Sterling Place,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

A great many people rave about Mary Pick-

ford, but I think Marguerite Clark out-Pick-

fords Mary in a great many ways. Her screen

personality and charming winsome smile would
drive dull care away from any troubled mind.
She possesses an elfish grace and spirit that

overcomes all obstacles. We go to see photo-
plays to banish our worldly cares ; watching her
vivacious actions on the screen are captivated,

which I must say makes her a par-excellent en-

tertainer.—Edmund Stevens, 94 Alpine St., New-
ark, N. J.

In my estimation, Marguerite Clark is the most
interesting of all screen stars. She is the dainti-

est, cutest, and by far the most beautiful, be-

sides having completely mastered the art of youth-
ful mischief and grave sincerity combined. She
is just a tiny slip of a brown-eyed girl, who, by
her captivating manner, charm, and beauty, has
won for herself great fame and nation-wide suc-

cess.—Mina Alexander, 168 Kent St., Ottawa,
Canada.

The exquisite little Marguerite Clark is my
favorite. In my opinion she far surpasses them
all. She is possessed with an abundance of tal-

ent, grace, and charm ; all of which are essential

to being a thorough actress. She is also just as

beautiful and vivacious as anyone else. Alto-

gether, she is the most delightful one to be seen

on the flickering screen.—James L. Russ, care of

Exchange Hotel, Birmingham, Ala.

For Mae Marsh

Mae Marsh is my favorite actress, and I believe

the best on the screen. No other motion-picture

actress can play such a varied assortment of roles

with the exquisite artistry displayed by Mae
Marsh. She is not a one-part actress, as she is

equally at home in comedy or tragedy, and I be-

lieve her chief charm lies in the fact that she

is sincere, and always a real human being.—Ruth
Wright Whitney, 3258 Polk St., Chicago, 111.

Mae Marsh is to me the wonder in the screen

world of today. Does she depend on beauty curls

or cute ways? No! She throws herself into her

part so thoroughly that all else is forgotten.

There has never been anything in moving pictures

that could come up to her interpretation of the

"little sister" in "The Birth of a Nation." The
fact that Griffith thought her worth while is

enough.—Lena T. Haywood, 374 Lotowa Ave.,

Paterson, N. J.

For Henry B. Waethau.

Before I saw Henry B. Walthall I had no fa-

vorite, but on seeing him, he was chosen. He
seems to charm me ; that is a dangerous and
direct word to use, but I can say no other. He is

so manly, stately and dignified. He imperson-

ates every role so well, and his portrayal of

character roles has yet to be surpassed. His
make-up is always perfect owing to his own care-

fulness and amount of talent. Another reason I

admire him is because of his resemblance to Poe.

He is my favorite poet and his second (in appear-

ance) is my favorite player.—Thelma J. Quigley,

360 Gramatan Ave., Mt. Vernon, New York.

I consider Mr. Walthall the greatest emotional

actor on the screen. He has such a good, clean-

cut, honest face that you cannot help admiring
him. Those who saw him in Ibsen's "Ghosts" can

readily appreciate his talent. I met him person-

ally soon after seeing the "Birth of a Nation," and
my fondest hopes were realized. He is certainly

a wonder.—Hawley Dely, 414 Greenleaf St., Evan-
ston, 111.

A great artist rarely constitutes a favorite, yet

mine is Henry B. Walthall, for his wonderful
emotional ability, subtle expression and most
pleasing personality. I have seen him in a great

variety of roles, and he is wholly enrapt in the

character he portrays, which makes each one dis-

tinct and unforgetable. For naturalness and real-

ism he stands alone, and he reaches the place

where the "heart-throbs" live. It is difficult to

realize he is but acting. Therefore, my last cent

to see the genius Walthall play.—John J. Schweda,
1096 1st St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Great acting is depicting a character, so true
to life that the audience observe, not the actor, but
the character portrayed. Mr. Henry B. Walthall
is a great actor. He is therefore my favorite. As
an Essanay star, this versatile actor has shown
himself to be a master of film technique, of
make-up and of character. I compare his acting
to great masterpieces of painting, the more
studied, the better the artistic grace appears.

—

Aldis C. Bartlett, Pierre, So. Dakota, care of
Bijou Blk.

For Madame Petrova

Petrova is my favorite screen artist, and I think
she is not only a good actress, but a fine, as well
as beautiful, woman. She possesses a wonderful
charm of manner and a great personality. Her
friends say she has a wonderful character, and it

plainly shows in her work. She truly lives her
parts and holds her audience from the first reel to

the last—Bernice Corrick, 119 W. Sth St., Ot-
tumwa, Iowa.

Mme. Petrova is my favorite because she has
physical beauty, histrionic ability and that rarest
of all possessions, "common sense." Those lovely
dark eyes seem to look right through you. She
makes everything so real that one forgets it is

only a photoplay. One always comes away with
the feeling that their time was not wasted. When
Mme. Petrova was made, they turned out but one
model, and then broke the mold.—Florence
Traver, 422 St. Nicholas Ave., New York City,

N. Y.

Mme. Petrova occupies first place in my list of
screen favorites because of her dramatic art

—

the wonderful emotion she displays, her versatil-

ity, her wonderful form, her exquisite gowns and
her appealing eyes. This wonderfully gifted ac-

tress far surpasses any other in America. Her
fame has been won by her art, and not by having
her name and portrait posted over the entire

country in magazines and on calendars. Not only
is Petrova gifted as a screen artist, but she is

a talented singer and poetess. The plays in which
Petrova appears are worth while, especially those
which she writes herself. They always leave a

deep impression with those who see them. Other
stars may be good, but none can hold a candle
to Petrova.—Jane E. Little, 401 Girlinger Ave.,
Hagerstown, Maryland.

For Grace Cunarii

Few times have I seen Grace Cunard, but I

idolized her the first time I saw her. Her per-

sonality draws one to her whilst her smile seems
to radiate all around. She was very appropriately

described in a limerick by Hattie Clark, Stroms-
burg, Neb., in the "Motion Picture Magazine."

A clever young lady is Grace,

Whose very remarkable face

Can look sweet or sad,

Or happy or mad
In one short minute of space

!

—Miss Winnie Bowyer, Garden Street, Ganan-
oque, Ontario, Canada.

{Continued on page 48)
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WHEN LOVE IS BLIND
By AGNES C. JOHNSTON

ITTLE Eleanor had only a

"memory" mother. Her father

had been broken-hearted when
his wife died, and now he cared

for nothing but his art. He
thought of nothing but the picture he was
painting, and in spite of his rapidly failing

health, he worked night and day to finish

it. It was to be his masterpiece.

His little daughter, while rummaging
through an old chest one day, was delighted

to find in an old torn veil, a sweet-scented

handkerchief and a pair of limp white

gloves, the haunting memory of the sweet

mother, who had cared for her. Eleanor

took the glove over to her father, who sat

working at his easel. He took it up absent-

mindedly and then as it settled into his

hand, the familiar touch of it smote him to

the heart. He thrust it from him and

frowned at the child angrily.

Still determined to please him, Eleanor

crawled under his easel and with a broken

piece of charcoal she sketched a little pic-

ture of a horse on some paper. It was

not until he saw this drawing and realized

the genius this crude baby's touch displayed

that the father took an interest in his

daughter. She had inherited his talent. He
would give her lessons.

But the lessons did not. continue long.

Mrs. Meggs, the janitress of the studios

who "bossed" her tenants right royally,

noticed the artist's failing health and called

in a doctor. The doctor told the artist

there was only one chance. He must go

away for a vacation.

Fearing he might not even live long-

enough to finish his masterpiece the artist

took the doctor's advice and left Eleanor

in the care of kindly Mrs. Meggs, and

thereafter the little girl played alone with

her dolls in Mrs. Megg's basement room.

One day two weeks later the janitress came
downstairs to find Eleanor curled up on

the couch with a one-eyed doll and two
Teddy-bears. She asked her why she was
going to bed so early.

"Isn't it bedtime ?" Eleanor asked.

"Why no, dear," Mrs. Meggs replied.

"But it's so dark !" the child persisted.

A broad streak of sunshine lay across the

wistful little face and startled Mrs. Meggs,
who examined her eyes carefully. Eleanor
did not even blink in the sunshine. Mrs.
Meggs hurried her to a doctor, who could

give them no hope. A film—a cataract was
growing over the blue eyes. There was no
hope of saving the child's sight. She would
be blind, perhaps for years. When she was
older, when the cataract had fully formed,
then perhaps an operation might give her
back her eyes, but until then she must live

in darkness.

Mrs. Meggs could not bear to tell the sad
news to the father when he returned. In

fact, he gave her no opportunity, for he was
already telling her his own news; that hi>

vacation had not benefited him and now
he would not even be able to finish his pic-

ture. He went sadly into his old studio,

where so many hopes and dreams had been
born. There was his picture, still only a

faint promise of what it might be. But
there, sitting on the stairway that led to the

skylight was little Eleanor, who had in-

herited his talent. He took the child up in

his arms, a great happiness coming to him.

She had talent, she would finish and give to

the world the work he must leave incom-
plete. He would spend the short time of

life left to him in instructing her. He took

up the pad and pencil and began the first

lesson. But she seemed strangely stupid.

Her pencil sprawled aimlessly over the

paper, and in a fury of impatience he shook
her and scolded her and told her that she

could follow him, if she would only try.

Mrs. Meggs, who stood outside the door,

trying to get up courage enough to go in

and tell him, could stand it no longer. And
when he heard the truth he sank down en-

tirely disheartened. There was nothing in

the world to live for now.

Soon little Eleanor had only a "memory"
father. But it was a poignant memory
she retained—the one luminous thing in her

darkness. Her father had dedicated his art

to her. Some day she must paint. Some-
how she must get her eyes back again so

she could see to carry out this ambition.

The inspired words of the man, burned
in her memory, the words he had spoken
before he knew she was blind.

"To you I leave my art little Eleanor,"
he had said. "May you have the 'seeing

eye' of the artist that brings happiness and
sorrow too, but inspiration !"

And as she grew up she could not forget
those words. The ambition which con-
trolled her very being caused her to fre-

quent and loiter in "the art district." The
people of the studios noted the strange little

figure, who stole

softlv through

the halls listening hungrily for snatches of

conversation about pictures. A pathetic wist-

fulness seemed to envelop her, and this

made the good-hearted Bohemians pity her.

But she was so queer. There was some-
thing so hopeless about her that none tried

to help her until at last one day a man
came, who brought her light. One day she

felt her way along the hall with a radiant

smile on her face and pausing in the floor

of sunshine to feel its gracious warmth on

her cheeks and shoulders, she heard music,

and it seemed like a new hope of the dawn-
ing of happier things.

She made her way to the studio where
Burton Lester was playing the piano with

that same irresponsible gayety which char-

acterized everything he did. A man of

wealth, who played at art, he was Eleanor's

only friend and he soon learned to enjoy

amusing "the child" as he called the adopted

daughter of his janitress. Eleanor longed

to see his paintings and he delighted in

describing them to her—not as they were,

but as he would have had them. Now they

went up to the top of the "magic stairway"

which thev called the stairs that lead to his

skylight window. He told her of the "beau-

tiful world" that his window overlooked,

reveling in his descriptions of broad sunny

streets and of the gorgeously dressed laugh-

ing children and princesses. And she little

guessed that the real scene was ugly and
sordid, a composite of gaunt factory build-

ings and dark dirty streets. Burton never

cared to face the facts of life anyway.

It was moral cowardice which made him
afraid to tell Ruth Porter the truth. She
misunderstood his offer to help her finan-

cially for a proposal. So he married her.

Ruth, vain

and selfish.

caring only

for societv.

Little Eleanor inherited her father's talent for drawing
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was not congenial in the least, and then his

indifference hurt her cruelly. He realized

too late how much kinder it would have

been to tell her the truth in the first place.

PAR'!

torYears passed by drearily

Mrs. Meggs had died and left the

tragically alone
just at the age

w h e n she

needed
m o t h e Hv >- ',-

mor.

srirl

the world and the love of the man who
meant everything in the world to her. She
chose the latter.

The operation was performed on her eyes

and Burton took her away to his hunting
lodge in the mountains. There she found
happiness and nothing to mar it hut the

tremulous impatience for the time when the

bandage would be taken off her eyes, when
she would be able to see

Nothing mattered but love

guidance and advice most. She had de-

veloped into a beautiful young woman,
one who could have charmed most any

man if it were not that she was totally

blind and therefore practically helpless.

Burton Lester was the only friend she had
left in the world. He was the only one who
displayed any proclivity to worry over her

welfare. Even he had oftentimes failed to

visit her for days at a time. On one oc-

casion, when he returned to his deserted

studio after an absence of a whole week, he

found the girl huddled at the top of the

stairway listening to the rain beating

against the skylight. She was a forlorn lit-

tle figure to contemplate, but in all her de-

jection she was stunningly beautiful. There
was an expression of brave patience on her

attractive face, and when she greeted the

man with a wonderfully radiant smile, he

realized for the first time that he loved her.

but he was afraid to tell her of his help-

lessness—he could not bear to confess that

he was married.

It was not many days afterward that

Eleanor learned the cruel truth from Mrs.
Burton Lester herself. Overwhelmed by
fear and unhappiness, the poor, sightless

girl felt sure that life was devoid of hope,
for she loved Lester whole heartedly.

Then came the news that she might re-

gain her sight by a delicate operation which
Burton offered to pay for. She told him
that she knew of his wife. Remorseful, he
begged for forgiveness, telling her of his

great love for her, and promising that if

he could not give her his name, he would
at least give her happiness. She must
choose between being left entirely alone in

the man who was all the world to her, and
the world that she had hitherto seen

through his eyes. But when the time came
her eyes were opened in more ways than

one. What she saw in the bungalow Burton
was entirely blameless of, but to Eleanor
it meant everything. Burton
couldn't
bear to see

anything disagreeable, anyone unhappy. It

jarred on his sensitive, beauty-loving na-
ture. When the butler, taking advantage of
the unconventionally of the house, made
advances to the demure little maid, Burton
angrily discharged the butler. And dis-

turbed by the little maid's hysterical sobbing
be patted her comfortingly on the shoulder.

Eleanor had just had her bandages re-

moved, and she came from an inner room
to "look for" Burton. Trembling with joy
she hurried forward as she heard his voice
in the dining-room. But at the door she

paused aghast. He stood there with his

arm about the maid, talking to her in the

same pitying, caressing way he had often

talked to Eleanor.

Little dreaming that his actions might be

misconstrued Burton came back into the

room and smiled happily as he saw Eleanor
and noticed that the bandages were off. I le

hurried to Eleanor's side, but her face was
solemn, and she put out her hands to feel

his face, to be quite sure it was he. Con
vinced of this it seemed her heart was
broken. She felt she could never trust Bur-
ton again, and she pretended that she did

not care for him, that she was only "buy-
ing" her eyes.

The old specialist overheard the conver-
sation and was amazed. He had thought

Burton's kindness to the girl was merelv
an act of charity, incited by pity which an

artist would naturally feel for a person
whose talent was rendered useless by blind-

ness. Furious, the old man denounced Bur-
ton, and realizing what he had done, what
a moral coward he was, Burton stood

ashamed.

In her room a while later Eleanor was
getting ready to go back to the city. It

seemed there was nothing left for her i i

life. And then came the memory of her
father's legacy : "May you have the seeing

eye of the artist that brings sorrow, but in-

spiration !" and a strange new peace and
hope rose in her heart as she followed the

doctor out of the bungalow.

(Continued on page 46)

The child is blind !

"
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LOVE LETTERS OF LEE LOY TSANTI
Strange Story of How a Near- Heathen Was Won to the Cause of
Reform by His First Sight of an American Girl and How He is Now
Striving to Uplift Darkest China with the Aid of the Motion Picture Art

By CHARLES A. DELL

EE Loy Tsanti, who, to most of

the human beings on this mun-
dane sphere, is a total unknown,
has just inaugurated a far-

reaching educational campaign
with the aid of thousands of feet of Ameri-
can-made film which he acquired during a

prolonged visit in Uncle Sam's domain, and
therein lies a tale more subtle than the

ordinary. Lee Loy Tsanti is a most re-

markable patriot who learned how to be

patriotic in America and who has embraced
the motion picture as the most effectual

medium for promoting the cause of modern-
ism. Hence we find him a leading exhibitor

throughout darkest China.

Another honor belonging to this young
soldier of fortune of the Far East is, he

has written more love letters and delivered

fewer of them than any other Mongolian so

far as records show. This fact is more
worthy of note because he has never been
guilty of sending any of these letters to the

objects of his sentimental outbursts, nor has

he spoiled a good story by destroying the

evidence of his having loved and doted

often.

During his six years' sojourn in the

United States, Lee Loy Tsanti mastered a

splendid education, learned the motion pic-

ture business, studied the art of advertising,

worked as a reporter in Chicago, and lastly

filled his pocket with New York tips while

working as "head waiter" in a leading Man-
darin restaurant. Prior to his going to New
York, the young Chinaman roamed all over

the United States, a victim to wanderlust
in all the term implies, but his apparently

aimless travels were intended to be of some
avail, for he was always gleaning informa-
tion and improving his time, and as a result

there are plenty of his countrymen here

who will tell you that Lee Loy will surely

get his name conscript in the world's his-

tory book in bold-faced letters of brilliant

hue.

"He's a great boy," is the comment in-

variably elicited in that section of New York
commonly known as Chinatown when Lee's
name is mentioned, and many of his ad-
mirers are convinced that he will be elected

president of China some of these days.

It may be that these admirers are preju-
diced as a result of having read some of the

so-called "great boy's" most soulful epistles

of love, which for some inexplicable reason
the young man takes great pride in exhibit-

ing. Undoubtedly the following effort ad-
dressed to an American girl to whom it was
never sent would create a feeling of whole-
some respect for Lee's good judgment and
keen perception of just how far mad infatu-

ation should be allowed to go

:

My Dearest American Love. It is very wrong,
but I love you desperately. You, a proud Ameri-
can girl, would be worried if you knew a Chinese
boy of humble Coolie parentage loved you, and
since I do truly love you, I will prove it to my-
self at least by never letting you know it that
you may be saved the possible depression you
might experience over what you would regard as
an uncanny affection in which lurked dangers and
sorrows. I shall write letters to you just the

same and shall read them myself, keep them and
prize them because they are addressed to you.

Meanwhile I gain contentment from being as-

sured that I am not causing you any annoyance.
I must admit, dearest one of beauty my eyes have
feasted on, that I adore you more than ever when
I pause to reflect how far superior you are to

me. I am glad you are so fortunate, for I am
quite lowly though I am determined to rise above
the mire of poverty and obscurity. Always
though, dear, I shall feel that the great
inspiration that pushes me forward is the result

of my having seen you just once. Yet I know I

am a fool. I won't be melancholy. I won't be
madly infatuated. I'll forge ahead and always

—

yes always—secretly love you whom I never ex-
pect to see again though you tread the paths so

near me. Forever my love is yours—forever you
will never know it. L,EE Loy Tsanti.

What a Chinaman thought when
he first beheld an American girl

Excerpts from the diary by Lee Loy
Tsanti, the Americanised Chinaman now in

Hong Kong promoting motion pictures for
the edification of his race, show that when
as an ignorant Coolie boy he first gazed
upon an American girl he thought:

"She was a queen of some strange tribe

of white Coolies from over a beautiful sea

that kisses the land of ideality and Utopian
bliss.

"I thought she looked more beautiful

when she didn't smile. There was more of
charity in her serious facial expressions.
When she smiled I thought she was amused
at the sight of me.

"I thought at once that any man would
have a hard time to drive her around like

a slave. I thought something exciting

would happen if my father and brothers
would undertake to punish her as I've seen
them punish my mother and sisters.

"I thought that first American girl was
good to look upon as the solution to the
problem of ending the slavery of the
weaker sex.

"I thought many other things about her,

but above all was the supreme thought of
respect."

As all-consuming as this sort of love

must be, it does not seem to so engross Lee
Loy as to entice him to wade into the whirl-

pool of despair from which so often emerges
the poor human being bent on self-destruc-

tion. Lee even stoutly denies that he has
any troubles, and so he smiles and whistles

as he works and plans to achieve.

Unlike the usual Chinaman, Lee Loy has
temper, courage and pugnacity. Just like an
American he is sometimes angered to that

extent which leads to fistic encounter. On
one occasion he resented the taunting of a
big, burly, East Side rowdy, and displayed
a thorough knowledge of the manly art of
self-defense by giving the fellow a sound
thrashing, whereupon the vanquished one
assembled his pals and they later attacked
the Chinaman en masse. The result was,
two Caucasians and one Chinaman had to be
taken to the hospital for repairs, which
wasn't a bad break for the Chink. He made
an intelligent speech in court the next morn-
ing and the judge dismissed the case
against him, but fined all the other white
men involved.

Lee Loy has had as his boon companion
throughout his American invasion a thick

notebook which is really a diary containing
countless observations neatly jotted down in

handwriting that would reflect credit upon
an expert penman. Lee is very proud of
this book, and displays it on the slightest

provocation. He is just egotist enough to

know that he has penned some corking good
thoughts, and to have the desire to parade
his intellect. And, it is undoubtedly exactly

that kind of egotism which is indispensable

in the accomplishment of any great work
nowadays, for, is there any man doing
things worth while who is meek and lowly
and who slinks away from the praise of his

fellow-men like a whipped cur? Needless
to add Lee Loy has none of the proclivities

of a whipped cur. He is too resolved on
whipping paganism and all enemies to ad-

vanced ideas and new thought.

One of the first notes this rising genius
of the Orient wrote after becoming some-
what familiar with conditions in the United
States shows his wonderful conception of
things as they are, and as they ought to be.

Here is the note taken from his notebook
verbatim without any editing

:

"It seems more than passing strange to

me that in this country the people of my
race have permitted themselves to so live as

to inspire the American people to look upon
my country as the land of laundrymen and
chop suey dispensers, when as a matter of
fact, China is today predominated by a

progressive element of democracy which
means that a nation long down-trodden by
her own volition may yet come into its very
own. The strange part of it to me is that

Chinamen who are wise enough to come to

the land of promise do not make their pres-

ence felt by becoming the kind of citizens

who help to make the United States the

great nation that it is instead of making no
attempt to take part in her affairs as other
foreigners do after they once become set-

tled here. My investigations have convinced
me that there is a small percentage of

Chinese who horde up small fortunes and
then return to China to live the remainder
of their lives. The consensus of opinion is

that all of my countrymen do this, but it is

not true. Therefore the wonder grows as

to why my people in no way seek the

plaudits of these grand people among
whom they permanently cast their lots, but
are content to remain inert to the patriotism

they should foster for a country that gives
them the opportunity to rise above the

squalor of a turbulent country across the

seas."

There is sense to this, and coming from a

full-blooded Chinaman whose heart and soul

are still with his native land, it should cause
some of those disinterested habitues of
American Chinatown to take notice to the

extent of at least striving to make the
pendulum of popularity swing in their di-

rection just once for an innovation if for

no other reason.

But Lee Loy's account of meeting a beau-
tiful American girl, who was the first of
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her race and sex he had ever seen, is de-

lightful romance where the above note is a

dry essay succinctly stated. Here is an ex-

cerpt from the story of that meeting as

narrated by the literary Chinaman :

"Up in the province where I was reared,

white women seldom ventured. I wanted

to see one, and I had to go to Hong Kong
to realize my ambition. I was 21 years old

and full of determination to go forward. I

felt to meet and know an American girl

would help me greatly and so I put forth

the successful effort. Well, I can hardly

describe my impressions. She was a rather

tall, slender girl with golden hair and lively

blue eyes. She was not one of great wealth

though a tourist for pleasure. I first set

eyes upon her as she stood in front of a

shop admiring some antiques. She had a

male escort, also an American. But it was
too great a treat for me to be intimidated by

the mere presence of a protector. Moreover,
I had no designs other than to study a real

American girl and see just how different

she was from the women of my own na-

tionality. The first thing that I discovered

was an air of independence that impressed

me as being simply immense. Not this fair-

complexioned girl would be any man's lowly

slave in act and fact. That was obvious.

It was likewise a most pleasing innovation

to me, for I had been accustomed to see men
regard woman as rather superfluous. I

was glad to know that she was not so con-

sidered the world over. And I resolved that

I would do my utmost to help unshackle

our women, to acquaint them with at least'

enough of this suffrage proposition to teach

them that they were meant to help the world

and not merely the men who happen to be

in their small sphere.

"But that American girl. How heartily

did she laugh when her companion said

something to her. That was new to me also.

I have seen Chinese women severely pun-

ished by cruel fathers or husbands or other
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male kinsmen for laughing even lightly.

The injustice of it had always heen repulsive

to me, and so, unguardedly, when this

American girl laughed I laughed, too, and
right loudly. Her male companion stood

not more than ten feet from me, and he

turned his gaze towards me inquiringly.

Upon noting that I was undoubtedly giving

his fair consort my attention while thus

laughing, he scowled just a trifle and set

his jaws in a manner as to impress me with
the fact, that he would protect the girl

from insults at all hazards. That made mc
very happy, for that is the kind of a man
that I admire—strong, manly men. But it

was time for me to apologize for my inad-

vertent rudeness inasmuch as the American
was assuming a more resentful attitude

toward me. But I could not speak English
and so I attempted the only Esperanto I

knew then by making a low bow and doffing

my straw.

"Then I walked straightway down the

street in the direction I was inclined to be-

lieve the American couple would take. I

posted myself where I might get a farewell

glance at that which I regarded as a joy-

infusing and most beautiful curio—the

American girl. Presently I was rewarded,
for the couple walked leisurely past me
without taking notice of me. (I had half

secreted myself behind a screen which
shows that I must have had an inherent

respect for an American man's ability to

care for a lady escort.)

"Well, the last view of the first American
girl I ever saw was a climax of pleasures

unalloyed and exquisite in the extreme to

me, for I had my first opportunity of per-

ceiving that greatest of admirable qualities

of American womankind. This girl paused
in front of an old woman who was leaning

heavily and painfully upon a bamboo staff.

There was appeal beautiful, command ir-

resistible and charity unbounded in the ex-

pression of that American girl's face as

she turned to her companion and said a

few words. The response was as meritori-

ous and impressive, for the man immedi-
ately produced some coins from his pocket

and placed them in the outstretched hand
of the poor, old Chinese woman.

"It was grand, it was inspiring, it was
great, and, best of all, it started me cheering

for Americanism and urging that the same
spirit be instilled in the minds and hearts

of all my countrymen in a praiseworthy

effort to bring about a new era for China.

I knew from that moment that the more
Americanized China became the greater she

would become as a nation and the happier

her people would eventually become. Cer-

tainly the American girl and her charming
girlisms had won me to a cause for which

I am now struggling as best I can."

There could be no one thing a Chinaman
could do to ingratiate himself with proud

Americans which would accomplish the

purpose any quicker than to praise Ameri-
can girls. This may account for the popu-
larity Lee Loy enjoyed everywhere he went
in this domain.

And gazing into the future, what might

this Chinaman extraordinary accomplish?

Surely the unique motion picture campaign
he is promoting will be a success and should

prove a medium of far-reaching influence,

which through Lee Loy would be so dom-
inated by American ideas and ideals, it is

indeed highly probable that one long step

towards Americanizing China might be

taken in the course of this one man's career.
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WHEN LOVE IS BLIND
{Continued from page 43)

PART TIT

Five years later, she found herself a

famous artist. Her picture, "La Malheure-

use"—a masterpiece which seemed to em-

body all her tragic disappointment in the

world—caused a sensation in the artistic-

world. It brought her the friendship of

Frank Norton and his little sister, Vera.

Frank Norton's outlook on life was very

narrow. He did not see the other fel-

low's side of things. However, touched by

his respectful devotion and realizing the

pleasure that the companionship with him

and Vera would bring, Eleanor consented,

when he asked her to marry him. But she

stipulated that the engagement should be

kept a secret until later. She wanted to tell

him of Burton, but it was almost unbearable

because Frank was so strange and rather

bigoted in his views, and it seemed his ob-

ject in life was to see that Vera did not

associate with anyone whose character he

did not approve.

Burton had long since gone away to

learn courage. He had been fighting in

the trenches "Somewhere in Europe," and

out there so near to death, he came to a

keener realization of what life and love

meant. When he was recovering from a

wound in the army hospital, a letter came
announcing that his wife had divorced him.

He determined to devote himself to the

happiness of the one woman he had ever

cared for—Eleanor. He returned and
sought out the old specialist, who, realizing

that the dreamy poetic boy had become a

man at last, gave him the address of

Eleanor.

Eleanor would not see him, but after

some manipulating, Burton managed to get

an invitation to a house-party to which she

and Frank and little Vera were invited.

Vera had gone out ahead of her brother,

much against his wishes, but she couldn't

bear to miss a day of the festivities and
Eleanor had spoken for her. An acquaint-

ance sprang up between Vera and Burton
when she lost her dog, Caesar—a little

black poodle, and he found it for her. In

a few days, Vera had become very friendly

with the "hero" who had rescued Caesar,

and she confided her great secret to him

—

that her brother was engaged to Eleanor

( Grayson, the artist. She did not notice

that the man started and a hard, strange

look came into his eyes.

Eleanor arrived with Frank and some
other guests just in time for the Friday
evening dance. Vera was eager to intro-

duce her new friend to her brother. Burton
told her that he had the honor of knowing
Miss Grayson—long ago. Then came the

meeting. Eleanor's past loomed up before

her and her love for Burton flamed up
again when he asked her to marry him. But
still she would not forgive.

Burton, who had learned a good deal of

Frank's character from the narrow guard-
ianship he kept over his little sister, feared

for Eleanor's happiness. He determined
that Eleanor should run no risk again, and
asked her if she had told her fiance every-

thing. Eleanor threw back her head
proudly and said she would tell him. She
was not afraid. His love was broad and
noble enough to understand and forgive.

But Frank could not even understand, and

when Eleanor finished her confession, she

saw the sneer on his face, and then as little

Vera came running into the room, Frank
put out his hand and stopped her before she

reached Eleanor's side.

"I find I was not as careful as I should

have been about the people you associate

with," he said, and took her from the room.

Burton was heartbroken over the sor-

row he caused Eleanor.

"Forgive me," he pleaded. "If as in the

old days I made you see with my eyes, I

thought only of your future happiness."

Eleanor said nothing, but left the room.
in a sort of daze. Dreading to meet any-

one who might read her tragedy in her face

she went out on the balcony into the cool

night air. As she stood there she heard
voices and she started forward. The soft,

plaintive murmur—that was Vera and then

the strong deep voice that answered—Bur-
ton, but what was he saying?

"I've ordered the car for two o'clock.

We can get to the roadhouse in half an hour
and it will be easy to get back before anyone
is awake."

What did it mean? A cold fear smote
Eleanor's heart and the last remnant of

hope that Burton was worthy of her love

fled. She would at least save Frank's sister

from a fate like her own.
She hurried out into the hall and came

face to face with Frank, but not a flicker

of recognition came into his face. He shook
off her arm and bowing abruptly left her

before she had a chance to speak. She de-

termined to let things take their own course.

Perhaps when the man who had scorned
her so saw his little sister in the same posi-

tion—but no, she could not countenance
such a thing. She was dressed to take the

early morning train to town, and when she

heard the hum of Burton's motor outside

and the rustle of Vera's skirts in the hall,

she hurried out.

Vera was struggling with the catch on

the front door when Eleanor reached her

and stopped her.

"You don't know what you are doing,"

Eleanor cried, taking her arm.

But they were interrupted by the entrance

of Burton, who regarded Eleanor's angry

eyes with astonishment. In a moment lu-

had explained. It was only a harmless lit-

tle escapade. Vera had gone to a roadhouse

cabaret earlier in the afternoon with some
of the young people. The clasp of her neck-

lace broke and she left it with the clerk

and forgot it. She knew her brother would

be furious when he heard of the cabaret and
asked her "hero" to go back with her for

-the necklace after the others had retired.

Eleanor turned to Burton as the truth

dawned upon her. Vera had scurried up
to bed, realizing that she wasn't exactly

needed at that moment.
"Don't you know you are the only woman

in the world for me?" Burton whispered.

Then—crash, bang ! Vera, in her excite-

ment, had knocked over a large vase at the

top of the stairs. The whole household

was aroused and they came rushing into the

hall to find Burton and Eleanor at the door.

Eleanor took Burton's hand and turned to

the surprised guests.

"We were going to be romantic and

elope," she said with a smile, "but now that

you have discovered us, we'll invite you to

the wedding."
Burton, hardly believing he heard aright,

looked into the happy eyes of Eleanor and

knew that he had heard his answer.
From the photoplay produced by Thanhouscr,

starring Florence La Badie.
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"LAUGH AND LIVE"
Douglas Fairbanks' Motto—Reaches Book Form for the

General Inspiration

Douglas Fairbanks is such a generous

fellow that he could not possibly be himself

unless he divided his cheer-infusing phil-

osophy with the rest of the world. As
proof of this he has actually turned author,

and he has written a book called "Laugh and

Live." He has indeed accomplished what
George Ade, the noted humorist, would call

"a glad surprise," because this book of his

is sure to wield a wide influence in relieving

the monotony which these tempestuous times

force upon all the people all the time. Mr.
Fairbanks is indefatigable, or otherwise he

Douglas Fairbanks passing his smile to the Captain

would never be able to write such a book,

as he is an exceedingly busy star of the pic-

tures, and not only is he kept jumping by the
pressure of his contracts but he liberally in-

terpolates a lot of extra jumps, a la athletic

to add a zest to his striking acting. It is

said he decided to wax merry as an author

after discovering that he had fifteen minutes
to spare each day. He could not bear to

be idle for even such a brief period.

If there ever was a man qualified to expa-

tiate along the lines of cheerfulness, it is

the hero of that master film play, "The
Habit of Happiness," which was just the

ideal vehicle to bring out his great talent,

and needless to add, he has been projecting

this happy talent constantly more impres-

sively in his every subsequent play. Doug-
las Fairbanks lives the life of a thoroughly
happy man. He is well-educated, well-bred,

and he possesses a tremendous energy of

mind and body. In this regard he is like

Theodore Roosevelt, excepting he is not in

politics.

"Laugh and Live" is a book which every

photoplay fan should read. It is clean,

wholesome, and bubbles over with good hu-

mor. He tells his story delightfully, and
he points out what is necessary in the way
of preparedness to meet life's vicissitudes.

This is just the book for all our boys

and young men who are just embarking

upon the hazardous voyage of life. How-
ever, there is plenty to interest all persons

of both sexes, old and young, because after

all everybody needs the sort of optimism
this king of optimists promulgates so effici-

ently. He gives his readers something tang-

ible to cling to, something practical to go by,

something practical to "come back" with

—

and he sets the pace himself. Probably no
one human being ever received as many let-

ters asking for a recipe for happiness as has
Douglas Fairbanks, and his book is an ade-

quate answer.

If you will only read "Laugh and Live,"

you will find an abundance of reasons for

forsaking life's darker corridors. This book
reads like fiction, but it is true, and it con-

vinces anyone as being the whole truth. The
style is breezy and the predominating
thoughts are exalted. One of the outstand-

ing features is the total absence of preach-
ing and egotism. It is all more like the talk

of a widely experienced comrade back from
a voyage.

Just to give you an idea as to what was
the actuating purpose in Mr. Fairbanks'
mind when he wrote "Laugh and Live," the

following is taken from the first page in the

book

:

Whistle and Hoe—Sing As We Go

There is one thing in this good old world that

is positively sure—happiness is for all who strive

to be happy—and those who laugh are happy.
Everybody is eligible—you—me—the other fel-

low.
Happiness is fundamentally a state of mind

—

not a state of bod}'.

And mind controls.

Indeed, it is possible to stand witli one foot
on the inevitable "banana peel'' of life with both
eyes peering into the Great Beyond, and still be
happy, comfortable, and serene—if we will even
so much as smile.

It's all a state of mind, I tell you—and I'm
sure of what I say. That's why I have taken up
my fountain pen. I want to talk to my friends
—you hosts of people who have written to me
for my recipe. In moving pictures all I can do
is act my part and grin for you. What I say is
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WHY IS YOUR FAVORITE YOUR FAVORITE?
(Continued from page 41)

For Theda Bara

There arc many picture stars of great fame
from which to choose, but for me there is only

one—Theda Bara. I consider Miss Bara the

greatest soul-thrilling star in the moving picture

world. Oh, those eyes! They seem to sift into

the depth of your soul. Eyes that tell you every-

thing without words—sometimes of sorrow, when
they bring tears to your eyes—the next moment of

hatred, that the strongest of us quail under. If

Cleopatra had the personality and eyes like Theda
Bara, then why wonder at Mark Antony's down-
fall ?—Joseph L. Ball, Moon-Run, Pa.

I consider Theda Bara has the most beautiful

yet sad face of any emotional actress on the

screen. The lessons she teaches in each play,

I've seen the expressions, the quickness of sor-

rows, without uttering any words are beyond all

understanding to us. I think she is in a class

to herself that cannot or has no near competi-

tors.—Joyce L. Rucker, No. 5 Phipp's Court, Salt

Lake City, Utah.

For Mary Miles Minter

Here's to the sweetest girl in pictures ! May
success be always with her ! Ah, dear, misty-eyed,

sad-lipped dreamer ! In your eyes I see the heart

of a true girl-woman. And what do I see in your
eyes, saucy, glad-lipped glorious little creature,

with that halo of misty, golden curls? I see the

reflection of the merriest, most girlishly natural

heart a girl can have ! Oh, I love you, Mary Miles

Minter.—Alice V. Mauly, 3218 Penn Ave., N.
Minneapolis, Minn.

My favorite is Mary Miles Minter, because I

think she is the sweetest and most charming
little star on the screen today. Miss Minter's

youthful charm is very captivating with the cutest

and most bewitching smile in the world. The
personality of Miss Minter is simply wonderful,
and never fails to hold what it has once won.
I consider Miss Minter a very fine actor ; her pro-
ductions have done me a wonderful lot of good,
therefore I think her the greatest and most charm-
ing little star on the screen today.—Oscar Conley
Pickett, Lock Box 117, Greensburg, Ind.

For William S. Hart

William S. Hart is my favorite because of his

wonderful dramatic passes which make everyone
admire him. In other words, his looks are just
what the dramatic plays needs. His last repre-
sentations, "Truthful Tuliver," and "The Gun
Fighter," were the best ones ever screened in

picture houses, and they caused great astonish-
ment among everyone. That is why I recognize
him as the best dramatic actor, and my favorite.

—

Nick J. Flessas, 508 Mulberry St., Macon, Georgia.

For Pauline Frederick

I consider Pauline Frederick the brightest of
all the stars. There is a certain fascination about
her that one cannot resist, no matter what part
she plays. Nothing is too difficult for her to
master, and she acts with a charm and vivacity
that is all her own. She has lovely expressive
eyes and beautiful hair, and her clothes are per-
fection. I chose her as my favorite when I saw
her first picture, "The Eternal City," and I have
never been disappointed in my choice. She is

to me the "Queen of Screenland."—Charlotte
Singer, 356 Lincoln Ave., Rutherford, N. J.

Rider
Agents
Wanted

The"One ParticularQuality"
WhichMakes Some Stars Popular

By DICK WILLIS

(Not entered in this contest.)

Charles Ray—his appeal.

Anita Stewart—her delightful freshness.

Helen Holmes—her easy daring.

Bessie Barriscale—her naturalness.

Margarita Fischer—her sparkling vivacity.

Charlie Chaplin—his seriousness. {Think
this over.)

Grace Cunard—her abandon.

Cleo Madison—sympathetic appeal.

Herbert Rawlinson—his smile.

Douglas Fairbanks—his spontaneity.

Marin Sais—her frankness.

Monroe Salisbury—his polish.

Myrtle Stedman—her womanliness.

Kathlyn Williams—her dominance.

William Farnum—his manliness.

Warren Kerrigan—his engaging person-
ality.

Mary Pickford—her wistfulness.

Mary Miles Minter—her innocence.

For Anita Stewart

Here's to Anita Stewart

!

Star of the silent art,

Though many another twinkles,

She is from them all apart.

As we gaze at the beautiful Venus,
So fair in the sky of night,

So we love to gaze at Anita
In her realm of artistic light.

Her work is the brand marked "Sterling,"

With never a flaw to be seen,

And sincerity always the keynote,
Be she maiden, matron or queen.

To the fairest one, and the dearest,

Anita of world renown,
We tender with all devotion
Filmland's scepter and crown.

Anita Stewart is the greatest of all actresses
and my favorite, because of her wonderful emo-
tional abilities. She does not resort to grimacing
or gesturing, but expresses emotion with her face
and eyes in a manner which is irresistible. She
veritably lives her parts. She fascinates us and
makes us want to see her again. Besides, she
has youth and beauty, two important factors in

moving pictures.—Ben Kartman, 1840 S. Kedzie
Ave., Chicago, 111.

For Mrs. Vernon Castle

Mrs. Vernon Castle is my favorite because she
is wonderful in all sports. I love to see the
beautiful clothes she wears, and think she is so
at ease before the camera. I am going to Patria,
and we all look forward to Tuesday evening, be-
cause we see the winsome, graceful Mrs. Castle,
who is one of the queens of the movies, as well
as the greatest dancer in America.—Elizabeth
Bungenstock, 511 North Main St., Carrollton, Md.

THE STARS' BEST PICTURES
Your selection of the following and

90 others:
Theda Bara Max Linder
Douglas Fairbanks Mary Pickford
Valentine Grant Anita Stewart
Louise Huff Henry Walthall
Mollie King Bryant Washburn

,

i? ;

- Two for 10c, six lor 25c, eighteen for 50c.

R. K. STANBURY, Dept. P. C, Flatiron Building, New York City

Send two-cent stamp for folder with list of players.

Ruth
Travers

Send coin for size you wish and ive will

mail LASH-BROW-iNE and our Beauty
Booklet prepaid in plain, sealed cover.

Avoid disappointment with worthless sub-

stitutes. Use Genuine Lash-Brow-Ine only.

Maybell Laboratories
4008-64 Indiana Ave., CHICAGO

Read What Ruth Travers I

Says:
Maybell Laboratories, Chicago.

Gentlemen:—I have used your LASH-BROW-
INE and found it to be perfectly wonderful in

promoting the growth of eyebrows and lashes.
It has proven to be all ycu claim. I shall gladly
recommend it to all my friends. Ruth Travers.

You too, can have luxuriant

eyebrows and long sweeping
lashes by applying

nightly. Thousands of society

women and actresses have used
this harmless and guaranteed
preparation, to add charm to

their eyes and beauty to the face.

LASH-BROW-INE, which has passed
the famous Westfield standard cf Pro-

fessor Allyn, nourishes in a natural man-
ner the eyebrows and lashes, making
them thick, long and silky, thus giving

depth and soulful expression to the eyes.

Sold in two sizes, 25 cents and50 cents.

i

JS0C

Delivered vR, FREE
Your choice of 44 styles, colors and sizes in thefamous line of "RANGER" bicycles, shown in full
color in the big new Free Catalog. We pay all the

>. freight charges from Chicago to your town

30 Days Free Trial ffiSSS? y
™ £!

lect, actual riding test in your own town for a
tul» month. Do not buy until you get our great
nevt trial offer and low Factory-Direct-To-
Kider terms and prices

TIRES LAMPS. HORNS, pedals, single

II- , wheelsandrepairpartsforall makes
ot bicycles at half usual prices. No one else can
otter you such values and such termsSEND NO MONEY but write today for the bienew Catalog. It's free.

IWIFiin CYCLE COMPANYIVItnU Dept. Him, Chicago

DiamondsW1 matches
2000

imm\
v\:mi:i*>iSend Today

ior Your
Catalog

1 This Handsome 116-Page Catalog contains
over 2,000 illustrations of Diamonds, Watches,
Jewelry. All the new. popular styles are shown
—gorgeously beautiful Diamonds, artisticsolid
gold and platinum mountings — exquisite

1 things—at prices to suit any purse. Select jmy-
[
thing desired, either for personal wear or for

I a gift, then ask us to send it for your exami-
I

nation, aU charges prepaid by us.

1 You See and Examine the Article
Right in Your Own Hands

1 If you like it, pay one-fifth of price aisd keep

I

it, balange divided into eight equal amounts,
i

payable monthly. Send for Catalog today.

This Is
the Ring

\She Wants
The Loftls "Perfection" Diamond Rir»e\
is our great special. Only fine, high-grade
Diamonds, perfect in cut and full of fiery brill-

iancy, are used. Skilfully set in our famous
Loftis "Perfection" 14k solid gold six-prong
ring mounting. Our large Catalog shows

Wonderful Values at $25,
$40, $50, $75. $100, $125
EASY CREDIT TERMS

Our prices on guaranteed Watches are
lowest. All the new models are shown in
Catalog. Any one you select will be sent I

for your examination, charges prepaid.

LOFTIS BROS. & CO., National Credit Jewelers
Dept. A354« 100 to 108 N. State St., CHICAGO, ILL.

(Established 1868) Stor.s Im CHICAGO; PITTSBURGH: ST. LOUIS: OMAHA THE BEST GIFT OF ALL
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THE PASSION TO RULE
(Continued from page 26)

spite of a love which would have wrecked

our lives had we permitted it to be

crushed," she replied.

"Ah, that love shall never be crushed

now," he replied. "We shall so rule
"

"Zealously we shall rule to attain the pin-

nacle of happiness," she interrupted enthus-

iastically.

Then followed an embrace and a kiss

which proved the mutual fealty by which

this couple of destiny seemed irrevocably

bound, and it was with this spirit they set

about to develop their new domain indus-

trially, economically, socially and political-

ly. At the end of the first year of their

administration the capital city, which they

had named New Hope, possessed an active,

ambitious population of twenty thousand

souls. Numerous factory smoke-stacks gave

evidence of manufacturing progress and
the newly built retail district was constant-

ly filled with energetic tradespeople, while

the residence districts were being rapidly

converted into modern zones, in which
clean, healthy and happy life was just as

widespread as squalor had been rampant
before. Adjacent to the city limits of New
Hope was a mining district, where there

were several highly developed properties,

including the Isle of Iona Government-
owned Mica Company. The people were
as a unit in their contentment. Everything
was moving forward with an encouraging
rapidity and the condition of every one was
being constantly improved.

Only two months after a national cele-

bration in commemoration of the first year

of the new reign an heiress to the throne

was born. She was immediately christened

THIS IS

THE MAN WHO
SET THE
WORLD

TO LAUGHING
AND

KEPT HIMSELF
HAPPY

AND WELL

Douglas Fairbanks
HIS NEW BOOK

"Laugh and Live"

is a series of forceful—manly

—

happy talks, full of wonderful
inspiration for wives—husbands
—sons and daughters. 18 in-

timate pictures. Now selling

at all bookstores.

$1.00 net

BRITTON
PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK

P.S. — Annie Fellows Johnston's
"Georgina of the Rainbows" is

still selling among the best

of the best sellers.

Princess Berenice, and the news of her ad-

vent into the world was received with

happy acclaim by the entire populace. The
happiness of the Queen Mother Debora
and the father, King Wesley, was indeed

immeasurable. All the future seemed to

be brightened now more than ever and
the welfare of a beautiful baby to inspire

them on to greater deeds in ruling that she

might find a worth-while heritage awaiting

her in her maturity.

"God bless our wonderful little family,"

Wesley Martine prayed as he knelt beside

the bed which held his all, the Queen and
infant princess.

"We shall trust in Him, my dear, and
we shall always strive to deserve His bless-

ing," Debora replied most solemnly as her

mind reverted to the disheartening days
which took her through the ordeals of

court action only to meet bitter disappoint-

ment in her hope of being liberated from
obdurate convention.

Fortune seemed prone to smile upon the

royal family from the inception, because
when Princess Berenice was only one week
old a notable event occurred—gold was dis-

covered, and the opening of a new era of

prosperity was recognized by all. It was
due to the manifestation of the powers to

locate hidden minerals that enabled Nadina,
the Indian girl, to mark two spots on a hill-

side near New Hope, where prospecting re-

vealed the presence of rich deposits of this

valuable metal. It was Nadina's eagerness

to show her gratitude to her rescuers that

she had worked zealously to accomplish
this purpose after once chancing to over-

hear King Wesley remark that gold was the

one missing requisite to making the empire
secure. Her discovery removed the great-

est worry from the minds of the rulers, and
this earnest benefactress was suitably re-

warded by being given a high position so-

cially in the royal court. Little time was
lost in developing the gold field, and it re-

quired less time to make every one realize

that the island was much richer than any-
one had estimated, even in their wildest cal-

culations.

Ten years flew by swiftly, and Debora's
passion for ruling was abundantly realized.

She was the central and commanding fig-

ure at every court function, and she ruled

her own family too, Wesley Martine gal-

lantly bowing to her will in all affairs and
particularly in the rearing of their pretty

daughter Berenice. The conditions in De-
bora's life were now all diametrically op-

posite to those obtained when she had lived

as the wife of the domineering and heart-

less Herbert Force. The contrast was ob-

viously pleasing to Debora, for she was
extremely happy, and it was noted by all

that her comely face was seldom without a

radiant smile. In reality, she had become
so enrapt in her joyous successes that she

rarely ever thought of the chagrined Gio-

conda, who still languished in prison, but

who despite all of his sufferings persisted

in nourishing an ambition and a determina-

tion to get revenge. The fact that he was
barred from the outside world by over-

whelming odds of steel and stone and a

heavy guard did not tend to dismay him in

the least. Day in and day out he sat mo-
rosely on his bunk or he paced the hard

cement floor of his cell with fierce energy,

always with his embittered mind set on

the one subject—how to ultimately thwart

those who had brought him to his downfall.

There could be no doubt in the mind of any
observer of this man that he still constituted

Country Club
Genuine

Formosa Panama
The best INDESTRUCTO sum-

mer outing and travelling hat

Special $1.95

The Fashion Hit of the Season

It is called the PATRIA and is

the latest product of the master
designer. For a limited time you
can get it direct from the maker
at a remarkably low price. You
actually save half.

JUST TWO PROFITS—YOURS AND
OURS—NO MIDDLEMAN'S. The PA-
TRIA is made of poplin silk with tiny
rows of straw embroidered on the crown
and upper brim. The facing is of flexible

straw in contrasting colors, with fitted

satin lining to match. The following
color combinations are carried in stock.

Citron top, Delft blue facing; white top,

Kelly green facing; white top, pink fac-

ing; Kelly green top, gold facing: pink
top, Delft blue facing; old rose top, Delft
blue facing.

Special $2.95

S. R. S. HATS.
S03 Powers Bldg.
Chicago. 111.

Enclosed please find -f for which

you may send me prepaid COUNTRY
CLUB PATRIA. color

It is understood that my money will be
refunded if not entirely satisfactory.

Name

Address
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a menace regardless of liis apparent help-

lessness. The thought of what he might

do if he ever regained freedom was enough

to make one shudder. His face was a study

in hopeful savagery. The very atmosphere

about him seemed to tell that he would have

to be reckoned with again. How, it would
he difficult to anticipate. Rut Gioconda
still lived while Dehora triumphed and

basked in the sunshine of ever-growing

joys, and the passion to rule was as all-im-

pelling with the former despot as it was
with his charming American opponent. No
one could but regret to note how unmind-
ful Debora was of Gioconda, and it was
her own welfare which caused the worry.

History has too often revealed the fact thai

the exiled enemy has frecpiently been able

to disturb the peace his long incapacity has

made possible. Curiously enough, every

soldier who had ever served as part of the

guard over Gioconda was convinced that

there was grave probability of serious

trouble emanating from that desolate cell.

"Our Queen would be better assured if

she had ordered this man's execution long

ago," was the common sentiment of those

who came in contact with Gioconda.

(To be continued in our July number.)

Send Me Your Hair
I will make your old hair new at

little cost, or take your cast-off
switches, combines, etc., as part pay-
ment on new. hieh class hair goods,
toilet articles, perfumes, ostrich feath-
ers, corsets, etc. Get §ometliing jiiii

need for somethincr you are not using;.
Write for liberal offer and free Beauty
Book. Tour combines made into
switches, $1.50. Mail your hair today.
ANNA AVERS, I)e|»t. 272, AOENTti
220 S. State St., Chicago. WANTED

'Hi

Points of Interest About the Players

Henry Hallam, formerly a favorite tenor

in light opera, has been engaged to support

Viola Dana in Metro-Columbia productions, and

who appears in East Indian parts in "God's

Law and Man's," and "Lady Barnacle." Mr.

Hallam was born in London. He came to Amer-

ica in 1886. His first American appearance

was at the Casino Theater, New York, in the

all-star cast of "Erminie," with Francis Wilson

and Pauline Hall, in which he sang the tenor

role of Eugene. He was in Casino produc-

tions for five years. Later he appeared with

Lillian Russell in "The Mountebanks" and

"Girofle Girofla," sang the role of Fritz in "The

Grand Duchess," and for five years was a lead-

ing member of the Boston Opera Company.

Sidney Drew has discovered the tallest girl

now appearing in motion pictures. She is Miss

Wilma Wild, nineteen years of age, who is six

feet two inches tall and tips the beam at 265

pounds. Miss Wild is playing the part of a

cook with Mr. and Mrs. Drew in the one-act

comedy "Mr. Parker, Hero." Mr. Drew first

saw Miss Wild when she was bathing off

Rockaway last summer.

From card boy to director extends the inter-

esting career of Harry Franklin, who has been

assisting Edwin Carewe in the direction of

photoplays ever since that expert joined Metro.

Franklin used to put out the cards announcing

the acts at the old Pope's Theater in his home

city, St. Louis. When "The Stowaway" was
produced, the ingenue, who was playing the

leading part wore Franklin's clothes. The boy
watched the actress carefully, because he

wanted to be sure she did not tear the clothes.

One day she was sick and unable to appear,

and as Franklin knew all the lines from watch-
ing her act in his clothes, he filled the part.

After seven years' experience with the same
manager (Col. Hopkins) young Franklin en-

gaged a company of his own, first playing

repertoire and later playing "Faust." Then he
appeared in such productions as "Mrs. Wiggs
of the Cabbage Patch," and "The Thief."

For the first time in her career Bessie Bar-

riscale has written a photoplay, and what is

more it. has taken her over six months to

accomplish the task. She says it would have
been done long ago if it had not been for

Howard Hickman, who criticised it unmerci-

fully every time she read portions of it to

him. She owns, however, that the muck-
raking methods of Mr. Husband helped make
a script of which she is somewhat proud.

3% c a Day
taste and cut glass like diamonds. It you can tell b

Lachnite from a diamond. Bend it back. 10 cave

nough. No obligations whatever.Write today—now.

HAROLD LACHMAN COMPANY
12 N. Michigan Avenue. Dent. 1B5» Chicago, lll,_|

DON'T YOU LIKE
My Eyelashes
and Eyebrows?

J§ You can have the same

A Hair Food

applied once each day, will absolutely produce thick and
long eyebrows and eyelashes.

Easy to apply—sure in results. Lashneen is an Oriental
formula. One box is all you will need. At your druggists

or mailed on receipt of 25c coin and two cents postage, or Canadian money order.
Over 40,000 boxes of Lashneen used successfully during last year.

The Original—Beware of Imitations

LASHNEEN COMPANY (Department P.) Philadelphia
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What Does Shakespeare Say
About War? By Frederick warde

Unquestionably the soul of Shakespeare

was imbued with martial ardor, and he

fully realized the horrors as well as the

"lory of war, but it was war be-

tween men and not contests of science.

The ideal warrior of medieval warfare

is to be found in the character of the

young King Henry V in the historical play

of that name. He fully realizes the respon-

sibilities of plunging his country and people

into a war. He describes all the horrors

and consequences of war, he personally leads

his men in the battle, offering a prayer to

(iod beforehand and voicing his thanks to

God—and God alone—on its victorious con-

clusion. He is the ideal king, soldier and

man, and the words the poet has given him

are as applicable today as they were on the

night and day that preceded the battle of

Agincourt.

What does Shakespeare say of war? He
never gave a "what I think of war" inter-

view, but one finds numerous expressions of

sentiment in his works. For instance

:

The peace of heaven is theirs that lift their swords
In such a just and charitable war.

—King John, Act 2, Scene 1.

Peace ascend to heaven,
Whiles we, God's wrathful agent, do correct,

Their proud contempt that beat his peace to

heaven. —King John, Act 2, Scene 1.

We doubt not of a fair and lucky war.

—Henry V., Act 2, Scene 2.

In peace there's nothing so becomes a man
As modest stillness and humility,

But when the blast of war blows in our ears,

Then imitate the action of the tiger.

—Henry V., Act 3, Scene 1.

To ease your country of distressful war
And surfer you to breathe in fruitful peace.

—First Henry VI., Act 5, Scene 4.

Sound all the lofty instruments of war.
And by that music let us all embrace.

—First Henry IV., Act 5, Scene 2.

These present wars shall find I love my country.

—CymbEunE, Act 4, Scene 3.

Have with you boys.
If in your country's wars you chance to die,

That is my bed, too, lads, and there I'll lie.

—Cymbeline, Act 4, Scene 4.

THE MOVIE BUG
The movie bug's been buszin'
For twenty years or more;

He does not stop because of zvcalth—
He gets both rich and poor.

Just once he gets his bill in you
You may as well give up,

For once he gets you started
You cannot get enough.

Soon an evening at home
Is a thing of the past.

For one by one he gets us
And we join the monstrous mass.

Every night around the corner,
Hie we, one and all—

We would rather see a movie
Than go to fair or bail.

The war? It could not stop hint,

He goes on just the same.
Why all the guns they've been shooting
Didn't even make him lame.

So on and on his ceaseless round
He goes both day and night.

When he gets you, just give right in,

It is no use to fight.

—By Mei.vin W. Gamble.

It seems likea SevereTest

IivComparison it is a slight one

RUGS and CARPETS

Are "Durable as Iron"
Moving picture houses throughout the country in their desire to cover
their floors with a resilient, noiseless, long-wearing and beautiful floor

fabric when the outlay was possible, have invariably chosen one of these
marvelous colorings from the hundreds of patterns available.

The constant grind of the feet of thronging thousands exerts a severer
strain than these pigmy weights!

Twenty-two great railroad systems on their trains and in their

terminals, hotels and offices, have tested Bundhar Wilton over
a period of twenty-five years. Their continued patronage pro-

claims that the floor coverings

"Like old friends wear well, and look well as long as they wear."

They are good for the home
FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

If you are unacquainted with the name of your nearest dealer, we will gladly furnish it.

Hardwick $ Magee Co.
Wilton Specialists §H|

yhetories 3 Qeneral Offices JM§
Philadelphia W&

Please mention "The Photo-Play Journal"
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A Study of the
High Cost of Living Leads to a

"Model Food Regime"
{Continued from page 14)
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have an elaborately furnished kitchen to get

results. Pots and pans do not make the

art of cooking a real art. It is the woman
or man behind the cooking that makes the

goods.

There is as much nutriment in fruits as

there is in the heavier foods. Baked apples,

unsweetened, with the addition of a little

butter substitute or oil may be used with
a small portion of meat, as vegetables. So
may unsweetened fried, broiled, or roasted

slices of apples. Apples and rice make an
excellent combination, and these can be pur-

chased at a low price. Apple dumplings
with a good sauce make a good luncheon
menu.

Bananas and oranges are usually eaten

raw, and in this form they are as valuable as

in any other, but it is a pity that baked and
fried bananas are not better known. Rice
can be used to good advantage.

It is unfair to the young girl not to

teach her the art of cooking. In the olden
times it was regular routine for the rich

and the poor to go into a kitchen several

times per week, and learn how to cook. It

is a big advantage to all concerned, and
when marriage comes, a girl will find that

cooking is a very big asset.

Fish is one of the best of dishes. It can
be purchased at a reasonable price. History
teaches that the best of strength can be
procured from the creatures of the water.
Take, for instance, the habitants of Islands

where meat is almost unknown. Even an
athlete taking his meals at a training table is

given a plentiful supply of fish.

For those in a comfortable position,

One Touch Polishes Your Nails
for a Week !

Wonderful ! No bluffing. Just a touch on each
nail beautifies instantaneously with a rosy red
lustre that lasts a whole week. Soap and water
don't affect it. Wash dishes, dust, etc.—your
nails stay nicely polished. To further introduce
Mrs. Graham's Instantaneous Nail Polish, a full
size 50c. six months' bottle will be sent prepaid
for only 25c. to those who order within 15 days.
Mail 25 cents, coin or stamps, today.
GERVAISE GRAHAM. 53 W. lllinoi. St., Chicago

1

will be paid toanyonewho can
permanently destroy the brilliancy
and sparkle of RAJAH im. Diamonds
without destroying the stone. Their Bril-
liancy is eternal. Rajah is the king of jewels;

30 DAYS9 FREE TRIAL
BEAUTIFUL COLORED CATALOG FREE!
WRITE FOR IT. You will be delighted at the exquisite Rajah im.
Diamond Rings. Just send .your name and address on a postal.
You will be under no obligations to buy. Rajah im. Diamonds are
absolutely guaranteed to keep their brilliancy and sparkle forever*

Their brilliancy is eternal. Easy monthly payments if
desired. One year to pay.

KRAUTH & REED
159 N. State St. Pept. 13S Chicago, 111.

cereals are about the best of breakfast foods.

Oatmeal, which is cheap, can be used to very
good advantage. A cup of tea, coffee or
cocoa with fruit and the meal is complete.

For luncheon soups and stews are of the

best. Here coffee and tea should not be
used. Bread and butter or substitutes can
be used.

For the evening meal, boiled, broiled,

baked or fried meats can be used. Chopped
beef can be moulded in many forms, and is

beneficial and easily digested. Rice or fried

hominy can be used as vegetables, and fruits

are always considered good desserts.

The foods one uses should be varied as

much as possible. Macaroni baked with
milk and cheese is wholesome and within
reach of the average family. It is one of

my weekly dishes, and I find the following
recipe one of the best

:

l/2 cup of macaroni
l
/% to 34 CUP of grated cheese.

% cup or less of butter

Salt and pepper
Small tumbler of milk

Cook the macaroni, broken into pieces, in

boiling water until tender. Drain and then
rinse in cold water. Grease a baking dish

and then place the macaroni into the pan.

Cover the macaroni with the grated cheese

and milk and bake until the cheese is melted.

My idea of a model, low-priced food
regime is as follows :

Breakfast : For this meal very little is re-

quired. The less you eat in the morning
the healthier you will be. Toast and coffee

is a plenty for indoor workers who get little

exercise. For those who require heavy
foods, oatmeal with bread and codfish balls

and coffee make an economical repast.

Fruits can be taken for the morning meal.

Luncheon : Salads, baked beans, biscuits,

fruits, with milk or tea or cocoa, make a

very good luncheon. Meats should be
avoided if possible.

Dinner : For this meal soup and roasts

should be used. Potatoes with a salad,

bread and butter, coffee, tea or milk with a

light dessert, such as rice or bread pudding
complete the final meal of the day.

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllir

PICTURES and CLOTHES
(Continued from page 25)

it is proper to give due cognizance to the

fact that her heart and soul is ever in her
art and she considers her personal appear-
ance as a great, indispensable aid to her art.

"To good clothes we all oftentimes owe
most everything," she says. "I have seen
some really unsatisfactory actresses score

triumphs because of the good taste with
which they wore gowns of lavish design
and execution. I do not say that clothes

absolutely 'make' the actress, but they do
help a good deal in many cases."

In conclusion there should be a word of

encouragement said for the average family
man of today—even this day of soaring
prices—you don't know what clothes bills

look like until you have looked squarely into

the face of one incurred by the movie ac-

tress. It is alm,ost unbelievable, and it is

certainly incalculable how much money is

actually spent annually for the wearing
apparel you see pictured on the screen. It

would entail too much gasping to figure it

out to dollars and cents, but let it suffice to

say that even a millionaire would face ruin-

ation if he undertook the burden unassisted.

"Supremely Individual" §

|
BROWETTE

|
= A popular product for promoting the growth g
g of tine silken-like eyebrows and eyelashes, g
g Absolutely harmless. Pleasant, easy and de- g
| lightful to use. Applied as directed should g
g prove very beneficial. Accept only the original g
g and genuine Browette. =

I PRFP 100 Photoplayers. such as Dustin Far- I
g * 4XL,Ll num. Bud Duncun. Hamilton, Maud =
s Fealey. Blanche Sweet. Anita Stewart. Francis g
g X. Bushman, Elsie Janis. Earl Williams. Mary =
= Pickford, Bryant 'Washburn. Mary Fuller, etc., =
s - nrinted on beautiful Daner. A treat for all =
g sending 25c. for one box Browette. Sold only by §

| BROWETTE CO., 2234A. N. Lawndale Ave., Chicago \

-=,ii hi iinniihiiui' nun ii:;iii in. nuiMuinir tJiiiiiMiiu .nun innniiiiinini iiiiiniiiiiinfi-
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Lillian Walker Perfume
and

TOILET WATER
As attractive and pleasing as its namesake.
Pronounced by thousands who have used it

to be the most wonderful and dainty odor ever pro-
duced. We will send you 50c worth ( %oz.) to try on
receiptof25c.Fullsize bottle of ToiletWateronly75c.

This perfume is made, by the man-
ufacturers of the justly celebrated

"MELOROSE"
Face Powder, Cold Cream, Rouge

Endorsed by thousands of women of note.

Sample of " MELOROSE " Face Powder
and Beauty Cream sent with each order.

WILLARD WHITE COMPANY, Perfumers

328 W. Madison St., Chicago, III.

FREE

THIN, UNDEVELOPED
NERVOUS WOMEN

The most noted stars of the American stage
join the thousands of other women of note, includ-
ing Mme. De La Vie and other high authorities on
health and beauty, in recommending Willard White
Co.'s Vaucaire Galega Tablets and the famous
"Melorose" Toilet Articles.

Willard White Co.'.

VaucaireGalegaTablets
contain the genuine imported Galega. They round
out shrunken, shallow parts, develop and make the
bust firm. If you are undeveloped, THIN, care-
worn, nervous or rundown, take a box of these
tablets and note their wonderful effects. $1 box
(three weeks' treatment). Six boxes, $5. Sent by mail
prepaid, or from druggists and department stores.

CAUTION—Imitations and worthless nostrums
are being offered. Get only the original, genuine,
distributed by Willard White Co., Chicago. Beware
of substitutes.

FREE—Send 2c stamp for sample of Melorose
Cream, Melorose Face Powder, also booklet.

Write to Willard White Co.
328 Madison St. Chicago, III.
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A Startling Art Innovation
"Oil Tone" Paintings of PhotopL
the greatest advance in art for a ce

ayersy

century

THE FAMOUS PICTURES CORPORATION has recently perfected a process of actually reproducing
IN OIL any kind of an oil painting, with such perfect fidelity as to render the original painting and its

reproduction indistinguishable.

The Famous Pictures Corporation desires to announce the forthcoming production of a series of pic-

tures in oil of the celebrated photoplayers in various sizes and at a price within the reach of the masses.
The mechanical production of oil paintings has been solved by the undersigned in the perfection of its

now world famous "Oil Tone" Picture process.
To the producers, exhibitors, players and the general public the undersigned will be glad to furnish

further detailed information.
The assertion that our pictures are indistinguishable from hand-painted pictures, and therefore really

of great artistic merit ought to enlist the interest of all lovers of pictures. Not only do we manufacture oil

paintings of photoplayers, but have reproduced in oil the world's greatest masterpieces, in various sizes

and subjects and at a price within the reach of all, thus revolutionizing the picture industry.

THE PREMIER PICTURE

The Greatest Art Triumph of the Age!
"Oil Tone" PAINTINGS

At a Price Now Available for Commercial Purposes. Hand Finished.
Reproductions in Oil of the World's Greatest Photoplayers

Masterpieces for the Millions
"Oil Tone" Paintings are revolutionizing the picture business. This process of reproduction is not to

be confused with its attempted imitations. "Oil Tones" are exact hand-finished reproductions in oil of the
original paintings, showing the artist's touch, the irregularities of the paint on the canvas, even the' cracks and
lines in the original canvas, the varying thickness of paint, the brush marks, etc.

These pictures are puzzling the art experts and are almost indistinguishable from the originals even
under a magnifying glass.

These "wonder pictures" have startled the world of art and attract the admiration of everybody. All

other forms of reproduction are only partial reproductions. "Oil Tone" Paintings are the first and only
complete and faithful reproductions IN OIL and are suitable for the most sumptuous surroundings.

Our subjects include not only an immense selection of reproductions of Classical, Historical, Genre,
Sacred and Mythological Art, Landscapes, Animal Subjects, Marine and Head Studies, but also portraits of

celebrities, including Photoplayers, Authors, Poets, Musicians, Statesmen, Rulers, etc.

Something Descriptive of "Oil Tone" Paintings

The GENUINE "Oil Tone" Paintings are real oil paintings, but made mechanically, enabling us to

manufacture them at a cost available for publicity purposes. They are such faithful reproductions as to

deceive even art critics, and everybody wants them. They are made under the personal direction of some of

the best art critics of both continents.

They represent the highest point of perfection yet attained in the mechanical production of colored

pictures.

No kind of a picture equals them except their costly originals. They supplant the cheap paintings and
place within the reach of all, paintings that can be appropriately hung in a palace.

They are as appropriate for a palace as for a cottage.

Pictures are supplied in various sizes, framed and unframed. Cost is little more than for an ordinary high class

print. We can reproduce any painting in any quantity at a very low price. All users of pictures and others inter-

ested in the latest and best in art reproductions in colour write us. Samples, 50 cents each. Catalog on request
Agents wanted.

We will entertain propositions to grant the exclusive on any one or more of the noted photoplayers.

FAMOUS PICTURES CORPORATION
20 East Jackson Boulevard "Masterpieces for the Millions" Chicago, Illinois

ill
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THE BELLE OF THE
SEASON

(Continued from page 1.5)

to learn the truth in this brutal manner.

She rushed to the hospital, but James had

already gone. Deeply wounded to find that

by some strange perversion of fate his life-

long aversion had become the woman he

loved, the woman who had promised to

be his wife, he had gone without a word
deaf to the warnings of the physician and

nurses.

Long and tenderly Jerry sought him.

She even confided her problem to Clif-

ton Brophy, her former guardian. He knew
James Warren of the settlement house

was James Alden, son of her father's old

friend, but it was not until the great editor

lay on his deathbed, having willed all his

property to the son he had driven from his

door, that James was discovered. He
emerged from his hiding place to find wait-

ing for him, life and work, and Jerry of

the shining eyes.

"You can't refuse to speak to me now,"
she said, with a humorous little smile.

"You're almost as rich as I am. Isn't it a

joke?"

He caught her mood. "Yes," he answered.

"It is a joke, but it's a bigger joke that

the richest girl in the world, the 'bil-

lion dollar baby,' refuses to be the belle of

the season. She's going to be a Lady
Bountiful, and marry the 'poor man's
friend.'

"

From the Metro Wonderplay, starring Frances

Nelson. Adapted front Ella Wheeler Wilcox's

poem.

MUSIC TAUGHT FREE

•J 3oo con
In Your Home.
how to learn to
Guitar, Banjo,

American School

AtOLOl TftUMA
Write today for
play Piano, Org
etc. Beginners

of Music, 79 Lai

IMttftu quufc^
our booklet. It tells

an. Violin, Mandolin,
or advanced pupils.

eside Bldg., Chicago

Don't Invest
in Anything
a

UNTIL YOU HAVE READ

The ReasonWhy
"If promoters and brokers have such
good propositions with such large
money-making possibilities, why do
they offer them to the public?"
"Why don't they go to the banks and
big capitalists?"
"Why don't they put in their own mon-
ey and make the profits themselves?"
I have just competed the fifth edition of my

book entitled "XHEKEASON W11V,'
which answers these questions fully and com-
pletely. I want investors to read this book before decid-
ing upon an investment. I will send you this valua- -

ble book absolutely free, postage prepaid. If I

can be oi further service to you, we can get to-

gether on that later, but this book does not
cost you a cent, nor incur any obliga-
tion or liability on your part. * 'THE
REASON WHY" also contains
much information of an inter-

esting nature that will

prove of great value
to anyone having
funds to invest, whether
the amount is large or
small. This book is not
written in technical stock
market language. It is worded
in plain, everyday business Eng-
lish that any one can understand.

Send for "The Reason Why" TODAY
— It Is FREE to you

W. M. SHERIDAN,
1152 Security Building, CHICAGO, IIA

Patriotism and the Photoplay
will abound in the forthcoming

Ju ly Nu m b er
of the Big Magazine With a Heart,
Soul and Character

The Photo -Play Journal
It will be a powerful recruit in Uncle
Sam's Army of loyal fighting: and en-
lightening periodicals.

You will want to keep the July Number

—

it will be that remarkable in its contents
and appearance.

It will be filled with very special articles
of momentous interest, and there will be
fiction of the very minute. As usual it

will excel in SUPERFINE PICTURES
YOU CAN FRAME. Get a copy of the
July Number by all means.

20c a"Copy :: $2.00 a Year

THE PHOTO -PLAY JOURNAL
LAND TITLE BUILDING : : PHILADELPHIA

Your Old Hair
Can be made into puffs, switches
at a very small expense. I will
make your old hair look like new.
I also carry a complete line of
toilet goods. Write for my price
hst LULU DUNHAM

120 South State Street. Chicago. 111.

THE MORNING DRINK OF

gUlTYlGOP
KEEPS STOMACH and BOWELS
IN FINE HEALTHY CONDITION.

RICH in PURE
UPBUILDING

SALTS Of FRUIT

NO NEED FOR
PHYSIC PILLS.
OILS. ENEMAS.

1 Jar $1
4 Jars $3.50.

Write for Circular

STEWART FOOD COMPANY, 584 Security Bids.. Chicago

FN BookFREE
Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $20<T**Sk
You can cash in your "happy thoughts" and

earn big money right in your own home in spare
time. Noprev:ousexperiencenec3Ssary. Our
easy home course turns out more successful
scenario writers than all other schools together.
Write now and Ret by return mail FREE Book,
valuable information. Special Price and Prize Offer. „
ChicagoPhotoplaywright College,Box 278T , Chicago

Various Headaches A Remedy for Pain
"It is necessary in order to treat headaches properly to

understand the causes which produce the affection," says
Dr. J. W. Ray of Blockton, Alabama. Continuing, he
says: "Physicians cannot even begin the treatment of a
disease without knowing what causes give rise to it, and
we must remember that headache is to be treated accord-
ing to the same rule. We must not only be particular to
give a remedy intended to counteract the cause which
produces the headache, but we must also give a remedy
to relieve the pain until the cause of the trouble has been
removed. To answer this purpose Anti-kamnia Tablets
will be found a most convenient and satisfactory remedy.
One tablet every one to three hours gives comfort and
rest in most Bevere cases of headache, neuralgia and
particularly the headaches of women.

FOR SICK-HEADACHE
If a patient is subject to regular attacks of sick-head-

ache, he should take two A-K Tablets when he feels the
least sign of an oncoming attack. These tablets are prompt
in action, and can be depended upon to produce relief in

a very few minutes. Such patients should always be
instructed to keep their bowels open.

Influenza or LaGrippe
It is quite refreshing these days to read of a clearly

defined treatment for Influenza or La Grippe. In an article

in the "Lancet-Clinic," Dr. James Bell of New York City,

says he is convinced that too much medication is both un-
necessary and injurious.

When called to a case of LaGrippe, thepatientis usually
seen when the fever is present, as the chill which occasion-
ally ushers in the disease has generally passed away. Dr.
Bell then orders that the bowels be opened freely with salts,

citrate of magnesia or other laxative. For the high fever,

severe headache, pain and general soreness, one Anti-
kamnia Tablet every two hours is quickly followed by
complete relief.

"The efficiency of any drug," says Dr. C. P. Bobbins.
"is known to us by the results we obtain from its use.
One of the principal symptoms of all diseases is pain, and
this is what the patient most often applies to us for, i. e.,

something to relieve his pain. Ifwe can arrest this prompt-
ly, the patient is most liable to trust in us for the other
remedies which will effect a permanent cure. One remedy
which I have used largely in my practice is Anti-kamnia
Tablets. Many and varied are their uses. I have put them
to the test on many occasions, and have never been dis-

appointed. I found them especially valuable for headaches
of malarial origin, where quinine was being taken. They
appear to prevent the bad after-effects of the quinine.
Anti-kamnia Tablets are also excellent for the headaches
from improper digestion; also forheadaches of a neuralgic
origin, and especially forwomen subject to painsatcertain
times. One or two Anti-kamnia Tablets every two or
three hours give prompt relief."

Acute Rheumatism
In the hands of one observer we find that a certain drug

has been used with the utmost satisfaction; others have
found the same remedy to be a great disappointment.
All physicians however agree that every method of treat-

ment is aided by the administration of some remedy to
relieve the pain and quiet the nervous system, and Dr.
W. S. Schultze expresses the opinion of thousands of
practitioners when he says that Anti-kamnia Tablets
should be given preference over all other remedies for
relief of the pain in all forms of rheumatism. They are
also unsurpassed for headaches, neuralgia and all pain.

Indigestion Dyspepsia
Are you distressed after eating? Do you have nausea

when riding in the cars, or on the train or boat? Take one
A-K Tablet and get relief.

When to Take Anti-Kamnia Tablets
As a Pain Reliever—In headache, migraine, coryza, la grippe and its after-effects.

As an Anodyne or Sedative—In indigestion, gastralgia, dyspepsia, hysteria, insomnia,

car-sickness, sea-sickness, worry and sight-seer's fatigue.

As an Antipyretic—In intermittent, puerperal and malarial fevers, bronchitis, pleurisy, etc.

As an Anti-Neuralgic—In acute or chronic neuralgia, facial neuralgia, earache, tooth-

ache and pains of sciatica.

As an Anti-Rheumatic—For the pain in acute or chronic rheumatism and gout.

All genuine Anti-kamnia Tablets bear the fK monogram. At all druggists
in any quantity or in 10c and 25c packages. Ask for A-K Tablets and insist

on getting them.
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Ibsen on the Screen

The name of Henrik Ibsen has, up to the

last year, meant very little to the average

American. To most people, outside of the

scholar, it has been a name only. Their

knowledge of this great Norwegian poet and
dramatist went no further than knowing
who he was. His writings, which have
been such a valuable addition to the liter-

ature of the century, have been read by
few, and his plays enacted upon the Ameri-
can stage have been seen and enjoyed by a

smaller number.
This deplorable condition of having the

writings of many of the greatest litterateurs

of the age closed to a majority of the people

is one which has existed too long. The large

number of people who do not care to read
these writings is appalling.

To a certain extent the works of these

famous authors have been popularized
through their presentation upon the Ameri-
can stage, and many who found no enjoy-
ment in the perusal of the printed page
thoroughly appreciated the dramatic produc-
tions. There is the further prohibition very
often in this case, however, of the admis-
sion price to the theater making it out of the
question for many to attend these perform-
ances who desire to do so.

It has, therefore, devolved upon the pro-
ducers of motion pictures to further popu-
larize the works of these eminent writers by
putting them into a form which all can enjoy
and all comprehend, by adapting them to the
screen. Through the medium, of the screen
the people are becoming familiar with and
educated to appreciate the worth-while
works of literature. So the people to whom
the name of Henrik Ibsen meant nothing
a short time ago, have come to the point
of asking for more of this author's cynical,
satirical depictions of human responsibility
under modern social conditions.

Ibsen is by far the most original of mod-
ern writers for the stage and his plays, deal-
ing as they do with all phases of human re-

sponsibility under a variety of social condi-
tions, present to the people the problems of
life in which they are personally interested.
His modern life dramas rather than his his-
torical plays are the works by which Ibsen is

best known to the world at large. In these
plays the setting only is Norwegian, the
lesson they convey is of world-wide exten-
sion. Ibsen did not pose as a moral teacher,
but as an imaginative investigator. He
claimed that he was not required to suggest
a remedy for the diseases of society, but
only to diagnose them. He was a poet of
protest against social sophistry and uner-
ringly indicated danger-spots in modern life.

WRINKLES
Why not have skin like a baby? Thousandshave successfully used SAN.S-lilDKS (a Parisian

roriiiiila) (o remove traces of illness or age. The
effect is almost magici.il. Deepest wrinkles, crow's
fi'L'

1 !" 1
.

sa -*-' v <"'»* <iuickly vanish. SANS
. • rA "" t in inre «'ven the teuderest skin
)„y e

'
""' l

i,°i' s:ile onlv at THE TIOMl'l vTON LABORATORIES. 7770 Lake Park \vc
Dept. P., Chicago, 111.

After the

Movies
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Two Eyes For a Lifetime I
Murine is for 1 ired Eyes. Red =
Eyes—Sore Eyes—Granulated Eye- =
lids. Rests— Refreshes— Restores. =

• Murine is a Favorite Treatment for Eyes that feel dry =
| and smart. Give your Eyes as much of your loving cat e =
s asyourTeethandwiththesameregularity. Care for them. =
= YOU CANNOT BUY NEW EYES! =
- Bold at Drug and Optical Stores or by Mail. 5
= Art Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago, for Free Book. =
niiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiR

To the literature of the .screen so far have
been contributed only three of Ibsen's plays—"Peer Gynt," which is an analysis of the

human soul and is often styled the Scan-
danavian Faust ; "The Pillars of Society,"

an attack upon hypocrisy as exemplified in

the principal personages in the small town ;

and "Ghosts," the theme of which deals with

the consequences of hereditary vices.

The screen adaptations of this famous
playwright are not going to stop here, how-
ever, for on May 7 the Mutual Film Corpor-
ation will release another of Ibsen's plays

which will be a most welcome addition to the

film library
—"Hedda Gabler."

"Hedda Gabler" contains a satirical shaft

aimed at the woman of the undomestic
selfish type. In this production Mutual
will repeat on the screen not only the famous
story of Ibsen, but also the stage success of

the dramatic production for Nance O'Neil,

who portrayed the role of "Hedda" on the

stage will also appear in the title role in the

screen version.

SPECIAL
Dress Patterns cut from any sketch picture or

fashion book. Also cut to individual measure-
ments. Th«,v come nil pinned, stamped and
trimmings marked so you can K«'t an exact idea

of how garment will look when complete. Write
for prices. Tji.j.jk CUOSS, 17 X. STATE Si..

Chicago, III., Dept. A.

a money-
making business

orcommanda' ighsalaried
position.Wecan help you.There

is a nation-wide need for Marinello
Beauty Shops and Marinello operators.

Millions of Dollars are Spent for
Beauty Treatments

Never has woman been offered such a grand opportunity.
We will teach you all ahout successfully conducting a Beauty Shop
and every branch of Beauty Culture. We guarantee graduates a
good paying position or you can start in business for yourself.Write
now for free particulars and proof of the prosperity awaiting you.

MARINELLO CO., Dept. 210, Mailers Bldg., Chicago

99

?A Year Ago
He Had Nothing

A year ago he was a "nobody," toiling in an obscure position, eking out a scant
living and envying the "lucky" fellow in the automobile. His life was the same
old thing, day after day—a dull, drab monotony. Today what a change ! He is

a power in his business, has a host of influential friends, belongs to exclusive clubs and loves life

with a fervor! How did he do it ? The same as men YOU know—men who had no special talents
or education to speak of, but who "got there" nevertheless. The secret is personality— a force-

ful, winning personality— the ability to attract, impress, convince, and command! We all have
the necessary qualities inherent in some degree. Some of us cultivate these qualities, others of us do not. Thus, some of
us hang back, while others go forward. You ambitious men who believe in your inborn forces and ability — you will be
glad to know that there have been evolved wonderful new methods by which you can bring out the conqueror within you

!

Culture of PersonalitylUAfpf In this space we can
give only a few of the

subjects covered in this startling work.
Get the books on 5 days' free trial

and see everything for yourself.

How lo develop Mental and Moral Courage

How lo overome Shyness and Fear

How lo Assert Yourself in Business, Sodaland Family Life

How lo bring out your hidden forces

How to have Self-confidence, poise and " presence
"

How to Make Others Believe in You

How lo Make Yourself liked by others

How to Win Powerful friends

How to Influence Others

How to Stop Worry

How to Master Habil

How to Develop a Magnetic Voice

How to Renew Nerve Force

How to Develop Moral and Physical Power
How to Be the Master Man on all Occasions

Secrets Compiled inTwo Amazing Books
The famous "Culture of Personality" Course of Prof. Theron
Q. Dumont, the great French Authority and Psychologist, now
in book form. All the secrets discovered by this eminent student of Man and
all the laws and principles he has formulated for the development of a win-
ning personality are now within the reach of every ambitious person, young
and old. Get these fascinating books on our 5-day i^iML,

free trial offer. See what a new man they will
make of you. See how you can take the bridle
off your powers—-throw off the fetters of
timidity that have held you hack and step
forth into the light of achievement and
success. See how you can make people 1 i ke
you. How you can impress them, convince
them, move them, compel them, and sway
their minds. For the lessons alone on " how
to make yourself liked." a young American
gave the AuthorTEN TIMES HIS PRICE. The
very same instructions are repeated in these
books. Books of such distinct and peculiar inter-
est and fascination were never before published.
Nothing like them—nothing to compare with them.

Just
This

Coupon
Adams Pub. Co.

1853 Morton Bldg.

Send No Money coKSn
You don't have to send a penny. You don't obligate yourself to keep the
books. Just fill out and mail the coupon and we will send both books on ^ •

five days' free trial. Read the wonderful lessons, the astonishing revelations for 5 days ; ^f^ Gentlemen- Please send
then if you are not more than delighted with the results, if you do not feel that the ^ me the two books of Prof. Du-
books are worth many times their price to you, just mail them back to us and you ^ mont's great Course in " Culture

won't owe us a cent for anything. If you decide to keep them, remit the special ^§7> Personality" on 5 days' free trial.

price of $3 for both volumes. Words can't describe the wonderful effect of the ^T ,
I. 8«

secrets made known in these books. You have to feel it for yourself.
Mail the coupon today—NOW! This offer may never be made here again. . ^

books to you in 5 day

Adams Publishing Co. <r No

1853 Morton Bldg. CHICAGO, ILL./ AJdresi

.
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THE LAST LAUGH
Of Course He Meant "Eligible."

Philip Lonergan, the scenario writer, and

Wayne Arey, leading man, both of the Than-
houser forces, were in a colloquy in which Mr.

Lonergan was urging the other to join the

Elks. "I'm afraid I'm not Elkable," said Mr.

Arey, and Mr. Lonergan went to his office and
chewed up a sheaf of script.

A Hint.

Stage Manager—"My dear, I wish you
would wear a different gown in the second act."

Rita Ravenyelp—"But that is the latest

style, and I paid $200 for it."

Stage Manager—"That may be true, but

when your husband says, 'Woman, you are

hiding something from me,' the audience can't

figure out what he means."—Passing Show.

Fib or Live Alone!

"They can say what they like about fol-

lowing the example set by George Washington,
and always tell the truth," remarked Paddy
McQuire, Mutual-Vogue comedian, "but if we
did, very few families would be living to-

gether."

A Grievous Error.

In Louisville they tell a story of a politician

who always carried a special brand of cigars in

his pocket while campaigning in the rural

districts.

On one occasion when two friends of this

politician met one of them said:

"Well, old Banks is ill in bed, I hear."

"Yes," said the other, "I understand he
smoked a cigar from the wrong pocket."

It's How You Look.

Young Wife—"Sir, can you look me in the

eye and think me immodest?"
Young Husband—"Of course not; when I

look you in the eye I miss the length of your
skirts."

Grandmothers Galore Evermore.

"You look happy."
"Why shouldn't I? The baseball season is

on and I've just as many grandmothers as I

had a year ago."

A Literary Cuss.

Miss Bostonia—"I hear you are a lover of

books, Mr. Rapid. How nice to have a literary

taste ! Which are your favorite books ?"

Mr. Roland Rapid—"Oh, pocketbooks and
check books."

Faces
Made
Young

I will tell the secret of
a youthful face to any
woman whose appear-
ance shows that time or
illne3sor anyothercause
is stealing from her the
charm of girlhood beau-
ty. 1 will showhow with-
out cosmetics, creams,
massage, masks, plasters,
straps,vibrators,"beauty"
treatments or other artific-

ial means, she can take the
look of age from her counte-
nance, lwant every woman,
young or middle aged, who
has a single facial defect to
know about my

Beauty Exercises
which remove lines and "crow's feet" and wrinkles; nil

up ugly hollows; give roundness to scrawny necks; lift up
sagging comes of the mouth; and clear up muddy or sallow
skins. 1 will show how five minutes daily with my simple
facial exercises will work wonders. This information is

free to all who ask for it.

Results Guaranteed
I offer the exercises at my risk. Write for my Free Book

(sent in plain sealed envelope). It will tell you just what to

do to bring back firmness to the facial muscles and tissues

and smoothness and beauty to the skin. Write today.

Kathryn Murray, Suite 646 Garland Bldg., Chicago, III.

Speaking of 4'd Wheezes.

A friend of Stuart Holmes who lives con-
siderably below the Mason-Dixon line came
over to William Fox's Fort Lee studios last

week to watch the noted villain act. The
friend told Holmes proudly that he had be-

come the possessor of an automobile several

months back and that he had gone on a tour

of the South and West with it.

"You know, Holmes," he said, "travel

changes your whole perspective. Now, take

Texas, for instance. Big State, mighty big

State! I rode and rode and rode, yet the

second. day I was in Texas, the third I was in

Texas, the fourth I was still in Texas, and it

was late on the fifth before I got out of

Texas!"
"Why did you buy that kind of a car?"

queried the notedly heartless villain.

Who says there's no new 4'd-car wheeze?

Geraldine Fools Him.

Mrs. Jack Glavey, whose husband is

scenario editor of Fox Film comedies, possesses

several canary birds. With the coming of

spring, Mrs. Jack has been expecting one of

the birds to diminish the high cost of living by
laying fresh eggs. But, until a few days ago,

there was no result.

Then Jack, on his way home from work,
passed a candy store which displayed candy
eggs in its windows. Jack bought a shiny pink
one, slipped it into his house, and placed it in

the bird cage. Needless to say, Mrs. Jack
was in ecstacy when she found it there that

night, and Jack refused to explain his joke.

Next morning, before Glavey had opened
his eyes, Mrs. Jack came running. There was
a second egg in Geraldine's cage, she an-
nounced breathlessly.

Jack hastily got up. He looked for him-
self, and discovered that his wife had spoken
truth. So, for fear of turning the joke on him-
self, Jack has not to this date confessed that
he was only fooling when he furnished the
inspiration for that egg.

They Wanted Sunshine, Not "Moonshine."

Virginia Pearson's company of Fox Play-
ers became rather glum when they struck a

spell of cloudy weather while making "Royal
Romance" in the mountains at Hendersonville,
N. C. Someone suggested that a little "moon-
shine" would go very good.

"Moonshine, nothing!" exclaimed Director
James Vincent. "What we want is a little

sunshine."

Rattling Skeleto is.

Paul Everton and Robert Elliott recently
were endeavoring to have a little fun with
Frank Russell regarding the length of tjme
that excellent character actor has been on the
boards. Said Everton to Elliott, "Why, Bob,
I remember when Frank Russell was the white
horse in 'Mazeppa.' "

Then Russell spoke. "And I remember
you fellows when you were the original cakes
of ice in 'Uncle Tom's Cabin.'

"

And there was silence.

A Mistake Easy to Make.

The Diner—"What do you mean by put-
ting that soiled plate before me?"

The Servitor
—"That's not a soiled plate.

That's the half portion beef stew you ordered."

Mistaken in the "Address."

Guy—"Do you know Lincoln's Gettysburg
address?"

Jane—"I thought he lived at the White
House."—Ohio Sun Dial.

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would you

like to know if you are adapted to this work? Send
10c. for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or Key to
Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether or not you
are suited to take up Movie Acting. Instructive and
valuable. Send dime or stamps today. Interesting.
Illustrated Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE!

PHOTOTYPE
ENGRAVING
COMPANY
High Grade Engravings

in One or More Colors

147-51 North 10th Street

Philadelphia. Pennsylvania

TELLYOUR FRIENDS ABOUT
THE PHOTO-PLAY JOURNAL

Wrinkles
Gone!

New Wonderful Way—
Charm of Youth Restored

Wonderful results!
Wrinkles and age
lines banished. Yes, this
new secret method works
marvels. You should learn
about it right now. Learn
how it makes the skin as
smooth , clear and beauti-
ful as the famous com-
plexions of the Japanese
women. (You know how
soft, satiny and lovely
their skins are.) No mat-
ter how long you may
have suffered from these
blemishes, no matter what
you have tried, get the in-
formation we will gladly
send about the Princess Tokio
treatment. Get the Princess
Tokio Beauty Book. It is free.
It tells you how to have the per-
fect skin beauty that all women
long for. Yours for the coupon.

Just a Few Days
And All Your Wrinkles Gone
No Massage. No Plasters. No

Masks. No Rollers. No Exercise.
A simple, easy treatment you use in
the privacy of your room. Only a few
minutesrequired. The skinmade flaw-
less, fresh, young looking. Used and
recommended by society leaders and
prominent actresses everywhere.

Guaranteed
Our legal , bindingmoney back guar-

antee goes with each treatment. If the
Princess Tokio treatment should fail

in your case, taken according to our
plain, simple directions, your money
will be willingly and cheerfully re-
funded upon demand.

Princess Tokio Beauty
Book Sent Free

The whole story of the Princess Tokio treatment told.
The wonders it accomplishes. How complexions, once
"hopeless," have been restored to youthful
beauty. How years have been taken off
women's looks. All this valuable, private in-
formation is given in this book now ready for
distribution. Get your copy now. (Sent in

plain, sealed envelope.) Learn the secret
of a perfect skin. Learn how the American
woman can rival the complexion charms of
the Japanese. No cost. No obligation
whatever upon you. It is free.

Film Information Bureau, Sta. E, Jackson, Mich.

EDNA HUNTER
Famous "Movie"
Star, Says of the
Princess Tokio
Treatment:

* 'After a hard day I just
apply Princess Tckio and
every trace of fatigue,
strain and roughness van-
ishes like magic. I gave
it to a friend whose face
was becoming wrinkled
and she says it wiped the
wrinkles off in no time. I
wish you all the success
you so richly deserve."

// you have Pimples,
Freckles. Rough Skirt,
Blemishes, etc., the
Princess TokioTreat-
ment wilt remove
them as if by magic.

Send Coupon
NOW!

Priitcesslokio

*3«awty
Jpook.

Just sign and mail the coupon. «• ».:„«.... Toltin Co
That is all. It will bring you the > vf,,tm*
Princess Tokio Beauty Book by re- * federal Lite BMf

.

turn mail. Every woman ought f Dept. 645 Chicago, III.

to have it. Wewantyputqhave S Please send me free and
ithout obligation on my

>_ part Princess Tokio Beauty

it. Don't put off sending. Put > please sena m
the couron in the mail r without obligat

/
the coupon
right now.

Princess Tokio Co.

Dept. 645

Federal Life Bld». X
Chicago, HI. /

Address

Book in plain sealed envelope.

Name..



THE difference between Quaker Tires and railroad tickets is that the

tickets will not take you beyond the distance specified, while Quaker Tires,

though adjusted on a 5000-mile basis, deliver thousands ofexcess miles. Records

of9000, 11,000 and 13,000 miles come to us from enthusiastic users everywhere.

On request you will be sent fac-similes of the following and many other letters:

"My last two Quakers were de-

stroyed when my garage burned re-

cently. Both of these tires had made
11,227 miles and were in good condi-

tion at the time of the fire."

"In regard to service on a pair of

33x4 Quaker Tires,which I purchased
from you in the early part of last July,

beg to advise that these casings have
gone seven thousand (7000) miles to

date and show but very little wear."

"We have placed Quaker Tires

among our best customers and of the

different sizes up to and including

36 x 4Vfe we have casings that have
been driven 4000 to 8000 miles and
they are still giving service. We
might say that none are completely
worn out."

"We have just taken off a 37 x 5

Quaker casing which has been run

14,080 miles. Aside from tread being

cut and torn, casing is in good con-

dition."

"A customer has driven a set of

33 x 4 Quaker Tires on a five-passen-

ger car over 12,000 miles."

In records such as those quoted is

found the reason why there was not

a single Quaker Tire left in our fac-

tory on the last day of March ; why
dealers' orders could not be filled;

Quaker City Rubber Co.
Factories—Philadelphia

CHICAGO PITTSBURGH NEW YORK
182 W.Lake St. 211 Wood St. 53 Murray St.

Manufacturers of Belting, Packings, Valves,

Steam Hose, Garden Hose, etc.

why consumer demand could not be

satisfied. And all that despite the fact

that the Quaker plant was running

to the limit of its increased capacity.

But, now, you can get QuakerTires

from any of our dealers because of

a further increase in manufacturing

facilities.

Put one Quaker to the test against

any three other makes of tires. Then
you will surely equip all four wheels

of your car with Quakers.

If there is no dealer near you send

direct to the Factory Sales Department.

Your order will be filled at regular prices

and charges prepaid within certain terri-

tory. Anyhow, write for a copy of "5000
Plus"—a snappy little booklet that tells

things you ought to know about tires.

Press of
Philadelphia Printing and Publishing Co.

TJh.io^d^v.;-.
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FREE for Six Months
_i____ My Magazine

"INVESTING for PROFIT"
If you will send me your name and address, I will mail you this wonderful

magazine ABSOLUTELY FREE FOR SIX MONTHS— Special Trial

Introductory Offer. Each copy is worth $10.00 to $100.00 to you.

Wait till you see, it is a good thing, but don't wait
till every one sees it—you will then be too late.

One good investment is worth a lifetime of labor.

How Small Investors Have Made
Large Fortunes

You know and I know that small investors have
made large fortunes—men who, guided by judg-

ment and courage, have placed their funds di-

rect into creative enterprises at their inception

and thus reaped full benefit of the earning power
of money. Today opportunity on bended knee is

entreating the small investor to accept her fa-

vors—and those who heed the insistent call are

achieving fortunes.

My magazine explains the ruies by which small

investors have made wise and profitable invest-

ments—how $100 grows into $2200—the actual

possibility of intelligent investment.

Learn the REAL EARNING
POWER of Your Money

The real earning power of your money is not the

paltry 3 to 5 per cent, paid by banks or by corpo-

rations that have their future behind instead of

in front of them. "Investing for Profit" reveals

the enormous profits financiers make and shows
how one can make the same profit—it demon-
strates the real earning power of your money

—

the knowledge that financiers hide from the
masses—it explains HOW small investors are
making big fortunes and WHY they are made.

This and other valuable financial information is

yours—it is free six months for the asking.

How to Determine the Value of

Different Investments
There are thousands of salaried people today who
have a small sum laid aside or who can invest a small
amount each month—but who realize that they do not
know how to determine the value of the different

classes of investments that are offered to them daily.

This condition has created a demand for a publication

or institution whose express object is to help di-

rect and guide the small investor. "Investing for
Profit" is the result of a pressing need, and
should be worth tens—perhaps thousands—of
dollars to you.

If You Can Save $5.00 a Month or More
"Investing for Profit" is for the man who intends to
invest any money, however small, or who can save $5
or more per month—but who has not yet learned the
art of investing for profit. Read what Russell Sage,
one of the most successful financiers of his day, said
in regard to investments:
"There is a common fallacy that, while for legal advice
we go to lawyers, and for medical advice we go to
physicians, and for the construction of a great work
to engineers—financing is everybody's business. As a
matter of fact, it is the most profound and complicated
of them all."

Don't invest a dollar in anything anywhere until you
have at least read one copy of my really wonderful
magazine.

Mail Coupon Today for FREE Financial
Advice and Magazine

There are absolutely no strings to my Six Months'
Free-Trial introductory offer. I will do exactly what
I say. If you will send me your name and address on
the attached coupon I will send you absolutely without
charge, for six months, my magazine—"Investing for
Profit." Then you are to decide whether or not you
care to continue to subscribe and want free advice on
financial matters. Surely this is a fair, square, liberal
offer—so sign and mail the coupon now—before you
turn this page.

H. L. BARBER
20 West Jackson Boulevard, CHICAGO

Mail this now
H. L. BARBER, Publisher

20 (aa) Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Please send me absolutely Free of Charge
j

"Investing for Profit" for six months and
record my name for free advice.

Name

Street City
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WHEN-Vou Travel
Ride im-a-

M.M-

A roomy car for four passengers

—divided front seats with lots of

space in the rear, wonderful rid-

ing ease, typical Pullman pulling

power—the smartest model of-

fered in its class for 1917. DON'T buy the picture. Efficient buyingmeans
comparative buying. Purchase your car that

way. For your own protection compare the
'

' dozen
reasons why" on this page with the specifications

of any car on the market selling under $2000.

Then 'phone the dealer in your town and have
him show you just what we mean by Pullman
performance—what the wonderful Pullman motor
can do in the way of hill climbing, what perfect

carburetion and ignition mean in the shape of

consistent pulling ability. The proof of the

Pullman is in its performance.

Get behind the steering wheel of any Pullman Four
yourself. Feel the luxury of the big, roomy body, with its

ample leg space, genuine leather plaited upholstery and
extra deep cushions. Feel the comfort of riding over

50|/2 inch full cantilever springs—generally offered only
in high priced cars.

Add to this certainty of performance the greatest col-

lection of standardized, expensive accessories ever fur-

nished a car in the eight hundred dollar class, and you have
the utmost value possible.

The finish of every Pullman model is superb, made
perfect by eleven operations of sand blasting, coating,

painting and varnishing. The lines are the latest and
smartest, the hit of the big national shows this year.

Fourteen years' experience stands behind the Pullman
warranty, vouched for by thousands of satisfied owners.

Convertible Sedan De Luxe . .$1275
With C-H Magnetic Gear Shift 1400

Q
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cuts its figure in Financing;

conveys Output's might,

leads the Undaunted in advancing;

brings us square with Right;

stands for Triumph, our specialty;

means: Heroes rule the land of the free

spurs us Onward most prodigiously,

gives us our Faith most religiously.

J makes for Justice unbeatable;

U is for Union grand;

L means Loyalty unseatable;

Y —stay true to Yankee land!

XJUMEROUS unusual letters find their way to an
^ ^ editor's desk. One, most unusual, lays before me
as I write this. It was written by a full-blood Sioux

Indian, who has had the advantage of a college educa-

tion. He rejoices over the wonderful development of

the motion-picture industry, and looks to it for the

power requisite to saving the cause of civilization. "The

triumph of the United States arms and the subsequent

flooding of the whole world with American-made peace

propaganda film, nointing out the way to keep de-

mocracy, supreme over autocracy, are the two essen-

tials to the preservation of civilization," he writes.

"Therefore, let us urge the photoplay producers to start

their part of the work now by making pictures which
set forth most comprehensively the various differences

between the two ideals of government and show why
the democratic idea of the people, for the people, by
the people, should predominate universally." Our
Indian friend has hit upon a feasible scheme, which

might indeed lead to getting some fetching pictorial

argument before the people in Germany even before

the cessation of the present hostilities. The German
Socialists might welcome some moving pictures which

would bring recruits to their struggling minority and

American ingenuity might find the way to get the

precious films into their hands. Undoubtedly motion

pictures could act as a potential agitator of democracy
in the very hot-bed of autocracy, and, happily in this

case, it might lead to a revolution which would obliter-

ate the iron-hand domineering of despots who rule by
virtue of tradition and not by the consent of the gov-

erned. Verily, our Indian correspondent is quite within

the bounds of plausibility when he cites two essentials

to universal peace. The propaganda film could main-

tain the democracy which the United States arms will

establish with the aid of our gallant allies. The idea has

impressed us so deeply that we have persuaded Bert D.

Essex, author of "The Silent Trend,"which appears regu-

larly in "Photo-Play Journal," to write the kind of stories

he deems wise for a series of photoplays candidly devised

to sway the thought of especially subjects of absolute

monarchies to the democratic side of the world's most
momentous question so strongly as to demolish every

OPEAKING of life's forward march, everyone has a^ perfect right to be left, but lo what a lop-sided idea!

An acquaintance of ours who resents exhortation
against his habit of dodging responsibility is the in-

spiration for this. He says if he worries not, no one
else should. Reference to the uncertainty of his future,

due to his apathy, brought forth these words. Now
we're fretting more over his career than we are over
the price of our food. That's how personal a personal
editor can get sometimes. The purpose in mentioning
all this here is to essay instilling the idea of concern
over achievement in the minds of our readers. If there
ever was a time when every man, woman and child

should strive to be absolutely useful, that time is this

year of our Lord 1917. It is the ideal moment for the
total elimination of the slightest semblance of the
mark of the slacker. No one who wilfully permits
himself to be left can be at all right in such a crisis as
envelops us today. A public calamity would follow a
general tendency of "letting the other fellow do the
work." No one can afford to be satisfied. Even though
you can only raise a bushel of potatoes, you must do
something to help the great cause which is so vital to
us all. Ponder! And if you discover your back is

turned on responsibility, right about face! Then, for-

ward march! And remember all the marchers need not

be in the army.

TV/TANY photoplay fans are urging us to exert our
* -1 supreme efforts to induce film producers to en-

rich the screen with more comedy and farce. It seems
the demand for a surcease of dramas with even the

slightest trace of the sordid is rapidly becoming uni-

versal. Therefore, we are glad to advise all that the
immediate plans of most of the leading producers take
into consideration the desires of the people, and an
abundance of laugh-provoking photoplays will be with
us soon. Already some of Charles Hoyt's amusing
comedies have been revived and have found their way
to the screen, and several farce successes of the past
are being prepared for picturization. Meanwhile com-
panies which have always specialized in fun-inspiring
film are redoubling their energies to materially increase
their outputs. Ere long it will be to laugh most
every minute you are in a moving picture theatre if

present indications ring true. Be it ever until the war
is over at least.

I
F you have an idea by which you think you could
improve the photoplay art, write me about it. De-

vise something new in either technique or story, and
you will be embraced as a genius. Know ye all that
"Photo-Play Journal" strives to constantly

their goal. It is your opportunity.
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A man of mighty physical power and exalted mortality

stood in the dark night battling with a terrific elemental

upheaval. Despite his strength and his courage he was
no match- for the devastating opposition he encountered.

But he weathered the storm nevertheless, and it was
because of his undying allegiance to the Spirit Sublime
—the ruler supreme for more than a hundred and two-
score years of his native land, the home of the free

and the brave—the ardent defenders of Old Glory.

A woman who had devoted her life to the peaceful

pursuits of upbuilding a modest home for her help-

mate and their children stood nearby in that same dark night and
when the cruel, unrelenting wind buffeted and bruised the man, she

braved the same foe and ministered gently to the injured. She,

too, was actuated by the Spirit Sublime- which kept her fortitude

intact.

A child was also in that dark night of indescribable terrors.

No disconcerting wails came from this source however,, for the

child had inherited the Spirit Sublime from worthy progenitors,

and, instinctively realizing the responsibility of it all even at a

tender age, the immature one energetically struggled to lend succor

by shouting sharp warnings to an elder in need.

Sex or age was not pressed into service as a pretext for shift-

ing the work of the battle. Three souls unafraid united to vie

with each other in meeting the emergencies the storm foisted onto

them. In that dark night was enacted a repetition of the reason

why the history of the United States of America is so gloriously

replete with righteousness, justice and valiant deeds of munificent

blessings. 'Twas originally known as the Spirit of 76, but it has

always been from that date to this very moment the Spirit Sublime,

and it has wielded its wonderful influence through many a dark

night, inevitably developing sunshine of day, the beacon light

of hope eternal. Explicitly, it is patriotism, backed solidly by
every force irreproachable probity can summon, and, it is a patri-

otism every man, woman and child of the U. S. A. lives faultlessly

today more than ever, because this day is one of the darkest of
nights yet recorded in the annals of mankind, and there has been

precipitated a crisis, one thing all true Americans meet invariably

with unflinching bravery.

From the Pacific slope to Atlantic seaboard, from the Canadian
line to the Gulf of Mexico, the activity in behalf of humanity is so

tremendously and strikingly illustrative of the man, woman and
child in the dark night that July 4th, 1917, becomes more than a

mere passing celebration. It becomes the zenith of the principle

of a national life. Obstreperous jubilees will for the most part

succumb to quiet, serious work to further the plans of a grim

business—the extermination of an autocracy which is now the

most baneful scourge of the earth. The Spirit Sublime will attain

its greatest, most plenary powers because the times demand it.

Happily those of every walk of life are united in the per-

formance of duty, and the devotees to the photoplay art can

rejoice in the fact that the photoplayers are among the stalwart

faithfuls in the front ranks: Actress has seen to it that actor does

not excel in the manifestation of the Spirit Sublime. No wonder

then that it sounded like the sweetest, most harmonious of music

when the interested observer heard

:

"Company, attention ! Right dress ! Front

!

Forward, march."

And then discovered the command was given

by David Thompson, an actor and director, to one

hundred girls, all histrionic artists under the Metro

banner. As these soldiers of the feminine gender
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The girls are learning the whole grim business of war

stepped forward smartly in their khaki uni-

forms, marching a one-two-three without

imperfections, and brought their rifles to

right-shoulder-arms the full realization of

the unlimited scope of the Spirit Sublime
inspired a veritable thrill.

These girls are members of a Woman's
Home Defense League, which has recently

been formed, and which is drawing enlist-

ments from many moving-picture studios.

Their idea is that if the war situation in

the United States becomes particularly seri-

ous, and all the available men are sent to

the European front, much good in the way
of home defense work can be accomplished

by young women.
Therefore, following out that idea, they

have formed the Woman's Home Defense
League, and for several weeks they have
been drilling in the studios. Prominent mo-
tion picture stars are acting as patronesses

of the League, among them being Ethel

Barrymore, Emmy Wehlen, Mabel Taliaf-

erro, Viola Dana and Mrs. Sidney Drew.
Miss Wehlen, Miss Dana and Miss Taliaf-

erro have purchased uniforms and are soon
to drill with the League members.
To Miss Dana goes the credit for the

idea of the organization. After reading
of the Home Defense Leagues being formed
by men, she decided that the women should
start similar movements. She questioned
the women in her company, and all of them
were enthusiastic over the idea. They
"carried it along," and within a few days
a roster was prepared. Then uniforms were
purchased and military experts at the

studios began drilling the girls.

Among these experts are Mr. Thompson
and William B. Davidson, leading man for

Ethel Barrymore. Both have served in the

militia.

When the company has been thoroughly
schooled it is the intention of the girls to

elect their own members as officers. Miss
Taliaferro, Miss Wehlen and Miss Dana
have expressed a willingness to serve as
Captain or Lieutenants, and among those
who have hopes of gaining the insignia of
sergeants are Peggy Parr, Ethel Hope,
Violet Reed and Katharine Cavanaugh.
"Our organization is the carrying out of

a common-sense idea," said Marien Dennis,
one of the members. "Not all women can
be Red Cross nurses. What would be-
come of the country if all the women went

away to serve as trained nurses ? Someone
must stay at home and take care of the

industries and the children. My mother
needs me, for instance. I shouldn't be able

to leave her without feeling that I was very
selfish. But the homes and industries may
have to be guarded, and those who must
stay at home should know how to defend
them.

"Another point about drilling is that it de-

velops discipline. Discipline is what is

needed to fit women for working in the

munitions factories, for doing intensive

farming^for taking care of everything at

home."
Since war alone can be the pre-

cursor of lasting peace, its nerve-
racking sorrows have been accepted

courageously as inevitable in all quarters
in the photoplay world, and it is a foregone
conclusion that when the new American
army comes up for final review before be-
ing dispatched to the battlefield, the screen
will be credibly represented. Many of the
foremost stars of the shadow stage have
not only signified their intention of answer-
ing the call to the colors, but have actually

arranged their affairs to go with some of
the first divisions. This is amply reassur-
ing of the fact that the Spirit Sublime
rules your favorites, Fans and Fanettes,
and it is impressive evidence that this same
glowing, growing spirit of the hour pre-
vails over the length and the breadth of the

land. Let us glorify in the total absence
of the taint of the slacker in the army of
Thespians who have entertained us so

royally on the screen. Let us give three

cheers for such efforts as Sidney Drew
recently put forth when he gave up his own
work to get out and help boom enlistments

in New York after he had heroically ac-

quiesced in the act of his son in offering his

services to his country. Then let us praise

Mary Pickford for the earnest speeches she
has been making on the Pacific Coast for

recruits for Uncle Sam's army, for Little

Mary has really been addressing assembl-

ages of men on the streets, not for the pub-
licity (something she does not need), but
for results for her beloved country. Madge
Kennedy, herself a new recruit to the army
of photoplayers, has won nation-wide recog-

nition for her powerful appeal to American
citizens of alien birth. It is called "Creed
for the Alien." Here it is, and don't fail to

note that the first letter of each paragraph,

read downwards, produces "America Un-
divided" and incidentally it is to become a

part of the history of the times because it

hits a mark which most needs hitting

:

(Continued on page S3)

MARY PICKFORD,
the Patriot
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HAZEL DAWN BERT LYTELL

THE LONE WOLF
Fictionized Version of the Latest Herbert Brenon Photoplay Produced by the Lewis J. Selznick Enterprises

Featuring Hazel Dawn and Bert Lytell

HAT little Marcel was a

thief is only to say he was
human. Left mysteriously

at the disreputable Hotel
Troyan when hardly more
than an infant, dishonesty

soon came to be his only

defense against injustice

and cruelty. His bare ex-

istence depended upon the

sharpness of his wits, so they became very
sharp indeed. He soon knew every turn of

the twisting streets of Paris, was at home
in all kinds of society, and knew how to

keep his eyes and ears open and his mouth
shut. From somewhere he inherited a love

of literature and art and the proceeds o.

all his thefts were spent for books. It was
his statement of this fact that saved him
when Burke discovered him stealing a few
coins from his mantel. Burke was a crim-

inal, and Marcel knew it. .
Another thing

Marcel knew, but Burke did not, was that

the detectives were closing in on him. So
when Burke told Marcel to keep the money
and buy his books, Marcel showed his ap-

preciation by warning Burke against the de-

tectives.

This began an association which, while

hardly one which the moralists could ap-

prove, developed in Marcel, the highest

possible point of efficiency in his chosen

profession—that of an aristocrat among
thieves. He and Burke traveled together

and Marcel learned from his patron that

refinement added a zest to life. Burke had
an accomplice, Eckstrom, with whom he

had executed many coups. Eckstrom, be-

coming jealous of Burke oven a pretty

housemaid who had been admitted into

their councils, betrayed Burke to the police.

Burke was killed in the fight that followed,

and Marcel was led off, one day, to a re-

formatory, but not until he had given Eck-
strom a glance that promised vengeance.

Marcel thus founded his career. When
he reached manhood, and began a series of

crimes which puzzled the police of two
continents, he adopted for

name of Michael Lanyard,
was known in New York,

Petrograd, and other capitals, as a con-

noisseur and patron of the arts, a collector

of valuable paintings, a man who had the

entree into the most exclusive circles. But
it was as The Lone Wolf that he was
known—or rather unknown—to the police

of those same cities. All that could be

learned about his activities was that he had
no discoverable accomplices.

Following his theft of the famous Ombre
jewels, Lanyard, casting about in Paris for

an interesting adventure, noticed the French
government had entered into negotiations

public use the

As Lanyard he
London, Paris,

for the ownership of a remarkable explosive
invented by a certain Huysman. This
seemed to be worthy game, and Lanyard
set out to reconnoitre the Huysman home.
From a place of concealment he saw his

ancient enemy, Eckstrom, admitted. After
waiting a long time, with no sign of Eck-
strom, Lanyard cautiously forced a win-
dow, and entered the inventor's house. He
found Huysman dead on the floor, stabbed
in the heart. Lanyard hurried to Eck-
strom's lodgings, which he had under sur-

veillance for some time and confronted the

murderer.
The moment of Marcel's revenge for the

betrayal of Burke had come. Lanyard told

Eckstrom who he was, and said that unless

he turned over the specifications of the ex-

plosive he had stolen from Huysman, he
would inform the police of the murder, and
of Eckstrom's guilt. Eckstrom realized

he was beaten, and handed Lanyard a pho-
tographic film upon which Huysman had
recorded his invention, snarling his threat

of revenge. Lanyard laughed at his rage.

But as soon as he had gone, Eckstrom
hastened to the headquarters of a gang of

international crooks, who called themselves
the Pack, to report what had happened.
The Pack consisted of Eckstrom himself,

Moriban, Popinot, Wertheimer, and Ban-
non, the leader, an invalid, sixty years old,
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constantly attended by a young woman he

introduced as Lucy Bannon, his niece, but

who was engaged as his nurse. Eckstrom

demanded Lanyard's death, but Bannon de-

cided Lanyard was too valuable to be out-

side their fold, and ordered that he be

offered membership in the Pack. This

offer Lanyard rejected with scorn, which

meant a declaration of war—The Lone
Wolf against the Pack.

Curiosity led Lanyard back to the old

Hotel Troyon. It was different from the

ramshackle old place he had known as a

child. Even the proprietor was different.

He did not know that this was the head-

quarters of Bannon, the chief of the Pack.

Lucy, one of the first persons he noticed

after he arrived, attracted him immediately,

and her glances seemed to indicate he inter-

ested her as well. He managed to meet her

at dinner, and the acquaintance promised

to ripen into friendship.

Lanyard was unable to enjoy his new ac-

quaintance undisturbed. He noticed that

another guest at Troyon's was Roddy, a de-

tective from Scotland Yard, who he had

every reason to believe, was on the trail of

the Ombre jewels. When he discovered

that Roddy had the room next to his own
he decided it was time to protect himself.

Pretending to leave the hotel, he returned

silently to his room. Here he found, not

the detective, but Miss Lucy Bannon. As
he turned up the light she stared at him in

dismay and said she had been walking in

her sleep. The explanation seemed rather

unsatisfactory to Lanyard, but he made no

protest, and she retired to her own room.

Lanyard, now satisfied that Roddy was not

spying upon him, left the hotel to visit his

own apartment, where his art collections

were stored.

Returning to his room later, a man
pounced upon him as he opened the door.

After a terrific struggle Lanyard over-

powered his assailant and bound him. He
discovered that the man, obviously an em-
issary of the Pack, carried a hypodermic
needle. He found, also, that the door to

Roddy's room had been forced open and the

detective had been murdered. It was clear

Their friendship soon ripened into love

the murderer had intended to render him
unconscious with an injection from the

needle, smear him with Roddy's blood, and
leave him to be discovered as the apparent

slayer. So he turned the tables. He in-

jected the drug into the real murderer.
Then he noticed there was a striking re-

semblance between himself and the mur-
derer, except that the latter wore a mous-
tache. Quickly shaving this off, he packed
his few belongings to leave the murder in

his own trap to be discovered as The Lone
Wolf.
As he was slipping quietly from the hotel,

the door of Lucy Bannon's room opened,

and she came out, dressed for the street and

With Lucy the Lone W^olf escaped via a rope of sheets

carrying a small bag. She appealed to him
for help, told him Bannon was the leader

of the Pack, and she was escaping from
him, as she was in mortal terror. Con-
vinced of the truth of the girl's story, Lan-
yard took her with him. He knew the

Pack would soon be on the trail of both of

them, and sought a hiding place in a studio

which he had kept for such an emergency.

In this hiding place the friendship of the

two fugitives soon developed into love. But
their sense of security was soon dispelled.

A rock crashed through the skylight of the

studio, a paper in which it was wrapped
stated that if Lanyard refused to submit to

the Pack he would be killed. Meanwhile
they had discovered how Lanyard had
tricked them at the hotel, and they had
burned down the building to conceal the

crime.

Although the studio was surrounded.

Lanyard refused to admit defeat, as he was
anxious to save Lucy from Bannon. They
made their escape by climbing down a rope

of sheets.

Lanyard told Lucy that his affection for

her had caused him to determine to go
straight in the future, and his first move
was to restore the Ombre jewels he had
recently stolen. Together they went to the

Ombre mansion. Lanyard opened the safe,

replaced the jewels, and they hurried to the

home of Minister of War Ducroy. Leaving
Lucy in the garden, Lanyard broke into the

house and found his way to the bedroom of

the minister. Awakening him he offered

the Huysman explosive secret in exchange
for a safe conduct for himself and Lucy to

England. The astonished minister con-

sented and gave Lanyard a pass for two
passengers in a military aeroplane which
was to make the flight across the channel.

The truth about Lucy was that she was
neither Bannon's nurse nor his niece, but a

clever agent of the secret service, who had
been instructed to gain the confidence of the

Pack, to get evidence against them, and
also to find a clue to the identity of The
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He told Mme. Ombre her jewels were safe

Lone Wolf. Satisfied that Lanyard was
sincere in his determination to abandon his

life of crime, Lucy struggled between love

and duty, while Lanyard was bargaining

with the minister. She decided to permit

him to escape and left the garden to keep a

rendezvous with Wertheimer, a member of

the Pack.

When Lanyard found Lucy was gone, he

believed she had deserted him for the Ban-
non gang. In an endeavor to find her he

disguised himself as a cab driver and began
a systematic search of the boulevards. He
was rewarded finally by picking up Lucy
and Wertheimer, who engaged him without

recognizing him. But looking back into his

cab Lanyard's jealousy was aroused by see-

ing Lucy and her companion in close, con-

fidential conversation.

Believing he had lost Lucy forever. Lan-
yard finally decided to steal the Ombre
jewels again, leave the country and adopt
some honest career. Meanwhile the Pack
had learned from Lucy that the Ombre
jewels had been restored. So when Lan-
yard was working at the safe in the Ombre
mansion, he was confronted by Lucy, who
had been forced to accompany the Pack on
its mission. Lanyard told Lucy how he had
struggled against temptation, but she could

not explain her desertion, as Moriban, of

the Pack, was listening.

All that prevented him from killing Lan-
yard from his hiding place was his greed
for the jewels.

At this moment, Mme. Ombre and her
maid entered the house. Lanyard heard
the door open. Mme. Ombre, covering

Lanyard with a gun, told her maid to

telephone for the police ; but as the girl left

the room to do so she was seized and gagged
by Moriban. Eckstrom, Popinot and two
Apaches were watching developments from
another place of concealment. Lanyard
told Mme. Ambre that the jewels she had
missed were now in her safe. She refused
to believe, and so he opened the safe and
handed them to her. Eckstrom leaped upon
the woman and grabbed the jewels, while
Popinot flung Lanyard to the floor. Lan-
yard struggled desperately, and finally

escaped as several gendarmes hurried in

from the street where they had heard the

uproar.

Rushing to the street Lanyard leaped

into the automobile belonging to the critrr-

inals, where Lucy was waiting, and drove
off at a furious speed. Eckstrom and Mori-
ban, who also escaped from the gendarmes,
followed in a second machine. The lovers

raced upon a jack-knife bridge which was
about to open, just clearing it in time,

while the pursuers were unable to check
their car in time and it plunged into the

water seventy feet below. Eckstrom man-
aged to swim ashore and obtaining a motor-
boat raced to the avi-

ation field. He had
found the war min-
ister's pass which
Lanyard had lost in

the struggle in Mme.
Ombre's home.
The lovers reached

the aviation field first,

and upon discovering

the loss of the pass,

were given a new per-

mission by telephon-

ing to the war min-
ister, and set off im-

mediately on their
flight across the chan-
nel, with a pilot sup-

plied by the authori-

ties.

Eckstrom arrived

immediately after-
ward with the lost

pass, and was given

another plane with-

out question. As his

machine carried less

weight, he was soon
gaining rapidly upon
Lanyard and Lucy.
He had hardly de-

parted, however,
when the police au-

thorities, learning
that he was wanted as

a foreign spy, sent a Lucy

speedy aircraft in pursuit. Eckstrom fired

on the plane in which Lanyard and Lucy
were riding, and it began to appear that they

could not escape, when a shot from the

swift pursuing machine struck Eckstrom's
plane, and it shot downward into the

waters of the English Channel.

Lanyard and Lucy landed safely, and
then to Lanyard's surprise, their pilot re-

vealed himself as Wertheimer. lie was
also an agent of the English police, and had
wormed himself into the secrets of Bannon
and his Pack. Lanyard was told the truth

about the girl he loved, and free from the

perils which had been threatening them,
they embarked upon a new life of freedom
and safety.

"It was not my fault that I wandered so

far away from the straight path all during
my career," Lanyard told his pal for life.

"I had no recourse from crime from my
earliest boyhood ; it was born into me and
I was surrounded by the necessity of it."

"I understand perfectly, my dear, and I

in behalf of all society forgive you for

your transgressions, feeling confident you
will more than make up for everything now
that you are determined to use your clever-

ness for better purposes," Lucy replied en-

couragingly.

"Gee, what a wonderful reformer a

woman is," he murmured in consummate
admiration. "Why, do you know you have
put into me more noble aspirations than I

could have gotten out of a reformatory in

a thousand years? Not once would the

notion of dealing on the square have entered
my head if it hadn't been for you."

So saying Lanyard kissed Lucy fervently

with a great show of gratitude. He knew
he was no longer The Lone Wolf. Quite
on the contrary, he felt the pulsations of a

new life so keenly that he pictured himself
as The Hopeful Lamb, who would follow

his. chosen one to the topmost rung of the

ladder of honor. Thus can the loftiest of

manliness evolve from unlikely material.

er sleep
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SPLASH SEAS

LEFT TO RIGHT—Jack Richardson, Margaret Thompson, Josephine Headley, Bessie Love, Olive Thomas, Gloria Hope, Mary Maclvor, Margery Bennett, Clara
Williams, Sylvia Bremer, Jack Gilbert, William S. Hart, ^iVilliam Desmond.

ALWAYS could tell myself a

lot of interesting" things not

quite according to Hoyle while

casting my furtive glances

around on a surf well filled

with nymphs. Of course this is all provid-

ing no nymph smiles at me, for verily one

smile of this genus renders me absolutely

speechless, and I'm in no condition for say-

ing a word. Of this day I can speak freely,

because I was disguised as a peanut vender,

and what chance has a peanut vender to cop

a smile from a nymph?
The greatest opportunity of my career

for fulsome soliloquizing knocked ob-

streperously at my door recently when I got

into the swim by staying out of the swim of

a gay gang of triumphant-Triangle-intrepid-

Ince photoplayers when they opened the

bathing season out on the furthermost edge

of the sunny slopes of California by giving

a christening party for Olive Thomas, the

latest T-I star who still frankly avers that

she likes Broadway better than she does

the Pacific ocean. Oh boy, what I saw
that delightful day ! It was enough to make
a fellow talk himself to death, and here

are some of the things I said, said I

:

If Sylvia Bremer doesn't stop sitting-

there in the sand looking out of the corner

of her eye so slyly and playing with those

tantalizing tresses of hers, I'll have to have
an ice-cream soda—whew, it's hot! (And,
if you don't believe I saw Sylvia thus in all

her royal regalia a la de-swim, see photo on
page seventeen and you'll see everything we
mention excepting the warmth, and that

was in the air beyond the range of the

camera.) Furthermore, should Sylvia smile

—well, good-bye peanuts. I think of cas-

tles in the air where dainty beauties abound
and where blithesome birdies sing sweetly

as they wend their swift way a-wing, and
I think of what a wonderful paradise

'twould surely be if from that point of van-
tage one could see all such nymphs of all

surfs all the time as in a mirage.
I admire Miss Bremer's artistry on the

screen, but when she's on the beach thus,

I see, said I

say, she figures higher than ever in my esti-

mation. She is withal a veritable Lady
Lofty, and this rounds out the ingratiation.

Continuing the conversation with myself :

I marvel at the goodness of Fate in pro-
viding a reassuring Hope for the bath
party. It is always reassuring to have Hope
with you, especially when it's Gloria Hope,
another nymph whose shadow flits across

the screen so many times nowadays and
nowanights. A glimpse of her abreast with
the pounding waves, inspires you to pray
that no shark shall seek a lark at her ex-
pense, for innately we all want Hope to stick

right on the job undisturbed. Once when I

saw her bob up serenely from under a

mighty breaker, I remarked to myself that

the cinema is better off because it is not

(Gloria) Hopeless. Now, there's a compli-
ment for you, glorious Gloria, and you
made me say it to myself just by the way
you cavorted so gracefully in the deep the

while without e'er giving me a single peep
at your smile. (Candidly, half the time
while I am chatting with myself I know not

whether I be poet or essayist. But, rhyme
comes naturally to me like a lion—to ruin

me.)
Then I asked myself a question justly

:

Who's the gentle one with a business-like

look, arms akimbo, sitting next to the left

end of the boat. Oh, Margaret Thompson,
as I live. Lot of you know her, and I know
her better than ever now, since I've seen

her in bathing. She made me say to myself
that I'd bet a cookie, raisin and all, that she

could help the suffragettes out with a cork-

ing speech. She's a reel favorite who looks

just that real. She enjoyed the Olive

Thomas party exceedingly, because she can

swim like a fish. And Josephine Headley

—

she was there too—her general poise of
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Wm, S. Hart right among the dearhearts

head made me tell myself that it is a good
idea to always look up and not down. Of
course I'm not saying any man in the world
would look up when there is something
feminine to see down in the water, but if

you will glance at Josephine as she sits next
to Miss Thompson in the vicinity of the

great American flag, you will see her in a

characteristic pose : looking up. That is the

way she regards life, as an uplooking propo-
sition, and when she gets into her bathing

suit she makes others look up too.

Bessie Love? Bessie Loves anything
tomboyish, and she's a regular elf in the

water. She paddles, she ducks others, she
leaps, she does everything that goes to put
ginger into the cake. When I got my eyes
riveted on her, I said to myself : "You're a

kid again—her vivacity has done it." And
do you know I turned a flip-flop right then
and there, spilling the peanuts everywhere

!

If only all the grandfathers in the country
could occasionally gather around Bessie
while she is performing her aquatic feats,

they'd go right from second childhood into

high, or third gear, if you drive a Ford.
Indeed, Bessie is a walking synonym to

fun. She's a whole show—a circus.

As for Olive Thomas, who was the queen
on this day in the surf because the party
was in her honor as previously stated, she
possesses a happy faculty for inspiring a
fellow to soliloquize right seriously. "Gee,
she seems like an awfully nice gel," I told
myself when she first crossed my
line of vision in attractive

costume for migration in the ^ff? .

big drink. "I'll bet _ ,,-^'

she can talk nice to anyone she likes too,"

J added. She is blessed with the face of an

exponent of the honesty-is-the-best-policy

creed, and she made me feel that I could he

perfectly honest for the rest of my life. As
proof of the forcefulness of this influence

she exerts, I might add it has been several

weeks since her party took place, and I

haven't committed a single crooked act yet.

Pretty good record this for a fellow who is

so far gone as to spend hours talking to

himself

!

When first I saw Mary Maclvor this day,

I thought she was Anita Stewart. Later I

discovered the resemblance is slight, but

there is a resemblance, and this Mary also

resembles Little Mary inasmuch as she is

little. Miss Maclvor is one of shrewd Mr.

Ince's discoveries histrionic. I discovered

her in a bathing suit, and therefore I agree

Ince's discovery was a good one. This lit-

tle lady would rather smile than eat al-

though she does eat heartily. Margery Ben-

nett is pretty much with her on this, and

she's pretty besides. Jointly this team

could out-smile a Shubert chorus. "Now
why don't I smile more?" I asked myself

as I viewed this duo. But then it might be

that they have their rent paid. I haven't.

That makes a vast difference.

Now must sally forth from the sunless

dungeon of mysteries a secret. It came to

light at this merry-making to which we are

devoting our time and talk. Viz : Clara

Williams has a dimple in her arm. Look it

up in the accompanying picture. Yes, her

knees are trim too, but permit me to keep

my mind concentrated on the dimple. What
is so attractive as a dimple when 'tis a

lovely lady in the consideration? Two
dimples, you'll

say, but I said

to myself, said

I, when I saw
Clara's dimple,

Oh, for the
life of a sailor

who sails right '

close to the
shore.

SYLVIA
BREMER

Just as I said

I had a lot of fun, and did a lot of envy-

ing while watching William S. Mart, the

irrepressible Bill, lie devoted a lot of his

energies to dragging timorous nymphs into

the water. They had their bathing suits on,

and everything, but they wanted none of

the briny aqua on them. 1 1 art wouldn't

stand for this, and one of the two small

pictures herewith proves it. The other small

picture is indisputable verification of the as-

sertion that when it comes to daring acro-

batics Triangle-lnce stars have all the Arab
and Souave acts backed off the boards. I'm

not going to tell you whose feminine back it-

is that's turned toward the audience from
on high of the masculine shoulders. Sir:

might have aimed to be secretive, and I

wouldn't dare to spoil it.

Just as I had decided that my day of

sight-seeing by the sea was over, my gaze
wandered back to Sylvia Bremer. She was
still sitting in the sand playing with those

marvelous tresses of hers just as you see

her on the ground floor of this page. Some-

cautious inquiry on my part brought the

information that she was getting acclimated.

(I was weathering a storm myself.,) She
has been in the United States only a year.

She is an Australian, and she says she

misses Sydney, the city of Sydney, and not

the fellow Sydney. She also thinks our
language is difficult, and she says it takes

some time to make sure she is saying the

right things the right way. She is get-

ting her first experience as a moving picture

actress, but she was on the stage in Aus-
tralia, where she appeared in important
roles of many New York and London suc-

cesses, all of which reach her native land

sooner or later. She says Australians like

American plays better than they do the

English variety, because they know
America better.

But, in conclusion, when came the mo-
ment for a reluctant departure from
the scene of my soliloquy, I said to

myself, said I : if ever I get a

grouch, I'm going down to

the seaside and watch
the nymphs and for-

g e t it. This
I recommend
to my fellow-

sufferers, who
might not be

unaware of the

advantages to

be gained by
seeing more of

milady sportive.

There are girls of

the Triangle sort
on many beaches,

b u t nowhere are
there prettier little

peaches, a n d

it's really
worth a trip
across the con-

tinent for you
to see 'em.
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Intrepid Queen of the Rail Cites Some
Curious Superstitions of Railroad Men

engaged

UST how far superstition con-

trols railroad men cannot be
contemplated without amuse-
ment, and yet it is all a serious

proposition to the men who are

maintaining our- transportation

facilities, which are so vital to our exist-

ence, especially now. It is not at all uncom-
mon for engineers to refuse to go out on the

regular runs because of certain "signs"

which arouse their suspicions of some im-
pending danger. Many a time has a con-

ductor remained at home and reported him-
self ill in order to avoid going on the road
when he got a "hunch" that something ter-

rible would happen. Scores of men charged
with the duty of running trains have ulti-

mately come to nervous break-downs be-

cause of worrying over ill forebodings,

which must be classified as superstitions.

Few people are more conversant with the

eccentricities of the men of the rail than
the queen of the rail, who is none other

than Helen Holmes, the heroine of so many
thrilling Mutual photoplays in all of which
trains play important parts. Since she

adopted the railroad atmosphere as her
forte in photoplaying. Miss Holmes has ac-

quired just about enough knowledge of the

entire business to make her capable of tak-

ing the position of most any man who might
be called away to the trenches. She is

really an expert telegrapher, and she is so

accustomed to excitement she would make
an ideal despatches She is also very pro-
ficient as a stenographer, having established

the record of "doing" one hundred and fifty

words per minute, which is waltzing across
the keys at a right merry pace. And, when
it comes to flashing words via the wire, she

can operate the key to the tune of about
eighteen words per minute. From her
earliest schooldays Miss Holmes was known
as a "comer" of the key, and she was al-

ways affiliated with some branch of the rail-

road industry before she ever thought of

developing her histrionic talents. There-
fore, it was most natural when she entered

the photo-drama that she should have a

"picture railway career" from the inception

and to the finish. So thus it came about
that she drove Mogul engines, siezed tele-

graph keys despite the muzzles of revolvers

and occasionally became a demure sten-

ographer in "The Girl and the Game." She
spiked switches, cut wires and otherwise
ornamented her railway reputation in "The

Manager of the B & A" and "Whispering
Smith."

Throughout her screen activities she has
been constantly thrown in the company of
railroad men in real life, and she has come
in contact with most every phase of the

operating of railroads. Consequently she
has been able to glean a great many facts on
the matter of superstition in its relation to

the railroader.

"Most railroad men hold a terrible fear

of black cats, and if by any chance a dark-
hued member of the feline family should
tread across the line of vision of especially

an engineer or fireman just before he is

ready to go on duty, there is little possibility

of dissuading him from returning at once to

his home," Miss Holmes says. "A black

cat is an omen of bad things in general to

many people outside of the railroad busi-

ness, but I'm sure no set of men have such
implicit faith in the superstition as many
railway men. Why, I know a veteran loco-

motive engineer who absolutely retired from
the business because a black cat persisted in

coming into his company three nights in

succession. Not only did he quit his job,

but he swore he would never set foot on a

train again in his whole life in even the

capacity of a passenger. So far as I know
he has stuck to his threat too."

On the Western roads there is a supersti-

tion which has to do with the seeing of

imaginary mirages. Trainman after train-

man has come in from long runs across the

more desolate stretches of western land and
declared stoutly that they have experienced
nerve-racking thrills as a result of seeing

mirages. Once a fireman reported that he

had seen in the mists of the sky a vivid pic-

ture of a wreck in which several lives were
lost. That very day a similar wreck did

occur a thousand miles away, and he was
convinced the actual wreck is what he saw
in his mirage. Furthermore, he considered

himself lucky to escape disaster after being

thus "warned."
Engineers come to regard their engines as

pals, according to Miss Holmes. Often-

(Continued on page 56)

Helen Holmes " at home on train-top
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Fictio n Version of the

Triangle Photoplay

college

T was at a reception given

to James Barclay in honor
of his election as Governor
of the state that he sum-
moned sufficient courage to

propose marriage to Sylvia

Marlowe, an attractive,

young lawyer, who he had
known since his

days.

"I must refuse you," she replied, "not be-

cause I do not care for you, but because I

sense your political aspirations and life

are changing your character and destroying

your ideals."

These frank words amazed Barclay.

"Is that really what you think of your
Governor even before his induction into his

high office?" he asked gazing searchingly

into the young woman's deep blue eyes.

"Exactly or else I would not dared to

give utterance to such sentiments," she re-

plied calmly.

It so happened that Barclay was backed
by Joe Keller, a crooked politician, whose
influence had brought triumph to the bud-
ding statesman. Keller regarded politics as

a plain bread-and-butter proposition, and he
had never considered the humanity side of

the question at all. He crushed those who
ventured to oppose him most ruthlessly.

He never hesitated to compromise right for

might. His scruples were indeed at a low-

ebb. Sylvia Marlowe realized this more
keenly than Barclay did, and she felt sure
the upshot of an affiliation with such a po-
litical boss would be the upsetting of the

political probity of any man.
Almost simultaneously with Governor

Barclay's inauguration, the child labor
question appeared in the foreground. A
law to conserve the children had been
framed and was up for approval. The
social workers of the state were immensely
interested in the reform such a law prom-
ised. They enlisted the sympathies and
active support of Sylvia, who called on the

governor and exacted from him a pledge to

sign the bill when it reached him.
Boss Keller, upon reading of Barclay's

agreement to affix his signature, rushed to

the executive's office.

"Say, Jim, it's positively foolish for you
to sign such an outrageous bill," Kellar be-
gan the minute he got inside the office.

"You will antagonize the people who elected

CAST OF CHARACTERS:
James Barclay, The Governor, Wilfred

Lucas.

Sylvia Marlowe, Lieut. Governor, Elda
Millar.

Joe Keller, political boss, Joseph Kilgour.

Governor's secretary, Regan Hughston.

Capitalist, Walter Walker.

Lieut. Governor's secretary, Edith Speare.

Reform Senator, Albert Perry.

you right off the bat, and you can't afford to

lose the friendship of anyone powerful if

you hope to stay in politics long."

"Well, I feel it is a good law, and I have
promised to sign it," the Governor replied.

"Don't worry about breaking the prom-
ise," Keller hastened to say. "You'll break
a lot of them before your term expires."

"But, I made the promise to a very prom-
inent and worthy lady

—

"

promise

"Oh hang such nonsense—don't sign the

bill, that's all," the boss fairly expostulated.

Barclay battled hard to find a loop-hole

through which he might escape from the

wrath he would arouse in Keller by ignor-

ing his demands, but it was a futile effort

and finally he had to yield to his benefactor.

A short time afterwards he vetoed the bill.

As was to be expected, Sylvia was in-

censed. She lost not a second in getting

into the Governor's office. Keller chanced
to be there too.

"A fine pair of men you are," she ex-

claimed angrily as she entered. "One
breaks his word without a blush and the

other hasn't any word to break."

"But, Miss Marlowe, you don't seem to

understand the importance of
—

" Kellar

tried to say suavely.

"I understand it just exactly enough to

smash you both politically," she answered
hotly. "There are ways and means to get

rid of such menaces as you represent, and
when the people come to know what selfish

mercenary interests you stand for in prefer-

ence to them, I dare say there will be an
upheaval from which you won't emerge so

all-potential."

With this said she walked haughtily out

of the office, leaving both men blinking

their eyes in their astonishment.

The years of Governor Barclay's first

term rolled by quickly, and he managed to

retain his popularity despite the hostile ac-

tivity of a quite powerful Suffrage Party,

which placed an opposing ticket in the field

with Sylvia Marlowe as their candidate for

Lieutenant-Governor. The campaign was
spectacular and the politicians of the gentler

sex strengthened their chances by making
a coalition with a reform element. How-
ever, when the ballots had been counted, it

was shown that the inroads they made were
only partly successful. Governor Barclay
was re-elected and Miss Marlowe was
elected Lieutenant-Governor.

A short time after the new administra-

tion had been installed, war became immi-
nent and the President of the United States

asked for appropriations of men and funds
from each state. A big appropriation bill

was drawn and passed by the State Senate
and Assembly, but Boss Keller, represent-

ing the hyphenated interests, was instructed

to force Barclay to veto the measure. He
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lost little time in

making known It i s

wishes to the ex-

ecutive.

"I would never he

so unpatriotic as to

deprive my country

of all the aid I can

give it," Barclay de-

clared firmly.

"If you sign that

bill, your political

life is ended and
every semhlance of

support of you will

be withdrawn," was
Keller's ultimatum.

"But how can you
ask so much of

me?" Barclay asked,

now in some desper-

ation.

"Because our

friend s—y our
friends and mine

—

have to be con-

sidered."

"All right—I sup-

pose I am helpless."

Sylvia had been waiting to enter Barclay's

office throughout this argument, and she

overheard enough to convince her that the

appropriation bill was doomed. Promptly
she made up her mind that it must go
through in spite of all the powers that be.

Instead of attempting a hopeless fight in

the open, she devised a scheme by which

'I am through with wrong politicians

She had signed the bill the governor refused to sign

she could accomplish her purpose before the

enemies of the bill could realize what was
going on. The measure was to be signed

or vetoed the following day. So she abided

her time until early morning of that next

day, when she asked Barclay to take her to

luncheon at Longue Vue, which was located

across the state line. Her manner was so

guileless and her inviting smiles so irresist-

ible that the Governor gladly accepted the

opportunity of having a quiet chat with the

woman he still loved with as much sin-

cerity as he possessed.

Upon arriving at the inn, Sylvia excused
herself, begging the Governor to order the

luncheon. Unsuspecting he settled down at

a table and leisurely set about to order an

especially fine meal. Meanwhile Sylvia

rushed out of a rear door, climbed into a

high-power automobile and drove back to

the capitol. Into the Governor's office she

rushed, taking advantage of the constitu-

tional provision that the Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor shall act as Governor in the event of

the Governor's absence from the state, she

signed the vital appropriation bill. She then

telephoned the waiting Barclay at the Inn,

explaining what she had done. In great ex-

citement Barclay returned to the capitol,

and he at once encountered Keller, who was
wild with rage.

"Now, I'm through with you, Barclay,

and I'll fix that meddling Marlowe woman
too," Keller yelled.

Thereupon the irate boss rushed into

Sylvia's office and began denouncing her

abusively. His harsh words aroused Bar-

clay, who had fol-

lowed him, and
waxing furious with
some justified rage
of his own, the Gov-
ernor threw Keller

bodily out of the

place. After the

humble boss had re-

gained his feet and
departed, Barclay re-

turned to Sylvia.

"N o w I am
through with the
wrong kind of poli-

ticians forever, and
I want to congratu-

late you for stand-

ing pat while I was
floundering around
between right and
w r o n g," he told

Sylvia. "You can
depend on it that

hereafter I will be

the Governor of all

the people whether
it means my political

demise or not."

"Hurrah !" Sylvia exclaimed. "For the

first time in my life I believe you are at

last the kind of a man I could just love to

death."

Quite unmindful of the presence of her
secretary and all dignity of the law, Sylvia

put her arms around Barclay's neck and
hugged him affectionately.

Keller was suave about it

"Here, ladies, is a perfect dressing."

The Red Cross surgeon was speaking.

He had been inspecting bandages placed

upon the fair limbs of their fellows by a

score of Washington's wealthy and socially

exclusive women, banded together for train-

ing under the supervision of Miss Mabel
Boardman, head of the Red Cross, surgical

dressings being quite the fashion this season
in the nation's capital.

This "perfect dressing" had, however,
been put on by a student who is not a

Washingtonian and, therefore, quite by acci-

Actress to the Front

dent a member of this particular group of

patriotic women. It was not by accident,

though, that she was deft at her work. She
had long before learned to bandage prop-

erly that she might do it before a motion-

picture camera.

In fact, it was none other than Miss Pearl

Sindelar, one time Pathe star, and again

leading woman with Potash and Perlmut-
ter. Miss Sindelar is not working; this sea-

son, but devoting a year to study in the

quieter atmosphere of Washington. The
war situation has, however, caused her to

throw aside her books and plunge into pre-

paredness work. The capacity for applica-

tion which results from years devoted to a

theatrical career made it easy for Miss Sin-

delar to become the star pupil in the Wash-
ington first aid classes.

Incidentally she declares her intention of

being among the first volunteers for active

service at the front when American boys

get into the fighting.
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Miss Peter Pan,
the Screen Star Who
Refuses to GrowUp is

Bessie Love

Bessie L,ove toda

fESSlE Love ("A Bundle
of Love," they call her

at the T r i a n g 1 e-Ince

studios) is the little girl

who has climbed to star-

dom in a year, and is

still an unspoiled child.

Refusing to have her
level head turned by suc-

cess, she makes moving pictures the busi-

ness of life. But outside of working hours
Bessie does not sew socks for soldiers, or

string ribbons in her lingerie. She lets

naturalness take its course, and the whole-
some boyish spirit, her dominant character-

istic, bubbles over. Bessie's mother has
long since given up trying to persuade her
daughter to wear fashionable clothes such
as famous screen stars are supposed to

effect. Gingham frocks, a Tarn o'Shanter
and heavy ribbed boy's stockings are not
only Bessie's choice for apparel, but are the

only garments which do not succumb to the

wear and tear /of baseball and kindred
sports that Bessie holds dear to her heart.

A little more than
a year ago Miss
Love astonished her
parents by announc-
ing it was a waste
of time for her to

continue going to

school, and that she

determined to be-

come an opera
singer. This from
an ordinary child
would have called

forth a spanking,

and parents would
have let it go at that.

But the only child of

the house of Love
is far removed from
the ordinary. Her
one talent pointed
to a musical career,

and, despite youth,
and the outward ap-

pearance of a fra-

gile physique, she is

blessed with a voice
of lovely quality.

But musical educa-
tions cost money, and
Mr. and Mrs. Love
had never even en-

tertained a hope
that their daughter

Bessie shoots marbles

could develop her talent. Not so with

Bessie. When she determined to become
a singer, she also planned the means to

attain the end.

The young people of her neighborhood
had responded to the lure of moving pic-

ture work, and the near-by Triangle studios

stood forth as a beacon of hope to Bessie.

Gaining a reluctant consent from her par-

ents, she joined the long line of young and

And she'd rather drive a toy auto than a Stutz

Bessie Love yesteryear

old who daily congregate to apply for extra

work. The story has been circulated that

Bessie immediately caught the eye of a

famous director, and that forthwith her

fortune was made. This is not true. At
that time the now famous young star was at

the gawky period, with scarcely a modicum
of good looks, and the serviceable clothes

she wore were far from picturesque. There
were many days of long but persistent

waiting before the child was taken on as an
"extra," and it was some time afterwards
before she got her first chance to play a bit.

This was a "Slavey" part, and she made
good. Pretty soon the pictures got into

Bessie's blood, and she began to find her-

self. The rest of the story is best told by
the long list of photoplays in which Miss
Love stands out as a clever actress.

In addition to her success in pictures,

she is nearing the coveted goal of singer.

This was attested by her appearance in a

gala concert in Los Angeles, where the

others on the program were well-known
opera singers. The critics were enthusiastic

about the promise
Miss Love dis-

played.

But life is not all

work and no play

for Bessie, and her
playing is a physical

demonstration
of husky youth and
untrammelled
spirits. Aside from
the boyish diversions

shown in the accom-
panying p i c t u res,

Miss Love is an ex-

c e 1 1 e n t swimmer,
and is also a

first-class performer
on the horizontal

bar. These are not

fads with her. She
goes in for them out
of sheer love, and as

a natural outlet of

the youth which re-

fuses to contemplate
merging into the
debutante period,
which, as Miss Love
expresses it, is all

"horrid fuss and
feathers, and no fun

at all"

Miss Love is the
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months
was an
"super"

on the .

youngest of Tri-

angle Fine Arts

star s. Twelve
ago s h

e

unknown
working

bine Arts

lot in Los Angeles

Saturday after-

noons and school

holidays to earn

pocket money for

herself. Today
she is one of the

most widely ad-

m i r e d favorites

of the silent

drama with a

vogue that causes

many a high -sal-

aried rival anxi-

ous moments at

times.

She explains

her career in this

simple, character-

istic statement

:

"It was fate and Mr. Griffith. He saw

me on the Fine Arts lot one day and put

me to work."

Bessie modestly refrains from adding,

however, that she "made good" at once.

Her first part was as the Swedish servant

girl with John Emerson in "The Flying

Torpedo." Her excellent handling of this

role led to her being featured, in rapid suc-

cession, with W. S. Hart, in the "Aryan,"

with Douglas Fairbanks in "The Good Bad
Man," and with Wilfred Lucas in " 'Hell-

to-Pay' Ausin." Last winter she made her

debut as a star in "A Sister of Six," one

of the most appealing stories ever released

on the Triangle program. Her next star-

ring vehicle was "The Heiress at Coffee

Dan's," in which she returned to her orig-

inal part of a Swedish culinary mechanic.

Then came "Nina, the Flower Girl," "A
Daughter of the Poor," and "Cheerful

Givers."

When the reorganization took- place in

Triangle production interests, Bessie Love

came under the per-

sonal supervision of

Thomas H. Ince, and
henceforth will be

starred in Triangle-

Ince productions.

Miss Love was born
in the little town of

Midland, Texas. Soon
afterwards her par-

ents, Dr. and Mrs. J.

C. Horton, removed to

Los Angeles, Cal. She
began her education in

the McKinley Avenue
Public School, and en-

tered the Los Angeles
High School. Miss'

Love lives with her parents in Los Angeles,
and outside of the studio continues her
studies, devoting the greater part of her
time to the cultivation of her voice, pro-
nounced by critics to be of unusual quality.

She excels in tennis, drives her own car,

and confesses that her only grief in life is

that she is not a boy, so that she can indulge
in the "greatest game in the world, base-
ball."

In appearance Miss Love is five feet one
and a half inches in height, weighs one
hundred pounds, and is blonde. Her screen
success has been made in the portrayal of
forlorn wistful types, but in reality the
young star is very far removed from that

kind of a girl. She's a most boyish, girlish

individual, is this Bessie Love.

And a wizard at good old baseball

FILM ARTISTS UP-TO-DATE By
MARIN SAIS

A wonderful change has come over the

actors and actresses of the films. It has

come during the last two years. Only a

little while ago it used to be fashionable to

spend every cent one made, and it is pro-

verbial that the actors and actresses who
have made fortunes or have died and been

able to leave enough to cover their funeral

expenses can easily be counted. This seems
to have changed, and it is due largely to

this dear California of ours that the change
has come. Only the other day I learned

Herbert Rawlinson bought a share in a

going copper mine, not a prospect, mind
you, and it is but recently that Tom Chat-
terton bought an interest in a big baking
concern as well as a ranch ; Monroe Salis-

bury is growing pears ; Chester Conklin,

beans ; Howard Hickman, Henry Otto and
others are vitally concerned with a motion-
picture electric concern ; Franklin Ritchie is

in the automobile business, and a very large

number of others own big tracts of land

in California, while several others own busi-

ness lots or are interested in business ven-
tures of one kind or another.

Helen Holmes has a big ranch almost
next to one I own in Utah, near Lund, and
we are both gradually stocking them with
various animals and are planting and reap-
ing crops. Why not? We earn far more
than the average wage earners, and we,
especially the women part of us, cannot
go on acting forever, our time is limited,

and we seem to have come down to earth,

and the most of us are turning to the earth
for our future profits and pleasures.

I ran into Helen Holmes the other day
when we were both out looking for bargains
in calves. She arrived first and obtained
two little beauties, but I got ahead of her
on another occasion, and we have lots of

fun in our friendly rivalry and in trying to

get ahead of each other.

We get a number of chickens, calves,

horses, cows, pigs and goats together and
then make a shipment to our respective

ranches, and my sitock is already quite

valuable.

All this has made quite a change in the

lives of a number of artists. Time was
when the restaurants knew us well, and we

never missed a theatrical show or perform-
ance at the Orpheum. Speaking for myself,

I have but little time to devote to anything
outside my work, and matters connected
with my home and my ranch.

Oh the fun of it ! I have a three-acre

ranch, I call it my baby ranch, and it is

there I collect my infant stock and keep it

and personally look after all and sundry
animals until I have enough to justify a

shipment to my Utah ranch. I always loved

animals anyhow, and now there are few of

the domestic animals that I do not know the

natures and needs of, and I feel much richer

for the experience.

It delights me to note that I am not

alone in my aims by long odds. The actors

and actresses are such a lovable lot as a

class that it seemed a pity they lived so

much day by day, without much thought for

the days to come, and the change which has

come over so many of us is a hopeful sign

for the future.

We are proving that we do possess busi-

ness abilities, and that we do think of some-

thing else besides our pleasures.
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1 A Roadside Impresario 1

By HERBERT MOONEY
= Story of the Morosco - Paramount Photoplay Starring GEORGE BEBAN

RAIG WINTON, reform candi-

date for mayor of Monterey,
planned closing the roadhonses
including Rumble Inn, which
was owned by John Slade, pro-

prietor of the Monterey Herald. Slade in

turn planned a frame-up by which to dis-

credit Winton and was forced to give

Lizzie, one of his tools, a note promising

her reward. This made for a condition

replete with dangerous cross purposes in

the political arena of the community.
About this time Giuseppe, an Italian little

versed in English, and his trained bear,

Bruno, were "playing the town streets" for

that the Italian was
the owner of the

dumb m a r a u d e r,

ordered h i s arrest.

Adelaide pleaded the

case of the wayfarers
in vain and they sub-

sequently landed in

jail.

Bruno was held as

bail, and Giuseppe set

out in quest of the

fabulous sum of one
hundred dollars,

which the judge had

Giuseppe read with keen interest the account of the Winton scandal

the pennies and nickles they could get from
pedestrians. This curious duo, man and
beast, were sharing their meal on the out-

skirts of Monterey one bright day. The
bear teased away its master's share like a

spoiled child. Giuseppe in a perfectly good
humor permitted Bruno to get all the best

of everything, becatise he felt the bear

earned most of the living. A while later

during one of the numerous impromptu
performances before a crowd of children,

Bruno got a little balky just as Adelaide
Vandegrift, Winton's fiancee, rode by. Her
high-spirited steed became frightened at the

bear's rebellious antics, and in making a

wild lunge nearly trampled on a girl.

Giuseppe sprang to the rescue in the nick

of time, and during the excitement, Bruno,
smelling honey, jumped over a hedge and
played havoc with a row of beehives on the

Vandegrift estate nearby.

While Giuseppe was still clinging to the

girl whose life he had saved, Adelaide's
father, attracted by the bear's depredations,

rushed onto the scene, and upon learning

designated as the fine.

Worried and forlorn

the Italian tramped
about the town until

he was footsore.
Finally he wandered
to the vicinity of the

Vandegrift home, and
much to his delight

he encountered Ade-
laide.

"I wantta tell-a da
story, and you can

help maybe," he said

as he doffed h i s

slouch hat awkwardly.
Adelaide smiled

encouragingly
and gave the man her

whole attention. He
nodded his gratitude

for this condescension

and then explained

that he had been
searching for years

Bruno and Giuseppe stood together

for his little daughter whom he last saw as

a baby just before he was carried out to

sea while endeavoring to rescue an Ameri-
can from an overturned sail boat.

"When I get back my wife she dead and
my baby she taken away by the American,"
he continued. "He take-a my child to heez

countree. I come here to find her."

Then he showed Adelaide a pin he had
purchased for the child on that fatal day of

long ago. Adelaide was thoroughly sympa-
thetic. She pitied the man exceedingly, but

his failure to tell her of his need for one
hundred dollars brought his interview to

naught.

In the meantime Slade boldly pulled off

his trick on his political foe by getting

a photograph of Winton bending over Liz-

zie, who had pretended that she had been
injured by a car. This picture was pub-
lished and indicated a repulsive scandal.

Vandegrift, with the rest of the public, be-

lieved the evidence of the picture, and in-

sisted that his daughter break off her en-

gagement. Adelaide, however, refused to

be convinced.

Slade later paid Lizzie the reward he
promised her while at Rumble Inn, and
he recovered the note. Un fortunately for

him, however, while he was attempting to

burn this tell-tale note, he set fire to his

companion's hat, and during the excitement
which followed, a waiter carried off the

He gave her the cherished pin he had carried for so many years
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After rescuing the girl Giuseppe gave chase to his bear

partially burned note along with the plates.

At this particular time Giuseppe was
struggling to earn the money necessary to

regain possession of his bear by washing
dishes at the Inn, and he discovered the

note, the value of which he at once recog-

nized because he had read. with keen inter-

est the account of the scandal with which it

was concerned. Slade rushed into the

kitchen and demanded the paper. Giuseppe
refused to give it up. A fight ensued, but
with the aid of a pile of plates and some hot

soup the Italian won against big odds and
escaped from the building. He made quick
work of getting to the Vandegrift home and
getting an audience with Adelaide to whom
he delivered the note. Slade deduced that

the Italian would go to Winton's office, and
he rushed there to intercept him.

After perusing the half-destroyed note
and being convinced that her fiance had
been the victim of a vicious plot, Adelaide
delightedly summoned Winton that he might
make quick work of gaining full vindica-

tion. While awaiting his reward, Giuseppe
got his first good look at Vandegrift, and
his eyes opened wide in surprise.

"Ah da man of da wreck—where eez my
baby ?" he cried in excitement.

Vandegrift was startled. He remem-
bered the Italian. He feared his possible

vengeance. Hence his mind worked fast.

"Come in here and I will tell you much,"
he said in low tones, and then he took the

wayfarer into his library.

"Now tell-a da truth, where eez my
baby ?" Giuseppe demanded.

"She—she is right here
—

"

"Here? Now?"
"Yes, she is the young lady you have

been talking to and—

"

"Teez?"
"Yes, and before you decide on any rash

action, just bear in mind one thing, my
good man, and that is the difference in the

stations in life," Vandegrift said. "Your
daughter would probably be sorely grieved

and her life would be ruined if she knew
the truth at this late day."

Giuseppe thought deeply. He was not

without the power to reason. He realized

instantly that he could not support his

daughter in the style to which she was ac-

customed. It would be unendurable for

her to descend to his lowly level now.
"Eet eez too late," he muttered as he

shook his head sadly in the negative.

"It is truly too late if you wish to see

your daughter happy the rest of her life as

she has been thus far," Vandegrift put in.

"Let her have-a da happiness, I can do
without," the Italian finally said after brush-

ing aside his tears.

A few minutes later he gave her the

cherished pin he had carried for so many
years. It was his wedding present to her.

Then he left without disclosing his identity

to her to continue his aimless life as a road-

side impresario.

in
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What They Were Before They Became What They Are
INCE the human mind expands
and develops only so long as it

asks questions, it is not strange

that the minds of millions of

motion picture devotees should

keep busy delving into the personalities

of the various actors on the shadow screens

of the world.

Very few men and women you see in the

pictures are merely actors. Most of them
are, or have been, many other things besides

actors.

In Jane Cowl, the famous emotional ac-

tress and Goldwyn star, you see a former
newspaper and magazine special writer ; the

daughter of a noted singer, and a girl who,
in the beginning of her career, probably
never had a thought of going on the stage.

Today she is without a rival as an emotional
heroine, besides being a skilled light com-
edienne, who is eager to reveal that she is

not successful merely because of her splen-

did capacity of heart-gripping roles.

In Mary Garden, you see now a remark-
able operatic prima donna, but her advent
into opera was entirely secondary in her
earlier thoughts. She intended to become a
dramatic actress, and today, should she de-
sert opera, she would easily rank as the

world's foremost dramatic actress.

That Mae Marsh is the result of accident
rather than premeditation. She visited a
movie studio because her sister had suc-

ceeded in pictures and was sitting on a

stump looking wistfully about when Grif-

fith, the master, capitalized her wistfulness

and charm and made her one of the greatest

of all the stars in a brief period of four

years.

Madge Kennedy became the greatest

comedienne on the American stage, and
Edgar Selwyn, Margaret Mayo, Mrs. Fiske
and William A. Brady each had a hand
in this development, but Madge Kennedy's
original intention and all of her study were
focused upon work that would have made
her an artist.

Maxine Elliott's career on the stage was
the result of deliberation. She selected the

stage as her calling in her girlhood, and at

the suggestion of Dion Boucicault, never
had an idea of adopting any other profes-

sion.

Other players in their biographies reveal

that stage life was largely accidental. John
Charles was sent to a theological institute to

become a minister ; Edward Lynch, who is

seen in Mae Marsh's first Goldwyn Picture,

was graduated from the Colorado School of
Mines as a mineralogist and geologist, and
no one in his native town of Boston ever
expected to see him on the stage.

But there seems to be a line of demarca-
tion between the American-born and Eng-
lish-born actors in this respect. In the case
of any number of the players inquiry re-

veals that the English-born players went on

the stage in childhood with the intention of

adopting the stage as a lifetime career.

In Maxine Elliott's second Goldwyn Pic-

ture, for example, you will see Kate Lester,

who has often been referred to as the most
aristocratic grande dame on the American
stage. She was born at Shouldam Thorpe,

England, and for twenty-two years played

this type of part with some of the world's

greatest actors. She has supported Salvini,

Kate Claxton, Richard Mansfield, Robert B.

Mantell, William H. Crane, Mary Manner-
ing, Julia Marlowe. Movie fans will re-

member seeing her in "Molly Make Be-

lieve," "Destiny's Toy," "A Social Secre-

tary" and "Darkest Russia."

Florence Ashbrooke, who was born in

India and educated out there as well as in

Dublin, is known to picture audiences

throughout the world, and to use her own
words, she has "played every kind of role

from scrubwoman to queen." Miss Ash-
brooke, running true to the English-born

tradition, never dreamed of doing anything

but going on the stage. She was a dancer

with the London-Gaiety Company, danced
in all of the Gilbert and Sullivan operas

and came to America as a skirt dancer. She
has played with Sir Henry Irving, Salvini,

Mr. and Mrs. Kendal, Wilson Barrett,

Richard Mansfield and many of America's

best-known stars.
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In the Case of Personality Versus Beauty,
the Former Wins

S there an ideal screen face?

By this is meant a face which
registers the varying human
emotions accurately and so im-

£11 pressively that little is left to

the imagination. This face, however, must
have behind it the art of acting and the

faculty of true expression, and also must

IRENE HOWLEY

there be personality, that elusive something

which is a constant delight to the eye.

Such faces as these are extremely rare,

and when found are very carefully utilized.

Of course a screen actor or actress who has

personality in large quantities can be taught

by the director to properly register emo-
tions and prove equal to big moments, but,

without personality shining through, there

is always the evidence of the trained per-

former.

A woman may fulfill all the standards

of beauty and yet walk through a strong and
vital role in the screen drama without "grip-

ping" the audience or stimulating popular

interest to the extent the character calls for.

She has lacked personality. There are

certain roles in motion pictures which

possess a great human appeal and sound a

vibrant note of sympathy, and a merely
pretty face cannot "get them over." She is

not possessor of that elusive something
which seems to get in under the very skin of

the part and give it a cameo-like stand-out.

It was personality that made Joan of Arc
impress her followers. It is personality that

makes Sarah Bernhardt such a great artist

and the best-loved woman of the modern
stage. It is Theodore Roosevelt's person-

ality that has made him what he is to-day.

All this about the great advantages of

personality on the screen was gleaned from
a hurried conversation with one of the

greatest of directors—William Christy

Cabanne—of the Metro Pictures Corpora-
tion. He has probably directed more lead-

ing women in motion pictures than has any
other director, and is, therefore, in a posi-

tion to know whereof he speaks.

Physically his choice would be a young
woman weighing about one hundred and
twenty-five pounds, height five feet and a

half. This constitutes an ideal figure for

the screen. But to spell success in the pho-
toplay there must be a soulful face and a

conquering personality as adjunct to this

FRANCES NELSON

figure Thus again speaks Director Ca-
banne, adding that he would rather direct

one pound of personality than a whole ton

of mere beauty, but the combination of

beauty, personality and a knowledge of act-

ing form the ideal screen assets.

Continuing, the famous director says an

actress may be able to skim through a role,

or as they say, "get by," but the perform-
ance suffers by its lack of impressiveness.

The acting may be good and mark a cer-

tain standard of excellence, but it lacks in-

tuition and initiative. She may have exe-

cuted everything the story calls for and
have adequately accomplished all the

"business" the director has demanded, and
in addition may be an unusually pretty

woman, but there is something missing, and
this is quickly noticed when comparisons

are made with some other star who
possesses this personality.

When questioned further along this line,

Director Cabanne said : "I can only speak
for myself, but it has been my privilege and
pleasure to have directed over fifty young
women who have made names for them-
selves in the screen drama, and all of them

MILLICENT FISHER

have arrived at their success by way of the

personality route. These young women,
many of whom I shall mention, possess tal-

ent plus personality in a rare degree. Dili-

gent study characterized their interpretation

of the parts assigned to them, and they

were often able to suggest stage business

that made for the strength of the photoplay.

So for reference sake I will enumerate the

following who have been under my direc-

tion and proved equal to any emergency
they had to face : Lillian Gish, Mae Marsh,
Blanche Sweet, Beverly Bayne, Dorothy
Gish, Frances Nelson, Bessie Love, Con-
stance Talmadge, Olga Grey, . Gladys
Brockwell, Dorothy Bernard, Clare Mc-
Dowell, Julia Bruns, Irene Howley, Juanita

(Continued on page 49)

BEVERLY BAYNE
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A Reel Battle is Perilously Similar to a Real One
By FRED SCHAEFER

IpREAT dramatic film spec-

tacles have a habit of burst-

ing upon the public eyeGM suddenly. Emerging from
VJ behind the impenetrable

glamor of preparation

with a joyous bound, they

cry, "Here am I
!"

This is right. It is

psychologically correct.
Why fag out the public with raw details of

manufacture while the thing is in the

works? Why not stimulate interest with

the coy reluctance of assured achievement,

with the mystery and reserve of inevitable

realization? Let stray, therefore, the titil-

lant rumor now and then through the year

of toil at production, but cover up the big

stuff against the day of optical feasting.

That is the way big film spectacles are con-

served.

Of course, and to be sure, some of these

big screen enterprises become locally fa-

miliar months before the world is invited

to the box office. To a certain location in

Italy "Cabiria" had gone stale long before

it reached the laboratory part of its evolu-

tion, from half the population working on
both sides of its lath and plaster splendor.

At Hollywood seven acres of "Intolerance"

became weather-beaten ere all the rest of

the U. S. A. saw it in the film unveiled

to music. So also did "Womanhood, the

Glory of the Nation," have its period of

make-ready with some neighbors to be cog-

nizant of it in advance of the world. Never-
theless "Womanhood" enjoyed comparative
privacy. With a kind of daring it was pro-

duced within the confines of a city of

5,000,000 people, its big scenes and all.

That helped. A city is the best place for

concealing anything. So America was in-

vaded, great battles fought, and the foe

driven from these shores, with very few
outsiders witnessing the affair, although
there were 5,000,000

possible spectators.

It had been hidden
away too well.

"Womanhood, the

Glory of the Na-
tion," is two things.

It is an epic of

American woman-
hood, with a tribute

to her nobility and
fortitude ; and it is a

dramatic document
for national defense.

The womanhood, or

"story" part of it, of

course, could be
handled at the
studio, and so it was,
with the added use

of real interiors as,

for instance, suites

in the Woolworth
building. But the

tremendous
war scenes which
form a vivid back-
ground for the plot

had to be done in a

large, loose out-of-

doors, without any

window panes to make the artillery nerv-

ous—say several square miles of very re-

mote out-of-doors. Commodore J. Stuart

Blackton, who wrote this story with the col-

laboration of Dr. Cyrus Townsend Brady as

a sequel to his former success, "The Battle

Cry of Peace," at first believed he would
have to produce the war incidents at the

military training camp at Plattsburg, N. Y.
However, Director W. P. S. Earle, his

assistant producer at Vitagraph, discovered

Staten Island. Staten Island is in New
York City, but it is remote. It serves as

well for remoteness as Labrador, and the

fare isn't anything like the fare to Platts-

burg.

The writer was one of the inside spec-

tators of the inconspicuous filming of

"Womanhood" last summer on Staten Is-

land, and witnessed what after all is the

most fascinating aspect of super-caliber mo-
tion picture production. He had been given

a friendly tip. Therefore, depositing his

nickel in the ferry house at the Battery in

New York, he floated upper-deckishly and
lazily past Governor's Island, past the

Statue of Liberty, and then past the jumble
of charred piles that had been Black Tom
Island before its impulsive store of mu-
nitions exploded. After half an hour he
was debarking in another ferry house at St.

George, the port of entry of the region de-

scribed as Borough of Richmond, otherwise
Staten Island. Boarding a wheezy little

train selected at random from a flock of

such he was jerked several miles into the

unknown interior and deserted at a frame
station called Grasmere, surrounded mostly
with expanse. Staten Island just riots in

expanse. There was, however, no need to

inquire the location of Vitagraph's camp.
The rattle of small arms proclaimed it over

to the left.

Attracted by the orgy of blank cartridges

and some dull booms of heavier discharges,

He the eiiect of the " Explosion Man's " participation in a reel battle

which was almost real

that portion of Staten Island which doesn't
commute to lower Manhattan every morn-
ing, was found to be fringing a wide battle-

field serried with trenches and hand-picked
defensive positions. Mine was a greater
privilege than to fringe the battlefield. I

had a pass that let me stroll through the
carnage right to the headquarters tent.

Here Commodore Blackton was discovered
in khaki and a sun-burned forehead, en-
gaged in the manufacture of spectacular ef-

fects for "Womanhood, the Glory of the
Nation." He had not left the battlefield for
four days, and was even now putting the
artistic touch to the final repulse of the
feverish Ruritanian foe at the hands of
the ardent Americans.
Everybody who was anybody, Vitagraph-

ically speaking, was on hand, each suffering
from mosquitoes and sunburn, and bustling

about to promote the conflict. Commodore
Blackton, on horseback to get about faster,

kept his grown son, J. Stuart Blackton, Jr.,

and other mounted aides busy dashing
hither, and sometimes thither, carrying
orders. Director Earle, in a seersucker
coat, was armed with a megaphone through
which he implored into distant black specks
across No Man's land.

Profound camera men in scattered dis-

positions geared and squinted their ma-
chines. Details of militiamen signalled

frantically with flags, "transwagging"
spoken messages. A. Victor Smith, studio

manager, with all the vital cares of the
commissary and supply on his shoulders,

went around silently getting things done. A
heavy-set, wary man mothered a cache of
powder and fuses—Herman Rottjer, Vita-
graph explosion expert. Flocks of assist-

ant directors were actively rendering as-

sistance. Pickets held back the palpitant,

picnicking populace. Your humble servant
got in everybody's way. And he was awed
under the towering great guns reared here

and there by studio

artificers, those most
ingenious of unsung
craftsmen.

I had come at a

moment when the

crisis of the four

days' battling was
about to be staged.

All the American
trenches were
manned to the full

behind their barbed-
wire entanglements.

Over on the other

side of a valley,

ideal for a scrap,

was a healthy horde
of Ruritanians who
were to charge these

entanglements with
excessive ef-

frontery and to hew
through the line, let

the bullets zip where
they may. All the

firecracker stuff that

had been heard from
afar was in localized

scenes for close-ups

or short camera
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shots. But these were going to be big doings.

Hours were spent in organizing the men
for the combat, and when all was ready

there was no offhand order to begin mix-

ing. It was all done painstakingly and
coolly and deliberately—a notable object

lesson in "mob" direction. Commodore
Blackton was not to be stampeded by the

enthusiasm of numbers. He is too veteran

a man at managing
big scenes. On his

]

horse he occupied

an eminence from

which he could com-
mand a view of the

whole extent of the

terrain. On foot by

him stood Director

Earle with the indis-

pensable megaphone.
Signalmen were
nearby to relay or-

ders. There were
even telephones to

some stations. As -

sistant directors
were disposed at

various points over

the field to lead the

action of different

units of the mob.
Off to one side the

explosion man with

his hand on a deto-

nator waited in per-

f e c t understanding

with Commodore
Blackton. His wires

led to scores of

buried charges of

black powder. It was an odd thing to note

in this, to all intents, wilderness a brass-

buttoned man in blue, a fire marshal, stand

guard to formally prohibit the use of dyna-

mite. Remember, it was geographically in

New York City, though picturesquely else-

where.

In an ordinary tone of voice Commodore
Blackton stated his plan of procedure to

Director Earle. The latter then threw his

energy into the megaphone.
No. 1:

"Light your aw-waw-waw ! !

!"

I don't know the translation,

have been tar paper? At any rate some-

thing was lit, and at point and point rose

smudges of smoke, gradually developing

into the haze of a battlefield.

"You men be sure to keep everything

back—and keep down low." This to some
in a nearby trench who were to remain in

the foreground and simply shoot.

"Light all your smoke pots !" At one
section a dense cloud began to hide a line

of attackers. "Looks like the real stuff
!"

said an admiring spectator.

"Now remember where you're to fall like

ten pins !" Just a reminder.

"Are you all on attention?" They were.

"Nothing to take yet !" This a warning
to cameramen becoming restive at the war-
like activity of the smoke.

"Wig-wag! Give the word 'Ready' on
down the line

!"

There is something in preventing your
battle from going off half cocked.

"Give a signal for those troops to get in

closer." A redisposition of some men over
on the other flank.

"All ready for the enemy !" To the de-

fending troops.

One has had time to notice by now that

the cameras are pointing against the sun,

and that the scene will be taken with a good
deal of back lighting. The Commodore and
Director Earle are great on back lighting

effects.

"Keep down, men, the enemy is coming?"
Merely a caution to impatient ones.

"Take a little flash of them when they

get over here." This to one of the camera

Direction

Could it

Bergmann. G. Stuart Blackton, Jr., Commodore Blackton, Sr.,

men whose lens enfiladed an ambush trench

hidden under boughs of trees.

Then another order starting a line of the

enemy slowly advancing far off. Nothing
to take yet

BANG! He has fired a pistol, and the

whole field becomes alive. Cameramen be-

gin the whole-arm movement for fair. The
battle is on with all the effects, visible and
auditory. Shell explosions are simulated in

the air. Attackers chopping through the

barbed wire curl up and are left hanging in

the strands while their unscathed brethren

plunge forward. On they come, stabbing

through the defenders. Blasts of shrapnel

released from the traps of the explosion

man dance perilously close to the files,

which is a welcome one to lie down and play

dead. But worse than that, coming through
the defending area, mine explosions with
huge fans of shattered earth bulking the

size of a house checker the pathway. Here
is where the explosion man must need the

cool head and the unshaken hand. He must
time those volcanoes just right for the pic-

ture and just wrong, as it goes, for hurt-

ing the men. And after a close eruption

of a carload of earth it takes a resolute

man to press on and tempt another erup-

tion. My own choice always would be to

experience it from the side lines. And as

a farewell nerve-racker, the onrush gets a

blank cartridge volley at close range from
the ambushers pouring out from the foliage-

covered trench.

"Give them the whistle !" Toot-oot ! The
charge is over. The last man has passed

the cameras and the battle is ended. One
big engagement has been fought, but a

half dozen have been recorded, since each

camera got it from a different angle. There
will be lots of good stuff to throw away,

but what a selection of fine stuff to keep

!

And nothing to do over. Another battle

another day would mean other thousands of

dollars, not to forget another ton of powder
for the explosion man to uncork.

Among the khaki-clad martial lads was a

fair sprinkling of movie actors and stunt

men. These came into evidence later when
close-up incidents of warfare were filmed.

I

The genuine, hope-
-may-die soldier
lere took a back
seat. It was curious

to see the danger
part of the per-

formance in the
trenches taken by
chaps who did not

belong there, who
were grease paint
heroes. These re-

placed the hardy
soldier lads, and
grappled and choked
and rolled about in

the trenches, a n d

stepped on each

others faces, and ate

dirt. And they
limped, groaned, and
held their heads
dizzily after the
whistles blew. In

the four days of big

filming the hospital

section of the camp
had its work to do,

but there was not a

single fatality.

And after the
"extras" had fought, bled and nearly died,

Harry Morey, who is co-starred with Alice

Joyce in "Womanhood, the Glory of the

Nation," came on as the victorious general.

After seeing a reel battle which ap-
proaches the real thing so closely, one can-
not wonder at the frequency with which is

asked the question, "How do they do it?"

Photoplay fans have been heard to declare
it quite impossible to attain such a high
degree of realism without the aid of actu-

ality, and in this connection, it must be said,

much to the glory of the genius creating

our film fare, that many a staged battle

has eclipsed many a real one. In fact,

it would be impossible to get so much of

the exciting detail on a battlefield where it

is a grim business. Too much is done under
cover in modern fighting, and the average
struggle for a European trench would lack

altogether in the thrills requisite to making
a screen scrap compelling. The very things

the fans would want to see most of all

would be going on beyond the range of

the camera, while in the "premeditated"
hostilities great care is taken to have the

camera precisely focused before the fur

starts to fly. Truly moving-picture direc-

tors are so adept at making war that they
can cause many a general to look to his

laurels. Strategy and military tactics which
seem masterly are revealed in rapid succes-

sion on the make-believe front. The re-

plicas of forts and paraphernalia are ex-

traordinary in their fidelity to the specifica-

tions of those in use in the heat of the

world's worst war. Moreover, the element

of danger is not at all lacking in the movie
battles. Hospitals are kept filled, and large

corps of doctors and nurses are kept con-

stantly busy during the filming of such
stirring scenes. It is all indeed perilously

close to the real thing.
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Winners in Our "Why is Your Favorite
Your Favorite" Contest

ETTERS to the front of us, let-

ters to the right, letters every-

where from everywhere—a ver-

itable avalanche of them ! And
all told us why a favorite pho-

toplayer is a favorite. We can truthfully

say that every letter received was not only

read, but was carefully studied. Merits,

the chief of which is cleverness, were
weighed. No entry was disqualified be-

cause of the failure of the writer to ob-

serve all the rules of the contest, and as

will be noted by the winners published here-

with, we did not enforce the 75-word regu-

lation rigidly. No partiality was shown for

either prose or poetry, nor were poems
acrostically arranged given any special pref-

erence, but it just so happened that three of

the latter stood out as superior for various

reasons.

To the winners and all the other con-

testants we extend our heartiest congratula-

tions, and it is our sincere hope that every-

one realizes it was a difficult proposition to

decide, but that fairness actuated our every

decision.

As there were only four prizes offered,

and as there were nine entries which were
unquestionably winners, a problem arose,

and the only way we could solve it was to

add five additional one-dollar prizes. There-

fore you will find nine winners instead of

five, and here they are

:

{First Prise, Five Dollars)

For Marguerite Clark

M aiden fair with midnight hair,

A rtful and entrancing;

R ich in wiles and sunny smiles,

G aily through life dancing.

U nspoiled darling of the screen,

E arnest and appealing

;

R adiant star that gleams afar,

I nto each heart stealing.

T ender, true and captivating,

E very play with gladness freighting.

C omely maids are nothing rare,

L ovely lassies everywhere

;

A nd yet there's none like Marguerite,
R adiant, dainty and petite,

K nown from Maine to Mexico,
E ver fanning hearts aglow.

—Submitted by Frank Meulendyke, 3635 Grand
Central Terminal, New York City.

{Second Prize, Three Dollars)

For Little Mary Sunshine

My star's a little lady

—

I'll let you guess her name

—

A little dimpled sweetheart,
Who sets all hearts aflame

!

She's such a wondrous lady

—

Tho she little knows her fame

—

That the golden light of heaven
Has been given her for a name.

She's just a dear, sweet baby,
Yet, I dare to here proclaim,

She's the brightest ray of Sunshine
In the "Movie" Hall of Fame!

-Dr. W. Robert Pike, 313 West Third St., Los
Angeles, Cal.

{Third Prize, One Dollar)

For the Best

Yesterday I smiled at Marguerite Clark, snick-

ered at June Caprice, chuckled at Sidney Drew
and laughed at Charlie Chaplin. Today I emote
with George Beban, sigh with Petrova, cry with
Mary Pickford, gasp at Helen Holmes, swear
with Theda Bara and yawn, snore and sleep over
all of them when they struggle through a poor
story. Today Pickford in "The Poor Little Rich
Girl" grips at my soul. Tomorrow it may be

? in ? but my favorite's name
is legend and God bless them all, where can you
find a Star that cannot shine if you give her or
him the work of a creative genius to glisten in.

My favorite is he or she that lives the part and
has a part worth living. A poor story is a
cloud that obscures the brightest star, and a good
story is a flashlight that illuminates my favorite.

—William Wright Farmer, 1402 Cedar St., An-
derson, Indiana.

{Fourth Prize, One Dollar)

For Jack Kerrigan

J ust a moment readers ! Jack is my favorite.

Why?
A ffection for his mother first lauds him to the

sky.

C urls of midnight darkness (and their char-
acteristic toss)

K eenly touch a hidden heart-string. His per-
sonality gets across.

K is for his kindness (he always helps the poor).
E is for the ease which makes his acting sure.
R is the reality we see in every reel,

R also means reliant, the proper way to feel.

I is for those Irish eyes which capture every heart.
G the goodness, generosity, greatness in his art.

A is his ability, pugilistic, wooing, dancing,
N his noted graceful carriage, making him en-

trancing.

I have many other reasons why my favorite is

he, and I will tell you the one. He corresponds
with me.—Stella E. Eglinger, 145 East Main St.,

Port Jervis, N. Y.

ATTENTION

!

Photoplay Fans and Fanettes

ANOTHER CONTEST
IS NOW ON!

From this day on to August 1, 1917,

you have the chance to gather in the

neat sum of $25 just for suggesting a

good name for an actress. This oppor-

tunity comes to you because Arline

Pretty of the Vitagraph is dissatisfied

with her name. She is in search of the

best new name she can find, and "The
Photo-Play Journal" has arranged to

secure this name for her. Our method of

accomplishing the purpose is to offer the

millions of fans real money for it. Every-

body is eligible to this contest. All you
need do is to submit what you consider

a good name for a popular moving pic-

ture actress. Whichever one she likes

best and selects will bring the originator

the prize. Do not procrastinate a single

minute. Mail your suggestion to the Con-
test Editor of "The Photo-Play Journal"
at once.

{Fifth Prize, One Dollar)

For William Farnum

"The Gilded Fool," otherwise "The Nigger,"
met with "The Wonderful Adventure" when
"The Spoilers" and "The Plunderer" roused his
"Fighting Blood." "The Broken Law" compelled
him to take "A Soldier's Oath," and "The Fires

.of Conscience" were quenched only after "The
Man of Sorrow" told "The Man from Bitter
Roots" "The Tale of Two Cities." "The Bond-
man" paid "The Price of Silence," and won "The
Battle of Hearts" when he reached "The End
of the Trail."

No movie actor can show more reverence for
women, or gentleness with children, at the same
time giving the villain his just dues with his
strong, honest fists than my hero, William Far-
num.—Charlotte Singer, 356 Lincoln Ave., Ruth-
erford, N. J.

{Sixth Prize, One Dollar)

To "Little Mary"

M agical smile so sweet and alluring,

A personal charm that grips at one's heart,

R eceive from my Muse this tribute enduring,
Y ielded in praise of thy photoplay art.

P rincess of Filmdom our homage we render,
I ncense and myrrh on the altar of Love

;

C hild of our dreams so gracious and tender,
K in to the soul of pure spirits above.
F ame has not spoiled thee nor fortune bt-

mean'd

;

O n your career neither blot nor a stain,

R egal in Artcraft, the "Fans" have you Queen'd,
D earest of Marys, with us long to reign

!

—George Edgar Frye, Cambridge, Mass.

{Seventh Prize, One Dollar)

For Mrs. Vernon Castle

I've pasted the May cover of The Photo-Play
Journal on my bedstead, so there's no further
mystery about my partiality for Mrs. Vernon
Castle.

And you'll also admit that the Journal doesn't
feature punk actorines on the cover page, so I

guess I've used pretty darn shrewd judgment.

—

Louis H. Roth, 1437 W. 110 St., Cleveland, Ohio.

{Eighth Prize, One Dollar)

For Theda Bara

There are many picture stars of great fame
from which to choose, but for me there is only
one—Theda Bara. I consider Miss Bara the
greatest soul-thrilling star in the moving picture
world. Oh, those eyes ! They seem to sift into
the depth of your soul. Eyes that tell you every-
thing without words—sometimes of sorrow, when
they bring tears to your eyes—the next moment
of hatred, that the strongest of us quail under. If
Cleopatra had the personality and eyes like Theda
Bara, then why wonder at Mark Antony's down-
fall?—Joseph L. Ball, Moon-Run, Pa.

{Ninth Prize, One Dollar)

For Dustin Farnum

Here's to "Dusty" Farnum

—

The lad whose honest eyes
Are as friendly as our southland,
And as smiling as its skies.

His smile's an "Open Sesame"
To the hearts of young and old.

In talent rare none can compare,
His deeds we'll write in gold.

I've put my trust in Dustin
Since his screen life began

—

In reel life he will always be
Mv ideal gentleman

!

-Miss Ethel Jemmison, 1630 Barron St., Ports-
mouth, Virginia.
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(FOURTH INSTALLMENT)
SYNOPSIS OF PREVIOUS CHAPTERS—After en-

during the cruel domineering of her husband, Herbert
Force, a wealthy New York lawyer, for several years,
Debora, a beautiful young woman of 25 years of age,
abandoned him and their three-year-old son, Jimmie,
to cast her lot with an affinity, Wesley Martine, a
wealthy broker whom she met accidentally while riding
alone in a park. Debora failed in her subsequent at-

tempt to secure a divorce from Force, whereupon she
conceived the idea of going to the Isle of Iona, inhab-
ited by 50,000 Latins and ruled by a despotic Spaniard
named Gioconda. Her purpose was to conquer Gio-
conda and to appease her passion to rule by becoming
queen. Martine deemed it a fine prospect for a good
adventure, fitted up his steam yacht, provisioned it

with plenty of ammunition and arms, and with Debora,
tinder the care of chaperones, he sailed away with a
small but stalwart army of experienced soldiers under
command of Franklin Graham, 60 years old, and a for-
mer United States army captain. One month later the
party landed on the Isle of Iona, which they found
to be a wild, undeveloped tropical paradise. They
soon encountered Chief Gioconda, who resembled both
a Spaniard and an Arab. A battle followed, and
Graham led his troops to victory from the inception,
capturing the port city. In a week of strenuous mili-
tary campaigning the invaders succeeded in subjugat-
ing the entire island, capturing the capital city and
Gioconda, in whose headquarters they found a small
harem, one of whom was Nadina, a pretty North Amer-
ican Indian girl. She was the first to jubilantly ac-
knowledge Wesley and Debora as the great new king
and queen. In another week, the couple had formally
proclaimed and established themselves as the rulers
of the land. Graham was appointed minister of war.
During the first year of their reign Wesley and Debora
devoted their time to developing Iona, but one of the
first acts was to assemble a constitutional parliament
and to enact among other laws a statute whereby De-
bora could secure her divorce from Force, despite the
laws of the United States. This accomplished, she
felt free to legally wed Wesley and the ceremony fol-
lowed. Two months after, a national celebration of
the first year of the new reign, a daughter, christened
Princess Berenice, was born to the king and queen,
and New Hope, the capital city, rejoiced. Soon after
wards Nadina, the Indian girl, gave striking evidence
of her power to locate hidden treasure by discovering
gold, the one thing the island had lacked and needed.
This opened an era of great prosperity. Ten years
flew by and Debora's passion for ruling was abundant-
ly realized. Instead of taking orders, as she did
while under Herbert Force's roof, she issued them.
Gioconda still languished in prison, but he more than
ever before nursed a determination to get revenge some
way. His embittered mind was concentrated on one
subject—how to get even with those who brought
about his downfall. "Our king and queen would be bel-
ter assured if they had executed Gioconda long ago,"
was the common sentiment, and everyone expected
more trouble from him.

CHAPTER VI

I T was in the seventeenth year of

j

the reign of King Wesley and
I

Queen Debora of the Isle of
Iona that Sherman Tearle, a dash-
ing, young detective, created a
tremendous sensation by his re-
markable ability as a genius for

ferreting out criminals in New York City. He
was only twenty-five years old at the time, and
he was always distinguishable for his raven-
black hair and large brown eyes. He was a
handsome chap, whose good looks were ac-
centuated by the simple dark-blue clothes and
gray-checked caps he wore. The police case
which brought him most prominently into the
limelight was a baffling murder mystery.
When the first report of the tragedy came

to police headquarters, Tearle was found
seated far back in a chair with his feet cocked
high on a table, and he was dreamily smoking
a large pipe. From a man resembling a lazy
loafer he was instantly transformed into a
veritable demon of dynamic energy the minute
his superior officer announced the advent of a
new mystery. He lost not a second in reaching
the scene of the crime where he found an
elderly man murdered and a safe rifled. Tearle
quickly discovered a trail of small drops of
blood, which led him out of the house into the

front yard, where it ended in a circle of foot-
prints under a huge shade tree of dense
foliage.

"Ah, how curious—straight up in the air
from here," the young; man muttered, as he
stood still contemplating the circle of foot-
prints.

Accordingly he deduced with amazing ra-
pidity, and before any of the several other
officers who accompanied him for eventualities
realized what was going on, the audacious
sleuth made one wild leap up in the tree, and
with agilitv he climbed to the topmost boughs,
where he discovered a large pigeon house, out
of the top of which peered an ugly, swarthy
face. Within a twinkling the huge form of a
man emerged and a powerful hand grabbed the
detective. A spectacular and thrilling battle
ensued in the tree-top, and this had as its

hair-raising climax the fall of the two men to
the ground some twenty feet below in a deadly
clinch. Once on the ground Tearle had the ad-
vantage of the cooperation of his assistants
and he made short work of hand-cuffing his
prisoner.

"Ugly looking chap, this one," the young
man remarked coolly as he rearranged his
clothing, "and take it from me, he's a unique
murderer. He thought by staying close to the
scene of his nastv business, something no one
else does, he could fool us, but he didn't, thanks
to whatever power it is that directs yours
truly."

The next morning Tearle read the account of
his brilliant achievement in a newspaper, and
in the course of his further perusal he chanced
to see the following advertisement:

WANTED.—The services of an ex-
perienced American detective in the
government service of a South
Atlantic kingdom. No limit to
salary. Apply John Frye, Agent,
Longacre Building, New York.

Attracted by the prospect of new adventures
Tearle promptly visited Frye's office.

"I'll take that job," the detective announced
succinctly.

"Who are you, please?" Frye asked.
"Sherman Tearle."
"Sherman Tearle! This Sherman Tearle?"

Frye exclaimed in excitement as he grabbed a
newspaper and pointed to a picture which ac-
companied the account of the capture of the
strange murderer.

"Correct."
"Good. You're the very man they want on

the Isle of Iona. Name your own salary, and
get ready to start at once."
"My salary is of no consequence to me,"

Tearle replied. "If there is plenty of excite-
ment and a little honor in it, I'm ready to start
tomorrow."
Thus it came about that this clever genius

of Gotham set foot on far-away Iona one
month later. He was literally received with
open arms by King Wesley and Queen Deboi'a,
who were familiar with his ability as a wizard
in the detection of crime. The royal couple
were not at all reluctant to reveal to him their
worry over the conditions in their kingdom.

"Intrigue is everywhere rampant, and we
had had none of this until our bitterest enemy,
Gioconda, escaped from prison and disap-
peared," Wesley explained.
"Who is Gioconda?" Tearle asked.
"He was the man we usurped in the name of

civilization," Wesley replied.

"Let us be perfectly frank, dear," Debora
put in, "by admitting that it was my desire to
rule someone that led us to attempt instilling

the idea of American progress here."
"Then, like myself, you are lovers of ad-

venture?" Tearle surmised.
"Yes; and we are getting more than our

share now," Wesley answered.
"Good, the more excitement the better; but

now, before I start my investigation, I want to

warn you that I will act without fear or
favor," Tearle continued, getting right down
to business. "Oftentimes intrigue involves
some of the highest and most trusted officials,

and I will not be surprised to find the usual
rule obtaining in this case. Am I at liberty to
proceed as I see fit?"

"You are," both Wesley and Debora assured
him.

Tearle got quick action and a quick set-back
the very next day. He wandered rather aim-
lessly into a public marketing-place and his at-
tention was drawn to one Lavinia, a very dark-
complexioned woman wearing a garb half Ori-
ental and half Spanish. She was crouched on
the stone floor of the market-house conversing
confidentially to a group of intensely inter-
ested Spanish women. What first aroused
Tearle's suspicions was the quick, nervous
glance she shot at him and her subsequent act
of pursing her lips to her auditors. To disarm
the woman of her suspicions and simultane-
ously to provide a means for confirming his
own, the sleuth strolled on nonchalantly without
paying the least bit of attention to her. Once
out of her sight he hurried outside to an alley-
way and located a small window through which
he could watch his suspect unobserved. He saw
her carefully arrange some fruit in a large
basket, which she carried covetously when she
left her companions. He hastened around to
the entrance out of which she walked and
shadowed her out of the business section and
down into a residential street to the Royal
Flower Garden, in the center of which was the
palace in which King Wesley and Queen De-
bora lived. This garden was surrounded by a
granite wall some five feet in height.

In that flower garden, Princess Berenice, now
a beautiful fifteen-year-old girl, was guilelessly
and happily playing with a large pet dog.
She had just given a demonstration of her in-
herent passion to rule by sternly scolding the
dog for failing to do her bidding to the extent
of sitting up. She stamped her foot and in-
sisted on having her way over the dumb brute.
"And if you don't obey me I'm going to exile

you as much as I love you; but I shall have
to so all the dogs won't think I'm a weak mis-
tress," she said, as she pointed her pretty
finger at the dog.

Just at that instant, Jordan Jules, a wrinkle-
faced, bald-headed, old financier of the cold-
blooded and designing sort, emerged from the
royal mansion with his fifteen-year-old daugh-
ter, Flora. Jules was obviously disgruntled as
the result of a business conference with King
Wesley, and he paid scant attention to his
child, who, upon seeing Berenice, romped glee-
fully to her. For several years these girls
had been boon companions.

"Oh, daddy, can't I stay and visit with
Berenice for a while?" Flora asked as Jules
approached her.

"No," he snapped back at her.
"Oh yes, daddy, please," she begged.
"I said no."
"I, Princess Berenice, say yes," Berenice in-

terposed with a fine show of enticing authority.
"All right, all right," the old man agreed

irritably as he continued on his way without
even saying good-bye.

Jules had scarcely disappeared from view
when Lavinia appeared at a big iron gate and
hailed the girls.

"Let me in, fair ones, if you would have
some of my delicious fruit as a token of my
esteem," Lavinia proposed as she forced a
smile.

Flora promptly turned her gaze from La-
vinia to Berenice for the answer, tacitly recog-
nizing her playmate as her superior by virtue
of her birth.

While Berenice studied Lavinia and her fruit,

Sherman Tearle, outside the wall and not a
hundred feet away, divined Lavinia's evil pur-
pose and got into the garden ahead of her by
leaping over the wall. He hid behind a bush
near the gate without being discovered by any-
one. He saw Berenice finally open the iron
gate, and he took special note of the eager-
ness with which Lavinia entered. He watched
the witch-appearing woman single out a large
apple for Berenice, and he observed with alarm
her act of resisting Flora's selfish efforts to

have that apple, because the fruit she had re-

ceived was not as nice.
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"That apple is for the Princess, mind you,"
he heard Lavinia tell Flora, and he was
strangely impressed.
He remained in hiding until Lavinia had

disappeared through the gate, and then he
leaped from behind the bush, rushed to Ber-

enice and unceremoniously grabbed the apple

out of her hand just as she was about to bite

into it, and placed it in his pocket.

"How dare you!" Berenice demanded indig-

nantly.
"I'll have to dare," Tearle replied as he

grabbed the apple Flora held.

"The very idea! Do you know who I am?"
Berenice asked.

"I am sorry to say that I don't, but I'll come
back and get acquainted later," the young man
replied as he dashed out of the gate.

As he entered the street he saw Lavinia run-

ning down the next square. He pursued her
at top speed. The woman glanced back, and
upon noting her pursuer, she too quickened her
step, turning into an intersecting avenue.
Before Tearle had time to reach the corner,

the woman had fled to an antiquated Spanish
water-fountain adorning the center of the
thoroughfare. She disappeared inside this

fountain through a secret door. This fountain
was a relic of the past—of the rule of Gio-
conda, who had provided himself with various
such ingenious hiding-places for emergencies.

Upon reaching the fountain Tearle com-
pletely lost the trail and was forced to give up
the chase. He was plainly vexed. It was a
set-back he had not expected. However, he
subdued his anger and forgot his disappoint-
ment, and returned to the flower-garden,
where he found Berenice and Flora still dis-

cussing his temerity with marked apprehen-
sion.

"Now I'll introduce myself to you if you'll do
as much for me," Tearle began pleasantly after
leaping over the garden wall again and land-
ing within five feet of the girls, much to their

surprise.
"But you have no right to presume," Ber-

enice replied promptly in a spirit of repri-
mand.

"Circumstances force me to presume, be-
cause I want to see you live, my dear Miss

—

er—

"

"She is Princess Berenice," Flora inter-

rupted.
"Oh, Princess Berenice, daughter of King

Wesley and Queen Debora, to be sure," the
young man acknowledged cordially as he sa-
laamed politely.

"And who are you that you hop into the
royal gardens whenever you please?" Berenice
asked curtly.

"I am Sherman Tearle—

"

"The detective from New York? ;
' Berenice

asked in more surprise than ever.
"That's right," he assured her as he smiled

ingratiatingly.

"Well! But why didn't you say something
about it before you grabbed my apple, which,
by the way, I hereby order that you return to
me," the pretty princess replied, extending her
hand commandingly.
"How regrettable it is that I must flatly

refuse to obey the first order you ever issued
in your governing of me," Tearle apologized.
"But disobedience must not be," the princess

insisted. "I will not let my dog disobey, and
why should I let you?"

"Because there is a difference between dogs
and detectives," the young man reminded her
suavely.

"Granting there is even a slight difference
both are subject to the rule of the ruler of
all—give me my apple."

"I'm sorry—oh so awfully sorry—but you
cannot have this apple until I have first de-
termined whether it is fit for the lips of a
princess so charming," the detective announced
decisively and yet pleasantly.
"One would think you were a food dictator

to hear you talk," Berenice interjected cut-
tingly.

"We'll let our first quarrel end with that,
for I must hurry on in the service of your
father and mother, a part of which is the re-
tention and examination of this fruit."

Doffing his cap and bowing low, Tearle left
the girls, and the instant he was out of sight,
Berenice started to dance about gaily.
"Why the sudden outburst of joy?" Flora

asked.
"Oh, I like him," Berenice confessed. "Isn't

he handsome and nice?"
"But, you mustn't forget, he is not of a

royal family," Flora reminded.
"Yes; but if he's a royal fellow, that's all

I'm ever going to ask of any man," the
princess replied gaily.
Then the girls started a lively romp with

Berenice's faithful dog.
Meanwhile Tearle had examined the apple

which he wrested from Berenice, and he dis-
covered it contained a deadly poison in copious
quantities. Immediately he secured an audi-
ence with Wesley and Debora.

"I beg to report to your majesties that by
a stroke of good fortune I have succeeded in
saving your charming daughter from death,"
he announced.
Father and mother were instantly alarmed.
"The apple which the old woman gave to

the companion of the princess was not
poisoned," the young man continued. "Now,
who is your daughter's playmate that she
should command such protection from that
woman?"
"Her father, Jules Jordan, has amassed a

fortune here, and he wants the whole island
with a fence around it," Debora explained.

"Fine! Now we have a tangible basis for a
real investigation. Pardon my haste, but I

surmise that time is precious. Good day."
Tearle was making his exit as he uttered

these words. He was suddenly inspired by
an intuition which frequently came to him
when grave dangers lurked in his course, and
he was so impelled to prosecute quick action
that he refused to be delayed even by a king
and queen, each of whom had a dozen ques-
tions to ask.

CHAPTER VII

Coincident to the activities of Sherman
Tearle in Iona, the swarthy-faced murderer he
had captured in a tree-top made his escape
from prison in New York City, and apparently
was swallowed by the earth, for no trace of
his whereabouts could be found despite the fact
that every detective in the metropolis was
promptly put on the case.
At the end of six weeks a nation-wide search

was still unsuccessful, and about this time on
the Isle of Iona, there was held an ominous
meeting in a dreary, low-ceiling hut in the
outskirts of New Hope. Jules Jordan pre-
sided over this meeting, and with his fellow-
plotters he perfected plans for an internal
revolution by which he hoped to usurp King
Wesley and Queen Debora. Lavinia was a cen-
tral figure and she offered many suggestions.
Jordan insisted that war be started at once,
but this did not have the woman's approval.

"You say you must rule Iona, and I say my
husband, Gioconda, is the only man who can
win a revolution," she shouted. "Therefore,
wait! He's coming!"
Jordan was not satisfied with this. He

would prefer winning without Gioconda. His
knowledge of the bandit's reputation caused
him to fear the man. However, when he noted
that the other men present favored Lavinia's
plan uncompromisingly, he gave in.

Even while this meeting was being held,
Gioconda landed on the island from a steamer.
He was disguised as a clergyman, and he wore
a long, black, false beard. Sherman Tearle
had been scrutinizing all immigrants for sev-
eral weeks. He was aware of the impending
revolution, and had reason to believe the real
leader of it was to come from a foreign coun-
try. He saw Gioconda the moment he started
down, the gang-plank, and he became interested
in him at once. Luckily the detective wore a
disguise, which alone saved him from being
recognized by Gioconda, who could never for-
get the daring youth he had met in such a
fierce and precarious combat in that New York
tree-top.

"I'll bet that whiskered guy can lead me to
the hot-bed of the intrigue," Tearle mentally
told himself, and forthwith he proceeded to
shadow Gioconda.
Thus it happened that the alert Sherman

Tearle found his way to the dreary, low-
ceiling hut on the outskirts of New Hope.
Gioconda went directly to that headquarters
of the revolutionists. Again Tearle was
lucky, because two uniformed policemen
chanced to stroll down that very street at that
very moment, and he pressed them both into
service. Supported by these assistants, he
gained entrance to the rendezvous of the plot-
ters. Stationing himself in a dark hallway, he
managed to witness the reception accorded
Gioconda unobserved. He watched and listened
long enough to see Gioconda discard his holy
clothes and false whiskers. He saw Lavinia
embrace the man affectionately. He heard the
men give the new arrival a veritable ovation
in an unguarded moment.
"Now, if you're ready to furnish the military

genius, I'm ready with the necessary money
for a victorious revolution," the detective heard
Jules Jordan say.

Just as Gioconda began assuring Jordan of
his preparedness to open hostilities, Tearle

{Continued on page 51)

MASH NOTES By DICK WILLIS

I've oft been asked if I will kindly pen a little rhyme
Upon my favorite artist in the moving picture line.

I beg to state with emphasis, I certainly will NOT;
If pressed for reasons I must say I think it bally rot.
The pages of the magazines are full of silly verse
And fulsome adoration, some at length and some quite terse.
Admirers write such awful foolish, maudlin, mundane fluff;
Let's take at random some of it, then analyze the stuff.
"King Baggott is the man I love, I would that he were mine."
Why, woman, don't you know that King's been married quite a time?
"George Walsh, of Fox, is my ideal," a skittish dame will rave. He
Has a charming wife, ma'am, and a really, truly baby.
"Dear Margarita Fischer is the girl I'd like to hook."
Well, Harry Pollard caught her first, so elsewhere you must look.

"Oh, wed me, Howard Hickman," is another maiden's wail;

But Howard can't, he's married to sweet Bessie Barriscale.
Proposals by the dozen to Miss Cunard weekly pour;
She's wedded, gilded youth, avaunt! she cannot ask for Moore.
A merchant from the Middle West a fortune says he'll blow in
On Mary Pickford, but she thinks she still will go to Owen.
To William Farnum girls will write, enclosing love and kisses,

And every night he chuckles as he shows them to his Mrs.
"Oh, Henry, will you fly with me?" You silly little thing,

To Gypsy Abbott, Henry still remains her lord and king.

To capture Chester Conklin is another woman's plan;
Tut! Chester is a model and most virtuous married man.
Another, "Cleo Madison, write fondly, Cleo, speak!"
Alas! Miss Cleo Madison is also Mrs. Peake.
A girl advises Herbert Rawlinson she'd like to meet him,
But if he did it's likely Mrs. Rawlinson would beat him.
And others slop all over Ince's marvel, Charlie Ray,
Not knowing his certificate is safely tucked away.
By gings, they go the limit, all these foolish half-baked kids;

You'd think the artists stood in line just waiting for their bids.

So—read this warning carefully or maybe you may rue it,

And when you want to write mash notes, think twice and then don't do it!
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Fro.n the Photoplay

n By STEPHEN
4r©m SCOTT

by Frank Fro est

Cast of Characters:
Jimmie Hallet, millionaire clubman,

Earlc Williams.
Peggy Greye-Stratton, Dorothy

Kelly.
Thos. W. MknziES, chief of detec-

tives, John Robertson.
Stewart Reader Ling, leader of

crooks, Denton Vane.
Detective Sergeant CongrEve, Rob-

ert Gaillard.

GwENNIE LYNE, international crook,
Julia Swayne Gordon.

Dago Sam, aiias William Smith,
crook, Bernard Seigel.

Cincinnati Red, stool pigeon, Gor-
don Gray.

Dick Errol, lialf brother of Peggy,
Mr. Craync.

Detective Royal, Daniel Hayes.
Dr. Steingurt, Tempter Saxe.

J. E. Greye-Stratton, father of

Peggy and Errol, John Costello.

IMMIE HALLET, million-

aire clubman and lover of

excitement, was groping

about in a dense fog which
enveloped the city street

just for the fun of it when
Peggy Greye-Stratton sud-

denly stepped in his path-

way and thrust a bundle

of cancelled checks into his

hand and forced him to keep them.

"Take these and run," she ordered

sharply, and the next instant she disap-

peared in the fog.

Hallet's astonishment was too over-

whelming to permit of that quick thinking

requisite to arising to an unexpected emerg-

ency. Glued to the spot he turned his gaze

to the checks and discovered the name of

the maker to be J. E. Greye-Stratton.

"Great guns, here's a mystery worth go-

ing into," he finally muttered, and within

the next hour he had reached the address

given on a torn envelope which was among
the checks.

Despite the air of grewsome loneliness

which prevailed around this house, the

young adventurer boldly knocked at the

door. A moment later he was admitted by

a person he could not see on account of the

darkness, and still without any fear what-

soever he followed his host into a silent

dark room. Immediately upon his arrival

in this oppressively somber chamber, Hallet

was felled by a vicious blow, and he lapsed

into unconsciousness.

It was probably an hour later when Hal-

let regained his senses. He was surprised

to find himself lying in a strange library.

A moment later he was alarmed to discover

that a safe had been rifled, and an instant

afterwards he was amazed and rendered

speechless when his gaze fell on the life-

less body of J. E. Greye-Stratton, the vic-

tim of a dastardly plot. Now in great

apprehension, Hallet struggled to his feet

and staggered to a telephone.

"Give me Scotland Yard, quick," he

gasped.

Inspector Menzies answered, but before

Hallet could tell him the address he fainted

again, thus cutting off the phone connection.

The inspector succeeded in tracing the call,

and he arrived on the scene within a few
minutes to find the unconscious Hallet and
the dead Stratton. The officer's first act

was to summon a physician, who revived

Hallet, and his second act was to call in his

superiors, with whom he started an investi-

gation.

It developed that J. E. Greye-Stratton

was the father of a girl, Peggy, and a son,

Errol, the latter a profligate fellow whose
crimes in America had driven him back
to England. He had subsequently appealed

to his father for support, which was de-

nied him, the result being that father and
son had been on bad terms for several

months prior. Errol was suspected as the

murderer from the inception, as the motive
in his case seemed strong.

Hallet was called into the hasty police

conference, and he candidly related his

whole extraordinary experience. Unfor-
tunately the checks he referred to had dis-

appeared from his possession.

"Could you identify the woman who
handed you those checks?" Menzies asked.

"I am certain I could, and I would gladly

do so," Hallet replied.

"We'll hold you for that purpose for the

present," the officer announced.
"Very well, I am at your disposal," was

the prompt reply.

Menzies had little more than settled in his

office to study the new case when Peggy
called to learn as much as possible of the

findings of the police. Menzies questioned

her sharply, and soon realized the young
woman was holding back information.

"My brother Errol did not commit the

murder," she declared stoutly.

"But all evidence proves he did," the

officer thundered back at her.

"It's not true ; he could not have done it,"

she persisted.

"What reason can you give for this?" he
demanded.

"I can give no reason, but he didn't do it,"

she responded.

Without another word Menzies placed

Peggy in the midst of a group of women in

an adjoining room, and he called in Hallet.

"Now do you see the woman who gave
you those checks ?" he asked him.

Hallet recognized Peggy at once, but re-

fused to identify her. A while later Men-
zies permitted the couple to leave together,

after ordering them to be closely shadowed.
Hallet took Peggy to dinner in a quiet cafe.

Here Peggy divulged at least a part of her

knowledge of the conditions surrounding
her.

"My father and I had been apart for

years, but of late I have been appealing to

him to help my brother," she explained.

"The only answer I ever got was the receipt

of those cancelled checks, which Errol had
forged."

"That was your father's only contribu-

tion toward the aid of your brother?" Hal-
let asked as if to make sure of that point.

"Yes, my father could be very heartless,"

she replied, showing slight emotion.

Hallet was determined to protect the girl of mystery
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He was a lover of excitement

Hallet believed her story, and he found

himself intensely interested in her.

"I will be happy to help you in any way
I can," he offered.

"I am sorry, but I must refuse your as-

sistance," she replied, much to his surprise.

A while later the couple left the cafe,

and for the first time Hallet realized they

were being followed. Determined to pro-

tect the girl in whose innocence he believed

so implicitly, he told her of the fact that

they were under surveillance and induced

her to go on alone whereupon he doubled

back and confronted one of the detectives.

A scufHe ensued, and a second sleuth came
to the assistance of the first. This inter-

ference on Hallet's part led to Inspector

Menzies calling him in and informing him
sternly that he was bungling his case.

"Keep your hands off if you expect to

come out of this nasty business clear," the

inspector told the young man.
"But I am sure the poor girl in this case

needs my assistance though she refuses it,"

Hallet insisted.

"Your interest in her may be all right,

but she has good cause for not accepting

your help," the officer replied.

"Why ?"

"Because she is married to a fellow

named Ling."

"She is!" Hallet exclaimed. "Who is.

Ling?"
"He's one of the biggest crooks in Lon-

don."
"Is that so?"
"Yes, that's exactly so."

"Nevertheless I would like to help her

out of any difficulty she may be in," the un-

dismayed Hallet said firmly.

This attitude on his part thoroughly dis-

gusted Menzies, who felt sure he was deal-

ing with a brainless fool whose intrepidity

might cause many complications.

Not long after this conference, Hallet

received what pur-

ported to be an ap-

pealing note from
Peggy, who begged
him to come to her at

once. The address
given led him to a

secluded house in

Braxton. Hallet's act

in tearing the note to

bits and tossing it in

the street under the

very eyes of a detec-

tive who was watch-
ing him, gave Men-
zies his clue to follow

personally as a result

of pasting the pieces

together, and thus be-

ing enabled to deter-

mine the address.

Hallet was admit-
ted to the house by
Gwennie, a plump,
pleasant, shrewd
woman. Despite the

fact that he remem-
bered his last experi-

ence on entering a

strange house, and
his consequent cau-

tion, the young ad-

venturer received a

blow on the head the

instant he entered the

hallway, and he fell

through a trap door
into a coal-bin, where

he was bound and gagged. Menzies ar-

rived at this very instant and upon being

greeted suspiciously at the door, he recog-

nized Gwennie as an international crook.

"So," he exploded, "you're on the job."

"Yes, sir," Gwennie replied calmly.

"Well, it's the finish for you and your
whole gang," Menzies threatened.

"We expected it, and are ready to go with

you," she announced in a matter-of-fact

way.
"You bet you are," was his rejoinder as

he pushed his way on into the house.

But for once he was too impetuous, too

determined and too self-confident, for the
next thing he knew he had fallen through
the trap door. He discovered the disabled
Hallet, whom he released. By the time the
two men had forced their way upstairs
again, the crooks had fled. An investiga-
tion of the premises unearthed a half-
burned note, the perusal of which brought
Cincinnati Red, another crook, into the
case. Menzies made quick work of locating
Red, who, believing Ling had double-
crossed him, led the officer to a cafe where
he made his headquarters. As Menzies and
Hallet entered the restaurant Ling and
Peggy sat at a table dining. Ling recog-
nized all but Hallet instantly, and he at

once suspicioned that Red had brought
officers in for purposes treacherous to

him. Understood by Menzies, Red feigned
friendliness with Ling, and led him out of
the cafe with the officer on the trail. Hallet
boldly joined the now deserted Peggy.
"So you've lied to me and thereby almost

led me to destruction," he told her the
minute he reached her side. "My whole
interest in this case has been you. I thought
you deserved the friendship of someone, but
all signs indicate you are as bad as your
associates."

"But I couldn't tell you of all my affairs,"

the girl replied.

"You've no doubt lied to me about your
brother too," Plallet persisted.

"I'll show you I have not," she said
calmly. "If you will accompany me, I

think I can convince you that what seems
to be bad is part good."

Without hesitation Hallet followed where
Peggy led. She took him directly to her
home, to which they were admitted by
Gwennie, now posing as the landlady. Into

a moderately well-furnished room she led

Hallet. There he saw lying on a bed mo-
tionless a young man, obviously very ill.

"This is my brother Errol, and he is

slowly dying," Peggy explained, as tears

welled up into her eyes.

"And you are caring for him ?" Hallet

asked.

"Yes. He was in the power of Ling, who
threatened to send my brother to prison

(Continued on page SO)

Cautiously they stole out of the cafe
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THE SILENT TREND
A Composite Review of the Current Month's

Achievements in the Photo-Play World

By BERT D. ESSEX

m A MERICAN moving pictures will plav an

essential part in this great world war. Tendencies Tersely Told
The sooner producers and exhibitors realize

this the better they will be enabled to meet
the demands of the times by falling in line

promptly and enlisting in the momentous
work. First and foremost of all, comedy
must be given preferential attention, be-

cause the predominating features of every

program henceforth and until peace is re-

stored must be amusing. The heart-strings

cannot be torn asunder any longer. The

news of the day is doing too much of that.

The screen must be the agency through

which the whole fearful business of unre-

strained disaster can be forgotten for brief

periods. There is not the slightest doubt as

to what the people want for their amuse-

ment fare, and there must be no delay in

giving them what they want. In fact, the

producers should leap lithely over to an ex-

treme by adopting the rule to eradicate all

deaths, either natural or by violence, ex-

cepting of course in isolated cases, from all

photoplays. Let all inspiration for depres-

sion vanish from the picture theater. Make
the folks cheerful and keep them so. A
more serviceable slogan could not be adopted

at this particular time. Let sighs and tears

succumb to gales of laughter wherever audi-

ences assemble to view the cinema art.

Naturally there will be a demand for a few

war-time dramas, especially if they reflect

some great principle which is deemed con-

ducive to peace, but it is to be hoped the

makers of film will not be misled into inter-

preting this demand to mean there is ample

market for an unlimited number of features

of this type. One or two one-reel comedies

will not suffice on any bill if there be five

reels of sad story. Let the five-reeler be

funny, and if there must be some serious-

ness, let it come in the one-reeler, because a

little of it goes a long way at present. The

news and educational pictures should re-

main, and it is certain they will give the

people enough to think about without the

aid of any five-reel sob-producer. Wherein

we used to say, "The play's the thing," we
must all now agree that "The comedy's the

thing." Producers should act accordingly

at once.

TN Mary Pickford's latest starring vehicle,

* "The Little American," the famous little

favorite is surrounded by more spectacle

than she ever effected before. A reproduc-

tion of the sinking of the Lusitania is one

of the thrilling scenes, while a battle in

which the German army drives the French

through a village and the working of the

75-millimeter guns afford further occasions

for tense excitement. Miss Pickford reveals

a new side to her versatility by developing

some dramatic power which would do jus-

tice to a Bernhardt for its emotionalism, but

America's sweetheart does not overlook her

opportunities to be cutely winsome as usual.

It would not be at all surprising if when the

record of her cinema achievements is com-

| One tendency we must e'er strive to j

forestall—
| The tendency common: to not tend

at all.

Excluding astronomy from the

I consideration and gazing into the

I film firmament, it is irresistible to

remark that many a star does not
shine in the most propitious weather.
Indeed, the growing habit to dub a

! photoplayer "star" on the slightest

pretext is proving injurious to the

extent of arousing the public mis-

| trust of much of the advance adver-

| Using.

Just how far the war has gone in

| driving European moving picture |

| magnates to transfer their head-
I quarters in America is shown in the |
1 announcement that John Olsen & Co., j

| representing the largest film concerns

| in Sweden, Norway and Denmark,

| have opened offices in New York in I

| order to be near the biggest market. |

| Before the war London was the chief |
1 clearing-house for photoplays; today

1 Gotham is the leading center.

1 Some producers are advocating a =

|
general increase in admission prices

\

to picture theatres. Will anything |

| escape the High Cost of Living un-
\

| scathed? Oh, what a triumph it

1 would be if amusement could be the

| one exception to the rule!

Further evidence of the widespread
\

| inclination to recognize the potential- j

| ity of the film in disseminating up- §
1 lifting propaganda is given in the

| case of the Bible Film Company, com- \

1 posed of prominent churchmen, who |
1 have conceived the idea of picturizing I

| the New Testament. A $700,000 tract

| of land near Las Vegas, New Mexico,
|

1 has been selected as the locale because
j

I of the resemblance of the country j

thereabout to Palestine.

The whole moving picture industry
j

1 has been voluntarily mobilized to aid
j

1 the Government in every way possible |
| in the present crisis. In return it

| behooves the legislators to be equit-
|

| able in placing burdens on the film.
\

I Fair taxation is desired; exorbitance

| will be resented.

| A cold million dollars has been
\

| offered to Charlie Chaplin by the
\

1 Mutual Film Corporation for his an- \

| tics in twelve pictures. Charlie re- |
jected the proposition because he

\ deemed eight features a sufficient

| number for a measley million kopeks.
\

| We're too dizzy to make comment.

The superiority of the screen over \

the stage for the presentation of plays
\

| is impressively demonstrated in

| "Within the Law," which is at least

| 100 per cent, better as a photoplay
\

than it was as a stage play. No
\
wonder the folly of predicting a dis-

\

1 astrous wane for the popularity of

j the movies is rapidly disappearing.

| Truly there will be moving pictures I

1 as long as there is anything moving
I

| about on this going globe of ours.
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pleted down to finis, "The Little American"

will stand out as one of her greatest tri-

umphs. The fact that the story is based on

the timely subject of war, and that it makes
pictorial record of some of its terrible reali-

ties without the slightest fictitious diluting,

will add to the longevity of this master-

piece of the House of Pickford.

SMILING Douglas Fairbanks! He was
"In Again, Out Again," and now he's

"Wild ar i Woolly." He can be every which

way, including entertaining to the superla-

tive degree. He's just about the most active

chaser of the black cats of gloom in Screen-

land, and fortunately he shows no signs of

fatigue or deterioration in ability to divert

the human mind from the murky channels

of holy, unholy and straightaway solidified

horrors. In his latest release, "Wild and

Woolly," the smile-propelled Doug gives us

enough breeziness to last through a long, hot

summer. The new story in which he figures

so auspiciously has to do with a city youth

whose wild fancies of the west eventually

get the best of him. Clad in an immaculate

cowboy outfit, such as is worn at a masque
ball, he travels to the land of his dreams
only to find that his attire is as unique as it

appeared on New York's Fifth Avenue. He
assimilates the true western spirit only after

going through a series of highly amusing
situations, and in the end he is the punchiest

cowpuncher of the lot. Mr. Fairbanks is

picturesque in his new role, and he performs

in such fashion to give fresh impetus to the

kind of Americanism which really pervades

the atmosphere hovering over Uncle Sam's

domain.

TNTO "A hole in the Ground" hopped "A
-* Brass Monkey" to dodge "A Runaway
Colt" on which rode "A Midnight Belle"

who was not in the least "A Contented

Woman" naturally.

"This is what I get for making 'A Trip to

Chinatown,' " the Belle screamed frantically

as the Colt madly dashed around the refuge

of the Monkey for "A Day and a Night."

By then the Monkey had become very

thirsty, and he ventured to poke out his

head long enough to yell:

"But why keep me a prisoner here in 'A

Temperance Town' simply because you can't

get over your Chinatown hang-over?"

The failure of the Belle to respond caused

the Monkey to scrutinize the galloping Colt

more closely, and to his surprise, he dis-

covered that 'twas only "A Rag Baby"
mounted on the steed's back.

"Gazooks," the Monkey thereupon ex-

claimed, "just as I was about to decide this

Belle had brass—and there are lots of brass

bells—I find she's only some baby that's got

the Rags. Whatta woild. If there's not

one thing to put you in a Hole, there's an-

other. Ah yes, whatta woild."

By these presents knew ye all that the

foregoing is inspired by the titles of the

various Charles Hoyt comedies, which are
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now finding their way to the screen through

the enterprise of William N. Selig. See

every Hoyt comedy you can, because each

one is an antidote to worry.

P HOTOPLAY producing is a fine art, and
-*- not a manufacturing business. There

was a time not long since when no captain

of the industry would acknowledge this, but

today it is conceded quite generally. Ob-

viously it follows that embryonic photo-

playwrights should recognize this step for-

ward by interpolating more chance for art

and less requirement for manufacture in

their manuscripts. In other words, if there

arises a situation in a story calling for

heroism, it is imperative to make the event

consistent with natural humanness instead

of trying to augment the thrill by pressing

into service something more theatric than

possible in real life. It is because writers

have had too strong a penchant fur fantasy

contrary to actualities that film magnates

have been encouraged in pursuing the cold-

blooded course of turning out products

which had every ear-mark of the factory

rather than the studio. Art, after all, is the

one true element of entertainment. Without

art a play falls flat. With it, the play may
not always please, because its forcefulness

is frequently nullified by the marks of a

craft. Therefore, it behooves writers to

fix a standpoint of inviolable art from which

angle stories are to be developed.

A STAR belongs to the crown of the pho-
^* toplay industry, for it has arisen nobly

to the call of Uncle Sam. In most every

conceivable way the screen has become an

active and powerful adjunct to the govern-

ment of the United States in its efforts to

thoroughly arouse the people to the proper

realization of the existing emergencies.

Now because farms and farming are upper-

most in the public mind, alert as it is to

the indispensability of an adequate food

supply, the Thanhouser-Pathe combination

voluntarily and patriotically invaded a

farming district "somewhere in New York
state," and filmed the most attractive farm
there. The object was to "inspire the de-

sire" in the minds of city folks to go back to

nature, where, by the way at this particular

instant, there is much work to be done. A
simon-pure barn dance was "snapped" ex-

pressly to remind even the blase that there

is much joy in living in the country. All

this temptation to join the army of food-

producers is contained in the photoplay en-

titled "An Amateur Orphan," in which the

girl with the perennial smile, Gladys Leslie,

is starred. The story and scenic settings

are intended to win recruits to husbandry,

and no doubt this purpose will be accom-

plished quite effectually. By all means this

is a tendency in the right direction, for it is

entertainment and vital incentive all in one

setting.

TT is a notable month for Pallas-Morosco

. pictures. A quintette of popular stars in

a quartette of splendid photoplays is the

record now current. Wallace Reid and
Myrtle Stedman, co-starring in "The World
Apart," is a treat because of the maximum
of action contained in the story, and be-

cause of the impressive artistry of Mr. Reid.

Vivian Martin as the star of "Giving Becky
a Chance," scores a neat hit as an impecuni-

ous young lady whose attractive personality

interests wealthy relatives to the extent of

inspiring them to give her every possible

chance in the world. Delectable romance
abounds in this story, and Miss Martin ap-

pears in a role in which she is brilliantly

successful. Another Morosco feature which
is sure to elicit rounds of applause through-

out the realm of photoplay is "A Roadside

Impresario," in which George Beban stars.

In this picture the celebrated delineator of

Italian characters again demonstrates his

complete mastery of every situation which
calls for superb acting. It is not at all un-

complimentary to Mr. Beban to call atten-

tion to the fact that co-starring with him in

this latest screen effort is one Bruno, a

very smart bear. Completing the quartette

of releases is "The Heir of the Ages," a re-

markable dramatic production in which the

fifth of the Morosco stars, House Peters, is

seen in the leading role. A prologue, the

action of which takes place in the Stone

Age, and which presents some hard, stone-

Tendencies Tersely Told

Chancellor of the Exchequer Bonar
Law, in behalf of the British govern-
ment, has dealt screen entertainment
another blow in the form of an in-
crease in war taxation, which will
take an additional $7,500,000 from
the income of the industry during the
year beginning July 1st. Well, war is

certainly swell—and "bust."

Even revolutions, submarines and
a general helluva time cannot thwart-
true American enterprise. A number
of Russian art films have just been
imported into this country after a
perilous journey of 17,000 miles.

Stars of the screen are substantially
boosting the Liberty Loan. Margue-
rite Clark and Earle Williams were
among the) first to subscribe large
sums, each handing over $5,000. The
Thespians are arising nobly to the
good work of making Patriotism and
Photoplayers synonymous.

like facts highly essential to the story

proper, is particularly striking. These

opening scenes depict a Cave Man whose
tremendous power over his fellows makes
him the leading figure and enables him to

protect his weakling brother from his men
even to the extent of obtaining for him the

wife he desires. In the remainder of the

story we find Mr. Peters as a strong man
and the dominating force in a western min-

ing community. Just as in the prehistoric

ages he comes to the assistance of the

unworthy and ungrateful brother. The com-

parison of a sort of a principle eternal

proves engrossing and this is surely a pho-

toplay which will make people forget war
and everything else worrisome for an hour

at least.

A PHOTOPLAY of considerable merit is

*-** "Love or Justice," in which the masterly

handiwork of Thomas H. Ince is discernible

to a most pleasing degree. Here is the

story:

Jack Dunn has been a lawyer and a bril-

liant one. At one time life held promise of

great things, and yet on the eve of achieve-

ment he threw away everything, sinking to

the lowest depths, a victim to the drug
habit. Slipping away from his former as-

sociates he passes his vacant hours in the
most wretched resorts of the slums. In this

way he meets Nan, an uncrowned queen of
the underworld, and they form a loose kind
of partnership. Nan, who is a woman of

brains, exercises a strong influence on the
derelict, gradually weaning him away from
the influence of the drug. In doing this she
awakens Dunn's ambition, and through her
efforts he gradually regains his footing in

the legal world.

Dunn in gratitude would make Nan his

wife, but the woman knows that he is gradu-
ally drifting away from her, and she can
have no place in his world. She sacrifices

herself and breaks abruptly with Dunn, let-

ting him believe that she is unfaithful to

him,. After many years they are brought
face to face in a court room. Nan has been
falsely accused of murder, and her former
lover is the prosecuting attorney. Dunn's
future at the bar and in political life de-

pends on his successful handling of the case,

and he knows Nan is prepared to offer the

supreme sacrifice of her life to secure his

future. Faith, however, wills at the eleventh

hour that her devotion shall be rewarded,

and with a cleared name she accepts the

humbly offered place as Jack Dunn's wife.

/"\NE of the outstanding war-time photo-
^^ plays of current times is "The Great-

est Power," in which Ethel Barrymore plays

the principal character. "The Greatest

Power" triumphs because it reflects both the

events and the spirit of the times without

pressing into service awe-inspiring battles

of which there is a plentitude in "news
films."

Miriam Monroe (Ethel Barrymore), the

heroine of "The Greatest Power," is the

motherless daughter of Randolph Monroe,

the head of a great industry. She is inter-

ested in chemistry, and in her own labora-

tory has discovered a remedy for cancer, the

basis of it being a chemical product called

exonite.

Exonite has also been developed by John
Conrad, a young scientist. He finds that it

is the most powerful explosive ever dis-

covered, and he conceives the idea of de-

veloping the formula until the product is

sure to be stable, and then publishing it

broadcast throughout the world, since ex-

onite is so powerful that its use would

speedily destroy everything living, and na-

tions would be actually afraid to make war
against each other.

Conrad is poor and unable to carry on

the expensive experiments, and he is in-

troduced to Miriam and her father by
Professor Poole, a mutual friend. When it

is pointed out to her that her cure will affect

thousands, whereas the war cure will affect

all humanity, she gives Conrad the exonite

she has produced and works side by side

with him in his further experiments.

War with a foreign power is imminent.

Monroe calls a meeting of his partners and

consults Albert Bernard, head of his foreign

department, about the advisability of ob-

taining control of the exonite for the use

of the nation. Bernard is a naturalized

American citizen, but a traitor. He deter-

mines to get the chemical for the alien

enemy.

Miriam and her father, although peace-
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loving at heart, give all their aid to the

Government as soon as war is declared.

Miriam tries to induce Conrad to give up

but he refuses. He is still a "conscientious

objector." Finally he is won over by an ex-

hibition of Bernard's treachery. Bernard

comes to his laboratory and after pleadings,

threats and bribery, tries to kill him to ob-

tain the coveted chemical. Miriam inter-

venes and in a powerfully dramatic scene

saves the situation and provides a strong

climax.

A SERIES of comedies in which Harry
** Myers and Rosemary Theby are

starred by Mark M. Dintenfass has been re-

leased on the Pathe program, and these

latest efforts of this duo make one wonder
all the more why they do not separate.

They are woefully unsuited to each other

from an artistic standpoint. Harry Myers

is a top-notch interpreter of serious roles,

and he is an experienced director, and we
imagine he could show plenty of the essen-

tial attributes of a comedian if he were

supported by a real comedienne, something

Miss Theby is not by any method of reckon-

ing. Candor must be accepted as the means

to the end of bettering a condition, and

therefore we are constrained to say Mr.

Myers needs a new leading lady. Un-

doubtedly Miss Theby could find a more
compatible field in Screenland and there is

every indication of her ability running to

character work instead of heroics or comics.

"KJ other woman could wear the clothes

-^ Valeska Suratt does and get away
with it. She not only gets away with it, but

she creates a sensation, sartorially speak-

ing, in every William Fox photoplay in

which she appears. Fine feathers make fine

birds, but Miss Suratt goes it one better

by making gorgeous and bizarre finery

make people gasp. It is interesting to note

a few statistics which enter into her latest

starring vehicle, "The Slave," namely: she

wears fifty-two different costumes; they

cost $4,700, and she can never wear any of

them again. Oh, how she could make ye

family man yell murder! Several of her

dresses were trimmed with "live" lilies,

and this run up a cut flower bill an even

fifty dollars. Miss Suratt has as her own
individual tendency to startle devotees to

the photoplay with every conceivable ex-

treme in attire, and the fact that she has

made herself a great asset to box-offices

is consistent with the love of volatile

America for daring eccentricities.

O ESSUE HAYAKAWA continues to prove
^ his histrionic versatility in the field of

swarthy-skinned characterizations. For the

first time he plays the part of a Mexican
in the Lasky photoplay, "The Jaguar's

Claws," which is a series of so-called

"punches." Explicitly, thrilling moments
are crowded into this narrative, and not the

least exciting is the spectacle of seeing

one hundred hard-riding, straight-shooting

American cowboys tearing into a Mexican
town to rescue three of their fellow-country-

men. Hayakawa, previously seen as a Jap-

anese, a Chinese, a Hawaiian, an East In-

dian and an American Indian, seems even

more at home as a Mexican, El Jaguar by
name, and a bandit by profession. In his

portrayal of this character he gives an im-

pressive demonstration of the fact that his

forte, so far as the Thespian art is con-

cerned, is villainy. He shows his best ar-

tistry, his most dramatic expression as a

"heavy." Still, we will not say that he

suffers much by comparison to his work in

heroic parts. Hayakawa is actually a first-

class actor in all the term implies. It is

always a treat to see him. "I don't like to

play parts which require me to be mean,

but it seems I can't dodge the issue," he

says. "Fortunately, in 'The Jaguar's

Claws' I get killed in time for the other peo-

ple to be perfectly happy." But ere comes
his make-believe demise, Hayakawa has

projected his mastery of dramatic finesse

to such a degree that one wants to see

more of his "meanness" since it is all unreal

anyway.

/^\ NCE more (and happily) a photoplay
^^ producer has taken into consideration

type. This time it is Viola Allen who

I
A Psalm o£ the Straw Hat

§ Suggested by the annual lateness of Spring

| "Bawl me out in mournful num-
| bers," says the Straw; "I am 'de

| trop.' Wet with rain the springtime

| slumbers, and I shrink with every

| drop!
"Do not grin, for I'm in earnest,

and the ashcan's not my goal. Let me
| stay till spring returnest; I am light,

| but I've a soul.

1 "Down around the big, broad river
they've been wearing me all year. If

| / were a summer flivver, they would
I shed me with a tear.

| "Down around the big, broad river,

1 where the meat and 'taters grow,

1 where the prices make you shiver, for
i the winter—there I go.

| "Lives of all past springs remind

| us, we can't make the weather rhyme
| with the styles we have behind us—
| styles are only meant for time.

1 "Let us then be up this morning

| with a head for the old hat. If a

| straw your bean's adorning, alienists

| ought to see to that."

I

fits a role to a perfect nicety. It is as La-

kshima, an Indian princess, in "Lady Bar-

nacle," a late Metro release, that this

mistress of terpsichore and worthy immi-

grant to the film field surpasses all her

previous efforts before the camera, and it

is of the fact that she is the exact type for

the role. Inevitably there must obtain a

general rule that even stars shall answer

the description designated by the creator

of the story, and it is encouraging to find

this splendid example of the tendency of

the times in the case of "Lady Barnacle."

The story unfolded in this play is one

which warms the cockles of the American

heart, because from the time that George

Morling, a native of the domain of Uncle

Sam, rescues the Indian princess from a

lake into which she had hurled herself as

a result of her despondency over being

ordered by her father to marry an old man
for whom she has no affection, there is an

abundance of the "regular fellow" elements

which enter into the American make-up.

Lakshima falls in love with him, but he

tries to elude her, whereupon she dis-

guises herself as a boy and smuggles her-

self onto the ship on which he sails. Young

Morling is aghast when the self-styled slave

is brought up from between the decks. He
has always prided himself on his reputa-

tion and he is engaged to a straight-laced

girl in Boston. However, he courageously

decides to make the best of a difficult situ-

ation, and upon arriving home he tells his

father his story, which is overheard by a
stenographer. Believing herself right, the

stenographer rushes to the Custom House
and takes charge of the princess. Morling
and his father are nonplused over the disap-

pearance. Lakshima later dresses herself

up American style and precipitates an ex-

citing climax by breaking in on Morling
while he is paying a call to his sweetheart,

exclaiming, "I come; you not lose me yet."

Morling's engagement ends there and then.

More trouble follows the arrival of La-
kshima's father. The girl runs away and
hides. The father demands her presence of

the helpless Morling. Just as it looks most
critical for the young man the princess

rushes to his rescue and the finish brings

happiness to all. "Lady Barnacle" is a
photo-drama which will be enjoyed by all

who like to see right prevail.

A CCORDING to statistics compiled by
-** the Mutual Film Corporation, the
fabulous sum of five million dollars has been
spent in nickels and dimes by photoplay
fans to see Helen Holmes in her daring
railroad features. "I can hardly believe it,"

Miss Holmes is "said to have said." There
will be many people who will not believe it

at all, but a judicious contemplation of the

extent of the popularity of the movies will

bring even the chary to the conviction that

there is little exaggeration in these figures.

It does not require nickels and dimes long to

mount dizzy heights pecuniary when mil-

lions of people are spending them every day.

r^NID BENNETT is just what her press

agent, H. P. Keeler, claims she is—

a

charming bit of femininity, and she is

destined to win her share of the love the

amusement-loving public always has to

lavish on favorites of the screen. In the

Ince-Triangle feature, "The Girl, Glory,"

she takes long strides towards the goal

which all photoplayers covet—she reaches

the height of artistic triumph. As a

simple village girl she figures in a story

which revives the cherished memories of

your own home town, if you hail from one

sufficiently small to be unsophisticated.

There is presented in a pathetic manner the

one failing of Jed Wharton, a Civil War
veteran, and the unselfish efforts of his

granddaughter, Glory, to conquer the evil

which had mastered him. Miss Bennett as

Glory, offers a pleasing human characteriza-

tion, which cannot help but retain the

whole sympathy of all. By all means, let

Miss Bennett play more of this variety

of roles, and she will undoubtedly ascend

the ladder of histrionic fame until the top-

most rung is her permanent home. More-
over, let unstinted praise go to Ince-Tri-

angle for giving the public a chance to

see such a photoplay as this. It intensifies

Americanism without waving the flag, and

it brings us back from the delirium the

gory times induces by reminding us there is

still a lot of simple happiness open to those

who will seek it with unerring perseverance.

(Continued on page 54)
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All hail the worthy ensign of humanity ! Take heed of the clarion call of righteousness.

The vortex of a storm has encompassed us and we must purge the earth of the elements which
could always combine to disturb the tranquil of mankind. Met are they whose titanic efforts

shall change the very life on this mundane sphere—legions, yea millions are suffering untold
privations and daring death to set right that which a few mad despots would have
all wrong : the condition under which we may exist. Foolhardy challengers of the principle

of liberty—bigoted exponents of ruthlessness for unjust ambition's sake—the Hohenzollerns,
the unswerving determination of a hundred e designate and deprecate—must and will know
that the celebration a mighty nation never fails to make brilliant every Fourth of July means
the Hapsburgs and others of their ilk we hermillion free souls to extend their happiness to

every race and ken. An overwhelmingly preponderant majority of the sons of true civiliza-

tion are allied in this fiercest struggle of history and to their all we must give our all for the

everlasting benefit of us all.

ATTENTION! You are facing a condition which must never become a rear guard to

the advanced outpost you occupy. Victory is imperative and the costs thereof cannot be

counted. There is even no time for a passing qualm over the sombre grimness of a mael-

strom so terrible that it defies description. Extraordinary demands are made on physique

and mentality. Inspirations for distress are countless, but there must not be the slightest

semblance of distress in any quarter nor can the traces of strain menace any well-being.

Women are expected to show a fortitude approximating the bravery of the men and, true to

incomparable Americanism, the gentler sex has not awaited the order, but, like their mascu-
line protectors, they have started their activities voluntarily.

Laggards can no longer bask in the sunshine of useless contentment. A momentous
task deserves and must get their attention. It is a burden which cannot be shifted. It must
be shared equally by all.

Lovers of Utopian ideals must descend to earth and assist in readjusting the political

and social system in a thoroughly practical way. A peace-at-any-price doctrine is now pain-

fully futile. There must be peace—universal and permanent—but the price is going to be

high, enormous, stupendous. Indeed, it may be any price awe-inspiring.

The alien who finds himself in the uncomfortable position of residing in an adopted

country which seeks to vanquish his native land must persevere more than any one else to

prove his fealty to the cause in whicL his own people are unmistakably wrong. He must
comprehend and appreciate that the democracy obtaining so triumphantly in the domain of

the Stars and Stripes shall have to predominate in some form throughout the world before an
Elysian era can be realized. The alien who is true to the welfare of humanity—the people

of every tongue and color—must show that he understands the unavoidable necessity of

actually whipping his own race into recognizing the evil their rulers are attempting to per-

petrate by might without the aid of right.

ATTENTION ! Do not lull yourself into a lethargy with the belief that Fate will facili-

tate the task confronting us. Our enemy is not half defeated and the worst of it is, he really

believes he is winning. Many a battle on far-flung fronts will be required to change his

mind. Lives by the thousands—perhaps millions—and treasure by the billions will have to be
sacrificed ere the dove of peace can be restored to the perch of security. Yield not one iota

of energy to confidence. Be confident, but be wise simultaneously. Recognize as the one
requisite to complete success the undying determination of the stalwart who struggle in the

knowledge that posterity depends on this very generation for its sunshine or clouds.

In short, to every element entering into the prosecution of a victorious war against

those who dare flout our national ideals, give ye, one and all, the most constant, the most
active, the most loyally efficient patriotism! Our Fourth of July must remain the sacred

day of our tradition and if we are to maintain it in all its wonted glory, we must give now,
above all times, the principles it perpetuates valiant, unrelenting ATTENTION

!
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INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT THE CLAN THAT ACTS
Emma Jean Parker, who has a part in

Viola Dana's production, "Aladdin's Other

Lamp," is a screen beauty who a few months

ago was a teacher of dramatic art, public

speaking and physical culture in a high school.

Miss Parker was born in Little Rock, Ark.,

and educated at Maddox Seminary there. Then
she attended the Morse School of Dramatic

Art in St. Louis. After being graduated she

went to New York and was seen in several

Broadway productions.

It makes no difference to Emmy Wehlen,

Metro star, if it pours rain, sleets or snows,

she must have her ten-mile walk every day.

She is an athlete and when not at work in

the studio spends most of her time in the

open air. "If I want to keep in good physical

condition, then I must walk at least ten miles

a day," declared the dainty star. "When I

am at the studio, I arise early, take a five-mile

jaunt before breakfast and then after the

evening meal I enjoy the other five miles."

Max Linder, the noted European comedian,

has received a bulky document bearing the

signatures of 22,000 persons who witnessed

the first performance in Paris, France, of his

initial Essanay comedy, "Max Comes Across."

The signatures were obtained by the propri-

etor of the theatre, and represent a wholesale

vote of congratulation from the French capital

to Max on his work. Among them are the
names of practically every prominent stage
and screen star in Paris, as well as many
military leaders among the Allied troops and
officials of the French Government.

Julia Sanderson, the popular musical com-
edy star who has recently capitulated to the
lure of the screen and signed a contract with
Mutual, is the daughter of an American actor,

Albert Sackett. Miss Sanderson made her
stage debut in Philadelphia, playing child parts
with the Forepaugh Stock Company. She
finally landed in the chorus and from these
ranks she leaped into stardom, becoming one
of the nation's foremost singing and dancing
artistes. _

Elda Millar, who plays the name part in

"Her Excellency the Governor," will be re-

membered as the leading woman for William
Farnum in "A Battle of Hearts." That was
Miss Millar's first appearance on the screen,
and lack of confidence in her own work prompt-
ed her to use the name of Elda Furry. So
dramatic was the work of the debutante and
so well did she screen that Allan Dwan, direc-
tor general of the Triangle Yonkers studios,
persuaded her to join his forces, also to drop
the name of Furry and use the name of Mil-
lar, which it must be admitted is more euphoni-
ous. Miss Millar is the type of beauty made
famous by Charles Dana Gibson.

Ann Pennington is so proud of the Boy
Scout uniform which she wears in the Famous
Players-Paramount picture, "The Little Boy
Scout," that she threatens to adopt male ap-
parel as a permanent sartorial policy. She
is even seriously contemplating the inaugura-
tion of a nation-wide movement for the aboli-
tion of skirts.

When Kathleen Clifford was doing male im-

personations on the stage, and Julian Eltinge

was carrying off the honors impersonating the

female of the specie, it was said of them, epi-

grammatically, that the best-dressed man on

the American stage was a woman, and the

best-dressed woman on the American stage was
a man. Miss Clifford maintains the same
standard of excellence in dressing her part

as the star of Balboa's great serial, "The
Twisted Thread."

The Selig Polyscope Company claims posses-

sion of Filmland's youngest star in the per-

son of Miss Amy Dennis, not yet 16 years of

age. Miss Dennis was born in Wyoming Val-

ley, Pa., and was educated in the Wyoming
Seminary. She attended dramatic school in

New York city and her first engagement was
in stock in New York city. Her work was so

good that she was given an engagement in the

Bandbox Theatre, New York city. Later she

appeared in support of Emmett Corrigan,

Douglas Fairbanks and Julia Arthur. Miss

Dennis likes Dickens and motor boating.

Emily Stevens comes of an old theatrical

family. She is a niece of Mrs. Minnie Mad-
dern Fiske, and a daughter of Robert E.

Stevens and Emma Maddern, both of whom
are prominent in the history of the American
stage. Miss Stevens made her debut on the

speaking stage with Mrs. Fiske, playing the

part of a maid in "Becky Sharp," in Bridge-

port, Conn., in 1900. She remained with Mrs.

Fiske for eight years.

Madge Lawrence, who made her first screen

appearance in William Fox's "The Slave," is a

well-known opera singer. She has made many
successful appearances at the Metropolitan

Opera House.

Douglas Fairbanks has purchased a very

attractive Californian home, located at the foot

of a Los Angeles hill. Smiling "Doug" is add-

ing a 60xl00-foot swimming pool to his new
house, where he hopes to teach his 7-year-old

son the rudiments of keeping above water,

and perhaps develop into a human submarine.

"DOUG" AND INDIAN IDA

Smiling Douglas Fairbanks and Indian Ida posed for this picture recently, while the Artcraft star visited Alber-

querque en route to Los Angeles, where he is now engaged in the production of sunshine Artcraft plays
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George Periolat—A Master of Make-Up
By DICK WILLIS

T the American studios in Santa
Barbara there is a young man
of twenty-eight who is con-

ceded to be one of the greatest

make-up artists that the screen

has ever known. Of course you all know
his name—George Periolat. The characters

he portrays on the screen are not merely
make-ups, they are living creations.

The ordinary actor who is forced to add
age to his features in a picture thinks by
adding a few lines around the eyes and
mouth and applying whitening to the hair

that the trick is

accomplished.
Of course the lines

show very plainly

on the screen, and

the audience is not

deceived in the least

as to the correct age

of the player. They
realize it is an imita-

tion, and therefore

they can't really get

into the player's

characterization a s

that terrible make-
up is always loom-

ing up before them.

With Periolat it is

different. He is a

wonder at the art 01

making up, and
when any actor is in

doubt at the Ameri-
can studios as to

how much of this

and how little of

that should be ap-

plied to the features

in order to attain

a certain sought-for

characteristic, they

are sent up to dress-

ing-room number
thirty-four to see
Periolat, and he
straightens out their

tangles in a jiffy.

Periolat has also

devoted h i s entire

stage career to the

study of make-up,
and has perfected

himself in the art.

To-day there are
only a very few mo-
tion picture artists

who can lay claim to

being able to make
up for any charactei

and get by with it.

George is one of

these few. He goes

about his work in

the most peculiar

manner I have ever

seen. He is an ex-

pert at drawing, and when given a char-

acter to impersonate, he draws his impres-

sion of that character from some person
he has seen in his travels who looks the part

as he imagines it to be. Then he makes
up to look like the character he has drawn

—not like George Periolat would look with
a few whiskers, lines and mascaro.
He has traveled almost all around the

world, and has seen most every type im-
aginable. For two years he served on an
ocean liner which traded with China, Ja-
pan, Turkey, France, England, Germany,
and several other nations. After he gave
up life on the bounding waters, George
decided to study law, and he did for several

months. This gave him the opportunity of

observing the many types that are brought
before the attention of the court. Travel-
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This is George Periolat, but you'd never think it

ing road shows furnished Periolat the rest

of his training. He has given his entire

time while in the theatrical business to

perfecting make-ups. Even when he played

juveniles (for George is a very good-look-

ing fellow off the screen), he was studying

the art of changing one's appearance be-

tween shows and in spare time. He has
often played as many as three characters in

one play.

It is a most interesting sight to watch
George after getting the story of the feature

thoroughly in his head. He sits back in

his easy chair in his spacious dressing-room,

and, closing his eyes, thinks for quite some
time. Suddenly he will come to life with a

start and shout, "I have it." He will then

proceed directly to his desk, and getting

his sketching pad and pencil, start to work.
It doesn't take him
long before he fin-

ishes a remarkably
clever picture, and
he will most likely

say as he shows it to

you, "Now this is

my impression of

the old skinflint in

this story." If you
don't know Periolat,

you will be inclined

to look at him with
surprise, as much as

to say, "Of course,

that looks like a

miserly old cuss, but

not like you."
You can rest as-

sured, however, you
will see the char-

acter on the screen

that you do on the

sketching pad and
George Periolat will

play the part. He
will study his draw-
ing and outline his

make-up accord-
ingly. Just so much
putty to shape the

nose like that of the

character, a little

more, together with

high lighting to

raise the cheek
bones, the proper
shading on the
cheeks to make them
drawn and hollow-

looking. No matter

what the character

looks like, George
has the necessary

equipment to make
up like him.

He makes all of

his own wigs, which
is quite an accom-
plishment in itself,

when you consider

the fact that a sixty-

dollar wig does not

look the least bit

better than any of

those he turns out.

He makes them so it is impossible to dis-

tinguish them from a natural head of hair

on the screen. His crepe hair for whiskers

is all worked out by him, and when applied

looks as if it were really growing out of

the skin, not merely stuck onto his face.
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This can be seen
from the ac-

companying
illustrations.

His lines for

age are all

worked in

n a turally.

He bases
the lines in

his face
,from those

that ap-

pear most
prominent
on the
character

he has
drawn.

jeorge as he can ma

Periolat has been connected with the

American Film Company for several years,

and his present contract with that concern

has another year to run. During his en-

gagement with this concern he has con-

tributed to the screen some very remark-
able characterizations.

The only rival to George's make-up box
is his wardrobe. He has most every con-

ceivable piece of wearing apparel that v

ever invented and enjoys the largest dress-

ing-room at the American studios for this

very reason. He needs just twice the

amount of room any other player needs on
account of the room required for his wigs,

make-up boxes and wardrobe. Then there

is the desk which George must have so he
can do his drawing properly.

He has played lawyers of all kinds, from
the sharp-featured skinflints to the lovable

old reliable family advisory, old farmers,

priests, ministers, western bad men, gypsies,

corporation heads, Greeks, Irishmen, He-
brews, Indians, Arabs, Frenchmen, and
every other nationality and character one
can imagine. "Geek of the Forty Faces,"
never had anything on George Periolat of

the American. One look at the hundred of

faces he has portrayed will make friend

Cleek look like an amateur. If any char-
acter comes up at the studio that requires
careful handling, the director will say

:

"Let George do it."

And George does it.

All of which is remindful of the fact that

the art of make-up has reached its present

state of high development via the screen
route, and not on the stage. Clever make-
up never was so necessary in the old days,

and like in all other cases necessity was the

mother of invention. The lighting of stages

even in this day is not nearly so brilliant as

the lighting indispensable to filming a pic-

ture, and light acts as a magnifier which
must be reckoned with most earnestly when
one's face is to come within range of a

moving picture camera. Many a good stage

make-up would look ridiculously crude in a
photoplay. The entire treatment of facial

change must be highly perfect or else the
movie artist loses the advantage of "look-
ing the part." The actor or actress of the

film must adapt his or her face to an ap-

pearance foreign to its natural contour, and
yet it must be so adeptly done that the

audience cannot see the manufactured lines.

The performer on the stage need not worry

so excessively on this score because he is

not exposed to so much tell-tale light.

"Before motion pictures came into exist-

ence, make-up was a quite secondary con-

sideration in most any characterization, but

nowadays many a hit is made entirely by

make-up artistry," declares Mr. Periolat.

"Indeed, the photoplay art has had little else

but highly beneficial effects from its incep-

tion, and it has been the best school for

Thespians ever founded."

George as he is in private life
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A SON O' THE STARS
By DELIGHT EVANS
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Jack Warren Kerrigan must have been born
under a lucky star. In twenty-seven years he has
become one of the play world's twelve most popu-
lar men, and one of the supreme matinee idols

of the movies. He's Irish, and he isn't married.
If Kerrigan isn't lucky, then there's absolutely
nothing in luck.

He is said to receive at least one-hundred let-

ters each day from various admirers—mostly
girls, occasionally boys. Moreover, he answers
them. And he finds time to prove that he's a
very good actor—his matinee-idol record not-
withstanding. Verily, the stars smiled when Ker-
rigan made his first entrance, and they have been
smiling ever since.

When J. Warren told me that sometimes "all

this hero-worship stuff" bores him awfully, and
that he dislikes nothing so much as the feeling
that he is "on exhibition," I stared at him. I

couldn't help it. Fancy a matinee-idol whose
idolators bore him ! But when Kerrigan tells you
with his Irish smile punctuating his words, that
it's so, you believe it.

"And those letters you receive—are they all of
the 'mash note' variety?"
"No, not all of them. Some are frankly silly

;

others intelligently appreciative. And I've had
some, from ministers and mothers that more than
make up for all the rest."

"I like sincerity," he continued earnestly. "And
I like serious-minded people—perhaps because
they are so hard to find. And I meet so many
of the other kind ! On this speech-making tour
of mine, I've had perfect strangers call me
'Jack,' and some of them insist they went to
school with me, or know my family. Why, one
man grasped my hand and told me he was sure
I remembered him—used to go to school with me
in Louisville. 'And you're just my age—47,' he

added. I said he must be confusing me with
one of my older brothers—perhaps Ed or Harry.
I reminded him that I happened to be the young-
est son, being just 27. But he wouldn't listen.

He thought I was lying out of it, and told me
so. You see, I don't like to argue with 'em !

"

Kerrigan laughed at the recollection ; then added

:

"But don't think I'm unappreciative. I've en-
joyed meeting all my friends, and it has been a
pleasant experience. It is hard on a fellow,

though." He just couldn't help being truthful.

He reminded me of the small boy who wanted to

tell a 'whopper,' but couldn't.

"Please tell me—are you 'Jack' or 'Warren'
Kerrigan?" 'Jack' in "The Road to Yesterday,"
on the 'legit,' the boys began to call me 'Jack'

and the name has stuck to me ever since. It's my
lucky name."

And then we discussed the relative advantages
of stage and screen. Mr. Kerrigan, like most
actors who have tried both, loves the stage, but
thinks the photoplay offers wider opportunities.

"Do you believe the picture-field to be over-
crowded?" I asked.

"Indeed, yes. There are hundreds on every
waiting-list. But the boys and girls won't be-
lieve it. They come to me and I give them what
advice I can. I try to impress upon them the
fact that there are talented and experienced
people who can't 'get in.' They must see for
themselves, however, and they do if they are in

earnest. But many of them seem to go into it

'for fun.' If they were serious, they would go
farther. Now, to prove that statement, take the

case of Lois Wilson, who won a beauty contest

and came to Universal City. She played very
small parts at first, but she worked hard, and
studied, and soon she was my leading woman.

She's succeeded, because she is a wonderful little

girl, and deserves it."

Speaking of the mistaken impressions which
some "fans" seem to entertain, Mr. Kerrigan told

me that, contrary to general opinion, a photo-
player must work harder than men in other
professions, and has very little time to himself.

"We must be able to do almost everything,
and do it well. And the harder we work the

more they demand of us. Personally I refuse to

work after six o'clock or on Sundays. I want
some time to myself ! You have no idea how
little privacy I have," he declared. "People think
I don't give them enough for ten cents, I guess

—

for they demand more than my efforts on the
screen. They confront me at every turn. I don't
even answer my telephone out in Los. Mother
became nearly distracted because she thought it

her duty to answer every call, until I entered an
assumed name in the directory."

"So all that is not merely 'press stuff?'"

"I should say not," emphatically, "and I'm not
proud of it, but it's true, and there's no getting

around it."

My next question was neither original nor par-
ticularly brilliant. "Your hobby?"
"Why, mother's my only hobby," he returned.

"She's the finest mother in the world ; I call her
my angel."

The thought may not be pleasing to some of
Mr. Kerrigan's admirers, but I can tell them
for a certainty that the little mother out in

California occupies all of their idol's thoughts,

and that he is happiest when he is with her.

And his favorite role is not that of matinee idol.

He much prefers to be simply the son of Sarah
McLean Kerrigan. He's a Broth uv a Boy. . . ,

Good 'cess to him 1
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STAR TO DISCARD REAL NAME AND $25
WILL BE GIVEN FOR A NEW REEL ONE

It's a Contest, Photoplay Fans, and You All Have a Chance to Win. Read and Get Busy

By GEORGE T. PARDY

Arline Pretty is in a quandary, and The Photo-

Play Journal is going to get her out of it with

the aid of the photoplay fans. Miss Pretty's real

name is Arline Pretty, and she has a legal right

to it, but no one believes it is real, so she has

decided to change it. She has therefore author-

ized The Photo-Play Journal to ask the photo-

play fans to suggest new names, and the one she

selects will bring the originator $25 in cash,

which will be paid by this magazine. This con-

test is open now, and will continue until noon,

August 1, 1917 up to which time any and all

entries will be received and considered. Get busy,

Mr., Mrs. and Miss Photoplay Fan and send in

your idea of a good name for a moving picture

actress. Your suggestions might bring you
twenty-five good American dollars.

But, first of all, read the following story,

which, in a diverting way, proves how annoying
a seemingly wrong name can be.

—

Editor.

HY," asked the stout journal-

ist, "do so many of your people

—the women folks especially

—

select such perfectly

inane names under

which to make their screen ap-

pearances ?

"Of course, I know the old

stage tradition that no actress

ever thinks of performing under
her regular cognomen, and I

suppose the silent drama sisters

follow the trail blazed by the

'legitimate' artists, but it seems

to me the screen beauties rather

overdo the thing.

"I could mention off-hand a

score of absurd monikers, evi-

dently coined with a view to

escaping the troubles of that

celebrated youg lady of whom
the old ballad informed us— 'On
the stage she is Madame La
Shorty, but her right name is

Biddy McCarthy !' But it would
be waste of breath, as you know
them better than I do."

"Well," said the motion-pic-

ture director, as he applied a

fresh light to his cigar, "I am
free to confess that your point

is not badly taken. Among the

legion seekers for studio jobs it

is surprising to hear the names
adopted by the strivers after film

honors. Most of them seem to

imagine that the choice of a

fetching title is more than half

the battle, and whether it is ap-

propriate or not is the last thing

they think of. Yet the director

has to make sure that the name
of a member of the cast, male or

feminine, real or assumed, must
not conflict too strongly with the

role assigned the person, even if

it be but a minor one.

"For instance, out on the coast

last year there was a big, hand-

some girl who had been working
as an extra. She possessed a

really fine Junoesque type of fig-

ure, and one day I decided to

give her a small part in a new script I was
just starting. It was a western piece, and I

intended her to save the heroine by pulling

the latter back from a dangerous position

on the verge of a precipice, a part for which
the athletic extra seemed peculiarly well

fitted.

"But her name had to go in the cast, and
when I discovered that she was rejoicing

in what, I supposed to be the non-de-plume,

of Daisy Littleone, I told her she ought to

have had better sense, with her physical

proportions than to pick out such a desig-

nation, and that she must use either her

real name or one that filled the bill suitably.

So I labelled her Jane Strong and let it go
at that."

"Jane Strong !" snorted the journalist.

"There you go. Why in creation is it neces-

sary to choose such painfully obvious

Arline Pretty all ready for a lively canter

names? Couldn't you have found some-
thing neutral? Is it any wonder that the

feminine screen actresses make a mess of

selecting cast names, when the directors

themselves are equally at fault?"

"Just a moment," interposed the director.

"Don't think you have proved your case,

because I admitted that beginners occas-

ionally err in that respect. The stars, for

the most part, choose and keep sensible

screen names, and not uncommonly preserve
those bestowed upon them when they made
their debut in this world."

The journalist grunted contemptuously.
"As I came down the street," he remarked
with a fine air of irony, "my eye was at-

tracted by a poster advertising Douglas
Fairbanks in a new picture. It also played
up the name of his leading lady, which
happens to be an elegant illustration of the

truth of my complaint concern-
ing the banal selections made in

that direction by our well-mean-
ing but misguided specimens of

female film loveliness. That
name is 'Arline Pretty.'

"Think of it, turn it over in

your mind, and ask yourself if

you have ever heard of or came
m contact with such an example
of personal egotism? Arline

Pretty ! Can you beat it ? Can
you even tie with it? Isn't such

an utter lack of the eternal fit-

ness of things enough to shock

the sensibilities of a hyena? Ad-
mitted that the lady in question

is possessed of a more than aver-

age share of pulchritude, isn't it

a deplorable exhibition of poor

taste and shallow-minded, crude

judgment to call attention to her

personal appearance in such

blatant fashion?"

"If you've quite done raving,"

rejoined the director, as his port-

ly companion paused for breath,

"perhaps I can furnish a first-

aid cure for your indignation

spasms. Would it jar your com-
placent, critical soul any to be

informed that the young lady

you have just been villifying has

a legal right to be called Arline

Pretty, that such has been her

name from babyhood, and her

physical charms, which you ad-

mit, without knowing anything

about, just for argument's sake,

as you so graciously put it, hap-

pen to coincide with the meaning
conveyed by her baptismal

epithet."

The stout man smote the table

with his fist and the glasses

jangled. "I suppose," he said bit-

terly, "you think you've scored

quite a triumph, hey ? I suppose

you have me sized up as a

fat ignoramus with a prejudice
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against the screen and its people, and re-

joice because you caught me tripping? But

how do I know you have? What proof have

I that you aren't spoofing me ? Why should

I rely on your assertions anyway, knowing

you as I do?"

The director smiled pityingly. "You are

going to be convinced in spite of your-

self," he said calmly. "Do you know what

fate has in store for you? You are going

to visit Miss Pretty in my company. You
are going to hear her talk—and she can

talk, I tell you—"
"They all can," groaned the

journalist.

"Don't interrupt. I mean she

can talk on subjects worth while.

Shallow-minded, hey? Before

I've done with you, I'll have you

confessing that Arline Pretty is

worth traveling from here to the

North Pole and back to meet.

Try her on literature, art, any-

thing that your self-conscious,

aesthetic soul pines for, and then

crawl humbly to me with an

apology."

The journalist eyed him sul-

lenly. "Oh, very good," he said.

"I'll go with you, and if what

you say turns out to be true, the

apology will be forthcoming. If

not 1 shall beat you to death with

my newly manicured hands."

And thus it was that under

escort of his directorial friend,

tne chubbily-proportio..ed ju ...

alist sought Miss Pretty's pres-

ence the following afternoon.

From the first he was uncom-

fortably unconscious that his

friend the director was exult-

ing over his discomforture and

vowed inwardly never again to

pass snap judgments on the

strength of names which didn't

appeal to him favorably. This

slender, self-possessed, clear-

eyed girl, with her almost un-

canny powers of intuition, he

felt must surely know that he

had been fool enough to doubt

her right to the family name,

even if that directorial traitor

nadn't already told her. For she

was now discoursing on that

very subject, perhaps as a hint to

him that he had been an uncivil

boor.

"Do you know," she was say-

ing, "that there are few things

so embarrassing as to start life

handicapped by a name carrying

a too significant meaning. At
school my playmates found a

never-ceasing source of inspira- A
tion for their wit in the sugges-

tion of prettiness, which they were careful

to impress upon me did not exist as stated.

Children are not given to paying compli-

ments if there is a chance to do the opposite.

And later in life I suffered from a contrary

trouble when exposed to the mercies of that

feeble type of male person who delights in

the bestowal of inane tributes founded on a

punning basis. I much preferred the joy-

ous insults of childhood, honestly conceived
and frankly delivered. Is it any wonder
that I have grown to consider the compli-
mentary punster as being several grades be-

low the social status of a gangster? And
as if all that wasn't bad enough, I was
destined upon my entrance into public life

to find that nine out of ten people believed

as a matter of course that I was deliberately

posing under a name calculated to call at-

tention to by alleged personal attractions."

The director smiled maliciously at his

friend, who glared hack at him viciously,

and murmured something unintelligible in

reply.

"I shall never forget how this hoodoo
manifested itself," continued Miss Pretty,

"when I obtained my first theatrical engage-
ment. The manager who hired me was
frankly incredulous at first as to the authen-

last view of Miss Pretty before her daily beauty tie

ticity of my name, and while uttering the

old hated compliment regarding its fitness

and so on, hinted that it might perhaps be

as well to choose a less boasting substitute.

But this I refused outright to do. The
name was my legal property, and I resolved

to brazen it out be the consequences what
they might. Of course, the members of the

company who shared the manager's doubts

were in a strong majority, as I fully ex-

pected, but in time they all came to believe

the Pretty family really existed and that I

was entitled to be listed as one of its repre-

sentatives. However, the public opinion in

regard to the matter never altered through-

out my theatrical career, and since my entry

into the films with their wider popular ap-

peal to the masses, less credence than ever

has been placed in my claim to the paternal

name.

"That is why 1 have determined to aban-
don 'Arline Pretty' and assume for screen

purposes a name that will materially aid in

cutting down my correspondence with a

host of well-meaning picture fans who send
countless letters asking me to reveal my true

identity. I shall not endeavor to bear all

the burden of selection myself. I am go-
ing to throw myself upon the mercy of the

motion picture public and ask the

'fans' to help me pick out a sub-

stitute for my family designa-
tion.

"Anything with a sound
American twang will suit, so

long as it isn't too expressive.

Indian names only are barred.

In literature of the Western
plains I have read of such tren-

chant titles as 'Young-Man-
Afraid-Of-His-Horses,' ' Sitting

Bull,' 'R a i n-I n-T h e-F a c e,'

'John n y-Jump-When-Cougar-
Comes,' in the male line, while
Xaughing-W a t e r.' 'Sunshine-
Gleams,' 'Bright-Eyes-Babe,' and
others of that ilk characterize the

squaws. Nothing of that kind
will do ; it would be a leap out of-

the Pretty frying pan into the

Redskin fire."

"Do you find that your stage

experience is of value to you in

picture work, Miss Pretty?" in-

quired the journalist, who was
beginning to recover his poise

and feel more like a regulation

interviewer.

"Of great value indeed," re-

sponded the star. "I spent over
two years playing in stock with
the Columbia Players of Wash-
ington, D. C, my native city, and
during that time I appeared in a

large number of varied roles.

'The stage education thus ob-
tained gave me plenty of confi-

dence in my ability to undertake
any sort of part that presented
itself. Naturally I preferred in-

genue roles, but whenever I was
cast for a slavey, society belle,

or character calling for emo-
tional portrayal I welcomed the

change for the sake of the ex-

perience I gained and usually

succeeded in pleasing the critics.

"I know that there are many
successful screen stars who be-

gan their careers as public en-
tertainers before the camera, but

-p I certainly believe that even a

little stage schooling is a tre-

mendous aid to the early development of

film artists. And yet, screen history proves
that the successful 'legitimate' actor or ac-

tress, does not always fit in with the cam-
era's peculiar needs. The atmosphere is

entirely different from that of the foot-

lights, and apart from the fact that a

brilliant stage performer may not be a

success as a pictorial type for purely physi-

cal reasons, it often happens that he or she

may fail in the silent drama through sheer

inability to cope with the changed condi-

tions.

"It is about four years since I made my
film debut, in a production entitled 'The

(Continued on page 49)
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THE FALSE FRIEND
By MARJORIE WRIGHT

Fictioriised from the Photoplay of Florence Bolles, Produced by Peerless and Released Through (he World Film Corporation

F human beings would
only use better judg-

ment in the selection of

their friends, what an
improvement there
would be in the happi-

ness of the world in

general! William
Ramsdell, a sterling

young man, who worked his way through
college, could testify to the wisdom of rele-

gating the habit of considering caste above
character. His unusual experiences in life

are convincing of the futility of essaying to

reform the average pampered son of a

wealthy man. He cultivated the friendship

of DeWitt Clinton, a weak-willed, irrespon-

sible scion, and it was inevitable that he was
to reap as he sowed.

Fortunately, however, for Ramsdell, Vir-

ginia Farrell entered his life early to serve

as a veritable oasis in the dark, dreary
desert to which Fate was to/ lead him
through his earnest desire to be a good
friend in need. He met this fair young
daughter of Judge Farrell at the annual
football game, and there was a mutual
sympathy easily discernible from the begin-

ning.

For the holidays, Clinton returned to his

father, who, though surfeited with opulence,

was a lonely man in a tragically empty
house. The old gentleman felt lonelier than
ever when he learned of his son's infatu-

ation for Marietta, a widely known cabaret
dancer.

"My son, I shall be compelled to disown
you if you persist in your determination to

marry that woman," he told the gilded

youth.

"Aw dad, what's the matter with you,"
the latter grumbled.
"There is nothing the matter with me ; it

is all with you," the father replied. "You
will have to choose here and now between
my will and the dancer."
The young man was forced to ponder as

much as he detested using his mind for seri-

Virginia wanted to avoid her husband

CAST OF CHARACTERS:

William Ramsdell, Robert Warwick.

Virginia Farrell, Gail Kane.

Robert Farrell, Jack Dr.umief.

De Witt Clinton, Earl Schenck.

J. Carleton Clinton, E. J . Rollow.

Byron, Louis Edgard.

Marietta, Pinna Nesbit.

ous thought. His father's unyielding atti-

tude was too unmistakable for even him to

ignore, and, being adverse to relinquishing

money and the life of ease to which he had
been accustomed, he decided to break off

his relations with Marietta.

"All right, dad, I'll tell her it's all off at

once," he finally agreed.

As might be expected Clinton found it

was not easy to rid himself of Marietta.

When he personally delivered his farewell

to her she coolly exhibited a packet of
' letters.

"In these you have mentioned marriage,

and my price for the return of this un-

deniable evidence of your duplicity is mar-

riage," she exclaimed with some vehemence.

"I should worry about that," Clinton re-

plied, and then walked away from her.

However, it was not long afterward that

he began worrying about those letters. It

dawned on him that he had a breach of

promise suit hanging over his head, and he

possessed sense enough to know that his

father's wealth would be ample incentive to

any adventuress holding the bludgeon Mari-

etta did.

By nightfall the young man became quite

morose as a result of his growing appre-

hensions over what might develop from his

indiscreet letters of the past. Alone in his

father's library he struggled with a con-

fused mind to evolve some plan whereby he

could save the situation for himself, but

'twas all in vain. Then something out of

the ordinary happened. Byron, a man
driven to crime by a poverty which threat-

ened to culminate in the death by starvation

of his wife, broke into the house. The
noise he made in this illicit entrance at-

tracted the attention of Clinton, who experi-

enced little difficulty in capturing the in-

truder.

"Please have mercy on me, pal," Byron
pleaded. "My wife is starving. I must
have food for her."

"All right ; I'll see that you get all the

food you want if you will help me in re-

turn," Clinton proposed.

"I'll do anything you say, boss, any-

thing—"
"All you've got to do is to get a bunch of

letters out of the desk of the address I'll

give you and I'll give you one hundred dol-

lars in cold cash."

"You're on," Byron announced eagerly.

Two hours later Byron had succeeded in

breaking into Marietta's apartments and
had gained possession of the coveted letters.

As he was about to leave the room the

dancer appeared on the scene.

"Halt," she cried as she leveled a re-

volver on the thief.

Everything was at stake for Bryon. He
was desperate. He must get away with
those letters and claim the reward he had
been offered. Therefore he took a wild
chance and pounced upon the woman. A
struggle followed and Marietta was shot,

whereupon the man escaped and eluded a

dozen policemen in making his way to the

waiting Clinton to whom he delivered the
letters, and from whom he received his

hundred dollars, but it was a relief that
came too late, for upon reaching the lowly
tenement home Byron found his wife dead.
As a result of the fact that her revolver,

bearing her initials, was found near her
body, the police decided forthwith that

Marietta had committed suicide, and thus
the entire case rested for the time being.

Several years later William Ramsdell,
then a promising New York lawyer, de-
livered in court a brilliant speech which so

impressed Ex-judge Farrell, Virginia's

father, that he took the young man into

his law firm as a junior partner. By this

time it had developed that Mrs. Farrell re-

garded DeWitt Clinton as an eligible man
for Virginia, but the girl preferred Rams-
dell, and was supported in this by her
father.

Upon the occasion of one of his frequent
visits at the Farrell home, Clinton recog-
nized the butler to be none other than
Byron, whom he had forced to commit a
theft and a murder. The man implored
Clinton to not betray him.

"I have led an honest life since that awful
night," he asserted earnestly.

Believing that he might need Byron, the
designing young man agreed to keep his

knowledge secret.

Ramsdell and Clinton were not long in

becoming open rivals for Virginia's hand.
Ramsdell was trying to win by honorable
courting, while Clinton was stooping to in-

Sbe C3"ld not believe bis stout denial
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She did not act or look aa it she were happy

defensible tactics. Once he even insinu-

ated that ugly stories had been circulated

about Ramsdell at college.

At a week-end party in the Farrell home,
Clinton pressed into service the power he

held over Byron by forcing him to drug
Ramsdell's tea, and after the victim had
gone to his bed to sleep off the effects of

the potion, Byron injected cocaine into his

arm and placed the hypodermic needle

under his pillow. Then locking the door

from the inside Byron left the room through

a window.

When Ramsdell failed to appear down-
stairs the next morning, his room was broken
into. Farrell found the hypodermic needle

and noted the small puncture in the young
man's forearm. Aroused, Ramsdell thought

a practical joke had been played on him, and
he was horror-stricken when he discovered

he could not convince his friends that he

was not addicted to the drug habit. Unob-
served, Virginia had entered the room and
had heard everything. The last blow to

Ramsdell came when she too, though deeply

in love with him, could not believe his stout

denial. The upshot of it all was that the

maligned Ramsdell went madly out of her

home and life.

Broken in spirit, with the last ray of faith

gone, Ramsdell soon found the vacillating

public favor mysteriously turned against

him. When he read in a newspaper the an-

nouncement of Virginia's engagement to

Clinton, this poor victim of a false friend

took to drink and from that time on he went
downhill rapidly. Later a sudden hope and
determination caused him to rush blindly

out of a saloon where he had gone for

liquor. He hurried to a railroad junction,

where he entered a freight car and two days

later, exhausted but determined, he stum-
bled into a mountain lumber camp.

Very indifferently Virginia took up the

broken threads of her life again, and, urged

by her mother, married Clinton. Upon re-

turning from their honeymoon, the latter

noticed that his bride avoided him on every

occasion. He did not succeed very well in

restraining his chagrin over this, and dark
clouds began to appear on his domestic

horizon without delay.

Eager to work and redeem himself,

Ramsdell won the friendship of every man
in the lumber camp which served as his

refuge, and he was in due time made gen-

eral manager. Nearby Clinton and Virginia

were spending the summer at their moun-
tain lodge. While tramping through the

woods one day, Virginia was overtaken by

a severe electrical storm. Frightened she

sought shelter at the first cabin she saw. As
the door was opened for her, she stumbled
in, wet and bedraggled, to find herself face

to face with Ramsdell. The mutual recog-

nition was dramatic in the extreme.

"Virginia, my darling, tell me first of all

you did not mean to be a party to my ruin-

ation," the surprised man exclaimed emo-
tionally.

"I—I—don't know what to say—I—

"

"But, why didn't you investigate for

yourself," he persisted. "An investigation

would have proven I was the victim of some
terrible plot and—

"

"But we should not talk of that now, for

I—I—I am married and—

"

"I know you are, and I pray you are hap-

pier than I am and—

"

Ramsdell broke off his sentence there.

Virginia's manner and the expression on

her comely face impressed him so strangely

that he was speechless. She did not look or

act as though she were very happy. How-
ever, Ramsdell's every effort, adroit or

bold, failed to lead her into saying anything

enlightening. She was elusive and nervous.

She seemed to fear the earnest, sincere,

young man who faced her, and yet she

seemed inclined to mother him. However,
she never forgave him, nor did she give him
more than scant hope, and when the storm

had subsided and she departed for her

lodge, wearing his coat to protect her from
the lingering elements, he felt both dis-

consolate and cheerful.

Upon arriving at her lodge she was met

by Clinton, who questioned her closely

about the coat she wore.

"Oh it was only loaned to me by one of

the lumbermen," she fibbed.

Clinton's suspicions were aroused, and he

had Byron, now his confidential servant, to

follow Virginia when she returned the coat

to Ramsdell. Overwhelmed by their love

fur each other, Ramsdell and Virginia em-
braced tenderly the moment they met this

second time. Byron saw all through a

window, and he hastened back to Clinton, to

whom he reported faithfully.

When Virginia returned to her lodge,

Clinton denounced her bitterly, almost kill-

ing her in his blind rage. Frightened into

the belief that dire things were impending,
Byron rushed to Ramsdell's cabin and con-

fessed to him the part he had played in his

downfall.

"Clinton had it on me, and forced me to

do that dirty work on you," he added.
"But why did Clinton want to do me so

much harm at that time for?" Ramsdell
asked.

"He was jealous of you on account of

the girl who is now his wife."

The very next instant Ramsdell deter-

mined upon having revenge. He rushed
straightway to Clinton, bursting into his

lodge without the slightest ceremony, re-

volver in hand.

"Now, you low fiend, you are going to

pay for your villainy," Ramsdell shouted as

he brandished his revolver.

Clinton instantly became a cowering
weakling, pleading for his life. Overcome
by a feeling of disgust for this sniveling

wretch, Ramsdell was about to leave to suf-

fer him to live, but as soon as his back was
turned, Clinton pounced on him. A terrible

combat followed. Everything in the room
was wrecked. Just as Clinton was about

to hit Ramsdell on the head with a heavy
wall bracket, a shot was fired, and Clinton

fell dead.

Virginia, who had been outside the lodge,

heard the shot and hurried in to find Rams-
dell bending over her husband's body. Two
lumbermen, having heard the shot, rushed
into the room, but finding none of the

chambers of Ramsdell's revolver empty, he

was not apprehended. Virginia, remem-
bering Byron's hatred for Clinton, hinted

that he might be the murderer. Rushing
out of the lodge the lumbermen discovered
Byron running wildly through the woods,
and a moment later they saw him hurl him-
self over a cliff. When they came up to

him they found him dead at the bottom
of the cliff.

Virginia and Ramsdell, with all obstacles

and misunderstandings cleared away, faced

their new life with hope and a vast deal of

love. Ramsdell often found himself won-
dering why he ever befriended Clinton at

college, but he was convinced that the Al-
mighty Power was just in making this same
Clinton also a victim of a false friend,

the poor, misguided Byron.

A CELLULOID BEAUTY
(TO PAULINE FREDERICK)

X
She stood before em in her filmy gown,
A thing of beauty, compliments aside,

Whilst I, self-pictured as a love-sick

clown,

For her would willingly have almost

died.

I saw her pleading at the villain's knee,

I sprang to her assistance, overjoyed;

Curses! she never turned her head, for

she,

Alas! was just a reel of celluloid'!

St. George Best.
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MAKE NO
GOAT OF YOUR
THROAT
JACK GARD-

NER, Essanay's

star now being

filmed in Western

dramas, declares

his idea of the

worst thing on

earth is to sit in

a barber's chair

with his razor at your throat, and see the

porter trying to give your new hat to

another customer. Mr. Gardner lost a hat

under those trying circumstances.

Moral: Let hats be lost as they will, but

beware of cut throats, either your own or

the kind that runs at large.

MARIE CAHILL, the "laughter lady,"

who is starring in Mutual comedies, wears

a number five glove and a two and a half

shoe.

Pardon us for completing the "measure-

ments"—her smile is eighteen karat and a

yard wide.

JACKIE SAUNDERS' insatiable fond-

ness for honey has led her to turn bee-

fancier, and she has her backyard full of

the buzzers.

Here's hoping she will keep those bloom-

ing bees out of her bonnet. Also, may she

never be stung.

ACCORDING to Terry Ramsaye, the Mu-

tual publicity promoter, William Russell is

an expert knitter.

Question: Is Terry trying to sew up some

extra publicity, or are we to put the "nit"

in knitter in Bill's case?

I "GAMBLERS in vulgar motion pictures

I should be driven out of business," declares

|- Samuel Goldfish, president of the Goldwyn

Pictures Corporation.

||
Mr. Goldfish has splashed out something

I that should develop a wave which will sweep
B the promoters of vulgarity from the photo-

II play map. Bon voyage!

"FATTY" ARBUCKLE has a bulldog

named Luke, and Luke devotes most of his

time to chasing other fighting gentlemen of

his species.

Literally Luke keeps the dog traffic mov-

ing without "a rest."

ft

IT is now revealed that Douglas Fair-

banks is an expert marksman.

And, say boy, he has sure hit the bright

mark of public favor.

AN aspirant to Thespian honors recently

applied at the World Film Studio for a

position, specifying that he wanted a strong-

part. He was rejected.

But why didn't they give him a chance?—
playing the part of a horse's hind leg or

something equally as strong.
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BORN in Italy, now an American citizen

with a French face and an Irish name,

Danny Hogan, head property man of the

Metro-Rolfe studios, insists that all his com-

ponent parts are in complete sympathy, and

he is friendly to the allies.

The wonder is that he's not suffering

from international indigestion.

VIOLA DANA has purchased a large

quantity of New Hampshire maple sugar

to send to the soldiers in the trenches.

This is sweet of her indeed.

MANY motion picture actresses are do-

ing their bit towards helping prepare for

war by taking lessons in nursing.

But it is to be sincerely hoped they never

learn how to nurse a grouch.

ANN PENNINGTON, who has returned

to Screenland as star of "The Little Boy
Scout," is a lightweight champion in the art

of boxing.

Jess Willard, please copy and worry.

MARGUERITE CLAYTON lives in Chi-

cago, but she does her shopping in New
York.

Apparently the Windy City is short of

"fine feathers" or else it's all wind.

"VERY few people realize," says William

S. Hart, "the area necessary to graze one

head of beef per year. Twelve thousand

acres of good grazing ground is necessary

to sustain fifteen hundred head of cattle

throughout the year. Or, in other words,

it takes eight acres per head."

Therefore, the poor guy with only four

acres of land could hope to successfully

raise only one-half of a cow.

LAMAR JOHNSTONE recently visited a

California town named Porterville, where
he tried to get some porter and a little

liquor, but couldn't, because the whole burg
is "dry."

Whenever there comes a day when there's

anything whatever in a name, beer will be

on the free list, and no one would have the

nerve to even give away porter.

HANK MANN is now ten dollars poorer

than he was last month. Cause: speeding.

Well, anything that's rapid goes fast.

Money is fleet!

WHERE
COOLNESS
SHOULD BE

ORA CAREW,
the Keystone
star, has it in for

one particular

writer. He asked

her for some
news, and she
told him she

really had noth-

ing to tell. "I am going down town to my
dressmaker's to try on a lovely new evening

gown, and she has designed and made me a

stunning new bathing suit, but that won't

interest you." The brute wrote this: "We
hope to see more of Miss Ora Carew this

season." Hence the coolness.

Well, there should be some coolness in a

bathing suit.

THIS is concerning Harry Ham: 'And-

some 'arry 'am 'as 'ad 'alf ha 'undred

hepistles, hacknowledging 'is hautographed

hand hintialed hautotypes hand 'inting

'ow 'is 'istronic hablities 'ave 'ad happreci-

ation. Haurevoir.

Now we know why we could never under-

stand an English beef stew.

"THE Duchess of Doubt" is a late Metro g
release. g
The originator of this title surely compre- g

hends the species feminine, verily the per- g
sonification of doubt. m

THEDA BARA thinks Billy Sunday is a W
remarkable man. 5

But then Billy probably thinks as much §§

himself. =

ORA CAREW, the little Keystone star, =
recently wrote a drama, which she sub- B
mitted to her director, who at once pro- B
claimed it a bully comedy. =.

Now the question arises: Was it a drama |
Ora comedy? S

* I

HAROLD LLOYD, who plays "Luke" in j
the Pathe comedies of that name, is the s
owner of a "Zoo," consisting of one cat, g
two scrappy dogs, and a gamecock. g=

Zoologically speaking, this is not a "Zoo" S
—it's only the ordinary backyard. g

SHRAPNEL fire has no terror for Ann
Ivers, who supports Charles Conklin in Fox-

film comedies. She says: "After what I've

gone through in pictures, the old Jinx would

have to go some to frighten me."

Now say "movie" realism isn't a brave

business.

DORIS PAWN, who plays opposite (
George Walsh in "The Book Agent," spends

her evenings watching motion picture =
shows. P

She is one of the few Pawns that never |
dallies on a chess-board. 8
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The Fable of an Art On the Table— and Off
By PHILIP FRANCIS NOWLAN

i i iiiiniiiiiiiiii mil

HE Sun had sunk in Ruddy
Splendor beyond the walls of

Badgag, and the Muezzins were
muezzining from the House-
tops, when the Great Kalif,

Hurry Aroun' Al Roughshod, turned his

cup up to Drain the last drop of Coffee and

turned with a Sigh of Contentment to the

Bubble-Bubble pipe which a Nubian slave

brought in on a Silver Salver and placed

with due Obsequiosity at the Feet of his

August Master.

"Bull!" snapped the Kalif, and the

Bandy-legged Black One scurried off to

Buy a Bay, with much haggling, in the

market place.

The Kalif glanced but Casually at the

Dancing Girls who had tripped out and

were about to begin their Sinuous Steps.

Then he Waved them aside. He was in no

Mood for Amusement. There were Serious

Thoughts burning in his Dome, and he had

Resolved that as soon as his evening meal

had Settled a little lower Beneath his Belt,

that he would Sally Forth in search of In-

formation regarding the Welfare of his

people, for it was the Custom of this Great

Ruler to travel about among the Populace

of the great city over which he Held Sway,

and, preserving both his Incognito and his

Dignity, to Mix in with them on a Friendly

Basis, and to get, As It Were, local color

with which to Dazzle them with his bril-

liancy when sitting in Public Judgment and

the Like over evil doers.

The Kalif Clapped his Hands and another

slave Salammed.
"Go fetch the Grand Vizier," quoth the

Kalif. And This One was brought to his

Side.

"Oh, Musty-Phah," said the Kalif, "It

pleases me to Go Forth in search of adven-

ture tonight. Where shall we go?"
"But, oh Most Exalted Son of Moham-

med," demurred the Grand Viz, "in sooth I

have an Engagement with a Fair Dame for

the evening, and I fear she will Miscontrue

my failure to appear, for she is of a Very
Jealous Disposition, and doth profess to be

in Great Fear that I have deserted her for

the famous Nanfuri whenever I am Else-

where than at her side."

"Enough," growled the Kalif with a

Frown, "thou wilt accompany me this night,

and on the Morrow thou may'st have it out

with thy Lady Fair."

The Grand Viz trembled at the Frown,
but regained his Sang Froid to a certain

extent when the Bandy Legged Slave re-

turned with the Bull, and the Kalif drew
a deep and delicious Inhalation from the

bubble-bubble.

"I would suggest, then, Oh King of the

World and Mouth of the Prophet, that we
Attend some Strictly Stag Function, for

what sayeth the poet

:

"Stagnation is much Preferable to the Wrath of

Woman,
"For every Rose hath its Thorns, and it is

Proper that
"The greatest Sweets should be the Stickiest."

"And what dost thou Suggest?" queried

the Kalif.

"Let us visit one whom I know On the

Outskirts of the city, one who is a Famous
Magician, and hath all the latest Stunts

at his command," Replied the Grand Viz.

And it came to Pass that two hours later

there Waddled down the narrow streets of

the Eastern Section of the city two figures,

one of whom was Fat, which was the Kalif,

disguised as a Merchant, and the other tall

and Skinny, which was the Grand Viz., who
was Occupied in giving a Correct Imitation

of his servant. And it happened that they

Stopped before a House of Modesty and
yet withal, Respectability, and that they did

Knock Loudly on the door thereof, crying

:

"Open, open, in the name of Allah, for we
seek Shelter for the Night."

The door was opened to them, and they

Beheld the portly figure of one who has
Grown Vigorous in mind if Soggy Physi-

cally, and this one said :

"Wherefor knock ye at the Door of El Play
Photo?"

"Tell him, oh Musty-Phah," said the Kalif.

"Aw g'wan, you tell him," retorted the

Grand Viz, whereupon the Kalif cleared

his throat and inventing his story as he
Went Along, spoke as follows

:

"I am an humble Maker of Fillum, though
I know there is an air of importance about

The Photo-Play Journal

We take The Photoplay Journal
Because it is so good,

It tells the latest movie news
Exactly as it should.

When Ima Hopper jumps off

A railroad train,

Or Ura Hero smashes his

Aeroplane;
Anything you wish to know
About the movie biz,

Look in The Photoplay Journal,
There it is.

By Cora B. Fulmer.

me which cannot be concealed by the poor
clothes I am forced to wear because all

men are prosperous and have raised prices

Onaccountofthewar. This is my Still More
Humble servant, Musty-Phah. We seek

rest and refreshment, and Fain would stop

with thee awhile on our Journey, for what
sayeth the poet

:

"Fatigue is an Enervating Hussy,
"Who lures men away from their

"Daily tasks, but who is unable to

"Hold those of strong will for more
"Than a few hours at a time."

And it Came to Pass that he who had
opened the door, For It was None Other
Than Our Hero, El Play Photo, was fond

of poetry, and he Replied in this manner:

"Hospitality is a virtue, not a Disease,

"Let no man convince thee to the contrary.

"Be hospitable, for to do so is to be Unusual and
"Thereby Achieve Fame."

And when they had been Served with

refreshments the Kalif did Make speech,

saying

:

"Know then, oh most Hospitable Host,

that we travel in search of the Perfect Io-

Snare, the kind of Io-Snare that hath

naught but the charms of Sane Plot, Logical

Story, Reasonable Climaxes and the pro-
verbial Punch. Through many lands we
have wandered and our search has been in

vain, yet hope has not died Within Our
Breasts for the poet says

:

"An Io-Snare on the Screen is worth two on the
shelf,

"And Perfection is a jewel beyond price."

"Far and wide we have sought the Per-
fect Io-Snare, visiting every Stewed-Io in

the land, but in Truth all the Io-Snares that

we have seen have been Even as the Sponge,
or even as a piece of junk, with the Edges
thereof Irregular."

" 'Tis well that thou stopped'st at This
house, for even I, El Play Photo, the

Profiler, can Put Thee Hop to the Io-Snare
of Perfection." Such was the reply of the

Host.

"Allah be praised," began Musty-Phah.
"Shut up!" quoth the Kalif.

"Nay," the Profiter, did make speech,

"chide not thy servant, oh most honored
guest, for what sayeth the poet

:

"Piety is a proper Virtue when practised prop-
erly;

"That it has fallen into disrepute is due
"To those who Have Put the Pi in Piety."

Then the Profiter, El Play Photo did Re-
tire to Another Chamber from which came
the Sounds of Clicking of that magical
apparatus which men have named, Movie
Camera while the Kalif and Grand Viz
did scrutinize the Pictures on the walls of

the Room and the furniture thereof and
did Amuse themselves estimating on the

cost of the various articles.

The Kalif was just emerging from Under
the Table whither he had crawled to ascer-

tain if a Certain Dark Spot was a hole in

the carpet or a Beer Stain when the curtain

was flung aside and the Profiter Stood Be-
fore Them. And he made speech thus

:

"Man is to be Pitied for his instincts

"Which ofttimes lead him into a Mess,
"For a long nose is an encumbrance,
"And curiosity killed a cat."

Whereat the Kalif did Flush red and
make reply In This Manner

:

"All things are not what they seem,
"And hasty judgment is a Vice;
"Many a Block has been knocked off

"Because of an incautious Tongue."

At this point the Grand Viz relieved the

Tension of the situation by upsetting and
breaking a Valuable Vase whereat the Kalif

did utter Profuse apologies for the Clumsi-
ness of his servant and offer to make Resti-

tution, which matter was finally accom-
plished to the Satisfaction of All Concerned
except the Grand Viz, who had his salary

docked upon his return to the palace, to

make good the payment—for such is the

gratitude of rulers.

And when the transaction was Finished,

the profiter, El Play Photo did Exhibit to

the Kalif a collection of the Magic Perfect

Io-Snares whereat the latter did Marvel in

his marvest manner, going into ecstacies

over them until he could eck no longer and
was forced by his Ebonpoint to stop for

breath while the Profiter did make speech

as follows

:

{Continued on page 58)
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THIS MONTH'S PHOTO-PLAY SUGGESTION
Note: Each month one or more short stories will be given their first publication in this department for the consideration of photoplay producers

as well as the entertainment of our readers. All writers, amateur or professional, having stories of merit which they wish to get before pro-

ducers to an advantage are welcome to this agency, and in case their material is accepted by any producer, they will be given the entire amount

the latter might pay. The chief purpose of this unique plan is to help worthy writers who are without literary reputation as yet.

TRUE TO HERSELF
By PRISCILLA SCHULTIS

fRS. SAXE and her daughter
Gertrude live in an old

' homestead in Vermont. Mrs.

Saxe is a woman of re-

finement, and is a widow.
1 Gertrude is a very sweet

|
child of about ten years, and

I
later develops into a hand-
some girl of beautiful char-

I acter and dignified manner.
Ted Richards is a broad-

shouldered, sturdy youth, and later develops into

a very handsome, manly man. He is a friend of

Gertrude's from childhood. Sam Richards, his

father, is an old friend of the Saxe family and a

banker on a small scale in a neighboring town.

Nick Stripe, a mischievous and evil-minded lad,

is a summer boarder at the house of a neighbor

of the Saxe's.

Mrs. Saxe promises to take Gertrude and Ted
and some neighbor's children, including Nick, for

a little picnic in the woods on the shores of Elfin

Lake.
The enjoyable occasion is marred only by the

antics of Nick. Among the many things, he tor-

ments the girls with a dead snake, of which they

are much afraid, until Ted discovers him and
throws him in the lake—from which he emerges
subdued but sullen.

A few years later find Mrs. Saxe and Gertrude
living in Boston, where Gertrude could have the

advantages of better schools. They are living

with Mrs. Barr, a widowed sister of Mrs. Saxe's
and her daughter, Dorothy.
Mr. Kendall Richards has also induced his

brother, Sam, to go to Boston and accept a posi-

tion in his bank, thus giving young Ted better ad-

vantages, and both Ted's father and uncle are
determined to make a banker of him. He objects,

says he is an "out-door's man," and wants to be

a civil engineer ; but he finally yields to his

uncle's wishes. This uncle is wealthy and has no
children. Ted takes a preparatory business and
law course, and enters his uncle's bank.

Gertrude's mother and aunt try to persuade
her to go to Wellesley College, but she assures
her mother that as she intends to have a home
full of babies she thinks a year of "Domestic
Science" and a course in a nurses' training school
will better fit her for her future.

Her mother warns her that "there is always
the possibility of spinsterhood before every girl,"

but Gertrude declares "If I cannot find the right
man to help me make the home, I will adopt thf
babies, so you see my needs will be the same."
She has her way, and takes as her life's motto
"To thine own self be true—thou must not then
be false to any man."
Meanwhile Gertrude and Ted are good com-

rades, he never having eyes for any other girl.

And Ted is Gertrude's ideal man, though she
does not let him become too well aware of the fact.

So after her "Domestic Science" she enters the
training school of the H. G. Hospital of the same
city.

At the end of her first year two new and inter-

esting "internes" enter the H. G. H. for one year
of service. One is Dr. Herbert Percy, a hand-
some, bright and promising young doctor, just
graduated from a medical school connected with
the H. G. H. The other is Dr. Valentine Wiggin,
his chum and classmate. Wiggin is a tall, un-
gainly fellow, who soon proves to be the wit,
tease and general favorite of the institution.

Of course it is against the rules of the H. G. H.
for nurses to talk to internes except on business.

But it is sometimes done, even by the most dig-
nified, even by Miss Gertrude Saxe. Both Dr.
Percy and Dr. Wiggin admire Miss Saxe, but she
always compares each newcomer with her Ted.
always to Ted's advantage.
She finally invites them to her home one eve-

ning to meet her mother and her cousin Dorothy.

CAST OF CHARACTERS:
Gertrude Saxe.

Mrs. Saxe, her mother.

Dorothy Barr, her cousin.

Mrs. Barr, sister of Mrs. Saxe.

Sam Richards, friend of family.

Ted Richards, his son.

Kendall Richards, city banker, brother

of Sam.

Nick Stripe, bad boy, later becomes Dr.

Nicholas Stripe.

Dr. Herbert Percy.

Dr. Valentine Wiggin.

Dr. Ely.

Misses Ford, Lupet, nurses at H. G. H.

Other nurses and doctors, also "lumber-

jacks."

"Possibly Dorothy might find them interesting,"

she tells her mother.
Dr. Percy soon becomes much interested in

cousin Dorothy, whom he marries a year later,

when a fine opportunity is offered him to settle in

Victoria, B. C.

About six months after the advent of Dr.

Percy and Dr. Wiggin at the H. G. H., Dr.

Nicholas Stripe appears on the scene as a new
interne. He is surprised to meet Gertrude here
and she is not pleased to renew his acquaintance.

He tries to be popular with everybody, and is

naturally interested in Gertrude, much to her
disgust.

One of his pastimes is to make love to any
pretty nurse he can find "to see how she will

take it." And they take it variously; one laughs

at him and passes on, another accepts his kisses

—

with interest. Poor oldmaidish Miss Browne,
when he puts his arms around her. says "Oh ! Dr.

Stripe, this is so sudden !" When he tries the

same with another, she confronts him with this

:

"If it were not for the respect I have for your
profession, I would slap you in the face."

Nine months of Dr. Stripe's year has nearly

expired when Ted Richards is brought to the

H. G. H. The chief surgeon says, "Appendicitis,"

and he is operated upon, makes a good recovery
and receives a daily visit from Miss Saxe—stolen

or permitted.

Nick Stripe becomes jealous, and tells Miss
Ford, Superintendent of Nurses, that "Miss Saxe
is rather friendly with patient No. 10." Miss
Ford, not knowing of the old friendship says,

"This will never do." And she transfers Miss
Saxe to the Contagious Department in a building

some miles from the general one. Stripe cautions

Ted's nurse not to tell him of Miss Saxe's trans-

fer. He also bribes the bell boy to save all Ted's
letters, going and coming, for his inspection. He
withholds and destroys a letter from Gertrude to

Ted, and one from Ted to Gertrude ; and just

before Ted's departure for home he tells him that

he has learned that Dr. Wiggin and Gertrude are

secretly engaged to be married. This is a great

shock to Ted, also he cannot understand why
Gertrude has deserted him. He remembers a lit-

tle scene a few months previous when he asked
Gertrude to marry him. Her answer to him was
"Ted dear, I cannot promise anybody anything
until after I graduate—but—if you are of the

same mind then—you may ask me again."

As he cannot see Gertrude, he tries to call on
Mrs. Saxe and finds the family have gone to

Vermont for the month. He feels crushed. The
thought of the bank is intolerable, so he tells his

father he is going away, and that he need not try

to find him.

Gertrude, after a few days at the Contagious

Department, contracts scarlet fever. She won-
ders why she hears no word from Ted. Dr.
Stripe, who has also been transferred to the Con-
tagious Department for his last three months,
assures Gertrude that Ted left the hospital in

good condition.

After her recovery and return to the main
hospital, she is stunned to hear of Ted's disap-
pearance, but puts on a brave front and finishes

her training. She then interests herself in her
cousin's wedding, and Dr. Wiggin tries to per-
suade her to make it a double wedding, but the
image of Ted always comes before her eyes, and
she says "no."

After this, for about three years, she takes up
school nursing, as she realizes she "must be busy,"
and she finds the children interesting.

After a few years she and her mother move
to Seattle to be near Mrs. Barr and Dr. and Mrs.
Percy, who live in Victoria. Various suitors pre-
sent themselves, but she is "true to herself."

In the fall of 1915, seven years after Ted's
disappearance, Gertrude finds herself in charge of
a small hospital in the northern part of Washing-
ton. Many "lumberjacks" are brought here from
neighboring lumber camps. One day, a few
months after her arrival, the phone rang. She
heard Dr. Ely's voice saying "We have a lumber-
jack coming in right away. Left leg fractured
and injuries to his head. Put him in a private
room."
The patient is brought in by other lumber men,

and Dr. Ely arrives at the same time. The
patient, unconscious, is put in bed and his wounds
are dressed by Dr. Ely, Miss Saxe and another
nurse. Miss Saxe thinks she recognizes Ted,
but controls herself and asks Dr. Ely for the
patient's name. He says "It is Richards. He is

a great favorite at camp, and seems an unusually
fine fellow. Take good care of him."
One of the lumberjacks says, "Best log-roller

I ever saw, and he won the prize in the log-

rolling contest, etc., the other day."

Richards recovers consciousness as Miss Saxe
is counting his pulse. Not allowed to talk until

stronger. The fracture is simple, and other
injuries do not prove serious.

During convalescence he and Gertrude have
ample chance for explanations, and long conver-
sations. He tries to picture the life he has seen
since he left home.

First, he enlisted in the Navy for three years.

"Thought I'd discharge my duties to my Uncle
Samuel." He had then explored the West, and
knew it in every phase, from Texas to Alaska,
from the Dakota wheatfields to the orchards
and vineyards of Washington and California. He
knew the life of a Butte miner and a Texas cow-
puncher, as well as of the Washington lumber-jack.

And Gertrude observes that through it all he
has come out clean and whole in spirit.

He also tells tales of trapping and hunting.
Also tells her of the homestead he has acquired
in eastern Montana, a wheat ranch. "I bought a

relinquishment and moved up on it last year. I'm
glad I have it now," he tells her.

Meanwhile Dr. Ely has been looking for a

physician to assist him in his work and secures
the services of Dr. Nicholas Stripe, who arrives

soon after Ted leaves the hospital. One day
soon after his arrival, Stripe is sent to Mounte
Part, twenty miles away on the Canadian line, to

visit a patient. He goes by train and Dr. Ely
requests Ted to drive the machine up after him.
Ted finds Stripe in a saloon across the "line" in

Queensgate. As much as Ted has "roughed it,"

he has never been drunk. Nick determines to get

rid of Ted, and offers him a glass of beer which
is drugged. When Ted recovers himself Stripe is

gone, and he finds he has enlisted in the Canadian
Cavalry. Nothing to do but go. "Well— it's only
for a year" if he comes out alive. How can he

{Continued on page 49)
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PHOTOPLAY STARS I HAVE DIRECTED
By ROBERT G. VIGNOLA, Famous Players-Lasky Director

(Editor's Note.—In this age of specialization,

when even a motion picture producer concen-

trates his energies upon the development of pho-

toplay specialists in the various departments of

his vast organization, it is interesting to find the

motion picture director who is not a specialist

and has devoted his energies to the creation of

many types of photoplays with many different

stars. There are today a great number of photo-

play directors who have concentrated their ac-

tivities upon one star to the exclusion of all

others and have directed these particular stars

in a long succession of pictures.

The advisability of thus arranging the schedule

of production so as to confine a director to a

single star is distinctly questionable. The opinion

of Mr. Vignola tends toward the belief that the

development of the director's ability and of the

star's ability by interchanging stars and directors

wherever it is feasible to do so, is the most
beneficial method of production.)

NE of the most valuable assets

which I shall treasure as a part

of my mental equipment is the

delightful association with the

several stars whom it has been

my privilege to direct since I joined the

Famous Players-Lasky forces nearly two
years ago. If a director is worthy of the

name it seems to me that he should have a

clear understanding of human nature in all

its manifold aspects, and I know of no
fuller and more effective manner of study-

ing character than by being intimately asso-

ciated with a number of stars.

I know of a great many directors who
prefer to confine their activities to the di-

rection of a single star, in the belief that

they can study and develop the individuality

of that player ; but it has always seemed to

me that what we are striving to do is to

present human nature upon the screen,

rather than the characteristics of any one
person ; that is to say, the most effective

production is, to my mind, the one in which
every person in the audience instinctively

feels that he or she has a part in the story

itself.

If the individuality of the star is permit-

ted to express itself upon the screen, to the

disadvantage of the broader human traits

which should be evident, it is very clear that

the picture will fail in the primary attempt

to gain the complete sympathy and under-

standing of the audience and to impart to

the audience the feeling that it is vitally

concerned in the action upon the screen.

Various names have been applied to this

attempt to draw the audience out of itself.

It has been called "projecting personality

over the screen" ; but after all it is merely

developing the complex human side of every

story to a point where it reaches out and
touches the heart of the mass of the people.

It has never seemed to me that the director

who was forced to make an intensive study

of one star could succeed in accomplishing
this as successfully as one whose broader
powers of observation had been ripened by
intimate contact with a number of stars.

Personally, if it were possible, I should

like to direct every single star on the Fa-
mous Players-Lasky roster at least once, for

I am sure that I would learn a great deal

from each one of them. As it is I have
had the pleasure of directing Marguerite
Clark, Pauline Frederick, Louise Huff,

Hazel Dawn, Jack Pickford, Frank Losee
and Owen Moore, and I would not have

missed any one of these experiences for

anything.

The studying of the characteristics of

these various stars is a revelation in the

complexities of human nature. It has also

been my good fortune to have assigned me
a wide diversity of stories for production,

the fact these photoplays range from Mary
Johnston and Booth Tarkington to Israel

Zangwill and Charles Dickens, and that the

stories themselves have embraced morality

plays, comedies, pastoral dramas and near-

French farces.

To revert to the subject of stars them-
selves, those who know Marguerite Clark
only through her screen activities, probably

think of her as a delightfully clever and
thoroughly charming personality whose
spontaneity arises purely from youthful ex-

uberances. This is all true, but there is

another side of Miss Clark which those who
have been associated with her in the studio

have found to be in reality a dominating
factor in her tremendous success, for she

is a profound student of the motion picture

from every phase. She analyzes the stories

in which she plays a part, and studies every

possible means of making her character as

effective as possible. When she steps upon
the stage she has a clear and concise idea

of her own role and of the story as a whole,

and of the exact relation to the produc-
tion played by the particular scene in which
she is about to appear. Upon this founda-
tion of careful thought she builds a char-

acterization which is invariably convincing

because it is based upon a profound study

of human nature. When Miss Clark is

playing a little girl, such as she played in

"The Fortunes of Fifi," she approaches
every scene from the viewpoint of the little

child, using her dramatic experience in inter-

preting the youthful viewpoint in the most
effective manner possible. It is for this

reason that one never feels that Miss
Clark's action upon the screen is forced, but

rather that it is a spontaneous reaction to a

given situation.

Though Pauline Frederick is apparently

the antithesis of Marguerite Clark, and has

given the screen very different types of

roles from those in which Miss Clark has

starred, at the same time these two stars

have at least a few points in common. Both
have reduced the art of appearing artless to

an absolute science ; both have studied the

drama and the photoplay from every con-

ceivable point of view ; and both have come
from the stage to the screen after winning
success before the footlights. I do not

hesitate to say that I have received many
valuable suggestions from Miss Clark and
Miss Frederick in the staging of produc-

tions in which they have starred, and that

I will always be glad to receive similar sug-

gestions from any stars whose opinions are

so valuable as are those of Miss Clark and
Miss Frederick.

Miss Frederick is a remarkable example
of the impetuous actress who is at the same
time highly intellectual. Many times in the

course of some big dramatic scene Miss
Frederick has made an impulsive expres-

sion or gesture which has far succeeded in

effectiveness anything that could be devised

{Continued on page 54)
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HERO OF SCREENLAND EXPLORES COWLAND

Here we have photographic proof that George Walsh, the William Fox 'star, likes the cows and—perhaps he sees

the chickens in the distance. At any rate James J. Jeffries, the big fellow to the left, who once was the champion

gladiator of the world, evidently enjoyed having±George as his guest on his cattle ranch in sunny California.
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Fiction Writers and Dramatists Due to Come Into
Their Own in Motion Pictures

By WALLACE C. CLIFTON

UCH has been written and said

regarding motion pictures, their

influence on the millions of

people who view them and then-

relation to each other. Hereto-

fore the spoken drama appealed to the peo-

ple in limited numbers. Small communities

with inadequate facilities for the staging of

Metropolitan successes, were obliged to con-

tent themselves with productions of medio-

cre caliber and the price of admission was

usually beyond the means of the average

man with a large family.

With the coming of motion pictures came

a new era to the masses, the industry de-

veloped rapidly until there is now scarcely

a village or hamlet in the world without its

picture theater, where for a modest admis-

sion, whole families may see pictures of the

greatest stars in films costing thousands of

dollars to produce. Educational pictures

showing wonderful achievements through-

out the world have inspired millions, and

views of travel have brought the Orient

and the frozen north to their very door-

steps.

No one can over estimate the powerful

influence for good which the motion picture

has brought to the human race, and no one

can possibly predict its future.

In the early days, when anything over a

single reel was considered impractical, little

importance was given the "story," most di-

rectors wrote their own and sometimes the

office boy or property man felt the fire of

genius burning within him and was de-

livered of a "plot." Then came the period

where multiple reel features became popu-

lar, and with it came the demand for strong

virile stories, a demand which has always

exceeded the supply.

About this time the fiction author cast a

casual eye on the "movies," he thought there

was some "easy money" to be found in them
and without considering the requirements

and peculiarities of the "silent drama," he

dashed off stories which he would never

have had the courage to submit to a maga-
zine editor, but which he believed were good
enough for the pictures. His failure to

"cash in," brought much abuse upon the un-

happy head of the scenario editor, accusa-

tions of prejudice and sometimes of abso-

lute dishonesty were heaped upon him and
the fiction author either could not or would
not understand that the fault lay entirely

within himself.

With the advent of famous theatrical

stars into the pictures, arrived a fresh de-

mand for stories—vehicles which would be

worthy of the star's ability, and which
would justify the expenditure of the vast

amount of money necessary to produce the

film. The works of equally famous authors
were eagerly read and the picture rights

purchased. The popularity of the star in

connection with the author's name gave the

production a double-box office value, and
where the stories were adaptable to motion
pictures, many notable successes have been
achieved.

After many years of experience I believe

that the most difficult task which confronts

the scenario writer is in the adaptation of a

famous novel. His duty is clear, he must
safeguard the interests of the company for

whom he writes, by giving them a script

which must necessarily substitute action

for the author's "style" and many times

INCIDENTAL MUSIC
By R. W.

/ live in Suburbia, we have a

movie theatre there.

The piano gent at our theatre is

little short of a genius, he always
plays the right tune at the right
time, his incidental music is so ap-
propriate.

For instance, when the "Rail-

road Raiders" is shown he plays
"Holmes, Sweet Holmes," and he
can always be relied on to vamp
ivhen Theda Bara makes her sinu-

ous appearance on the screen.

When Doug Fairbanks was
placed in a cell in "In Again—Out
Again" the pianist sympathetically

fell behind a few bars, and ivhen
Charles Chaplin goes into a saloon
he allows a few bars rest.

He plays Irish reels for Jack
Kerrigan, five of 'em, and every
time a twelve-reeler reaches our
burg he gives us "We Won't Go
Home Till Morning," sometimes lie

ivill oblige with a lullaby around
the seventh reel.

On "Patria" nights he accom-
panies with "Hearst to the U. S.

A.," and for a certain Ince vampire
he plays "In the Glauming, Oh, My
Daring."

For the "Poor Little Rich Girl"

he gave selections from "Pinafore,"
and when Annette Kellerman did

some of her famous dives in

"Daughter of the Gods" he tootled

"Just As I Am."
His Grand Uproar selections to

go with Geraldine Farrar fillums

are great, and his playing of "Alice,

Where Art Thou" just as Miss
Joyce makes her appearance is al-

ways appreciated.

Very appropriate is his rendition

of "Good Bye" at the close of some
of the photoplays featuring famous
speaking stage stars, while the pa-
thetic strains of the funeral march
fit in nicely with most of the come-
dies shown in our theatre.

When a heroine descends to the

depths he plays ragtime, ivhen the
dirty villain enters a scene he keeps
to sharps, and when the poor boy is

duped he uses flats.

The pianist at our theatre is a

smart man.

must he evolve dramatic situations which
are only suggested in the novel, to replace

columns of descriptive matter. Again, if he
takes his work seriously, he must consider
the original author by trying to visualize

the story as he did when writing it (

a

mighty difficult task sometimes), and lastly

the adaptor must consider the public who
are after all the final court of appeal when
the picture is finished. To my mind it i

little short of criminal to lure motion pic-

ture patrons into a theater by advertising

the picturization of a widely read novel and
project on the screen a story of which little

but the "title" remains. Many manufac-
turers excuse such a breach of faith by the

assertion "The story was not adaptable to

the pictures" and the answer to that is

obvious
—

"Don't produce it."

Fiction writers and dramatists will come
into their own in motion pictures just as

soon as they are willing to regard "Trr
Movies" seriously, as a tremendous oppor-
tunity for dramatic expression. They must
study the technique of photoplay construc-
tion and be willing to give the best there

is in them to this new and advancing art.

Numerous authors of repute have com-
plained bitterly from time to time regarding
the manner in which their stories were
altered (and in their opinion) ruined in

pictures and yet in all my experience I have
met but one fiction writer who took suffici-

ent interest in his work to collaborate on
the preparation of the scenario for his

novel.

When fiction authors are willing to either

learn the art of writing photoplays, or will

devote sufficient time to the adaptor, who is

supposed to know the game in order to

arrive at a mutual understanding, perhaps
then, but not until then, will they see their

"brain children" on the screen as they

would have them appear.

IN THESE WAR TIMES

Mollie King, the star of Pathe's "Mystery
of the Double Cross," tried her hand at re-

cruiting the other day and likes it. She
motored to Newark, N. J., and helped chris-

ten a new navy recruiting station. After the

flag raising which had been assigned to her,

she made a speech from the temporary ros-

trum of a chair and told the men of the

crowd just what she thought of slackers.

As a result of her speech, four recruits

signed up.

A nurse's class has been formed at the

Triangle-Ince studios under Dr. R. S.

Moore, an ex-Army surgeon. Under Dr.

Moore's supervision a perfectly equipped

hospital ward has been fitted out, and here

he holds classes each day. Chief among his

pupils are Enid Bennett, Sylvia Bremer and
Olive Thomas. They are being trained in

every branch of the Red Cross work, in-

cluding the use of anesthetics, various meth-

ods of bandaging wounds and giving first

aid.
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Star to Discard Real Name
{Continued from page 41)

Old Guard,' based on a theatrical sketch

which was presented with considerable suc-

cess. The work appealed to me from the

beginning, and the die once cast, I realized

that my future rested with the screen. T

supported King Baggot for a while in Uni-
versal productions, and then joined the

Vitagraph company, where I appeared in

ingenue roles and leads. I particularly en-

joyed my work as the Princess Julia,

heroine of 'The Secret Kingdom,' Vita-

graph's big serial, which has scored such a

striking success since the first of the year.

Then Douglas Fairbanks was kind enough
to choose me for the role of leading lady

in his own productions, my first release

with him being 'In Again, Out Again,' when
I took the part of the jailer's daughter.

"Hard work is the true secret of success

in filmland, as in every other line of en-

deavor. A girl may have a certain amount
of natural talent and good looks, but unless

she devotes herself to consistent and steady

study of the needs of her profession, she is

doomed to failure. I haven't found the

path to stardom an easy one to traverse by
any means, but I am glad that I had grit

enough to fight my way onward and over-
come its difficulties.

"Some day, if the Fates prove kind, I

hope to achieve a modest amount of suc-

cess in the literary line. I have managed
to break into print with a number of short

fiction tales, and placed a few scenarios.

Literature was always a hobby of mine,

though I confess I balk at some of the prose

and rhyme communications I receive daily

from people who suppose themselves to be

in love with Arline Pretty.

"As you may imagine, these affectionate

tributes are, for the most part, delightfully

absurd. Here, for instance, is an acrostic I

received shortly after the initial presentation

of 'The Secret Kingdom.' "

She handed a pink-colored, scented script

to the journalist, who read as follows

:

To the Princess op "The Secret Kingdom"
A dear Princess, sweet Arline
R uling hearts in every scene,

L ove's soft fires glow and rise

I n the glamor of your eyes,

N ever was such witchery
E ve's lost magic lives in thee.

P roud thy vassals, fair Arline
R oyal maid of gracious mien,
E ver ready to obey
T hine to hold unchallenged sway,
T hough "The Secret Kingdom" be
Y ours but filmed in fantasy.

"The sentiment," commented the journal-

ist, "does the writer credit."

"Agreed," said the director, arising and
seizing his hat and gloves. "But you heard
what Miss Pretty said regarding inane
compliments. If you are about to start on
that course, it is about time I took you
away."
The journalist submitted meekly and

bowed himself out of the apartment in a

somewhat bewildered way, after bidding
farewell to his smiling hostess. As they
walked down the street he indulged in a

fervid outburst of .praise for the manifold
attractions, mental and physical, of the little

lady, whose supposed choice of name he had
previously condemned in unstinted terms.

"I owe you an apology all right, Fred,"
he said to the grinning director. "And by

the way—that acrostic— I believe I could

write a darned sight belter poem than that

myself, and what's more, I'm going to."

"With Arline Pretty as the subject, hey?"
demanded the director. "Poor old boy.

He's past forty, with a figure like a Ches-

hire cheese, and yet his dreaming days are

not over."

The journalist shook his arm free from
his companion's grasp and withered him
with a baleful glare.

"That'll be about all from you," he re-

marked severely.
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In the Case of Personality Versus

Beauty, the Former Wins
{Continued from page 25)

Hanson, Jewel Carman, Marjorie Wilson,

Mary Alden, Alma Reubens, Francesca

Billington, Minerva Hardigan, Loretta

Blake, Julia Faye, O'ra Carew, Frances
Burnham, Miriam Cooper, Cecil Arnold,

Mary Thurman, Billie West, Mabel Van
Buren, Ruth Darling, Clare Anderson,
Myrtle Lind, Mildred Harris, Maude
Wayne, Mae Gaston, Olive Golden, Irene

Hunt, Alice Jorgens, Anna Luther, Peggy
Pearce, Teddy Sampson, Elsie Balfour,

Belle Bruce and Millicent Fisher.

"New faces with personality backed by
histrionic talent are being discovered every

little while. Nowadays too, authors of

photoplay are more disposed to create a

character to fit a certain star, who has
achieved a popular vogue. Certain direc-

tors, also, seem to be able to exhaust the

personality of certain stars more fully than

others, all of which tends to popularize mo-
tion pictures.

"And speaking of the discovery of new
screen faces with personality reminds me
that recently I selected Miss Millicent

Fisher, a young Southern society girl for a

role in 'The Great Secret' solely on ac-

count of her expressive face. My selection

was justified, although it was her first

screen appearance, because she has given

evidence of achieving a splendid career in

motion pictures. With such an asset as

Miss Fisher possesses, all that is necessary

is some hard work, patience and experience.

Nature has been singularly kind to many
young women in the matter of face and per-

sonality, and when this natural gift is

wedded to stage art, the combination is un-

beatable."

True to Herself
{Continued from page 46)

explain to Gertrude? He writes her a letter

which she never received.

Stripe tells Miss Saxe that Ted "took train

for Calgary."
Two weeks pass and no news from Ted. Ger-

trude thinks Stripe knows more than he says.

She resigns her position and joins her mother
at her cousin's home in Victoria. Here she daily

drinks afternoon tea and listens to the talk of

war. Soon she is persuaded to join "Queen
Alexandria's Legion of Nurses," and as she is

preparing to leave for England, she received a
letter from Dr. Ely containing a confession from
Dr. Nick Stripe, who has died of injuries received
in an automobile accident.

She goes to England, and six months later Ted
is again brought to her hospital, wounded in his

left arm.
Nick Stripe does not cross their path again.

They are soon married, and six months later

return to America.
Last scene five years later shows their beautiful

home and two children.

Country Club
Genuine

Formosa Panama
The best INDESTRUCTO sum-
mer outing and travelling hat

Special $1.95

The Fashion Hit of the Season

It is called the PATRIA and is

the latest product of the master
designer. For a limited time you
can get it direct from the maker
at a remarkably low price. You
actually save half.

JUST TWO PROFITS—YOURS AND
OURS—NO MIDDLEMAN'S. The PA-
TRIA is made of poplin silk with tiny
rows of straw embroidered on the crown
and upper brim. The facing is of flexible

straw in contrasting colors, with fitted

satin lining to match. The following
:olor combinations are carried in stock:
Citron top, Delft blue facing; white top,

Kelly green facing; white top, pink fac-
ing; Kelly green top, gold facing; pink
top, Delft blue facing; old rose top, Delft
blue facing.

Special $2.95

S. R. S. HATS.
SOS Powers Bldg.,

Chicago, 111.

Enclosed please find $ for which
you may send me prepaid COUNTRY
CLUB PATRIA. color

It is understood that my money will be
refunded if not entirely satisfactory.

Xante

Address
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THE MAELSTROM
(Continued from page 32)

if I did not marry him. Ling figured to

share in my father's fortune, and I married

him for Errol's sake."

"Indeed," was all the now overwhelmed
ITallet could say.

"Now Ling has the cards all arranged to

prove that Errol committed the murder of

my father, which is not true, and I will

protect the poor boy to the last."

"I believe you are speaking the whole

truth, and I am going to help you," was his

reply. "I am not going to lose any time

either, and in the meantime I ask that you
keep all the courage you have."

So saying Hallet left the room in haste,

but in the hallway he was confronted by
Ling. A terrific fight followed, but Hallet

succeeded in conquering his foe. He es-

caped with the crook's pistol, which hap-

pened to be the one with which Stratton had
been slain. Upon reaching his hotel, Hallet

was confronted by Menzies.

"See here young man, you've got to stay

out of this case," Menzies ordered irritably.

Lillian Walker Perfume
and

TOILET WATER
As attractive and pleasing as its namesake.
Pronounced by thousands who have used it

to be the most wonderful and dainty odor ever pro-
duced. We will send you 50c worth ( %oz.) to try on
receiptof25c. Fullsizebottle of ToiletWater only75c.

This perfume is made by the man-
ufacturers of the justly celebrated

MELOROSE66 99

Face Powder, Cold Cream, Rouge
Endorsed by thousands of women of note.

Sample of " MELOROSE " Face Powder
and Beauty Cream sent with each order.

WILLARD WHITE COMPANY, Perfumers

328 W. Madison St.. Chicago, 111.

FREE

&

THIN, UNDEVELOPED
NERVOUS WOMEN

The most noted stars of the American stage
join the thousands of other women of note, includ-
ing Mme. De La Vie and other high authorities on
health and beauty, in recommending Willard White
Co.'s Vaucaire Galega Tablets and the famous
"Melorose" Toilet Articles.

Willard White Co.'s

VaucaireGalegaTablets
contain the genuine imported Galega. They round
out shrunken, shallow parts, develop and make the
bust firm. If you are undeveloped, THIN, care-
worn, nervous or rundown, take a box of these
tablets and note their wonderful effects. $1 box
(three weeks' treatment). Six boxes, $5. Sent by mail
prepaid, or from druggists and department stores.

CAUTION—Imitations and worthless nostrums
are being offered. Get only the original, genuine,
distributed by Willard White Co., Chicago. Beware
of substitutes.

FREE—Send 2c stamp for sample of Melorose
Cream, Melorose Face Powder, also booklet.

Write to Willard White Co.
328 Madison St. Chicago, 111.

"Every time we get things all set to make
an arrest, you butt in, and we've got to

look out for you to save your life."

"I am sorry, but I can't get out of this

case now," Hallet replied. "I have promised

to help the innocent bystander, and I mean
to do it at all costs."

Hallet had no sooner uttered these heroic

words when Menzies felled him with one

blow, determined upon extreme tactics in

order to avenge the law. With the aid of

assistants Menzies bound Hallet to his bed
to hold him for a brief time at least. Then
he found Ling's pistol in the young man's

pocket.

It was not many minutes afterwards that

the house in which the dying Errol laid

helpless was set on fire. Meanwhile Hallet

managed to extricate himself from his

room and reached the scene of the confla-

gration in time to save Peggy.

"Save my brother too," she begged fran-

tically. "He has sworn he will stay and be

burned to death to expiate his former
crimes, but he must be rescued."

Hallet bravely made the attempt, but it

was too late, because the house collapsed

before he could get near it. On that very

day Hallet succeeded in running down and
capturing Ling as well as a member of his

gang, named Smith, who had murdered
Stratton under Ling's orders. Hallet had
proved to be more helpful than harmful to

the police after all.

Peggy, of course, had nothing to conceal

after the death of her brother, as her silence

and mysterious conduct had always been in-

spired by her desire to protect that brother,

and Hallet, happily, was brought to the final

realization that the girl in the case deserved

his interest, which was now free to develop

as it would. He felt rejoiced because he

had been of assistance in removing her

from a maelstrom of life.

Frank Currier, Member of

Family Noted for Bravery

Frank Currier, who appears in support of

Emmy Wehlen in the Metro wonderplay,

"The Trail of the Shadow," comes from a

family that has always done its share to

uphold the liberty of the world. Forty

years ago, Mr. Currier, who was just then

beginning his career as an actor, was a

member of the Second New Jersey regi-

ment, with headquarters in Hoboken.
Mr. Currier comes of old Yankee stock.

His great grandfathers, both on his father's

side and on his mother's side, were in the

Revolutionary War. On his father's side

his great, great grandfather was a major,

his great grandfather, a captain, and his

great uncle a drummer in the same regi-

ment in 1776. In the War of 1812 his

grandfather was one of the minute men of

Concord, N. H.
His father served through the Civil War.

As a child Mr. Currier was taken by his

mother to Budd's Ferry, on the shores of

the Potomac, where the Union army was
encamped during the winter of 1864. The
boat on which they were making the trip

from Washington was attacked by the Con-
federates and beached. Mrs. Currier and
her young son escaped and found their way
to a camp of Union cavalry. The officers

kept them over night, and the child was
forced to sleep in an old chest in the officer's

tent. That chest was later given to Mrs.

/

Currier, and was one of the treasures of the

family until about ten years ago, when it

was destroyed by fire, which wiped out the

Currier home.
While serving in the New Jersey regi-

ment, Sergeant Currier and his company
were assigned to duty near the old Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & Western railroad tun-

nel, which was just then in course of con-

struction. He also encamped with his regi-

ment at Trenton. By some mistake in the

orders the supply trains did not reach the

camp, and the men were hard-pressed for

food. Mr. Currier and a few of his com-
pany bought toy drums and toy trumpets.

In uniform they marched in front of the

various restaurants of the town and played

and sang for a while. Then they entered

and demanded food for their services as

entertainers.

"My father, who was the stage manager
at Ford's Theater the night President Lin-

coln was shot, served in the Civil War. I

was a national guardsman for four and a

half years, and my son is in the Second Ar-
tillery in Brooklyn now," said Mr. Currier.

"I would gladly do anything, if they would
take me. I have offered to enlist, but I

guess I am too old, and they won't have me.

My boy served on the border, and I am
sorry that I haven't ten more like him to

offer to the colors. Anytime Uncle Sam
will take me, no matter in what line, I am
ready to go. I believe that every man
should hold himself in readiness to answer
the call."
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The Passion to Rule
(Continued from page 30)

rushed into the room and leaping up on a

bench near a doorway, he levelled two re-

volvers on the startled group. One stalwart

Spaniard started to advance towards him and
Tearle promptly shot him down. A mulatto
attempted to make his escape through a rear

door, and he too received a bullet from the

weapon of the determined young man. Then,
with the aid of the two policemen, Tearle made
short work of handcuffing Jordan, Gioconda
and Lavinia, and he marched this trio of lead-

ers together with all their followers out of the

room into the street as his helpless prisoners.

"So, Gioconda, old top, you're none other

than my friend the murderer, and, believe me,
you're now up a tree you're going to either

stay in for life or swing from to death," Tearle
yelled jovially at Gioconda as the latter sul-

lenly marched ahead.
An hour later there was much rejoicing in

royal circles, and when Tearle had gotten his

prisoners safely behind bars, thereby com-
pleting his summary elimination of intrigue,

King Wesley and Queen Debora joyously
hailed him as the hero of their lives.

"You are too wonderful for words, my dear
boy, and your reward shall be anything you
desire," Debora told him.

"I join the queen in these sentiments, and I

shall personally see to it that you get the
highest honor at our disposal," Wesley added.

Intermingled with the rejoicing there were
some tears shed by Flora Jules, who happened
to be playing with Princess Berenice when the

news of her father's downfall came; but with
admirable compassion Debora assured the girl

she would be cared for, and that she would not
be made to suffer for the sins of her parents.

CHAPTER VIII

At the end of three years Sherman Tearle,

as Prime Minister of the Isle of Iona, had made
the rule of Wesley and Debora so absolute
that she decided to visit Washington, D. C., to

undertake a social conquest. The passion to

rule still controlled her so strongly that she
constantly sought new fields to conquer. She
made known her plans in the following letter

to Tearle:

My Dear Esteemed Prime Minister:

In view of the fact that through your
brilliant statesmanship we have gained
recognition as an independent kingdom
from the United States government, I

have decided to visit Washington with the
King and Princess Berenice to cement the
relations of the two countries by social

conquest. As you are next to the royal
family in authority, we will leave the ad-
ministration of the governmental affairs

of the Isle of Iona in your charge in our
absence, and hereby commission you to use
your best all-wise judgment in the handl-
ing of all affairs. QUEEN DEBORA.
Tearle contemplated this letter with mixed

feelings. First he was flushed by pride, and
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then he seemed to be overcome by regret.
Finally he concluded to set at rest the appre-
hensions which arose in his mind, and visited

Debora.

"Accepting your early departure as inevit-

able, I have come to confide in you," he began.

"I am happy to have your confidence," she
assured him graciously.

"It concerns Princess Berenice," he con-
tinued frankly. "I love her most sincerely,
and I am sure she reciprocates to the utmost.
Hence I would ask in case she is willing that
we be permitted to enter our betrothal now."

Debora was in favor of this, and she made
known her approbation in profuse terms.
Furthermore, she at once summoned Berenice,
who candidly admitted she loved Tearle in her
own vivacious way.

"If this is your proposal, Sherman dear, I

accept in the proverbial jiffy," the girl said
laughingly.

"Then, with the usual formalities, we shall
consider the engagement a fact, and shall
divulge it to our people," Debora announced.

So it came to pass that when Berenice de-
parted from Iona she wore the engagement-
ring of the man who had saved her parents
from disaster.

Six weeks later this interesting, little royal
family was enjoying a lavish feting in Wash-
ington. Debora conquered socially from the
inception. She was beautiful, and her manner
was regal. She easily ingratiated herself in
every quarter. Fatefully, however, Princess
Berenice met a dashing young fellow at a
grand ball, and before his name had impressed
itself upon her, her infatuation was all-control-
ling. It was a case of intense love at first

sight, and the very next morning the couple
were secretly united in marriage. Then the
elopers hastened from the scene of their nup-
tials to Wesley and Debora for parental for-
giveness and blessing. They found the royal
pair the central figures at an imposing morn-
ing tea party. Berenice grabbed her husband's
hand and ran to her mother's side rapturously.

"Mother, I want to introduce you to my hus-
band, Mr. Jimmie Force," she said.

"What!" Debora exclaimed in great amaze-
ment.

She had at once recognized Jimmie as her
own son, the son she had abandoned in his
infancy. She became frantic as the full realiz-
ation of the awful life tragedy which had been
enacted by Fate dawned upon her.
"You mean you have married himl" she

gasped as she seemed on the verge of swoon-
ing.

"Yes, sure; I love him better than anyone in
the world," Berenice replied. "What's the
matter?"

"What's the matter! My God, child., you
have married your own half-brother."
"My own half-brother!" the girl repeated.

"Why, I never knew I had such a relative."

"No, of course you didn't know it; but now
you do, and—and—

"

But Debora could say no more. Instead she
turned appealingly to Wesley Martine, who up
to this time, had been too electrified to even
move from his tracks.
"Never mind, Debora dear, it will all be ad-

justed all right," he assured her kindly.
Jimmie Force stood by pitifully bewildered.

His glances shot from Debora to Wesley, and
then to Berenice. He did not understand at
all.

Those gathered around soon realized the
trend of events. Consternation seized them
all. Debora suddenly became a creature vile

and the impulse of her erstwhile admirer was
to get away from her without delay to avoid
figuring in a distasteful scandal.
"My own darling daughter, how could Fate

have treated you so badly as to have brought
you so close to my own son!" Debora moaned.

This remark spurred all the guests on in

their hasty exit. Thus for Debora all glory
turned to disdainful reproof, because the foun-
dation upon which she had erected her hap-
piness was not conventional. Berenice and
Jimmie, still hand-in-hand, were both plunged
into deep sorrow. Wesley Martine tried hard
to console all, but it was an impossible task.
The society folk who had witnessed this

tragedy filed out on an adjoining veranda in

mortification, and by chance Herbert Force
was just at that time passing by in an auto-
mobile. He was now a United States Sen-
ator from New York, and he was the same
domineering man of old. He was hailed and
was given an account of recent occurrences.
Chagrined beyond description he rushed right
into the midst of the weeping group inside.

Upon learning the truth, and recognizing De-
bora, he became irate and grabbed Jimmie by
the arm, dragging him away from Berenice.
"For shame!" he shouted at Debora, and

then he turned on Jimmie. "This is the sec-

ond unpardonable sin your mother has visited

upon you. Come! Your marriage must be an-
nuled at once, and you must be gotten out of

this foul environment. Come!"
Jimmie was reluctant to go, and Berenice

sought to pull him away from his father, but
Force angrily yanked his son out of the room,
leaving the confused Berenice standing in the
middle of the room as if stunned. Wesley
crossed to her and gently escorted her back to

Debora, who sat in a forlorn heap in a chair.
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His act of patting- Debora consolingly on the
cheek caused Berenice to burst into fresh
tears and to kneel beside her mother, burying
her head in her lap. Debora stroked the girl's

hair tenderly with one hand and covered her
eyes in shame with the other one. Her visit to

Washington had become the keenest regret of
her life. She had permitted the passion to rule

to lead her too far.

CHAPTER IX

Back to far-away Iona the royal family
went. They were crestfallen and discouraged.
Each was fearful of the immediate future.

They anticipated scandal would pursue them.
As a matter of fact, it preceded them, for
Sherman Tearle had read of the whole sen-
sational affair in an American newspaper
which found its way to his desk a few days
prior to the return of the dejected trio. The
fact that Berenice had so easily forgotten her
betrothal to him proved a bitter disappoint-
ment, and it shook his confidence in her
seemingly irreparably. He was chagrined. He
felt sure he could never forgive her. More-
over, he held a serious grievance against De-
bora. She appeared before him now as a crea-
ture of monstrous immorality—a vampire to
be avoided. Finally, this worthy young man
who had won his spurs by sheer, undefiled
merit and unswerving probity, became con-
vinced that his life had lost most of its bright
prospects and all of its sweetness.

Inevitably when Wesley, Debora and Ber-
enice reached the royal palace, they found
Tearle cold and resentful. He scarcely ac-
knowledged their salutations. He seemed
anxious to get away from them the minute he
laid eyes on them. His attitude had a most
disconcerting effect on all three. For an em-
barrassing two minutes everyone was speech-
less. Then Debora summoned all the courage
in her being and she determined to arise to

the emergency confronting her family if it

took the last breath of life she possessed.
Despite Tearle's act of turning his face away
from her, she forced him to submit to her ap-
pealing embrace. Then in desperation she
begged reconsideration.

"Save me the awful sorrow of blightine-

the lives of both my children," she pleaded.
"Forgive Berenice for her moment of child-

ish aberration. Take her as your own and you
will never regret it. The throne of Iona is

yours and hers just for that one favor."
Debora's plea was so earnest and her gaze

so sadly dependent, and his love for Berenice
was so undying that Tearle could not long
resist. His manliness arose in its might. He
must help those he loved when they needed his
help most! So, after a full minute of deep
study he slowly gathered Berenice into his
arms and kissed her pretty pink cheek.

"I take her because I love her," he finally
told Debora. "I don't want your throne.
Knowing your tragic experiences I find myself
fearing the pitfalls of the passion to rule."
And so shall end the story with Debora free

to pursue her life of repentance while still she
ruled supreme in her own sphere though she
always bowed humbly in gratitude to Sher-
man Tearle, whose heroism had mitigated her
sorrows and saved her the ignominy of seeing
all her castles crushed irrevocably.

"I shall always fear my immorality has not
been justified even by the fulsome aggravation
to which I was subjected by Herbert Force, but
always shall I hope that what seems wrong-
will eventuate itself into right," she murmured
to the loyal Wesley.

(THE END)
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O have made a noteworthy suc-

cess as a scenario writer, direc-

tor, and actor is enough of an

achievement to make any ordin-

ary all 'round man satisfied

with himself ; to have had the opportunity

to direct and play the leading role at one
and the same time in a play which one has

himself written, is to be encouraged in one's

pride ; but to have the added distinction of

being the first and only actor to "star" with

the bottom of the ocean for one's stage,

submarine gardens for one's scenery, and a

huge octopus for one's heavy man, is to be

assured of an eternal niche in the Hall of

Famous Players.

Yet the man who has done all these

things, and holds this unique record, is

neither proud nor satisfied with himself or

his work. In the future he even plans to

refrain from acting in order to concentrate

upon writing and directing, and, as a

specialist, continue to improve his produc-

tion work.

Allen Holubar, in fact, is probably the

most versatile and possibly the busiest mem-
ber of the Universal Film Company. When
I saw him first, clad in khaki and armed
with a huge megaphone, he was perched

beside his renowned cameraman, Roy
Klaffki, on top of a high, frail tower direct-

ing the flotsam and jetsam of the battle

scenes of a big, patriotism-inspiring produc-

tion. In a moment, however, he had slipped

from his post, donned an officer's hat, and
charged the enemy's cannon mouths, plainly

the hero of the day. In a few seconds

more some valuable addition to the script

occurred to him, and he automatically re-

sumed the role of a scenario writer, only to

change back into a director an instant later.

Talent and versatility always appealed to

me, and when I learned that Allen Holubar
was none other than the human and mys-
terious "Captain Nemo," with whom I had
sympathized so deeply when viewing the

screen edition of "20,000 Leagues Under
the Sea," I determined to get acquainted

with this man who excelled as a writer, di-

rector, or undersea actor in a diving-suit.

It was in his dressing-room at Universal

City that I finally cornered the living Cap-
tain Nemo, and I will wager that a more
modest and reticent hero has seldom been

interviewed. No, he had not hesitated to

accept the role, when cast for "Capt. Ne-
mo," and while he had felt a "bit squeam-
ish" about the "under water stuff," he had
refused to let a professional diver double

for him. He had used a "self-contained"

diving suit equipped with "oxalite" tanks,

and had had Diver Stillson of the U. S.

Government staff, "the man who helped

raise the F4 from Honolulu's harbor," for

an instructor. "The scenes were all re-

hearsed under water, and were taken off

the islands of the West Indies in from
twenty to one hundred feet of water, among
the bones and wrecks from the Spanish
Main."
When I asked how he liked to wear a

diving suit, Holubar almost shuddered,
but for a moment waxed eloquent.

"It's like a living nightmare—just like

waking up inside of a coffin, or lying about
to be crushed by a huge stone—to have your
head inside of one of those helmets. When
you breathe that 'oxalite' you are half

strangled at first, but gradually get sort of

used to it. Going down to the coral reefs

through that manhole in the bottom of
the sub makes you feel as helpless as a baby.
And to have to attack a huge octopus in its

own lair with a mere axe! Say, but that

makes your blood run cold ! However, that

poor negro had to be rescued, and it was up
to me to do it. Luckily I cut off the brute's

tenacle with the first stroke of my axe, and
finished him. Even then it took the doctors
eight hours to bring the native back to life.

It had taken five months to locate the octo-

pus.

"You can state that it is official," Holu-
bar declared, as he rose to leave, "that my
histrionic efforts in the future will be con-
fined to terra-firma. And that goes

!"
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skins. 1 will show how five minutes daily with my simple

facial exercises will work wonders. This information is

free to all who ask for it.

Results Guaranteed
I offer the exeicises at my risk. Write for my Free Book

(sent in plain sealed envelope) . It will tell you just what to

do to bring back firmness to the facial muscles and tissues

and smoothness and beauty to the skin. Write today.

Kathryn Murray, Suite 746 Garland Bldg., Chicago, III.
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THE GLOWING, GROWING
SPIRIT OF THE HOUR

(Continued from page 12)

All that I sacrificed in other lands America has
restored to me

:

More liberty; more opportunity; more freedom
from intolerance and persecution

;

Equality without a parallel in the history of all

the people who ever populated the earth.

Rulership shaped only by right and righteousness

;

a land where conscience shapes our destinies.

Interlocking all races and creeds for the com-
mon good. How dare I become the excep-
tion?

Calling us from the world's farthest .corners to

form a blood brothership

—

All for each other. That is the meaning of the

American Union under which I flourish.

Unified in common causes ; holding together in

the face of world-wide jealousies and envy;
No nation can challenge us with impunity.

Daring and defying the entire world to attempt
breaking the bond that bands strong men
together.

Invincible as representing the world's liberty-

loving people pledging their faith to a flag of

freedom.
Voicing always a protest against oppression

;

against a weaker class being exploited by a
stronger class

;

Intent upon protecting its rights even at the

point of armed conflict.

Determined, deep-rooted in its love of humanity
and ready to battle for its national convic-
tions.

Enemies—no matter how powerful and ruthless

—

produce in it no fears.

Destiny is writ large in the future of such a

nation.

The film producers and the moving pic-

ture theater managers are working as a

unit in boosting every phase of the govern-
ment's good cause. A Liberty Loan sce-

nario has been produced and will be ex-

hibited throughout the country for the pur-

pose of accelerating the sale of the bonds
from which must accrue a large portion of

the sinews of war. This screen campaign is

being made without cost to the government,
and the all-star cast is composed solely of

volunteers. Moreover, the producers and
managers have placed the exhortation : "Buy
a Liberty Bond" on every film extant. This
will be flashed before millions of people

every day and night in every nook and
corner of this continent. The national as-

sociation of the motion picture industry is

back of this commendable movement, and is

defraying all the heavy expenses incurred.

Verily, it is a glowing, growing spirit

—

this uniting for triumph over autocracy

—

and it will be a source of immeasurable
gratification to every follower and admirer
of the silent drama to note that the cap-

tains of this industry and the exponents of

this art are among the most active of all

Americans in promoting the welfare of

illuminating Americanism, the all-potential

force which is destined to rescue civiliza-

tion from the clutches of the ruthless octo-

pus whose tentacles are already strangling

its own children, the subjects of the Central

Allies. Like the man, woman and child in

the dark night, the millions of men, women
and children of the domain of Uncle Sam
are battling with the storm together, and
they too gather their unflagging perse-

verance from the Spirit Sublime.

THE STARS' BEST PICTURES
Your selection of the following and

90 others:

Theda Bara Max Linder
Douglas Fairbanks Mary Pickford
Valentine Grant
Louise Huff
Mollie King

To Drive Away the Blues
By Arthur H. Koehne

When Jeptha Jiggs MacJuggerdeen
Came home last eve from toil,

His temper stood at ninety-nine,
His blood was in a boil,

That cheerfulness was absent,
So unusual with MacJugg,

Instead a scowl of anger played
About his whiskered mug.

He took his hat and coat and things
And hurled them 'neath the couch,

Which action quite betrayed the fact
He nursed an ugly grouch.

Then with a snarl he sat him down
Beside his festive board,

And when his good wife sweetly spoke,
Her kindness he ignored.

But Mrs. Mac was not disturbed
When Jiggs was vexed and riled,

She knew exactly what would please
Her much abused old "child."

She had a plan that never failed
To give his blues the chase,

And cause a glow of gladness
To illuminate his face.

They left the house without a word,
(MacJugg was peeved, you know),

And walked a few short blocks to see
A moving picture show.

They entered just as Chaplin spilled
Himself upon the screen,

Which was a pleasing tonic
For old grouch MacJuggerdeen.

When Chaplin walked his funny wa.k
It made MacJugg haw-haw,

And when he tripped and fell, ker-plunk.
Jep guffed a loud guf-faw.

Then when the handsome hero
Slammed the villain who had sinned,

MacJugg sat back in silence
And in satisfaction grinned.

He never budged from off his seal
Until they flashed Good-night,

And when they left the theater
His face was beaming bright.

The grouch and gloom had vanished,
His cares had taken wing,

He felt once more that, after all,

This life was quite the thing.

SMILE, GOL DURN YE,
SMILE

By HERBERT RAWLINSON

Anita Stewart
Henry Walthall
Bryant Washburn

Two for 10c, six for 25c, eighteen for 50c.
Size 5x7

R. K. STANBURY, Dept. P. C, Flatiron Building, New York City

Send two-cent stamp for folder with list of players.

Now is the time for us all to keep a

smile on our phizzymahoganies and to

laugh at most of the foolish rumors floating

around the states. The gents with the droop-
ing mouths are shaking their woebegone
heads and saying that perilous times are

ahead for the motion-picture industry, and
that the war will shut us all down. Rot

!

this is just the time when people demand to

be amused, and when sensible folks deter-

mine to keep a cheerful outlook on things

in general.

Nothing will happen to the motion-picture

industry or to the pictures, we may all be

sure of that. For one thing, there is too

much money invested in it ; for another,

pictures are in far greater demand than

ever, and the movie magnates are not get-

ting wobbly at the knees about present

prospects.

I DO believe there will be a demand for

pictures of the more entertaining and pleas-

ant type, but that will be a good thing for

everyone anyhow ; adventurous dramas and
comedies of all kinds will be in greater de-

mand than ever.

Also, there will be no shirking of war's

responsibilities among the artists. Nearly
every studio here has already organized for

defense, and many actors will be read}' for

the call when it comes. Actors, as a body,
are generally in line physical fettle, and
members of the Los Angeles Athletic Club
keep in the best of condition ; others arc-

exponents of home exercises, and most of us

are full of "pep," and that's a fact.

After all, it is merely one form of coward-
ice to get panicky and getting panicky shows
a want of faith in that grand old gentleman,
Uncle Sam, who is able to care for all

emergencies. Jt behooves us to keep a stiff

upper lip and to do all we can to keep every-

one cheerful and happy, and to meet every
^emergency with calm action.

The motion-picture industry will go on in

the same old way, wars or no wars, and
will continue to add to the gaiety of nations,

and in so doing will be adding its quota to

the benefit of nations at large.

I-Rfffl
SUPERFLUOUS

HAIR REMOVER

The Only Treatment That
Will Remove Permanently All

Superfluous Hair
from the face or any part of the body
without leaving a mark on the most
delicate skin. No electric needle,
burning caustics, or powders used.

Originator and Sole Owner

DR. MARGARET RUPPERT
1112 Chestnut Street, Phila., Pa.

Suites 70-72-73 Established 22 Yeirs

"Ml- RITA" Gray
Hair Rejnvenator
—not a dye.

"Ml -RITA" Skin
Rejuvenator re-
mo vei wrinkles

and all blemishes,
eliminating double
chins.

Write lor Booklet

II your Druggist cannot supply, send direct to Office

Trade Mark
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

All Other Toilet Requisites

a money-
making business

orcommanda' ighsalaried
position.Wecan help you.There

is a nation-wide need for Marinello
Beauty Shops and Marinello operators.

Millions of Dollars are Spent for
Beauty Treatments

Never has woman been offered such a grand opportunity.
We will teach you all about successfully conducting a Beauty Shop
and every branch of Beauty Culture. We guarantee graduates a
good paying position or you can start in business for yourself.Write
now for free particulars and proof of the prosperity awaiting you.

MARINELLO CO., Dept. 310, Mailers BIdg., Chicago
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THE SILENT TREND
IT AROLD LOCKWOOD and the Yorke-

Metro Company have caught the spirit

of the times admirably. They have rushed

to the rescue by contributing a departure

from the serious in photoplay—a rescue in

which all producers must co-ordinately par-

ticipate for the good of the state of the

public mind. The sordid must disappear

from the screen. Even the ordinary life

tragedy must go unless it has the redemp-
tion a happy finale affords. The present

grim reality provides more than enough
worry, and therefore our fiction must be
light and diverting. In the latest Lockwood
feature, "The Haunted Pajamas," we are

given little else but screamingly amusing
comedy, the very prescription which is sure

to cure the mental ailments the stress of

the world war produce. Everything is funny
in this picture. Even the title forces a

smile. It is, moreover, notable because it

brings to us our debonair Harold with light

society comedy salad a la toothsome for the

first time. Always heretofore he has been

the hero who has had to battle for his hap-

piness. Now we see him as a natural com-
edian. The story is replete with clever and
intricately confusing situations, which,

brought about by the haunting of a pair of

Oriental pajamas some three thousand years

before they fall into the hands of the

"hero," weave a net of extraordinary cir-

cumstances. Another noteworthy feature of

"The Haunted Pajamas" is, it is the vehicle

{Continued from page 35)

by which Carmel Myers, a sixteen-year-old

discovery of D. W. Griffith and the daughter
of a well-known Jewish Rabbi, rides into

prominence as a leading lady. Miss Myers
makes good, the picture makes good, and
Mr. Lockwood makes decidedly good.

npHE marvels of animated photography
will never end. Now comes another

amazing moving picture "snapped" under
the sea. It is called "The Submarine Eye,"

and it is the clever work of the Williamson
Brothers, who gave to the world a re-

markable picture version of Jules Verne's

"20,000 Leagues Under the Sea." In "The
Submarine Eye" is introduced a marvelous
invention—an inverted periscope which
points the way to effectual preparedness

against skulking U-boats and other perils

of the mighty deep. Besides giving a vivid

view of "scenes" no human being could ever

hope to see without the aid of the clever

water-defying devices of the Williamsons a

thrilling upside-down aspect is given to the

whole thing, which makes you gasp your
surprise while you're broadening your

knowledge by leaps and bounds. Adroitly

woven in all this unusual action is a grip-

ping story of a castaway whose buried

treasure is found many years after he had
perished. It is then lost at sea and is re-

covered with the aid of the extraordinary

periscope. We must all pay homage to the

genius of the Williamson Brothers—George

and Ernest—because they have enriched the

screen with its most astounding wonders of

nature. By all means, Fans and Fanettes,

let no opportunity go by to see "The Sub-

marine Eye."

HPHE story of a country lad, whose feet,
A accustomed to roughly plowed fields,

carry him to Broadway and riches and back

home again to save those who misunder-

stood him, cannot be otherwise than inter-

esting to the average American who takes

very keen interest in meteoric successes.

Therefore Charles Ray, in "The Clodhop-

per," is sure to enjoy a national popularity.

In this excellent photoplay we see Ray as

Everett Nelson, a raw country lad, in his

daily grind as his father's hired man—all

work and no play. He has no fun innings,

and his only companions are his mother and

Mary Martin, who lives on the adjoining

farm. Finally the boy breaks with his close-

fisted father, which leads him to New York,

where he scores a hit with his natural and

inimitable dancing. Mary goes to New York

to impart the disturbing knowledge of his

father's impending financial doom, and the

son grasps the opportunity to return good

for harshness to his parent by saving him

from ruin. The narrative comes to a satis-

factory conclusion in the midst of a series

of exciting moments, and you feel you've

spent your time profitably in watching it all.

ill
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Photoplay Stars I Have Directed
{Continued from page 47)

by hours of rehearsing. It is because she
does this that Miss Frederick is always
fresh and interesting upon the screen and
never gives the impression of studied dra-
matic action. I believe her to be one of

the best-read women in professional life,

and she is certainly one of the most inter-

esting and best-informed talkers that it has
been my privilege to meet.

Louise Huff, whom I have directed in a

simple little Quaker story and in adapta-
tions of "Great Expectations" and "Seven-
teen," is a delightful example of success

won by circumstances exactly opposite from
those attending Miss Clark and Miss Fred-
erick. Practically inexperienced upon the

stage, little Louise Huff first won her suc-

cess through personal charm and native
ability. She was by no means an experi-
enced actress when she first became a pho-
toplayer, but everyone who saw her on the

screen was instantly captivated by her de-
lightful personality. Not content, however,
with this form of success, little Miss Huff
set about a herculean task of mastering the

photoplay. That she is today an accom-
plished actress and that she has, if anything,
increased the charm of her personality is, I

think, undisputed. Certainly her popularity
is steadily increasing.

One of the most interesting stars with
whom I have come in contact is Jack Pick-
ford. Here is a youth who has fought his

way to the top despite the handicap of being

the younger brother of one of the most
popular stars that has ever appeared on the

screen. Appearing at first in support of his

illustrious sister, Jack has steadily worked
his way upward from minor roles to parts

of primary importance, until he is today a

star in his own right. Though proud of

his sister, he has always resented being re-

garded as "Mary Pickford's brother," and
has insisted that he rise or fall according to

his own accomplishments. Everyone who
has been associated with him in the studio

has admired his attitude, and I am very sure

that he is as popular among his associates

as he is upon the screen. Jack has endeared
himself to his directors by his willingness to

do anything that is requested, regardless of

the physical dangers involved or the humili-

ation to his pride.

Of all the players that I have met, Frank
Losee, a veteran of the stage, is the most
interesting. He has never permitted his

many years' experience before the foot-

lights to becloud the fact that in becoming
a photoplayer he was entering a new sphere

of activity. With many successful years

upon the stage behind him, he entered the

Famous Players studio as a self-styled

rookie, and he has played more successful

character roles in support of the various

stars, and in several productions in which
he himself was featured, than any other

player.

From each one of these stars, and from
the many distinguished players who have
appeared in their support in the numerous
productions over which I have presided, I

have received a liberal education in human
nature which has proven invaluable to me in

the interpretation of photoplays, and I take

this means of acknowledging the intangible

debt to my fellow workers.

Your Ola Hair
Can be made into puffs, switches
at a very small expense. I will
make your old hair look like new.
I also carry a complete line of
toilat goods. Write for my price
list

LULU DUNHAM
120 Soutk State Street, Chicago. 111.

DRAW—PAINT
Be a magazine, newspaper or commercial

illustrator; be a cartoonist; paint in water

colors or oil. Let us develop your talent

Free Scholarship Award. Your name and

address brings you full particulars by return

mail and our illustrated Art Annual Free.

FINE ARTS INSTITUTE, Studio 883, Omaha, Neb.

LEARN AT HOME
BY MAIL TO

WILSON CLEANER «mmJZ/Si AND

Don'tworryaboutthatsoiledgown. Wilson's cleaner will

remove that spot from your clothes. Wilson's cleaner is a

scientifically compounded preparation , and will not injure
the most delicate fabric. Send us 25c and we will send
you a large bottle of this marvelous cleaner. If you find

it unsatisfactory we will return your money.

WILSON CHEMICAL CO.. 32 S.Wabash Dept.C. Chicago. IU.
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GLADYS BROCKWELL AN
INVENTOR—DO YOU

THINK HER?
iimiiiiiiimiiii! =

Gladys Brockwell's either going to be in-

dependently wealthy within the next few

months—or she'll be independently broke.

Miss Brockwell herself is authority for

the statement. Recently the William Fox
star was seen going to the Fox studios on

the Pacific Coast with rather worn shoes

(on one of her two automobiles, of course).

Now studioites know where the contents of

the Brockwell pay envelope is going.

The screen luminary is financing an in-

vention. That much she admits. She re-

fuses to divulge its nature, because she says

most of the value lies in the mere idea of

the woman—for it is a woman—who is

working upon it.

"It may be a pretzel without kinks—and
it may not," she declares mysteriously. "It

may be a non-come-offable button, and it

may not. Really, the thing's so simple that

I'm only afraid there may be nine or ten

patents pending on the invention right now.
"With a little luck, an invention's a mint.

I've read up about it, so I know whereof I

speak. Listen

:

"Dr. Plimpton, inventor of the roller

skate, made $1,000,000 from his patent.

"The man who first placed the rubber tip

on the end of a lead pencil earned $100,000
a year.

"Harvey Kennedy conceived of a shoe-
lace, and the thought brought him exactly

$2,500,000.

"The ordinary umbrella benefited six per-
sons to the extent of a scant $10,000,000.

"Sir Josiah Mason, inventor of steel pens,
made so much money out of them that he
only wished someone else had devised more
ways of spending it.

"The inventor of the simple metallic heel

plate sold 143,000,000 of them the first year,
and realized $1,500,000 as a royalty.

"The woman who invented the modern
baby carriage got $50,000 for her trouble,
while she who fashioned the curling iron
made $40,000. So a baby is worth just

$10,000 more than a curl."

Now then, who is there to say Miss
Brockwell nay? :

WRITE PHOTO-PLAYS!
Total Cost—50 cents

You receive a thorough and beautiful book, entitled,
"The Art of Photoplay Writing." You acquire a profession
and a great source of revenue. Do it now.

COLOSSUS PUBLISHING CO.
746 Title Guaranty St. Louis, Mo.

WRINKLES
Why not have skin like a baby ? Thousands

nave successfully used SANS-RIDES (a Parisian
formula) to remove traces of illness or age. The
effect is almost magical. Deepest wrinkles, crow's
feet and saggy chins quickly vanish. SANS-
RIDES will not injure even the tenderest skin.
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or~ saIe only at THE TEMPLE-TON LABORATORIES, 7770 Lake Park Ave..

Dept. P., Chicago, 111.

10 Days FreeTrial
Piny od the violin of your choice — and test it for 10 days before you
decde to boy. Send it back at our expense or pay for it at the rate
of only a few cp'its a day.

vtef i wurljIzer w*st*
CVXOT B\ *

iou years of instrument rnatanci U. S. Govt.
The products oi ule leading violin makers of the world are yours to
choose from—Ft Ay, Baader, Glier.Heberleln, Fiedler, Worlitzer.etc.

WritaTnrlau for Special Circular. No obligations. Get full details"I lie ,uuaJ of our offer direct to you. Write today.
' Tha Rudolph Wurlltzer Company; Dapt 1853
S. Wabash Avenn^. Chicago E. 4th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
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±ne August Number of

PHOTO-PLAY I

JOURNAL
The Magazine With a Heart, Soul and Character

which will make its appearance on all news-stands 1

July 20th, will be the

Mid-Summer Number
ana will contain

—

j

Illustrated stories, many novel interviews, striking

photos or the players, a beautiful cover picture of

Bessie Love and many other surprises. |

Last month tne complete edition or "Photo-Play

Journal was sold out on tne news-stands. So be

sure to order trie Big August Number NOW
and avoid disappointment. |

20 CENTS A COPY- $2.00 A YEAR 1

TRIAL OFFER
Three Months for Fifty Cents

Readers of " Photo-Play Journal using tne coupon below are

entitled to a three months " trial subscription to Photo-Play

Journal for Fifty Cents. Tbe only requirement is that the

coupon be mailed promptly.

CUT OUT THIS COUPON AND MAIL PROMPTLY

PHOTO-PLAY JOURNAL
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Enter my subscription to Photo-Play Journal for tnree

months. I enclose herewith fifty cents.
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Intrepid Queen of the Rail
Cites Some Curious Super-
stitions of Railroad Men

{Continued from page 18)

times an engineer becomes so attached to

one certain engine that he gets all out of

sorts when he has to work on another one.

His good humor absconds because of still

another superstition, which obtains in many
quarters. It is the old change-of-luck saw.

If one engine has proven immune to acci-

dents for a prolonged period, it is calculated

it will continue safe, while a new engine

comes as an unknown quantity and is there-

fore to be watched too closely to keep down
nervousness. On one occasion an engineer

died from natural causes about one week
after being transferred from a locomotive

he had operated for three years, and it was
widely remarked in his fraternity that had

he been retained on his "pal" he would have

likely escaped the Grim Reaper. This is

superstition unalloyed.

After participating in about every variety

of excitement possible in "railroading,"

Miss Holmes has developed a few supersti-

tions herself. Forsooth, she is chary of

many things which do not ruffle most people

in the least. Of course she has had all of

her experiences with trains while moving
picture cameras were focused on her, but

her make-believe has been quite real after

all, because her every performance has been

replete with plenty of hazards and wild

chances. It is very well to assume that her

railway adventures are carefully staged, but

actually the young star encounters many
dangerous and difficult situations. If any-

body thinks that clinging to the driving-rod

of a locomotive travelling thirty miles an

hour involves no danger of disaster to the

dinger, Miss Holmes can quickly disillusion

them. She did this in "The Girl and the

Game," but it was the result of a misunder-

standing, and she will never do it again.

But, back to her superstitions—she will

never permit her maid to help her dress for

a scene in which she is to "play her part"

in a train wreck or in a mad race. She has

apprehensions for the "cross purposes idea."

Another thing she always insists upon doing

before undertaking any precarious work be-

fore the camera is to wear on the middle

finger of her left hand a small gold band
ring on which are engraved her initials.

"Purely superstition, you will say, but I

feel safer and it helps," Miss Holmes de-

clares.

Verily, it is marvelous how superstition

seems to help some people, but it surely

does help a whole lot.

Railroad men are not alone in the world
of superstition. Members of the army of

photoplayers evince about as many "fears

of untoward events" as any class of people

and as convincing proof we have but to

cite the case of June Caprice, the Fox star.

Here are only some of her strongest super-

stitions :

She refuses to walk under a falling safe, and
advances the unique reason for this that the
world is losing its population rapidly enough.
She will not put her hand in a lion's mouth

because she doesn't believe in cruelty to animals.

She will not stand near a lightning blast be-
cause she says the light hurts her eyes.

She doesn't like sawdust for breakfast be-
cause she thinks heavy foods are unwholesome.
She will not run through a glass door on ac-

count of the pane.

She is extremely superstitious about the use of

carbolic acid as a face lotion.

She refuses to jump off the Palisades because
the wind made by her descent would ruffle her
hair.

She will not sit at a table of thirteen persons
unless there is something to eat.

She will not open an umbrella in the house
unless the roof leaks.

She thinks it unlucky to take a trip to Europe
at this time of the year.

She is a firm believer in signs. For example,
she never tries to buy French pastry in a shop
labelled "Hardware."
She thinks it the best sort of luck to pick up

pins in the street, especially if they are studded
with diamonds.
Unlike most persons, she wouldn't dream of

picking up a horseshoe, particularly if the latter

were attached to the horse's foot.

She thinks a white horse lucky if you've bet on
him for the race.

She thinks misfortune will overtake anyone
wearing an opal if he or she doesn't keep up
the payments on it.

Now say superstition isn't a joke

!

"RHYMED BIOGRAPHY OF
MACK SENNETT"

Mack went right ahead abuilding jokes with

only four laugh-making folks—just Mabel
Normand, Freddie Mace (the fellow with
the funny face), Ford Sterling, too, another
sport, and last, Miss Alice Davenport.

The sledding then was somewhat rough
;

they labored hard and things were tough,

but no one swore or tore his hair, and every-

body did his share.

Today, the Keystone films, you know, are

tickling ribs in Callao, and Zanzibar and
Mozambique and everywhere that people
speak—wherever any flag's unfurled. Mack
Sennett tickles all the world.

Do giggles pay ? Does laughter win ? Do
smiles beat frowns and upturned chin?
Yes, yes, again in ringing tones. Mack-

. Sennett has three million bones ! Three
million fish to buy his hash ! Three million

dollars, mostly cash. And best of all twixt
you and me, his age is only 33.

Which proves to man, if he reflects, that

laughter pays—and Mack collects !

—

From
the Los Angeles Review.

Mack Sennett, natural funny man, first

saw the light in Danville, Can. He soon
began to show some class—his home was
then Northampton, Mass.' At sixteen years
he went to school and busted every old-time

rule by playing jokes and chaffing chaff and
making all the pupils laugh. He studied

hard through each A. M.—and at each class

—by dodging them. For just at noon he
fled the scene and scampered o'er the village

green and beat it back ! behind the stage

even at that tender age, he strove to be an
actorette. It's proved that that was his

best bet. :,

At seventeen he ambled down to seek a

job in New York town. At last one day he
got a chance—he learned to prance ; he
learned to dance. He did that ; stunt just

fairly well, and "Floradoraed" there a spell.

Then came a change and pretty soon he

joined "The Chinese Honeymoon." At
Buffalo, Fred Mace, the boss, came ambling
in and said :

"01' hoss, it's kind of sad, but

awful true, I guess we've got enough of

you."

To old New York he beat it back. A sad

and lonesome man was IVfack. Though sad,

he didn't lose his laugh ; and soon he joined

the Biograph. Dave Griffith was the man in

charge, which, on the whole and by the

large, was just the thing for Mr. S., for

soon he made them all confess that with
his most infectious laugh he'd put the "Buy"
in Biograph.

j

Came six months more and he was made
a boss director, calm and staid. Though
staid he was he built the fun and filmed

each laugh and joke and pun that went
upon the screen those days, and grabbed off

fame in many ways. {'

In nineteen-twelve, with little cash, but
loads of nerve and pep and dash, he took
two men, then glory be ! He formed the

Keystone Companee. With Adam Kessel

at his back and Charlie Baumann, this here

AIlCl IIIC Two Eyes For a Lifetime I f
1BJTA -.J ,«.« Murine is for Tired Eyes. Reds
VI IIVI t*S Eyes—Sore Eyes—Granulated Eye- ="*v * m^W lids Rests -Refreshes— Restores. =

• Murine is a Favorite Treatment for Eyes that feel dry =
• and smart. Give your Eyes as much of your loving care =
: as your Teeth and with the same regularity. Care for thtm. =

£ YOU CANNOT BUY NEW EYES! =
S Bold at Drug and Optical Stores or by Mall.
= Aik Murine Kye Remedy Co., Chicago, for Ftm Book. s
niiiiiiiiiiiiiHUiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiS

Ruth
Travers

I
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I Read What Ruth Travers

Says:
Maybell Laboratories, Chicago.

Gentlemen:—I have used your LASH-BROW-
INE and found it to be perfectly wonderful in

promoting the growth of eyebrows and lashes.

It has proven to be all you claim. I shall gladly
recommend it to allmy friends. Ruth Travers.

You too, can have luxuriant

eyebrows and long sweeping I

lashes by applying

nightly. Thousands of society

women and actresses have used
this harmless and guaranteed
preparation, to add charm to

their eyes and beauty to the face.

LASH-BROW-INE, which has passed

the famous Westfield standard of Pro-

fessor Allyn, nourishes in a natural man-
ner the eyebrows and lashes, making
them thick, long and silky, thus giving

depth and soulful expression to the eyes.

Sold in two sizes, 25 centsand50 cents.

Send coin for size you wish and we will

mail LASH-BROW-INE and our Beauty

Booklet prepaid in plain, sealed cover.

Avoid disappointment with worthless sub-

stitutes. Use Genuine Lash-Brow-Ine only.

Maybell Laboratories
4008-64 Indiana Ave., CHICAGO

ijOOL—JOOC 300C
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THE LAST LAUGH
What He Wants to Save

Dennis J. Sullivan, assistant general manager
of the Mutual, is looking at new cars. A genial

agent was demonstrating a long-barrelled, bottle-

necked, center fire smokeless model.

"Will it do 60 in high?" inquired Mr. Sullivan,

as they slackened speed at a railroad crossing.

"It did 65 on the last two miles," said a strange

voice alongside. A motorcycle cop handed up the

usual papers.

"It's wasteful to use a high-powered car," says

D. J. S., "I'm looking for something that will save

less time and more gas."

Wither the Danger

As Pearl White rode the steel girder from the

street to the top of a new skyscraper the other

day to see if she couldn't speed up recruiting a

bit, a structural steel workman called out to her
as she passed the fifteenth floor, "There's no
danger at all, at all, mum, in going up."

"No, of course there isn't," said our Pearl.

"The danger is in going down."

Comedy Lines a la Keystone

Lip rouge covers lots of cold sores.

* * *

Charlie Murray is ill ; so is Chicago.

* * *

Indoor sports, borrowing your neighbor's beer.

* * *

Chester Conklin is raising naval beans for the

Navy. * * *

If fate were a human being, what a laugh it

would ha^e

!

* * *

From the way H. Guy Woodward walks, I

should say he invented bunions.

* * *

Bill Campbell is doing a Hawaiian picture and
the wardrobe consists of one ton of alfalfa.

* * *

Frank Hayes' wife sent him out for a pair of

slippers and Frank came back with two bananas.

Mary Garden's Jap Answered the Bell

When Mary Garden, Goldwyn Pictures' famous
operatic star, who was stopping at a hotel on the

Pacific Coast, rang the bell the first morning after

her arrival, she was much surprised when a

Japanese boy opened the door and entered.

"I pushed the button three times for a maid,"
she said sternly, as she dived under the covers.

"Yes," the little fellow replied ; "me she."

Wanted Five Louies Smaller Size

Jack Gardner, Essanay's star, was in a San
Francisco shoe store purchasing a pair of shoes
when he overheard a woman behind him com-
plaining to the clerk as follows:
"I'm afraid these Louis XV heels are much

too high for me. Perhaps you have lower ones

—

say about Louis X would do, I think."

The Peninsular Miss Eddy

Violet Eddy is now playing with Tom Mix in

his newest Foxfilm comedy. Miss Eddy is shaped
very much like a peninsular, long and narrow,
with conspicuous promontories formed by her
head and arms.

In this production Violet is wearing a black
dress, and she is making her skin particularly

dark. When she first saw Tom Mix in her new
make-up, the noted cowboy-actor burst out
laughing.

"Don't you think I look sweet enough to eat?"
Miss Eddy asked laughingly.

"Yes," said Tom, "you look like a chocolate
eclair."

Mobilization

Florence La Badie, the Pathe-Thanhouser star,

was seen the other day busily engaged in wielding
a man's size spade in her back yard. Before her
was a broad expanse of freshly turned sod.

"What's the big idea?" she was asked. "I'm do-
ing my bit," she laughed. "I'm mobilizing my
backyard !"

What They Do To the King's English

Maxine Elliott, Goldwyn Pictures' star, relates

an anecdote that the late Lord Minton used to

tell about a famous art connoisseur who once sat

next to a rather illiterate alderman at a public

banquet. In the course of conversation the alder-

man mentioned that his grandfather had known
the great Napoleon.

"Indeed," said the other ; "that's very inter-

esting."

"Yes," the alderman went on, "and I still have
the fine snuff box that Napoleon gave him. It

has a hen in diamonds on the lid."

"A hen !" exclaimed the connoisseur. "Oh, I

see
;
you probably mean an eagle—the imperial

eagle."

"No," insisted the alderman, "it's a hen plain

enough. Look, I've got it with me."

And he pulled from his pocket a splendid gold
box with an "N" in brilliants on the lid.

It Made No Impression, However

A cut-price printer once went to a church fair

—

yes, indeed, there really are some printers who
go to church irrespective of whether they cut

prices or not—and he spied a peach ful young
queen presiding over the fortune-telling booth.

He had his fortune told.

The peachful young fortune teller took him
back behind the rich splendor of the rep hangings
which cut off the view of the vulgar herd. Sin-

gazed long and earnestly at his toil-hardened
hand, with just a touch of wistfulness. Then sin-

whispered softly:

"You will be a very distinguished man if you
live long enough."
The printer glowed with pleasure.

"And what will I be distinguished for?" he

asked.
"For old age," replied the peachful one, slowly.

3%' a Day
now baya a dazzling Lacnnite uem. _

brilliance is eternal—they stand fire and acid I

tests and cut glass like diamonds. If you can tell a
|

Lachnite from a diamond, send it back. 10 days
free trial.- Set in tolid gold. The newest designs

•nooffb. No obligations whatever. Write today—now.

HAROLD LACHMAN COMPANY ~

12 N. Michigan Avenue. DgfifaB-tBa Chicago. IIKJ

MentalDemons AreTheyHold-

ing You Back?
Does a host of mental demons bar your path to success? Do you feel yourself in-

capable to meet important situations ? Do you lack the power to make people recognize you—to

make others see things your way — to compel people to listen to you ? Are you weak in a crisis ?

Most men have the brains and the ambition to do big things—but a weak person-
ality— a lack of self-confidence—timiduess—poor vocabulary—unreliable memory—"stage fright"

—

hazy, unorganized ideas

—

ineffective speech—are holding theui back from the success they deserve.

Send the coupon below at once and let us tell you how
you can drive these mental demons away forever—how you can occupy
a place among men who do things—how you c::n learn to express your ideas
forcefully and convincingly—how you can acquire a powerful, magnetic person-
ality— how you can develop a strong dominating will—how you can become a
powerful, public speaker. Our new scientific Course in

RESULTS!
'

' Your Course 13 a most valuable train-
ing to anyone who desires to be able to
speak in public without embarrass-
ment. "
-C. C. HOFFPAUIR, Att'y, Texas.

"Not only has it enabl-d me to Bpeak
In public in a way that is most gratify-
ing to me, but it has helped me in
business as well "
—G. M. COSSITT, Banker, Illinois.

"It has given me greater confidence
in my own ability, a better memory, a
more polished vocabulary, and a
stronger personality "

-W. L. WILDER, Met., Chicago.

"Your Course is a splendid training
for the salesman or Bales manager,
and I heartily recommend it.

'

'

—O. F. BOURGEOIS, Pres. ,Chicago.
" ^ fascinating and practical training
that overcomes one of the common
weaknesses of business men—inability
to express themselves."
-GUY H. SHEARER, Banker,Idaho.

We have hundreds of similar
testimonials in our files from men
in every walk of life. Send the
Coupon today. You owe it 'o
yourself to find out what this
Course will do for you.

Effective Public Speaking
and Mental Development

will quickly train you to speak forcefully and convincingly in public

—talk before your club or lodge
—address board meetings
—propose and respond to toasts
— tell entertaining stories
—make after-dinner speeches
—converse effectively
—write better letters

-sell more goods
-train your memory
-enlarge your vocabulary
-develop self-confidence and a
winning personality

-strengthen ynur ambition and
will power

—become a clear, accurate
thinker

—develop your power of con-
centration, diligence and
self-control
—equip you with power to be
the master of any situation.

This Course and Service is under the personal supervision and direction of
R. E. Pattison Kline, Dean of the Public Speaking Department, Columbia College of Expres-
sion, Chicago, one of the foremost authorities in the country on public speaking and mental
development. You can now secure the personal instruction of this eminent authority right
in your own home, by mail, in spare time. Hundreds have acquired a powerful address and
a winning personality through his instruction.

Special Offer-Now
OSlUCa 1lie y Public Speaking
^i S Department
V/OUUGH - American Corresnondencer S School of Law— 161/ Man-

Mail the coupon todav for full particulars of the Special >^ I'attan Buiiii^- Chicago, iu.

i- -j_ t /->« i - rr>i_- l £C u -J.V. S Gentlemen:—Please send me with-
Limited Offer we are now making. Inis unusual oner may be with- s out obligation full deaiis of vour

drawn at any time. We will also send you free, many interesting y an?
u
MTntLi ^SS^^^Z

facts and pointers that you should know about effective public * particulars of your Special Limited offer.

speaking and mental development—information that you can use. Free S
and no obligations of any kind. Don't delay. Send the coupon now *
while this offer lasts. S Name _

Public Speaking Department /

'

Addresa

American Correspondence School of Law /
1«17 Manhattan Building - Chicago, Illinoisy
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The Fable of an Art On the

Table—and Off
{Continued from page 45)

"Behold these bundles of manuscripts

which are perfect to a superlative degree."

Then he tossed them nonchalantly on a

nearby Table. "But there is where they be-

long—on yon Table, for I say unto you,

mine new-found friends, they are too per-

fect for the Screen. Their perfection would

seem foolish—high-browish, the plebeians

would say. 'Tis in these Io-Snares which

are Tabled which would bring Perfection,

but as a Profiter under the old regime I

cannot recommend these of which I speak,

because their introduction would mean edu-

cating the hoi polloi all over again, an ex-

pensive and troublesome task."

And verily notwithstanding the Kalif was

so Impressed with the Perfection which

oozed out of the Collection of Io-Snares

which lay before his very eyes that he did

Purchase many of them feeling cock-sure

posterity would find him Great in the Arts

and Commend him for his wisdom and in-

itiative. But he said naught of his ideas to

the Venerable Profiter, for he did not de-

sire to Reveal his Identity, which, of a

Sooth, was amply wrapped in his Bernouse.

And when he was about to depart with

his Alleged Servant, who had maintained a

sulky Silence following the Episode of the

Broken Vase, he did make speech in this

wise

:

"Oh, most venerable El Play Photo

pleased indeed have I been This Night to

have been the Guest of one whose influence

is such a Credit to the Art. Of a verity, I

will call on thee again just as soon as I am
in Need of more Perfect Io-Snares. Good
night, old top."

And El Photo Play, the Profiter, did

make reply in This Manner

:

"It will always be a matter of Unalloyed

Bliss to be of service to Your Majesty,

for
"

"How now?" asked the Kalif in surprise.

"What mean you by calling me Your Ma-
jesty?"

And El Photo Play did cast aside pre-

tense and Prostrate himself at the feet of

the Ruler of the Faithful, saying:

"Who could gaze upon thy Kingly Coun-
tenance, oh Maker of Fillum, and not be

permeated with the Sweet Realization that

he was in the presence of the Commander
of the Screen

!"

This compliment so tickled the Kalif that

as he and his Grand Viz were Wending
Their Way back through the streets to the

palace he did Take Occasion to Crow over

it somewhat.
"Huh," grunted the Grand Viz: "May

thy Humble Servant be pardoned for Call-

ing Attention to the fact that Your Majesty
evidently forgot to Remove your crown of

Reels before leaving the palace?"

And this was the Reason that the Grand
Viz found his salary docked twice the

amount he paid El Play Photo. But, all this

did not deter the Kalif from getting onto
the Screen his Perfect Io-Snares, and soon
thereafter other makers of Fillums were
imitating him until it came to pass that the

Screen afforded entertainment well nigh
Perfect.

Moral : Every good thing has to be
started by someone—even though it's only a
king!
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Specify

DURABLE AS IRON

RUGS AND CARPETS

for their Trains, Terminals and Offices,
I

in fact, one may travel from Coast to 'j

Coast on BUNDHAR WILTON

ALL THE WAY
During the past quarter of a century,

j

the leading transportation companies
of the country, in their search for a
carpet possessing unusual wearing
qualities, have centered their choice on
BUNDHAR WILTON, for they have
found, as the name implies, that it is

"DURABLE AS IRON"
It is not surprising that the leading Motion

\

Picture Houses everywhere, led by the
same necessity, should choose this same
popular Floor Covering.

For the American home there is no line in

America today comparable to this grade of
rugs and carpets.

It is carried by high class dealers everywhere in a
j

selection from innumerable patterns and colorings.

It has behind it the reputation of a House which
has devoted its energies over a period of eighty
years to the exclusive manufacture of Quality
FlOor Fabrics.

[We will be pleased to furnish you with the name
of your nearest dealer carrying Bundhar Wilton
Rugs and Carpets.
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lifci.l ».!-.

?lc7 V HARDWICK & MAGEE CO., Phila.
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The Finished Expression

of the Dramatic Artist
Triangle players are artists—in every

sense of the word. They are picked for
their sincerity, for their highly developed
talent, for their Heaven -given ability to
interpret character. And Triangle players
know life, and live the parts that they make
so real.

Triangle artists are students. Their work
is never finished though their unspoken
expression is. They find the keenest dra-
matic value in even the commonplace
things of life. They find new human in-

terest in mankind's attributes of weakness,
of strength, of passion, of tenderness
and love.

TRIANGLE PLAYS
THE FOREMOST PRODUCTIONS

IN MOTION PICTURES

are written around subjects that are dear to the human
heart. Good is shown in vivid contrast to evil. Hate is

used only to illustrate its dominance by love. Passion is

made to yield to gentleness. But above all, Triangle plays
are alive with action and spontaneous realism. The char-
acters live and breathe. They have a tremendous appeal.
Triangle artists carry you to the point where you are one
with them—and hold you in spellbound fervor.

And Triangle comedies are crowded with rollicking,
side-splitting fun that keeps up in a bubbling stream. It's

clean fun, too, that all can see and enjoy. Take your wife
or sweetheart to any Triangle Play and you'll be sure that
they will find genuine amusement in a*healthful atmosphere.
Look for the theatres where Triangle Plays are shown.

Triangle Distributing Corporation
1457 B roadway

New York
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Who Gets $200,000,000 Tire Profits?
An Amazing Condition Revealed in the Tire Business. Terrible Waste Shown by Methods of

Selling Automobile Tires. How One Tire Man is Cutting the Cost of Tires to the Consumer.

Tire Chain Stores Will Cut Tire Costs

Note.—The following article outlines plans for a national

chain of tire service stations and stores which, it is predicted,

will greatly lower automobile upkeep costs by a unique mer-
chandizing plan which has been tested out and found successful.

Output of splendid factory already secured, more to follow. The
success of other chain stores and the tremendous growth of the

automobile industry—consequently of the tire business—makes
this one of the most attractive and interesting enterprises. We
have made every effort to verify the statements made here and to

the best of our knowledge the statements are accurate and the

estimate conservative.

'cut in" on the tires

By M. E. PHILLIPS

WHO gets the $200,000,000.00 A YEAR TIRE
PROFITS?

Do you know that the cost of producing
a tire is possibly ONE-THIRD of the price

you have to pay. That a small tire you pay $15.00 for

costs about $5.00 to manufacture? That the tire costing

about $20.00 to build has to retail for about $60.00?

Do you know that the tire manufacturer is satis-

fied to sell his tires for very little over the cost, and at

only a fraction of the retail price?

Where does the balance go?
Who, then, gets this enormous

you buy?
DO YOU? Of course not.

Who, then?
Well, the JOBBER gets a BIG slice.

The WHOLESALER gets another BIG slice.

The RETAILER gets HIS SHARE.
The rest goes into advertising, dealer's helps, adjustments, selling

costs, etc.

Meanwhile YOU, Mr. Tire Buyer, pay the 100 per cent, price and
worry about the high price of upkeep of your motor car.

There is a chance for you to share both directly and indirectly in

the enormous tire profits. This article outlines a plan which must
appeal not only to the automobile owner but also to the investor who
would like to get a chance to win a share of the big profits which the

tire industry is making every day for its fortunate owners.

Study the OPPORTUNITY shown here. Read every word of this

article, and when you have finished it draw your own conclusions.

It is a BIG IDEA, born in the fertile brain of a genius of industry

who has already PROVED his quality by SUCCESS.

Will Cut Tire Costs

A clever tire man, a man with intimate knowledge of the tire

industry, a man with breadth of vision and economic principles, has

seen this enormous WASTAGE in the tire business and has evolved

a PLAN that will revolutionize the tire-selling business.

He argues that TIRES COST THE CONSUMER TOO MUCH.
He says there is no reason on earth why the tire buyer should have

to pay this enormous burden of profits and selling costs. If tires

can be made for ONE-THIRD of the present retail prices they
can be sold FOR LESS than prices now charged for them and
still pay legitimate profits, LARGE PROFITS, because of the

volume of business a company offering such savings is bound
to achieve.

This far-sighted man is a PRACTICAL TIRE MAN. As a

manufacturer he has MADE GOOD. He is a PRACTICAL
BUSINESS MAN, with all a practical man's dislike for waste.

He has proved his genius for organization and big things.

This man is Mr. J. G. Feist,

President of the National Rubber
Company of New York.

The magnificent Pottstown, Pa., plant of the National Rubber Company, where National Speedway Red-
wall tires and National Red Tubes are made. Two floors are finished and occupied. This is a strictly

modern steel, concrete and glass construction factory building: of the highest type.

The famous Philadelphia Experimental Tire Service Store that proved to Presi-
dent Feist of the National Rubber Company the practical possibilities of tire

chain stores. Located at the corner of North and Broad Streets.

Plans Chain of Stores

Mr. Feist's plan is to establish a chain of tire service and store
stations from Maine to California, and Canada to the Gulf of Mexico.

The National Rubber Company of New York has been organized
with strong men behind it, and it has already secured the output of
one entire factory as the nucleus of this chain store plan. More fac-
tories will be added as the chain extends and the need of more tires

becomes evident. The first factory whose product has been secured is

the National Rubber Company of Pottstown, Pa., manufacturers of
the famous National Speedway Tires and National Red Tubes.

The NATIONAL SPEEDWAY RED-WALL TIRES are so
GOOD that they are sold under the strongest GUARANTEE to be had.

This company now has a capacity of 1,000 tires a day and is being
enlarged to a much greater capacity. When the distribution exceeds
the capacity of this plant, new plants will be started or bought in differ-

ent sections of the country, or factory outputs contracted for in order
to bring up the production to the necessary number of tires.

Mr. Feist proposes to sell tires at a MUCH LOWER PRICE than
is now being charged for good tires elsewhere.

He plans to give SUPERIOR SERVICE to tire buyers.

He will give them a BETTER TIRE. He anticipates that in

doing this his company will prove the greatest profit

maker in the tire field.

Experimental Plant a Success

Mr. Feist is not building his company's future on
imagination or theory. Before maturing his plans he
opened in Philadelphia a station such as he proposes to

establish elsewhere.

This is what his Philadelphia service station and
store does

:

It sells tires below the average price of high class

tires of equal size and quality.

It delivers tires PUT ON YOUR
CAR.

You phone in that you need a

34 x 4 tire and give your address. A
mechanic picks up the required tire, puts
it in the carrier of a motorcycle and
speeds off to your address. On arrival

he takes off your old tire and puts on
the new one. No trouble, no mess.

'

If you want your old tire repaired
he takes it back with him and it is

delivered as soon as repairs are made.

You have saved time, labor, worry
and money.
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The success of this first service station PROVES what REAS-
ONABLE PRICES, HIGH QUALITY GOODS, EFFICIENT SER-
VICE will accomplish. Profits are large because of volume. The
Philadelphia service station already has 11,000 CUSTOMERS. (Not
tires, but CUSTOMERS.)

With this established PROOF of the value of this new departure
service plan, Mr. Feist has organized a company to establish National
Rubber Company SERVICE STATIONS and stores all over the

country. His plan provides for opening 500 stores the first year, if

possible, and more stores year by year as the company grows.

Offers Great Opportunities

The OPPORTUNITIES offered by this chain of tire service

stores are self-evident.

CHAIN STORES of all kinds have been enormously successful.

They have built up some of the greatest fortunes in the country.

They have made their original investors enormously rich. And this in

spite of the fact that most chain stores have dealt only in articles

selling for a very small sum. HOW MUCH GREATER should be the

profits of a chain of stores selling a product whose every SINGLE
SALE equals the sale of HUNDREDS of the articles sold in most
chain stores?

THE UNITED CIGAR STORES, selling cigars, cigarettes and
tobacco, average LESS THAN 20 CENTS PER SALE. The National
Rubber Company averages MORE THAN $20 PER SALE, with
proportionate profits.

The WOOLWORTH STORES sell 5 and 10 cent articles. Yet
they have made many millions and the highest office building in the

world was built out of these nickels and dimes.

The REGAL SHOE COMPANY, with its chain of shoe stores,

has made its owners rich. So have the Walk-Over Shoe Stores, the

W. L. Douglas Shoe Stores. All chain stores.

The TRULY WARNER Hat Store chain has accumulated wealth
for its owners.

The Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Stores, the Jewel Tea Stores,

the Acme Tea Stores, all chain stores, have made millions.

The several chains of drug stores, of grocery stores, of cheap
restaurants, have all made fortunes.

The reasons for this uniform success are numerous.

In the first place a chain of stores reduces the operating cost

—

what is known as OVERHEAD EXPENSE—to the minimum.

Secondly, the purchasing power of the buyer who buys for hun-
dreds of stores is so enormous that he can pretty nearly make his own
price. He gets ROCK BOTTOM costs on everything. Woolworth
can sell for 5 and 10 cents articles that often retail at from 25 to 50
cents because he buys outright entire factory productions. The manu-
facturer who sells his whole output to one man for cash eliminates
all selling expenses, salesmen, advertising, collections, etc., and can
sell for a quick turnover, and will yet make more profit in the end.
That's how the chain store buyer can buy at such a low figure that he
can sell goods that retail generally for 25 cents for 5 and 10 cents.

If these chain stores, selling articles that retail for such a small

price, can earn such fabulous dividends, what will a chain of tire service

stores earn with the big sales it will make; sales averaging $20 apiece?

It doesn't take a prophet to look into the future and see the mag-
nificent accumulations of dividends that should accrue from such an
enterprise.

It isn't hard to forsee what the earnings of such a chain of stores

can pay in say ten years from today. By that time the chain should
extend to every city of any importance in the country. This may mean
thousands of such stores, because there are in the United States

1,442 towns of 5,000 or more inhabitants and over 100 cities having a

population of 55,000 or over. The small towns, say the towns under
10,000, would require only one such service station, while the larger
towns would require a number of them.

Thousands of Chain Stores

To give you an idea of how many stores some of the big chains

have, it is enough to mention the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Com-
pany, with over 1,500 retail stores ; the United Cigar Stores, with over
1,000 retail stores; the Woolworth Company, with over 1,000 stores, etc.

The tremendous growth of the automobile industry—a growth that

is gathering size and importance every day—makes this projected chain
of tire service stores all the more important.

At the beginning of 1917 there were approximately THREE MIL-
LION autos in use in the United States. According to the last census,
figures show there were in 1910 (date of last census) 91,972,266 inhabi-

tants in the U. S. It is calculated that there are now at least 110,000,000

people in the U. S. At this rate, there is one auto in the U. S. for

every 40 people. In many of the states, the ratio is higher than one for

every 16 people. This means that THERE IS A TREMENDOUS
POSSIBILITY FOR MORE MACHINES.

According to the best informed automobile authorities, it is calcu-

lated that there will be added at least 1,000,000 auto users during the
year 1917, bringing up the total close on to FOUR MILLION AUTOS
in actual use in the U . S. With such an enormous distribution of cars,

and all the automobile factories of any account way behind in deliveries,

an enormous supply of tires will be required to keep these autos
running.

24,000,000 Tires Needed

Very moderate estimates place the number of tires required on
each car at EIGHT PER YEAR. Each auto MUST HAVE FIVE
TIRES, four on the wheels and one spare tire. It is an ultra con-
servative estimate, therefore, that places the required number of tires

to meet the needs of 1917 at SIX PER CAR PER ANNUM. At this

rate 4,000,000 automobiles will require 24,000,000 tires. This is trulv

AN AMAZING FIGURE for an industry that is only a little over a
dozen years old.

The distribution of these cars is centered at present in certain

sections. When the other sections have awakened to the advantages
and uses of the automobile and its economy for travel and commercial
purposes, it is more than likely that the distribution will be much
more even.

It has been estimated by statisticians that there are OVER TEN
MILLION men in the U. S. who should be, and probably soon will be,

auto owners. These are men who, because of their business, their

financial condition and their position, should become automobile
owners.

There are upwards of seven million farmers in the U. S., and of
these a large percentage will probably become owners of automobiles.
Just now only about 7 per cent, of the prosperous farmers own auto-
mobiles. The farmer is today the RICH MAN of the U. S. He has
been getting the biggest prices ever paid for crops, he has by scientific

farming increased the yield of his acres, and he has been fortunate in

getting big crops when the price was highest.

^ For these reasons, THE FARMER IS UNUSUALLY PROS-
PEROUS and he is putting some of his riches into the comforts and
conveniences of an automobile.

With such prospects, with such a tremendous field to conquer, with
the SUCCESS THAT has attended the FIRST UNIT of the National
Rubber Company chain of service stores, it is not hard to visualize the

ENORMOUS POSSIBLE PROFITS from this enterprise.

How Profits Pile Up

Even a casual consideration of the subject makes the figures run
into such amazing columns of profits that the very thought is stag-

gering.

The great earnings of chain stores of all kinds has been in the
aggregate.

When you take 1,000 stores and pile their profits in one great heap,
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Section of tire-making department. Here a small army of workmen are constantly employed making National Red wall Speedway tires by hand. These
shown clearly in this picture, with its strong, clear light, fine equipment

you have a formidable aggregate—an aggregate which doesn't have to

be very large in the individual case to make up this magnificent total.

Let us take into consideration one unit and then see how it

works out.

Firstly, we must remember that these service stores are operated
at a minimum of expense. Being administered from the central office,

whose costs of operation are spread over the whole chain, the local

stores require only inexpensive help. The man who operates a store

of his own expects to make A GOOD LIVING out of it for himself
AND A GOOD PROFIT besides ; he has to pay for everything on the
high price of individual purchases. He has
to have efficient help, has to advertise and, of
course, he has fixed charges for rent, light,

taxes, insurance, etc.

Chain Store Savings

The chain store hires only the necessary
help, it eliminates the owners' living and
profits. It buys in enormous quantities at

prices that make the prices the individual
store owner pays seem preposterous ; it pays
the minimum for taxes, for insurance and
the advertising exense of operating is carried
in bulk by the parent company, and this is

divided pro rata so that each individual store

pays only a small sum as its share of the
advertising expense.

Tires are bought at actual contract price
from the manufacturer, which is lower than
the average price the jobber pays.

We then have EXPENSES PARED
DOWN TO THE BONE, probably HALF
WHAT THEY WOULD BE UNDER
ORDINARY CONDITIONS. And we have
the most attractive kind of a proposition to
offer to the tire buyer—THE BEST TIRF.
ON THE MARKET AT MUCH LESS
than he would have to pay elsewhere ; A
SERVICE NO OTHER TIRE CONCERN
GIVES or can give, GUARANTEED
SATISFACTION backed up by a company
operating a nation-wide chain of stores.

With so much to offer and with such
splendid profit-making advantages it is not hard to look into the future
and see every store paying a big profit and the company earning dazzl-
ing dividends.

What may one store earn, you may ask?

Let us do a little figuring:

FIRSTLY, the ENTIRE FACTORY SELLING EXPENSE is

ELIMINATED. The entire output of the factory being sold to one
customer—the chain store.

The saving of the traveling expense and the salesman's salaries
and commissions. The saving of advertising and promotion expense.
The added office accounting and credit expense. All these are SAVED
by the chain stores. In these items alone is found a selling cost of at
least 30 per cent.

On top of that the JOBBERS' DISCOUNT OF 40 PER CENT IS
WIPED OUT.

Because of the TREMENDOUS OVERHEAD selling and distrib-
uting expense, the enormous discounts demanded by the jobber, the
wholesaler and the retailer, if the manufacturing cost were TOO HIGH
or even over his competitors, then the added charges as described here,
increase out of proportion and the consumers' prices would be pro-
hibitive.

Hence, in National Speedway Tires most of the factory selling
cost is put in the tire in ADDED QUALITY AND QUANTITY, and
the usual trade discounts are divided with the consumer.

Profits of Chain Stores

We now come to the question of the profits of the chain stores—of
each unit and of the chain in the aggregate.

After a careful scrutiny of costs of manufacturing, of operating
the chain store—each unit—and figuring a retail price on the tires at

BOSTON BRANCH
This was the second branch store of the National
Rubber Co. to be opened after the success of the
experimental store in Philadelphia. It is doing a
wonderful business in National Speedway tires. It
is located at 557 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.

a sensible reduction over average price of tires of equal size and
quality, we find that there is still possible an average margin of $5 per
tire. This is "AVERAGED" because some of the tires will pay more
profit while some will pay less, but the average has been shown to be
about $5 per tire sold.

This is evidently a CONSERVATIVE ESTIMATE.
If each chain store sells ONLY 10 TIRES PER DAY, we have

each store earning a profit of $50 a day or $50,000 a day profit for
1,000 stores.

$50,000 profit per day for 365 days in the year—tire service stations
are busier Sundays and holidays than other

days—FIGURES OUT THE ENORMOUS
TOTAL OF $18,250,000 A YEAR
PROFITS.

You will realize that an estimate of only
ten tires per day is very small. When you
consider the tremendous advantages of deal-

ing with National Rubber Company service

stores, the high class of the product, the
low price, the good service given in the way
of instant special deliveries, placing the tire

on the car and taking away the injured tire

for repairs, it is not hard to understand why
these stores should do an enormous business.

Ten tires per day is a very low estimate
of the possibilities, but to be even more con-
servative, let us cut down this estimate by
half. Let us suppose that the stores only

AVERAGE FIVE TIRE SALES PER
DAY. Let us see how this figures out.

FIVE TIRES A DAY, showing an
average profit of $25 per day per store, one
thousand stores will, therefore, pay an esti-

mated daily profit of $25,000. For 365 days
in the year THE ENORMOUS TOTAL
WOULD be $9,126,000, and it would be a

mighty poor store that couldn't sell five tires

per day.

These figures are staggering when you
analyze the accumulated profits of hun-
dreds of stores all over the country, each
contributing its quota of profits from the
many sources.

A Gold Mine of Profits

You will note that no estimate has been made of profits from sale

of tubes and from the repair department, which should also be profit-

able.

It will, of course, take time to build up such a large chain of service,

stations, but in a few years, with the growth of the chain and the
enormous increase in the automobile industry and number of cars in

use, THIS CHAIN OF TIRE SERVICE STATIONS SHOULD
BECOME A VERITABLE GOLD MINE OF PROFITS FOR
EVERY STOCKHOLDER WHO BECOMES INTERESTED IN
THIS COMPANY NOW, when its shares can be acquired at a

low initial price.

The National Rubber Company, of New York, is incorporated
under the laws of the State of Delaware, with a capitalization of

$5,000,000, divided into 500,000 shares of the par value of $10 PER
SHARE. ALL COMMON STOCK SHARING EQUALLY IN
PROFITS AND CARRYING FULL VOTING POWER.

THE STOCK IS FULL PAID AND NON-ASSESSABLE.
For the purpose of establishing the business on a right basis, the

directors have set aside 100,000 SHARES OF THIS STOCK TO BE
SOLD TO THE PUBLIC.

Their idea is that by obtaining a wide distribution for this stock

they will enlist local interest in the local distributing and service sta-

tions of the National Rubber Company.

Underwriting Stock Offer

This UNDERWRITING SYNDICATE STOCK is offered in

five different allotments.

The present allotment will be sold in lots of not less than TEN
SHARES and not more than 100 shares at $7.50 per share.
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workmen are the most expert high-skilled labor and their rapidity and efficiency in wonderful,

and good flooring. Ideal conditions for turning; out high-class work.

The splendid modern character of this ideal plant is

The present allotment of 10,000 shares is the only stock of the

UNDERWRITING allotment that will be sold at this low price.

It is desired—as nearly as possible—to place every share of this

UNDERWRITING stock in the hands of owners, or prospective

owners, of automobiles, who will become immediate patrons of the

chain stores and who ARE ALSO OFFERED AN INDUCEMENT
TO BECOME BOOSTERS FOR THE TIRE SERVICE STATIONS
THIS INDUCEMENT CONSISTS OF A CASH DISCOUNT OF
25 PER CENT UNDER THE STANDARD LIST PRICES FOR
ALL TIRES SOLD BY THE NATIONAL RUBBER COMPANY
TO ITS SHAREHOLDERS.

An automobile owner, therefore, has a double interest in buying
this stock.

The saving alone in tire bills for a year should pay for his ten

shares if he buys at this price and he will have, besides the savings in

tire costs, the dividends which the company declares.

IS THIS INVESTMENT WORTH WHILE, you may ask?

What This Means to Autoists

Let us study it over. $75 invested in ten

shares of this underwriting stock will save

the automobile owner 25 per cent, on his

tires. If his bill for tires runs to $200 a

year, he will be saved, therefore, $50. That
means that the stock will have paid him a

big return on his investment or 50 per cent,

on the par value of the stock, which, com-
puted on a stock's ability to earn 5 per cent.,

will make his TEN SHARES REPRE-
SENT AN INVESTMENT OF $1,000

which cost originally only $75.

Then if the company begins paying
dividends, the stock should go to par and
over if the dividends amount to more than
5 per cent.

When the company gets on a 10 per
cent, dividend basis, the stock he bought
for $75 should represent an investment of
$200. When it pays 50 per cent., it should
have an INVESTMENT VALUE OF
$1,000.

So when the company is in a position
to pay 50 per cent, dividends, this stock
should represent an investment to the auto-
mobile owner of about $2,000, figured on
the basis of dividends and savings it will
give him on his tire purchases. And all

from an original investment of $75.

When the company reaches its full development and its 1,000 or
more stores begin piling up big profits, such as we have already figured
on, profits that mean exceptional dividends, THIS ORIGINAL
INVESTMENT WILL HAVE ACCUMULATED A PHE-
NOMENAL VALUE.

NO AUTOMOBILE OWNER CAN AFFORD TO OVERLOOK
SUCH AN OPPORTUNITY.

A blind man could see the possibilities presented in this under-
writing offer, an offer so liberal that the directors had to confine it to a
small amount of stock.

An Exceptional Offer

The offer of the stock at $7.50 per share (par $10) is in itself a

tremendous inducement, but when it is coupled with the offer of the
company to extend a discount of 25 per cent, on all tire and tube pur-
chases made through the company it becomes so extremely attractive a

proposition that NONE CAN AFFORD TO IGNORE IT.

The savings in tire costs should soon pay for the stock of those
who accept this offer and should pay for the stock of those who buy
at a higher price.

This, in itself, makes the proposition attractive. But when the
future of this company is analyzed and the possibilities it offers are
considered, the offer becomes immensely more attractive.

YOU NEED NOT NECESSARILY BE AN AUTOMOBILE
OWNER today to accept this offer. Your stock in the National Rubber
Company will entitle you to this 25 per cent, discount on tires and
tubes JUST AS LONG AS YOU REMAIN A STOCKHOLDER.

Later, when you buy an auto, you'll be able to buy tires at this great
saving.

You often hear it said that if you had a chance to invest with
Ford, or Willys, of Overland fame ; with Goodrich or Fisk or Fire-
stone ; with Westinghouse or Bell, or some of the others, whose com-
panies have earned fabulous dividends, and made stockholders rich,

you would today be ON EASY STREET.
This is very true, but the pitiful truth is YOU DID NOT HAVE

THIS CHANCE. VERY FEW PEOPLE DID. These companies
were mostly close corporations with the stock held in the hands of
a small group of men. These stocks were not offered to the public.

A Chance in a Million

BUT HERE IS A CHANCE. Here is a company offering
UNDERWRITING STOCK, stock that can now be bought at the

ROCK BOTTOM PRICE, that should in time become enormously
remunerative. Stock in a company that promises to have tremendous
growth.

CHICAGO BRANCH
Chicago had the third branch store to be opened,
and it is fast acquiring a splendid trade in Na-
tional Speedway tires and tubes. The store is

located on "Automobile Bow," at 2112 South Michi-
gan Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Woolworth and Whalen and the others,

who have made many millions out of chain
stores, never gave the public a chance to
come in on the organization. They have
sold stock since, lots of it, to the general
public, but it has been stock in the develop-
ment proposition, stock that has been sold on
the market AT THE VALUE IT REPRE-
SENTS NOW, a value figured on the com-
pany's earning power.

LATER YOU MAY GET A CHANCE
to buy National Rubber Company stock on
the open market, but YOU'LL PAY THE
PRICE OF DEVELOPED STOCK. li-

the company is earning 100 per cent, on its

capitalization, you'll pay for it at that rate
which in that case would probably be $2,000
for every $100 par value, or $200 a share for
$10 shares.

THIS IS THE PENALTY THAT
SHORT-SIGHTED PEOPLE PAY for not
accepting opportunities that are offered them.

The poorhouse is FULL OF SUCH
PEOPLE, "THE MIGHT-HAVE-BEENS."

They lacked the initiative and courage
to back their belief with their money.

Those Who Have Courage
The others, those who are without fear,

those who have courage to back their judg-
ment with their money, they are those you

watch spinning past you on the boulevard in luxurious limousines,
whose homes line the fashionable streets.

MONEY MAKES MONEY, but it takes an exceptional oppor-
tunity to bring you big returns from small investments. You read, for
instance, that $500 invested in such-and-such stock has earned $250,000

;

that $500 invested in such other stock has paid $200,000; that $1,000 in

other stock has paid $200,000 ; that $1,000 in Ford stock of the original
company is now worth millions. THAT IS ALL TRUE, gospel
truth. BUT did YOU ever get a chance to invest in the original $28,000
that started Ford on the highroad to his present millions? Did you
get a chance to invest in the $33,000 that John N. Willys has built up
into the tens of millions of the Overland Company? Did you get a
chance to invest in the $33,000 house, or Bell Telephone, or Western
Union or Wellsbach Mantles stock? Of course not. And very few
people did, BECAUSE THESE STOCKS WERE RARELY
OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC BEFORE DEVELOPMENT.

Fortunes From Tire Investments
Just as an instance of how even small investments have grown

into REAL FORTUNES study the following table compiled from
what are believed to be authoritative sources of information. This
list shows how an investment of $500 has grown when invested early

in successful tire companies

:

$500 in Dunlop Tires is now worth and has returned. .. $250,000.00
$500 in B. F. Goodrich Tires has become worth 349,500.00
$500 in Republic is now worth 60,000.00
$500 in Fisk Tire & Rubber Co. is now worth 60,000.00
$500 in Diamond Rubber Co. is now worth 75,000.00
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In this department National Speedway tires are
moulded. After the tires are completely built up
they are encased in these moulds and cured for
three hours by special process. Most tires are
cured for only half to three-quarters of an hour.
Three-hour curing gives them their great tough-

ness and resistance.

That the growth
of tire companies
has been phenome-
nal is proved by the

fact that the Good-
year Company has

already distributed

1,820 PER CENT.
IN STOCK DIVI-
DENDS among its

stockholders in ad-

dition to 554 PER
CENT. CASH
DIVIDENDS.
Last fall the Fire-

stone Tire Company
declared a 1,000 per

cent, stock dividend

to its stockholders

in addition to its

large regular cash dividends distributed since 1910, when the company
was organized.

There's a Reason
This stock is offered for a reason.

It is offered by the UNDERWRITERS of this company to start it

with a nucleus of interested tire buyers and boosters in every locality.

The directors set a MINIMUM OF TEN SHARES AND A
MAXIMUM OF 100 SHARES on this offer. It would doubtless be

more profitable to the company if every subscription for this stock was
for $75 (10 shares, par value $100), because that would mean that

the greatest number of people possible would be holding this stock and
boosting for the company.

Ten thousand holders of stocks scattered throughout the country
would mean a veritable army of boosters, helping build up the business

IN WHICH EACH ONE HAS A SOLID SUBSTANTIAL
INTEREST.

Ten thousand boosters, working to popularize and make known
the high quality of National SPEEDWAY RED-WALL TIRES and
National Red Tubes—boosting this way because it is TO THEIR
INTEREST to boost this way—would save the company tens of thou-
sands of dollars per annum in advertising expense.

That's the principal REASON WHY THIS STOCK IS OF-
FERED TO YOU AND EVERYONE WHO BUYS TIRES OR
EXPECTS TO BUY TIRES.

It is WORTH IT to the company to make you EVERY INDUCE-
MENT to buy this stock. AND IT IS CERTAINLY WORTH
WHILE FOR YOU TO BUY IT.

Are You Waiting for a Miracle

Every man hopes, some day, that by some wonderful miracle he
will be lifted out of the life of drudging toil he leads into one of
affluence, comfort and independence. It is our nature to live in this

HOPE. But the day of miracles is past. Good fairies do not run
around with bags of gold and drop them into the laps of the worthy.

YOU'VE GOT TO HELP YOURSELF TO FORTUNE. You've
got to save to get a nucleus of money to invest where the oppor-
tunities for profit are large. BUT YOU'VE GOT TO INVEST
YOUR SAVINGS, if you want them to pay big returns.

One of the world's greatest bankers has said that NO MAN WILL
EVER GET RICH FROM THE SAVINGS OUT OF A SALARY
OR WAGES. He must accumulate wealth by PUTTING THESE
SAVINGS TO WORK, INVESTING THEM TO ADVANTAGE.

Of course, it takes COURAGE to invest money that you have
worked hard for, that has been slowly and laboriously accumulated by
privations and sacrifices. But IT IS THE COURAGEOUS WHO
WIN THE EARTH.

DON'T INVEST ALL YOUR SAVINGS. That wouldn't be the

wise course. Keep
a reserve of your
savings for eventu-
alities, for sickness
or loss of position

or unexpected calls,

BUT INVEST
PART OF YOURSAVINGS
WHERE THEY
CAN EARN YOU
SOMETHI N G
WORTH WHILE. Tube-making department. Here are made the fa-

mous National Bed Tubes. The factory is pro-

ducing about 1,000 tubes a day.Invest Future
Savings

Or better still, HERE IS A PLAN BY WHICH YOU CAN
ACQUIRE THIS STOCK WITHOUT TOUCHING YOUR
SAVINGS.

BUY WHAT YOU CAN AFFORD TO PAY FOR OUT OF
YOUR NEXT SAVINGS.

The directors have made it EASY FOR YOU TO GET THIS
STOCK AND PAY FOR IT OUT OF YOUR FUTURE SAVINGS.

You can pay down $15 ON EVERY TEN SHARES OF STOCK
YOU WANT AND PAY THE BALANCE IN FOUR EQUAL PAY-
MENTS OF $15 A MONTH for each 10 shares, making the total of
$75 for the ten shares, par value $100.

This liberal plan makes it possible for you to buy this stock and
pay for it WITHOUT TOUCHING THAT PRECIOUS CASH
RESERVE you have been accumulating in the bank so carefully.

BUT WHATEVER YOU DO DON'T OVERLOOK THIS OP-
PORTUNITY. The next offering of shares will be at a HIGHER
PRICE. Don't delay unless you want to pay the HIGHER PRICE.

Fill out the convenient coupon attached. Mail it with your first

payment, which will RESERVE the stock you want at this LOW
PRICE. Then you can take fifteen days to investigate, to make sure
that all the facts are just exactly as represented to you. If you, for any
reason whatever, are not satisfied, you can release your reservation and
your money will be returned to you, but if you find out that you have
invested wisely—as we are confident you will find out—then you can
either pay the balance in full or you can take advantage of the easy
method of paying for it a little each month. Either plan is equally
satisfactory to the directors of the National Rubber Company of
New York.

If you want any of this Underwriters' Stock, you've
got to write now, at once, or you will lose your chance

How to Buy National Rubber Co. of New York Stock

10 shares (par value $100)

$15 down, $15 a month for 4 months • • . $75.00
15 shares (par value $150)

$22.50 down, $22.50 a month for 4 months . $112.50
20 shares (par value $200)

$30 down, $30 a month for 4 months .... $150.00
30 shares (par value $300)

$45 down, $45 a month for 4 months $225.00 !

40 shares (par value $400)

$60 down, $60 a month for 4 months . $300.00
50 shares (par value $500)

$75 down, $75 a month for 4 months . . $375.00
100 shares (par value $1,000)

$150 down, $150 a month for 4 months $750.00

NATIONAL RUBBER CO. OF (N. Y.) POTTSTOWN, PA. p. j.

Broad and North Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 557 Columbus Avenue, BOSTON, MASS.
2112 Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

Date 191..

The undersigned hereby subscribes for

shares of the Common Stock of the NATIONAL RUBBER COMPANY of New York, full paid and non-assessable and

tenders herewith to the order of NATIONAL RUBBER COMPANY of New
full— T

York for $ at the rate of $7.50 per share in
part—Payment.

It is understood that in consideration of this subscription that as long as I remain a shareholder of record on the books of the Company
I am to receive a Net Cash Discount of not less than Twenty-five Per Cent. (25 per cent.) from the Company's regular Printed Price List, on
any goods listed therein which I may buy for my own use. I am to have 15 days from date in which to investigate all statements made by the

Company.

Subscriber's Signature

(Address) (Town and State)

Prices of these shares subject to advance without prior notice.



THE difference between Quaker Tires and railroad tickets is that the

tickets will not take you beyond the distance specified, while Quaker Tires,

though adjusted on a 5000-mile basis, deliver thousands ofexcess miles. Records

of9000, 11,000 and 13,000 miles come to us from enthusiastic users everywhere.

On request you will be sent fac-similes of the following and many other letters:

"My last two Quakers were de-

stroyed when my garage burned re-

cently. Both of these tires had made
11,227 miles and were in good condi-

tion at the time of the fire."

"In regard to service on a pair of

33x4 Quaker Tires,which I purchased
from you in the early part of last July,

beg to advise that these casings have
gone seven thousand (7000) miles to

date and show but very little wear."

"We have placed Quaker Tires

among our best customers and of the

different sizes up to and including

36 x 4V2 we have casings that have
been driven 4000 to 8000 miles and
they are still giving service. We
might say that none are completely
worn out."

"We have just taken off a 37 x 5

Quaker casing which has been run

14,080 miles. Aside from tread being

cut and torn, casing is in good con-

dition."

"A customer has driven a set of

33 x 4 Quaker Tires on a five-passen-

ger car over 12,000 miles."

In records such as those quoted is

found the reason why there was not

a single Quaker Tire left in our fac-

tory on the last day of March ; why
dealers' orders could not be filled;

Quaker City Rubber Co.
Factories—Philadelphia

CHICAGO PITTSBURGH NEW YORK
182 W. Lake St. 211 Wood St. 53 Murray St.

Manufacturers of Belting, Packings, Valves,

Steam Hose, Garden Hose, etc.

why consumer demand could not be

satisfied. And all that despite the fact

that the Quaker plant was running

to the limit of its increased capacity.

But, now, you can get QuakerTires

from any of our dealers because of

a further increase in manufacturing

facilities.

Put one Quaker to the test against

any three other makes of tires. Then
you will surely equip all four wheels

of your car with Quakers.

If there is no dealer near you send

direct to the Factory Sales Department.

Your order will be filled at regular prices

and charges prepaid within certain terri-

tory. Anyhow, write for a copy of "5000
Plus"—a snappy little booklet that tells

things you ought to know about tires.

Press of

Philadelphia Printing and Publishing Co.

Philadelphia.



How do YOU know
whether or not the

securities sold you by
some glib-tongued stock

or bond salesman, or ad-

vertised or recommended
by some newspaper or

magazine "financial
editor" have NOW any

REAL value?

One of Thousands Received
Montgomery, Ala., Dec. 21, 1912.

Mr. H. L. Barber, Chicago, III.

Dear Mr. Barber :—Your several com-
munications, with three copies of INVEST-
ING FOR PROFIT, have been duly received.
The article, ''Science of Investment," is

an illuminating one ; and it is hard to see
how any one could read it without profit.
I only wish that years ago the viewpoint of
the article could have been had. Not least
among its virtues is its lucid statement
which leaves nothing the average man of
ordinary affairs fails to comprehend. You
are unquestionably on the right track, and
cannot but do the people and the country
good. I could not but feel that while
President-elect Woodrow Wilson is sweep-
ing the horizon of future responsibility to
the nation, it would not be amiss, if he has
not seen it, he have the opportunity of
reading "Science of Investment." It looks
very much like Th< s. W. Lawson is "plough-
ing with your heifer" in his article in the
November issue of "Everybody's Magazine."

Sincerely yours, N. B. W.

What becomes of the millions taken from
the public in this manner every year?

It was for the very purpose of warning its

readers against bad investments in addition
to instructing them in the fundamentals of
good investments, business and personal, mu-
nicipal and corporate, that INVESTING FOR
PROFIT recently instituted a regular depart-
ment wherein is set forth each month facts
concerning the various form of "Get-Poor-
Quick" investments largely advertised or
recommended by many of the so-called leading
magazines and financial papers.

That this new feature of ours is appreci-
ated is shown by the increasing number of let-

ters received by us daily. Readers KNOW
that they can here obtain the unbiased and im-
partial judgment of those who have spent
years in study and analysis, and who are qual-
ified through personal experience and knowl-
edge to counsel wisely.

There is no more important subject than
this. It touches every phase of human activ-
ity. How to avoid the snares of the stock
sharpers and financial "three-card-monte"
men and the magazines with "financial de-
partments" as adjuncts to their advertising
departments has been told in previous issues
of INVESTING FOR PROFIT. Our work
has a CONSTRUCTIVE character also. You

will learn surprisingly interesting and valua-

ble things—how the money trust controls and
uses the people's money for a pittance and re-

loans it, or sells it back in trust-made, tariff-

protected product, to the money earners and
savers of the country at high rates and tre-

mendous profits, but of even more importance,

you will learn how large fortunes are made
and why they are made—the knowledge finan-

ciers hide from the masses.

// your BANK BALANCE is important
to you and you ivish to use it so that it will

earn and return to you its full and legitimate

EARNING CAPACITY, you will not miss
the many interesting articles in this progres-

sive journal.

INVESTING FOR PROFIT enjoys the largest

financial circulation in America and is in its twen-
tieth volume.

Remember, this is a REGULAR FEATURE.
INVESTING FOR PROFIT also gives hsed to the
safeguarding of its readers' funds—whether they be
merchants, manufacturers, farmers, laborers, wid-

ows, trustees, or what not—everyone can and should
read these articles.

As a holder of securities you may desire to inquire

about what you already own—you are at liberty to

do so, in strict confidence, and without cost, by ad-

dressing, "Inquiry Department," if you are a sub-
scriber.

MY MAGAZINE

"INVESTING for PROFIT"
is woTth $10 a copy to anyone who intends
to invest any money, however small, who
has money invested unprofltably, or who can
save $5 or more per month, but who hasn't
learned the art of Investing for Profit.

It demonstrates the REAL earning power
of money—the knowledge financiers hide
from the masses.

It shows how to invest small sums and
how to make them grow into fortunes—the
actual possibilities of intelligent invest-
ments.

It reveals the enormous profits financiers
make and shows how one can make the
same profits safely.

It explains HOW stupendous fortunes are
made and WHY they are made—how $1,000
grows to $22,000.

To introduce my magazine, the price of
which is $1.00 per yepr, write me NOW,
and I'll send it SIX MONTHS postpaid,
free.

If not already a subscriber

send us your name and address

ON THIS COUPON MT
and we will send it to you SIX
MONTHS FREE as an intro-

duction—no liability on your

part whatever.

Clip the Coupon Before You
Turn This Page

H. L. BARBER
Publisher

H. L. BARBER, Publisher
417-18A West Jackson Boulevard

CHICAGO

Please send me
FREE for six months your magazine

Investing for Profit and enter my
name on your list for Free Financial

Advice. I am over twenty-one years

of age, and have never asked for or

subscribed for your paper.

Name

Address

City Stats
p. i'.
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World's Greatest Stars

for all the People
AN OFFICIAL STATEMENT FROM ADOLPH ZUKOR

AFTER August 5, 1917, you
l who want Paramount Pic-

tures can have them at your fa-

vorite motion picture theatre.

On the above date Paramount will

inaugurate a new policy of service to

the entire playgoing public. Any theatre

in America can secure Paramount Pic-

tures and Paramount Stars, just as it

chooses to book them.

The Restrictions Are Off

This announcement is the most im-
portant addressed to motion picture

patrons since September 1, 1914, when
the Paramount program was born.

By this plan your theatre will carry out

your wishes. Paramount will be able,

for the first time, to satisfy the enormous
public demand. And, after all,

Paramount Is a Public Service

Paramount originated the feature
photoplay idea. Beginning with Sarah

Bernhardt and James K.
Hackett, we gave to the
screen the famous stars of the

speaking stage, with master writers,

master directors, an investment of mil-

lions to lift motion pictures to their

present high plane.

Paramount Has the Stars

Some of the stars who appear in Para-

mount Pictures are : Mme. Petrova, Ann
Pennington, Billie Burke, Lina Cavalieri,

Jack Pickford, Pauline Frederick, Vivian

Martin, Wallace Reid, Sessue Hayakawa,
Julian Eltinge and Marguerite Clark.

Also, the famous Paramount-Arbuckle
two-reel comedies, the Victor Moore and

Black Diamond one-reel comedies, the

Paramount Bray Picto graph, weekly

"Magazine on the Screen" and Burton

Holmes Travel Pictures.

Ask for Paramount Pictures

Your theatre manager is now able to

secure the stars he may select—just as he

wants to book them. Tell him you want

to see Paramount Stars and Paramount

Pictures. Hand in the Box Office

Request below. He will

be glad to know and will follow

your wishes.

= *£

(a/yioratkuu
Controlled by

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
CORPORATION

AdolpH Zukor, President

Jesse L. Lasky, Vice President
Cecil B. De Mille, Director-General

NEW YORK

I would enjoy Paramount Pictures and Stars.

Name

Address_



'"INHERE has been too much rigmarole about war
* taxes. In fact, there has been an excess of loose

talk in which the outstanding spirit of resentment

towards the government could not be otherwise than

detrimental to the public welfare. It is a time-honored

fact that the only two certainties extant are death and
taxation. It is the part of grace and wisdom to regard

both as inevitable and to constantly live so as to meet
each fate bravely. In this age of close scrutiny and
transcendant intelligence there is little chance of any
influence flourishing to a sufficient extent to impose

injustice in any form for any considerable period of

time, and for this reason it follows that a preponder-

ance of all taxation is usually as fair as conditions will

warrant. As a matter of good citizenship it becomes
obligatory for you and you to bear your part of what-

ever financial burden the salvation of our liberty may
entail. True, it may seem exorbitant, but we must
have faith in the spirit of equity which undoubtedly

actuates those charged with the tremendous responsi-

bility of raising vast sums of money with which to

prosecute a great war for humanity. Surely if millions

of men stand ready to give up their lives to defend

their country, you and you should be willing to give of

your savings and earnings without complaining. It is

eminently less of a sacrifice to unleash the power of

money—something that can be regained—than it is to

lose your life irretrievably. One feels an impulse to

shudder when he contemplates what would happen if

everybody deemed extra taxation unfair and devoted

their energies to figuring out ways to avoid it. Our
enemy could crush us with ease if that ever became the

temper of the ruling majority. However, fortunately,

those who are essaying to dodge payments due on the

huge bill Uncle Sam is contracting for the sake of

civilization are in a very small minority, and the

shirker is a rarity but if YOU happen to know of any-

one who betrays signs of threatening discontent, you
will be performing a patriotic service by making a seri-

ous effort to curb his biased loquacity and to convince

him of his error. Truly, if there ever was a time when
every individual should co-operate in the work of engen-

dering the Perfect Spirit into every soul in the land,

that time is now. Whenever YOU feel there is need

for it, talk up for Uncle Sam and talk loudly and im-

pressively.

PHOTOPLAY fans can contribute unlimited aid in

the perennial task of ameliorating the photoplay art

by demandng better plays. Needless to add, most pro-

ducers are constantly striving" to make every improve-

ment possible, but a universal demand will serve to

prod those few who are laggard in keeping abreast with

the times. Make it a habit to always let the manager
of your favorite picture theater know what you think of

the various features he exhibits, and above all be sure

that you do not permit prejudice to warp your judg-

ment. Those of your opinions which prove good will

wield an influence for good by inspiring the exhibitor

to secure fewer of the bad films which displease you and

T T seems inevitable that film will join milk, bread and
x potatoes in soaring high in the realm of increased

prices due to the fact that all the materials used in the

manufacture of this entertainment commodity are cost-

ing an average of at least twenty-five per cent, more
than was demanded six months ago. "We must bear a
share of the war burdens, and a just share we will

bear cheerfully and patriotically, but the picture in-

dustry will have to be favored with a decided increase

in admission prices at the theaters if it is to survive,"

says John R. Freuler, president of the Mutual Film
Corporation and head of picture enterprises said to

handle about one and one-half million feet of films per

week. He further predicts increases ranging from fifty

to one hundred per cent. As is obvious to all, the

fans will have to share in the new financial obliga-

tion entailed by the conditions in order to make it pos-

sible to continue the production on its present splendid

plane. Loyalty to an art worthy of every support

should inspire those who are devotees to it to pay a

little more and insure its maintenance rather than to

forsake it because of the unavoidable increases of ad-

mission prices. Each photoplay fan should carefully

weigh the facts in the case before assuming resentful

attitude. Moreover, despite the added expenses of the

times, there must be no general tendency to discon-

tinue assisting in the momentous work of keeping money
in circulation. It would be immeasurably dangerous to

the stability of the nation if there is a general hording

of money now. There is such a thing as too much
economy, and it would be a regrettable excess of it if

any considerable portion of the theater-goers decided to

refrain from indulging themselves in the pleasures of

the screen because of any reasonable advance in the

cost thereof.

T> E polite. It is a good policy at all times in all places

under all circumstances. Be the very puppet of

gentility and you will avoid many unpleasantries.

Above all—essay unimpeachable deportment while in a

photoplay theater. There is no place bad manners look

worse or that good manners look better. Don't you be

the chatter-box who is spoiling the entire evening for

everyone within reach of your voice, and, by all means,

bear in mind that the vast majority of the others who
are attending the same show do not give a rap about

your criticisms of the pictures being exhibited. There

cannot be an excess of politeness, and you can help the

good cause along wonderfully by seeing to it that your

conduct is always such as to either excite admiration or

to be wholly unnoticed. If everybody pursues this course

incessantly the pleasure of witnessing picture shows

will be enhanced two-fold.

5-^
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BESSIE LOVE—Our Girl on the Cover

Every one in Los Angeles has some connection with

the motion picture industry. It is estimated that half a
million people can trace the source of their income to the

films. And the rest, merchants, professional men and the

like, share in the general prosperity. School girls want to

emulate Lillian Gish and Mabel Normand—and some of

them do. Bessie Love, a high school girl in Los Angeles,

is one who did; and in the short space of a single year,

rose to leading lady in some of the most important of Tri-

angle feature photoplays.
She was selected from a crowd of "extra" people who

thronged about the studio door one morning. Being ob-

servant, she soon became acquainted with the demands of

the work, and when John Emerson went from the East to

star in "The Flying Torpedo," and she was given the part

of the Swedish servant girl, she seized the opportunity to

show herself as one of the leading figures in the film.

She was transferred soon after that to the Ince studio

to play opposite William S. Hart in "The Aryan." Then
Douglas Fairbanks came clattering down after making
"His Picture in the Papers" and "The Habit of Happi-
ness" in the East, and borrowed her for his play, "The
Good Bad Man." She then appeared with Fairbanks in

"Reggie Mixes In." Since she has been starring abundant-

ly all by her little clever self.
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| Winy Little Mary Fickfoird G?

©intlUKSHI :: :: By PETER GRIDLEYI ftlnie

EGARDLESS of race,

creed, class, color, size,

ambition or vocation,

whether they are the daughters
of half-naked savages on the

Breathes there a man with a soul so
Who never to himself has said:

"Girls will be girls!"

South Sea Isle with nothing to do and
plenty of time to do it or the most popular

young ladies of the civilized world kept busy
obeying the commands of so-

ciety and the Red Cross,

there is one shrine at which
they all bow, pray and wor-
ship, namely, Dame Fashion,

the breaker of hearts

and pocketbooks. And
Mary Pickford is no
exception to the rule.

"America's sweet-
heart," as she is called,

and one of the most
famous girls of the

century is a girl of all

girls, a real live
American girl with the

same faults, thoughts,

hopes and fancies

which actuate other
girls in their blithe-

s o m e meanderings
over this mundane
sphere which would be
so futile without them.
Mary is just the usual
girl when it comes to

striving for perfection

in the matter of per-

sonal presentation of

"the very latest thing in dress of the period."

Show me a girl who has lost the desire to be
a fashion model and I will show you a girl

who has lost her pride. It is, as the wiseacres

say, "just like a girl," which is exactly what
Mary Pickford is like with all her heart and
soul and a lot of irresistible vivacity.

The principal and about the only difference

between Miss Pickford and the average girl is

not in their fondness for dress, but in their

ability to get what they want when and exactly

how they want it. Who else but "Little Mary"
would take the time or could afford the ex-

pense to run over to New York from Los
Angeles just to humor a whim and to spend a

couple of very short days and a lot of other

things which mean little in the life of a

motion picture star.

Indeed, from the Pacific coast to the

Atlantic seaboard is hardly what might

be considered a commuting distance.

As a shopping trip to the city it repre-

sents a matter of 3,000 miles, five days

of tipping porters with the limitations

of the train allowing little chance

for escape. Moreover, there are

the usual well-known discom-

forts of a long railroad journey

to contend with, even

though one travels in the

best quarters money can

buy. And so to go from
the motion picture rendez-

vous of California to the

mighty metropolis of Gotham,
the mecca of crowded sub-

ways, tall buildings and lob-

ster palaces and return con-

sumes ten days of time which

drags monotonously, and a

vast deal of the kind of self-

control which prevents one

from excoriating with-

out mercy the perpetra-

tors of railroad service

H ) as efficient and speedy as

^/ it is in this domain oi

the valiantly fighting Uncle Samuel.
These facts were fully appreciated by

Mary Pickford, when upon the conclu-

sion of her Artcraft picture, "A Ro-
mance of the Redwoods," she found that

she had fourteen days in which to rest up
before commencing her new picture.
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"Little Mary" had often made the round
trip from Los Angeles to New York, and
consequently had no particular relish for

the journey. And yet, it was spring

!

Spring meant new summer
dresses, and new summer dresses

such as Mary Pickford
wears can only be obtained
from her New York dress-

makers. What could a little

body do ? Fourteen
days, minus ten days in

travel left four busy
days in which to pre-

pare for her new ward-
robe. It simply had to

be done, so, after plead-

ing with her mother,

who finally agreed to

accompany her as she

always does, Mary
gathered a few belong-

ings and bade Cali-

fornia an revoir, prom-
ising to be on hand in

time to start work on

her next picture ac-

cording to schedule.

With a look of con-

fidence Director Cecil

B. De Mille watched

the famous star depart.

He knew Mary Pick-

ford, and knew that

she would be back in

due course once she

had promised. Others,

however, were a bit

worried, for a few days' de-

lay in a motion picture

studio upsets the entire work-
ing schedule. "She'll be here at

nine o'clock on the morning we
ready to shoot the first scene for the

new picture," said Director De Mille to his

assistant, whereupon he promptly forgot the

fact that Mary had started upon her flying

trip across the continent, and plunged into

the preparation of plans for the forthcom-

ing production, which will soon be released.

Like a bright ray of sunshine

Mary burst into the office of the

Artcraft Pictures Corpor-

ation in New York. The
door-boy rubbed his eyes
and the general manager

pinched himself to see

if he was awake. It

did not seem possible

that Miss Pickford

could be in New York
when everyone thought
she was enjoying a rest

among the mountains
on the other side of the

continent ! A greeting

to everyone at the office

and one of the most
popular girls in the

world was away on a

shopping tour that goes

down on record. At
her dressmaker's estab-

lishment the dignified

mistress stared open
mouthed as "Little
Mary" rushed into her
arms.

"Summer wardrobe,
quick pleas e," ex-

claimed Miss Pickford
with that note of des-

perate appeal in her

voice as she smiled at

the surprised look upon the

lady's face. It did not take

long for the dressmaker to grasp
the situation, and in short order

the entire establishment rushed about

in a systematic manner at the com-
mands of their employer. Immediately the

brains of the organization began to create

new dresses for Mary, who, as usual, helped

develop the ideas with an occasional sug-

gestion that demonstrated the fact that the

favorite screen actress knew several things

about the fashion art, and knew how to

put them into execution.

There were no "lunch hours" for Mrs.
Dressmaker during those four days, and a

hasty bite was all that the neces-

sity of the rush would allow. As
the last day drew near "Little

Mary" began to get worried and
urged even greater speed. At
5 P. M. her train would leave

Grand Central Station, and at

four forty-five Miss Pickford was
going through her final fitting.

With a hasty hug of thanks she

finally bade her dressmaker good-

bye and waved kisses to the em-
ployees as her chauffeur slammed
the door and started to break

traffic laws in order to keep Miss
Pickford's promise!
Too late! The gate

just closed as Mary
and her mother
reached it. The sta-

tion-master was giving

e signal to go ahead when
he spied her pleading with
man at the iron gate, and

when.it comes to her kind of
pleading, where, oh where, is there

mere man who can successfully re-

sist? Signalling the engineer to wait, he

yelled to the gateman and the door swung
open, and before she realized it our dashing
little heroine was standing beside her

mother on the observation platform waving
her thanks to the station-master as the train

pulled out.

And what did she have to take back to

Los Angeles for the trouble she had taken?
Ah, just cast your glances over the various
accompanying pictures. She bought every
frock you see on this one two-day visit in

the vicinity of Broadway, and then she

posed in the entire new wardrobe just for

the sake of showing other girls how easy
it is to get what you want in the sartorial

line quickly—if you have the money, and,

as everybody knows, including the fellow

who pays her salary, Mary has the requisite

pelf in copious quantities, for she has been
accumulating it mighty fast and she has not

disturbed the accumulation much, being in-

nately frugal in all the ways her position

will permit. None of the new dresses she

purchased on this extraordinary tour were
especially costly, but of course each is prob-

ably beyond the reach of most girls. How-
ever, as a careful study of these pictures

will prove, Mary is given to simplicity in at-

tire, and she does not effect the numerous
frills and jewels which one might expect

of a star occupying such a high plane as she

does. Although she is always stylishly and
smartly dressed, still one feels the impulse

to christen her "Plain Mary" after all. It

is perhaps the unassuming girlishness of

her appearance which wields this influence

over you, but most assuredly you feel grati-

(Continued on page 54)
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LADY €f THE SUlNfSHIK
By PEARL GADDIS
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UN.NY MAY" they call her in

California, and her mother's
love-name for her is "Sunny."
So, perversely enough, I ex-

il pected to dislike the young per-

son so brightly named. I hate cheerful,

sunny people ! They are usually so tire-

somely bright, and happy in spite of every-

thing. No cloud so dark but they can turn

it and twist it about to show a speck of

silver. No honest, self-respecting cloud of

gloom is safe around such people. I was
in an exceedingly morose mood when I was
instructed to go over and interview Miss
Allison.

"Sunny May, indeed," I gloomed. "I

know exactly what she will be like ! Bright

and cheerful, under the greatest adversity

—

a brave, sweet cheerfulness that sounds
beautiful in books—but is disgusting and
maddening in real life."

I resolutely determined to be just as

unhappy and miserable—I was suffering

with a badly lacerated case of home-sick-
ness in its most virulent form—and I re-

fused to be cheered up. New York, in the

grip of one of its messiest, muddiest
"spring thaws" was enough to dampen even
the most ardent of optimists—especially

when the optimist hailed, originally from
the Sunniest South, where spring is meas-
ured, not by beastly, messy "thaws," but by
wild roses blooming overnight along the

pasture fences, by the wild, sweet caroling

of song-birds, and by suddenly-discovered

patches of shy purple and white violets,

lifting their exquisite faces to the spring

breeze.

I choked back a sob, and entered the

foyer of Miss Allison's apartment home.

"Miss1 Allison?" the elevator boy grinned,

almost involuntarily. "Sure she's in." And
he showed me her door, eagerly, as if

someone lived there whom he liked. Puz-
zling over the unwonted spectacle of a New
York hallboy showing interest, much less

liking, for one of his tenants, I awaited

my hostess in an apartment house living-

room that had been transformed by rose-

chintz hangings, a few good pictures and
some books, into a real homelike room.

"Forgive me for keeping you waiting,"

said Miss Allison, as she entered, smiling.

There was a suspicious look about her deep

blue eyes—a look that seemed very much
like tears.

"I didn't mind waiting," I assured her,

morosely. Then I looked toward the win-

dow. "Spring, indeed! What do these

people here know about spring? Down
home we measure spring by the flowers,

the budding trees and the birds. Here they

measure it by 'spring thaws.' Bah ! I hate

New York !"

Her eyes widened incredulously.

"Down home?" she breathed. "Do you
mean

—

down South?"
"Yes," I answered, wondering at her sur-

prise, "it's the only place on earth to wel-

come spring."

"Oh, it is, it is !" she cried, her eyes filling

with tears. She brushed them away guiltily.

"Forgive me, please, but I've been so home-

sick today that I have wept. Then, too, I

have just had a message that my mother is

ill—not dangerously, but I know that she
wants me. And it's spring down in Georgia
—and oh, I want to go home, I want to go
home."

I howled in sympathy, and for a few
moments we sat and wept together. This
seemed to clear the atmosphere wonder-
fully, and we dropped into a cozy little

chat. I discovered that she was born in

North Georgia, just twenty miles away
from Gaddistown, my own birthplace. The
Allison plantation lies just across a low,

green valley in the Blue Ridge Mountains
of Georgia—a valley called Blue-bird's Gap.
How the stolid, matter-of-fact moun-
taineers ever struck on that poetic title for

a most beautiful place will be a continuous
wonder to me. Yes, you may find Gaddis-
town on the map—provided the map is big

enough

!

I also discovered that Miss Allison's is a

very distinguished family in the South. Her
father's family are the famous Allison

family of Virginia, while her mother is

descended from the equally famous family

of Wise, which family, by the way, has
given to Georgia a Governor, two Senators,

a Congressman, and, through the terrible

ordeal of the Civil War, one of the best-

loved Generals commanding the pitiful

ranks of tattered gray.

Naturally, after this discovery, we were
fast friends. I readily forgave her for her
nicknames, because she hadn't been the least

bit sunny when I first met her. And, too,

after two women have wept together, no
matter what the cause may have been, they

are firm friends—or bitter enemies—for-

ever after.

She's a dear—five feet five inches tall,

and well-built. Her eyes are a deep, deep

{Continued on page 53)

May Allison posing gaily among the posies
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CAST OF CHARACTERS:
Rose Jorgensen Miss Fannie Ward Dick Alden Harrison Ford
Rose Keith Miss Fannie Ward Belle, Calistro's wife Winifred Greenwood
Norma Dugan Miss Fannie Ward Phil Mannering Raymond Hatton
Calistro Jack Dean Mrs. Mannering Edythe Chapman

Mrs. Dugan Jane Wolf

HEN death does part human be-

ings, it always seems that the

vicissitudes of the survivors

take curious turns. By no
means was it extraordinary

therefore when Rose Jorgensen, a poor
tenement woman, died by her hand that Fate
should take charge of her two daughters,

Rose and Norma, and mete out to them two
very widely different lots. Rose, a baby
scarcely two years of age, was adopted
into the family of Judge Keith, a man of

wealth whose home was childless, and in

this atmosphere of culture and refinement,

she developed into a beautiful, sunny, happy
girl. Norma, her senior by two years, was
kept by old Mrs. Dugan, a tenement neigh-

bor of the family who eked out a miserable

existence. Thus while Rose basked in the

sunshine of opulence, unfortunate Norma
grew up in squalid surroundings, a thin,

wistful, quiet child, who for a while ac-

cepted her lot uncomplainingly, and, when
she became old enough, she assisted her
foster mother in the sweatshop work which
supplied them with their meagre livelihood.

At times, however, Norma tired of the

interminable seams to be sewed at her place

of employment and she finally became
thoroughly disgusted with Mrs. Dugan's
dissipations and miscellaneous friends. Re-
bellion was inevitable, because the girl had

Norma was often seen reading on the

She had learned to tear the hypnotist

an inborn sense of higher ideals and she
was not ait all prone to sink into the mire.

Just as Norma's aversion for the condi-

tions she had to contend with reached a
climax, Calistro, a crystal gazer who was an
ambitious fortune-teller and hypnotist, liv-

ing in one of the better houses of the vicin-

ity, grew weary of the lack of prosperity

which persisted in engulfing him. After
much deep pondering he decided to engage
some beautiful girl to serve as a hypnotic

subject—someone who would attract the at-

tention of scientists and people of wealth.

Thereby he hoped to

project himself into

prominence and to

swell his fortunes.

It was Phil Man-
nering, an impover-
ished, young swell, a

silent partner in the

firm, whose share in

the work was to keep
Calistro posted on all

society scandals, that

called the hypnotist's

attention to Norma as

she sat on the roof

outside Mrs. Dugan's
room, reading and
trying to forget the

disgust and helpless

indignation she felt

for Mrs. Dugan, who
was at the time enjoy-

ing a "feast" with a

tipsy Italian inside.

Phil had often no-

ticed Norma on the

roof, and had been
deeply impressed by
her inherent beauty.

Calistro was also fa-

v o r a b 1 y impressed
with the girl, and he
determined to inter-

view her at once,

much to the chagrin

of Belle, his slovenly wife, who was greatly

incensed at the idea of another woman be-
ing brought into the game. Forsooth, one
glimpse of Norma's beauty had aroused all

her natural suspicion and jealousy and she
became a dangerous counteracting element
from the inception.

Calistro was not the sort of man to be
thwarted by a wife's petty objections or
interferences. He did not even take the

trouble to reckon the possibility of trouble

from Belle. Instead he hastened to the

room of Mrs. Dugan and, pressing into ser-

vice his most suave manner, succeeded in

overcoming all distrust, and persuaded
Norma to go to his studio to determine
whether or not she was a good "subject"

for his proposed tests.

From the moment Norma set foot in the

studio, she felt relieved. The furnishings

and surroundings were so decidedly su-

perior to anything she had ever seen before.

Indeed, it seemed to her that she had at last

found her way into a veritable palace of un-
limited luxuries, and her mental attitude

was one of unalloyed willingness to even do
most any menial work to be able to remain.

She observed with marked curiosity Cal-

istro and Belle as they arranged the crystal

globe for the trial, but she felt herself

grow slightly nervous when the man an-

nounced his readiness to proceed.

"Now, look at the brightest spot in the

globe—make no resistance—think of noth-

ing," he instructed.

After casting a few timid glances Norma
obeyed and almost immediately her face

took on a dreamy, trance-like expression.

Then she became quiet, and a shadowy
smile played about her pretty lips. Thus she

gradually slipped under the spell of Cal-

istro's hypnotic influence.

"We've got her," exclaimed Calistro tri-

umphantly, and greatly excited and prompt-
ly he began making active preparations for

an active future from which he confidently

expected great things.

By the time six months had passed, Nor-
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ma, as "The White Orchid," had brought
fame and fortune to Calistro, who had
moved to a more pretentious street in an
elegant studio with purple velvet hangings,

marble floors and mystic devices.

Phil's aunt, a power in society, who had
no idea of the financial side of her nephew's
connections with Calistro, and who was
somewhat interested in psychic affairs, en-

gaged the hypnotist to entertain at a dinner

in her home by giving demonstrations of

his powers. On the evening of the party

Calistro looked doubly impressive in his

long, dark, silk robe and turban, so subtly

suggestive of occult India, and Norma's
gown of clinging white velvet draperies,

with a silver wreath in her bright hair, sug-

gested her sobriquet, "The White Orchid."

It had not been easy to induce Norma to

make her appearance at this affair, for she

had learned to hate the mysterious, sleep-

compelling effect Calistro had upon her.

Phil had failed in his every entreaty, and
the young woman was fully determined to

disappoint his aunt until she erred to the

extent of meeting Calistro's penetrating

gaze, when she became passive and fright-

ened instantly. She was incapable of mak-
ing further resistance.

When she arrived at "Gray Oaks-on-
Hudson," Mrs. Mannering's beautiful coun-
try home, Calistro and Norma were smug-
gled in through the conservatory. The
party was a very large affair, some of the

guests dancing and others strolling about.

Judge Keith and Rose were present as was
also Dick Alden, a young multi-millionaire

who was regarded as the catch of the sea-

son. Norma espied Dick early in the even-

ing, and she became intensely interested in

him. His handsome face, his sturdy body
and his pleasant manner won her.

"Who is he?" she asked Phil, who made
it his business to remain close to Norma as

much as he could on all occasions because

of his growing fondness for her.

"Well, it's enough to say if you can inter-

est him, we will all get rich," Phil replied.

The very thought of this startled Norma.
What if she could win the

heart of a rich man

—

one who would love her

and provide all the lux-

uries she would like so

much?
That night proved a

momentous one for Rose
Keith, for she became
engaged to Dick Alden,

whom she had known for

a long time. The party

was otherwise a great

success and the entertain-

ment offered by Calistro

and Norma proved to be

intensely interesting to all.

Calistro's apparent super-

natural powers
caused most of the
spectators to shud-
der, while Norma's
simplicity created a
sensation among the

young men who
clamored for intro-

ductions. Dick Al-
den was among
those who received

an introduction, and
he took an immedi-
ate fancy to the

girl. His interest

was the more
aroused as a result

of his noting the

striking resemblance
between the pretty

hypnotic subject
and Rose Keith.
Calistro was also

impressed by this
resemblance, but he
thought little of it at

the time.

When Rose and
Dick returned to her
home that night, it

was to find that

Judge Keith, who
preceded them, had
passed away sud-

denly from heart

failure, leaving
Rose alone in the

world. His last
wish had been that

Rose's marriage take place at once, so that

he might have the comfort of knowing that

her future was secure.

The following week Calistro found food

for thought in his morning paper in an
article announcing Rose's engagement to

the wealthy Dick Alden. Calistro noticed

the resemblance between Norma and the

newspaper picture of Rose, and upon re-

calling the incidents of Mrs. Mannering's
party, he became
convinced there
might be some
chance of reaching

Aide n's millions

Alden and Rose were deeply in love

' We've got her," he had exclaimed triumphantly

through Rose. He questioned Norma
about her early life to no avail. She
did not remember. He finally hypnotized
her in an effort to awaken her subconscious
memory of the earlier events of her child-

hood. In her trance-like state, he sent her
back on this long mental journey, and she
told him enough to make him decide to seek
information from Mrs. Dugan, who readily

revealed to him an old letter which was
taken from the mother's body at the time
of the tragedy and which was signed "Jim."
This letter told a story of weakness and
crime which was soon to end for him in the

electric chair. It further divulged Jim's
regret over being unable to return and
marry the woman in order to "make it right

for little Rose and Norma." Calistro suc-

ceeded in bribing Mrs. Dugan to let him
have the letter, and he went to the Keith
home and presented it to Rose.

Innately the lonely Rose was delighted at

the thought of having a sister, but Calistro

soon made her see that his intent was black-

mail, and he meant to use the knowledge he
had gained in order to get at Dick Alden.
whose millions made him a shining mark
for Calistro and his ilk. When Rose fully

grasped Calistro's plan of attack, she made
up her mind that Dick should never be
humiliated through her, and she decided to

take the only alternative—to go away.

Thus it came about that she went to Ber-
muda without seeing Dick. She sent him
only a brief note asking his forgiveness and
begging to be released from her engage-
ment. She offered no explanations, merely
asking him to forgive and to forget. Dick
was puzzled, and he was more so when
Rose resisted his every effort to communi-
cate with her. Unable to understand Rose's

attitude he finally became indignant, and it

was much against his will that he accepted

«
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an invitation to Mrs. Mannering's week-end
party. Mrs. Mannering was also enter-

taining Norma, to whom she had taken a
pronounced fancy and Dick bravely tried

to forget his heartaches by interesting him-
self in his surroundings. But, it was a
futile battle. Norma constantly reminded
him painfully of Rose. He tried to avoid
her in order to spare himself the sad rumin-
ations she inspired, but when he heard she

was unhappy, his sympathetic manliness as-

serted itself and he actually rushed to her

side in the sincere hopes of being of some
aid to her.

"What makes you unhappy, may I ask?"
he said.

"Oh, I am wretchedly afraid of Calistro,"

she replied without hesitation.

"Why does he frighten you?" he asked.

"It is his power over me—I hate it—

I

want to be released from it, but I can't," she

told him as tears welled up in her eyes.

"Oh yes you can be released from that

power most easily," he assured her. "If

you wish to accomplish this, just laugh at

Calistro the next time he tells you to look

into the crystal globe. Look in it if you
wish, but keep your mind concentrated on
the determination to not be bothered by un-
canny influences. Calistro or no other man
could hypnotize you against your will."

Dick realized too late that his kindly and
sympathetic manner had aroused Norma's
imagination. It all came most unexpect-
edly. Norma was almost unconscious of it,

but she laid bare her whole heart long a

dormant flame of love for Dick Alden.

"Ah yes, I do love you, and I have always
loved you," she murmured.

"I—I—I'm afraid I must say I am sorry

—so very sorry," he replied gravely.

"I have no doubt that it shall mean sor-

row for me too, but I cannot help it," she

further confessed. "I love you just as I

submit to Calistro's powers—helplessly."

When later he drove the girl back to

Calistro's studio he struggled desperately to

force his seriousness to succumb to a merry
mood. He reverted back to the subject of

outwitting Calistro.

"And don't forget to laugh the next time

he tells you to look into the globe," he in-

structed smilingly before parting from her.

"I will remember,
and I will try," she

replied as she smiled

bravely at him, her

heart in her eyes,

and as she steeled

herself for the or-

deal.

Norma found Ca-
listro alone in the

studio, and she was
alarmed at the pas-

sionate manner in

which he drew her

to him.

"I've been lost

without you, and
I'm very glad you've

come at last," he

told her.

Norma struggled

to free herself from
the man's grasp.
She remembered
Dick's instructions.

Accordingly
she drew herself up
and defied Calistro,

looking squarely

into his eyes without the slightest trace of a
submission of any sort. Calistro was
startled. He became furious, and then he
made a tremendous mental effort to control

his erstwhile easy subject. He drew her
towards the crystal globe, nearly succeeding
in hypnotizing her once. As she felt her
senses ebbing away, Norma waxed desper-

ate in her resolution to resist. When Calistro

finally pressed his lips against her neck, she

grabbed the crystal globe and hurled it to

the floor, smashing it into a thousand pieces.

With a cry of rage and desire Calistro

grappled with the fighting girl. As she felt

his superior strength overwhelming her,

Norma began screaming for help. An artist

in an adjoining studio was attracted by the

commotion, and he rushed in to the rescue,

and while he engaged the infuriated Calis-

tro, Norma escaped from the place, hasten-

ing to Dick Alden.

Into the confusion she had left behind,

came Belle, and when she learned what it

was all about, her rage and jealousy gained
full possession over her. The upshot of it

all was she picked up from a table a pair

of scissors and, in a drunken frenzy she

stabbed her husband.

By the time Norma reached Dick's home,
there had come the inevitable reaction to all

her thrilling experience, and the moment
she realized she was safely in the presence
of the man she loved, she fainted in his

arms. Dick revived her. He was very
gentle and tender. She in turn was exceed-
ingly grateful. Her helplessness and frailty

appealed to him keenly, awakening in him a

sense of pity and sympathy. Aware of her

love for him, haunted by his own loneliness

and manly to a superlative degree, Dick felt

a curious sense of duty sweep over his

whole being as he realized that he held in

his arms a girl who placed implicit trust in

him.

"My own life is in a good deal of a

mess," he whispered to her. "But if you
will marry me I am sure I can make yours

happier."

orma struggled desperately to free herself from Calistro's influence

Too much moved to speak, Norma
slipped her hand gently into Dick's.

"You seem happier already," he re-

marked gently.

She could only nod her head in the affirm-

ative as a smile flitted across her face.

It was only a few days later that Rose,

in far-away Bermuda, broken hearted but

determined to go through to the bitter end,

discovered in a New York paper the ac-

count of the murder of Calistro. She at

once realized the death of this blackmailer

meant freedom for her, and she decided to

return without delay to New York and Dick.

She had been in New York scarcely an
hour when she began her endeavor to lo-

cate Dick. She learned he had just started

to Mrs. Mannering's country home, where-
upon she telephoned this popular hostess

and asked if she might join their party.

Mrs. Mannering was obliged to acquiesce

gracefully, and when she later failed in her

efforts to communicate with Dick in the

hopes of preventing him from being pres-

ent, she gave up in despair and resigned

herself to awaiting the catastrophe—the

ruining of her house party, because she felt

sure unpleasantries were to come rapidly in

Rose's efforts to justify her disappearance.

The guests had all arrived and dinner

had been announced. Dick, waiting in the

drawing-room near the fireplace, heard

someone on the stairs. He looked up smil-

ing, expecting to see Norma. Instead he

found himself facing Rose. Instantly his

jaws set and the old look of suffering came
into his eyes. He bowed coldly. Rose, her

face full of love, hope and fear, crossed

toward him and held out her hand beseech-

ingly. He accepted it reluctantly, forcing

himself to mumble something conventional.

Rose, seeing the expression of accusation

on his face, faltering told him why she had
jilted him and explained her flight. She
told him frankly about Calistro's threat.

"And—and—I did not want to put you
in his power," she added. "I decided im-

pulsively that I did not want you to make
me your wife out of pity, and I

went away because I loved you."

"You did !" he exclaimed excit-

\ edly, thoroughly convinced.

"Yes, for you," she whispered.

Dick was over-

whelmed. He gath-

ered Rose into his

arms, completely

forgetting Norma in

h i s understanding
of Rose's sacrifice.

Fatefully Norma
arrived in the draw-
ing-room in time to

see Rose in Dick's

embrace. She was
amazed both by
what she at first re-

garded as unpard-
onable infidelity and
the striking resembl-

ance of her rival to

herself. Then she
learned Rose was
her sister. Almost
simultaneously she
learned of the true

status of Dick's first

love. She knew pity

and sympathy had
driven him to her in

(Continued on page 51)
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Amite Bow, Mollis Deer
HITELY FLETCHER
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AN you imagine many things

more delightful than a shopping
excursion with Anita Stewart?
Well, hardly, and even the

most vivid imagination would
find it hard to do such a day justice.

Before starting work on any feature,

Miss Stewart pleads with her director for a

day or two in which to revel in the luxuries

which the shops offer for sale. Then when
the request is granted—it always is, for no
man (not even a hardened motion picture

director) is proof against the pleading of

those expressive eyes which tell innumerable
stories on the screen—she sets seriously out

on her mission.

We may well say seriously, for this is an
important step in the success of any pic-

ture. All fans love to see their star well-

dressed, and much study of the styles and

brow. She wanted to purchase two evening

dresses—one to wear in the beginning of

the picture when she is a young girl, and
the other to wear at the end, where she is

considerably older. Opera cloaks with the

same effect upon her appearance, as to

age, also had to be attended to.

"I want to look young—just as young as

I possibly can at first," she declared as she

smiled bewitchingly at the salesgirl. (And,
parenthetically, it might be well to say that

it is no wonder she receives such extra-

ordinary attention when one considers the

fascinating manner she shows to those as-

sisting her.)

"Then," she continued, "later on I want
to look as old as I possibly can. Now the

thing for us to do is to find a girlish frock

and sheltering cloak and a more mature
gown and wrap." The last words came

with pumps of patent leather and cham-
pagne kid were also set aside.

Then dainty Anita wore a puzzled expres-

sion and lines of worry appeared upon her

photographic value of the colors in the vari-

ous frocks and wraps is necessary.

On this day, Anita arose early that she

might use every minute to the best advant-

age. At first there was an afternoon suit

to purchase. And when an afternoon suit

is ordered all the accessories, including cor-

responding footwear and a hat is included.

After examining a number of suits, Miss
Stewart decided upon a tan chiffon broad-

cloth, made with the three-quarter length

coat and collar which might be worn either

up or down. The belt connecting the

pleats, the collar, cuffs, bottom of the coat

and skirt was edged with a number of

rows of a lighter silk stitching which was
most effective while a tight-fitting turban of

tan brocaded velvet was clapped upon the

chestnut curls, and champagne stockings Four views of Anita Stewart in her new clothes

from the recesses of the great glass closets

where she had poked her head in anticipa-

tion of finding what she desired.

Finally she emerged with one of the most
exquisite gowns I have ever seen stretched

across her arms. "Here's the very gown
for the ending," she declared. "It will pho-
tograph beautifully, for the combination of

the ivory satin and black fur, to say noth-

ing of that exquisite lace, will be glorious

and at the same time give me the added
years I'm seeking!"

Her enthusiasm was contagious, and be-

fore long she appeared gowned in the ivory

satin creation. Her mein was in keeping
with the gown, and indeed she made a

beautiful picture.

"Now, let's hunt for an opera cloak which
will cover this elegance," she laughed,

throwing the serious attitude to the winds
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as she again delved into the recesses of the

evening wrap wardrobes.

"Do you like this?" she asked, as she

reappeared in a handsome cloak of peach
satin brocaded in a deeper shade of velvet

with immense black fox collar and cuffs.

Had one really wished to disagree the

combination would have won the day, for

the cloak seemed fairly modeled to cover

the gown beneath, and in a few moments
these two purchases were laid aside with

the others.

"Now come," she said to the salesgirl,

who was so overcome with admiration that

she had nearly lost her senses, "I must shed

many years in my appearance with the next

frock. I mustn't look one day older than

I really am. Come and help me." Again
she disappeared followed by the admiring
girl who acted as though she was walking
on air.

About five minutes later I heard an ec-

static "The very thing—how did you ever

know that was exactly what I wanted,"

issue from the wardrobe, and before I had
time to picture the frock she was about to

don she appeared before me once more.

It was our own Anita this time ! Her
dance frock was a strawberry taffeta em-
broidered here and there with delicate yel-

low clusters of flowers. The waist which
was attached to the skirt by a band of

strawberry velvet caught with a yellow

nosegay and falling in streamers at the side

was perfectly plain with a bit of shirring

about the neck and edged with net cor-

responding to the short sleeves. The skirt

of the taffeta itself was also shirred a bit at

the waistline while an underskirt of net fell

from below about four inches and was

~ -"'IT

*

?>'

Anita Stewart's smile

trimmed by bands of the strawberry velvet.

Behind her chestnut curls she held a large

yellow feather fan, making a picture

worthy of the greatest master.

There was no phrase in my mind worthy
of expression in connection with the vision

she made, and I could not help wondering

if there was ever an evening wrap worthy

of sheltering the slip of a lass before me
from the winter's cold. Somehow I could

never remember having seen a cloak which
would have corresponded with that dress.

Dainty Anita had no fears, however. She
has learned to place the greatest faith in the

abilities of the modistes and once more
she disappeared in search of the girlish

evening wrap she had spoken of before.

And the modistes justified Anita's con-

fidence for she found an adorable wrap
fashioned from a silver cloth brocaded in

a delicate blue and comfy for the winter's

cold by a wide band of white fox about

the shoulders and a large fox collar as well.

To say that the cloak almost atoned for

the necessary disappearance of the frock it

covered is praising it in the highest terms,

but one could not say less.

The only reason I had for regretting its

appearance was because it told me our

wonderful shopping excursion had come to

an end, and that the little star had donned

the last costume she would don that day

except the dark-green suit and straw turban

in which she was garbed when we again

stepped into her motor surrounded by all

sorts of queer boxes as we made our way
to the dressing-room at the Vitagraph

studios, where they were hung in her own
wardrobe waiting the morrow when she

was to start work in her new production.

It was even-

ing, and I sat

with Oscar
Apfel, the man
who has start-

ed many stars

on the road to affluence. We were sitting

on the steps which front his Hollywood

home. The house stands high and the lights

of Los Angeles twinkled like a million stars

down below us. Only those who know
Hollywood of an evening can imagine how
quiet it was ; an occasional automobile honk
and a mocking-bird, with an inverted judg-

ment of the time, were the only sounds to

be heard. Rowdy sat between us and de-

manded attention when he thought he was
out in the cold. Rowdy is an awfully im-

portant person ; he works in the films and

has been seen with such noted people as

William Farnum, Gladys Brockwell and

others. Rowdy is an old-timer, some seven

years old, a Boston bull, who is very proud

of his genealogical tree and, incidentally, of

his Master and Mistress.

Oscar's eyes were dreamy, so I puffed

in silence and my patience was rewarded,

for he pulled his pipe from his mouth and,

waving his hand toward the boundaries of

his grounds, said, "I have been working all

my life for just this. If anyone asked me
what else I wanted, I would find it hard to

answer them. Away back when I worked
for the Standard Oil Company in Cleveland

—worked at a mighty small salary too—

I

used to conjure up a home in some spot

where I would get all the trees and flowers

I wanted ; lots of open space and in the

midst of my dream there was always just

this house with dens, pictures and comfort

—and a Stutz. It took a little time, but here

it is!"

Oscar Apfel is the possessor of what

many a speaking stage star has longed for

and still longs for—a permanent home with
lots of space and comfort—and a Stutz.

That sums up the lure of the motion pic-

ture to the artists of the speaking stage

;

the love of the art itself comes later, and
when it comes it sticks like a burr.

Rowdy could tell all about his Master's
picture career, that is, if he could talk. This
career covers over five years of the hardest

kind of effort and work, of honest endeavor
and the acquisition of knowledge.

"It was Plimption of the Edison who per-

suaded me to try my hand at pictures,"

Apfel says. "Like many others, I was afraid

it would injure my standing in the profes-

sion. Plimption laughed at me and told me
to take a chance, and I took it with a one-

reeler—I don't remember the name of it

—

but Herbert Prior and Mabel Trunnelle

were my principals. When I directed

Aida in one reel, it was regarded as a big

production and caused a lot of comment, and
I considered myself some pumpkins when I

put on Charles Reade's 'Foul Play,' Stev-

enson's 'Black Arrow' and 'Martin Chuz-
zlewit,' each in one reel. We worked fast

in those days, too. I remember well putting

over three reels in five days."

About this time the moon began to make
the twinkling electrics below us grow dim,

and a dancing streak of white in the west
of us proclaimed the ocean, while the shrubs

and flowers assumed a more definite shape.

The moon caused a diversion, and Oscar
was able to turn to matters which inter-

ested him more. He began to tell of

There is not

house of his

;

his vegetables,

roses and a va-

riety of other

things not as-

sociated with
the films,

a doubt about his love for this

it shines in his eyes.

Mrs. Apfel called us in, and we sat in the

den—and such a den ! It is a veritable

arsenal, even if the weapons, most of them,

are unsuited to modern warfare. There
are small cannon, guns of every vintage and
of every pattern since bows and arrows
went out of fashion. There are also heads
of elk, moose and deer, and one magnificent

silver caribou, of which he is especially

proud. He says there is another fine ex-

ample in the Museum of Natural History in

New York, but that is the only other one he
knows of. This silver caribou was shot by
Hugh Bernard, the Alaskan fur-trapper, and
was given to a Captain Smith, who is the

owner of many "huskies," which he has
loaned to Apfel for use in Northwestern
features. Smith sold the head to Apfel.

More pipes, more reminiscing.

"I often think that my start in the dra-

matic world was about as good a one for

experience as could be imagined," he con-

tinues. "I joined a traveling company, and
was with them for forty-seven weeks on

one-night stands. Such an experience must
either make or break a beginner, but I made
up my mind that I wanted to be an actor and
a stage-manager, and I stuck to it. I was
utility actor, clerk, props and what-not

;

but it was this experience which got me my
first job as stage-manager with Eugenie
Blair, and I stage-managed with occasional

parts with Eleanor Mantell, Sarah Truax,
Charles Hawtrey and goodness only knows
how many stock concerns."
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HEN Richard Williams made
up his mind to go after a thing,

he would lasso Satan himself if

that "worthy" could aid him in

reaching his goal. That was
the sort of a doggedly determined fellow

Richard was. Foremost in his life was one

Harriet Renwyk whose
charms projected so promi-

nently anyone would agree

with Richard that she was
worth going through fire for.

"I'll win that girl if I have
to crawl through Jericho on
my hands and knees," he

announced the first time he

laid eyes on Harriet.

The prize he had set for

himself was wonderfully at-

tractive both in appearance
and disposition, and she was
as thoroughly American as

was Richard, as he was fully

aware from the inception, al-

though the first meeting took
place at a dinner given by
Lord Croyland, a good fel-

low whose chief ambition
was to master the steering-

wheel of an automobile so

that he could drive it with
absolute safety while a bit

tipsy.

As Fate would have it—
—right away after the propitious
start of a romance presaging unbounded
happiness for two real people of the earth,

Richard's dad had an awful falling out with
Harriet's very masculine parent. Ah yes,

trouble commenced brewing with a venge-
ance. It is a brew which always has to
sizzle through every worth-while love
affair.

So, as things started in England, they
were not to continue elsewhere. When
Richard returned to America with Lord
Croyland, the latter on a secret munitions
mission, got all banged up in an auto acci-

dent of his own accidental de-
vising, and Richard was
obliged to convey
his Lordship's ex-
cuses for not ap- f'
pearing at the house
of Renwyk the next
day since Croyland
had sent letters of
introduction to Ren-
wyk himself.

"He's the guy I've

got to deal with for

the rest of my life if

I'm to have any kind
of a real life, and so
here's for putting
myself across
strong," Richard
told himself as he
pushed his way into

the said Renwyk
house.

Of course it just

had to be that Rich-
ard was mistaken
for his lordship, and

he promptly and brazenly accepted the mis-

nomer, keeping his letter of introduction

right in his pocket. It may have been be-

cause he saw Harriet strolling across the

lawn towards him, but he was ready for

things to begin to happen, and Fate was on
the job to accommodate him without any

" I'll win that girl
"

annoying delays. In the proverbial two
shakes of a lamb's tail, the audacious young
man learned from Renwyk that he (Rich-

ard) because of his assumed alias of Croy-

land, was expected to double-cross his own
dear dad by throwing a contract that

worthy desired to his prospective father-in-

law, Renwyk. Well, modesty and honor
had to enter into it just far enough to for-

Accusing Richard of theft worried Harriet

bid any such underhanded business. In

fact, it was a very fortunate thing for the

sire of Richard that his son possessed high

scruples.

"Nay, nay, my dear Mr. Renwyk, you
and I can't afford to jeopardize our friend-

ship with a fair competitor," Richard told

^^^^^^ Renwyk as his answer to the

unsavory proposition.

"But, my dear Croyland,

business is business here in

America," Renwyk pro-

tested.

And at that juncture of

the proceedings Harriet en-

tered. She heard her father

call Richard by the name of

Croyland, and she scented a

plot. Instead of getting all

fussed up with worry and
following the usual feminine
custom of distrusting and
suspicioning, she took a

chance and guessed it all to

be a joke and accordingly

got busy having her share of

the fun, much to the dis-

comfort of Richard.

"Oh, Lord Croyland, how
do you do, and how are

things over in England," was
Harriet's first effusion.

"Howdy, and, moreover
things were finer'n silk,"

came the quick reply of the un-

daunted as he frowned and smiled all

at once without hurting his good looks one

whit.

"Tell me all about my friend, Lord Win-
chester, and also has Lady Margaret de-

cided to come to America?" she continued

to bubble, enjoying the situation immensely.

"Why—er—why do you ask me all these

things when you know—

"

"Yes, I know you're Lord Croyland all

right—"
"You do?" he exclaimed in surprise.

"Say, you're right in my class in another

little art." Then Richard
stopped short. He recalled

that Renwyk stood near-

by. In fact, he stood

w i thin a h a i r's

breadth. "Pardon
us, we did not mean
to talk about some-
thing you k n o w
nothing about."

Needless to add
Richard the Brazen
was perspiring like

a pugilist at the con-

clusion of a fifty-

round bout when
Harriet got through
It a v i n g her little

fun, and then when
he got alone w i t h

Ellis, his servant

now by bribe and
threat but who was
ordinarily
Croyland 's, he got

all peeved up worse
than ever when that
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individual refused to recognize the Ameri-
can's creed which included servants and
everybody in the house in every round of

drinks.

"It would not be polite, sir, for me to

drink with my master," Ellis protested.

"Call me Dick, and you'll feel more like

a regular fellow," was the reply he got, and
it shocked him. He was destined to have
more shocks, because Richard forced him

—

simply forced him—to drink with him.

Richard couldn't be annoyed to have a quit-

ter around at all.

The next source of worry arrived in due
time. Immogene, an older cousin of Har-
riet's, had written some silly love letters to

a man, who was of the light-fingered gentry.

In fact, he was hopelessly a professional

thief. Immogene finally got wise enough to

feel the advisability of getting her letters

back, and she communicated her desire.

Punctually the purloining man delivered the

letters in person, assuming the air of a

chivalrous gentleman faultlessly. Yes, it

was all a pretext by which he managed to

get in the Renwyk house, study the lay of

the land, and leave a window open so his

partner in crime could crawl in and decamp
with Harriet's jewels, of which there had
been much printed because of their value.

Harriet went downstairs to help Immo-
gene settle with the letter gentleman and
Richard got involved by butting in on the

conference with an apology and a lot of

brazenness.

"I was looking for someone else, Miss
Renwyk, but I'm glad I found you," he
said by way of edging in.

"But this is a private conversation," Im-
mogene put in coldly.

"Luckily I can be trusted to the ex-

treme," he came back pleasantly. "I opine

I might be needed anyway since I overheard
you demand letters from my friend, the

gink, standing here with us as cool as a

cucumber."
Thus it happened Richard stuck right to

the ship throughout the proceedings much
to the satisfaction of the man of mystery.

Just why the latter was so well pleased

could have been easily deduced by a shrewd
sleuth about fifteen minutes after the man's
departure, because it was then discovered

that Harriet's jewels were gone. The con-

federate had worked successfully while
Richard delayed matters for the crooks.

As a reward for his brazen conduct,

Richard experienced the thrill of being ac-

cused of the theft, and the circumstances
all pointed against him too. In the first

place' he had misrepresented himself by
posing as Lord Croyland, and in the second
place his manner had been so extremely
frank and bold as to be convincing to most
anyone that he had nerve enough to steal

the Bank of England if he could manage
to lug it off with him. However, Harriet
knew he was no thief, and she intercepted

in his behalf by taking the whole blame her-

self. Immogene's letters counted as evid-

ence in the case, but Immogene was kind
enough to speak up and admit the letters

were hers, and that they had nothing to do
with any machinations Richard might have.

Richard's father soon got into the midst
of all this turmoil. He was out to stand by
his son, but oh how chagrined he was when

it was learned that both himself and Ren-
wyk had been beaten to the coveted contract

by one Corrigan, the sort of a jolly, fun-
loving Irishman who delighted in outwitting
everybody merrily, and with a twinkle in

his eye. Renwyk joined in on the bewailing
which ended by the arrival of Corrigan him-
self.

"Cheer up, fathers of children, I intend

no harm," Corrigan said. "I landed this

contract for only one purpose, and that was
to be able to give a fitting wedding present

tq the son of one of you and the daughter
of the other."

"Has it come to this ?" Renwyk inquired,

shooting glances at both Harriet and Rich-
ard.

"That's what it has, and I've been so

busy ever since meeting this lady of my
heart that I haven't had a single chance to

make love to her yet," Richard put in.

Then he turned to Harriet: "Need I pro-

pose, or is it all understood."
"With me it was understood from the

first minute I saw you," she replied sweetly.

"Now say fair lady can't be won without
a lot of mushy gushings," Richard observed
proudly as he slipped his arm around the

girl. "You need not remind me that I

have never kissed you yet." Thereupon he
kissed his fiancee, and she laughed happily.

Richard's "brass" then fell away to dis-

close a golden core.

"I love you, honey, and from this day I

am at you feet but up on my feet ready
to do and dare for you," he said, and she

smiled her happiness.
Adapted from the photoplay produced by Vita-

graph.

WELCOME TO SCREENLAND, KATHLEEN
By PEARL GADDIS

HE'S only a tiny scrap of femin-
inity, four feet high, and ninety-

four pounds heavy. She's a

Robert W. Chambers' heroine

come to life—don't you remem-
ber the way he described his ador-

able "Athalies," and "Vivianes" and all the

others—as being very tiny and helpless

looking, with little, pointed faces, a wistful,

child mouth and big, appealing eyes ? Well,

that's Kathleen Clifford, tiny little star of

Balboa who is going to help them unravel

"The Twisted Thread."

Although so tiny, she has received a

medal for bravery, and has been made an
honorary colonel of one of Canada's finest

Royal Regiments—all this for her daring

work as a Red Cross nurse. Her dearest

adornment is a long, ragged looking scar on
one forefinger. This she got when she was
extracting a sliver of shell from the wound
of an English Tommy.

In vaudeville she was known as the

smartest dressed "man" at the same time

Julian Eltinge was hailed as the smartest

dressed "woman"—Julian being a feminine

(is that right?) impersonator, while Kath-
leen carried off all honors as a masculine

star. Whereupon we will now drag out,

dust off and use the time-worn and much
honored ( ?) bromide

—
"things are seldom

what they seem." (Business of much
applause.)

According to Kathleen's press depart-

ment, "she's pretty as a bluebird, talks like

a magpie, sings like a mocking-bird, and
whistles like a cardinal," same proving that

she's a bird.

Born in Charlottesville, Va., educated in

England, "finished" in France and singing in

Germany, she swears by "Old Glory"

—

when she swears at all—which is only when
it is necessary when she is impersonating.

LIFE
Reel I

"Glad to meet you."

Reel II

"Isn't the moon beautiful?"

Reel III

"Oozum love wuzum."

Reel IV
"Do you—"

"I do—"
Reel V

"Da-da-da—

"

Reel VI
"Where the samhill's dinner?'

On the stage, she wrote all her own songs,

and sketches, designed her costumes, and
proved herself an invaluable star for the

vaudeville stage. She was said to have
worn the prettiest costumes on the stage,

and announces that she is out for the same
record in pictures. Watchyerstep, Clara
Kimball Young, Ethel Clayton, Pauline

Frederick, et al

!

This is, of course, her first screen ad-
venture, but she thinks she is going to like

the screen better than the stage—one of the

main reasons being that she loves a home,
and hasn't been able to have one for a long,

long time. But now, she has bought a
lovely place in Long Beach, near the studio,

and has sent for her mother. It will be
the first time for years that mother and
daughter have lived together the year
round. Miss Kathleen's summers are al-

ways spent with her mother, but now her
summers and winters both will be spent that

way, until her two years contract with Bal-

boa shall have expired.

She paints beautifully, and her screen

work also gives her time for this, occasion-

ally. She is an extremely talented young
woman, and her friends call her a veritable

bundle of energy. This is no doubt the

reason she is able to live such a strenuous

life, despite her size, and apparent frailty.

She is constantly in the open, when it is

possible to be, riding horse-back, going on
long walks, or driving her swift little car.

It remains to be seen how the motion
picture public is going to welcome Miss
Kathleen—but if they are half as nice to

her as her vaudeville friends were, her
company will be satisfied. But from all ap-

pearances, her popularity is going to be

worldwide, for she is "catching on" in the

picture business like a veteran.

So here's welcome to you, Kathleen

!

May you stay long with us.
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VERY dog has its day anyway,
and so I'd just as well grant

same now. Moreover, these are

dog days, and we've got to take

heed of 'em oftentimes whether

we want to or not. So it is not amiss to

interview a part of the canine gentry abid-

ing in the photoplay world. Right away
you'll say, dogs
don't talk, but right

away I must contra-

dict you, because

dogs can express

themselves very
clearly without the

aid of the spoken
word. For instance,

let me tell you of my
dog, Fannie. She's

a perfect lady pos-

sessing feminine in-

stinct to a perfect

degree as she dem-
onstrates by her
habit of staying up
and worrying when
I'm late getting

home at night. And,
don't you think she

can't make her
thoughts known on
such occasions. Yes
siree, after display-

ing the usual signs

of relief over my
arrival at last, she

straightens up and
looks me squarely in

the eye and without
saying a word asks

me : "Where have
you been?" just as impressively as any
spouse ever could. And, if I should stagger

a bit (of course I never do) she would
bark most scoldingly. One morning after

I couldn't find one of my shoes high or low,

Fannie entered the room, saw my predica-

ment and promptly led me to my missing

footwear. She had seen me hang it on the

hall-tree. She later resurrected my hat

from under the bed where shoes should be

kept. And do you think she didn't say a

word? Well, you should have seen the

black look she gave yours truly, and you

'Friend or Foe?" E. K. Lincoln's dogs demanded

"Lay off of us," Fairbanks' dog demanded without wasting wor

should have heard that growl she emitted.

Douglas Fairbanks has a dog named Gin-

ger, who has the most expressive and im-

pressive wag on (not wagon) its tail I ever

interpreted. Why, with that perp every wag
has a little meaning all its own, and when
I interviewed him I got the answers to all

my questions via the tail route. But first

I must tell you something about Ginger. He
is the only creature that can imitate with

any great accuracy the athletic comedian in

his dare-devil screen stunts. Ginger is a

regular member of the Fairbanks' organiza-

tion, his salary being three biscuits a day
and a bath on Sunday. Doug is fond of his

dog, who, he contends, has the smile of a

human being and the "conversation of

a silver-tongued orator. In "A Regular

Guy," a late Fairbanks' photoplay, Gin-

ger does some things with telling effect.

But getting to my interview stuff—when
I called on Ginger I found him in his dress-

ing-room (a kennel to be accurate) making
up, not his face, but making up to a bone,

and he was in no mood to make up to me
because right off the bat he got the foolish

notion that I wanted the bone, something I

have never had a desire for in all my life.

"Nice day, Mr. Ginger," I said pleasantly

by way of trying to horn in and win some
congeniality.

"Br-r-r
—

" was the reply as he snatched

covetously at the bone.

"Pardon me, will you have a fresh one on

me?" I asked, whereupon Ginger looked at

me askance.

I made good quickly by tossing him a per-

fectly fresh bone, a commodity I always
carry around when hobnobbing in Dogland.
Instantly Ginger and I got on speaking

terms, and he told me all about it. First

of all he let me know that he enjoyed having
his picture taken by
wagging his tail at

the camera I carried.

He expressed the
wish to be photo-
graphed by getting

into a perfect pose

with his lord and
master, King Fair-

banks. One of his

poses with said boss

you will find here-

with. Look Ginger
squarely in the face

and see if you don't

understand that

what he is saying is,

"Lay off of us or

else." Believe me,
Ginger is capable of

making the most
stupid understand
such sentiments.

"What do you
think of Mr. Fair-

banks as an actor?"

I asked the dog as I

laid my hand affec-

tionately on the
star's shoulder.

Answer: One
warning snap at me,
which, interpreted

literally, means : "I think enough of him to

chew the ear off of anyone who dares touch

him with vicious intent."

At this juncture of the proceedings, Doug
{Continued on page 49)

... ^ , ..---..,. i... ,_. .. ..*•

Gloria Joy's dog "talked" right sassy like
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HERE are very few people

who have the privilege of

really knowing Bessie Barris-

cale.

Those who are lucky enough
visiting list know her, and the

lave worked with her in the

her, but the majority of actors

mum:

to be on her

artists who
studio know
and actresses around the Culver City plant

see her as she goes to or returns from her

work, a serious girl with thoughts centered

on her art. The moment Miss Bessie leaves

the studio entrance,

and indeed up to the

time she enters it,

she is quite another

person, full of fun

and mischief, bub-

bling over with the

joy of living and
ever thinking of her

friends.

She does not drive

alone—in fact, she
scarcely ever drives

a car herself—she

leaves that to her
hubby Howard
Hickman.
There are two

things which Miss
Barriscale insists on
at home, plenty of

fun and comfort.

They like home,
these two delightful

people, and spend

most of their private

time there. The
white lights of t h e

Pacific-coast-Broad-

way sees but little of

them, and their

downtown pilgrim-

ages are nearly al-

ways made to view
the latest photoplays

or to attend the the-

ater. There is a

motion picture house

just "round the

corner" from where
they live, and they

are well known
there. In fact, the

proprietor always

tries to see that they

get the same seats

when they attend.

She is entirely un-

affected, and her as-

tonishing success
has not turned her

pretty head in the

least. It must be

remembered that
she had a distin-

guished stage career,

and that Richard
Walton Tully wrote
"The Bird of Para-
dise" with Miss
Barriscale in view
for the main char-

acter, and that she created the role which
has also helped to make famous three other

actresses who followed her. She has in-

variably set a good example to follow too.

She also created the part of Rose in

"Rose of the Rancho" on the speaking

stage, a part which she also starred in for

the Lasky company, it being her first picture

experience. Among her many other suc-

cesses have been "Plain Jane," "A Corner
in Colleens," "The Snarl," "Cup of Life,"

"The Painted Lady," "The Mating," "The

Payment," 'Bullets and Brown Eyes," and
"The Reward."
At home she attends to her pretty garden,

confesses to reading a lot and to writing a
little, to enjoying comfy clothes and talking

quite a little, the Howard Hickman person
being an excellent listener. By the way, he
contributes to the gaiety of the household,

for he has a most even temper, and is a

good business man to boot, and, put your
ears close—he is actually in love with that

pretty wife of his, which may be bad news
to some gilded
youths, but it is a
fact which cannot be

overcome, strange
though it may ap-

pear.

And besides these

accomplishments we
are told that Miss
Barriscale k ,n o w s

how to bake a pie.

A real lemon mer-
ingue a la Barris-

cale. And, if we
are to believe those

who have tasted a

sample, it is some
pie. Not a Key-
stone or "prop" pie,

and assuredly not

the baker's product

one sees piled high

on the marble slabs

of the quick lunch

emporium. B u t a

real old-fashioned

lemon meringue pie

that "melts in the

mouth."
One of these pies

was prepared and
eaten by this dainty

little star and her

leading man, Charles

K. French, in one of

the last scenes of the

latest Tr i a n g 1 e

Kay-Bee production,

"Hater of Men."
Miss Barriscale

could have easily

"faked" the scenes,

which show her,
making this pie, but

she desired to con-

vince her associates

of her ability as a

pastry mistress.

And, after partak-

ing of it, the mem-
bers of the company
insisted upon having

a recipe.

"Oh, I can make
better pastries than

that," Miss Barris-

cale says. "I think

if I hadn't gotten

into the theatrical

profession, I would
have been a special-

ist in cooking."
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Julian Eltinge, Famous Feminine Impersonator

inge, the internationally celebrated im-

personator of feminine roles. Ar-
rangements have just been concluded
between Mr. Eltinge and Jesse L.

Lasky for this popular actor to make
his motion-picture debut under the

new selective booking arrangement
which is to go into effect on August
5th.

Julian Eltinge has just completed his
second season in the successful comedy,
"Cousin Lucy," in which he has toured the
country. He has traveled all over Europe
in his various successful plays after com-

pleting wonderfully lucrative seasons in

New York. His fame is further perpetu-

ated by the erection of the Eltinge Theater

in New York—an honor which is accorded

to few actors.

Mr. Eltinge is the one man who has

been able to appear in feminine char-

acterizations upon the stage without

losing a certain measure of respect

either from members of his own, or

of the opposite sex. The fact that he

is just "Bill" Eltinge to his legion of

friends and that he refuses to dis-

cuss feminine fashions even for much-
coveted publicity, are indicative of the

caliber of the man. He weighs 175

pounds, and is accomplished with his

fists as he is with his ankles. He is

forced to keep continuously in train-

ing because any lapse would render it im-

possible for him to wear the complicated

and distinctly confining gear which is part

of the feminine foibles which he presents

upon the stage.

A PAGE FROM MARY GARDEN'S DIARY
(WRITTEN IN PARIS IN MAY, 1917)

For a week I have been witnessing sights
that I never believed could happen even in

volatile France. I have been privileged to

watch the French people's demonstration in

behalf of the United States, their new ally

in the war.
I have heard "The Star-Spangled Ban-

ner" played on every conceivable occasion

;

by musicians who know our national air and
by many others who obviously did not know
it; I have heard it hummed and sung and
whistled to the accompaniment of applause
and cheers.

"Dixie" challenges the Parisian ear al-

most as quickly as it does our good Yankees
in America. This favorite air of the South
is frantically applauded daily by French
auditors, who accept it as one of our na-
tional airs, rather than a musical contribu-
tion of one of the sections of our nation.

"Suwanee River" and Sousa's marches are

other airs now immensely popular in Paris.

When the United States Senate, long past

midnight, passed the war resolution at

Washington, Paris thrilled instantly, for the

radio brought the news in a few minutes
and the French nation realized that her

sister republic overseas had cast the die in

behalf of human liberty.

The most intense interest is taken here in

the plan to bring American troops to France
—for France, when it wishes to be, is the

most sentimental of nations, and will glory

in a national gratuity or exchange of sol-

diers after one hundred and forty odd years

to show that the memory of Lafayette and
Rochambeau's services still persists in the

western world.

It may not be generally known in the

United States that there are 50,000 Ameri-
cans already in the ranks of the allies at the

battle-front. A large portion of these

Americans are, of course, in the Red Cross

and ambulance services. Scores of Ameri-
can scientists and physicians are here la-

boring for stricken humanity, but the

remainder of the males are either in the in-

fantry, artillery or aviation divisions sub-

ject to the will of the entente.

Between the nights when I sing here at

the Comique and the time that I must take

for rest between performances, I still find

time to give attention to the hospital.

On several occasions since my return

here in the middle of March, I have in-

tended writing of an odd work that many
women, myself among them, commissioned
themselves to do. France rightly and cor-

rectly persists in giving its fighting soldiers

respites and furloughs. Men who have been
under heavy fire at the front are withdrawn
and have the opportunity to steady their

nerves before going back into battle.
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HE works of Tolstoy, Dostoev-
sky, Turgenieff, Sienkiewicz,
Pushkin, Ostrovsky and Andri-
eff in filmed form will soon be
as familiar to the patrons of

American motion picture theaters as they
are now familiar in book form to the cul-

tured publics of all the European countries.

The Russian Art Film Corporation has just

started a gigantic campaign for the popular-
ization of these authors throughout the

United States. The better known of their

novels are already to be had in the public

libraries, and the culture of the young
American high school graduate or college

alumnus is not considered complete without

some knowledge of these works. But a

film library of Russian fiction and drama,
now being assembled, will interest millions

where a written library attracts thousands.

The two leading dramatists of Russia are

A. N. Ostrovsky and Leonid Andrieff. The
plays of Ostrovsky, who was born in 1824
and died in 1886, have held the Russian
stage for three quarters of a century. He
is the creator of the national drama as

well as the pioneer of the unique Russian
scenic effects. Ostrovsky depicts with the

utmost realism, satire and comedy the life

of the middle classes. But he rises to ter-

rific heights of passion, too, as in his

powerful drama of the eternal triangle,

"The Storm."

Leonid Andrieff is the indisputable leader

of contemporary Slavonic drama. There is

a poetic or symbolic strain to this work, but

he is less of a literary "high-brow" than

the Belgian symbolist Maeterlinck. Andri-
eff's principal dramas include "The Life of

Man," "The Black Maskers," "The Sabine

"

Woman" and "Anathema," all of which
have been translated into the chief Euro-
pean languages. A new play by him is an
event in both literary and dramatic circles.

The great dramatist is still in the prime of

A BOUQUET OF ROSES
By GEORGE EDGAR FRYE

Bring red roses, summer's glory, messen-
gers of love,

Each sweet bud unfolds its story wafted
from above.

Symbol of a Star's devotion to the Pic-

ture Screen,
Splendid in its fine emotion, worthy of a

Queen.
In portrayal of Love's passion, clutching

at the heart,

Every reel in Filmland fashion mirror-
ing her art!

Bringing to the work incentive with an
artist's zest,

Acting in each play intentive to achieve
the best.

Romping as a Colleen merry, mischievous
and wild,

Radiant as a nymph or fairy, winsome
as a child.

In whatever role essaying to amuse and
please,

Smiles and tears alike displaying by her
subtleties.

Captive held by charms alluring at her
feet we kneel,

Ardently our faith assuring as these
lines reveal.

Loyalty our pledge imposes to our Prin-
cess BESS,

Every word and thought discloses love
and tenderness.

COUNT LEO TOLSTOY
World famous Author-Reformer of Russia whose

"War and Peace" and other stories have been

adapted to the screen

life, having been born in Orel in 1871, and
twenty years more of good work may be
expected from his pen.

The filming of stage plays from these and
other masters of the boards has been more
than paralleled in Russia by screen adapta-

tions direct from great novelists. It is gen-

erally acknowledged that the Slav novelists

tower head and shoulders above any other

national school, Great Britain and France
alone excepted. Tolstoy has celebrated the

glories of Russia rolling back the tide of

Napoleonic invasion ; Sienkiewicz, the mar-
tial grandeur of antique Poland in age-

long war with all its neighbors and with

itself.

No one can fail to realize the spectacular

possibilities of Tolstoy's "War and Peace,"

or, on the other hand, Sienkiewicz's

mighty trilogy, "With Fire and Sword,"
"The Deluge" and "Pan Michael." One
finds such pieces highly popular in Russian

picture theaters, and can reasonably predict

their successful vogue over here.

The Henryk Sienkiewicz just named is

best known in this country as the author of

"Quo Vadis." He is a Pole of Lithuanian

ancestry, profoundly cultured by travel and

study, and voicing the national genius of
Poland.

Count Leo Tolstoy, Russia's greatest

Nineteenth Century figure, is such a myriad-
sided personality that the films at their best

can present him only in his aspect of superb
storyteller. Born to every luxury, he led

the wayward life of the young nobility,

fought bravely through the Crimean War,
sobered down into a good family man, a
philanthropic landlord and a writer of phil-

osophic fiction ; then in later life became
strongly imbued with the idea of the wick-
edness of human institutions, and adopted
the simple, primitive Christ life as he un-
derstood it. His death occurred a few
years ago during a lonely pilgrimage he
had undertaken from his home at Yasnaya
Polyana, where his family still clung to the

conventional ideals of property, marriage
and the State. Obviously Tolstoy's action

stories, rather than his doctrinal books or

his more philosophic novels, fit the require-

ments of the screen ; six or seven of the

former category have been filmed with great

success.

Next in mental stature to Tolstoy come
F. M. Dostoevsky, the thrilling portrayer

of Russia's heritage of crime and suffering,

and I. S. Turgenieff, the exquisite Meis-
sonier of Russian fictional art, Dostoevsky,

who was born in 1822 and died in 1881, ac-

tually served a long Siberian exile at hard
labor, which had been commuted from the

(Continued on page 51)

A. N. OSTROVSKY
The master dramatist of the Russian theatre many

of whose works have been recently filmed

for the screen
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The Beloved Adventuress

ULIETTE LA MONDE was a

musical comedy star, and she

knew life. Although she was
admired and sought after by
practically all the men who

came under her magic influence, she loved

only Morgan Grant, a man of the world,

who, because of his infatuation for Juliette,

had grown weary of his wife, Martha, from
whom he wished to be free. Frankly con-

fessing his desire to wed another, he de-

manded a divorce from his helpmate, but
her religion prevented her from giving the

liberty he wanted.
"But I'll not have you bothered with me

if you don't care for me," she said. "I

promise you now I will never see you again,

it makes no difference what sorrow it means
for me."
Thus it came about that Martha left her

husband, and he did not show the slightest

trace of regret over the tragic event. He
was entirely too consumed by his ardor for

the charming Juliette, who, he had decided,

was indispensable to his future happiness.

Juliette was not such a bad sort of girl

either. In fact, she had many laudable

traits, and she was not reprehensible for

most of her faults, as she had been forced

to her way of living by the stern, unfor-

giving and unrelenting attitude assumed by
her step-father towards her. Not even her

mother could dissuade this man from in-

sisting that Juliette be cast out and kept so.

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Amy Barker Katherine Johnston
JuuETTE L,a Monde Kitty Gordon
Henry L,a Monde Jack Drumier
Mrs. La Monde Inez Shannon
FrancinE (7 years old) Madge Evans
FrancinE (17 years old) ....Lillian Cook
Doctor Stewart Robert Forsyth
Jan Moritz Edward Elkas
Morgan Grant Frederick Truesdell
Phieip Stewart William Sherwood
Martha Grant Pinna Nesbit
Critic R. Payton Gibbs

(Produced by Peerless. Released by World)

The girl's mother dreamed and prayed for

her constantly. She was most discontented

in her enforced separation from her daugh-

ter, but she was utterly incapable of com-
bating her husband. Worry over the situ-

ation into which she had been forced by

Fate, brought this poor mother to her bed

with a severe illness.

She hovered between life and death for

several weeks, and it was on the night when
Juliette scored her most sensational hit in a

new musical revue that the mother died.

Juliette had just finished her performance

when she received the telegram announcing

her mother's death. Overcome by grief she

rushed to her parental domicile, and her

sorrow was intensified by the cruel treat-

ment accorded her by her step-father from

the minute she arrived.

"How dare you who have disgraced the

family to enter my home?" demanded the

irate man as he tore the young woman away
from the bier of her mother.

"But I have the right to pay my respect

to my own mother," Juliette replied stoutly.

"You have no right in my home at all,"

the man declared, and thereupon he forcibly

assisted the overwhelmed girl out to the

street.

One week later he sailed for England,
accompanied by his own seven-year-old

daughter, Francine, who had no knowledge
of Juliette's connection with her family.

Ten years elapsed, and although they

made many surface changes, the heart of

Juliette was constant to Morgan Grant. She
expressed profound gratitude to him for

having made her happy through all the

years, but his ardor was beginning to cool

just a little.

In England, Francine, unhappy with her

silent, brooding father, attended a con-

vent. Martha Grant, then a teacher in that

particular institution, had never spoken to

anyone of the sorrow which weighted her

down. She became friendly with Francine.

In fact, she soon fostered an affection for

the pretty, young girl. It was about at the

time this friendship was developing that

Juliette wrote to her step-father and asked

forgiveness. She also asked that he send

Francine to her, so that she may make
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amends by her devotion to her younger sis-

ter. The receipt of this letter infuriated

Henry La Monde. Alone in his library he
paced the floor wildly as he raged. He
permitted his hatred for Juliette to gain too

full a control over him. The tragic result

was he died as he still clutched savagely at

his step-daughter's letter. A stroke of

apoplexy had proven fatal. Francine
reached the home a few minutes later and
discovered the lifeless body of her father.

Naturally she took from his death-grasp

Juliette's letter, which she read with the

keenest interest. Her perusal of the letter

recalled to her mind the day on which her

father had driven from their home the beau-

tiful stranger. Then it was for the first

time that she realized she had a sister, and
that sister was Juliette. She decided to join

her in America at once.

Receiving a cable that Francine would ar-

rive in America, Juliette made some radical

changes in her mode of living. She sent

Morgan Grant from her home, and re-

moved all suggestions of the masculine

from the rooms. When Grant revolted at

being sent away from her, she reminded
him that she thought it was a great sacrifice

for her to do so, Francine was only a little

girl and they must be fair to her by giving

her a correct start. Dr. Stewart, an old ac-

quaintance, was greatly pleased with Juli-

ette's arrangements forFrancine's reception.

Amy Barker, returning on the same
steamer with Francine, introduced her to

the young smart set as well

as the ritual of cocktail

drinking. On the day of

her arrival, a real

mother awaited Fran-
cine, in the person of

Juliette. She was
very proud and happy
in her ability to be
kind to Francine.

Dr. Stewart's son,

Philip, who had won
many honors at West
Point, lived with his

father in the house
adjoining Juliette's.

He had become inter-

ested in Francine.

Several months
later, returning from
a trip through the

West, Morgan Grant
visited Juliette and
came upon Francine.

He introduced him-
self as an old friend

of Juliette's. He was
pleasantly surprised

to find her a beauti-

ful young girl, instead

of the noisy, gawky
schoolgirl he had ex-

pected, and he did not

conceal his admir-
ation.

When Grant com-
plained to Juliette of

her changed behavior

toward him, she told

him the responsibility

of bringing up a little

sister had changed
her, bringing a moth-
er's happiness, unlike

any other. When she

intimated that she
was looking forward
to a match between
Francine and Philip

Stewart, he called Juliette a fool for enter-

taining such thoughts so soon. She told

him marriage is the sweetest lot of a

woman, for then she can have children.

Grant did not share her views.

A few days later, Amy Barker intro-

duced Francine to another phase of "real

life," which entailed smoking and drinking
in the company of cafe lounge lizards.

Juliette was shocked to find that Francine
had been smoking, but Francine responded
that Amy Barker and all smart girls smoked
and drank. Grant watched them cynically.

Francine thought herself worldly wise, and
far above the love of such young men as

Philip Stewart. Philip was heartbroken,

but his father did his best to comfort him.

Juliette came upon Francine puffing at

Morgan's cigarette, on a dare. After send-

ing Francine to dress, Juliette embraced
Grant, and was shocked to find that he was
indifferent to her caresses, having become
interested in Francine. She realized that

the inevitable had happened—he had be-

come tired of her.

Francine told Juliette that she had re-

jected Philip Stewart. Juliette did not hide

her disappointment.

Piqued because Juliette did not approve
of her friendship with Francine, Amy
Barker told Francine about Juliette's past.

Francine was almost crushed by the knowl-
edge, but with it came the satisfaction that

Juliette would no longer have the right to

dictate to her as she had always done.

Juliette cams open Francine p«fisiij et Morgan's cigarette

Morgan Grant proved that the heart of a
man is ageless. Having become infatuated
with Francine he did not hide it, but was a
bit uneasy about Juliette. She saw Morgan
kissing Francine, who drank in every word
as he made love to her.

To better guard Francine, Juliette had
kept her secret locked in her heart. She
intercepted a note from Morgan to Fran-
cine, saying he expected Francine at his

apartment at four that afternoon. Francine
told Juliette she had no right to advise a
young girl in view of her past. Juliette

could not answer the charge.

Morgant Grant, expecting Francine, dis-

missed his servants for the day. When
Francine prepares to go to Grant, Juliette

locked her into her room, instructing the

servants not to free her. Then Juliette went
to Grant's apartment, and when Grant ac-

cused her of jealousy, she told him it was
love for him and duty to Francine that

prompted her action.

Juliette was willing to let Grant marry
Francine if he would secure a divorce from
his wife, but he held that a man of his

type could never remarry. When Juliette

pleaded her love for him, he told her that

was of the dead past, and asked her to leave

his apartment, but she wanted him to write

Francine that he would never see her again,

because he did not love her. When he re-

fused she shot him. Immediately overcome
by remorse, Juliette pleaded for forgiveness.

Realizing the strength of his love for

Juliette, Grant could not let

her suffer in the case of his

death. He wrote a con-

f e s s. i o n indicating

that tired of living he

ended his life. Be-
fore he died, Grant
asked Juliette's for-

giveness, and assured

her of his great love

for her.

Juliette told Fran-

cine of Grant's death,

and though at first

she seemed overcome
by the fact that her

great adventure had
been thwarted, sor-

row left but a slight

scar on her heart.

She later accepted

Philip's renewed pro-

posal of marriage.

They were married

and Juliette called

G o d's blessing on
them as they started

on their honeymoon.
Two months later,

somewhere in France,

working out her
destiny in the divine

service of mankind,

was Juliette. As a

Red Cross nurse, she

had occasion, at the

sacrifice of her own
life, to save Martha
Grant from the fire

of the enemy. It was
a most heroic act, and
a fateful one. It gave

Juliette her one op-

portunity to atone

for the wrongs which
she had caused to be

inflicted upon an in-

nocent third member
of the eternal tri-
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" How dare you who have disgraced the family to enter my home
!

'

Hia ardor was beginning to cool just a little after ten years

angle. True, she was frightfully injured,

but this did not prevent her from feeling a

deep sense of gratification.

"I am oh so glad I have been of some
little service to you at last after doing you
so much harm," Juliette whispered huskily

as she lay prostrate on a stretcher in a

field hospital.

Martha was too choked up by her emo-
tions to make reply. Juliette noted the

woman's tears and extended her hand to

her adding weakly though with profound
earnestness

:

"Can you and will you forgive me." she

answered.

Martha dropped to her knees heavily and
buried her head in her former rival's pillow,

crying: "Yes, I do forgive you. It has all

been a life tragedy from which there was
no escape for any of us. I forgive you
with all my heart."

There was a prolonged silence. Both
women were sobbing. The very atmosphere
seemed surcharged with intensified sadness.

Even the hardened attending physicians and
attaches were moved to tears. The cause

was so obvious, for 'twas a repetition of

the biblical warning: "As ye sow, so shall

ye reap." An adventuress, always beloved

and feted, had come to her moment of resti-

tution because she had failed to keep within

the bounds of propriety in the days when
her heart ruled her head so far that she un-

consciously perpetrated an injustice that she

might gain her own happiness, which, after

all, proved exceedingly fitting.

"You are so wonderfully good, and I am
happy to know you still have a chance to

win your happiness, for so long as there is

life there is hope," Juliette then murmured
with very great effort.

"But you can have the same chance too,

you can recover from your wounds,"
Martha replied half-apprehensively and
hal f-confidently.

Juliette could only shake her head in the

negative while a wan smile played around
her colorless lips. A moment later the last

spark of life left her body, and she breathed
no more.

She has died in the ranks for the cause
of humanity ; she has proven that the con-
trolling spirit of her being has been heroic

righteousness, but for the love of a man she

had erred grievously in her mcu.ua of liv-

ing. In death she had one sincere mourner
-—the woman who had lost her place in the

sun of joy because of the rivalry she

offered. And the body of Juliette La-
Monde was laid to rest wrapped in the

colors of America.
She had won this honor fairly.

Some Inside Information on the Motion Picture Art By colin campbell
| ; ti;l![li:llll!ll!:i:ii:i:i!!:i!!!:li!Uiiil[l;ii;cn!!!llIlll

The motion picture art and industry has

made great strides during the past few
years, probably no other line of endeavor
has earned a greater or more artistic ad-

vancement. I well remember the period

when a motion picture theater consisted of

a bed-sheet, and a phonograph, and some
camp chairs. Today the beautiful theaters

everywhere attest to the dignity and worth
of motion pictures.

The production of the picture has ad-

vanced also, and the methods in vogue to-

day are entirely dissimilar to those of

yesterday. Direction and photography have

both greatly improved.

From my point of view, however, it is

the acting before the camera that has made
gigantic advances. The grimaces and the

exaggerated gesticulations formerly in-

dulged in by the actor or actress before the

camera have given place to more artistic

work. It is no longer necessary for an actor

to tear his hair in order to register grief, the

art of suggesting some emotion rather than

exaggerating it has been developed.

It is to the director of pictures that the

public must thank for the higher art of

screen acting. The director has made the

motion picture comedy or drama his con-

tinual study, he has sought ways and means
by which his actors could improve their art

before the camera and it is to the director

that credit for higher art in motion picture

REALISM
A tired farmer wandered in

To see a movie scene or two,
The crowded city's heated din
Had warmed him through and through.

He looked at scenes of glaciers flat,

And bleak snow spaces cold and still,

They were so realistic that
The farmer had a chill!

—By George B. Staff.

acting should be given. With few excep-

tions, the motion picture director of today

directs all details of his production. He
approves of the locations, the interior set-

tings and above all the actor or actress

rarely makes a move that is not first thought

out and dictated by the director. The di-

rector of today must rise or fall by his pic-

tures. He it is that is censored when details

go wrong, and to him should be given the

credit, very frequently, when the screen

star scores an unusual success.

In the details of stage settings the mo-
tion picture has also materially advanced.
Expensive furnishings, deep sets, beautiful

outdoor scenic effects all are the result of

careful study on the part of the director and
his staff and all the time the energetic direc-

tor is striving to improve to advance in the

art.

The motion picture public, perhaps, does
not always appreciate the man behind the

gun—the individual who directs the char-

acters, is responsible for their work and
is responsible for the worth of the com-
pleted production. Very often he must
rewrite or radically change the scenario

handed him ; he must combat "tempera-
ment," he must be responsible for a produc-
tion in which is invested a fortune, and, de-

spite handicaps, he must bring out a picture

that will sell.
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H, I'm <joinsr to take a rest cure !"

dainty little Viola Dana, Metro
star, came running out of the

stage setting in which she had
been working at the Rolfe-

Columbia studios, clapping her hands in

glee. "Mr. Collins, my director, says he

doesn't need me tomorrow, so I'm going to

take a rest."

"And will that be the extent of your rest

cure?" I asked.

"Of course ! I shall feel like a new per-

son after a good day's rest. Don't you want
to come up to the house and help me rest?"

"Help you ? Can you rest with somebody
around ?"

"Certainly, if it's somebody I like all

right," said this amazing little creature.

Of course I was dying to come and see

her, because I'd been pleading for a long

while for a chance to interview the little

star, but it seemed unfair to take advantage

of her day at home for such a purpose, and
I said so.

"Oh, don't interview me, for goodness
sake!" said Miss Dana. "But I'd love to

have you come up and help me spend a lazy

day. Come early ! I don't sleep late."

So it was at an hour when many screen

and stage luminaries on a day's leave of ab-

sence are still getting their beauty sleep

that I arrived at the handsome apartment
hotel where Miss Dana makes her home.
"Sei.u 'hex right up," was the cheering

answer, and the little star, who greeted me
from among the pillows, said she had al-

ready been awake for some time. She
was indulging in the luxury of a cup of

coffee in bed.

"I never do this except when I spend a

day at home," she said. "Usually, I get up
and dress, have breakfast, and go down
to the studio immediately. No mooning
around when there's work to be done. But
today is different. Won't you have some
coffee ?

"I suppose you wonder why I live in an
apartment hotel. I'll tell you the honest
reason. I love to keep house so much that

I should neglect my picture work for it.

And as that's how I earn my living, I

mustn't neglect it, must I? I love to fuss

around with cooking and gardens and cats

—everything that helps to make up a home.
Really, if Mr. Karger is wise he will insist

that as long as I work for Metro I must
never have a home of my own to take care
of." She was referring to Maxwell Kar-
ger, who guides the destinies of the Rolfe
and Columbia studios.

"Well, it's time I was up and dressed.

One, two, three ! Out goes she !" With a
bound she had jumped out of bed and had
run for her morning "tub" to the bath-
room, where the faithful Mrs. Van had
turned on the water. Coming back and slip-

ping into a soft, befrilled and ruffled negli-

gee, she grabbed the hairbrush. "Now I

must do my fifty strokes."

I watched her with envious admiration.

"Oh, how lovely to do the things you ought
to do !"

"Yes ; isn't it brave of me ? I do it night
and morning, fifty strokes each time. Also,

A restful hour before going to bed

I brush my eyebrows," she said, taking a

tiny camel's hair arrangement and suiting

the action to the word. "When I was little

my mother would never let me neglect it,

and I got into the habit. It's awfully good
for your arm muscles, too."

The hair-brushing over, and the simple

little coiffure neatly arranged, Mrs. Van
came and helped her into a crisp little morn-
ing dress.

"But I thought you were going to rest," I

said. "Most girls keep a kimona on when
they're just going to lounge around."

inn

Fifty strokes every morning

"Of course I'm going to rest," said this

energetic little creature. "I'm resting this

very minute. But to save my life I couldn't

do, it in a kimona. Except when I'm just

going to bed or just getting up, a kimona
tires me to death. If I'm up and well, I

want my clothes on." And she gave a

final pat to a big satin bow that adorned the

front of her dress. "Now let's look at the

morning's mail."

A servant had brought up a big package
of letters from numerous Viola Dana ad-

mirers throughout the country, and the little

star now sat down at her writing desk to

read them.
"Ill just answer the urgent ones now,"

she said. "The others can wait until after

you are gone. But I do like to take care of

them promptly, because if I don't they pile

up so that I can't handle them."
"Have you tried having a secretary?"

"Oh, of course. Secretary after secre-

tary—they've followed each other in rapid

succession in and out of my employ."
"Couldn't you get a good one?"
"Oh, yes, they were all good. But what's

the fun of getting mail if you don't read it

yourself? I feel a personal interest in the

people who write to me—but I can't do it

if someone just tells me that I've had a let-

ter from Jennie Jones of Jonesville. Some-
how, it takes all the heart out of it. Here
are some perfectly lovely letters. If you
don't mind reading a book or a newspaper
for a little while, I'll just answer them."

I looked up a few minutes later and
found her smiling at a photograph over her

desk. It was a picture of a baby.

"Cunning, isn't he?" I exclaimed.

"Yes. That's little Charles Bancroft
Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Phillips's

baby. I'm crazy about that baby, and I

keep his picture up there to cheer me when
anything goes wrong. No matter how
badly I feel, I just look up at Charlie and
he makes me smile."

"What's wrong now?"
"Why, somebody sent a letter intended

for me all the way to England to my sister

Edna ; she's had to send it back to me, and
the little girl who asked the question has

been waiting all this time for her answer.

It made me feel so blue I just had to look

at little Charlie until he made me smile.

But the little girl won't have to wait for

her answer any longer. Now, give me
some roses on one side of me, and my cloi-

sonne vase on the other, and I'll be per-

fectly happy again."

This remarkable little creature is the

efficiency expert of her own life. Knowing
the things that will make her happy, she

keeps herself fortified against the mis-

chances of a capricious world, so that tears

are soon succeeded by smiles. She has a

special fondness for roses, and is never

without them.

"If I feel unaccountably blue in the

morning when I wake up," said Miss Dana,

"I ask the maid to bring me some roses in

a hurry. They do the work, for their appeal

is irresistible. I don't see how anyone could

be insensible to the beauty and the frag-

(Continued on page 52)



a enHOW THEY DO IT
a day with MONTAGOE LOVE AT THE STUDIO

1
9.00 o'clock A. M., and from then until 5.30 P. M., with the exception of

n hour for luncheon, Mr. Love works, sometimes strenuously
6.00 P. M., the end of a perfect day, and our Mr. Love'i

fancy turns smilingly to recreation
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INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT THE CLAN THAT ACTS

William Russell and Charlotte Burton are

married. They tried hard to keep it quiet, but

of course the news leaked out. They are a

most popular couple. They have settled down

at Bill's ranch. _

Johnny and Emma Ray, long favorites on

the musical comedy and vaudeville stage, have

uncovered a cycle of photoplay comedies

sponsored by General Film Company, in which

the curious collar and funny face of Johnny

are balanced by the queenly stature of Emma.
They are making canned laughs wholesale now

in a studio at Cliffside, N. J.

Richard Tuckeri, formerly of the Edison

Studios Stock Co., whose work before the

camera has always measured up to the 100 per

cent, standard, has temporarily forsaken pic-

tures and enlisted in the U. S. Marine Corps

where, at present, and until he is assigned

definitely, he is engaged in the Publicity De-

partment as lecturer. Mr. Tucker will visit a

great many theaters during the next few

weeks and lecture on life in the Marine Corps.

The "Castle bob" bids fair to be a permanent

institution.

Women anxious to know whether Mrs. Ver-

non Castle's hair will be longer in motion pic-

tures than it was when she danced herself to

fame may be reassured. It will not. If the

talented star seems to have forsaken the chic

mode she introduced they may be sure she's

wearing a wig.

"I don't think I'll ever let my hair grow long

again," says the famous Pathe star. "I've

worn it so long this way it wouldn't seem

natural in any other fashion. Can you imagine

one old and gray, but with hair bobbed ? Well,

I shall be that way one day if I live long

enough." _

Thomas Santschi was accorded a warm wel-

come when in Chicago, recently. Santschi, in

the good old days, formerly resided in Chicago

where he appeared in stock, and it was in the

Windy City that he made his first appearance

in the films at the studio of the Selig Com-
pany. There is no more popular or versatile

film star than Thomas Santschi. Enumerated

among his recent successes are John Mentor,

in "Beware of Strangers"; "Bill" O'Shaugh-

nessy in "Who Shall Take My Life?"; Boris

in "The Garden of Allah." Santschi lives in

Los Angeles, likes to motor and to engage in

athletic sports.
,

William Russell is not only the star, but

also the author of "Pride and the Man," now
being shown on the Mutual program. In

"Pride and the Man," Mr. Russell appears as

Handsome Jack Bronson, the champion heavy-

weight and idol of the ring. The greater part

of the story is founded on incidents in the life

of Mr. Russell during the several years he

held the eastern championship as gentleman

boxer.

Charlie Chaplin is serious in his ambition to

accumulate a cold ten million dollars before it

comes time for him to retire. He says he is

anxious to show what can be accomplished by a
fellow who started at the bottom of the ladder.

Thomas F. O'Malley, who appears in the

support of Mabel Taliaferro in "The Will-o'-the-

Wisp," claims to have played more Irish parts

than any other actor on the American stage.

He played with Agnes Robertson, the original

"Colleen Bawn," on her final American tour,

and acted in "The Shaughraun," "Arrah na
Pogue," and other Irish dramas written by her

famous husband, Dion Boucicault. He was in

the original production of "The Ivy Leaf" with

William H. Powers. His first appearance in an
Irish part was as a child in 1866. He played

with Joseph Murphy in "The Kerry Gow," and
with Andrew Mack in a revival of "Arrah na

Pogue," in the latter play being considered the

best Michael Feeney who ever attempted the

part. Other Irish parts were played in the

companies of Barney Williams and W. J. Flor-

ence. Mr. O'Malley was born in Ireland, but

was brought to this country by his parents

when an infant. _

Mary Pickford's principal business manager
is her mother, whose decisions are final in all

matters of business.

A nurse's class has been formed at the Tri-

angle-Ince studios under Dr. R. S. Moore, an
ex-Army surgeon. Under Dr. Moore's super-

vision a perfectly equipped hospital ward has

been fitted out, and here he holds classes each

day. Chief among his pupils are Enid Ben-

nett, Sylvia Bremer and Olive Thomas. They
are being trained in every branch of the Red
Cross work, including the use of anesthetics,

various methods of bandaging wounds and
giving first aid.

Captain Leslie T. Peacocke, widely known
as a short story writer, scenario editor, poet,

actor and screen star, returns to the screen

in support of Jackie Saunders in her latest

production for Mutual, entitled "Betty Be
Good." Captain Peacocke has more than 200

short stories to his credit, and is the author

. of more than 400 original photoplays and 40

adaptations. He is the author of "Sunshine
and Gold," one of the Jackie Saunders fea-

tures which will shortly be released through
Mutual.

The eccentricities of the screen fan have
often been published, but the one that takes the

cake, arrived today from the Douglas Fair-

banks publicity office.

The story reads that an admirer of Douglas
Fairbanks spent forty dollars in telephone

charges, talking to her favorite screen actor

in Los Angeles, from Dover, New Jersey, the

home of the film-mad maiden. During her five

minutes of conversation, Miss Betsy Jennings

complained about a poor photograph she had
received in the morning's mail, and implored

Fairbanks to send her a new one immediately

by special delivery.

"But why call me from a distance of thirty-

five hundred miles?" asked Douglas.

"Well," stuttered Betsy, "principally to find

out if you smoke, chew or drink—and also if

makeup hurts your face—and do you receive

many letters a day from admirers?"

Something happened to the transcontinental

connection, for Fairbanks, who has a keen

sense of humor, complained about being dis-

connected.

LOOKING PLEASANT FOR THE FANS

Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks on band to greet Al Licbtman, general manager of Artcraft, -who is now
visiting in Los Angeles. Left to right, bottom row—Al Licbtman, general manager Artcraft, Jobn Emerson,
Doug's Director, Mrs. Pickford, Mary Pickford, and Smiling "Doug." Second row—Arthur S. Kane, westcoast
manager for Artcraft, Jack Pickford, M. H. Lewis, Los Angeles representative for Paramount, and Ted Hemmer
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'ROBABLY the most conspicu-

ous animal actor on the screen

is "Teddy," the Great Dane of

the Triangle-Keystone Com-
pany. Teddy draws a salary

of one hundred dollars a week, and he

is worth it. He has endeared himself to

thousands of picture lovers, because para-

doxical as it may seem, Teddy, while a

salaried actor, is not a trick dog. Accord-
ing to his master, who raised him from a

pup, the big, intelligent dog has never been
taught a trick in his life. In moving pic-

tures as in "The Nick of Time Baby," in

which he and the baby carry off the honors,

or "Teddy at the Throttle" or "The Dog
Catcher's Love," two of his other big suc-

cesses, he has been directed just as his

human companions in the play were. The
only difference is that the actors are re-

hearsed before the camera cranks, and it is

not necessary to rehearse Teddy.

It is not possible to exaggerate this dog's

intelligence, he understands every word or

sign. From the time his master took the

ungainly, lovable pup from its mother, he

made a pal of him, petting and talking to

him just as he would to a child. Teddy
evinced interest from the first with the con-

versational attitude of his master, and it was
not long before he began to master the

English language, until today there is no
question about his understanding every

word addressed to him. When his director

is putting him through the routine action of

the play, the dog pays
studious at- ^^gggHHBH

tention

what is going on as the most ambitious ac-

tor in the company. The director uses both
words and signs in telling Teddy what to do
before the camera, and it is rarely

that he makes a mistake ; he ap- ^^
parently absorbs with grave
attention not only the direc-

tions given him, but

also the conversations

that go on between
the director and other

members of the cast.

Teddy is a star in

every sense of the

word, from his long-

term contract which
calls for one hundred
dollars a week to his

rating on the adver-

tising of the produc-

tions in which he is

billed as a topliner.

Outside of working
hours Teddy is a one

man dog, and pays
slight attention to

anyone but h i s

master. He is gentle

with children but
makes it evident that

he does not like their

attention, always noz-

zling away from them
with lofty indiffer-

ence. At present a

tiny kitten at the studio is his sole playmate.

However, this characteristic of Teddy's

does not keep him from being the pet of the

fg» «P i i
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As a member of the Red Cross he does valiant service

Teddy upward-bound

studio ; every man, woman and child loves

the Great Dane and never tire of watching
him act before the camera. He is an ex-

ample of what love and judicious training

can do for a dumb brute, and his natural,

easy performance of the tasks given him
stand out in marked contrast to those of

animals that more frequently than not have
felt the lash of the trainer's whip. Teddy
has never had a cross word or a whipping
in his life, and it stands to reason that he

never will. He and his master fraternize

as man to man, and the dog demonstrates

that he appreciates the comradeship.

Recently Teddy, with the same calm that

he follows his director's instructions, staged

an impromptu act of his own which, un-

fortunately, it was impossible to screen.

One of the prettiest of the young actresses

got caught in a burning tenement, which

was being consumed for picture purposes.

Teddy, who was not in the act, was back of

the set. The girl missed her cue to jump
to the waiting hero in front, became con-

fused and doubtless would have been badly

burned if Teddy had not gone to the rescue.

He is capable of making tremendous leaps,

and without hesitation he dashed into the

burning house, seized the girl by the dress
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and dragged her out the back way to safety.

And now, not to be outdone by his human
actor friends, Teddy is preparing to follow

the colors, and has enlisted in Red Cross.

Charles Murray, the Keystone comedian,

to tie up the wound and seek aid at the

nearest hospital base. For those soldiers

who are able to help themselves, Teddy
carries a first-aid kit, which contains nar-

cotics, bandages, and other surgical appli-

paid for Teddy's training in the Red Cross, ances with which the wounded soldier can

and should the dog be called to service he bind up his own wounds and gain tempor-

will be thoroughly capable of performing ary relief until aid comes

the many brave deeds attributed to the

canine heroes of the trenches. Teddy has

already become an expert in securing a

bandage around a wound, holding a tourni-

There is no question but what Teddy
will actually see service somewhere in

France or Belgium, inasmuch as the United
States War Department has profited by the

quet about a bleeding artery, or rushing to lesson taught by the Belgians in pressing

police dogs
into the work
of military re-

lief, and will

aid a wounded sol

dier on the battle-

field. He has also

been taught to dis-

tinguish between a

punctured artery
and an ordinary

bleeding wound,

by the use of a

fountain pen filler

in the hands of

his trainer and

master. If the
liquid in the filler

spurts, he knows that

he must hold the

bandage tourniquet

tightly in his teeth

and stay by the side

of the wounded sol-

dier until aid . comes.

If the liquid flows in

a steady stream he

knows that it is safe Teddy is not adverse to a little loving now and tken

undoubtedly mobilize a veritable canine

army to despatch to the battlefront at once.

Physically and intellectually Teddy is ideal,

and will pass every examination. He is

powerful enough to carry a wounded man a

great distance over rough ground, such as

would be impassable to the average human
being. Furthermore, he is game enough to

face the very mouth of a cannon in order to

do his master's bidding. This is the prime
requisite in dog soldiers. Numerous species

of this useful beast possess such highly or-

ganized nervous systems that they could

never be dissuaded from fleeing in conster-

nation from the roar of artillery. But
Teddy, like the hundreds of other dogs
which will be enlisted, is as cold as the

proverbial cucumber in the face of danger.

Moreover, Teddy really relishes a fight, and
woe betide the enemy
soldier who dares to com-
bat him. Needless to add
any human gladiator so

audacious will have to act

quickly with gun or bay-
onet, because it is pretty

difficult to match canine

prowess and speed.

There is every indica-

tion that trained dogs are

going to play an impor-
tant part in Uncle Sam's
battle across the seas, and
for this reason Teddy
looms up big as a promis-
ing hero of many thrilling

and exciting incidents.

WHY I PREFER OPEN-AIR PICTURES
By HENRY OTTO

I infinitely prefer producing pictures

which can be made with God's own settings

and backgrounds to those which call for

many studio interiors.

The big out-of-doors inspires me ; how
could it be otherwise? One has only to

look over the many snap-shots and "stills"

I possess to fully understand this.

Before the completion of any scenario I

always go "location hunting" myself, and

whenever possible, I take the author along

with me, and we never fail to find some-

thing in nature which suggests some inci-

dent which can be worked into the action or

plot which will improve our photoplay.

Take the Santa Barbara Islands where

we are at present, putting on a water fea-

ture with Tyrone Power and little Frances

Burnham. I persuaded Richard Willis, the

author of the story, to tear himself away
from his many duties, and with the general

manager of the company, M. Philip Han-
sen, we spent some days on the islands with

the rough draft of our story. The result

was that we made several alterations and
improvements, suggested by the ruggedness

and beauty of these islands.

Particularly do I love the water, and

water has always figured largely in my most
successful productions. "The River of

Romance" was made for the best part

around the Thousand Islands and "Undine"
was produced on the Santa Barbara Islands,

both were a joy to me in the making.

In producing open-air pictures, a man
loses much of his self importance, and the

natural tendency of the artist is to be less

of the actor and more the natural man, far

more so than is possible in a studio. The
girls and boys forget their "temperaments"

in the wealth of life and beauty which holds

their attention, whereas in a studio they get

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

// you're looking for funny franks

Just watch for Douglas Fairbanks.

He does give such awful thrills,

Makes you shiver with the chills.

He can climb just like a spider,

Up a space not much wider;

And that funny smile of his,

On his face it always is.

I always go and take my honey

For his capers are so funny.

When I seem to have the blues

A Douglas Fairbanks' film I choose.

Cora B. Fulmer.

more time to nurse petty grievances and to

sit and talk over personal matters. I find

we all forget ourselves in our work amid
the wonderful surroundings of hills, rocks

and water.

On these islands the actors and actresses

are picking their way over painfully sharp

rocks, swimming in rough water, climbing

hills and what not, all in good humor, while

the cameraman and myself take really dan-
gerous chances, and do it without thinking

of much, save that we are going to get some
wonderful shots and direct something we
hope to be proud of.

It is such healthy work, this out-of-doors

picture making. We get up very early and
are on the job as soon as Mr. Sun makes his

appearance, and we are all tired out and
glad to follow Mr. Sun when he goes to

roost.

It is claimed that strong dramatic work is

more forcefully presented on the screen

when taken in interior sets, this is true in

regard to some domestic dramas, but after

all there is nothing more highly dramatic
than the common emotions when depicted

with well-selected open air locations.

I do not believe in trying to take exterior

scenes when the natural action calls for in-

teriors, but I certainly incline towards the

photoplays which take audiences to rugged
or beautiful places and which add a touch

of novelty to even every day happenings.

In fact, it is my opinion that the thing

that makes motion pictures most attractive

is the vividness with which they show peo-

ple in real scenes of places they have never

seen. There is an obvious educational value

to the showing of such scenes. Indeed, the

photoplay art is a great geography lesson,

and scenic tour all in one. Stories in nat-

ural surroundings inform while accomplish-

ment of this is worth while these days.
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PHOTOPLAYERS AS YOU DONT OFTEN SEE THEM
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Juliette Day believes in being comfy Amy Dennis reads to a bappy excess

Olive Tbomas is a devotee to tbe gym Etbel Ritcbie in a moment of cool rest Peggy Hyland likes to "sit big

Harold Lockwood dotes on Oriental splendor Shirley Mason enjoys fencing with bold mankind,
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THE SILENT TREND
A Composite Review of the Current Month's
Achievements in the Photo-Play World

By BERT D. ESSEX

THE all-prevailing trend throughout the

proud domain of photoplay today is

towards zealously enthusiastic patriotism.

Everybody connected with every branch of

the business is valiantly doing his or her

bit. The slacker is conspicuous by his ab-

sence. The tireless self-sacrificing worker

is in every nook and corner of the industry.

Star and supernumerary, magnate and office

boy, exhibitor and usher are all on the job

for Uncle Sam. There is no evidence what-

soever of a limit to the amount of money
and energy the moving picture folk are

willing to donate cheerfully to the cause

of the democracy enunciated by the United

States Government. In all sections of the

country they are working like beavers to

promote every phase of that cause and

thereby is it being proven profoundly that

the screen constitutes one of America's most

praiseworthy institutions.

It is interesting to note just what kind

of service some of the luminaries of the

profession are rendering to their country.

Mary Pickford, for instance, subscribed

$100,000 towards the Libery Loan, and then

went out "on the stump," as they would say

in politics, and waged an effectual oratori-

cal campaign to induce others to duplicate

her display of patriotism. The climax of

this effort on her part came in San Fran-

cisco, where she addressed a mass meeting,

at which there were ten thousand people,

and on which occasion she aided very ma-

terially in causing to be purchased two

million dollars' worth of Liberty Bonds.

The fact that she was to speak at the meet-

ing was adroitly used in the advance pub-

licity, and her presence is accredited with

attracting a large percentage of the crowds.

Miss Pickford has also devoted a great

deal of her time to assisting in the work of

stimulating recruiting by addressing as-

semblages of men on the streets of Frisco

and Los Angeles. Another one of her pa-

triotic acts was to present a complete am-
bulance to the Los Angeles Red Cross for

service in France.

Metro artists, headed by that sterling pa-

triot, Sidney Drew, were responsible for the

sale of $1,250,000 worth of Liberty Bonds.

Every $50-bond will buy 1,007 cartridges,

and therefore Arthur James' contention that

if every bullet which these artists have pur-

chased hits a vital spot in the body of some

enemy, the war is as good as over. To be

precise and correct, the Metro artists have

paid for a grand total of 1,033,182 car-

tridges, all of which will sooner or later

find their destructive way to the battle-

fronts of Europe to aid in the conquering of

the despised despotism of the Teuton.

Like many other stars Sidney Drew has

gotten out and helped to boost recruiting.

He has pursued most novel tactics in his

efforts to swell the ranks of Uncle Sam's

army, one of his stunts being to offer $500

to the first young man who would enlist on

certain days. This has been productive of

scores of enlistments in New York City.

The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

TENDENCIES TERSELY TOLD

One of the most pleasing tendencies

of the hour among photoplay pro-
ducers is to meet a very apparent
public demand for more comedies and
farces in these turbulent times when
there is a premium on a smile. There
have been twice the usual number of

big feature laugh films during the
last month.

Madame Olga Petrova recently cele-

brated the sixth anniversary of her
arrival in America. She furnishes a
glowing example of the foreign artist

who can surpass all her previous suc-

cesses abroad in this land, where
there is such a pronounced penchant
for enriching talent it makes no
difference from where it hails.

Producers are vieing with each
other in the game of assembling so-

called notable casts to support their

stars. This is commendable. The
day has gone when second-rate artists

can "get by" in the minor parts of a
photoplay. And, just to think, only
a few years ago many of the plays
were cast from among the "extras."

| Most every star aspires to establish

| a versatility. Mary Pickford has por-

I trayed a great variety of nationalities

| and is still in quest of new such fields

§ to conquer. Now Vivian Martin is

1 playing the part of a bricklayer's

| daughter in "A Kiss for Susie"—her

| idea being to interpret the feelings

g and spirit of women in as many dif-

1 ferent walks of life as possible. Ver-

1 satility is not to be derided. On the

I contrary, it deserves a permanent and

| constantly expanding place in the

1 photoplay art, acting as it does to

1 keep up and augment the interest of

1 the fans.
= Hif

I
"*"

| In all quarters of the photoplay

1 world there is a tendency to regard

| the war situation with calmness, and

| there is not the slightest evidence of

| panic. Practically all the studios are

| as busy as ever, and there is no de-

| crease in the number of features being

1 produced. The only field in which

1 there is any noticeable curtailment of

1 activity is "the mammoth 'steen-reel

1 spectacles." There seems to be a quite

| definite lack of demand for more of

| these awe-inspiring cinema fortune-

's exhausters.

| Good directorial judgment is ob-

I taining to a greater degree than it

| ever did before, and as a result we
1 have- many motion pictures approach-

es ing the goal of perfection these days.

I Heretofore the fallacy of failing to

| realize the limitations or possibilities

| of artists has played havoc with "the

1 morale of the movies." Constant plug-

I ging to bring into action the process

| of elimination has ameliorated this

| condition happily.

and all of its numerous forces have arisen

nobly to the cause of the times. The cor-

poration itself subscribed $100,000 to the

Liberty Loan, and Marguerite Clark turned

over $40,000 of her money, to which was
added $75,000 which Cecil B. De Mille col-

lected from among the various other artists

and employes of the firm. If every firm in

every other line of business could show a
practical zeal equal to this, the Liberty

Loan would have been over-subscribed sev-

eral times.

Mabel Taliaferro has made herself useful

to the nation in many ways, but one of her

most unusual services was to pose for a
series of illustrated advertisements to be

used for recruiting purposes. This well-

known star has posed in several countries

as Miss Columbia. One of her recent pic-

tures shows her garbed as she was photo-

graphed in Australia, in 1906.

"It reminds me of the costume I wore in

Sydney, Australia, in 1906," said Miss Ta-

liaferro. "I was appearing there as William

Collier's leading lady then. On July 4th

the U. S. cruiser Baltimore was in the

harbor of Sydney, and the officers and the

tars selected me to pose for them on the

ship as Miss Columbia. I gladly accepted,

and in the afternoon I was garbed as Miss

Columbia, standing on the bridge of the

ship next to the captain.

" 'Miss Taliaferro,' said the captain,

'we are going to ask you to fire the presi-

dential salute of twenty-one guns. The
noise will be deafening, and I suggest that

you stand in a bucket of water while you

do it.'

"Of course I gladly consented. The gun-

ners showed me how to fire, and I stood in a

bucket of water and fired the presidential

salute. Later, on the deck, I was in my
Miss Columbia costume when the captain

put the whip of the flag across my chest.

This, you know, is the greatest honor that

an officer can pay you. The mayor of Syd-

ney came on board in the afternoon, and

we had a big reception. In the evening, at

dinner, I sat in the captain's seat at the

table, and he sat opposite me.

"Ever since that time I have had the

greatest respect for the men in the Ameri-

can navy. They are a very efficient lot, and

as courteous as they are efficient. I am not

at all surprised to learn that they have done

such excellent work already in this awful

war, and I am sure that whenever they are

called upon to do anything they will acquit

themselves with honor."

OOLDIER-ACTORS who have been inca-

^ pacitated by wounds received in battle

are coming to America by most every

steamer with the idea of rehabilitating

their fortunes in the one land offering a con-

genial and profitable field for their particu-

lar line of endeavor. There are at the pres-

ent time something like fifty foreign artists

who have found lucrative engagements in

American motion picture studios, after sus-

taining injuries in defense of their respec-

Copyright, 1917, by The La Verne Publishing Go.
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tive countries. One of the latest veterans

of the war to make his advent into the film

world of the U. S. A., is Jules Raucourt, a

Belgian actor, who fell in action in the bat-

tle of Malines. At the outbreak of the war
he was playing in one of the theaters at

Antwerp. Immediately he offered his ser-

vices to his country, and he was sent to the

firing-line. It required many months for

him to recover from his terrible wounds, and

when it was found he would never again be

physically fit to endure the hardships of

military activity he was given an honorable

discharge by King Albert of Belgium. Now
Raucourt is working steadily in Metro pic-

tures, and he is donating a large portion of

his salary to war) relief funds. Every
American heart should rejoice in the realiz-

ation that our beloved land provides such a

splendid haven to such heroes and the

shadow stage brings unlimited credit to

itself by extending its sheltering potenti-

ality to all such brave defenders of the

cause of democracy.

TUST to show you how war fails utterly

^ to destroy the love of stricken people for

diversion, we have but to cite a recent deal

consummated by John Olsen & Co., with the

Famous Players-Lasky Co., by which the

former acquires the control of all the pho-

toplay productions of the latter for exhibi-

tion in Norway, Sweden and Denmark. 01-

sen's avowed purpose for thus investing

in American-made film is to meet a de-

mand, actually growing despite the war's

fury, in the Scandinavian countries. Mr.

Olsen further states that American sub-

jects have completely supplanted Italian

and German film, and, in fact, practically

all continential productions have been elim-

inated, leaving the amusement-loving peo-

ple of these three nations virtually de-

pendent upon the United States for their

cinema fare. It is estimated that there has

been an average of eleven million photo-

play fans over there, but now it seems the

number is increasing rapidly. The usual

prices of admission are maintained. What a

pity it is that the bulk of the American
peace propaganda celluloid can't reach the

masses of German people through the Ol-

sen Company in order that they might learn

how wrong their mad Kaiser is in reality!

pHOTOPLAYERS are delighted to see
•*• children in the films. In fact, it has

gotten so the announcement of a child star

is a real box-office asset. But the tendency

to pad out two-reel stories to fill five in

order to give the juvenile plenty of time

in which to show class in sundry ways
will have to be abolished or else there is

strong probability of a promising innovation

losing its grasp on the public fancy. In

very recent times there have been a half

dozen photoplays which have been abso-

lutely nullified because of the error of

bolstering just for the sake of being able

to advertise a child artist in "a big feature."

Strictly speaking, this is an unblushing

attempt to bunk the public, a feat that can-

not be accomplished effectually or continu-

ally. Frankly, the public will not be bunked

at all any more. The heights to which wis-

dom has ascended in the world of photoplay

fans should be overwhelmingly inspiring to

every producer. It should lead them to

flatly refuse to force a single issue in order

to promote the stardom of any child artist.

They should demand first of all a proper

vehicle offering the right amount of justi-

fied opportunity for exploiting the talents

of the young. They should not work on a
schedule. Instead, they should produce a
"child picture" when they have scenario ma-
terial which justifies it beyond a peradven-
ture of a doubt. If only one such manu-
script can be found every two months, then
let us have a release of this sort only that

often. Don't force issues for sentimental

or mercenary reasons. A loss of prestige

and of money can be the only results in the

end.

AyfADE to order for the times is "The
Divorce Game," in which Alice Brady

shines as a comedienne. It is precisely the

kind of photoplay which is needed to divert

the public mind from war horrors. It is

all fun and a yard wide, something nine-

tenths of the picture features should be un-

til the declaration of world-wide peace is

TENDENCIES TERSELY TOLD

The war has not dampened the ar-
dor of motion picture theatre-owners
in the general proclivity for installing
a veritable grandeur in the decora-
tions in their theatres. In fact, sta-
tistics gathered from all parts of the
United States show that there is

being expended about the same
amount of money for building im-
provements this summer as there
were two years ago before the effect

of the European holocaust had had
sufficient time in which to wield its

baneful effects. This indicates the
true American gameness and justified

confidence which rule the amusement
men of the country.

Noted stage successes continue to

find their way auspiciously to the
screen. Among the more notable tri-

umphs to thus be transplanted in re-

cent weeks are "On Trial" and "Seven
Keys to Baldpate," the latter of which
is George M. Cohan's second picture
vehicle.

formally signed and the mailed fists of all

nations are "unmailed," bound and gagged.

"The Divorce Game" is fluffy French farce

in which, as usual, laugh-provoking com-
plications come in rapid succession. To wit-

ness it is to say, "Away with the war stuff

for an hour at least." The story is woven
around the efforts of an extravagant, young
couple to pay their debts by divorcing each

other, thus to obtain the entire dowry of

the bride. Their organized campaign to be-

come innocently compromised while remain-

ing technically virtuous lead them into

about every situation which amuses most.

Of course to make it logical, they are left

sadder but wiser at the end. In many ways
the story is trite, but we opine the temper

of the theater-going public is such at

present that they will endure a great deal

of the hackneyed if it is genuine, inoffensive

fun. Do you agree, Mr., Mrs. and Miss

Photoplay Fan?

rMMY WEHLEN just can't help being
•^ cute, it makes little difference what

kind of a part she is playing. She has a

personality which she seems unable to rele-

gate, and in her case it is just as well she

does fail to completely lose herself in her

parts, because she herself is more interest-

ing than most any make-believe character

could be. In her latest starring vehicle,

"The Trail of the Shadow," she is intro-

duced as one Sylvia Mason, who lives alone

in her little cabin in the mountains on the

timber claim which was the only unmort-
gaged piece of property left at the time of

her father's death. She supports herself

by making bead-work. Henry Hilliard, a

young easterner' of wealth and position

traveling in the west, buys some of her

bead-work and falls in love with the girl. It

is while Henry is on a visit back home
that Sylvia is startled one night to see a

man crawling toward her door as though
wounded. He implores her aid, and she

helps him into her cabin. No sooner is he

inside than he points a revolver at her head
and demands that she hide him from the

border police, who are on his trail. He
hides, but keeps her covered with his re-

volver, and when Sergeant Keen comes with

his man she is obliged to say she has seen

no one.

When the men have gone, the outlaw
emerges, and Sylvia recognizes with horror

Jack Leslie, her father's partner, who had
demanded her hand in marriage, and when
scornfully refused had first ruined her

father in business and then caused his

death. Leslie now tells her he is still in love

with her, and that his score against her

father is not yet paid. He tries to take

her in his arms. Sylvia shrinks from him,

and tries to reach the whistle to warn the

police, but he forestalls her. They struggle,

and she falls to the floor, striking her head
against the table and losing consciousness.

The sight of her lying helpless before him
arouses his latent sense of honor, and he

goes away leaving her unmolested.

However, wishing to humble her pride, he
leaves a note which intimates the opposite.

It is several days before Sylvia regains

consciousness. She awakes to find the kind

face of old Padre Constantine bending over

her. Henry returns from his Eastern trip,

to see Sylvia, and comes to her bedside, but

she turns her face sadly away, believing

herself no longer worthy to be his wife.

Henry cannot understand her change of atti-

tude, and Padre Constantine, knowing the

true, pure heart of the girl, does not tell

him the reason. Mrs. Hilliard, purse-proud

and haughty, comes from the East, and
offers Sylvia a substantial check to release

Henry from his promise to marry her. Syl-

via, believing this solution of the problem
to be the best one, accepts it, tearing it up
as soon as she is alone.

Leslie returns to the neighborhood, and
sends a messenger to Sylvia's cabin, telling

her she must come to him. She answers
the call because she is determined to be
revenged. Taking her revolver, she goes to

the adobe hut he has mentioned as the

rendezvous, and a dramatic struggle ensues.

Leslie hears someone approaching and
dashes away on his horse. Hilliard, with

the sheriff's posse, follows.

At a turn of the road they lose track of

him, and separate. Hilliard takes to the

desert alone, and comes upon the outlaw.

There is an exchange of shots, and Leslie

falls mortally wounded. But determined

that he shall not die alone, he fires a shot

that punctures the canteen of water at

(Continued on page 50)
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Mary Miles Minter is fond of children Geraldinc Farrar enjoys her piano

Gail Kane and Henry King showing how easy it is to smile in stripes William Sherwood in one of his sleepy moments

PHOTOPLAYERS WHEN OFF DUTY
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UST as the name of Belasco
stands for a distinct type of

excellence in the world of the

spoken drama, so does the name
of Cecil B. De Mille represent

a certain style of super-merit in screencraft.

The regular patron of the high-class mo-
tion-picture theater can almost tell at a

glance a De Mille photoplay. His various
characteristic touches in the portrayal of a

scene, his exceptional lighting effects and
his inimitable presentation of the spectac-

ular are as much apart from the conven-
tional as the work of Belasco is from that

of other producers of the drama.
Few producers of the silent drama have

done as much for its advancement as has
Cecil B. De Mille, and his many successes

under the Lasky trademark have always
showed a marked improvement over the

current standard of photoplay merit. Each
production as it was released showed some
new effect or touch, tending to enhance the

cinema art up to its present degree of

quality. As producer of "Joan theWoman,"
the Geraldine Farrar spectacle, Mr. De
Mille came into his own. Universally con-

ceded to be the most modern of all dis-

plays of cinema art, this production created

a sensation upon its release, and is still

attracting wide attention throughout the

country.

Mr. De Mille's exceptional ability in stage-

craft and dramatic construction may be
considered in the light of an inheritance,

for he is the son of the late Henry C. De
Mille, the famous dramatist, much of whose
work was done in association with David
Belasco, and of Beatrice De Mille, who is

widely known in the theatrical world as one
of the foremost author's representatives.

Mr. Cecil B. De Mille is also the brother of

William C. De Mille, the noted playwright

who is now connected with the motion pic-

ture world.

Prior to his connection with filmdom, Mr.
Cecil B. De Mille was highly successful as a

dramatist, actor and
stage director. In
collaboration with his

brother William, he
wrote "The Genius"
and "The Royal
Mounted." As an
actor he made his

first appearance i n
"Hearts and Trumps"
in February, 1900,

and continued acting

for about a decade,

subsequently devoting
his time to play man-
agement and produc-
ing. Since his en-

trance into the motion
picture field, he has
produced the most ambitious Lasky offer-

ings, including notably his superb photo-
dramatic renditions of the great Belasco

dramas, such as "The Rose of the Rancho,"
"The Girl of the Golden West," "The War-
rens of Virginia," as well as "Carmen" with
Geraldine Farrar.

In addition to taking direct personal

charge ofithe more pretentious and impor-
tant Lasky productions, Mr. De Mille has

attained a rare success in supervising the

work of other directors and in building a

stock company which are without doubt
the ultimate examples of combined screen

and art efficiency.

Mr. De Mille's latest work involves the

production of Mary Pickford photoplays

for the Artcraft Pictures Corporation, the

initial subject of this series being "A Ro-
mance of the Redwoods." The linking to-

gether of the great arts of Mary Pickford

and Cecil B. De Mille is readily one of

the greatest moves toward the further ad-

vancement of the cinema that has ever been
evidenced. In this production Mr. De Mille

brings out to best advantage, not only the

wonderful charm and acting talent of

"Little Mary," but also his own great ability

in photoplay technic.

The next Pickford-

De Mille production

released by Artcraft

is "A Little Ameri-
can," a timely subject

of great patriotic ap-

peal. Upon conclu-

sion of this subject

Mr. De Mille re-

turned to the direc-

tion of the screen ac-

tivities of Geraldine

Farrar for Artcraft.

One of the greatest

individual powers in

the cinema art, Mr.
De Mille has attract-

ed world-wide atten-

tion for his ability to

create. In "A Ro-
mance of the Red-
woods," he presents

effects the like of

which have never
been seen on the

Getting action out of a tense scene screen before. Like

Getting a close-up eftect

all really great men, he is always open to

suggestions, and will listen to the most in-

finite idea, which, although it may not be
feasible, often gives him inspiration along

new lines. Well liked by his employees he

exercises an indescribable influence over all

who come in contact with him which results

in the presentation of the very best effort on
the part of all his associates.

Few photoplay fans realize the import-

ance of the work of the directors in the pic-

tures they- witness. This is remarkable
when it is cited that it would be difficult to

over-estimate the vital part played in the

direction. Verily, the director is the man
behind the throne who governs every situ-

ation arising in the filming process. If he

were not in existence, there would be no
government. And what would any business

be without proper government?
There are few human endeavors which

can keep a man so eternally busy—so in-

cessantly on the jump—as directing a pho-
toplay. There are the proverbial thousand
and one details to be worked out, looked
after, studied and worried over. Not only
must the members of the cast of characters

be constantly directed with an eagle eye,

but the scenic settings, the lighting effects,

the camera contingent, the congruity of plot

when put to practical test and at least a

hundred other widely different things must
be uppermost in the director's mind simul-

taneously. It would be something of a task

for a director to avoid being overworked
if he wanted to be a shirker. He is just

naturally surrounded by work, and he has
to confront and wade through it in order

to emerge to the garden of rest.

Fortunately, the screen has drawn ex-

tensively on the stage for genius in this

line of histrionic effort, and in addition it

has developed a veritable army of "new-
blood masters" of its own. Consequently,

the high standard of the cinema art has

been moving upward by leaps and bounds
and the directors, as much as the stars, are

deserving of the credit for the progress.

It used to be that directors received scant

recognition for their accomplishments, but

nowadays even the most superficial fan

seems to be prone to note the direction in

every picture and the names of directors are

at least almost as well known as the names
of the stars. This is as it should be.
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Which, Who, Why, What and When?
By AN "ANSWER-MAIN"

i^r^

OTHING to do but answer
questions about moving picture

people ! I couldn't imagine a

softer job than that !" That's

the way I was greeted by a new
arrival in the office one day recently. She
had come to see the place and people from

whence the Photo-Play Journal came.

She is a reader, subscriber and an occas-

ional inquirer for information from the

"Answer-Man."
"All right," I responded, "how many

photoplays have been re-

leased with titles begin-

ning with the word 'love ?'

What are their dates of

release, producing com-
panies, length each and
cast of characters?"

While the office nurse

was bringing the visitor

back to consciousness, the

files were rapidly glanced

over, a few notes taken,

and when the expected

question came

—

"Do you know?"
I had the answer ready as it

must always be : "One hundred
and ten starting with 'love.'

Fifty-four starting with 'love

and.' Twelve starting with 'love

Eighteen, 'love of.' Forty'

low for information. Why and what in-

spires them? Not that there is any objec-

tion ! Far be it from such. If they stopped
asking, where would the "Answer-Man's"
job go? And although it is not an easy one
—it's nice to have around

!

For years and years—ever since I started

answering questions in photoplay magazines
—and that was back in 1911—I had figured

on some day getting an inquiring fan closer

than a post-office box and finding out all

these things. Now was the opportunity.

She was at me mer-r-rc-c-y

!

"Where do you keep all

your answers?" she shot at

£52^ - -

in

six 'love's' and two beginning

with the word 'loved.'
"

They run from "Love," re-

leased by the G. G. P. C. on Feb-

ruary 18, 1913, to "Love's Mess-
enger" (Biograph, September

16, 1912), and "Love and Salt-

Water, " Keystone, July 11, 1914,

on to a hundred kinds of "love"

by all sorts of companies and
players—dates, length and casts

available at a moment's notice.

It was quite evident to our

skeptical friend that there were
easier jobs than answering the

questions propounded by photo-

play fans in all parts of the

world. Especially to answer
them all and correctly. And
while in her weakened condition

it occurred to the writer that

there was a good chance to find

out something that had often

bothered him.

Why do they write and ask

what color William Hinckley's

eyes and hair are?

Why do they want to know
whether or not Bessie Love is married?

What does "Evansville Lassie" care

about the height of Ray Myers?

Who put into "D. C. Bernadette's" head
to ask if Bessie Barriscale had any children

in pictures or not ?

When will "Norbie," "Etta" and "Flos-

.sie" stop asking if they are "real babies"

in such and such a picture or not?

"Which of the blonde women in 'Ruined

by Moonlight' was the leading man's wife ?"

is another cunning way they come at a fel-

THREE CHEERS FOR THE
GIRL OF TODAY

When our grandsires fought for their freedom
The girls were as brave as today;

They battled with heartache and hunger,
Their duty to wait and to pray.

Around the campfires gleaming,
'Mid the shrieking of shot and shell,

Each soldier was tenderly dreaming
Of Somebody's tearful farewell.

Oh, many a battle has prospered,
Many a day has been saved,
Many a death has been sweetened,
Many a danger braved
By the dream of wife, mother or sweetheart
Waiting at home staunch and true.
But today it's three cheers
For the girl without fears
Who can FIGHT for the Red, White and Blue!

When our flag is raised high o'er the house-tops,
When the whistles are screeching their fear,

When the army and navy assemble,
The girl of today will appear.

Not alone with the dying,
But right in the midst of the fray,

Wherever the bullets are flying
The Maid-At-Arms of today'.'

Oh, many a battle will prosper,
Many a day will be saved,
Many a death will be sweetened,
Many a danger braved
By the sight of some staunch little sweetheart
As brave as her lover in blue.
For today it's three cheers
For the girl without fears
Who can FIGHT for the Red, White and Blue!

By Gladys W. Brockwell.

added, as she pulled out drawer Sl-Te and
spilled some nine hundred carefully indexed
card casts onto the floor and in the cuspidor.

And, "Oh, that's a shame, isn't it; I'll help

pick them up !" And the dear kind little

visitor, who was going to tell me everything

I had lived all these years to learn, gathered

up handful after handful of cards which
had taken more than five years to index in

drawer Sl-Te, and pushed them energetic-

ally into the vacant places of other drawers
wherever she could find room

!

She thereupon created a week's work for

six sober and industrious clerks, but we are

polite in this office, if nothing else, and I

thanked her kindly and helped

her open all the drawers to find

room for a wet card that she

had retrieved from the corner

near the window, knowing all

the time that I was ruined for

—well, a month anyway

!

We could find no place for

the damp data, so the visiting

whirlwind decided to read it,

not having thought of inspect-

ing the system before except

while sitting on it

!

Across the top she read the

title, "Soul of Honor, The."

Then the company name, "Ma-
jestic." A row of figures from
pne to t en with the second

crossed out, we explained,

meant it was a two-reel picture.

The date of release was easy

for even Unhandy Lucy—May
31, 1914, it was. And then

the dear thing was prompted to

gurgle at glimpses

me as she gained second
wind. It was all off ! A woman can always
talk faster than a man. That's because she

doesn't think she has to think in between

!

I only had courage enough to say,

"You're sitting on it." And then settled

down to give and take as best I could

—

knowing I'd get far less information than

I gave out, but willing to do my best.

"It isn't so much, is it?" queried our now
calm interrogation point. "Only a few old

drawers with scratchy handles on them.

Seems to be a lot of cards in this one," she

of the cast, which is

always very care-

fully typed in the

center of each card:

The Father
Ralph Lewis

The Son
Henry Walthall

The Son's Wife
Blanche Sweet

Now, thought I, she's

got the system and had
her party. There's

nothing else she can

break, spill or ask
about. Here's where I

get in my good work.
But the moon was

wrong, or something

!

Loquacious Lucy was
entranced ! She never

knew Walthall was with

Majestic!

She neverknew
Blanche Sweet worked with Ralph Lewis

!

"Oh, there must be millions of queer

things in these boxes that I'd love to know.
I'm going to look through them all ! Maybe
I'll find Romaine Fielding's name on a card

somewhere with 'Mrs. Fielding' playing an

old ragged grandmother! Won't that be

grand?"

The things that girl "never knew" about

pictures and people were unbelievable.

But the things she intended to know be-
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fore she left were being heard about. It

seemed a good plan to lock her in for a

year and shoot food through a sound-proof

pipe once in a while—and then go in and
interview her about what I wanted to know
when she'd forgotten how to speak the

language.

I decided to take it calmly for a while

longer anyhow, and resurrected a cigar that

had come in with some questions from

"J. A. M." the day before—a sort of bribe

—he wanted to know Douglas Fairbanks'

right name!
"Do you mind my smoking?" I inquired,

seeking to starting the reverse questioning

off gently, so she'd get used to it by degrees.

"Not at all. All our hands smoke, when
I'm home on the farm during vacation,"

she chirped. "And some of them don't ask
if I like it or not until after they get all

lit up !"

Scandalous behavior of farmhands in—
well, wherever she came from, I mentally

noted. They might be tough customers,

but if they smoked anything like J. A. M.
cigars they were sod-busters for fair, I be-

gan to think by the time I had the gift cigar

started.

J. A. M. has been asking me questions

off and on for four years on different pub-
lications. He must have thought for three

years and ten months that I am a lady,

because he always sent a single stick of

chewing gum with his questions. But sud-
denly he had a change of heart. About the

time the Spring poets began to flood me
with verse about Kempton Greene's nose
and Billie Burke's chin, J. A. M. began to

send cigars with his notes. I intended to

ask Lucy why the wherefore of presents to

answers-men, too, when I got a chance

—

and what system they worked on when
selecting. I have had everything from tin-

types (the meet-me in St. Louis kind—you
know 'em) to hot-water bags. There is a

printer right here in this office who would
lay down his life for me any time because
I gave him a can of condensed milk that

came from an old lady in Vermont, who
wanted to know what color neckties Wil-
liam S. Hart wears ; and when the printer

got home with the can of milk that night,

not knowing what to do with it except take

it home, he found his baby sick and the

groceries closed on account of somebody's
birthday, and the milk did the trick—so he

says, anyway—and I should quarrel with

fate ! Not yet

!

Lyrical! Lucy was now deep into the

bowels of drawer Co-De. Trembling lest

she wreck the rest of the alphabet, I started

to sob out

:

"Please, nice lady. There are twenty-

four little index drawers in that outfit ; there

are nearly a thousand carefully arranged
cards in each. They only come out as far as

they are long—and if you pull them any
further they will positively fall on the floor

and spill a thousand cards completely out of

their alphabetical arrangement. It took me
hours a day for five years to get this thing

fixed—please, nice lady, don't unfix it all

this afternoon
!"

My tearful tones must have impressed

Lumbering Lucy. She took out drawer Co-
De with superb caution and, sitting down
quite unexpectedly on the office floor with
it in her lap, began to go over the nine or

ten hundred cast-cards therein.

Squawks of delight were forthcoming al-

most immediately. "Oh, what a funny title

for a movie. It can't be true
—'Come Round

and Take That Elephant Away,' " she

squealed doubtfully.

But looking over her shoulder, T was
able to assure her that it was the real and
only title of a Selig release directed by Nor-
val MacGregor and turned out upon us
unsuspecting mortals on March 31, 1915.

But Lunatic Lucy hardly heard me.
She'd discovered old friends on the very
next card.

"Can you beat that?" were her gospel

words. " 'The Conversion of Smiling Tom'
it says here, and a Selig picture, too, and
here's Eugenie Forde printed on it as play-

ing the part of 'Widow Wilson,' and I saw
her in the 'Diamond From the Sky,' which
I'm sure was made by the American Com-
pany—and only a little while ago

!"

I could see there were no replies required
here. She had the game all to herself. Deal
her own hand and play to herself—why
should a mere authority on casts and such
things break in.

"And here's 'Widow Wilson's Daughter'
played by Louella Maxam right on here in

ink !" she urged next. "And I saw Louella
Maxam this very day in a Keystone com-
edy called 'An Oily Scoundrel.' Why, Mis-
ter, this is orful

!"

"You know," I began, "players change
companies sometimes and—

"

"Well, I hope they do !" was the frenzied

response. "Just listen to this, will you?
The Civilian; Broncho; Nov. 20, 1912;
Colonel, J. B. Sherry. His Wife, Eugenie
Forde ; Their Daughter, Mae Marsh ; Lieut.

Wade her Sweetheart, Ray Myers ! ! ! ! And
there isn't a one of them in Broncho pic-

tures now—there isn't any Broncho any-
how ! ! Oh, Mister, I'm just crazy about
these old cards of yours !"

"Help yourself, little stranger," I re-

sponded. "But don't forget to leave your-
self in ignorance of one or two things about
the players so you'll have something to

write about when you get back to the old

agricultural departments."

"Here's a Biograph called 'A Compromis-
ing Complication,' and who do you suppose
is the Mayor's daughter and her lover?"

came from Lively Lucinda then. "Bud
Duncan and Gertie Bambrick! And I

thought he was always a part of Ham and
Bud and I never heard of her except the

time she married Marshall Neilan last win-
ter."

"You have a lot of things to hear about
yet, my Lingering but Lucid Lady," I man-
aged to ejaculate. "And one of them is

that tomorrow is another day."
"Whenever you would know what kind

of hair they wear, or who is which and
when," I murmured gently, "write to the

'Answer-Man.' A postage stamp will bring
a letter from Camden or from Texas if it

is stuck on the envelope so the postman
can't get it off."

So Languid Lucy went away from us
and left us flat. We were flat for a week
afterward, to tell the truth. The things

she might have done to the answers depart-

ment, though, are too numerous and hor-
rible to imagine. I spend hours trying not
to imagine them.
When I hear a footstep on the threshold,

I start doing the reverse in amaginings. As
Bennie Zeidman would say. "Cold sweat
pours from my alabaster brow." But as

yet none of Lucy's chums have invaded us
with vocabularies oiled up and set for

twenty-four years without a rewind. I am
grateful. Not that I don't love all my jolly

little questioners—not that I don't love my
salaried little job—nothing like that

!

But I just couldn't stand—well, I mean

—

it seems kinda like as if—Well ! Darn it

!

The Government is still making and selling

postage stamps, isn't it?

I know I'm going to get a flock of in-

quiries about pictures with titles that begin

with something between SI and Te some of

these days and they'll be the very ones that

went into the cuspidor or out the window

!

There had better be none signed "Lucy."

!.;:!:

SOMEONE'S IN THE WOODPILE

Yes, it's Jackie Saunders in "A Bit of Kindling," both literally and artistically
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HRILLING?
Well, when you see it on the

screen at your favorite motion
play-house you will admit it

must have been thrilling in-

deed ! It looks the part and more.
As you watch the film in passing, a huge,

savage lion comes, with a leap and bound so

realistic that you expect any moment to

hear the thud of the fall, dashing through
the palm trees and squarely all but upon the

hapless victim. Luckily— (luck, you know,
is ever with scenario writers)—a mosquito
wakes the tired man just in time, and he

turns in his place and, of course, just

escapes the lion.

Now, though the plot be weak by this

very unnatural coincidence, this having
things happen as they don't in real life, that

was a real lion, at any rate ; and he did

make the bound toward the man, yet elude

him by a margin which any slip up would
make fatal, and so you do wonder just how
they did it

!

That's one puzzler. Here's another

:

You are watching—let's call it "Jack
Quinlan's Elopement"—and the happy lov-

ers are to be seen cooing and billing on the

seat of the Pullman. Outside their win-

dow remarkable mountain scenery goes

riding by and lo, nudge your seat-mate

—

see, that is Arrow, in upland Colorado, and
there is the very mountain-mesa where you
made snowballs in July

!

How, to begin with, pictures can be taken

inside a sleeper and yet have such brilliancy

of perfection and how, on the other hand,

though train may jolt as it takes the climbs,

one may get such perfect detail of view
through a closed widow, you would like to

know!
Those, though, are just a few first

queries.

You happen to be employed in a picture-

shop and so you know very well that per-

sons owning the rare oils shown in the

movie of—call it "Her Riches Restored"

—

the great portraits and so on of the salon

walls in the ancestral palace, run a great

risk, indeed, in loaning them to transport,

even though there be no more dangerous use

at journey-end than hanging and having
photograph made thereof. Still, they must
be oils and good ones, and you wonder at

their detail on the screen.

Wherefore, well, when curiosity piques

again and you have opportunity to travel

westward, take occasion to visit a little com-
munity within traction-reach of Los An-
geles which holds a record of earth, now as

one of the largest motion-picture towns
in the world.

Worth the visit?

Well, consider

:

Out there in the Golden West they have
239 acres in all given over just to the taking

and the making of pictures. On this land

there are manufacturing plants so large as

to tempt the industrial agent of any. Cham-
ber of Commerce to try to lure to his city.

There are studios so huge that one might
erect an entire hippodrome well-nigh and

photograph it artificially. In fact, not less

than twenty substantial and commodious
buildings are already standing about the

grounds there, while the greater part of

.

the remaining area is in constant use with

out-door structures put up, temporarily, for

the taking of photographs.

Inhabitants to the city?

Well, for one, there are more cowboys
making the- place their all-the-year home
than you'll find on many a good-sized ranch
of Texas, or Arizona. These men have
quarters all their own, and are presumed
to be on hand when required in order that

any picture may have them as needed.

Some idea of the number of inhabitants to

the city otherwise may be gathered from
the fact that the big restaurant maintained
looks out that it may feed the 1,000 em-
ployees, if necessary, almost at a single

sitting. In addition, armies of visitors, who
"stay for meals," can be accommodated be-

side.

All, then, for the making of the films of

the "nickel" show. Nickel show forsooth

!

Prices have risen tremendously, even as the

length of the films have grown and, since

the manufacturers are hardly in the work
for their health, but for business, it appears
that prices have risen in accord. Time was
when such a serial as "The Tray of Hearts,"

a melodrama in which Cleo Madison
starred, was considered a really big piece.

It made an especial hit through the fact

that the one actress played the parts of each

of the two sisters loving the one man. Then
there came "Lucille's Love" and "The
Broken Coin"—how great they seemed

!

But serials have grown mightily since those

days.

There at Universal City (and it is Uni-
versal City of which we have been
"speaking" all this time) if you drop in at

the building where the positives are made
from the films, you'll find that they take

serials which run a minimum of fifteen

weeks. Think of what that implies to the

mere taking here at the city ! Each week the

patron will see a given episode ; each epi-

sode is of two installments. There are two
reels of film to an installment, and each reel

means a strip of film an inch in width and
1,000 feet in length. Why, consider even

just an ordinary ten-week serial, or a thirty-

THEY PAUSE IN THEIR WORK TO LOOK PLEASANT
FOR OUR CAMERA

Charlie Chaplin, International comedian; Edna Purviance. his leading woman; and John Jaaper, studio

manager, during the production of "The Immigrant"
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reel affair, and consider the material re-

quired by way of settings to show a 30,000-

foot display.

Yonder an installment may be in the

taking here ; from it yon pass to where they

will be working- on a featnre-play. These
plays run from four reels, 4,000 feet, up-

ward, to who dare say what ends ? A great

production like "The Clansman," which ran

twelve reels, is coming almost to appear
commonplace.

But you who go to the movie city, if

you are human at all, will break away from
your guide's narration of facts and figures

and go to the dozen plays where, at given

time, actors will be performing or settings

may be going up. A thousand strange,

curious, fascinating devices for insuring

realism and yet providing safety and re-

ducing costs greet you there at every turn.

Take just the lion aforesaid : A great

jungle has been built, this hedged about by

palings not seen in the film, stout enough to

retain a fractious lion. The lion had to be

secured, and since one can't tell for how
long he'll be required, nor when again, he's

been bought, instead of leased, and is housed
in the city's zoo. That's a big investment

worth the looking after, and so a lionkeeper

is kept along.

When the proper time comes the lion

will be taken in his wagon-cage to the

scene of action. Stout runways must be

built from cage door to actual scene. These
must lead out to a point where, masked by
the palms from the picture, he reaches a

platform from which to leap. He must be

drilled and drilled to leap, say for some
meat thrown at a point where the actor will

be "sleeping." Then, for the actual scene,

there must be a stout netting, painted so

as not to appear in pictures; or, if ap-

pearing, erased from these, to separate lion

and possible victims there.

Yes, it is simple to read of, but quite

complicated, when you watch the tremend-
ous work it involves.

So with the scenes aboard the railroad

train.

One can, of course, take pictures inside a

railway-car, given light enough, but they're

hardly ever the clear, sharp negatives that

result from photography out-of-doors. As
a result there at Universal City there has

been built a section of a Pullman, minus
only the roof, or with just enough roof to

fill the upper background of the resulting

picture. In this car, then, actors "supes"

and so on take seat and the required action

occurs. Meanwhile, just outside such win-

dows as may be showing in the finished pic-

ture, great series of scenery are made to

pass—off one roller and about another

—

even as pianola rools pass their paper each

to each. Notably at such points where the

train is halted, scene painters give especial

attention here
;
putting in landmarks familiar

to an audience, usually copying from actual

scenes. Cost ? The work is done quickly ;

the copy may be some railroad-folder, and
it's no more costly than to set up a whole
village for a background, and far less than

to transport the actors to the stated place.

Nor do they stop there. Trains, amid
such landscapes, would climb the summits,

sweep the curves, dash down valleys, and
so the action in the motion-picture must be

much the same. Wherefore, outside, behind

the pseudo car, trained employees are

mounted on great springs—and as they leap

on these, or shake the frames, the car gets

all such travel-motion desired.

Nor, come when you will, can you see

all the life that attaches to the city at any
one time. Despite the prodigality of build-

ing going on, despite the infinite resources
around, now and then troupes are still sent

afar. For example, not so long since it

was arranged to have a certain Mr. Blower
"star" in a given play. When the time came
for taking the star was under contract to

play in Chicago, and could not take time to

slip off to the Pacific coast. Well and
good, the mountain forthwith came to Mo-
hammed, a troupe was sent from California

to Chicago. They leased a lot, there was
built a stadium, and- the deed was done.

A DERAILED PLOT
By ETHEL BRAI.NARD

/ thought I'd write a photo play
About a Morse Code tramp,

That got mixed up with robbers,

Who gave him a black lamp.

I thought, of course, Bill Russell

Could board a fast-mail train;

But someone then suggested
To hang him on the crane.

I thought I'd have the wires cut

To get your horror roused;
Then out would slip the agent,

While the thief was getting soused.

He'd climb the nearest pole right quick,

And show a little speed
In tapping message on the wire—
But someone says, "Indeed!"

I thought I'd have him climb the pole—
Pretend to stop the train;

But as he saw it round the curve,

Would drop the "board" again.

Of course the watchful robbers
Would shoot like William Hart

When they saw the faithless agent
Had played the hero part.

Just then my limber hero
Could drop down on the train;

He'd surely find it slippery
Just after a hard rain.

But I have never seen a "board"
So close to the track yet,

That one could do the Helen Holmes
When the roof was soaking wet.

So I'm off of moving pictures,
I guess I'll pound the keys,

And wear last summer's middies
Instead of new Chinese.

Another time, featuring Pavlowa, interiors

had to be taken in the Windy City. Then
the entire company was put aboard a train

and taken to the West. Aside from all con-

sideration of salaries there, $150,000 just

about covered the production's expense.

But you, who go to the movie city, feel

the lure and, if you can't throw your own
job aside and go, applying as a motion-

picture actor, you can, at least, write scen-

arios in the privacy of your own home !

Wherefore it interests you to peep into

the offices where the plays come and where
they're read. The company does not solicit

scenarios from the unknown, but they pour

in, if or no. If they turn down a good plot,

a competitor, they know, will get it, and so

it behooves them to have the scenarios read.

An average of 100 scripts pour in a day.

They often get 3,000 a month. Fifteen ex-

perts sit at one side and read, though of all

the manuscripts that come in they will buy

less than six per cent. Lack of strength

and, more often still, lack of plot, arc; the

prime causes of failure here. The better-

grade scenarios, in fact, are all written to

order today, and this by stall' writers, under
direct instructions as to what maybedesired.
Literary men of renown an- rinding in the

motion-picture a new outlet for their talents

and not infrequently such men are deliber-

ately engaged, in order that they may adopt
the coming scenario to the special ground.
Just for one, a feature of the zoo aforesaid
is a giant kennel, abounding with all man-
ner of dogs. Knowing this, a writer can
write plots involving foxhunts, things of
that sort, and have them accepted with far

greater ease than would plays requiring per-

haps parrots—assuming that such are not
around.

Such is the fine degree of perfection, both
in selecting stories, developing, staging, act-

ing, and, at last, the taking, that a single-

reel of motion-picture can be prepared in as
little as twenty-four hours, though the

average one-reel play will need three days.
As a reel increases length, however, details

rise out of proportion, and so the average
time to put out a four-reel picture—the

popular size now—is, as a rule, ten days.

Where much travel is involved, some
four-reel pictures will take three to four
weeks at least.

Facilitating the matter of production is

the number of actual troupes to handle. At
minimum, twenty-two separate and dis-

tinct companies of actors ate at all times at

work. Each such company has its specialty

—more than that, suggestions from the

writer of the scenario are welcomed at all

times.

Interesting, in the course of one's tour
of the city, is the location manager, should
you fall afoul of him. He is told, for one,

that a given troupe needs a seashore, and
he finds it cheaper to send them to some
point on the coast nearby than to build a

replica of the sea here, so the order issues

and the location is settled upon. Again, he
sees to it that the property men sent along

to this new location are drilled in keeping
sightseers out of the range of the film.

Native Californians are used to keeping
bounds thus, but strangers from the East
must be watched as to this. Again, he is

called upon to arrange for a train's halting

long enough to stage a picture around the

engine, and railroads, as a rule, are ac-

commodating in this, for the movie-folk are

good patrons, and the pictures good adver-

tisement indeed.

Here, there, or the other wheres, you go.

always unfathoming something of new in-

terest. When all is said and done, though,

the actors excite the interest most. Their
numbers, too, at times, will interest as much
as does their acting. Thus, in a Decoration

Day picture, not so long since, 500 supes

were employed in all. In a story from
India, "The Campbells Are Coming," the

plot laid in the days of the mutiny, 1,000

folk were on the rolls. Each of these peo-

ple receives from one dollar to three dollars

a day, on the basis of being engaged by

the week. "Damon and Pythias" required

another huge crowd ; folk are always glad

of the chance to earn in such wise, but

plays like "The War in the Clouds." requir-

ing balloon and aero ascents, will dampen

the ardor a lot.

To tell a tithe of the things seen were an

endless task. Suffice you should go and

see for yourself.



We are in the middle of a dual hot-

ness. 'Tis the torrid temperature of

the season and the heat of world

strife we have to contend with when we
most want peace. Unfortunate in-

deed is the inability of the Teuton mind to see the utter

futility of outlawry. How universally happy would life

have been at this very hour had not a maddened, un-

reasoning and relentlessly cruel despot conceived the idea

of subjugating all who dared to deny him the right to his

own indefensible fallacies. As is no doubt fully realized

by now, the United States is "into" this conflict With all

the results this little preposition "into" implies. The un-

pardonable inexorability of one man, Kaiser Wilhelm, is

the one cause. Considered from any angle we are con-

fronted by unlimited worries when if one crazy man had

been placed in an asylum long ago, we would have been

regaling ourselves in naught but joy this season of

perspiring. Right was on the side of coolness, something

the Kaiser arbitrarily refused to consider, while hotness

(of temper) was on the side of wrong, something the

whole world counselled against with all the might at its

command. Ill-advised Heat vanquished desirable Cool-

ness. Fairness succumbed to insane barbarism, and hence

we have a season and a world in which everything is

uncomfortably warm. Let us pray that in the next battle

royal between Coolness and Hotness, there will be fair

play even though the Kaiser and a thousand others like

him have to be exiled and treated most cruelly in order to

accomplish it. Boiling the whole proposition down to a

fine point, why must the world suffer for one royal

villain's malicious ambitions ? Why not eliminate the

Kaiser at any cost and be done with the whole grim busi-

ness? Admittedly, we are urging more hotness, but it is

with the view of giving pleasing Coolness a fair chance

to be victorious. There must be a definite ruination of the

House of Prussian Militarism.

WRITING
THE

EDITOR

One of the outstanding traits making
for potentiality among the American
people is, comprehensive fealty to

their fellows. The American idea is

to get right down to brass tacks and

to know those with whom there must be affiliation. It is

a happy perpetuation of the principle contained in the

slogan of yore pertaining to "United we stand, divided we
fall." There is a most pronounced proclivity for abso-

lute, untiring unioin and broadminded unity in every

quarter of Uncle Sam's incomparable domain. One of the

pleasing by-products of this habit of a nation is the cus-

tom of personally corresponding with the editors of publi-

cations in which there is taken a special interest. Few
habits could presage greater benefits, for if there is any

man who should be "of the people, by the people and

for the people," it is the editor, and the only way in which

he could be kept in close touch and harmony with the

masses is by either personal contact or truly intimate cor-

respondence. Everyone has troubles and joys to share,

and they should be shared with equity. The prevailing

spirit must be that of helping each other. It should ob-

tain now, even more than ever. People should read twice

as much as usual in these days. It should not be enough

to read the published writings of your favorite editor, but

you should have the privilege of reading his personal

letters addressed to you in reply to yours on any subject

uppermost in your mind. Moreover, every editor should

cheerfully reply in full to every letter he receives. There

is everything in common between the editor and his

reader, and they should know and understand each other

so far as is at all feasible or possible. Verily, it is worth

encouraging, this idea of writing the editor. "Photo-Play

Journal" is one of the magazines which strives to give

impetus to this notion. You and you will be received with

the proverbial open arms if you write to the editor of

this periodical. Write about whatever you are most
interested in, request our help and cooperation in anything

worthy, tell us your "troubles, tell us what you think of

"Photo-Play Journal," but above all let us get acquainted

by letter with the earnest hope that it will bring mutual
benefits.

BREAKING
THE

RECORD

So far as all available statistics on the

subject show, "Photo-Play Journal" is

breaking the record in the matter of

circulation increase. No other motion

picture magazine ever expanded its

scope with a rapidity approximating that which has char-

acterized the forward march of the magazine with a heart,

soul and character. It is within the bounds of propriety

to confide in our readers to the extent of telling them of

the fact that new subscriptions have poured into this

office in lots running as high as 1,200 for several weeks.

One agency in a mid-western city of 60,000 population

received 124 such subscriptions in one week without mak-
ing a solicit for a one. This is certainly remarkable, and

it is mentioned to afford the opportunity of expressing a

profound gratification. There is no one force that begets

happiness so efficiently as success, and it is beyond the

power of even the most modest to refrain from frank

recognition of an upward trend. We want to thank our

thousands of old and new friends for making possible all

this triumphing, and we want all to know that herculean

efforts are being constantly exerted to make everybody

glad "Photo-Play Journal" is breaking the record.

MOVING
THE

MOVIES

There is every indication that this

poor, old war-torn world needs more
of the forward movement which the

cinema art is capable of furthering

most effectually. Therefore we urge

that the captains of the industry get into high-speed at

once and move the movies up to the point of vantage

requisite to a drive on Demon Germanism. Let the proper

realization of the danger of this Kaiserism dawn upon the

minds of all the peoples of the earth including the Ger-

mans themselves, and there is going to be some action

which will move us instantly into the realm of unstinted

happiness and tranquility. Films preaching with irresist-

ible impressiveness and undeniable logic must flood the

very face of the earth, and they must emanate from

America and bear the stamp of the indispensable Yankee

genius. Somehow this film must find its way into the

restricted sphere occupied by that sufficient bulk of Ger-

man populace to insure the revolution which will obliter-

ate the entire Prussian military regime with one fell

swoop. It would be difficult to devise a better use for

the movies. They must move forward in the cause of

democracy, and they must "jump" every despotic king on

the board. They must aid armies of righteousness in

inducing the people on the wrong side to pause and

ponder. Let there be a veritable avalanche of propaganda

film definitely against German Kultur as enunciated by
their U-boat commanders under the direction of Wil-

helm, the annoying fly in the honey of life. Move the

movies of this sort into the heart of Germany and into

every nook and corner of that deluded land by even the

most audacious method, because the erring must be shown

pictorially the crimes in which they are sharing as ac-

complices for the sake of their silly loyalty to a ruler

unworthy of even the name of man.

'rrii
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<s<sREALLY TB
1 Royal Lineage of "Balby

5" Virginia Corbin is Detected!

LY PiRllMCJiLtSS
By CARL STEARNS CLANCY |
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CTION, Princess Camera!" It

happened on "location." Little

Virginia Corbin, the pretty little

gifted four-year-old emotional
star of the Foxfilm forces,

dressed in one of her gorgeous princess

robes, rose to her full height of three feet

and marched grandly before the camera.
Suddenly a little girl spectator, who did

not recognize Virginia in her royal raiment,

cried : "Oh, Mama, look ! There's a really

truly princess
!"

"Baby" Virginia, exhibiting a well-de-

veloped sense of humor, which she always
carries along, drew herself up in a dignified

manner, and with a twinkle in her eye, ex-

claimed, "Yes, I am, every inch a princess
!"

and the delight of her tiny admirer became
unbounded.

At that time, however, little Virginia did

not realize the full truth of her announce-
ment. Recently she has received an ancient

necklace from her grandfather who lives in

Philadelphia, Lyman Jerome Corbin, which
embodies a finely executed coat-of-arms of

the Corbin family, and bears the date of

1015. This coat-of-arms has been handed
down from ancestors of the present Cor-

bins, from generation to generation, for

nearly one thousand years. It was worn by
the first Corbin who came from France to

England with William the Conqueror, and
who was knighted on the battlefield of Wind-
sor, and has been worn by diplomats and
many distinguished members of the family

ever since that date. The gift came as a

great surprise to "Baby" Corbin, who has

just been starred as a "Princess" in a $300,-

000 production directed by the Franklin

Brothers, and she now feels that she may
be a "really truly princess" after all.

"Baby" Corbin is the star of the much-
advertised "Fox Kiddie Features," three of,

which are already completed. "Babes in

the Woods" will be released soon, "Treas-

ure Island" next and "A Modern Jack in

the Beanstalk," a $300,000 production

which took five months to complete is the

third release.

The illustrations herewith show better

than words can tell the royal splendor of

this little star in royal robes, and we can
hardly blame her directors when they claim

that no child could look and act so natural

in royal roles who was not born that way.
And yet with it all, the flattery which comes
to a child in this position and the pride

which those around her must feel and show,
she is just a real, live, natural little girl.

She likes the playthings that other little girls

like, and when she steps out of the robes of

a "princess," and leaves the studio, we find

her again one of the cutest babies in cap-

tivity.

"Baby" Virginia has a remarkable per-

sonality. We are always interested when
the face of a bright little child appears on
the screen, but when you couple that with

an inborn ability to act a part that is usually

taken by older people, and the power to look

her part, we have a child who is fascinating

as well as interesting. A photograph of a
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child takes us hack to the time when we
were children, and an animated picture of

a little tot is always sure to win the admir-

ation of an audience.

With all her dignity this little star has al-

ways heen taught to he kind and consider-

ate. She knows how to smile, and it has

given her a sweet little disposition that is

always cheerful and will win her many
friends. She does not pout and fret when
she has to go over difficult scenes until they

please her directors, and she always appears

in a mood that makes it a pleasure to teach

her the parts that she is to take.

It would be quite difficult to estimate with

justice the potential influence for good the

advent of children into the motion pictures

wields, and producers are to be encouraged

in their efforts to develop juvenile talent to

the highest degree. In the first place, the

appearance of a child in a picture lifts it to

an exalted plane at once, it. makes little dif-

ference what shortcomings the production

may possess. The reason for this is psycho-

logical. The child is held the personifica-

tion of delightfully wholesome innocence,

and too much of this cannot be projected

on the screen. Men and women alike are

fond of children, and all are prone to tacitly

(at least) bear in mind the Bible phrase,

"And a little child shall lead them." Ex-
plicitly the average adult will take heed to

a good cause far quicker if the appeal em-

anates from a very youthful person who
by virtue of immaturity and consequent

pleasing sophistry wins the heart and ar-

rests the serious attention.

The enterprising individual who first con-

ceived the idea of introducing children in

important roles in stage productions de-

serves great credit, and the photoplay pro-

ducers who have emulated and extended the

splendid work are entitled to even greater

praise. The fact that children have mounted
the histrionic ladder to real stardom proves

the wisdom of the move. Today we have

several babies whose intelligent interpreta-

tion of roles warrants their managers in

featuring them and giving them stellar posi-

tions in the advertisements. In the near

future we are likely to have many of

these juvenile artists par excellence. At all

times henceforth they will be valuable to

the art into which they fit to a nicety.

There was always something missing in

pictures until producers decided to break

down all bars to limitation in interpolating

news ideas. These have extended to many
innovations and novelties, including the

pushing forward of child artists as stars

in their own right. Let there be no cessa-

tion in the commendable work of bringing

forward and developing more children who
show sufficient Thespian ability ! The pho-

toplay is enriched by the inspiring efforts

of the little ones, and the photoplay fans

are immeasurably pleased to watch young
America equal and surpass their seniors.
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Robert Walker, Hand-Walker, Offers to Race Along Fifth Avenue
"Upside Down" for $2,000

: I I I I

'

Robert Walker, leading man for Viola

Dana, says he can walk further on his hands

than any other man in motion pictures. To
back up his claim the hand-walking Mr.
Walker has offered to bet $2,000 that he can

start out at Fifth Avenue and Forty-second

Street any afternoon and get farther along

on his hands than anyone who may care to

compete with him.

"Hand-walking is the best and one of

the most ancient forms of exercise," said

Walker. "One of the first things a boy seeks

to learn is to walk on his hands. But, sad

to relate, when he grows to manhood he

neglects this vigorous form of muscle-

development.

"I make it a point to walk on my hands
for at least fifteen minutes every day. I

find that it tends to keep the chest out

and the shoulders back. As the result of

my practice I am able to walk on my hands

almost as well as on my feet."

Walker was in a studio when he made
this declaration. Near him stood Maxwell
Karger.

"Tell you what I'll do, Bob," said Karger.

"I'll bet $300 you can't walk along Fifth

Avenue on your hands from Forty-second to

Forty-third Streets."

"It would be worth more than $300 to do
the stunt," replied Walker. "In the first

place I probably would be arrested for caus-

ing a blockade of traffic, and in the next I

might be committed to the psychopathic
ward at Bellevue. But I'll go you one bet-

ter. If you'll get someone else in motion

pictures who thinks he's a good hand-
walker, I'll put up $2,000 that I can get

farther on Fifth Avenue, walking on my
hands, than he does."

"I know some motion picture people who
stand on their heads once in a while," said

Karger, "but blast me if I can pick a hand-
walker besides yourself."

Walker's career as a hand-walker began
in his public school days in Bethlehem, Pa.

He kept it up when he attended the Horace
Mann School in New York City, and it

proved a splendid asset when he went into

musical comedy.
His friends have always contended that

he would have been a truly remarkable foot-

ball player because he could easily punt the

pig-skin a mile while standing upside down,
and it would baffle the opposing eleven.



1 NO ONE
1 LIKES SUCH
| BUTTER
| CHARLIE

CHAPLIN has a

§§ pet goat that

hates everyone on

| earth except
| Charlie and him-

| self. Inturn
| everybody except

I Charlie hates the

| goat with plenty of cordiality.

In other words, there are no requests to

pass the "butter."

I JACK GARDNER, leading man of the

jj new Essanay company at Culver City,

| rented a furnished bungalow recently and

I found that there was only one piece of

silver in the house. He takes the spoon to

I bed with him each night to protect it from

= burglars.

1 This bungalow does not seem to offer

much opportunity for any "spooning."

LEMON meringue a la Barriscale is the

name given to the pies which Bessie Barri-

scale bakes at her leisure moments, and if

reports are true 'tis some good eating she

prepares with a deft hand.

If she expects a testimonial from yours

truly, she will have to give us the oppor-

tunity of sticking our finger in one of the

pies.

JULIA SANDERSON says hard work is

the only thing that will bring success in

theatrical work.

Speaking of hard jobs, you'd be biting

off a mouthful to convince a lot of artists

that hard work is in the least essential.

CHESTER CONKLIN owns a bean farm

out in California.

This should place him on splendid diplo-

matic terms with Boston.

GEORGE WALSH is so accustomed to

smiling that he even grins when it rains.

If George had to pay the rent and didn't

have the money, could he smile?

LOUIS ARMS has been selected by Gold-

wyn to fill the important position of director

of publicity.

Goldwyn is just showing more of the

tendency of the times—to have plenty of

Arms around.

MARY MILES MINTER has received

more than a hundred letters from Chinese

endorsing her performance in "Faith" as

true to Confucian teaching.

And, believe me, a Chinese letter is some-

thing to get if you are not versed in the

art of reading while standing on your head.

'
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CREEN STORIE
BLACK FACE CO
H3Y Jack Winn^
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THE big ambition of Peggy Prevost, the

dainty comedienne of the Fox film forces is

to own a pig farm. She thinks pigs are

cute, and she wants to learn their language.

Would Peggy have us infer that she does

not know how to grunt?

BESSIE LOVE is the recipient of a most
unusual gift. It is a penny, which an ad-

mirer sends with the explanation that it is

a token of good will.

Wonder if Bessie does the natural thing

by wondering if a good will could possibly

be so cheap?

The only thing Juliette Day, the new
American-Mutual star, does not like about

California is the dearth in paper money.

She does not like to lug silver dollars

around.

Still, be it ever so heavy, there's nothing

like money sweet money. Explanation:

This is a paraphrase of that famous song

"Home Sweet Home." Moral: Let wealth

come in any form whatsoever and complain

not.

FORTY-TWO waistcoats is one of Cap-

tain Leslie T. Peacock's proudest posses-

sions.

But why have so many waste coats?

WALTER WRIGHT, who directs Ora

Carew of the Keystone, is their oldest em-

ploye.

Is that right?
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SPEAKING
OF FEET
AND FEATS
ACCORDING

to her best
friends Jackie
Saunders is a J
crack shot with a B
revolver, and she

can shoot a hole

through a dime
at t w e n t y-nve B

"I LOVE to

Hector V. Sarno,

cook spaghetti," declares

Hector should therefore be able to make

an awful hit with George Beban, who loves

to eat it.

Si

THE popular, little Marguerite Clark has

been taking a rest at her home in Rye, N.

Y., where she is said to have devoted most

of her time "doing her bit" for Uncle Sam.

We trust Marguerite was not knitting

wristlets and sleeveless sweaters for

sailors.

*1

SLAP-STICK comedy has a rhythmic

soul, thinks Roscoe ("Fatty") Arbuckle.

Symphony-like or sonata-like comedy,

eh? Well, mayhap 'tis so, but it strikes

us that there is more of a bang in it.

feet without the slightest trouble.

This is nothing to brag about. We know
plenty of folks who can shoot holes through
hundred-dollar bills and it's no feat at all.

WILLIAM D. TAYLOR, the Morosco di-

rector, says he is wrapped up in his work.

Don't unwrap, Bill, don't unwrap. You're
doing fine. Work is the one best little wrap-
per to have around you anyway.

HERE'S a tip, girls. George Periolat, the
American film star, is a dyed-in-the-wool
bachelor who swears he has never proposed
in his life.

Now if one of you grown-up ladies will

just only single him out and go at him with
the single object of making him unsingle,

perchance something singular might hap-
pen.

THREE thousand greeted Margarita Fis-
cher and Governor Gatens of Oregon, when
they led the grand march at the ball given
by the motion picture exhibitors of the
northwest at Portland, Oregon, recently.

That girl Margarita certainly has the
happy faculty of being right in the swim in

and out of season, and you can bet your
last kopek Hizzoner, the Guve'nor, had to

step along right smartly to keep up with the

popularity she enjoyed.

HARRY S. NORTHRUPP, the Metro
favorite, claims he escaped death by a hair's

breadth after being attacked by a giant

rattlesnake.

What did you do, Harry? Out-rattle the

critter with your feet moving in the op-

posite direction?

THE name of Metro's new casting direc- m
tor is Leila Knapp Wyre. J

Here is a real, honest-to-goodness live j
Wyre.

ft |

PEARL WHITE has bravely jumped |
from bridges, made balloon ascensions and §j

battled with wicked lions, but she will run a JB

mile at the sight of a little, harmless mouse, g
But then consistency never was a very =_

consistent part of the womanly traits.

ROLAND BOTTOMLEY has enlisted in jj

the army.

True to his profession he is acting right. M

minium
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DEVELOPING THE BODY
By HERBERT RAWLINSON

1

EEPING in the best of physical

condition is one of the greatest

problems of the photoplayer.

He is called upon to make use

of his strength from time to

time, and if he is not in the best of condi-

tion, he soon finds himself tired out and
unable to put the vim into his work that he

would have been able to do if his body had
been properly cared for.

I follow a certain routine of exercises

every day, and I find that they keep me
feeling very fit indeed. The hardest kind

of work does not seem to tire me, and I

have always been able to work just as hard

at the closing of the day as I have at the

beginning. I attribute it all to the moder-
ate exercises that I have found most bene-

fiting.

Good deep breathing is one of the finest

things to develop the body. It fills your
lungs with good, pure air, and enables you
to throw off the poisonous gases that are

forced into the lungs to be thrown off. The
only way to get rid of these gases is by
deep breathing. The lungs filled with good,

pure air, naturally develop the chest

muscles, and take a large quantity of the

impurities from the blood.

My first and also my last exercise that I

take just after arising in the morning, and
the very last before retiring at night, is

deep breathing. I stand with the right

hand clenched tightly over the left wrist,

and take long deep breaths. I count ten

slowly to myself as I inhale ; then I count
seven slowly as I hold my breath to give

the good air chance to do its work. I

count ten as slowly in exhaling. Always
inhale through the nose when doing this

exercise, and exhale through the mouth.
When you breathe through your nose, the

small hairs inside keep any dust from going
down to your lungs.

Next exercise consists of placing the arms
behind the back, and lifting the right foot

out straight in front of you, being sure not

to bend the leg at the knee. Do this exer-

cise about ten times, and then repeat with

the left leg extended and the right on the

ground. This will develop the muscles of

the thigh.

The third exercise I change the leg exer-

cise about a little. I keep the arms straight

down by the sides, and raise the leg, bending

it at the knee as far back as possible. This
greatly strengthens the muscles of the calf

of the leg. When the leg is raised in the

proper position, then raise up on the toes

of your other foot. Do this about ten times

with the right leg, and then switch to the

left. The ankles will also be benefited by
this.

Now for the muscles of the neck, arms,
chest, and stomach, as well as the shoulder

muscles. These are all taken care of in

my fourth exercise. Stand erect, and clutch
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BET SHE'S PLAYING "YANKEE DOODLE"

WILSON CLEANER REM0^T
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Don'tworryaboutthatsoiled gown. Wilaon'scleaner will
remove that spot from yourclothei. Wilson's cleaner is a
scientifically compounded preparation , and will not injure
the most delicate fabric. Send us 25c and we will send
you a large bottle of this marvelous cleaner. If you find
it unsatisfactory we will return your money.

WILSON CHEMICAL CO.. 32 S.Wabash Dept.C. Chicago. 111.

= THE MORNING DRINK OF

tfllHVlGOff

Between scenes at the American studio, Santa Barbara, Gail Kane, Mutual s star, entertains at the piano of which
she is an accomplished player. She is seen here with Edward Peil, Douglas McLean, members of the company,
John Seitz, the cameraman, William Vaughn, the assistant director, and Rollin S. Sturgeon, the director

|= KEEPS STOMACH and BOWELS

p| IN FINE HEALTHY CONDITION.
° =

== If you have any stomach or bowel trouble, you need= Fruit -Vigor. It is rich in pure upbuilding salts of
. fruit. Makes the digestive system Strong—Healthy

—

^=r^= Active. Write for our booklet. Tells "WHATTO == DO; Also—WHAT NOT TO DO." Better still, === send one dollar for a jar of Fruit -Vigor and let it —
:= begin to do you good. Or askyour druggist or grocer —

—

^^ toget it for you. Old-time users of physic, pills,= mineral waters, oils and enemas find the change to —

—

== Fruit -Vigor the BEST MOVE they EVER MADE. ==
=§= STEWART FOOD COMPANY. 589 Security Bldg.. Chicago ==

the left wrist with the right hand as in the

breathing exercise. Then lift the arms in

this position over your head as far as you
can. You will notice that this movement
affects the shoulder, stomach, and the

muscles in your arms. Bring your arms
down again, and stretch your head back at

the same time. This greatly strengthens

the muscles of the neck. Ten times is

enough for this exercise.

The fifth and last exercise is a repeat of
the first, the deep breathing. During these

exercises more poisonous gases and impuri-
ties are forced into the lungs, and the

breathing at the end clears them all out, and
leaves you feeling fresh and fit.

Ten minutes in the morning and the same
amount in the evening is all that should be
devoted to these exercises. I have it fig-

ured out pretty well. I just do my five

exercises twice in the ten minutes. Go
through them in the regular order as given,

and then repeat. I am sure that you will

soon get on to the habit, and finish the

exercises twice just as the ten minutes
expire.

The reason that I only exercise for ten

minutes in the morning and evening, is be-

cause you should feel refreshed after your
work-out, and not fatigued. Ten minutes
of this will get your blood circulating, and
your muscles tingling, where more than

this amount would tire you, which should

not be the case. Instead of sitting down to

rest after exercising, you should want to

go right out and tackle a big breakfast.

Don't forget that sleep is one of the most
important factors in building up your body.
Be sure that you get your share of it.

Noted scientists tell us that sleep after two
o'clock in the morning doesn't do your body
any good. It is what you get before this

hour that counts in building up the tissues

broken down during the day's work or play.

Mix a little boxing, swimming, sleep, with

these ten-minute exercises, and you will

soon be surprised at the great change it

will effect in your physical condition. Start

in to-day and give it a trial.
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Who Will Originate Arline Pretty's New Name
and Win $25.00?

H me, oh my, what an avalanche

of letters the contest to find

Arline Pretty a new name has
brought upon the offices of

Photo-Play Journal. Names
by the thousands have already been sug-

gested by interested photoplay fans, and it

has been necessary to engage a special big

clerical force to formally enter and tabulate

them all. The mail carriers who serve our

route betray the fatigue all this extra mail

has forced upon them, and they seem to

tacitly accuse us of adding to their hot

weather troubles. Every kind of a name
imaginable has been pushed forward by the

contestants. Some are great and others are

downright humorous. Few of the contest-

ants are satisfied to offer one cognomen,
and one young woman submitted a list of an

even hundred all on one sheet of paper. An
ingenious young man sent in a list of thir-

teen and called attention to the fact it was
the so-called unlucky combination upon
which he depended to bring him luck in the

form of a $25 check.

Louis H. Roth, of 1437 West 110th

Street, Cleveland, Ohio, has selected thirty-

one names he deems likely, and he has pref-

aced his list with the following line : "A
bizarre selection that may cop the quad-

buck." Among the names he has devised is

Belle Ringling, which indeed might 'peal.

Another is Reno Nevada, which brings to

mind that Miss Pretty does want a divorce

—from her present name. Ramona Pon-
ders, a third idea of his, might be objec-

tionable because it tells too much. Miss
Pretty might not want it known or even

inferred that she ponders. Just the same

Mr. Roth shows the proper caliber in the

art of christening.

Gertrude Steele, 5213 Cornell Avenue,
Chicago, is the second contestant to avail

herself of the combination of thirteen, and,

Rosemary Byrne was one of her first offer-

ings. Byrne is at least seasonable—sug-

gestive of warmth as it were.

Many fans fall into the spirit of the

times by entering patriotic names. Bertha

J. Adams, of Shamokin, Pa., urges Miss
June Columbia as ideal. John Ganzer, of

Coffeyville, Kansas, thinks Ethel Yankee-
girl fits the present situation.

From many fans came poems. One of

the most striking is that of Ethel Alice Col-

burn, 709 Marshall Street, Little Rock, Ar-

kansas. Here it is

:

When I was young and still was soft,

I had one friend who had my heart

Completely

!

What e're she did or what she said,

I took it to my heart and head
Completely

!

'Tis true I love her, "really true."

I am foolish through and through

—

Completely

—

For I did let some foolish things

Make me believe that I had wings
Complete

!

Soon I saw my first mistake
But first I had to really wake

Completely

!

She is quite an ideal friend

And forgave me, now and then
Completely

!

I wish she knew, and I could say
How I love her to this day

Completely.

.Something now within stirs

Saying yes, sir, I am hers,

Completely

!

She has a name of Arline Pretty,

She has her fame from city to city

Completely.

Raymond Restaino, 454 Elm Street, Arl-
ington, N. J., has entered his suggestion a
la verse as follows :

Like sunbeams on the morning dew,
Arline, this is between me and you

—

Although you are like a beautiful fawn,
I shall call you pretty Margery Dawn.

M. Kramer, of 22 Edwin Place, Buffalo,
N. Y., affixed interesting definitions to his

two suggestions of Thalia Arlington and
Chloris Arlington, explaining that Thalia
was one of the Graces; also one of the
Muses, adding that the latter had presided
over festivals and pastoral poetry. "Chlo-
ris," it is added, "was the Goddess of
Flowers, while Arlington is really a con-
tinuation of Miss Pretty's own name, Ar-
line."

This contest by which Photo-Play Jour-
nal hopes to find a new name suitable to

Miss Pretty will close on August 1. There-
fore it behooves all those wishing to enter
it to get their suggestions in the mails in

sufficient time to insure their delivery to the
Contest Editor, Land Title Building, by
that date. There is no limit to the number
of names each person may offer. The one
imperative thing is to hurry.

Don't Believe Lip-Readers: Actors Speak Real Lines

Few things rouse Shirley Mason, the Mc-
Clure star, to anger. But there is one
sure-fire method for stirring her to wrath-
ful outbursts. It is this

:

Tell her that you have a friend who is a

lip-reader who has noticed that motion pic-

ture actors, while making a scene, speak

lines that have nothing whatever to do with

the action.

Recently she noted a story in which the

author was attempting to "expose" motion
picture making.
According to the tale, a lip-reader at a

movie show noticed that when a father was
supposed to be driving his erring daughter

out of the house, he really spoke thus

:

"Hurry up, Nellie, and finish this scene.

I'm getting hungry. By the way, did you
have a good time at the movie ball last

night? You looked great."

To which the erring daughter, according

to the lip-reader, replied

:

"Sure, we had a great time. You should

have been there. We all stayed until day-
light."

And so, the daughter was thrust into the

snow!

"It would be utterly impossible for actors

to speak such lines while they were going
through tragic action," Shirley Mason says

indignantly. "Motion picture acting is no
joke, and the players must live their parts.

They must use lines that help them portray

the necessary emotion. And they do. No
director would permit any other sort of

work.

"Some actors mumble 'soandso and so-

andso' over and over again, while acting

their parts, but most directors have stopped

that and make the players speak real, per-

tinent words for the simple reason that by
such means the acting is improved.

"Nothing makes me so indignant as to

hear that some person who pretends to

know lip reading tell his friends 'what the

movie actors really say.' His reports usu-

ally are that they speak ridiculous phrases

in serious moments.

"For instance, a friend of mine was told

by one of these impostors that in a scene in

Seven Deadly Sins—where, at a dramatic

moment I was supposed to announce that

my munition factory would no longer make
projectiles for anybody but Uncle Sam

—

what I really said was, 'It's a terrible life,

folks, gasoline went up two cents a gallon

today
!'

"As a matter of fact I spoke exactly the

same lines as were flashed on the screen.

If I had been so foolish to say what the

professed lip-reader said I did I would
have broken up the scene and probably the

director would have shot me."

Keeps the
Underarms

Dry and
Odorless

Prevents humiliation and stained clothing. Daily Baths do not
Lessen the Effect. Send its 4c for Testing- Sample ar.d What
Medical Authorities Say About the Harmf ulness of Excessive
Armpit Perspiration.

Price 50c (several months' supply! dealers, or by mail postpaid from

Nonspi Co., 2626 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.
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THIS MONTH'S PHOTO-PLAY SUGGESTION
Note: Each month one or more short stories will be given their first publication in this department for the consideration of photoplay producers

as well as the entertainment of our readers. All writers, amateur or professional, having stories of merit which they wish to get before pro-

ducers to an advantage are welcome to this agency, and in case their material is accepted by any producer, they will be given the entire amount
the latter might pay. The chief purpose of this unique plan is to help worthy writers who are without literary reputation as yet.

PENELOPE PIERCE By LUCILLE
V. PARSONS

Better by one sivect soul constant and true to be

beloved,

Than all the kingdoms of delight to trample thro'

unloved, unloved. —Oxcnham.

ASON HAINES is the first of a

long line of famous actors to drag-

family traditions down a peg. His
retired uncle Nathaniel decides to

give him one last chance, which will

determine whether three million

dollars will revert to his nephew
or to charity.

It is the "morning after" one of Jason's
"big" nights, when he secretly married Letty Ma-
son, a shallow Bohemian belle.

Uncle Nat states the cold facts directly.

"Boy, I've purchased the 'Star Theatrical Com-
pany' ; also rights to James Arthur's new play,

'Promising Peter.' As 'Peter' you shall show
Broadway you're up to the mark. Understand?
You'll learn your role by living it in Maybury
Center. You have a position waiting for you in

Hank Jones' grocery store. Leave no address.

I'll wire you when to return. Fail in this and I'll

disinherit you !" Such a man is Uncle Nat.

Poor Jason pledges Letty's secrecy by giving
her free access to the remainder of his year's

allowance.

Three days later Jason Haines traveling in-

cognito arrives at Maybury Center. He is re-

ferred to Deacon Chase's for good board. Pene-
lope Pierce, "the sweetest girl in town" is con-
cluding a business transaction pertaining to Dutch
cheese and jelly. Fortunately Jason is intro-

duced.

The following week Jason passes the contribu-
tion box at service, and joins the "Maybury Anti-
Vice League."
The morning, noon, and night schedule with

nothing stirring is getting on Jason's nerves.
Local color is what his role requires but

Quite by chance he stumbles onto Penelope
Pierce's cottage with its sign

:

"Ye olde Gift and Tea Shop"

Amos Brown, a typical town gawk, and admirer
of Penelope's answers his knock.
The interior of the shop resembles a page from

some quaint old picture-book. Then the little

lady herself serves him cakes and tea, attired in

one of her grandmother's own frocks.

Jason is really impressed by the story of this

courageous girl who has made good on a deceased
relative's sound advice and meagre possessions.

Not many such evenings pass before townsfolk
whisper that these two "be a keepin' comp'ny."
A month later "Derin, the Hypnotizing Wiz-

ard" breezes into Maybury to "do it up brown
and tie it in a bow." A week's real salary is too

much for the troupe. The Anti-Vice League is

obliged to compel Derin to vacate and leave his

trunks in payment of bills. Haines gets a quart

of whiskey and a book on hypnotism for "over-
looking" some of the haul. Amos, ever alert,

thus finds reason "fer mistrustin' Penelope's new
feller."

From time to time Amos steals the volume on
hypnotism and practices on everybody with no
success whatever. One day he finds in the

precious book a letter to Jason from his "wife,"

saying she's coming to Maybury. Fearful of his

spying, he dares not tell this bit of news.
Jason admits to himself that he loves Penelope.

The thought of Letty's spoiling his romance
urges him to send a note begging her to elope
with him on the 8.05 that evening. Amos, read-
ing the contents, warns her against Jason. She
does not believe his accusations and starts to
meet her sweetheart. Amos follows entreating
her to turn back. Suddenly, in real earnest he
summons his hypnotic powers—"Penelope Pierce,
go home !" Wonder of wonders—it works

!

Wheeling slowly, she obeys. Meantime the 8.0S
is nearing Maybury. The 7.45 late from New
York comes to a stop. Jason spies his friends the
wizard, who comes back to get his trunks.
At the same moment Letty throws her arms

about Jason, then stares at the wizard.
"I'll be d . Maggie Derin," he yells.

Jason looks askance, then stammers, "This is

Letty Haines—my wife !"

"H , how can my wife be your wife?" asks
Derin. The next morning Jason receives his

uncle's telegram

:

"Return at once. Tuesday opening night. Star
Theater."

Scandal travels like forest fire. By noon Pene-
lope knows a deal about Jason Haines. And
when he comes to say good-bye he shows her the

telegram and tells her the rest. She can't for-

give him—then.

Tuesday night sees Star Theater filled to ca-
pacity. When the curtain falls on the fourth act

of "Promising Peter," Jason knows he's made
good.
At the stage entrance a timid figure waits to

see the leading man. When at last he comes she
pulls his sleeve and whispers, "Jason

"

"Why, bless you—Penelope !"

"I—I just had to come dear—something made
me."

..

; HREE young club members, Jack
Smith, Ivan Melrose and Henry
Meyers, are in love with Helen
Gray, a young society bud, who
has succeeded in making each of
them think he is the favored one.

So successful is Helen in this re-

spect that the boys are forced to admit among
themselves that they do not know which is the
favored one, and all being inclined to be sports
and ready to gamble, hit upon a novel plan
whereby they can decide which is to marry
Helen.

Inviting Helen to accompany them, they go to

the Country Club, where a trap shooting contest
is arranged, the winner to marry Helen. To this

Helen agrees, her sporting blood coming to the
front, and while the boys are preparing for the
match, she, unknown to them, secures a gun
with a maxim silencer, and steals away to a
spot where she will be within range without being
seen.

The contest opens, the boys, all good shots,

kill ever.y clay pigeon as it flys from the trap,

and for ten rounds not a blue rock is reported
alive by the referee, as Helen unseen, makes sure
that the clay disks fly into pieces, when suddenly
a small bit of clay strikes her hand, cutting it

and causing her in pain to go to the club house
to have her wound dressed.

Without her aid, however, many live pigeons
are reported, and at the end of the contest Henry
Meyers is named as the winner.
He reports to Helen and seeing her hand tied

up is much concerned, but is unable to learn
from her the cause of the accident.

The stakes for which the contest was given
now become public. Henry is congratulated by
all. Someone suggests the wedding right away

;

a minister is summoned, and before Helen or
Henry can object, they are married.

Later : Jack Smith, not to be outdone by
Henry, courts and marries Dorothy Stewart, in

a very short time ; while Ivan Melrose, thinking

JEWEL By W. HUGH
ADAMS

he is putting one over on Jack, elopes with
Gladys Hinckley, an old sweetheart of his.

Henry, having placed Helen in a beautiful
home after the honeymoon, goes to the club
happy and proud, is surprised to learn that his
chums are away on their honeymoons.
Henry promised Helen, while on their honey-

moon, that he would get her the largest diamond
pendant he could find for her wedding present.

Helen loves company and cards, and shortly
after is entertaining a house full of friends at
cards. . Henry loves homelife and Helen, and
prefers his paper in the library. While reading-
he suddenly rings for the butler ; ordering his
grip and hat he goes to the safe, and taking a
package of money, cuts a clipping from the
paper, and leaves the house, informing the butler
to tell Helen that he would be gone some time.
Taking a train he arrives at a small town, and

upon inquiry, arrives at his destination, is ad-
mitted into a house by a gentleman. Inside Henry
hands the man the clipping, which he reads

:

"In exchange for $5,000 cash I will part with a
jewel of priceless value. Nothing but urgent
need of cash prompts this. Address:

Frank Foster,
26 Lake Street."

After acknowledging that he placed the notice
in the paper, Frank Foster agrees to sell the

jewel to Henry only upon his own conditions

—

that the $5,000 in cash be tied in a bundle and
checked at the parcel room of the railroad station,

that he will also bundle the jewel and check it at

the same place, after which the checks are to be
exchanged in hand at the Grand Hotel at ten

o'clock.

Being a sport, and always ready to gamble, the

novel idea pleases Henry, and arrangements for

the transaction are made, and the honesty of

either is not questioned.
After each has fulfilled his part of the agree-

ment, they meet at the hotel at ten o'clock, and
the checks are exchanged.

Foster, knowing a short cut to the depot, ar-

rives there just in time to get his package' and
catch a train departing for the West. Henry ar-

rives some minutes later and is surprised at the

largeness of the package handed to him ; he
questions it, but is assured that it is his by the

agent.

Nervously opening the bundle he is astonished
to find that it contains a little baby girl. Hastily
he inquires if Mr. Foster had been there ; the

agent tells him that Foster got a package and
left town on the westbound train.

Feeling that he had been buncoed, while stand-

ing looking at the baby, Henry notices a note

pinned on the baby's breast. He reads

:

"This is the priceless jewel which circumstances
cause me to part. Watch over our little Jewel
for her dead mother's sake.

"Frank Foster."

Angry at first, Henry becomes calm as the true
value of his end of the bargain dawns upon
him, for had he not bought a heavenly Jewel
instead of an earthly one.

Arriving home with his prize Henry is fortun-
ate in finding Helen at home and alone ; he
places the little baby in Helen's lap, but Helen
in horror bids him take it away, while Henry
holds the little one tight in his arms, Helen
rushes from the room.

All that Henry can say or do does not change
Helen's attitude toward little Jewel ; she only
regards his actions as those of a mad man, and
she tells her friends that her husband must be
going crazy.

Henry, unable to keep little Jewel at home,
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takes her to his club, where he engages a suite of

rooms and a nurse for baby.

He spends so much time in the suite, away
from the boys and the games that they ask ques-

tions, and he takes his old chums Jack and Ivan

into his secret, and introduces them to baby
Jewel. At first they chide him, but soon change
their attitude as the little one wins them over,

and finally Jack begs Henry to allow him to take
the little one home to Dorothy ; to this Henry
agrees ; but Dorothy is like Helen as far as

babies are concerned, and Jack is forced to take

the little one back to the club, where Ivan,

anxious to try his wife's views upon babies,

takes Jewel home to Gladys, who, much to his

surprise, greets it warmly and makes a fuss over
it, and she straightway asks Henry for permis-
sion to keep the little one for him.
Henry continues his ardent watch over little

Jewel in the Melrose home, and spends so much
time there that it is food for scandal, and much
gossip in social circles is the result ; Gladys is

blackballed and shunned by her friends. This,
coupled with the extra work of caring for the
baby, tells on Gladys, and a breakdown is the
result, so Ivan takes her away on a long trip

for a rest.

Henry takes little Jewel back to the club,

where Jack approaches him with an announce-
ment of the annual baby show, and suggests
entering little Jewel as a contestant for the prize.

The idea pleases Henry, and plans are made.
They become so anxious to make little Jewel win-
ner of the Blue Ribbon that they solicit votes
from all their friends.

At first the ladies refuse, but when the news-
papers give the little one such good notices they

individually and secretly vote for her.

Little Jewel wins the blue ribbon, and Henry
becomes so attentive to her that he neglects

Helen entirely, who goes home to her mother in

a jealous rage, leaving the Meyer home entirely to

Henry, who installs little Jewel and the nurse.

While at her mother's home Helen notices an
announcement in the paper that a Frank Foster,

having parted with his little baby girl some time

ago for $5,000 is anxious for her return, and
will now give ten times the amount.

In jealous haste Helen writes to Foster to call

at her home for his baby.

Ivan and Gladys Melrose return to the city and
are surprised to find the Meyer home broken, so

they visit Helen at her mother's, and there per-
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Interviewing Their Dogs
{Continued from page 21)

suade Helen to lake a walk with them over to

their house, where, in great joy, they show Helen
their little baby. Their apparent happiness and
love for the little one strikes home, and Helen
returns to her own home changed.

.She takes little Jewel from the nurse, and
holding it close kisses and loves it. Henry sees
this and is greatly pleased, and taking Helen in

his arms tells her for the first time that little

"MY FAVORITE"
"It's hard to choose the one you love the

best,

When all of them are lovable to you

;

To think of one and 'cut out' all the rest,

It seems a treacherous sort of thing
to do.

"When I see William Farnum on the
screen,

I think that William F. cannot be beat,

| And then comes Francis Bushman and
1 seem

To be swept completely from my feet.

1 "And many others every day I see
Depicting life in every form and clime;

And then I know if it were 'up to me'
I'd have to vote just 'Neutral' every

j time.

| "For I'd choose every one of them, you
see,

Because they all are working hard
each day

| To please the picture fans, like you and
| me,

I could not choose them any other

| way."
I Lenore McCurdy. I

Jewel is the jewel he bought by mistake, thinking
he was buying her a diamond for her wedding
gift. Helen buries her face on his shoulder, and
they are happily playing with little Jewel when
the door-bell rings and Mr. Frank Foster is

announced.
Upon arriving in the west Frank Foster makes

money rapidly in the gold mines, and so absorbed

stepped into the breach by smiling radi-

antly. Now what do you think Ginger

said to this? He smiled too. That's what
he said, and thus ended happily a very

interesting interview.

Jumping into my seven-league boots, I

hopped over to the rendezvous of E. K.

Lincoln, one of the most popular of screen

matinee idols. I found him out—yes, out

in the alley sauntering with both members
of his canine family. As I approached the

trio, getting a snap-shot of them as I did

said approaching, both dogs demanded to

know who I was, as you can see by casting

your peepers on the picture herewith.

"Friend or foe?" they would have asked

if they could have given utterance to the

words.
"Friend, I assure you," was my punctual

reply. "Just wanted to find out what you
dogs of war think of the war."

"We're rough and ready," they an-

nounced a la short, impatient pants. "In

fact, we enjoy a good scrap any hour of the

day or night."

If you think they don't, just start some-
thing. You do it. 1 won't. I never rel-

ished flirting with one dog, let alone two
brothers.

Frankly, it was my aversion for dealing

with two dogs at once that inspired me to

get away early and invade the Balboa
studios, where I found pleasantry ruling

supreme in the dog quarters. Vola Vale,

with her handsome collie greeted me smil-

ingly in the garden where they were basking
in the golden sunshine of the golden state.

"I'm a handsome dog and admit it," the

collie declared, anticipating my mission of

interview.

"Well now, you are vain," I ventured to

remark since I noted the pretty mistress was
holding the dorg anyway.
"Not in vain though, because I win the

affection of my mistress by dint of my good

is he in the art that he forgets all about the

little Jewel he pawned, null! at a cafe one night,

while listening to a cabarel singer holding a

buncfi of roses sing a lullaby, hi- is brought back
for the singer (to his vision) changes to Mary,
his dead wile, and the roses, to little Jewel, and
instead of the cabaret singer coining up to him
and placing a rose in his lap, it is Mary, his wife,

placing little Jewel there.

Collecting himself, Foster dashes from the

place, and unable to sleep thai night sits up and
drinks, and early in the morning he is on board

a train bound for the east, determined to find his

baby, if it takes all bis wealth.

In the Hast he places the notice in all the

papers, and the much-hoped for answer conies

from Helen.

In her new-found happiness Helen had forgot-

ten that just a few short hours before she had
unconsciously given it away, but she is brought to

the full realization as Frank Foster, seeing little

Jewel toddling along the floor, gets down on his

knees, and with outstretched arms calls his little-

girl, who goes to him. He smothers her with

kisses, and then for the first time he notices

Henry and Helen who, standing as though para-

lyzed, realize his mission there.

Knowing she is the cause of Foster being

there, Helen goes up to her room, and there-

buries her face in the pillows on her bed in sobs.

Henry slowly approaches Foster, who, in his

joy at finding his baby, does not see the heart-

aches he is causing, pulls out a roll of bills and
offers it to Henry, who in anguish turns his back
and falls in a chair.

Arousing himself he asks for time to think, and
asks Foster to return the next day ; then, going
to Helen he takes her in his arms, and she con-
fesses to him that she in jealousy sent for Foster.

They decide to return little Jewel to her
father, and it is a hard fight next day to part

with her.

Henry applies himself to hard work to try and
forget the past, but it tells upon him, and after
months of labor he is a shadow of his former
self, when, one evening after the usual grind, he
returns home, is met at the door by a nurse,

who silently ushers him into Helen, where laying

beside his wife is a Jewel, all their own, to bring

joy to them through life.

While kneeling at the bedside in happiness, a

vision of Little Jewel comes to him, held tightly

in her father's arms.

Vola Vale's dog admits being handsome

looks," was the collie's undannted reply.

And, if you ever saw that dog with Miss
Vale, you would not doubt for a minute
that he didn't say every word we have
quoted in so many dog methods of expres-

sions.

Not far away I found little Gloria Joy,
Balboa's baby star, enjoying a hearty laugh

with her fox terrier. Gloria explained that

the terrier had just told a joke. I didn't

hear it and can't therefore vouch for it, but

I do know he said some mighty "sassy"

things to me, one of which was, "Oh go on,

or I'll chase you." However, the speaker

was too small to put a scare into me, and I

stood my ground. "You've got a nerve to

butt in on a private party." came next very

impudently in the form of a sharp, sarcastic

stare.

"I'll buy the next round of dog biscuits,"

I proposed in an effort to ingratiate my-
self.

"Nothing but quail on toast or fresh

on the ground from the air goes for me
today."

This would be biting off more of a chew
than I could afford, and so I cut short my
interview. As I wended my way back to

my hotel I mused a bit. Summed up this

was my musing: It is surely all wrong to

call dogs dumb brutes when they betray far

less dumbness than about one-half of the

people who are not even accused of being

dumb at all, and, if dogs can't make speech,

thev can make the fur of comprehension fly.

Gainsav me if you will, but there's a lot of

argument dogs give, and the bite is mightier

than the bark in making known things.
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THE SILENT TREND
Henry's side. With his last breath Leslie

confesses his love for Sylvia, saying she is

the only good woman he has ever known,

and acknowledging her innocence. The

posse, with Sylvia at its head, finds Henry
unconscious in the desert. As soon as he is

revived he tells her Leslie's last words. An
early wedding in the little town is witnessed

and sanctioned by Henry's mother, now
proud to have so noble a girl for her

daughter-in-law, and the trail of the shadow

is gone forever.

ATIMELY and unique photoplay is "The

Slacker," the Metro wonderplay, in

which Emily Stevens is starred. American

descendants of all nations will find incidents

of peculiar interest to them individually in

this feature, because it presents with true

dramatic proportions an impressive picture

of America as the world's greatest melting-

pot.

Memorable incidents connected with the

history of the country in its most dramatic

episodes are pictured, and live again on the

screen, and present events are shown in an

allegorical form. Civilization is shown be-

ing crushed by the God of War. Justice

calls Columbia, who lights the torch of

Liberty, which then shines over all. A
dove of peace is shown on a branch, and

then flies away. The branches of the tree

dissolve into a fortress of steel with enor-

mous guns. Three thousand soldiers with

fixed bayonets answer the call of Columbia,

marching close in one great formidable

armed mass. The picture changes quickly

to a naval scene, showing America's battle-

ships on the high seas. Next the German

fleet within the Kiel canal is pictured, with

the Allied fleet waiting patiently outside to

engage it in action.

The historic events included in this great

picture of patriotism are Paul Revere's ride,

the welding of the nation, when General

Grant and Robert E. Lee clasped hands, the

martyrdom of Nathan Hale, the composing

of "The Star-Spangled Banner," and mo-

mentous incidents in the careers of Wash-

ington, Lincoln and President Wilson.

Ulysses S. Grant is played by F. Munnell,

whose characterization is said to be startl-

ingly realistic. W. E. Lawrence plays Lee;

Olaf Skavlan plays Nathan Hale; Paul Re-

vere is impersonated by G. P. Hamilton, Jr.,

Lincoln is played by Frank McGlynn, and

Ben Walker is Washington. President Wil-

son is played by himself. The character of

Christ, at the close of the picture, is im-

personated by Robert Anderson. The part

of Francis Scott Key is played not by a

man, but by Elsie Davenport, for the reason

that the composer was only nineteen years

old at the time the song was written, a frail

youth of a delicate constitution.

Of the allegorical figures, Liberty is

played by Lillian Sullivan; Justice, Phyllis

Dawson; Columbia, Ethel Hallor; Civiliza-

tion, Lillian Forbes. In the "melting-pot"

scene, A. Tovel plays the Frenchman, Frank

Leigh the Englishman, Sam Le Roy, Rou-

manian; R. Jovanovich, the Russian; P.

Goss, the Spaniard; Charles Fang, the

Chinaman; F. K. Honda, the Japanese; Jack

Siegel, the Jew; N. K. Thompson, the

(Continued from page 35)

Italian; B. Rose, the Irishman; L. F. Daley,

the Portuguese; Strongheart, the American
Indian, and the Swede, H. Lycke.

In an interpolated episode representing

the trend of the times, the native-born Ger-

man is played by Emil Lacroix. Mr. Lacroix

however, is an Alsatian whose heart and
soul are with France, but who happens to

look like a German; his son is played by G.

White; J. Van Cortlandt plays a blind vet-

eran of the Spanish-American war, and

Baby Ivy Ward is "The child of the flag."

Mr. Van Cortlandt is a blind actor who has

appeared in a number of Metro productions.

A NOTHER stage play fares better on the
^** screen than it did in its original environ-

ment. This latest demonstration of the su-

perior flexibility and latitude of the cinema

art comes in "What Money Can't Buy," an

adaptation of George Broadhurst's well-

known drama. Louise Hue and Jack Pick-

ford are co-starred in this excellent Lasky

production, and they succeed admirably in

surpassing the artistry they projected in

either "Great Expectations" or "Freckles."

It is interesting to also note that this pic-

ture marks the advent of Lou Tellegen, the

popular actor, as a director, he having had

full charge of the making of this feature.

"What Money Can't Buy," is a picture re-

plete with romance and diversion, which is

punctuated by thrills. A synopsis of the

story follows:

Madison Hale, wealthy American financier

and Govrian Texler, financial advisor of the

King of Maritzia, a small principality of

Europe, are bidding against each other for

the concession to run a transcontinental

railroad through the country.

The American in New York is operating

through agents in the kingdom. Young
Dick Hale, having just completed school,

desires to make a trip and visit Maritzia,

which was the birthplace of his mother's

grandfather. Arriving there, Dick meets the

Princess who is under an assumed name,

and the two young people fall in love much
to the chagrin of Ferdinand Vaslof, a young

military officer and nephew of Texler.

The Princess induces Dick to accept a

lieutenancy in the Maritzian army. Hale,

Sr., hearing that he is not apt to get the

railroad concession, boards his yacht and

personally goes to the principality. He
does not approve of the marriage until he

meets the young Princess.

Although Dick is an officer he refuses to

deny allegiance to Uncle Sam, and when

he is insulted by Ferdinand he promptly

resigns from the army. Texler has his resig-

nation ignored and the young American is

sent to prison in Ferdinand's custody. The

Princess hears this but is unable to obtain

his release with her father. She goes to

Madison Hale with her two brothers and

induces him to take them captive on board

his yacht. The senior Hale then enters the

Council Chamber, takes up the loan with

which Texler has held the king in his power
and forces him to sign an order for his

son's release. He reaches Ferdinand's castle

just as Dick is about to be brutally treated

by Ferdinand, makes him captive and then,

with his son, returns and sends a message

to the Princess to return from her yachting

trip.

The nobility of Dick's great-grandfather

is established, and he and the Princess re-

ceive the blessings of their two fathers.

'"-pHE Long Trail," in which Lou Telle-

-^ gen is starred with Mary Fuller, bril-

liantly in his support is one of the best

Famous Players releases of the current

month. It is a tale of the Canadian lumber

camps, and the outstanding feature of it is

a decided difference in the manner of con-

struction of story. Herein lies a merit to

be encouraged, because there has been far

too much neglect of the essentials to liter-

ary mastery in scenarios. Forsooth, there

is no reason at all why the screen should not

produce originally many stories which shall

live. Haste in and a lack of construction

can be held responsible for the dearth in

such masterpieces. The embryonic scenario

writer who sincerely wishes to leave his

foot-prints in the sands of time, will realize

the ambition by furnishing the screen with

real enduring literature instead of "dashing

off" the usual picture synopsis. Think this

over.

'

FROM candy to cigarettes is a jump
backwards which might not reassure,

but in the case of Gladys Hulette, the

charming Pathe star, "it's permissible," as

Sam Bernard would say. It has not been

long since that Miss Hulette portrayed a

very sweet character in a photoplay en-

titled "The Candy Girl." She made the

candy unselfishly for others and ate little of

it herself. Her latest play is called "The

Gigarette Girl," and once more she acts as

the non-participating intermediary. She

sells cigarettes to others and smokes none

of the wicked weed herself. "The Cigarette

Girl" misses being a great photoplay by
many points. There is some originality in

the story, and the plot is so evolved that it

grips the attention after a fashon. The out-

standing good point of it is, the role Miss

Hulette plays exactly fits her, and as a

young girl who ekes out a modest existence

by following the pursuit of the tobacconist,

she displays much ability to give a true-to-

life portrayal of the kind of a girl you are

liable to meet in the lobby of any office

building behind the little stand in the corner

near the elevators. The story unfolded gets

its forward impetus from the fact that a

young man who is a steady customer at

"the stand" in this play induces the ciga-

rette girl to wed him on very short notice in

order to thwart a band of blackmailers who
are on his trail. Not only does the marriage

foil the schemers, but the young wife finally

wins the love of a husband who had become

such as an emergency measure and not for

love in any sense of the word. There is an

adventuress to be dealt with almost to the

very last, but the young wife outwits her

and makes you feel glad for seeing a girl

with a level head. So many girls lack all

earmarks of having such a proud possession

that when you see one who has, it is to

return thanks. "The Cigarette Girl" is a

photoplay which will no doubt be enjoyed by

most all classes of photoplay fans.
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B TT7HEN a mysterious woman wearing a

1 * * dark-gray mask entirely concealing

g her features meets a wealthy young man

J who has become bored by his easy victories

B over women, there is bound to be some

| interest aroused, especially when she studi-

ously maintains an elusiveness which keeps

the hero guessing. Such is the impelling sit-

m uation in "The Masked Heart" in which

| William Russell stars in his usual debonair

style. In this case the masked woman
I proves to be a married woman with a fond-

| ness for flirting. This fact naturally causes

§1 many complications often intricate and
= sometimes delicate, but all in all this fea-

B ture affords some splendid entertainment.

I Russell, by the way, is showing more class

( in his each succeeding feature. He is work-

B ing hard and studying assiduously. This is

= obvious. It should be more generally

j= obvious among photoplayers of all classes.

B T? AR from being dismayed by the un-

g * settled conditions which the war pro-

B duces, William Fox, like practically all the

B other leaders of the motion picture industry,

B continues to produce expensive and ambiti-

B ous photoplays. "Jack and the Beanstalk,"

B the first of the Fox Kiddie Features, is a

[ pretentious ten-reel affair, possessing all

| the merits of ideality. The outstanding

B feature of this film is the truly clever acting

of the several juvenile artists. A distinc-

tive musical score has been composed for

this feature. It should be a record-breaking

attraction for the younger set, and it is

entitled to unstinted support from people of

all ages who relish clean, fantastic enter-

tainment. "When a Man Sees Red" is an-

other late Fox achievement which bids fair

to attain a memorable success. William

Farnum is starred in this production, which,

it is claimed, cost $200,000 to complete.

"When a Man Sees Red" is a gripping

story. Indeed, it is so absorbing as to hold

one almost breathless for a large portion of

the unfolding of it. Moreover, this piece

affords Mr. Farnum with a role of the type

in which he stands unrivalled—that of a

strong, rugged, clean-cut man—a sturdy

sailor who battles his way to victory against

almost overwhelming odds.

Another Fox feature of recent times

which deserves the popularity it is thus far

enjoying is "Patsy," in which June Caprice

distinguishes herself with her fine artistry

and intelligent silent expression. The story

of "Patsy" concerns Patricia Primmel, more
affectionately known as Patsy Prim, whose
untamed, tomboyish nature develops in the

western country where her father has gone

to regain his health. Dad gets concerned

and sends her with a letter to a New York
friend to obtain "culture."

The friend has died, and the letter comes
to his son, Dick Hewitt. Little short of a

revolution takes place in Dick's bachelor

apartments on Patsy's arrival. A house-

keeper and maid are hired, and between

them and Patsy, Dick and his butler are

taught new steps.

Dick's wild life leads him into the com-
pany of Helene Arnold, an adventuress.

One night, when "in his cups," Dick marries

her. The unexpected coming of Dick's sis-

ter, Alice, adds to his troubles because she

misunderstands Patsy's presence at first.

Meantime Patsy's sentimental French
maid has told her that a man must marry a

girl if he is out late at night with her. In

her love for Dick, Patsy follows this coun-

sel by putting a hole in the gasoline tank of

the car carrying Dick and herself to Alice's

house party. The trick works out as the

maid predicted: Alice insists that Dick

marry Patsy. Further complications en-

sue when Dick finds that one of the enter- B
tainers at the party is Helene. She de- =
mands "hush" money. Dick refuses to

pay it.

Just as Helene is about to expose Dick, =_

she notices the butler. Instantly she rushes

from the house. The butler tells Dick that B
Helen is the woman who married, then de- B
serted him. This nullifies Dick's marriage
to her and Dick's arms open for Patsy.
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Works of Russian Geniuses
Now Enrich the Screen

(Continued from page 24)

imiliii IN mini

death penalty for his participation in a

revolutionary committee. His insight into

the mental processes of the criminal, as

witnessed in "The House of the Dead" and
other novels, has never been surpassed. On
the screen as on the stage Dostoevsky's
works take the form of terrific melodrama.
The lovers of artistic realism much pre-

fer Turgenieff, who was a contemporary of

Dostoevsky but unlike him spent much of

his life abroad in quiet detachment from
the turbulent Russia of the mid century.

Turgenieff's "A Sportsman's Sketches,"

"Fathers and Sons," "Smoke," "Virgin

Soil"—to mention but a few—remain as the

most finished product of Slav fiction. His
fictional method has been compared to that

of the cinematograph in its decomposing, so

to speak, the successive moments of an ac-

tion, and it is therefore not surprising that

the stories work up into first-class scenarios.

In Russia one of the greatest names to

conjure with is that of A. S. Pushkin. This

marvelously gifted youth lived from 1799

to 1837 when he was killed in a duel into

which he had rushed to defend his family's

honor. Pushkin's career, in some respects,

resembles that of Edgar Allan Poe, in

others Lord Byron. He was hot-headed,

flighty, imaginative, enthusiastic. His
genius lay in heaven-born poesy wherein his

soul threw off its violence and became the

clear flame of creative mastery. Pushkin is

indeed the prince of Russian poets. One of

his stories in verse, "The Queen of Spades,"

is the basis of Tschaikowsky's grand opera,

"Pique Dame," which has enjoyed wide

popularity and been performed at the

Metropolitan Opera House. This story, in

its original form, has been filmed in Russia

with the distinguished actor I. I. Mozjhu-
khin in the leading male role.

The above seven leaders serve to illus-

trate the vast renaissance of drama and lit-

erature that has put Russia to the forefront

of artistic progress. Their filmed works
together with those of many other popular

authors, are represented in the product of

the Russian Art Film Corporation.

THE CRYSTAL GAZER
(Continued from page 16)

his belief that he had lost the girl he really

loved forever.

There was not much sleep for Dick that

night, and, poor unhappy Norma sat far

into the night staring out of the window,
trying to decide what she had best do. At
the same time Rose, fatigued physically and
emotionally, finished packing her bag pre-

paratory to an early-morning1 departure,

thinking of the renunciation she was facing.

Finally, after tossing a thin negligee over a

chair near the fire, she jumped into bed and

was soon sound in the sleep of utter ex-

haustion. The negligee slipped from the

chair to the fire, and ere many seconds a

flame was slowly eating its way towards

the bed in which Rose slept. Norma, in the

next room, smelled the smoke in alarm.

By the time she had aroused herself to the

feeling of danger and forced her way into

her sister's room, Rose's bed was enveloped

in flames, and it was with the greatest diffi-

culty that Norma succeeded in rescuing her.

She had reached her own room with her

burden and collapsed on the floor with her

by the time the other guests arrived.

It was found that Norma had received

serious burns. A physician was hastily sum-

moned and in spite of all his skill he could

not save the little heroine.

"She is passing away," he announced very

solemnly as he held Norma's pulse.

"Oh, my dear brave girl, you mustn't go
like this," Dick whispered to her as his

emotions gained full control over him.

"It is better so," Norma whispered back
smiling faintly, and a few seconds later she

was gone.

Rose seemed on the verge of swooning.
Dick gathered her into his arms, and both
wept.

"Once more God's will be done," he mur-
mured brokenly as he patted Rose affec-

tionately.

10 Days FreeTrial
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Country Club
Genuine

Formoso Panama
The best INDESTRUCTO sum-
mer outing and travelling hat

Special $1.95

The Fashion Hit of the Season

It is called the PATRIA and is

the latest product of the master
designer. For a limited time you
can get it direct from the maker
at a remarkably low price. You
actually save half.

JUST TWO PROFITS—YOURS AND
OURS—NO MIDDLEMAN'S. The PA-
TRIA is made of poplin silk with tiny
rows of straw embroidered on the crown
and upper brim. The facing is of flexible

straw in contrasting colors, with fitted

satin lining to match. The following
:olor combinations are carried in stock:
Citron top, Delft blue facing; white top,

Kelly green facing; white top, pink fac-

ing; Kelly green top, gold facing; pink
top, Delft blue facing; old rose top, Delft
blue facing.

Special $2.95

S. R. S. HATS,
803 Powers Bldg.,

Chicago, 111.

Enclosed please find $ for which

you may send me prepaid COUNTRY
CLUB PATRIA, color

It is understood that my money will be
refunded if not entirely satisfactory.

Name

Address
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A Day of Rest with a
Little Bundle of Energy

(Continued from page 28)

ranee of them. Anyway, I couldn't." Red
roses, pink roses, yellow ones or white, Ce-

cile Brunner or Sweetheart roses—the color

or kind doesn't matter to Viola Dana so

long as they are roses.

"And cloisonne," she said, holding the

dainty piece in her hand, she herself looking

like a dainty statuette. "I can pass through

whole art galleries of pottery, bronzes and

other lovely things, but one good piece of

cloisonne will hold me fast." She dis-

coursed learnedly on the subject, speaking

of the location of famous beautiful pieces

of the art, but I can't remember whether

it is the specimens of, before, or after the

Ming dynasty that are worth paying any

attention to at all. She told me, but I

honestly don't remember which was which.

Anyway, there are a great many patrons

of the screen who will always have a whole-

some respect for cloisonne simply because

Viola Dana loves it.

"Now that the mail is taken care of, I

feel a hankering to play the ukulele. Have
you any objections?" asked my little hostess.

"Quite the contrary. I should be de-

lighted."

"Oh, you needn't be polite about it.

Really, I don't play it badly at all, and it's

heaps of fun."

She jumped up on a couch with her feet

tucked under her, and proceeded to finger

the odd Hawaiian instrument, singing softly

about the banks of the Wai-ki-ki or some
other mythical stream. It seems a shame

that Viola Dana's charming voice must be

silent in her screen work, but then, one

can't have everything, and the screen brings

her to countless thousands who would be

unable to see her on the stage. We indulged

in a few impromptu duets, accompanied by

the pet ukulele, and then Miss Dana jumped

up again like the child she is.

"I'm a little bit hungry. And it isn't

lunch-time yet. I guess I'm only candy-

hungry. Just one or two little pieces, so we
won't spoil our lunch. I always have candy

around, and eat a little when I want it, be-

cause they tell me I'm the type that will

never get fat. Believe me that's a great

comfort to a motion picture star." She

laughed happily at being free from the

bugaboo that scares so many. "Why I

often eat candy just before I go to bed. But

there's just one thing that I'm a perfect

little pig about, and that's reading. I can't

get enough of it."

Passing the library table she had picked

up a book, and now stood turning the leaves

as she leaned against the fireplace. It was

something about mythology or the_ classics,

or something equally abstruse. Miss Dana
likes books dealing with beautiful facts. The
"penny dreadful" or "six best seller" will

never be found on her bookshelves. She

reads her old favorites over and over again.

"I don't care for literary flirtations," is the

way she expresses it, "though I will consent

to admit a new book friend to my inner

circle once in a while if I know it is worth

while. I never get a chance to read long at

a time, but I find the little snatches of

mental recreation \ I get most refreshing.

Poetry, of course, is especially useful when
you have only a few minutes to spare,

though I can't say - I'm a wide reader of

poetry. I know very well a few things

that I love, and stick to them."
Miss Dana then telephoned downstairs

and had a delightful lunch sent up, but in-

sisted on making the tea herself. She
serves tea from her own little tea-wagon
every afternoon when she is not working at

the studio, and is never so happy as when
she is saying, "How many lumps?"
"Now we've been hanging around the

house long enough," said the little star.

"Let's go out and have a ride in the park."

She dressed for the street while she was
waiting for the chauffeur to bring the au-

tomobile. Adjusting her hat in front of

the mirror, getting the exactly "right angle,"

was a ceremony in itself.

"That's my one extravagance—hats
!"

said Miss Dana. "I'm going to buy two
this afternoon. I can always feel joyous,

opulent and at peace with the whole world,

so long as I have hats enough !"

"What if you couldn't have them?"
"Oh, there have been times when I

couldn't have them, and I lived through it

somehow," she laughed. "But as long as

I can, I'm going to have bushels of them,"
said this adorable little person whose phi-

losophy of life is equal to any circum-

stances in which she may be placed. "Here's
the car. Now I've got to buy those hats,

go to the dressmaker, have some photo-

graphs taken, and go to a theater to see my
latest picture shown. I don't have to work
at the studio at all today, so I'll just have a

beautiful rest. Don't you want to come
along?"

I should have loved to, I told her, but I

had to go home and write an article, all

about her.

The piquant little face dimpled. "Oh,
isn't that nice? Nice for me, anyway. But
I'm awfully sorry you've got to work this

wonderful day, when I haven't a thing in

the world to do except have a good time."

I looked at this little bundle of energy in

wonder and admiration. She was perfectly

sincere about it all. Change of occupation

was giving her the best kind of a rest, and
she was benefiting by every minute of it.

All I could then think of was a human
gyroscope, automatically steadying herself

against the varying chances of the world.
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Man Makes the Clothes, "Big Bill"

Russell's Idea

They

the

O clothes make the man ?

don't.

Does the man make
clothes? He does.

William Russell, famous
young film star, whose athletic record reads

like that of an Ail-American field team
leader, who ran a mile last week in 4.40 and
made a running high jump of five feet four

and a half inches on the same day, is

apparently out to swipe the sartorial handi-

cap in the free-for-all event.

Th young "Adonis of the Screen," whose
most striking characteristic is his modesty,

but whose lithe and graceful form is a

perambulating temptation to tailors, lately

succumbed to the pleadings of a tape meas-
ure artist, and is now adorned like "a lily

of the field."

The tailor who secured a contract to

decorate "Bill" Russell, had reason to

qualify his first enthusiasms before he had
finished making the seven new suits and
four new topcoats ordered by the adventur-
ous young star.

Russell considers that clothes are acces-

sory rather than vital. He points out that

the finest physical specimens in the world
are "up the Congo" where clothes are a

drug in the market, and that any man who
lets tailor's style sink his personality, is out
of touch with the real end and aim of

tailoring.

So it was forced on the consciousness of
M. Sartoris, as soon as he began trying on
Russell's new duds, that here was a man
with "individuality" that defied fashion
dictators and raised hob with preconcep-
tions of "the correct." Fashion plates

cut no figure whatever in Mr, Russell's de-
cisions with regard to the correctness of
his clothes.

For instance, one of the first garments
ordered by the star was a surtout. Russell
insisted that he wanted the surtout loose,

and M. Sartoris declared, with much gestic-

ulation that a surtout could not be made
loose because surtouts were "being worn
tight."

"This surtout will be worn loose," rapped
out the actor with some ascerbity

—
"it will

not be worn at all unless it happens to be
just the way I want it."

Bingo

!

Mr. Russell has a loose surtout. It is

the only loose surtout on the Pacific coast
this year, but there are orders in for scores
of 'em "just like Bill's." Automobilists went
crazy over Russell's surtout. They be-
seiged him to find out the name of his

tailor.

Then came the spring suit of Scotch
twist—sort of a morning two-piece suit

with a pinch back and many pockets, hetero-
geneously distributed.

This suit Sartoris tried desperately to

save from Russell's ruthless individualism.

AFTER
THE

MOVIES
Murine is for Tired Eyes.

Red Eyes—Sore Eyes
—Granulated Eyelids

^J Rests

—

Refreshes—Restores
Murine is a Favorite Treatment for Eyes that feel dry and
smart^ Give your Eyes as much of your loving care as
your Teeth and with the same regularity. Care for them.

YOU CANNOT BUY NEW EYES!
Murine Sold at Drug, Toilet and Optical Stores

Ask Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago, for Free Book

He pointed out that really "fashionable
men" were wearing their sack coats an inch

longer this season, and that the ultra-fash-

ionable had pockets in both sleeves.

That settled it with William Russell. He
positively forbade pockets in the sleeves

and refused to consider the extra inch in

length. He even kicked about the pop-eyed
buttons that were on the coat when it came
home, but at last let them stay because Mary
Miles Minter said they were "so cute."

Well, the upshot of it is that "Willy Bill"

has a whole lot of new clothes, and they are

made after his own heart. He doesn't be-

lieve in being a tailor's model—not Bill

—

no sir.
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My Lady O' the Sunshine
(Continued from page 13)
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blue—like the blue of the sky just after
twilight, and before the moon has crept
above the horizon. Her hair is soft and fine

like threads of spun gold—eighteen-caret
hair, as it were

!

When she was a wide-eyed slip of a girl,

just sixteen, she made her stage debut as

"Beauty" in the New York opening of the
Henry W. Savage morality play, "Every
Woman." This part she secured by her
very audacity, unconscious, of course. But
for a slim, untried slip of a girl to venture
into the Savage stronghold demanding a
part—well, Mr. Savage decided that she
deserved it and gave it to her.

Personality, we are told, is the art of

being different—of being, in other words,
ourselves regardless of the effect on others.

In that case, May Allison's rapid rise to

stardom may be attributed to her person-
ality, for surely there's no other in pictures

(or out of them) quite like her.

Her stage career lasted three years, and
then came pictures. She had been offered a

contract for pictures, but wasn't quite sure

that she would like them. So, cautiously,

she accepted a comparatively small part in

the William Fox picture, "A Fool There
Was," in which she was the breath of

The Annex Pleating & Button Shop
25 E. WASHINGTON STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

Hemstitching, Pleatings, etc.
Superior Work Lowest Prices

Send for Price List

SPECIAL
Dress Patterns cut from any sketch picture or

fashion book. Also cut to individual measure-
ments. They come all pinned, stamped and
trimmings marked so you can get an exact idea
of how garment will look when complete. Write
for prices. Tillie Cross, 17 N. State St.,
Chicago, III., Dept. A.

AZ-I-EN-ZA
Trade-mark registered, C. S. Patent Office, Nov. 17, 1903—No. 41488

" The Medicinal Cream "
For Pimples and the Complexion
Relieves burning and itching. Price, 25c, 50c, $1.00 in
jars. Trial size, 5c. Sent postpaid to any address.

E. H. BALL CO., 330 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

sweet, wholesome girlhood blowing across

the murky, morbid melodramatii story oi

a woman's debasing influence on a weaker
nature, tier next screen efforl was as the
girl in "David Harum." Tins brought her,

for the first time, opposite Harold Lock-
wood, and was the beginning of a screen ro-

mance that lasted three years. The Ameri-
can Company offered a contract, on the
expiration of the "David Harum" contract,
which Miss Alhson accepted. Here she
played opposite Air. Lockwood, co-starring
m some of the best plays of the time. It

was during this engagement that she played
the title role in "The Secretary of Frivolous
Affairs," May Futrelle's charmingly light-

hearted novel of society. The popular
couple also co-starred in "The End of the
Road," "The Buzzard's Shadow," "The
House of a Thousand Scandals," and a
number of others. Then they moved over
to Metro Studio, hag and baggage, where
they stayed for a year, doing picturized
versions of popular novels, such as "The
Hidden Children," "The River of Ro-
mance," "Big Tremaine," and "The Yellow
Dove."
But Miss Allison realized the difficulty of

getting plays in which both she and Air.

Bockwood would have equal opportunities.
So she severed her alliance with Metro, and
went on to New York.

I have seen Miss Allison many times since
the gloomy spring day when I first inter-
viewed her. But the impression—the pic-
ture of her—that will remain longest with
me—is the one gained that afternoon. I

shall always see her in a soft, dull blue
gown, with sheer, fragile white at the low,
round neck and the wrists, her blue eyes
tear-drenched, her sweet voice whispering
brokenly, "I want to go home—oh, 1 want
to go home !"

Your Old Hair
Can be made into puffs, switches
at a very small expense. I will
make your old hair look like new.
I also carry a complete line of
toilet goods. Write for my price
llBt

LULU DUNHAM
120 South State Street. Chicago. 111.

WRINKLES
Why not have skin like a babv? Thousands

have successfully used SANS-UIDKK (a Parisian
formula) to remove traces of Illness or age. The
effect Is almost magical. Deepest wrinkle*, crow's
feet and saggy chins quickly vanish. SANS-
RIDES will not Injure even the tenderest skin.
Price, 50c. For sale onlv at THE TEMPLE-
TON LABORATORIES. 7770 Lake Park Ave
Dept. P., Chicago, 111.

i-Rfrn
SUPERFLUOUS

HAIR REMOVER

The Only Treatment That
Will Remove Permanently All

Superfluous Hair
from the face or any part of the body
without leaving a mark on the most
delicate skin. No electric needle,
burning caustics, or powders used.

Originator and Sole Owner

DR. MARGARET RUPPERT
1112 Chestnut Street, Phila., Pa.

Suites 70-72-73 Established 22 Yeirs

"Ml -RITA" Gray
Hair Rejuvenator
—not a dye.

Ml -RITA" Skin
Rejuvenator re-
moves wrinkles

and all blemishes,

eliminating double
chins.

Write lor Booklet

Trade Mark
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

til Older Toilet Requisites.

II your Druggist cannot supply, send direct to Oiiice
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THE LAST LAUGH
Ham Bones for Ham Trees

Jane Lee concluded recently that it was time
William Fox sent her to Jamaica, W. I., again
to make another picture like "A Daughter of the

Gods." The discussion took place with sister

Katherine while "Two Little Imps," their starring
vehicle, was being filmed. Katherine wishing to

avoid argument said

:

"Yes, Jane, and we'll take along a lot of
seed and raise flowers."

Jane's thoughts went to the little canary she
had as a pet while on the tropic island.

"And we'll take along some bird seed, too,"

Jane added, bubbling with glee, "and raise some
more canaries."

Thought it Was Film Wreck

Jane Lee, the five-year-old starlet, who is now
appearing with June Caprice, in William Fox's
"Patsy," has a peculiar idea of the mighty in

this world.
Recently Jane was on a trip up state with

her mother. One day they were held up by a

passenger train wreck. All bundled out of the

Pullman and went to get a view of the wreck.
Several injured passengers were being attended

in the fields.

Jane gazed on the scene for some time, paying
particular attention to the injured.

At last she turned to her mother and said

:

"Why didn't they send for Mr. Adolfi. He
would have directed that wreck so that no one
would be hurt at all. It's a shame."

The Retort Complete

"Jane, what are ghosts?" little Miss Lee, the

Fox starlet, was asked.

"They're things people try to scare me with,

and can't," came the reply."

Mack Sennet Fun
Flat heads and flat feet are synonymous.

* * *

Wagner's music is better than it sounds.
* * *

Sylvia Ashton is thinning—beg pardon, dieting.

* * *

There are other skins besides those found on
sausages. * * *

Bobby Dunn has got a twelve cylinder head
on a one man body.

* * *

If you will stop raving about your wife, I will
stop raving about mine.

The war in Europe has made many heroes. So
have moving pictures.

* * *

When Sunday comes to own, the studios will
remain open as per usual.

"Everything comes to him who weights," said
the scales inspector.

* * *

Frank Hayes is about as useless in a pretty part,
as a fence around a cemetery.

* % ^K

Nick Cogley took a house for the summer, and
the owner had him arrested.

Hugh Fay's motor car had an argument with
a telegraph pole last Wednesday.

I know of a cafe where they put resin on the
floor to keep their guests from skidding.

Dllilllillllllililllllllilllllllllllliilllllllllllll .:.;.,.::,:/;.: ,

Why Mary Pickford Crossed the Continent
{Continued from page 12)

fied to find she is not such a victim of ego
as to want to "outdress the world." Never-
theless do not misconstrue this, because
Mary does love good clothes, and she has
them.

On one occasion, a widely-known writer

of photoplay comment ventured to select

her as the best-dressed, little woman in pic-

tures. He was immediately bombarded by
letters from many fans most of whom
had gained the impression that Mrs. Vernon
Castle held this honor, but there were re-

ceived a larger number of profuse epistles

endorsing his judgment, which fact proves
that there are plenty of people who think

Mary Pickford's superiority extends to the

art of dressing both for the screen and
in private life.

At any rate the day on which Miss Pick-

ford was to resume her clever activities be-

fore the moving-picture camera arrived as

days inevitably will until some terrible

catastrophe does this universe tear asunder.

The first set for "The Little American" was
ready to be screened. At five minutes to

nine everyone started getting extremely

nervous in view of the disconcerting fact

that Mary was not present yet. Even Di-
rector De Mille was slightly perturbed. He
feared that after all Mary might lose her
"bet." He started to pace the floor rapidly,

but he paced for only one lone minute, be-
cause at exactly four minutes to nine, the
Pickford automobile drew up in front of
the studio and the gratified director ran to

her side to greet her and to congratulate her
on keeping her promise so faithfully. But
the picture did not start exactly on time,

because Mary had pressed her maids into

service in the task of transporting all her
new dresses to the studio, and she had to

show them to everybody before she could
be satisfied. Thus we have one more in-

sight to her admirable disposition—she in-

variably delights to share her joys with the

others in her life.

True to her nature and vivacious disposi-

now buys a dazzling Lachnite Gem. Their

testa and cut glass like diamonds. If you can tell a
Lachnite from a diamond, send it back. 10 davs'
free triaL^Sei in solid gold. The newest designs.

Write for Big Jewelry Book *S d
r
"J™"b

•nooeh. No obligations whatever.Write today—now.
"> HAROLD LACHMAN COMPANY '

12 N. Michigan Avenue, Dept. B-185 Chioco. III.'lj

a money
making business

or command a' igh salaried
position.Wecan help you.There

is a nation-wide need for Marinello
Beauty Shops and Marinello operators.

Millions of Dollars are Spent for
Beauty Treatments

Never has woman been offered such a grand opportunity.
We will teach you all about successfully conducting a Beauty Shop
and every branch of Beauty Culture. We guarantee graduates a
good paying position or you can start in business for yourself.Write
now for free particulars and proof of the prosperity awaiting you.

MARINELLO CO., Dept. 310, Mailers Bldg., Chicago

tion, Mary Pickford laughed triumphantly
after achieving this success at keeping her
word. It was all an adventure, and she
dotes on adventure. Forsooth, this little

heroine of the cinema world is never so
happy as when she is doing something out
of the ordinary in which there is some
slight chance and some excitement. Those
who idolize her as an artist are prone to re-
gard her as some supernatural girl, but
quite on the contrary she is precisely like

any other lass. She is human in all the
word implies and she enjoys the innocent,
little human foibles which elate the rest

of us.

"Give me my way to be just as I am and
just as I feel and I am happy," she says.

"I despise the habit of doing things tem-
peramental, and I do not think it becomes
true artistry."

Needless to add, but it is a worthy repe-
tition, Little Mary practices what she
preaches by being one of the most natural
of all girls.

Ruth
Travers

ISO! .DOC

1 Read What Ruth Travers
Says: (

Maybell Laboratories, Chicago.

Gentlemen:—-I have used your LASH-BROW-
INE and found it to be perfectly wonderful in
promoting the growth of eyebrows and lashes.
It has proven to be all you claim. I shall gladly
recommend it to allmy friends. Ruth Travers.

You too, can have luxuriant

eyebrows and long sweeping
lashes by applying

nightly. Thousands of society
women and actresses have used
this harmless and guaranteed
preparation, to add charm to

their eyes and beauty to the face.

LASH-BROW-INE, which has passed
the famous Westfield standard of Pro-
fessor Allyn, nourishes in a natural man-
ner the eyebrows and lashes, making
them thick, long and silky, thus giving

depth and soulful expression to the eyes.

Sold in two sizes, 25 centsandSO cents.

Send coin for size you wish and we will

mail LASH-BROW-INE and our Beauty
Booklet prepaid in plain, sealed cover.

I

Avoid disappointment with worthless sub-
stitutes. Use Genuine Lash-Brow-lne only.

I!

i

I

Maybell Laboratories
4008-64 Indiana Ave.. CHICAGO f
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Triangle Players
Live Their Parts

Acting is but artificial expression. It is one thing to

mimic character—and quite another to create it. Triangle
Players are chosen because they have the living spark
of productive ability. They are the poets of the screen,

who carry imagination to the point of vivid reality and
live the life, the individuality, the joy and pathos in

TRIANGLE PLAY:
THE FOREMOST PRODUCTIONS

IN MOTION PICTURES

And Triangle Players are chosen for the parts they play.

They have an understanding of human nature. They are born
with the white flame of genius burning in their breasts, that

lifts them out of the commonplace — and gives them the

ability to take their audience with them.

Triangle Plays are apart from the usual

too. They are portrayals of passion and
tenderness, poverty and riches, love and
hate— all used as tools by the picture-

drama craftsman to teach a wholesome
lesson. Triangle Plays do this without

offense, and with cleanliness uppermost.

Look for Triangle Plays in your neighbor-

hood theatres.

Triangle Distributing Corporation
1457 Broadway New York



WHEN You Travel
Ride

A roomy car for four passengers

—divided front seats with lots of

space in the rear, wonderful rid-

ing ease, typical Pullman pulling

power— the smartest model of-

fered in its class for 1917.

114 inch wheel base.
50K inch full cantilever rear

springs.
Four cylinder, L-head motor,

32 h. p. by actual brake test.

Two-unit starting and lighting
equipment.

Stromberg carburetor, new
type float feed.

Genuine full floating rear axle.
Thermo- siphon cooling

system.
Equalized brakes with Ray-

bestos brake lining.
Seventeen gallon gas tank in

rear. Carter vacuum feed.
Genuine honeycomb radiator
—extra large tank.

31 x 4 inch, red wall, Firestone
non-skid tires on all four
wheels.

True stream line, custom-
made body, Pullman green
and black, with real leather
plaited upholstery and extra
deep- cushions.

FiVQ
Passongor
Touring
$860.

£Q,B.Factoy

DON'T buy the picture. Efficient buyingmeans
comparative buying. Purchase your car that

way. For your own protection compare the
'

' dozen
reasons why" on this page with the specifications

of any car on the market selling under $2000.

Then 'phone the dealer in your town and have
him show you just what we mean by Pullman
performance—what the wonderful Pullman motor
can do in the way of hill climbing, what perfect

carburetion and ignition mean in the shape of

consistent pulling ability. The proof of the

Pullman is in its performance.

Get behind the steering wheel of any Pullman Four
yourself. Feel the luxury of the big, roomy body, with its

ample leg space, genuine leather plaited upholstery and
extra deep cushions. Feel the comfort of riding over

50|/2 inch full cantilever springs—generally offered only
in high priced cars.

Add to this certainty of performance the greatest col-

lection of standardized, expensive accessories ever fur-

nished a car in the eight hundred dollar class, and you have
the utmost value possible.

The finish of every Pullman model is superb, made
perfect by eleven operations of sand blasting, coating,

painting and varnishing. The lines are the latest and
smartest, the hit of the big national shows this year.

Fourteen years' experience stands behind the Pullman
warranty, vouched for by thousands of satisfied owners.

Write for our literature.

Five Passenger Four .... $860
Four Passenger Roadster . 860

Convertible Sedan De Luxe . .$1275
With C-H Magnetic Gear Shift 1400

Pullman Motor Car Corporation

YORK, A . PA.-

or
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THE difference between Quaker Tires and railroad tickets is that the

tickets will not take you beyond the distance specified, while Quaker Tires,

though adjusted on a 5000-mile basis, deliver thousands ofexcess miles. Records

of9000, 11,000 and 13,000 miles come to us from enthusiastic users everywhere.

On request you will be sent fac-similes of the following and many other letters:

"My last two Quakers were de-

stroyed when my garage burned re-

cently. Both of these tires had made
11,227 miles and were in rjood condi-

tion at the time of the fire."

"In regard to service on a pair of

33x4 Quaker Tires,which I purchased
from you in the early part of last July,

beg to advise that these casings have
gone seven thousand (7000) miles to

date and show but very little wear.'*

"We have placed Quaker Tires

among our best customers and of the

different sizes up to and including

36 x 4V2 we have casings that have
been driven 4000 to 8000 miles and
they are still giving service. We
might say that none are completely

worn out."

"We have just taken off a 37 x 5

Quaker casing which has been run

14,080 miles. Aside from tread being

cut and torn, casing is in good con-

dition."

"A customer has driven a set of

33 x 4 Quaker Tires on a five-passen-

ger car over 12,000 miles."

In records such as those quoted is

found the reason why there was not

a single Quaker Tire left in our fac-

tory on the last day of March ; why
dealers' orders could not be filled

;

Quaker City Rubber Co.
Factories—Philadelphia

CHICAGO PITTSBURGH NEW YORK
182 W. Lake St. 21 1 Wood St. 53 Murray St.

Manufacturers of Belting, Packings, Valves,
Steam Hose, Garden Hose, etc.

why consumer demand could not be

satisfied. And all that despite the fact

that the Quaker plant was running

to the limit of its increased capacity.

But, now, you can get QuakerTires

from any of our dealers because of

a further increase in manufacturing

facilities.

Put one Quaker to the test against

any three other makes of tires. Then
you will surely equip all four wheels

of your car with Quakers.

If there is no dealer near you send

direct to the Factory Sales Department.

Your order will be filled at regular prices

and charges prepaid within certain terri-

tory. Anyhow, write for a copy of "5000
Plus"—a snappy little booklet that tells

things you ought to know about tires.

Press of

Philadelphia Printing and Publishing Co.

Philadelphia.



How do YOU know
whether or not the

securities sold you by
some glib-tongued stock

or bond salesman, or ad-

vertised or recommended
by some newspaper or

magazine 'financial
editor'" have NOW any

REAL value?

One of Thousands Received
Montgomery, Ala., Dec. 21, 1912.

Mr. H. L. Barber, Chicago, 111.

Dear Mr. Barber :—Your several com-
munications, with three copies of INVEST-
ING FOR PROFIT, have been duly received.
The article, "Science of Investment," is

an illuminating one ; and it is hard to see
how any one could read it without profit.
I only wish that years ago the viewpoint of
the article could have been had. Not least
among its virtues is its lucid statement
which leaves nothing the average man of
ordinary affairs fails to comprehend. You
are unquestionably on the right track, and
cannot but do the people and" the country
good. I could not but feel that while
President-elect Woodrow Wilson is sweep-
ing the horizon of future responsibility to
the nation, it would not be amiss, if he has
not seen it, he have the opportunity of
reading "Science of Investment." It looks
very much like Thos. W. Lawson is "plough-
ing with your heifer" in his article in the
November issue of "Everybody's Magazine."

Sincerely yours, N. B. W.

What becomes of the millions taken from
the public in this manner every year?

will learn surprisingly interesting and valua-

ble things—how the money trust controls and
uses the people's money for a pittance and re-

loans it, or sells it back in trust-made, tariff-

protected product, to the money earners and
savers of the country at high rates and tre-

mendous profits, but of even more importance,

you will learn how large fortunes are made
and why they are made—the knowledge finan-

ciers hide from the masses.

// your BANK BALANCE is important
to you and you wish to use it so that it will

earn and return to you its full and legitimate

EARNING CAPACITY, you wiU not miss

the many interesting articles in this progres-

sive journal.

INVESTING FOR PROFIT enjoys the largest

financial circulation in America and is in its twen-
tieth volume.

It was for the very purpose of warning its

readers against bad investments in addition
to instructing them in the fundamentals of
good investments, business and personal, mu-
nicipal and corporate, that INVESTING FOR
PROFIT recently instituted a regular depart-
ment wherein is set forth each month facts
concerning the various form of "Get-Poor-
Quick" investments largely advertised or
recommended by many of the so-called leading
magazines and financial papers.

That this new feature of ours is appreci-
ated is shown by the increasing number of let-

ters received by us daily. Readers KNOW
that they can here obtain the unbiased and im-
partial judgment of those who have spent
years in study and analysis, and who are qual-
ified through personal experience and knowl-
edge to counsel wisely.

There is no more important subject than
this. It touches every phase of human activ-

ity. How to avoid the snares of the stock
sharpers and financial "three-card-monte"
men and the magazines with "financial de-
partments" as adjuncts to their advertising
departments has been told in previous issues
of INVESTING FOR PROFIT. Our work
has a CONSTRUCTIVE character also. You

Remember, this is a REGULAR FEATURE.
INVESTING FOR PROFIT also gives heed to the
safeguarding of its readers' funds—whether they be

merchants, manufacturers, farmers, laborers, wid-

ows, trustees, or what not—everyone can and should

read these articles.

As a holder of securities you may desire to inquire

about what you already own—you are at liberty to

do so, in strict confidence, and without cost, by ad-

dressing, "Inquiry Department," if you are a sub-

scriber.

MY MAGAZINE

"INVESTING for PROFIT"
is worth $10 a copy to anyone who intends
to invest any money, however small, who
has money invested unprofitably, or who can
save $5 or more per month, but who hasn't
learned the art of Investing for Profit.

It demonstrates the REAL earning power
of money—the knowledge financiers hide
from the masses.

It shows how to invest small sums and
how to make them grow into fortunes—the
actual possibilities of intelligent invest-
ments.

It reveals the enormous profits financiers
make and shows how one can make the
same profits safely.

It explains HOW stupendous fortunes are
made and WHY they are made—how $1,000
grows to "$22".00'0.

~

To introduce my magazine, the price of
which is $1.00 per year, write me NOW,
and I'll send it SIX MONTHS postpaid,
free.

If not already a subscriber

send us your name and address

ON THIS COUPON V
and we will send it to you SIX
MONTHS FREE as an intro-

duction—no liability on your

part whatever.

Clip the Coupon Before You
Turn This Page

H. L. BARBER
Publisher

H. L. BARBER, Publisher
417-18A West Jackson Boulevard

CHICAGO

Please send me
FREE for six months your magazine

Investing for Profit and enter my
name on your list for Free Financial

Advice. I am over twenty-one years

of age, and have never asked for or

subscribed for your paper.

Name ....

Address

City State
p. p.
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Notice to Reader.

When you finish reading this magazine place

a 1-cent stamp on this notice, hand same to

any postal employee and it will be placed in

the hands of our soldiers or sailors at the

front.
No Wrapping—No Address.

A. S. BURLESON,
Postmaster General.
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WHEN YOU
Ride in a

jPVON'T buy the picture. Efficient buyingmeansU comparative buying. Purchase your car that
way. For your own protection compare the

'

' dozen
reasons why" on this page with the specifications

of any car on the market selling under $2000.

Then 'phone the dealer in your town and have
him show you just what we mean by Pullman
performance—what the wonderful Pullman motor
can do in the way of hill climbing, what perfect

carburetion and ignition mean in the shape of

consistent pulling ability. The proof of the

Pullman is in its performance.

Get behind the steering wheel of any Pullman Four
yourself. Feel the luxury of the big, roomy body, with its

ample leg space, genuine leather plaited upholstery and
extra deep cushions. Feel the comfort of riding over
50 1/2 inch full cantilever springs— generally offered only
in high priced cars.

Add to this certainty of performance the greatest col-

lection of standardized, expensive accessories ever fur-

nished a car in the eight hundred dollar class, and you have
the utmost value possible.

The finish of every Pullman model is superb, made
perfect by eleven operations of sand blasting, coating,

painting and varnishing. The lines are the latest and
smartest, the hit of the big national shows this year.

Fourteen years' experience stands behind the Pullman
warranty, vouched for by thousands of satisfied owners.

FiVQ

Touring
$860.

KQB.Factor>r

Write for our literature.

Five Passenger Four .... $860
Four Passenger Roadster . 860

Convertible Sedan De Luxe . . $1275
With C-H Magnetic Gear Shift 1400

Pullman Motor Car Corporation

YORK, A , PA.
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ance being kept at the top notch of demonstrativeness

continually. That reason is the fact they frequent

motion picture theatres regularly and no one could keep

a gaze riveted on the screen nowadays without having

many inspirations to arise and cheer Old Glory and all

the grand, old flag stands for inasmuch as no photoplay

program of these times is lacking in some sort of a

feature remindful of the fitness of "whooping her up" a

la patriotic. Herein lies an example of the unlimited

power of the cinema. Manifestly it leads all other

forms of public intelligence in the work of inspiring

Americans to be Americans. It will be termed a moot

question whether or not the screen reaches as many
people as the newspapers and magazines, but we feel

sure it possesses a much larger clientelle, and, above

all, a moving pictorial appeal is undoubtedly far more

impressive and effective than mere print could ever be.

There is every evidence to indicate now that when finis

is written to the history of this greatest war of our na-

tion, the photoplay art will be given due credit for wield-

ing the widest influence in the essential work of organ-

izing, enlightening and enlisting the people of the

United States in the grim business which requires the

best and concerted effort of the entire sovereignty. By
way of showing an appreciation for the power of the

movies in all good causes, the United States Government

should most certainly make it a point to contribute ma-
terially to the great industry by seeing to it that the

laws governing it are not obstructive or destructive.

Due to the fact that it has been fallaciously kept in

the category of luxurious amusement, the photoplay has

suffered quite extensively by crudely straight-laced laws

and regulations in various parts of the country, but now
that it is so obviously a strong public benefactor it

should be treated as such.

'TpHE admiration and adoration photoplay fans foster

-* and manifest for their favorite photoplayers could

not be otherwise than indicative of the fact that the

screen is about the best medium extant for a true artist

to accomplish ingratiation in its most superlative de-

gree. There is plenty of the remarkable in the enthusi-

astic fealty fans show for the various artists. For

example, no amount of augmentative persuasion can

wean the average enthusiast away from the supreme

choice each one has invariably. That selection may be

another person's idea of the most unsatisfactory per-

former on the shadow stage, but this does not deter the

worshiper in the least. If all the world should turn

against that favorite and the consensus of opinion was

most uncomplimentary, still the apostle of loyalty in-

habiting the interesting realm of fandom would stick to

the ship undismayed. All this is not a mere matter of

theory. It obtains absolutely. We know personally

hundreds of fans, and we have never yet been able to

discover an exception to this rule. If Mary Doe is the

favorite of most any devotee to the cinema art, there is

not anything Helen Doe could do to win that devotee

away from Mary. Helen may be in reality many times

t^tz

more capable as an artist; Helen may be decidedly pret-

tier; Helen may have much more personality; but, just

the same, Mary remains fixed and undisturbed on the

highest pedestal of esteem. Of course there is not a

great deal of congruity in favoritism, but nevertheless

photoplay fans are unequivocally consistent in their in-

congruity. Boiled down to a basic principle it all means
one thing and this is, the motion picture reigns over

and commands its millions of "subjects" so completely

and so happily that it produces a wide state of joyous

ecstacy which constitutes the high crest of a wave of

popularity on which individual artists by the dint of

their cleverness ride to high peaks of success such as

they could never attain via the stage route. There is

no reason why the fans should be discouraged in their

penchant for favoritism. It all has a wholesome, in-

spiring effect en the photoplayers, who, constantly bear-

ing in mind the value of popularity, exert their best

efforts to elevate and improve their artistry.

A SMILE goes a long way further than a frown, and
r\ everyone has his or her own worries, so don't air

yours all the time." This is the motto of one of the

most constant and intense photoplay fans we have had
the pleasure of knowing. She lives in Providence. R. I.,

and she is so consistent and persistent in living up to

her motto that she almost got into the hands of the law
because she smiled when it struck the police she had
every incentive to look worried and to worry others.

This thing of optimism is one of the old subjects which
deserves incessant discussion and attention. At the

present time genuine optimism is so indispensable to

the achieving of the most momentous victory in the

history of the United States—the triumphing of true

democracy over impossible autocracy—that pessimism
must be held up scornfully as the foulest of elements as

it is in truth, for it is the dregs in the cup in which
must boil with terrific steam-producing rapidity the

cheerful, forward-looking and sanguine energy which
makes patriotism the undefiled and invincible power it

must be. Pessimism is so extremely unconscionable

and optimism is so very, very plausibly co-ordinate with

efforts to progress rough-shod over the worst of ob-

stacles, and the former is so desultory while the latter

is so regular in its encouragement-giving propensities

that it is difficult to believe sane people could be pes-

simists. Cogitate as much as one might, beseech until

you're exhausted and excoriate until you're ashamed of

yourself for being so vehement and you cannot often

dissuade the dyed-in-the-wool pessimist from his er-

roneous way of thinking. However, there is just that

slight semblance of a chance of converting such a

person to the cause of cheerfulness which makes it

worth the undismayed effort required in forcing a re-

linquishing of the grip of melancholia invariably holding

a victim only to blight. Just why so many people can-

not abide by a motto such as actuates our good friend,

the Providence photoplay fan, is of course, inexplicable.

We can only pass it on to others in the hopes it will

serve as the beacon light to someone who needs the

splendid effulgence it radiates.
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j>A UL1NE FREDERICK
OIJR, LOVELY tXDY ON THE COVER

W e, don't know of anyone, who would dispute

Pauline Frederick's right to the title, Premier Emo-
tional Star of\ the Stdge and Screen. In the long list of

cinema successes of the past, she has demdnstrateS

time and again her peerless superiority in the' art of'

depicting characters of various emotions with a finesse

and artistic grace defying- serious criticism. In fact,\

her histrionic work is so invariably\ devoid of defects'

that she seems deserving of the further 'title of Perfect

Performer. Among the more notable of her photoplay^,

triumphs of the last two years are: "Sold," "Zaza,'\

HUH!

1 1

1

1

"Bella Donna," "Lydia Gilmore," "The Spider,"

"Audrey," "The Moment^ Before," "The World's Great
Snare," "The W6man in the Case" "Ashes of Em-
bers," "Nanette of the Wild," ' "The Slave Market,"
"Sapho" "Sleeping Fires'," and "Her Better Self."

Her latest starring vehicle is "The Love That Lives,"

in which she gives a fine characterisation of the diffi-

cult role of a scrub-woman. Here's to wonderful
Pauline Frederick—may she live long to continue her

splendid work of enriching the screen with her superb

artistry

!
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Vivian Martin idly waiting Lucille Pietz -wondering where to go

Ethel Clayton only pondering—that's all Marjorie Daw just looking around

PHOTOPLAYERS WHEN THEY ARE DOING NOTHING IN PARTICULAR
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1 TlTOMSefS o By LLOYD ROBINSON
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NE cannot peruse the daily-

papers and current magazines
without becoming more and
more firmly impressed by the
fact that the Great War,

frightful as are its aspects, has at least

one slight compensation, because it is en-

abling Woman to free herself from many
bondages of prejudices. Because quasi-

chivalrous Man has taught her to believe

that she represented the weaker sex, he
has been able to draw about her a cer-

tain mystic circle of ill-conceived physi-
cal and social limitations. Woman has
been taught to believe she could not or
should not do many things which were
set apart as sacred to the perquisites of

the opposite sex. Around her there has
grown a hedge carefully nurtured by
man. Each little tree in that hedge bears
a "don't" or a "can't."

Even prior to the summer of 1914
woman had begun to clip this hedge her-

self, and in some places it had been low-
ered to a point where she could at least

see over the top into the broad fields be-

yond. In 1913 a woman subway guard
or bus driver would occasion no end of

amazement and even harsh comment
among both sexes in America. The town
of Santa Barbara, a very few years ago,
won countrywide publicity because of the
mere fact that it harbored within its con-
fines no less a phenomenon than a girl

who had actually had the temerity to

earn her own living by driving a taxicab.

Going back even further than this, but
not beyond the memory of a great many
men, it is not difficult to recall the time
when a woman in a

business office

Mary Pickford is not enjoying herself here

New York City was a distinct rarity. If

Bill Jones, of Jones and Jones, took it

upon himself to engage one of those new-
fangled typewriter girls, his business as-

sociates immediately found urgent busi-

ness which required their calling upon
the firm of Jones and Jones. When they
went home and told their wives, the dear

ladies were very sorry for Mrs. Jones and
sincerely trusted that their husbands
would not so easily

prove victims of fem-
inine wiles. Today
there is probably not

a single business

house in the whole
country which does

not employ girls in

Ann Pennington looks very business-like in her military trousers

one form or another to fill vacancies.

The inroads which the fair sex has
made upon commercial life are, of course,

well known, and we are no longer sur-

prised to find girls operating switch-
boards and occupying many important
and extremely responsible positions in

big commercial institutions. But what-
ever activities woman may engage in, so
far as commerce is concerned, have al-

ways been rather those in which her
nimble fingers and agile brain could be
put to the greatest service, and she has
always been carefully guarded from any
activities which would take her out of

that delightful category of the weaker
sex—a delusion and a snare, upon the
origin of which, whether feminine or mas-
culine, there hinges the strategic key to

the riddle of the battle of the sexes.

With the coming of 1914 and the march-
ing away of millions of men to the front

there came woman's opportunity to dem-
onstrate to the world the fact that the
old prejudices concerning the weaker sex
were based upon a fallacy. As the men
left their tasks in the field and in the fac-

tory and marched away, they left their

country face to face with the terrific prob-
lem of keeping industry alive. With the
impending destruction of endless ma-
terial, the consumption of vast quantities

of food and the necessity of diverting un-

limited stores and materials to the work
of constructing the very tools of destruc-

tion themselves, it was plain that some
gigantic industrial revolution must be un-
dergone in order to meet this crucial sit-

uation.

It was the women and girls of England
and France who solved this problem by
throwing down the gauntlet, casting aside
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the prerogatives of the weaker sex and
taking the places of the men in every
field of industry and agricultural en-

deavor. Today we think nothing of see-

ing- pictures of English women and
French women working in a great shell

factory, running- machinery that has never
before known the touch of a feminine
hand ; we find them driving trucks, operat-

ing tramways and performing all man-
ner of manual labor which has hitherto

been considered too heavy for "mere
girls."

tures of them in uniform driving ambu-
lances in France. Of course it was inev-

itable that thousands of women should
devote their lives to the tremendous task

of nursing the wounded, but that was one
of the things to which women seemed
naturally adapted. It was, therefore, not
a matter of surprise to find shiploads of

nurses going abroad, many of whom have
already sacrificed their lives in their de-

votion to duty.

But in assuming agricultural, indus-

trial and even active war burdens, wom-
an has come into a new sphere of activity

metaphorically and actually, she has
donned trousers

!

As a result those privileges which have

wife to believe that he was embarking
upon a field of adventure from which
only a stout heart and the strong arm
could bring him back in safety and in

health. But woman has found him out
for the imposter he is, and the day is

probably not far distant when the great',

industries will be run by feminine hands,/
while poor, feeble, tottering little man
remains at home, does the housework
and threatens to tell mamma when she
comes home if the children refuse to

obey him.

Now in America we are
,

facing the ,

same great, problems, and the ,worr}en of,
\

the country are following the. example
of their sisters in England and France. ,

They are, perhaps, going even i a little

further in some fields of activity* for we,
find them training as aviators and form-
ing service corps for the purpose of driv-

ing munition trucks at the front itself.

We are already accustomed to seeing pic-

hithertp been considered the exclusive
property of man are probably destined to

be shared by him with woman, and mere
ijnan himself is in imminent danger of be-

mg thrust upon the social slag heap ! For
centuries he has succeeded in deluding
Woman into believing that he was en-

gaged in some mysterious and tremendous
undertaking which her feeble mind and
body would be totally unable to grasp.

When he departed from the family home-
stead in the morning he did so with an
air of ' mystery, which led his trusting

Mr. Shakespeare remarked some sev-
eral years ago that it was the peculiar

province of the stage to hold the mirror
up to nature. That classic remark was
made by Mr. Shakespeare (or was it

Bacon !) some time; before the advent of

the motion picture, but it applies with
equal force to the newer art of mimicry.
As a matter of fact, because of its very
essence, the photopiay is perhaps quicker

.

'
I

"'
I

I
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Pauline Frederick in nifty trousers

to reflect prevailing conditions than is the

stage. In the first place, the motion pic-

ture directors have long since subscribed
to the belief that there should be as much
realism in motion pictures as is possi-

ble. Therein, they have found it one of

the true differences between the stage and
the screen and have chosen wisely in de-

voting their attention to finding in nature
itself the settings and backgrounds for

their productions, rather than relying

upon the art of the theatre for reproduc-
ing in paint and canvas, however artistic,

the realities of nature.

Another reason which enables the mo-
tion picture to reveal more readily the
changes in conditions in real life is the
fact that it requires many months to

write and stage a play in a theatre, where-
as it needs a much shorter time for the

writing and staging of a five-part photo-
play. Therefore, while the stage has pre-

sented relatively few plays in which
lovely woman dons the bifurcated gear
of man, there has already flashed upon
the photoplay screen a number of produc-
tions in which the barrel skirt and other
fluffy impedimenta have been supplanted
by the severe and divided lines of the

trousers. There may be found concealed
in the wardrobe of many popular stars re-

markable suits of men's clothes which
but a few years ago would have caused
their feminine friends to gasp with
horror.

In the case of the Paramount stars

alone there have been a number of in-

stances where this transformation of ap-
parel has taken place. There is still cur-

rent upon the screen the picture in which
Mary Pickford spent the greater part of

her time in male attire. It is "Poor Little

Peppina," in which she starred before her
transfer to the Artcraft banner. In that

picture Miss Pickford was a little Italian

girl, who dressed up in her brother's

clothes when she came to America, and
on finding that this gear protected her
from many petty annoyances, continued
to wear trousers. During the course of

the story she even becomes a messenger
"boy," only to become the object of de-

rision when her associates persuaded her
to tempt Providence by smoking a

cigarette.

Dainty little Marguerite Clark has re-

cently appeared in two productions in

male attire. In one of these, "The Valen-
tine Girl," Miss Clark made a brief jour-

ney into the realms of the imagination
and impersonated a little girl who
"played" Joan of Arc. Attired in shining
armor, after the manner of the French
warrior maid, she bestrode her hobby
horse and led the hosts of France to vic-

tory across the nursery floor.

A more recent and striking example of

Miss Clark's discarding of feminine frills

occurred in "The Amazons," an adapta-
tion of the famous Pinero play which has
just recently appeared upon the screen.

(For editor's information, "The Ama-
zons" will be released on August 5th.)

Those who are familiar with the play
will remember that it concerns the peculi-

arity of Lady Castlejordan, whose great-

est disappointment in life is the fact that

her three children are daughters instead

er pair

of sons. In order to assuage her grief,

Lady Castlejordan decides to make her
daughters as manly as possible, and per-

sists in the practice of referring to them
as her "sons." They are trained in all

manner of athletics and encouraged to be

as Tomboyish as possible. Of course,

they are forced to attire themselves as

boys, and it is only upon the occasion of

their leaving home for visits to Lady Cas-
tlejordan's acquaintances that they are

permitted to "disgrace" themselves by
wearing the habiliments natural to their

sex. Everything is done to instill into

the minds of the Castlejordan offspring

that femininity is a sign of weakness and
therefore an intense disgrace.

{Continued on page 51)

Louise Huff with knee resting on chair Tis Marjorie Daw who here wears trousers
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HEN I wandered into the

Quality Studio,my avowed de-

termination to interview Fran-

X. Bushman and BeverlyCIS

Bayne,I was immediately lost.

The studio was a glare of Cooper-Hewitts

and Klieg lights, and a bunch of carpen-

ters, busy on a nearby set, contributed a

salvo of sound that wasn't the least bit

conducive to a quiet contemplation of

things about me.
I almost stumbled into the midst of the

scene being photographed under the di-

rection of W. Christy Cabanne, whom I

have regarded with solemn and heart-

felt awe since his days with Triangle.

Had I done this—stumbled into the scene

—I fear me this story would never have

been told, for I have heard it

said that W. C. C. is no mild

and gentle lamb when one of

his plays is upset by some un-

toward event.

Mr. Bushman was busily de-

nouncing somebody for some-

thing—there was an enormous
mob of people gathered about

this set, at a respectful dis-

tance, and I was prevented, by
being an insignificant five feet

tall, from seeing exactly what
was going on. However, Mr.

Bushman was terribly angry,

judging from his voice, and I

wondered mightily what had
happened. He ordered some-
body to leave his premises for-

ever, and threatened frightful

things if somebody ever came
back. There was the sound of

a blow and a falling body ; then

Mr. Cabanne called "Cut!" in

a business-like voice, and I

heard Mr. Bushman say, in a

voice as different

from his former voice

as if they had be-

longed to different

people.

"Did I hurt you,
old fellow? I'm
mighty sorry."

"Oh, I don't think

it's fatal—but, man
alive, you've sure got

some kick in that

mitt o' yours!" an-

swered somebody in

a rueful voice.

"All right, Bush

—

you and Miss Bayne
are to dress for the

next scene—you re-

member, the love

scene in the library,"

called Mr. Cabanne,
and the crowd parted
respectfully for Miss
Bayne and Mr. Bush-
man to pass through.

Miss Bayne was

BUSHMAN!
Unafraid of work.
Serious by nature.
Handsome as naturally.
Merry of mood.
Amazingly artistic.
Never idle.

Francis Bushman laying down the law-

part of his job

The same Bushman interceding in behalf of the girl

And here we have him making a boy proud

very simply dressed in a tailored coat-suit
with a small, close-fitting hat to match.
She saw me—and blessings upon the dear
head of her!—very kindly took me away
with her to her dressing-room where a
smart maid was waiting to help her into
a gorgeous evening frock, all silver tissue,
palest pink tulle and blue chiffon, with
a court train of pale blue satin, heavily
embroidered in silver.

Miss Bayne and I had a most satisfy-
ing conservation during this interlude.
While she was being hooked up into the
lovely gown we discussed Broadway's
latest things theatrical; while the bro-
caded, high-heeled slippers and silk stock-
ings were being donned we discovered a
mutual liking for a certain masculine star

of the movies, and while her
soft brown hair was being
dressed she told me lots of in-
teresting things, strictly confi-
dential.

And when we went back to
the studio, Mr. Bushman, look-
ing more handsome than ever
in evening togs, was waiting.
The set this time was a beau-
tiful one—three rooms in one

—

a wide living-room, handsomely
furnished, opening at one side
into a book-walled library, and
at the other side into a dining-
room that was the very essence
of taste and refinement.
The scene here was a short

one—but it will thrill many
thousands of admirers of the
popular couple. Mr. Bushman
was standing alone in the set
when the scene began, looking
out towards the supposed stair-
case, with, to borrow an ex-
pression from a new "best

seller"—it's a stock
quotation, so is first

anything from
Shakespeare to Earl
Derr Biggers—with
"his heart in his
eyes." When Mr.
Cabanne thought he
had waited long
enough to make the
scene realistic, he
gave a call for Miss
Bayne, who entered
slowly from beside
the camera, but from
the supposed stair-
case, as it will ap-
pear to those who
see this scene in its

entirety. Mr. Bush-
man's face lit up
with a worshipful
smile as she came
slowly towards him,
but he did not touch
her. She hesitated a

{Continued on page 54)
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F course, as yet I am only a

rookie and not a regular

farmer or farmerlette, as they
call them at the New York
State School of Agriculture's

farm college at Farmingdale, but after

my summer of intensive training in the

trenches of the garden of my country
home at Beachurst, L. I., I will be better

equipped to comply with Photo-Play
Journal's request for an article on war-
time gardening.
Right now I have

only general ideas

about the subject,
some water blisters

on my hands and a re-

spect for tillers of the

soil that is nothing
short of scandalous
adoration. That the
hoe is mightier than
the sword is an opin-
ion I heartily concur
in ; likewise it is much
more difficult to han-
dle, or, at least, such
is my observation
based on encounter
with the hoe. How-
ever, this should not
be taken authorita-
tively, as I have never
had any experience
with a sword, even in

the movies, where
anything can happen
—and does.

Being city-born-

and-bred, it wasn't to be expected that

my knowledge of gardening should qual-

ify me as a female Hoover. Before un-
dertaking to do my bit for my country
by raising my own vegetables and thereby
helping to conserve the world's food sup-
ply (no reflection being intended upon
the eating capacity of my household), I

couldn't distinguish in its native lair a
rutabaga from a radish.

While I did know that setting a hen

with my invasion of his turnip territory.

Nevertheless, I am proud of my ammu-
nition plants, for such I designate my
garden. To my way of thinking, "it is

just as important these days to raise calo-

ries as cannons. As fighting machines
must have munitions to consume, so

must the fighters have food, and if I can
produce sufficient vegetables for my own
needs, the quantity, while perhaps not
enormous, thus saved for our forces at

the front will help

r^^

WSm

some. Of course, it

may only be a wid-
ow's mite, but still

it isn't so insignifi-

cant at that, for 1

do a great deal of

entertaining during
the summer. Any-
way, I am comply-
ing with President
W i 1 s o n's request
and incidentally

getting a whole lot

of healthy, outdoor
exercise.

And with the ex-

ercise I am absorb-
ing a lot of knowl-
edge^— 1 e a r n i n g
things that other-

wise I would never
know. For instance,

I have discovered
that the potato bug
is the most highly
intelligent insect
known to man. In

*

Norma Talmadge in the oval and in her garden twice

on an egg plant wouldn't produce a litter

of eggs, J am afraid I did betray an ignor-

ance of produce-growing that must have
seemed as absurd to my gardener, a most
conscientious man, but one singularly de-

void of imagination. I am certain I have
been a terrible trial to him, and, for that

matter, still am, for, as I said before, I am
only a volunteer farmer, and not even a

common or garden variety of one—YET.
However, if my hands and health hold

out and my gardener's exasperation doesn't

snap under the terrific strain, I'll make him
sorry for all the unkind things he has
thought about my encroachments upon
his sacred precincts. While he has never
dared say so, at least not in my hearing,

I suspect from the manner in which he
looks at me at times that he feels the

German occupation of Belgium was an
offense of minor importance as compared

m<
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school books children are made ac-

quainted with the industry of bees and

ants, but the potato bug is shamefully

neglected. You have got to have your

own patch of "Murphies" to appreciate

his superior mental development over all

other forms of minute animal life.

Vine feeders, grasshoppers, locusts and

beetles all have their individual peculiari-

ties, but when it comes to downright,

deep-rooted duplicity, deliver me from

the potato bug. Smoke them off vines,

spray them with poison, pick them off and

stamp them into the earth—no matter

what you do—they'll outwit you,, and the

minute your back is turned resume their

nefarious business. But how in the name
of common-sense can they?—I can hear

the gentle city reader ask. Simply be-

cause they have the art of "playing dead"

reduced to an exact science, and because

they play upon your sympathy and

credulity.

Why, they are so gifted in these arts

that when they hear you coming their

way they will drop on the ground flat

on their backs and lay there absolutely

still until you have passed by, thinking

they are dead. Once you have gone be-

yond point of observation, they will sneak

back on the potato plant and resume their

feeding where they left off at the inter-

ruption.

They will even deceive a person famil-

iar with their ways and suspicious of

their behavior. Many's the time I have

rolled over with a stick a supposedly ex-

tinct potato bug, satisfied myself appa-

rently that life had departed, and then
rustled the plants to make believe I was
walking away, only to see the "dead"
spud-sponger open his eyes, twist over

on his belly and start back for the vine.

And so supreme are they in the confidence

of their ability to pull the wool over us

poor mortals that it is a 100-to-l shot
the bug when detected in this subterfuge

will have the affrontery to flop over on
his back and "play dead" all over again

!

There is absolutely no limit to their

nerve.

My gardening in war times has its

horrors for my friends as well as its de-

lights for me. For a long time I didn't

know what the trouble was until my
mother suggested the solution to the puz-

zle of why guests invited to week-end
visits suddenly found so many excuses

for not accepting my invitations.

In the beginning they all expressed de-

light when I told them they could eat at

my house personally conducted vegeta-

bles. Everybody loves fresh garden
truck, and city folks' imaginations run riot

at the mere thought of getting freshly

plucked cabbages, newly-mown lettuce

and recently harvested beets. But un-
fortunately the early summer visitors

were doomed to disappointment, for the

only product in my garden mature enough
to serve were scallions. All I could do
was to show them where the other sub-
jects of the vegetable kingdom were in

the process of training and feed them on
young onions.

The first three of four week-end par-

ties proved martyrs to my new movement
and consumed my home-trained scallions

for three meals a day with apparent rel-

ish, if concealed regrets, but on returning
to the city I suspect they started in cir-

culation rumors of an unsavory nature
that influenced prospective guests to can-
cel their reservations with me. Some
people are so sensitive that a breath of

scandal will swerve them from their course.

However, the fault was not mine, but
was due to the cold and rains of the early

spring, which set my garden back six

weeks, and it was some time before it

yielded me anything but young onions
and I could retrieve myself. During that

period our beans and peas came from
cans or from the village market, but so
far as I know none of my guests ever
discovered the difference.

I could fill a magazine the size of PhoTo-
Play Journal recounting my experi-

ences as a novice farmerlette, but to fully

appreciate the thrill and glory of war-
time gardening one must go through the
experience for one's self. After you have,
you can understand the feelings of the
city chap sent out to dig potatoes when
he came back to the farmer and indig-

nantly demanded that he go get them
himself, as he had planted them and knew
best where they were hidden.
There is so much to learn and appa-

rently trivial things enter so largely into

the cultivation of a garden that the
rookie is absolutely confounded. For in-

stance, the gardener nearly suffered a

{Continued on page 54)

V,,

From Grand Opera ?^^S
to Grand Cinema by c. stearns clancy

HE strange fascination—but
perhaps not so strange—that

photoplay acting holds for

people of all classes and types
is well illustrated by the case

of Mile. Helen Royton, international fa-

vorite of the operatic stage, now the

favorite heavy of one of the large Western
studios.

Mile. Royton, as regal as her name, is

not the first prima donna to "work in pic-

tures," but hers is a shining example of

the unexpected that so often happens to

professional people. At the time Mars
started operations in 1914 she was in

Paris, having spent the winter season on
European stages in the roles of "Micaela"
in "Carmen," singing in French ; "Elsa"
in "Lohengrin," singing in German, and
"Nedda" in "Madam Butterfly," singing
in Italian. She made her escape from the
French capital when the German army
was but a few miles from the city gates,

and after much hardship succeeded in

reaching her home in New York with
merely the clothes she had on.

Finding the business of grand opera in

America on a slump for the time being,
Mile. Royton decided upon a vacation
trip to Los Angeles, to get as far from
the war as possible. While visiting a
studio at Long Beach she appealed to a
director as a "type" he happened to be
looking for, and "just for fun" was pre-
vailed upon to accept the role of "Perda
Brentane," in the feature entitled "Men-

tioned in Confidence," then in course of

production.

And now the spell of the camera be-
gan to work. "Acting with only the cam-
era for my audience seemed so queer
and novel, especiallly as I was not al-

lowed to look at it, that the work fas-

cinated me at once, and I put forth my
best efforts," Mile. Royton explains, and
her ability as a photoplay actress was
quickly established.

Before her second picture was half fin-

ished Mile. Royton had the misfortune
to sustain a broken leg in an elevator
accident and was forced to chaff with in-

activity for six weeks. Upon leaving the

hospital, however, she was again tempted
with the offer of a promising part in a big

picture under production in a Hollywood
studio, and now is giving every indica-

tion of becoming one of the most widely-

admired of screen actresses.

"My studio work is so absorbing,"

Helen Royton declares, "that I shall be
sorry when the time comes for me to re-

turn to the stage."
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F course, knowing Jackie
Saunders, I knew better than
to expect her to adopt an or-

dinary, everyday sort of a

hobby. But I truly didn't

expect that hobby to be real estate.

What? Yes, real estate! I know it sounds

odd—but then Jackie is most distinctly

an out-of-the-ordinary girl, and her hob-
bies are expected to be odd

!

The "whyfor" of the real estate hobby
is explained readily. You ^ ,—
see, first of all, Jackie bought
a beautiful "eleven-room-
sleeping-porch-sun - parlor"

home in Long Branch. About
six months she was per-

fectly happy, in getting her-

self all settled in her beauti-

ful home, and having the

grounds exactly as she
wanted them. But, as many
a proud house-holder has dis-

covered before, getting set-

tled doesn't last forever, and
Jackie got tired of seeing"

her perfect home, with noth-
ing to do to add to its won-
derful beauty.
Then, one day, she had a

brilliant inspiration. Just
across the broad street from
her home was a bunga-
low, well built, with
grounds ; but the bungalow

had fallen into a shocking state of disre-

pair, and the grounds were a tangle of

weeds. So Jackie telephoned the agent
and found that the place could be bought
for a mere song—and Jackie immediately
"sang" for it.

She engaged carpenters, and under her
own directions, had the building repaired,

repainted and the walls done over. The
grounds were Jackie's especial pride.

The back-yard was "mobilized" into a

"war-garden" that Uncle Sam would
surely admire

;
pretty, old-fashioned

flowers—pinks, pansies, sweet peas, ver-
bena, poppies, China asters, bachelor's
button, hollyhocks, larkspur, and all their

beautiful tribe—transferred the front gar-
den into a thing of beauty. And, to make
it all complete, Jackie furnished the
lovely little bungalow.
"Now that you have got it, what are

you going to do with it?" asked her face-

^^^^^H tious studio friends. But
Jackie made no reply, and
smiled rather mysteriously.

One day an exultant bride-
groom telephoned Jackie
and offered a handsome price
to rent the newly finished

bungalow, just as it stood.
And Jackie accepted his of-

fer. That was the beginning
of the hobby. And now
Jackie spends her spare time
driving around Long Beach
in her smart little raceabout,
hunting up neglected, dilap-

idated-looking houses, and
furnishing them up to rent
at prices that cause her
friends to throw up their

hands with screams of hor-
ror. Incidentally, this hob-
by is adding quite a bit to

the size of the Saunders'
bank account—which is more
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than can be said of most of her hobbies.

"I think I was intended for' an interior

decorator, instead of an actress, any-

way," said Jackie, in her blue and gold

dressing-room at the Balboa studio, one

day. "And also a landscape gardener.

I love messing around inside an empty,

ugly house, and making it emerge from

its treatment, all spick and span and

new, and so pretty that the first person

who sees it rents it on the spot."

"How did you happen to become an

actress, anyway?" I demanded, as she

removed the pins from her golden curls

and shook them about her head in a cloud

of fine, pale gold. Jackie, be it known,
was in the midst of that fascinating pro-

cess, to the layman, known as "making
up."
"Why," she answered, obligingly, "I

was an artist's model—I posed exclus-

ively for Harrison Fisher, Clarence F.

Underwood and Howard C. Christy.

I was doing ingenue parts in a stock

company in Philadelphia at the time, and

some one suggested movies to me, when
the season closed. This was just at the

beginning of the movie day, and I was
inclined, with a lot of my theatrical sis-

ters, to look down upon the lowly movie.

"Why, I remember one day when the

movie people wanted to use our home
for some, pictures, and mother gave the

permission, but would not let us children

watch the filming

!

"But one day, at a studio party, I asked,

in succession, the opinions of the three

illust ators who had proven themselves

so truly my friends. And each of them
seemed to approve of the idea. After

thinking it over for a week or two, and
no theatrical engagement looming ahead,

I decided to give it a try.

"So I went down to the Reliance Com-
pany and applied for work. I was deter-

mined not to begin at the bottom, so I

haughtily informed that I had had a great

deal of picture experience, as well as

stage experience. And on the strength

of that bluff I was engaged to do a

lead in a picture beginning that day.

Believing that I had had experience,

the director decided to do a scene in front

of Grace Church without first rehearsing

it. I was so frightened that I went
through that scene in a daze—but it came
out all right, so I was signed up for a

long time.

"After that I worked with Biograph,
Kanemacolor and Universal. Later I

joined Balboa and have been here ever

since."

By the time this long speech was fin-

ished she had finished her make-up and
was clad in an adorable negligee, all

frothy with lace and chiffon ruffles, over
blue crepe de chine, with her hair hanging
about her face in distracting curls.

I was laughing over her determined
attempts to evade the long climb from
"extra-dom" to star-dom. And she
laughed, too.

"It just goes to show what a bit of

bluff will do," she laughed.
At that moment we were interrupted

by a knock at the door. And when
Jackie cordially called, "Come in," the
door opened very slowly, and a little girl,

about four years old, clad in blue and
white rompers, peeked in. Her face, a

little frightened at first, cleared the in-

stant she saw Jackie.

"Please, Miss Jackie, will you buy my
dog?" was the amazing question she pre-

sented, dragging at a bit of string in her
hand. And at the behest of the string a
round, roly-poly little puppy, with the

engagingly awkward shamble of a pup-

py, walked in, seated himself at the child's

feet and showed an utterly adorable
willingness to be bought.
"Well !" gasped Jackie.

"He's an awful good dog—and I like

him a lot," the child's voice faltered, and
a big tear threatened the brown eyes,

lifted beseechingly to the actress' face.

'"But mamma says I can't have him, and
I don't want to give him to anybody that

won't be good to him."
Jackie put out an impulsive arm, en-

circling the little blue-clad body, draw-
ing the child close to her and bending to

pat the head of the friendly little puppy.
"But why won't your mamma let you

keep him, honey?" she asked.

"Bu—bu—cause he's a whemale," she
elucidated. Jackie gasped again and a

twinkle dawned in her eye.

"I'm afraid I can't afford another dog,"
she said, gravely. "How much do you
want for him-—er—her?"
"A nickel," answered the child, hope-

fully.

Jackie hesitated a moment, but the eyes
of the dog and the pleading arms of the
child won the day. Jackie reached for

her gold bag, took out a crisp five-dollar

bill and gave it to the child.

"And you must come and see your lit-

tle dog every day," she told the aston-

ished and delighted child.

The child fled, evidently fearing that

her good fortune would be snatched from
her. The dog seemed not a whit disturbed

by the departure of its erstwhile owner.
"You're a darling—Rufus," she christ-

ened, suddenly. And a willing stage-

hand took Rufus away to Jackie's already
overflowing kennels.

I have told this little incident in detail

because it gives the keynote to Jackie's

character—she's just a dear, lovable hu-
man sort of girl—not the least bit "up-
stage," or inclined to feel her own im-
portance. Her dearest possession, aside

from her hobby, is her car—not the great

big limousine which she used in "The
Wildcat," but the swift little two-passen-
ger raceabout. In fact, her friends hardly
recognize her as the dignified, stunningly-

gowned Jacquelin who occasionally goes
shopping or calling in the Princess, as

she calls the limousine ; she's Jackie, in

a coat-suit, a tam-hat of black velvet and
her raceabout.

She likes ragged, tom-boy parts, such
as her role in "A Bit of Kindling"—in

fact, she herself prepared the story for

this play, which is based on the actual

experience of a little news-girl whom
Jackie once met in San Francisco and in

whom she became much interested.

But despite her admiration for these
harum-scarum roles, she can readily don
a Lucille creation and be and look Jacque-
lin in a moment's notice.

All in all, Jackie Saunders is a real girl,

with real ambitions, hobbies, virtues and
faults. And just as she is, all her friends

love her—we wouldn't change one tiny

thing about her, for as she is, she is "our
Sunshine Jackie."

The Undraped Figure in Movies By PAUL
WILSON

Considerable agitation was created re-

cently by exhibitions of the undraped hu-

man figure in motion pictures, and there

can be no doubt that great harm has

come to this means of expression through
the use of it in photoplays of a more or

less modern and realistic character which
renders it rather suggestive and unde-

sirable. It is evident, however, that few
realize the unlimited possibilities which
lay before them in a photo-music art

drama, combining the dramatic art, the

photographic art and musical art, using

as its medium the undraped human fig-

ure, and having as its basis, for instance,

a mythological or other idealistic subject

properly conceived, and constructed in

collaboration with a musician who is ca-

pable of giving it a suitable musical set-

ting—performed by a competent orches-

tra ; in short, having all the requisites for

making it a representative art work.

Why make art an excuse for its exhibi-

tion? Contentment begets happiness;

happiness begets good health, and good
health is wealth. Nature begets beauty

;

beauty begets ideals, and the representa-

tion of ideals through natural beauty is

Art. The greatest instinctive desire of

man since the beginning of time is the
desire for that kind of wealth which
comes of contentment, good health and
happiness. Art points to the straightest

and shortest way to that goal.

Objections may be sustained as to the
manner in which the undraped human fig-

ure is presented ; regarding the theme or

plot involving its exhibition, etc. ; but
when a picture is artistically conceived,

artistically performed and properly pre-

sented, there can be no serious objection

to it because it has as its medium un-
draped human form.
There is enough in this world that is

either ugly or absolutely commonplace.
Let us not turn from that which Nature
has made beautiful for us. It is gener-

ally agreed that there is nothing more

beautiful than the undraped, healthy,

well-developed human figure when, from
practice and training, it is made to rep-

resent beautiful thoughts. And yet there

are those who protest against an exhi-

bition of it, even though the presentation
be most artistic and helpful, on the

ground that such exhibitions inspire

temptation, but forgetting that the real

test of character is not in avoiding temp-
tation, but rather in coming face to face

with it, yea, in going straight through it,

for he who has passed through it and has
come out unspotted and unscarred has
something of which he may be proud.

We have had our full of realism in pho-
toplays, in music, in dramas, in painting;

in fact, in all modern art works, and in

everything about us. It is time that we
return again to idealism and romance,
and there is no reason why the art of

the motion picture should not lead with
the most beautiful form of expression as

its medium—the undraped human figure.
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ERE we have with us in full

surf regalia Bebe Daniels,

Pathe's Petite Pantomimist,
she who is perched on the

springboard, with limbs in

mid-air, and Norma Talmadge, Nifty Nor-
ma, who is seated on the beach below
tempting- her dog with a dainty morsel.

As the summer season approaches its ter-

mination and bathing days become more
limited, a study of this pictorial evidence

of the delight in being near the sad sea

waves waxes the more interesting. It is

as a sort of a final view of scenes of joy.

It brings back to you a flood of fond mem-
ories—memories of not so much the beau-

tiful seaside as of the beautiful femininity

Above
You
Will

Find

Bebe
Daniels

Seated

on
the

Beach

is

Norma |

Talmadge |

you beheld beside the seaside, where many a
man has sighed himself inside a drink em-
porium just to forget.

If you will permit yourself to be our
subject for just the proverbial nonce and
will lapse into a state of long-distance
hypnosis by fixing your gaze out on the
unchecked main in the background

—

Yes, if you would permit yourself! But
you won't, because you are looking at the
lovely ladies, and you don't give a rap
about the surrounding scenery. Have we
not proven our assertion that memories
are of people and not of views? Do you
still gainsay us? Well, then, imagine, if

you will, all this attractive picture minus
the young ladies and with only the dog
to cross your line of vision. Would you
take a second look unless you were a
fanatical dog fancier?

Ah, yes, we had just as well be candid
about the so-called foibles of life. We do
all love to see the ladies which, after all

is said, cannot be regarded as a very seri-

ous foible, either.

Now, let's take Bebe Daniels, not so

much if we will as if we can—she wears
clothes well and in a bathing suit she
should suit any one. On the screen she
likewise makes a favorable impression.

She is one of the comparative newcomers
to the cinema who bid fair to achieve con-
stantly increasing successes. She dis-

plays a wealth of talent and good looks.

She has personality, too, backed up

with a certain little coyness which makes
her irresistible. Verily, if she keeps on
in pictures and bathing attire, she is going
to be very, very famous. We predict as

much without fear of contradiction.

And now for Norma Talmadge—you'll

find a lot about her in another section of

this very magazine—but we wish to eluci-

date upon her aquatic ability, something
you know less about than you do about
her histrionic ability. Miss Talmadge is

not the greatest swimmer on earth, nor
does she aspire to break any high-diving
records, but she is the wearer and intro-

ducer of about as many new and novel
and nifty swimming suits as any gentle

dear extant. She has a marked fondness
for excelling in her beach costumes, and
she does. Whenever she appears on a

crowded beach there are many admiring
eyes among the men and some mighty
envious eyes among the women. She sets

a high standard in the art of dressing up
to go down in the water.

Of course, you're wondering if she al-

ways basks in the sunshine of the sea-

shore with only her dog. Nay, nay ; for

she is one of the most sociable of all pho-

toplayers, and her list of close personal

friends looks like the telephone directory

of New York City. She is generally a

member of large parties when she goes
a-swimming, but she is always the star

in the swim, just as she is the star in the

pictures. So be it. Now for winter.
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By STEPHEN S. SCOTT [

Adapted from the Photoplay of Lloyd Lonergen as produced by
|

H the Thanhouser Film Corporation Starring Frederick Warde |
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OHN COLTON was a man of

mark, even among the "Big
Men of Wall Street." His fi-

nancial operations were al-

ways of interest, and it had
grown to be a saying in "the street" that

as Colton goes, so goes the market.
Colton's namesake and heir was not of

the same pattern as the average million-

aire's son. He was not a leading light in

the Great White Way and he was not

lazy and idle. On the contrary, Jack Col-

ton had buckled down to business as soon
as he left college, and was his father's

right-hand man. And in the business

world he had won the respect of his asso-

ciates because of his energy and ability.

It was in the third year of the World
War that the Russian Government, then
ruled by the Czar, applied to Colton's

firm for a loan of some 250,000,000 rou-

bles. Colton could secure the money, of

course, but naturally he wanted to make
investigations first, and thus it came to

pass that he sent his son abroad for that

purpose.
In Petrograd romance made its first ap-

pearance in Jack Colton's busy life. He
was in his apartment one evening when a

beautiful young woman rushed in through
the window. Breathlessly she explained

that the police were seeking to arrest her
for a political crime, and that she feared

they had seen her enter the house.

The chivalrous young American very

promptly offered his aid, hid her in an ad-

joining room, and when the police ap-

peared he forbade them to search the

place. The probabilities are that, despite

his objections, they
would have done so,

but good fortune was
with him. Baron
Steveroff, the For-
eign Minister, ar-

rived for a confer-

ence at an oppor-
tune moment, and
young Colton made
it very clear that

there would be no
American loan if he
was to be annoyed
by the police in this

idiotic way. The
Minister ordered the

officials to depart
and was so eager to

accommodate the
young banker that he willingly secured
a passport for "my cousin, Miss Grey,"
without seeing her, or even caring what
she looked like. Colton's visitor was thus
able to make her escape from Russia, and
not until after she had gone did her pre-

server realize that neither knew the

other's name.
The Russian girl was the Princess Olga

and despite her rank she was an ardent
worker in the cause of the people. The
secret police had got on her trail, how-
ever, and she was forced to flee the coun-
try. The passport Colton had secured
for her took her in safety to Sweden, and
there she took passage on a ship bound
for America. Owing to the overcrowded
condition of the vessel, Olga was com-
pelled to share a stateroom. The other

Olga overpowered Ivan while Colton summoned the police

Frederick \Varde in the role of "Big Man of Wall Street"

girl, a shy, delicate creature, soon, by her
very dependence, gained Olga's affection

and a friendship rapidly developed be-

tween them.
The liner was a ship of a neutral na-

tion, but this fact did not save it. A Ger-
man submarine attacked the vessel with-
out warning, and only a portion of those
on board were lucky enough to escape in

the boats. Olga and her room-mate got
places in the same lifeboat, but the night
of exposure to which they were subjected
was too much for the younger girl. Find-
ing that she was dying, she told Olga her
story. Her home was in Poland, where
her father held a high government posi-

tion. When the Germans advanced upon
the town the girl was sent away by her
parent. He supplied her with money and
a letter to John Colton in New York.
Colton and Paul Ladislaus (Jennie's
father) had been chums when boys, and
the friendship was still strong, although
they had not seen each other for years,

while Jennie had never met the financier.

The girl asked Olga to deliver her father's

message to Colton, and died soon after.

The others in the boat tossed about help-

lessly for many weary hours and then
were saved by an American warship.
On Olga's arrival in America she regis-

tered at one of the big hotels and com-
municated with one Serge Virubova,
supposedly a business man, but in reality

the head of the Russian Brotherhood in

New York. She told him of her experi-

ences and his interest was greatly aroused.
Serge's secret ambition was to amass
great wealth, and his "patriotism" was
only a pretense. He saw at once the

great advantage of having a friend in Col-

ton's home, and after long argument in-

duced Olga to pass herself off as the

daughter of Ladislaus.

"Colton is the one great enemy of our
order, and if we can ruin him financially

it will probably mean the freedom of

Russia," he told the unsophisticated

princess.

"Then if it is for my Russia, I will go
to any limit," she replied, completely de-
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ceived by the man's plausible explanations.

Forthwith she went to Colton, who re-

ceived her without any suspicion what-
soever.

"I assure you I am happy to have the
daughter of my good friend as my hon-
ored guest, and I insist that you make
your home with my wife and I," was his

cordial greeting.

"I shall be equally as happy to be your
guest, I assure you," she replied, strug-

gling to prevent herself from taking a

liking to the genial financier whom she
felt should have her cordial hatred.

Once in the Colton home, however, she
found it utterly impossible to curb or
direct her feelings. She discovered in

Mrs. Colton one of those pleasant, old-

fashioned women whom no mortal could
despise or ignore. From the inception

Olga realized her life to be cast in very
happy ways. She received the tenderest
of mothering from Mrs. Colton, and as

for Colton himself,

he made it clear

early that he re-

garded his pretty

guest almost as

though she were
his own child. In-

deed, Olga occupied
an ideal position

for accomplishing
the dastardly work
Serge Virubova
had planned.

Like all men of

large affairs, the fi-

nancier had his

own peculiar traits.

One of these was a
strong conviction
that he could judge
a person's character
at first sight. He
liked Olga the day
they met—rconse-
quently she was,
had been and al-

ways would be the
finest girl in the
world, according to
his fallacious way
of reckoning. And
he boasted more

i

loudly than, ever of this when Jack Col-
ton, his son, returned frorn. Russia.
"We have the finest girl in all the world

at our house now, son, and I want you to
start thinking seriously about her even
before you have met her," he told the
young man upon greeting him at the
railway station.

"I 1 don't like to take views opposite to
yours, dad, but I fear I met the finest
girl in the world in Russia, and the mis-
fortune of it is, I failed to learn her name
and therefore have slim chance of ever
seeing her again," the son replied with
geniality mixed with obvious regret.

"Never mind that," the old gentleman
rejoined pleasantly. "When you have
seen our girl you're going to change your
opinion."

John. Colton was so anxious to start

romance in his household that he actually
urged his chauffeur to hasten home, even
if he had to break speed laws to do it.

Jack was genuinely amused by his fath-
er's eagerness. He felt sure it was all

going to be rare fun, but he was con-
vinced he would be a tough proposition
for the little God of Love to tackle, since

he could never forget the beautiful Rus-
sian girl he had met under such extraordi-
nary circumstances in far-away Russia.
But when he reached his home with his

proud father, who rushed him into the
presence of Olga ! What a miracle it all

seemed to be ! Standing right before him
in his own home the very girl he deemed
lost to him forever. The observing father
noted the expression of surprise which
swept impulsively over the young man's
face. He also noted the reflection of

this same surprise on the face of the girl.

Fie was amazed by the speechlessness of

both—by the silence and restraint.

"Well, now what?" he demanded.
Jack Colton diverted his charmed gaze

from the girl, and looking his father
squarely in the eye, smiled.

"Dad," he said slowly and in low, joy-
ous tones, "you and I have both picked
the same girl as the finest in the world.
We have met before."

Olga in the meeting place of the anarchists

"Yes, in i Russia^how. extraordinary,"

Olga interjected nervously, y,et obviously
well pleased.

"Is that so?" the old gentleman '(Ex-

claimed, completely overwhelmed. "Isn't

this all wonderful? May it all mean un-
bounded happiness for us all in the fu-,

ture
!"

Jack Colton was spared jt'he ordeal of

falling in love on this occasion. , He had
already tripped over the .'gentle passion

in Russia. However, he,experienced all

the thrill of realizing his love,to be so en-

grossing as to exclude even the thought
of any other girl from his mind. '

"I love you most dearly and I .want to

ask you to become my Wife,,' despite pur
short acquaintance," he proposed to the

girl the very first moment they got a,lone.

"I—I—I am sorry, but, I cannot wed
you," she replied rather half-heart,edly, as

if she regretted the necessity of Rejecting

the ardent swain.

"Oh, but we must find a 'way to over-

come any circumstance which 'may hold

you in check, providing, of cojirse, you
love me, too," Colton insisted with un-
abating avidity.

"No, I fear we cannot surmount the

obstacles, for they are too great and too

important," she told him sadly.

For a full hour young Colton pressed

into service his every power of expression,

his every ingratiating manner and the

whole sincerity of his honest heart, to in-

duce the girl he loved to alter her atti-

tude ; but it was all in vain. She would
not give in one iota to his beseeching, and
he was sorely perplexed.

When he later made a frank report of

his experience to his father, the latter was
disappointed beyond measure, and he was
mystified distressingly.

"I know she loves the boy," he told

himself. "She knows we would be glad

to see them marry. Now, why does she

reject him?"

While pondering over this his thoughts
were changed into a new channel by the

arrival of a visitor—Paul Ladislaus. The
reunion was a joy-

ous one, for Colton
had believed the

other dead. He had
been in a German
prison for a while,

but had b e e n ex-

changed, and had
come to America to

seek news of his

daughter. And
while he was talk-

ing his host saw
Olga coming down
the stairs. Here
was C o 1 t o n's

chance to bring

about a joyful re-

union and, unseen
by his caller, he
beckoned the girl

t o approach. A s

she did so he
it u r n e d Ladislaus
around and pre-

pared to enjoy the

sight of their mu-
tual surprise and
joy, but nothing of

the kind happened.
It was' ' plain

(

that
,'

i 'the two were stran-

gers, iso Colton exchanged a few unimpor-
tant words with Olga and she went away
without eyer\ being introduced ' to the

m^.n who was 'seeking ,his lost daughter.
Part of the mystery

(

was expjamed by
Lajdislaus a ' few minutes later When he
told of his daughter's death,, he ' having
learned the particulars from some of the,

survivors. .

,
,, ,

'

,

'

,

'

,

'

The average man, put,in Cojtori's place,

would have denounced Olga ^nd' turned
her out in disgrace. But Colton [was riot

an ordinary man. 'Also, in some respects

he was vain. He had declared ,.the
t

girl

was honest, loyal and most lqva,bl^, iand

he hated to think he had m'ade, ,a .mistake.

So, in his masterful way, he started in

to prove that his first judgment had' been
correct.

i i
.•

*
\

Olga, in the meantime,, ,haji fduhd her
position as a spy most , distasteful , She
was still heart and soul in the revolu-
tionary movement, but she loved .the Col-

tons, and hated the position Into 'wliieh

fate had thrust her. Serge was continu-
ally urging her to learn sonre'lorColton's
financial plans, but she put fiim off with
one excuse after another. Soon after the

'
i

i
i
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Serge, the leader of New York Russian Society, called to see Olga

arrival of Paul Ladislaus matters came to

a climax.

One of the revolutionists, Ivan by
name, was an ardent advocate of brutal
action. In Olga's presence he declared
his belief that Colton should be "made
away with," and on the same evening he
forced his way into the house and covered
the financier with a revolver. Olga came
to his assistance, but later she aided his

enemy to escape, for she could not bring
herself to send one of the Brotherhood to

prison, especially as he had failed in his

attack on Colton.

And she did not know that Ivan was
really in the pay of Colton, and that the

"crime" had been carefully staged by the

financier, just to prove that Olga would
not permit any harm to come to him.
A little later, at one of the meetings

of the society, Ivan introduced "a brother
from abroad." He was an ardent revolu-
tionist and told many stirring stories of

conditions in Russia. Serge utilized these
remarks to bring additional pressure upon
Olga, telling her that with Colton's
wealth it would be only a question of a
few months before the republican move-
ment in their native land became a reality.

And just at this moment (perhaps Colton
could explain the coincidence) a member
rushed in from the street with a copy of

a newspaper extra, telling how the Czar
had abdicated.

No one received this news with greater
delight than did Olga, for she believed it

freed her from her oath. She felt she
could remove the burden from her con-
science at last by ceasing to be secretly

working against those she wished to favor
instead. She boldly told Serge she was
through with him now.

"Say not so," he replied. "Our cause
is still interested in Colton's money and,
freedom or no freedom, we must have it."

"You'll not get it if I can prevent,"
Olga came back defiantly.

"Oh, but yes we will," the man replied

coolly.

Then he played his trump card. He

made the girl his prisoner and in her pres-
ence telephoned Colton, notifying him of

the fact that Olga was held a prisoner and
would be put to death unless a large sum
of money was forthcoming from him.
Olga struggled desperately to prevent
Serge from getting his message to Col-
ton. Failing in this, she boldly grabbed
the 'phone out of his hands and retained
it over his battling long enough to warn
Colton to stay away.

"It will mean death to you, and that

God will spare you is my fondest wish,"
Olga cried frantically into the 'phone.

But "Colton" came just the same. It

was not Colton, the banker, but Colton,

the son, the revolutionist having talked

to the one believing he was the other.
Young Colton was welcome, however, in

Serge's quick estimation, especially when
he uoserved that the young heir apparent
to great wealth was deeply in love with
Olga.

"Oh, pray don't imperil yourself for
me," she begged of Colton.

"Why, dearie, you are worth more to
me than all the money my father pos-
sesses," he replied cheerily.

"Ah, here is a regular fellow," Serge
chimed in, rubbing his hands energeti-
cally as he grinned in anticipation of hav-
ing easy prey.

"But we must protect your dear father,"
she insisted.

"First of all, however, we must protect
you, and I am willing to pay any amount
these crooks desire to accomplish this,"

young Colton gallantly replied.

Upon the suggestion of Serge the
young man started to write a letter which
meant success to the designing Serge, but
ere he had half finished it, Ivan and his

"friend" broke into the place and calmly
informed Serge that he was under arrest.

When he had been securely handcuffed,
the "friend" removed his disguise and
Olga beheld the senior Colton, much to
her surprise.

"It was worth all the trouble we have
gone to," the old gentleman said, turning
to his son. "I declared when first we met
that Olga was honest, loyal and lovable,

and I have proved it. She got into this

movement because of her tender-hearted
patriotism. There never was anything
wrong about her, and I am glad she came
to me even under false colors."

Then he paused and turned his gaze
from his son to Olga with smiling deliber-

ation. Slowly and confidently he led his

heir to the girl and joined their hands.

"Son, I think it is up to you to make
this girl a good American citizen," he
added.

And the son did.

WHY MOTION PICTURE STARS
LEAVE HOME

Out in the Lasky studio the daily storm-

ing of the gates by motion picture aspirants

led to the devising of an application blank

by Cecil B. DeMille. Each new candidate

for stellar honors is presented with one of

these by a heartless office boy before per-

sonal contact can be established with any
director. The information requested of the

applicant is quite detailed and distinctly

personal, even to the extent of the age,

weight, chest and waist measurements, na-

tionality, and accomplishments, such as

swimming, riding, driving, dancing and
fencing.

One of the most remarkable application

blanks which has been received by Mr. De-
Mille is one which was filed by a woman
who shall be nameless. Suffice it to say

that she resides in Long Beach, California.

This future scintillating genius of the

screen coyly admits the tender age of forty-

five summers (winters omitted because of

the bad effect upon the complexion, no
doubt) and gives her present occupation as

that of a dressmaker. Her hair is brown,
her eyes are blue ; waist twenty-six—chest,

thirty-two ! Her nationality she described

as "not any."

The lady's accomplishments are as fol-

lows, according to her own statement : rid-

ing
—

"horseback, yes" ; swimming—"will

learn how" ; drive auto
—

"no" ; dancing

—

"no, will learn" ; fencing
—

"no." It will be

observed that the lady has no intention of

learning to drive a motor-car or to fence,

though at her tender years she faces with

equanimity the problems and dangers of

learning to dance.

The applicant gives as her specialty, act-

ing; this despite the fact that she lists her
previous line of business as dressmaking,

and later states that she had had no experi-

ence on the stage. Under the broad and
embracing head of Remarks, she declares

:

"Though I have had no experience in act-

ing on the stage I know that good acting is

asking God to help us, and knowing that

we can act each part by feeling and seeing

each part that we are acting."

So far the Lasky Company has not pur-

chased any scripts expressly for this new
star.
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HE door of Peggy Hy-
1 a n d's dressing-room
at the Mayfair studios

contains the name of

its occupant, and
hanging above these words is a
red, white and blue shield, which
1 later learned the little star pur-
chased to help the Red Cross.

Entering the room I found Miss
Hyland curled up gracefully on
a chaise lounge in her blue and
white bower of a dressing-room busily

reading some letters from her fan friends.

As I seated myself in the deep-winged
arm-chair I found myself asking the star
if her heart was still in England, for I

noticed some of her letters bore a foreign
postmark.
"No, indeed," she exclaimed, "that

would be impossible. My heart is in my
work, and my work is here ; but even if

that were not so, the warm welcome the
great American public has accorded me
would win the heart of a stone."
As she gathered the letters together

and settled herself so that I might en-
joy her undivided attention, her fox ter-

rier, who had been watching her long-
ingly from his cushion on the floor,

One of Mis* Hyland" 8 latest and best poses

sprang to the lounge and attempted to

make a place for himself beside her.

"Jackpots," she laughed, "you certainly

are a nut—don't you know that I must
wear this frock in my next scene, and you
are mussing it frightfully?"

Already she has acquired the slang
habit, thus proving herself something of

an American, at any rate. Somehow it

seemed odd to hear the word "nut" in

her English-accented speech. She seemed
to say it because it was necessary, but
in a way which showed how much of a

stranger it was to her vocabulary.
"But come," she continued to the dog,

"show our friend here your clever tricks."

Miss Hyland jumped from her resting

place and ran to her dressing table, taking

two small silk flags from the
drawer—one the Union Jack and
the other the Stars and Stripes.

She waved the British first,

singing "God Save the King" in

a sweet voice, and "Jackpots"
barked as loud as his dog lungs
permitted. Then she did likewise
with the glorious emblem of our
democracy and freedom, by sing-

ing the "Star-Spangled Banner,"
while the dog continued to bark
even louder than before.

"See how impartial he is," en-

thused the actress. "I just guess
he could teach many human be-
ings a lesson. And do you know,"
she asked, "he learned that trick

quicker than any other."

As we again settled ourselves
for a chat I found myself wonder-
ing if some of Miss Hyland's re-

lations had not resided in America.
She seemed to possess innumer-
able American traits and her ideas

were all those of one who had been born and
brought up under the protection of the

Stars and Stripes.

She assured me that this was not so,

however, saying she was the first of her
family to reside out of England.

"I don't think I am disloyal to my Eng-
land when I say this," she continued,
"but all my life I reveled in American
history. I am a firm believer in democracy
and think the nobility should consist of

those who lend a helping hand whenever
possible. It is not the poor girl, but the
dishonest girl, who is beneath me."
Under encouragement from me she

continued along this channel of thought,
proving that there was nothing ever re-

sembling false pride in her composition.
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One letter which had come that day

had begun

:

"Dear English Cousin"—
and had set Miss Hyland to thinking.

"Every girl in England is happy to be

considered the American's cousin, but

now that I am living in America—earning

my living here, and, as my friends are

kind enough to say—pleasing by my ef-

forts, I want to be considered something
more than a cousin—I want to be a sister

—one of you, and I hope my public will

feel the same towards me."

The world conflict now raging receives

her serious attention, for she follows the

moves of the armies day by day and has

done her bit in the quiet, determined way
for which she is noted by those who
know her.

"When this horrible, cruel war started,"

she said, her eyes flashing, "we stopped

being French, English or Americans and
became humanitarians. We are fighting

together in the well worth-while cause

of democracy. And when we realize that

democracy must, at the same time, mean
a world peace, the horrors seem paid in

some measure, at least."

One would find it utterly impossible

not to be stimulated to patriotism in her

presence. She radiates spirit, and it is

easy to believe she would give her life

to any cause she believed right.

" 'United we stand—divided we fall
!' "'

she said. "If that wouldn't sweep away
any barriers of nationality, I don't know
what would. Tonight you and I and our

hundreds of thousands of fellow-men here

in America may sleep peacefully, guarded
by the great English navy. My friends

and relatives abroad have been given

faith and hope anew by the knowledge
that Uncle Sam's fine, stalwart boys are

lending their fiery aid to the English
brothers, husbands and fathers on the

battlefield."

Later in the afternoon, after partaking

of a delightful afternoon tea, the one Eng-
lish custom to which 'Miss Hyland still

clings, we had a refreshing ride along
the majestic Hudson in her beautiful car.

Her little head was popping out of the

window constantly, for she feared to lose

one sight of the beautiful scene.

"If there is any promise of heaven on
earth," she exclaimed enthusiastically,

"it is here. In all my traveling I have
never seen a more wonderful spot."

Many might think as Miss Hyland,
but it is doubtless if they would voice

the thought unless they claimed America
as a birthplace. This little star is nothing
if not fair to the last degree. '

While Miss Hyland is still loyal to

John Bull, she shows the greatest rever-

ence and respect to Uncle Sam, and her

readiness to salute the flag and stand to

our national anthem compares with all

American-born citizens' fidelity.

She is a niece of whom Uncle Sam may
well be proud—one who radiates the

1

be--

liefs of this country—that every man,
every cause is worth while until proven
otherwise. She scorns the saying of the

lawyer that every man is a thief until

p'roven honest, declaring if she believed
that way she would forsake the fellow-

men she was placed on earth to aid in

some degree and become a selfish hermit.

She is English by birth-—American by
adoption; but, above all, she is a whole-
some, refreshing girl who it is a genuine
pleasure to know.
To her goes the credit for coining a very

clever phrase—a worthy slogan, forsooth

—

most appropriate to the occasion of alliance

now existing between the United States and
Great Britain, namely

:

Cousins once, but brothers now.
Never did American and Britisher reach

such a zenith in brotherhood as at this criti-

cal time, when they fight side by side to in-

Sure the supremacy of democracy pvef auto-

cracy. Never has the whole remarkable
situation been better expressed than in these

five weirds from the lips of Peggy Hyland,
who. enters most cordially into the spirit of

it all by substantially contributing to the aid

of both governments—her 'native one and
her adopted one. As a matter' of fact (and
we presume she does not mind our divulg-

ing it) she is donating Herself poor in her
ardent effort to be of real assistance to the

world's defenders in the terrific stuggle inIII 1

C3<5

which she is so profoundly interested from
an international standpoint, i Peggy Hy-
land's money has been pouring into the war-
chests of Uncle, Sam, and Jojiri Bull for

some time and, moreover, s,heldoes not al-

low a week to go by Without pending some
clothes and necessities of life; ( direct to the

European trenches to various, Ibrave soldiers

she knows personally. ,
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D1VID
By CARL STEARNS
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O one who has seen Dorothy
Phillips on the screen, espe-

cially her very expressive
work in Ibsen's "A Doll
House," would imagine what

a quiet and dignified little person Doro-
thy is when away from the studio. A
casual acquaintance would, in fact, ! de-
clare that Miss Phillips really lives only
when she is acting some all-absorbing
part before the carnera, and that at other,

times she withdraws into her own pearly
shell and dreams.

Such, however, is far from the fact.

Miss Phillips' own personality, though
naturally serious, is just as distinctive

and exactly as ^dividual as any which
she impersonates at the studio. It is true
she is often quiet 1 and mentally preoccu-
pied, butjthis is because she is thinking
out little perfecltions for her role, rehears-
ing some .poetry dn (her mind, or planning
new costume,s.

,

Mentally, she is never
idle for a rnQrnent." \ ,

When p^epar^ng ' for her interpretation

of the famous' "Nora," in "A Doll's

House," shq [wis i hot, content to merely
familiarize

.
herself i with the role, but

memorized ithe
1 play completely. The

fact that the greatest actresses of the
stage had been chosen, for the legitimate

performances, of this role impressed Miss
Phillips deeply; pmd she determined to

give hers, th^ jfirst screen portrayal, the
best of her talent, and vitality. Her suc-

cessful delineation, jof the part, and the

way she "put over" the idea that Nora's
apparent happiness was nothing but af-

fected merriment, was therefore no sur-

prise to those who know of her origin-

ality and studious methods.
Personally, I found Dorothy Phillips

the hardest of all actresses I have met
to interview for details about herself.

"

' II 1"Th$ best way I can express, myself is

througp my work," was all that J could
get hef to say.

,

And I found the screen
most eloquent. Prom her many admir-
ers ampng the professionals at the studio,

however, I gleaned several interesting

side-lights. It seerns
1

that in', ,spi'te' of the
fact Miss Phillips has an enviablje reputa-

tion asja vampire, rtotab,ly as ; "Hell Mor-
gan's 1 <3irl," she prefers straight (dramatic

leads, especially in plays of thle , out-of-

doors. ' Being a disciple of (the fresh air,

her work as "The Flashlight" girl shows
how she excels in parts she 'most enjoys.

,

Recently Miss Phillips Expressed her
individuality , in no, uncertain

,
terms. A

newspaper man, after viewing "A Doll's

House," ha4 referred to'i her in sprint as

"The Nazimova of the $creen.", Miss
Phillips objected., Over the 'phone, she
made it clear tO| hirri that she does not
want to be held Up as a (second artybpdy.

Sb.e wants to be known as herself alone.

She does not mind haying a stage aCt,ress

call herself "The Dorothy Phillips of the
Stage," however.

,
j

1

* !

Miss Phillips finds 'her| greatest, en-

couragement so far in the fact that "Hell
Morgan's Girl" played a. return engage-
ment of one week soon after enjoying an
initial run of two weeks in a Los Angeles
theatre. To say that "the screen tells,"

when referring to Dorothy Phillips' in-

dividuality as an actress is to but partly

speak the truth. "The box-office tells"

would be more to the point.

iKtoM 1

1
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.aoie w s iBow to me
By LOUIS LEE ARMS
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HE wore shell-rim glasses that

imparted a professional air.

On her small, well-built head
was a Dutch bonnet—because
she is Irish—and her shoes

had low heels and square toes. Her dark
gray suit fitted well and was unobtrusive.

"Heavens," I thought, "is this the girl

who plays vampire parts to syncopated
accompaniments? Or the thoughtless,

feather-headed wife who is constantly in-

spiring her husband to look for a lawyer
or a gun? Can this be Madge Kennedy?

It was—and is.

Being- a conspicuous model of propriety,

whose publicity is confined to the dra-

matic departments of the newspapers in-

stead of spread over first pages, it is the

law of opposites, or some such, that has
made Madge Kennedy our best-known
erring- wife. Her school of scandal is

conducted from 8.15 to 10.50 P. M—mat-
inees twice a week—and the skeletons in

her closet rattle only to an exit march by
Irving Berlin.

"Pardon, Miss Kennedy?"
"Yes ?" questioningly.

"The editor of a Philadelphia magazine
wants you to tell his

public why you have
gone into the movies. He
wants something differ-

ent."

"Funny," she mused.
"Quite funny, indeed;

I know him," I said.

"I mean it's funny
about wanting some-
thing different. I've been
interviewed ten different

times since coming to the

movies, and each of my interviewers has
confided that he wanted something dif-

ferent."

"Yes?"
"Yes."
"Maybe we can talk about the architec-

ture of the ancient Aztecs or the political

significance of the Boston tea party," I

suggested.
"Or the belated efforts of General

Grouch at Waterloo, or the Leclede ex-

pedition down the Mississippi," she re-

torted.

So we sat down.
"Speaking of moving pictures," I said,

"and keeping in mind the major fact that

we desire something- different, how do
you think you are going to like them—
in comparison to the speaking- stage?"

"If my answer is the same as that made
to ten others who were also pursuing the
same equation, I should say that I will

like them much—do like them much, for

I am speaking now as one who has fin-

ished a photo-drama and can distinguish
a 'fade-out' from a 'circling in.'

"

"What do you miss most?"
"An audience."

I

i
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"Why?"
"An audience laughs."

"Doesn't a picture audience laugh?"
"Yes, but I don't hear them."
"You like laughter?"
"A good laugh is a physician carrying

tonic to the soul."

"But you will make millions laugh in

the pictures where hundreds laughed on
Broadway."
"But I won't hear them."
"Irrevocably true."

"Take 'Baby Mine,'" continued Miss
Kennedy. "There are situations in that

which I have been assured by Miss Mar-
garet Mayo have never failed to nurse a

chuckle or a howl. I labored over these

scenes and put into them everything
comic that is in me. The camera-man was
very sad. The director looked downright
sorry."

"Hard-boiled eggs when it comes to

laughing," I said.

"I thought I had bungled up the fun-

niest scene in 'Baby Mine' ; it was re-

ceived so quietly. I suggested to the di-

rector that I be given another chance at

it. 'What for,' he said. 'It couldn't be
any funnier. Now in the next

gpf scene
—

' He measures his humor
with a yard-stick."

"You'll get used to that," I re-

torted.

"I'm used to it now. I'm never
going- to expect a laugh in the stu-

dio, and therefore I'm never going
to be disappointed. But when my
first picture is released, in Septem-
ber, I'm going to reserve a seat by
the week, and I hope to absorb suf-

ficient laughter to carrv me over a

Madge Kennedy at home and supremely happy
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One of Miss Kennedys late poses

desert of the utmost professional calm."

"Is the studio work harder than the

stage ?"

"Yes, but the hours are nicer."

"Evenings off?"

"And mornings up. Do you know I

haven't seen a sunrise for four years

—

that is before I signed my contract for

two years with the Goldwyn Pictures

Corporation. I forgot which side of Man-
hattan the sun appeared on."

"It's still doing business in the east."

"There's no east or west to a Broadway
electric sign, and signs have been my
suns, moons and stars since I have been
on the spoken stage."

"How did you happen to go on the

stage ?"

"I should like to tell you something dif-

ferent, but unfortunately I only reached

the stage in one particular way, and I

have been unable to improve upon the

story of it. I came from California with
my mother to study art. We summered
at a New England beach colony which
presented an amateur theatrical. Henry
Woodruff was at our colony and played
the leading role. I played the feminine
lead, and his praise of my work encour-
aged me to the extent that I seriously set

about to study drama. I played stock in

Cleveland and then took the leading roles

in two of Philip Barthelmae's plays. They
were 'Over Night' and 'Little Miss
Browne.'

"In each of these I played the part of

a silly young girl of about the age I really

was, who had an inordinate capacity for

getting into compromising situations. I

was astounded myself by the reality that

I seemed to impart to my waywardness.
The success of my first two roles served
to identify me as a farceur, and Miss Mar-
garet Mayo's 'Twin Beds' and Mr. Avery
Hopwood's 'Fair and Warmer' have done
the rest. Consequently I have deserted
the palette and brush as a profession and
have made it a pastime. I still like to

think that I should
have made a distin-

guished artist."

Miss Kennedy's
own simple story
does not do justice

to one who is among
the ablest young
comediennes
in America. As Rip-
ley Saunders, now
deceased, once a dis-

tinguished St. Louis
dramatic critic, has
said, the parts por-
trayed upon the stage
by Miss Kennedy
that have made thou-
sands shriek with
laughter would in

themselves have
been outrageous if

played by one whose
wholesomeness did
not continually shine
through her hypoth-
etical self. No art-

istry in the world
could supply that

requisite quality. It

was Miss Kennedy's
charming naivete.

The little girl who
came out of Califor-

nia to write her name on Broadway is

personally as popular as she is profes-

sionally, and that is saying much. There
is nothing "up-stage" or temperamental
about Miss Madge Kennedy. There is,

to be sure, a certain democracy about
film drama in the making, and we have
been regaled with press agent yarns how
famous actresses have stepped from the
dining rooms of the Ritz to the wooden
tables of the studio dining hall and en-

joyed it. We even have seen pictures of

this astounding fact, and a press photo-
graph, of course,
cannot tell more
than one or two lies

at a time. As a mat-
ter of fact, as regis-

tered by a well-

known motion pic-

ture critic in New
York City, nine-

tenths of the stars of

cinema have a per-

manent address and
residence 'phone
number "up-stage,"
and do not care two
whoops who knows
—except the public.

When Miss Madge
Kennedy signed her
Goldwyn Pictures
contract and was
ready to step over
from Broadway to

Fort Lee, the studio

manager and his stu-

dio cabinet put on
rubber heels, rubber
gloves and a number
of other things that

are supposed to act

a s non - conductors
for violent shocks
when in the act of

handling electric

starred personages.

The only shock Miss Kennedy handed
them was when she stepped off a Fort
Lee street car—her electric car being non
compos mentis for the nonce—with her
mother and walked into the studio office

announcing that she was ready to start
her new career. A Broadway star with-
out a maid, a couple of flunkeys, a poodle
dog and the junior member of a stock
and bond firm ! The studio manager did
not pinch himself for fear he would
awaken.

The unobtrusive way in which one of
Broadway's most charming stars made
her appearance at the Goldwyn studio,

they knew afterward, was the only way
that ever could be expected of her. For
a long time Thomas Jefferson has been
called the world's greatest democrat, but
he's held the championship long enough.

"I had never been in a motion picture
studio until I started work in one," con-
tinued Miss Kennedy. "I marveled and
still marvel at the effect which may be
produced by incomplete stag'e settings.

On the spoken stage the scenery is, of

course, incomplete, but it is more so in

motion photography.

"In 'Baby Mine' Mr. Hugo Ballin built

a reproduction of a Riverside Drive apart-
ment, complete in every detail, except that

each room lacked one to two walls. It

was a beautiful little apartment and would
have cost a heap of money had it been
across the river and complete. It stood
in one end of the studio, five adjoining
rooms with bath, like an open-faced
watch, and the incongruity of it never
failed to amuse me. One did not take the
trouble to come through the door when
he stepped into the drawing-room. There
was no door except that which led to

the bed-room. The drawing-room was
reached via the dining-room or by step-

ping off the main studio floor into the

{Continued on page 54)

Miss Kennedy playing the game of romance
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I THE SILENT TREND I

| A Composite Review of the Current Month's

| Achievements in the Photo-Play World

I By BERT D. ESSEX

npHE National Association of the Motion
A Picture Industry stands squarely with

Uncle Sam. At the first annual convention

of their organization held at Chicago re-

cently, plans were formulated for a very

close co-operation with the national govern-

ment in advancing propaganda for awaken-
ing the people of the country to a realization

of the part they may take in carrying the

war to a successful end. As a result, we
predict, there will be a most impressive

demonstration of the great power of motion

pictures in guiding public opinion, and once

again the screen will make the public print

look to its honors in the work of wielding

poignant influence. The fact that President

Wilson has given official cognizance to their

pictorial power among public benefactors by
appealing to it directly for aid in the great

cause of democracy is a compliment of the

highest order, and it confirms the judgment

of the legions of fans who swear by the

movies so faithfully.

It is recognition from the highest quarter

of the wonderful prestige attained by this

incomparable form of amusement and educa-

tion. It is the most reassuring exemplifica-

tion of the truly notable trend for un-

limited good which governs the course of

the cinema art. It pushes this industry for-

ward as one of the vitally important and

essentially component parts of the match-

less American organization and union. It

is enough to inspire one to arise and give

three lusty cheers for this noble art when
one pauses to contemplate the patriotic

valor of it all. Moreover, the whole pros-

pect this mobilization of the motion picture

forces creates undoubtedly furnishes the

best reason of all for an unprecedented in-

crease in attendance at picture theatres the

country over. It becomes as necessary to

devote a good portion of your time studying

the flitting shadows of the screen as it is

for you to give a portion of your time to the

school and church. It is eminently fitting

to remove now the last vestige of prejudice

against the diversion.

It is high time that the straight-laced

gentry cease to harp on the imaginary bane-

ful effects of photoplays. The ultra-pious

owes it to the nation's welfare to join in

benefiting by this medium for promoting

the common welfare. Even the strictest

church member should co-operate with so

deserving an assistant of the nation.

Verily, now at last, there is no excuse

for anyone ignoring the movies. On the

contrary, there is a national necessity for

supporting them with unswerving fealty.

Let this be done! Your country needs you
too much to permit of your neglecting the

opportunity of determining in what way
you are needed, and you can find this out by
watching the animation projected on the

screen under the direction of the United

States Government.
In this crisis there is need for perfect

unity in thought, word and deed, and there

is no unifier so potential on the screen.

A CCORDING to reliable information the

TENDENCIES TERSELY TOLD

Any movie actress who can per-
suade the public to confer on her the
noun "queen" can rest assured of
getting the adjective-of-the-opposite-
sex "princely" salary. This is one
of the present-day tendencies which
continue to break records—and some
managers.

*?'

The policy of corralling constella-
tions of stars without regard to cost
is being given new impetus by the
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, whose
latest step in this direction was to
sign Mabel Normand, a celebrity who
lends a new brilliancy to the Goldwyn
"corner" composed of Mary Garden,
Jane Cowl, Madge Kennedy, Maxine
Elliott and Mae Marsh.

Proof of the claim that the public
wants to laugh in these times of stress
is furnished in the fact that comedy
features are drawing at least fifty
per cent, more than ever before in the
history of the screen. The habit of
fans to make known their demands
for laugh-producing film fare is ob-
viously influencing producers exten-
sively.

'?'-*-

Realizing the tremendous part the
motion picture industry plays, not
only in the entertainment of the
American people, but also in their
education and in the far-reaching
work of propaganda, the Red Cross
has established a Bureau of Motion
Pictures, with national headquarters
at Washington. An animated pic-

tonal campaign showing the work
and the needs of the Red Cross will

be waged on the screen. One of the

chief objects is to enroll a total Red
Cross membership of twenty million
in this country.

The pleasing trend in all quarters
of the film-producing industry is to

ban all sordid plays. Peggy Hyland,
Mayfair's dainty star, is the latest

notable to join in this crusade against
unpleasantries on the screen. Ere
long the sordid photoplay will un-
doubtedly be an unknown quantity.

Fairy pictures seem to have at-

tained new vogue recently. Among
the several ambitious productions of
this variety to suddenly appear on the

surface are Triangle's In Slumber-
land," and the Fox spectacle, "Jack
and the Beanstalk." The advent of
so many fairy tales indicates the

ready elasticity of an industry always
prepared to meet every demand of
the public quickly and sufficiently.

The invasion of the stage by the
constantly moving movie army con-
tinues. Eva Tanguay, one of the real

veterans of vaudeville, has at last

yielded to the call of the camera, and
she makes her cinema debut in a Selz-

nick picture called "Poor Butterfly."

/\ Pathe Company manufactured and dis-

tributed a total of 27,000,000 feet of film in

the first six months of this 1917. This is an
amazingly large output for one concern, but

it is being at least nearly duplicated by
several firms, all of which affords ample re-

futation of the cry of pessimists who have

been obstreperously singing a swan song
for the movies they claimed could not escape

ruination as a result of the war. Contrary

to all such fallacious misgivings, the screen

has flourished without surcease in this coun-

try ever since the day that Kaiser Bill re-

fused to listen to reason and responded to

the itching for a fight. Pathe's record of

supply has been justified by the demand
which has actually increased consistently

with the growing fury of European hostili-

ties. Even after the United States entered

the conflict and despite the torrid season,

the popularity of the pictures has expanded

noticeably and theatres everywhere are en-

joying real prosperity. It is interesting to

note in connection with Pathe's fine record

that J. A. Berst, the company's vice-presi-

dent and general manager, is probably the

oldest pioneer now active in the industry.

He has been in the motion picture business

twenty-one years, and has been with Pathe
nineteen of those years.

/~\NE of the very interesting photoplays
^^ of the current month is "The Moth" in

which Norma Talmadge stars in an ex-

ceedingly creditable manner. "The Moth"
presents a well-knit story which is worth re-

peating in some detail, and here goes:

Lucy Gillam was a capricious heiress,

pretty and daring.

She was still in her 'teens when she be-

came fascinated by the subject of the

"Egyptian Cleopatra who flirted her way to

immortality." It was probably because she

did not have parental guidance that led Lucy
into this precarious channel of thought, but

it did seem to be just like the girl, and, if

this proved true, no influence could have de-

terred her for the very good reason that she

was one of those wholesome maidens who
had and knew her own mind according to

her own method of calculation.

It was one tiny passage in one of her

text-books about the famous queen that so

excited Lucy's imagination as to start her

in search of her Marc Antony. At this

psychological moment the young girl's at-

tention was riveted on A. Valentine Spencer,

a blue-blooded spendthrift, who, though in-

fatuated with another woman, Nita Wilbur,

married Lucy because she offered a feasible

solution for his financial difficulties. Natur-

ally, as might be expected, Lucy's married

life failed to give her either happiness

or contentment. On the contrary, as soon

as she was set adrift upon society as a ma-
tron she steered toward a dangerous course,

aided by an insatiate desire to love and to

be loved, the fast set with which she be-

came identified and her husband's continued

^
: . .: '

. .. : : . . .
. .

, ^
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friendship for Nita, who had married Teddy
Marbridge.

The only redeeming influences in Lucy's

life were Ned Cunningham and his wife.

Lucy coquetted with the young lawyer when
he tried to pilot her affairs into safer chan-

nels by good advice, but he persisted in be-

lieving that her life held something bigger

and higher. He suggested to her that her

two little children, Larry and Babs, to whom
Lucy was practically a stranger, might solve

her problem and prove the key to the hap-

piness which she sought so feverishly. Un-
fortunately, when Lucy paid a belated visit

to the nursery to become better acquainted

with her babies, they hid behind their

nurse's skirts in fear, and the young mother
decided that even Ned's advice was not the

secret of happiness for her.

So life drifted along for the discontented

Moth, fluttering constantly about the flame

of her own folly, until the appearance of

Captain Auchester, a dashing Englishman
and mysterious soldier of fortune. One eve-

ning Auchester, whom Vallie—as Spencer

was called—had introduced at the ex-

clusive Badminton Club, brought Spencer

home intoxicated. Lucy, still pursuing the

elusive phantom of happiness, at once be-

came interested in the stranger. Auchester

was frequently a guest at the Spencer home
and became devoted to the little Larry, who
immediately adored the captain who played

soldier with him.

Auchester's attentions brought Lucy
nearer and nearer to the danger mark,
although he also succeeded in making
her children love her as they never

had before. Lucy arranged a large

house party at her country home
and to it she invited the Cunning-
hams, Auchester, Nita and her hus

band and a number of

others. Vallie, mean-
while, discovered that his

creditors were
becoming press-

ing and finding

that he could get

no more funds

from Lucy, he

went to Nita's

room and de-

manded that she

ask Marbridge
for money. Au-
chester, of whom
neither Cunning-

ham nor Mar-
bridge were very
fond, managed to

bring both Lucy
and Marbridge
upon the scene

for the purpose
of furthering his

own cause with
Lucy, who
treated the

affair with

disdain.

Two scenes from "The Moth"

At length Lucy consented

to go to dinner with Au-
chester at Spicer's, a no-

torious roadhouse, the repu-

tation of which was un-

known to her. Ned Cun-

ningham, who called that

evening, discovered where

Lucy had gone and followed

to bring her back. A party

of Lucy's gossiping friends

on a slumming tour saw her

alone at the roadhouse with

the lawyer and their
tongues were loosed to

Lucy's detriment.

Ned had been obliged to

send Vallie a note asking

him to settle his large ac-

counts with the Badminton

Club, and consequently

when Spencer discovered

that his wife and the dis-

trict attorney have been

seen together at the

roadhouse, he
threatened to sue
Lucy for divorce,

naming Cunningham
unless she divided

her estate with him

Scene from "Hashimura Togo"

and give him one of the children, for whom
Vallie cared nothing, but to whom Lucy had
become passionately devoted, thanks to Au-
chester. After the roadhouse incident, Au-
chester, not knowing that he had unwit-

tingly compromised Lucy and the district

attorney, determined to leave town and
said good-bye to the Moth, thinking he will

never see her again. He left her to

the care of her little son, the admiring
Larry, who was a dapper chap.

Lucy, driven to desperation by the

injustice of Vallie's insinuations

and his threats to separate her

x^ from the children retaliated by
vowing to drag his affair with
Nita through the divorce

courts. This was an excellent

weapon. Vallie knew that. He
determined to end his affair with

Mrs. Marbridge to further his own ends and
went to her to break the unpleasant news.

But he reckoned without Nita. Hearing that

Vallie will have nothing more to do with
her, Mrs. Marbridge drew a revolver and
shot herself in the presence of Spencer, who
escaped just as Marbridge entered, but left

behind him a tell-tale pair of gloves as

evidence.

Lucy phoning Ned to tell him of Vallie's

intention to name him in his divorce suit

brought the district attorney and Auchester

to the house, just as Spencer in terror re-

turned from the house where Nita had com-
mitted suicide. Auchester, learning of

Nita's death and suspecting that the police

would suspect Vallie, wanted to give him-
self up as the woman's slayer to save Lucy
and the children. Marbridge, hating Au-
chester, was willing to have the soldier of

fortune judged a murderer but Lucy de-

termined he should not make the sacrifice.

Just as Vallie escaped to Europe, she proved

that Auchester was not guilty for the gloves

left by Vallie did not fit him. The coroner's

jury declared Nita a suicide and Lucy and
Auchester were left to face a happy future

with Larry and Babs.

Finally, we who wend our way on this

sphere feel that happiness is accessible to

all if The Moth can thus escape the flame.
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npHIS same Douglas Fairbanks, whom we
* had "In Again and Out Again," has now
come "Down to Earth." Yes, fans, our royal

good fellow, Dynamic Doug is cavorting in

another typical Fairbanks comedy much to

the delectation of all. The story of "Down
to Earth" tells of an American youth

whose wanderlust and ideas of living close

to nature are not in accord with the views

of his sweetheart, an ambitious society girl.

Great social functions occupy too much of

the girl's time to permit of her devoting

even an occasional hour to wandering around

in God's greater outdoors. How the per-

sistent youth wins her over to his way of

thinking and converts her into a real out-

doors girl furnishes sufficient amusement to

make this photoplay a rip-roaring success.

As usual, Mr. Fairbanks does many surpris-

ing athletic stunts in this picture, his fea-

ture act being to do a handstand on a moun-
tain precipice 8,000 feet above sea level.

This one feat puts Doug in a class by him-

self insofar as taking chances on coming

too forcibly down to earth are concerned.

XTOW we are going to do something we
*~ ^ seldom do in this department. We're

going to accept a press agent at his word,

but, in this case, as in most cases, we know
the word of the press agent is absolutely

0. K. in all the term implies, and, in view

of the fact that he has something extremely

interesting to say, we're going to let him
have this medium for saying it. His name is

John C. Flinn, which is an honest, honest-

to-goodness Irish name, against which no

aspersions can be cast. But, here is what
HE says, and it shows one of the remark-

able trends of the photoplay art:

"Admiral Bradley Fiske, U. S. N., and
Allan R. Haw-
ley, president of !

the Aero Club

of America,
were guests of

honor at a re-

cent special
demonstra-
tion of a mo-
tion picture at

the Paramount
Pictures Cor-
poration projec-

tion room,
where animated

drawings show-

ing the theory

and operation

of the torpedo-

plane were
shown for the

first time. The
torpedoplane is the invention of Admiral

Fiske, and the U. S. Government is seri-

ously considering the adoption of this re-

markable combination of weapons for use

in the present war.

It consists of an aeroplane which, instead

of mounting a machine gun, carries a tor-

pedo equal in deadliness to those which are

carried by battleships and submarines. It

will, in fact, destroy any battleship afloat.

This torpedo is carried under the body of

the aeroplane and in a position which per-

mits the pilot to aim the torpedo by the

simple process of steering his own plane.

When he has brought the torpedo to bear

upon his target, the simple pulling of a

single lever releases the torpedo, and then

at the same time starts its propeller in

motion.

"The work of preparing the motion pic-

ture demonstration of this remarkable con-

trivance was done at the Bray Studios from
plans and specifications furnished by Ad-

miral Fiske, but the inventor himself had

not seen one of the 19,200 drawings which

comprised the completed picture.

"After an exposition of the theory and

practical workings of the torpedoplane, a

mimic battle was staged between an attack-

A striking "scene" of Douglas Fairbanks in his latest photoplay, "Down to E

ing fleet and one of the torpedoplanes. The
fleet is shown approaching the land begin-

ning a bombardment. Then the scene shifts

to the hangar from which the torpedoplane

emerges and begins its flight exactly after

the manner of any aeroplane. Rising quickly

in spirals it sights its prey and flies straight

for the enemy. Reaching within striking-

distance it suddenly swoops toward the

water and at the proper level releases the

torpedo which plunges into the water and

goes straight for the flagship of the fleet.

There is a terrific explosion and the battle-

ship is seen to sink to the bottom.

"Admiral Fiske was warm in his praises

of this remarkable demonstration of the

practicability of the motion picture in giv-

ing vivid representation of complex in-

ventions.
" 'This is one of the most remarkable

things I have ever seen,' declared Admiral

Fiske when the demonstration was com-

pleted. 'It shows in every detail, and in a

very few moments, the workings of this

torpedoplane. It would require practically a

whole text book and innumerable charts and

diagrams to impart that same information

in as complete form as it is shown here upon

the screen in this short space of time. I

am immensely pleased with the way in

which the Bray Studios have handled this

difficult proposition, and I believe that they

could make this method of animated exposi-

tions almost invaluable to the War Depart-

ment in the teaching of tactics and theory

of battle.

" 'Two years ago in one of my books I

devoted considerable space to the discussion

of the possibility of incorporating moving

pictures into the teaching of the theory of

strategy. This motion picture which we

have just seen is positive proof of the value

which could be obtained from such a

medium. Here you have staged an imagin-

ary battle upon the screen. At West Point,

Annapolis, and Leavenworth or any of the

officers' training schools, the student officers

could witness the exact manoeuvers and

strategy of every great battle on sea or land

that has ever been fought. As it is, they

are forced to resort to text books and

charts, but with this method of graphic

moving illustrations, a tremendous amount

of time could be saved and the various

manoeuvers would be much more firmly im-

pressed upon the mind than they could pos-

sib^ be by any other method.

"'The Govern-

ment faces, at the

present time, the
tremendous task of

training a large

number of naval

and army officers,

many of whom
have been taken

from civil life or

men who have
been out of touch

with military af-

fairs for some
time. It seems to

me that there is no

more practical
means of instruct-

ing these men in

many of the diffi-

cult problems of

the war than by

I heartily recommend thatmotion pictures.

you show this, or any other film of a similar

nature, to the authorities at Washington, as

I am sure that they will be interested in see-

ing this remarkable demonstration of a

practical method of teaching.'
"

The motion picture showing Admiral

Fiske's torpedoplane has just been released

by Paramount as part of the regular Picto-

graph service.

YOUTH" is the title of one of those

photoplays which could have been made

into a near-masterpiece with little additional

effort had the author been awake to the

possibilities of the theme. One year ago

9IIIIIIII
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this would not have been true of the work,

but the fact that it is based on the question

of temperance gives it a chance to be very

timely in this present when the prohibition-

ists are so near complete victory in their

time-honored battle against Demon Rum.
The critics in general do not like "Youth,"

principally because it runs the gamut of al-

coholic emotions, picturing everything in

the inebriate line from the funny, little

"bun" to the delirium tremens. This wide
latitude within itself would be inoffensive

even on the screen if the story had been
given a soul by either taking a trend to

show that bone-dry prohibition would or

would not prevent this sort of thing. A
fearless fellow imbued with a definite idea

and ideal on the subject could have driven

home a point which might have wielded

enough influence to make even our busy
legislators at Washington sit up and take
notice. However, all this was overlooked
and in spite of it the story is interesting

and oftentimes it waxes highly amusing.
Carlyle Blackwell and June Elvidge share

high honors in this production, and each
proves conclusively that character-building

is possible even under adverse circum-
stances. Blackwell turns comedian par ex-

cellence and as a versatile drink-mixer he
creates an entirely human person. One
thing "Youth" does essay nobly is, how all

kinds of people can fall victims to booze
and reform effectively. Now, just what is

the remedy and what is the best way to

solve the intricate problems animating spir-

its create? If "Youth" had answered this

compound question in some unique and con-
vincing way, and if the construction of the
answering story had been clever—well,

"Youth" would have ascended mighty high.

TF you want to see a wonderful man per-
A form wonder feats, and if you want to

get an amazing idea as to how the Italian

army manages to overcome the formidable
obstacles presented by the mighty Alps in

this present world war, you should see "The
Warrior." The wonderful man is Maciste,
who will be remembered as the hero of
"Cabiria," and the wonderful stunts he does
include scaling high walls and dangerous
mountain peaks with calm agility and lug-
ging three or four men around on his shoul-
der as if they were so many mere feathers.

Indeed, Maciste is quite the athletic marvel
of all time in all Screendom, and there
seems to be no one extant to match his

astonishing prowess. "The Warrior" con-
tains some of the most remarkable moun-
tain scenes of war-time of any other time
ever photographed. It reveals to us a real

superman, possible, feasible and actual, or,

as nearly so as probability could permit. It

is one of the few great Italian films to

reach this country since the war upset the
trade relations of all lands, and it is destined
to leave an indelible imprint upon the mem-
ory of keenly interested America. When
this picture was shown for the first time
in this country at the Criterion Theater in

New York City, it was greeted with a tu-

multuous cheering which reminded one of
a national political convention just after the
man of the hour had been nominated for
president of the United States. The events
are such as to arouse the imagination as to

the wonderful work being accomplished by
the Italian army against their time-honored

foes, the Austrians, and, if you will fix

your gaze on the screen while these seven

reels of real thing are being unwound,
you're going to admire the Italian courage

and undaunted determination in spite of

yourself. Verily, the screen has not had
anything quite like "The Warrior," and it is

one of those few marvels of the cinema de-

serving of the patronage of every red-

blooded human being.

'TpHE film version of "Alma, Where Do
•* You Live?" serves one good purpose at

least—it brings to the attention of the fans

a promising newcomer in the realm of

movie stars in the very petite and winsome
person of Ruth MacTammany, who accom-
plishes wonders with the character of Alma.
The production itself is quite replete with
defects. In the • first place, it is such a

mixture of practically all the elements

which can enter a moving picture that it

forbids classification. By all means, it

should have been a straight comedy, and it

could have gotten along nicely without

horseplay. This story offers an ideal oppor-

tunity for pushing forward the idea of a

four-reel feature. Instead it is six reels

long—an obvious error which is just as

obviously responsible for a lot of monoton-
ous dragging. It seems that some producers

are woefully slow in recognizing the fu-

tility of stretching stories to the breaking

point in order to make them fill too many
reels. This is a trend absolutely in the

wrong direction. Brevity is a prime virtue

when it efficiently accomplishes the work,

and it would have certainly helped in this

particular case as in numerous others. Pho-
toplay fans of today want to be royally en-

tertained every minute they are in theaters

nowadays and the road to success for any
producer is to see to it that his output does

not fail in this.

A CORKING good cast and a fairly grip-
"** ping story combine to make"WhatMoney
Won't Buy" a good buy for the photoplay

fans. In the cast you will find (all at their

best) Jack Pickford, Louise Huff, Theodore

Roberts and Hobart Bosworth. In the story

you will discover suspense in exactly the

right proportion to keep you right on the

job anxiously awaiting the wind-up. The
story is developed with logical deftness and
it rings true. It contrasts the admirable

ability of an American financier, Madison
Hale, and the designing efforts of Govrian

Texler, the king's financial adviser.

Each bids for the right to build a rail-

road through the little kingdom of Maritzia,

Hale offering $5,000,000 and Texler $2,000,-

000, but the latter holds the weak king under

an old loan aggregating $80,000,000. The
Princess is opposed to the plan to marry her

to Prince Ferdinand, in league with Texler,

and after falling in love with Dick Hale,

Madison's young son, she takes the reins in

her own hands. Hale offers to take up the

loan for the railroad concession and the

king agrees. Texler and Ferdinand secure

Dick's arrest, thereby intending to force his

father to withdraw. The Princess and her
royal brothers escape to Hale's yacht, and
she begs him to detain them until her father

agrees to release Dick.

The poor king is between two forces, but
he finally signs an order permitting Hale
to rescue Dick. Hale arrives in time to turn

Ferdinand's despicable plans on himself, the

yacht returns and the American's gold

makes all happy. The Princess commands
the keeper of records who quickly "finds"

that Dick is a descendant of nobility, much
to his father's secret amusement, and is

thus permitted to marry the royal daughter.

TF there remained the slightest doubt as
* to the superiority of the screen over the

stage for the advantageous presentation of

plays that last, lingering doubt has been re-

moved by "Seven Keys to Baldpate," George

M. Cohan's second and latest starring ve-

hicle, now current. When offered on the

stage this exceedingly clever dramatic work
amazed the most blase critics, but the screen

version positively renders the erudite re-

viewer speechless when struggling desper-

ately to find words to adequately describe it.

What the increased latitude afforded by
the camera didn't do to improve this play

is not worth mentioning. A wonderful melo-

dramatic, mystery farce has been changed

into a super-wonderful one the minute the

theme was removed from the limited con-

fines of Stageland. In the role of George

Washington Magee, the novelist who makes
a wager that he can write a story in twenty-

four hours, Mr. Cohan is right at home and

he surpasses the excellent work he did in

making his debut as an interpreter of the

silent drama. "Seven Keys to Baldpate" is

one of the choice salads of the present-day

cinema menu which will cure mental indi-

gestion and whet the appetite for optimism.

/~\NE of the most timely motion picture^ features of the time is "The Slacker,"

a product of Metro ingenuity and a veri-

table salvo of broadsides which should go a

long way towards sweeping aside the motley

though sparse crowd of do-nothings who
persist in dallying around the flag instead

of rallying around it. "The Slacker" is an

example of the tendency of the film pro-

ducers to do their country some good while

engaged in their private enterprise and,

needless to add, such photoplays as this one

accomplish unlimited good, because, pri-

marily, they awaken the public mind to a

full realization of a grave responsibility and

besides it proves to be a powerful argument
and convincing appeal for recruits. It is

not possible for a slacker to sit in a theatre

and watch "The Slacker" with any comfort

and he is going to feel an attinged con-

science if he gamely stays the picture out.

Many people who are not intent upon slack-

ing, but who do not see the war in the

proper light will be set right by watching

the developments in this photoplay. Every-

one will comprehend the full meaning of the

clarion call to the colors more completely

after seeing this proud Metro achievement,

which is sure to instill in the heart of every

citizen of the United States that pride

which is so indispensable to a nation's per-

petuity in the dark hours which are always

inevitable. "The Slacker" will do much to

ingratiate the screen with the masses

and the classes as an instrument for unit-

ing the people in the cause of civilization

and justice. See it and induce all your

friends to see it. By all means, if you

know of a person showing signs of slacking

proclivities, drag that person in to see this

agency by which he will be duly repri-

manded and reformed.
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AN ADMIRABLE
GENEROSITY

Photoplay producers and picture-

theatre managers are proving their

fidelity to the cause of keeping

down the high cost of living, not

only by exhibiting on the screen ways and means of

resisting the barriers presented by exorbitant prices, but

by doggedly fighting to be the last to ask more for their

products. When it is taken into consideration that the

producers are obliged to pay considerably more for all the

materials entering into the manufacture of film and that'

the salaries paid to photoplayers are constantly on the up-

ward bound, this policy of trying to stick to the old ship

is discovered to be most admirable. It shows conclusively

that the captains of the cinema industry are about the best

variety of Americans extant. The citation of a few figures

place these promoters of a great business in even a better'

light. Foodstuffs, for instance, cost exactly 86^4 per cent,

more than they did eighteen months ago. Woolen and cot-

ton materials have advanced 3By3 per cent., and some

metals cost 200 per cent, more than they ever did in all

history, while chemicals of all kinds bring 100 per cent,

more than even a year ago. Photoplay producers are

heavy users of chemicals, too. The cost of labor was never

so high as now, and this also hits the financial backers

of the screen, who employ practically all classes of labor,

together with all classes of the highest class of artists.

Notwithstanding all this the admission prices to motion

picture theatres are practically the same as they have

always been in nearly all sections of the country, which

means the producers and the exhibitors are accepting a

smaller margin of profit for their investments and their

work. Truly, this is an admirable generosity when it is re-

membered how easy it would be to demand and receive

increased prices, something the public is entirely accus-

tomed to nowadays, but something the producers seem

prone to avoid if possible undoubtedly because they are

actuated by fairness and patriotism.

ishly about a lot of foolish things. To err is human—to

shoot a lot of "hot air" is just as human. Why we
don't all arise in our might and abolish booze from our

lives is a deep mystery. It's simply Falstaffian folly, fel-

lows,—a folly which must never become potential enough

to become apparent in the realm of photoplayers. Pro-

hibition is never going to accomplish much, because life

cannot be prohibited by man, and so long as there is life

there is going to be drinking revelry. We know we're

crazy to stagger around at all the angles an intoxicated

brain misdirects us, but still we do not refrain from it.

Aw, what's the use of striving seriously to attain suc-

cess, fellows, so long as we are addicted to all this ab-

surdity. Let's brace up. We're with you now, but we're

not going to stick with you if the big journey is to be

over the firewater route. Let's answer now the time

honored question: When will folly end? This is no sermon

by a devotee to piety. It's just an earnest dissertation on

the subject of booze by a regular guy who honestly believes

there is too much intemperance in the country today.

Bone-dry prohibition won't ameliorate these conditions one

iota, and prohibition cranks can drive more men to drink

than a tantalizing nymph. The reformer is generally sillier

than the one he seeks to reform. But, on the square, fel-

lows, we Americans are consuming too much of the liquid

that cheers to futility. Think it over.

DISGUSTING
DICTATORSHIP

DOOMED

FALSTAFFIAN
FOLLY,

FELLOWS

Here and there even now in this

advanced age in free America,

there crops out a desire on the part

of the occasional extremist to foist

an unsavory dictatorship onto the

public. Generally this sort of preposterous presumption is

aimed at the photoplay art for no other reason than any
amusement is in the reformer's category of assailable ob-

jects. An unparalleled case of stupidity of this familiar

variety has just been perpetrated by one Major Funk-
houser, a Chicago censor, who had the extraordinary

temerity to blacklist Mary Pickford's late starring vehicle,

"The Little American." Evidently he deems it proper that

his will should be ubiquitous and that his command should

be final. But this foolish victim of an exaggerated sense

of power is doomed to much bitter disappointment be-

cause anything approaching a dictatorship such as he
essays so blatantly is positively doomed. This has been

made unmistakably obvious right in Chicago, where all

the leading newspapers promptly inaugurated a crusade

against Funkhouser and defended "The Little American"
as it deserved to be defended. The deleterious influence of

fallacious censorship such as this act represents has never

been brought to the foreground so impressively, and it

served the very good purpose of arousing the Chicago peo-

ple to keen resentment. Their resulting discontent is

destined to bring such action as will hustle Funkhouser
and his kind out of the field in which there should be only

broad-minded, level-headed men who comprehend the full

meaning of fair play, which extends to the photoplay.

Inevitably Chicago will find out that she needs plenty of

good motion pictures more than she does Major Funk-
houser. Just as inevitably the campaign against such in-

ane censorship will become nation-wide, and it will lead to

the complete unshackling of the film industry. Once un-

hampered by warped judgment and restricted only by
equitable laws which no would-be dictator could mis-

interpret, the public will get what it wants in screen fare,

and, needless to add, the "public will never want obnoxious

photoplays. Moreover, the public can judge better—can

censor more efficiently and more justly than any Funk-
houser. Down with straight-laced censorship, for, by these

only thing a spree can do for you is to make you brag fool- presents up will go the standard of photoplay art!

You've seen an octangular spree

—

one of those jags which has a fel-

low rocking and reeling from eight

different angles at least. Grotesque

business this. It is particularly

repugnant when you know the victim to be capable of

better things. You shudder when you see one you admire

respond to the resilient call of Demon Rum. You realize

the call is going to spring back and snap something off

short, and that something is going to be a reputation or

a chance for success. You worry a lot about others you
do. We all do. Still, a vast majority of our worrying

clique indulge our full share, having the audacity to tell

friends we know when to stop, which is generally just in

time to avert the calamity of being locked up for safe-

keeping. Braggarts that we are, there is no limit to our

boasts of taking care of the other fellow when he has

wandered too far from the path of rectitude, but we are

as mum as a clam when it becomes fair to refer gratefully

to the several times we had to be towed in from the

deep sea where we could see too little to be self-propelling.

Now, why in the world do people imbibe so freely of the

liquid refreshments which wilt instead of refresh? Why
do we expect everyone else to grace the water wagon and
leave the booze emporiums in our exclusive custody?

It's all wrong. The partaking of intoxicants is a positive

blunder. We all know it. There is nothing to gain and all

to lose in taking a chance on being a drunkard. The old

gag about needing an occasional stimulant is sheer tommy-
rot. It's one of those unnecessary "necessities." About the

&l>
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I Shirley Masom—Upsett

OMETHING must be done
right away about Shirley Ma-
son, the McClure star. She
must be spoken to quite se-

verely, for she has upset all

the predictions of the photoplay prophets.

Here is Shirley, only sixteen years old,

and yet a star in the first rank—a genuine
star, with a big following and a daily

mail so large that she has to have a secre-

tary to answer the fans who write in

wanting to know how they can become
as famous in three months as she became
in six.

The ultimate test of a motion picture

star is her ability to draw crowds to the

theatre in which her celluloid image ap-

pears. The runner-up test is her mail.

If she qualifies in one she is rather sure

to pass the other, for if the movie patrons
want to go to see a star they will write to

her—and if they write to her they want
to go to see her.

Experienced motion picture men said

it would take years to make Shirley a

favorite. They pointed to the cases of

certain motion picture actresses, now al-

most forgotten, who had been "discov-

ered," pushed out at the head of com-
panies and who had failed to take hold.

Shirley proved to be the exception, and
now the prophets are wondering why they

guessed wrong.
In six months she rose from oblivion

to the pink peak of popularity. And the

reason is not at all difficult to understand
when you know the circumstances.
Although only sixteen years old, she

had had thirteen years of stage experience

when McClure Pictures signed her. She
first appeared at the age of two and a half

years as "Little Hal" with William Fa-
versham in "The Squaw Man." She was
reared in the atmosphere of the painted
drop. She studied hard ; she learned the
tricks of the trade ; she concentrated upon
the profession her parents and her sis-

ters—Viola Dana and Edna Flugrath,
both motion picture stars—had chosen
for her.

And she had natural talent.

The years of training from childhood
would have been of small service if she

hadn't had the ability. The inborn
charm and talent would have failed to

make her a first-class star in such a short

time if she had not had the training.

McClure Pictures gave her a chance
and she made good immediately. The
public liked her, and it's the public, not
the publicity, that makes a real star.

And she dotes on investigating the mysteries of the moving picture machine

Shirley Mason is a devotee to occult mysteries

Shirley's quick rise has inspired hun-
dreds of girls who are ambitious to be-

come movie actresses. They write to

her long, pleading letters asking for in-

formation as to how it is done.

But Shirley's case is a warning, as well
as an inspiration. The outstanding fact

is that she became a star only after years

of hard work and years of training. That
is why she not only is a star, but is likely

to continue to be a star. It is as difficult

to hold on as it is to get there.

Now in following out the general line

of the thought of all these remarks anent
Miss Mason, it is necessary to show
wherein she is not only an upsetter of

prophesies in her very career, but that

her character and inclinations coincide

with it all. In her earlier years it was
predicted she would never be interested

in the so-called "deep stuff." Her very
nature seemed diametrically opposed to

delving into subjects which required study
to a worrisome degree. Yet, she is im-
mensely interested in the mysteries of

occult science and is really versed on the
subject.

Moreover, she is the last girl in the
world you would select as one possessing
a desire to know the mechanical side of

anything. Her disposition is not that of

the mechanic in any way. Still, they
simply cannot keep her from tearing

apart moving picture cameras and the
various machines around her studio. She
just must see inside them. She must in-

vestigate and know how the blooming
things work. And, right now, as a re-

sult, she can repair most anything that

can get out of order with any piece of

machinery used in a moving picture stu-

dio, and once more she upsets the prophet

to the extent of making him appear as

an absolute No-nothing dependent upon
conjecture for unreliable answers.

As another example of Miss Mason's
consistency in running true to "being dif-

ferent than was expected," let us cite her

one trip to a race-track "out of curiosity."

She was given straight tips on the horses

which had a chance of winning and was
urged to lay a small bet just for the sport

of it. She forthwith found out which
horse was considered the least likely of

all and bet on it. Yes, she won.
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Fans Won't Let Arline Pretty Change Her Name
But $25 Was Won Anyway

HERE has been such a re-

markable demonstration on
the part of photoplay fans

who oppose the idea of Ar-
line Pretty, the charming

motion picture star, changing her name
at all that she has been dissuaded from
taking the important step, at least for

the present. Out of the many thou-

sands of entries in the contest conducted
by Photo-Play Journal, exactly 88
per cent, of them favored the no-change
plan, although all suggested new names
if the young actress must have it. Miss
Pretty had decided to forsake her pres-

ent name for the reason that no one be-

lieved it was hers rightfully. Neverthe-
less she has a legal right to the name of

Pretty. It was her father's legal name,
and it is therefore hers. However, she
has always been sensitive to the fact

that it sounds "stagey."

Although a doubt as to the advisa-
bility of changing names became appar-
ent early in this contest in which
Photo-Play Journal offered $25 for
a new name for Miss Pretty, the huge
task of tabulating and carefully consid-
ering every one of the thousands of
names has been prosecuted with unflag-
ging fairness. Finally, when it was de-
termined just how unpopular was the
notion of adopting a new cognomen, it

was decided that someone must win the
prize whether a change was made or
not. Hence, after long hours of labori-
ous consideration of the great mass of
suggestions, Miss Pretty selected the
name of Dawn O'Dare, which would
now be her new name had it not been
for the obvious and overwhelming senti-
ment against forsaking the name of
Pretty.

The name of Dawn O'Dare was en-
tered in the contest by Norine Strough
Wintrow, of 619 West Saginaw Street,
Lansing, Michigan. A check for $25
has been forwarded to this successful
contestant, who need not be surprised if

one of these fine days she hears of Miss
Pretty yielding to the temptation of an-
nexing such a charming screen name in
spite of the advice of the vast majority
of fans who want her to continue
Arline Pretty.

DAWN O'DARE

By Norine Strough Wintrow

(Winner in the Photo-P^ay Journal Arline
Pretty Contest. The name "Dawn O'Dare" struck
Miss Pretty's fancy and the clever manner of

presentation clinched her decision.)

Once, when the diamond-gauze of dew
Was spread upon the lawn,

And tiny, feathered, brilliant throats

Raised tribute to the Dazvn,

In my own heart a song found birth;

A chorus sweet, and rare.

I wrote it—gave it to the world,

And called it "Dazvn O'Dare."

In my own heart, this Dawn O'Dare

Was one szveet maiden's name,

And every dream I dreamt of her

Was pictured just the same.

Then, one day in a picture-play

A gentle girl and fair

Lived in the picture. I had found

My dream—my Dawn O'Dare.

They tell me now this very girl

Is seeking some new name,

And though she is a wonder-maid

With wealth and untold Fame,

And I a humble devotee

Of hers, if she might care

To take it, I here offer her

The name of Dazvn O'Dare.

The reason's this. In her young face

I saw the Dawn's ozvn light.

Its gold dzvelt in her clinging curls,

All silky-soft and bright.

The fearless confidence of truth

Her eyes discosed, and there

You have the reasons why I say

She is m\> Dazvn O'Dare.

as

You can easily imagine the quan-

dary Miss Pretty was plunged into

when she was confronted by the tre-

mendous opposition of so many thou-

sands of fans who deemed her con-

templated move a mistake. Less than a

dozen contestants openly expressed the

opinion that she should quit her own
name of Pretty. The vast consensus of

opinion is that Arline Pretty is the most
attractive name of all for her. Vet, in

the face of all this, Miss Pretty was in-

clined to fear it might be misconstrued

if she yielded to the demands of the ma-
jority. She felt there might be some
who would think she never intended

changing her name from the beginning.

Yet, the sentiment of the huge ma-
jority could not be ignored, and the

promised prize had to be awarded

!

Consequently, a happy medium was de-

cided upon—she would abide by the

judgment of that majority and simul-

taneously make known what name she

would have chosen had it not been for

that very majority. And that name
would have been Dawn O'Dare.

It is doubtful whether or not there

ever was such a contest as this one

before. It is certain there never were

quite as many entries in any contest

ever conducted by a motion picture

magazine. The tremendous circulation

of PhoTo-Play Journal brought tre-

mendous results, as might be expected.

Entries came from 'every nook and

corner of the entire Western Hemis-

phere, and there were a surprisingly

large number from the Old World. It

required the constant attention ot

three extra clerks for six weeks to

tabulate the tens of thousands of

names, and then it consumed hours

and hours of Miss Pretty's time to

give due consideration to every one

of these. She burned a lot of the pro-

verbial midnight oil in her battle to

make up her mind on a definite selec-

tion. Finally when she was near ex-

haustion, she called in six of her best

young lady friends whom she drafted as

a committee to assist her in her huge

task. Fortunately, this committee agreed

with her that Dawn O'Dare should be

the choice, and the contest was over.

There is Something Good Forthcoming in the Fiction Line in the
October Number of PHOTO-FLAY JOURNAL-

<<

It Will Spell Keen Interest For Yon-
It's a INTeT\r Serial Story—

THE SPELL OF SAN LOREL"
By NORMA BRIGHT CARSON

Here's a Good Reason for Not Missing the October Number of
PHOTO-PLAY JOURNAL

It is One of Those
Gripping Narratives

Which Occasionally

Exist to Forbid All

to Resist.
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INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT THE CLAN THAT ACTS
The youthful American sailor who gets the

sweater Pauline Frederick is knitting for the

Navy need not be surprised if he catches cold,

for there are going to be a number of drop

stitches and other curious apertures in the gar-

ment. Who could sit in a 75 H. P. racing

Simplex going at top speed and expect to get

every stitch correct. The Paramount star de-

clares that frequently it is a question of drop-

ping a stitch or her life, and so far the stitches

have suffered. __

Bebe Daniels, of the "Lonesome Luke" come-

dies, is only seventeen years old, but has been

on the stage since she was ten months old.

She was born in Texas and her first stage ap-

pearance was under her father's own manage-
ment. At the age of three she spoke her first

"lines" and a little later as the infantile

"Duke of York" with John Griffith in "Richard

III," she was the youngest Shakesperian ac-

tress in America. _

At the tender age of three weeks "Fatty"
Arbuckle was attracting the serious attention

of the public and press. He gurgled his way
to the first prize at a rural baby show out in

Smith's Center, Kansas, due entirely to the fact

that the judges found him a perfect infant

Adonis.
'

The truth must be told, George Periolat,

of the American Company, does NOT possess

an automobile. It is not that he is niggardly

or eccentric, it certainly is not because he
cannot afford it and his explanation

must therefore be accepted. George
Bays that there is no need for a car in

Santa Barbara, and that if he had one

he would not walk, and if he did not

walk he would grow fat and be a type,

and if he became a type he would not

earn enough to buy a

car if he ever wanted
one. There

!

Valeska Suratt has

"come across"— and

that nobly—in aid of

the Red Cross War
Fund. She has given

an entire week's sal-

ary to the cause, and
only the famous star,

William Fox and the

Red Cross authorities

know what that sum
is. Miss Suratt thinks

it is up to every film

and stage star to fol-

low her lead in set-

ting aside a week's

income for the society

on which as much de-

pends for the success-

ful prosecution of the

war as upon the army
and navy. She also believes those

whose prosperity depends on public

favor shouldn't hesitate to show their

appreciation by doing their bit to care

for those who are to defend the nation.

Gladys Brockwell keeps a card in-

dex of all the people who write to her.

Manager John McGraw of the Giants is in the

cast supporting Mr. Bennett in "One Touch of

Nature," and has quite a prominent part.

Any time Mr. McGraw gets tired of managing
the New York Giants, he can always find work
as a film actor, judging by his success in "One
Touch of Nature." _

Jewel Carmen, the flirtatious shop girl of

"To Honor and Obey?" a William Fox produc-

tion, thinks no lunch complete without a choco-

late eclair.

Sonia Marcelle, who played the part of an

Italian mother in Madge Kennedy's first Gold-

wyn production, plans a trip to Russia this fall

to reclaim her library and furniture. Her
identification with the party that has lately

come into power at Petrograd caused her to

depart from that country hastily two years

ago. In so doing she was forced to leave much
of her personal property behind her.

Nellie Slattery was in quite a quandary when

the United States entered the world war. Miss

Slattery is very patriotic. She is also very

fond of her pet dachshund. She realized it

wouldn't be just the thing for an American

to be seen on the street with an alien enemy
hound. As she couldn't bring herself to dis-

posing of the dog, Miss Slattery did the next

best thing, naturalized him. She dyed the

dachshund's head blue and striped his long

body and squat legs in red and white.

Every American girl should be able to shoot

and ride. She should know how to handle a

revolver and a horse. This is the theory of

Pearl White, and to put her theory into prac-

tice, the famous movie star, who is appearing

in Pathe's newest serial, "The Fatal Ring," has

offered her services as an instructor for girls

who wish to become markswomen and horse-

women. The fact that Miss White is a crack-

shot with a revolver as well as an experienced

horsewoman, was brought out when she

registered for the New York State Military

Census. ^
Bessie Barriscale's suite of dressing rooms

at her studio in Hollywood, Cal., covers a floor

space of 1,200 square feet, and consists of three

apartments and a bath. The reception room is

furnished in white and ivory. The costume

room contains mainly closets and sets of draw-

ers. The walls of her dressing room are en-

tirely covered with mirrors so arranged as

to enable her to study gestures, postures and
gowns from every conceivable angle. Quite a

difference from the dressing rooms in the aver-

age theater. "Movie" stars enjoy many advan-

tages the dramatic stars never experience.

Bessie Love enjoyed the distinction of being

the guest of an entire city on the Fourth of

July, when she was entertained by the Mayor,
Commercial Club, Raisin Growers' Association

and citizens of Fresno. The invitation was ex-

tended to Miss Love after the citizens of the

San Joaquin County seat had voted her the

most popular film favorite in that

community of 50,000 persons.

John Drew Bennett, Godson of the

famous actor, John Drew, is featured

in "One Touch of Nature," a new Edi-

son production. Mr.

Bennett is of Yale '08,

and aside from being

a splendid actor is

noted as a baseball

player and all-around

athlete. He possesses

many of the traits,

and has many of the

characteristics of his

illustrious Godfather.

THE CROSS
WITHIN A CROSS

Jackie Saunders is

the only film star that

has a movable front

yard, and it's the big-

gest yard in the world,

too. It just simply

won't behave. This

wonderful front yard

of Jackie's is nothing

less than the Pacific

Ocean. When she

steps out her front

door she's in the

ocean and so she doesn't have to worry
about cutting the lawn.

Si

William Farnum has a really patri-

otic flower garden at his summer
home in North Haven, just outside

Sag Harbor, L. I. There are beautiful

beds of red geraniums, white tulips

and blue pansies.
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The fact that Miss Kane knows exactly
how to wear a hat accentuates its beauty,
but there is no reason why our friends,

the fannettes, cannot emulate her effi-

ciently, and let it be said here and now,
this clever star is worth following when
it comes to head-dress. Explicitly, if you,
dear girls and ladies, wear what she wears
you may rest assured of being in style
and in good taste. (Gee, what doesn't
Miss Kane owe us for all this?)

Now, if you will turn your gaze to the
other two pictures nearby, you will find

a front and back view of another chic lit-

tle hat which can be worn with impunity
for several weeks to come. The rear view
constitutes one of those tantalizing stu-
dies which make you fear the shattering
of an illusion in the event of there being
a right-about-face, but, just see the front

HAMPION exploiter of mil-

linery and promulgator of the

winning smile ! These are

some of the honors which go
undisputed to Gail Kane, the

charming photoplayer who does such
valiant service in making Mutual-Ameri-
can films attractive to the fans of all

walks (and runs) of life.

It has been said that Miss Kane wears
more different kinds of hats in a season
than any other two women extant. There
can be no doubting the assertion, either,

if one has the chance of seeing the young
star make about twenty different appear-
ances on the boulevard in a day, for, ver-

ily, it would make no difference how
many times she emerged from the re-

cesses of her home and meandered among
the throngs of the public highways and
by-ways, she would have "another hat
on" just as sure as fate.

It is also said she once engaged a reti--

nue of expert milliners to take an inven-
tory of the head-gear she had on hand at

the time. After three hours of exasper-
atingly arduous work, the whole force

went on a strike. There were too many
hats, and it all seemed too much like an
endless task. And, moreover, they mis-
took the Kane smile. They thought she
was ridiculing them when, as a matter of

fact, she was radiating pleasant encour-
agement copiously.

A striking demonstration of that Kane
smile can be seen in one of the accom-
panying pictures. Also, while you're at

it, note the hat. It is one of the very
latest creations of the art and it reflects

the martial spirit of the time very im-
pressively. It is a modified replica of the
helmet the soldier boys wear on the bat-

tle-fields of blood-soaked Europe. It is

a hat which is especially effective with
the trottoir suit.

side, and, incidentally, take cognizance
of the sober expression the subject wears
on her face—a proof incontrovertible of

her ability to look pleasant even without
the aid of a smile. Returning to the hat,

it is simply a simple little suit hat with
more charm than expensiveness, and
therefore, with more chance of passing
the censorship of the head of the house-
hold, whose hands are always fatigued
from footing bills.

Miss Kane is the designer of most all

the countless hats she wears. Many of

her original ideas influence milliners to

such an extent that they duplicate her
with fidelity every chance they get, find-

ing such a habit the creator of lucrative

business. The young star also designs
most of her own costumes for the screen
and clothes for the street. She is an au-
thority on the science of "nifty notions,"

and she has won many admirers with her

attire, abetted and aided by that inefface-

able facial illumination a la smile.

Since achieving her notable triumphs
in the voiceless drama she has received

several offers to forsake the art and de-

vote her time exclusively and profitably

to currying the favor of milady fastidious

by contributing her mighty share towards
keeping the fashions changing with that

change rolling into the chests of the

modistes interminably. However, it

would take more than tempting offers

to persuade Miss Kane to forsake the

camera.

She loves it and dotes on it. In fact,

she likes it so exceedingly well that she

gets downright irritable when weather
or the laziness of the scenario-writers de-

lays her work. Nevertheless, true to her

unalterable sunny disposition, she smiles

when vexed, even. She runs no risks of

losing her title to the championship in

smileology under the most adverse con-

ditions.

Smiling, you know, constitutes a sort

of painless dental treatment—it pulls

people out of aching caverns of gloom.
For this reason we would encourage Miss
Kane, as does everyone, in the penchant
for smiling. Wearing nifty hats is all

right as far as it goes, but wearing joy-

infusing smiles goes a lot farther. Miss
Kane is fortunate enough to be able to

muster a mighty powerful smile, and she

is generous enough to keep it working
long hours. She really desires her smiles

to accomplish some good for others. She
says she abhors a frown, and we believe

her. She also says she wants it said that

she scored her greatest success in the art

of beneficial smiling, and again we be-

lieve her.

Such a charming photoplayer is Gail

Kane, and such a fulsome recognition as

this does she deserve.
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AS TIME AND
STRENGTH
DOTH GO
HAZEL DALY,

creator of
"Honey" in Es-

sanay's Skinner

pictures, has

gone in for farm-
ing.

A little daily

farming won't

hurt anyone in these days of pressing need

for food. Of course it's too much for the

weakly! ^
WILLIAM SHERWOOD, Metro actor, is

something of a champion athlete, he having

distinguished himself with his 165 pounds of

brawn on both the gridiron and diamond of

the south in his palmy days.

Is he athletic enough to jump a bar that's

gone up the spout as a result of national

prohibition? ^
ONE of the late recruits to the Metro ar-

tistic forces is Dee Dorsey, who was born
and reared in Fairbanks, Alaska.

She should be most adept at playing parts

requiring the accurate interpretation of

chilly realism. Also, it's a good bet she

knows how to hand out the cold shoulder.

WOMEN as business successes are as

rare as men housekeepers, declares Maxine
Elliott.

We'll bet a cookie that when many a

woman reads this, she will say it's none of

anybody's business what the gentle sex can
do in business. ^
THEDA BARA, the screen vampire, an-

nounces that she has had a dream in which
she saw a woman end the world war.

An exceptional woman, this dream
woman, for woman is better at starting a
fight than she is in the "art" of ending it.

JUNE CAPRICE is very proud of her
knowledge of domestic science, and she is

prone to discuss cooking with most everyone
she meets.

Miss Caprice had better watch out. Some
classy guy who has a ravenous appetite will

hear about it and she'll have to go through
the ordeal of rejecting another proposal.

(You will note, our dear June, we are pre-

suming your proposals come fast and thick,

basing our presumption on our own feelings

in the matter.)—Signed in Behalf of Fans
Galore. ^
THERE are few out-and-out slackers in

the photoplay world.

But there are plenty of fellows suffering

from extreme nervous chills caused by the

Draft.
fc

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS spent two
days personally autographing ten thousand
photographs of himself in response to a re-

quest from the American Red Cross So-

ciety, which organization plans on selling

these pictures to help support their excel-

lent cause.

Doug is deserving of a cross of honor
for thus coming across to the Red Cross.

CREEN STORIE
BUCK FACE GOMEDYi
"ByJack Winn"

^uA'
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MARGUERITE CLARK possessing among
other distinctions the honor of being one of

the few motion picture stars who does not

drive her own motor car, had to drive a taxi-

cab in a recent picture. Now she likes driv-

ing so well, she threatens to become a speed

queen.

Not so fast, Marguerite, haste makes
waste and also breaks bones and necks when
such haste comes in motor driving.

DARING Kathlyn Williams comes back
more daringly than ever in her latest

jungle drama entitled "In the African
Jungle." In this two-reeler she has playing

opposite her lions, tigers, elephants and
other denizens of darkest Africa.

Even Miss Williams must admit this is a

beastly picture. ^
A PARAMOUNT director was very much

annoyed recently by a persistent victim of

inebriety who claimed to be an actor just re-

turned from the European trenches, and in

need of quick employment. When he was
rejected he even went so far in his appeals

as to claim to have been shot three times

—

In the same saloon?

THOMAS SANTSCHI prides himself on
the fact that he never missed a train in all

of his years of "trouping."

Obviously Tom has never depended on a

dollar watch. ^
ACCORDING to Mary Garden, the French

women are giving up smoking.

The smoke of battle is no doubt more
than satisfying them now.

NOW the plotters had better have a care.

Violet Palmer, the little William Fox
player, has volunteered her services to the

Department of Justice. Henceforth she

will keep her ears and eyes open in a con-

stant effort to unearth plots against Uncle
Sam.

Here's hoping she accomplishes the diffi-

cult feat of getting on the right scent with
the aid of her ears and eyes.

OURRUSSIAN 1
ACQUAINT-
ANCES I

THE Russian |
Revolution, (
which, among J
other things, |
ousted Czar g
Nicholas out of g
an easy job, has
a peculiar inter- g
est for Mary 3

Martin, because about two years ago she met g
a Russian count. g

Well, we're right with her on that score

—

g
we met a Russian hound once.

H» |
WILLIAM D. TAYLOR does not live in a |

bungalow nor does he dine in cafes. He (
divides his time between the studio and his (
study. g

In plain words, he divides his time be- g
tween work and labor. j

NATHANIEL SACKS saw military ser- j
vice in South Africa. §
So he should know something about sack- g

ing a city. ^ g

ARLINE PRETTY was motoring in her §
new Studebaker recently. Her chauffeur B
stopped to ask his location on the map. U
"You're now ten miles from Elizabeth," he g
was told. "Who's she?" he asked dubiously. g
A quite distant person, we would say, if g

we didn't happen to know that She is a city g
in New Jersey. ^ g

H. GUY WOODWARD has invented a |
submarine beer opener for use in dry terri- M
tories. g

Guy's invention promises to become a na- g
tional necessity. But, it will be more useful g
if it has attached a periscope through which jg

beer may be sighted.

HENRY KING, the American director,

has discovered a new child actress who seems
destined to win fame. Her name is Ruth
Everdale.

At the rate they are now discovering new
child wonders for Filmland, if they all

achieve fame they will crowd the Hall of

Fame to such extent that some of our cele-

brated present-day statesmen will have a

hard time sticking inside the building.

ft

JUST to be different, no doubt, Viola

Dana has adopted a turtle for a pet.

We trust this will not cause her friends

to turn turtle every time they go to visit her.

A BRILLIANT FICTION ACHIEVEMENT
A. Story "With, a Hundred New Angles on Life

"THE SPELL OF SAN LOREL"
By NORMA BRIGHT CARSON

Begins in the OctoberNumber of PHOTO-PLAY
JOURNAL. Don't miss it.
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ITTLE Madge Evans, the

child star of World-Pictures
Brady-Made, was already fa-

mous before she ever entered
upon a screen career. But

we move so rapidly in this age of ours

that pretty much everybody has forgot-

ten about this state of things and looks

upon Madge purely as a creature of the

film world. As a matter of fact, she was
more widely celebrated at the age of four

than most people of the artistic world are

content to be at the end of their natural

careers.

Little Madge, however, was not an
actress in those days, excepting in a

relative sense. True, she posed be-

fore the camera and for may of the

principal artists of the time, and it is

to be admitted that this is a form of

acting, inasmuch as the person who
undertakes it must throw himself or

herself into the spirit of the occasion
and the mood of the subject in hand.
The story is that little Madge and

her elder brother, Tom by name,
were taken to New York from Liver-
pool, where both children were born.

The parents, who had been told time
and again of the fabulous riches to be
found lying around loose on Broad-
way and adjacent currents of wealth,
soon found that they had been misin-
formed, as so many others had been
before and have been since, and the
wolf came scratching at their door.
It was in this crisis that an artist

—

one of the practical kind, who gets a
pretty good living out of making il-

lustrated advertisements—c aught
sight of little Madge and her brother
and immediately placed himself in

communication with their par-
ents.

It occurred to this genius of

the advertising pages that these

two sunny-haired children would
make mighty good subjects for

luring customers to such articles

of trade as So-and-So's Cracked
Wheat and Thing-a-my's Baby
Food.

Mrs. Evans, the mother of the
youngsters, was greatly averse
to suggestions of this kind at first,

but the artist, who was also a
man of business instinct, urged

^ ••1
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and urged until he finally over-
came the objections, and all at once
little Madge came into great de-
mand, for the fame of her pictures

soon spread, and other commercial
artists, as well as those in art for

art's sake, came trooping after her.

The immediate result of this was
the Evans family found themselves
on Easy Street, for there was as
much as little Madge could do in

the way of posing without over-
doing it, and her income ran from
ten dollars a day upward.

All this was at the age of four,

which the reader will admit was
rather early for a child to become
the mainstay of her family.

It might be mentioned in passing
that for her first series of poses
she received the munificent sum of

fifty cents a day, her rapid ad-
vance indicating the favor into

which she sprang with various
artists. Among those who sketched
her at that time were some of the

best-known artists with brush and

pencil in this country, beginning with

Charles Dana Gibson.

Leo Friedlander won the Roman
scholarship in 1913 with his compo-
sition, "Morn," in which Madge
Evans was depicted as the awaken-
ing child.

Mrs. Belmont Bogert, a specialist

in children's pictures, very frequently

employed little Madge as the cen-

tral figure in her works.
F. S. Church's Cupids, in quite a

large number of instances, will be

recognized as replicas of little Madge
Evans at the tender age of four.

B. L. Link in 1913 exhibited at the

Academy of Design a bronze entitled

"Baby with Doll," for which the di-

minutive Miss Evans was the posing
figure.

Lydia Field Emmet, a noted child

portraitist, about this same time pro-

duced a dozen or more sketches and
paintings in oil with little Madge
as her inspiration.

Even thus early was the child

known throughout art circles of the

United States as "the loveliest baby in

America," a description that has by no
means deserted her since she entered the

field of the silent drama.
Nor was all this advancement as an

artist's model brought about without

the aid of Madge's mother, Mrs. Arthur
Evans in real life. Of this quiet, self-

contained and comely little woman, Miss
Emmet, the famous children's portrait

painter, said at the same time

:

"She is the only person I have been
able to find who could unfailingly make
any child keep its pose."

Asked how she caught the wonderful
face expression of her juvenile subjects,

Miss Emmet promptly replied:

"I do not put it there. It has got to

be there already or I can't paint it. Of
course, I might paint an expression from
memory, but that is a very inadequate
substitute for a living model. The great

secret of the art of child portraiture is to

get and keep the particular face expres-
sion which shows each child at its best.
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The most talked about and considered the

best I painted was done while Mrs.
Evans was entertaining the little sitter.

I have never seen Mrs. Evans with any
child, of any temperament, of any class,

boy or girl, of any age, be it from two to

fourteen, whom she could not win.

"She seems to yield a certain 1-

power over children, altho

through kindliness, love, sym
understanding that she so quic 1

dees

them subject to her will. She iualized

very early that her little ones needed some
fun while they were working, usually sev-

eral hours every day, and to keep them
happy and not deprive them of their

childish pleasures, she read to them and
devised little games which could be
played without disturbing the artist."

So it was that dimpled little Madge,
another of whose noms de studio was
"the Dresden china doll come to life,"

became the piece de resistance of oner
half the soap, candy, washing machine,
breakfast food and tooth powder adver-
tisements of the day.

And once upon a time, when her par-

ents went back to England for a visit and
took little Madge with them, the Lon-
don Daily Sketch devoted a whole page
of pictures and a long yarn of letter press
to illustrating for the readers the great
success which had been scored by an Eng-
lish baby in the American art world.
Upon that occasion the London Daily Dis-
patch published from its Liverpool cor-

respondent a long and circumstantial
story about little Madge, from which
the following is clipped

:

"She became famous by accident. One
day her brother, while walking along a
New York street, attracted the attention
of an artist who would not
rest satisfied until he had ob-
tained the parents' permis-
sion for the little chap to

pose for him.
"Visiting the house of Mr.

and Mrs. Evans he then
saw Madge, a toddler then of
only a year and eight months.

"Her appearance impressed him even
more, and since that time the little girl

has led a busy life. Day after day she
has posed in hundreds of attitudes and
dresses before the camera or a portrait

painter, or a sculptor, and the result is a
collection of pictures which must run
; nto thousands. Her face peeps forth

from the pages of magazines ; it is on the

covers of other periodicals ; on some of

the most popular posters of the day ; on
post cards innumerable ; on Christmas
calendars, and on fashion plates.

"The demand to have her taken in some
new pose is so keen that on the day before

she left America she did nothing from
eight o'clock in the morning until four in

the afternoon but sit or stand in front of

the camera.
"In the midst of it all the child remains

unspoilt. She ran towards me happily
and without any self-consciousness at her
home today—a charming little girl in a

white frock, with a blue band of ribbon
round it, and with dainty little feet en-
closed by red slippers.

"Round the drawing-room of the house
in Oakfield were photographs of her, and
she explained them gravely to me.

" 'That's my little brother,' she said

prettily, 'and there's me.'
" 'There he is again, and I am writing.

That's one of my children,' she went on,

alluding to a doll. 'I've got ten of them;
but, oh ! they're such a trouble to dress.'

"She bounced on to a settee. 'There I

am on a swing, and look! I'm dressed as

a boy in this one. I like to be a boy. You
can put your hands into trousers pockets

if you're a boy.'

"The pictures that I looked at were
wonderful. There are hundreds of poses

;

but the ex-

pression i s

finer than
that of any
actor; for

the c h i 1 d's

attractive looks are the product of natu-

ral grace and beauty—there is nothing ar-

tificial in them.
"Some of the prettiest are those in

which Madge appears as Cupid, but it

is really very hard to individualize.

"I saw her a little Red Indian, as Dolly
Varden, as a typist, a milkmaid and in a

score of distinctive settings. Is it to be
wondered at that great artists like Dana
Gibson have lavished praise on her? She
possesses quite unusual intelligence for

one so young.
"When she is to pose she looks at a

sketch of the situation that is desired,

and a moment later she is acting the part

t6 the life with a bewitching smile, a de-

mure look, a roguish glance, or an angelic

expression that is perfectly natural.

"Madge inherits her artistic leanings

from her mother who, when a school

teacher in Liverpool, was always fond of

painting and of the arts generally. Her
success in America induced many moving
picture firms to make offers, but these

with one or two exceptions were declined.

"Of course I had to ask little Madge
if she had any beauty diet; but when she

grasped what I meant, her reply was
amusing: 'I like candy,' she said. T like

being in England, too,' she confided, 'for

I go to bed later here. I have to go to

bed at seven o'clock when I am at home,
which is not fair.'

"With that expression of discontent

she left me in order to romp round the

room. In the midst of this she stopped
suddenly to hug and kiss a photo of her

daddy, while her mother lovingly smiled."

Then in due time came little Madge's
course upon the screen, for when she re-

turned with her mother to America she

suddenly found herself the centre of an
ever-increasing demand from almost

every quarter of the movie world. In the

first place, the magazines and advertise-

ments had made her face known all over

the country, so she was as much entitled

Little Madge is at the head of a little household all her own
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to the position of a popular favorite as

almost any of the stage stars after years

of acting before the public. In the sec-

ond, she had developed through her pose

the art of impersonation in a quite re-

markable degree.

So it was that the directors of the si-

lent drama almost literally pounced upon
her, and she appeared with rapidly ad-

vancing success with Lew Fields in "Old
Dutch," Robert Warwick in "Alias Jimmy
Valentine" and in Tarkington's "Seven-
teen," in "Shore Acres" and "Zaza."

The World Film Corporation (now
World-Pictures Brady-Made) had se-

cured her services, and loaned her to Fa-
mous Players and other leading- produc-
ers, who grew so insistent that in order

to hold the child against competition the

World people entered into a formal con-

tract with Mrs. Evans. This has been
twice renewed, each time at a largely in-

creased measure of compensation, until

little Madge now recognizes herself as

one of the really high-salaried players of

the voiceless drama, and an out-and-out
star at an age when most little people are

at the lollypop stage of development.
One of the earliest things this child

learned to do with genuine effectiveness

was to shed tears "at the drop of the
hat," so to speak, which was all the more
surprising in an infant with an uncom-
monly sunny disposition and an unfailing
natural tendency to laughter.

The mystery of how this child can
adapt herself to a part requiring the com-
plete effacement of her ordinary char-
acter and the assumption of feelings en-
tirely foreign to her true self was cleared
up by her mother.

"It must not be forgotten," said Mrs.
Evans, "that Madge is a child and has all

the ordinary likes and dislikes customary
to her age. She loves to play with dolls

and teddy bears, and I guess she has
twice as many rubber balls as she can
ever use. You see she is simply a healthy,
normal youngster, with a naturally
happy, bubbling personality.

"Consequently it is often very difficult

for her to change her mood and adjust
herself to the requirements of a sad role.

At such times she will slip over to me
and whisper rather pleadingly, 'Mother,
will you please make me cry?'

"Since I have always been her confi-

dante, I know exactly those things which
to her were most pathetic. So I tell her
the story of poor Julius, the small Shet-
land pony which she used to drive. Julius
was an extraordinarily affectionate ani-

mal and a great favorite of hers, and she
can never recall his death without crying.
"She lives in great fear of public

school, for she never attended one, and
if I tell her to imagine I am sending her
to public school, her facial expression
changes at once and big round tears be-

gin to roll down her cheeks. Or, the idea

of my leaving her is sure to affect her
strongly. Madge is so sympathetic and
sensitive that the mere mention of these
things makes her forget her dolls and
teddy bears, and brings tears to her eyes.

"Madge's greatest gift, I think, is her

mobile face. She can register any emo-
tion at will, and that is what lends most
to her success when posing for the cam-
era."

Just then Madge trundled over to

where we were talking and indulged in

her luncheon of bread and milk, during
which she continued her delightful talk.

"I love the movies so much that I want
to stay in them all my life. I hope to be
a star some day and play big parts, but
mother says I must study hard and learn

all about acting."

At that moment the candy came along
and everything else was forgotten.

The emergence of little Madge Evans
to starhood, now in course of accomplish-
ment, was delayed for several months
after it had been finally decided upon by
William A. Brady and his associates in

World Pictures.

It has been an important part of the

system of this corporation to forward the

ambitions of those of its players who
take the best advantage of their acting

opportunities, as, for instance, in the case

of Montague Love, now one of the firmly

established stars of the screen.

Mr. Love began with World Pictures

only a few months ago, playing incon-

spicuous parts, but playing them so well

that he was very rapidly advanced to his

present desirable position—and the same
process was determined upon in relation

to little Madge.
It was discovered, however, that find-

ing plays suitable for a grown-up actor

and digging out a single drama for a

child star were two very widely different

propositions. Of course, there were
plenty of infantile, dribbling little stories

to be had which might be interesting

enough to the Mother Goose evolution of

intellect, but it was the managerial aim
of the Madge Evans promotion to pro-

vide a play of sufficient ingenuity and
dramatic strength to appeal to mature as

well as juvenile spectators.

Thus for week after week the search

went on fruitlessly, and pretty much
everybody but little Madge herself was
in despair (for the diminutive actress has
never encountered a single shadow in

real life), when a manuscript by Julia

Burnham came in, and, Presto ! the prob-
lem was solved.

Work upon the production was imme-
diately begun at the Peerless studio, un-
der the direction of Harley Knoles, and
"The Little Duchess" is the result.

The heroine is an American-born
heiress of a British dukedom, and her

disinherited father has died in New York
leaving wife and baby in straightened
circumstances, so that when the widow
.soon succumbs, the little girl is sent to
an orphanage.
From this hateful place she escapes

and "joins out" with a circus. Here the
agents of her grandfather, the Duke, find

her and take her home to England. But
the old man is a woman hater of the most
rabid sort, believing his wife of years past
to have eloped with his best friend

; so he
compels little Geraldine to array herself
in boy's apparel and bear the cognomen
Jerry, for short.

The youngster prowls lonesomely
through the ancient castle, where one day
in a long unused tower she comes across
the skeletons of a man and woman, the
Duke's wife and supposititious lover, in-

carcerated by accident in the death cham-
ber, that was also their tomb. The old
gentleman, stricken with remorse at the
injustice of his aspersions upon the dead
Duchess, restores little Geraldine to her
rightful place, indicating a happy future for
his suddenly beloved heiress.

The many and widely varied adven-
tures falling to the lot of the child heroine
of this play call into action all the gifts

which a bountiful nature has showered
upon little Miss Evans. The tenderness
shown toward her stricken mother in the
final hours ; the horrors of existence in the
orphan asylum ; the picturesque hardship
of life with a circus ; the oppressive lone-

liness of days and nights in the grim, for-

bidding old castle ; the shock of the grue-
some discovery in the tower, and the final

delight of her liberation to natural life

—

all these present opportunities of which
Madge avails herself to their fullest value
by those most familiar with her "past
performances."
The most recent previous appearance of

this child actress for World-Pictures
Brady-Made was in "Maternity," of which
Alice Brady was the star player. It was
in the extraordinary fire scene of this

drama that both Miss Brady and Madge
had most of their hair singed off, a mat-
ter of such trifling consequence to the
joyous little maid that less than ten min-
utes after the genuine peril had passed
she was fast asleep in her blanket in the
automobile bound for home.

Curiously, she has never acted but
once in the spoken drama—probably be-
cause she never has the time. But last

spring for a few weeks she played Mim-
sey in "Peter Ibbetson" at the Republic
Theatre in New York, and proved the
many-sided nature of her talents.

Little Madge will not be tempted from
the silent drama to the speaking stage.

"Too much doing the same thing over.
I like to start fresh every day."

And the precocious star is only eight
years young this minute

!

Don't fail to ^et the October issue of PHOTO-PLAY JOURNAL
Beginning* a new serial story

"THE SPELL OF SAN LOREL"
By NORMA BRIGHT CARSON

-A. clever story by a clever and Tv^ell-ls.rio'wri -vxnriter just entering into the motion-picture field.

If you are not already a subscriber-SUBSCRIBE NOW.
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THIS MONTH'S PHOTO-PLAY SUGGESTION
Note: Each month one or more short stories will be given their first publication in this department for the consideration of photoplay producers
as well as the entertainment of our readers. All writers, amateur or professional, having stories of merit which they wish to get before pro-
ducers to an advantage are welcome to this agency, and in case their material is accepted by any producer, they will be given the entire amount
the latter might pay. The chief purpose of this unique plan is to help worthy writers who are without literary reputation as yet.

AMERICA FIRST
By ELY ROBISON

ETTY COWAN lived with her step-

father, Old Fritz, who tended the

lighthouse. They were very happy

and Betty loved the grizzled old

man as she would have loved a

father. She never tired of listen-

ing to his tales of adventure and

stories of his boyhood days in Germany before he

came to America.
Betty helped tend the light, and would often

gaze far out over the blue Atlantic from the

tower of the lighthouse at some passing ship, and

try to imagine where they came from and the

life they lived in other lands. She had read

stories of the big outside world, from which she

seemed so far separated, and wonder if she

would ever live such a life, and if she would

ever have the pleasures of other girls she had

read about.

When in this lonesome mood she often wan-

dered down the coast to a quiet little bay that

was closed in from the rough Atlantic by high

rocky cliffs, with the exception of a narrow inlet

almost hidden by the high cliffs on either side.

Here she had a small boat and she would drift

over the smooth little bay and dream of the

big world she had read about but had never seen.

Or sometimes when in a happier mood she would

fish or swim in the blue waters or gather shells.

She daily made a trip to the little fishing village

of Green Cove on the other side of the lighthouse,

where she was a general favorite with the chil-

dren, with the market basket and to call for the

paper for Uncle Fritz. One day when she went

over to Green Cove she noticed groups of fisher-

men talking excitedly, some of them with bundles

under their arms preparing to leave the village,

the women and children bidding them God speed.

News had reached the village that war had been

declared on Germany. She purchased her sup-

plies, and with the paper for Uncle Fritz made
her way back to the lighthouse. Uncle Fritz was
very much disturbed by the news and was silent

and thoughtful. Betty's questions about the war
were answered curtly or not at all. Late in the

afternoon Betty saw what appeared to be a tramp
steamer standing close in and signalling to the

lighthouse. That night a small boat came in to

the landing and two men in uniform came ashore.

Uncle Fritz met them, and the three went to

his room and closed the door. Betty could not

understand the guarded words that occasionally

came from behind the closed door, but her sus-

picions were aroused for she knew that they were
conversing in a foreign tongue, and that it must
be German to be understood by Uncle Fritz. Still

she could not believe that her stepfather could

be disloyal to the land of his adoption.

By the next day she had dismissed the incident

from her mind and had gone down to the bay
fishing. When she had rowed a little way out

from the shore, she saw an object coming through

the water from towards the inlet of the bay that

appeared to be the fin of a large fish, a shark

she thought, and rowed to the shore immediately.

When she again looked the object was not to

be seen, but the surface of the quiet little bay
seemed more disturbed than usual. She stamped
her foot angrily and defiantly that her little bay
should be visited by a shark, as she was sure it

was, and felt for her small revolver that she

sometimes carried with her, and then laughed at

the thought of using a small revolver on a shark.

She turned to go home, and as she was climbing
up the path leading to the top of the cliff, a

young man dressed in khaki stepped from behind
a boulder with his hat in one hand and a field-

glass in the other. Captain Ray introduced him-
self and begged that he might be pardoned for

frightening her, and also that he be allowed to

accompany her to her home. Which she granted.

Betty told of what she had seen in the bay,

at which Captain Ray eagerly listened and then

CAST OF CHARACTERS:
Betty Cowan, a beautiful American girl

who with her stepfather tend a light-

house on the Atlantic coast.

Old Fritz, Betty's stepfather, a grizzled,

weather beaten old man, of German
birth and with German sympathy.

Captain Ray, an American army officer de-
tailed to search for submarine bases.

Lieutenant Duncan, in command of the
guns on a merchant steamer.

said, "You must not go out on the bay again.

It would mean almost certain death. I cannot
tell you more now."
They were now in sight of the lighthouse,

which Betty pointed out, and here Captain Ray
bid her goodbye and said, "Remember you are
not to go back to the bay."

Betty went on her way happier than she had
ever been, a new happiness had come into her
life. When she told Old Fritz what she had seen
in the bay, he seemed very much excited, and
gruffly commanded her to stay away from the bay,

as it was probably a shark that she had seen.

He chuckled to himself on how easily she had
been scared away from the bay, and thanked
his lucky star that she had not discovered what it

really was. For he knew it was a German sub-
marine that had slipped into the bay.

Captain Ray was now more convinced than
ever that he had discovered a submarine base, and
decided to again make a careful investigation of

the cliffs surrounding the bay. Keeping himself
under cover as much as possible, he went first to

the entrance to the bay where he found two
wires coming from the water's edge and leading

up the face of the cliff. His first impulse was
to cut the wires for he was sure they led to

mines placed in the entrance and that should a

submarine chaser accidently discover the passage
between the rocks it would be blown to pieces if

it tried to enter.

He turned back and cautiously made his way
to the highest part of the cliff.

Betty, in the tower of the lighthouse, had the

big fieldglass trained on two merchant steamers
that were steaming close into the coast and com-
ing that way, which she was sure were loaded
with supplies for the Allies, and that they were
setting out on their perilous trip across the At-
lantic. Turning her glass down the coast in the

other direction she recognized Captain Ray cau-

tiously making his way along the top of the cliff,

and also another man apparently following him
who looked like her stepfather. She could not
understand what they were doing, then it came to

her, the mysterious strangers who visited Old

BEFORE THE SCREEN
Whether friends, in passing by,

Think the venture madness;
Whether doubting mortals sigh
At my lack of skill;

While this heart may glorify
All it feels of gladness,

Daring Time and Fate, shall I

Build my castles still.

Whether Age and Grief may stare
At the fool in pity;

Whether goblins everywhere
Shall their curses give;

While this soul is free to care
For Love's deathless ditty,

Never mind a maudlin prayer—
Let me dream and—live!

—RALPH M. THOMSON

Fritz, the supposed shark, Captain Ray's mysteri-
ous visit to that part of the coast. She then knew
that she had seen the periscope of a submarine in-

stead of a shark's fin, and that her little bay had
been turned into a submarine base by the enemy,
and that her stepfather, Old Fritz, must be into
the plot. She hurriedly secured her revolver and
started for the scene ; for if Captain Ray was in

any danger she must help him. She could see
him now as she had seen him when they met the
day before, gallant and handsome, standing be-
fore her with bared head.

Captain Ray, when he had reached the top of
the cliff, saw a man with a fieldglass a short
distance from him step out from a niche in the
rocky wall and train his glass on the two mer-
chant steamers that were making their way down
along the coast, and who then turned and sig-

nalled to someone in the bay. The Captain then
distinguished the outlines of a submarine gliding
towards the narrow channel leading out of the
bay. He slipped back and worked around behind
the- man on the edge of the cliff. At Captain
Ray's command the man turned, started to draw
his revolver and then put up his hands. He
ordered the man back from the edge of the cliff

into a niche out of sight of the bay. Here a
complete wireless station had been rigged out,

and here were the two wires that he had seen
• coming from the entrance of the bay.

They were connected with a battery, and he
knew that by simply turning it on the mines could
be exploded. Captain Ray did not see Old Fritz
approaching from behind until that worthy had
knocked his revolver from his hand and thrown
his arms around him. The other man now came
to the assistance of Old Fritz, and they were
making towards the edge of the cliff with Cap-
tain Ray when Betty appeared on the scene. At
her command the two dropped Captain Ray and
turned to gaze into the blue barrel of a revolver.

Captain Ray was on his feet in an instant, and
the two men were quickly bound. When the last

one was bound Betty's revolver dropped from her
hand, and she would have fallen had Captain
Ray not caught her. He led her gently a few
steps away, and then turned to look down into

the bay ; the submarine was now in the narrow
channel, ready to make a surprise attack on
the unsuspecting steamers. With a bound Cap-
tain Ray reached the exploding battery to which
the wires were connected, and in another in-

stant the submarine was blown up by the mines
she had laid for her own protection.

The nearest steamer immediately lowered a
boat, and Lieut. Duncan with a detachment of
sailors came ashore. After a brief explanation
from Captain Ray, Lieut. Duncan ordered the

two bound men placed in the boat. Betty could
not keep back the tears when Old Fritz was being
led away. He had been a father to the lonely

girl, and it was with genuine sorrow that she
saw him marched down to the boat. Captain
Ray stood motionless until the boat with the two
conspirators had pulled out from land, and then
slowly walking back he took Betty's hands and
looking into her sad, beautiful face said : "Betty,

you are a true American. You have done your
country a great service. You have also saved
my life Betty, and now what are you going to do
with it ? It is yours Betty. I have loved you
since I first met you here. Will you take me."
Betty shyly put her arms around his neck and
hid her face against his shoulder. Captain Ray's
arms closed around her and he said : "Betty, may
I hope that you love me and will wait for me?
Promise me that I may come back for you when
my duty is fulfilled."

For answer she raised her face and kissed

him and said : "Yes dear, I love you and—and you
may come for me when this war is over, but you
must go now and fulfill your duty to your coun-
try. America First, and then come back to me."
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ID you ever sit down, or sit up, or
otherwise compose yourself, gentle

reader of the male persuasion, and
think what this old world would be
if there were no women in it?

Hold on—don't turn the page

!

I don't mean to banish them now,
you understand. No, no—you're married to the

sweetest girl on earth, perhaps, and I have a

charming sister, and all that, so we don't want to

speak rashly, or entertain preposterous ideas.

But what I mean is, suppose there never had
been any.

Now you get me.
Suppose there were no women folks to want a

new auto when little old last year's car is plenty

good enough. Or to wear furs the twelve months
around, regardless of weather, and so forth

—

ad infinitum, a l'outrance.

Everybody knows what an expense they are,

bless their hearts! And yet we (speaking generi-

cally) go blithely on, marrying them and raising

more—working for them—making a fuss over
them—and making fools of ourselves over them,
too.

Which brings me gracefully to the strange case

of my friend Oswald Smyth—see what you make
of it, Watson.
Oswald's a likable fellow : quiet, unassuming

and self-possessed, as a rule. Therefore the ex-

ceeding strangeness of the fix in which he found
himself, all at once.

Osy's a copy-writer. You've read his ads in

the magazines and newspapers. You've sent your
little contribution, probably, in response to his

irresistible appeals, for a trial bottle or a packet

of this or that. Or maybe you prefer a certain

kind of breakfast food because Osy has long and
diligently besought you to benefit by the regular

and continued use of Somebody's Oats. You
haven't realized that you prefer Somebody's
Oats because of Osy Smyth's shrewd work, so

I'm telling you.
Oswald makes pretty good money. And he's

not backward about spending it. I get some of

it, playing rummy with him. For Osy and I are

bachelors and three or four nights per week, un-
til recently, Os has sat across the old deal table

from me, in my diggings, and we have trifled with
our luck in a thoroughly amiable way.
Well, the other night I trimmed poor Os so

badly that even my conscience rebelled at taking
the money. At ten cents a game I had him $1.20

in the hole—and the night was yet young.
Wherefore, when Oswald threw down his

hand and said, "I'm through, my luck's no good
tonight—I can't keep my mind on the game," why,
I stacked the cards and brought out a couple o'

bottles o' Bud.
"What's the matter, old man?" said I. "Now

that I take a good look at you, you do seem de-
cidedly off. You're not yourself. Where you
been lately? You're working too hard, days or

nights, or maybe both. Better ease up and let

your natural youthful vitality have a chance to

assert itself."

"Oh, it isn't work, hang it all," growled Osy.
"It's—it's—Jake, were you ever in love?"

I nearly dropped my glass. So that's what's

the matter with Oswald ! Uh—hm ! I looked at

him cautiously. Yes, he was in earnest all right.

Almost there were tears in his eyes.

"Why—yes, Osy—I'll have to confess that I

have had my moments. But never mind that,

tell me : when, where and how did it happen ?"

"Jake, old man," said my friend, "I've got
to admit that I'm in love—desperately, madly,
badly—bad as it gets, I guess," and he tried to

smile, but he swallowed hard and looked as

though he were drinking coffee too hot and it

burnt his throat.

"No," I countered, "you don't mean to tell me !"

"Yes, I do mean to tell you—and I mean to tell

you all about it," he blurted. "I've got to get
it off my chest."

I forced a little more liquor on him and he
gulped some down, without really appreciating
it, I could see that.

"Go ahead," said I. "Tell me all—the worst—
don't leave any out." You see when they're in

that fix you've got to appear sympathetic. They
expect it—they want it—they need it.

Osy cut loose, under that encouragement, and
hoisted his jib.

"Yes," he said, "drat it, I'm in love, and it's

struck in—gone clear into the bone !" He shiv-

ered.

"Gee, Osy," I remarked, just to say something
helpful, "that's fierce, when it goes to your head
that way. Tell on."

Os didn't catch my subtle humor, which gave
positive proof that he was very much out of sorts.

He told on :

"Well, she's an artist. I met her first in the
latter part of November. I was busy chewing
the rubber off my pencil one day over a bunch
of copy, when a tolerably young girl came in.

Oh, just a common ordinary one, you know, one
you can't remember after she's gone out.

"She had a line of drawings for me to look at.

She said she represented Miss Ainsley, the artist,

and believing that I bought drawings for adver-
tising purposes she'd like to show me what she
had.
"Now there's no novelty in that, you know.

Five or six or more artists a week blow in to

see if they can do any daubing for me. It gets
tiresome, looking at crude stuff—as it mostly all

is. But I always look, for you never know when
something really good is going to come in.

"So the girl laid out her wares. I scanned the
bunch, and among them saw a rather nifty sketch
in color of a young woman sitting at a table hold-
ing a brush or a mirror or something in her
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hand. I turned it around and let the light strike
it right. It was good—better than the average
stuff I look at—yes, I'll say it was pretty fair.

The come-and-take-me expression on the face,
and the general make-up, wasn't bad at all.

"I said to the saleslady: 'I might possibly use
that, if the ah, the price is right, and the artist
can paint out that brush in her hand and paint in
a bottle of perfume like this. What would it be
worth, when that was done?'

"Well, she hemmed and hawed a little and
asked me what I thought was right, based on
what I usually paid. Now, with a man, I don't
hesitate to give him considerable three-ball talk,
you know, but I don't like to do that with a
woman. That's my failing, you see—I'm soft-
hearted !"

Here Osy tried to smile again, and almost
choked on his Adam's apple.

"However," he resumed, "I finally told her
that if Miss Ainsley would make the change and
get it back to me right away, I'd give her twenty
dollars. I wouldn't have offered a man but
fifteen.

"So she said she'd call up Miss Ainsley, if
she might use my phone, and ask her about it. I
told her to go ahead, and I slid the phone over
to her.

"She got a satisfactory answer right away and,
replacing the receiver, said she'd have the altered
drawing over to me in a day or two. All right,'
I said, 'and when it's done, ask Miss Ainsley to
bring it over herself, as I might see something in
it then to talk to her about.' Gee, I wish I'd never
said those fatal words!" and Osy wrung his
hands and beat his knuckles against his fore-
head.
"The first of the following week I was head

over heels in a series of ads on a new near-
beer campaign in the prohibition states, for one
of our largest breweries. You know how you get
absorbed in it—the subject, I mean, not the sub-
stance. Well, I didn't notice that anybody had
come in. All of a sudden a voice said, 'How do
you do?'

"Oh, that musical, feelingful voice! It meant
that the owner of it really wanted to know how
I 'did,' and if I wasn't doing well she was sorry
and would like to nurse me back to health. You
hear the kind of voice she has, once or twice in
a lifetime. Ina Claire of the Follies had some-
thing of the same kind of expression and almost
as good, when she sang 'Hello Frisco,' and
'Marie Odile,' remember?"

I looked hard at Osy, but he was very serious.
He wasn't looking at me ; he was leaning for-
ward with his hands clasped and his elbows on
his knees. In a way this was like a court-room
experience for him—he was confessing his crime
and defending his position, almost as if he'd
stolen something. Only the real trouble was
that somebody had stolen something from Osy.
Poor fellow, he hadn't any heart any more. All
he had now was a physiological organ pumping
blood, just from force of habit—no life or nerve
to it—just pump, pump, pump, thud, thud, thud

—

and every thud a throb of pain over an ingrowing
love, ten times worse than toenails.

I hustled out some fresh cigars, just to be do-
ing something, and the taste of a perfecto seemed
to soothe Oswald. He puffed a few puffs, got a
grip on himself and forged ahead.
"Where was I—oh, 'how do you do?' I looked

up as though I'd been shot, which I had been,
all right. I can't describe her—you'll have to take
her for granted. Only think of the best you
ever saw—about five feet five or six—cute little

hat, a veil, a coat that was all-fired becoming
and tan shoes with different colored tops—small
shoes too, smallest I ever remember seeing.
There she stood and smiled."
Osy stopped dead here and I sat still. He was

seeing her, and I was for giving him a good look.
I could kind o' see her myself, too, you know.
A lightning flash of love had hit Osy squarely

and knocked him cold, when that young lady came
into his trusting life.

So I let Os have a good long look. It seemed
to do him good, in a sad kind of way. He
sighed and leaned back and fixed his eyes on
my plaster cast of the Indian drawing his bow.
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Maybe the Indian looked like Cupid to him in

that trance he was in. Anyhow, he kept his

eyes glued there, while he slowly gathered head-
way on his story.

"Well, she had the drawing all fixed up, just

right. But to make her talk and smile at me I

discussed it from every angle. I asked her
opinion about a suitable background color for the

poster we were going to put the girl's figure on,

and if she was sure that the girl's hands were
natural, and if she had the cameo ring on the

right finger and all that. Of course, this gave me
a chance to steal a look at Miss Ainsley's hands
and there was a diamond on the third finger of
her left hand! She had taken off her gloves to

handle the sketch. When I saw that glistener on
her finger it made me mad. 'Hang it,' I thought,

'Can't they let a pretty girl alone? Has some-
body always got to rope 'em and ring 'em with
a band of gilt and a flashy stone as soon as they

put on long dresses?' You see, I was in ex-
actly the frame of mind of the cave-man who sees

a cave-woman and wants her. And the extent of

his desire is shown in a quick wielding of his

trusty club on everybody in sight. He knocks
out all antagonists and then, for a good job all

around, he knocks out the woman, so he can
carry her off with him.
"Only I didn't want to harm a hair of Miss

Ainsley's pretty head. I just wanted to grab her
right there while I could get her, and have her
for my own against all the world."
Here Osy unclasped his hands and reached them

up behind his head with a vigorous movement
that showed he had tightened all the muscles in

his arms. He slunk down in his chair and
stretched out his feet.

"Well, of course, at last, in all decency, I had
to close the conversation and let her go. But
not until I had shifted the talk to personal mat-
ters a bit, and found out that she was in Florida

last winter. We were talking about perfumes
and Florida water, you see. She said she loved

Palm Beach and would like to go there again

this winter.
" 'Well,' I said, in one of those over-bold

strokes that you're afterward ashamed of, 'well,

possibly Florida may not be so very far away
for you, either in time or distance, on a little

wedding trip with the chap who gave you that,'

and I laid my finger ever so lightly on her
diamond ring. 'Oh, that,' she answered, with
never a blush or a flutter of eyelids or a pulling

back of her hand, 'there isn't any chap, you know,'
and she smiled, and oy, yoy, believe me Jake, I

was gone, GONE, for the first and only time,

worth mentioning, in my thirty-two years of

earthly career." Oswald's voice was woeful in

the extreme.
"That beautiful, bewitching girl had me be-

witched, old man, and from then till now and on
into the distant future I can't shake off her
nooses and her knots. They choke me—give us
another drink, will you? Thanks."
Osy passed his forefinger around inside of his

collar and twisted his neck to relieve it and to

loosen one of Miss Ainsley's nooses, if possible.

"I told her to come in again soon, as I'd need
at least three more designs for the series. 'And
let me have your bill right away for this, and I'll

pay it,' said I.

" 'All right, thank you very much, but I'll have
to charge you a little more for any others, if they
take as much time as this one,' she said. 'That's

all O. K.,' said I, 'I'll pay what's right.'

"With another smile, more beautiful than any
yet, she was gone. I looked at the empty door-
way, then around at the empty office, then in-

wardly down into the empty place where my self-

satisfaction had been. Jake, she had walked out
with it—just as surely a thief as any robber that
ever cruised up the North Side Gold Coast and
swiped the jewels of our first families.

"After that the days seemed long. I debated
every morning and afternoon about calling her up
—she'd left me her card. But I said to myself,
'You mustn't rush her—take your time—don't
frighten the faun.' Well, the third or fourth day
after, I did call her up, and say, you ought to
hear her voice on the phone. When she says
'Good-bye' it sounds as though her heart is

broken because she has to ring off, but that she's

concealing her agony from you so she wont make
you sad. She kind o' half whispers it. You feel

that you'd like to hear her say 'good-bye until the
morrow,' as Shakespeare or somebody puts it.

And believe me, parting from her, even on the
phone, is some sweet sorrow."
Osy bowled right along now, in high speed, and

it seemed to relieve him. "Such feeling," he
rambled, "she has that rich expressive tone that
comes from the bosom

—

you know—I don't want
to get personal or anything, but she is what you'd

call in 'good form' and the dress she usually
wore was low in the neck—not as low as some
of the Michigan Avenue sisters wear, you under-
stand, but fairly low at that. And you can see
that voice, coming up from inside a most beau-
tiful music-box—it makes you listen and pay
attention, when she talks !"

Osy was so sincere and earnest that I hadn't
the heart to smile. He wanted, and needed,
sympathy, and it was my duty to give it to him.
Besides, some day I might need it myself and I

wanted to have my credit good with Os. While
I haven't yet been caught, still I've been at bay,
as you might say, and once or twice wounded a
trifle—just a mere trifle. But I'm interrupting
the story.

"Where am I," said Osy. "Oh, so I called her
up and told her I was in something of a hurry
about the other designs, and if she could con-
veniently come over I'd show her some pictures
I'd clipped from here and there that I thought
would give her some ideas. Of course, it was a
'stall' about the pictures, but after she'd said that
she'd come over that afternoon I hunted some
up, so's to have them ready.

"She came, and call number two did up all

Why Does a Girl Close Her
Eyes When She is Kissed?

A girl when kissed just shuts her eyes
Because her inner sight supplies

The vision that she needs;
She does not have to see, but feels
The honeyed nectar that it yields,

And on its sweetness feeds.

She shuts her eyes thro' sheer delight,
To hide all other things from sight—
An eclipse of the soul;

For if her eyes were open wide,
This perfect bliss would be denied,
The kiss would miss its goal.

The one thing that the heart requires,
That in the breast fond love inspires
Is centered in a kiss;

So there's no need of eyes to see,
The blind can kiss with ecstasy,
And nothing goes amiss.

A kiss is like a hidden spring,
It needs a touch to start the thing
And give it active play;

So girls don't have to see, but know
When hidden springs begin to flow
That impulse to obey.

Then close your eyes and shut them
tight,

While vou are sipping pure delight—
Be blind as any mole;

Your inner sense directs the way,
And from the mark you cannot stray
When TWO LIPS are the goal.

-GEORGE EDGAR FRYE

the unfinished damage that call number one had
possibly failed to accomplish, which wasn't much.

"Ah, but that was the sweetest agony ! That
intense joy in her presence, so great that it in-

spired fear, and then the fear would form a
cloud, and on the cloud I would read a picture
of the disappointing thought that pretty soon she
was going and I wouldn't see her again for two
or three years of days, if you know what I

mean."
Osy's language was a little involved, but I

managed to follow him after a fashion.

"Well, we discussed the new designs and she
borrowed my pencil to make a few rough drafts
by way of reminder of the detailed points. I put
that pencil away—I couldn't use it again—it

seemed wrong to make it work after she'd held it

and glorified it—consecrated it to the cause of
beauty and art, you might say.

"I don't want to bore you about the calls she
made. When she'd been in, two or three times,
I chanced a little feeler about her taking lunch
with me some day soon, so we could talk about
the drawings undisturbed. She said 'why yes,'

she'd 'love to.' And I fo.ind out in subsequent
conversations that that was a regular phrase of
hers—she'd 'love to.' It just shows how she
naturally takes to love and inspires it—lives with
it—how she was made to love and to-be loved

!

"She was a delightful conversationalist, Jake.

She'd been everywhere—travelled a lot and
seemed to know the world in a comprehending
sort of way. She'd bring in a French word or
expression, very aptly, at times.

"Well, we had—let's see—at intervals of a
week or ten days, we had lunch together three
times in all. The second time I accidentally

—

accidentally, you understand—got to calling her
'dear' in connection with a fairly long sentence
where I could slip it in unobtrusively. She stood
for it—it went all right—no challenge by word
or look. Then the last time I took a chance on
'sweetheart.' That was pretty strong, on a fairly
short acquaintance, but gee, with all the threats
of war we've had, back of those peace notes, I
didn't want to stall along indefinitely. I wanted
to get on—something might happen whereby I'd
lose her. By this time your little Oswald was
getting desperate, believe me

!

" 'Sweetheart' got by, and I tried to date her up
for dinner and a show. She said she was going
down home to Indianapolis for the holidays, but
after New Years she'd have more time—unless
she went to New York.

" 'New York,' I said, as though I'd never heard
of the blamed place, 'what's—what do you mean—a little pleasure trip?'

" 'Oh, no,' she said, 'I've been thinking I must
go down there and look up some work. I have
a friend who will give me a letter of introduction
to Mr. Vanderdecker, and I'm so anxious to get
some magazine work.'

" 'Oh, stay here,' I blurted out, 'you haven't
exhausted Chicago by a good deal, and maybe I
can help you. I'm going to see Mr. Short in a
few days—editor of the Storybook Magazine.
I'll be glad to see what he can do.' Now I don't
even know Mr. Short, but I made the best fib up
that^ I could think of on the spur of the moment.

" 'Thank you,' she replied, 'but I really must
introduce myself don't you see, and let my work
speak for itself. That's the better way.'

"'Yes,' I admitted, forgetting in my rattled
state what she had just said about a New York
introduction, 'of course it is the better way, and
I know you'll pardon me for my seeming pre-
sumption. But really, Miss Ainsley, you've made
an awful hit with me, and—and I hope I stand
all right with you.'

"Oh Jake, now that I tell it to you I see how
crude it was—a school boy might be expected to
get it off about like that, but for a full grown,
fairly well educated and intelligent man—well it
just shows how far gone I was—daffy, light in
the head.

"She didn't answer, just jiggled her foot and
smiled with both dimples, looking down. Then I
said, 'of course, if you feel you must, why
you must, I suppose, but you won't be gone long,
will you ?'

" 'I don't know,' she said, 'two or three months,
I presume—in fact, maybe I won't come back.'
"Then, old man, the heavens broke, my heart

broke, my brain flopped, my engine died and all
four tires blew out at once! But I managed to
keep some grip on myself, thank God, although I
felt as pale as a ghost.

"I said, 'Well, I'm a good loser, whatever else
I may or may not be. I had thought that you
and I might do some team work, but if the gods,
or you, will otherwise—so be it'
"That was an awful lie about my being a good

loser, Jake, at least in this instance, for then
and ever since I have carried a bleak and bitter
disappointment around in my bosom, and it's as
sore as a boil.

"Miss Ainsley kind of laughed and merely said
she'd 'have to get back to the shop' as she
had a big afternoon's work.
"The next few days were impossible. They

didn't go by like other days—they hung around.
Time seemed to have gone lame. It seemed as
though I ought to get up and wind the Victrola—
it was nearly run down and the slow tempo
made the record sound deep and sad. Everything
was dark blue. I ate and slept—some—and
ground out some copy—may heaven help it to
produce, it was punk!
"But I said to myself, 'she can't go to New

York—she won't go—she told me once she liked
Chicago so much.'
"Then things seemed to resolve themselves into

an endurance contest. It was a time of 'agonized
doubt,' to quote from some book I've read. What
had I better do? If she cared ever so little

wouldn't she at least come in on a pretext of get-
ting more work from me? Once, on one of her
calls, when we hadn't seen each other for some
days she filled me with joy by saying that 'it

seemed good to see me again.' If it had seemed
at all good to see me, if she had really meant that,
wouldn't it be reasonable to imagine that she

(Continued on page 51)
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Here's Proof That Photoplay Fans Are Clever
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Editor's Note—The advent of the motion picture business has brought a tremendous increase in Uncle Sam's
postal receipts, due chiefly to the inclination of devotees to the silent art to write letters to the various
players whose work on the screen happens to strike their fancy. Practically all prominent photoplayers
are obliged to maintain secretarial staffs at considerable expense in order to handle the bulky mail they
are constantly receiving. Oftentimes an artist receives exceedingly clever letters from admirers. A striking
example of the unusual ability frequently shown by fans is the following verse, which was sent recently to

Harold Lockwood, one of the leading leading men of his time:

SINCE hero-worship seems not out of date,

And I've been haunted with a tempting thought
of late,

Though I'm Conservatism's staid twin sister

—

(You see, I can't dispense the title, Mister),

I take my dignity and pen, no, keys—in hand
To tell you, using vaudevillian's language, where you

stand.

Now in the outset I declare I'm no "Bas Bleu,"

You know your French, of course, although 'tis true

I know but little French myself, I must confess,

At any rate, I'm no "Bas Bleu," I guess.

I'm neither high-brow, as that cult is designated,

Nor homely, as the "Bleu" are mostly rated.

I dance, I flirt, I do the things most shocking,

You'll plainly understand I'm no "blue stocking."

Of suitors I have always had a-plenty,

They call me fair, at any rate, I'm twenty.

And now, my worthy purpose to achieve,

I'll talk of you and not of self, sir, by your leave.

This is, I know, a dreadful undertaking,

My forehead's clammy, and, in truth, I'm quaking.

'Tis not so much the writing of the letter,

But that, as stern Convention's kin, I should know
better.

But, then, the die is cast, I stand or fall, sir,

Be merciful, if you should "be" at all, sir.

I know not eulogy's entrancing art

—

Though Irish, I must speak straight from the heart.

I waste no time in foolish adoration,

On you or any man, sir, in creation.

This is no love-sick maid, my dear Apollo,

And where you chanced to lead I should not follow.

But that I do admire you I'll admit,
And I'd enjoy it if to write me you'd see fit.

The postage I enclose herewith, you see,

The time I can't, but Time you know is free.

If in the midst of jest it would be seemly
To sound sincerer notes I'd like extremely
To tell you, sir, your work is simply splendid,

If you're the man you seem you can't be mended.
Yet seeming isn't being, such is nature,

You may be "froth," in Hoosier nomenclature.

But it is not for me to be exacting,

I'm not myself, unversed you see, in acting.

But all the same, if you're no man in truth, sir,

You know your part and play it well forsooth, sir.

And more than this to say may not be meet,

I fear man's scorn, but more his rank conceit.

You're doubtless sated well with female folly,

I send my pity, sir, it can't be jolly.

But if you like it, why, my pity just the same,

To be a fool is half the price of fame.

If this is so, no doubt you'll think I'm famous,
I may be foolish like the rest, pray who can blame us?

If Eve had been less fond of snakes and fruit,

And Adam not so fond of Eve, to boot

—

But then, enough of this, I tiresome grow,

The whys and wherefores of our fall, you know.

Forgive my poetry, dear sir, I cannot stop it.

If you're as bored as I should be, just drop it.

Of learning I've but had a paltry smattering,
My wit, though Celtic, is not very flattering.

What I am trying with such poor success to do
Is talk about, not me, my friend, but you.
(You'll pardon my familiar term this time.
You see I need it badly for the rhyme.
My use of verbs is,, as you note, not very sprightly,
I pray you will not hold my effort lightly)—
And I should like to state—by way of reason

—

(If I effuse effusion's still in season).
I have no secrets that I fain would hint at,

Your photograph I do not leer and squint at;
I have no sentimental feelings, sir, believe me,
I do not sigh and weep and pen this to relieve me;
In Romance, spite of Youth I'm no believer,
Like Man, the dame's a heartless, gay deceiver;
I know Reality's grim disillusion,

He grins, and Romance flees in blank confusion.
And yet, the jest aside again, and with your pardon,
(And no more reference made, sir, to the Garden)
Across the Chasm of Convention, and unknown,
I dare to send a word to You alone.
To what you Are I have no word to say,
To what you Seem to Be, since it is all I may,
I send the honest admiration that I feel,

The thanks, though clothed in humor, not less real
For many hours of pleasure, pure and clean.
For—granting that you are what you do mean

—

A little more of faith and trust in man,
To flatter you has not been my plan,

To ridicule myself as far from thought,
If what you Seem to Be should be for naught,
A mask you wear to hide the cynic's heart,
The skeptic's sneer, the libertine's base art,

Or even mediocrity's sad shell,

I make no silly error, which is well.

But if you Are, then you can understand,
That what I say is like a friendly hand.
From Me to Thee, regardless of disdain,

Across Convention's Chasm I would fain
A bridge of greeting and of kindly thought erect

Of gratitude, of genuine respect.

My dear sir, please believe me, I'm sincere,

And let me say, in closing, just in fear,

You'll doubt it since I've asked an answering word,
'Tis not from trivial motives I've requested,

But from an honest cause, as I suggested.
If you are real, dear sir, or merely "showing,"
And write a tell-tale line I can't help knowing.
And now, in case you're turning fretty,

I'll sign myself,
Most truly yours,

Just Betty.

P. S.—One more request, please don't expose me,
My fiance, heaven bless him, would depose me.

P. P. S.—Of course I have no fiance, but the rhyme
Demands such license, sir, a second time.

mill
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Yes. The boy can run. See. See. The boy
runs."

As a crowning honor Count Hashimura and
his eldest son were later called to Court to

receive from the hand of the Emperor the Deco-
ration of the Rising Sun. This, to the Baron,
was a god-like privilege, but the wild and fast

Taro looked upon it more lightly. Indeed, in

order to get Taro ready in time to go to Court it

was necessary that Jiro go secretly forth to the
Tea House of the Hundred Lanterns and rescue
Taro, who was carousing with O-Tucha-san, a
beautiful geisha girl. Jiro led Taro home, helped
dress him, braced him up for the occasion, and
sent him to his father in time to depart with the
Baron for the palace.

Jiro then resumed his studies of the First
Reader, with the help of Onoto, who handed
him a portrait of George Washington, which she
had cut out of a magazine.

"In going to America everybody should know
George Washington," she told him.
"What position does he hold in the United

States?" asked the unsophisticated Jiro.

"He is the most important man," she ex-
plained.

"Maybe he is Mayor," reflected Jiro.

Meanwhile the Baron and Taro went to Court
and beautiful medals were pinned to their uni-

forms. The Baron received the Order of the
First Class and Taro the Order of the Second
Class. As they came out the old Samurai was
very much affected. He turned to Jiro and was
much surprised that he had taken the whole affair

so lightly.

"You young fellows don't appreciate the mag-
nificence of this honor," he said solemnly. "It is

as though the hand of heaven had touched us

with a sacred symbol."

On the way home Taro left his father, and
in company with some Japanese nobles of his own

An Adaptation from the Original Stoiry :
:

: I

(Photoplay Produced by
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ARON HASHIMURA, who had
always held positions of honor and
trust with the Japanese Govern-
ment, had two sons, Taro and Jiro.

Like all Japanese of good family

the boys were educated as officers,

Taro the elder for the navy, Jiro

the younger for the army. Taro, always his

father's favorite, in his twenty-ninth year, had
been promoted to the rank of Lieutenant in

the Japanese Navy. Jiro, on the other hand,

had been something of .a dreamer and stay-at-

home, much to the proud old Baron's disgust.

He held a minor rank in the army, but he ha'

shown a disposition to cultivate poetry and art to

the neglect of what his father considered his more
important duties. While Taro had gone aroun
the world, learning European customs and lan-

guages, Jiro had been at home reading Japanese

poets.

This was the worst to be said of Jiro ; for

underneath his mild exterior there was a wealth
of bravery, chivalry and honor. On the other hand,
Taro was secretly very dissipated. He was much
too fond of champagne and geisha girls, and he
had learned the European game of bridge which
he played disastrously every night. The old

Baron, of course, did not know this and continued
to hold Taro as the apple of his eye.

It was while the parental attitude was thus
that Count Hashimura was honored by an ap-

pointment as Ambassador to the United States

and Taro was named as Naval Attache in the

same Embassy. As soon as this good news ar-

rived the Baron, seated under a stunted pine in

his beautiful garden near Tokyo, called Jiro to

him and informed him that he, Jiro, would also

be included in the party sailing for the United
States in a few days.

"I should like you to get some knowledge of

the world into your foolish head," announced
the father.

"Do heads become less foolish by seeing the

world?" asked Jiro. This irritated the Baron
who called to him Onoto, Jiro's pretty sixteen-

year-old cousin. "How long have^you and
Jiro been engaged?" he asked the girl.

"Since I was seven years old," she re-

plied promptly.
"That's long enough," announced the

old gentleman, "you will marry Jiro

before he sails for the United
States." The two stood eyeing each
other bashfully until they were dis

missed. Then they walked down
the crooked garden path to-

gether. They stopped at a
bridge near a fish pond, Jiro
obviously much depressed, On-
oto rather amused.
"What a pity you do not love

me," said Onoto. "Then we could
be married without discomfort."
"Maybe that would

be improper," suggested
Jiro.

As they lingered on
the little bridge it be-

came quite obvious that

Onoto was in love

with Jiro, but that he
was indifferent to her.

"Do you understand
the American lan-

guage ?" she asked
anxiously.

"I can say O surely
Mike !" he replied.

"That is a very im-
portant word— but
maybe you should
know more," she told

him. She got out her
Japanese-English dic-

tionary and a copy of
the First Reader,
whereupon she and
Jiro set to work puz-
zling out the paragraph
"Can the boy run?

astyrdbinnL and O
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' You will marry Jiro before he sails for America'

age went to a fashionable club. Half tipsy al-

ready, the champagne he ordered in celebration of
the event, was too much for him. He became
noisily bacchinalian and suggested that they all

repair to the Tea House of a Hundred Lanterns
to watch the geisha girls in their dance.
The party adjourned to the Hundred Lantern

resort. Here an elaborate dance was given by the
geishas in honor of the young patricians. Most
prominent among the revelers was O-Tucha-san,
a beautiful and notorious dancing girl. Nara, a
villainous looking serving man around the tea
house, led her aside when Taro came in.

"Soon he will go to America and he will
lavish no more money upon you," he told her.
"See ! He wears the Emperor's sacred order.
Let us steal it, and tomorrow we make our bar-
gain with him."

Taro, quite dazzled by the girl, was lured
to a private room, where she coaxed him to
drink saki with her. Nara brought the drinks
and engineered the affair. When Taro be-
came too intoxicated to know what he was doing
the girl swiftly removed the decoration from
his breast and slipped it to Nara. Taro soon
collapsed and she left him to his stupor.

Next morning, Taro, shaken and frightened,
rushed into his brother's study and found the
latter serenely puzzling out the lesson in his

First Reader.
Breaking down utterly Taro told Jiro of how

he awoke in the Hundred Lanterns, too fuddled
to notice that his decoration had been stolen.

"When my father finds this my career will be
ended," Taro sobbed.

Jiro looked pityingly upon his frightened
brother. He glanced reflectively around the
room, tastefully adorned with a few priceless

works of art. At last he arose, and crossing
over to a corner, brought forth a Japanese sword-
box, containing two Samurai swords, the long one
for fighting, the short one for suicide. He pulled
the short one from its sheath and tried to give it

to his craven brother, but the latter shrank away.
"These swords are called the Blue Dragons,"

Jiro declared. "They bear the crest of my
mother's clan. She gave them to me when
she died. If you wish to depart life by the

honorable way "

"No ! No !" shrieked Taro. "I can-
not die in this hour of honor. My public

career is just beginning."

Jiro reflected awhile, then turned
again to his brother.

"You are right," he said quietly.

"The emperor has en-
trusted you with a
high office. You must
not be disgraced. I
will go to my father
and take the blame."

Meanwhile Nara,
the debased tea-house
servant, had gone into

conference with O-
Tucha-san. The girl
had become frightened
and suggested chat they
return the Order of the
Rising Sun to Taro be-
fore they got them-
selves into trouble. But
the bolder Nara
scorned the suggestion.
The Baron can't afford
to have the Emperor's
decoration lying round
disorderly tea houses
at this important junc-
ture in his diplomatic

career. He ought to be
willing to pay a thou-
sand yen to get back
the medal and have the

matter hushed.

With this idea in his

naturally criminal
mind, Nara took the
precious token and
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went at once to the Ha-
shimura estate. By dint Ag a n reporter
of expostulations
he gained access to the

Baron and crawled into the presence of the great

man.
"For a thousand yen your miserable slave will

restore a valuable possession," declared Nara,

standing at a safe distance and waving the Order
of the Rising Sun Second Class.

"How came that into your unworthy hands?"

gasped the Baron.

"Your son gave it to a geisha girl last night at

the Tea House of a Hundred Lanterns," ex-

plained Nara to the horrified nobleman.

The Baron at once sent for Taro, who braz-

enly denied that he visited the Hundred Lanterns

at all, and declared that the medal was stolen

from his room. The Baron was about to dispute

the truth of this assertion when Jiro, apparently

much excited, rushed into his presence.

"O father, hear me!" he cried. "I, and not

Taro, am to blame. Last night in my vain jealousy

I went to Taro's room, stole the medal from
his uniform and wore it to the Tea House, where
a dancing girl stole it."

He knelt at the feet of the heart-broken

Baron.
"Go !" said the Baron, motioning to his son

and Nara.
Taro excited, but Nara remained, whining:
"But exalted," he begged, "how about my thou-

sand yen?"
"A thousand devils will give them to you !"

snarled the Baron. He ordered the servants to

throw out the miscreant, and then turned coldly

to Jiro.

"Foolish and unworthy," he began. "For the

crime you have committed the gods themselves
are outraged. You are no longer a son of mine.
You shall not go with me to America. No more
shall you bear my name. You shall become a

prisoner and a slave on my estate
!"

As a result Jiro was dragged away to an old

Shinto temple on the grounds and locked in a

dark cell. Here he remained for days, while
preparations went on for the departure of the Am-
bassador and his suite.

On the eve of the Count's departure the old

gentleman almost succumbed to natural affection.

In fact, he walked half way to Jiro's prison, in-

tent upon forgiving him, when his stern Samurai
training prevailed over human weakness. No

!

Jiro had proven himself unworthy of his noble
house. He had committed the unforgivable in

the code of honor. The Baron, although in- tears,

retraced his steps, joined his suite and departed
for Nagasaki and his voyage to America.
Meanwhile Nara, the thwarted tea house serv-

ant, had been prowling around the estate, vainly
looking for some one from whom to collect black-

mail for his information. At last he crawled
over a wall and found Jiro disconsolately reading
his First Reader in the space before his cell.

"I want money for what I know about your
brother," declared Nara.

"If it is known that you stole the Emperor's

Togo fa

token you will lose your
head," responded Jiro.
This was sufficient to cause
Nara to slink away.

Late that night Onoto forced a bar in Jiro's
cell, climbed in and brought after her a valise and
a lacquered box containing the Blue Dragon
swords.

"You must escape to America where George
Washington protects all good poor men," she said.
"Come ! The guards are asleep."

Thereupon she gave him a portrait of George
Washington and a long, white kimono.
"My funeral robes !" cried Jiro, holding up the

white kimono. "If I die in America I can look
quite pleasant."

"With your mother's sword you can fight

against all dishonor," she told him.
"And I shall take this portrait of Hon. George

Washington so that I shall know him when I

meet him."

Jiro and Onoto sneaked out by the cell window.
In the moonlight, under the stunted pines, by the
old tori gate, he took leave of her. She was
carrying a little lantern and, as she slipped a purse
into his hand, she raised the light to look into his

face adoringly.

"You must change your name," she said. "Call
yourself Togo, for he is a great and brave man."
He lingered a moment. From his kimono she

took his First Reader and held it under the lan-
tern, searching for the page.
"Hon. Onoto," cried Jiro softly,

"I wish I could learn to love you
from that book."
At last she pointed to the pass-

age: "See. See the boy run,"
and Jiro departed, leaving her weep-
ing by the old shinto gate.

From this moment on Jiro lived

under the assumed name of Togo.
His first act

next morning
was to go to the
clothing store
where they ad-

vertised to sell "American fashions." Here he se-

lected a weird-looking suit which the dealer told

him was the "latest American style." He put it on
and bought a ticket for Nagasaki, from whence
the American-Sound boats sailed.

Meanwhile the diplomatic party, with Baron
Hashimura and Taro at its head, got aboard the

boat, occupying the best suite. Much fuss was
made over them by gorgeously uniformed offi-

cials who came to see them off. Nara, who had
followed them to Nagasaki in a vain hope of get-

ting in his work, was hustled away from them
every time he approached.
Poor Togo managed to get himself and his

valise and his sword box aboard the steerage just

as the gang-plank was about to be raised. Nara
caught sight of him the very last minute. The
boat was now pulling away from the wharf, and
Togo from his humble quarters saw the figure

of the tea-house grafter on the wharf yelling

maledictions after him.
Togo was crowded among a lot of emigrant

Japanese, with whom he made friends rapidly.

He got especially chummy with a coolie who was
going over to become a servant. He applied him-
self diligently to his First Reader and borrowed
a Spencerian Handwriting Instructor from his

friend.

"You cannot hope to obtain employment in

America without a letter of recommendation,"
said his friend.

"What is a letter of recommendation?" asked
Togo.

"It is a boastful manuscript telling how you are

honest, industrious, experienced and skillful. It

must be written by your former boss."

"I am my own former boss," Togo answered.
"Therefore I shall write one for myself."

He sat down and laboriously compiled the great

work, a letter of recommendation. Occasionally

he looked up to see on the more exclusive deck
his father and brother being royally entertained.

Upon arriving in San Francisco Togo's friend

advised him to go on to New York, where Jap-
anese labor is scarcer and better paid. His friend

slipped him a card to the Rising Sun Employment
Bureau. Upon arriving in New York Togo went
to that address seeking work as a general house-
worker.

His name was put far down the list and he was
considerably scorned by ladies coming there in

search of skilled service. At last Mrs. Reynolds,

a wealthy widow residing in New Jersey, came
there with her pretty daughter Corinne. They
were looking for a general utility man, and the

proprietor dubiously presented Togo. Mrs. Rey-
nolds, a helpless, fussy little woman, with no
sense of humor, scorned Togo at sight, regarding
the poor little man in the weird suit of clothes as

absolutely impossible. She asked him if he spoke
English. He glanced carefully through his Jap-
anese dictionary before replying, "Too well."

Corinne looked upon the lonesome foreigner
with eyes of pity.

"Do you know any one in this country?" she
inquired kindly.

"I know George Washington," re-

plied Togo brightly.

"Oh, but he's dead," she giggled.

"So sorry—then I have no friends I"

acknowledged Togo sorrowfully.

Corinne coaxed her mother to take

Togo. The elder lady demanded a

letter of recommendation. Togo
carefully fished out the work

of art which he completed,

Togo laboriously struggled to master the typewriter
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with the assistance of his Jap friend. It read

:

you"Dear Mrs. Sir—Hire Togo and
wonder why! He can cook with-
out pain. O see. See how well he
boils pie and other American dainties.

He can run furnaces, babies and to-

mobiles. Behaves like sweetheart to
strangers. He will be a nice trial

for you. I have known Togo since

he was a baby. Yours truly,

"Togo."

Corinne saw the humor of this,

but Mr. Reynolds was inclined to
look upon him with disfavor.
"Who wrote this ?" asked the lady.
"I did it with my own language !"

was Togo's proud acknowledgment.
Mrs. Reynolds was about to send

him away, but Corinne insisted that
they hire him.
Togo, with his large valise and

sword-box, got up next to the chauf-
feur in the Reynolds' limousine as it

started toward Jersey. Already he
began to show his dog-like gratitude
toward Corinne who saved him out
of the queer Bedlam into which his
fortunes had fallen. Ike White, the chauffeur,
was not inclined to make things easy for Togo.
He was a big, bullying type of man, and he took
his spleen out in glowering savagely at Togo
as the machine speeded along.

In the course of the journey the party met Dr.
Elbert Garland. Corinne's romance with Dr.
Garland was now nearing its height. This bril-
liant, handsome, rising young surgeon had met
her during her charitable work and had fallen in
love with her. It was evident that Corinne was
not averse to his attentions. He and Corinne
lingered on the sidewalk, while Mrs. Reynolds got
rather impatiently into the car. She beckoned
her daughter to hasten, and when the young phy-
sician came up to the door of the car to make his
adieux, she was none too gracious.
"Miss Reynolds says she is almost persuaded to

become a trained nurse," he laughed.
"She has troubles enough without that," replied

Mrs. Reynolds grimly.

"Good-bye, I'll see you tonight," smiled the
good-looking suitor as the car started on.
Togo looked upon this obvious romance with

hungry eyes. Never before in all his life was he
quite so lonesome, and an envy for the handsome
American who had won the heart of this
beautiful girl, filled his breast.

"We'll make it warm for you when
you get home," threatened the chauf-
feur, glaring savagely.

"O, so thankful to be heated!
replied Togo very agreeably.
Back in the limousine Mrs.

Reynolds was reading Cor.
inne the riot act. She
ought to be less selfish
and think of her
mother. Dr. Garland
was all right to play
around with, but mar-
riage was a serious
proposition. She had
been treating Carlos
Anthony like a dog.
Anthony was worth a
great deal of money.
"And you won't be a

rich girl a 1 w a y s,"
threatened Mrs. Reyn-
olds mysteriously.
Soon after they ar-

rived at their large,
handsome house An-
thony himself called.
He was a vain, dapper
little man, over-dressed
and light of manner.
Nearing his sixtieth
year he had all the airs
and graces of a debu-
tante. He was the
former business part-
ner of Carsovan Reyn-
olds, who had now
been dead two years.
Reynolds and Anthony
had become rich to-
gether in a general
contracting busi-
ness, and as Reynolds'
closest associate, he
had been appointed ex-

Wouldjit be convenient for me to die for you, please?

ecutor of his estate at the time of his death. In

this capacity Anthony called today upon the Reyn-
olds, but his displeasure at Corinne's behavior

when she abruptly left the room was apparent.

At the dinner that evening Anthony sat on
one side of Corinne and Garland sat on the other.

She attempted to be polite to the elder man, but

her feeling for Garland was quite visible.

Dinner over, they all repaired to the drawing-
room and had coffee. Garland was still beside

Corinne. Mrs. Reynolds was quite peevish, An-
thony ill at ease.

Suddenly a fearful racket was heard from
somewhere below stairs.

"Corinne, my dear, will you see what's the

matter?" asked Mrs. Reynolds in a bored tone.

The noise emanated from the kitchen, and Cor-
inne went there just as the other servants were
attacking Togo en masse as a climax to a rough
practical joke. Immediate order was restored

and Mrs. Casey explained

:

"Ike over there's jealous, mum. He's afraid

Togo's yellerer than he is."

"
I should like to get some knowledge of the world into your foolish head, the father told his sor

Corinne told the servants that they were to be
kind to Togo, as she was his friend and expected
to be sponsor for him. She called him aside and

asked him to come to her whenever
he was in trouble, as she wanted him
to feel that he had a home and some-
one to look after him. Already ador-
ing her as a goddess who had come
from heaven to his aid, the lonesome,
desolate Japanese bravely struggled
with his tears.

"My broken heart is stuck together
again when you talk to me," he de-
clared pitifully.

Corinne got back to the drawing
room in time to see the guests de-
parting. Carlos Anthony insisted

upon monopolizing her, much to her
distaste, for her eyes still followed
the handsome young doctor. Strug-
gling vainly to hold her attention,

Anthony at last said bitterly

:

"A woman's eyes are always on
something she can't have. I've been
divorced twice, so I ought to know."

Dr. Garland was apparently linger-

ing for a word with Corinne. Just as
he was about to say good-night she
went to him.

"You could help my work so much—if you
would," he whispered to her.

"How?" she asked, breathlessly.

"By being near me," he answered. She prom-
ised to go to the hospital on the morrow and
visit some of his charity cases.

After the guests were gone Mrs. Reynolds lin-

gered with Corinne in her boudoir and kissed her
good-night.

"I'm afraid, darling, that Dr. Garland is one
luxury we can't afford," was her strange parting
from her daughter.
Next day, in company with Dr. Garland, the

young girl went the rounds to see his charities.

In fact, Corinne was with Garland as much as

possible from then on. She went to the hospital at
every excuse, and he called frequently at the Rey-
nolds house. With eyes from which he could not
banish the jealousy and longing, poor, lonely Togo
had the bitter pleasure of seeing the woman whom
he was beginning to adore going everywhere with
this acceptable suitor. Once, when Corinne came
to the kitchen to see how Togo was getting along,,

he suddenly looked up with his naive smile and
inquired

:

"Are Dr. Garland very religious gentleman?"
"Why do you ask?" laughed Corinne.

"Because so. You must not marry gen-
tleman unless he are entirely re-
ligious."

On a beautiful spring after-

noon following, Togo stood,
rake in hand, under the apple

blossoms in the Reynolds,
orchard, when Corinne and
Garland, quite absorbed in

one another, walked
down the path within

a few feet of him. He
stood rooted to the
spot, fascinated by de-
spairing love. They
took a seat on a bench
and began talking
earnestly when Cor-
inne, looking up, dis-

covered Togo.

"Togo," she asked
kindly, "didn't you
have a question you
wanted to ask Dr. Gar-
land ?"

"I ask to know," de-
manded Togo, "are youi
very religious gentle-
man?"

"I smoke and swear
and drink wine," grinned
Garland. "What do you.
think?"

"S m o k e—p u ff, win e

—

drunk, swear-talk same in all

language. Kindness also same.
Everybody say you plenty good to
poor sickness. Therefore I con-
sider you are pretty dam re-

ligious."

Smilingly Garland shook hands
with Togo and the Japanese re-

flectively departed.

The next day Carlos Anthony
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made a business call on Mrs. Reynolds. His air

was curiously solemn, and Mrs. Reynolds, natu-

rally a nervous, irresolute woman, sensed impend-
ing calamity.

"I have pretty bad news for you," said An-
thony, and went on to explain that the Reynolds
estate was pretty badly involved. He had hesi-

tated a long time about telling her, but the late

Carsovan Reynolds allowed his affairs to get into

a pretty serious tangle during the latter days of

his life. Anthony had known of this even before
Reynolds' death, but had kept the matter dark
for her sake and for Corinne's. As a matter of
fact, Reynolds had been running his business on
a bluff, had appropriated large sums belonging
to his stockholders in hopes of realizing on in-

vestments. During the year or two after Rey-
nolds' death the investments failed to make good
—and Anthony had been covering the losses ever
since.

"Do you mean to say my husband was dis-

honest?" asked the startled widow.
"I wouldn't go as far as that," announced An-

thony. "But there are notes for three hundred
and fifty thousand dollars due on the first of

July. If this isn't settled it will go into the
courts and some unpleasant facts will come about
your husband's dealings."

Mrs. Reynolds was now driven to the verge of
panic.

"Everything we have is mortgaged to the limit

—

how in the world can we meet that note?"
Anthony pretended to ponder the question, then

spoke with an assumption of noble inspiration.
"As your son-in-law, for instance, I could cover

the debt with my own money, and there would be
no questions asked."

Mrs. Reynolds, wild with fear of the threat-
ened disgrace, promised to do her best to win
Corinne over to marrying Anthony.

Jubilantly the cynical, immoral, crafty old suitor
returned to his offices in New York and—too sly
to confide in anyone—indulged in self-congratula-
tions.

"Well, old boy, with one stroke of diplomacy
you've wiped out a debt and gotten the promise
of the prettiest little girl in America !"

Mrs. Reynolds began, by inference at first, to
discourage Corinne's affection for Garland, and
quite against her mother's wishes she continued to
see Dr. Garland. This required some circumlo-
cution, and Corinne decided to call in Togo as a
confederate. She found him in a little pantry out
back of the kitchen, where he was polishing his
Samurai swords, a picture of Onoto on the shelf
beside him.
"They are very honorable killers in my family,"

he told her while she viewed the blades in some
alarm. "Some day I expect to enjoy death from
them."
She asked about the Japanese girl in the pic-

ture.

"Do you love her?" she inquired.

"One who has loved the rose can never again
love the cherry blossom," he replied sadly.

And by the hopeless look he gave her she
realized for the first time the truth. Poor, faith-

ful Togo was in love with her ! She was too
kind to scorn him, for she knew that his queer,
chivalrous little soul had gone out to her—and
his adoration was so humble and inoffensive

!

She tried to express her sympathy, but this only
made poor Togo bow his head, submissive to the
tragedy. At last he picked up the flower she had
dropped from her corsage and laid it across the
blade of the unsheathed sword on the table.

"Would it be convenient for me to die for you,
please?" he asked pitifully.

"Togo," she replied, trying to smile, "be sensi-

ble and do me a real live service. Go at once to
Dr. Garland with this note. Come back with his

reply."

He took the note, which said

:

"I'm free after four. Where shall I meet
you?"
He found Dr. Garland just going into the ster-

ilizing room of the hospital, preparatory to an
operation. The physician hastily penned on a

leaf of his pad

:

"Will be in my laboratory—the uptown side."

While the above adventures befell Togo there
had been some changes in the life of Nara, the
villainous little tea house servant.

On the day when he saw Togo departing in

the steerage and the Baron in the first cabin, his

soul became a prey to two devouring emotions

—

fear and avarice. He began to fear the conse-
quences of his theft of the Rising Sun medal—

a

frightful penalty would follow if he were caught.
Also the sight of so much good blackmail getting

away from him drove him to the verge of mad-
ness. Therefore, although almost penniless, he

determined to go to America also. He at last

shipped as a mess-boy in a merchantman plying

between Nagasaki and San Francisco. Later he
beat his way across the Continent and, upon ar-

rival in New York, kept body and soul together

working on the wharves along the East River.

On the same day when Togo bore the note to

Dr. Garland, Nara was stabbed in the hand dur-
ing a drunken quarrel with a low Japanese. He
had no wish to report his troubles to the police,

so he went forth on his own hook looking for a

doctor.

Meanwhile Corinne, accompanied by Togo—the

latter carrying boxes and parcels as though bent

on a shipping expedition—set out to keep her date

with Garland. She found Garland's charity dis-

pensary and laboratory on the East Side and was
met in the hall by Garland himself. He motioned
Corinne into an empty reception room. He then

stationed Togo outside in the hall, and instructed

him to give the alarm if any one approached. For
this service he offered Togo fifty cents "for a

smoke."

"So sorry. I cannot smoke your money," re-

plied Togo, courteously returning the fee.

Togo was left outside guarding the tryst of the

woman he loved to desperation. The hall in

which he stood was provided with chairs, as a

sort of waiting room. In a corner there was a

case of surgical tools. Togo examined them curi-

ously and was especially fascinated by a fearful-

looking pair of scissors.

There came a ring at the door. Togo realized

the importance of leaving the lovers to them-
selves, so he peeked cautiously through the small

pane of glass beside the door to see the nature of

the caller. His hair fairly stood on end, for, look-

ing more villainous than ever, ragged and des-

perate, stood his evil genius, Nara, standing out-

side ringing impatiently for admittance.

Togo was at a loss what to do. He might es-

cape and thus avoid the dreaded meeting. Then
he remembered his promise to Dr. Garland and
determined to stick it out. An inspiration ! He
saw a long laboratory apron and white cap hang-
ing on a peg. Hastily he donned the misfit gar-

ments, which were so much too big for him that

his hands were quite concealed in the long sleeves

and the big cap covered his head almost to his

nose. Thus equipped he opened the door to his

enemy.
"I wish doctor, please !" demanded Nara, sul-

lenly.

"I Doctor, thank you," replied Togo. "What
can I do to you?" *

"Hon. Hand sliced up," responded Nara, show-
ing the wounded member.
Togo made a bluff at examining the wound,

then went over to the cabinet and brought out
the alarming-looking shears.

"What to do?" shrieked Nara, backing away.

"Stand pleasantly, please," commanded Togo,
rolling up his victim's sleeve and measuring off

a tender spot in the forearm. "I'm going to cut

off your pain."

Nara uttered a shriek of fright and started

racing around the laboratory, Togo following
close with his deadly weapon. At last Nara gained
a yard, yanked open the door and dodged wildly

into the street.

"You have a delicious swift sickness !" Togo
grinned and returned to his post.

Inside the waiting room Dr. Garland was pro-

posing to Corinne. She yielded to his embrace

and confessed that she loved him.

"When shall we be married?" he asked her

rapturously.

"Oh, if we could run away!" she replied, hys-

terically. "Bur I owe everything to my mother.

I must do as she says. We must wait."

That afternoon Corinne had a wretched scene

with her mother. The old lady came sweeping

to her room. Hysterically she told her daughter

how, on the first of next month, they would be

obliged to move from their beautiful estate, to sell

everything for debt, to live somewhere in the

poorer quarters of town. The business had gone

to pieces, they were hideously in debt. Corinne

was sympathetic, but she could give no suggestion.

"If you would be a true daughter to me,"

sobbed her mother, "and forget that penniless

Garland."
"But, mother, can't you see I love him? Didn't

you love my father when you married him?"

"Ah ! It's because I love your father so and

so respect his memory that I am broken-hearted
!"

she sobbed afresh. "My dear, Carlos Anthony
has been patching things up for us ever since

your father died. He has been holding the estate

together for us. But his patience is wearing thin.

And unless we can borrow three hundred and

fifty thousand dollars by the first of the month
your father will be branded as a thief I"

After an hour of this sort of pleading Mrs.

Reynolds left her daughter to her despair. To
marry the rich old man would be a degradation

she could not bear. Then she thought of the hon-
ored position her father had always held during
his prosperous lifetime. The vision of her moth-
er's disgrace swam before her eyes.

The telephone rang. It was Carlos Anthony,
asking if he might In- permitted to call that after-

noon. Corinne hesitated, then consented to see

him.
"I'll do as mother says," Corinne thought. "It's

her heart or mine that must break."

Later in the evening when Corinne, dressed
radiantly to receive her caller, came down the

stairs she saw Togo's inquisitive head poked from
the pantry door, admiring her beauty. She
stopped, hesitating if she should tell her confiden-

tial friend of her plight. At last she said: "Togo,
how much would you give for Honor?"
"When Honor come along, too much are not

enough," he answered promptly.

When Anthony called Corinne received him as

cordially as possible, concealing her distaste. He
proposed marriage and, after a struggle, she
turned to him and said

:

"Yes, I will marry you. But let us understand
one another. I do not love you. I am doing
this to save the reputation of my poor father."

"I do not ask too much," grinned Anthony,
tremendously pleased.

"Before we are married I shall expect you to

sign a paper agreeing to cover all my father's

liabilities."

"I am a business man," smiled Anthony. "Marry
me first and I will pay the bills afterward."

Before he left her he had arranged that they
should be married on the 25th of June and that he
would attend to the financial matter before the

first of July, when the danger of public exposure
would impend. He attempted to kiss her at part-

ing, but she shrank away from him.

Corinne went to her room and wept bitterly,

knowing that she had sacrificed all the happiness

her life would ever hold. Togo, in his room di-

rectly over Corinne's, was lying abed with his Jap-
anese dictionary, trying to translate "Love's

Bleeding Sacrifice" when he heard the sound of

her crying in the night. He stole along the pass-

age, down the back stairs, and at last stood before

her door, listening, terribly moved. He went back
to his room, opened his sword-box and removed
her rose, which he had kept pressed under one of

the blades. He kissed it and fell dejectedly back
on his small bed.

Late that night, after Corinne grew calmer, she

wrote a letter to Dr. Garland, as follows

:

"My Dear Doctor Garland:—I am still a

young girl and I do a great many foolish things

under impulse, I suppose. I have had time to

think over the promise I gave you so hastily. I

know it will be quite impossible for me to con-
sider marrying you. And oh—please don't mis-
understand me when I ask you not to see me
again

!

"Corinne Reynolds."

Next morning Corinne called Togo to her. She
handed him an envelope.

"Give the note to Dr. Garland," she commanded.
Togo, who instinctively realized that he was the

bearer of bad tidings, turned the letter over re-

flectively in his hand as he walked along toward

the hospital.

He delivered Corinne's letter to Garland and

stood anxiously by while the latter read the

message, his face growing darker and darker.

At last the offended physician stalked away, quite

unheeding Togo's plea for a word of explanation.

During the following week or so Anthony

paid assiduous court upon his unwilling betrothed.

Togo made himself very unpopular with the pros-

perous gentleman whom he detested. Anthony

was always arriving with large bouquets of flow-

ers. One time, when he was waiting for Corinne, a

cluster of roses in his hand, Togo eyed him curi-

ously and demanded

:

"What pretty funeral you resemble, Mr. Sir!

All time dress up, all time long face, all time

come trimmed with flowers
!"

This remark so offended the solemn Anthony
that he reported the "impertinence" to Corinne.

She took Togo aside and, with a haughteur he

had never before beheld in her, informed him

that he was to respect Mr. Anthony as the gen-

tleman she had chosen to marry.

Later Togo heard the footman gossiping with

the waitress.
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"It's Air. Anthony and his money that's holdin'

this estate together," said the butler. "The Rey-
nolds fortune wouldn't last long if Miss Corinne
didn't marry Mr. Anthony."

This announcement opened up a vista of under-
standing to Togo, who since the first had been
mystified as to Corinne's motives in throwing over
Garland. It now became apparent to him that

the new alliance was entirely cold-blooded, and
that the real lovers were being cheated of their

rights by a pure commercial arrangement.

Togo had been several times to see Dr. Gar-
land, but the physician had sternly refused to ad-

mit him. But with this fresh news in his head,

Togo determined to make one last stubborn effort

to get into a confidential chat with the cheated

lover.

In this frame of mind he went to the hospital,

stood outside the door of Garland's office, ques-

tioned everybody in sight. At last a nurse revealed

the truth. Garland went to California about ten

days ago to look over the details of a new hospi-

tal there. The matter of his return seemed very
indefinite, and nobody seemed to know his exact

address.

Meanwhile the quiet feud between Togo and
Anthony continued. Once, engaging in conversa-
tion with him, he inquired :

"Mr. Sir—why can't you go elsewhere and
bring unhappiness where it will be appreciated?"

Again Anthony reported it to Corinne. Again
she went to Togo—this time in a mood of kindly
sadness.

"Won't you try to be kind to him ?" she asked.

"Similar favor might be asked of dogs while
smelling cats," he replied.

It soon became terrifically apparent to Togo
that Corinne fully determined to marry Anthony
and that nothing short of a miracle would stop
the match. Faithfully as a dog he followed her
while she shopped for her trousseau. He stood
outside while she entered a fashionable shop to

try on her wedding gown. He found her weeping
over a sample of her veil—all together he was
made miserable by the misery which she seemed
doomed to face.

He had been a constant and admiring reader of
the New York Daily "Moon," in whose powers
he had unlimited confidence. Therefore, it oc-
curred to him that maybe he could do some good
if he wrote a letter to the editor protesting against
American weddings. With this thought burning
in his brain he sought quietude in his room, fast-
ened a strip after strip of wrapping paper into a
long scroll, and commenced writing his plaint. It

began

:

"Dearest Sr:—A fashionable wedding are
going to be shot off in home where I are now job-
bing. There are so many Christians in America
that I are surprised at no crime, yet this one
knocks me gast. I ask to know. What is high
noon? Why should noons of weddings be any
higher than other noons? Because everything
must be more expensive? I ask.

"All this home where I work are trimmed with
smile-axe flower to resemble beautiful salad. Sil-
verry wedding presents come in splatoons, re-
sembling militia. Each present marked 'Many
Happy Returns'. Return for what? From other
weddings, maybe.

"Mr. Editor, when I see one American wedding
I can deliciously understand why it are illegal in
this country to get married more than once at a
time. . . ."

The day before the wedding was one of utter
despair for Togo. He did not know Dr. Gar-
land's address, but he made up his mind to tele-
graph him—everybody in America must know
so famous a man. Therefore he went to the
telegraph office and wrote the following dispatch

:

"To Hon. Dr. Garland, care San Francisco.

"Hurry quickly while it is still too late.

"Togo."

The operator, of course, refused to send such
a telegram and, looking it over, inquired roughly

:

"What's the language it's written in?"

"I made it myself," announced Togo proudly.
But this would not go with the operator, who
handed it back for the lack of a proper address.

As the disappointed Togo was taking a trolley-

car home he noticed a fat gentleman in the seat
in front of him reading an evening paper and
laughing as though his heart would break. Togo,
too economical to buy a paper for himself, stood
up and began reading over the fat man's shoulder.

The paper was the "Moon"—and the stuff amus-
ing the fat man was a featured column under the

following headline:

PEEVISH JAP PATRIOT
SWATS YANK WEDDINGS.

"Why Should Noon of Wedding Be Higher than
Any Other Noon?" He Asks to Know.

HORRORS OF CEREMONY
Described By "Hashimura Togo," Mysterious In-

vestigator, Who Has Discovered Why Ameri-
cans Only Want to Marry Once.

Togo as he got off the car loosened up and
bought an evening paper. This he read solemnly,
much impressed with the importance of his mes-
sage. He even enjoyed a secret hope that the edi-

tor of the "Moon" would send police or militia

to stop the affair.

But the wedding preparations went on just the
same. From early morning on the day of the
event Togo worked like a superman, carrying
chairs, arranging decorations, trimming the large
reception room with greenery.
He saw Corinne's fate closing rapidly around

her and he grew fairly panicky in his attempt to
think of an escape for her. He saw the hated
bridegroom, fastidiously clad, arriving at the
right time. The minister went upstairs and put
on his clericals. Togo was everywhere. Going
down the hall, past Corinne's room, he saw her,
beautiful in her bridal robes, standing tragically
before the mirror, the picture of sorrow. It was
just the instant her attendants had stepped out
of the room and she was taking the opportunity to
act. Quickly she opened a drawer of her bureau
and took out a photograph of Dr. Garland. As
if in a panic she looked around, wondering what
to do with it.

She kissed it hysterically—then suddenly she
saw the sad face of her only friend, Togo, at the
door. Furtively she motioned him to come to her
and slipped him the picture, on the back of which
was written in her hand, "To remember always."
Then she motioned him out of the room, whis-
pering :

"You are the only one I can trust. Keep it for
me."
Down in the reception hall everything was in

readiness for the wedding. Through a crack in
the door at the back of the room Togo was view-
ing the impending catastrophe. The ceremony be-
gan and went along smoothly until the minister
came to that part in the Episcopalian ritual which
says

:

"If there be any among those present who can
give just cause why this man and this woman
should not be joined together in holy matrimony,
let him now speak or forever hold his peace."
Then followed the habitual pause—then from

the back of the room came sharply the words

:

"Whoa up, Mr. Preach Man ! Stop marrying

!

This happy wedding no good. Miss Corinne got
better sweetheart in California

!"

The wedding was now turned into a stampede.
Mrs. Reynolds fainted ; the place was a scene of
amusement and horror. The ushers threw Togo
bodily out of the place, and the minister refused
to go on with the ceremony. The guests began
going home. Mrs. Reynolds came quickly to and
glared around.

"It's that awful Togo !" she screamed, scramb-
ling to her feet.

Meanwhile Togo had rushed to his room,
stuffed his possessions into his bag, grabbed his

Samurai sword-box and prepared to beat a hasty
retreat. At the foot of the stairs he encountered
the jeering face of Ike White, the chauffeur, and
coming up in the rear, Mrs. Reynolds in a frenzy
of rage.

"Go away and don't ever come back !" she
yelled.

"Do Miss Corinne join you in that invitation?"
asked Togo, lingering.

"Ike !" she called to the big chauffeur, "are you
going to stand by and see your mistress insulted?"

Ike dutifully—nay, cheerfully—threw off his

coat and started for Togo.
"Ah, now you shall enjoy free education in jiu

jitsu," announced Togo, deftly laying down his
burden.

He then proceeded to carry out his promise,
throwing the big chauffeur all over the place,

deftly putting him down every time he tried to

get up, torturing him in a very gentlemanly
manner.
Togo later resuming his swords and bag vaulted

the fence and disappeared in another direction.

Meanwhile the wedding guests had gone home.
Anthony was the last to leave. He merely stopped

to take a sarcastic look at the stricken bride-to-be,

then put on his hat and walked away.

Togo, having eluded the police, walked several
miles to a remote railroad station and took a
train for New York. He was desolate at the
thought of leaving his adored Corinne, but gloried
in the thought that he had saved her from the
supreme calamity. On account of the brawl in the
back yard he regarded himself to be a fugitive

from justice. He thought once of appealing to his

father, the Ambassador at Washington, but the
memory of the Baron's wrath prevented him. He
had very little money and must find work at once.
The idea of going on with domestic service re-

volted him, yet there seemed nothing to do but to
apply to another employment bureau. Then he
got one of his inspirations—the newspapers 1

Wasn't his article on weddings played up in large
headlines ? Maybe the foolish Americans would
pay him real money to write this sort of thing.

Therefore he went at once to the "Moon" office,

where he scrawled "Hashimura Togo" under the
nose of the haughty office boy. Almost immedi-
ately he was ushered into the presence of the
managing editor. "Hashimura Togo !" cried that
gentleman. "By George, I've found you at last 1"

He sent for the city editor and the star reporter
and the proprietor and they held a regular love-
feast over Togo.
"Could you do one for us a week?" asked the

managing editor.

"O, surely, Mike !" replied Togo. "Give he
sufficient ink and money and I could do one every
hour."
The editor promised him a regular and very

liberal salary and he went away triumphant. As
he passed through the local room he was not un-
aware of the sensation he was creating among the
staff.

Meanwhile things had gone very badly with
the Reynolds. Carlos Anthony's prophecies as
to the condition of the estate were, apparently,
correct, for creditors began clamoring almost at

once. Their property was seized for debt. They
were forced to move to a poor quarter of the town,
Mrs. Reynolds had saved a little out of the wreck,
but not enough to keep them for long. The old
lady was quite broken in health, so Corinne was
obliged to do all the housework and to make
every possible attempt at self-support. Broken-
hearted over the loss of Dr. Garland, whom she
still loved, the girl made a brave fight and did all

she could to make life easy for her failing mother.
Meanwhile Dr. Garland had lingered in San

Francisco. The seeming heartlessness of Corinne
had embittered him and turned him toward gaiety
and dissipation. He had been working hard, too,

and there had been talk of making him the head
of the new Mercy Hospital there. He had taken
out a license to practice in California and decided
to make the State his residence. Already his

brilliant operations were making him famous,
and his natural kindness to the poor had won for
him innumerable friends.

The pretty nurses in the hospital began making
a great fuss over him ; but his principal danger
was a Mrs. Blynn, a very gay, wealthy woman
who had gone in for hospital work as a fad.

She made a dead set for Garland and he began
taking her around a great deal for automobile
rides and late dances.

He was growing quite fascinated with the

charms of the little enchantress. Time after time
he was on the point of proposing marriage to

her, but always the vision of the wonderful girl

who had spoiled his trust in womankind arose be-

fore his eyes.

"Men who understand women," he told her
cynically, "never marry one."

Meanwhile Baron Hashimura, as Ambassador,
was flourishing in his diplomatic life in Washing-
ton. Brilliant, progressive, able, he made friends

everywhere. Secretly, however, the Baron's mind
was far from restful. The custodian of his estate

near Tokyo had written a belated letter, confess-

ing that Jiro escaped from imprisonment and had
been undiscovered for many months. As a human
being and a father, the Baron grieved continually

over his harshness toward the boy he loved, yet

as a Samurai, he sternly stuck by his opinion that

the young scapegrace had been a dishonor to the

clan and must remain an outcast. However, the

Baron caused secret agents to be dispatched
everywhere to search for the missing boy.

All this time the elder son, Taro, was running

true to form and leading a wild life all over

Washington.
About this time Hashimura Togo's articles be-

gan appearing in the papers throughout the coun-

try. Now on American politics, now on baseball,

now on Woman Suffrage ; they were being read

and laughed at all over Washington. Congress-

men smiled at them going into the Capitol Build-

ing. One of Togo's articles was laid on the desk
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before the serious Baron Hasliimura. Reading at

first solemnly, a smile began to grow, and he

chuckled aloud at the joke on his own race.

That afternoon he went to call on the Secretary

of State, whom he found reading a Togo article.

"This Hashimura Togo is a live wire !" grinned

the Secretary. "Is he a son of yours?"

"I have only one son," replied the Baron, draw-

ing himself up proudly.

About this time Togo, who had been working

diligently on his newspaper enterprise, decided

to steal back to New Jersey and offer himself to

Corinne's service. He went to the big house and

found it deserted, the family moved. He asked of

an old caretaker where they had gone.

"To the poor house," he replied shortly—and

was finally coaxed into giving the Reynolds' new
address.

Togo found the poor street on which they lived.

On the front porch sat Mrs. Reynolds in an in-

valid's chair, quite oblivious of his approach.

Togo skirted around to the back of the house

where Corinne; in her capacity of drudge, was
hanging out clothes. He popped up behind the

fence. She screamed.

"The rose cannot live among so much onions,"

he said by way of greeting. "Only permit me to

be your slaving servant again. The color of your

beautiful eyesight will be always pay-day for

me !"

"You must go!" she whispered. "I appreciate

your kindness and trust you. But my mother

hates you and considers that your act has ruined

us."

Bowing to the inevitable, Togo departed. But

he lingered in the neighborhood, hopelessly watch-

ing the misery of the girl he loved.

Next day when he went to the office of the

"Moon" to get his pay he found $80 waiting for

him for Togo articles. He wrapped $60 of this

in a sheet of paper with the New York Evening
"Moon" at the letter-head. This he sealed in a

"Moon" envelope, addressed it to Corinne and

mailed it.

The money reached Corinne just as things were

getting quite unendurable. A grocer, presenting

an unpaid bill, had insultingly refused to leave

the porch until some settlement was made. Cor-

inne, half distracted, ripped open the envelope.

Her surprise was less than her joy at this mys-
terious delivery, and she almost threw $20 at the

insistant tradesman before she realized what she

had done. After all, she considered this money
was not hers. There had been some sort of mis-

take. Finally she held the sheet of paper close

to the light and found the word "Togo" scrawled

on a corner.

Pride, however, would not permit this sort of

thing, so she sat down at once and penned him
a reply.

"DiiAR Toco—I'm sending it back—all but twenty
dollars. There is no use of my trying to con-

ceal from you that I had to have that amount. I

had no right to take it, because I don't know
when I can send it back, if ever. You have shown
yourself a fond and wonderful friend, capable of

the highest devotion.

"But please don't do it again.

"Corinne Reynolds."

Meanwhile Togo went back to the "Moon"
office to find the whole place seething with cer-

tain municipal scandals which they had been run-

ning to ground these several years. It seemed that

a ring of corrupt contractors and politicians had
been hanging together with the idea of forming

an immense bribery fund—and the originator of

this idea was Carlos Anthony, now the head of

Carlos Anthony & Co. It came out in the investi-

gation that Anthony had been caught twice deliv-

ering large bribes to a corrupt State leader and
had received favors accordingly. This money was
delivered during the late spring, but quiet investi-

gation at that time showed that Anthony had no
money of his own.
"Where did he get it?" the Evening "Moon"

was asking sarcastically in a headline which took

Togo running to the desk of the managing editor.

"I know where he got !" he excitedly announced,
pointing to the headline.

He then rapidly explained to the employer
what he knew about Anthony's engagement to

Corinne, how he was trustee of the estate, how
the family fortunes were wrecked as soon as the

marriage was off.

The managing editor sent for his star reporter,

instructing him to go to the Reynolds home and
learn their side of the case.

Just as Togo was leaving the office Corinne's

letter was handed to him. It bore the remaining
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$40 and the note, which he read with growing
despair. From its tone he realized she was prac-

tically starving. Then he thought of the only

possible solution under the circumstances—Dr.

Garland. He must be found at once and told the

real circumstances of the case.

Togo went at once to the managing editor's

desk and asked for an advance of $50.

"Very important !" explained Togo.

The gentleman, who was very busy, finally con-

sented to make the advance, but was quite

dubious.

"You aren't going to the dogs, Togo?" he asked,

handing out the money.
"Oh, no, Hon. Editor— I going to California,"

blandly announced Togo, disappearing.

A few hours later the political reporter bounced
into the room.
"The District Attorney's office wants Hashimura

Togo's deposition in the Carlos Anthony case,"

excitedly announced the reporter.

"He's gone to California," replied the superior.

However, upon the occasion of his rapid flight

from the "Moon" office there was one watchful
individual who waited upon his flight and almost
spoiled everything. Nara was standing just out-
side the big door of the newspaper building, al-

ternately looking at the caption of a Hashimura
Togo article and the entrance. Togo, rapidly
emerging, ran smack into him.

"So, ha !" grinned Nara. "Always hurrying
somewhere else."

"I have no time to kill you today," replied
Togo, brushing past him.
Nara dogged his steps to a Second Avenue ele-

vated, upon which Togo journeyed toward his
room intent upon baggage for the journey.
Nara went at once to Washington, and while

Togo was on his way to the Coast, Nara was ar-
riving in the capital and proceeding to the Jap-
anese Embassy.

Meanwhile Taro, the elder son, had continued
his dissipated life.

"I wish to resign my most honorable post and
return to Japan," pleaded Taro when threatened
with exposure.
"You have been appointed by the Emperor and

it is your duty to remain," objected his father
sternly. "What is your real reason for resigning?"
Taro admitted that he had been caught cheating

at poker.
"Then I have no sons !" wailed the old man,

throwing up his hands. "Honor has gone from
my house."
The Baron sent Taro away and took counsel

with himself. At this moment a clerk of the
Embassy announced that "a very low man named
Nara is outside and insists upon seeing His Ex-
cellency in the matter of a Hundred Lanterns
which he may remember."

Surprised out of his sorrow, the Baron asked
that the visitor be sent in.

He at once recognized in Nara the servant who
came from the tea house asking hush-money for
the stolen decoration of the Rising Sun.
"O Exalted One !" began Nara, falling at once

on his face, "for merely a thousand yen I could
lead you to your son, Jiro, who is in America."
The Baron was terribly moved, but he scorn-

fully asked

:

"Why should I seek out another son to dis-
grace me ?"

"Because Jiro is innocent," Nara declared. "You
have falsely condemned him for Taro's wrong."
Wild with a half-formed hope, the Baron lifted

up the groveling coolie and beseeched him to
go on.

"I was there at the Tea House when the Most
Honorable Taro got drunk and handed the sacred
medal to a geisha girl. I saw him distinctly. It

was Taro."
The Baron retained Nara and sent again for

Taro. When the broken attache saw the Tea House
servant he lost his nerve entirely and confessed
that Jiro took the blame so that he, Taro, "might
have no stain upon his honorable public career."

"Where is Jiro now?" asked the astonished
father, whereupon Nara unfolded a copy of the
"Moon," pointed to a headline and, below, the
well-known authorship, "Hashimura Togo."
"For a thousand yen I can lead you to where he

lives," insinuated Nara. But the Baron was in

a trance, stunned by the memory of that lifelong

stigma which, through quickness of temper, he
had put upon his heroic son.

Six weeks later in San Francisco Togo suc-
ceeded in finding Dr. Garland, who at the time
was getting out of his prosperous limousine and
helping out a recklessly pretty woman.

Soon he has into the doctor's hands the photo-

graph of himself. In amazement he took it to

the light and read in Corinne's handwriting the

words, "To remember always."

Dr. Garland paced the floor very much moved,
then he faced Togo inquiringly.

"Did she send you with this?" he asked finally.

"Ah, no. I fetch it from New Jersey on my
own intellect. Miss Corinne no could marry
conveniently because her beautiful eyesight was
weeping out all the time for you. Therefore Hon.
Anthony enjoy rage and elope elsewhere. Great
unhappiness enjoyed by all."

"She threw me over for a rich man," growled
Garland.
"Oh, no. She no threw. Her mother threw.

Mother need cash-money, so she sell Corinne to

First National Banker. But Corinne kick banker,
kick wedding, kick happiness. Therefore she
die."

"You mean she's ill?" asked Garland wildly.

"Push quick footsteps to Jersey or she be too
dead to see you," was Togo's way of putting it.

"Thank you, Togo. I shall go to her at once."

During Togo's absence the sensational Anthony
case was called to trial and everything had gone
against the crooked contractor. Togo had been
subpoenaed as a witness, but as no trace of him

—

except the knowledge that he left for California

—

was obtainable, the case went on without his help.

The jury stayed out only a few minutes and re-

turned with a verdict of guilty. Anthony was
sentenced to five years in the penitentiary and
was ordered to restore in full all moneys milked
from private individuals.

At the verdict Mrs. Reynolds fainted in court.

Corinne was overcome with emotion, and, thank-
ing the Assistant District Attorney, said

:

"I don't know how to reward you !"

"It's that little Japanese servant of yours who
should be rewarded," replied the lawyer. "If it

hadn't been for him you'd never have come into

this case."

It was on a late afternoon some days later

that Togo once more laid eyes on Corinne's

shabby house. A strange silence brooked over the

place. He had a horrible fear that she had died

in his absence. Dimly, as evening came on, his

eyes were gladdened by a sign of hope. A taxicab

came puffing down the street and stopped at the

Reynolds door. Distinctly he made out the

form of Dr. Garland walking up the front steps

and touching the door bell. There was a long, un-
responsive wait. Then suddenly the door swung
slowly open—Corinne stood there outlined in light,

thin and tired. At the sight of the Doctor she
seemed to falter back, covering her eyes. Then
she fainted in his arms.

Late in the evening the front door again

opened. Silhouetted in light Togo saw two forms
close together. Garland had taken Corinne in

his arms for a good-night kiss.

After the taxi-cab had driven away Togo took

his course toward the suburban train. His mind
was full of glory and and martyrdom. He had
given her everything to make her happy—every-

thing.

"The Blue Dragon shall have my life now," he
said serenely as he took his way back to his

room.
In his estimation he had fulfilled his life and

there was nothing left for him to live for. For
a Japanese to commit suicide as a final proof of

devotion was only proper and customary. Also,

he was very tired of life, which had yielded him
nothing but misery and reproach.

Therefore, he spent the night putting his af-

fairs in order. He turned the table in his room
into a little Shinto shrine. He burned the letters

he had taken for his journalistic work. Then
he went to bed to sleep—his last sleep on earth.

Morning came and the city began waking up.

The streets filled with busy people going to work.
Still Togo did not arise and carry out his grim
program of self-destruction. As a matter of

fact, he had overslept. Weakness, fatigue, over-

wrought nerves had brought on this reaction.

The alarm clock over his bed began to point to

eleven before Togo opened his eyes, yawned, saw
the Shinto shrine and remembered his duty to

the gods.

He now went to work methodically to complete
his sanguinary task. From the box in the corner
he removed his hari-kiri sword, which he un-
sheathed and laid on the table before the shrine.

He then took Japanese paper and brush and
wrote to his father a letter in Japanese, which
read

:

"Noble Father—Having made myself white in

sight of the gods and my earthly mission being

accomplished, let my soul return to our sacred an-

cestors. "Jiro."

He laid this message on the table beside the
unsheathed sword and prepared for death. In
order that the end might seem good in the sight

of the gods, it was necessary that he put on the
white funeral robes which Onoto had given him
before his leaving Japan. The sacred ceremony
of hari-kiri required this. He began looking
for his valise and found, to his annoyance, that
it had been moved. He went forth in search of
it, leaving his door wide open. At last he found
his valise, got out the white robe and began put-

ting it on.

While Togo was thus engaged, his landlady,

who ran the store below, entered his room to
appropriate his sword as a cheese-knife. Togo
discovered her as she was leaving with it.

'"What you do with holy sword," he inquired
excitedly.

"I'm just borrowin' it to cut some cheese
—

"

"In the hour of death you speak cheese
!"

shrieked Togo, leaping upon her and attempting
to wrest the weapon from her hands. She held
on like grim death, and they wrestled until they
came opposite the open window where, in the
struggle, the sword fell out upon the fire-escape
and clattered down to the street below.
A crowd of noisy boys, playing ball in the

street, saw the sword fall and made a rush for
it. Togo, all clad in white, ran out to the fire-

escape and yelled to them, which caused consid-
erable merriment. The largest of the boys
grabbed the sword and ran away with it at the
head of his gang.

In the meantime the Baron, accompanied by
his secretary and Nara—whom he employed as
guide—had come to New York in search of Jiro

—

(Togo)—and the observant Nara was just lead-

ing the expedition along Second Avenue towards
Mrs. Casey's store when the boys with Togo's
sword came shouting along. The biggest boy was
flourishing the weapon and "acting up" much to'

the amusement of his gang.
"Look, sir!" exclaimed the Baron's secretary.

"It is a sword of Nippon."
The Baron stopped the boy and, after question-

ing him, took the sword and examined it. On
the hilt he saw the crest of a noble Japanese clan
—his wife's family.

"Who gave you this?" was the Baron's aston-
ished inquiry.

"A crazy Jap throwed it out of a window,"
replied the boy, and pointed to the fire-escape,

where Togo's white-clad form was still to be seen

gesticulating like a ghost of evil.

The Baron and his escort ran recklessly toward
the fire-escape, for they knew what the funeral

robes and the unsheathed hara-kiri sword signi-

fied to a Japanese. They rushed up the stairs to

Togo's flat and found Togo prostrate before his

shinto shrine.

"Father," cried Togo, bowing low, "forgive

me. I should have shed my blood for honor. But
the gods sent Mrs. Casey."

"I am the suppliant," replied the father, rais-

ing his son and affectionately embracing him.

"I beg you to live and make our name honorable

through your greatness and humility."

Corinne and Garland were married with only

the necessary witnesses—Mrs. Reynolds and Mrs.

Casey—in the parlor of a New York hotel.

After the ceremony a large, official envelope ar-

rived as though by appointment. It was covered
with crests and golden chrysanthemums and the

engraved card inside read

:

"Imperial Japanese Embassy, Washington, D. C.

"The Japanese Ambassador requests the pleas-

ure of Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Garland's company
at luncheon at one thirty in the afternoon of

Thursday the Second of March."
Dr. Garland laughed, but Corinne looked the

card over carefully.

"It sounds like Togo," she declared at last.

"Has he got a pull with the Mikado, too?" in-

quired Garland.
They decided to take in Washington as part

of their honeymoon.
On Thursday, the Second of March, they were

ushered into the Embassy, greeted with almost

royal honors, and were met at last by the Am-
bassador.

"I insisted that my son should not go back to

Japan without seeing his dear friends again,"

said the Baron. "So I have arranged this in the

way of a surprise party."

"But I beg your Excellency's pardon—am I

acquainted with your son?"
"Aha," laughed the Baron slyly. "It will be

a surprise party for all."

The Baron clapped his hands and summoned his

son. Togo, gorgeously uniformed in the full-
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dress regalia of a military attache, came into the

room. He did not at first see Corinne, and when
he did he was knocked, momentarily, off his

poise. However, he shook hands conventionally

and smiled in the formal manner of the Embassy.
Seated next to him at dinner, Corinne at last

asked him :

"Togo, why didn't you come to see me when
we were married? I wanted to thank you for

what you've been to me—and to ask your for-

giveness."

"You often made me happy by punching, me in

the heart," smiled Togo.
"Ah—and then I wanted to thank you for the

wedding present you brought me . from Cali-

fornia."

She looked significantly over at her husband.
"Oh, yes. He considerable expansive wedding

present. He cost me plenty valuable. Please
handle without breaking. I go back Japan
tomorra."

When the guests were leaving their generous
hosts at the door Togo lingered a moment over
Corinne's hand, loading her with roses.

"They have no roses in Japan," she whispered,
suddenly seeing the look of undying adoration
in his face.

"Japanese hearts look prettier trimmed with

cherry blossoms," he replied and bowed her sol-

emnly out.

When Togo returned to Japan to take up the

military duties suitable to his rank, he went at

once to his father's estate near Tokyo. Clad in

dignified robes he was carried by ricksha to the

narrow path which led to the beautiful Shinto
gate outside his father's estate.

Walking up the path he saw, at first indis-

tinctly, a small, draped figure leaning against one
of the posts. Coming closer he saw a woman
standing there. She lifted her head. It was
Onoto, her eyes shining with the faith that she

had held for him during the years of his absence.

Without a word he took her hand and they
walked together along the crooked path between
the little hills, under the dwarfed trees.

Milady of the Film and
Trousers

(Continued from page 13)

The "boys" are taught to slap each
other manfully upon the back, what
though their delicate feminine shoulders
cannot prevent an involuntary shrinking
from the impact. They are taught to ride

horseback and swim, and, in fact, com-
port themselves in every way that is mas-
culine. In order that they may be physi-
cally able to endure this strenuous life

which has been imposed upon them by a
maternal edict, Lady Castlejordan has
a complete gymnasium erected in their

home, in which the three victims of her
hallucination are forced to spend many
weary hours. They even go so far in

their mad, mad efforts to defy convention
and the very laws of biology itself as to

indulge in boxing matches of more or less

questionable intensity.

Of course, the natural result of all this

frantic effort to cheat mother nature is

the arousing of a certain spirit of rowdy-
ism and adventure among the three girls.

They indulge in a running fight with
some of the neighboring rowdies, draw-
ing their ammunition from a peddler's
wagon, the owner of which has left his

precious load temporarily unguarded.
One of the girls—of course it is Marguer-
ite Clark—goes to London for a visit

and becomes distinctly bored by the com-
monplace petticoated existence which she
is forced to lead. She finally escapes from
her hosts after succeeding in surrepti-

tiously borrowing evening clothes from
the son of the house and getting the but-

ler to hire a wig for her. In the spirit of

adventure, she goes to a London music
hall, where her nattiness wins the favor

of one of the feminine ushers. Unfor-
tunately, however, the "bloke" upon
whom this usher has hitherto bestowed
her undivided affections happens into the
theatre, observes the flirtation and pro-

ceeds to administer a thrashing to the

"boomin' little Johnny." It is then that

the pugilistic experience and athletic

training of our hero-heroine prove valu-

able, for she succeeds in landing a vital

punch upon the rapidly swinging jaw of

the London tough, and makes good her
escape before he recovers from his aston-
ishment. This is perhaps the most strik-

ing example of femininity "rampant in

the field of trousers," if one may be per-

mitted to borrow the phrase from ancient
heraldry.

There are numerous other cases, how-
ever, in which the various screen stars

have bade farewell to their frills and ruf-

fles and have masqueraded in male attire.

Pauline Frederick has abbrogated her
splendid wardrobe on several occasions.

In one of these, an adaptation of E. Phil-

lips Oppenheim's novel, "The World's
Great Snare," she was pictured as the

wife of a miner who dressed herself in

corduroys, brogans and the flannel shirt,

cropped her hair and went out over the

long trail into the gold country in search

of her husband. In this extremely stren-

uous picture Miss Frederick actually

worked with a pickaxe and endured a

number of physical hardships and thus

won the high regard of those who were
associated with her in the taking of the

picture for her courage and fortitude.

In a more recent production Miss Fred-

erick graced a very exquisite riding suit

of a very distinctly mannish persuasion,

and did so with an abandon born of con-

siderable experience in the wearing of

these garments. As a matter of fact, they
were her own riding clothes which she
wears when galloping over the hills in

the vicinity of her country home at Moun-
tain Lakes, N. J. When Miss Frederick

is staying in town, however, she is much
more conservative in her apparel when
taking a canter in Central Park.

Ann Pennington, the little Ziegfeld

Follies' star, who has appeared in several

Paramount pictures, was last seen upon
the screen in "The Little Soldier Girl,"

in which she actually dons a military out-

fit at the end of the story. The tale con-

cerns itself with the Mexican border and
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the subsequent efforts of a little j^irl of

American parentage who escapes over the

border in her efforts to avoid a matri-

monial adventure which is about to In-

imposed upon her by her Mexican
guardian.

Louise Huff, whose dainty and dis-

tinctly feminine characteristics have made
her extremely popular, is another one of

the stars to defy convention. In playing
the "Angel" of the Limberlost, in an adap-
tation of Gene Stratton-Porter's novel,

"Freckles," in which she recently ap-

peared with Jack Pickford, little Miss
Huff preserves her feminine charm. In

several scenes, however, she may even
be said to enhance them by the extremely
smart riding suit in which she appears.

As in the case of Miss Frederick, the arti-

cles of apparel are distinctly suggestive
of the opposite sex.

Even Geraldine Farrar's protege, lit-

tle Marjorie Daw, has not escaped the

touches of the defiers of conventions. It

-was also a Mexican picture which thrust

Miss Daw into trousers. The production
was called "The Jaguar's Claws," and in

it Miss Daw appeared in support of Ses-

sue Hayakawa, the Japanese actor.

Thus it is that we find the moving pic-

ture screen reflecting in all its glory the

spirit of the times. Let us hope, however,

that when the wave of masculinity has

passed we will once again find the fair

sex arrayed in all its frills as it was in the

beginning.

lilii HI

Oswald Smyth, in Love
(Continued from page 42)

might want to drop in again? But she didn't

even call up. And I got to wondering where she

was evenings, who she was with, how she spent

her spare time.

"Every hour that rolled around and I didn't

call her up or try to see her, made an hour

more toward eternity. And eternity, I reflected,

would begin at the grave and we'd all be spirits

and of course in spirit form I could see her all

the time without being tortured by this ghastly

farce of human love. Everything would be

made over, on a different plan, but she'd be there,

she'd live forever, and I could tune her harp, and

shine her halo and rearrange her cushions and

do all those little helpful things that one angel

can do for another.

"And she would look at me then and know how
much I loved her—on earth."

Here Oswald sighed again and was silent a

spell. I did not break his thought. It really was
beautiful and showed the height and depth of the

born ad-writer's imagination.

Osy, in his human form, or in any reasonable

semblance thereof, wouldn't make quite what
you'd call a pattern angel. But I suppose such

little trifles as over-weight and undersize and a

wee bald spot are remedied Over There—they

must be. Otherwise heaven wouldn't be all beau-

tiful. Yes, I presume Osy had it right—in his

sketchy way—things are radically changed and we
recognize each other because it's soul to soul,

There, and not man to man, face to face.
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Pretty soon Os took up his story again :

"Let's see, this is Friday. Well, last Tuesday
I rang her up about four o'clock. She an-
swered right away. I said, after the usual greet-

ings, in which she seemed quite cordial : 'Oysters

are ripe, wouldn't you like to pick a few to-

morrow?' You see I'd discovered her fondness
for sea food.

"'That would be dandy,' she replied. 'I'd just

love to.'

" 'All right,' said I, 'I'll meet you at twelve-ten

at the corner entrance of Pierson's, same as

before.'

"She said 'Good, and you can tell me all you've
been doing with yourself for the last week or
two. Have you been busy?'

" 'Oh tolerably,' I replied, 'what have you
been doing—all the long days, and nights ?'

" 'Why,' she replied, 'I've been awfully busy,
helping out Mrs. Fingle at the Belgian Bazaar
every night and working hard all day. But it's

been fun and I've met so many interesting

people.'
" 'Both male and female, I suppose,' said I,

like a lunkhead.
" 'Yes,' she said, 'lot's of them.'
"I made some fool remark about it's being

nice and all that and she said 'I'd like to have
you come over and see me.'

" 'I'll do that little thing, soon,' I answered.
" 'All right, do,' she laughed 'and it's twelve-ten

tomorrow, then, good-bye.'
" ' At the old trysting place,' quoth I, 'Good-bye.'
"That evening was rosy. I walked with my

head in the clouds. My feet were light. I

caught a glimpse of myself in a store window.
'Not half bad looking fellow, old top,' I kidded
myself. I went in and bought a new hat."

Here Oswald looked at me sorrowfully. "You
won't think I'm a nut, will you?" he asked.

"Osy, old son," I replied, "don't you ever think
it. You're like a brother to me, and anything
you do or say is quite all right. I can't say much
to help you, but I feel for you, and I'm sorry,

old man, sorry as he—1. I only wish I could
do something."

"Well, you can," moaned Os, "listen to the rest

of it ; it's soon told.

"The next day, sharp at twelve-five I was keep-
ing the tryst. I always made it a point to be a
little ahead of time, not to keep her waiting.
I watched the corner—watched the clock on the
New York Emporium across the street. Twelve-
ten came—and went. Twelve-fifteen, twenty,
twenty-five. But I kept a grip on myself. At
twelve-forty I said to myself, 'Oswald, this won't
do—something has happened.' So I hurried to
her office, a couple blocks down the street.

First time I'd been there, I'm sorry to say. She
wasn't there. I hurried back, afraid I might miss
her. At one I went back to her office, making
believe that none of this was so and that I was
just happening around. She wasn't there. I

stood in the hall and thought, or tried to, but
thoughts wouldn't come—my mind was just a
seething mass of ooze. By and by I went out. I

went to a cafe and had lunch alone. Bah ! I

didn't know what I ate, I didn't care. I was just

obeying force of habit—I had to do something.
About one-thirty I went back. Her assistant

was in and said that Miss Ainsley had been in

about noon and gone out—she didn't say when
she'd be back.
"By now I was just a human machine—no ca-

pacity for thought or judgment. I went back to
my office and the afternoon wore away. 'Maybe
she'll call up' I jollied myself, 'surely she'll call

up and say, 'forgive me, how perfectly stupid of
me—I forgot all about it and humbly ask your
pardon a thousand times.'

"Of course that would be a bad confession

—

that she'd forgotten the date, but if she'd call

up with any old excuse I knew I'd forgive her
with all my heart and date her up at once for
dinner and her pick of shows afterward. But no
—she—didn't—call—up !" Osy's voice croaked
off to a whisper.

"Well, after five, when the office force had
cleared up and gone I took my aching head in

my hands and tried to get down to earth.

"I knew then she hadn't forgotten—that she
couldn't and wouldn't—unless, she had wanted
to! So she must have done it deliberately. She
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did—she meant to indicate that she was through

—

there were to be no more dates, no more any-
thing. It was off.

"Then I took out a memo she had left on my
desk one day when I was out—the one and only
time I missed her. I read it over a dozen times.

Here it is—read it for yourself," and Osy handed
me the piece of yellow office paper.

It read : "Mr. Smyth—I'm so sorry to have missed
you, for this was to have been a bright spot in a
dark day. I quite need cheering up. I lost the

manuscript of the story I was illustrating, and
I'm down in the dumps. I'm going home now to

look for it there. Maybe I'll come in again this

afternoon. This is a horrid pen of yours, so

don't blame me for this terrible writing."

She had signed her initials with a flourish, in

a typical feminine hand, back slanting.

"What—what do you make of it?" gurgled Osy.
I read again the "bright spot in a dark day"

and gritted my teeth.

"Osy," I said, "listen : no man knows the heart

and mind of a woman. We can't even guess
very closely. We—we just have to take them as

they come. It's tough, old man, but buck up!"
I slapped him affectionately on the back.

"Well, I now come to the final episode in the
moving drama entitled 'Oswald in Love,' " said

Os, in a pathetic effort at making fun of himself.

"Here it is. I don't have to tell it to you

—

read it for yourself. I wrote it that night and
mailed it down the chute somewhere about ten

P. M. I typed it and made this carbon. I meant
no disrespect in using the typewriter. She knew
that I typed all my work, my ads and the memos
to her about the sketches and all that."

He handed me another yellow sheet. On it I

read the following:

"To You: "January -, 1917.

"I waited for you an hour this noon—you said

that you would be there. Not that it seemed long
or that I reproach you. You have indicated by
action what you didn't want to tell me in words

—

"I have cared for you a lot more than is seemly
to confess. I found so much in you to admire,

and to
—

'like.' Let it go at 'like,' which is a

poor, weak word.
"As you painted pretty pictures, so you seemed

to me to live one—to be one. My imagination has
built many castles about you—wonderful castles

—

rosy dreams.
"But they are doomed to be only dreams. And

I am sorry, sorry, sorry.

"Our brief acquaintance may have been to you
but a casual happening in the daily work—but
to me (forgive me if it seems presumptive) to

me you brought a new atmosphere into a hum-
drum life. Yours, to me, was a personality that

gilded the day with a happy sunshine. And I

wanted so much to know you outside of business

—to know you better, as soon as the proper con-
vention of things might be complied with, as

soon as you might ask me to your home.
"One day I asked you for your picture, when

you told me of having some new ones taken. I

wanted one—the next best thing to you—to have
with me always. I ask your forgiveness again

for my seeming presumption. But the pictures

'didn't turn out good.'

"Tonight it seems to me I want you more than

ever before—that I will always want you. But
apparently there is nothing I can do or say, ex-

cept—good-bye."

Osy had just signed his initial, "S" to the letter.

It blurred before me. I swallowed a few times

and made a pretense of moving my chair back
from the fire. But I didn't sit down again—

I

went and stood by Oswald's bowed head. "Here,"
I said, "put them away Os—keep these notes. If

that didn't touch her heart, nothing could. It

seems to me that if I'd inspired such an ex-

pression from a man, I wouldn't let anything

stand between me and him. But then, I'm not a

woman—I'm not Miss Ainsley."
Osy noticed the bitter tone in which I said the

last. He looked up surprised. I pulled a letter

out of my pocket. "Oswald," I said sternly, "you
asked me a while ago if ever I'd been in love. I

have—yes. And lately, too. Here is a letter

from a woman I recently met in a social way—it

came by the afternoon mail. I put it in my pocket
to practice self control. I wanted to see if I had
myself completely in hand. I'm glad I did, for
the experience, coupled with your story, has
strengthened me. See—unopened I now put it in

the flames," and with that I walked over and
laid it in the grate and watched it shrivel.

Dear old Os jumped up and rushed forward.
"But, but—hold on, Jake—don't

—

"

My strong right arm restrained him. "Stop,
old man," I said kindly, "I know pretty well

what's in that letter, and knowing—I choose to

make that end of it. Now come, sit down and
let's have a good night cigar together. Then
we'll hie ourselves to bed, for you'll bunk here
tonight with me, old pal, in my spare nightie."

I tried to be as cheery as I could, for Osy's
sake, but don't you ever think that it didn't cost

me dear to burn that letter

!

And now, Miss Ainsley, if you should happen
to pick up this magazine—if you should chance to

peruse, this bit of "fiction," as I think and hope
Providence may will that you should, I trust you
will understand why you received no answer to

your last letter I burned your missive unread.

I know from close observation that Oswald
never reads the stories in any magazine—he
scans the ads and then gives me the books, so I

dare to write this, using names no one will recog-
nize, and to tell you, publicly, that you hurt my
friend a deep and lasting hurt, Miss Ainsley. He
was a trusting boy, and he paid you royal homage.
You ate his oysters and came back for more.

Then you cut the thread of his tender romance
with cruel shears. But out of the wreck of his

love—yes, and out of the jolt you gave my feel-

ings—I can see that good will come to both of us,

in the form of a new vision of the super-
woman—the glorious being who has all that you
possess to attract a man, Miss Ainsley, and
something more besides.

My own private judgment is—please note this

carefully—that while as an artist you may be fair

in your designing, yet as a woman you are de-
cidedly unfair in your designs.

Outside of that you're all right. May New
York be kind to you.

Good-bye, Miss Ainsley.********
A world without women ! It would be differ-

ent, wouldn't it, reader? But we don't want it,

at that—perish the thought.
Heaven bless them all, of every hue—natural

and artificial

!

After Oswald has had a few days for mental
rest and readjustment, I'm going to date him
up to meet sister. If she could inspire some of
the same high thoughts he had for Miss Ainsley's

better self, I'd call it good work.
Me? Oh, I'm off the woman stuff.

But say, I helped the prettiest little lady, in the

park yesterday—having trouble with her skates,

you know. And sh—h, don't breathe it to a soul

—she accidentally dropped a calling card I

Would you? We—ell, maybe I will. But I've

got to get Osy dated up first, poor boy.
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Paramount-Arbuckle two-reel comedies,

Victor Moore and Black Diamond single-

reel comedies, the Paramount-Bray Picto-

graph,weekly "Magazine on theScreen" and
Paramount-Burton Homes travel pictures.

Hand your theatre manager the Box
Office Request for Paramount Pictures

below. It's a small thing to do, but it will

bring the rich and satisfying entertainment

of Broadway home to you.

!****,

Cparamount

i ^aramomt^ictiire4-(^^
Controlled by

Jf. ADOLPH ZUKOR, President JESSE L. LASKY, Vice-President

CECIL B. DE MILLE, Director-General

Famous Players - Lasky Corporation

NEW YORK

$ox0f£ice9fcqued

^aramourit&fictureS*

I should enjoy seeing Paramount Stars
and Pictures.

Name.

Address.
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Madge Kennedy's Bow to

the Movie Fans
{Continued from page 26)

Brussels carpet which indicated the draw-

ing-room.

"In this set, by the way, Mr. Ballin

went to no little pains to depict such an

apartment as the type of wife I am sup-

posed to represent would be expected to

furnish. Chintz curtains, wicker furni-

ture and triplicate mirrors psychologically

convey somewhat the spirit of the story

which is a point that is being stressed in

the manufacture of our photodramas. So

little attention has been paid to the detail

of .photodramatic sets, yet the importance

of appropriate scenery cannot be exag-

gerated. Scene builders have taken much
for granted, just as a dramatist always

assumes that a detective wears his hat in

the house."

"Are you always going to play farce?"

I asked.

"I hope some day, whether it be in pic-

ture or on the stage, I will be given a

chance to do straight comedy," she an-

swered.

"How about a real dramatic heroine,"

I suggested.

"Never," she protested. "To me there

is nothing deadlier nor duller than a part

which is tailor-made fat. There is some-

thing unreal about the average stage

heroine in a straight part that would
make a dramatic bankrupt of me, I fear.

I like farce because it is fast, and comedy
I should like for the same reason and be-

cause it is more real ; but drama, pro-

nounced with a Boston a, I never shall

essay. A comedienne should stick to her

laugh."

"Speaking of laughs," I answered, "who
laughs first, man or woman?"
"My experience has been that man is

the pleasantest, easiest and most unaf-

fected laugher. I could even undertake

to prove that man has the more humor, if

I used my own experience behind the

footlights as a criterion. Generally

speaking, a man will laugh where a

woman only smiles, and when a woman
reaches the point of laughing a large ma-
jority of men will be emitting side-split-

ting whoops. Perhaps it is because a

woman is more repressive, but as an en-

couragement to a good time I would
rather have one fat man in the first row
than an entire Woman's Literary So-

ciety."

"In other words," I said, "a man would
find more laughs in 'Baby Mine' because
man is naturally more humorous."

"Either that, or because a woman wrote
it," countered Miss Kennedy, which
seemed to leave the subject open to a fu-

ture debate.

"Are you athletic?"

"Not guilty. I don't swim, golf, tennis

or play any one of a number of sports

AFTER
THE

MOVIES
Murine Is for Tired Eyes.

Red Eyes—Sore Eyes
—Granulated Eyelids

Rests—Refreshes—Restores
Murine is a Favorite Treatment for Eyes that feel dry and
smart. Give your Eyes as much of your loving care as
your Teeth and with the same regularity. Care for them.

YOU CANNOT BUY NEW EYES!
Murine Sold at Drug, Toilet and Optical Stores

»sk Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago, lor Frgf Book

that I understand are so popular. I would
rather knit a sweater than drive a motor,

and my wildest athletic outburst is riding

a well broken horse through Central Park.

I have finished three sweaters for our
marines and am at work on my fourth."

Lucky marines

!
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All in the Day's Work
(Continued from page 14)

moment, then, with an adorably shy little

smile, she lifted her white hands to the

lapels of his coat, smiling into his eyes as he

looked down into hers.

"Are—you—really

—

really sure that

you love me?" she whispered.
There was really no need for an an-

swer, because his eyes and face told more
than words ever could. But he answered,
just the same:

"Love, sweetheart? I love you more
than anything else in all this wide world !"

he cried, softly. "Love you? And sure

of it? Am I sure that I am living—that

you are really here in my arms? Oh, my
darling!" And his arms swept her close,

cradling her against his breast. His
brown head bent until their lips met, and
clung in a long, long kiss that had no be-

ginning and seemed not to have an end.

And
"Cut!" called the soulless director,

while the equally mundane photographer
phlegmatically announced the number of

feet consumed by the exquisite bit of life

before me. In my dark corner I indig-

nantly wiped my eyes and asked that old,

old question for which there doesn't seem
to be an answer

:

"Why is a director?"

Miss Bayne had caught one of the frail

tulle sleeves of her gown on a button of

Mr. Bushman's coat, and he disentangled
it for her with some laughing remark, to

which she answered as laughingly. The
director and camera-man began figuring

on another scene ; everybody around the
studio went on with their usual tasks ; a
couple of extra girls behind me reviled

an acquaintance with as little concern as
if they were home, alone ; but I sat still in

my dark corner, hoping that I would be
unnoticed until I had been able to re-

move the traces of tears from my face.

The scene that I had just witnessed
had been like an exquisite golden-hued
butterfly in the midst of a machine shop

—

a gorgeous, frail-hued bit of romance
broken and smashed against the sordid
realism of every-day life.

When Miss Bayne turned to me she
stared, then called Mr. Bushman excit-

edly.

AZ-I-EN-ZA
Trade-mark re»iit«r«d, U. S. Patent Office, Not. 17, 190*—No. 41488

*'The Medicinal Cream"
For Pimples and the Complexion
Relieves burning and itching. Price, 25c, SOc, $1.00 in
jars. Trial size, 5c. Sent postpaid to any address.
E. H. BALL CO., 330 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. N. V.

LEARN AT HOME
BY MAIL TO DRAW—PAINT

Be a magazine, newspaper or commercial

illustrator; be a cartoonist; paint in water

colors or oil. Let us develop your talent.

Free Scholarship Award. Your name and

address brings you full particulars by return

mail and our illustrated Art Annual Free.

FINE ARTS INSTITUTE, Studio 883, Omaha, Neb.

"Oh, Frank," she called. "Here's a
lovely tribute—that scene made Miss
Gaddis weep !"

"It did not !" I snapped, rudely, with
an attempt to hide my sentimentalism.
"The lights in here hurt my eyes

!"

Mr. Bushman grinned.

"All right, come and go to dinner with
Miss Bayne and me—we'll try to offer a
cure for—er—the lights that hurt your
eyes

!"

Of course I went; but it didn't make
me forget the exquisite bit of acting that
had to me been so beautiful—but that
was to them all in the day's work.

My Ammunition Plants
(Continued from page 16)

stroke of paralysis because I insisted on
picking the pea blossoms from the plants.

How was I to know that if left to them-
selves they would in due time turn into
nice green pods of peas? I thought the
peas grew in the ground like potatoes.
One morning he discovered me pulling

up radishes and sticking them back in the
soil again because I thought they should
grow some more, and he had the hardest
time convincing me that this method of
gardening was altogether too futuristic
for- practical purposes. The beans, too,
every morning had a habit of popping
out on the surface, and I spent many an
hour carefully thrusting them back into
the ground until he detected me and ini-

tiated me into the error of my ways.
Since then I have discovered a lot of

things which I never suspected before
about the whims of vegetables and, of
course, I have a whole lot more to learn

;

but I have seen enough to convince me
that raising war brides in a garden am-
munition plant is a task so gigantic that
even George Creel, with his extraordinary
skill at "elaboration," couldn't begin to
do justice to the theme with all the
United States army and navy behind
him

!

EYES THAT THRILL"
Bring out that hidden Charm, Beauty and Expression

This popular preparation is unexcelled for eyebrows
and eyelashes. Something new. Unlike any other
preparation now sold. Absolutely harmless. Mar-
velously assists nature in growing long, satin-like,
smart eyelashes and eyebrows. Easily applied.
Satisfaction assured or money refunded.

Price, 25c box, by mail (stamps or coin).

LASHTONE
PpCp 100 Beautiful Pictures of Leading Screen Artists,
* IxE«Ej printed on beautiful paper. A treat for all tending
25c for one box Lashtone. Sold only by

LASHTONE COMPANY, 505 Brede Bldg. , Chica(o,IH.
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THESE TREMENDOUSLY POPULAR STARS

KNOWN and ADMIREDTHROUGHOUT the WORLD
APPEAR EXCLUSIVELY IN

<5oldwyn||^ictures

Beginning In September They Will Be Seen at the Lead-

ing Theatres On Four Continents In a Type and Qual-

ity of Productions Rarely Ever Attained In Cinema Art.

($oldwyng^ictures
Corpofa-tion

16 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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The Criticism of an Expert

Douglas Fairbanks recently asked the operator

at Clune's Los Angeles Theater, how he liked

his new Artcraft film, "Wild and Woolly."
"Fine," replied the manipulator of the projec-

tion machine, "there isn't a hole in the entire

film."

Ashamed of His Wealth

Speaking of Scotch conservatism, Taylor
Holmes, Essanay's noted star, recounts the fol-

lowing:
Andy McTavish, a burly boy from the heather

country, was waylaid by two highwaymen in

New York, who demanded his money. Andy put

up such a ferocious fight the robbers thought
surely he must be laden with wealth. It was two
hours before they finally overpowered the Scot,

then all they found in the pockets of their pros-

trate victim was a single dime.

"What th' Deil did you fight so hard for?"

asked one of the astonished highwaymen.
"I dinna want you to know how little I had,"

replied the victim.

Whither His Gaze?

An interpretative danseuse, employed for the

occasion from one of the fashionable Chicago
roof gardens, did an Egyptian number in Bryant
Washburn's feature, "The Golden Idiot."

"Did you notice the expression in her eyes?"
Mr. Washburn asked a spell-bound "extra man"
near him.
"N-n-no Sir," he stammered.
"Well, you should have looked at that, too," the

star answered. "I did—once."

What's Coming to Dinner

Mary, the cook, was slightly deaf in one ear.

Her mistress was going to give a dinner-party

and Eleanor the little daughter of the house, who
was not quite old enough to sit up for dinner was
interested. She approached the cook who was
busily preparing the meal.
"Whose coming to dinner, Mary?" she ques-

tioned.

"Two chickens," answered Mary briefly.

When Warde Released "Doug"

To readers who know that first Triangle and
then Artcraft released Douglas Fairbanks the

statement that Frederick Warde released the well

known "Doug" will be little short of startling.

The fact that Warde is not a releasing con-
cern, but a screen player himself whose films, in-

deed, are being released by Pathe, serves to mud-
dle the situation further.

And yet

—

"Doug" says it's true himself.

"Before I learned very much about science, art

and ethics of mining I saw Frederick Warde in

his repertoire of classic plays and then decided
that as a mere capitalist I should be wasting
time. The call of the higher drama lured me all

the way to Richmond, Va., where I made my
first appearance with Mr. Warde in the role of
Francois in 'Richelieu.' " says Fairbanks.

"In this character and in that of Florio in 'The
Duke's Jester,' which followed, I failed to make
any perceptible dent in the classic drama, but I

probably wore the most astonishing costumes ever
beheld on the native stage, being fitted out by a
well meaning but misguided wardrobe mistress in

odds and ends of ancient, modern and medieval
garb.

"So effectually did my costumes succeed in

breaking up the actors and actresses who hap-
pened to be on the stage whenever I made my
entrance that Mr. Warde released me without
visible signs of pain."

Not That Kind of a Cat

Five-year-old Agnes had been playing in the
garden with her kitten, when she suddenly missed
him. She espied him curled up in a corner of
the garden under the shade tree. She bounded
over to him and grabbed him by the tail from his

resting place. Then she saw that he had been
lying on a bird's nest which contained three
tiny blue eggs.

"O—oh, mother," she exclaimed joyously to
her mother who was sitting nearby, "Beauty's
going to have kittens; he jest laid some eggs

!"

Beating the Army to It

Cameraman Roland Groom, of Balboa, was one
of the boys called to the colors by the war.
Groom enlisted in the signal corps of the regular
army, and, writing to Secretary E. D. Hork-
heimer, broke the news thus : "After thinking the
matter over, I determined to join the army be-
fore the army joined me."

Politeness Under Provocation

One might have thought that with his vast
experience on the stage, Taylor Holmes would
be an expert in getting around behind the scenes.

Yet the first thing he did upon arriving at Es-
sanay's studios, where he is to be filmed in a

series of pictures, was to trip over a stage brace.
"I'm pleased to meet you," was all the actor

said.

Humor From the Trenches

While Bruce Smith, the Balboa actor, was busy
with his war garden, his wife decided to knit

socks for the soldiers. She sent her first pair to

the allies somewhere in France, and placed her
card, bearing her address in the package. A
month or so later Mrs. Smith received the fol-

lowing reply:

Received your socks

—

Some fit!

Used one for a hammock,
Other for a mit.

Would like to meet you
•When I've done my bit

;

But who in blazes

Taught you to knit?

IPHfflB
SUPERFLUOUS

HAIR REMOVER

Th* Only Trtatmtnt That
Will Rtmovl Permanently All

Superfluous Hair
from th« (ace or amy part of the body
without luring a —aik on the moat
delicate akin. No electric needle,
bumina cauatioi, or powders uaed.

Original*! and Sole Owner

DR. MARGARET RUPPERT
1112 Chestnut Street, Pkila., Pa.

Saitet 71-72-73 Established 22 Yean

" HI -RITA" Gray
Hair leJDrenator
—aot a dye.

"HI -RITA" Skin
ReiuTenator re-
move! wrinklei

and all blemiihei,

eliminating double
chins.

Write lor Booklet

II icir Drigglit aimol tappli, tend direct to Office

Tfads Muk
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Ill Other Toilet ieqaliltee.

917 POPULAR SONG BOOK ^WSSfiM: 10cParlor Pastimes, Etc., Etc.
VaaLorurWaytoTipperary Chinatown,MyChinatown ChooChoo Leaves for Alabaro* California and Yon Cnbanola GlldO
WbenMaple LeavesAre Falling In Dreams of Yesterday. WonnerWho'sKissinsrHerNow When I Lost Yoa Memories
Among the Sheltering Palms I Love the Name of Dixie Call Me Some RainyAfternoon Sweetheart Daya I'm the Gay
When the Roses Bloom Again Mother— A Word That Alexander's Ragtime Band On Moonlight Bay Grizzly Bear
Till Sands of DesertGrow Cold Means tho World To Mo WhecWeWere Two Little Boys Ragtime Violin Rainbow
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm Tbere'saGirlintheUeart WbenlGet Yon Alone Tonight My Hula Hula Love Red Wing
WheretbeRiverShannon Flows of Maryland; Twilight Waiting for the RobertE. Lee On Mobile Bay Hiawatha
When 1 Dream of Old Erin Are Yoa From Dixie? Trailof tho Lonesome Pine Stop, Stop, Stop Oh You Kid
I'm On My Way to Dublin Bay When I Was a Dreamer lit Me Call You Sweetheart Just Next Door My Pony Bor

-Sailing Down Chesapeake Bay Tulip Time in Holland Will the Angels Let Me Play! Oh Mr. Dream Man School Days
Dawn of a Perfect Day When "V on Wore a Tulip Roses Bring Dreams of Yoa Mysterious Rag Oceana Roll
When the Angelas Is Ringing When You 're a Long Way Great Big Blue Eyed Baby Oh Yoa Little Bear Red Rose Raff

JI Love the Whole Umteu States FromHome; SilverBell SilverThreadsAmongtheGold Old Maid's Ball Row.Row.Row
jThere'sa Little Spark ofLove Stnl Burning; I Didn't RaiseMy Boy toBoa Soldier; If Yoa Don't Like Your Uncle Sammy, etc.

ONLY 10 CENTS gets nearly all above songs with others, also a large collection of jokes, toasts, dialogues, recitations, etc. All in one
book. 3 books 20c. 100 Photoplayers Fre. to all persons o-dering thin g*-eat collection. The photoplavers include such great artiatsas
Francis X. Bushman. Mary Pickford. Charlie Chaplin, etc. 1 Outfit 10c, 3 for 25c, KLONDIKE CO.. 109 N. DEARBORN ST.. CHICAGO

Wanted None of the Old Gag

In the current "Little Mary Sunshine" Balboa
picture play, under direction of Robert Ens-
minger, the business one day was to bind and
gag the little star, Gloria Joy. She heard her
director discussing the scene about to be filmed.
Said Mr. Ensminger

:

"We must bind and gag her !"

Gloria rushed to her mother. "Mamma, dear i

They are going to gag me ! Is that the same
old gag I hear folks telling about?"

Misdirected Sympathy

Two old lady tourists were passing by the Long
Beach studio and seeing all the "extra" people at-
tired in various costumes, awaiting their call,

lounging about on the benches, one old lady after
beaming upon them in astonishment, said to the
other: "This must be the Long Beach Insane
Asylum. Too bad all those good looking folks
are crazy!"

Beautiful, Soulful,

k ExpressiveEyes /
. are enough to make any woman attrar>

\ tive, be her features ever so irregular, s

\ Have you ever noticed how much of /

the charm of beautiful eyes is due f
\ to the eyebrows and lashes?

/
V MADAME CHIC in the Chicago Examiner says:

\' 'There are many actresses and society women famed /

— for their long, silky lashes and beautifully arched *

^ eyebrows that owe all their attractiveness to the 1

\ useof a little preparation called Lash-Brow-lne." «f

1 You.too.can have luxuriant eyebrows /

\ and long,sweeping lashes by applying $

4 nightly. This guaranteed pure V
jf and harmless preparation nourishes *

f in a natural manner the eyebrows and eyelashes, -v

makin g them thick, long and silky, thus giving depth >t
and soulful expression to the eyes and beauty to the face.

|

LASH-BROW-INE has been approved of by Professor
f

A'.lyn of the famous Westfield Laboratories. Its 1
efficacy is shown in the testimonials received daily. T

Sold in two sizes, 25c and 50c. Send price for size s
you wish and we will mail LASH-BROW-INE and I

our Beauty Booklet prepaid in plain, sealed cover. :

V

Avoid disappointment with worthless sub-
stitutes. Use Genuine Lash-Brow-lne only.

I

I MAYBELL LABORATORIES



THE difference between Quaker Tires and railroad tickets is that the

tickets will not take you beyond the distance specified, while Quaker Tires,

though adjusted on a 5 000-mile basis, deliver thousands ofexcess miles. Records

of9000, 11,000 and 13,000 miles come to us from enthusiastic users everywhere.

On request you will be sent fac-similes of the following and many other letters:

"My last two Quakers were de-

stroyed when my garage burned re-

cently. Both of these tires had made
11,227 miles and were in good condi-

tion at the time of the fire."

"In regard to service on a pair of

33x4 Quaker Tires,which I purchased
from you in the early part of last July,

beg to advise that these casings have
gone seven thousand (7000) miles to

date and show but very little wear."

"We have placed Quaker Tires

among our best customers and of the

different sizes up to and including

36 x 4V2 we have casings that have
been driven 4000 to 8000 miles and
they are still giving service. We
might say that none are completely

worn out."

"We have just taken off a 37 x 5

Quaker casing which has been run

14,080 miles. Aside from tread being

cut and torn, casing is in good con-

dition."

"A customer has driven a set of

33 x 4 Quaker Tires on a five-passen-

ger car over 12,000 miles."

In records such as those quoted is

found the reason why there was not

a single Quaker Tire left in our fac-

tory on the last day of March ; why
dealers' orders could not be filled;

Quaker City Rubber Co.
Factories—Philadelphia

CHICAGO PITTSBURGH NEW YORK
182 W. Lake St. 211 Wood St. 53 Murray St.

Manufacturers ofBelting, Packings, Valves,
Steam Hose, Garden Hose, etc.

why consumer demand could not be

satisfied. And all that despite the fact

that the Quaker plant was running

to the limit of its increased capacity.

But, now, you can get QuakerTires

from any of our dealers because of

a further increase in manufacturing

facilities.

Put one Quaker to the test against

any three other makes of tires. Then
you will surely equip all four wheels

of your car with Quakers.

If there is no dealer near you send

direct to the Factory Sales Department.

Your order will be rilled at regular prices

and charges prepaid within certain terri-

tory. Anyhow, write for a copy of "5000
Plus"—a snappy little booklet that tells

things you ought to know about tires.

Press of



If You Can Tell a Lachnite
froma Diamond-senditback
YES, we will send you one of these exquisite man-made gems and you can wear it for

ten full days at our expense. Put it to every diamond test you ever heard about—fire,

acid, the diamond file. Compare its brilliance with the brilliance of a mined diamond.
Notice how it is cut—by world renowned diamond cutters. Test it in every way. Wear it everywhere you

go. Then after ten days—if you are able to tell which is your Lachnite and which is your diamond—or if

any of your friends have been able to tell the difference—send the Lachnite back to us. The trial does not

cost you a penny. If you decide to buy Lachnite pay only the rock-bottom price, and if you wish—at the

rate of a few cents a day. Our new jewelry book (sent free) tells all about our generous terms. Write today.

Pay As You Wish Set Only in Solid Gold
Do not decide to buy a genuine Lachnite Gem Lachnite Gems are mounted only in solid gold. To
until you have worn it for 10 full days. Then—if hold these splendid jewels we have secured the latest

you wish—you may pay for it at the rate of a few and newest ideas in solid gold settings. In our

cents a day. Terms as low as 3 1/3 cents a new catalog you will see illustrated rings by the

'^ day—without interest. You do not pay for trial. No score for both men and women—bracelets, Lavallieres, stick pins,

^ red tape. Your credit is good. cuff links—all jewelry—made of solid gold.

v Zw catalog Send the Coupon for Our New Catalog
Harold ^ today—it ^^^^v

Lachman Co. N IS free ' .^^P*^ll||^v ^ut Your name and address in the coupon or on a postcard and

12 n. Michigan Ave. ^^ .e^^^^^H^^T^^^v &et our new
J
ewe lry book. It shows handsome illustrations or

pt ' ' ^ n.
fair 'r^3&B^\ ^Ult^ the newest solid gold mountings from which you have to choose. Too— it tells

Gentlemen : Please send me ^^ ^v^lS3$/^fO ^^Htl$v t 'ie 'nterestmg story of how Lachnites are made—and why their brilliance

absolutely free and prepaid your ^ Ov' .

% (JW111^ ^ils is guaranteed to wear forever. You will be delighted with this new
new jewelry book and full particu- ^ N^ ftvcW* ^«W*S*^ book. Write for it today. It is free and you will be under no
larsof your free trial, easy payment plan. V. \ ^tt^^^^^"^ ur „• „ „. c \ t . j *u-
T

J
, , • e ii ^*. \ V22^>-^ obligations in sending for it. Just send this coupon.

1 assume no obligations of any kind. ^ N

Name S Harold Lachman Co., Dept. 1856, 12 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

Address ^.
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WHEN You Travel
Ride in a-

Four

A roomy car for four passengers

—divided front seats with lots of

space in the rear, wonderful rid-

ing ease, typical Pullman pulling

power— the smartest model of-

fered in its class for 1917.

i:
1
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f 86O.
11

KO.B.Factors

IN
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A DOZEN
REASONS WHY
114 inch wheel base.
50H inch full cantilever rear

springs.
Four cylinder, L-head motor,

32 h. p. by actual brake test.
Two-unit starting and lighting

equipment.
Stromberg carburetor, new

type float feed.
Genuine full floating rear axle.
Thermo- siphon cooling

system.
Equalized brakes with Ray-

bestos brake lining.
Seventeen gallon gas tank in

rear. Carter vacuum feed.
Genuine honeycomb radiator
—extra large tank.

31x4 inch, red wall, Firestone
non-skid tires on all four
wheels.

True stream line, custom-
made body, Pullman green
and black, with real leather
plaited upholstery and extra
deep cushions.

FiVG
P&ssongor
Touring
$860.

^F.QB.Factoiv

P\ON'T buy the picture. Efficient buyingmeans
*-' comparative buying. Purchase your car that

way. For your own protection compare the
'

' dozen
reasons why" on this page with the specifications

of any car on the market selling under $2000.

Then 'phone the dealer in your town and have
him show you just what we mean by Pullman
performance—what the wonderful Pullman motor
can do in the way of hill climbing, what perfect

carburetion and ignition mean in the shape of

consistent pulling ability. The proof of the

Pullman is in its performance.

Get behind the steering wheel of any Pullman Four
yourself. Feel the luxury of the big, roomy body, with its

ample leg space, genuine leather plaited upholstery and
extra deep cushions. Feel the comfort of riding over
501/2 inch full cantilever springs—generally offered only
in high priced cars.

Add to this certainty of performance the greatest col-

lection of standardized, expensive accessories ever fur-

nished a car in the eight hundred dollar class, and you have
the utmost value possible.

The finish of every Pullman model is superb, made
perfect by eleven operations of sand blasting, coating,

painting and varnishing. The lines are the latest and
smartest, the hit of the big national shows this year.

Fourteen years' experience stands behind the Pullman
warranty, vouched for by thousands of satisfied owners.

Write for our literature.

Five Passenger Four .... $860
Four Passenger Roadster . 860

Convertible Sedan De Luxe . . $1275
With C-H Magnetic Gear Shift 1400

Pullman Motor Car Corporation

YORK, A , PA.

Established 1903
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YE EDITOR is forming some remarkable acquaint-

ances through this department, and we must tell

you about some of them. The purpose of this

page, as every one no doubt understands, is to get on

close personal terms with our readers and to encourage

them in getting as well acquainted with us. The whole

idea teems with splendid possibilities, as you can note

for yourself. One new friend is Hannah Yenney, of

Philadelphia. First of all, she has a most unusual

name, which spells the same thing either way—back-

wards or forwards. Try it. In the second place, she

is so extremely friendly toward Photo-Play Journal
that she has been conducting a personal campaign in

behalf of this publication, and although she has secured

a score of new subscribers she will not accept any

commissions whatsoever. "The small favor I am doing

you is at the same time a great favor to every person

I induce to read your wonderful magazine, and there-

fore I am satisfied," she writes. She is one of the

friends gained through this Editor's Personal Page.

Extraordinary, don't you think?

One of the best friends we have is Florence E. H.

Thompson, 98 Mawney Street, Providence, R. I. She

writes us a long letter practically every week, and we
must say that she is one of the cleverest and most inter-

esting correspondents we have ever had in our long

experience. We profit by and appreciate every sentence

she pens, and her epistles make us wish all of our read-

ers would emulate her. Yes, we would like to hear from

YOU personally every week on any subject uppermost

in YOUR mind, and we especially want to know what

you think of the photoplay art and its exponents. If

you have any suggestions or any notions which strike

you as being new or offering chances for improvements,

write to us about it. You will be pleased with the

upshot of it.

You will probably be surprised to know that several

soldiers—American and British—now at the front write

to us quite frequently in a purely social vein. Just

recently we received an unusual letter from Private H.

W. Rollings, of the 20th Canadian Infantry Battalion,

care of the Army Postoffice, London, England. He had

been a reader of Photo-Play Journal before he joined

the British army, and he expresses an eagerness to

have this magazine as "one of his steady pals in the

blood-soaked trenches." He seems to think it furnishes

just the kind of diversion a soldier needs, because it is

devoted to "subjects so generally foreign to war and

is almost as good as seeing the moving pictures them-

selves." Needless to add, Photo-Play Journal experi-

ences great difficulties in following this brave defender

of democracy, but here's hoping it may always find him

alive to enjoy the life we depict!

Just at tha present time, by the way, the United

States Government is undertaking a most laudable

enterprise in the matter of supplying the American sol-

diers now in Europe with plenty of good reading by

offering to forward YOUR copy of this or any other

magazine to the fighting boys in khaki if you will only

drop the periodical in any mail-box with a one-cent

stamp thereon. You need not address it to any one.

Your magazine will be distributed with many thousands

of others among the troops. Indeed, you will be doing

a splendid bit by availing yourself of this opportunity

to afford the Sammies with something to read in their

very few leisure moments when digression from the

thoughts of grim warfare is such a tremendous relief

to them. Mail THIS copy of Photo-Play Journal as

soon as you have finished perusing it and you will feel

better.

But back to some of our good correspondence friends.

We have another very interesting one in Cleveland,

Ohio. Her name is Mary E. Schwartz, and she receives

her mail in care of Schwartz-Forney-Hexter Company,
manufacturers of coats, at West Sixth Street and Lake-

side Avenue, of that city. She believes in encouraging

an editor in unique language. Recently she wrote as

follows: "Steady, boy, steady; you're doing good work.

I like your editorials especially. They are always sane

and convincing, and one feels you are giving your honest

opinions. This is also true of your feature reviews in

The Silent Trend, and any one who studies your criti-

cisms cannot help but learn to discriminate and to

appreciate the photoplays that are really worth while.

Keep right at it and you're bound to have lots of

friends like me."

Now, isn't that enough to make a fellow buckle up

his belt and go right to it in more earnest than ever

before?

Frequently decidedly clever letters come. Verily, fans

often have unusual ways all their own of expressing

desires and other things. As proof of this read the fol-

lowing letter which is printed verbatim

:

Gee Whiz! What smatter with Irene Castle?

Wahdoyuhwanna slighter fer? Aint yuh
gonna giver eny credik fer introducing that

chic bob?
Believe me some when I tell you she's got

the most darn nerve and ginger and sang-

froid, and everything—most more than some
other actin' kiddos I know, too!

Of course I'm the Lady's obsequious li'l satel-

lite, and I kinda think she likes me a li'l, too;

so my ol' opinion may be just a tiny bit biased:

but gosh! if she likes everybody like she says

she does, why she's jest gotta be the most loved

person there is, that's all.

And Irene aint no mere secular jane,

either; and I calls her my scintillating marion-
ette—now wahdoyuh know 'bout that?

So now then, I wanta see more pictures and
stories and other things about my good pa-

trician—so watchyuh gonna do?
We just must have more advance 'formash

'bout our own Patria.

Your bestest booster,

Louis H. Roth,

1437 W. 110th St., Cleveland, 0.

One of the many instances wherein we are convinced

that our habit of taking great pains to answer per-

sonally every letter which we receive radiates bright

mutual benefits is contained in a letter from one of our

(Continued on page 51)
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PEGGY HYLAND
OUR LITTLE CHARMBR ON THE COVER

There are few English actresses who have become
as popular in America as Peggy Hyland, the dainty and
delightful star of the Mayfair Film Corporation's pro-

ductions. From the very inception she leaped into the

front ranks of the photoplayers, and in the same leap

she won a place all her owtyi in the hearts of legions of

fans. Her success has been due principally to the com-
bination of two facts—she is irresistible and a true

artist. Her first Mayfair picture, entitled "Persuasive

Peggy," proves both of these facts, and to say that she

has scored a hit in this sterling photoplay is to put it

mildly. Her subsequent Mayfair pictures will be

awaited with the keenest interest, because she has set a

mark which is intensely interesting already. Prior
to her present affiliation, she was with Vitagraph, and
she portrayed many leading roles in all of the most
important productions of that concern for some time.

Inherent vivacity and an impressive feminine charm
arc two of her best assets of character. She considers
herself duty-bound to exert her supreme artistic ability

constantly to lessen the woes of others by entertaining

them royally on the screen. Her ideal is indeed worthy
of emulation throughout the whole realm of photo-
players.
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Here's a pose Bessie Love doesn't "do" often nor does she maintain it long then This is Louise Huff as you won't see her again until next summer

Mae Marsh never used a trunk for a pedestal until she did "Polly of the Circus' This pose of Ethel Ritchey is unusual because she so seldom sits down at all

PHOTOPLAYERS AS YOU DONT OFTEN SEE THEM
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1ND a little child shall lead

them."
Once more is this time-

honored Biblical prophecy be-

ing realized.

Verily, it has come to pass in Film-

land that the "wee tiniest children" are

taking a lead.

In sooth, the day has come when most
every producer of photoplays is ex-

ploiting the talents of one or more
juvenile artists.

And the fans and fanettes

are embracing the innovation

with a veritable enthusiasm
which certainly presages im-

portant accomplishments by
the little tots in screen devel-

opment.
Not so very many months a

it was deemed wonderful if

youngster six or seven years old

succeeded in interpreting a small

role in a moving
picture, but nowa-
days babies who
have not passed
their first milestone

are beginning to

shine forth as stars

histrionic. Take for

example that baby
which appeared al-

m ost throughout
the five reels of

"Skinner's Baby,"
one of Bryant
Washburn's com-
paratively recent
comedy triumphs.

That baby went
through a score of

scenes without
making one techni-

cal blunder. In fact,

it played the part of

the title role, if you
please, to a perfec-

tion—it was a regu-

lar baby just as you
see in everyday life.

And realism is the

highest attainment

in Thespian art.

One of the very
youngest individu-

als on any payroll

is Baby Holman,
who has been on
this mundane
sphere only twenty-
two short months.
Baby Holman is

not an "extra."

either. On the con-
trary, he is a regu-
lar at the Balboa
studio, and the sal-

ary this infant com-
mands i s better

than a skilled me-
chanic can get in

pur biggest fac-

tories. In every sense of the word this

diminutive king of Babyland is a natural

comedian. He is funny by nature and
is blessed with sufficient precocity to

make him fearless before the glare of the
lights so indispensable to the making of

moving pictures. This glare, according
to directors, is the stumbling-block to

success and fame for a majority of the

babes who are given chances
to emerge from the oblivion

of the cradle to the limelight

of artistic triumph. Indeed,

most babies will cry in

spite of all that can be done
to pacify them when the

strong calcium lights get
busy doing their illuminat-

ing work. Not so with
Baby Holman, however.

He generally feels like

cutting up the minute
he realizes he is the

Baby Holman, 22 months old. and one of the youngest of moving picture actors.

Bur-well Filson Hamrick isn t e xactly a baby, but he s

mighty young to be such a debonair leading man

centre of a lot of brightness. Tempera-
mentally and physically he is fitted to the

game of make-believe to a nicety, all of

which helps. There is no doubt as to the

strong probability of this laddie cutting

a wide swath ere a

great while. He ma)'

even eclipse Charlie

Chaplin's record.
Who knows?

Glance at the ac-

companying p i c-

tures of him and
see if you don't

agree with us that

he is already a

likely comedian par
excellence.

Another exceed-
ingly small bundle
of humanity surely

destined to make a

mark is Baby Spof-
ford. a new screen

leading lady, who
is new only be-

cause she was late

in making her ad-

vent into the world.

Miss Spofford made
her professional de-

but in "Dangers
of a Bride," a late

Triangle - Keystone
comedy, and she
scored an instan-

taneous hit, such
as should make a

grown-up baby en-

vious. This "dou-
ble-young" maiden
is really a mistress
of the art of com-
prehensive facial
expression. Just a

little directorial

persuasion will
bring most any re-

sults desired, and
talk about register-

ing—well, just
watch this kiddo in

"Dangers of a
Bride." The accom-
panying series of
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pictures constitute ;i study in expression

wlu'ch is the more remarkable when it is

remembered that every pose was made es-

pecially for the occasion and it was not a

case of waiting until the temperament of

the actress was curried.

Of course, Gloria Joy is not quite such

a small baby as the others we have men-
tioned, but just the same she is small

enough to he a positive marvel who is en-

riching Balboa productions with some true

artistry of the winsome variety. Gloria

has advanced far enough to know the value

of study and she is applying herself assidu-

ously to almost mature research in quest

of dramatic lore. Beside being a promising

little actress with all the coveted stellar

propensities, she possesses that other

requisite of true, undefiled stardom,

namely : a hobby. Yes, siree, Miss Joy is

absolutely crazy about geese. Some of her

acquaintances aver she would rather be

around geese than people. This is not so

extremely remarkable when the close simi-

larity of some people to geese is consid-

ered. However, Gloria is the owner of a

pet goose she calls Cho-Cho, and any time

anybody wants war, just harm Cho-Cho
or even cast an aspersion upon the charac-

ter of the bloomin' squawker.

Another child who is showing plenty of

aptitude as a leader among film artists is

Burwell Filson Hamrick, of the Universal.

He is not exactly inside the limitations of

infancy, but he is quite young to be so pro-

ficient. Master Hamrick can really deline-

ate characters in the most approved fash-

ion. He is unmistakably a character actor

who can "lose himself in a part" and be-

come someone else to all appearances. Not
only is he achieving in his chosen line of

endeavor, but he can express his observa-

tions a la literary. Just as there is a great

deal of speculation about Hamrick's cor-

rect age, there must be considerable specu-

lation as to when he had found enough
time to become so adept at penning
thoughts, such as the following, reproduced
verbatum, and which is all his own compo-
sition :

LET US CONSIDER the movie
ACTOR ON A HOT day.

HE PERSPIRETH much and
EVEN MORE MUCH than that.

HIS LABORS ARE twice what
THEY ARE ON a cool day.

THE SUN RISES early, and
HEATS UP THE lot.

THE LOCATION bus is ready
TOO AND BY 8 a. m. is headed
FOR A STILL hotter place.

BY NOON THE grease paint
THAT WAS, is no longer.

AND VERILY THE actor ap-
PLIES MORE many times.
THE SCRIPT DOES not call

FOR RECLINING in an easy
CHAIR IN THE shade of an
OAK, BUT INSTEAD we must
ALL DO THE Fairbanks stuff

RIGHT OUT IN boiling sun.
NEXT WINTER WE will be
ALLOWED TO JUMP into the
ICY ARROYO AND stay there
UNTIL THE HERO has made up
HIS MIND TO rescue us.

THE QUESTION now is, who
WILL BE THE hero and make
THE DIRECTOR do winter
STUFF IN THE summer time?
ALAS, WE KNOW it can't be
DONE—SO WE movie actors
MUST SUFFER THAT you may
BE MADE happy.

—Burwki.i, Hamrick.

So much for Hamrick for the present,
but we opine he shall force us to say much
more in the future by dint of his persever-

ance in mastering the game of leadership
in the profession.

Comes now a three-year-old cherub who
challenges Miss Theda Bara's reign as
"Vampire Queen."

In New York, especially that portion of

it known as Brooklyn, wherever the eye
wanders it is almost certain to rest on a

sign reading

:

"Horton's Ice Cream"

Not that the sign has anything to do
with this story, especially, but it does bring
us to the name of our heroine—Miss Aida
Horton—thereby serving some purpose.
And it may be added that the ice cream is

no sweeter or more delectable than Miss
Horton.

Hers is one of those rare stories that
come out of the studios to illustrate that
opportunity awaits those who are fitted for

motion picture honors. For this little Miss,
scarce three feet tall, and just turned three
years, wralked into the office of the produc-
tion manager at the big Vitagraph studio
in Brooklyn and obtained a position as

leading woman without ever having had
experience before. She arrived at the psy-
chological moment, it so happening that
Vitagraph was just then beginning the

filming of a series of pictures featuring lit-

tle Bobby Connelly. They needed a mite,

just Aida's type, to play opposite him, for

Bobby is black-haired and brown-eyed
while Aida is a curly-headed little blonde,
with dark blue eyes and a face which, while
not beautiful, is piquant and wonderfully
expressive. She made a perfect foil for

Bobby, and her acting was a revelation to

the shrewd observers at the studio. She
took to pictures and they to her like the

proverbial duck takes to water.

But that is not all.

Right off the bat, she showed herself a

born coquette and commenced "vamping"
all over the place. First thing she did was
to grasp the heart of her director, Wesley
Ruggles, and start it to whirling. Then
she commenced to make desperate love to

Bobby, although, it must be said, Bobby
doesn't care much for that sort of thing,

his eight years putting him a bit beyond
it. That, however, doesn't worry a real

"vamp," and Aida is true to type. Instead

of fretting over Bobby's chill mien, she

takes up another love, this time in the

person of Charles Seay, who succeeded

Mr. Ruggles as the "kid" director at Vita-

graph,

At this writing the affair has reached a

point wdiere Ruggles and Seay are jealous

and Bobby is peevish at them both—and
all on account of the fact that Aida, who
walked into the studio a cherub has been
transformed into a vamp.

She knows she's a vamp, too, because
not long ago she emerged from her dress-

ing room in a make-up of her own design-

ing. It consisted of a cretonne head-dress

and a wide sash of the same material lashed

tightly around her waist. Calling to her

mother, she struck one of those seductive

Theda Bara poses and announced:

"Look, mother! I'm a vamp."

| Here are five views of Baby Spofford. Reading

j from top to bottom the poses represent (1) Desola-

1 tion (2) Consolation (3) Investigation (4) Appre-

ciation (5) Contemplation
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Aida
Horton

idea became fixed in her

mind that she would re-

ceive the .Statue of Lib-

erty for a doll.

All sorts of excuses for

the non-arrival of the

statue were made, until

inally, although she did

n o t comprehend,
she realized she was
not going to get

the statue. So one-

evening she got out
her precious Lib-

erty Bond and
handing it to her

mother said :

"Mamma, if I

can't have Lib-

erty, please sell

m y bond and
buy me a baby
brother."

How group-up stage

and screen stars amuse
themselves with their

country places, yachts,

motor cars and a hun-
dred fads and fancies

with plenty of money
to indulge them, is an
old story to the reading
public.

But how do the little

stars play? What do
these youngsters do
when not before the

camera? Well, they do
just about the same as

That wrould seem to prove that

she is one and that all this coquetry
on her part is just a game with her.

When she isn't vamping or play-

ing sweetheart roles opposite to

Bobby, Aida is a demure resident of

Ozone Park, Long- Island. That
isn't very far from Mineola, site of

the great aviation field, and Aida's
favorite playground. Her father

and mother take her to Mineola
whenever she can be spared from
the studio and watching the aero-

planes seems to give her more pleas-

ure than anything else—unless it's

vamping.
Aida being only three, hasn't any

ambitions to write about, because
she hasn't told anybody about them.
But she is very much disappointed
because her folks, or the city, or the
President, or somebody did not give
her the Statue of Liberty before now.
You see, Aida being a good citizen and
patriot, bought a $50 Liberty Bond out
of her earnings, and somehow or other the

er pet goose

most all other normal American kiddies do.

There are no more healthy and human
boys and girls in the world than Bobby

During the making ot tne .bobby Connelly series. Miss Mabel
Ballin read fairy stories to Bobby and the other children. The
picture shows Miss Ballin reading to Bobby, on her right, with

little 3-year old Aida Horton perched on her knee.

Helen Connelly, Bobby s sister, is seated at her feet.

Connelly, eight years of age, and Helen
Connelly, ten, of Vitagraph, and if they

realize that millions of mothers and fathers

and children all over the country, who have
been charmed by these little folks just

adore them, they do not give any indication

of it. They earn and get more money than

the average household head in a big

city, and a lot more publicity and
attention. But for all that,

the_\' are just kids.

There's Bobby Connelly,

who has been a screen fa-

vorite since he was two
years old and now is ad-
mittedly one of the most
popular juvenile stars in

the country. He goes to

school every school day
nine months in the year,

as does Helen, and is just

as glad as any other boy
when vacation comes. Be-
ing a screen star is a sec-

ondary matter to his

books, and his "working"
hours are arranged ac-

cordingly with the Gerry
Society. Just now his

great ambition, when he
grows up, is to be a city

fireman and wear a uni-

form and ride on the en-

gine and see lots of fires

every day. Why he chose
to be a fireman instead of

a policeman or a soldier, nobody knows.
Two of his best little pals are his sister,

{Continued on page 51)
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FHE TRAGEDY OF
| By FRIAR ROSCOK "FATTY" ARBUCKLE |
IllllllllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllll^

J'fSIDE of being funny, the

toughest job J know is being
fat and funny. It is tio laugh-
ing matter, believe me. In
fact, being both fat and funny

is a tragedy.

If Joe Schenck didn't harbor the hallu-

cination that my fat was my fortune I'd

be a contender for Doug Fairbanks' ath-

letic honors in the movies. Right now
I'd be leaping lightly over houses, spring-
ing nimbly from precipice to precipice

and performing other athletic feats but
for the exercise these exploits involve.

Fear of my manager that these achieve-
ments might reduce my weight has pre-

vented my going ahead with these plans,

but there is a day of reckoning coming.

When it does come, I am going to get |
even with everybody and do Hamlet be- |
fore the camera. Life is a tragedy to me |
as it is, so why not do tragedy for the

|
screen? As Theda Bara would say, my |
temperament is attuned to it. Of course, |
I shouldn't attempt Hamlet in my pres- |
ent form—not until by dieting and exer- |
cise I have reduced myself to the sylph- |
like proportions which are my due. Then 1
I shall likely do Romeo also. 1

It wouldn't be hard for me to reduce. |
While my tendency is to corpulency, my |
disposition, as you may have discovered |
before reading this far, is to be thin. With |
the aid of "Eat and Grow Thin," rigor- |
ous exercise and application of my own |
system, I figure I can lop off 150 pounds j
in a period of six months. j
Fanny Ward and the other modish |

marvels of the movies subsist an entire |
week on six olives, two ounces of burnt |
cork and" three gills of tepid water—or |
some such formula as that, if you believe j
the beauty hints in the papers—so why |
can't I? Really, it should be easier for |
me, for just think of all the surplus fat I |
have to nourish my system during the j
period of dieting. |
To be able to exercise again would |

bring joy and happiness into a life now |
blighted by motors, menials and manag- |
ers. Not an unnecessary step may I take |
for fear of wearing off a fraction of fat. I

No matter if there is only a block to be §
traversed, there is always waiting the §
luxuriously upholstered Rolls-Royce that j
Mr. Schenck presented me just for that |
nefarious purpose. j

Baseball, golf and tennis were always I

my favorite studies, but since becoming
a professional funny fat man these are not
for me. I am not even given managerial
permission to see a bail game for fear

that the exercise of rooting will work off

some of the fat from my vocal cords!

Every morning they weigh at the

studio just like a jockey or a prizefighter

to see if I got on a debauch the night be-

fore and drank anv French vichy. Vichy,
it seems, is slimifving", and Studio Man-
ager Loup Anger lives in constant torture

of the thought that I'll break out some
day and consume two fingers of it when
he is not looking.

To hear him tell it, beer is the only bev-

erage lit for a human to drink, not be-

cause of its fat-producing qualities, but
solely because of its beautiful amber color

and frothy collar. A few weeks ago when
bone-dry prohibition menaced the thirst

of the nation, he proposed to Joe that

they buy a brewery and get a two years'

supply on hand. "You know Fatty must
have his beer," he said to Joe, there-

by libeling me villainously, for I detest

it and drink it only under compulsion and
protest.

Talk about Shylock exacting his pound
of flesh ! The one Portia encountered
wasn't a circumstance to mine. I have

SEE-REEL CRAZY
By DICK WILLIS

There is a girl who lives 'round the

corner who is serial crazy. She sees 'em

all, talks 'em and lives 'em.

She eats cereals at her meals and has

jam with them and always rubs a little

of the latter on the cloth to remind her

of the CRIMSON STAIN. She quarrels

with hubby in order that she may be the

NEGLECTED WIFE, and after saying

GRACE swears she will escape from him
on the CUNARD liner and thus get

away from the GRIP OF EVIL. She

says her husband gives her the DOU-
BLE CROSS and that she will go to

some SECRET KINGDOM where she

can hear no VOICE ON THE WIRE,
dance two reels nightly and have a

GLORIA'S ROMANCE with a MYS-
TERIOUS AD-MYRA who wears a

PURPLE MASK in the SHIELDING
SHADOW, keeping it all a GREAT
SECRET.
She burns wood so that she can split

it like a LASS O' THE LUMBER-
LANDS and occasionally plays tennis to

typify the GIRL AND THE GAME and

says she dislikes HOLMES because

there is so much HELEN 'EM. She
swears she will have LIBERTY, no mat-

ter WHO PAYS, and justly remarks

WHO SHALL SAY "WHO'S
GUILTY?"
She employs a YELLOW MENACE

to wash the linen PEARL WHITE and

pays for her piano in installments.

That will be about all today, thank

you.

To be continued in our next.

two of 'em. Shylock Joe Schenck and
Shylock Louis Anger, watching me every

minute to see that the 300 pounds of

avoirdupois my contract calls for is de-

livered every day. Let the weighing
scales show the loss of a tenth of an ounce
and thev go into conference to consider

ways and means of preventing my wast-

ing away to a skeleton. The outcome is

usually an edict forbidding my eating

fruit, which I love, sleeping less than four-

teen hours per day or some other asinine

thing like that.

Then Joe takes me out to his country

home to live a few days on the fat of the

land and with servants to relieve me even
of the necessity of changing my mind.
The mental exertion entailed by this oper-
ation might dislodge a particle of matter
somewhere in my system. Maybe he
thinks my head is as fat as the rest of my
anatomy. Personally, all this foolishness
impresses me that one or the other of us
is fat-headed, but as present company is

always excepted, I leave it to my Brother
Friars to draw their own conclusions.

And pity the poor fat and funny man
in public. Everybody looks at you and
laughs. Even the check room boy when
you buy back your hat grins as he takes
your tip, thus proving that he has at least

one human characteristic. Order a piece

of custard pie in a restaurant and the
diners drop their knives and forks in ex-

pectant glee, waiting for you to smear it

all over the countenance of the waiter.

They even think it very funny when you
don't.

|

You mustn't wear clothes of modish
cut and pattern. They might make you
look slimmer than you really are. Once
I bedecked myself in evening clothes for

a public function, and my press agent
wouldn't speak to me for a week. When
she did, she asked me whether I was a

lounge lizard or a fat man. She insisted

evening clothes reduced my weight 50
per cent., and said she was ashamed to

exploit me as a fat man when I looked
more like Vernon Castle than Vernon
Castle did himself.

On this particular occasion, which
was in connection with a personal ap-

pearance with one of my pictures, I led

the orchestra, and as the crowd was filing

out of the theatre I heard the verdict.
" 'Fatty' is a joke as a comedian," said one
man. "He didn't bust the 'cello over the

cornetist's bean or nothin'." Since then
I have made no more personal appear-

ances. The public expects altogether too

much of a professional fat and funny man,
and I, for one, hate to disappoint them.

But it is hard to explain the difference

between real life and reel life. They
sound the same, but there all similarity

ceases.

If there is anything I would rather do

than NOT be fat and funny, it is to

dance, yet Fate decrees otherwise. Any
time I dodge the Shylock Brothers long-

enough to squeeze my way into a jass

joint my troubles begin. No matter how
sweetly I press my application for a part-

ner, that is the only thing that I do press.

The feminine object of my solicitations

merely looks at me and laughs. "Oh, Mr.

Arbuckle, you are so funny ! Can you ever

be serious?" is the stock form of refusal.

And yet they say, my fat is my fortune

!

Isn't it Caesar who is quoted as hav-

ing said, "Give me fat men; lean men are

dangerous"? Yes, I hear somebody an-

swer, "but he's a dead one." I got you,

Steve.

And in conclusion, permit me to state

with all due sobriety that if it continues to

prove true that in heft there is pelf, I'm the

little boy who'll have to put my own senti-

ments right on the shelf.
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owl as she is

NCE upon a time, not so many
years ago, a successful dra-

matist wrote a play he set

much store by and succeeded,

by virtue of his reputation, in

having it produced. It was a corking good
play ; managers were agreed upon that.

But the author could find only one who
would consent to put it on, and that one
was frankly opposed to trying it.

"A splendid play, my dear fellow," he
said. "Splendid. But I'll tell you now
that it isn't going to go. I'm going to put
it on partly because I am your friend

and partly because I have a curious im-
pulse to spend some money to show you I

know what I'm talking about."

So the play was produced. The New
York critics, with one or two exceptions,

liked it and predicted success. The minority
believed it could not last, but neglected to

point out why.

For three nights and a matinee busi-

ness was all that could be expected. Then
it began to drop off. Judiciously placed
paper kept it on Broadway three weeks,
and then the producer called in the author.

"See?" he demanded in an I-told-you-so

tone of voice.

"Yes, I see," mocked the playwright,

somewhat bitterly. "I see, but I'm not con-

vinced. I'll pay the bills if you'll send that

show on the road. Lots of plays that don't

go in New York go big on the road. You
know that. I've got two myself right now
that lost money here and are still bringing
me royalties from the provinces."

A great deal more argument was neces-

sary, but the author won out, and the piece

was put into the hands of a capable second
company. With a cast of reputation it did

fairly well at week stands for six weeks,

but finally was called in and with the play-

wright's consent.

What was the matter with it? Well,
written, well cast, well staged and well

played, it bore all the semblance of worth.
But the managers saw why it wouldn't—
why it couldn't—pa}-.

The secret is soon told: There was just

one woman in the cast—just one woman to

counterbalance seven men.
"Now, listen to me," said the producing

manager to the playwright, shaking a casti^

gating finger. "You know what I'm going
to say, but I claim the privilege of saying-

it for the dollars I've put into this thing.

This is my little speech : No play is going
to succeed without a woman, and no play
is going to succeed with one woman and
as many men as this one has. If you
had had seven women and one man, you'd
have been able to smile at the box office

reports. But don't think or let anybody
tell you that you can beat the woman tra-

dition with even a good play. Break as

many other rules as you like, but stick

fast to the feminine. You can't get away
from it."

And the playwright took his beating like

a man.
Motion pictures have learned a good

many lessons from
the stage, and
that is one

masculine star's? Guess again! if you,

patient reader, are of the sterner sex, it

goes without saying that your movie god
is a goddess—that you worship at the

cinema shrine of beautiful loveliness.

Ought it not to be taken for granted then

that feminine incense is burned for the

screen heroes of the opposite sex? The
question answers itself. It ought not.

Who is your favorite player, Miss Lady
Reader? '

Is it Henry B. Walthall or

Francis N. Bushman or is it .Mae Marsh
or Mary Pickford?

Listen to Jane Cowl on the psychology
of the subject. Miss Cowl, who has been
called America's foremost emotional ac-

tress, is a playwright as well. Following

her success in "Within the Law" and
"Common Clay." Miss Cowl, in collabor-

ation with Jane Murfin wrote, and acted

in "Lilac Time," a notable success. She
recently has seen produced another play

from her own and Miss Murfin's pens

—

"Daybreak." Also, she has just completed
her first screen drama for Goldwyn Pic-

tures
—"The Spreading Dawn"—in which

she is to be seen throughout the world
beginning late in October.

Jane Cowl is an unquestioned authority

on matters of the stage, and a keen student

of its ever-growing offshoot, the motion
picture. And then she is also something

of a philosopher. Says Miss Cowl:

A charming
scene in Mis
Cowl's first

photoplay

of them-—everlasting, faithful

adherence to the feminine.

Count on your fingers the

names of popular masculine

stars of cinema fame. How
many? Now the feminine.

Ah ! Quite a difference, isn't

there? Just so. You can't

get away from it.

Whose mail contains the

largest number of letters from
screen-struck girls? The
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"I have found, in my stage experience and
in the limited time I have been concerned
with motion pictures, added confirmation of

the theory I have had ever since I began to

have theories that it is the genus feminine

which makes the world go round.

"This must of necessity be reflected in

the mirror of our contemporary life—the

play, and, more particularly, the motion pic-

ture. The old defence, 'There's a woman
at the bottom of it,' devised, I believe, to

cover anotber emergency, applies equally

well in more instances than the man who
coined it thought it would. There's a

woman, you'll agree, at the bottom of a

great many things in this world. It wouldn't

be a world if there wasn't."

It is interesting that Miss Cowl is a

star in a motion picture organization that

relies altogether, so far as an-

nounced plans are concerned,

on the drawing power of fem-

inine stars. Besides Miss

Cowl, Goldwyn has released,

or is soon to release pictures

in which Mae Marsh, Madge
Kennedy, Mary Garden, Max-
ine Elliott, Mabel Normand
and Marie Dressier are the

central figures. In addition,

this new producing firm relies

upon women for a great part

of its work of writing and

preparation.

Chief among these is Mrs.

Edgar Selwyn, known to the

theatrical public as Margaret

Mayo. This author of "Baby

Mine," "Polly of the Circus,"

"Twin Beds" and other stage

successes, stands in the front

rank of writers of dramatic

farce. In an advisory ca-

pacity, she has a finger in

every important screen pie

that is baked in the Goldwyn
shop. "Polly of the Circus,"

starring Mae Marsh, already

has been presented as Gold-

wyn's first picture.

Edith Ellis, playwright and
producer, author of "Mary
Jane's Pa" and half a dozen

other hits produced here and
abroad, is chief of Goldwyn's
literary department. She is

the judge through whose
hands every manuscript sub-

mitted as scenario or story

passes. If it has not the qual-

ity the Goldwyn standard de-

mands, it is rejected; if it is possible to

adapt it by changes in theme and construc-

tion, Miss Ellis makes them.
As chief aide in reading and revising

Miss Ellis has Diana Huneker, brilliant

sister of James Huneker, author, musical
and theatrical critic and one of the most
distinctive writers in the field of modern
literature. Miss Huneker was for years

woman's editor of the Philadelphia In-

quirer, and as "Diana" of that newspaper
was one of the earliest creators of that now
permanent institution, the woman's page, in

American newspapers. She is the author
of several novels and a successful actress,

whose first work was with Frank Mclntyre
in "The Traveling Salesman."

Jane Guthrie, a sister of Mrs. Wilson
Woodrow, famous American novelist and
short story writer, is another aide of Miss
Ellis.

Miss Ellis is rightfully proud of her
staff.

"The material submitted to us is read
by persons who bring real seasoned judg-
ment to the valuation of a manuscript," she
says. "Our readers have won distinction

as editors, writers, reviewers and critics.

"We have tried to take the business of
preparing photoplay material from the

hands of hack writers and entrust it to

people who are a force in the writing world,
students of life who rank with our leading
novelists in their understanding of char-
acter, atmosphere, sociology and ethics."

Miss Ellis herself, in addition to the crea-

tion of more than a dozen successful orig-"

inal plays, has done much dramatization
and adaptation. She dramatized Tolstoi's

"Anna Karenina" and adapted Ferencz

Miss Cowl
and Orme
Caldara

Herczegh's "Seven Sisters." Among her
other activities are the production of a musi-
cal comedy, "The Charity Game," the liber-

etto of "The Love Wager," in which Fritzi

Scheff starred ; the dramatization of E. P.

Roe's "He Fell in Love With His Wife"
and a three act light opera, "The Amethyst
Ring."

Thus it may be demonstrated that

woman's place is not so much, as the anti-

suffragists would have us believe, in the

home as in the motion picture business.

Miss Mayo but recently was the only
woman in a delegation of more than two
hundred officers and executives of the big

producing companies that went to Albany,
N. Y., to protest before the Legislature

the threatened passage of the Wheeler-Hin-
man tax bill, designed to place an additional

tax burden of half a million dollars on the

industry in New York State.

With this digression, it is only fair to
return to Jane Cowl, about whom we had
only begun to talk when the interruption
came.

It took a long time to coax Miss Cowl
into motion pictures. She was a financial
and an artistic success on the stage, and
felt no need of a new field of endeavor.

"I have never had a prejudice against
motion pictures as such," observes Miss
Cowl, "but I have been opposed to the
stupid type of pictures that many of the
producers seemed to feel it was necessary
to make.

, "I have always felt that the film pro-
ducers underrated the intelligence of their
public, a sin often charged to and proved
against writers for the stage. I have
worked tremendously hard to gain a definite

position in the American the-
ater, and because of the seri-

ousness with which I view
my professional work I had
vowed that I would not enter
motion pictures— regardless
of the monetary inducements
—until everything was done
to make them as big and beau-
tiful and fine as possible. I

believe that is being accom-
plished now."

In her earlier cinema ex-
perience, Miss Cowl relates,

the crudity and obviousness
of some of the pictures an-

noyed her beyond words. She
thinks back to the time when
pictures were still a scientific

curiosity only one degree re-

moved from those in which
the action consisted of a

crowd chasing a bull down
hills and up again.

Miss Cowl finds that it re-

quires an entirely different

mental attitude to reproduce
in cold blood for the camera
emotions that on the stage are

stimulated by the audience.

"I find it jerks me up with

a shock," she says, "to be told

to 'hold that, please,' just

after I have finished an im-

passioned plea for the life of

my lover or to register again

and again a gesture or expres-

sion which was at first spon-

taneous."

Miss Cowl was reminded of

E. H. Sothern's statement

that while acting for the

screen he deliberately thought only of get-

ting the emotion to the audience instead

of feeling it himself and losing himself in

the character, as he did on the stage.

"It is exactly like that," the actress

agreed. "Only of course the reception of

the audience is denied you—or spared, as

the case may be," she added darkly.

No interviewer can talk to Miss Cowl
without getting around sooner or later to

the subject of clothes. Not that the actress-

playwright cares particularly about discus-

sing them—but when one looks at Jane
Cowl one is impressed first by her superb

natural beauty and then by her garb ; for

the second is as distinctive as the first.

Jane Cowl has a well defined theory on

the psychology of gowns. Gowns, she be-

lieves, build or kill sympathy for actresses

on the stage and in pictures.

"I hear a great deal about 'the psychology

in "Tbe
Spreading
Dawn
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of clothes,' but I find most people hazy with

regard to it," she smiles. "Not that it lacks

for annotators, analysts and what not.

Dear me, no ! I can scarcely lay my hand to

a paper or a magazine but that I find 'Miss

This and That' or 'Miss So and So' busily

expounding the subject.

"Line, it is axomatic, is the most im-

portant single factor in the success of

gowns. Without it there is nothing. But
not enough helpful suggestions have been
made about color. I have seen some of

the country's best actresses play roles in

colors so palpably unsuited. to them that I

wonder how they could have been so

careless.

"I cannot conceive how any woman in

the world would play a sympathetically

emotional scene in certain shades of blue

or the shriller shades of green. Stage

gowns which violate the rules of warmth
and softness and sympathy in color are fail-

ures."

With which the interviewer was obliged

to admit the nail had been struck squarely

on the head.

Miss Cowl, with all her talents, represents

the influence of the feminine on the new
and better motion pictures of the day.

Her ideas typify the refinement that women
throughout the country are bringing to the

screen—refinement and a sympathetic un-

derstanding that promises much for the

future.

There are women directors of motion
pictures—many of them and successful

ones. Women writers are devoting much
of their time to preparing material for

the screen. Women artists have taken part

in the movement for bigger and better

things in the cinema.

Mrs. John W. Alexander, widow of one
of America's greatest painters, and Miss
Elizabeth Averill a niece of Mrs. Harriman,
who conduct the Arden Studios in New
York City, are two who see great things to

come. By special arrangement they and
their decorators are lending their skill to

the artistic preparation of Goldwyn Pic-

tures.

Mrs. Alexander and Miss Averill have
promised to write a series of practical

articles for the owners of big motion picture

theatres, showing them how picture houses

may be beautified at comparatively little

expense and how, by simplicity, theatres are

improved not merely in looks, but in acous-

tics and lighting.

So that's the feminine influence in motion
pictures—just a hint of it. The theme is

one that could be expanded and enlarged

upon and written around and still escape

the justice it merits, for it is a big subject

and growing.
Feminine influence, fortunately for us all,

was felt first in the Garden of Eden. In

the days when motion pictures a thousand
reels long are projected a thousand miles by
wireless lighting it is to be devoutly hoped
that same influence will still be on the job.

To return to our theatrical manager, you
can't get away from it.

And who wants to ? Not motion picture

audiences, surely.

Jane Cowl, by the way, is a remarkable
woman in a great many ways. She is one
of those precious few persons who can con-
vince you by the very intonation of voice

when she speaks. She is so wonderfully
versed and conversant with her profession
that every word she utters sounds absolutely

authoritative. It is authoritative, and no
one could doubt it.

"There is nothing worth-while, unless it

is worth one's whole attention," she says.

"I have often wondered how so many people
get along in this world without knowing pre-

cisely what they are doing. Still, there are
many people 1 know who do not have the
slightest idea of just what is transpiring
when they are the most concerned partici-

pants. Curious, you will say, and I grant
that I have expressed myself in rather un-
usual terms, but the point is, why do so
many people elect to profess to be full-

fledged marvels at their particular lines

when, as a matter of fact, they are as nearly
uninformed as they possibly could be and
maintain themselves at all. I once knew a
man who worked at the carpenter trade who
confessed that if he lived to be a thousand
years old he would never learn how to saw
a board straight. Ridiculous isn't it, but
still it obtains in widely divergent spheres."

It would be pretty difficult to gainsay Miss
Cowl on any of these remarks, because, in

the first place, she delves mighty deeply, and
it is next to impossible to fathom her mean-
ing in casual study. However, we are going
to opine with a certain amount of justifica-

tion that she is alluding to the state the mo-
tion picture industry

was in until men and
women of real brains

and experience be-

came interested in it.

The whole ideal in

making a moving pic-

ture used to be that it

was a distinct novelty

to see likenesses of

real people jumping
about on the screen

with their actions all

in the sequence of a

story which was
easily comprehensible.

Nowadays it has be-

come more—it is an
art undefiled and a

wonderful art too,

not dependent for

one instant upon i|

mere tomfoolery
or novelty.

For a long time
people were
amazed by the
rapid strides for-

ward taken by
this entertain-

ment industry, Jj

and then it began to dawn upon all that

within our generation there had been the
advent of a truly marvelous advancement in

diversion. Almost simultaneously with
tin- realization came the pleasing demon-
stration of the fact that woman— milady

—

gentle adorable member of the gentler -ex-
is a potential quantity on the whole new sys-

tem—that, indeed, without her the film

WOltld he as vacant and as futile as it could

I
ossibly he. From that notable beginning

to this brilliant present, she mean- to every-
thing exactly everything, and when we say

everything, the photoplay is included.

I
With this obtaining so unmistakably in the

realm of photoplay, it is gennam to take
cognizance of the fact that the trend i-- uni-

versal throughout all walks of life—even in

the military— for Russia lias regiments of
women soldiers

!

Old prejudices of the masculine mind
must once for all succumb to the undeniable
condition which Fate has created for woman
and the time has come to herald her advent
into every activity as a blessing, which
presages much good. So be it. Aye, so

shall it be inevitably.
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GAIN those Lee Kids, Jane
and Katherine, known on the

screen as William Fox's Baby
Grands, have shown the big

stars how to do things. Their
latest stunt was walking off with the first

prize at the Automobile Fashion Show
held at Sheepshead Bay Speedway,
Brooklyn, in a snappy eight-cylinder

Willys-Knight touring car.

No, the Lee Kids don't own a Willys-

Knight yet, even if they are now real film

stars ; their first starring picture, "Two
Little Imps," being already released. But
they did show their good judgment in se-

lecting that car with its blue body, its

bright red trimmings and wire wheels
over two other famous makes which were
placed at their disposal.

The result of their judgment was a blue

ribbon for the Willys-Knight folk and a

$200 Liberty Bond for the Kids.

There were thirty entries in the Fash-
ion Show, which was held under the aus-

pices of the Actors' Fund. Prizes were
offered for the most fashionable turnout

and costumes.

The Lee Kids' costumes showed the

trend of fashions for the coming year at

least. Jane was garbed in a khaki uni-

form, an almost microscopic replica of a

U. S. Army officer's uniform. Katherine
wore a little Red Cross uniform. The
beautiful silks and satins and what-not
which adorned the famous stage, screen

and society beauties in the other cars had
no chance against the stern and simple

costumes of the Baby Grands. And no
other car had a look-in beside the big, si-

lent Willys-Knight.

From the moment the parade started

the Lee Kids had the prize. The judges
eliminated fifteen cars from the contest

after the first exhibition, and then let the

8000 in the audience pick the final winner.

Judging from the applause as the Lee
Kids passed for the second and final in-

spection, 7999 voted for them and their

noiseless monster for first place.

Field gflasses were in great demand in

the huge stand when the Lee Kids were
receiving their prize. When the audience
again applauded .them as the bond was
handed them, the Baby Grands turned
and gave a truly martial salute.

Winning prizes is but another exhibi-

tion of the versatility of these kiddies.

They have many other accomplishments
quite extraordinary. One of the best and
most persistent things they do is to elude

capture by climbing beyond the reach of

their would-be captors. The small pic-

ture accompanying this article illustrates

this penchant. Curiously enough, both

Jane and Katherine possess an absolute
passionate love for ascending to dizzy

heights in the most adventurous ways
they can devise. On one occasion, when
they were wanted for a scene at the stu-

dio, an hour's search about the vicinity

failed to reveal their whereabouts. Just
when worry was succumbing to conster-

nation among the directors, somebody
chanced to cast his gaze upward into a

very high tree some distance from the

studio. The reward of this glance up-

ward was the discovery of the kids, hav-

ing a gay time clinging to swaying
branches and immensely enjoying the

realization that they had baffled every

one.

When they were asked to come down
they gleefully refused. Then they were
ordered down and they waxed stubborn.

The only recourse was to go up the tree

after them. And, would you believe it?

—

not a man in the crowd could climb that

tree ! A ladder had to be secured before

any one could reach the exalted position

occupied so saucily by these juvenile mar-
vels. But, of course, eventually they had
to come off of their high perch and there

was peace and quiet around the studios

for fully an hour, anyway. At the expira-

tion of that brief period of time the Lees
had decided to explore the mysteries of a

nearby roof, and then the whole task of

capture had to be done all over again.

Do you realize that only a few years

ago a juvenile star was an unknown

Those same Lee kiddies in a grown-up car

Those Lee kiddies giving a demonstration of agility

quantity in the amusement world? Do
you also know that there are today at
least twenty children who are clever
enough and famous enough to have their
names and pictures adorn the lobbies of
the finest theatres as the leading attrac-
tions of the occasions?

Recently the writer made a tour of the
various moving picture theatres in New
York, and eleven out of a total of fifty-

six houses visited were featuring child
artists at that particular time. This is a
veritable eye-opener, especially in view
of the fact that the kiddies succeed in

bringing the coin of the realm into the
pockets of their promoters, who thus
prove themselves to be rather extremely
erudite.

Right in the heart of Gotham's gay
theatre section there was a big enough
"flash" of the Lee children to make the
uninitiated conclude they were the most
important stars in the whole village. A
careful count revealed the presence of ten
one-sheets, two three-sheets, a huge elec-

tric sign and forty-eight photographs in

ten different fancy frames, to say nothing
of several painted signs bearing on the
same little individuals. One of the most
interesting features of the whole situa-

tion was the large crowd which was wend-
ing its way into the theatre thereat, de-
spite the sweltering summer heat which,
under most circumstances, would be ex-

pected to drive everybody to the parks
and seaside resorts.

Of course, had it not been for the de-
velopment of the photoplay art, children

could not .have attained this high pedes-
tal in the public favor. The stage offers

little opportunity compared to that of the
screen. But, just the same, it has now
been proven beyond a peradventure of a

doubt that the little ones can entertain

about as royally as any of their seniors

and that they have a definite place in the
work of alleviating human sufferings by
diverting the mind with their diverting

talents.

There is always room for children in

any field of endeavor or play, and the

world needs to see more of the juvenile

vivacity which inspires rejuvenation. To
at least a dozen kiddies must go credit

for adding a lot of "pep" to the screen.

They scamper through pictures with a
rash abandon that actually helps the art.
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The 1 icock W©maim \
Loinise Glaum, lYiamgle slrcin-im-clhief, declares the
peacock, moil: the serpent, tempted Eve and that
it has beem tempting her descendants ever

By HERBERT HOW

HEN the vampire entered the
Garden of Eden she came in

the form of a serpent, we are

told, and since that day vil-

lainy, particularly female vil-

lainy, has been symbolized by the snake.
Until Louise Glaum cast her sinister spell

over the screen, all vampires practiced
reptilian antics—coiling, sinuous, gliding
antics. But as the shadow curtains parted
and "The Wolf Woman" glittered forth,

spectators discovered that the peacock
had replaced the ophidian as Satanic emis-
sary. The Glaum lorelei was sheathed
in a gown that swept the floor with a trail

of peacock feathers ; in her fingers she
held an Egyptian peacock fan; and, fitting

close over her bobbed hair was the jetted

crest of the bird from which spread a fan
of the jewel-eyed plumage. She was an
incarnation of vanity, that cardinal sin

of womankind.
In adopting the peacock as the motif

of her gowns and the moving spirit of her
characters, the Glaum defied a traditional

hoodoo of the stage, for so has the pea-
cock been regarded from time immemo-
rial. Some years ago Augustin Daly
staged a production with a setting of

long mirrors as a background for the
principal scene. On the first night, just

as the curtains parted, these mirrors
cracked from top
to bottom as

though bedeviled
by some mysteri-
ous power. After
a careful search
it was discovered
that peacock
feathers adorned

Here she is all

a-charm

the boxes of the thea-

tre. At once the

cause of the ill for-

tune was manifest.

The eyes of Argus,
cast by Hermes into

the peacock feather,

had invoked their

evil magic. The su-

perstition is still cur-

rent among stage
people, and many
have refused to. par-

ticipate in a play
where the ill-omened
feathers are used as
decoration.

Still, it would be a
poor vampire who
could not exorcise
this charm, for evil

is an antidote to evil.

It was not for this

reason, however, that
Miss Glaum adopted
the peacock as a tal-

isman. She is distinctly Oriental of

tastes, and to the Oriental the peacock
feather is an insignia of distinction. Nor
is this conviction without parallel among
Christians, for in early church records

the peacock is found as a symbol of im-
mortality. The Chinese mandarin today
wears the feather in his hat as an order

of merit. What reverential awe Miss
Glaum would inspire if she strolled down
the streets of Pekin wearing that head-

dress of a thousand plumes ! The keys
of the city would be hers, and she could

hang her hat on the nose of the imperial

dragon
"My love for the peacock feather is quite

natural," explained the Triangle siren-in-

chief when I queried her concerning the

evident devotion. "I am a beauty-

worshipper. I love

color — rich, shim-
me ring, glowing
color, such as you
see only in barbaric
art. I shall never be
content until I have
toured the Orient
and viewed the won-
ders which I have as

yet seen only in po-
etry or painting.

"I have vowed
that I will make a
pilgrimage to Persia
to see the peacock
throne, on which the
kings of Delhi once
sat, now in posses-
sion of the Shah. It

is a work of art that
I have always .de-

sired to see, but I

do not know whether
the Shah is very ac-

Louise Glaum all peacock-like

commodating to tourists," she added.

I ventured to remark that I supposed
the Shah was human, and if she used the
same mesmerizing tactics on him that

she has on certain screen gentlemen
there would be little difficulty. She could
sit on the throne as long as she liked,

though the harem, doubtlessly, would de-

clare a strike and walk-out, just as do
the picture wives of the picture heroes
when the Glaum siren trespasses upon
matrimonial preserves.

"So you favor the peacock as chief rep-

resentative of sin rather than the snake,"
I remarked, getting back to the animal
connections of vampires.

"A snake is hardly tempting, hardly
what you would call beautiful or voluptu-
ous, in the eyes of man, is it?" she replied.

I confessed that I usually felt like doing
a Doug Fairbanks vault whenever I saw
one.

"I think, as a matter of fact, that it was
a peacock that tempted Eve, and has been
tempting her female descendants ever
since," she continued. "Women commit
more sins through vanity than through
any other motive. Nearly all the so-

called 'vampires' that I have played are

merely women who barter their respecta-

bility for purple and fine linen.

"There !" she exclaimed, pointing out
the window, "there is the eternal

feminine
!"

A peacock strutted slowly along the

terrace, trailing its gorgeous plumage
over the grass and holding its head dis-

dainfully high. It was one of the pair of

pets which Miss Glaum keeps in the gar-

den to the rear of her home. She calls

this garden "peacock court," because the
majestic birds reign supreme over the
flowery domain. In the room where we
sat were two great Egyptian fans of the
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plumage, and I noted the design in dra-

peries at the doors. A huge. Chinese vase

of some dynasty or other stood by the

French windows. It, too, held a spray of

the feathers. I wanted to ask if they had
been plucked from the king- of "peacock

court," but I feared my hostess would
suspect me of being a spy of the Society

for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, so

I suppressed my curiosity.

The furnishings of the siren's home are

not unlike those of her screen habitat.

There is a rich, barbaric confusion of teak-

wood, bits of cloisonne, brilliant Chinese

embroideries, a Buddha god with spark-

ling green eyes, incense burners, lac-

quered screens and. quaint pottery—all

from the Far East. The room is signifi-

cant of the woman. At the studio she is

known among the girls as "Weirdy," not

only because of her eccentricities in dress,

but also for her peculiarities of tempera-

ment. "Enigmatic" is the word that

would describe her best, were it not so

often coupled with affectation.

"Don't think me freakish," she ex-

claimed hastily, after telling of her

"Weirdy" sobriquet. "At least I think

I'm perfectly normal.

"The only thing that may be termed

extraordinary about me is my love of soli-

tude. I revel in mountain hikes. Being

a devoted follower of Omar, I prefer the

book of verses underneath the bow and

—

"A jug of lemonade," I suggested to

bridge the awkwardness.
She laughed, for this vampire has a de-

cided sense of humor and doesn't grow
the least serious about her "Aht" or her

mission in life.

"I know Khayyam by heart," she con-

tinued, "and that accounts for the Khay-
yam gown I wear in 'Idolators.' I mean
the harem effect with the clusters of silver

grapes encircling the hips.

"Don't mistake me," she amended with

a twinkle of the eyes. "I do not take old

Omar literally, not to the extent of in-

dulging in vinous libations. I do not

agree with those who place a literal in-

terpretation on his words. His philosophy

is wonderful. It sort of—of tranquilizes

a person when discouraged and nervous."

"You are then a devoted follower of

Omar, and the peacock feather is your
fetish," I cut in, having in mind the gen-

eral theme of a good story concerning the

extraordinary siren actress.

"Oh, that sounds too mysterious and
heathenish," she laughed. "I

insist I have no desire

to be featured as

a weird and wondrous female simply because
I happen to play abnormal creatures now
and then. I'm called 'Weirdy' because I

like seclusion, fantastic gowns and pecu-
liar characters to play. That's all. I'm
not a descendant of Cleopatra or Lucrezia
Borgia or the Queen of Sheba. I'm just

an American—quite sufficient, don't you

1 A CHANGE OF HEART 1

By DICK WILL'S

| Said Mary Jane Gillespie, "Gee, I wish
I was a star, |

With pictures of my visage on the bill- |
boards near and far, |

| An' the boys all writin' letters askin' for j
my foteygraph, f

An' a salary amountin' to a thousand |
and a half. j

| Pm just as cute as they are and I know j
that I ain't plain,

| Gee! I wish I was a movie actress," j
wailed Miss Mary Jane.

| So she ups and packs her grips and from 1
the bank she draws her bones, j

| Then got an introduction to Miss Rail- 1
road Helen Holmes.

| Now that lady, being kindly, said, "Miss |
Jane, what do you say

| To coming on location with our company |
| today? |

| And if you want to act perhaps Pll ask j
you out again, |

I And let you be an extra." "Gee! Pm j
made," said Mary Jane. |

I She watched with bated breath as Helen |
ran a-top a freight,

1 And when she jumped from train to car |
she trembled for her fate.

1 Her knees played castanets when Helen |
leaped from off a bridge.

I She nearly fainted as the star hung from |
a lofty ridge.

1 "Pm going to act quite quickly, an' Pm %
going on a train,

1 BUT—Pm goin' to be inside it, bound j
for home," cried Mary Jane.

SHiiiiiiiiiii|iiiiiiiir.ii"iiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii«iiiiiiiiiil»i!iiiiiiii«ii;iii«iii»iiiii)»iiiiii"il"iiiiiiiiiii«ii;iiiiiii'iiiiiiii:ii!iii=

think? In fact, the most zealous genealo-

gists can find no kings, queens or prin-

cesses in our family. We seem quite im-

mune from autocracy. I believe one of

my ancestors was among those who
knitted socks while the French royalty

entertained at the guillotine. I have no
desire to be identified exclusively with
vampire characters. I want first of all

to be recognized as an actress who can
make the spectator feel the moods I try to
portray, to live them with me. I don't
want characters that are either all good or
all bad. I want them human. I think
the lady—call her 'vampire' if you must

—

in 'Idolaters' was quite human. She was
dominated by vanity to a greater extent
than most of us. She was, indeed, the
peacock woman ! Do you blame me for
having a secret sympathy for her, bad
as she was?"

I did not, having observed the afore-
mentioned lady in all her glory. If the
peacock has brought bad luck to the thea-
tre its spell is being reversed for the
films, at least so far as Miss Glaum is

concerned, for no feminine star under the
Triangle standard has evoked so much
favorable attention from both critics and
public as has "our lady of the peacocks."
And she is progressing steadily, not in the
least impressed with her own success. I

heard one critic remark recently, "I delight
in seeing her because she always makes
such a complete picture of herself. Every
shade of gesture, every line of gown and
figure harmonizes with the mood of

character."

Miss Glaum obtains these results by
hard study. When given a part she usu-
ally sets out for a mountain hike, finds a
comfortable nook in Mt. Lowe or its foot-

hills and then proceeds to read the script,

visualize the character and plan the de-
tails. Thus in the scene of "Idolaters,"
where she offers George Webb the flagon
of wine, she wears the "Khayyam" gown
referred to above. It is a harem effect

of shimmering white, with clusters of

grapes as adornment. In this creation

she appears a personification of the Ru-
baiyat. At another time she poses over
a panel of light, holding a mirror aloft in

self-admiration. The tilt of her head, the
sweep of her gown and her whole atti-

tude suggest the preening peacock.
It is this attention to detail, as well as

her genuine talent for depicting great
emotion, that makes it possible for Louise
Glaum to invest any role with beauty and
conviction. Her "peacock women," as

she calls them—carefully avoiding the
term "vampire"—are her most celebrated
characters, because the public loves the
elements of mystery and lure and gorg-
eousness in their composition.

Yet this Miss Glaum does not wish
to be indexed as "siren," "vampire" or

even "star," but simply and
in its full sense

—

"Actress."
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FictioffM^cdl from (tine Triangle Photoplay

HAMILTON VANCE was a

live-wire magazine writer who
would dare most anything for

the sake of getting unusual
material to write about. In-

deed, it was his indomitable courage
which took him gypsying through the
Cumberlands of Kentucky in quest of

knowledge pertaining to the origin and
conditions of the poor whites of the hills.

Eventually he journeyed into Trigger
Creek, a settlement in sanguinary Breat-
hitt County, and which had been de-

scribed as a private reservation of the
devil. From the very inception of his so-

journ in this unterrified community,
Vance and his colored servant boy, Roose-
velt Washington, had thrilling experi-

ences such as would inspire most men to

promptly retire from any neighborhood.
But one of these very experiences deter-

mined this man of letters to stay among
the hill folk.

Milt Sears, feudist, ex-convict and dis-

penser of "book larnin' down Tripper
Creek way," discovered Vance at his work
very shortly after his arrival. He mis-
took the nature of the work in which the
newcomer was engaged, and fearing the
possibility of being rooted out of his

"teachin' job," he ordered Vance out of

the valley before sundown.

"An' if ye don't go, I'll bushwhack ye
'till yer dang sorry," he added in an effort

to make his threat impressive.

However, Vance was not much fright-

ened. Sears was quick to take note of

this and he yanked out his revolver in a
twinkling.

"Yer goin' to buck me, eh?" he ex-

claimed. "Well, jes' watch this and see
if ye don't think I kin shoot straight."

Without a moment's hesitation Sears
fired a volley of shots and a half dozen
bullets went through Vance's
hat without any of them hitting the hu-
man target. This was too much like flirt-

ing with death to permit any man to pass

servant were unterrit

through the experi-

ence with his equilib-

rium unshaken. Still,

Vance was not so up-

set but what his

first thought was the

chance he w o u Id

take on imperiling

the future of some valuable manu
scripts if he ventured to make known too

much opposition. Therefore, out of sheer

caution, he smilingly agreed to make him-
self scarce.

"All right then, I'll not bother ye 'till

sundown, but don't forget I'm goin' to do
enough if I find ye still here after then,"

were the parting words of Sears, who
went on his way, scowling.

Within an hour after promising to de-

part, Vance met a young daughter of the

hills—a veritable goddess—who was on
her way home from the Trigger Creek
grist mill. Her mode of conveyance was
a bull, long trained to such work. Upon
getting his first glimpse of this girl, the

young writer at once decided to take his

chances on being bushwhacked, and he
remained in the valley just so he could

see more visions such as passed him
astride the bull.

Later at the Trigger Creek settlement

Vance discovered the reason for Milt

Sears' actions and animosity towards him.

A notice had been posted announcing
that a "new boss of the teachin' job" was
desired. The satisfactory applicant must
be able to read, write, figure and fight, ac-

cording to this notice. Thinking of the

girl he had seen riding the bull and believ-

ing that in the position of school teacher

he would be enabled to study the moun-
taineers at a closer range, he decided to

apply for the job.

Inside the general store Vance discov-

ered an all-absorbing checker game under
full headway. Squire Eli Bradley, the big

man of the hills, because of his stand-in

with the county officials, was defeated by
a weazened little individual who called

himself the "champeen"
checker player south of Ma-

son and Dixon's Line.

Recognizing in Squire
Bradley the man with
whom he must culti-

vate a friendship if

he was to secure the
position as school

teacher, and, being
something of a
checker-player him-
self, Vance offered

to play chestey
boaster a game. The
stranger's methods
were startling to the

old mountaineers and
in less time than
it takes to tell about
it, Vance defeated
his opponent.
"Now I don't mind

telling you who I am and that I am
here to get the job of teaching your school,"

Vance said after vanquishing the dazed,

little "champeen."
"Wall, I reckon that anybody what kin

play checkers that-a-way can boss a

teachin' job," was Squire Bradley's quick

reply.

The School Board was promptly assem-
bled, Vance was put to the test, achieving

easy success, and then he started for the

school house to secure a proper introduc-

tion to Milt Sears and to demonstrate the

last requirement of a teacher—his ability

to fight. His deft handling of Sears—he
made a monkey out of him before the

gathering of rough mountaineers—won
Squire Bradley's complete admiration.

"Come to my house and sample our vit-

tles," the Squire invited after the fight

which left the hefty Sears shorn of his

reputation and nerve.

At the Bradley home that evening,

Vance recognized Bradley's daughter,

Roxie, as the girl he had seen riding the

bull. Gleefully he began figuring that he

was going to like his job as teacher, for

he was sincerely interested in this pretty

little wild flower of the rugged mountains.

During the supper he found that Roxie
had never been educated. She could not

read or write. He also learned that

Squire Bradley held the job as School
Trustee simply because he figured he was
the best man for the position.

"No, I ain't got no edgicashun and I'm
a-waintin' some of it mighty much, too,

'cause I'm tired o' the insults and jeers

o' Lily Bud Raines," Roxie declared.

Lily Bud Raines was a poor relation,

too pretty to work, who lived with the

Bradleys, dividing her time fifty-fifty be-

tween reading and looking at herself in

the mirror. Upon being introduced to

Vance, the vain Lily Bud could not un-
derstand why he did not crush her to him.

She was surprised that her charms did not

overwhelm him.
Lafe Grider, a mountaineer, was intro-

duced to Vance during the supper as a

very worthy gentleman who handled
Squire Bradley's business affairs. From
the beginning Grider did not like Vance's
presence in the Bradley home. First, he

feared he was a Revenue Officer ; second,

he observed that Roxie rather approved
of the stranger. He availed himself of

the first opportunity to warn Roxie
against being- friendly with Vance, and
he was innately chagrined when she did

not receive his advice with gratitude.

When Vance assumed charge of the
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Teacher and pupil spent much time out in the hills

school at Trigger Creek, Roxie was one
of the first to accept him as the proper
schoolmaster of that territory. Vance
very wisely took charge with a mailed
fist and a calloused palm, and soon every-

body was for him as a result.

Milt Sears, bent on getting revenge,
contributed his part towards making
Vance's first day exciting by taking a
shot at him during school hours.

The bullet went wide of the in-

tended mark and barely

grazed Roxie's shoulder.

Vance bravely accepted
Sears' challenge
empty-handed, and
within an instant he
had grappled with
him and succeeded
in pinioning h i m
down to the ground.
He then turned his

captive over to the

pupils that he
might be marched
to jail under ade-
quate escort. Im-
mediately the vic-

torious teacher
turned his attention

to Roxie, who he
carried to her home
with all possible

haste. For the first

time the Squire
learned that his

daughter had been
surreptitiously attending school.

"Oh, daddy, I'm so sorry this has hap-
pened to me, 'cause it's a-goin' to keep
me outer school," the girl deplored.

"Never mind about that, Roxie, I'll

come every day and give you private les-

sons at your home," Vance volunteered.

"Wal, jes' listen to me, young feller,

if yer goin' to do that, ye'd better come
well-armed, 'cause I ain't goin' to have
any datter get overbearin' and high-heeled
by a-gettin' too much edducashun," the

Squire put in.

This was not at all reassuring to Vance.
Of course, he instantly became beset with
visions of real excitement. And, mean-
while, Lafe Grider had make known his

intention of wedding Roxie, and the

father agreed to it, -despite Roxie's vehe-
ment objections. Temporarily Bradley's
threat of violence against Vance should
he try to give Roxie lessons proved to be
an invulnerable barrier to their seeing
each other. Finally, however, Vance de-

cided to fight, because he was
conscious of the responsi-

bility for awakening
Roxie's desire for intelli-

gence. He employed
typical mountain
method of having
his way, too, for

with much difficulty

he bolstered up his

colored servant's

courage sufficiently

to use him to the ex-

tent of having him
hold a gun pointed
straight at the Squire
while he gave the
girl a lesson in spell-

ing.

"Roxie, do ye keer
so much for edduca-
shun that you'll see

a nigger hold a gun on yer pap?" the old

man asked as he held his hands high in

the air.

"Yes, daddy, I do keer jes' that much;
I do want larnin'," Roxie assured him.

"All right, then, I'm fer it, too," he
agreed humbly.
Thereupon he consented to Vance's

calls, and thereafter the teacher called at

Vance carried the wounded Roxie to her home

all hours and on all days, Sundays and
holidays included.

"It's all necessary to her education,"
Vance explained to the inquiring
and worried Squire.

Instinctively Lafe Grider
realized he was not in the

running with the new
schoolmaster, but in

stead of stepping
aside, he fostered a

terrible hatred, and he
made up his mind he
would kill his rival if

he found he was a gov-
ernment raider spying
on the stills in that

vicinity.

Lessons in love had soon
supplanted the lessons in

'"book larnin' " and instead
of poring over the reader
and the spelling-book, the
teacher and pupil got into

the habit of taking strolls through the
hills, breathing deep of the clean, woody
atmosphere and listening to the musical
murmuring of the crystal clear brooks,

which babbled gleefully on all sides.

It was while the happy couple were on
one of these strolls that Lily Bud chanced
to pass the schoolmaster's cabin at a mo-
ment when the colored servant was tak-

ing a nap. Vance had left some of his pa-

pers and manuscripts of new magazine
articles on a table. In nosing about, Lily

Bud read what she considered a most con-

demning paragraph Vance had written.

"In the Trigger Creek neighborhood," the

paragraph read, "the principal occupation

is moonshining. Every man in the moun-
tain either owns an illicit still or works
at one." To Lily Bud's narrow mind this

meant but one thing—Vance was a Rev-
enue Officer.

She seized the damaging evidence and
took it to Squire Bradley. Over the "Brad-

ley vittels" that evening, Lafe Grider was
quickly summoned and the decision was
made to rid the community of J. Hamilton
Vance and his servant, Roosevelt Wash-
ington, very, very quickly. Despite
Roxie's statements to the contrary, Gri-

der insisted that the paragraph
meant but one thing, and

with Bradley he set

out for the latter's

still, leaving Lily

Bud to guard
Roxie. Clinging

to the conviction

that Vance was not
in the employ of

the government,
Roxie managed to

elude Lily Bud and
she hurried to her
sweetheart's cabin

to warn him. It was
not long after her

arrival at the cabin

that she got into a

quandary as to her
own fate, inasmuch
as her father had
warned her that if

she ever saw Vance
again he would not
permit her to put
her foot in his

house.

"What'll we do?" Roxie asked Vance
imploringly. {Continued on page 51)

'I give ye my blessin , young "uns"
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WOULD love to start my mo-
tion picture education today."

The sweet voice that

sounded in my pink ear over
the wire belonged to none

other than Elsie Ferguson, who a few
days before had signed with our company
to appear in motion pictures. "I'll take

you around the studios immediately and
will call for you in five minutes," was my
enthusiastic reply. With a "good-bye"
from the other end of the wire my trusty

typewriter was banged into the desk and
I was off to show the famous actress of

the spoken stage what a regular studio

looked like.

In exactly the stipulated time I arrived

at the door, and
after slicking- down
my unconquerable
pompadeur and giv-

ing my cravat a

final touch, I ticked

the bell and was
ushered into the

presence of the
popular stage star.

With her usual
smile that always
proves the sincerity

of the little sign of

Welcome on her
door-mat, Miss
Ferguson greeted
her humble visitor,

and in a surpris-
ingly short time we
were gliding along
in her luxuriously
comfortable c o n-

s u m e r of
priced gasoline

At the Famous
Players' studio we
were greeted by that

famous press agent of the American flag,

George M. Cohan, who safely piloted us

through an army of hammering carpenters
and scenery builders. Hugh Ford, George
M.'s director, knew Miss Ferguson from
stage days, and between hammer beat;

the mysteries of the studio were ex-

plained to our visitor. George M. Cohan,
who only several months before had been
initiated into the motion picture circle,

proved an able teacher. The camera, the

lights, make-up, focus lines "close-ups"
and other motion picture accessories and
terms were diagnosed, and before long
Miss Ferguson was able to stand in the

centre of a "set" flooded with powerful
lights without blinking. To further in-

troduce her to the behavior of a motion
picture actor, George M. enacted several

high-

explaining

Ferguson arriving at the studio

scenes before the camera in "Seven Keys
to Baldpate," his Artcraft picture.

After a tour of in-

spection from cellar

to garret of the build-

ing where once fam-
ous equestrians dis-

" ported, we were off

to the wilds of New
Jersey, where at

Fort Lee the Famous
Players-Lasky day-
light studio is situ-

ated. Over the tur-

bulent Hudson to

Edgewater and from
thence up man y
steep hills to the
studio is quite a dis-

tance, but due to

the charming com-
pany of our new film

pupil and the speed
of her immense mo-
tor we have arrived

before we realized it.

"It's Miss Fergu-
son," exclaimed thatto Miss Ferguson

Elsie Ferguson

polite Frenchman,Maurice Tourneur, as he
hurried forward with one of his assistant

directors. Mr. Tour-
neur was selected to

stage Miss Fergu-
son's initial picture,

"Barbary Shee p,"

and at the time of

our arrival was su-

pervising the build-

ing of an Algerian
village for the pro-

duction.

After being wel-

comed to the home
of her future activi-

ties, Miss Fergu-

son, for the first

time in her life,

viewed the wonder-

ful workings of a

day-dight studio,
covered entirely

with glass. A pool

for water scenes

and its operation

offered one of the

surprises for the vis-

itor. The immense
iron girders, with

their sliding platforms from which scenes

could be filmed at every angle, the many
scenic devices, the airy dressing rooms with

their big mirrors and sunlight, and other

offerings of the motion picture studio un-
known to the theater, all tended to bewilder

our new recruit.

As in the case of the New York studio,

the din of the carpenters and property

boys was something that could not be

passed unnoticed by a stranger. "So this

is the 'silent drama,' " remarked Miss
Ferguson to Mr. Tourneur with a mis-

chievous little smile. Just then one of

the directors staging a scene nearby blew

a whistle as the players began to act. and

immediately the studio became as quiet

as a Broadway cabaret after one o'clock

in the A. M. A pin could have been heard

to drop as Mr. Tourneur turned to Miss
Ferguson, and in reply to her question

said: "Yes, THIS is the silent drama."

And on conclusion of the trip Elsie

Ferguson was completely won over to the

motion picture. In one afternoon her en-

thusiasm for her new work advanced
many fold—and I had performed one of

the most pleasant duties of my job.
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Editor's Note.—June Mathis, who is allied with
the Metro-Rolfe forces, is one of the most suc-
cessful of picture play writers. Miss Mathis has
been on the stage since childhood. She was lead-
ing woman with Cohan & Harris, A. H. Woods,
the Shuberts and Liebler. She began her screen
career as a "free lance" scenario writer, and was
successful from the beginning. Miss Mathis has
written and put into scenario form hundreds of
successful picture plays, among them being "The
Snowbird," "Her Great Pricq," "God's Half
Acre," "The Millionaire's Double," and "The Call
of Her People," with Ethel Barrymore as star,

which was scenarioized from Edward Sheldon's
play "Egypt."

ECENTLY a young woman
came- to "'me' with *a letter of
introduction from a friend in

the financial district. I heard
her story. It was to this effect

:

She was a graduate of Wellesley. Just
after she had left college her father lost his

money and died of grief. She and her
mother found themselves practically penni-
less. The young
woman had to go
forth into the world
and become a bread-
winner for her par-

ent and herself.

Being possessed
of a large store of

common sense, she
entered a business

college, learned
shorthand and book-
keeping and after

being graduated ob-
tained a position as

a stenographer
which paid her
something like $18 a

week.
After hearing this

story I very frankly

told her that I ad-
mired her pluck and
energy.

"A n d now," I

said, "I suppose you
are interested in mo-
tion pictures—t hat
you have a favorite

.star, and that you
want to inspect our
studio and see the mysteries for yourself."

"I am deeply, interested in motion pic-

tures," she replied. "I am a 'picture fan.'

I do want to inspect a motion picture studio,

but that isn't the reason I came here. I

called, Miss Mathis, to ask you about writ-

ing scenarios. I believe there is a great
future in that work—a much better future
than in the work I now am pursuing. I

want you to advise me."

"There is a future in everything," I said,

"if one knows how to be patient, persistent

and diligent. There is indeed a future in

scenario-writing. And there is a future in

being a stenographer."

"Yes/' she interjected, "but such big

sums are earned by writing scenarios. One
gets rich quickly. That is why I want to

write scenarios."

"My dear girl," I replied. "Do you mean
to tell me that you want to become a

scenario writer because you believe you can
get rich quickly ? What a foolish ambition !

What an absurd notion ! You have been
through college. And yet you have not
reached the understanding that the art of

writing scenarios is much like any ordinary
profession. It is something that requires

long study. Results are not accomplished
quickly.

"Suppose you sat there now and told me
you wanted to be a lawyer. What would it

mean ? Years of study, a diploma, the

hanging out of your 'shingle'—a long wait
before your momentous first case. It is the

same with writing^scenarios. .Thercis^much ,

preliminary study. Then you enter the

field. And then you try to sell the product
of your brain.

"Only there is this difference in writing

scenarios : that the profession of practicing

law is based on certain set rules, while that

of writing scenarios, while based on rules

i!llllll!llllllllllllll!llllllll!nillllllll!!lllllllll!lllllllll|l

MARY PICKFORD
By R. W.

Whence covies the subtle charm, the weird magnetic grip she holds upon our hearts?

'Tis not alone dramatic art, for others please us in their varied parts

Upon the magic screen, that mimic of our features, actions, thoughts and fears,

Which registers with eloquence unspoken all our joys, our moods, our tears.

Whereon we actors see ourselves as others see us—virtues, defects—ALL!
A repetition of our other selves responding to the Author's call,

And yet gives glimpses through the Mummer's mask of our real selves, and takes

A message to beholders, one which makes them love us, fear us, seals or shakes

Their confidence and brings respect or grim reserve, invites response in kind,

Strange telepathic messages, unerring, true, transferred from mind to mind.

We see her in her rags or coronet, her hair unkempt or dressed, and feel

Her mood of pathos, petulance, her very frowns or tears are real.

'Tis art, oh, yes, indeed, the art of nature's artist mirrored heart and soul,

For be she quaint princess or lowly beggar maid, she lives each varied role,

And lives them all just as she FEELS them, THERE'S the secret of her grip

charm,

The reason why a great big, bustling world lies willingly in the small palm

Of her well-moulded hand, and we who know her days, her home, her nature sweet,

Her kindly deeds to those around her, KNOW just why the world lies at her feet,

It is—the girl herself is good. Her charm of heart, her sweetness cannot vary,

And so—"Miss Pickford" has been lost, we know her not, remains but "Little Mary."

of reason and common sense, has the realms

of space for its limits. If you want to be-

come a scenario writer you must first study

the spoken drama ; then motion pictures

;

then struggle for an idea for your first pic-

ture play, and then assemble it in a form
that will be attractive.

"By all means, try scenario-writing if you
have talent for it ; but first understand that

much hard work is ahead of you, and that

unless you are willing to smile over disap-

pointments you will be disappointed in your
efforts."

I asked her if she had tried her hand at

scenarios. She showed me two plays she

had written. They were absolutely devoid
of strong climaxes, or even plots. Believing

in truth as the greatest tonic one human
being can offer another, I told her what I

thought of her plays. I made suggestions

for revising them ; told her to try again and

then return to see me. She thanked me
with a tone of sarcasm in her voice—and
she has never returned.

There is the story of one motion picture

"fan" with wrong ideals. She believed she

possessed talent for writing picture plays,

she thought that all she had to do was to sit

down and write, and that some producer
would snap up her work. In brief, her idea

of the motion picture profession was that

producers, in their frantic search for plays,

would snap up anything offered them.

Hers was a foolish yet wholly pardonable
premise. She had seen some motion pic-

ture plays*which did-notrappeaktoher.... She
thought she could do better. Now,' while it

is true that some picture plays may be -weak

—may be lacking in plot or action, those

plays are the exception rather than the rule.

And the person who sees a poor picture

play immediately gets the impression that it

is representative of all productions, instead

of being an excep-

tion to the general

run.

Many people make
the same mistake
when they want to

become fiction

writers or great
painters. They read

novels which impress
them as being in-

ferior, or they see

paintings which lack

realism ; and then
they try to do better.

It is The Wrong
Idea.

Very well. What
is the Right Idea?
Simply this : That
when you want to

do a thing it should

not be because you
think someone else

is failing in that

thing, but because
you believe you have
a strong inclination

for that particular

kind of work and
successful at it.

a simple illustration. A
a modest home. She has

fitted it up to the best of her ability, yet she
is not satisfied with its appearance. She
keeps trying to better it. She scrubs the

floors, polishes the furniture, adds a pic-

ture here, or a piece of chinaware there.

The main point is that she is not satisfied.

Another woman lives in a modest home.
She thinks it is beautiful. She does not

scrub the floors, she does not polish the

furniture, she does not add a picture or a

piece of chinaware. She is perfectly satis-

fied with her surroundings. She asks her
friends what they think of her home. Chari-
tably, they tell her it is beautiful. They are
not truthful to her.

The same thing applies to scenario writ-

ing. A woman writes a picture play. She
first maps it out carefully in her own mind,

and even then she is not satisfied with its

and

Let us take

woman lives in
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appearance. She keeps trying to better it.

She polishes up scenes and situations, she

adds a climax here or an anti-climax there.

The main point is that she is not satisfied.

Another woman writes a picture play.

She believes it is sublime. She does not

view it critically—she does not try to better

it. She sends it to a producer, and it is

"returned with thanks." Satisfied with her

own work, she believes those who have
looked at it are lacking in intelligence.

Which is the successful home woman?
Which is the successful scenario writer?

My illustrations give their own answers.

In my particular case, when I have an

idea for a play, I first make it real in my
own mind. Here is a wealthy and influen-

tial woman who loves a poor man. Her
friends try to dissuade her from displaying

her affection for him. They try to con-

vince her he is unworthy of her. They
even go to the extent of trying to put the

man in the light of being a thief, because

they believe he, is inferior to jier^ socially

and they are determined. to prevent a match; .

In -the end- right triumphs; - The -man be-

comes the means of saving the woman's
fortune from being swept away. She real-

izes that he is upright, honorable. In a

great burst of love and gratitude she tells

him of her feeling. It is a new light for

him. He had not dared aspire to her hand

;

and yet he had secretly adored her all the

time.

Now in our own minds we can picture the

wealthy woman, the poor man, the woman's
friends. But what have we? An idea for

a play? No. Merely a series of situations.

There is no plot—no great idea—no thread.

On the other hand, suppose that one of

the rich woman's friends was a wealthy
man who had swindled the poor man in a

mining deal. The wealthy man loves the

rich woman ; he knows she loves the poor
man. He is determined to win her. He
knows he cannot succeed by fair methods,

so he schemes to get her into his power

;

to first get possession of her fortune.

His plans seem to be going through suc-

cessfully, when the poor man suddenly
realizes how he was swindled ; learns of the

plot against the rich woman ; balks it.

Here you have a glimmer of that mystic

word, "Plot" which the dictionary defines

as "a complication of related incidents

which are gradually unfolded." The "re-

lated incidents" in this particular case are

that a force of evil is combatting and seek-

ing to gain the mastery over forces for

good. And the forces for good must
triumph, else you have a tragedy.

So, in struggling for a picture play, first

get your plot. When you have pursued that

and captured it, the matter of writing the

play is one of diligence and persistence.

But remember—the plot must run all

through the story. It must develop at the

beginning, thus showing the reason for the

play, and it must go through each situation,

like a silver thread binding together a string

of pearls.

In your mind's eye you must visualize

your plot, just as you would stand on a

mountain-top and gaze on beautiful scenery

surrounding you. You must visualize your
characters, either evil or good, just as you
would pick out, from your mountain emin-
ence, beautiful or unattractive bits of

scenery. You must see your characters go-
ing through the action on the screen—and
when you have seen all of that, sit down and
write what you have seen.

It may sound difficult, or it may sound

easy—but that is the way I write my
scenarios.

There are many no doubt who lack the

knowledge of the technical terms used in a

working script or the knowledge of how to

introduce or bring their characters together.

They probably are puzzled by the different

methods of the feature producing com-
panies, for each company has its own par-

ticular style of continuity, based on the

same principles which the youngest literary

art has laid out.

Each company assembles its characters

for introduction in the story. One large

feature corporation introduces all of its

characters first with explanatory titles and
semi action. Another prints a cast, then

unravels the story while I personally prefer

to introduce all characters in action.

This, like reading a book, may bring an
unexpected development the next moment
in the introduction of a new character.

While if they arc visualized before you, be-

fore the story is told, you begin to scent

their relationship and just what influence

they will have on the story.

After your characters have been intro-

duced unfold the story with action, leaving

out superfluous scenes, carrying each inci-

dent until you reach the development of

suspense then carry the story to its climax
and gently down the hill to the usual happy
ending which our "fans" seem to favor.

Make your characters human. Of course a

great deal of this is up to the director.

Don't be afraid of writing a title or a leader

if it helps the story.

It is better to know what the action is

about than to remain in doubt. And if

your story will permit add comedy, for

five reels of suffering after a day's work
gets on the nerves. Like the old saying,

"the voice with the smile wins," "the pho-
toplay with the laugh gets the money."

U IT'S YOUR MOVE," SAID THE PAWN

And who wouldn t like to move in a little closer to this bewitching smile of Doris Pawn? AVhen this photo-

player isn t busy dallying with the outdoors—and smiling—she appears in William Fox photoplays
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INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT THE CLAN THAT ACTS
Incredible as it may appear to one who has

seen Lee Morris, the long, lanky comedian

—

he is six feet three and a half inches—was
once a baby. How he ever grew to this great

height from mere babyhood is an unwritten

chapter in his life. He is now seen in the

William Fox photoplay, "Durand of the Bad
Lands."

"I have been told that when I was a baby,

the girls of the neighborhood—I lived in Sioux

City, Iowa—used to come to our house and
borrow me to play with. I wish they would

do it now."

Tom Forman, who has acquired an enviable

reputation as leading man in many Paramount
Pictures, may assume the role of leading man
in a battle with German submarines, as he has

enlisted in the Coast Artillery Federal Re-

serve. Like many other Laskyites, Forman
joined the 17th Company of this organization,

which is captained by Ted Duncan and has as

its second lieutenant Walter Long, both mem-
bers of the Lasky organization.

"Danny" Sullivan, who is appearing in "Wife
Number Two," starring Valeska Suratt, was
well known to two Presidents. "Danny" in his

youth was on speaking terms with Grover
Cleveland and William McKinley. He knew
them as many other youngsters knew them.
He sold them newspapers when they visited

New York.

Following violent rumors from Bear Moun-
tain concerning the tons of trout that were
being extracted from the mountain streams
by William C. DeMille, Jesse L. Lasky decided

to investigate. The vice-president of the Fa-
mous Players Lasky Corporation had just

motored across the continent and determined
to go fishing for a few days' rest. After five

days of ceaseless baiting of hooks he gave up
in disgust, not having received a single bite

with the exception of those which were donated
by a few frisky mosquitoes. The remarks
which Mr. Lasky made concerning the veracity

of one Mr. DeMille would not look well even
upon a scrap of paper.

David "Slim" Voorhees, one of the tallest,

if not the tallest of actors on the screen, has
been called to the colors and on July 15th re-

ported for duty at a certain post in California.

"Slim" is now drum major in one of the army
bands. He was born in Kansas in 1890 and
stands 6 feet 7% inches tall. He is a nephew
of the late U. S. Senator Voorhees, of Indiana,

and has been playing in Pathe's "Lonesome
Luke" comedies. He is said to be the tallest

man now enlisted in Uncle Sam's army.

Virginia Valli, who is Taylor Holmes' lead-

ing woman in his first Essanay picture, "Effi-

ciency Edgar's Courtship," formerly was an
interpretative dancer on the stage.

Jay Morley, juvenile lead with the Isadore
Bernstein Company, has had a most adventur-
ous career. Some years ago he picked up about
five reels of what he admits was "junk" film

and traveled about the country working in a

vaudeville act himself. Sometimes he stayed
at hotels and sometimes he could not afford

it, but it gave him the idea of transferring his

affections from the spoken to the silent drama.

Francis X. Bushman, Metro star, who is in-

sured for almost his weight in gold, has pur-

chased forty acres of land adjoining his estate

of one hundred and twenty-five acres, at Bush-

manor, Maryland. This makes his place one

of the largest in Maryland and is valued at

$150,000, exclusive of the horses and cattle

and the planting of this season.

Hazel Daly, who plays the role of Honey in

Essanay's famous Skinner pictures, jumped
from high school to the screen and in two
years became a star. She is one of the few
picture celebrities who won fame without

stage experience.

Julian Eltinge, who began active work be-

fore the camera at the Lasky studio on his first

Paramount Picture, is somewhat alarmed and
perturbed over his new sleeping schedule. The
well-known feminine impersonator found him-

self arriving at the Lasky studio at 7.30—just

three hours after his regular retiring time!

Despite his best efforts to ward off this dis-

graceful proceeding, he finds himself so tired

at night that he is perfectly willing to go to

bed at 9.00 P. M.

Olive Thomas recently became an authoress,

collaborating with Director Lynn Reynolds on
a Triangle play in which she will be starred.

The little "Follies" beauty is said to have scored

heavily for the box offices throughout the coun-

try with her first two offerings, "Madcap
Madge" and "An Even Break."

Mary Pickford's leading man in "Rebecca
of Sunnybrook Farm" is Eugene O'Brien, the

popular young actor whose wide stage and
screen experiences and handsome appearance
makes him an ideal selection for this honor.

On the speaking stage Mr. O'Brien appeared

with such well-known favorites as Elsie Janis,

Ethel Barrymore, Margaret Illington, Fritzi

Scheff and others of equal standing in the

theatrical profession. In motion pictures his

most notable portrayals were those evidenced

in Famous Players productions, in which he
created country-wide attention for his excep-

tional work. ife

Charles Ray has a new Mercer, a brilliant

red machine, and he spends most of his time
in it. His friends call it the "Red Devil," but

his private name for it is "Tobasco." It has

everything but a wall bed and an elevator.

Ill

LITTLE MARY'S "GLAD HAND"

Mary Pickford and Jesie L. Lasky welcome William

S. Hart to the Artcraft fold. Big Bill's first Art-
craft picture has already been commenced under the

supervision of Thomas H. Ince, offering a powerful stcry by C. Gardner Sullivan, the noted photoplay writer.
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Julian Eltinge as a Regular Fellow and The Countess

Charming is a Revelation

Julian Eltinge and his pipe are inseparable Here he is in the process of changing from himself to "She

Asa female thief

ft 1HE celebrated female impersona-

J[ tor, Julian Eltinge, has joined the

throngs of stage artists in trans- |
planting his talents to the screen, and
he has made his debut in a highly di-

verting photoplay entitled "The Count-
ess Charming," in which he plays the

roles of Saunders Julian, a regular |
fellow, a virile, red-blooded man, and

j
Countess Raffeisky, a dainty woman of

rare beauty. It is while posing as the §
latter, out of a spirit of revenge be-

cause he had been rejected by society,

that Mr. Eltinge does his best work.
As the Countess he rents a big house j
and is speedily received in society. He
proceeds to collect for the Red Cross
and he steals all kinds of things.

Eventually he is apprehended by the

police, but a moment after being ar-

rested he turns out the lights in the

room, knocks down the officers and
escapes. Then he brings about the con-

venient "death" of the Countess and
reappears on the scene as Julian in
time to win the girl he loves and to j
prove that he was justified in all he had
done. Julian Eltinge as an artist and |
"The Countess Charming" as a real |
cinema hit are worth while any time.

iii:iiiiiii!!iii!iiiii':!iiiiii!iiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinrtf As a real wat r nymph

And here he is giving us all the wink s to our right as some stunner



GRACE DARMOND
SANGER AND JORDEN
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V. BRUNER

THE SCEEEM TO SPREAD Til I
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T is a long step from a monastery
to a moving picture studio. At
first thought it is impossible to

conceive of even the remotest

connection between the two.

The duties of a monk of the Greek Church
can hardly be said to resemble those of a

screen actor. In Iliodor, generally known
as the mad monk of Russia, is found the

rare combination of priest and actor. Ilio-

dor, as nearly all the world knows by now,
was the principal opponent of Rasputin, the

powerful monk who had the Royal Family
of Russia completely under his control. So
firmly did he have them in his clutches that

they did not dare to act without his counsel

or permission. Iliodor exposed Rasputin's

evil living and his schemes of self-advance-

ment to the authorities in Russia, but Ras-
putin's influence at court was too strong for

him. The faith of the Czar and Czarina
was pinioned on Rasputin, and they could

look upon him who spoke ill of him only as

a traitor. The result of Iliodor's accusa-

tions was that he was banished for his

pains.

He came to this country where he

and his wife took refuge in a little

Harlem flat. He immediately set about
to expose the wrongs of Russia, and
the intrigues of the Russian
court. He attacked Royal per-

sonages, officials and
political leaders

ruthlessly. His ac-

cusations were sup-

ported by history,

and his revelations

caused a sensation.

Finally he was in-

duced to lend his

drama of modern
events to the screen.

It is nearly five

months ago that the

first scenes were
taken by Herbert
Brenon for his re-

markable photo-
drama, "The Fall of
the Romanoffs."

Life in the studio

has been a novel ex-
perience for Iliodor,

and he has much to

say concerning the
uses and possibilities

of the screen. He
speaks not a word
of English, and all

conversation with
him must be carried

on by means of an
interpreter.

"Through my
ecclesiastical educa-
tion, which lasted

until I was thirty-

three years of age,"

said Iliodor in a re-

cent interview, "I

was taught to believe that the theatre,

moving pictures and all kindred amuse-

ments came directly from the devil. I real-

ize now what a wrong idea that is. Since

coming to this country I have been able to

see many things in a different and much
clearer light. I am emancipated. I am free

from the shackles that bound me for so

long, and I find much good where before

I could see only evil. I now see in moving
pictures only opportunities for unlimited

good.
"It is only of late during my association

with Mr. Brenon while filming 'The Fall of

the Romanoffs,' that I have realized the

tireless energy and the careful forethought

that are necessary to make a successful pic-

ture. No branch of art requires so much

Here's the Kaiser as y
convince you

ou see him played by a moving picture actor and a close study of the picture will

that there is a close resemblance to the real thing. A bad "thing he is,

too, as the photoplay, " The Fall of the Romanoffs," proves

vitality and ceaseless effort as the moving
picture.

"Anyone who thinks that I have under-

taken to make a picture for either fame or

money is very much mistaken. I have had
all the fame that I or any man could pos-

sibly want, and as for money, my needs are

simple and money has no charm for me.
The only use I have for it is as a means to

an end. I consented to take part in this

picture, and play the role that I had taken

in the recent events in Russia simply be-

cause I wished to condemn all evil and to

make public to the world the wrongs of

Russia. My friends in this country, especi-

ally those who were priests in the Greek
Church, persuaded me against it. They
advised me to keep away from moving pic-

tures on the grounds that such occupa-
tions were not fitting to the dignity of a

priest. I was in a strange country. I did

not know what to do or whom to believe. I

longed to give the world by means of the

screen my knowledge of Russia's woes and
injustices, but the demands of my friends

were insistent and I regretfully gave up

came the news of the Russian
the pardon of all those

who had been ene-

mies of the Czar and
his coterie. I packed
my belongings and
prepared to leave
for Russia. Felix
de Thiele came to

see me. He begged

me to remain in this

country and make a

picture depicting the

recent historical

events in Russia as I

knew them. He told

me of the inestim-

able good it would
do not only in Rus-
sia but throughout
the world. I felt it

nryself . I wanted to

spread the truth.

But I was afraid

that the d ra m a

would not be cor-

rectly executed, and
afraid that whoever
the producer might
be, he might have

little regard for the

truth, and that he

might be neglectful

of detail. It would
be useless in Russia

should the atmos-

phere be incorrect

or the settings
faulty. And should

the picture fail to

impress Russians it

would mean the
downfall of all my
hopes and aspir-
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ations. I feared, too, that the main truths

might be distorted and disfigured, but I

knew that nothing of great worth is ac-

complished without much anxiety, and with
J\I r. Thiele's encouragement, I made up my
mind to he patient and search for the right

man. I knew that the subject could be

coped with only by a man with an excep-

tional brain, the soul of an artist, and a

thorough knowledge of his business.

"I look upon it as the will of destiny

that Mr. Brenon has undertaken to accom-
plish this great work. I consider Mr.
Brenon chosen by God to be the man
through whom these revelations are given

to the world. It takes unspeakable energy

and infinite pains to stage this big subject.

Mr. Brenon's is no easy task; but he spared

neither time, labor, money nor pains.

I am convinced that Mr. Brenon has done

and is doing all that lies in human power to

reproduce these incidents. Nothing does he

neglect to make his scenes, his characters

and his story correct. The Russian spirit

is observed in every detail. The picture will

be a boon to Russians. For the first time

they will learn the truth, and they will see

for themselves the intrigues of the Russian

Court that were the direct cause of so much
of the people's suffering and unhappiness.

They will be shown who are really re-

sponsible for the events which led up to

the Russian Revolution, and they will see

how they were hoodwinked by those in

power and by the monarchs of their land.

"For the Russian people never knew what

was happening. They never realized how
they were being mistreated and misgov-

erned. It will be a revelation to them. They
are only now learning for the first time a

few of the facts for themselves. Friends

coming from Russia tell me that my book

which, since the revolution and the conse-

quent overthrow of tyranny, the people have

been allowed to read, is being widely dis-

cussed, and that the Russian people are be-

ginning to look with a more friendly eye

toward me. Before I was bearing a light in

darkness ; I was misunderstood and dis-

trusted by my own countrymen. But now
they are beginning to see that what I told

them was true. History has proved it.

"I feel, too, that 'The Fall of the Roman-
offs' will be the means of my moral rehabili-

tation. Of that I am convinced. What-
ever mistakes I have made in my life this

picture will wipe away. The good that it

will do in the world and for Russia in par-

ticular will compensate, I know, for any

wrong I have committed.

The Czar
Alfred Hickman

and Czarina
Nance O'Neill

Entering Rasputin s

room showing the

awe in which they
regard this priest

"I have been asked what were my sensa-

tions when first I went before the camera.

For me the camera did not exist. Never
once did I feel conscious of it. I was simply

living over again the events of a few years

ago. I did not feel that I was acting. I was
living again in the past.

"When I return to Russia I intend to

found a little colony on a safe and sound
social and religious basis. In this colony

moving pictures will be a conspicuous fac-

tor. They will be used in the fight against

In HERBERT
BRENON'S "THE
FALL OF THE
ROMANOFFS "

evil, and will be the chief means of in-

structing the people. I intend to have a

studio properly equipped where we shall

manufacture our own pictures for our own
use. The knowledge that I have gained in

Mr. Brenon's studio will be invaluable to

me there. It will be my delight and pleas-

ure to thus be a promulgator of knowledge.
I have always stood for truth, eternal truth.

I want to see the human race in this big

world of ours united as brothers and sisters

should be."

Hell Morgan as He is

The Amateur's Friend

By CARL STEARNS CLANCY
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Big, sympathetic "Hell Morgan," the

proprietor of one of the Barbary Coast
saloons that became extinct in the San
Francisco fire of 1906, in the person of

Alfred Allen, is a character who has made
a friend of every one who has seen that

realistic melodrama, "Hell Morgan's
Girl." In real life Mr. Allen is likewise

a friend of every one who knows him, par-

ticularly of the budding motion picture

actor, for he has been a dramatic instruc-

tor for many years and is a real "old

stager" of the footlights.

Although he was the son of a univer-

sity president, when Alfred was a seven-
teen-year-old boy he ran away from his

home in Western New York and secured
Avork on the stage of the old Wallack
Theatre in New York City. During the

day he attended the Empire Theatre

School, in which Mr. Belasco was an in-

structor, and later became a teacher in

this school himself, after having secured
the degrees of A. B. and A. M. at his

father's university, and taught there also.

Mr. Allen also taught in Baltimore four

years, served as a geologist on the New
York State Survey, engaged in the min-
ing business in Georgia and Florida for

five years, became the owner of several

mines, and on his experience with them
based several successful plays. He wrote
the two well-known novels, "The Heart

of Don Vega" and "Judge Lynch" during
this time.

In 1901 Mr. Allen was awarded the

$1000 Town Topics' prize for writing the

best play in a contest conducted by this

publication, a play on the negro problem
entitled "Chivalry," played on the road as

"The Master Power," and as a result of

its success was offered and filled the posi-

tion of play critic on the "Dramatic Mir-
ror" during the following four years.

Needing a change, Mr. Allen next went
to Alaska and engaged in gold mining.
Upon his way back to New York he
stopped off in Los Angeles, was offered

the position of dramatic instructor in the
Egan School, and as a result never re-

turned East, but remained with this insti-

tution four years. During this time he
directed several productions.
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N a recent evening, Beatriz Michelena, in response to

an invitation from the University of California, ap-

)eared before 10,000 people as a much-heralded star

"eature in the Greek Theatre production of "The
Talisman," a new Egyptian play by Raine Bennett.

While not widely known in the playwriting craft,

Mr. Bennett is a promising young author of San
Francisco, whence genius sometimes flows, and
his play has occasioned an unanimity of en

thnsiastic comment among Far West
ern critics.

Miss Michelena's appearance in

"The Talisman" is of unique inter-
i

est, since it marks the first time a

motion picture actress has been
asked to share honors with Mar-
garet Angflin, Maude Adams,
Julia Marlowe and a few other
stars of the legitimate stage

and make her bow from the

classical granite of the Hearst
Greek Theatre at the Univer-
sity of California. It testifies

not only to a resognition of the

actress' individual talents, but
likewise to a growing conscious-

ness of the advancing art of the
motion picture profession.

"The Talisman" was staged
in the Greek Theatre by the San
Francisco Players' Club, under
the immediate auspices of the
University of California's Sum-
mer Session. Miss Michelena
played the role of an impassioned
Bedouin girl with a fire and an
interpretation of her lines that
were reminiscent of her earlier

conquests on the speaking and
singing stage—before she be-
came a disciple of the silent

drama exclusively. It was her
first appearance in person for over four years,

during which interval, she whimsically de
clares, she had circled the globe at least

a good dozen times in as many motion
picture features.

While rehearsing for the
Greek Theatre play, Miss Mich-
elena was dividing her time
with "The Dead Line," a film

drama written by Earle Snell
and directed by
George E. Middle-
tomwhich she is now
producing in the
Santa Cruz Moun-
tains and interlin-

ing with an abund-
ance of untamed
Western atmos-
phere. According
to the star's own
declaration, it re-

quires an elastic

imagination to

carry one, with a

mere change of cos-

tume, from the un-
couth mountain girl

of the West to the
impassioned Egyp-
tian maiden, who Two Michelena studies in light and shade

wooed her Arab lover in seductive blank verse, conjured charms
from a scarab and exuded the atmosphere of the hypnotic Fast.

Says she, "It is a long jump from the pioneer California,
with her primitive codes, to Egypt, with her assortment of Sa-
hara, pyramids, Nile and crocodiles. Consequently it was diffi-

cult for me to properly segregate myself when at

the same time rehearsing for 'The Talisman'
and making scenes for my Western photo-

drama.
"While the 'other woman' of the

scenario was making shameless at-

tempts before the camera to steal

my Western lover, or the villain-

ous Cattle King was scheming to

rid himself of the homesteaders
and my father in particular, I

had to close my eyes to all of

it and pace the other end of the
stage, mumbling over to my-
self sweet, seductive lines from
'The Talisman' that were not
in the least like the 'rough and
ready' subtleties, with which I

had to win and hold my West-
ern prestige in the motion pic-

ture. Then when my turn came
for the scene, I had to throw
aside my Egyptian manuscript
and rush 'like mad' to adequately
thwart the 'other woman' and
the villainous Cattle King in

time to change my costume and
take my car for the eighty-mile
drive to Berkeley and a Greek
Theatre rehearsal."

Miss Michelena is one of those
actresses who knows the line of
demarcation between light and
shadow in interpreting drama,
and she has implicit faith in the
power of the moving picture
camera to help in conveying the

fluctuating moods of human beings undergoing
life's story. In the two accompanying pic-

tures in which she is the star, it

will be noted by all who will study
deeply that the combined power of

both light and shade have been
brought very much into play
in creating the proper "at-

mosphere" for these partic-

ular situations. The effect is

not only strikingly

beautiful, but it is

tell-tale. One can al-

most see the general

trend of the whole
plot by studying

these two views of
it. T h e light-and-

shade idea is just

that informative.

Of course animated
photography lends
itself to this sort of

art, and the fre-

quency with which
such effects are
flashed on the screen

is one of the ele-

ments tending to

constantly popular-

ize the movies.
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Beauty an Asset to Screen Actress,

Says Alma Rueben

rv.

LMA Rueben, the Triangle ac-

tress, who was recently de-

scribed by a noted critic as "the

dusk jewel of the screen," has

been asked to contribute her bit

to the controversy as to whether or not

beauty is a handicap to an actress.

"A handicap !" exclaimed Miss Rueben
when approached by an interviewer. "Well,

I should say it would prove an asset to any
woman, particularly a screen actress.

"All stars are beautiful, I suppose—at

least in the eyes of their press agents. As a

matter of fact, many of them are, if you
regard beauty as consisting of regular fea-

tures, good teeth and nice coloring; but to

be remarked for loveliness of face, a woman
must possess something more. She must
be distinctive.

"Poe, in his description of Ligeia, quotes

Bacon, Lord Varulam, as saying, 'There is

no exquisite beauty without some strange-

ness of proportion.' In this very 'strange-

ness' lies the fascination that causes peo-

ple to look again and again. It is the

'strangeness' in the smile of Mona Lisa that

has caused men to admire her. Perhaps
this is the quality that has caused Jane Cowl
to be acclaimed one of the most beautiful

women of the American stage. She con-

siders this a misplaced compliment, I know,
for she frankly declares that her features

are irregular. I am sure others have not

noted this irregularity, but it accounts for

the distinctive beauty that is hers.

"A face without expression of inner

charm or intellect may be pretty, but it is

not beautiful. I think Alan Dale paid an

enviable compliment to Louise Glaum when

he said that she did not possess mere prettiness,

but an intelligence of face that suited the roles

she played. 'Intelligence of face,' seems to me,
to be the chief essential of beauty. You see in-

numerable girls in

comedies, in musi-
cal shows and in so-

ciety life whose
faces are archi-

tecturally perfect,

yet they are not
beautiful, simply
because they lack

the prime requisite.

"Webster defines

beauty as an as-

semblage of graces,

proprieties, or some
one ofthem that sat-

isfy eye, ear, intel-

lect or esthetic or

moral sense. A
building may please

the esthetic sense
without appealing
to the intellect, but
I do not think the
face of a woman
can be called beau-
tiful unless it appeals to both.

"I am not so sure that Lillian Russell,
the American peeress of beauty, has earned
her distinction solely through the faultless

coloring and the regularity of her features.

She has a personality that draws you to her.

Those who know her best seem the most en-
thusiastic in the praise of her loveliness.

Indeed, among the members of her profes-
sion Miss Russell is celebrated for her

Alma
Ruebe

splendid good nature and her many acts of
kindness. Doubtlessly it is this charm of
personality, expressing itself through her
face, that has caused the public to declare
her the most beautiful of American women.

"I do not say that such beauty as I define
is essential to screen success. Far be it

!

Many pretty girls are commanding large
salaries, but their successes are seldom last-

ing if they depend upon prettiness."

illlllillllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllW^

There are different methods of dispos-

ing of the aged in various countries. In

some regions in Africa a party of able-

bodied Africans will accompany an old

person into the forest, smite him or her
on the head with a bolus—a club with a

stone tied to the end of it. Formerly in

the Far North the Esquimaux placed the

aged in canoes without paddles and gently

placed them on the outgoing tide. They
never returned, which was the object of

the ceremony. In civilized countries like

the United States family pride prevents
the aged from accepting alms, the result

of which is voluntary entrance into Nir-

vana. In California the recent registra-

tion of able-bodied men for the army re-

vealed the fact that many thousands of the

aged exist there waiting for the Angel
Gabriel to blow his horn from one of those

precipitous eminences that so variegate

and decorate the Golden State. The sui-

cides of these aged are most frequent in

this land of the magnolia and the mocking
bird. Daily the public press records the

forcible exit of age. Some absorb gas
into their systems ; others swallow car-

bolic acid ; the revolver frequently fur-

nishes convenient means for the despatch,
while many go to the ends of the piers in

the ocean, and while the vesper bells of

the local mission burden the ambient at-

mosphere with their intermittent chimes,
and the golden orb of day sinks peace-

A Moving Benediction
By E. H. RYDALL
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fully beneath the ever-placid bosom of

the mighty Pacific, they slide into the

restless surface of the sea. Occasionally
a body will be observed falling from the
twelfth story of some office building into

the street, horrifying the pedestrians and
causing women to faint ; this is a vulgar
but rapid method of entering eternity,

quite distressing to the feelings of the

surviving public.

Failure in investments after a life of

success is the cause of most of this de-

struction of human life. Employment
they cannot get on account of the gray
hair; many vainly try to act as advertis-

ing agents, book peddlers, jurors or night
watchmen. Failing in these, the alterna-

tive is charity, or the County Poor Farm,
both of which are abhorrent to their high-
strung and sensitive natures. Then re-

mains dissolution, which is performed
daily by the aged in California in the ways
indicated.

The motion picture manufacturers
have stepped into this disgraceful civilized

state of affairs and furnish many thou-
sand aged men with occasional employ-
ment. They are as characters not only,

but in that everlasting demand for large

crowds of people necessary for some of
the movie picture productions. The cli-

mate is equable, the work easy and the
pay from two to five dollars a day, ac-
cording to the position in the drama occu-
pied by the aged candidate. With the
aid of this money so acquired they linger
longer in this sunkissed paradise, and
often acquire sufficient money to pay the
authorities for keeping their graves wet
long after they have begun to sleep the
last sleep.

In England they are now pensioning
the aged, and this pensioning may take
away the sting that charity inflicts, so
far as I know. I should judge it would
be better for the nation to supply some
form of occupation to the aged which
would be beneficial by keeping their
minds engaged, instead of wandering
about as idle pensioners. The deleterious
effects of idleness may be observed in the
Soldiers' Homes of this country, where
thousands of veterans are standing
around in idleness waiting for the last

roll-call. The aspect of these idle vener-
able is lamentable.

The point desired to be indicated in

this screed is that the motion picture peo-
ple are a Godsend, because of their abil-

ity to furnish employment to the grand
army of aged genteel, who are too proud
to beg and too honest to steal, and yet
are face to face with hunger and want.
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THE SILENT TREND
A Composite Review of the Current Month's
Achievements in the Photo-Play World

By BERT D. ESSEX

"C"OBER days make sober photoplays,"
K-J declares one producer erroneously

we are sure. On the contrary, according to

our ideas, the soberness current events of

the world inspire should by all means lead

everybody to the alternative of worthy di-

version for much-needed relief from the

stress of it all, and the latter is undoubt-

edly the natural tendency. It is not that we
would encourage negligence of duty owed
to our country in its great crisis, but we
cling to the old doctrine that "all work and
no play makes a dull boy of Jack." After

devoting the whole long day to doing one's

bit in the national organization for ultimate

victory of democracy, it is eminently fitting

to repair to a place of moral amusement in

the evening for the sole purpose of gaining

ample occasion to smile away your trou-

bles. Obviously, you cannot succeed in

this if the photoplays are sober. Instead

your woes are only intensified by seeing

more woes depicted on the screen. It seems

to us this makes it absolutely imperative for

producers to forsake serious subjects as far

as possible and to substitute on any slight

excuse a story which excites the merriment

without limitation. If the majority of the

producers reached the conclusion that the

times demanded stirring drama and melo-

drama, and comedy and farce were thereby

relegated to the background, we are sure we
are safe in predicting an amazing decrease

in box-office receipts throughout Filmdom.

The theory of one captain of the industry

would not arouse our apprehension very

much if it were not supported by the open
advertising of another equally prominent

leader in the field for "heavy dramas ex-

clusively." The simultaneous appearance
of two such advocates is enough to cause

one to fear the advent of a dangerous trend

and it is but natural that an agitator of

laugh-producers should raise his voice in

protest. There is little doubt as to the idio-

syncrasies of these particular champions of

solemn plays, but this does not preclude

the possibility of their being sufficiently

powerful to wield such tremendous influ-

ence as to make their ideal universally ac-

ceptable. Therefore, just to convince these

two gentlemen that they are starting some-
thing which should never be started in these

days, we would suggest and urge a letter

campaign on the part of the photoplay fans,

who, being the ones who pay the fiddler,

should never hesitate to express their opin-

ions and to make known their desires. Such
letters poured into the office of the manager
of your favorite moving picture theatre

will exert a final influence in the higher

realm occupied by the men who produce the

screen fare. It strikes us as being necessary

to crystallize public sentiment now more
than ever, and there is no more efficient

method of accomplishing this than direct

communication. Of course, we suggest this

letter campaign, fully confident that its ef-

fect will be to impress every one who needs

to be impressed with the fact that residents

of Uncle Sam's proud domain want plenty

TENDENCIES TERSELY TOLD
Famous opera singers continue to

succumb to the lure of moving pic-
tures. Added to the constellation of
stars headed by Geraldine Farrar and
Mary Garden now is Anna Case,
American soprano, of the Metropoli-
tan Opera House, of New York. Miss
Case will be starred on the screen
under the direction of Julius Steger,
late this coming winter.

The tendency to turn more and more
to new writers for screen stories, and
to become more skeptical of accepted
playwrights and novelists is impress-
ively exemplified by Maxwell Karger,
general manager of the Metro Picture
Corporation, who is frankly appealing
to amateur writers to "whip up" and
submit some suitable scenarios for
Madame Nazimova, Ethel Barrymore,
Emily Stevens, Emmy Wehlen, and
Frayicis X. Bushman and Beverly
Bayne. Get busy, unsung genius!

The trend towards re-alignment of
motion picture interests is more pro-
nounced than ever now, but there is

not the slightest possibility of forming
the much-feared "picture trust," be-
cause the public will not permit it.

Several of the larger competitors
seem prone to "understand" their
rivals better, but no one shows any
sign of a desire to get a corner on
the "understanding." Therefore, all's

well for the fans.

William Christy Cabanne, the Metro
director, has chosen a novel way to do
his bit for Uncle Sam. He will now
devote his time to producing pictures
calculated to increase army and navy
enlistments. He says he will attempt
to prove that the screen can induce
an additional hundred thousand fight-
ing men to rally around the flag.

The word "star" has been used and
abused to such an extent that several

of the managers are calling their fea-
tured players by the more-forced-
than-ever word, "super-star," inno-
cently unmindful of the fun-poking
opportunities the ambiguous "super"
part of it affords the merciless
punsters.

"Yankee plays for the whole civil-

ized world," is the worthy slogan of
many of the leading photoplay pro-
ducers now and the upshot of it is

bound to be that for the next decade
at least, the Old World will see more
American cinema than any others.

The preparations being made in this

country at the present time to hold
the balance of film trade throughout
the world after the war, is one of
the most momentous trends of all

screen history.

The movies are right on the job
helping Ex-Ambassador Gerard ex-
pose the Kaiser and the dastardly
policies of the indefensible Prussian
regime. One of the latest photoplays
to go farthest in "showing up" the

whole nasty business is "The Spy,"
which reveals the fact that there are
10,000 foreign enemy secret police

lurking in the United States. This
picture tends to inspire a fellow to be
sure that he knows his neighbor.

of comedy and farce and very little of the

drama unless it is replete with comedy
relief.

Let the producers hear your call and then

let them heed it! This is so vastly impor-
tant to the welfare of the cinema art that

every devotee to it emulates the man who
can and does not vote in failing to partici-

pate in the exhortation to rid the shadow
stage of its "sob stuff" until the termina-

tion of the war at least.

TF there ever was any doubt as to George
A Beban's superiority in the art of inter-

preting Italian characters, such as we see

them every day, that doubt is dispelled in

his latest photoplay triumph, "Lost in Tran-

sit." With his usual heterogeneous collec-

tion of "props," consisting of a suit of cor-

duroy, a red bandana handkerchief, some
scrawny dogs and horses and a baby, Mr.

Beban arises with all his might to an occa-

sion for consummate skill in dramatic

artistry in this production. He makes you

smile as he never did before, and he brings

that irresistible lump of choked-up emotions

into one's throat quicker than previously.

He literally charms you with his ability to

maintain absolute mastery over your every

thought the whole time his shadow is flit-

ting across the screen. It is interesting to

note in connection with this recent release

of his that Mr. Beban discovered his talent

for portraying Latin characters through re-

citing a poem about a little Italian child

called "Rosa" at a banquet in Chicago. He
did not know how well he could imitate

the Italian dialect until he essayed this

recitation. The story the verse unfolded im-

pressed him so strongly that he wrote a

dramatic sketch entitled "The Sign of the

Rose," which opened the pathway to his

complete success as a starring vehicle in

vaudeville. When finally Mr. Beban got

into pictures this sketch was expanded and

picturized as "An Alien," a veritable mas-

terpiece which won the actor a permanent

place in moving picture stardom. Discov-

eries are generally accidental, as was Mr.

Beban's, and just as invariably the source

of widespread amelioration in art or trade

is just such a discovery.

In "Lost in Transit," which, by the way,

was written by Kathryn Williams, the well-

known moving picture actress, Mr. Beban
appears as Niccolo Darini, a kindly, naive

Italian junkman, who finds a boy about

three years old tucked in among the rags

on his wagon one day. Pinned to the little

fellow is a note which reads: "Whoever
finds this child may have him—no one wants

him." Niccolo is delighted with his charge

and adopts him gladly. One of the first

things he does is to exhibit him to his

friends, Nita Lapi and Paolo Marso, his

rival for Nita's hand.

In the meantime there is a frantic father,

one Mr. Kendall, in a palatial home wonder-

ing what has become of his son, for whom
he had sent after keeping him in a home
for motherless waifs for a long time. He
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offers Mrs. Flint, matron of the Home, $5,000

for the return of his child. She advertises

in the newspapers, and Marso, Niccolo's

rival, seeing the advertisement, thinks it

an opportunity to make some money if the

child Niccolo has found should prove to be

the Kendall heir. This leads to the taking

of the boy by the police. That night his

rival and his sweetheart enjoy a sumptuous

feast, during which a beggar enters with

the real Kendall baby. Neither of the

diners realize the identity of this babe. The

next day the beggar is run over in front of

Nita's house and his dying words constitute

a confession that he had stolen the child.

This leads to the restoration of the real

Kendall heir to its father and Niccolo re-

gains possession of his little charge with

the aid of a court.

THE proclivity of photoplay producers

to meet the masters of stagecraft more

than half way in the eternal struggle to re-

tain the best stars of all branches of drama

on the screen is reassuring. Explicitly, it

means the photoplay fans are certain of al-

ways seeing the best artists, it makes no

difference how strenuously the spoken stage

fights to regain many of the stars which

have dropped out of its firmament to adorn

that of the silent drama. Mme. Alia Nazi-

mova is one of the more celebrated dramatic

stars who is very much in demand on the

stage, but just the same she is going to re-

main in pictures. The reason, of course, is

obvious—there is the inducement. The

point is, the captains of the moving picture

industry are "live wires" who are proving

time and again their willingness to go any

limit to continue their praiseworthy stride

in always giving their patrons the best of

talent. As one of the consequences of this,

Nazimova will appear in a seven-reel pic-

ture version of one of the most remarkable

stories of modern times—"A Rose-bush of a

Thousand Years," written by Mabel Wag-
nails, daughter of A. W. Wagnalls, president

of the well-known publishing house of Funk

& Wagnalls. As "a daughter of joy" in

Paris, Nazimova is provided with a role of

great dramatic intensity. As the plot has

been adroitly constructed, the regeneration

of this character is brought about in a

mystic manner by a rose-bush planted a

thousand years previous. Miracles are per-

formed by its agency from time to time, and

as saints touch it, new blooms burst forth

in inspiring splendor. The crowning miracle

of all, however, is performed in the life of

the Parisian woman around whom the entire

theme rotates. It is a foregone conclusion

that this release will arouse more than

passing interest.

"HpEARS and Smiles" is slightly an
* intermingling of what the title calls

for, but it is notable because it proves to

us that Baby Marie Osborne is an honest-to-

goodness star in her own right by dint of

her Thespian ability. True, there is too

much of the machinations and "precarious

existence" of a bad father in the story.

The plot contains a veiled, though prob-

ably unintentional, slap at prisons as a

means for reform, for, after serving a term

in prison, Little Marie's father promptly

renews his villainous efforts with increased

fury, necessitating a climax in which he

is shot by a policeman. An additional bit

of sordidness, easily avoidable, is forced

into the photoplay when the good Samaritan
in the story, the man who befriends the

child in the case, discovers his own wife

dead as a result of taking an overdose of

headache medicine. The only good this

phase of the yarn could possibly do would

be to warn the frivolous public once more
to beware of headache cures. Baby Os-

borne performs veritable wonders with the

part which has been devised for her in this

picture and she is deserving of credit for

transcending the worth of the material fur-

nished her.

'"TpO be married three hundred times in
-*- make-belief before the motion picture

camera is some record. And, with all this

practice, the holder of this record declares

that if she was ever called upon to walk
to the altar in reality she would suffer the

worst kind of stage fright. The young
photoplayer to whom we refer is Grace
Darmond, who, according to our version,

has a great future before her. She is the

star of a new seven-reel photodrama en-

titled "When Duty Calls," and in this fea-

ture she mounts high the ladder of histrionic

excellence. In the role of a heart-stricken

MOVIES TO THE FRONT
Motion -pictures will follow Ameri- j

can soldiers into the thickest of the |
fiaht to entertain them in the few oc- I
casional leisure moments. The Na- §
tional War Work Council of the Y. M
M. C. A. has made arrangements to |
present 8,000,000 feet of film per |
week, or, 1,126 programs in 31*3 can- 1
tonments, camps and posts. Motor §
trucks equipped with all necessary ex- j
hibition apparatus, will carry the cin- j
ema art to the immediate vicinity of j
the firing-lines throughout the war. j
Thus will the photoplay participate j
potentially in the work of alleviating §
sufferings caused by our justified bel- |
ligerency and simultaneously the |
screen will be doing a share equal to j
the press in propaganda campaign |
"among the folks at home."

young bride and mother, whose husband

has answered the call of his country, she

gives us a really intimate view of the feel-

ings and sorrows of a woman who must
bow to the inevitable iron hand of war.

"When Duty Calls" is not a war picture

of the variety in which marching soldiers

are constantly used to impress the mar-

tial spirit of the times, but it is exceed-

ingly timely in its depicting of the side of

the whole grim story which obtains at home
far removed from the field of battle. It

is a picture with a pronounced appeal to

every woman who has a male relative of

the draft age. It reveals truthfully how
willingly these noble American women sac-

rifice their beloved ones for the sake of the

country. The story is strong and the pic-

turization is well-nigh faultless. "When
Duty Calls" is a photoplay of the thor-

oughly up-to-date sort.

/^NE of the outstanding tendencies in

^-^ photoplay-building is to devise clever

stunts for clever heroes to do in order to

arrive at the coveted goal called Novelty.

An example of how earnestly the best of

producers strive to attain this end is given

in an interesting feature entitled "Flying

Colors," which is one of the latest Triangle

releases. William Desmond was wisely se-

lected to portray the leading character for

the splendid reason that he is a clever actor

who innately interprets fictitious cleverness

with pleasing dexterity. As Brent Brews-
ter, a famous Yale athlete, who fails in

business after emerging from college and
then turns detective out of sheer necessity

to earn a livelihood, he gives his admirers

further cause for lauding him to the skies.

His first case takes him in contact with

Craig Lansing, a multi-millionaire, who is

constantly being robbed mysteriously and
who therefore needs the protection of some-

one clever. This affords the excuse for

staging a series of deeds of skill, one of

which is to pole-vault to the roof of a house

and thus succeed in capturing two thieves.

After Brewster has made a complete suc-

cess as a sleuth extraordinary, he receives

a telegram informing him of the death of

a millionaire uncle who has left him all his

worldly goods. Let us say right here that

the inclination of fiction writers to bestow

scads of good luck upon their heroes de-

serves special attention—attention of the

sort to dissuade them from doing it so

much, for it is so unlike life as it usually is

and therefore a rank delusion. "Flying

Colors/' for instance, would be at least

fifty per cent, stronger as a story if the

author had left his hero as a successful

detective, with plently of assurance of am-
ple reward in the form of love. In fact,

the more love there is and the less fabulous

wealth, the more life-like the tale.

\TARY PICKFORD was never more de-
-L'-l lightful than she is in the title role

of "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," the fa-

mous story from the pen of Kate Douglas

Wiggin, who is as famous as her story, be-

cause she has written several such stories

which have brought out vividly life as it

exists in rural America. The story of "Re-

becca" is too well known to need relating

here. It is enough to say that it has proven

to be an ideal vehicle for Little Mary, and
she has never projected her inherent cute-

ness or her highly developed artistry to a

better advantage. Forsooth, her "Rebecca"

rivals her "Tess of the Storm Country," and

it is a characterization by which she will be

fondly remembered for a long, long time.

TT7E have often wondered why Earle
* ' Williams must always dally with and

baffle criminals in photoplays. Supposedly

the answer is: It pays Vitagraph. But,

just the same, we would bet a cookie that

Mr. Williams in light romantic dramas
would be a better drawing-card than he has

ever been in 'kill-'em-all melodrama. Of
course, a hero of romance is not so spec-

tacular because of the absence of breath-

taking danger, such as is injected so in-

variably and so copiously in crime plays.

However, Mr. Williams has a sufficiently

Romeo-like manner and an ingratiating

smile which would insure him of fulsome

success as simply the hero of some nice

girl deeply in love with him. Frankly, we
want to see less of murder mysteries and
criminal what-not on the screen, and we
regret seeing such a sterling actor as Mr.

Williams sacrificed to these desperate ef-

forts to produce thrills. In "Transgression,"

one of the late Williams starring vehicles,

minium
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B five reels of story revolves around a murder

B mystery, which is woefully commonplace,

B for the reason that newspapers furnish us

H with more interesting cases of the sort

B quite frequently. In "The Maelstrom," a

I predecessor to "Transgression," Mr. Will-

B iams as the hero was harassed by dangerous

j|
characters until it became terribly mono-

j= tonous. Yes, we would respectfully sug-

B gest that Mr. Williams desist the futile

B task of foiling all the kinds of criminals

B photoplaywrights can devise, and we would

B urge that he give himself a chance at ro-

B mantic heroism, regardless of the decrees

B of Vitagraph. Exploitation of crime is a

B cheap relic of bygone movie days, and it is

B regrettable that Vitagraph is so tardy in

B recognizing the fact.

B /"\NE of the most gratifying trends in

= ^^ photoplay art has always been to give

B people vivid views of parts of the world

B they would never see otherwise, and often-

B times if it is not feasible for producers to

H send their companies to the very spots on

B which scenes in their pictures are laid, they

B go to incredible expense to create remark-

B able replicas of those scenes with all the

m requisite "atmosphere." A case wherein the

H latter obtains is "Barbary Sheep," the Art-

j§ craft feature in which Elsie Ferguson makes

her debut on the screen. It is evident to

B even the lay eye that many dollars were

I spent to bring a likeness of Algeria into

B existence at the Fort Lee studio of this film

1 concern. In fact, "Barbary Sheep" is a

B regular Algerian travelogue of the most ed-

B ucating variety, and the whole picture was

| taken right in the wilds of Jersey. Espe-

B cially striking is the reproduction of an Al-

m gerian street, which was built expressly for

B this picture. This is one of the most re-

j§ markable duplications of architecture and

B of "local color" we have seen flashed on

[ the screen in many a day. No details were

B overlooked, and there is even a dilapidated

B trolley car of the very kind now used in

B Algeria, where rapid transit is yet unknown.

B Many of the interior scenes are extremely

j§ beautiful and the mark of authenticity is

1 always uppermost. Miss Ferguson proves

1 equal to the task of forgetting most of her

B former "stage tricks" while interpreting

| the leading character before the camera.

B She is really quite good, although there is

1 little doubt but what she will vastly im-

B prove as she becomes more accustomed to

1 working without the aid and sympathy of

jj an audience, which plays such an important

1 part in the achieving of stage sucesses.

1 TTAROLD McGRATH'S romantic mys-
B -Tl tery story, "Madam Who," has reached

| the fans in the form of an exquisitely con-

B structed photoplay, and with Bessie Barris-

H cale in the stellar role of Jeanne Beaufort,

I who becomes a military spy. Miss Barriscale

B does some praiseworthy histrionic work, es-

= pecially in the scenes in which she is cap-

B tured into a circle of masked spies of the

B enemy within the lines of her army, and is

B married to one of them, whose face is con-

B cealed, under the compulsion of the threat

B of death. Instead of being overwhelmed by

B the odds which were against her and refus-

H ing to be discouraged by the sacrifices she

B was forced to make, she vows to capture

H the mysterious eleven masked men. The

B subsequent efforts of Jeanne to make good

her vow and the attempts to prevent her

from learning army secrets and to identify

her make a series of thrilling situations

which keep you thoroughly on edge. This

is one of the few pictures in which action

is such as to excite almost breathless inter-

est, and it is one of the few releases of the

day which deserve to "get by," despite the

absence of comedy relief. It gives us a

phase of war in which we are all keenly in-

terested, due to the prolonged worry Ger-

man intrigue has brought to us.

J T seems the cinema art is fast becoming
*- dominated by the works of noted writers,

and during the last month there have been

at least a score of instances of gains on

the part of literary celebrities. This is to

say that where there has been one adapta-

tion from a distinguished pen there is now
at least two. One of the most notable works

to reach the realm of photoplays is "Iris,"

Sir Arthur Wing Pinero's popular play,

which Pathe has pictured with great care.

Alma Taylor, one of the beauties of the

English stage, appears in the leading role

A NOVELTY AND A FACT
Here's something new and unique—

a screen diary. Yep, Theda Bara is

making and keeping a film record of

her travels in lieu of jotting down
notes in a book as human beings have
always been wont to do. She will have

a moving picture of her life when she

gets through. When we think of what
a treat it would be to behold such a
diary of Cleopatra, for instance, we
can get some idea of what a feast

some celluloid records are going to

be for future generations if Theda
succeeds in thus starting a popular

fad.

// you are interested in the big

figures which play such an important

part in motion picture production,

ponder on this—one of the smaller

film concerns produces a little more
than five million dollars' worth of fea-

ture photoplays per year, and there

are twenty-five other companies with

much larger outputs.

and acquits herself with true artistic finesse.

The story unfolded in "Iris" is as follows

:

According to the last will of her husband,

Iris, a wealthy widow, was unable to re-

marry unless she sacrificed her wealth. At

a reception given in her home she accepts

a proposal from Fred Maldonado, a rich

clubman, who has persistently loved her for

some time. Iris was not overjoyed, as she

loved Lawrence Trenwith, a struggling en-

gineer. Downcast at her actions, he calls

to see her after every one departed. Listen-

ing to his strong profession of love, Iris

writes Maldonado a note, telling him that it

is impossible for her to keep her promise.

She consents to marry Trenwith after he

becomes successful in Canada.

Angry at Iris's refusal, Maldonado plans

to have revenge. It occurs that Iris loses

her money and finds herself in deplorable

circumstances. Maldonado offers her a check

book as a loan and she accepts. A short

while later the account is overdrawn and

no way possible to return the money. Iris

leaves the city. As a last resource she at-

tempts to locate work, but to no avail.

Maldonado again traces Iris and offers her

assistance. Giving her a key to a lavishly

furnished apartment he tells her it is hers.

The inevitable thought of starvation causes

Iris to accept. Not hearing from Iris, Tren-

with returns to the city. Meeting a former

friend, he has him to arrange a meeting.

Unknown to Iris, Maldonado overhears her

making an appointment for nine that eve-

ning. Nine that evening finds Trenwith

punctual. Overjoyed, they embrace. Look-

ing around the apartment, Trenwith ad-

mires it greatly, but to his sorrow he learns

the bitter truth of the whole thing. Dis-

gusted, he casts Iris to the floor and leaves.

Maldonado enters. Having heard the con-

versation, he orders Iris to leave. With no

earthly friend, Iris decides to end it all.

Seeking diversion, Trenwith walks along the

bank of the river. Suddenly he sees Iris

about to leap into the water.

F\OUGLAS FAIRBANKS is going his
*-* limit to make the wild and wooly West
more famous than ever through the medium
of cleverly concocted photoplays. Yea bo,

he has made another hit, too, indulging in

the strenuous life. This time he has a real,

roaring comedy-drama of life in Wyoming,
where the whole picture was made. It is

called "Fancy Jim Sherwood," and it deals

with a gang of cattle rustlers, who are

known as the Hole-in-the-Wall Gang.

There is a truly startling exhibition of cow-

boy skill, and there is the usual abundance
of Fairbanks smiles and virility. "Fancy
Jim Sherwood" is another feature we recom-
mend most heartily, because it diverts the

mind, while it creates in your heart a new
pride for that section of our beloved coun-

try from which hails so many of the daring

men who will help us vanquish Prussianism.

T T is becoming a rule upon which you can
-*- rely—A Bessie Love picture delights.

Indeed, she is growing to be one of the

most consistent distributors of sunshine on

the screen today, and she may be assured

of performing a valuable service to man-
kind in a moment of need created by war's

fury and the worries it entails. Miss Love's

latest effort is noteworthy, for the reason

that it finds her in the role of a happiness-

giver. The play is called "Polly Ann," and
it affords her even more opportunity to gain

the sympathy of the audience than did its

immediate predecessor, "Wee Lady Betty."

The outstanding feature of "Polly Ann" is

the bright thread of humor running through-

out. It gives Miss Love a more firmly es-

tablished right to championship as a light-

weight comedienne extraordinary. In short,

this is a feature you should not miss.

A/fARY ROBERTS RINEHART has made
L*-*- her advent into the realm of photo-

playwrights to a distinct advantage. A
masterly adaptation of the first of her ser-

ies of "Sub-deb" stories is "Bab's Burglar,"

in which Marguerite Clark is the capable

heroine. Here is a picture which deserves

ninety minutes of anyone's time, because it

really entertains without pressing into serv-

ice a lot of artifices. It is a straight-away
story which holds the whole attention,

scarcely admitting of a blink of the eye.

We are glad to announce that more of the

"Sub-deb" stories will follow in short order,

and we predict these will enhance Miss
Clark's popularity noticeably.
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\X7 HEN a pretty girl mistakes a young

preacher for a bandit and he errs to

the extent of thinking she is a divorcee,

there is bound to be some fun. This initial

situation in "The Divorcee" made it a suc-

cess because it amused people. "The Di-

vorcee" arrived as one of the late-summer

attractions and its life has lagged over into

the autumn. The girl in the case, as played

by Mary Anderson, is capriciously auda-

cious enough to take advantage of the fact

that she is sojourning in Reno, Nevada, that

hot-bed of divorce, and she pretends to be

one of the many seeking liberty from matri-

monial bonds. In the course of events a

stage robbery takes place and the little pre-

tender is convinced her new preacher lover

is the guilty robber. She warns him of the

approach of a sheriff's posse and a thrilling

flight on horseback ensues. The man's pri-

vate opinion is that the girl is really fleeing

from an irate husband. The combination

of misapprehensions has the net happy re-

sult of producing laughter, and it therefore

makes for a useful photoplay deserving of

attention.

"LIVERY GIRL'S DREAM" is one of

those sweet, little dramas capable

of doing a lot of good and devoid of any

qualities which could have a baneful effect.

Moreover, this Fox feature presents pretty

June Caprice to a distinct advantage in a

role which is ideal for her. The locale is

rather unusual—it all happens in Olenberg,

a little town among the dikes of Holland

and which is famed for its pretty girls,

among whom are many foster children.

One of these is Gretchen, a sunshiny beauty

as portrayed by Miss Caprice. Gretchen

lives with her buxom foster mother, Mrs.

Van Lorn, and the little girl is justly the

town's pet, beloved by everybody.

Carl, a woodchopper, particularly loves

Gretchen. He, too, is a foster child. Myn-
her De Haas, the town lawyer and capitalist,

also loves Gretchen, and despite his fifty

years cannot understand why the girl will

not consider him as a suitor.

Mrs. Van Lorn prefers the lawyer to the

handsome youth. Incidentally, the lawyer

holds a mortgage on the Van Lorn home-
stead.

But Hulda, a dark beauty, is determined

Gretchen will not have Carl. Every time

she finds them together she notifies Mrs.

Van Lorn, who breaks up their tete-a-tete,

drags Gretchen away and leaves Carl with

Hulda.

One day De Haas comes to pop the ques-

tion. As he is making a fervent plea a friend

of the girl fastens a fishhook to his wig.

When the lawyer gets up from his chair

off goes the wig.

Gretchen was far from an innocent party

to this trick and laughs heartily at her

wooer's embarrassment. Mynher fails to

see the joke and leaves in a rage.

Determined to make the Van Lorn family

pay for the insult, he looks for the mort-

gage in his pocket. It's not there. He has

Gretchen arrested as a thief.

At the same time Carl is in the woods
chopping. A carriage approaches. On near-

ing Carl it stops and a liveried attendant

gets out. Noticing a birth-mark like a fleur-

de-lys on Carl's back, he calls another at-

tendant, seizes the youth and throws him
into the carriage. They drive off.

The next day finds Gretchen on her way
to the stocks, to pay for her theft. Mynher
is following her. Just as the girl is to be

locked in, the lawyer finds the mortgage in

his office coat where he had left it the day
before.

He asks that Gretchen be freed. When
the populace learns of his mistake it puts

him in the stocks and frees Gretchen.

That evening a courier enters the town
seeking a lost princess. The lucky girl has

among her trinkets a beautiful locket.

Hulda searches in her trunk in vain.

Gretchen searches hers, but while doing it

is called away. Hulda comes up and finds

the locket in Gretchen's trunk.

Next day Hulda is proclaimed the prin-

cess. In a carriage in the square, she is

told, is the prince she is to marry. The
carriage door opens and out steps an old,

wrinkled man.
Hulda runs off, crying she isn't the prin-

cess, that Gretchen is the girl and that she

stole the locket. Gretchen is then placed

on the throne.

But the old man wasn't the prince. The
prince, no other than Carl, now comes from
the coach and sits beside Gretchen. After

(Continued on page 45)
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A Striking

Study in

Perspective

As is here attested, a

motion picture camera

can record views here-

tofore unknown in

photography. The
cameraman who"took"

this picture was prob-

ably standing on his

ear to get the curious

angle. But he got it, so

what's the argument ?



As a newspaper man, I hate to confess it, but the motion picture is doing more for the

Entente Allied cause than any other means of thought transmission. Not every one reads

the newspapers, and those who do forget what they have read, but no one can forget

what he or she has seen actually happen.

—

Lord Northcliffe.

HIS is the frank and unbiased opinion of Great Britain's greatest newspaper
publisher who has been in the United States several weeks on an important

mission for his government. This pronouncement of a deeply imbued sentiment
forms another link in the mighty chain of due recognition which the screen

is being given now more than ever. It breathes cordial endorsement of the

act of the Washington administration in mobilizing the resources of the film and the re-

sourcefulness of the manufacturers of it in the titanic battle on German autocracy. It

means that the greatest minds in the world realize the undeniable fact that the cinema
art has become an agency of great power for good and that it is worthy of every possible

encouragement, not so much that it vies with the public print in wielding an influence, but

that it can bring to bear a more impressive method of arousing the apathetic and edify-

ing the enthused. President Woodrow Wilson, the most distinguished exponent of liber-

alism in the world today, knows the value of animated pictures in promoting the common
weal, and he is not overlooking a single opportunity to take full advantage of this value on

every occasion. Forsooth, the motion picture is working in harmonious conjunction with

the press to advance the incomparable cause of democracy as if by universal decree from
the most capable men of the times.

This triumphant hour of the screen is one of the most comprehensible signals of

all for the complete disappointment and disillusionment of the Prussians who have been

fed copiously on the buncombe that Der Tag was inevitable—that the day of Prussian

supremacy would surely follow the wanton brutality of the depraved Kaiser's military and

naval forces. Precisely what it is all bound to mean is: ultimately the influence of the

photoplay is going to reach the German masses uncensored, and then let the oppressive

aristocrats beware. Just as sure as there is a sun in the heavens this pictorial propa-

ganda against militarism and Junkerism is going to reach the German people, and its

meaning will filter through all the prejudices which have been foisted onto their minds by

a crafty government, which has kept its subjects immersed in ignorance for so many
futile years. Then must come the expose of the imbecility of those war lords who have

feigned ultramundane rights to slaughter their own and others for wicked ambition's sake.

At such a time must come a wonderful ubiquity of sentiment diametrically opposite to

that which the Kaiser and his dastardly accomplices have attempted to engender. Ex-

plicitly, if the German people could see today the various propaganda pictures being ex-

hibited in this country nowadays, they would start thinking for themselves immediately

and revolution would be hastened.

In the interim, however, while the poor, deluded Germans are groping in the dark-

ness, the motion picture art is teaching the peoples of the lands opposed to the Teutonic

military regime how to dethrone the men who are crushing the very vitality out of their

own. The enemies within and without are being fought tenaciously every day and night

in the picture theatres of America. The best way for each citizen of this proud domain

over which floats the stars and stripes is being pointed out and the millions are seeing

for themselves on the screen what the newspapers tell about and more. The net result is,

the whole people know more and know it better than they ever could were it not for

moving pictures.

The moral is : go to see "the pictures" oftener than ever before.
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WAS
AUTO
SLACKING
B I L L I E

BURKE owns a

very aristocratic

English-made au-

tomobile. Not
long since she

was driving it

on a country road.

Suddenly the
car's engine stopped and positively refused

to chug one more tiny chug

made car drove by

CREEN STORIE
BUCK face comedy,
"ByJack Winn"

U4;
AI
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A German-

at that instant coming

from the opposite direction at a lively pace.

Nothing much to this item excepting we

can't understand why on earth that English

car didn't jump astraddle the Teuton ma-

chine for a merry scrap, just to be in keep-

ing with the spirit of the times. Miss Burke

must have been very disgusted with the

bad conduct of her bus, because she drove

home in a Ford, and it takes some disgust

to drive a person to this.

Si

AS a pastime, Emmy Wehlen, the Metro

star, tries to improve upon the fashions of

the day.

If she can't make improvements, she's no

modiste at all. We could and we haven't

learned to even knit "yit."

A YOUNG man by the name of John M.

Mallace was inspired to enlist in the United

States army as a result of witnessing the

photoplay "The Slacker," at Chicago.

Obviously a good view of a slacker got

some highly desirable malice into Mallace.

Si

THERE is something in a name after all.

Eric Mayne plays main parts in William

Fox photoplays.

GRACE CUNARD and Friend Husband,

Joe Moore, do most of their motoring after

dark.

Literally, they "light out" in the dark.

Si

"IT is easy to be a real heroine," remarks

Anna Little.

And there are plenty of opportunities over

in Europe, too.

EDITH STOREY has joined an army of

other photoplayers in deprecating the dearth

of real stories for the screen.

No one can gainsay that Miss Storey

ought to know a Storey when she sees one.

WHEN it comes to good fellowship,

Thomas Meighan is a champion. He really

treats every fellow as a brother and every

girl as a sister. He is a typical big brother

to them all.

If Tom had been of a family of sixteen,

he might feel differently about it.

BALBOA Studio has in captivity a live

bear which plays stellar roles in photoplays.

Oh, well, when it comes to acting, a bear

would just simply have to be a "bear."

JUNE CAPRICE is one of the few favor-

ites of the screen who studies Greek philoso-

phy.

It may be that she has interested herself

in this subject in the hope of being able to

understand the "Greek" directors some-
times hurl at dull "extras."

IF there is anything Mary Miles Minter
does not like, it is to have her picture taken

by kodak fiends. She would run a mile a
minute to get out of range (if she could)

when she sees a camera levelled on her.

The redeeming feature of it, however, is

that Miss Minter as a sprinter makes a

very keen picture.

Si

SOMEONE has ventured to suggest Ses-

sue Hayawaka, the famous Japanese actor,

as likely timber for dictator over unsettled

China, because he knows how to make chop

suey.

But, what a dictator of China would have

to know is, how to get out of the soup.

S»

THE life of Helen Holmes is just one

railroad wreck after another, and she is now
working on her 'steenth railroad picture in

which there are several bad smash-ups.

Anyone who has posed on trains as much
as Miss Holmes has should be pretty well

trained for most anything hazardous by
now. __

IT is reported that Douglas Fairbanks

recently refereed a wrestling match be-

tween "Bui" Montana, his trainer, and Eric

Campbell, who supports Charlie Chaplin.

Sounds incredible. It's against the very

nature of Doug to do the refereeing. He's

too keen on being in the mix-up himself.

CHESTER CONKLIN announces that he

is going to dispense with his soup-strainer

and he will wear a chin curtain instead.

Why not abolish soup if it requires

much precaution?

so

NAT GOODWIN, who has had his full

quota of wives, visited several of the Pacific

Coast studios recently, but it is reported

the girls saw him first.

Nat will have to wear a disguise yet. He
can't change his matrimonial record nearly

as easily, anyway.

"THE way to a dog's heart is through its

stomach," declares Gladys Hulette, the

Pathe star.

But, alas, it is so often more feasible to

reach a dog's heart through the barrel of a

shotgun, especially when the object is to

conserve the seat of a fellow's trousers.

EYES
OUT
AND IN
THE filming of

the latest Para-

mount picture in

which Jack Pick-

ford and Louise

Huff are starred

with the usual

success, had to be

delayed several

days pending recovery of Jack's eye. The
Pickfordian orb had the great misfortune to

stop a swiftly moving boxing glove con-

taining a very hard fist during a ring con-

test, and it was found quite impossible for

Jack to register the proper emotions with
only one eye working on schedule.

Still, it will always be better to have one
eye partly out than both "all in."

BEN TURPIN denies the persistent re-

port that he stood up by mistake recently

at a banquet when the orchestra played

"Little Brown Jug."

Perhaps he couldn't stand up. There
have been such occasions in the lives of

men.
Si

VICTORIA FORDE, who plays opposite

Tom Mix in Foxfilm comedy of the cowboy

type, read recently that there are 3,000 in-

candescent lights in the White House at

Washington.

"That," commented Miss Forde, "is why
our President is so bright."

All of which redounds in the more credit

to our honored President, because he does

manage to keep strictly temperate despite

the fact that he's all "lit up."

JAY BELASCO is one of the many mo-
tion picture actors who have been drafted

into the army. When the doctors told him
he was decidedly healthy and a moment
later asked him if he wanted to invoke ex-

emption, he gave utterance to an emphatic

"NO."

Which proves that Jay is no "jay" after

all.

Si

PEARL WHITE took her cameraman
and director and motored seventy-odd miles

the other day just to get a sunrise effect.

How different from other people! Indeed,

most of us wouldn't travel from our bed

across the room to the window to get a

sunrise effect.

Si

"IT'S a cinch she does not have to work
in the movies for a living," was the way a

fan expressed himself after hearing Myrtle

Stedman sing at a concert in Oregon.

The writer sung once and everyone said

it was a cinch we did not have to go outside

of a boiler works to find plenty of hard

work.

Si

ACCORDING to his press agent, Charlie

Chaplin was a real hero recently, when he

jumped into the mighty surging Pacific

Ocean and saved a seven-year-old girl's life.

Charlie is entitled to double congratula-

tions, because he saved his funny face, too.

Illllllllllllllllllllllllll
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For the smiles of Ora Carew

What wouldn't photoplay fans do!

ND oh how her smiles do travel

—not only miles and miles via

the film exchange route, but all

the way to the hearts of admir-

ers who are legion. Let it here

and now be noted that one of the truly

praiseworthy achievements of the cinema

art is the dissemination of optimism and

hope throughout the realm of humanity.

The deftness with which photoplayers press

into service smiles to promote this excellent

cause is one of the most pleasing develop-

ments in the whole business. Today there

are hundreds of artists who are noted for

their ability to register cheer-infusing smiles

before the camera, and one of these is Ora
Carew, who has ingratiated herself without

limits in Keystone comedies. True, little

Miss Carew is quite unique in many ways.

For instance, she has different kinds of

smiles for different kinds of occasions.

Most of her competitors in smile-trading

are either content or forced to be content

with one particular brand of smile—a same
smile, the only kind of a smile she can

muster. But Miss Carew can change the

style of her smile impulsively.

This little black-haired, brown-eyed star

of the laugh-provoking movies is a most
interesting lady too. She is best described

as five feet of vivacity and beauty. She is

one of the champion conversation-

alists of the studios, being versed

in many subjects outside of her

profession. An hour's chat with her

is an hour of solid pleasure with-

out one single boresome second.

Womanlike she loves pretty frocks,

and as her numerous friends know,
she knows how to wear them. Al-

ways attired immaculately and al-

ways ready to join one she likes in a

jolly discussion, she constitutes a girl akin

to the much-sought perfect. She possesses

a keen sense of humor of which she divests

herself invariably with a smile inevitably

contagious.

Miss Carew was born in Salt Lake City,

Utah, not very many years ago. She was
educated there at the Roland Hall Semin-

ary, where she paid far more attention to

entertaining than her three R's, and yet she

emerged from school a thoroughly educated

girl. Throughout her school career she was
noted for her smies and she sent her many
girl chums to their homes many miles away
with indelible memories of those smiles, too.

Miss Carew's talent for dancing and her

trained voice early gave her a chance to ap-

pear in vaudeville to an advantage, and she

was well known on all the big variety cir-

cuits in "sister" acts, single acts and

sketches, and always was she engaged in

artistic endeavor which benefited by her

smiles and which made other people smile

happily. In "between-whiles" she appeared

with various dramatic stock companies,

and it was during an engagement she had

with the Gaiety Stock Company at San
Francisco that the longing to act in pictures

took her to Los Angeles and secured her the

opportunity to act with the Reliance-Ma-

jestic concern, now known as the Fine Arts.

Keystone next claimed her, but a busi-

ness trip to New York took six months

from her photoplay career and on her re-

turn she played one picture at Culver City

and then rejoined the Keystone, where she

has done her best work. She has been most
successfully starred in some of the bright-

est and cleverest comedies of the age, and
in every one of them one of the outstanding

features was the famous Carew smile—the

smile that travels so far to lift people out of

caverns of gloom such as claim them only

to destroy.

During eight months of very active ac-

tivity under the management of Mack Sen-
nett, the winsome little Miss Carew has ap-

peared in at least seven features which
deserve places in the movie hall of fame.
These were "Saved by Wireless," "Love
Comet," "Wings and Wheels," "A la Caba-
ret," "Dollars and Sense," "Her Circus
Knight" and "Skidding Hearts."

In every single picture here named, one
of the things most memorable is the smile

of Ora Carew. Oh, what a smile for long-

distance traveling.

"I should think a person's face would
hurt if it were kept sober all the time," Miss
Carew says, "I cannot understand why the

tendency to smile isn't so general that a
solemn mien would be a rarity. Oh no,

don't argue that it's the nature of the brute

to smile, for smiling can be cultivated to-

gether with what it signifies, namely, a

sunny disposition, a disposition which can
emphatically tell woe to chase itself until

it's so exhausted that it can't harm anyone."
"Was there ever anything so silly

as a frown?" she asks. No, must be

the answer of everyone.

Any smile will go a long way to-

wards doing some good. Smiles do
travel on or off film. Fans and fan-

ettes can emulate Miss Carew with

as much advantage as many photo-

players we know.

We all love anything of a hew style,

So let's try smiling all of the while.
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Wherein Are Woven Threads in the
Parkhurst Destiny

ITH a last wave of his hand
toward a group of young peo-

ple on the veranda of the

Happy Valley Country Club,

Robert Parkhurst threw on
the gas, and with a grand flourish drove
his new Stutz away over the broad road
that led back to the green fields and the

fragrant woodlands that make West-
chester County a garden spot for the

homes of men.
It was a bright afternoon in June, and

young Parkhurst, the only grandson of

Colonel Ronald Parkhurst, known to the

business world of America as one of the

shrewdest, and yet courtliest, of the men
who have made fortunes and yet have the

gift to enjoy them, was on his journey
homeward, after a day at the golf links,

to spend with his invalid mother the late

hour of sunset, an hour sacred ever to

this purpose, since the little mother was
his one and only love, and he never failed,

when at home, to close the day by her

side.

Fresh from Harvard, where he had
shown a brilliancy somewhat at variance

with that usually noticeable among the

sons of rich men, Robert Parkhurst was
enjoying with all a boy's capacity for en-

joyment these halcyon days of summer,
having determined to take, in the autumn,
a post-graduate course in chemistry, with
the idea of devoting himself to certain ex-

periments out of which he hoped to evolve
big inventions.

Eighteen years ago, the first Robert
Parkhurst, father of the boy now sitting

in back of the wheel, had died suddenly
and a trifle mysteriously in far-away Italy.

His wife, with their baby, had come at

once to America, in response to a message
from the Colonel, who at that time was
bedridden with an attack of rheumatism.
What difference it would have made in

the destinies of all of them had Colonel
Parkhurst been well and able to cross the

ocean, must remain a matter for conjec-

ture, but certainly it would have made
much difference, to say the least. As it

was, Hildegarde Parkhurst presented her-

self and her child, the boy Robert, at the

door of Castle Hills, the estate of the

Colonel, and was received with the def-

erence due the widow of the dead heir

and the mother of the baby who now had
become heir in his father's stead.

At Castle Hills lived Colonel Park-
hurst, his daughter and her husband, Clif-

ford Clifton, and their young baby, Isabel.

Isabel and Robert therefore grew up to-

gether, and at the time of the opening of

this story were afbne with their grand-
father and Robert's mother, the parents

of Isabel being abroad, her father en-

caged in a diplomatic mission in the Far
East.

As Robert speeded along the highway,
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he felt all the exhilaration of healthy
youth when it is happy. To him had been
given everything—a splendid home, a
bright future, and a wealth of love. Up
to now no shadow had crossed his path,

and even at this moment no suggestion
of the coming storm marred his pleasure
in the afternoon spin, with the new car

which his grandfather had just given him,
and the near, delightful prospect of an
hour's chat at the knee of the dainty,

pretty woman, who seemed young to be
his mother, and whose frailty appealed
to the best of the growing manhood in

him, while the child that was not
yet dead in him clung to the sense of that

protective force which her great love for

him continued to throw over and around
him.
He drove in at the entrance gate to

Castle Hills with a smile on his tanned
young face, and on the tennis court, not
far from the great house, found his cousin
Isabel, and their chum, Arthur Emery,
son of a neighboring clergyman, engaged
in a lively struggle at the net. They
called him a gay greeting, which he as

gaily flung back, and then he turned the

car over to the capable hands of Ned, the
colored chauffeur, and made for the house,

his heart singing, even as his soul was
bursting with the feeling of the goodness
of life.

CHAPTER II

Wherein the Sunshine Turns to

Darkness

Entering the house, Robert bounded up
the stairs, his flushed face eager with the
story his lips were formed to tell, and his

quick step, light from acquired habit,

sounding rather louder than usual as he
hurried down the long hall to pause be-

fore his mother's closed door.

"Mother," he called, with his hand on
the knob. "Mother," again, as there

came no answer. Then he opened the

door and went in—only to stop short on
the threshold, his face white with sudden
fear as he took in the scene before him.
They had told him once—long ago, it

seemed, that some day this would hap-
pen. The white figure lay on the floor

by the arm-chair, and it was very still.

It is curious how no warning can pre-

pare for the shock that sudden death, no
matter how often threatened, invariably

brings. For that his mother was dead,
Robert had no doubt, and certainly what-
ever frail hope may have lain in his heart

at the first thought, was swiftly and
surely dissipated as he knelt by the side

of the woman and reverently touched the

cold brow.
The contact made him shiver. He found

himself trembling. He staggered to his

feet and made for the door, and as he did

so he passed a tall mirror built in the
wall. In the glass he caught a glimpse
of his reflection and he scarcely knew
himself. An unaccountable impulse made
him stop for a second glance, and then in

an instant his gaze was transfixed by
what he saw there. For the glass was
long and clear, and the whole room be-
hind him was visible, including the door-
way between the sitting-room and his

mother's bedroom, which lay just be-
yond. What Robert saw was a face,

which stood clearly defined against the
separating portieres, a dark, lean face,

decidedly foreign in its aspect and un-
doubtedly malignant in its expression.
Its appearance was immediately followed
by its disappearance, and both were so
sudden and so startling that it took Rob-
ert a full minute to comprehend the real-

ity of the apparition. When he did so, he
ran stfaight for the bedroom, never doubt-
ing but that he would find someone con-
cealed there. To his astonishment he
found no trace of any one. Surely he
could not have imagined it! No, for the
picture of the face in the glass was
stamped indelibly in his memory. Yet
how could the man have escaped, since

there was only one door in the bedroom,
and that was locked on the inside, with
the key in the lock?

Robert was not in the least timid, but
there was something uncanny in the sit-

uation which made him coldly fearful.

Suppose, after all, his mother had been
frightened to death by a robber who had
come upon her unexpectedly? His good
sense told him, in spite of his agitation,

that it would be unwise to arouse the

house. He must get his frandfather first.

He pulled the bell-rope—not too hard

—

and in a moment steps came hurriedly
along the hall. He met Jennie, the maid,
at the door.

"Send James, quickly," he said as coolly

as he could, and stood with the door
partly closed, lest the girl should see what
lay within. As it was she glanced at him
queerly before she turned away. James,
the butler, could, he knew, be trusted.

When the old servant came, Robert
pointed to the white figure. "My mother
is dead," he said bravely, though his voice

trembled. "I found her when I came in.

Will you help me to move her and wait
here until I can find my grandfather?"
The aged man's tears came readily as to-

gether they laid the frail body on the

broad couch.
"Poor dearie, poor dearie." Old James

had loved this gentle-hearted mistress,

even as he loved the boy who now stood
so sadly bereaved before him. His lips

could not speak the sympathy his heart

felt ; he could only murmur brokenly,

with his hand on Robert's shoulder. And
at that sympathetic touch Robert's

strength gave way. Forgetful of every-

thing save the one big fact that his mother
was gone from him, he flung himself

down beside the couch and burst into

weeping. After that the things which
happened were vague, in so far as the

boy was concerned. His grandfather

came and Isabel came, then Arthur Em-
ery and Arthur's father, who, it seemed,
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was dining in the house. But Robert
knew nothing of what they said or of

what they did—only, as through a mist,

he saw a group of faces, and always in-

truding, like some diabolical phantom,
there appeared among them that other
face, dark and hateful, sometimes grin-

ning, sometimes wearing a frown, but so
real and so persistent that the boy cried

out in terror at the sight of it.

The doctor looked grave when he ex-

amined Robert. "Nervous shock," was
his pronouncement. Just what to make
of the boy's delirium he—nor any of the
rest of the family—scarcely knew. The
references to "that face" were vague and
meaningless ; the boy's terror, due appa-
rently to some image in his imagination,
was not to be accounted for.

Meanwhile, an examination was made.
"Heart failure" was the doctor's and cor-

oner's verdict—to nobody's surprise.

Three days after her death they buried
Mrs. Parkhurst in the vault in the family
chapel, and the little group of sorrowful
relatives and friends came back to Castle
Hills, their hearts now more burdened
with the anxiety for the living than with
the grief for the dead. For as the weeks
went by, Robert mended but slowly, and
without the promise of a full return to

his former health and buoyancy of spirits.

His story of the face in the mirror re-

ceived little credence on the part of the
doctor, who felt that it had been a hallu-

cination due to the state of the boy's mind
when he made the discovery of the body.
Colonel Parkhurst agreed with the physi-
cian, and sought by every means available

to find other interests for Robert, which
would take his mind away from the mys-
tery he had built up around his mother's
death.

He fitted up a laboratory in the house
that would have delighted the heart of

an embryo Edison, and which Robert, at

any other time, would have received with
enthusiastic appreciation, but now the boy
accepted it all listlessly, made feeble ef-

forts to concentrate on a few minor ex-

periments, and finally lost interest in it

all. Even the car had ceased to exercise
its fascination over him, and became a

matter of worriment on the part of the
family, for when he drove it at all, it

would be alone, when he would absent
himself for hours, and now and then a
newspaper note would give evidence of

the recklessness with which he was driv-

ing, though he made no mention of his

fines to his grandfather, and the Colonel
hesitated to broach the subject.

But when he became so moody and ir-

ritable that his presence in the family cir-

cle was, in spite of all, a menace to the
peace of mind of the rest of the house-
hold, Colonel Parkhurst felt it time to re-

monstrate. The results were not encour-
aging.

"I'm sorry, grandfather," was all the
boy would say. "I can't help it. If I

only knew that my mother died from her
weak heart, I think I could bear it. But
she didn't die of that ; there was some-
thing else. I've got to find out what it

was, unless you will."

Finally the Colonel extracted a promise.
"If I get the best detective in the coun-

try to work on the case, will you wait a

while and be reasonable? Suppose we
take the yacht and have a sea trip, or

we'll go abroad and spend the summer,
and if anything develops we can come
back at once. You must get back your

health
;
your mother herself could not

bear to have you so moody and unman-
ageable."
To this proposition Robert agreed, and

passage was taken on one of the big
liners, while at Castle Hills they made
preparations for the departure of the fam-
ily. The Colonel and Robert would go
together, while Isabel would stay with
the mother of her fiance, Mrs. Wallace,
whose son Bruce, now in South America,
would soon be returning, preparatory to

their marriage in the Fall.

Robert got ready indifferently. The
only interest he exhibited was in the de-
tective whom his grandfather at once re-

tained. This man, George Willing, with
the assurance of the average member of

his profession, took a very decided stand
on the whole question. The face in the
glass was a trick of imagination; an ex-
amination of Mrs. Parkhurst's room re-

vealed nothing; but realizing that a large
fee might prove eminently desirable, he
winked at the Colonel and buoyed up the

j FOR ALL THE WORLD
| By W. S. WESSLING

| Up! up! and away! in battle array,
Follow the colors so true!

| Make this a new dawn of Freedom's §
| day,
I As you fight for the red, white and j
I blue! |

| Stand by that banner, our glory and i

| pride,

| And let no traitor our Nation §
| sever—
| Rise in thy might, whatever betide,

1 While ive shout: "Independence for-
I ever!"

| Strike hard to break the oppressor's

| power, |
As ye answer to Freedom's call;

| Set your face firmly in this stern §
| hour, j
| To conquer or to fall.

| Cry out: "Make way for Liberty!" |
| While the unsheathed sword tells |
| the story j
| That we helped to set the whole world j
| free, I
I- With the aid of our dear "OLD j

| GLORY!" |
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hopes of the boy by promising to discover
all that there was to discover. The re-

sult was that Robert suffered from a fresh

access of excitement, and his grandfather
was torn between a desire to please the

boy by carrying out his wishes and throw-
ing the smart detective bodily out of the

door, because his manner was at once en-

tirely too much that of a fellow-conspira-

tor and made his presence distinctly

offensive.

CHAPTER III.

Wherein a Dog Discovers What a De-
tective Could Not, and Robert

Finds New Problems

Colonel Parkhurst had decided that

they would go to New York on Wednes-
day, since the boat was to sail early

Thursday morning. Robert took Monday
to make a little investigation of his own.
He could not bring himself to go away
without another attempt to trace the pres-

ence of a strange man in his mother's
room on the day of her death, and he had
figured out a way that promised results

if no other would. He made no mention
of his idea, however, to any one, and
waited until the car which was to take

Isabel to Heather Hall, the Wallace home,

should have left, and the Colonel would
be occupied with his secretary in hts

study.

One of Robert's pets was a hound, and
it was the dog that he had determined
should help him in his last attempt at a
search. A rare friendship existed between
the boy and the dog; it was no infrequent
occurrence for Robert to pour his vexa-
tions and his joys into the ears of the sym-
pathetic animal. So, on this day, he took
Laddie to the spot where he had found
his mother lying, and there on the floor,

his cheek against the dog's soft coat, he
coaxed forth the hound's best efforts.

"The man was there, Laddie," he said,

"right over there. Good dog, help Rob-
ert to find where he went; Robert's good
dog, Robert's friend."

And the dog made good. He sniffed

around a little
; got somewhat excited, and

kept Robert excited with him. Then he
pranced into the bedroom, around the bed
and brought up before a large closet door.
Nor would he be satisfied until Robert
had opened the door, whereupon he
plunged inside and made a great to-do
when in.

His actions puzzled Robert, for he him-
self remembered a search of this closet,

which was really a large clothes-press,
and the search had yielded no clue. But
the dog's insistence, his short, sharp
barks, his demands that his master enter
the closet, caused Robert to step inside.

Once again he turned on the light and
looked about him. The closet was high
enough for a tall man to stand upright in

;

some articles had been removed from it,

Robert noticed. It was very deep, and
the thing which struck Robert was the
feeling that it was ventilated. Looking
up, he noticed a small window near the
ceiling at one side, and he saw now that
this window was open slightly.

Getting a chair, Robert climbed up and
looked through the window, which he
now opened wide. It gave out on the
side of the house nearest the stables. That
was all he could find about the window
and it was, to say the least, unsatisfactory.

But meanwhile, his attention had wan-
dered from the dog. Now he noted that

Laddie was worrying persistently at the
back of the closet. At first the thought
occurred to him that the dog might have
found a rat-hole ; then, ready to look into

anything, he climbed down from the chair

and went to where the dog stood. And
now he saw what they had all missed in

their former search—a small thumb-
spring on the back wall of the closet.

He put his finger on the spring,

and to his astonishment a small door
swung open. Beyond was a short
flight of steps, and at the bottom of these

a narrow, dark passage. With the dog at

his heels, and his electric torch in his

hand, he traversed the passage, down an-
other flight of steps, and out into a cellar.

And now it dawned upon him that here
was a connecting passage between the

stables and the house, long-unused prob-
ably, and why opening into his mother's
room still a question unanswered.
He held up his torch to look about the

apartment, and was further startled by
seeing that the room had been recently

occupied. There were a chair and a table,

and cigarette stumps on the table ; also

some bits of paper, a trifle damp. Eagerly
Robert took these up and pieced thern to-

gether. To his amazement the words
were written in his mother's hand, and as
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he read they swam before him. His knees
began to shake under him ; he had to sit

down. How long he sat he did not know
;

nor was he conscious of anything save

that against his brain seemed to beat like

heavy hammers, those six little words

;

words destined to change the course of

his life ; destined to work little short of

ruin to the house of Parkhurst. For the

words were these : "Would that he were
my son." There was more in the message

;

he made out, "For the boy's sake don't

come", and there was also a name, "Dona-
zelle." So the man was Donazelle : Rob-
ert knew now; the name fitted the face in

the glass, and the face belonged to some-
one who had held a menace over the head
of his mother and now over him ; Dona-
zelle had either killed Mrs. Parkhurst or

had frightened her to death ; Robert would
kill Donazelle.
How he got back to his mother's room

he never knew ; how he gained his own
apartments, or what he did when he
reached them, long remained a mystery

;

but inside his own room he closed and
locked the door, and flung himself on the

bed in a paroxysm or rage and grief, from
which unconsciousness presently released

him.
When he awoke it was evening and his

man was knocking on the door in frenzied

appeal. Robert staggered up and let him
in. Passively he dressed and went to din-

ner. He was a boy no more ; on his face

new lines were written. Colonel Park-
hurst looked at him and wondered.

CHAPTER IV

Wherein New Complications Are
Added to the Mystery

It was with mental balance more or

less restored that Robert faced the situa-

tion which the day's events had - devel-

oped. He did not mention his adventure
to anyone in the house; he made over-

exertion responsible for a slight illness

in the afternoon. He felt himself, in a

sense, capable of facing the peculiar cir-

cumstances involved in the finding of the
secret chamber and the mysterious paper.

He felt sure that an examination of his

mother's belongings would shed some
light on the affair, and he only waited for

the opportunity of a further investigation.

As it happened, the opportunity came of

itself. After dinner Colonel Parkhurst
said casually

:

"I am reminded, Robert, of a box now
in the strong-room, which contains some
jewels and, I believe, other personal be-

longings of your mother. If you care to

have a look at it, I have the keys here."

Robert expressed his willingness to get
the box immediately. But he would not
trust himself to open it in the presence of

any of the family. So he carried it to his

room and looked over the contents. He
was not familiar with any of them since,

for the most part, they belonged to the

earlier years of his mother's life. There
were a number of pieces of jewelry, all

valuable, and all exquisite. Robert had
seen few of them, for it was years now
since Mrs. Parkhurst, owing to her inval-

idism, had worn jewelry. There were one
or two other trinkets, meaningless to the

boy, and a packet of papers. This last

Robert searched eagerly. One envelope
bore his name, and on a sheet inside he
read, "In case of my death, open the se-

cret drawer in my secretary, a diagram of

which I have here drawn, and take the

papers which you will find there. H. P."
With trembling fingers Robert put the
message into his pocket, and hastily ex-
amined the rest, among which there was
nothing of importance. Then he carried
the box to his grandfather to find out
what disposition the Colonel advised mak-
ing- of it. The result was its return to the
strong-room, the only items missing be-
ing the paper Robert had taken and a
small filigree chain, to which was attached
a thin, beautifully carved silver locket.

In that locket Colonel Parkhurst had
found a tiny picture of his son, Robert's
father, and he had counselled the boy to
keep it as being one of a very few like-

nesses. Incidentally, there was some curi-

osity aroused in the minds of all by the
quaint workmanship of the locket and

THE SILENT REDEEMER
By NORINE STROUGH WINTROW

He made his plans to put an end to

life

And wandered out alone. He met a
friend

Who had found temporary luck:
" 'Lo, Joe,"

He called, "I'll blow you to a picture

show."
Joe first refused, but yielded in the

end.
The man who took the tickets at the

door
Gave each of them a picture of the

star
Who graced the screen that day. Joe

stuck it down
Into his pocket, with a sullen frown,
And went inside, to travel long and

far
Into the world portrayed before his

eyes.

The youthful girl who played the
leading part

Was calm-eyed, gentle, sweet, and
wholly fine.

A something in her clear eyes' happy
shine

Just touched the grief-dulled strings

of Joe's young heart
And set them ringing with a new-born

strength.
That evening, in his cheerless room

he sat,

The girl-star's picture in his tired
hand,

And spoke aloud, with resolution
grand:

"I WILL make good! My sister looks
like that!"

chain, which were indubitably foreign and
interesting.

That night Robert slept little. When
he was sure that the household had re-

tired, he made his way quietly to his

mother's room to obey the message on
the paper. To say that he felt no pertur-
bation in making this search by himself
would be an exaggeration. But his fear

of some reflection on his mother's char-
acter through a discovery of the real facts

of the case in hand, was greater than any
physical fear arising from a possibility

of encountering an enemy, wherefore he
hurried on, followed his directions care-
fully and gained access to the drawer in-

dicated. But here disappointment met
him ; the drawer contained nothing but
an empty envelope. The superscription
read : "For Robert Parkhurst in the event
of the death of Hildegarde Parkhurst."
The contents of the envelope were gone

!

In a moment the boy saw the whole thing
clearly—there was a secret ; a secret Mrs.

Parkhurst had kept from the people at
Castle Hills. But this strange man had
known about it ; had threatened to reveal
it ; he had come to Castle Hills, had se-

cured the secret in tangible, provable
shape. Mrs. Parkhurst had died, and the
man had made way with the proof. He
would come back, a price for his secret,

and Colonel Parkhurst would be made
the victim of a common blackmailing
scheme. Once more the boy's mind was
in a whirl ; he knew not which way to
turn. If he told his grandfather the truth,

what reflections might not be cast on the
name of the woman he had loved as his

mother ; if he withheld the facts he had
learned, would he not some time regret
his silence, in case Colonel Parkhurst ob-
tained the information some other way,
and suspected that fear of being deprived
of his inheritance had held the boy's
tongue ?

For long hours that night Robert
tossed and turned on his bed, his mind a
whirlpool of doubts and surmises and
fears. Should he set a trap for the man
who had access to the house through the
disused passage; should he risk possible
murder by baiting the trap ; should he
tell the detective something of what he
had discovered and leave the rest to
chance finding, or should he go away and
forget all about it? The last he could not
do—not with the shadow hanging over
the name of his beloved one. He was not
a child ; what would Colonel Parkhurst
believe but the worst did he know that

his daughter-in-law had been receiving

a strange man secretly?

In the end, he decided to keep his se-

cret; to go away with his grandfather,
first making sure that the passageway
was closed to the house ; and then, when
he had regained some of his equilibrium
he would take the matter into his own
hands and engage for himself someone
who would help, him to investigate the

whole matter. After reaching that de-

cision he felt better, and with a more or less

good grace made ready for their departure.

CHAPTER V
Wherein Robert Goes to France and
Runs Across a Strange Coincidence

It was not an easy thing for Colonel
Parkhurst to leave the quiet of his coun-
try home and take a trip abroad. Away
from his business, the Colonel was best

content with books for his companions,
and up until the time of the death of his

daughter-in-law, he had been wont to

pass quiet days during the summer read-

ing with Mrs. Parkhurst, riding a little,

and finding in the conversations which
they held together much pleasure. The
relations between the two had been of

the closest—Mrs. Parkhurst held the Col-

onel in that high esteem which an intelli-

gent woman so often feels for a man of

force and achievement; the Colonel, on
his part, found the mother of Robert a

soothing influence after turbulent days,

and the interest they both had in the boy
gave them ever a common ground on
which to meet.
With the death of Mrs. Parkhurst, the

Colonel found himself lonely. It was that

fact perhaps which tempted him to go
abroad. But he was little more than
started when he began to realize that

Robert was to prove a troublesome com-
panion at best, and that he himself was

(Continued on page 47)
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THE WOOING OF LORNA
A COMEDY-DRAMA By FRANK S. CROFT

HEN the Van Nesser family ended
their city season, their son, Wally,
was extremely pleased to say the

least, for the innumerable society

functions were beginning to pall on
him. Scheming mammas of his set,

also bored him to death, with their

never-ending designs to secure him for their

daughters, for Wally was reckoned to be the

catch of the season. Consequently, when the city

season came to a close, Wally was not at all dis-

pleased. He now looked forward to the pleas-

ant time he would spend during the next few
months, for his parents intended journeying to

their mountain lodge for the shooting season. But
Wally's pleasant dreams were short lived, for he
found upon arriving at the lodge that a party

of friends had been invited. Wally was doubly
chagrined on learning that the woman he detested

above all, Mrs. Payton, was one of the party.

As usual, her daughter, Clarissa, accompanied her.

Wally had just cause to resent their presence, for

Mrs. Payton was perhaps the worst of the sev-

eral mammas who had designs upon him. He,
however, did not blame Clarissa so much, for he
correctly guessed that she was being thrust upon
him against her will. He well knew the schem-
ing characteristics of her mother.
Of all the girls with whom Paul Van Nesser

was acquainted, he favored Clarissa, although he
would be pleased to see Wally married to any
of the girls in his set. His wife shared the

same opinion.

Mrs. Payton took great care to see that her
daughter spent as much time as possible in

Wall/i company. She managed to arrange many
little shemes for bringing the two together, and
Paul Van Nesser and his wife aided her when-
ever possible. Now, although Wally liked Cla-

rissa a little more than any of the other girls, he
had no thought approaching love for her, and
when she was thrust upon him to such an extent,

he generally framed some sort of an excuse to

leave her. Then he would take his gun, and roam
away in the hills alone. Anywhere, to get away
from that sickening crowd at the house.

We now leave Wally for a time, and turn to

a new character in the story. Lorna was the

daughter of Robert Canterfield, another wealthy
aristocrat She was, nevertheless, a lovable girl

of twenty summers, full of spirit, and the worry
of her doting parents' lives. She was, as yet,

untouched with the joys and sorrows of love.

She was at present spending a season with her
parents at their mountain home. Their house was
situated in the vicinity of the Van Nesser home,
but the two families were not yet known to one
another.

Lorna enjoyed nothing better than to go off

alone in her canoe down the nearby river. On
one of these canoeing excursions she met with a

little experience worth relating. The day in par-

ticular was very bright, and Lorna set off, as was
her wont, early in the morning, in high spirits.

This day she delighted in the sheer joy of living,

and it is not to be wondered at, that she paddled
a long way down stream. She arrived at a part

of the river where she had never before been,

when to her surprise, she noticed a little distance

from the bank, a cabin in the hills. She was so

delighted at the unexpected beauty of the scene,

that she involuntarily sprang to her feet, with the

result that the canoe overturned, and threw her
into the water. But she did not care, for she
was an able swimmer. Moreover, the river was
neither very wide nor deep. After swimming to

the bank she stood ruefully surveying her spoiled

dress, wondering the while how she was to dry
her clothing. She was not left long in doubt,
for an old man who had watched the little scene

with some little amusement, now came forward.
Lorna learned from him that he and his wife lived

in the cabin, and that they made a living by farm-
ing. The old man suggested that Lorna should

CAST OF CHARACTERS:
Wally Van Nesser, a young man, much
bored with society, and especially with
the scheming mammas of his parents' set,

who are desirous of catching him for
their respective daughters.

Paul Van Nesser, Wally's father. A
wealthy aristocrat, whose aim is to see
Wally married to one of the young so-
ciety ladies.

Mrs. Van Nesser, wife of Paul, who
shares the same views as her husband.

Clarissa Payton, the girl that Paul and his

wife favor for Wally's intended wife.

She is not in love with Wally.

Mrs. Payton, Clarissa's mother, who is

anxious to see her daughter affianced to
Wally.

Lorna Canterfield, a lovable and carefree
tomboy of 20, always ready for a little

joke. She falls in love with Wally dur-
ing their stay in the mountains.

Robert Canterfield, Lorna's father, an-
other wealthy man. He is an old friend
of Paul Van Nesser, really a college
chum, although previous to the story they
hadn't met for a considerable number of
years.

Mrs. Canterfield, wife of Robert Canter-
field.

John Ashton, an old farmer.

Mrs. Ashton, John's wife, a lovable, kind
old woman.

Period, present; location, U. S. A.;
season, summer.

accompany him to his cabin, where his wife would
be only too pleased to give her a change of cloth-
ing while her own dried. She gratefully accepts.
Upon reaching the cabin, Lorna makes a change,
noticing how kind and thoughtful the old couple
are towards her welfare. She smiles at the
thought of what her friends would say, provided
they could only see her in these old clothes and
barefooted too. We now leave Lorna sitting out-
side the cabin, while we return to Wally.
As will be remembered, he was heartily sick at

the treatment he was being continually subjected
to in regard to Clarissa. On the morning of the
day when Lorna's little adventure happened,
Wally awoke with a severe attack of the grouch.
As was usual on such occasions, he went off

with his gun away into the mountains. He didn't

take his usual walk this morning, but just roamed
anywhere, with the result that when he did desire
to get onto the track for home he found himself
lost. After trying for some time to get onto the
right track he is about to give up hope, when he
sights the cabin. He arrives there and sees Lorna
sitting at the doorway. Now, seeing her dressed
in the old countrified clothes and barefooted, he
naturally concludes that she is a country girl and
the daughter of the owner of the cabin. He is

immediately struck with her beauty. His mode
of addressing her leaves no doubt in Lorna's mind
that he has taken her for a simple mountain
maid. She is half in mind to tell him of his mis-
take, but in a spirit of fun, decides to keep him
in ignorance of her true identity. And how she
played the role of mountain maid. Wally is quite

fascinated with her entertaining talk, and in his

mind, compares her with the inane girls of the so-

called smart set. He asks for a drink of water,
and Lorna goes inside to get this for him. The
old couple are indoors at the time, and she warns
them to keep Wally in ignorance of her identity.

They give their promise to help her, and quite

fall in with her little joke. The old couple are
now introduced by Lorna to Wally as her mother
and father.

Lorna finds in Wally her ideal man, and is quite
captivated by his fine bearing and manner. This
was only one of the many days that they spent
together, and on following days they went for
walks in the hills, and had many pleasant hours
in each other's company, Lorna meanwhile, still

keeping Wally in ignorance of her true parentage.
It is here necessary to state that to carry out her
scheme, Lorna was compelled to live at the cabin
most of her time, and to do this she had taken
her parents into her confidence and told them of
the joke she was playing. Her parents, at first,

did not fall in with her idea, but she soon won
them over, for she was their only child, and a
spoiled one at that.

Occasionally she did visit her home, but gen-
erally in the evening, for she wanted to be at the
cabin in the day time, so that Wally would not
suspect anything. Of course, she intended to
enlighten Wally eventually, but just now she
wanted to keep the joke going, as it delighted
her.

Leaving Wally and Lorna to their pleasures, we
now turn to Wally's father. As before stated he
would be extremely pleased to see his son mar-
ried to Clarissa, or for that matter any other girl

in their set. Some little time after Wally's first

meeting with Lorna, Paul Van Nesser, during
his daily ride on his horse, meets by chance
Robert Canterfield, Lorna's father. Although
this is their first meeting for some years, they
recognize each other as old friends—in fact, old
college associates. Both are very surprised to
think that they had been living so close to one
another and of not meeting before. Canterfield
invites Van Nesser to call on him on some future
evening to chat about old times. Van Nesser
promises to call.

Meanwhile, Wally and Lorna's friendship had
ripened into love. Wally, however, is still ig-

norant of Lorna's true parentage. Van Nesser
had noticed that of late Wally had been spending
the greater portion of his days away from the
house, and he asks for an explanation of this con-
duct. Wally, knowing that his father must learn
sooner or later of his love for the mountain girl,

tells him the full facts of the case. Upon learn-
ing this, Van Nesser becomes violently angry, and
threatens to disinherit Wally if he persists in

paying his attentions to this girl. After giving
Wally a strong lecture, in which he points out the
utter foolishness on Wally's part in marrying a
girl so much below their station in life, he ex-
tracts a promise from Wally to cease his meet-
ings with the girl.

A few evenings later Van Nesser calls on
Canterfield, and meets Lorna, who is at home
this evening. She is, of course, frocked as be-
fits the daughter of the house. She is presented
to Van Nesser, but is unaware of his relationship
to Wally. Van Nasser is charmed with her de-
lightful ways, and he spends a pleasant evening
thanks to her entertaining capacities.

Although Wally had promised his father that
he would end his meetings with Lorna, he was in-

tent on having his father meet her, as he reasoned
that when his father did meet her, he would give
way to his objections. Consequently Wally in-

vites his father out the following morning for a
little shooting. His father accepts, and Wally
gradually works round towards the cabin. When
they do reach it, Van Nesser meets Lorna for the
second time, and recognizee her. Lorna is also
quick to recognize him. He is just about to
reveal her identity, but divining his intention, she
flashes him a warning look. He is quick witted
enough to see her point of view, and so helps
her to keep up the joke. He tells Wally to stand
aside while he speaks to the girl. He then pre-
tends to lecture her for falling in love with his

son, and she also plays her part well. WaHy. in
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the meantime, turns to the old couple, who stroll

off with him, the while offering their sympathy.
Van Nesser and Lorna take this opportunity of
arranging a little surprise for Wally. They plan

to have him visit the Canterfield home with his

father, and there meet Lorna, not as the maid
of the mountains, but as the daughter of Robert
Canterfield. So it is arranged and Van Nesser
calls Wally, and they leave the cabin. Wally
and Lorna have a touching farewell, genuine on
Wally's part, but on Lorna's not quite so genuine.
Van Nesser pretends to fume while this pitiful

farewell is being partaken of. Wally is very de-
pressed at the turn events have taken, but his

father tries to cheer him up by congratulating him
on his manliness in giving up the girl.

On the evening fixed upon by Van Nesser and
Lorna for the surprise for Wally, he (Van
Nesser) asks Wally to accompany him to his old
friend's home. Wally is in no humor for visiting,

but his father persuades him to go, telling him
that he would like him to meet the daughter of

his friend. Wally is persuaded to go, for he
had often heard his father speak very highly of
this girl, and his curiosity helps the persuasion.
So, in due time, they arrive at the Canterfield
home, and Wally meets Mr. and Mrs. Canterfield.
He is just about to wonder when he will meet the
daughter he had heard so much about, when
Canterfield leaves the room to return a moment
later leading Lorna by the hand, at the same time
saying, "Allow me to introduce my daughter Lor-
na." Wally can hardly believe his eyes. He
recognizes Lorna, but what a different Lorna she
is. He then and there asks his father's consent,
and this time it is freely and smilingly given,
as is Canterfield's. Van Nesser and Canterfield
shake hands, while Wally forgives Lorna for the
deception, and takes her in his arms. So that
everybody is pleased the way things have planned
out, except perhaps, the several designing mam-
mas, Mrs. Payton in particular. As for Clarissa,
she was indeed pleased, and congratulated Wally
on his choice.

THE ABDUCTION OF
AUNT SARAH

By ZORAIDA HENDERSON

EGGY does not take life seriously

enough to suit Aunt Sarah, who
wishes her to marry one of her
suitors and settle down. Aunt
Sarah becomes desperate, Peggy
must marry either one of her suitors

or a grand nephew whom she has

not seen. Through her lawyer she has learned

of his graduation from medical college, and a

paper sent her shows the young doctor's picture,

and announces that he begins practicing in a

village not far from Aunt Sarah's home. Peggy
does not know of these things.

Peggy resolves to get the best of her aunt.

Secretly packing a few of their belongings into

her roadster she takes her Aunt for a ride. Going
through the village where the doctor is located

she nearly runs down the constable and is

brought into court and fined. Aunt Sarah's dig-

nity is so outraged that she is almost fined for

contempt of court. Feigned troubles with the
machine take time and it grows dark. Peggy
drives around in circles until aunt has completely
lost her bearings. Finallj turning into an un-
frequented road leading to a cottage on a lake,

she announces that there is no more gasoline

;

they must spend the night in the cottage.

Next day Aunt Sarah discovers that she is

abducted. She can return only by ceasing to

bother Peggy with marriage. Her rheumatism
and ignorance of autos make her helpless. The
cottage is the property of a young man of Peggy's
set, away for the summer. She happens to know
where to find the key.

A few nights after their arrival a party of col-

lege men, friends of the cottage owner, drive up.

A storm arising the two women hidden upstairs,

hear with dismay their decision to stay all night.

The men are astonished to hear a frightened

voice come through the chimney hole in the ceil-

ing. But Aunt Sarah and Peggy prove charming
hostesses. Peggy, fearful that Aunt Sarah will

find out where she is, warns them not to answer
any questions of her aunt's, implying that her
annt is insane. Next morning after a jolly break-
fast they leave.

Daily Aunt Sarah tries to think of a plan to

outwit her niece. While Peggy has gone for
provisions one day, a small boy wanders near the

cottage. From him Aunt Sarah learns of her
nearness to the village where her grandnephew
is located. Bribes of pie make it possible to

secure writing material and stamps, and arrange-
ments are made to have mail brought. Signals are

used to signify Peggy's absence.
Aunt Sarah falling violently ill, Peggy must

get the village doctor. He is puzzled over the

case, and can discover nothing wrong, but a look
at Peggy has been his undoing, so hinting at

complications he prescribes perfect quiet and
country air.

Peggy's money is not inexhaustible, so aunt
continues to be very ill, insisting on a daily visit,

and also that Peggy pay the doctor each time.

Peggy dares not cross her poor sick aunt. Thus
the doctor and Peggy are thrown together, and
soon enjoy walks and boating together. Daily the

mutual attraction increases. But the money is

fast disappearing. She must earn more or give
in and take her aunt home.
She goes to the village and meets the two

trains a day. Travelers are glad to go to the
hotel or lake with the attractive girl, whose
roadster is "for hire." Thus she incurs the
rage of the village bus-driver by easily getting
his trade in spite of exorbitant prices. Once an
old friend of her aunt's comes. Seeing Peggy by
her machine, he supposes she is waiting for the
owner. The two get in and wait until Peggy in
desperation suggests he look for the driver on
the other side of the station. He comes back to
see Peggy's roadster flying down the road. This,
and the sudden departure of her and her aunt,
cause him to think Peggy is demented.
Now the sheriff has an idea. On the day of

Peggy's arrest for speeding there was a robbery
in a town nearby. The suspects are Kid Travers
and his accomplice, an attractive girl. When last

seen they were in a gray roadster. Peggy's
roadster is gray. She is using her aunt as a blind
and hiding the booty. On the way to the cottage
he meets the doctor and tells his story. Al-
though things look suspicious he resolves to help
her escape. By hinting that Aunt Sarah's dis-

ease is contagious, smallpox, perhaps, he keeps
him away. But the constable enjoins him to keep
him posted and not let them escape.

Peggy is discouraged. Her plan seems to have
failed. Aunt Sarah does not give in. She con-
fides in the doctor her hatred of marriage, and
especially with the grandnephew. The doctor
reads Peggy well enough not to show his feelings,

and to her extraordinary proposal of marriage
before she goes away he consents in a business
like way. After a time Peggy says, one or the
other can get a divorce on grounds of desertion.
This will silence Aunt Sarah for a time. A
license is secured and in the grove near the cot-
tage they are married. Aunt Sarah supposedly
confined to her bed chuckles as she watches from
the window.
The doctor's first concern is to get Peggy away

from the constable, so he puts her into the
roadster and dashes through the village in spite

of the constable's orders to stop. Word sent to
the next village causes the constable there to
try and stop them, but in vain.

Peggy arrives at home and sends the limousine
for her aunt. Not daring to face the constable
the doctor leaves for his home.
Peggy tells her aunt, who insists upon announc-

ing her marriage at once. Thus Peggy's gay times
are spoiled. She is unhappy and really misses
the doctor. Aunt Sarah sees this and finally

decides she has punished her enough. She sends
for the doctor, who is astonished but thoroughly
appreciates her cleverness. A last joke is played
on Peggy. He goes to talk about the divorce,
but Peggy is so game and appears so willing that
he leaves her, believing that Aunt Sarah must be
mistaken that Peggy does not care for him. But
going back to get his gloves he finds Peggy in

tears, and matters are happily settled. Peggy is

forced to admit that Aunt Sarah's way was best.
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PRAISE A LA ACROSTIC lldi™™

OF ROYAL FILM LINEAGE
Many are the Marys attractive on the Screen,

All of them are dearies, with rank of Movie Queen.
Roses bloom no fairer, nor lilies sweeter grow,
Youthful beauty rarer than all the buds that flow.

Magic then your name is, with talent rare endow'd,
In that word much fame is, of which you may feel proud.

Love on all bestowing who know your bright career,

Each reel act o'erflowing with sunny smiles and cheer,

Star so golden glowing in splendor year by year.

Much to us is granted through romance of the reel,

In each play implanted the earnestness you feel.

Native art displaying in roles you like to fill.

Truthfully portraying each character with skill.

Empress then we'll crown you, to reign within our hearts,

Royalty surround you with all its "Filmland" arts.

THE MAN OF IRON WITH A
HEART OF GOLD

With manly earnestness and courage bold and firm,

In natty cow-boy's dress he makes the bad men squirm.

Large in man's outward mould, of genteel Eastern birth.

Like nuggets of rough gold, full twenty karat worth.

In Western rural scenes acting a leading part,

Aces, and Kings and Queens lend romance to his art.

Matching with subtle skill each crafty indian foe,

Shooting with aim to kill when painted faces show.

Hard as a rock of flint, yet on his face we find,

Always a gentle glint of manner sweet and kind.

Robbers before him fail, bad men pass quickly by,

Thugs always shake and quail under his eagle eye.

A TOAST TO "LADY ANNE"
All ways we watch the Screen when she appears,

Noting our Movie Queen thro' smiles and tears.

Nobly she acts her part, true to each test,

Expressing from the heart "all that is best."

Serving the Public well with daring skill,

Courage 'mid scenes which tell of woman's will.

Helping to breathe a smile on sorrow's face,

All gloom and fear beguile with gentle grace.

Earnest to please the "Fans" who love her most;
Friends of fair Lady Anne,—this is my Toast :

—

Ever may Fortune bless her bright career,

Rapid her film success from year to year

!

OUR GENIAL FUN-MAKER
Drawing like a magnet true with attractive smile,

On the Screen you always do stunts that are worth while,

Using all your fearless nerve with athletic skill,

Going some without reserve thro' ordeals that thrill.

Leaping like a kangaroo, running like a hound,

Always knocking out a few when the toughs come round.

Smiling in the face of fear, flirting oft with Fate,

Fun and laughter full of cheer gloom to dissipate.

Active as a dynamo full of 'lectric wires,

In "Manhattan Madness" show speed that never tires.

Ready with a quip and jest when there's trouble near,

Battling bad men of the West when you've time to spare.

Ardent lover of clean sport using brain and brawn,
Native talent of the sort that's not over-drawn.

Kindly disposition sweet, bubbling o'er with cheer,

Success may you always meet here and everywhere!

THE SILENT TREND
(Continued from page 36)

the town's celebration is over a messenger

announces that Carl's father, the king, has

died and that Carl is king.

While the people hail him, Carl gathers

Gretchen into his arms and asks her to be his

queen.

T WARREN KERRIGAN makes his first

* • appearance as an independent star in

"A Man's Man," in which he portrays the char-

acter of John Stuart Webster, a mining en-

gineer who has made his strike in an Arizona

desert. He finally comes out of the waste to

board a train for civilization. He is rough and

Movie Stars Pholos
Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickford,

A.nita Stewart, William Farnum, Nor-
ma Talmadge, and other movie favorites.

10 cents each— Sft ol 12 lor $1.00

A. HARSTN, 729 Seventh Avenue
Dept. P. J. NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

unkempt, having long hair and beard, and he

is not at all conventional in appearance.

The dramatic action and the love interest

begin with his protection on the train of a

beautiful young girl from the unwelcomed at-

tentions of a traveling salesman. From that

time on the development of the story is fast

indeed, and fairly seethes with novelty and in-

terest, the engineer and the young girl becom-

ing enmeshed in a web of conflicting circum-

stances, which is only broken in the happy

termination of a most fascinating love story in

Sobrante in far-away Central America.

Webster goes to Sobrante to help his pro-

tege, "Billy Geary," develop a gold mine he

has discovered. When he gets there he again

meets the girl of the train, with whom he is

deeply in love, becomes embroiled in the latest

revolution, which he partly finances; gets

mixed up in the fight between the forces of the

usurping president and the revolutionists, and,

as the result of being half killed, wins the girl

he loves and straightens out a tangle of com-
plications, both political and sentimental.

In the role of Webster, the debonair Kerri-

gan has every opportunity to display those his-
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trionic wares for which he is popular. He
sheds his rough Western garb in time to give

him plenty of chance to appear as the hand-

some young fellow of the matinee idol type.

All in all, "A Man's Man" is a most satisfac-

tory picture.

"^bu Get The Job"
"We've been watching you, young man, and we

know you're made of the stuff that wins. The man
that cares enough about his future to study an I. C.
S. course in his spare time is the kind we want forre-
sponsible positions. You're getting your promotion
on what you toon 1

, and I wishwe hadmore like you."

The boss can't take chances. When he has a responsible job
to fill, he picks a man trained to hold it. He's watching YOU
right now, hoping you'll be ready when your opportunity
comes.
Start today and train yourself to do some one thing better

than others. You can do it in spare time through the Inter-
national Correspondence Schools. Over 5,000 men reported
advancement last year as a result of their I. C. S. training.

The first step those men took was to mark and mail this
coupon. Make your start the same way—right now.
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Virginia Pearson Gives
Some Fashion Hints

Every woman wants to appear beautiful.

There is no question of that. But the

daughters of Eve should "watch their step"

in the fashion world.

This is the gist of some wholesome advice

which Virginia Pearson, the statuesque

William Fox star, issues about the modes of

yesterday, today and tomorrow.
Miss Pearson is speaking:

"A smart, becoming hat and attractive

gloves make up for the most inexpensive

frock in the world. Good grooming and
the faculty of wearing clothes properly are

the essential qualities for attractiveness in

woman's appearance.

"Many women who spend a large income
on jewelry and other luxuries, blindly fol-

low Dame Fashion into perilous paths, in-

stead of laying down good, common-sense
rules to be guided by. Compromise with
Fashion ; meet her half way.

"Don't follow along with short hoop-
skirt dresses showing fat ankles ; don't wear
baby bonnets which set off the double chin

to such splendid advantage. I know a
woman who bears a remarkable resembl-

ance to a locomotive puffing into a railroad

station. She has a fat face and a double

chin, but she saw beautiful, slender Mrs.
Smith wearing a small baby hat which set

off her piquant face and added charm to

her prettiness.

"My plump friend always did like stream-

ers, so she set out to learn by subterfuge

the name of the milliner who created such

a 'love of a bonnet,' and a few days later

my plump, misguided friend was seen pa-

rading Peacock Alley, to the consternation

of her real friends, flaunting her charms in

a hat which requires youth and beauty to

make it plausible.

"Instead of emulating the peacock, she

would emulate the ostrich if she could only

see herself.

"So I sav, do not listen to the voice of the

temptress, Dame Fashion, for she will lead

you astray if you do. Be as well groomed
-as you can afford, but be circumspect."

Miss Pearson herself has won an enviable

reputation for the splendid good taste of her

gowns and frocks, and is universally con-

sidered one of the best-dressed women on
the screen.

Man and the Movies
By SILAS E. SNYDER

Man born of woman is of few days and
full of movies. He goeth forth in the

evening full of joy, seeking entertainment at

the picture emporium, and afterward he re-

turneth to his roof tree sad of heart and
feeling that he hath spent his kopecks in

vain. He taketh with him on these jaunts

the wife of his bosom and the children of

his heart because they prefer the movie be-

fore ice-cream cones and salted peanuts. It

is a joy to him to read aloud the sub-titles

to his heirs in order that his neighbors may
be bored and made peevish. His pleasure

increaseth because- the intelligent usher
placeth him where he rejoiceth not to be
and the speed fiend in the projection booth
keepeth the film racing along on high so

that he hath to get an aeroplane to keep up
with it. Yea, the poor old fish spendeth his
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|
Ten Sufficient Reasons I

|
Why You Should Get the

|

|
November Number and the

I

1 Five Subsequent Issues of [

|
PHOTO-PLAY JOURNAL

|

I 1. Because you cannot afford to deny yourself the 1

| pleasure of reading the greatest motion picture magazine I

| ever created for man by man. |

| 2. Because the forthcoming installments of Norma |

| Bright Carson's serial story, " The Spell of San Lorel," are 1

1 so grippingly interesting that it is the rarest fiction treat §

| now available. |

| 3. Because the superfine engravings, any one of I

1 which is worthy of a place in the finest frame, will con- 1

1 stantly increase in quality and quantity. I

1 4. Because the whole magazine from cover to cover
|

1 really has a heart, soul and character, three essentials the \

|
influence of which is sure to ultimately influence you for §

1 better. 1

| 5. Because practically all the leading photoplay |

| stars endorse this as the best magazine for all people in |

| any way interested in the motion pictures. §

| 6. Because there are more exclusive features, both |

1 literary and pictorial, in this leader in its field. |

| 7. Because it tells you more about the photoplayers I

| and the photoplay art than any other medium extant. §

| 8. Because it is a magazine on personal terms with I

| every one of its vast army of readers. f

| 9. Because it is the finest printed magazine in the |

1 country and is an artistic delight. f

1 10. Because life is too short to be without such a §

I treat which comes regularly each month. |

1 Just to Prove to Yourself that PHOTO- I

I
PLAY JOURNAL is the Magazine you

J

I
Should Have by All Means, Fill Out the |

I Attached Coupon and Mail it at Once
J
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PHILADELPHIA, PA.

I enclose herewith One Dollar for which enter my subscription to PHOTO-
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guilders for entertainment, and instead he
is handed a pickle and a stale pretzel.

He putteth up in patience with such treat-

ment for many moons, and then after his

edges are all frayed he goeth to the manager
of the movie show and hollereth his head off

in the hope that he may get a hand dealt

from the top.

The manager telleth him speedily where
to head in, and the poor old carp considereth
the world hard and stony, yea he weepcth
briny tears and groaneth in the spirit.

Then he curseth—all movie shows and
all movie folk and damneth the man who
invented film, but to no purpose. He getteth
himself all peeved and his temperature
ariseth as a batch of buckwheat, but it

profiteth him nothing.

Then cometh the day when he goeth to
the theatre at a net cost of eight slats for
himself and family, and there he seeth a
bunch of junk that would take all the joy out
of a Pharasee funeral. For three hours he
listeneth to the mournful pleasantries of an-
cient Chaldea ; he rtlleth his lamps with the
gyrations of a parcel of frowsy old Janes ;

he mauleth his ears with much ragtime and
delighteth not in voices that give forth music
like the horse-fiddle and the hurdy-gurdy,
the sack-but and the psaltery. He goeth
to his home sore in body, lean of pocket, and
perturbed in mind. And so he mopeth
around until the next night, when with a
joyous heart he fareth forth into the fair-

way to find a movie show.
There, surrounded by his family, the

weary old dog sitteth himself comfortably
in the cloistered light of the picture house
and with joy and gladness in his busted old

heart he listeneth to the soft strains of the
organ and giveth his soul to peace. He
looketh at the silent figures as things come
and go upon the screen and admireth the

fresh charm of the landscape and the pano-
rama of beauty and loveliness it unfolds be-

fore his enchanted gaze. His ears are not
offended by the maudlin tones of cracked
and frazzled voices, and he noteth with joy
that no ancient but worthy crones cavort
upon the screen. He chortleth, with glee

and giveth thanks that he liveth in the days
of the movies. Yea, he breaketh forth in a

blithesome roundelay of praise that man
born of woman cannot do better than keep'
himself full of movies, for in so doing he
keepeth himself not full of other things.

Selah.

MaryMiles Minter Recruits
First Aiders
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Mary Miles Minter is actively assisting in

the work of the National First Aid Associ-
ation which was organized by the late Clara
Barton at Washington, D. C, in 1905.

Mrs. Mary Kensel Wells, secretary of the

organization, whose office is at Arlington,
Mass., has notified members of the order in

all states of the immediate necessities in the

national situation, which consists, for the

present, in disseminating information as to

the proposed scope of the National First
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Aid Association's activities during the war,
its connection with the Red Cross and its

availability in emergency situations.

Mary Miles Minter was a babe in romp-
ers when this organization was formed, but

Mrs. Charlotte Shelby, Mary's mother, was
enthusiastically interested in the new asso-

ciation, cooperating with Mrs. J. Lewall
Reed, of Dorchester, Mass., in its forma-
tion. It was thus that "Lovey Mary" be-

came a member of the order before she

could walk alone.

Miss Minter, who is starred in the Mu-
tual-American production, "Periwinkle," is

recruiting for the firsi. aiders throughout
filmdom, and she has already given invalu-

able aid to the cause.
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The Spell of San Lorel
(Continued from page 42)
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likely to wish more often than once that
he were at home again.

They landed at Liverpool and took the
train straight for London. There they
rested for two days before crossing to

Paris. In the French metropolis, Robert
found diversion of his own, with the re-

sult that his grandfather decided to move
on into Switzerland.
But the tourists in the Swiss hotels

made life again intolerable ; and Robert's
indifference to everything put the last

weight on the already heavy burden of his

grandfather's impatience. A quiet place
must be found, he declared, or they would
have to return to England, or else go
home to America.

It was August by this time, and so far

little improvement in Robert's general
condition was noticeable. He was lively

and moody by turns; captious to the
point of absurdity ; almost rude to stran-

gers and none too respectful where his

grandfather was concerned. Once in a

while conscience would seem to upbraid
him, and he would apparently seek to

make himself more entertaining; but the
mood passed, and he would be as difficult

as ever.

Meantime, climbing appealed to him—

-

to Colonel Parkhurst's secret horror. For
to his mind the boy was in no condition
for exercise of that precarious kind. At
the same time, the sudden enthusiasm
promised a welcome diversion, so wel-
come that the Colonel set aside his anx-
iety even to the point of helping to plan
for one or two expeditions.

It was on one of these climbs that Des-
tiny again took Robert actively in hand.

by making him acquainted with a fasci-

nating stranger, who did more in a few
hours to restore the boy to normality
than physicians and family had been able

to accomplish with all their combined ef-

forts. It came about in this way: Rob-
ert was one of a party of climbers—the

Colonel having remained at the hotel.

Among the company was a man whom
Robert bad already noted several times
in the dining room. He was not hand-
some, but he was eminently distinguished-
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THE "PATR1A" CURLS. A new fetching creation of
stunning effect designed expressly for the talented film
star, RUTH ROLAND, famous also for the originality of her
charming coiffures, 4 puff curls and 3 drooping curls on a
shell pin. Select Human Hair. Extra quality S3- Standard
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Special Quality $8-00--Standard Quality $2.85 -Popular Quality
$i.65--Postpaid. Regular shades; for price of Greys see catalog.

THE "CHATELAINE" SEAMLESS SWITCH. Makes a full and
luxurious looking knot or braid. Hair is of even length. Be-
ing stemless, dresses comfortably. Length 22 inches-Weight
* 3-4 ounces. Select Human Hair in 3 qualities: E\"-a Quality

$12.00 Our Special Quality $6.95-
Standard Quality S2.S0--Postpaid.
Regular shades; for price of Greys
see catalog.
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GUARANTEED HAIR GOODS
Wics. Transformations. Pompadours. Bangs, Braids. Curls,

Fringes. Puffs. Waves and also Back Hair Dressings.

TOUPEES AND WIGS
FOR MEN

FRANCES ROBERTS COMPANY
THE MAIL ORDER HAIR HOUSE

100 Fifth Avtnue Dept. 317

NEW YORK

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE?

BfcFORE

IN THIS DAY and AGE, attention to your appear-
ance is an absolute necessity if you expect to make
the most out of life. Not only should you wish to

appear as attractive as possible, for your own self-

satisfaction, which is alone well worth your efforts, but
you will find the world in general judging you greatly,
if not wholly, by your "looks," therefore it pays to
"look your best" at all times.

Write today for free booklet, which tells you how to cor

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist 863

Al-ThR
Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; it

will injure your weltare! Upon the impression you
constantly make rests the failure or success of your
life. Which is to be your ultimate destiny? My new
Nose-Shapcr, "Trados" (Model 22) corrects now ill-

shaped noses without operation, quickly, safely and
permanently. Is pleasant and does not interfere with
one's daily occupation, being worn at night.

red ill-shaped noses without cost if not satisfactory.

Ackerman Bldg , Binghamton, N- Y-
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I THE VAN
1 A MUSIC MASTER
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A noted writer once said that, "of all the various forms of
entertainment in the home, I knvw of nothing that compares with
music. It is safe and sane, appeals to all the finer emotions and
tends to bind family influences with a wholesomeness that links old

and young together. It is the "safety valve" in the home. Moreover,
no man can do wiong while under the spell of enchanting musical
strains. Their efficiency, even in the allaying of bodily ills, is now
accepted as a fact, while for ages its value has been known as a
balm for "hurt minds."

NO PERSON can surmise what the happy surprise of

the future may be ; but at the present age, the Vano-
phone is the most wonderful, the most enjoyable and

the most useful musical instrument at such a low price, of

which there is any knowledge.

In the creation and de-

velopment of this instru-

ment we have been beset

with one remarkable sur-

prise after another. To
make a machine that would reproduce

music with all its original beauty and
charm, and the human voice with all

its eloquent gradations, was our aspir-

ation. This we have accomplished

and it is a most remarkable
achievement. But to make this

highly refined and dependable

phonograph to sell at the appar-

ent ridiculously low price of only

$12 is truly marvelous. Yet we
have accomplished it.

And what does all this mean
to those who enjoy the phonograph?
To those who delight in the perfect re-

production of their favorite theme, the

remarkable recording of the classics,

and withal the magic identity of the

human voice.

It means that where hitherto the

piano in the home and the organ in the

church gave the average man and
woman all the music they might hope
for, a Sousa's Band, Melba, Caruso and
songs that awake the echoes of the

Metropolitan Opera House can now be
enjoyed and appreciated ; it means that

classics and music hitherto regarded as

exclusive pleasures for the wealthy can
now travel to the remotest country vil-

lage ; it means that Harry Pryor's, the

U. S. Marine Band, Harry Lauder, Bert
Williams and all the popular comedians
and entertainers can now be enjoyed in

your own home with the Vanophone.

Appeals to All

This machine will appeal to all music
lovers who have heretofore denied
themselves the pleasure of having a
phonograph because of their objections

to the horn, for the Vanophone contains
neither horn nor projections of any
kind. The large opening as shown in

front of the machine serves in a

superior way as a path or conductor for

the tone, rolling out the tuneful melo-
dies in such a clear, smooth volume.

It will appeal to critics who object to the hollow metallic or
barrel sounds usually produced by the use of brass projectors,

for the Vanophone is positively free from any harshness, alien

or metallic sounds. It brings to you only the natural sound,
glorious in tonal beauty and readily distinguished—not some
indefinite and unknown sound that can be vaguely imagined to

be someone singing.

What It Plays

The Vanophone plays

ten or twelve inch records
and plays them well,

better in fact than some
of the higher priced

machines. It repro-

duces with a precision

and volume that is

truly delightful.

Its construction is

substantial, its ap-
pearance attract-

ive, and it posi-
tively is the big-

gest value ever of-

An actual photographic
reproduction of the Vanophone.

A Household Treasure
Gentlemen:
One day as I was walking the beach I heard a

Vanophone playing. As soon as I saw and heard
it I wanted it, and did not rest until I obtained
one. Its sweet tone and at the same time full
volume if desired makes it a household treasure.
It is an especial boon to people in rooming houses,
as it may be played with a softness that does not
disturb the next door neighbor.

Its minimum cost and its maximum value should
sell a million Vanophones.

Miss Elsa Brunottb,
Teacher of Defective Speech.

US W. 79th St., New York City.

No Cabinet or Frills—All Music
Gentlemen:
In my opinion, the only difference between your

Vanophone and the $300 phonograph lies mainly
in the fact that the latter machine has a very
expensive mahogany cabinet, while your instrument
contains nothing but the heart or mechanism which
does the reproducing—it is free from all extrava-
gant frills.

The tone and volume of your machine is truly
wonderful, for it is clear and distinct and entirely
free from any scratching or mechanical sounds
whatever.

There's a musical surprise in store for every
person who purchases a Vanophone.

Wishing your company every success, I remain,
Very truly yours, Geo. W. Kinzel.

1580 E. 23rd St., Cleveland, Ohio.

A Marvel of Musical Efficiency
Gentlemen:

I have been using a Vanophone for some weeks
and must say that it is a marvel of musical
efficiency. I have a for which I paid
$100.00, and when I am in an adjoining room I
cannot tell which of the two instruments is play-
ing. I think that remarkable when the difference
in price is considered.

Yours truly, Jauiah Scott.

fered in a dependable phon-

ograph. And it is only by reason

of the large quantity production

and unexcelled manufacturing

facilities that the remarkable low price

of $12 prevails.

What it is Made of

The base is made from a special alloy

of metals which are selected for their

sound, softening effect and amplifying

qualities. It is free, absolutely so, from

such things as cabinet warping, pulling

out of shape or being in any way
affected by climate conditions.

In no sense is the Vanophone an as-

sembled machine. It is manufactured
completely in our own factory—each

and every part of it—and every ounce

of material used is of the very highest

grade obtainable.

Moreover, this instrument is backed

by a big and successful manufacturing

concern. You are not getting an experi-

ment—something untried—but a per-

fected instrument proven by practical

methods. The Vanophone is the result

of ability, knowledge and a determina-

tion to give you the greatest value in

the musical world—and we have suc-

ceeded.

The finish is black enamel, with gold

relief. Combined with the highly pol-

ished nickle plated speed regulator, tone

arm sound reproducer and record plate,

it possesses a very rich and most at-

tractive appearance.

+#*<^***£#********^*'i»#***********^
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OPHONE
FOR THE MASSES

The motor is reliable, silent, smooth and easy running and is

made of the very best materials, selected and carefully tested so that
they will permit the proper performance of the function for which
they are intended. Furthermore, the motor and all moving parts are
entirely enclost-<l in a dust proof case and so with ordinary care it

should last a lifetime, i

The Reproducer
The reproducer—what it embodies—what it makes possible—and

what it actually performs—is a most remarkable contrivance. It is

carefully made and correct in every detail. It is manufactured in such
a complete form that it may be permanently adjusted. Hence, when
you get the Vanophone, it is ready and you are never bothered or
annoyed with any delicate adjustments. This reproducer embodies im-
proved qualities and will reproduce, with a clear, bell-like fullness, the
highest as well as the lowest notes.

An Exclusive Feature

A most exclusive, convenient and novel feature of this phonograph
is the automatic brake which automatically starts and stops the ma-
chine as the reproducer is placed either on or off the record—a feature
not possessed by some of the highest priced machines. This brake is

a perfect automatic feature and by no means a flimsy metal stopper.
In view of this feature, the Vanophone "plays itself," nothing is left to
uncertain skill or whims—consequently, an artistic performance is

always obtainable—at all times and at any place. Its speed is regulated
by a nickled key or switch which is mounted on front base.

What It Means to You
This phonograph not only represents a

highly refined and dependable machine, but its

ridiculously low price makes it an ideal combi-
nation of satisfying results and economical
buying.

Just think of it—only $12. A price far
below your remotest expectations.

And you can purchase the Vanophone with
every assurance of complete satisfaction and
your music hungry anticipation will be fully

gratified. It represents the greatest value ever
offered for a machine of this kind. It is not
an experiment, not a toy, but a machine de-
veloped to such a point of perfection that it

is regarded as a musical marvel by many
prominent persons and musical critics through-
out the country.

Range of Enjoyment
Its range of enjoyment is not limited to

the home alone. It is a portable machine
weighing only twelve pounds in all, hence, it

can easily be packed in your suitcase or
traveling bag. It is ideal for dancing parties,

automobile trips, club parties, motor boating,
camping and will wonderfully increase the at-

tractiveness of your summer home.
To hear the Vanophone is to want it. It

brings all the grand opera stars to your home
and interprets their offerings in a most natural
manner. And what is more beautiful, more
restful and more entertaining than an hour
or two of do*e communion out in the open
with your favorite entertainer.

The Vanophone makes this enjoyment a
reality. It is indestructible from a practical

standpoint and your children can operate it

with perfect safety. For it positively is free
from complications, free from exposed, deli-

cate and easily damaged or
broken parts. Its adjustment
is permanent. Surely there is

no form of entertainment or
education that creates a more
helpful influence for your chil-

dren than a Vanophone. Not
merely as a source of enter-
tainment, but as an educator,
this machine deserves your
very serious consideration.

Th
which rvpr duces
tone so wonder-
fully.

Our Money-Back Guarantee
Has No Strings Tied to It

REMEMBER
THAT—the Vanophone is positively guaran-
teed to be as represented. This is a guarantee
that means "money-back" and quickly without
questions or quibble if you do not find the
Vanophone to be as we say it is, and to do
what we say it will do.

THAT—we agree to repair or replace, free
of charge, should any part or parts become
defective through the possible use of poor
material or workmanship, when such part or
parts are returned to us, charges prepaid.

THAT—it only weighs 12 pounds, is made of
strong, durable materials and will last many
years with ordinary care.

THAT—it will play 10 or 12-inch disc records,
and do so beautifully.

THAT—the price is $12.00 complete, and
represents the greatest value ever offered in
a high class, perfect performing, fully guar-
anteed phonograph.

THAT—You and your family will thank the
day your attention was called to this wonderful
machine.

THAT—deliveries are promptly made.

THAT—The Vanophone is efficiency itself, yet
free from any delicate hair trigger adjustment
that causes breakage and trouble. It's con-
struction is simple, durable and lasting. A
wonderful production at a wonderful price.

$12.00 F. O. B. Factory.

The Vanophone is Guaranteed

In purchasing this machine you undertake no risk—none whatever.

If it is not found to be as represented and all we claim for it, your
money will be quickly and cheerfully refunded. Thousands of pur-

chasers pronounce the Vanophone as the most wonderful, most en-

joyable and most useful musical instrument that was ever brought to

their attention.

Buy Your Vanophone NOW
Purchase a Vanophone now and there is a musical treat in store

for you. Its wonderful reproducing qualities will bring to your
threshold the pleasures and entertainments that hitherto have been
regarded as the exclusive pleasure of the wealthy. You can now be

entertained by the world's greatest grand opera stars and entertainers.

And the contracting price for this high class entertainment is only

$12. Never in the history of music was such a

wonderful and inexpensive entertainment ac-

complished till it was made possible by the

low price of the Vanophone.
Remember that the cost of this machine,

complete with one package of Vanophone
needles, is only $12.00 F. O. B. factory, Elyria,

Ohio.

The cost of the Vanophone is indeed a small

portion of the real worth, service and enjoy-
ment you will get out of it. It comes to you
complete—ready for operation. In two min-
utes or less time after you receive it, the tone
arm reproducer and turn table can be placed
in position, and from this time on the Vano-
phone is forever at your service.

Make a resolve now to purchase one of

these machines. You will be delighted with
the ultimate benefit—as a lover of music you
cannot help but be.

Send in your order now so that within a

few days you may enjoy the enchanting strains

of music made possible by this wonderful ma-
chine.

To Sum It Up
We have told you the advantages of the

Vanophone, its range of usefulness and en-
joyment, but printed words cannot properly
emphasize these points. There is one way and
one way only to actually know this music
marvel, and that is by personal contact, by
hearing it yourself. If you like music, any
kind of music, you will like the Vanophone.
That's the situation in a nut shell. It is all

we say it is and even more, and is sold to you
on that basis GUARANTEED.

The public want for a high character ma-
chine at a low cost has been fulfilled by the

Vanophone. Your order will receive prompt
attention.

Send the price, $12.00, and we will ship at once, F. O. B. Elyria, Ohio. *

If you are not satisfied, return it and get your money back. |

THE VANOPHONE SALES CO. I

612-614 CHESTNUT STREET .\ .V .*. PHILADELPHIA, PA.
J

I
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THE VAN OPHONE
A MUSIC MASTER FOR THE MASSES

A noted writer once said that, "of all the variov^ forms of

entertainment in the home, 1 know of nothing that ™™V*™ ™™
music It -8 safe and sane, a,rpeals to all the finer emotion* ax

ZnZtobind family influences with a ^olesomeness hathnIce old

and nmina Inurlhcr It in the "safety valve" in the home. Moreover,
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strains. Their efficiency, even m the allaying of bodily ills w now

accepted as a fact, white for ages its value has been known as a

balm for "hurt minds."

NO PERSON can surmise what the happy surprise of

the future may he; but at the present age, the Vano-

phonc is the most wonderful, the most enjoyable and

the most useful musical instrument at such a low price, of

which there is any knowledge.

In the creation and de-

velopment of this instru-

ment we have been beset

with one remarkable sur-

prise after another. To
make a machine that would reproduce

music with all its original beauty and

charm, and the human voice with all

its eloquent gradations, was our aspir-

ation. This we have accomplished

and it is a most remarkable

achievement. Hut to make this

highly refined and dependable

phonograph to sell at the appar-

ent ridiculously low price of only

$12 is truly marvelous. Yet we
have accomplished it.

And what does all this mean
to those who enjoy the phonograph?

To those who delight in the perfect re-

production ill their favorite theme, the

remarkable recording of the classics,

and withal the magic identity of the

human voice.

It means that where hitherto the

piano in the home and the organ in the

church gave the average man and

woman all the music they might hope

for, a Sousa's Hand. Melba, Caruso and

songs that awake the echoes of the

Metropolitan Opera House can now be

enjoyed and appreciated; it means that

classics and music hitherto regarded as

exclusive pleasures for the wealthy can

now travel to the remotest country vil-

lage ; it means that Harry Pryor's, the

U. S. Marine Hand. 1 tarry Lauder, Bert

Williams and all the popular comedians
and entertainers can now be enjoyed in

your own home with the Vanophone.

Appeals to All

This machine will appeal to all music
lovers who have heretofore denied
themselves the pleasure of having a

phonograph because of their objections

to the horn, for the Vanophone contains
i" nli. i hot ii not projections of any
kind. The large opening as shown in

front of the machine serves iii a
superior way as a path or conductor for

the (one. rolling out the tuneful melo-
dies in such a clear, smooth volume.

It will appeal to critics who object to the hollow metallic or

barrel sounds usually produced by the use of brass projectors,

for the Vanophone is positively free from any harshness, alien

or metallic sounds. It brings to you only the natural sound,

glorious in tonal beauty and readily distinguished—not some

indefinite and unknown sound that can be vaguely imagined to

be someone singing.

What It Plays

The Vanophone plays
ten or twelve inch records

and plays them well,

better in fact than some
of the higher priced
machines. It repro-

duces with a precision

and volume that is

truly delightful.

Its construction is

substantial, its ap-

pearance attract-

ive, and it posi-

tively is the big-

gest value ever of-

An actual photographic
reproduction of the Vanophone.

A Household Treasure
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fered in a dependable phon-

a raph. And it is only by Teason

of the large quantity production

and unexcelled manufacturing

facilities that the remarkable low price

of $12 prevails.

What it is Made of

The base is made from a special alloy

of metals which are selected for their

sound, softening effect and amplifying

qualities. It is free, absolutely so, from

such things as cabinet warping, pulling

out of shape or being in any way-

affected by climate conditions.

In no sense is the Vanophone an as-

sembled machine. It is manufactured

completely in our own factory—each

and every part of it—and every ounce

of material used is of the very highest

grade obtainable.
,

,

Moreover, this instrument is backeo

by a big and successful manufacturing

concern. You are not getting an experi-

ment—something untried—but a per-

fected instrument proven by practical

methods. The Vanophone is the result

of ability, knowledge and a determina-

tion to give you the greatest value i

the musical ?eor«—and we have suc-

ceeded. . , 14

The finish is black enamel, with goiu

relief. Combined with the highly p°'

ished nickle plated speed regulator, ton

arm sound reproducer and record '

it possesses a very rich

tractive appearance.

ch and most at-
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The motor is reliable, silent, smooth and easy running and is

made of the very best materials, selected and carefully tested so that

rhev will permit the proper performance of the function for which

ev are intended. Furthermore, the motor and all moving parts are

•ntirely enclo-i'l in a dust proof case and so with ordinary care it

should last a lifetime, i

The Reproducer

The reproducer—what it embodies—what it makes possible—and

what it actually performs—is a most remarkable contrivance. It is

carefully made and correct in every detail. It is manufactured in such

a complete form that it may be permanently adjusted. Hence, when

vou get the Vanophone, it is ready and you are never bothered or

annoyed with any delicate adjustments. This reproducer embodies im-

proved qualities and will reproduce, with a clear, bell-like fullness, the

highest as well as the lowest notes.

An Exclusive Feature

A most exclusive, convenient and novel feature of this phonograph

is the automatic brake which automatically starts and stops the ma-

chine as the reproducer is placed either on or off the record—a feature

not possessed by some of the highest priced machines. This brake is

a perfect automatic feature and by no means a flimsy metal stopper.

In view of this feature, the Vanophone "plays itself," nothing is left to

uncertain skill or whims—consequently, an artistic performance is

always obtainable—at all times and at any place. Its speed is regulated

by a nickled key or switch which is mounted on front base.

What It Means to You

This phonograph not only represents a

highly refined and dependable machine, but its

ridiculously low price makes it an ideal combi-

nation of satisfying results and economical

buying.

Just think of it—only $12. A price far

below your remotest expectations.

And you can purchase the Vanophone with

every assurance of complete satisfaction and

your music hungry anticipation will be fully

gratified. It represents the greatest value ever

offered for a machine of this kind. It is not

an experiment, not a toy, but a machine de-

veloped to such a point of perfection that it

is regarded as a musical marvel by many
prominent persons and musical critics through-

out the country.

Range of Enjoyment
Its range of enjoyment is not limited to

the home alone. It is a portable machine
weighing only twelve pounds in all, hence, it

can easily be packed in your suitcase or

traveling bag. It is ideal for dancing parties,

automobile trips, club parties, motor boating,

camping and will wonderfully increase the at-

tractiveness of your summer home.
To hear the Vanophone is to want it. It

brings all the grand opera stars to your home
and interprets their offerings in a most natural

manner. Anil what is more beautiful, more
restful and more entertaining than an hour
or two of close communion out in the open
with your favorite entertainer.

The Vanophone makes this enjoyment a
reality. It is indestructible from a practical

standpoint and vour children can operate it

with perfect safety. For it positively is free
from complications, free from exposed, deli-

Our Money-Back Guarantee

Has No Strings Tied to It

REMEMBER

cate and easily damaged or
broken parts. Its adjustment
is permanent. Surely there is

no form of entertainment or
education that creates a more
helpful influence for your chil-
dren than a Vanophone. Not
merely as a source of enter-
tainment, but as an educator,
this machine deserves your
very serious consideration.

The Vanophone is Guaranteed

In purchasing this machine you undertake no risk none whatever.

If it is not found to be as represented and all we claim (or it, your

money will be quickly and cheerfully refunded. Thousands of pur-

chasers pronounce the Vanophone as the most wonderful, most en-

joyable and most useful musical instrument that was ever brought to

their attention.

Buy Your Vanophone NOW
Purchase a Vanophone now and there is a musical treat In store

for you. Its wonderful reproducing qualities will bring to your

threshold the pleasures and entertainments that hitherto have been

regarded as the exclusive pleasure of the wealthy. You can new In-

entertained by the world's greatest grand opera stars and entertainers,

And the contracting price for this high class entertainment is only

$12. Never in the history of music was such a

wonderful and inexpensive entertainment ac-

complished till it was made possible by the

low price of the Vanophone.

Remember that the cost of this machine,

complete with one package of Vanophone

needles, is only $12.00 F. O. B. factory, lllyria,

Ohio.

The cost of the Vanophone is indeed a small

portion of the real worth, service and enjoy-

ment you will get out of it. It conies to you

complete—ready for operation. In two min-

utes or less time after you receive it the tone

arm reproducer and turn table can In- placed

in position, and from this time on the Vano-

THAT—the Vanophone is positively guaran-

teed to be as represented. This is il guarantee

that means "money-back" and quickly without

questions or quibble if you do not hud the

Vanophone to be as we say it is, and to do

what we say it will do.

THAT—we agree to repair or replace, free

of charge, should any part or parts become

defective through the possible use of poor

material or workmunship, when such part or

parts are returned to us, charges prepaid.

THAT—it only weighs 12 pounds is mude of

strong, durable materials and wdl last many

years with ordinary care.

THAT—it will play 10 or 12-inch disc records,

and do so beautifully.

THAT—the price is $12.00 complete, and

represents the greatest value ever offered in

a high class, perfect performing, folly guar-

anteed phonograph.

that—You and your family will ttuink the

day your Ittention was called to this wonderful

machine.

THAT—deliveries are promptly made.

TTT\T—The Vanophone is efficiency itself, yet

InlJSs delicate hair IrtojJ adjustment

$12.00 F. O. B. Factory.

in position, and from
phone is forever at your service.

Make a resolve now to purchase one of

these machines. You will be delighted with

the ultimate benefit—as a lover of music you

cannot help but be.

Send in your order now SO that within a

few days you may enjoy the enchanting strains

of music made possible by this wonderful ma-

chine.

To Sum It Up
We have told you the advantages ol the

Vanophone, its range of usefulness and en-

joyment, but printed words cannot pr -ilv

emphasize these points. There is one way and

one way only to actually know this music

marvel, and that is by personal contact, by

hearing it yourself. If you like music, any

kind of music you will like the Vanophone.

That's the situation in a nut shell. It IS all
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looking, and something in his manner
compelled the hoy to a more active ad-

miration than he had experienced in a

long time. The man seemed to be alone ;

from his bearing one might judge him to

be a military— French or Italian, Robert
scarcely knew which. He was exceed-
ingly tall, slenderly but compactly built

;

and his face was not unusual in anything
save the eyes. These were very dark and
magnetic, black under black brows,
making the sallow skin appear even more
sallow where it could be seen in patches
left clean-shaven above the heavy mous-
tache and full, pointed beard.

It was not until they were, however, on
their way back to the hotel, that Robert
came into close contact with the stranger.

Then, as often happens, in the very midst
of important developments, a strange
accident occurred. An awkwardly, half-

grown girl, a Miss Dolan, slipped and fell.

Her ankle was badly twisted, and several

of the gentlemen in the party ran to

her assistance, among them DeMarcel

—

which later proved to be the dark man's
name. It was at this juncture that Rob-
ert heard himself addressed, in tones
quick and commanding; "Mr. Parkhurst

!

be so kind as to run ahead and order a
carriage !" Robert turned quickly. Then
he stood spellbound. For it seemed as

if he were looking for the second time on
the face which had appeared in the glass,

and so certain was he of the likeness that,

with a totally uncontrollable action, he
caught the man by the arm and pre-emp-
torily demanded of him his name!
The whole act was of a tensity that

bordered on the medodramatic. Robert's
"Who are you ?" must have sounded ridic-

ulous to most of the onlookers. But the

boy's terror-stricken face absolved him
from the contempt his attitude would ap-

pear to deserve, and the impression that

he had suddenly became the victim of

some trick of the imagination, was height-

ened by the cool, calm way in which the

object of his attack accepted the situa-

tion. "My name," the man said smoothly
and courteously, "is DeMarcel. If some-
one will get aid for this injured lady, I

shall be only too happy to make to Mr.
Parkhurst whatever explanation of my-
self he deems necessary."

He smiled as he spoke, and looked
around inquiringly. And in the brief

silence that ensued Robert felt himself
grow sick with shame.

"I'll get the carriage," he gulped like

a school-boy justly reproved, and turning
aside he ran blindly toward the house.

CHAPTER VI

Wherein Robert Finds a New Friend
and Makes a Confident

That same evening DeMarcel sought
the boy out, and in a grave, engaging
way questioned him as to his action of

the afternoon. Robert found himself
stammering an apology, which was ac-

cepted quietly. Without ony flourishes

DeMarcel sketched his own biography.

He was part French, part Italian. His
family was noble, once wealthy, now im-
poverished, the last remnant of the an-
cestral home being a half-ruined Chateau
down in Provence. He had been trained
for diplomacy ; he had held several impor-
tant posts ; was now working for his gov-
ernment—France—in an independent
way. Robert felt exceedingly small as he
listened to the easy, natural tone in which
the man gave his narrative. He could not
fail to feel the undercurrent of compas-
sion with which DeMarcel regarded him.
Before he knew what he was about, Rob-
ert had told his story, omitting no detail,

not even the fact that his grandfather
was as yet unaware of many of the things
he was confiding to this total stranger.

Why he was telling it at all was more
than Robert could explain, and yet, when
the story was finished, the boy felt com-
forted, happier than he had felt at any

(Continued on page 52)
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The Editor's Personal Page
{Continued from page 1)

numerous late-of-high-school friends, Miss

Roberta Wheeler, 15 Vincent Street, South

Portland, Maine. "Your letter of recent date

is at hand," the reply begins, "and it shows

plainly that you are a regular human being.

I think also that your heart must be enormous,

and if that important organ is in the right

place why worry about such uncertain things

as souls and characters?" Obviously, Miss

Wheeler is inspired by the catch-line printed

on the covers of "Photo-Play Journal," viz.:

"A magazine with a heart, soul and character."

Her viewpoint is certainly well taken, but gee!

we don't want our cherished triumvirate

"busted up." We just must worry about the

soul and character along with the heart. Pre-

cisely like a regular human being, we want

it all! Nevertheless, we would get awfully

lonesome if it wasn't for letters such as Miss

Wheeler writes.

George Edgar Frye, of Cambridge, Mass., is

an excellent poet who can write acrostics with

more ease than most people can write their

own names, and he is one of our regular cor-

respondents, we are glad to state. Mr. Frye

has implicit faith in the wisdom of passing

around the flowers among what he calls "live

ones." He wrote recently: "There can be but

one verdict, and that a unanimous one

—

"Photo-Play Journal" is in a class by itself

because it is the previously unheard-of realiza-

tion of a magazine with a soul." Wouldn't such

a bouquet as this make you feel that extra

efforts are worth while ? When WE reach such

as this we always say unto ourselves: "Now
you've got to work harder than ever to keep

up to this friend's expectations." And what
a delight it is to be incessantly speeding up!

So you see ye editor is really pleased to

hear from his readers. He is equally as pleased

to respond to them. Honest criticism is re-

ceived as gratefully as praise, too. But, above

all, let us be friends, even if we have to over-

work Uncle Sam's efficient postal service.

amn

Mountain Dew
{Continued from page 22)

"We'll get a minister at once," he re-

plied as he embraced the girl reassuringly.

A terrific storm had come up, but Vance
dashed through the downpour and liter-

ally dragged a minister to his cabin, where
a marriage ceremony was performed.
When the mob of mountaineers arrived

they found Vance and Roxie in fond em-
brace, but the former lost little time in

arising to the emergency confronting him
by delivering a speech, in which he ex-

plained that the damning paragraph was
only a part of a story he was writing and
which was not intended to do any one
harm.

"Besides, I believe in moonshining
myself now that I'm one of the family,"

he declared as a climax.

This one remark and the furnishing of

convincing proof that Roxie Bradley had
really taken him as her own won the day
for Vance. Squire Bradley acknowledged
he was a defeated man.

"I give ye my blessin' young 'uns and
if ye'll come up to my still, I'll give ye a

nip o' real red-eye from God's corn," the
©Id man said.

|. Vance Hamilton had proved to all

that he meant what he said when he an-

nounced his intentions of staying in Trig-

ger Creek, and he was the most popular

as well as the happiest mountaineer of

them all.

Babyland and Filmland
{Continued from page 13)

Helen, and little Miss Horton. The pret-

tiest picture they make is when romping
about the big studio grounds in Brooklyn.

In the accompanying picture they were
caught by the camera in a favorite pas-

time, listening to fairy tales read by Mabel
Ballin, who has played Bobby's mother or

school teacher in many popular Greater

Vitagraph pictures.

Helen Connelly is certain she is going
to be a great artist when she grows up,

and not a movie artist, cither. Her insep-

arable companion is her color box, and
she has lots of water colors and pencil

sketches of which she and her parents

and friends are proud.

As we stated at the outset, very few
large film concerns venture to traverse

the pathway to business success these

days without having as one of the fore-

most assets one or more child stars. Will-

iam Fox has his Jane and Katherine Lee.

about whom much is said elsewhere in

this issue. Four-year-old Virginia Cor-

bin is also "starring" for Fox. The World
Film Corporation has its Madge Evans,

who at a tender age is one of the undis-

puted screen beauties. Then there is Lit-

tle Mary Sunshine, who is a real notable

the country over and who is among the

few children who have been actually

featured in a series of "big pictures." And
Zoe Rae, who has just recently skipped

over the five-year-old line, is doing splen-

did work in Universal pictures.
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{Continued from page 50)

time since his mother's death. DeMarcel's
sympathy was convincing without being
emphatic ; he did not submit troublesome
questions, and the only thing he lingered

over was the description of the face in

the glass.

"You saw his face distinctly?" he asked
Robert.
"Yes."
"And it resembled me?" with a half

smile.

"Yes and no. The man was clean

shaven for one thing, or at least that is

my impression, and his expression was
hateful. For an instant today I seemed
to catch that expression. That was why
I called out. But it was gone at once, and
as I look at you now I can scarcely un-
derstand what made me make such a mis-
take. That man could never have smiled
as you smile, I am certain of that."

"But you are sure that there was a
man ; that it was no trick of imagination,
in spite of the evidence of the secret

chamber?"
"Positive," Robert affirmed.

"Then the only thing I can see to do,"

safQ DeMarcel, reflectively, "is to try to

find the man. But we must go slowly,

and first of all, you must recover your
health and your control over your
emotions."

WRINKLES
Why not have skin like a baby? Thousand*

have successfully used SANS-RIDEo (A Parisiat
formula) to remove traces of illness or age. The
effect is almost magical. Deepest wrinkles, crow's
feet and saggy chins quickly vanish. SANS
RIDES will not injure even the tenderest skin
Price, SOc. For sale only at THE TEMPLE
TON LABORATORIES, 7770 Lake Park Ave..
Dept. P . Chicaeo, 111.

In this way did DeMarcel signify his

intention of becoming Robert's ally

—

with what result we shall presently

discover.

After that, a firm friendship was estab-

lished between DeMarcel and Robert.
The newcomer was introduced to Colonel
Parkhurst, who accepted him at first with
reserve, but gradually warmed to cordial-

ity under the influence of the man's
charm. For charm he undoubtedly pos-

sessed, the charm of the gentleman, and
it would have been difficult indeed to re-

sist his advances, which were made with
a deference so dignified yet so delightfully

natural that it took on a greatly additional

value in the eyes of age.

The upshot of the new condition of

affairs was a complete change of plans,

in so far as Colonel Parkhurst was con-
cerned.

For DeMarcel was suddenly called

away to Italy. One morning after going
over his mail he turned to Robert.

"I must leave here tomorrow."
"Tomorrow," the boy echoed, "why?"
"I have a mission in Italy. The work

is urgent. I am sorry." Then, as if in

afterthought, "Why not go with me?"
"But grandfather"—Robert began.
"One moment," DeMarcel interrupted.

"Your grandfather is bored here. Is it not
so?"
"He certainly must be."

"Well, then. Suppose I put it to him
this way. You are still needing a vaca-
tion. It has been decided that you cannot
go to another college in the autumn. I

shall be in Italy a month, after which I

shall return to Paris. If your grandfather
approves of the plan, you shall go with

me. He can return to America, satisfied

that you are in safe hands. You can go
home from Paris—by that time, we trust,

feeling better than you are feeling now !"

"Bully !" commented Robert, for the
first time in months the light of the old

enthusiasm kindling in his eyes. And it

was that look in the boy's face which pre-

vailed on Colonel Parkhurst to consent
to the proposed arrangements, for in most
circumstances his conservative tenden-
cies would have counselled against such
an early acceptance of M. DeMarcel as

a guide for his grandson. But in all truth

the Colonel was pining for Castle Hills.

Moreover, the new friend had won his

confidence more completely than any man
he had met in some time. And when to

this was added Robert's evidently joyful

anticipation of the trip in question, he
found himself saying yes almost without
a misgiving. So it was arranged in this

way : Colonel Parkhurst was to take the
afternoon train for Paris ; and then take

a boat home from Cherbourg; DeMarcel
and Robert would catch the morrow's
morning train to Rome. From Italy they
would go to Spain and then to France,

ending up in Paris ; the Colonel went so

far as to invite DeMarcel to visit them
at Castle Hills if, when his business in

Paris was concluded, he could arrange
for a holiday.
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CHAPTER VII

Wherein Robert and DeMarcee Grow
Better Acquainted

Robert enjoyed the journey to Rome.
DeMarcel was an interesting talker, he
was widely traveled, and he exerted him-
self to interest the boy in every way. In

Rome, his business was completed much
sooner that he had anticipated ; they spent

two weeks sightseeing in Italy ; then they
hastily toured Spain, and reached Paris

in September. The trip developed the

boy psychologically as well as physically.

He became as gay as he had heretofore

been sad ; his light-heartedness verged on
the reckless. He suddenly realized the

fact that he had reached manhood, and
a certain egotism which had been attract-

ive in the boy developed a rather charm-
ing variety of effrontery in the man. He
grew a moustache, because of which De-
Marcel cheerfully guyed him ; he drank,

he smoked cigarettes, he played, losing

with an easy, good-nature that to him be-

fitted the heir to a great fortune.
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DeMarcel's gravity and seeming aus-
terity disappeared as the- distance be-

tween Colonel Parkhurst and them in-

creased. He suddenly became young,
hilarious, infinitely witty and ironic by
turns. He spent carelessly, though it

presently developed that his means for

spending were more or less limited. The
discovery that his friend was not in funds
was Robert's chance. Generous by nature,
he now became lavish in a way. His al-

lowance was ample for both their needs

;

his grandfather had arranged for further
remittances if necessary. DeMarcel's
"We can't afford it, boy," became Rob-
ert's opportunity for insisting very
grandly that they could afford it ; where-
upon they played high ; laughed when
they lost and laughed when they won

;

entertained when and how and where
they pleased, and accepted invitations as

the inclination seized them. DeMarcel
had friends in Rome, in Florence, in Ma-
drid, and he had still more friends—of

every variety—in Paris. He was a series

of continuous surprises to Robert, who
learned nothing about his personal affairs

beyond the facts that DeMarcel had given
him in Switzerland.

Of his mother Robert never spoke, nor
of the mystery he had intended to at-

tempt to solve. But DeMarcel, watch-
ing him closely, knew that his reckless-

ness was the result of a conviction that

was gradually being born in upon him,
the conviction that the woman whom he
had called mother had lived with a bur-

den of shame. For the boy who had
possessed little knowledge of life until

he had left America, was now living in the

very heart of life. All around him he
saw things to open his eyes ; all around
him was evil, and the evil suggested pos-

sibilities concerning his own case which
must have at moments turned his soul

sick with dread.

Then one day he spoke to DeMarcel.
"How long does it take for a man to go

to the Devil?"
DeMarcel laughed a trifle bitterly. "A

man's there with the wish," he answered.

"Oh, no," the boy argued. "The Devil

doesn't win out so easily. I meant to travel

fast, but I don't seem to get there. I say,

Florian, I've got to do one or two things

—I've got to find that man or go home
and tell my grandfather that I don't be-

lieve I am Robert Parkhurst."

"A rather sudden determination, is it

not?" the other queried.

"Yes, it is."

"You have, then, reached some con-

clusion?"

"I have heard from Donazello
!"

"Ah!" De Marcel looked surprised.

"Yes, yesterday in the Bois, a man
passed me an envelope. It contained this

note." He handed DeMarcel a small

sheet.

To Robert Parkhurst, from Donazello
Marco.

"Papers containing an explanation of

your birth are in my possession. They
are yours for a consideration. Unless
you take them I shall be forced to present

them to Colonel Parkhurst, who will

thereby learn that he has been harboring
an imposter. The story also involves the

good name of one whom you dearly loved.

Communicate with me at the above ad-

dress." A number in an obscure street

was given.

DeMarcel handed back the paper.

"I hive you answered?"
"Yes, I wrote demanding an interview.

It was refused; but I am going to this

address tonight, to pass over my pledge
of five thousand dollars a year in exchange
for a duplicate set of the papers. I tell

you, Florian, it is preposterous ! He in-

sinuates that I am not Robert Parkhurst,
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just one qrHily of diamonds,
but all quali ies a-e sho*- n in *

this remarkable bulletin. Ycur '

name and address on the /
coupon is enough, but
write NOV/.

Jos. DeRoy & Sons
Ontv Ovp. Post Office

5931 DeRoy Building

Pittsburgh, Pa. ,

Reference by /
permission :

Farmers' Depos-
it N't. Bant.
Mirine Nat.
Bmk. any
PittabvraS

Jos.

/ DeRr- . -s
/ 593 IE.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Ge-iUerr.en : Fir

BfnJ me. a! -

free and
/ new B..if; i

d'amoni's, watches a .

other jewelrv. it i ; dis-
tinctly rjnder.-tor-d that I as-

sume noobligatic.ilofzicy kind.
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that my mother was not my mother, and
that he can ruin my good name by a

word. I'm going tonight for those pa-

pers, and I'm going to take them to my
grandfather unless I can find this Dona-
zello first. If I find him I'll kill him."

"Steady, boy, steady," warned DeMar-
cel. "Why not let me go in your stead?

I'll get the papers, and perhaps I'll learn

a thing or two about the man who pos-

sesses them. You can kill him later on,

mon ami."
"But will they give them to you?"
"I think so. We'll try. Make out your

pledge, and I'll report progress at mid-

night."

But DeMarcel did not come at mid-

night, and Robert waited, wild with im-

patience. At two in the morning a tele-

gram came.
"Have followed Donazello to Italy.

Will write. DeMarcel."
Till morning Robert walked the floor;

all next day he neither ate nor drank. By
night he was haggard, worn out, de-

spondent to the point of despair. Another
six hours of waiting and sleep overtook

him in his watch. When he awoke the

letter was there.

"Deak Boy,

I have seen and talked with Dona-
zello Marco. He has your pledge and
I have the story. I have also a plan

which will, I think, recommend itself

to you as being a means of saving

your inheritance and of withhold-

ing from your grandfather facts which
I fear might kill him. In main the

story is this : Your father died without

issue; his wife brought a strange baby to

Castle Hills. Donazello was her lover

and came and went by way of the secret

passage. She gave him much of her al-

lowance until they quarreled. She had
papers which Donazello wanted, but she

kept them. Before she died he discovered

their whereabouts, and after her death he

stole them. He will not give up those pa-

pers. He will retain them until Colonel

Parkhurst's death, when, for a lump sum,
he will hand them over, and the incident

will be closed.

I will be in Paris by midday tomorrow.
DeMarcel."

CHAPTER VIII

Wherein DeMarcel and Robert Com-
promise

DeMarcel arrived just in time to rescue
Robert from the worst debauch the boy
had yet attempted. It was twelve hours
before the mission to Donazello was even
mentioned; when it was, Robert saw re-

vealed for the first time a suggestion of

the scoundrel that DeMarcel's smooth
and smiling countenance so admirably
concealed. For the terms of the com-
promise which DeMarcel proposed, as be-
ing in keeping with the views of the mys-
terious individual, Donazello Marco, were
these: Robert was to preserve an ab-
solute silence regarding Donazello, the
secret chamber at Castle Hills, and the
transaction in money when given because
of the claims Donazello had made. Five
thousand dollars a year were to be paid
Donazello, to insufe his keeping of the
secret ; when Robert came into the estate,

a final payment of one million dollars was
to be made, which would give into Rob-
ert's hands all the documents appertain-
ing to the matter, which Donazello might
possess. Robert then would be safe.

The penalty to be incurred by the boy
should he attempt to break his agreement
in any way, was to be the immediate re-

vealment to Colonel Parkhurst of certain

facts concerning the Parkhurst family,

facts which would involve the Parkhursts
in a scandal, the shame of which the Col-

onel might well not survive. In this way,
the best and the worst in the boy's nature
were appealed to at one and the same
time. For whatever Robert's faults, lack

of love for the man he knew as grand-
father was not one of them. He was
honest in his desire to spare Colonel Park-
hurst pain, though it must be confessed
at the same time that the boy could not
bear the thoughts of having himself found
other than a Parkhurst and other than
the grandson he was supposed to be.

Moreover, he was by this time deeply in-

volved in a financial way; it would mean
ruin to be cast off now, for he knew that

Colonel Parkhurst would never forgive

in a stranger those sins which in a grand-
son were but reluctantly condoned. Only
a few days ago, the Colonel had written,

warning him against any further over-
drawing of his allowance, and he was
even now trying to keep himself and De-
Marcel above water by utilizing to the
full the credit his standing assured him.

In the end, he became clay in DeMar-
cel's hands, ready to do both DeMarcel's
and Donazello's bidding. He knew his

act to be a crime, and in his heart he hated
himself for it. More than that, he began
to hate DeMarcel, if only because he was
a partner in the deception being practiced.

To go into detail concerning the doings
of Robert and DeMarcel in the days that
followed, would be to dwell unneces-
sarily upon unpleasant facts. In his mad
desire to rid himself of the responsibility
that thinking incurred, Robert plunged
into every kind of dissipation, gained a
deserved but decidedly unsavory reputa-
tion in Paris, and caused anxiety at Cas-
tle Hills that must have been almost as
great as if he had told the truth concern-
ing his mystery.

From friendship, the boy and DeMar-
cel passed to a scarcely veiled enmity.
On every conceivable occasion Robert es-

caped the man's company, and it must be
said to DeMarcel's credit, that the times
Robert was away from him were far

worse, in so far as demoralizing forces
went, than the times he was with him.
For it was no part of DeMarcel's scheme,
as it had developed since he went to Italy,

that Robert should lose through reckless-
ness what they had saved by careful
scheming, and ever and again he coun-
selled caution in ears that were deaf to
every suggestion, no matter how deftly

contrived.

So the days went on, and from bad
Robert went to worse. Fortunately for

him, his grandfather was too far away to
hear much of his doings, money matters
alone giving him a definite clue as to
the real condition of affairs. Then one
day the truth was brought home to
Colonel Parkhurst in a packet of bills that
demanded immediate payment, and the
bills made an end to the boy's career in

Paris.
(To be continued in the November number of

Photo-Play Journal.)
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SUPERFLUOUS

HAIR REMQVER

_ 1 he Only Treatment
That Will Remove Permanently All

Superfluous Hair
from the face or any part of the body without
leaving a mark on the most delicate skin. No
electric needle, burning caustics, or powders
used. Originator and Sole Owner

DR. MARGARET RUPPERT
1112 Chestnut Street, Phila., Pa.

Suites 70-72-73 Established 22 Yo&rs

MI -RITA" Gray
Hair Rejuvenator—not a dye.

MI -RITA" Skin
Rejuvenator re.
moves wrinkles and all

blemishes, eliminating
double chins.

All Other Toilet Requisites. Write for Booklet
If your Druggist cannot supply, send direct to Office

Trade Mark
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

DIAMONDS
onCREDIT

Our Great Special

!

LOFTIS PERFECTION
DIAMOND RING

The most popular Solitaire. Each
diamond is specially selected by i

our diamond experts, and is skil-

fully mounted in our famous Lof

-

tis "Perfection" 14 karat solid gold
6-prong ring, possessing every
line of delicate grace and beauty. Cased in Handsome Ring Bos

CC Down, and $2.50 a Month,
P" buys a §25 King.

till Down, and $5 a Month,
•flU buys a $50 Ring.

C1C Down, and S7.50 a Month,
*'J buys a $75 Ring.

ton Down, and $10 a Month,
*«" buys a $100 Ring.

For Gifts
All through the year

there are gift occasions

—

such as_ weddings, an-
ni versaries, birthdays,
parting gifts, and the
Great Gift Season now
approaching. There is

no need for you to make
trifling presents in order
to pay all cash. You can
open a charge account
with us and make hand-
some, "worth - while'*
gifts with very little

ready money.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG
There are over 2000 illustrations of Dia-

monds, Watches, Jewelry, etc What-
ever you select will be sent, all ship-
ping charges prepaid.
You see and examine the article

right in your own hands.
If satisfied, pay one-fifth of purchase

price and keep it; balance divided into
eight equal amounts, payable monthly.
Our Catalog shows all the new watches

—15, 17, 19, 21 , 23 Jewels, adjusted . Guar-
anteed by the factory and further guar-
anteed by us. Watches that pass rail-
road inspection as low as:£2.50a month.
Every article in our Catalog is special-

ly selected and priced direct to you with
no middle-man's profits to pay.

IACTIC The National Credit Jewelers
IVr 119 Dept. E3I4 108 N. State St.. Chicago, III.

BROS&CO.ITsS STORES IN LEADING CITIES

Big Money for You
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raroount's

10,000

E are makers of

the silent drama

—

the players, authors, directors

and producers of Paramount Pictures

—10,000 strong: America's foremost
motion picture organization. The sum of

our efforts is a Public Service of uplift, inspir-

ation, entertainment. For you we weave
wonderful stories—human, compelling, delightful.

For you we act with the incentive that comes when
making a record of great dramatic truths for all time to

come. We understand the responsibility that goes with the name

—

(^amntaunt(^Mures
Paramount is organized to produce and maintain a standard of motion
picture quality that attracts the best in the profession—that satisfies

the highest class of audience. Ask your motion picture theatre to

book Paramount stars. Send us coupon for sample copy of "Picture
Progress"—an interesting illustrated motion picture magazine.

Gparamount(^ictur^
^^FOUR EIGHTY-FIVE ^FIFTH AVENUE^"^/ FORTY-FIRST ST.

NEW V O RK
Controlled by

Famous Players-
Lasky Corporation

ADOLPH ZUKOR
President

JESSE L. LASKY
VUt-Pres.

CECIL B. DE MILLE
Dir.-Gcn.

Please Mail to Paramount Pictures Corporation

Please send me a sample copy of your inotion

picture magazine, " Picture Progress."

11 My favorite motion picture theatre is--

I

i
Address
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Neglected Plunder.

The lady of many portable possessions was
moving from town to the seashore for the sum-
mer. A cab had been thought big enough to

convey her and her property to the station,

and the cabman sat there, passing from one

stage of disgust to another still deeper, while

his vehicle, inside and out, was piled high with

a miscellaneous assortment of cherished be-

longings. At last the task of loading came to

an end.
"Is that all?" inquired the cabman with polite

incredulity.

"Yes," was the reply.

The cabman looked surprised.

"Seems a pity," he ejaculated, "to leave the

doorstep."

Suspicion Stammering.

Male Customer—"Er, er—er, Um, Ah, Er

—

He—he."
Jeweler (to his assistant

—"Bring that tray

of engagement rings here, Henry."

Inspiration Not to Wed.

Pearl White, the star of Pathe's "The Fatal

Ring," receives many offers of marriage each

week. The latest read as follows:

"Dere madam I seen you in the movies and

I loave you. I need a wife. I am a Lutherian

5 foot six ins. tall. I got a farm 160 ackers

and I mak mutch money. Thousand dolers

maybe. I need a wife I think you would maybe
be a good wife for a farmer Bimeby I get a

auto maybe. You would only hev to cook for

me and 2 hired mens. Im willing to tak a

chanse if you are. Hoaping to get your anser

this week maybe I am."
Miss White has not yet accepted.

This is the Tune He Couldn't Have.

George Hill, the genius of the motion pic-

ture, who, without the aid of an assistant,

photographed every scene of Goldwyn Pic-

tures' production. "Polly of the Circus," star-

ring Mae Marsh, went for days with even less

sleep than Thomas A. Edison demands.
Something had to be devised to keep him

awake as he turned his camera crank, and
Studio Manager Kennedy hit upon a grapho-
phone. Fifty records were provided, mostly of

the lively jazz band variety, and they were
played continually as Hill worked. Once, to-

wards the end, when almost starved for sleep,

he was detected in an attempt to smuggle in

a record of his own. This proved upon investi-

gation to be that undying classic, "Please Go
'Way and Let Me Sleep."

Hearing at Last.

There was a terrible dynamite explosion

near a small town. An old lady, hearing it,

turned toward the door of her sitting room
and said:

"Come in, Bella."

When her servant entered the room she

said:
"Do you know, Bella, my hearing is evident-

ly improving. I heard you knock at the door
for the first time in twenty years."

He's Some Mechanic.

"Is it true that Jones prides himself on being

a handy man about the house?"
"I think it is. At any rate when his mother-

in-law arrived yesterday, he made a bolt for

the door."

Following the Textbook.

A teacher asked her class to write an essay

on London. She was surprised to read the fol-

lowing in one attempt:
"The people of London are noted for their

stupidity."
The young author was asked how he got

that idea.

"Please, miss," was the reply, "it says in the

textbooks the population of London is very
dense."—New York Globe.

Does
Does
Does
Does
Does
Does
Does
Does
Does
Does
Does

Does It Do It?

Powder-Puff ? Does an Ocean-Wave?
Cigar-Butt? Does an Egg-Beat-er?

Does a Neck-Tie?
Does
Does
Does

Hair-Cut?
Side-Walk?
Cigar-Band?
Match-Box?
Napkin-Ring?Does
Lamp-Shade? Does
Head-Nurse? Does
Dish-Pan?
Base-Bawl?

Letter-Carrier?

Lamb-Chop?
Potato-Peeler?
Horse-Shoer?
Pillow-Slip?
Carpet-Sweeper ?

Does an Automile-Tire?
Does a Diamond-Ring?

At the Word, Shoot.

In this warm weather, motion picture fans
and fannettes can derive some relief from the
cooling thought that William Fox special fea-

tures, starring Dustin Farnum, Virginia Pear-
son, George Walsh, Miriam Cooper, Gladys
Brockwell, June Caprice and Valeska Suratt,
are released hebdomadally.

If you don't believe it, ask Webster. He
Noahs!

Does a Lemon-Squeezer? HwBookFREE
they"Now

science."
"By the ounce?"
"I imagine by the scruple."

More Like It.

say they can weigh the con-

Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200 ~">L
You can cash in your "happy thoughts" and

earn big money right in your own home in spare
time. Noprevaousexperiencenecessary. Our
easy home course turns out more successful
scenario writers than all other schools together.
Write dow and Bet by return mail FREE Book,
valuable Information, Special Price and Prize Offer.
Chicago Photoplaywrlght College,Hm 278 T.2. Oh lose

MentalDemons AreTheyHo,d
ing You Back?

Does a host of mental demons bar your path to success? Do you feel yourself in-
capable to meet important situations ? Do you lack the power to make people recognize you—to

make others see things your way— to compel people to listen to you ? Are you weak in a crisis ?

Most men have the brains and the ambition to do big things—but a weak person-
ality—a lack of self-confidence—timidness—poor vocabulary—unreliable memory—"stage fright"

—

hazy, unorganized ideas

—

ineffective speech—are holding thein back from the success they deserve.

Send the coupon below at once and let us tell you how
you can drive these mental demons away forever

—

howyou can occupy
a place among men who do things—how you can learn to express your ideas
forcefully and convincingly—how you can acquire a powerful, magnetic person-
ality— howyou can develop a strong dominating will—howyou can become a
powerful, public speaker. Our new scientific Course in

RESULTS!
"Your Course ia a most valuable train-
ing to anyone <* ho lii'si. cs to be able to
speak in public without embarraea-
m
-C. C. HOFFPAUIR, Att'y, Texas.

"Not onlv has it enabled me to speak
In public in a way that is m<>st gratify-
ing to me, but it has helped me in
business as well "

-G.M. COSSITT, Banker, Illinois.

"It has given me greater confidence

ali'v
WII

"Your Cour
for the salt
and I heartil . _

-O. F. BOURGEOIS. Pres.,Chicago.
" • fascinating and practical training
that overcomes one of the common
weaknesses of business men

—

inability
to express themselves."
-GUY H. SHEARER, Banker, Idaho.

We have hund-eds of similar
testimonials in our files from men
in every walk of life. Send the
Coupon today. You owe it /o
yourself to find out what this
Course will do for you.

Effective Public Speaking
and Mental Development

will quickly train you to speak forcefully and convincingly in public

—talk before your club or lodge
—address board meetings
—proposeaml respond to toasts
— tell entertaining stories
—make after-dinner speeches
—converse effectively
—write better letters

—sell more goods
—train your memory
—cnlarre your vocabulary
—develop self-confidence and a
winning personality

—become a clear, accurate
thinker

—develop your power of con-
centration, diligence and
self-control

—strengthen your ambition and —equip you with power to be
will power themasterof anysituation.

This Course and Service is under the personal supervision and direction of
R. E. Pattison Kline, Dean of the Public Speaking Department, Columbia College of Expres-
sion, Chicago, one of the foremost authorities in t'.io country on public speaking and mental
development. You can now secure the pereonnl instruction of this eminent authority right
in your own home, by mail, in snare tinr\ Hundreds have acquired a powerful address and
a winning personality through his instruction.

Special Offer-Now
Mail

Send the /
Coupon /

the coupon today for full particulars of the Special

Limited Offer we are now making. This unusual offer may be with'

drawn at any time. We will also send you free, many interesting *
facts and pointers that you should know about effective public '
speaking and mental development—information that you can use. Free S
and no obligations of any kind. Don't delay. Send the coupon now *
while this offer lasts. f Name..

Public Speaking Department /a**™.
American Correspondence School of Law /
161A Manhattan Building • Chicago, Illinois f

Public Speaking
Department

American Correspondence
School of Law— 16U Man-

hattan Building, Chicago, III.

S Gentlemen:—Please send me with-
er out obligation full de ails of your

Course in Effective Public Speaking
and Mental Development, as well as

particulars of your Special Limited Offer

V



THE difference between Quaker Tires and railroad tickets is that the

tickets will not take you beyond the distance specified, while Quaker Tires,

though adjusted on a 5000-mile basis, deliver thousands of excess miles. Records

of9000, 11,000 and 13,000 miles come to us from enthusiastic users everywhere.

On request you will be sent fac-similes of the following and many other letters

:

"My last two Quakers were de-

stroyed when my garage burned re-

cently. Both of these tires had made
11,227 miles and were in good condi-

tion at the time of the fire."

"In regard to service on a pair of

33x4 Quaker Tires,which I purchased
from you in the early part of last July,

beg to advise that these casings have
gone seven thousand (7000) miles to

date and show but very little wear."

"We have placed Quaker Tires

among our best customers and of the

different sizes up to and including

36 x 4 J
/2 we have casings that have

been driven 4000 to 8000 miles and
they are still giving service. We
might say that none are completely

worn out."

"We have just taken off a 37 x 5

Quaker casing which has been run

14,080 miles. Aside from tread being

cut and torn, casing is in good con-

dition."

"A customer has driven a set of

33 x 4 Quaker Tires on a five-passen-

ger car over 12,000 miles."

In records such as those quoted is

found the reason why there was not

a single Quaker Tire left in our fac-

tory on the last day of March ; why
dealers' orders could not be filled;

Quaker City Rubber Co.
Factories—Philadelphia

CHICAGO PITTSBURGH NEW YORK
182 W.Lake St. 211 Wood St. 53 Murray St.

Manufacturers of Belting, Packings, Valves,

Steam Hose, Garden Hose, etc.

why consumer demand could not be

satisfied. And all that despite the fact

that the Quaker plant was running

to the limit of its increased capacity.

But, now, you can get QuakerTires

from any of our dealers because of

a further increase in manufacturing

facilities.

Put one Quaker to the test against

any three other makes of tires. Then
you will surely equip all four wheels

of your car with Quakers.

If there is no dealer near you send

direct to the Factory Sales Department.

Your order will be filled at regular prices

and charges prepaid within certain terri-

tory. Anyhow, write for a copy of "5000
Plus"—a snappy little booklet that tells

things you ought to know about tires.

Press of

Philadelphia Printing and Publishing Co.

Philadelphia.



Finish This Story for Yourself—
The girl got $6 a week and was lonely. " Piggy"—you
can imagine his kind—was waiting downstairs. He knew
where champagne and music could be had. But that

night she didn't go. That was Lord Kitchener's doing.

But another night?

O. HENRY
tells about it in this story, with that full knowledge of women,
with that frank facing of sex, and that clean mind that have en-
deared him to the men and women of the land.

From the few who snapped up the first edition at $125 a set before it was off the press, to the 150,000

who have eagerly sought the beautiful volumes offered you here—from the stylist who sits among his

books to the man on the street—this whole nation bows to O. Henry—and hails him with love and

pride our greatest writer of stories.

This is but one of the 274 stories in 12 big volumes,
you get for 25 cents a week, if you send the coupon.

J o
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To Those Who are Quick

KIPLING I™'
Given Away

Never was there an offer like this. Not only do you get your 274 O. Henry
stories in 12 volumes at less than others paid for one volume of the first edition,

but you get Kipling's best 179 short stories and poems and his long novel—

•

without paying a cent. You get 18 volumes packed with love and hate

and laughter—a big shelf full of handsome books.
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Send the Coupon and you will understand
why O. Henry is hailed as "TheAmerican
Kipling;" "The Y. M. C. A. Boccaccio;"

Master of the Short Story;" "Creator of a

New Literature;" "Discoverer of Ro-
mance in New York's Streets;" "The
American de Maupassant;" "The
Homer of the Tenderloin;"
"Founder of a New Style;"
"America's Greatest Story Tell-

$X er;"
"The 20th Century Har-

oun-Al-Rashid who takes

you to every corner of his

beloved Bagdad—New
York."
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long
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179
tries.

and

p. p. j.

10-17

Review
of

Reviews
30 Irving Place
New York

Send me, on ap
proval, charges paid by
you, O. Henry's works
in 12 volumes, gold tops

Also the 6-volume set of

Kipling, bound in cloth. If

I keep the books, I will remit
$1 per month for 17 months for

the O. Henry set only and retain

the Kipling set without charge
Otherwise, I will, within ten days,

return both sets at your expense.

Name
.

Send Coupon and you will

understand as never before

why other nations are going
wild over him; why memo-
rials to him are being pre-

pared; why universities are planning
tablets to his memory; why text books of

English Literature are including his sto-

ries; why colleges are discussing his place

in literature; why theatrical firms are

vying for rights to dramatize his stories;

why newspapers all over the country

are continually offering big sums for the

right to reprint his stories.

novel

Sold
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sto-

one
silk

Address

Occupation

The beautiful three-quarter leather edition of O. Henry costs only a
few cents more a volume and has proved a favorite binding. For a sat
of this luxurious binding, send $1.50 for 15 months.

Send the Coupon Without Money
You get both sets free on approval If you don't laugh and

^\ cry over them— if you don't read and re-read and love

them—send them back. Othervyise 25 cents a week
pays for them all. Don 't wait-^send the coupon to-

day. This offer is too good to last. It's only the ava-

lanche of disappointed letters that made us extend

it this long. Send the coupon today and be glad.

30 Irving Place
Review of Reviews Co., SeiTork
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he didrit want tohe
a Little Girl

!

(fPvEAR, funny, lovable little Bab— the "Sub-Deb"
•*-^ of seventeen, with her grown-up ways and

longings. She tumbled into mischief and out again

— into seething romance and tragic troubles— head

over heels.

Maybe you read the delicious Bab stories in The
Saturday Evening Post. Mary Roberts Rinehart

wrote them. Now Paramount and dainty Marguerite

Clark have brought Bab to life upon the screen. There

will be a series—five delightful Bab pictures.

But Marguerite Clark is only one of many Paramount

stars, and her plays are just a few of many

(^ammowit(^ictures

Paramount Pictures were the first feature photo-

plays. They represent a library of motion

picture classics.

Paramount visualises the plays and books of

the past and present. More than a million

followers of Paramount Pictures, in thousands

of theatres in two hemispheres, daily renew

acquaintance with the famous places and char-

acters of classic and contemporary literature.

Paramount Pictures preserve indelibly for all

generations the world's greatest stories and

plays, acted by the leading artists.

Burgess; Jack Pickford and Louise Huff
in "The Varmint," by Owen Johnson;

Sessue Hayakawa in "Hashimura Togo/'

by Wallace Irwin; Vivian Martin in

"Little Miss Optimist/' George Beban in

"Lost in Transit," FannieWard in "On the

Level," Mme. Petrova in "Exile," Pauline

Frederick in "Double-crossed," Wallace

Reid in "The Hostage," Julian Eltinge in

"The Countess Charming," Charles Ray
in "The Son of His Father," and J. Stuart

Blackton's "The World for Sale."
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VT'OU can help the United States of America more
1 now than you ever could before, and it is abso-

lutely indispensable that you redouble your efforts to

arise to the emergency confronting- us all in this titanic

struggle for supremacy over autocracy. Developments

in Russia have been most disconcerting for several

weeks and it seems that our beloved country must more
or less take up most of the burdens of the Slav State

in addition to its own. This means an ultimate increase

in our sacrifices, but unless we promptly and willingly

grant this increase we will find our attempts to make
the world safe for democracy frustrated for a long time.

The Kaiser has gloated over the success his military

might has achieved by incredible ruthlessness and

seemingly he has succeeded in blinding the German
people so completely that they cannot see the light of

the new era, which shall be devoid of irresponsible gov-

ernment such as controls at Berlin. Forsooth, Right

is experiencing- great difficulty in gaining mastery over

Might, and it is obviously for this reason we—you and

I—must do more than our share to help in the desperate

fight. There can be no temporizing as to how much
to do. Indeed, you must do more and more, and there

must be no limit to it at all. Among the many other

services you can perform is to be alert in aiding Presi-

dent Wilson to ferret out sedition and treachery. If

you hear a man or woman casting aspersions against

the character of our Chief Executive and complaining

with vehemence because we had to bring our mailed fist

to bear on the Teutonic outlaws, report it to the au-

thorities, it makes no difference who the guilty person

may be. If you hear someone predicting Germany will

win, or if you hear someone sneering at the motives

of Uncle Sam in joining the Entente Allies, don't ignore

it. That someone may be a menace to our cause. He

or she should be under surveillance at least until such

a time as his or her status is established. In plain

words, every loyal American citizen should be an alert

guardian of this nation's safety and welfare, and if

everybody co-operated in the work of reporting those

few bold traitors who exist in every community, the

work of getting rid of them would be facilitated. The

present situation is one which requires a minimum of

enmity within and you can help to reduce this danger.

Meanwhile, pray don't forget there are numerous other

ways in which you can demonstrate your fealty and

usefulness. And you won't have to search long to de-

termine wherein you can perform the greatest service

for your country.

T^ VIDENTLY many people who attend moving picture

*~
' shows are not improving their manners to any ap-

preciable extent, because we have been receiving more

letters than usual setting forth grievances against per-

sons who persist in talking annoyingly while photo-

plays are being shown on the screen. One correspondent

relates a silly quarrel two women sitting next to her

had, during all of which they paid no attention to the

picture and prevented many others from enjoying it.

This correspondent beseeches us to raise our voice in

protest against such a nuisance, but, of course, there is

very little we can do except exhort in favor of polite-

ness. The probability is that people who have so little

regard for others as to disturb them in a public place

would pay little heed to our prodding. However, there

is a remedial measure which anyone can take whenever
a neighbor in the picture theatre misbehaves, and that

is to report the matter to the management promptly.

No doubt even a habitual pest could be impressed with
his bad deportment and could be actually embarrassed
by being escorted from the theatre by an usher. The
psychological effect of allowing a person to "get away
with" misconduct is to encourage that person to perpe-

trate a repetition more brazen than the initial offense.

It is the old and true theory that the time to nip a thing-

is in the bud. It is up to theatre managers to see to it

that more of this sort of nipping is done. Of course, it

is primarily up to the offender to eradicate the evil, but,

alas, it will ever be true that the human being most in

need of reform is the most reluctant to realize it.

However, you see to it that YOU are not at fault.

AyT ANY of our readers are making a practice of writ-
-*-'-* ing us at length once every month after perusing

the current number of "Photo-Play Journal." Not only

do they tell us all about what they think of that par-

ticular issue, but most of them go into detail as to their

opinions of the various photoplays they have seen dur-

ing the month. Well, all we want to say is, if some of

the producers would only read some of these criticisms

carefully, they would learn some things they evidently

don't know. In the meantime we are glad to get these

letters, and let us assure everyone that we will be
pleased to have our family of letter-writers grow.

r> Y the way, what do YOU think of this November
-*J number of "Photo-Play Journal?" Why not write

us a letter and apprise us of your opinion? In this

connection, let us announce here and now that the forth-

coming December number is going to do the Christmas
season "mighty proud," and we are not at all backward
to venture the assertion that it will be the best motion
picture magazine ever published. Just to make sure

that you won't miss it, you had better arrange for get-

ting a copy now if you are not a regular subscriber.

Indeed, it is an ideal time to subscribe for "Photo-Play
Journal."

TT) Y the time this number of "Photo-Play Journal"
*~* reaches you the first number of my new monthly
magazine, called "Ambition," will have been issued, and
I would like to have you see a copy of it. The funda-

mental purpose of "Ambition" is to exploit the talents

of deserving- unknown aspirants in all lines of en-

deavor and to explore untraversed regions in litera-

ture, drama, photoplay, art, science and life. I feel

sure this periodical will fill a field heretofore unoccu-

pied, and I would be flattered to have you write me per-

sonally inquiring about it.
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MARGUERITE CLARK
{OUR GIRL ON THE COVER)

It has never been necessary for Marguerite Clark to'

make an appeal for popularity, either through publicity or
otherwise. Her popularity has come because of her singularly

appealing personality. People believe in her just the same as

they did in Peter Pan's fairies, because everything she ever did

was so real. Like many another photoplay star of today,

she started her histrionic career on the stage, where she'

appeared in most every form of entertainment. She was a
prime footlight favorite when motion pictures first ascended
to the heights of popularity, and she became one of the pioneer
exponents of the new silent art. Miss Clark is possibly the

smallest matured star on the screen today, she standing less

than the average "five-feet-three" of the American woman-

hood. She is more nearly the universal French size of "five-
feet-one." In weight too she is under the standard American
size, but oh what an abundance of ability and versatility does
this little queen of the movies possess! She is undoubtedly
one of the most petite and most winsome of stars, and she is

abundantly blessed with histrionic technique, comprehending
with wonderful alertness every little "twist and turn" of
characterization. Truly, Miss Clark does not have to depend
on her cuteness to win her favor, because she has all the

requisite artistry besides, and she knows how to act as few
other artists do. Naturally Miss Clark is going to continue to

be a universal favorite for a long time to come, Providence
permitting, for she is still young.
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Pearl White
and Company

NLY a very few photoplay
plots can be constructed with-
out the aid of two qualities

which have become essentials

as most all ideas have become
hackneyed. Those two qualities, which
are really basic ingredients now, are: the

animal kingdom and the animal of man.
Beasts of all species and beastly men do
most all the yeoman work any more. The
dumb brutes serve in all sorts of roles,

while the designing creatures who must
ever be at hand to upset the tranquil with
their machinations, create all the entan-

glements which provide the photoplay-

wrights with the indispensable opportuni-

ties of telling stories. Indeed, it is little

short of remarkable how these two afore-

said elements enter into moving pictures

as an exceedingly general combination.

Out of twenty features witnessed by the

writer in one week, only two lacked ani-

mal actors and none lacked the beastli-

ness of man in some form.

Take Dustin Farnum, for instance, he

would seem totally without an ample
supporting cast if that white-

faced pony of his were left out

of the picture. In "Durand of

the Bad Lands," the horse

crowded the star for stellar hon-
ors. William S. Hart would be

just as out of place without his

wild broncho, while it is getting

so Douglas Fairbanks cannot
get along without just such a

steed. And every one of these

favorites of the cinema depend

Anne Luther and a white king

on villainous habits of fellow-man to pro-
vide them with the requisite chances to

display their histrionic wares.
Horse talent is the most popular with

moving picture producers and directors.

Even women players press these beasts

of burden into service at the slightest

excuse. Marguerite Clark displayed her
winsome little self to her best advantage
while riding a charger in "The Amazons."
Vola Vale has many of her strongest

scenes with a horse as a background in

Thomas H. Ince's feature, "The Son of

His Father," in which Charles Ray is

starred. Anne Luther, of the William
Fox films, dotes on especially beautiful

white horses, and she is never so efficient

in characterization as she is when either

astride or near such a quadruped. As an
accompanying illustration will prove,

King Horse got right into the middle of a

love scene between Billie Burke and

Thomas Meighan in a recent Paramount
feature. The clever idea in this latter

instance was to give the hero a chance

to show that he possessed the instincts of

admirable affection, which he showered
on the horse, in view of the fact that the

heroine was somewhat distant for the

nonce. See how important even a horse

can be in a photoplay nowadays?
Next in favor among animals is the

dog, and it is not disparaging the human
beings in the game to assert that some
of the cleverest actors in the movies are

canines. Take Teddy, the dog star of so

many Keystone plays—was there ever

mere man who could surpass this massive
barker when it comes to playing the lead-

ing part? Jack Pickford has a dog which
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knows a thing or two about acting, and
when it comes to posing and registering

before the camera, well, just look at the

picture hereabout. Do you doubt that

the dog doesn't know it is supposed to

stand still to keep the picture in focus?

Isn't it obvious this dog is looking his

best in full realization of having his looks

recorded a la pictorial? Jane Cowl, the

Goldwyn star, who, with her screen activ-

ities, stage engagements and playwriting

is a mighty busy young woman, finds

plenty of time to enjoy the recreation

possible in a romp with a dog. From the

very inception of her career as a photo-

drama leading light, she has in her cast

of characters a dog, and she has occasion

for her entire dramatic display because

of beastly men ! Don't forget that

wherever you find the animal, you will

rind it both in the form of a species and

in the villain. In keeping with her natu-

ral versatility Miss Cowl is able to mus-

ter a fondness for rabbits, too. And
Olive Thomas gives us her best smile

when posing with a dog.

Cats are used almost as frequently as

dogs in pictures, but the felines are al-

most invariably used to "put across"

comedy. It seems to be a fixed psycho-

logical certainty that the appearance of

a cat—especially a close-up of one—will

get a laugh. Cats are never safe to carry

out the plot in tragic or dramatic mo-
ments. It would be just like pushing
Charlie Chaplin onto the scene in the

middle of one of Pauline Frederick's emo-
tional moments. Many stars favor the

tabby to the exclusion of all other pets,

and some players we know insist on drag-

ging a cat into a picture on every possi-

ble occasion, being thus inspired by a

superstition which claims the cat to be

the omen of good luck. Another famous

Madge Kennedy in one

of Tabby's playful

moments

Billie Burke and Tbomas Meighan witb old dobbin " well in"

Goldwyn star—Madge Kennedy, who is

just about the best comedienne of mod-
ern America, grants a cat a prominent
place in "Baby Mine," the Margaret

Mayo farce, in which she
makes her screen, debut. To

Miss Kennedy must go
credit for "putting
across" much petite

"business" with
an ordinary fe-

line of «• r a y

stripes. The picture of her herewith is

really an unusually artistic pose inspired

by the playfulness of a mere kitten, if

you please.

George Beban, the celebrated delinea-

tor of Italian characters in photoplay, has
done most to give the bear its place in

the profession. In "A Roadside Impres-
sario" his chief support came from a

bear, which actually seemed to keenly
appreciate the comedy possibilities of

every situation. While the bear served

as an excellent foil for the star, a beastly

fate stood in his way of reaching the goal

of life happiness. Baby Marie Osborne
thinks bears know how to act and she is

an advocate of their cause. Though ex-

ceedingly tender in years, she would
rather play with a bear than a kitten any
old time. Lillian Lorraine is another ad-

mirer of bruno. An accompanying photo-

graph shows her lunching with a native

son of California at the Balboa Studio
in Long Beach. We said lunching, but
we fear all evidence points to it being
another case of buying a plate of olives

in order to get the drink. We don't imag-
ine it would be pleasant to be around a

tipsy bear, either, especially if liquor had
the effect to arouse the lust for blood as

it does so often in beastly men.
There is probably no actress who has

to contend as much with bad men in mo-
tion pictures as Pearl White, the Pathe
queen of serials. She has been obliged

to thwart every kind of a villain on earth

and, of course, being a heroine, she al-

ways comes up smiling. She frankly

holds to the opinion that it is eminently
fitting to introduce animals in plays as

often as feasible. Her favorite is a pet

monkey, who is comedian enough, but



too infernally mischievous to

be depended on in emergen-
cies.

J. Warren Kerrigan, one
of the big luminaries of Pa-
ralta films, is eccentric in his

tastes, in so far as animals
go, and he likes to dig up
some critter which seldom
gets a chance to shine in the
limelight. In one of his re-

cent photoplays he staged a

clever boxing match with a
giant kangaroo, which re-

minded one of Bob Fitzsim-
mons in the heyday of his

ring career. Let it be said

here and now, the kangaroo
performed like a veteran and
scored a hit nearly approxi-

mating that of his opposing
gladiator.
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"the picture" every time he
can, and he invariably tries to
imitate whatever pose his mis-
tress may take.

Since we are back on the
subject of dogs again, it is

interesting to note that more
stars use these beasts to foil

the villain than ever before.
It is also interesting to take
cognizance of the fact that
many of the feminine photo-
play artists use their pet dogs
for comedy business. But
Dorothy Kelly has a canine
she uses for ornamental pur-
poses and no one can gainsay
he is a beauty.

It has been remarked fre-

quently that Mary Pickford

Jane Cowl in a scene witb
dog and rabbits

Vivian Martin, the Moros-
co star, is another who dotes
on pets not so common. Any
dove that's white and that
can bill and coo to a frazzle

will win her inevitably. She
recently forced her director

to co-star two white doves
with her. She felt that the

feathered denizens would off-

set the pall of the worrisome
activities of the schemes in

the plot.

Miss Martin, like most
every other photoplay star,

also has a dog. It's an Aire-

dale known to fame by the
breezy name of Zephyr. For-
sooth, Zephyr is a remarkably
intelligent dog with a mania
for posing before the camera.
He persists in getting into J. Warren Kerrigan and " Knock-"em-all-out" Kangaroo

has her own goat—a thor-
oughly docile pet, and she
also has a parrot for which
she fosters a marked affection.

Besides, she has a wonderful
cat, and she once owned a
buffalo, but she didn't dote on
being "buffaloed." Almost all

of her pets get chances to ap-
pear with her in pictures, and
oftentimes the dumb brutes
figure prominently in the
plots.

Marion Davies, who is one
of the latest stage favorites

to be enlisted in the wing of

photoplayers, fell into the ani-

mal tendencies of the cinema
art promptly by digging up
a donkey of great braying
ability and slight Thespian
ability to help her score a
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... Jack Pickford and his
success m her initial A w k .1 •

dog, both in pants
starring vehicle,
entitled "Runaway
Romany."

Bessie Love, the

vivacious, little Tri-

angle star, loves any
animal that will
romp rough-like.

"Two things animals
are for—to exercise

with and to fit into

the movies to aid the

animation," she says
succinctly as she

usually says things.

She owns a dog that

could win a tug-o'-

war unaided, and yet

Miss Love matches
her powers at tug-

ging every time she
has a few moments.
She has a leaping

greyhound, too, and
she is forever trying

to out-jump this champion jumper. She
also has a water spaniel with which she

has had many swimming contests. Ver-
ily, whenever you try to out-distance a

water spaniel in the water 'it's like trying

to out-swim a fish.

"Perchance they are making animals
too indispensable in pictures when they
should be merely incidental," Miss Love
says, "but one can't have too many ani-

mals, especially dogs, for play. A dog is

wonderfully superior in its versatility. It

is expert at running, swimming and jump-
ing, the three exercises which are most
needed in the development of the physi-
cal self."

Charlie Chaplin is a dog-fancier, but
he is apparently opposed to the tendency
of dragging 'em into comedy pictures, for

he seldom has one in his supporting cast.

Perhaps he thinks what Farmer Bill Jinks
thought, to wit : "A dog ain't no place

out of place." Few comedians muster

animals into service to help in their fun-
making. Even slap-stick artists are prone
to pair up quadrupeds as assistants. It

may be that it is justly calculated that

animal talents do not run to exaggerated
comedy.

Sympathy actuates many stars in adopt-
ing pets. Bryant Washburn, whose su-

perb artistry in a series of light comedies
is enhancing the fame of Essanay, has a
three-legged dog which appeared with
him in practically every scene of "The
Golden Fool." The poor beast was used
to drive home with the three-legged char-
acter of the role the star portrayed so
engagingly.

Pauline Frederick, Fannie Ward and
Olga Petrova are among the beauties of

the screen who consistently omit animals
from their starring vehicle. Although
Pauline Frederick does feature a very
beautiful little white dog in her latest pro-
duction, "Double Crossed," it certainly

does not detract anything from the
beauty of the picture. Miss Ward,
however, is like Bryant Washburn, inas-

much as she has an extensive sympathy.
Just as she magnanimously befriends any
human being who goes to her for aid,

she goes out of her way to alleviate the

sufferings of friendless beasts. She nobly
subscribes to the humane creed that it

pays to be kind to even a dog.

But enough of facts have been cited

to prove that animals do co-operate ex-
tensively with the animal of man to

create a full quota of moving picture
plots.

There are lots of instances where they
may not be necessary, but, like children,

they always add an additional interest

to a scene when they are featured. It is

very seldom that we find a person who
does not have a kindly feeling toward
animals, and pictured on the screen they
are at their best. Even those which are
used to give us thrills are trained to act

their part well, and sometimes better than
the human actors in the picture.

In tragedy, drama and comedy we find

them, and many a pathetic part is made
more pathetic by the heroine weeping
into the fur of a beautiful dog, or confid-

ing her troubles into the ear of her horse
—and, best of all, they stand for it and
do not seem to mind.

Lillian Lorraine lunching with brer bear
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T was right in the middle of

that awfully torrid heat wave
last August that I sought out
Marguerite Clark at the Para-
mount Studio in New York. It

has taken me ever since to write this story

of that visit, it was just that hot—the

weather we mean.
The first thing I learned that memorable

clay was to like Miss Clark immensely. The
second thing I learned was she did not
relish the idea of being given more pub-
licity. She holds a sort of a Maude Adanis

idea about exploitation in that she thinks

the public will be more interested in her if

they don't hear so much about all the little

things she does in private life. No doubt
her notion is, it's what she does on the

screen that counts. And, oh how it does

count in money for her ! Indeed, she re-

ceives a salary so large she has to call on
her sister to help her carry it home every

payday. In fact, her sister is her business

manager, having complete charge of all

her affairs. Just like Mary Pick ford's

mother, this sister knows more about
her relative's dealings with man-
agers, etc., than the star herself.

Miss Clark leaves it all to her sis-

ter up to the time she goes before

the camera, and then she leaves

nothing to nobody.
But on that hot summer day—

I

walked right into the middle of a

scene just being taken. It was
while they were making "Bab's
Burglar" the delightful photoplay
that it is. The first thing I heard
was a yell out of J. Searle Dawley,
who was directing the picture. Of
course I had mistaken the "set" in

which Miss Clark was sitting for

her dressing-room—it looked just

that much like one. After apolo-

gies and the scene, I found myself

quite at ease sitting directly op-

posite Miss Clark and pretending

to be anything else in the world except an
interviewer. Well, I would have been just

as well off if I had told her the truth, be-

cause she did not "interview" at all. She
didn't say a word about herself or her art.

She made no mention of how she lived or

how she wanted to die. She had no beauty
secrets to divulge. She had no blase re-

marks to make. She simply talked in a

pleasant sociable fashion about first how
the prevailing weather reminded her of a

"once upon a time" when she was crossing

some desert out west in an automobile.

"They had to tie a wet towel over my
mouth and nose to keep the heat out of my
lungs," she said. "On that desert will be a

good place to make further use of the gas
masks of the European war after the

smoke of battle is lifted."

At the very moment I was talking to

Miss Clark, it was reported that Jesse

Lasky, who was then making the return

trip of his trans-continental auto cruise, was
just crossing that same desert. Miss Clark

was worrying over what might be happen-
ing to Mr. Lasky.

"Let's be optimistic about it
;
perhaps

Jesse is enjoying a dandy Turkish bath,"

chimed in Thomas Meighan, who came from

the other side of the studio for a moment
of respite after doing the leading man
stunt in "Arms and the Girl," in which
Billie Burke was starring.

"There's a splendid idea—splendid,"

Miss Clark replied enthusiastically. "Let's

all agree we are having a delightful time in

this stuffy studio, sweltering like the mis-

chief."

"I'm enjoying myself," I ventured to an-

nounce.

"You are susceptible to suggestion," the

little star declared. "I would like to be, but

larguente best poses

I've just got to say it once more, isn't it

warm !"

One of the things that impressed me most
about Marguerite Clark was, she is actually

as small in stature as she seems. She is so

very tiny. She wouldn't admit it though.

She doesn't like to talk about herself at all.

She is interested in everything else, however.

For instance, she gets a lot of wholesome
enjoyment out of discussing the high cost of

living. While I complained about how
prices soar, she sat back and laughed

heartily. I made known the fact

that I was particularly concerned

over the price of beefsteak, my
favorite morsel now or ever.

Miss Clarke refused to sympa-
thize with me, because, while she

is not a confirmed vegetarian,

she seldom touches beef. Her
appetite is almost as small as

she is, and she says she fre-

quently goes many days without
eating a bit of meat.

For the sake of my readers

I feel it imperative to describe

Miss Clark in lofty language,
and the minute this comes to

my mind I think of what one
Frank Menlendyke wrote in

acrostic verse, taking the

liberty of poetic license to

add a superfluous "E" onto
her name.
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M aiden fair with midnight hair,

A rtful and entrancing;

R ich in wiles and sunny smiles,

G aily through life dancing.

U nspoiled darling of the screen,

E arnest and appealing

;

R adiant star that gleams afar,

I nto each heart stealing.

T ender, true and captivating,

E very play with gladness freighting.

C omely maids are nothing rare,

L ovely lassies everywhere
;

A nd yet there's none like Marguerite,

R adiant, dainty and petite,

K nown from Maine to Mexico,

E ver fanning hearts aglow.

For one who has been in pictures as

long as Marguerite Clark, she shows a

charming unsophistication about the me-
chanics of the art. I was told by a friend

of hers in the studio on this warm day that

she had the evening before attended a first

showing of one of her features. A photo-

graph which preceded this on the program
showed men diving off a springboard, and,

by a trick of reversing the film, it showed
them springing from the water and alight-

ing on the board twenty feet above the

surface of the water. "That's a remark-
able feat," said the diminutive star, quite

seriously. "I don't see how they do it

without hurting themselves when they hit

the springboard on the jump."
Miss Clark really lives in a little world

of joy all her own. Unlike many feted peo-

ple constantly in the limelight of fame, she

gets keen enjoyment out of being absolutely

alone to pursue her own little notions of

diversion. She likes to take a swim all

alone in her private natatorium at her coun-

try home near Rye, N. Y. She goes motor-
ing alone nearly every day of her life, and
she frequently prefers eating alone. How-
ever, she is a charming companion, and she

seems to get real pleasure out of her associ-

ations with others.

These are |inside

facts, but she won't

discuss them. Rea-
son : because they

pertain to herself,

just exactly what
she does not want to

discuss at all at all.

As I said, she is

exceedingly charm-
ing in a social sense,

but when it comes
time to "do her bit"

in the pictures, she

concentrates
her mind on the

work in hand abso-

lutely to the exclu-

sion of all things

else. She thinks of

but one thing, and
that is her character-

ization. She also
strives to make won-
derful strides for-

ward in the im-
provement of her
artistry. It is a*
matter of pride with
her and egotism does not

enter into it for a mo-
ment. She never wants it

said that Marguerite Clark
even started to "go back." The
net result of this is she never fails to

appear to a better advantage in her each
succeeding picture.

I must be perfectly frank and admit that

Miss Clark in a great many ways is a puz-
zle to me. I fear it would require much
time and thought for me to learn her ,,

disposition. Her ideas are not obvious
in the slightest degree, and although one
is convinced she possesses very high ideals,

it would be difficult to determine them defi-

nitely, because she holds to the opinion
that ideals are personal and need not be in

the argument. She is living her life and
she leaves others to live theirs. Yes, she
will help others and never fails to whenever
she is needed, but she tacitly asks in return
that no one say a word about it, and by no
means is it proper, according to her version,

for anyone to praise her or anyone else

for the good they do in this world.
One of the most remarkable of her ac-

complishments is the persistency with which
she succeeds in avoiding the lure of Dan
Cupid. I know it to be a fact that Miss
Clark has had many ardent wooers, and a
majority of them have been so-called "big
catches," successful and brilliant men of
the upper social strata, but they evidently
all receive the same negative answer. Miss
Clark is still really Miss Clark. Just what
are her notions about matrimony is a mys-
tery. She has never discussed the subject,

although occasionally overzealous inter-

viewers, who have not a whole lot of regard
for veracity, have devised and caused to

be published several of her "opinions,"
which she invariably repudiates the minute

Miss Clark as she

she reads them. As a matter of fact, I

believe I am safe in asserting that this little

Paramount queen-star is the most mis-
quoted actress of the day. I know, because
my hour's interview netted me not one
definite and important line, and I was told

by one who has had charge of arranging
her interview appointments for two years,

that I was the luckiest of all in that period
of time.

There is one admirable point of interest

about Miss Clark I want to mention, and
that is she actually loves to work before the

camera. The silent drama has so completely

fascinated her that she has rejected numer-
ous offers to return to the stage at an in-

creased salary. I never saw a photoplayer

who was in such earnest while performing
before a motion picture camera. Every
ounce of her energy goes into the work in

hand, and she be-

trays the keen enjoy-

ment she derives

from every scene in

which she appears.

She is oblivious to

everything "while
drawing a character-

ization. Her mind is

undividedly on her

art, and her heart

and soul are into it

for all they are
worth.

Did you see her

in "The Amazon,"
in which she was a

"boy" most of the

time ? Well, when
she finished making
that picture she
cried real tears be-

cause she wanted
more of it. "Oh,
what a picnic it was
to play in that
story," she said to

me. "I had as much
genuine wholesome
fun out of it as any
fan could have, and
naturally I hated to

see the jollity end."

But, in conclusion, I wish to assure my
readers that little Miss Clark deserves
the admiration she gets.
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was

1ALPOLE was a sleepy little

Kentucky town that lay doz-
ing all day in the hot sun un-
der a blanket of dust. Main
street was the one and only

business thoroughfare. Four blocks of
stores, with the postoffice at one end, con-
stituted the business section of the town.
From that Main street ran into the resi-

dential section, where neat little houses
sat serene behind neat little lawns.
The chief social event of the day was

the five o'clock mail. The lobby of the
postoffice was virtually an in-

formal young folk's club. Across
one side of the room ran a par-
tition honeycombed by private
mail boxes and having one win-
dow where all business
transacted. When
the mail arrived the

postmaster ostenta-

tiously slammed the

window shut and
stamped the letters

with a fine pretense
of being greatly

overworked. Mean-
while the young
folks would cluster

in the lobby. The
more daring of the
fellows would talk

to the girls, while
the wall flowers of

both sexes tittered

and talked among
themselves.

Jessie Wilcox, a
girl in her teens,

lived with her uncle,

Abel Wilcox, in one
of the neat little

houses of the resi-

dential sections. Jes-
sie was an orphan
who had inherited

from her parents a sum of

money which the town folks

thought a comfortable sum.
Jessie was a neat little body.

Had she been properly dressed
she would have been very at-

tractive. But her uncle was a gentleman of

the old school and did not encourage young
folks to push themselves. So Jessie's finery

never extended beyond a sunbonnet and a

gingham dress except on Sunday, and she

still wore her hair in pigtails.

Jessie was far from being the belle of

the town; in fact, she was its most neg-
lected girl. The fellows of her own age
were unanimously attracted by more
showy girls. The girls of the town prac-
tically ignored her. Jessie was cursed with
a natural timidity which had kept her
from overcoming these handicaps. So she
was still neglected just when she was
budding into young womanhood.

St. Valentine's Day came, the day set

apart for young lovers. The postoffice
lobby was crowded earlier than usual.
All the belles and beaux of Jessie's age
were there, impatient and eager. Even

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Jessie Wilcox Ruth Stonehouse
Abel Wilcox /. P. Wild
Allan Avery Chas. Gunn
Mrs. Manners Estelle Lacheur
Marie Manners Evelyn Driskell
Jimmy Don Likes
Filing Clerk Mary Mclvor

Jimmy Crawford, the village fat boy, was
standing around hoping to receive a ten-

der missive. Jimmy also had an eye out

for Jessie, for the fat boy, spurned by the
other girls, was the only fellow in the
village who cared for Jessie. But Jessie

was not there. She dreaded the ordeal of

facing the crowd when she knew there

was no chance of her getting a valentine

and her sensitiveness was fast getting the

best of her.

Jessie's uncle, out watering the lawn,
with the hose in a snaky coil on the green
grass, noticed Jessie slipping unobtrus-
ively into the house. He called to her and
asked her to go for the mail. Jessie's

face showed that the errand was distaste-

ful to her, but her uncle insisted. So Jes-

sie reluctantly started for the postoffice.

As Jessie started off, her uncle looked
after her, a little peeved at her not want-
ing to go to the postoffice, holding the

hose loosely in hands. Just then a pass-

ing dog decided to worry the hose where
it lay coiled. As the dog tugged at the
hose the nozzle turned and sprayed Jes-
sie's uncle, leaving him wet and wrathy
as he sped the dog on his way.
At the postoffice, Jessie faced her or-

deal. The lobby was crowded. Back of

the partition the postmaster was grumb-
ling as he thumped away stamping the

letters, pausing once to read an interest-

ing-looking postal card.

Jessie waited inconspicuous in a corner
of the lobby, watched with mingled in-

terest and pain the evolutions of

the other young folks, as a young
fellow would get his courage up
and cross the invincible line

dividing the sexes to speak to

some girl. No one paid any at-

tention to Jessie.

"Mail's read y,"

the postmaster fin-

ally announced as

he slammed the win-
dow up. The young
folks began to crowd
up to the window.
There was a great

commotion as t h e y
began opening their

valentines and show-
ing them to each
other. Some of the

girls had received

several. Some got
only one or two. A
guffaw greeted Jim-
my, the fat boy, as

he found a comic
valentine in his en-

velope.

Jessie was in men-
tal agony, as she had
to pass the others on
her way to the win-
dow. As she ex-

pected, there was no
mail for her. She turned away
slowly to run the gauntlet to the

door. Some of the others were
joshing the fat boy about his

comic valentine. One of the fel-

lows was holding it, while sev-

eral of the young folks tittered. As Jessie

looked at it she couldn't help but smile.

The idea of being laughed at didn't please

the fat boy. "What are you laughing at

me for?" he queried pointedly.

"Yes," chimed in the girl who liked the
fat boy. "Look out you don't sprain
your wrists carrying-

all your valentines
home."
Poor Jessie's discomfiture was com-

plete. No dumb animal creeping away to

die ever had in its eyes more misery than
was in Jessie's face as she made her way
from the postoffice.

Meanwhile, in Chicago, Jessie's aunt,

Mrs. Manners, received a letter from Jes-
sie's uncle. She read the letter to Marie,
her daughter, a girl about Jessie's own
age. Mrs. Manners was a widow in more
than comfortable circumstances. She was
a middle-aged society matron ambitious
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She cut Jimmy off with a short

for social success for herself and for her
daughter. Marie was not an unusual girl

in any way. She was simply a city girl

dressed in the height of fashion, fairly

pretty—like almost any other girl with
rich or near-rich parents.

"It's from your uncle," Mrs. Manners
told Marie, "asking us to pay him a visit.

There is some business in Walpole, he
reminds me that I must attend to."

Marie looked interested.

"But one thing, Marie," Mrs. Manners
went on. "No flirtations with these coun-
try bumpkins. Remember I have a fu-

ture planned for you."

Marie assented willingly enough.
Next evening Jessie was enjoying her-

self, watering the lawn, when her uncle
appeared in the front door and asked her
to go for the mail. Jessie demured, but
her uncle insisted. He took the hose
away from her and started watering the
lawn himself as he sent Jessie on her way.

As Jessie ran the gauntlet at the post-

office both she and the postmaster were
very much surprised at finding a letter

for her. Jessie could not resist the temp-
tation to let everybody know that she had
a letter. She opened it in the post-

office and started to read it very conspic-

uously.

The other girls were as surprised as

Jessie expected they would be.

"What do you know about that?" they
whispered to each other. "She's got a

letter."

As Jessie read her letter with a superior

air she found it was from Mrs. Manners,
saying that she and Marie would arrive

on the next day.

The girls timidly

approached Jessie.

"Who's your letter

from?" one asked.

Jessie hesitated a

moment, hating to

have to acknowledge
that it was from a

mere aunt instead of

a sweetheart. Then
she decided to make a

plunge.

"It's from my
fiance," she replied

boldly. Jessie as-

sumed a languidly su-

perior air as she
watched the sur-

prised expressions on
the other girl's faces.

Jimmy Crawford
had been hanging
around the postoffice.

As Jessie started to

leave he approached
her timidly, intending

to ask if he could walk
home with her. But
Jessie switched past

him, paying no atten-

tion to him.

"J i m m y, your
mouth is open." said

one girl to Jimmy as

he started after Jessie.

"I k no w it. I

opened it," said Jim-
my absent-mindedly.

But Jimmy was a
side issue to the girls.

They were busy ex-
pressing their sur-

prise at the idea of Jessie having a fiance.

The next day Mrs. Manners and Marie
Manners arrived. Two or three of the
young people of the town were passing
when the two strangers alighted from the
bus that met all trains. They watched
with interest as the two women greeted
Jessie's uncle and went into the house.
A really smart dressed woman was a
great novelty in Walpole.

Jessie, looking from her chamber win-
dow, saw her relatives arriving and hast-
ily began primping. She wanted to look
her best before these wonderful people
from the city.

The parlor of the Wilcox home would
have been a fearful and wonderful thing
to any one but a resident of Walpole. It

was a miscellaneous jumble of furniture
and knick-knacks. Two excellent black
walnut pieces shouldered several shabby
gilt chairs. Everywhere was a profusion
of small ornaments, vases, china dogs, and
so on. The room was greatly over-
crowded and had plainly been lived in by
several generations, each of which had
left its impress.

Into this room came Mrs. Manners and
Marie with Jessie's uncle. As the uncle
stepped to the door to call Jessie, Mrs.
Manners gave her surroundings a cold
stare through her lorgnette.

Jessie was hastily trying to fix

herself up when her uncle's

voice reached her, so there was
nothing to do but to go down.

Jessie greeted her aunt and
cousin with inward trepidation.

They were very sweet to Jessie in

their polished way, and Jessie

immediately felt at ease.

"Don't you young folks want to amuse
yourself some way ?" Jessie's uncle asked
Jessie and Marie a few moments later

"You might go down to the postoffice and
see the mail come in."

Jessie was pleased at the suggestion,
so she and Marie set out.

When Jessie and Marie arrived at the
postoffice their entrance created an un-
doubted sensation. Marie basked in the
spot light and languidly received the hom-
age of the natives.

The fellows all ambled up to speak to

Jessie, plainly hoping for an introduction
to Marie. But the mail delivery window
was slammed up and that gave Jessie a

chance to lead Marie away.
Only Jimmy Crawford was faithful to

Jessie.

"I'd kinda hoped to come and see you
tonight," he said, "but so long as you got
company, I suppose ther ain't no use."

But Jessie cut Jimmy off with a short

reply and walked away, leaving the poor
fellow very discouraged.

Marie was soon in a fair way to being
the belle of the town. That night a cou-

ple of young fellows of the town called

on Jessie. It was easy to see that their

real object was Marie. The second ar-

rival glared at the first, who had pre-

empted the seat beside Marie. But the

newcomer won a point by being first to

ask Marie if she would go to the Sunday
school picnic with him. Marie quickly

accepted. Then the other fellow asked

Jessie if she would go with him. Jessie

was going to refuse, but Marie nudged
her and signalled her to accept. So Jessie

accepted, though a little against her will.

On the next day Jessie and Marie pre-

pared for the picnic, each in her own way.
Jessie prepared sandwiches and cake.

Marie dressed up in her most attractive

clothes. When Jessie went to her room
which she had turned over to Marie, she
found Marie debating between which
clothes to wear. As Marie made her
choice, Jessie longingly held up the sec-

ond best suit.

"This suit is very pretty," Jessie said.

"Yes, but it

would n't fit

you," said Ma-
rie, as she
snatched the
clothes
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The picnic was held in Perkins Grove.

The picnickers assembled early, most of

them bringing their lunches in shoe boxes.

They were indeed a gay crowd. Marie
was easily the reigning queen, with her

city clothes and superior sophistication.

The country lads crowded around her to

the envy of the other girls.

Poor Jessie was quite outclassed, and
Jimmy, the fat boy, was in the depths of

despair at seeing Jessie with another
fellow.

The usual untoward incidents occurred.

Ants got into the

sandwiches. Jimmy
tried to crowd in and
sit by Jessie, and
only succeeded in

sitting in the berry
pie, smearing h i s

white duck trousers.

Marie's triumph
progress continued.

The next night she

sat on the front

p o r c h of Jessie's

home with a fellow,

while Jessie slipped

away quietly into the

house.

Up under the roof

Jessie had her little

room with dormer
windows, a slanting

ceiling a n d neatly

whitewashed walls.

It was spotless and
clean with its little

white dresser, but
devoid of ornament
or softening features

save for one or two
old pictures on the

walls.

In the privacy of
her r o o m, Jessie

communed with her-

self. She conjured
up a vision of a

wonderful sweet-
heart, an almost un-
believable handsome
man who w o u 1 d
write her fervent
love letters. She
saw the envy of the

other girls.

But the crowning
touch came at the
end of Jessie's vis-

ions when her hand-
s o m e sweetheart,
right after the wedding, assured her that

she was the prettiest girl for miles around.
Jessie came to with a start. She looked

at herself in the mirror.
"I wonder why you don't get letters

when homelier girls do," Jessie said to her
own reflection. "Well, you shall."

So, while her uncle drowsed and swat-
ted mosquitoes on the front porch, Jessie

wrote herself an ardent love letter from
her imaginary sweetheart.
"But it'll never do to mail the letter

here in Walpole," Jessie thought to her-

self. "If I could only find some way to

have it mailed in another city
—

"

Meanwhile Mrs. Manners, fearful lest

Marie become involved in rustic entangle-
ment, had seated herself conspicuously on
the front porch, effectually driving away
Marie's caller. Marie rose to go indoors.

Jessie's thoughts were interrupted by

the arrival of Marie. A way out of her

difficulty presented itself to Jessie.

"Oh, Marie," Jessie asked, "when you
get back home, if I send you any letters

will you mail them to me?"
"Why, certainly," said Marie, "but

what's it all about?"
But Jessie preferred not to explain.

A few days after Mrs. Manners and Ma-
rie had left Walpole Jessie began to be a

personage of importance there.

The usual crowd had gathered in the

postoffice when Jessie entered. Gone was

lane was easily th.e queen of the picnic

her lack of confidence. Instead, she

greeted every one with a dazzling smile.

The postmaster slammed the delivery

window up
; Jessie started toward the

window. With a truly royal air she gra-

ciously permitted the postmaster to hand
her three letters. Three letters for Jessie

!

Would wonders never cease?
As Jessie ripped one of the letters open

the other girls could no longer restrain

their curiosity. They crowded around
her respectfully to ask her questions.

"Dear Jack," she said, "isn't that just

like him." She handed the letter to one
of the girls by way of explanation of her

remark. The girls crowded around to

look at the letter, it was a fervid love let-

ter. The girls expressed their interest

in the love affair. They could not help

showing their pique at Jessie capturing

this wonderful unknown. One girl, how-

ever, cast a temporary shadow over Jessie's

triumph.

"Seems as if your fellow might get yon
an engagement ring if he's so rich and so

crazy about you," she said.

"lie wanted to give me one, but I was
trying to keep our engagement a secret

from common folks," said Jessie, haught-
ily as she walked away with a brave as-

sumption of the grand manner, leaving
the other girls discomfited and spurning
the tentative advances of several men.
But the remark about the engagement

ring had struck
home. So J e s s i e

drew on the fund in-

herited from her
father and bought a

ring from a mail

order house. So the

next time Jessie ap-

peared at the post-

office she had a large

solitaire to flash.

The other girls were
more jealous than
ever of Jessie's suc-

cess. But the snippy
girl with the gift of
cutting remarks
again clouded the

day for Jessie by re-

marking that it was
a wonder that Jes-
sie's sweetheart
didn't set a day for

the wedding.
As Jessie thought

things over on the
next day in the pri-

vacy of her o w n
room, she could see

nothing for her to

do but announce her
approaching m a r-

riage. So she wrote
alettertoMrs. Man-
ners saying that she
had to visit Chicago
on business and
would call on Mrs.
Manners.

But, before going,

Jessie told all the

girls that she was
going to Chicago to

be married. She
swore each girl to

strictest secrecy. So
the news spread like

wildfire.

The Manners
drawing-room where Jessie was received
fairly took her breath away. In all her
years in Walpole she had not dreamed of
such magnificence. The idea of so much
furniture, with no old pieces, was strange to

her. The size of the room, too, impressed
her. It was much larger than any living-

room in Walpole. Then, too, Mrs. Manners'
French maid seemed an indescribable
touch of luxury to the country girl. As
a matter of fact, the Manners' home was
not so wonderful. From city standards
it was nothing to marvel at. But Jessie,

in her fearful and wonderful "Sunday
clothes" was greatly impressed.

Immediately after Jessie's departure
the great secret was printed in the Wal-
pole Bugle, the weekly newspaper of the

village. Thus it reached Jessie's uncle.

He was greatly agitated. He visited the

editor of the Bugle to ask what in the
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Not so secret was their love-making

name of thunder he meant by putting
such a piece in the paper. The confused
editor said that every one in town knew
that Jessie had gone to be married. Jes-
sie's uncle hastily wired Mrs. Manners
to have Jessie return to Walpole at once.

Mrs. Manners, wondering what all the
excitement was about, showed the tele-

gram to Jessie, who asked to wire back
saying that she was all right and would
return soon.

But the telegram showed Jessie that

she must make good on the marriage
proposition. She was in more desperate
straights than ever.

A way out of her plight presented it-

self to Jessie when she read in the paper
of an unclaimed body at the morgue which
would be buried in Potter's Field unless
claimed within a day. She decided to

claim the body, take it back to Walpole
and say that her husband had died and
that she had brought the remains back
for burial.

Jessie went to the morgue ofhce to

claim the body. Through saying she
recognized the body by a mark on the

arm, she claimed it. She told the at-

tendant that it had been a secret marriage
and had never used her husband's name.

Jessie then returned to Walpole in wid-
ow's weeds. She arrived at her home in

a closed carriage. The gaping towns-
people watched her imcle escort the heav-
ily veiled young girl from the carriage to

the house.
Soon the visitors began to arrive,

eager to know the details. Jessie told

them all that she had been married ; that

her husband had died suddenly, and that

he would be buried in the old Wilcox
plot in the cemetery. The young folks

of the town were
greatly impressed
with Jessie's romance.
Jimmy Crawford and
Jessie's other suitors

paid their respects to

the young widow.

Even Jessie's uncle

shared in the reflected

glory. He repeated

Jessie's sad story with
great relish to every-

body he met.

About this time a
visitor called at the

morgue. He was
Allen Avery, a very
rich young man, ex-

hausting every means
of finding his brother,

Mortimer Avery,
whom it was neces-

sary to locate in order

to settle the father's

estate. He was sur-

prised and saddened
to learn from the at-

tendant that his broth-

er's body had been
there unclaimed for
several days. The
mark on the arm was
identification enough.

He was more sur-

prised when the at-

tendant told him that

his brother's body
had been claimed by

the widow.

The attendant gave

Allen both Jessie's addresses, which she

had given him. Allen first went to the

Manners' home. There he met Marie.

When Allen explained his case Marie was
in a quandary. But she said that Jessie

had gone back to Walpole. Meanwhile, Mrs.

Manners came in and was introduced to

Allen by Marie.

"Oh ! You surely can't be the son of

George K. Avery, of New York," said

Mrs. Manners beamingly.
"I surely am," said Allen, as he with-

drew.
"My dear, he is immensely rich," said

Mrs. Manners to Marie after Allen had

left. "We must keep an eye on him."

"I think he is going to Walpole," said
Marie.
"Walpole! The very thing," said Mrs.

Manners. "We must leave to visit your
uncle as soon as you can get some new
clothes."

Allan located Jessie easily enough. He
found her very attractive in her widow's
weeds. Both Allan and Jessie felt the
power of mutual attraction at first sight.

Jessie's uncle presided with dignity over
the occasion of his niece receiving a
stranger.

But when Allan explained to Jessie

that he was the brother of her husband,
Jessie felt a cold chill run up her spine.

Now indeed she was in a predicament.
Jessie gathered herself together as

quickly as possible and told Allan that

she would discuss business further the

next day. That suited Allan.

"You won't forget your poor old uncle
when you get all that money, will you?"
Jessie's uncle anxiously asked her when
Allan had gone. But Jessie couldn't talk.

She ran up to her room.
"Poor little girl. She's grieving so,"

said her uncle to Allan.

Alone in her room, Jessie was racked
by a vision of herself being exposed as a

bogus widow and arrested by a big police-

man with a fierce black mustache.
"If I ever get out of this, I'll never,

never, tell another lie," she moaned to

herself.

Allan purposely delayed his business in

Walpole as long as possible. Though
neither he nor Jessie realized it, they
were falling in love with each other.

The crisis came when Allan asked Jes-

sie to sign the legal papers necessary to

claim her share in the estate. Jessie,

realizing that exposure confronted her,

burst into tears.

"I have something terrible to confess,"

she said. "I was never married to your
brother."

"What!" exclaimed Allan, horrified,

making the natural mistaken implication.

{Continued on page 54)

Jessie longed for

popularity
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T last has come the day when there is no
limit as to what woman can do in abso-

lutely all lines of endeavor, including the

military. Russian women have demon-
strated the fact that the gentler sex pos-

sesses sufficient courage and ample skill to meet
man in actual battle of iron and blood, and the

Slav "Legion of Death," composed of women
soldiers, have actually engaged German armies,

and in some skirmishes have emerged victorious.

All available reports state the women made good
use of all their modern fighting equipment and that

they conducted themselves gallantly under the most
withering and terrorizing fire. Instead of

screaming for help these noble women
made their men opponents scream in sur-

prise.

Since the United States entered the

world war, there has been much discus-

sion as to what part American women
must take in the hostilities which must
be waged to a successful end if the

atrocious Prussian menace is to be
eradicated. Of course, from the in-

ception it has been conceded that

women must take the places of men
at home, and that some must ac-

company our soldiers to the field of

battle to act as nurses. But, Gladys
Brockwell, one of the most in-

tensely patriotic of photoplayers,
takes the advanced ground that

woman must begin now to prepare her-

self to go right on the firing-line as a

soldier if the occasion demands it. She
thinks every single American woman be-

tween the ages of eighteen and thirty

should go into military training at once.

This being a war of extermination, there

is no limit to the possibilities where it

may end, and one thing is certain, if

the struggle continues long enough
and the casualties continue at the ter-

rible rate already set, there will be eventually
more able-bodied women than there will be
men fit for the service. If enough women are

by then well-trained soldiers, they will save
the day by filling the gaps in the ranks.

"At the worst it will do women no harm
and will give them lots of beneficial exercise

and useful knowledge if they master the art

of modern .warfare," Miss Brockwell says.

"There is absolutely no telling how soon even
America will need some army corps composed
of women soldiers to replace the fallen heroes of

our brave masculine sex."

There surely can be no serious objection to teach-

ing woman man's work on the field of battle. Gal-
lantry impels we men to hold up our hands in hor-

ror at the mere thought of our American woman-
hood being exposed to the cruel and ruthless Teu-
tonic militarism, and none of us will condone the

idea until comes the day when it is obviously and
desperately indispensable to draw on our very last

resources to conquer the enemy. Forsooth, there

might come a day when the whole civilized world
would be glad if there were five million

well-trained American women soldiers

ready to storm the strongholds of the

obstinate Germany.
Gladys Brockwell has gone still further

with her theory than people usually do
with so-called pet notions. She has ap-

plied herself to her manual of arms and

GLADYS
BROCKWELL

has gone through all the

drills under the direction

of a regular army officer,

and now, today, as a con-

sequence, she is a splendid

soldier. A glance at the ac-

companying photograph is

convincing of the assertion

that she is as soldierly in deport-

ment and appearance as any man.
She knows and can obey adeptly

every command, and she could take her
place in any crack company. And don't

think she can't use that rifle. She re-

cently scored 80 hits out of a hundred
shots at target practice, which is out-
shooting the best of the German soldiers.

"It is stupid for women to protest that

they could never learn to shoot a rifle

straight, and it is certain they could get
just as effective results as men could
if they did use their rifles in a bat-

tle," Miss Brockwell says. "Even
though it may never be that women
regiments will be depended on in

frontal or decisive attacks, they
could perform almost as important
work by following the attacking
men and holding the ground they
have won."

Of course, this is all contingent on a short-

age of men due to the inroads of the Reaper.
But why isn't it feasible enough to warrant
women to go in for military training, as

Miss Brockwell suggests.

"If there ever was a time when old lines

of prejudices should be erased, that time
is now, and one prejudice which must go
is that woman is helpless and depend-
ant," Miss Brockwell continues. "If

woman wants man's prerogatives—to vote
and all—she should be willing to share
man's military as well as industrial work
if there is any necessity for it. No doubt

most women agree with me, but I say they
should prove it by devoting more time to

actual military training than to knitting."

As this popular Fox star cites, America
could develop a woman power which would
rival the man power, and the moral effect

would be wonderful, if unique—men would
fight in greater numbers and more efficiently

in the hopes of winning the war and avoiding
the necessity for calling on the gentler ones

for aid. Certainly, there is no reason for smug
bias entering into any argument any more

—

it is time that we all recognize the undeniable
and duly demonstrated fact that the woman
soldier is a reality, whether she will be needed
or not. And Gladys Brockwell is one of the

"pioneers" in a powerful feminine army, which
might have to spring into effective existence

ere the dove of peace returns to its perch to

bill and coo.

She's as soldiery as the "soldierest"

soldier,

Whoever carried a gun upon his

shoulder,

And if she's not as old in training

no soldier lives that's bolder.
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"O Valentine Grant, dainty little

screen-star, belongs, really, the

honor of having truthfully por-

trayed more foreign characters

than any other girl on the

screen to-day. What's more, she has gone
abroad and played these characters "on
their native heath" as 'twere.

Four years ago she was studying in New
York with a view to becoming a concert

singer, and had ambitions that reached way
behind the footlights at the Metropolitan.

With a beautiful coloratura soprano voice

of great depth and strength, she was in a

fair way to realizing those ambitions, when
lo ! something as ordinary and commonplace
as a February rain upset her well-calculated

plans.

On her way home from a lesson one
afternoon, she was caught in one of those

gloomy, dreary ice-water rains so well-

known for early February. And .she caught
a dreadful cold, which settled nastily

enough in her soft, white throat. The doc-

tor said that she mustn't sing another note

for at least a year if she hoped ever to re-

gain her golden voice.

In the midst of her discouragement and
home-sickness, after hearing what was to

her the death-knell of all her rosy plans,

she met Sidney Olcott, the famous pro-

ducer, who was at that time busy getting

As a girl

of yore

up a company to go South for some South-

ern pictures. Becoming interested in Miss
Grant, he suggested pictures, but she only

laughed, for, besides not caring much about
picture honors, she cared little for pictures

themselves, admitting that she

had seen barely a dozen.

But Mr. Olcott was firm in

his belief in her. So finally,

since this offered a solution for

that silent year, she accepted.

Her later work proved
that Mr. Olcott was
right, and that in the

temporarily voiceless

prima donna he had
discovered a screen

star of great promise.

Three pictures were
made in Florida and
then suddenly Mr.
Olcott decided to go
to Ireland. This was
the former home of

Miss Grant's grand-
mother, and all her

life she had longed to

see the dear old Em-
erald Isle. Thus were
her wishes gratified.

And then began the

international work.

In Ireland she did two or three Irish pic-

tures, all of them fairly reeking with Irish

atmosphere. The company put London and
similar big towns firmly out of its mind,
going straight down to a little place called

Beaufort, County Kerry, where they "put

up" at the inn of Dennis O'Sullivan, as

lovable an old Irish character as one could

hope to find in many days' travel.

Here, by watching the Irish girls about

her, by picking up bits of costumes here and
there, by learning the real Irish brogue,

Miss Grant got herself so thoroughly into

the spirit of old Ireland that her plays have
been praised throughout the motion picture

world—which is to say, the whole world.

Then, over to a little town with an un-

pronounceable name, some miles away from
Glasgow, went the company for scenes in

a Scotch play called "Jean o' the Heather,"

in which Miss Grant's work was as thor-

oughly Scotch as "The Innocent Lie" had
been Irish, and, so it went. She played a

high-caste Spanish woman, a Frenchwoman
of the demi-monde, with as splendid a sense

of detail as in the other two. She has

never been content to play a "straight" lead

part ; it must have room for characteriza-

tion. The only straight American part she

has ever played was her first picture, called

"The Idle Rich." Then she played a South-

ern woman of the '60's, a poor little woe-
begone "cracker" girl of the Florida "back-

woods" type—always with a touch of that

genius-fire that leads one into the very heart

of one's characterization.

And now she has completed her list of
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international stars with

t h c portrayal of

"Jeanne," a brave

young- daughter of

Belgium in a play

soon to be released

and called, simply,

"The Belgium."
This play is said, by

those who have seen

it, to be one of the

biggest things that

has yet come from
this terrible war.

Walker Whiteside is

co-starred in this

play with Miss
Grant—and this is

the second time they

have worked to-

g e t h e r—the first

time having been
when Miss Grant
played the Russian
countess, in "T h e

Melting Pot," add-
ing another laurel

leaf to her crown of

characterizations.

"J e a n n e," she
says, is by all means
her best and biggest

picture. Her plays

now and the plans

of her producer, Mr.
Olcott, and her co-

star, Mr. Whiteside,

include the making
of just four big

productions each year, which will allow
room for something really big and worth-
while, she says.

Miss Grant is small, with big, earnest

blue-grey eyes and brown hair. She takes

her work seriously and works hard, which is,

of course the reason for her great success.

She is very much interested in prison

welfare work, especially for those poor un-
fortunates in government prisons. Her
work among the prisoners at Castle Wil-
liam, the government prison at Governor's

land, in New York,
has earned lor her

the admiration and
co operation of gov-
e r n in e n t officials

throughout the land.

She goes among the

boys, meeting them,
and offering cheery,

kind words that are

millions of miles

from preaching. It

is her proud boast

t b a I she doesn't

preach to the boys or

weep over them

—

but her cheery, en-

couraging little ten-

minute talks to them
on Sundays, when
she takes over fam-
ous film and stage

people, "to meet her
club," as she ex-

presses it, do more
good than half a

dozen long, weepy
sermons.

Her work goes
even farther than
this, for every boy
in that prison knows
that as soon as he
receives his dis-

charge from its grim
grey walls, and no
matter how f e w
friends he may have
"outside," he may

always depend on Valentine Grant. She
finds them a job somewhere and never loses

interest in them. Her mail daily is filled

with dozens of letters from grateful boys
who have been "put on their feet," their

(Continued on page 54)

As an Italian As a Parisian As a Scotch Lassie
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ELL, if it isn't Bill!" Where-
upon the energetic Douglas
Fairbanks hurdled the five-

foot hedge surrounding his

home and landed gracefully

upon the neck of the screen's most fa-

mous bad man as the latter walked un-
suspectingly up the path which leads to

the portals of the acrobat's home.
Although Bill Hart, for, of course, it

was he, expected anything but a conven-
tional greeting from his pal and fellow-

Artcrafter, he never dreamed that the
latter would come sailing down from the
sky upon the first hard-boiled linen collar

he had struggled into for many weeks.
Upon assuring himself that his back Bringing back the protesting one

Matching strength in a cowboy trie

latter realized what had happened. For
any one but a person familiar with
the "playful" pranks of the gen-
tle cowboy this would have proved
a hat-raiser, but Douglas took it with an
appreciative smile, and in return disclosed
to Bill some "little tricks" which the late

cow-puncher had taught him, several of

which were even more spectacular to the
onlooker than the first.

"Matching nickels" is one of the favorite

pastimes of these two Artcraft stars when
they get together, and just when it ap-
peared that "Big Bill" was becoming wor-
ried and began to feel that he was
"jinxed," the game was interrupted by
Tenderfoot John Emerson, director for

Douglas Fairbanks, who called to see his

chief regarding the morrow's activities.

"You're worried, John," exclaimed the
ever-smiling Douglas, whereupon he
grasped the director's arm, and bidding
Bill to follow him, led them up to the nur-
sery of Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., where the

was not broken and that his neck was
still connected with his spinal column,
Bill Hart, in his usual quiet way, extended
his hand, and by the way of retaliation

squeezed Douglas's well-known hand in

a grip that would have forever mutilated

the beauty of any other person's organ
of welcome.
Douglas Fairbanks and Bill Hart are

alike in many respects, among the most
prominent of which is the fact that they
are both in love with the West. Then
again, both are old friends of the late

Jim Kid, one of the most famous cow-
boys that ever chapped a tenderfoot.

When Douglas and Bill get together

many interesting tales are exchanged
about their experiences with the famous
character, respected and loved by every
"cow-person" in the country. With these

stories the film stars offer realistic illus-

trations, and in telling each other inci-

dents concerning the West, the rope and
six-shooter comes into active service.

"Here's a trick Jim played on me," said

Big Bill as he turned his back to Doug-
las and walked away. Suddenly whirl-

ing about, he whipped a six-shooter from
his hip-pocket, and from the hip shot

a cigar from Douglas's hand before the Music soothes the savage beast
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two actors compelled the worried direc-

tor to pay strict attention to a game of

blocks. The game became exciting to

an extent where Bill suddenly exclaimed:
"Well, it looks like this will be a sociable

affair," whereupon he took his six-shooter
from his pocket and placed it on the table

with a significant glare at Douglas.
Nothing seemed to dispel the gloom

that surrounded Emerson, and when
Douglas announced that he would sing
and play the piano for him the director

threw up his hands, and without further

ceremony made a hasty exit in mock sar-

casm. Douglas and Bill would not be
humiliated thus, however, and with a

trusty lariat they were soon on the trail

of the rapidly-departing guest. It was a

simple matter to place the loop over him
while in full flight, but it took all the

Westerners' experience in handling a wild
steer to bring him back to the piano,

where Bill's famous "cannon" and Doug-
las's lariat drawn tightly around the vic-

tim's Adam's apple compelled the object-

ing one to submit while "the music
soothed his savage breast." When sev-

eral hours later Bill and Emerson bid

Douglas good-night, the latter had for-

gotten that he ever had a worry in his

life, and the former even overlooked the

soiled collar.

AND HERE IS MORE ABOUT
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

SMILE DOCTOR-PHILOSOPHER
By BENNIE ZEIDMAN

HERE is only one thing to

worry about when doing an
athletic stunt, and that is know-
ing how to fall when you miss
connections—one can receive

just as serious injuries from a three-foot
fall as he can from an elevation of thirty

feet," replied smiling Douglas Fairbanks, to

my rather personal inquiry.

The scene of this interview was Holly-
wood, California, where seventy-five per
cent, of our pictureplays are produced.
Douglas looked his best. He seemed to be
thriving on hard work and sunshine. Di-
rector Emerson announced that ten scenes

had already been "shot" that day.

This particular day in the history of Los
Angeles was quite a memorable one, it being
"Raisin Day." The same week Californians
celebrated Citrus, Orange, Plum and Lemon
Day, which, of course, meant a local parade
for each celebration.

Doug's costume, that of the westerner,

suggested our talk on that type of pictures.

"Playing in westerns," said the athletic

star, "is like a kid joining the movies. Do-
ing these sort of things, riding bucking
bronchos, bulldozing steers, throwing a
lariat, always appealed to me, and really it

has been my ambition to live this sort of a
life. I had a touch of it when a youngster
in Colorado. I think there is decidedly more
romance and thrills in the west than one is

apt. to find in the east. I have a great ad-
miration for the cowpuncher. Those fel-

lows really enjoy life. They live close to

nature and have quite a sense of poetry.

"Three years ago the wanderlust overtook
me so badly that I couldn't stand it any
longer, so I just beat it ! My only com-
panion was a cowpuncher, a most interesting

fellow, who practiced the roundup type of

philosophy. One thing he said appealed to

me.
"We were crossing the Mojave Desert,

and I asked Jim hpw he liked it, and he
replied

:

" 'Well, it isn't where you are that counts

;

it's who you're with.'

"I'd rather listen to this fellow than read
Herbert Spencer.

"Brick sidewalks and bright lights are

great, but give me the old gypsy life every

time. New York is like a wild love affair

—

absence makes the pulse grow sounder.

"I remember the time when a couple of

fellows and myself walked through Europe
and lived in the open, doing odd jobs as we
tramped from Liverpool to London and so

down the line, and when we returned home
to the United States I'll bet we were in

better physical condition than Jess Willard
on the night of his big fight with Jack
Johnson.
"We have formed an athletic club at our

studio. Everybody reports early in the

morning, and we go through a systematic

course of physical exercise. You are then
in the pink of condition and ready for a
real hard day's work. You are physically

happy, and you know the physical always re-

flects the mental. You are full of energy
and enthusiasm, and from this comes some-
thing else that must not be neglected—in

fact it must be cultivated and guarded from
the very beginning—laughter.

"The mere possession of energy and en-

thusiasm makes us. feel like laughing. We
want to leap and jump and sing. If we feel

like that,, why be afraid to do it? Get out
in the air and run like a school boy. Jump
ditches, swing your arms. Never fail to get

next to nature when responsive to the call.

Indeed, wemay woo 'this call from within

ourselves . until it comes to be a second
nature. And when we arise in the morning
let us be determined that we will start the

day with a hearty laugh. Laugh because

you are alive. Laugh with everything. Let
yourself go—that is the secret, the ability

to let one's self go. If we follow this re-

ligiously you will be surprised how success-

ful the day will be. Everything gives way
before it."

If living in the open effects others as it

does Douglas, I think it would be very wise
for the inhabitants of large cities to dis-

card their palatial apartments and decide to

try the close-to-nature proposition. Fair-

banks is a remarkable type of American.!

He enjoys living—he is never known to be

without a smile—and consequently every-

body is for him. He hopes to remain in

California until Christmas Time, and then

return to New York and do two pictures,

followed by embarking for the land of

ukuleles if the war conditions do not pre-

vent the trip.

Outside of all this, and much more be-

sides, the dynamic Doug- plans on doing
very little else.

Eileen Percy in silhouette
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Beban a Bulldog for Backing His Beliefs
Only Man Who Ever Achieved Stardom Through Character Parts Alone Believes in Specialization

By LLOYD ROBINSON
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As a French-American

EORGE BEBAN is the only
star in moving pictures who
never played a straight Ameri-
can part. No other actor on
stage or screen has climbed to

success on the same ladder as that used by
Paramount's famous portrayer of Italian

and French character parts. True it is that

there are one or two stars whose fame has

come from a definite characterization, but
this characterization cannot truly be called

a character part. Take William S. Hart as

an example. Mr. Hart, in practically all his

pictures plays a character of striking indi-

viduality, but it is always an American part,

closely allied to what the stage calls a

"straight part." Even the Chaplin, Ar-
buckle and Sennett comedians who should

be classified in another field altogether, do
not play as individualized character parts

as those played by George Beban. Never

has he appeared on stage or screen as any-
thing but a Frenchman or Italian, and the

remarkable thing is that he has been able

to so diversify his characterizations that

no two of them are the same.
To-day George Beban is a real star. The

fact that he is a strong drawing card where-
ever his pictures appear led someone in

New York, a short time ago, to believe

that he could be equally as persuasive at the

picture theatre box office in straight parts.

It was suggested that the poor Italian

laboring man and the jolly French peasant

had their limitations ; that they might appeal

to a few, but that the upper crust of the

picture public was opposed to Pietro's

dusty shoes and Pasquale's tattered shirt.

But George Beban set Pietro's big bro-

gans down hard on that suggestion. He
loves his Italian. He created him after

studying real people whose smiles are like

As a French flapjack cook

George Beban as an American

the sun of sunny Italy, and whose tears

come as quick as the rain storm passing.

To snuff him out of picture existence after

fathering him all these months till the time

when he can now take his stand along with

the brightest luminaries of the screen would
be almost unthinkable.

"I believe in specialization," says Mr.
Beban. "People have their own peculiar

fields and are better in them than in some-
body else's niche. There's Hart—he'd be

a fool to break away from his western stuff.

And Doug Fairbanks. If anybody else

jumps over a table they say he's trying to

be like Fairbanks, and that kills him. So
if I should try to do some different things

I would be foolish. In many American
roles I could be beaten by a hundred play-

ers. Why, Theodore Roberts could wipe up
the ground with me.

"I don't want to work the eternal tri-

angle into my stories, except as an incidental

As a French music-master and artist

plot. I don't want merely the hero-girl-

other-man situation and the inevitable em-
brace just before the fade-out. I want a

genuine love interest, and my future pic-

tures are going to have it, but it is to be a

love interest entirely in character and in

line with my sort of impersonation."
And the photoplay lovers agree with

George Beban. They have come to love

his impersonations and they feel that to

take the Guidos, Pietros and Luigis away
from the Paramount star would be like

taking the fragrance from the rose. George
Beban, cut after the ordinary film pattern,

would be George Beban spoiled.
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| Madge Kennedy
| Offers Knitting Knowledge
1 to the Nation

NIFTY
NEGLIGEE
WORN
BY

LOUISE
GLAUM

French negligee of

gold lace and satin.

The bodice is a long

pointed watteau af-

fair of satin and the

sleeves are modified

angel sleeves of gold

lace, draped down on

the hips.

The harem trousers

of satin with a wide

insertion of gold lace

at the ankles, are

drawn into a wide

satin band, and fin-

ished off with a

wonderful gold tassel.

The trousers are

almost concealed by

an overskirt of the

satin with an inser-

tion of gold lace,

which falls a little

below the knees.

iiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

Movies Afford Intensive Training for Soldiers

United States regulars, now in France,
got ten days of intensive training down
on Long Island when the battle of the
Marne was re-fought under real battle

conditions, just prior to the departure of

the Sammies from this country. Four
hundred of Uncle Sam's trained fighters

were engaged. These included infan-

trymen, cavalrymen and artillerymen.

Real bullets were used and discipline was
as exacting as it was when the men
reached their base camp in France.
The action was incidental to the pro-

duction of a film feature entitled "For
France," and the commanding officers at

Forts Totten and Hamilton grasped the
opportunity it gave their men to get into

"battles" pretty close to the way they are

fought on the western front.

Co-operating with the U. S. Army offi-

cers were E. F. Roosevelt, of the Vita-
graph forces, who has just returned from

France, and Emile Gauthier, a discharged
wounded French soldier, three times dec-

orated, and who was able to duplicate

with remarkable accuracy actual trench

conditions. The Ninth Coast Artillery and
the First Cavalry took active part, the

latter making a forced ride of forty-eight

miles in a pelting rain to get into the en-

gagement.
The battle was fought over a piece of

land a mile wide and two miles long, in

the vicinity of Huntington and Centre
Port. Two sides of the battle ground
were wooded and two open, and along all

roads on the open side sentries were
posted to keep motorists and others out
of range of the bullets.

United States Army experts and tacti-

cians who witnessed the engagement did

not hesitate to say that no better experi-

ence could possibly have been provided
for the regulars.

Sleep may, as friend Shakespeare
averred, "knit up the revelled sleave of
care." But Madge Kennedy advises her
fellow-stars—the feminine ones, of course—to stay awake and tend to the knitting
themselves. They owe it to Uncle Sam.
As any visitor to the Goldwyn Studio

in Fort Lee, N. J., may observe, Madge
Kennedy utilizes her spare moments be-
tween scenes of "Nearly Married" in knit-
ting wooly things that look very much
like masculine mittens and caps and muf-
flers—even military ones. There are
many, many minutes during the day
when the director is busy with minor
characters or working out some problem
with the camera man. It is then that
most stars seek their dressing rooms to
snatch a few moments of sleep on a
couch. The star of "Nearly Married"
says, "Get thee behind me, Morpheus,"
and hauls out her needles.
"Of course," Miss Kennedy confesses,

"it isn't just because I like to work. The
director gives me plenty of that. I'm
knitting for the same reason that thou-
sands, millions, of other women are knit-
ting. See this. It's a soldier's muffler.
I'm doing my bit as best I can, though I

must say I'm not as fine a knitter as my
mother or most of the older generation.
But if every one would try hard to learn
and then watch every spare moment
when the needles might be flying, our out-
put for Uncle Sam's troops abroad
wouldn't be so very far below the average
of the Civil War in quality, and it would
be a lot higher in quantity.
"But we must see that we are making

the sort of things that soldiers really
need, and making them right. I have
been lucky enough to secure some excep-
tionally good 'recipes' for knitted wear,
and I think I've even made a worth-while
improvement of my own here and there.
I'll be awfully glad to send any girl who
is interested my own directions for mak-
ing any of the following articles : soldier's

gloves, sleeveless jacket, soldier's muffler,

aviator's cap, hospital slippers, aviator's

mittens, army wristlets."

Here are two of them

:

Sleeveless Jacket
Material required—Three balls of worsted yarn

and two amber needles, No. S.

Color—Khaki for the army, oxford gray or
navy blue for the navy.

Cast on 80 stitches.

Knit 2 and purl 2 stitches for 4 inches.

Knit plain until sweater measures 23 inches.

Knit 28 stitches, then bind off 24 stitches for
the neck.

Knit 28 stitches.

Knit six rows on each shoulder, then cast on
24 stitches.

Knit plain for 19 inches.

Knit 2 stitches plain and 2 stitches purl for 4
inches.

Sew up sides, leaving 9 inches for armholes.

Hospital Slippers

Material required—Four balls of worsted yarn,
khaki color ; one pair of bone needles, size 3

;

one pair of lamb's wool soles, size 6.

Cast on 26 stitches.

Knit plain for 129 ribs (2 rows equal 1 rib).

Cast off.

Join the cast off end to the adjacent side.

For the top knit a strip on twelve stitches

long enough to go around the top of the slipper.

Sew this piece to top of slipper.

Sew slipper on sole.
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REVEALS RUSSIA
1VL V(jWyii5
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EVELATION follows revolu-
tion. Instance after instance
might be cited to prove the
truth of this alliterative as-

sertion. Two references will

suffice to maintain the point of the present
writer. In 1775 a nation which has just

celebrated the 160th anniversary of the
birth of one of its great benefactors, the
famous Lafayette, announced its deter-

mination to throw off the yoke imposed
by the mother country. Eight years later

a treaty of peace established the right of

the thirteen colonies in America to set

up their own government. The success of

the American revolution revealed the pos-
sibilities of democracy.

Zoya
Karabanova

The fight for democracy is now raging
with greater intensity than ever. It has
inspired a revolution in one of the oldest

empires of the world. A revelation will

follow that revolution. It will have a

sweeping effect, will this setting up of a

republican form of government in Rus-
sia. From the mass of generalities it is

possible to select a specific gain of inter-

est to the readers of Photo-Play Journal.
Russia promises a revelation to them.
From the newest republic to the greatest

republic of the Western Hemisphere
there comes a message. A woman brings
it.

Mme. Sophie Kaplan, of Petrograd and
Moscow, has been in New York for sev-

eral weeks. In Russia she had built up
a chain ®f motion picture theatres. A
year ago, when it became necessary for

every one in Russia to do a little more for

the nation in its crisis than had been done
before, Mme. Kaplan went to the War
Minister and said

:

"Take my theatres. Use them as bar-

racks for our soldiers."

Then Mme. Kaplan had another vision.

In Moscow her husband, an American cit-

izen, had obtained the co-operation of the

famous Moscow Art Theatre and was
producing the masterpieces of Russian
literature for the screen, using the play-

ers of this famous company in the film

versions. Her theatres were his best

avenues of distribution, but she had
placed them at the disposal of the gov-
ernment. His best account gone, she sug-

gested that they go to America. With
more than fifty negatives they made the

journey across Siberia, the Pacific Ocean
and the American continent to New York
City.

When the Kaplans left Russia the

boundaries of that great land were a ver-

itable Chinese Wall, behind which a na-

tion had developed the art of dramatic

expression to its highest power—and then
hedged it in with a jealous and tyrannical

censorship. The revolution has destroyed
this wall and revealed the true art which
was so tersely described recently by a

distinguished dramatic critic who had
gone up from Bucharest to Moscow. He
said

:

"The stage is a field in which the Rus-
sians have attained superlative excellence

and the Moscow Art Theatre is known
as the pioneer in intelligent realism and
one of the foremost theatres of the world."

But even a revolution will not go from
one extreme to another all at once. Nor
will the Russian revolutionists, whose
complete victory is yet far distant. The

Tanya
Fetner

actors who have been developed by the

wonderful system will not be permitted

to leave the country while the war is

raging. But the motion picture, interna-

tional in its art and in its appeal, will

show the way. In Russia the screen is

a legitimate offshoot of the speaking

stage. The same works that are presented

in the theatres are generally filmed with

the same players in their original roles.

The theatre-going public makes no dis-

tinction between the two forms of art;

the distinction is one of method. An
artist must have a reputation on the

speaking stage before he will be accepted

on the screen.

For centuries the government has en-

couraged the system which has produced
the results described by the observer

quoted above. Add to this unprejudiced

critic's comment the brief summary of

Mme. Kaplan, and you "have the story in

a nutshell. She says :

"For generations the theatre in Russia

has been encoviraged by the government
as an institution. Young players of talent

have been selected and trained at govern-

ment expense. The stars who will appear
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Natalia
Lesienko

in the repertory presented by the Russian
Art Film Corporation are the favorites of

the best national theatres in Russia. The
present revolution may disrupt these won-
derful organizations, but the screen will

reveal their artistry to the entire world."

Who are these wonderful artists?

There is no answer of recognition at men-
tion of the names of Ivan Mozukin, Na-
talia Lesienko, Tanya Fetner, Olga Zov-
ska, Zoya Karabanova, Vera Colodna,
Anna Nelska and Mile. Caralli. Let Mme.
Kaplan, who has given her theatres to

her government, tell you of them as she
knits a sweater or a cap for some soldier

who will be grateful and pray for her in

the trenches

:

"Mozukin comes first in all the esti-

mates of artistry and drawing power in

Russia," says Mme. Kaplan. "He is the

only man in the Russian repertory who is

featured, but he is at the 'head of the
class.' Without any complete knowledge
of the American situation, I quote the
assertion of one well-known critic who
said that Mozukin was a composite of

Francis X. Bushman and Stuart Holmes.
They tell me that one of these men is a

polished hero and the other an accom-
plished villain. Well, Mozukin is either

or both as the role requires. He looks as

E. H. Sothern looked twenty years ago,

and in Russia we believe he is as versa-

tile. In one single role he begins ' the
creation of a character of eighteen years

;

when he has finished the character he is

nearer eighty, but the various stages of

development and approaching dissolution

have been faithfully portrayed. If Mozu-
kin looks as Sothern did, he has many
personal characteristics in common with
the late Richard Mansfield. Although
still very young, he is regarded as the
foremost actor in Russia. This gives him
artistic prerogatives that make him virtu-

ally a star. And Mozukin does not ig-

nore one of them. Thanks to his splendid
ability and training, he never permits the

production as a whole to suffer in order
that he personally may benefit, but things
must be done as he says. I have seen him
knock senseless an important actor who
insisted on ruffling the star's disposition.

Mozukin stood it for about so long, and
suddenly turned in the midst of a rehear-

sal and floored the subordinate actor. But
how he can act ! America will soon have
a chance to see that my words are true.

In the more than fifty negatives which we
brought from Russia there are about fif-

teen or twenty Mozukin roles. I venture
a prediction that American audiences will

regret that there are not Mozukin roles

in fifty instead of fifteen."

In her descriptions of the women stars

of the repertory Mme. Kaplan is much
more brief, which may or may not be a

deliberate attempt to cater to the greatest

supporter of the dramatic and romantic
in motion pictures—woman. But she
does seem to slight Lesienko and Fetner
and Colodna and the rest.

"Lesienko is our most famous vampire
woman," she adds in charming English.

Be it known that Mme. Kaplan has lived

in Russia all her life and has been in

America only once before, when she was
three years old. "But Lesienko is not at

all like your American vampires. It seems
to me that here the women emphasize
traits of character that repulse rather than

Ivan

Mozukin

attract. Not so Lesienko. All Russia
loves her. This is because her artistry

arouses admiration, even when devoted
to the portrayal of characters which cause
condemnation. Moreover, it seems to me,
she succeeds where many American play-

ers fail ; she makes her creation logical.

I mean by that that she justifies the folly

of the other characters who suffer by her
vampire methods. I have heard Ameri-
can audiences say, 'Yes, so-and-so is won-
derful in the part, but how could the hero
ever have yielded to the snares she set?'

Lesienko never makes the audience forget

that she is a woman of great humanity, no
matter how greatly misdirected.

"Second to Lesienko in the so-called

vampire roles is Anna Nelska. She is a

statuesque blonde and usually is seen as

a woman of the world. While frequently

the mischief-maker, she does not portray
the pronounced vampire roles which Rus-
sian theatre-goers accept from Lesienko.

"Of the leading woman I should say
that Olga Zovska stands at the top in the

creation of characters of powerful dra-

matic impulses. She is pretty, as are the

majority of the Russian women of the
stage. Vera Colodna is perhaps the great-

est beauty in the repertory, but Zoya Ka-
rabanova is not far behind. They are

the ingenues of the Russian stage and
screen. Unlike most American ingenues,,

they bring to their art years of training-

of a native talent and really give to the
auditors something more than a smirk and
a smile and a hop.

"My description of these Russian play-

ers will close with brief mention of Mile.

Caralli and a little more extended bio-

graphy of Tanya Fetner. Caralli is prima
ballerina at the Imperial Ballet and has
had the benefit of the intensive training

which has produced the greatest ballet in

the world. This training has made her
unusually effective as an actress, but un-
fortunately her duties in the ballet pre-

vent frequent appearances in the stage or

screen art.

"Tanya Fetner. A whole volume might
be written about this artist. Perhaps
some day someone will write it. Briefly,

Miss Fetner isn't so highly regarded in

Russia. The system requires that she

wait. Stars are both born and made in

Russia, and the making follows a certain

routine. Fetner suffers from that system.

Let me tell you how.
"When Mozukin selected his cast for

'The Painted Doll,' which is announced
as the first release for America, he as-

signed Fetner to the role of the wife of

an inconspicuous engineer who fascin-

ates his employer. At preliminary show-
ings of 'The Painted Doll' in New York
opinion was unanimous that with the ex-

ception of Mozukin no one in the cast

stood a better chance of becoming inter-

nationally famous than the young wife.

Mr. Kaplan heard this opinion over and
over again until he began to believe it

himself. He ordered a hasty inspection

of the entire set of negatives which he had
brought from Moscow. There was not

a Fetner role in the series. But there will

be more Fetner roles before the repertory

is very old in the United States. Cable
instructions have been sent to the studios

and a little woman who has been patiently

earning her place in Russia bids fair to

achieve fame abroad before she is ac-

cepted as a star at home."

Mile.
Caralli
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NDOUBTEDLY Sylvia Bre-
mer, the Triangle photoplayer,
is the best sample of its fem-
inine beauty Australia has
sent to America to adorn her

screen. Miss Bremer is what you would
call a classy classic beauty, and the beauty
of her beauty is the fact that she is not in

the least vain nor can she be flattered.

"It may be that we follow a different

formula in Australia, but a

girl or woman does not
have to be so stunning in

attire to win beauty prizes there," Miss
Bremer says. "Simplicity of dress and un-

ceasing care of the physical self make up
the Australian idea of good looks."

Mental attitude, according to this attrac-

tive, young lady, has a lot to do with it.

Explicitly, if a girl is convinced in her own
mind that she is pretty and conducts her-

self accordingly, constantly conscious of

her own appearance, she is apt to be quite

ugly in disposition at least.

And what is beauty when the

possessor suffers from an un-

sightly nature ?

"It is probably due to

the fact that an Aus-
tralian girl is taught

from childhood to ignore

vanity—she is not al-

lowed to let the
thought of being beau-

tiful enter her head.

Her mental attitude is

kept at the right and
sane poise. Conceit

J

does not 'destroy
beauty in Australia."

Miss Bremer de-

nies that she has any
beauty secrets. She
avers there is no

secrecy about it in her native

country. However, she has

a few hints for American
girls aspiring to enhance

their looks. Not that she

claims to be an authority on

the subject, but she simply

knows the Australian meth-

ods, which are slightly

unlike those in vogue
in America.

"They don't resort

so much to massage
as they do to smile ex-

ercise where I came
from," she laughs.

"We have found it

most beautifying to

keep smiling and to

enjoy it."

The present agitation against the for-

eign agents at work within .the' United
States, whose plots are revealed in Will-
iam Fox's graphic expose, "The Spy,"'calls

to mind early American spy conditions
different from those shown in the special

film production.
During the Revolutionary War, General

Washington arranged a system of espion-

age which extended for miles within the
British lines. The martyr, Nathan Hale,
was one of the foremost of the men en-

gaged in this way for the American
forces.

Another was Major Tallmadge, through
whom all information was transmitted
from the spies in Washington. At first

this news was written in sympathetic ink,

then a new invention, and imported by

Early American Spy
Conditions

General Lafayette. This fluid disclosed

its message only when the paper on which
it was written had been dipped into an-

other chemical.

Washington feared that the British

might be in possession of the same kind
of ink. He therefore wrote to Tallmadge
that the spies "should avoid making use
of the stain (ink) upon a blank sheet of

paper which is the usual way of its com-
ing to me. This circumstance alone is

sufficient to excite suspicion.

"A much better way is to write a letter

in the Tory style," Washington contin-

(This sounds like Douglas Fairbanks

—

the smile doctor. Wonder if he has ever

been in Australia?)

"Paint and powder never won unstinted

praise on my old stamping-grounds," Miss
Bremer continues. "Nine women out of ten

look worse for the paint and powder they

use. Nature does a better job of it, for

Nature is never a dabbler, and a lot of

women are awful dabbers. It's a simple

hint given many times before, but I prithee,

dear women to use paint and powder more
sparingly."

( Note : The reason why this last remark
was not deleted is, there is nobody adver-

tising their paint and powder in this issue

of Photo-Play Journal.)
"Get ten hours of sleep out of every

twenty-four and be a vegetarian in the

strictest sense of the word and you'll reap

more beautifying results than you ever

could in a beauty parlor," Miss Bremer
adds.

The young artist is also an advocate of

outdoor life. It is the rule and not the ex-

ception in Australia. Fresh air freshens

beauty as no other force can, according to

her doctrine, and it is exceedingly plausible.

"Walking is fine only provided you inter-

polate a few yards of running at top-speed,"

she suggests. "When we go walking in my
home town, it winds up in a foot race which

would do justice to your college events."

ued, "with some mixture of family mat-
ters, and between the lines in the re-

maining part of the sheet communicate
with the stain the intended intelligence.

"Such a letter would pass through the

hands of the enemy unsuspected, and
even if the agent should be unfaithful or

negligent, no discovery would be made
to his prejudice, as these people are not
to know what is concealed writing in the

letter and the intelligent part of it would
be an evidence in his favor."

Another invaluable spy of Revolution-
ary days was James Rivington. editor and
printer of "The New York Gazette." a

paper which seemed to side completely
with the Tories. But while he outwardly
supported them, he was conveying to

Washington secret information.
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The modern ftreck

>{f tin© motion
°®s takes after an-

other To R. in has eager-

ness for keeping bus

By

LLOYD ROBINSON

IE want someone to play a mean,
indescribable villain."

"Let T. R. do it."

"We want someone to play a

wealthy philanthropist, an angel

of the oppressed."

"We want an old Bowery bum,—a Wall
Street magnate,—a foreign diplomat,—

a

Western pioneer,—a Russian Cossack
chief,—a circus owner,—a Kentucky moun-
taineer."

"Let T. R. do it!"

And Theodore Roberts does do it, so well

that, were he not placed in practically all

star casts, he would "steal the picture"

whenever he appears on the screen.

Theodore Roberts is the histrionic fire-

horse of Paramount pictures. He is the

truck horse of the Lasky studio, the man
who can merge his own massive personality
into the characterization he is called on to

produce, so well that if directors "chose up
sides" every one of
them would call his

name first.

T. R. of Paramount
is an advocate of
the theatrical strenu-

ous life. His zeal for

work is indefatigable.

When he is not star-

ring or supporting
some star in a Para-

mount production, he may be found around
the Lasky studio looking for something to

do. When he is not cast in a picture Theo-
dore Roberts is an unhappy man. Instead
of betaking himself to the beach or the

mountains as do most others of the happy
clan, T. R. finds his greatest solace in his

Theodore Roberts as the ""Circus Man"

dressing room or in the director's office

looking for work. When all else fails he

amuses himself by making up for various

parts, an art in which he is an adept.

Many a time Roberts has concluded a

stellar engagement in one picture in the

evening and appeared as an extra in another

the next morning just to while the time

away. Idleness makes him nervous and un-

happy, a fact that directors have been quick

to grasp. They are always sure of finding a

ready response from T. R. for any part

whatever, if he happens to be free. He
seems not to care what the nature of the

part so long as there is plenty to do and
he can exercise his talents for make-up.

Theodore Roberts is a true histrionic

artist. He proved it in his long stage ca-

reer from the time he appeared with James
O'Neil in "Cardinal Richelieu" down to

the time he scored his greatest success as

Joe Portugais in "The Right of Way."
He has played in failures and long season

successes, in puerile plays and in master-
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Farrar; "The Wild Goose Chase," with Ina
Claire; "The Unknown," with Lou-Tellegan

;

"The Ghost Breaker," "Mr. Crex of Monte
Carlo," "The Storm," "I'udd'nhead Wil-
son," "The Thousand Dollar Husband,"
"The Dream Girl," "The Plow Girl," "The
Circus," "Common Ground," "What Money
Can't Buy," "Anton the Terrible," "The
Cost of Hatred," "The Trail of the Lone-
some Pine," and "The Varmint." In no
two of them have the characters portrayed
been alike.

Mr. Roberts is as quick to grasp the

meaning of a character as he is eager to

work at the characterization. Unlike a num-
ber of similar artists he does not practice

the action of a character before the mirror.

So quick is he at hitting just the right note

in characterization that one would imagine
he gave no thought at all to the character

he has in hand. He dons his make-up as a

firehorse dons his harness and appears on
the stage apparently without an idea of what
he is going to do. He learns in a few brief

words from the director the idea of the

character and then proceeds to go ahead and
do it with the thousand and one little inti-

mate Roberts' touches that appear hap-

hazard but are really the result of long

training and experience and the most com-
plete study and past knowledge of human
nature. The story is still popular around

pieces, in casts where he stood out as the

great star of the production and as a mem-
ber of all-star casts in revivals and in every

one of them scored a distinct personal

hit. He has never been miscast for the

simple reason that he can play any part

ever written within the scope of physical

frame. One of his greatest feats was his

portrayal of Falstaff at the New Theatre

on ten hours notice. In this production

Roberts introduced some new ideas of

Falstaffian make-up that made a profound
impression.

But it remained for the motion pictures

to show what Theodore Roberts could do
in versatility. In his career with the Lasky

As he appeared in " The Plow Girl

'

As a terrible Russian

company Mr. Roberts
has appeared as every

sort of character in

human nature. He
has impersonated with
equal ease a tyrant or

a hen-pecked husband,
a cold, scheming vil-

lain or a genial ' lov-

able dignified states-

man. Some of his pic-

tures include "Temp-
tation" with Geraldine

the Lasky studio concerning the time Rob-
erts appeared as a drunken derelict in the

rear of a saloon for just one brief scene and
"stole" the entire picture from a former
"imported" star.

Mr. Roberts' home life offers an interest-

ing contrast to his life in the studio. Once
he is through with his strenuous day's

work the famous Paramount artist likes

nothing better than complete rest at home.
He is not devoted to out-door sports. His
studio work evidently gives him ample exer-

cise. He is, however, a voracious reader

and a student.
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Thomas Meighan is a Pennsylvania!! and
was a record half-back in his younger days.

He was reared to become a physician, but his

leaning was toward the footlights, and he got

his first engagement in "Mistress Nell" with
Henrietta Crossman. He had a season with
Grace George and two years of stock, which
developed his versatility and gave him a fine

groundwork for his future activities. He later

appeared with Elsie De Wolff and John Mason,
with Willie Collier, David Warfield, etc. He
appeared in "On Trial" and was for several

seasons abroad as leading man.

fe

Tom Santschi's art as a musician is well

known, but he now steps forth as a full-fledged

composer. He recently composed a spirited

military march dedicated to Uncle Sam's fight-

ing sons across the water.

Mary Pickford visited Billy Sunday, and
Billy said "God bless your pretty heart, we
call you Mary at our place." Later Sunday
visited Mary Pickford at the studio and met
Micky Neilan, Geraldine Farrar, Sessue Haya-
kawa and other artists. Cecile de Mille wrote
quite an eulogy on Sunday's work.

Mae Marsh, who is now only twenty years
old, was born in Santa Fe, N. M. Her father

was an officer of the Santa Fe Railroad. Miss
Marsh followed her sister into the motion pic-

ture industry. ^
So little Ella Hall has gone and got married,

bless her. She picked Emory Johnson for the
happy man. Ella has signed a new contract

with the U., and Emory works there, too. Both
have been given a three weeks' holiday.

Charles Edler, now playing in William Fox's
"The Yankee Way," says the most striking ex-

perience he ever went through was the famous
Kansas hail storm when the hail stones were
as large as hens' eggs.

fe

When but a young girl, Eugenie Besserer
instructed classes in French and fencing.

fe

Fritzi Brunette, not to be behind the trend
of the times, has become proficient in the art
of knitting and is seen now at all times with
her needles and ball of yarn. She has already
evolved a mysterious pink square, but refuses
to tell what she intends it to be when it grows
up. She was accused of knitting for the sol-

diers, but then what could she be making for
a soldier of pink wool?

fe

William Russell, American Film Star, has
bought a bunch of mules ? Next time the gov-
ernment asks him if he owns a mule, he can
answer in the affirmative.

Helen Holmes has^ adopted a novel brand for

her many horses and cattle on the Lund ranch.

It is the "two bits" brand, and is composed of

two horses' bits, of course. Helen assisted in

branding most of her stock and enjoyed it.

She continues to send carloads of stock to the

ranch, and one day hopes to be a cattle queen
instead of a movie one. She is a business-like

young woman.

Tom Forman, who has done such clever work
in recent Paramount pictures, took the ex-

amination for the rank of non-commissioned
officer in the Coast Artillery Federal Reserve,

in which he enlisted some time ago, and passed

with a rating of 92%. Forman is already a pri-

vate of the first class, with special rating as a

gunner. He seems to be hitting the bull's-eye

with the same accuracy which marked his hit-

ting of the popular fancy as a screen player.

Contrary to the impression that has gained
ground in some quarters, Mrs. Vernon Castle

is not to leave motion pictures for the stage.

Recently it was announced that she had been
engaged as star of the 1917-1918 Ziegfeld-

Dillingham show at the Century Theatre, New
York, but assurance is given by Pathe Ex-
change that this will not interfere with her
appearance in big features distributed by
that house.

Helen Ferguson is leading woman for Taylor
Holmes in his second Essanay picture, "Fools

for Luck." Little Miss Ferguson is only sev-

enteen years old. She is a Chicago girl and
a graduate of high school in that city. She is

one of the few actresses who have won high

rank in motion pictures without stage experi-

ence. Among her previous screen appear-

ances were in Max Linder's first two Essanay
comedies, "Max Comes Across" and "Max
Wants a Divorce"; Bryant Washburn's suc-

cess, "Filling His Own Shoes," and others.

California weeps. Jewel Carmen has left

her shores; Jewel Carmen, so dainty that by
comparison a piece of Dresden china would
be as granite—that same Jewel Carmen is now
an outstanding feature of the landscape around

the William Fox studios at Fort Lee, N. J.

She is playing Fantine in the film version of

"Les Miserables."

She's a Nifty
Soldier—in This

Picture
We shall never know whether

Gloria Swanson intended this uniform

to convey the impression that she had

joined the Scandihoovian High Seas

Fleet or whether she was in command
of a seagoing canoe. At any rate

the costume is becoming when decor-

ated by Miss Swanson, so who cares

what the uniform is !

Claire Whitney, who plays the part of the

other woman in William Fox's "When False

Tongues Speak," is a New York girl.
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"T the age of twenty-four, Gor-
don Carbhoy—son of James
Carbhoy, the railroad magnate
—was in debt to the amount of

one hundred thousand dollars.

His father said he was willing to pay these

debts, but that there must be no more of

them. He told Gordon that from now on
he must prove himself to be a worthy son
of his father—must show that he could
handle men and affairs—so that in the end
he would be capable of succeeding the elder

man at the head of a great organization.

They arranged that Gordon was to take five

thousand dollars—to leave New York within
twenty-four hours—to do anything he liked

except that by the end of six months' time
he was to return with one hundred thousand
dollars which he himself had made.

Gordon bought a ticket to Seattle and
took a train west. While they were running
through Montana, Gordon played dice with
some sharpers. He had lost about one
hundred and fifty dollars when he dis-

covered that the dice were loaded. He got
into a fight with the sharpers and was
thrown off the train at Snake's Fall. He
was dazed for a moment or two, then as he
got to his feet on the station platform a man
spoke to him and handed him the money he
had lost to the gamblers. The man was
Silas Mallinsbee, owner of an enormous cat-

tle ranch and the man who had been chiefly

instrumental in bringing about a tremendous
prospective boom to the town of Snake's
Fall. Mallinsbee had been on the train and
saw the cheating, and during the fight had
gathered up Gordon's money. Gordon gave
his name to Mallinsbee as Van Henslaer, as

he did not wish to be known as "the son
of his father."

Snake's Fall was a typical western mush-
room town. Coal in enormous quantities

had been discovered in the mountains. It

was known that a railroad was to run
through the region, with a station either at

Snake's Fall or Buffalo Point—the latter

being near the ranch of Silas Mallinsbee

—

and people were buying

(Produce d b y

Thomas II. luce and

v c 1 e a s e d by Para-

mount, starring Cha

Ray.
)

Gordon forgot the East and adapted Himself to the West

all the land they could in order to be
ahead of the boom which was sure to

come. The great question was exactly

where the railroad station would be—at

Snake's Fall or at Buffalo Point.

Gordon decided to stay in Snake's Fall

and see if he could not make his hundred
thousand dollars there. He took a room
in the one hotel, and then went out. to walk
about the town. As he was nearing a dry-

goods store, a beautiful girl dashed up on
a .spirited horse, dismounted and went into

the store. Then Gordon saw a man whom
he instinctively hated on sight take up his

position outside the store, to wait for the

girl to come out. The girl emerged, the

man spoke to her, but she was evidently an-

noved, for she brushed past him, mounted

The son possessed

his father s pri-

vate code

her horse and dashed off. Gordon learned

that the girl was Hazel Mallinsbee, daughter
of the ranch owner. The man who had
annoyed her was David Slosson. agent of

the railroad, with power to decide where
the all-important station was to be erected.

Gordon hired a team of horses and a

buggy and started to drive out to the coal

district, which was also the district of Silas

Mallinsbee's ranch. On the way he over-

took Hazel, who was trying to take a flint

from her horse's foot. He took out the

stone—then, as the horse limped, Gordon
asked Hazel to allow him to drive her home
to the ranch.

At the ranch, Mallinsbee welcomed Gor-
don. Gordon told Mallinsbee all about him-
self, except his real name, and asked advice
in regard to making the hundred thousand
dollars. Mallinsbee said he would make
Gordon his secretary—that he needed a live

young man to help him to influence the rail-

road so that the station would be built

at Buffalo Point—near the ranch. Gordon
instantly accepted—it seemed a good busi-

ness proposition, and he was to live at the

ranch where he could be near Hazel, with
whom he was already in love.

Gordon moved from the hotel to the

ranch and began at once to identify himself

with Mallinsbee's interests. Gordon and
Hazel were constantly together. One day
they had been riding out to the coal pits.

On their return Mallinsbee told them that

Slosson had been to see him in regard to

putting the station at Buffalo Point, but had
demanded a large graft for himself if he

promised to advise the railroad to build at

that place. Mallinsbee had refused to give

the bribe, and Slosson had gone away angry.

When she heard the story. Hazel offered to

manage Slosson and get him to do what
they wanted. Gordon protested—he did not
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A terrible fight took place

want Hazel to have anything to do with
Slosson—but Hazel laughingly insisted.

From this time on Hazel encouraged Slos-

son's attentions. He came often to the

ranch and Hazel rode with him. One day,

in mischief, Hazel dared Slosson to ride a

very spirited horse. He did so, tried to

leap a stream and was thrown in deep mud.
He was angry, but bided his time.

Peter McSwain, proprietor of the hotel

in Snake's Fall, came up to the ranch and
talked business with Gordon. Together
they mapped out a plan to outwit Slosson.

Peter was to talk to all those who owned
land around Snake's Fall and get them
to put such high prices on their

property that it would not
pay the railroad to buy there.

Slosson would then
be obliged to get

land for the station

at Buffalo Point,

and Mallinsbee and
others who owned
land t h e r e—o f

whom McSwain was
one—would have the

agent just where
they wanted him.
After McSwain had
^one, Slosson came
in and again tried to

get a bribe for ar-

ranging to have the

station built at Buf-
falo Point. Gordon,
in no gentle man-
ner, sent the agent

about his business.

Mallinsbee, return-

ing home just then,

told Gordon that
Hazel was in a

lonely place in t h e

hills, waiting for Slosson with whom she

was going to ride—Slosson was to meet her
there. Alarmed for Hazel, as he knew bet-

ter than the girl's father did Slosson's un-
scrupulous and passionate nature, Gordon
leaped on a horse and raced off to the

place where Hazel and Slosson were to

meet. He rode like mad and came with
the two in time to hear Hazel screaming
for help, as Slosson was holding her forcibly

in his arms. He rushed at Slosson and a
terrible fight took place, in which Gordon
was finally the victor. Gordon and Hazel-

left Slosson lying beaten on the ground and
they rode back to the ranch.

The next day McSwain came up and told

Gordon and Mallinsbee, to their surprise,

that Slosson had bought land for the station

at Snake's Fall, giving even the enormous
prices the owners asked. The landowners
at Buffalo Point were greatly disappointed

at this, but resolved to get around Slosson
in some way, though they did not at first see

just how they were going to do it.

"The question is," Mallinsbee said, "will

the president of the Union Grayling and
Ukataw Railroad back his agent's play?"
"What has the president of that road

got to do with it?" Gordon demanded?
Mallinsbee told him that the branch to be

run through their region was part of the
Union Grayling and Ukataw system.

"Great Scott!" Gordon cried. "The
president of that road is my father

!"

Gordon then told Mallinsbee and McSwain
that his real name was Carbhoy, and that

his father was James Carbhoy, the great

railroad magnate.
"Listen to me," Gordon grinned. "We're

going to get the other fellow where we
need him, and that other fellow is my
dear old Dad!"
Gordon was in possession of his father's

private code ; so when Slosson sent off a

telegram to Carbhoy advising him to build

the station at Snake's Fall, Gordon—through
McSwain, who bribed the telegraph boy

—

got a copy of the wire and translated it.

The next thing was to send a telegram to

Carbhoy, in Slosson's name, telling Carbhoy

that he was urgently needed at Snake's Fall.

As Carbhoy had no idea that his son was. in

Montana, he would have no suspicion that

the wire was not genuine. Mallinsbee de-

murred at this plan, but Gordon assured
him that if he (Gordon) made one hundred
dollars through this deal, no one would ap-
preciate the trick more than his father

would. So the telegram was sent.

While the conspirators were awaiting
Carbhoy's arrival, they saw to it that Slos-

son was put where he could do no harm.
Masked men, at night, took Slosson from
his room, put him on a hay rack, piled hay

With Hazel he "plotted" against his father

McSwain talked business with Gordon

all around him and drove off to a shack in

the mountains where they held him a pris-

oner.

Then Carbhoy arrived. Hazel met him at

the station—Carbhoy, of course, having no
idea who she was—as she told him that

Slosson had sent her to take him out to

the coal district. Carbhoy had no suspicions

and drove off with Hazel. Some miles

out of town they were "held up" by
mounted men with guns.

This, of course, was all part

of the plot, but
Hazel pretended to

be greatly fright-

ened. Hazel and
Carbhoy were taken

prisoners and car-

ried off to a very
comfortable cabin
belonging to Mallins-

bee. Carbhoy was
told that he was be-

ing held for a one-

hundred - thousand -

dollar ransom.
Waited upon by
Mallinsbee's Chinese

cook, the two were
kept at the cabin.
Slosson at the same
time being held pris-

oner in his shack.

During that interval

Gordon sent all sorts

of telegrams with

his father's code and
{Continued on page 54)
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"|ALK about your double lives

!

This man Lon Chaney leads

a hundred of 'em ! He has Dr.

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde looking
like bush-league masqueraders

at the Knights of Pythias ball.

The lady with the fairy wand was a mere
parlor magic amateur compared to Lon, and
the chameleon in the Universal Zoo died

the other day of envy.

"You've heard of the magician Merlin,

who could change himself into any form he
chose? Well, Chaney is the Merlin of the

movies, and he doesn't have to depend on
any old cabalistic signs or mystic fireworks
either.

For Lon Chaney is the character man. de
luxe of the Universal studios. That funny
little old dusty, musty dressing room of his

at Universal City, with its myriad make-up
appurtenances, is a veritable conjurer's

castle. Here he mixes his magic concoctions

and dolls up in his magic rags.

He plants his whiskers in the morning
and reaps them at eventide ; his lean cheeks

grow fat while you wait ; he brings a straight

nose to the studio and makes a gargoyle-ish

thing of it in a minute. He enters his dress-

ing-room a lean, limber young man, and
emerges a fat, grouchy old banker ; he ar-

rives a perfect Beau Brummel,—and
emerges a gentleman of insincere whiskers,

queer dialect, "but a kind heart, strawnger"
;

he arrives reading Shaw, and comes out of

his dressing-room a hairy-hided cave-man

!

And though it all looks tremendously
easy, it isn't as easy as it looks, as the

serpent said when it swallowed its own tail.

Because of course in the picture business

you have to carry a make-up over from day
to day. If it's whiskers, every separate

hair of the "crepe" has to be put on in ex-

actly the same way every day ; and if it's

wrinkled age you are playing, you've got to

have the geography of your map resemble

itself from day to day.

Is he Santa Claus, a Russian artist or an Anarchist?

You needn't try to put anything over on him

!

"One of the hardest make-ups I ever car-

ried over was that of King Canute,—he was
hairy of face and breast, and I had besides

to use putty to build out my nose and cheeks.

One day I tried wax instead,—and my
nose,—pardon me, miss—when the sun got

hot, began to run

!

"How do I build my cheeks out to a sem-
blance of fat and well-fed prosperity? My
dear young woman, I do not scorn for this

purpose the humble chewing gum. I tuck

this away inside my cheeks, next to my
gums. But there's a knack about doing it

right, I'll admit.

"And those plump hands which you be-

hold grow on me when I'm a fat and pros-

perous plutocrat ? Rubber gloves. They are

specially made, and they are worn over a

well-fitting pair of kid gloves, so as not to

wrinkle. You see my hands are rather

small, which makes the added size possible.

"As for my hair, 'I'm glad it's all there,'

as the poet says; yet in character parts, life

is just one wig after another. I have had
mine all made especially, and I keep them
labelled and carefully put away, having
them examined once a month for moths. I

have a collection of fifty of these wigs.

You know one of the most effective dis-

guises is the hair and the way in which it is

combed. I always make my own serve

whenever I can, and to make silvery hair I

use neck-white—if you know what that is.

Some people use aluminum, but that shows
too much on the screen. I used it once and

my hair caused halation in the picture

—

made me look, though I was supposed to

be a hoary old scoundrel, like a halo

trimmed saint.

"Of course, make-up goes much deeper
than mere wrinkles or whispers or grease-

paint. No, I don't mean thought, this

time,—though of course that's the principal

part. I mean you must study all the previ-

ous history of the character and realize it-

effect on his physical being. For instance.

in playing a music-master, once, who, con-

stantly led an orchestra with his bow or

baton, I made him all through the picture

appear just a bit higher in the right shoulder

than in the left. Men in different walk-

of life have little subtle differences in the

manner in which they carry themselve-.

Some of these are psychological effects, and
others come from the nature of their occu-

pations.

"The hardest character I ever played

from the make-up standpoint? I think it

was that of a blind boy. All through, in

order to make my eyes have that terrible,

sightless look, I rolled them clear up in my
head. Did you ever try to do that? And
then did you ever try to hold them in that

position, and not only hold them so, but

go on acting in a natural manner? There-

were many trying scenes in the picture, and

I suffered from that abnormal eye position

for days afterward."

Mr. Chaney has gained international fame
as a character man. And the character

man's job is a thankless one, to a certain

extent, though once in a while he makes a

ten-strike, either through the play being a

great success, or he himself making a pe-

culiar hit. During his four years' connec-

tion with the Universal, Mr. Chaney has

played over two hundred parts. He is well

remembered, among other roles, for his

part in "Hell Morgan's Girl," which gave
him fine acting opportunities.

Is a devil with the ladies too—in this make-up
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THE SILENT TREND

j

| A Composite Review of the Current Month's |

| Achievements in the Photo-Play World |

| By BERT D. ESSEX I

rTpHE most engrossing topic of discussion

in photoplay circles at present is the

moot question as to whom the producers

should heed, the exhibitors or the fans. By
a slow process of evolution, the manufac-
turers of film have come to the conclusion

that the judgment of managers of moving
picture houses cannot always be depended

on in the matter of deciding what kind of

features the patrons of the respective thea-

tres want, and as a natural consequence

there have been numerous cases of deterior-

ation in popularity, which to some men has

been inexplicable. The writer knows of

an actual experience which undoubtedly

serves as an example of which way the wind
is blowing. A young haberdasher pur-

chased the leading picture playhouse in a

high-class suburb of Philadelphia. The
property was exceedingly valuable, because

it was returning a truly big profit. The
new owner's first fallacious idea was to in-

crease the earnings by reducing the ex-

penses incurred by having the best photo-

play features at an early date. Immedi-
ately there came a slump in his business.

He wondered why, but his competitor across

the street, who had a theatre not nearly so

elaborate, knew why, and he quickly closed

a contract to show "the big stars and big

pictures" at his place. Naturally he like-

wise got the big business. Meanwhile

the haberdasher-manager was foundering

around desperately trying to find a solution

to his troubles. He tried most everything,

including the old nickelodeon plan of chang-

ing programs every evening, with about one

feature a week of the first magnitude. How-
ever, it was a useless fight. He had erred

in judgment—had failed to ascertain what
the people of his locality wanted in the way
of cinema entertainment, and finally he was
obliged to sell out to a more astute ex-

hibitor at a heavy loss. So goes it, and we
might add that it is doubtful whether or not

half of the exhibitors are sagacious enough

or sufficiently mindful to learn the inclina-

tions of his neighbors in their search for

diversion. As is plain to be understood, the

producers who place their whole dependance

on the decisions of exhibitors are liable to

find their favorite releases failing to get

the attention they deserve. It is just as

obvious that the only sensible business

method for the photoplay producers is to

take their cases direct to the fans through

the mediums of publicity which reach the

fans, because it is unmistakable folly to

leave the welfare of costly productions en-

tirely in the hands of the small army of

managers.

'TpHERE is a great deal of sympathetic
* appeal in "A Crooked Romance," due

to the fact that Gladys Hulette gives the

stellar role a human touch which makes it

stand out like a beacon light in a dark
night. She portrays the character of a
young girl who has been brought up by a

man who is not her father and who has

taught her that the world is full of crooks,

TENDENCIES TERSELY TOLD
The cost of film production con-

tinues to rise faster than the eradica-
tion of defects in details, but the gen-
eral excellence of screen plays was
never more reassuring.

Competition among producers is

growing keener every day, much to

the benefit of the fans. The possibility

of forming a huge picture trust is now
more remote than ever.

Thoughts of economy and action
therefor have entered into the plans
of producers in these times of high
cost of everything. William Fox has
adopted a policy of very brief titles to

save exhibition electricity.

In the last month there have been
more dramas than comedies, but still

no falling off in attendance has been
noted at moving picture theatres. It is

nevertheless our unalterable opinion
that this is the ideal time for a pre-
dominance of laugh-producers.

There is an abundance of spectacu-
lar films based on the Russian revolu-
tion. The screen is illustrating more
truth about the Slav state than would
please either the former Czar or his
co-conspirator, Kaiser Bill, of poor, de-
luded Germany.

Western photo dramas have "come
back" and most of the big film con-
cerns are producing them. The
straight-away comedy drama has come
into its own again, too. Essanay has
announced its intention of producing
these lighter plays exclusively "to help
relieve the distress war foists onto the
public mind." This is worth applaud-
ing.

In strict accordance with the con-
sistency of the current trend, there
are daily fewer picture houses, but
more of the ultra-fine emporiums for
the shadow art. New York will soon
have a photoplay theatre finer than
either the famous Rialto or the popu-
lar Strand. The new house has just
been built at Forty-ninth street and
Broadway.

"The day of big pictures is done,"
seems to be a common expression
among men who should know, and they
all think the elimination of the stu-

pendous products—the so-called "mil-
lion-dollar" affairs—will act as a
pleasing relief. The most popular ten-
dency in photoplay is the first-class

five-reeler which keeps an audience
either enthralled or absolutely amused
for at least seventy-five uninterrupted
minutes.

Here in the words of President
Woodrow Wilson is the most useful
tendency of the cinema art—"The mo-
tion pictures are the best means for
publicity because they speak to people

of all nationalities through a universal
language." Meanwhile the screen is

aiding the Government in keeping the

people aroused to the pitch of perse-

vering in doing their various bits for
the great cause of democracy.

and that the only sin lies in being detected.

As an unhappy consequence she is the able

and willing assistant of her adopted father,

who lives by preying upon the belongings

of other people. But, the one who dares

too often must eventually be caught, and
the girl and the man meet their downfall

while engaged in attempting to rob a house.

The girl makes her escape, but the man is

arrested and is sent to prison. Then for

the first time the girl; starts to make an
honest living. She persuades an Italian

bootblack to engage her as his assistant on
the princely salary of 50 cents a day. She
cannot afford to engage a room on that sal-

ary, so finds lodgings in an empty packing

case in a lumber yard. Thus she meets

"Mike," a big-hearted Irishman, who is the

night watchman. In Mike she finds a true

friend for herself and the baby. Baby?
Yes, for she finds a lost youngster who ap-

peals to her lonesome heart, and the three

live in old -Mike's shanty in complete happi-

ness. How her training as a lock picker

and safe breaker gives her an honest and
lucrative profession, and how later it got

her into serious trouble which proved to be

fortunate in the end, brings about a series of

adventures which are sure to interest all.

A COMPOUND of high art and truly mar-
** velous artistry is "The Woman God
Forgot," probably the most notable cinema

masterpiece of recent weeks. In this re-

markable production you will find Geraldine

Farrar interpreting a role which will give

her a fixed position at the topmost rung of

the ladder of histrionic success in either si-

lent or spoken drama. Out of the legend-

ary mists of an ancient civilization she is

revealed as a feminine personality display-

ing all the rich, romantic charm of the semi-

barbarous Tezca, a princess of the Aztecs,

imbued with fiery life such as compels al-

most breathless interest from her advent

onto the scene of the story to the highly

powerful ending. Miss Farrar herself re-

gards the new characterization as her best,

and she has the following to say regarding

it:

"You will like 'The Woman God Forgot,'

I believe. Her unusual appeal lies in the

romantic mysteries of the Aztec race. We
all know they represented the highest form
of civilization among the natives of the

American continent at that period. Careful

research into the many, and sometimes

mythical chronicles of this ancient people

revealed in Tezca, the daughter of Monte-

zuma, a personality peculiarly adaptable

to a unique characterization. Such a close

study of this character was required for a

historically correct portrayal that I was
put on my mettle to actually live the life

of this woman of a dead race, in her con-

flicting loves for Alvarado, the Spanish cap-

tain, and her own people."

In the judgment of the writer, "The

Woman God Forgot" is one photoplay every

person should see, not only because it en-

tertains beyond measure, but because it re-

lllll
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veals the zenith of the splendor which the

screen art can attain. Some of the fea-

tures are absolutely original. A great bat-

tle between Spaniards under Cortez and the

Aztecs takes place on a pyramid which is

two hundred feet in height. There are prob-

ably a thousand gorgeous costumes worn

by the numerous characters, and there have

been few plays to offer such a unique sar-

torial exhibition.

Miss Farrar's dramatic work is superb.

She is at all times a veritable mistress of

the maximum of Thespian art. Moreover,

she is given most praiseworthy support by
Raymond Hatton as Montezuma, Wallace

Reid as Alvarado, Hobart Bosworth as Cor-

tez, the conqueror; Theodore Kosloff as Gua-

temoc, the Aztec prince-lover; Walter Long
as Taloc, the high priest whose idea of a

good time was to supervise the cutting out

of the hearts of his enemies after they were

helplessly bound on a stone slab for that

purpose; Olga Gray as Matina, favorite

maid of the princess; James Neill, as a

Spanish priest, and Charles B. Rogers, as

Cacamo, the giant slave.

/'"ALIVE THOMAS goes a long way to es-

^^ tablish herself firmly in the category

of screen favorites in her latest Triangle

feature entitled "Broadway, Arizona." The
story revolves around the cleverness and

beauty of Fritzi Carlyle, star of a Broad-

way musical comedy, and the fact that she

attracts John Keyes, a Westerner who is

seeing the sights of New York. The man-
ager of the show sees in Keyes a good news-

paper story, so he arranges for him to

meet Fritzi. A sharp flirtation ends with

Fritzi's promise to marry Keyes.

The newspapers give the affair enough
publicity to satisfy even Keyes. Later that

day he reads that Miss Carlyle has denied

the engagement. Keyes, humiliated, leaves

for his ranch, after telling her that some
day she will be glad to come to him.

Eight months later her health fails, and
Keyes, accompanied by his foreman, Uncle

Isaacs, an eccentric woman-hater, go East,

and disguised as hospital internes, they

kidnap the little actress lady.

Detectives trace her to Keyes' Arizona

ranch, where she has been regaining her

health under protest. Her improved condi-

tion compensates Keyes for his certain ar-

rest when the posse arrives, and there are

times when she seems to enjoy her ab-

duction.

When the officers try to arrest Keyes,

Fritzi declares that she intends to marry
him and that she arranged the kidnapping

for a publicity story.

"\T7E cannot resist borrowing a line from
^ * the erudite press agent in describing

Vivian Martin—she has in overflowing

measure what Charles Frohman called the

greatest gift of the theatre: charm. She

is increasing, or rather intensifying, her

charm in each of her succeeding starring

vehicles, too. This is one of the best traits

of Miss Martin, forsooth—she constantly

improves her artistry. In "The Trouble-

Buster," her late release, she is breezily the

unbeatable girl in a story of city streets

and a romance which has as its component
parts a realism ringing true, and a suffi-

ciency of thrills, together with a pictorial

demonstration of pluck, certain to arouse

the utmost admiration in lovers of plausible

fiction gyrations. It is interesting to note

that Tom Forman, the popular photoplayer,

is co-author of this play. It is also inter-

esting to take this occasion to point out a

probable reason for Miss Martin's winsome
manner in the role of star. Primarily, she

is delightfully domestic in all her inclina-

tions. She actually has as her chief resort

for pleasure her little kitchen, where she

can cook to the envy of the most adept chef.

Therefore, she is a real girl, and this inevit-

ably manifests itself in her while she is

performing before the camera. But, we
will let Miss Martin say a few words about

herself for herself:

"As you know, I was born at Grand Rap-
ids, Michigan, but we didn't stay there many
years, for my people had been Easterners
and 'the call of Broadway' soon began to

make itself felt. As to my professional

career—it began so long ago that I can
never remember a time when I was not

either on the stage or working in pictures.

"At six years of age I was playing child

parts with Richard Mansfield, and soon
after that I played the title role of 'Peter

Pan.' I was one of Charles Frohman's
many child protegees, and it was he who
got me some of my best engagements.

OBDURATE OBSTACLES
The two biggest obstacles to the un-

restrained development of the photo-
play art are the Pennsylvania and
Chicago Boards of Censors. Both or-
ganizations repeatedly take inconsis-
tent and foolishly unreasonable stands
on features no other censors in the
world woidd object to, and one of the
noteworthy trends is the concerted
action of producers to determine what
actuates these isolated bodies. Even
the picturization of "Within the Law"
was challenged in Chicago and the
splendid Goldwyn feature, "The Eter-
nal Magdalene," is banned both in the
Illinois metropolis and Pennsylvania.

Among other plays that I appeared in,

there were: 'Father and the Boys,' 'The

Spendthrift,' 'Officer 666,' 'Stop Thief,' 'The

Only Son' and others."

Now that you know Miss Martin a little

better, see her in "The Trouble-Buster" and
you will find your admiration for her grow
by leaps and bounds, because she is really

splendid in an excellent play.

TN his latest Artcraft picture, "The Man
-*- from Painted Post," the irrepressible

Douglas Fairbanks discloses many new cow-

boy tricks which he has learned from cham-
pions of a recent Rodeo meet, who appear
in the photoplay with him. In a story of

Wyoming cattle rustling days, Doug is pre-

sented in many thrilling situations, and
there is the usual quoto of Fairbanks sur-

prises such as invariably make his features

so delectable.

Among other things, Douglas is called

upon to shoot two holes through the "bad

man's" hat while it reposes peacefully upon
the latter's head, some hundred yards away.

When the usual substitute was suggested,

Fairbanks refused to listen to it, thereby re-

taining his distinction of never "faking a

stunt" before the camera. Frank Campeau,
the popular Broadway actor who portrays

the outlaw character, being familiar with

Douglas' ability as a sharpshooter, readily

agreed to go through the bit, but when the

star levelled his guns and fired two shots

directly at the actor's head, even he had a

sinking feeling in his stomach. "I know
Douglas is a crack-shot, but even at that

when I looked into the mouths of those

'young cannons' it made me a bit uneasy,"

said Campeau later. The scene was enacted

exactly as per schedule, however, and Cam-
peau's hat lay on the ground before he real-

ized it was all over.

"The days of trick photography are de-

cidedly over, with the exception of the slap-

stick comedy," said Douglas in speaking of

the incident, "and those scenes prove that
you can easily recognize' a faked bit by the

unnatural tempo of the action. Whenever
a scene does not look natural, you can take
it for granted that it has been duped."

T EW FIELDS proves himself to be a
' sterling character actor, while Madge

Evans affords convincing proof that a child

can attain a high plane in dramatic ability

in "The Corner Grocery," a late World fea-
ture replete with excellently portrayed
"types" and a wealth of "atmosphere." The
rise and fall of a character which has senti-

mental appeal to all is always sure to

arouse interest, and such is the case in "The
Corner Grocery." The story concerns a
sort of prodigal son who returns from col-

lege with lofty ideas, induces his father to

sell the old-fashioned corner grocery and
get a more up-to-date store and swell home.
Then, balked by the old man in a plan to
incorporate the business according to the
idea of Learning, a society crook, he forges
his father's name for cash to invest in some
other bogus scheme. Finding himself
tricked, Ralph swears to kill Learning. How-
ever, the latter's feminine confederate
shoots Learning just before Ralph's arrival
and accuses him. He flees and, ruined by
Ralph's operations, the old man is reduced
to business with a pushcart. Mary Brian,
an orphan raised by the kind old couple, be-
comes a nurse in a hospital and there se-

cures the dying confession of the murder-
ess. The fugitive returns and after atoning
for his past, wins Mary's love.

DAULINE FREDERICK achieves so
A many distinctions as an exponent of
emotional drama that it is becoming diffi-

cult to decide which is her best effort. In
fact, her each succeeding play seems to fur-

nish her with better opportunities for dem-
onstrating her admirable ability to an un-
limited degree. "Double-Crossed," for in-

stance, which is still popular throughout
the country after several weeks of tremen-
dous business, is an intense drama of love

and political intrigue in which she has am-
ple opportunity to prove that an actress

can create the heroine who is virtuous and
simultaneously exceedingly clever. With a

finesse which is incomparable, Miss Fred-
erick in this characterization combines the

innocence of a dove with the wisdom of a
serpent with such astoundingly consummate
skill that a situation which by all methods
of reasoning seems to presage a dire tragedy

has as its climax an amusing victory of

poetical justice.

The story presents a tense duel of wits

between a notorious politician and the beau-

tiful wife of a young bus'ness man whom
the crooks are trying to blackmail. They

(Continued on page 55)
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HE'S HELFER-
EATON, TOO

J. G. TARVER,
the super-man

who looms up

more than eight

feet tall, and who
played the part

of the giant in

"Jack and the

Beanstalk," r e-

c e n 1 1 y dropped

into a New York cafe to eat what he termed

a light lunch and which consisted of five

hot roast beef sandwiches, eleven hard-

boiled eggs, two loaves of bread, one pound

of butter, ten cups of coffee, five canta-

loupes, twelve orders of sliced tomatoes

and a dozen peaches sliced.

With such a SLIGHT appetite as that,

there's no use trying to keep the purse-

strings tied tight.

m
BRET HARTE, a grandson of the fa-

mous author who immortalized the gold

mining industry of California in fiction, is

now a writer of the Triangle scenario staff.

The young Bret must fill some very big

shoes, but he should have Harte enough to

accomplish the task.

MADAM PETROVA has formed her own
company to produce photoplays in which

she is to star. She says: "It is true I have

organized the Petrova Picture Company for

the production of my own pictures, in my
own studio, under my own supervision."

Outside of this, it's all her own.

ONE of the favorite pastimes of Jack

Gardner, star of Essanay Western photo-

dramas, is a "work-out" on the horizontal

bar.

Which reminds us that one night not

long since "we" (meaning ye writer)

thought "we" were working out on a hori-

zontal bar, but the longer the fellow behind

the bar worked with us, and for us, the

more convinced "we" became that the darn

bar was quite perpendicular.

PERSISTENT misleading rumors force

Frances Burnham, who supports Tyrone

Power in "Lorelei of the Sea," to arise and

deny that she has any thought of marriage.

Indignantly she adds that she prefers the

society of women.

And so do the men.

ORA CAREW says the only thing in

life that does not please her is resting.

So! Resting makes her tired!

FRED. G. BALSHOFER, producer of the

Harold Lockwood features, got his foot

crushed in an auto wreck recently and an
interesting coincidence in connection with

the accident was, he spent his time while

convalescing editing and assembling a film

called "Under Handicap."

To be precise, he was under footicap.
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GREEN STORIE
BLACK FACE COME
"ByJack Winn"

:
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THEODORE ROBERTS, the eminent
Paramount actor, caught a tuna, which at

the time of capture weighed 85 pounds. By
the time T. R. reached his home the fish

had attained the coveted 125-pound class.

When he arrived at the studio his catch

tipped the beam at 225 pounds.

You see, the secret of fish development
is all in the way you tell it.

THE name of the film editor of the Uni-

versal is Eleanor Fried.

And we'll bet she did during those hot

summer months.

A BUNCH of Wyoming cowboys gave a

dance in honor of Douglas Fairbanks while

that celebrity was making a picture in that

State. The official report of the affair read

as follows: "The dance was attended mostly

by cowboys and Bennie Zeidman, Doug's

press agent."

Evidently we are to infer that Bennie

counted for many.

CHARLES GUNN is now being featured

by Triangle.

This indicates that Triangle is bringing

up the artillery.

MOVING picture stars continue to form
their own producing companies. One of

the late embracers of the fad is Alice Brady,

who has left her papa's World Film Cor-

poration to paddle her own filmy canoe.

Verily, into a starless night the pioneer

producers are fast plunging, generally for

better and seldom for worse.

AN anxious inquirer asks us to divulge

Fritzi Brunette's real complexion.

But we're going to play safe and say she's

a Brunette with a capital B.

JACQUES JACCARD must get credit

for having the Frenchiest cognomen any
straight American ever had, and while we're

doling out the bouquets, let's give Jacques

credit for being one of the cleverest serial

directors in the game. His latest and great-

est ace in the hole is "The Red Ace."

In fact, this is the first time we ever saw
a jackpot won with a single ace.

THE principal hobby of Little Mary Mc-
Allister is cooking.

Could it be possible she has learned to

"roast" the critics so young?

WHEN TALK'S
NOT CHEAP

ACCORDING
t o h i s erudite

"i^* - 1
press agent,

rVv ^^ 'I William Fox had

I IY 1 1 | 'to pay $18,750

\J | ^^ M » for sixteen words
~ r:~-st-' ^™ which were indis-

pensable as titles

in his photoplay,

"The Conqueror,"
and thus the platitude about talk being al-

ways so cheap is upset. Just how it is fig-

ured out that these sixteen words were so
costly makes little difference. The only
reason why we mention the thing at all is

—

If we had a wife who was given to words,
we'd live in constant dread lest she might
utter one of those sixteen expensive words.

WAYLAND TRASK, Mack Sennett's

giant comedian, purchased a Ford and then
discovered he would have to reduce before

he could fit into the blooming flivver.

In short, he's got a lemon-sine on his

hands now.

DALE FULLER, Triangle-Keystone star,

who during her leisure moments works on
her cat farm, is boasting a new breed of

Angora. "It is jet black," says Miss Fuller,

"and has a Charlie Chaplin mustache."
Fritz Schade, another Keystoner, offered to

shy a brick at the feline wonder to ascer-

tain whether it could turn around on one

foot, Chaplin fashion.

This is about the cattiest slam we ever

heaved Chaplinwards, but, never mind,

Chawles, every knock's a boost in salary

for you.

EVERY child that gets into pictures is

immediately christened a star.

But then, producers have long since made
the word "star" the most meaningless word
in or out of the dictionary.

JAY BELASCO lost a tooth in a make-
believe fight in a recent picture.

He should be thankful that his opponent

didn't lose his head or he might be entirely

toothless now.

RIDING horseback is the best way to

reduce weight, according to Marguerite

Clayton, of Essanay.

Yes, and buying the necessary horse is

a good way to reduce the bankroll, too.

ONE more erstwhile devotee to the comedy
methods called "slap-stick and custard pie"

has deserted the cause and gone in for

more intelligent processes of getting the

laughs. This latest recruit in the ring

of higher class is Mabel Normand, who is

now with Goldwyn. During the heyday of

her vivacity with Keystone she could sling

pies with any of them and enjoy it. But

never again for her.

The first thing Custard Pie will know, it

will be out of the cast entirely.
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A SCREEN-SPRITE
OLL
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AVING admired and enjoyed
"Freckles" and "Seventeen"
more than any pictures I had
seen in years, it was with joy
that seldom falls to the lot of

a be-spectacled, prim spinster of an inter-

viewer, that I received the Editor's orders

to interview Louise Huff. I had inter-

viewed so many people whose work I

didn't like and whose personal selves I de-

spised, it was with a special delight that I

boarded a trolley-car—pardon me, of

course, I meant taxi—to go out to her

pretty home-like bungalow in Hollywood.
And I found her quite as charming and

delightful as I had expected, from her

pictures, she would be. Which, in itself,

is worthy of note, since so many picture

players—I am not casting disparagement
upon the profession—are disappointing-

,

on personal acquaintance.
The maid showed me into a pleasant,

chintz-hung living-room that was fragrant
with the presence of youth and high spir-

its. And there, in the middle of the floor,

with a heap of lovely pink roses and a

mass of ferns, sat my hostess, busily ar-

ranging her flowers in a dull green bowl.
She scrambled to her feet, making the

cream-colored taffeta of her quaintly
charming little frock rustle and swirl de-

lightfully as she did so. She still held her
bowl of roses in her hands, and apologized
with pretty confusion for being- discov-
ered in so childish a position.

I think that one of her most lovable
characteristics is the air of a dear little

old-fashioned girl. She has a charming-
air of cordial hospitality that is distinctly

Southern—so I wasn't a bit surprised to

find that she was born in Columbus,
Georgia, and reared there among the tra-

ditions of the old South Avhich still exist

in that thriving- little place.

"I don't know whether the fact that

randfather owned the block in which
was the Springer Opera House,
accounts for my yearning for his-

trionic honors," she said, in

her soft, pretty voice,

"but by the time I was
nine years old, I was
giving shows and plays
for the admission price

of a few pins to all the
children in town. And
when I was a little

older Mother and Dad
moved to New York,
where my sister Justina
and I went to school,

and where I, later, was
able to satisfy my old

l ambitions to go on the
*» stage. My first work

was in support of Hen-
ry King in 'Graustark,'

and later I played 'Tur-

zah' in the Klaw and Erlanger
production of 'Ben Hur,' and

* wound up that season playing

'Esther.' Then I was ingenue

in a stock company in Utica, N. Y., for six

months. After that came a year with the

Lubin Company, followed by my Para-

mount work. That's really all there is

to tell."

But it isn't at all. Perhaps it does give

the bare outline of her work before the

public, but it gives little idea of the girl

behind it all. She is intensely patriotic

and has given herself and her money un-

stintedly to the present

needs of our nation. She
was a liberal purchaser of

Liberty Bonds, and is sav-

ing up to subscribe again

when the second issue is

floated.

Her Red Cross work has
made her beloved by all

the workers in California,

who are fortunate enough
to know her. She is not
the sort of girl to give
with one hand and ad-

vertise with the other.

The sweaters she has

knitted, from khaki-colored wool, and
which are destined to keep some soldier

warm through the gruelling campaigns of

the fast approaching winter—the rolls on
rolls of bandages she has made—the hos-
pital shirts she has sewed! Any one who
has tried any of these tasks knows exactly
how rigid the regulations are, just how-
each garment must be made, will realize

what a task all this has been, and how
much of her precious spare time it has
taken. She has given to the Red Cross in

money as liberally as in time and labor.

And she has made several public appear-
ances at various theatres in California,

where the proceeds have been turned over
to the Red Cross. In this way she has
aided her well-beloved country far more
than one wee slip of a girl can be expected
to do—but it is the joy of giving, the love

of service, that makes her give and give
and give, as long as there is need for it.

Miss Huff is a wee bit of a sprite, barely
five feet tall, and weighing little more
than one hundred pounds. Her hair is

soft and fine, of a rare, spun-gold color

and as soft as a baby's, with little ringlets

that nestle against the nape of her white
neck as if they loved to touch her. Her
eyes are wide and warmly blue, like a lit-

tle child's, and her skin is the sort that,

as the soap ads. say, "you love to touch"

—

smooth and firmly white, with a soft

touch of color in the cheeks and a vivid

splash of scarlet lips. All in all, she's

most decidedly interesting to look upon,
as things of beauty always are—a joy for-

ever, you know. (Continued on page 54)

A double view
of her
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THIS MONTH'S PHOTO-PLAY SUGGESTION
J

NoTK: Each month one or more short stories will be (/hen their first publication in this department for the consideration of photoplay producers j
as well as the entertainment of our readers. All writers, amateur or professional, having stories of merit which they wish to get before pro- §
ducers to an advantage are welcome to this agency, and in case their material is accepted by any producer, they will be given the entire amount j
the latter might pay. The chief purpose of this unique plan is to help worthy writers who arc without literary reputation as yet.
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ADAM'S CONSOLATION By VALENTINE
KARL

Scene:

An open glade in the midst of a tropical forest.

I'.eautiful growth of palm and other trees, shrubs
and flowers. Primitive huts are seen here and
there, inhabited by Preadamites. These people
are black and covered with hair all over the

body: living on nuts and other fruits. They are

seen climbing trees and gathering food ; children

play with pet animals. While the scenery is

passing before the eyes in ever-changing variety,

there appears in a wide, open space a large, round
tent. At the entrance of the tent is seen Adam,
a robust white man, majestic in his appearance,
clothed in a robe of white linen. Besides him is

seen Eve, his wife, a beautiful woman, with
long, rich golden hair, loosely hanging down her
shoulders, also robed in white linen. Close to

Eve is seen Abel, holding a lamb in his arms
and caressing it. At a distant Cain is seen

practicing with his cudgel which he uses in slay-

ing animals; he is covered with the skin of an
animal. Eve is looking at Cain with dismay, and
endeavors to induce him to throw away the
cudgel ; but Cain disobeys.

Preadamites appear before the group. The
more intelligent looking, respectfully approach
Adam, and he as well as Eve show themselves
very kindly towards them. Finally, Adam leads

them to a convenient place where all sit down,
and Adam begins to teach this people the enunci-
ation of primitive vocal sounds. Eve is seen
teaching children to walk upright. (The Pre-
adamites, as a rule, walk on all fours. If they
wish to walk upright, they have to use a stick.

Some of them are seen to pride themselves, be-

cause they learned to walk upright without the

use of a stick.) Cain is seen hunting animals,

and later is seen preparing meat and eating it.

Abel watches Cain eating meat for a while, then
runs away from him with expression of horror on
his face.

Second Part :

Night. Stars are seen in the sky, the moon is

just rising over the top of a mountain. Adam is

sitting before his tent, waiting for the return of

his two sons. After waiting for a while he rises

from the ground and looking all around he shakes
his head in doubt and disappointment. Finally

he enters the tent and lays himself down to

CAST OF CHARACTERS:
Adam, representing the first human being

created with an immortal soul, capable of
eternal life. Through the descendants of
Adam the germ of immortality is gradu-
ally transplanted into the primitive or
preadamitic race.

EvE, Adam's wife, the first white woman,
instrumental in the propagation of mortal
beings, having an immortal soul.

Abel, the first born of Adam, inheriting

the good tendencies of his father.

Cain, the second son, in whom become
manifest the acquired evil tendencies of
his father, Adam.

Pkeapamites. The primitive race of hu-
man beings, half human, half animal.
This race becomes gradually improved
physically and mentally through the inter-

marriage with the descendents of Adam.
"The sons of God," i. e., the descendents
of Adam, "saw the daughters of man,"
i. e., of the primitive tribe, "that they
were fair"—thev intermarried.

sleep. ( Not upon a bed, but on a mat on the

floor.) However, scarcely had he closed his eyes

when the spirit of Abel appears in the tent.

Adam does not see the spirit ; but he is aroused
by a voice, crying, "father, father." Startled by
this sound Adam rises from the ground, and in

the same moment the spirit disappears. Adam
rushes out of the tent, he listens and looks all

around, but hears and sees nothing. Adam sus-

pects that something happened to his sons, and
goes out into the field to look after them.
After a long and wearisome search in the dimly
lighted night, through fields and woods, he finally

comes to the spot where Abel lies in his blood,

cold and dead. Close to the side of the body of

the slain is seen lying the cudgel, the very same
which Cain used to slay animals with. Adam
picks it up, examines it, sees the fresh blood-
stains on it, then he kneels down by the side of

the corpse and cries bitterly. After a time of

motionless silence there appears at a distance the

cherub of paradise. A supernatural being, re-
splendent of light, exceedingly beautiful. He ap-
proaches Adam, stops near the corpse, and there
appears upon the angel's face a shadow of upper-
most woe. He covers his face with both his
hands and weeps. Finally he removes his hands
from the face, the grief has passed and his face
seems to express a calm sternness. Adam looks
up into the face of the angel and asks

:

"Is this a foreboding of the fate that shall befall
the future human race?" And the cherub an-
swers, "Thou sayest it."

Adam further asks: "Alas, and by what name
shall this horrible deed be designated?" The
cherub answers, "War."
Adam shudders and asks : "Why, then, must the

just and innocent fall by the hand of the just?"
The cherub is silent.

Adam, however, continues in his lamentations
and says : "What shall console me in my grief
upon this blood-stained earth?" The cherub
answers, "Your faith and trust in the unalter-
able justice of God, your heavenly Father."
Then the cherub disappears.
Adam, however, remains motionless, sitting

by the side of the dead body till the early dawn.
The light in the 'East increases gradually.

Adam rises from the ground and turns himself
towards the East. When the first rays of the
rising sun touches Adams face, he stretches out
his hands in adoration and exclaims : "O thou
sublime image of the eternal God, reveal unto me
the message which thou bearest ! Verily thy light
is the semblance of His wisdom, and thy warmth
is the semblance of His love." "He is near"
"Yea, thou art here!" "O heavenly father, if a
mortal be granted to hear thy voice, O then speak
to me of the life beyond and of Abel the beloved."
Then, all upon a sudden, it grows wonderfully

bright, the brightness far exceeding the bright-
ness of the sun. Adam dazzled by the splendor
of the light, throws himself upon his knees,
and touching the ground with his forehead he
worships. But out of the splendor of the light

there comes a voice, saying, "Behold, Abel, thy
son, liveth."

The light decreases. Adam rises from the
ground. His face expresses calm resignation.
Looking back once more at the body of the
slain, Adam walks off the scene.

FOR EVERY MAN By CARRIGAN
COSTOLO
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CAST OF CHARACTERS:

Frank Patterson.

Mrs. Patterson, his mother.

May and Ruth Patterson, his sisters.

Lucy Vaie, Frank's sweetheart.

Wm. Moore, his employer.

Tom ShEeby, soldier.

German Captain.

German sailors, soldiers and villagers.

1RANK PATTERSON lives with his

invalid mother and two younger
sisters in a sea-board village in

Massachusetts. Frank's father is

dead and he is his mother's only
support.

One day the news comes of the

break with Germany. Ocean View is all enthus-
iasm. The young men prepare to organize a com-
pany. Frank is offered a place but, thinking of

his helpless mother and little sisters, he sadly re-

fuses. His refusal is attributed to cowardice and
cries of "slacker" greet him when he appears on
the street.

In Ocean View also lives Lucy Vail whom
Frank has long loved. When he tells her he
cannot leave his mother and sisters without a
protector, she does not seem interested, but asks
him if he doesn't think Tom Shelby, his rival,

"will look perfectly grand in a uniform?"
As the long summer days pass by, Frank

swelters in the store where he is employed,
while the Ocean View company trains for war.
Frank is dropped by the younger set, and he and
Lucy drift farther apart. Although unable to

leave her chair, Frank's mother understands con-
ditions, and her loving sympathy gives him
courage.

At last the day comes when the Ocean View-
company leaves for the training base. All the
village is out to bid them "Godspeed." Frank is

as one "friendless and alone." When he meets
Lucy on the street she gives him a look of quiet

contempt and her lips seem to frame the word
"slacker" as she turns with a gay smile to Tom
Shelby. Sick at heart, Frank rushes home and

tells his mother he can't stand it any longer.
She bravely smiles through her tears and points
to a motto above her chair. It reads : "For
Every Man God has His Plan."

After the company has gone, Frank becomes
more unpopular than ever. The children jeer
him and the older people look upon him with
pitying contempt. As for Lucy, she receives fre-
quent letters from Tom Shelby and has appar-
ently forgotten Frank's existence. But her pet
kitten, if it could talk, could tell how Lucy
still takes Frank's picture from a hiding place
and sighs for happy days gone by.

Finally, Mr. Moore, Frank's employer, tells

him that he cannot keep him any longer, as he
is causing him to lose his trade. Frank goes
home with a heavy heart and feeling bitter

against the world. He goes down to the wharf
and gets into his motor boat. He turns it into

the channel and heads it to the open sea, not car-

ing where it will bear him.

The motor boat slips swiftly out to sea, but
Frank sits staring ahead until with a final

chug the motor goes dead. Upon investigating

Frank finds the gasoline is gone.

The boat, however, continues drifting swiftly

outward, having been caught in the outgoing tide.

At first Frank decides to let it carry him where
it will

—
"I have nothing to go back for"—but

as his mother's sweet patient face rises before
him, he seizes the oars and begins to row des-
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nerately. The tide is too strong, and he drifts
farther and farther out to sea.

At Ocean View Frank's absence is not noticed
until Mrs. Patterson sends her daughters into
the village to inquire for him. No one has seen
him until a fisher boy tells how he saw him em-
bark in his motor boat and disappear down the
channel. As the hours pass and he does not re-
turn, Mrs. Patterson becomes sorely anxious.
But she receives little sympathy from the vil-

lagers. "Good riddance," they say.

Mrs. Patterson is not the only one who watches
the night away. In the Vail home at a seafront
window sits a girl whose wide blue eyes gaze
tearfully at the distant channel and whose listen-
ing ears strain to hear above the swish of the
surf, the chug of an incoming motor.
Meanwhile Frank is still drifting at sea. The

boat is no longer carried by the tide, but as
Frank has lost all sense of direction, he does
not know which way to turn. Suddenly he sees
something moving along the surface of the ocean.
He watches it for a few minutes and then it dis-
appears. While Frank is puzzling about it, the
same object rises from the ocean a few hundred
yards from the boat.

It is a submarine and a man in the German
uniform appears on deck. Frank is sighted and
the submarine turns towards him. Frank pre-
tends he is crazy. He is taken on board the sub-
marine and his boat is set adrift.

Frank is taken before the captain who ques-
tions him closely. To all his inquiries Frank
gives rambling replies. At length the captain
becomes convinced that he is hopelessly "be-
fuddled" and dismisses him, but orders that he be
kept on the ship. Frank wanders about the ship
taking a childish delight in its furnishing. The
crew watch him for a while and then lose inter-
est in him.
Frank meanwhile is keenly alive to everything

that is said. His knowledge of German taught
him by his mother enables him to do this. Hop-
ing to encourage them to talk freely, Frank lies

down, and with a smile of idiotic innocence on
his face falls asleep—apparently.

Believing him to be asleep, the Germans dis-

cuss their plans. Frank is horrified to hear that
they intend to torpedo the transport that will

carry the Ocean View contingent to New York.
He determines to escape if possible and warn
the troops.

EVOLUTION By JESSIE
EMERALD
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In the fabled Orient

Lived a princess fair,

Counting among her gems
Many jewels rare.

HE knew not what it meant to be
deprived ; her every desire and
whim was gratified.

A queen indeed was she, with her
haughty, stately beauty. Yet her
eyes were cold as steel, though she
was greatly worshipped by all.

Many a brave and strong youth of princely
birth had tried to win her, but to all she re-
mained cold and answered "Nay!"
Now a traveler entered the gates of the city,

footsore and weary, having traveled far. He
was but a poor bearer of a message. His garb
was that of a servant; arms and legs were bare,
also the upper part of the body from neck to
waist, showing the fine development of muscles.
One could not help but admire the strong,
athletic build of his body.
He bore a message from a distant ruler to the

father of the Princess Love, King Earnest of
Fable Land. The message was to announce the
coming of King Mosaik to plead for the hand
of the beautiful Princess Love.
Now, it so happened that the Princess was

in the royal garden with her ladies-in-waiting
when the message reached the palace. Tired and
worn, the messenger was tempted to lie down
under the shade of a tree to rest, his weary limbs.
His feet were sore and bleeding. Soon he fell

asleep.

The Princess, passing by, saw the sleeping
man. She arched her pretty brows in wonder
that one so humble should dare to sleep in the
royal garden. She desired her ladies-in-waiting
to arouse the man. He looked up in bewilder-
ment, and, as his gaze rested on the Princess
Love, his eyes filled with unspeakable awe and
admiration.
For one moment the Princess returned the

look, then, as though suddenly remembering her
exalted position, she commanded him to depart.

Just then the wind blew a tiny feather from the
headdress of the Princess, bearing it straight to
the feet of the message-bearer. He picked it up
tenderly and placed it to his lips. All the ladies-
in-waiting were shocked. The Princess haughtily
lifted her hand to command him to drop the
feather, but the messenger begged to keep it,

saying: "Even a slave may gaze at a star."

Whereupon the Princess smiled, being easily

flattered. Thus began the mating of two souls.

Soon King Mosaik came, with his retinue of
servants, to the Land of Fables, to woo the
Princess Love. The people held great days of
feasting in honor of the great event. A long
procession was held. At the head was a won-
derful float bearing the Princess Love.
The messenger, now garbed in the attire of

an attendant on King Mosaik, paid homage to
Princess Love. He threw her a bouquet of roses,
saying: "Roses to the faire of heart."
His daring caused much consternation among

the nobles. The King of the Land of Fables

ordered that the messenger be bound and im-
prisoned. The Princess did not prevent this, for
she was of a rather cruel nature, and wished to
make the messenger suffer for being of such
humble origin and yet daring to love a Princess.
But her cruelty did not last long, and when they
reached the royal palace, the Princess bethought
her of the messenger (imprisoned). She beck-
oned the head guard, and smiling sweetly ordered
him to release the messenger.

Upon catching sight of the messenger making
straight for the palace, her heart trembled. She
discharged her ladies-in-waiting, desiring to be
alone. The messenger came to her and kneeled at
her feet. She laid her hands on his hair, and
permitted him to kiss her hand. Whereupon a
great love surged over her, illuminating her fea-
tures. The messenger looked up at her, and
whispered: "My beloved!"

They embraced, love recognizing no barriers
nor stations in life. Thus a royal Princess mates
with a humble servant, love leading the way.
At this moment the curtains parted, and the

king witnessed the apparent dishonor and degre-
dation of his daughter, the Princess Love. The
messenger was put in irons and cast into prison,
while the Princess Love was placed upon the seat
of honor in the great banquet hall, where the en-
gagement was formally announced to the people
of the Princess Love and King Mosaik.
The people cheered and made merry, while on

the following day the messenger was stoned to
death for daring to lift his eyes to a Princess.
Soon the wedding took place. The Princess Love
was a beautiful bride, keeping a smile on her face,

while her heart was bleeding and her soul was
dead.

The Princess Love became queen and reigned
beside her royal consort, King Mosaik. She ap-
peared gay and frivolous, but her soul was dead
within her, and soon, her body not being able to
continue the sham, she was laid away to rest.

But the souls of the Princess Love and the
messenger were destined to meet again in another
generation. For several thousand years the evo-
lution of the two souls goes on till they meet
again in the romantic setting of a European
court.

A king (the regeneration of the soul of the
messenger), is growing weary of the false pre-
tenses of royalty, has been seeking his soul
mate among the ladies of the court. At various
times he thought to find the beloved, only to be
disappointed. He follows pleasure and frivolity

in the effort to escape ennui. Thus he sits in the
royal opera box on the night of the Russian
ballet.

Among the dancers is one, Olva, who seems to

be the perfect expression of life. King Lemuel is

interested. Olva seems to attract his soul as a
magn.et. He contrives to meet her. The two souls

recognize their mates. Olva is the soul of the
Princess Love. She, having been cruel and
haughty in the days of her early origin, must now
pay the penalty through the medium of Olva, the
dancer. She must suffer living the life of a hum-
ble dependent, being forced to dance when her
limbs are wear}' and her heart is heavy, as she

Frank awakens and again begins to stroll

about the ship. Soon after the captain orders a
man to go above. Frank watches the man and
decides he can make his escape the same way.
He makes a rush for the stairs, knocks down a
man who tries to stop him and despite several
shots fired at him, escapes.
Upon reaching the deck he discovers it is a

pitch-black night, but he can see lights on
shore. He leaps overboard and swims for the
shore. The sailor on deck fires at him but
misses.

Frank reaches the shore and rushes to the near-
est house. He tries to get the training base by
telephone but fails. Just then a racing car comes
down the road. Frank halts the driver and asks
him to take him to the training base.

Then ensues a wild race through the night.
They reach the wharf just as the gang-plank of
the transport is being lifted. The vessel is

stopped and upon hearing the explanation, Frank
is the hero of the hour.
The last scene shows Frank coming back to

his proud happy mother. Mrs. Patterson calls

Lucy in and joins the lovers' hands. Instinctively
all three lift their eyes to motto on the wall.

herself ordered her dancing girls to do when she
was an Oriental Princess.

Princess Love did not leave her home to fol-

low the poor messenger. But King Lemuel is

true to his soul. He loves Olva and is willing to
give up his crown for the privilege of loving her
and making her his wife.

The royal advisers meet to consult with the
king, reminding him that he must marry one of
royal birth. Here King Lemuel explains the
regeneration of the Princess Love. He speaks
to them and says : "So, you see, I have searched
for her through the ages, and thus she is of
royal blood, though now appearing as a ballet
dancer."

The royal advisers looked quickly from one to
the other, and concluded that Lemuel had gone
insane. But he must be humored. Soon he
found himself a prisoner in a sanatorium. And
Olva waits for her Prince, who comes not. She
danced one night until she dropped, and her heart
was beating no more.
Among the tall timbers of the great northwest,

in the twentieth century, a tall young man is

acting as a lumberjack. Hard study and the gay
night life of New York had nearly finished Jack
Hartwig. A severe cough had clung to his lungs
till the doctor had given him a heart-to-heart talk,

telling him : "Nothing will save you unless you
live in the open, among the pines."

After six months in a lumber camp Jack no
longer looked consumptive, and could not be
picked out among a bunch of sturdy woodmen.
The camp cook had gone to the nearest town for
a bunch of "hash-slingers." In the employment
agency were a variety of types—men and women
—and also girls. He picked out three of the best
looking girls.

On arriving at camp the news went abroad
about the new "queens." All the men were anxi-
ous to shine up a bit to make a hit. They nearly
fell over one another, trying to get a chance at
the tooth brush or the curry-comb. They shuffled
and stumbled in the mess-house like a bunch of
cattle, all awkward, in their anxiety to get the
first squint at the new "queens."

Jack was just as awkward and excited as the
rest. The "queen" on Jack's end of the table is

the best looker. There seems to be an equal
amount of good sense, good manners, and a
merry twinkle of the eyes, a grace of beauty,
which is a direct inheritance, through the evolu-
tion of the ages, of our Princess Love. "Alice
Lovely" is her name. She looks across the table,

and her eyes meet those of Jack. She looks into

the eyes of her soul mate. For a moment the
"windows of the soul" speak, conveying the old,

old story of love through the ages. Then she
coquettishly drops her lashes, giving a saucy little

tilt to her head, and later throwing him a

roguish look, with laughter in her eyes.

At last the regeneration of these two souls has
placed them both on an equal footing. The two
meet later under the great, big trees, and he tells

her the old story again. He feels that he has
known her for ages. She says : "I know I have
met you before. Where was it?"

Then he answers : "You were the Princess

Love, and I an humble messenger. I lost 3
rou

and found you again when I was a king and you a
dancer. At last we are of equal birth and truly

mated."
She clapped her hands in glee. "How wonder-

ful," she said.



WAR THEMES
IN SCREEN
SCHEMES

The prevailing basis for

photoplay plots nowadays is

the war. A majority of the

stories unfolded through the

cinema art at present either

directly or indirectly uses

conditions created by the terrible world catastrophe.

It is only fair to add that some producers misuse

these unfortunate conditions and thereby instill

wrong ideas in the minds of the more gullible per-

sons. As a matter of justified candor, it must be

cited that in at least a few instances war themes

are being pressed into service to promote some

screen schemes rather illegitimately. This fallacy

inspired by mercenary motives will not redound in

credit to the shadow stage. Indeed, too often does

a single black sheep get a whole family into ill re-

pute. It should not be that a few producers with

excessive zeal to turn war subjects to pecuniary

gain can run amuck in the film field. Here is one

of the few instances wherein a censor can make
himself useful by barring the way to prosperity to

promoters who wantonly exploit "blood and thun-

der" in trashy forms. Martial themes when on an

exalted plane or when based on elementary facts

are permissible, but when brazen attempts are made
to distort all plausibility for the sake of ostenta-

tious advertising calculated to excite the populace

into crowding theatres, it is an ideal time to call

a halt by officially discriminating between the bun-

combe and the genuinely wholesome.

FOR
FERTILE

FILM FIELDS

There is fame and a place

in the sun awaiting localities

which have something novel

to offer in the way of natural

scenic oddities. Moving pic-
" ~ ture makers are energetically

extending themselves to enhance the art in their

production, and one of the steps they are taking

is in the direction of invading untraversed regions,

in which unique beauties abound. So, this editorial

is for you who know of out-of-the-way places where
extraordinary "atmosphere" may be had. Write

the producers if you know of any remote freaks of

nature or any particularly striking landscapes of

an exceptionally picturesque sort. Fame is guar-

anteed to any section of this mundane sphere fa-

vored by the movie men, and, besides, oh, what a

breaking of the monotony it is to have a company
of screen artists around once in a while. Not only

do they break the monotony, but they break them-

selves quite frequently, being adept at accelerating

the circulation of money wherever they may chance

to sojourn.

Old Glory is moving for-

ward mighty rapidly in these

crucial moments in the

world's history. Those who
owe their allegiance to the

grandest emblem the cause

of democracy has ever enlisted will have to con-

stantly accelerate their pace to keep up. It is cer-

KEEP UP
WITH THK
FLAG!

tainly not a task at which laggards will make a

creditable showing. But, it is a golden opportunity

for the real patriots to display that do-things-now

courage which was once called the Spirit of '76.

There is not a man, woman or child honored by the

name of American who can conscientiously permit

the slightest let-up in the paramount work of the

hour, namely: doing a just bit. It is eminently fal-

lacious to lose even one second to complain, and it

is little short of anarchy to express vehement opin-

ions as to the part the rich should play in bearing

the brunt of the burden. There is a man in the

White House at Washington who has proven time and
again that he does not condone in the idea of pamper-
ing the rich, and he is known as the most successful

opponent plutocracy ever had. That quiet, unob-

trusive man—the master of a vital age—President

Woodrow Wison—has as one of the thoughts upper-

most in his mind the welfare of the common people.

It is for them he is moving the Stars and Stripes

to the foreground with such wonderful speed and

efficiency. It is therefore up to them to keep up

with the procession which bids fair to make the

world safe for democracy—our kind of democracy,

the democracy which stifles injustice and which de-

stroys wanton autocracy. By all means see to it that

YOU keep up with the flag!

A "TIP"
TO ASPIRING
WRITERS

How many reels should a

photoplay run? This ques-

tion has puzzled both produc-

ers and writers for some
time, but now it is easily an-

swerable. Five reels is the

standard length for feature film, and there are sev-

eral reasons for it, too. One is that any photoplay

which extends over the allotted five reels must have

a remarkable story, a distinct rarity in these days.

Another very important reason is the public has

let it be definitely known that the universal prefer-

ence in the way of an evening's cinema entertain-

ment is a good feature with at least two good one-

reel comedies preceding. Variety is the zest of life,

and Americans do love their variety. Therefore,

it is obvious that it behooves embryonic photoplay-

wrights to limit their scenarios to five reels if they

wish to avail themselves of every favorable chance

of getting started in their chosen vocation. Of
course, if you are positively sure you have conceived

an extraordinary story which warrants six, seven,

ten or twelve reels, govern yourself accordingly;

but be oh, so sure, of your premises. There are

very few stories which cannot be told in five reels,

and a closely knit plot is certain to arouse more
admiration than a long-drawn-out affair filled with
a surfeit of details. As an off-shooting angle to

this "tip," let us predict that there is a demand
coming for two-reel comedy-dramas again, and it

is needless to add that a large percentage of the

present-day five-reelers could be improved by the

omission of three parts. Now, if you are writing-

photoplays, pray do not commit the error of stretch-

ing points in your story-telling. On the contrary,

make every moment in your narrative, every word,

indispensable.
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(SECOND INSTALLMENT)
Synopsis op Previous Chapters—Robert Parkhurst,

.arandson of Col. Ronald Parkhurst, of Castle Hills, New
York, returns from the Country Club on a summer after-
noon and finds his mother dead in her room. Looking
about bewilderedly, he sees a face in a mirror on the op-
posite wall, a face at once cunning and malevolent; when
lie investigates, he finds no trace of any living presence.
The doctor pronounces heart disease to have been

the cause of Mrs. Park-burst's death, and inasmuch as the
Jady had been an invalid, everyone accepts this verdict ex-
cept her nineteen-year-old son, who does some private de-
tective work on his own responsibility. With his pet hound

:he searches his mother's apartments, and discloses a secret
passage and an underground room that shows recent
occupancy. He also makes a much more terrible dis-
covery in the fragments of a letter, written to "Dona-
zello Marco," in his mother's hand. The letter pleads with
ithis "Donazello" not to come to Castle Hills, and ends up
with "would that he were my son."
The mystery thus begun haunts the boy, who is afraid

•to tell his grandfather, Colonel Parkhurst, about the
matter. Having no father—his father had died in Italy
soon after his birth—the boy has a horror of finding that
iperhaps he is not Robert Parkhurst. He grows ill, and
linally, in desperation, Colonel Parkhurst takes him
abroad.

In Switzerland they meet Florian DeMarcel, a man of
strong personality, who wins the boy's confidence, and
.promises to help him find Donazello, of whom the
'Colonel knows nothing. DeMarcel himself so resembles
the face Robert saw in the glass that on their first meet-
ing the boy accuses him of having been at Castle Hills
at the time of his mother's death. But DeMarcel makes
it clear that this was not so, and succeeds in convincing
the boy of his mistake. Such an influence does DeMarcel
.train over Robert that when he invites him to take a
trip with him, Robert is ready to go, whereupon
'Colonel Parkhurst returns to America, leaving his grand-
son in charge of the man who has fascinated them both.

Robert has a gay time with DeMarcel on the Continent.
In Paris he becomes known as a rich and spendthrift
American. DeMarcel is, of course, well taken care of in
the arrangement, and the boy does not realize that the
"man is becoming his master.

Then one day Robert receives a communication from
Donazello. The import is blackmail; he goes with it to
DeMarcel, and the latter offers to take it in hand for him.
DeMarcel leaves Robert in Paris and goes away; he
sends word of his return presently and brings with him
•a proposition whereby Robert is to pay Donazello a cer-
tain sum for his silence in regard to a supposed scandal
that will involve the woman whom he knew as mother.
Robert agrees to the proposal, but senses that in some way
DeMarcel is in league with Donazello. He begins to hate
the man, and tries to get rid of him, but it is too late.

' li'lT llll

CHAPTER IX

Wherein DeMarcel Turns Master

'E MARCEL, stood at a window
in one of the handsome rooms
of the Grand Hotel in Paris and
smiled.

Before him marched, or more
accurately, jostled, the life of the boulevard.

Countless vehicles passed to and fro, carri-

ages, motors and omnibuses, laden with
color and fashion and faces, some young
and fair, others old and world-weary ; some
fresh with the natural glow of youth, some
brilliant through more artificial agencies
—gay debutantes, keen-eyed chaperons,
conveniently unseeing did circumstances
warrant—all interspersed with gallant
masculine forms and admiring masculine
faces.

Tourists and native French, and over
all and through all a continuous murmur
of voices, the clatter of horses' hoofs, the
soft hum of the motor, the low rumble of

closely-packed footsteps, with now and
then a cry more shrill and insistent—this

is the Paris of every day, the heartbeats
of one of earth's mightiest cities.

DeMarcel looked upon all this, yet saw
of it nothing. J I c had other things to
think about. Pie stood with his long, lean
body resting' nonchalantly against the
window frame; his one brown, bony hand
clasping the window draperies, his other

holding a letter upon which the late after-

noon light fell just a bit dimly. Outside,
the burst of the arc lamp flashing into

flame, the fine, thin current of millions
of infinitely diverse wires trembling into

myriad blazes, foretold the evening at

hand. Inside, on the broad hearth, a small
fire smouldered, growing gradually more
potent as the shadows clouded over the
daylight.

The man at the window read silently,

smilingly. The notesheet was dated from
Castle Hills, New York ; the writer was
Colonel Parkhurst. And the Colonel wrote
to ask M. DeMarcel to persuade his

grandson to return to America, and at

once. The letter was, in effect, a com-
mand. It implied far more than it said,

and DeMarcel was perhaps not so ready
to smile over its implications. But he
smiled, nevertheless, for he alone knew
with what impatience he had awaited the
summons, fearful less the trend events
were taking would lose for him the oppor-
tunity of visiting Castle Hills. He was
prepared to stand Colonel Parkhurst's
catechism, even his criticism. He felt

equal to almost any explanations he might
be called upon to make; but time was
passing, and with each day the ascen-
dancy he had gained over Robert in his

role of friend was diminishing, as the boy
forced him into the position of enemy.
That Robert no longer trusted him De-
Marcel knew ; that he feared him he also

knew ; but how long that fear would bind
the boy's tongue in the face of the natural
forces that must be impelling' him to speak
out, it was impossible to foretell. The
very recklessness of the boy proved that

conscience was not wholly dormant; and
yet DeMarcel would not believe that Rob-
ert would, at this late date, dare to make
a clean breast of the affair.

In his own way DeMarcel was fond of

Robert. What small tenderness remained
to the man was experienced for the boy.
Rut then relations had of necessity
changed, and when Robert refused friend-

ship and declared war, DeMarcel had to

prove himself master. And in the in-

stant that Robert realized that he was
bound hand and foot, in that instant he
hated the man with all the force of his

nature, suspecting now that DeMarcel
was but one of a conspiracy formed to

undo him, or at least to prey upon him
for what could be gotten out of him.

"You are Donazello yourself !" the boy
had cried in a frenzy, one night as they sat

alone talking'. And DeMarcel had smiled

—smiled and listened to the further accu-

sations that came from Robert's lips.

When the storm was over, he had once
again proved himself master of the situa-

tion, and for the second time, though with
a very different feeling, Robert had felt

called upon to withdraw his threats.

DeMarcel renewed the circumstances
of the situation as he stood at his win-
dow, and he was not long in making up

bis mind. It was November, and Robert
had refused consistently to entertain the
idea of a return home. Now was the

chance to force him—Colonel Parkhurst
threatened to stop the allowance at once
unless the boy came—and with this wea-
pon of authority in his hand, DeMarcel
felt sure of forcing the boy to acquies-
cence.

He was still considering his plans when
the door opened and Robert came in.

Three months in Paris had not improved
the young man's appearance. He was
thinner, pale to sallowness ; and he spoke
with a jerky impetuosity that indicated
nerves not too successfully controlled. Be-
side the man into whose presence he had
come he looked a pygmy—physically and
intellectually. DeMarcel glanced down
upon him with a smile that was gener-
ously pitying, but just as generously con-
temptuous. Yet it vanished instantly,

and he merely looked serious as he said

:

'Your grandfather has written."

"That so?" The young man spoke with
a huge indifference as he bustled around
the room, poking the fire into brighter
being, and finally sank into a chair at the
hearthside. His companion waited, then
at last, seeing the other comfortably
seated and smoking a cigarette in a more
amiable frame of mind, he lounged into a
long, low arm-chair and borrowed a
smoke. So they sat for a while, the flames
chasing the shadoAvs over their faces as
gradually the dimness grew and strength-
ened.

"We leave for London tomorrow"
DeMarcel's voice was cool, casual, but
strangely quiet.

With a quick throw Robert's cigarette
found the fire; Robert himself was on his

feet, transformed by a white rage.

"WT

e do not go to London tomorrow,
nor the next day, nor the next. A little

more of this nagging and we won't g'o

next year." His hands shook where they
grasped the chair ; his face glared grey
in the darkness ; his limbs trembled per-
ceptibly.

"Sit down, and we'll discuss it." De-
Marcel suggested.

"Discuss it nothing! Your 'discussions'

weary me." With an effort he crossed
the room and touched a button. When
the door opened a queer little figure ap-
peared, a hunchback, hideously ugly both
of face and form, short-legged, long-

armed, long-haired, long-eyebrowed, long-

moustached. Yet intelligence gleamed in

his eyes, a queer intelligence that seemed
to seek for something to rend asunder.

His first glance did not fall on his young
master; it traveled to the long, lounging
figure in the chair by the fire; and his

eyes flashed an unmistakable hatred. But
his body bowed as if he waited patiently

for orders.

"My clothes. Roderigo. I am dining in

the Latin Ouartier."

"Roderigo"—DeMarcel spoke as ever
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with a fine gentlemanly courtesy, tem-
pered just a trifle with authority.

"Oui, Monsieur."
"Your master leaves for London, on

the way to America, on an early train to-

morrow. Will you have his things and
mine ready to start?"

"Oui, Monsieur"—with a questioning
look at Rohert.
At that DeMarcel passed the Colonel's

letter to Robert. The young man switched
on a light and read it. He flushed a lit-

tle, then paled as his eyes scanned the

page.

"We will go, Roderigo," he said finally,

and turning out the light, dropped back
into his chair.

"Robert." Once more DeMarcel was
suspiciously gentle. "We are dining to-

night with the Comtesse de Borgio ; I was
just about to tell you. There is an opera
afterwards."

Robert stopped on his way to the ad-
joining room. Almost he seemed tempted
to throttle the man in the chair. He
caught his breath as if in a sob, but with-
out a word he went into his dressing. At
that DeMarcel smiled again. Then he
sought his own room to dress.

They met in the hotel lobby, Robert
elaborately indifferent, DeMarcel cool as

ever. But as they slipped into a motor
and the chauffeur got the address, De-
Marcel continued his smiling. Things
were coming his way, after all. He gave
the address, and Robert said and did

nothing.

CHAPTER X
Wherein Robert Wakes to a New

Experience

DeMarcel was not acting without his

reasons when he insisted upon Robert
dining with the Borgios. To put the mat-
ter plainly, DeMarcel's plans concerning
Robert included a girl and a romance.
The girl was Marie, the pretty daughter
of the Comtesse de Borgio. Marie was
French and dainty and altogether charm-
ing—in face, figure, voice and manners.
Marie's mother was DeMarcel's dear
dear friend ; by dint of clever insinuation
DeMarcel had conveyed to the Comtesse
the desirability of a match between her
daughter and the heir to the Parkhurst
millions. Marie must marry riches ; at

the same time the Comtesse loved her
little daughter ; she might advocate a

suitor, but she would not force one. She
was loath to part with her child; she
would not unless it were to give her to

one who really loved her and would lov-

ingly cherish her.

As for Robert, he was not contemplat-
ing marriage. His life in Paris had not
turned his heart or mind toward matri-
mony as a matter for serious considera-
tion. He had dined with girls, flirted with
them, made them presents, played the
young prince to them ; but he did not
choose to take any of them seriously.

And though he admired the little aristo-

crat, so different from these others, and
in many ways remindful of his own wom-
en-folk at home, save that she was more
chic, more vivacious, he was in no way to

become enamored of her, whatever she
might think of him. For, truth to tell,

Marie was more than a little attracted by
this reputably rich young man, who had
a rather unusual reputation in Paris, but
whose escapades appealed very decidedly
to her imagination. DeMarcel had also

thrown the two together as much as pos-
sible, but without result. So that now,
with the American trip settled upon, it

became necessary to reach some climax.

It would not pay, he realized, to try to

force Robert, but if the boy was at all

interested, it was safe to predict that he
would not leave France without speaking.
The dinner was, on the whole, a suc-

cess. There were no guests save DeMar-
cel and Robert, and DeMarcel was at his

best. And, in the presence of his hostess
and her pretty daughter, Robert forgot to

be resentful, forgot to be disappointed

;

always of a more or less volatile tempera-
ment, his anger subsided quickly ; his

natural wit asserted itself ; he made him-
self even more than ordinarily attractive.

There was to be an opera after dinner—
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SEEKING THE MOON
By RICHARD WILLIS

He is a famed comedian, a genius in his §
line

;

| He draws his- thousands weekly and yet j
this man doth -pine

For other paths to fame; says he, "I 1KNOW I'd make a name
| By playing big dramatic roles; I loathe §

this slapstick game!"

A well-known vampire's sorrowful; she's |
sick .of bad girl parts,

Quoth she, "I want to act in roles that j
reach the children's hearts."

| And tho' as vamps a tidy fortune this
young thing has made,

"With half a chance," says she, "Pd put
\

Miss Pickford in the shade!"

The Movie World adores her for her
wistfulness and grace

;

They love her for her girlishness, her
sweet, pathetic face.

Her salary is "out of sight"; is she con-
tent? nay, nay;

Slie'd try her hand at tragedy if she but
had HER way.

A well-known handsome leading man
with bonds and coin galore

Remarks that, "all this hero stuff is

getting quite a bore."
Heroic parts have palled on him and so

it seems to me,
He THINKS he'd shine in "heavy" roles,

a villain he would be!

And so it goes, your artist always yearns j
for other things;

The angel would a devil be, the devil

wants gold wings;
The Ingenue would be the Lead, the Lead

an Ingenue;
There's few content with what they

have; 'tis pity 'tis 'tis true.

"Samson and Delilah." Both Marie and
Robert knew it familiarly; to Robert it

was tedious ; Marie was more than willing

to be rescued by him from even a sem-
blance of boredom. They talked softly

in the motor on the way to the Opera
House ; they talked in the box, when the

lights were lowered; by the time that the

last curtain fell they had reached the

point of personalities in their intercourse

;

they were absorbed in each other. De
Marcel and the Comtesse looked on and
nodded understandingly. And yet, when
they had left Marie and her mother after

a little supper, Robert lapsed into his

moody manner of an earlier hour, nor
would he consent to a last smoke before

retiring-

; he bid DeMarcel simply a curt

"Good-night."
Could one have peeped into Marie's

room that night, he or she would have

found that usually gay creature in tears

at her bedside. Robert had not spoken

—

at least, not of love for her. He had con-
fided in her a resolution he had made, to

go back to America, and to behave him-
self; to make a new start, in fact, in an
attempt to please his grandfather. He
had thanked Marie earnestly for her
share in his reformation; but for her he
would, perhaps, never had realized what
a fool he was making of himself. But
she reminded him of his cousin, and now
he wanted to get back to those finer influ-

ences, where the company of evil men and
women did not exist.

Thus DeMarcel's plan led to an atti-

tude on Robert's part that did not make
managing him any easier.

CHAPTER XI

Wherein Robert and DeMarcel Cross
the Channel

To say that DeMarcel was disappointed

when he came to understand that Robert
had not proposed to Marie, would be
stating the fact mildly. He was bitterly

disappointed, even enraged ; almost to the

extent of wishing to find an excuse for

postponing the trip to America. But
Robert himself was suddenly anxious to

be going; a fact that puzzled DeMarcel
almost as much as it angered him.

However, they left Paris, and arrived at

Calais to find the Channel storm-driven.

There had been a wreck; it was a question

if the boat could make a crossing. After

a two hours', wait, word came that a pad-

dle-boat would leave presently, and the

two men went on board. Robert was hi-

larious ; DeMarcel was gloomy. He did

not like Robert's high spirits; they

savored of a reserve strength that he
could not touch, a development in char-

acter that he might not be able to cope

with. Robert was almost ignoring his

presence ; he was wild at the prospect of

getting home ; the storm seemed to invig-

orate him ; he was noisily enjoying him-

self. Wrapped in a rubber coat, his chair

on the deck near the wheel, he was giving

his whole attention to the spectacle of the

raging waters, the high-dashing, white-

foaming waves ; the dull gold sunset on a

gray, drear sky, the rush of wind that

swept the disturbed waters and flung the

white spray high over the vessel. It was
a scene worthy a poet's pen—at another

time DeMarcel would have been keenly

alive to its grandeur. But with the boy's

spirits riding dauntlessly on the wings

of the wind, the boy's eyes shining with

enthusiasm for the sport of this glorious,

adventurous voyage, DeMarcel was con-

signed to the realm of the incidental, the

commonplace. And such a consignment

spelled disaster—his opportunities lay

in his ability to conserve in himself the

centre of interest.

They landed at Dover, and with Roder-

igo in their wake, sought the London
train. It was evening; they would ar-

rive at the hotel late. DeMarcel made
one last attempt to engage Robert's at-

tention.

"You went to say good-bye to the petite

Louise?"
"I did not," Robert snapped. "It will

please me if you do not mention that

name again."

DeMarcel whistled softly. "A new gar-

ment of virtue—for the benefit of mon
cherie grandpere, oui?" he insinuated.
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"Look here, Florian," Robert said, "1

am well aware that my grandfather con-

siders that I have disgraced him and the

name I bear. 1 agree with him—which
probably surprises you. 1 confess it's

a new attitude. But 1 hold it just the

same. If Colonel Parkhurst is willing to

let all that go, and bear no hard feeling,

I'll never see the Latin Ouartier again.

I'll figure in no more newspaper stories.

I can't go into the psychology of the

thing, but things have taken on a new
look. I mean to keep this present point

of view." He laughed with a touch of

embarrassment. Analyzing his feelings

was scarcely his forte.

"But the fair Marie?" DcMarccl asked
"You were very attentive. Surely you
had some purpose?"
Robert looked at him for a moment, as

if bewildered. "No," he answered. "I.

like Marie, but I have no thought of mar-
rying." And as if a strange new thought,
and one not altogether pleasant, had been
born in him, he suddenly excused him-
self and strolled out into the corridor,

presumably to watch the landscape Hy-
ing by. And though DeMarcel was more
than ever puzzled, he felt sure that he
had given the boy food for serious con-
sideration.

The train drew into Charing Cross, and
amid a general hubbub they alighted. A
taxi carried them to the Savoy, where
Robert went immediately to his room and
apparently to bed. As a matter of fact.

he lay awake almost until morning, smok-
ing cigarette after cigarette, trying in his

mind to settle the question of what course
his actions should take when at last he
should come face to face with Colonel
Parkhurst.

In the smoking-room downstairs, De
Marcel sat and wrote a letter. It was to

Donazello.
"Stay at San Lorel until you hear from

me. I am on my way to America, and if

the locket is to be found, I shall find it."

He sealed the letter and mailed it, and
then went to his room, too. But when
he tried the door between his room and
Robert's, he found it locked—on Robert's
side. With a frown he divested himself of

his clothes and got into a dressing gown.
Instinctively he know of the strug-
gle that was going on in the other room,
and he sat down and prepared to take his

part in that struggle. He willed that
Robert should not tell the truth to his

grandfather, and in the gray of the dawn
his will won. For Robert, with a sigh
that was almost a sob, flung himself on
the bed and slept. He had decided not to

confess when he arrived at Castle Hills.

CHAPTER XII

Wherein We Return to Castle Hills

Robert awoke in the morning and went
straight to the offlce of the Atlantic Trans-
port Company. He secured staterooms
on a vessel ready to sail the next day, and
he drove back to the Savoy under the im-
pression that he had all the reins in his

own hands.
DeMarcel received the news of the hour

of their starting with a secret smile,
though outwardly he appeared entirely
indifferent. They spent the day each in

his own way : Robert wandered around
among the London landmarks ; he had a

wish to see the Abbey again, and he

stopped on the Strand to buy a few keep-
sakes for those at home. Then he jumped
into a taxi and took a long ride out to
Shepherds Bush, for no reason other than
he did not wish to spend the time with
DeMarcel.
They dined at the hotel, and again sep-

arated ; tin's time Robert going to the
theatre. DeMarcel spent the evening
looking up old cronies in the Whitechapel
district, where he knew some people who
would not risk the light of day on the
city streets.

Behind DeMarcel on this trip stalked
the hunchback, Roderigo, hate in his face
and purpose in his step. Mow near De
Marcel came that night to death he would
never know, for, as he walked in the
shadow of the London Bridge the dwarf
drew his knife. But a passing policeman
drove the would-be murderer to cover,

and when the danger was passed, the op-
portunity was likewise gone. And Roder-
igo went back to the hotel disappointed,
but with a fixed idea firm in his mind.

The voyage over was calm and un-
eventful. For the sake of appearances
Robert managed to treat DeMarcel with
the usual familiarity. They played cards,

strolled the deck, read a little, and made
one or two acquaintances among the men.
On the dock in New York, Colonel

Parkhurst and Isabel waited. The Colonel
was not looking well, but Isabel was
blooming. DeMarcel was introduced and
they all got into the Parkhurst limousine.
On the ride home DeMarcel made him-
self agreeable to the pretty Isabel, while
Robert and the Colonel talked fitfully. It

was plain that the Colonel was glad to

have the boy back, and Robert himself
could scarcely conceal his happiness in

being home again. But the knowledge
that there was a reckoning to come caused
a certain constraint and made their con-

versation lag frequently.

At Castle Hills they had just time to

dress for dinner. DeMarcel again made
himself charming during the course of

the meal. Isabel was visibly impressed
and the Colonel was his courteous self.

"After dinner Robert went to find Lad-
die, who had been kept in the stables dur-
ing his absence. Colonel Parkhurst and
DeMarcel smoked and talked, and Isabel

awaited the coming of the man she was
soon to marry, Bruce Wallace. After a

while, they all gathered on the long, glass-

covered veranda to watch the last of the
wonderful autumn sunset, and presently
there was a clatter of horse's hoofs in the

avenue; then a big bay hove in sight.

bearing a tawny-headed giant, who flung
himself from his mount, bounded across

the intervening space, threw open the

door, and without a word seized the as-

tonished Isabel in his arms and smothered
her with kisses. Then with a great laugh
he released her and turned to greet the

others. He acknowledged the introduc-

tion to DeMarcel with a cordial hand-
shake that somewhat overwhelmed even
that smooth gentleman, for it must be
confessed that DeMarcel had some ado
to understand the Anglo-Saxon at any
time, and this was an entirely new and
exaggerated specimen.
Bruce had a great deal to talk about.

He tactfully evaded any mention of Paris

to Robert, though made it clear that he
was glad to see his old playmate back
again. He was, as matter of fact, full of

his approaching wedding, and of the little

trip that he and his bride were to take.

Then, too, he announced that there were
guests at J leather Hall, where he lived

with his mother, and he bore with him an

invitation to the Parkhursts, in which he
gracefully included DeMarcel, to dine at

the Hall on the following evening. The
Ansteads, Southerners, had come to stay

with Mrs. Wallace for a few days, and
they were interesting people. The folks

at Castle llills would enjoy themselves,
and his mother was dying to see Robert
and Isabel.

Me did not stay a great while—he had
matters to attend to in town. But he had
brought Isabel a gift from his mother.
It pi'Oved to be a silver locket of quaint
design, with a slender chain of curiou-

workmanship. Isabel gave a cry of de-

light oyer it, and the rest manifested a

natural interest. Indeed, had any one
been noticing DeMarcel, he would have
seen with surprise that the man had re-

ceived something of a shock. His voice

fairly trembled as he begged for a closer

look, and he apologized for his seeming
curiosity on the grounds that he had once
been an expert judge of Italian silver

work.
"Italian silver work!" exclaimed Belle.

"Is it Italian?"

"A copy," Bruce explained. "I will tell

you. Some years ago Mrs. Parkhurst
—

"

lie hesitated visibly and threw a quick

glance at Robert, "gave mother a beauti-

ful old locket and chain. Mother keeps it

in a cabinet at the Hall. It was an heir-

loom or something, and I never quite un-

derstood how Mrs. Parkhurst came to

give it away. But at any rate, its beauty
appealed to mother in such a way that she

had it copied for Isabel."

"I am so glad that she did," said Isabel.

"It is quite wonderful," and she clasped

the delicate thing about her neck.

If DeMarcel was agitated, he managed
to conceal it, but the one little triumphant
look that he cast at Robert boded no good.
In fact, Isabel did not know when she

put on that locket that she wove one more
important thread into the mesh of the

mystery that already surrounded them.
Bruce bade them good-night on their

promise to be at the Hall on the morrow,
and they presently went inside for a quiet

evening, unaware that a development of

some significance had taken place in their

affairs.

Whatever it was that DeMarcel said to

Colonel Parkhurst that night, when for

more than an hour they sat in the library

after the rest had retired, it was plain

that any latent distrust in the man on the

part of Robert's grandfather ceased to ex-

ist. In effect, it looked as if the Colonel

and DeMarcel had become allies—a sit-

uation that did not tend to make Robert
comfortable when he began to perceive it.

But Robert was soon to have other things

to occupy his mind, and DeMarcel would
presently matter far less.

CHAPTER XIII

Wherein We Note Who Is Who, and
Roberts Meets the One Woman

Just here it might be well to pause to

say something" about the Ansteads who
were to visit Mrs. Wallace, and also about
Bruce Wallace and his mother. For the

{Continued on pa<n' 50)
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THE VAN
A MUSIC MASTER

N

.4 voted writer once said that, "of all the various forms of

entertainment in the home, I know of nothing that compares with
music It is safe and sane, appeals to all the finer emotions and
tends to bind family influences ivith a ivholesomeness that links old

and young together. It is the 'safety valve' in the home. Moreover,
no man can do wrong while under the spell of enchanting musical
strains. Their efficiency, even in the allaying of bodily ills, is now
accepted as a fact, while for ages its value has been known as a

balm for 'hurt minds.''
"

O PERSON can surmise what the happy surprise of

the future may be ; but at the present age, the Vano-
pbone is the most wonderful, the most enjoyable and

the most useful musical instrument at such a low price, of

which there is any knowledge.

In the creation and de-

velopment of this instru-

ment we have been beset

with one remarkable sur-

prise after another. To
make a machine that would reproduce

music with all its original beauty and

charm, and the human voice with all

its eloquent gradations, was our aspir-

atioi. This we have accomplished

and it is a most remarkable

achievement. But to make this

highly refined and dependable

phonograph to sell at the appar-

ent ridiculously low price of only

$12 is truly marvelous. Yet we
have accomplished it.

And what does all this mean
to those who enjoy the phonograph ?

To those who delight in the perfect re-

production of their favorite theme, the

remarkable recording of the classics,

and withal the magic identity of the

human voice.

It means that where hitherto the

piano in the home and the organ in the

it will appeal to critics who object to the hollow metallic or

barrel sounds usually produced by the use of brass projectors,

for the Vanophone is positively free from any harshness, alien

or metallic sounds. Jt brings to you only the natural sound,
glorious in tonal beauty and readily distinguished—not some
indefinite and unknown sound that can be vaguely imagined to

lie someone singing.

What It Plays

he Vanophone plays

ten or twelve inch records
and plays them well,

better in fact than some
of the higher priced

machines. It repro-
duces with a precision

and volume that is

truly delightful.

Its construction is

substantial, its ap-
pearance attract-

ive, and it posi-

tively is the big-

gest value ever of-

1// actual photographic
reproduction of the Vanophone.

church gave the average man and

woman all the music they might hope
for, a Sousa's Band, Melba, Caruso and
song-, that awake the echoes of the

Metropolitan ( )pera House can now be

enjoyed and appreciated ; it means that

classics and music hitherto regarded as

exclusive pleasures for the wealthy can

now travel to the remotest country vil-

lage ; it means that Harry Pryor's, the

U. S. Marine Band, Harry Lauder, Bert

Williams and all the popular comedians
and entertainers can now be enjoyed in

your own home with the Vanophone.

Appeals to All

This machine will appeal to all music
lovers who have heretofore denied

themselves the pleasure of having a

phonograph because of their objections

to the horn, for the Vanophone contains

neither horn nor projections of any
kind. The large opening as shown in

front of the machine serves in a

superior way as a path or conductor for

the tone, rolling out the tuneful melo-
dies in such a clear, smooth volume.

A Household Treasure
Gentlemen

:

One day as I teas walking the. beach I heard a
Vanophone playing. As soon as I saw and heard
it I wanted it. and did not rest until I obtained
one. Its sweet tone and at the same time full
volume if desired makes it a household treasure.
It is an especial boon to people in rooming houses,
as it may be played with a softness that does not
disturb the next door neighbor.

lis minimum cost and its maxvmum value should
sill a million Vanophones.

Miss Elsa Brunotte,
Teacher of Defective Speech.

.'/.; W. 70th SI.. Xeic York Vita.

No Cabinet or Frills—All Music
Gentlemen:

In mil opinion, the only difference between your
Vanophone and the $.wo phonograph lies mainly
in the fact that the latter machine has a very
expensive mahogany cabinet, while your instrument
contains nothing but the heart or mechanism which
does the reproducing— it is free from all extrava-
gant frills.

The tone and volume of your machine is truly
wonderful, for it is clear and distinct and entirely
free from any scratching or mechanical sounds
whatever.

'There's a musical surprise in store for every
person who purchases a Vanophone.
Wishing your company every success, I remain.

Vera truly yours, Geo. W. Kinzel.
1580 IC. 23rd St., Cleveland, Ohio.

A Marvel of Musical Efficiency
Gentlemen

:

I hare been using a Vanophone for some weeks
and must say that it is a marcel of musical
efficiency. I have a for which I paid
$100.00, and when I am in an adjoining room I
cannot tell which of the two instruments is play-
iuy. I think that remarkable when the difference
in price is considered.

Yours truly. JAIUAII Scott.

erect in a dependable phon-

ograph. And it is only by reason

of the large quantity production

a n d unexcelled manufacturing

facilities that the remarkable low price

of $12 prevails.

What it is Made of

The base is made from a special alloy

of metals which are selected for their

sound, softening effect and amplifying

qualities. It is free, absolutely so, from
such things as cabinet warping, pulling

out of shape or being in any way
affected by climate conditions.

In no sense is the Vanophone an as-

sembled machine. It is manufactured

completely in our own factory—each

and everv part of it—and every ounce

of material used is of the very highest

grade obtainable.

Moreover, this instrument is backed

by a big and successful manufacturing

ment—something untried—but a per-

concern. You are not getting an experi-

fected instrument proven by practical

methods. The Vanophone is the result

of ability, knowledge and a determina-

tion to give you the greatest value in

the musical world—and we have suc-

ceeded.

The finish is black enamel, with gold

relief. Combined with the highly pol-

ished nickel plated speed regulator, tone

arm sound reproducer and record plate,

it possesses a very rich and most at-

tractive appearance.
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OPHONE
FOR THE MASSES

The motor is reliable, silent, smooth and easy running and is

made of the very best materials, selected and carefully tested so that

they will permit the proper performance of the function for which
they are intended. Furthermore, the motor and all moving parts are
entirely enclosed in a dust proof case and so with ordinary care it

should last a lifetime.

The Reproducer
The reproducer—what it embodies—what it makes possible—and

what it actually performs—is a most remarkable contrivance. It is

carefully made and correct in every detail. It is manufactured in such
a complete form that it may be permanently adjusted. Hence, when
you get the Vanophone, it is .ready and you are never bothered or
annoyed with any delicate adjustments. This reproducer embodies im-
proved qualities and will reproduce, with a clear, bell-like fullness, the
highest as well as the lowest notes.

An Exclusive Feature
A most exclusive, convenient and novel feature of this phonograph

is the automatic brake w?hich automatically starts and stops the ma-
chine as the reproducer is placed either on or off the record—a feature
not possessed by some of the highest priced machines. This brake is

a perfect automatic feature and by no means a flimsy metal stopper.
In view of this feature, the Vanophone "plays itself," nothing is left to

uncertain skill or whims—consequently, an artistic performance is

always obtainable—at all times and at any place. Its speed is regulated
by a nickled kev or switch which is mounted on front base.

What It Means to You
This phonograph not only represents a

highly refined and dependable machine, but its

ridiculously low price makes it an ideal combi-
nation of satisfying results and economical
buying.

Just think of it—only $12. A price far

below your remotest expectations.

And you can purchase the Vanophone with
every assurance of complete satisfaction and
your music hungry anticipation will be fully

gratified. It represents the greatest value ever
offered for a machine of this kind. It is not
an experiment, not a toy, but a machine de-

veloped to such a point of perfection that it

is regarded as a musical marvel by many
prominent persons and musical critics through-
out the country.

Range of Enjoyment
Its range of enjoyment is not limited to

the home alone. It is a portable machine
weighing only twelve pounds in all, hence, it

can easily be packed in your suitcase or
traveling bag. It is ideal for dancing parties,

automobile trips, club parties, motor boating,
camping and will wonderfully increase the at-

tractiveness of your summer home.
To hear the Vanophone is to want it. It

brings all the grand opera stars to your home
and interprets their offerings in a most natural
manner. And what is more beautiful, more
restful and more entertaining than an hour
or two of close communion out in the open
with your favorite entertainer.

The Vanophone makes this enjoyment a

reality. It is indestructible from a practical

standpoint and your children can operate it

with perfect safety. For it positively is free
from complications, free from exposed, deli-

Our Money-Back Guarantee
Has No Strings Tied to It

REMEMBER
THAT—the Vanophone is positively guaranteed
to be as represented. This is a guarantee that
means •"money-back" and quickly without ques-
tions or quibble if you do not find the Vanophone
to be as we say it is, and to do what we sav it

will do.

THAT—we agree to repair or replace, free of

charge, should any part or parts become de-
fective through the possible use of poor material
or workmanship, when such part or parts are
returned to us. charges prepaid.

THAT— it only weighs 12 pounds, is made of
strong, durable materials and will last many
years with ordinary care.

THAT— it will play 10 or 12-inch disc records.
and do so beautifully.

THAT—the price is $12.00 complete, and
represents the greatest value ever offered in a
high class, perfect performing, fully guaranteed
phonograph.

THAT—You and your family will thank the

day your attention was called to this wonderful
machine.

THAT—deliveries are promptly made.

THAT—The Vanophone is efficiency itself, yet

free from any delicate hair trigger adjustment
that causes breakage and trouble. Its con-

struction is simple, durable and lasting. A
wonderful production at a wonderful price.

$12.(10 F. 0. B. Factory.

cate and easily damaged or

broken parts. Its adjustment
is permanent. Surely there is

no form of entertainment or
education that creates a more
helpful influence for your chil-

dren than a Vanophone. Not
merely as a source of enter-

tainment, but as an educator,
this machine deserves your
very serious consideration.

The Vanophone is Guaranteed
In purchasing this machine you undertake no risk—none whatever.

If it is not found to be as represented and all we claim for it, your

money will be quickly and cheerfully refunded. Thousands of pur-

chasers pronounce the Vanophone as the most wonderful, most en-

joyable and most useful musical instrument that was ever brought to

their attention.

Buy Your Vanophone NOW
Purchase a Vanophone now and there is a musical treat in store

for you. Its wonderful reproducing qualities will bring to your
threshold the pleasures and entertainments that hitherto have been

regarded as the exclusive pleasure of the wealthy. You can now be

entertained by the world's greatest grand opera stars and entertainers.

And the contracting price for this high class entertainment is only

$12. Never in the history of music was such a

wonderful and inexpensive entertainment ac-

complished till it was made possible by the

low price of the Vanophone.
Remember that the cost of this machine,

complete with one package of Vanophone
needles, is only $12.00 F. O. B. factory, Elyria,

Ohio.
The cost of the Vanophone is indeed a small

portion of the real worth, service and enjoy-
ment you will get out of it. It comes to you
complete—ready for operation. In two min-
utes or less time after you receive it, the tone
arm reproducer and turn table can be placed
in position, and from this time on the Vano-
phone is forever at your service.

Alake a resolve now to purchase one of

these machines. You will be delighted with
the ultimate benefit—as a lover of music you
cannot help but be.

Send in your order now so that within a

few days you may enjoy the enchanting strains

of music made possible by this wonderful ma-
chine.

To Sum It Up
We have told you the advantages of the

Vanophone, its range of usefulness and en-

joyment, but printed words cannot properly
emphasize these points. There is one way and
one way only to actually know this music
marvel, and that is by personal contact, by
hearing it yourself. If you like music, any
kind of music, you will like the Vanophone.
That's the situation in a nut shell. It is all

we say it is and even more, and is sold to you
on that basis GVARANTEED.

The public want for a high character ma-
chine at a low cost has been fulfilled by the

Vanophone. Your order will receive prompt
attention.

Send the price, $12.00, and we will ship at once, F. O. B. Elyria, Ohio.

If you are not satisfied, return it and get your money back.

THE VANOPHONE SALES CO.
612-614 CHESTNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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THE VAN OPHONE
A MUSIC MASTER FOR THE MASSES

**********************+*^

N o PERSON can surmise what the happj surpn

thc future may be; but al the present age. the Vam

phone is the mosl wonderful, the most enjoyable and

useful musical instrument at such a low pnef
the most ,..-

which there is any knowledge

In the creation and de-

velopment of this instru-

ment WC have been beset

with one remarkable siir-

prise after another. To
make a machine that would reproduce

muoi: with all its original Hauu and

charm, and the human voice with

its eloquent gradations, was our aspn

; ,iioi. This we have accomplished

and it is a most remarkable

achievement. But to make this

highly refined and dependable

phonograph to sell at the airoar-

eut ridiculously low price

$12 is truly marvelous,

have accomplished it.

\nd what does all ll

thus,' who enjoy lb

Yet w<

is mean
....• phonograph?

so who delight in the perfect re-

favorite theme, th
L'o those who delight in the perfect re-

production of their favorite theme, till

remarkable recording of the classics

and withal the magic identity of the

human voice.

It means that where hitherto the

piano in the home and the organ in the

church gave the average man and

woman all the music they might hope

for, a Sousa's Hand, Melha. Caruso and

songs that awake the echoes ol the

Metropolitan Opera I louse can now be

enjoyed and appreciated; it means that

classics and music hitherto regarded as

exclusive pleasures for the wealthy can

now travel to the remotest country vil-

lage; it means that Ham I'ryor's, the

V. S. Marine Hand, Harry Lauder, Bert

Williams and all the popular comedians
and entertainers can now be enjoyed in

v our "iv n home with the V'anopl e.

Appeals to All

'This machine will appeal to all music

lovers who have heretofore denied

themselves the pleasure of having a

phonograph because of their objections

to the horn, for the Vanophone contain .

neither horn nor projections of am
kind. The large opening as shown in

front of the machine serves in a

superior way as a path or conductor for

the tone, rolling out the tuneful melo-
dies in such a char, smooth volume.

A Household Treasure
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It will appeal to critics who object to the hollow metallic or

barrel sounds usually produced by the use of brass projectors,

for the Vanophone is positively free from any harshness, alien

or metallic sounds. It brings to you only the natural sound,

glorious in tonal beauty and readily distinguished—not some

indefinite and unknown' sound that can be vaguely imagined to

he someone singing.

What It Plays

The Vanophone plays
ten or twelve inch records

and plays them well,

better in fact than some
of the higher priced

machines. It repro-
:luces with a precision

and volume that is

truly delightful.

Its construction is

substantial, its ap-

pearance attract-

ive, and it posi-

tively is the big-

gest value ever of-

fered in a dependable phon-

ograph. And it is only by reason

of the large quantity production

a n d unexcelled manufacturing

facilities that the remarkable low price

of $12 prevails.

What it is Made of

The base is made from a special alloy

of metals which are selected for their

sound, softening effect and amplifying

qualities. It is free, absolutely so, from

such things as cabinet warping, pulling

out of shape or being in any way

affected by climate conditions.

In no sense is the Vanophone an as-

sembled machine. It is manufactured

completely in our own factory—each

and every part of it—and every ounce

of material used is of the very highest

grade obtainable.

Moreover, this instrument is backed

by a big and successful manufacturing

ment—something untried—but a per-

concern. You are not getting an experi-

fected instrument proven by practical

methods. The Vanophone is tin- result

of ability, knowledge and a determina-

tion to give you the greatest value m

the musical world—and we have suc-

ceeded. ,

,

The finish is black enamel, with gold

relief. Combined with the highly pol-

ished nickel plated speed regulator. tow

arm sound reproducer and record |>la l

it possesses a very rich and mo-

tractive appearance.
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highly refined and dependable machine, but its
ridiculously low price makes it an ideal combi-
nation of satisfying results and economical
buying.

Just think of it-only $12. A price far
below your remotest expectations.

And you can purchase the Vanophone with
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your music hungry anticipation will be fully
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out the country.
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Send the price, $12.00, and we will ship at once, F. O. B. Elyria, Ohio.
If you are not satisfied, return it and get your money back.

THE VANOPHONE SALES CO.
,6 12-614 CHESTNUT STREET /. .-. PHILADELPHIA, PA. f
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The Spell of San Lorel
{Continued from hagc 47)

reader will perhaps have guessed that

Bruce was fatherless ; the elder Bruce had
died when his son was a mere baby. The
ancestral home of the Wallaces was in

Scotland, their particular place being
Wallace Towers, a magnificent estate

some twenty miles from Edinburgh.
When Bruce the elder died, his widow,
being only part Scotch, with a strong-

strain of French in her blood, and having
the French love of company, felt very
keenly the loneliness of the somewhat
gloomy Towers. She decided to find a

small place for herself and her son—not in

France, however, as it had been her hus-
band's wish that the boy should not be
trained on the Continent—and so when
chance brought her to America and to

the neighborhood of Castle Hills, near
which she found the pretty little place,

Heather Hall, to let, she forthwith took it.

Here Bruce was brought up, and since

the place adjoined Parkhurst lands, he
soon came to know the children there.

In this way he and Isabel and Robert and
Arthur Emery became inseparable, and
the months spent by Bruce in Scotland
were for him filled with loneliness. When
he and Isabel were married, however,
they would live most of the year at the
Towers. Isabel was charmed with the

prospect of living in Scotland which, of

course, pleased Bruce immensely.
The Ansteads had come to Heather

Hall through the instrumentality of some
of Mrs. Wallace's numerous friends.

There were four of them—the father, a

Southern planter ; the mother, a rather
sweet-natured little woman, and two
daughters, Dorothy, an attractive girl of

perhaps twenty-two, and Beatrice, a mere
child, a dainty creature who won all

hearts immediately.
Dorothy had lately been graduated

from Bryn Mawr College. She was very
soon to have her first trip abroad. She
had literary ambitions, had done a bit of
poetry, of which her parents were inordi-

nately proud, and hoped to do more. She
was not greatly interested in men, but
was, as a matter of fact, a very dear, sensi-

ble sort of girl.
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Mrs. Wallace, whom the Ansteads took
this opportunity of visiting, had told these

friends something of Robert, and Dorothy
was perhaps a little anxious to see him.
'Therefore, she was pleased to learn that

he was to be her neighbor at dinner.

The Castle Hills' automobile reached
the Hall some little while before the din-

ner hour. So intimate were the two fam-
ilies that convention could safely be dis-

pensed with ; moreover, as the Parkhursts
had not seen Mrs. Wallace since her re-

turn from Scotland, there was a hubbub
of kissing- and embracing and introducing
—a frank expression of affection and
friendly feeling that made DeMarcel and
the Ansteads feel for a moment just a lit-

tle out of things.

Mrs. Wallace herself was a picture.

Very tiny, dainty of face and form, with a

vivacity truly captivating, she could hold
the centre of the stage in any circum-
stances. Married early, she retained much
of her youthful charm, enhanced not a

little by the incongruity of prematurely
white hair. She dressed with an exquisite

taste, and this but served to make her un-
deniable beauty the more notable.

At table, DeMarcel and his hostess be-

came quick friends. The French manner
of the man appealed to Mrs. Wallace; his

wit was a foil for her. Colonel Parkhurst
was quietly amused ; the Ansteads were
entertained. As for Robert, he never
knew what he ate at that dinner; he was
conscious of only one thing. For a mo-
ment, as he was introduced to her, Doro-
thy Anstead's big blue eyes had looked
straight into his. After that Robert heard
and saw but little of what went on around
him. He sat beside her—that was enough,
though he despised himself for his awk-
wardness of speech with her. To think

that he, Robert Parkhurst, should be
stricken dumb by a girl's eyes, and yet
it was so. She talked and he listened

;

sometimes he answered, but the world
for him moved through a blue maze. On
her part, she was interested, nor could she
fail to perceive that this handsome boy
was more than ordinarily moved, and
while she did not for an instant realize

the cause, her innate sympathy stood her
in good stead in the way she managed
him.

It was, on the whole, a pleasant eve-

ning, and when the guests came to say
good-bye, they were as one happy family.

It was then that Robert found his voice

and asked Dorothy to drive with him

—

"Would she do so tomorrow?"

And Dorothy promised, which sent the

blood rushing to the boy's head and made
his adieux somewhat confused.

Robert slept but little that night. He
knew that a wonderful thing had hap-
pened to him. He had met the one girl

in the world whom he would like to

marry. And yet, even in the midst of his

joy came the awful thought: Was he free

to marry anyone while this shadow hung
over him? He grew hot and cold by
turns thinking out the whole terrible sit-

uation ; he tossed and turned, and morn-
ing found him in a chair by the window,
dozing from sheer exhaustion, and in

the meantime he had dreamed strange
dreams, in which DeMarcel's face ap-
peared in the mirror, grinning' viciously,

until it was suddenly blotted out by Doro-
thy Anstead's sweet countenance.

DeMarcel was quite charmed in his

gentle, foreign way, with Heather Hall
and its dainty mistress. Mrs. Wallace's
invitation to call was eagerly accepted
and almost immediately taken advantage
of. Mrs. Wallace herself was quite en-

raptured over the delightful Frenchman,
and chatted with him in a delicious French
that entirely completed his captivation.

These were busy days for everybody,
but DeMarcel, as guest, received a fair

share of attention. Yet he had the knack
of going his own way, and that was early

developed into the path that led him from
Castle Hills to Heather Hall. The mo-
ment DeMarcel had looked upon the sil-

ver locket which Mrs. Wallace had sent
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as a gift to her prospective daughter-in-

law, and had held it in his hands, he had
experienced an irresistible desire to fre-

quent Heather Hall, and to know mure
of its owner. When to this desire—

a

purely selfish one, with a distinct purpose
in view—was added the fascination that

Mrs. Wallace exercised upon him, he
found himself full of inventions whereby
excuses might be proffered for numerous
calls upon Colonel Parkhurst's neighbor.
At last, after a number of calls, in which

he and Mrs. Wallace talked exhaustively
of mutually admired places on the Conti-
nent, of favorite haunts in Paris, of books
and pictures and cathedrals, DeMarcel be-

came possessed of the information he
needed.

One day he contrived to introduce into

the conversation the subject of the Italian

metal work. "Old silver," he sighed, "it

is my dear delight."

"Old silver?" exclaimed Mrs. Wallace,
"Why, I have a splendid collection. Come,
I will show you," and she led him to a

cabinet, opened a drawer and displayed
before him a choice array of exquisite old
silver work. And in the midst of it all

was the object of his search—a fiat, silver

locket, peculiarly designed and chased.
One by one he took up the different pieces,

admired them, criticised them, put them
back. If his hand trembled when he
lifted the locket, his hostess did not no-
tice; she was absorbed in taking' in his

entertaining and, as she realized, authori-
tative comments.

"Years ago," he ventured softly, "I

owned a locket much like this ; I carried

in it a miniature," he sighed deeply, al-

most sentimentally. "She died
—

"

"Oh," Mrs. Wallace breathed sympa-
thetically. "The dear friend who gave
me this curious locket is also dead," she
vouchsafed. "It was Robert's mother,
and I think the locket had its story,

though she never conhded in me. It does
not open," as she saw him examining it

carefully. "It may have once, but Hilde-
garde said the spring refused to work long-

ago. However, it is empty, so it does not
matter."

That was all, but DeMarcel knew what
he wanted to know. As he bade his host-

ess good-bye he was wondering how he
might steal that locket. Or should he
marry the owner and ask for the locket

as a love-troth? He was in truth enam-
ored of the little woman and would be
quite content to possess her. Well—

a

little longer—he would find a way.

CHAPTER XV
Wherein DeMarcivi, Goes on a Jourxev

and Isabel, Is Wed

After all, DeMarcel did not attend Isa-

bel's wedding, much to Robert's relief.

Only a few days before the wedding he
received an urgent call from Paris which,
he maintained, would involve an imme-
diate journey to the South of France. Had
Robert found a way to manage it, the
man would not have been invited back to

America, but he could not very easily do
aught but endorse Colonel Parkhurst's
cordial invitation to come to them again
as soon as possible. Wherefore, DeMar-
cel departed with every assurance of a
welcome on his return—an assurance he
was only too glad to accept and to make
use of later. But he would be exme, he

said, at least a month, which caused him
the deepest regret—so he declared to Isa-

bel, since lie had looked forward to the

pretty home wedding hers promised to

be, and "might he humbly proffer her a

little gift, insignificant, but something he
himself had for many years cherished"

—

at which he gave into her hands a small

box, which proved to contain a silver fili-

gree chain—strangely enough, almost an
exact reproduction of the one already in

her possession through the gift of Mrs.
Wallace. This chain, however, bore no
pendant, and it was long—an opera chain.

"It has a story," DeMarcel murmured.
"Some day I will tell you all about it."

Whereat Robert trembled, for to him the
gift meant much because of DeMarcel's
words and his manner of giving. For
Robert knew that the chain Mrs. Wallace
had given Isabel was one that had once
belonged to his own mother, and now he
felt sure that in some way DeMarcel had
discovered this and was using the knowl-
edge for some idterior purpose of his own.
However, to all appearances, DeMarcel
left the house on good terms with every-
body, and having' seen him off in an early

train, Robert returned to the house, feel-

ing infinitely relieved now that he knew
the man was actually gone—if only for

a little while.

One thing, though, puzzled and dis-

turbed Robert not a little—Roderigo was
also gone !

Now up to the present time little has
been said of Roderigo, the hunchback,
but he is more important to this tale than
we might suppose. It was while Robert
was in Paris, that one day, as he sat out-
side a cafe, he was suddenly confronted
by the queerest specimen of humanity
that he had ever laid eyes upon. He might
almost have been Victor Hugo's Quasi-
modo sprung to life. He wanted a posi-

tion—might he not become Mr. Park-
hurst's man ? Robert was not a little sur-

prised at the fellow's knowing his name,
and, truth to tell, he was a good deal fas-

cinated. He questioned the man; discov-

ered that he was an Italian, of good fam-
ily, but had, in early youth, met with an
indescribably horrible accident that had
left him marred for life. He was skilled

as a valet ; he wanted work with an Amer-
ican. The man and his story appealed to

Robert's imagination; he took him. Then
something a little queer happened. De
Marcel saw the man, was told the story.

He laughed over it in what to Robert
seemed a forced way. The boy watched
the two men wdien they met for the first

time—he became convinced that they had
met before. All this was prior to De
Marcel's trip to Italy—else Robert might
have discharged the hunchback as being'

a probable accomplice of his enemy. But
in the circumstances, Robert received the

impression that Roderigo hated DeMar-
cel and that, if anything, DeMarcel was
just a trifle afraid of the Italian. Roder-
igo proved a valuable and faithful serv-

ant, and gradually Robert came to look

upon him as an ally. Therefore, his dis-

appearance from Castle Hills simultane-
ously with the departure of DeMarcel
gave the boy room for speculation, and
he wondered if Roderigo was, for any rea-

son, to become his deliverer from his

present precarious position.

December came in warm, the day of Isa-

bel's wedding' was bright and sunlit. The
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ceremony took place in the Castle Hills

drawing-room at noon, and the guests
sat down in the long dining salon to a
merry and unconventional repast. The
bride was at her prettiest, if a trifle shy

—

Isabel was at no time conspicuous for her
force of character—but she was an excel-

lent mate for the robust Bruce, who had
a good deal of the Scottish idea of how
a man should rule his house.

Colonel Parkhurst on that day was
more than usually cheerful, and Robert
almost forgot his troubles in the renewed
delight of having Dorothy Anstead
largely to himself. Isabel had been much
taken by the Southern girl, and having no
girl friends at hand, had asked her to be
bridesmaid. Perhaps there was a touch
of the match-maker in Belle, for she was
"by no means blind to Robert's infatuation.

To say that Robert was delighted when
Dorothy consented to the arrangement
would be understating the case—as best

man he was sure of a chance to play the

gallant. Their friendship had progressed
rapidly in the intervening time since they
had first met, and Robert had already
been tempted to declare himself ; only the

peculiar situation in which he found him-
self prevented him from doing so.

Today, however, Donazello seemed the

figure of a dream—and the whole episode
involving him but a nightmare. As Rob-
ert listened to the wedding service he felt

the emotions that many a man before him
has felt; the contagion of love enveloped
him ; he could think of nothing save the

possible day when he and the girl beside
him might kneel together and hear the
words : "I pronounce you man and wife."

,{. >,c jjc ;{; ;p ;ji

It was late in the afternoon when, amid
showers of rice, and a chorus of good
wishes, Belle and Bruce finally got away.
Mrs. Wallace and the Ansteads returned
to the house with the Colonel ; Robert and
Dorothy lingered outside. One could
scarcely have believed it to be December,
so pleasant wa:s it out of doors. "Shall we
walk to the woods?" Robert asked, and
only stopping for a tarn and a wrap, she
went gaily oft* with him. She was in

high feather, due, no doubt, to the excite-
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ment of the wedding, and her mood was
decidedly light as they walked the well-

worn way. Robert, on the contrary, was
rather quieter than usual—the quiet that

preceded the carrying out of a resolution

taken only after long and serious thought.
"Dorothy"—he began.

Dorothy looked at him—a trifle de-

murely. She was not without her suspi-

cions as to what was coming.

"Dorothy, I suppose you know that 1

love you."

"I had sort of suspected it," she an-

swered with a smile. It never dawned on
her that there could be anything wrong.
Rut Robert's next words shook her out of

her quiet happiness and almost playful

mood.
"I love you, Dorothy, but I am afraid

to ask you to marry me."
"Why?"
"Do you love me?" the boy cried wildly.

"Of course I love you," the American
girl replied.

"Would you marry me?"
"I would."
"Dearest, oh, my dearest—" He had her

in his arms now, he was caressing her
madly, kissing her face, her neck, her
eyes. The girl was shaken out of her at-

titude of calm and composure ; she had
not looked for this impetuosity.

"Robert, dear," she remonstrated.
"You don't know how I love you," the

boy almost wept. "And I ought not to

love you at all. I do not even know
who I am."
"Why, Robert," Dorothy was clearly

puzzled now.
"Listen, dear," Robert said. "We'll

walk on, arm in arm, and I'll tell you all

about it. You don't know what it is to

keep a secret and not be sure whether
you ought to keep it or not." Then he
began at the beginning, with his mother's
death, his sight of the face in the glass,

his finding the secret chamber, his meet-
ing with DeMarcel, and the compact with
the unknown Donazello. "You see," he
said, "it is all obscure, and yet through it

all I am really deceiving everybody. But
I could not deceive you. The only way
I know is to tell Colonel Parkhurst and
have it over with. Now that I know that

you love me, I can do it."

But here Dorothy's good sense came to

the rescue. "I am sure. Robert," she

maintained, "that somewhere there is a

mistake. It looks most like a plot to get

money out of you. For one thing, you
are Parkhurst through and through, in

looks and, in so far as I can understand,
in temperament. Only a few days ago,

in going through the gallery, I noticed
your close resemblance to some of the old

Parkhurst portraits hung there. You
must be Robert Parkhurst. I do not
think that it would be best for you to tell

your grandfather. It would be a terrible

thing for him. And if you wait until De
Marcel returns, as I have no doubt he
will, you may learn more about it. He
will probably come back with some new
scheme, and in that way you may find it

possible to trap him. It is wrong, of

course, to buy the silence of these people,

but it may lead to your finding them out.

They think they have you in their power.
Let them think so, the}- will go farther

because of it. I do nut think it would be
wise for us to say anything about our en-

gagement—your falling' in love with me

may not fit into their plans. We will wait
and watch and I should not wonder if we
caught them."

"What you say is sensible, I know,"
averred Robert. "I cannot myself think
that there is any question of my identity,

and yet I dislike the risk of appearing to

be a usurper, as I surely would if anyone
knew."

CHAPTER XVI
Whf.rkin DeMarckl, Makes a Proposi-

tion- to Donazello

DeMarcel was sitting in the lobby of a

hotel in Paris, smoking reflectively. His
quarters were not so grand as when he
had stayed in the gay French city with
Robert. He was content to share a small
room with the man who now sat beside
him, and whose resemblance to him sug-
gested a close relationship.

"Well," began DeMarcel, when they
had sat silent for some time. "What do
you propose doing next?"
The other man looked up, with a quick,

impetuous lifting of his head. His black

eyes burned brightly in a swarthy face,

and his thin hands moved nervously
among some papers he was holding.

"If only the old man would die," he
said querulously.

"But, would you be satisfied if he did

die?" demanded the other. "Would a
million dollars suffice you when an im-
mense fortune lies within your reach?"
"No, a million dollars "will never satisfy

me. But how am I to get the rest? The
locket's gone; Hildegarde fooled me;
what would you?"

"Suppose, my dear Donazello, that I

could tell you where to find the locket?"

"You know where the locket is? You
have the locket? THE locket? Florian,

tell me." Fie jumped up excitedly. He
was a slightly smaller man than his com-
panion, and he was uncouth as compared
with that immaculate cosmopolitan.
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"I said, if I could tell you where to find

the locket, Donazello. Keep cool, there

is no need for agitation, and people may
he watching us."

The other sank down in the chair. "I

hunted everywhere," he sighed despair-

ingly. '"I don't helieve the locket is at

Castle Hills."

"It is not," decisively.

"Then, where is it?" And again Dona-
zello sprang up.

"The locket," DeMarcel said gently, "is,

to the best of my belief, lying in the bot-

tom drawer of a cabinet of curios in the

house of the most charming woman I

know."

"Yes?"

"Mrs. Emily Wallace, of Heather Hall,

New York." And DeMarcel smoked on,

well aware of the impression he was making..

"Mrs. Emily Wallace—the mother of

the youngster who has married Isabel?"

"The same, my dear brother. Now, tell

me, what would you give me if I got the

locket for you?"

"Half the fortune," was the prompt re-

sponse. "That is, of course, if the locket

contains the clue I think it does."

"And the papers that belonged to Hilde-

garde Parkhurst?"

"Yours in welcome. I want nothing
but money. Even now Roderigo pursues
me, and money alone can place me beyond
his reach. Get me the locket, Florian,

and we will go together to the hiding-

place. By all that I hold sacred I will

play fair with you."

"Yes," answered his brother, "I think

you will. However, you must do more
than that. You must sign a contract

never to tell the truth of the transaction,

and never to return to America for any pur-

pose whatever."

"I will sign anything you please," Don-
azello promised.

"Very well, I will draw up the paper.

Meanwhile, you must hurry home, hide

there, and wait for me. Three months
from today I will hand you the silver

locket. I will give you sufficient money
now to provide for your necessities, but
you had better stay close in the castle."

(Concluded in the December issue)
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Red Eyes—Sore Eyes
—Granulated Eyelids

Rests

—

Refreshes—Restores
Murine is a Favorite Treatment for Eyes that feel dry and
smart. Give your Eyes as much of your loving care as
your Teeth and with the same regularity. Care for them.

, YOU CANNOT BUY NEW EYES!
Murine Sold at Drug, Toilet and Optical Stores

Ask Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago, for Free Book

WRINKLES
Why not have skin like a baby? Thousands have

successfully used SANS-RIDES (A Parisian formula)
to remove traces of illness or age. The •effect is al-

most magical. Deepest wrinkles, crow's feet and
saggy chins quickly vanish. SANS-RIDES will not
injure even the tenderest skin. 'Price, 50c. For sale

only at THE TEMPLETON LABORATORIES, 7770
Eake Park Ave., Dept. P.. Chicago, 111.

Your Old Hair
can be made up into puffs, switches
transformations, or curls. 3stem
switches, $1.50, 2 stems, $1, all around
pompadour, $2. Old switches dyed, $1,
to any shade but grey. We guarantee
to please you. LULU DUNHAM

|
120 South State Street, Chicago, 111.

As was expected from the inception,

Douglas Fairbanks's clever book, "Laugh
and Live," has attained a very wide vogue,

and it is indeed one of the most popular

books ever turned out by a screen celebrity.

The tremendous sale this work is enjoying
undoubtedly furnishes final proof that the

people of the United States desire to look

on the bright side of things, because they

show true avidity in availing themselves of

any source of wholesome pleasantry.

When Mr. Fairbanks wrote "Laugh and
Live," he was inspired by the idea of spread-

ing good cheer and to impress the pessimistic

with the utter futility of their gloominess.

That he succeeded admirably in making his

inspiration forceful will become evident to

anyone who reads this first literary venture
of his. Throughout the several hundred
pages he scouts the fallacy of resigning to

fate when it is bitter, and he gives us prac-

tical ways in which to avoid such misfor-
tune. Silverlined philosophy of the most
helpful sort—this is precisely what "Laugh
and Live" is in all the term implies, and the

writer would urge all photoplay fans to

read it.

"There is only one thing I'd rather do
than act before the camera, and that is to

cheer somebody up when they need it," Mr.
Fairbanks said recently. "There is no ques-

tion in my mind as to the wide field a host of

smile-doctors have to work in, and I am try-

ing with all my might to fill the mission of

doing my full share to make optimism rule

our great, grand country."

Verily, "Laugh and Live" is a notable

contribution to this cause, and it is deserv-

ing of unstinted praise.

THE STORY, Gentlemen
By WILLIAM D. TAYLOR

llllllllllllll

New ideas and novelties are rare ami
much to be desired, but what the Si reeu

mostly lacks and greatly desires is an in-

crease in men and women who make a

study of the picture's necessities, its mag-
nitude and limitations, and who can write

a story which is human and appeal- be-

cause it is a short story of life, humor and
sentiment as we know it and feel it the
story which calls forth audible remarks
from an audience, such as, "I don't 5i

how he could treat that dear child so," "i

do hope she will find him and be happy,"
"Gee! 1 wonder how the}- did that," "Thar
reminds me— ' and so forth—the story

which leaves people actually wanting a

little more, and yet sends them away feel-

ing they have been well entertained.

Good writers are entering the- field

more and more, others are flirting with
pictures, better prices are being paid for

stories, more writers are actually study-
ing screen requirements. With it all then-

is still a dearth of really good stories,

scenarios written by trained and skillful

scribes, and until this is met the bald

spots, gray hair, cuss words and tempera-
ments will bob up occasionally, and we
must be thankful that the improve-
ment continues and that while there are-

photoplays to be made there is hope

!
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Why is it some of our most distin-

guished producers have little bald spots

on top? It is because they have been
scratching their heads perplexedly.

Why is it our most noble directors have
gray around the temples at an age when
their hair should be chestnut brown? It

is through worry.

Why do stars, usually placid, develop
temperaments and cuss the management?
Why is it the dear, confiding public

often look at each other as it emerges
from the theatre and murmurs "Just a

movie—nothing more !"

It is the story, gentlemen, or, to be more
accurate, the dearth of the story.

I forget how many feature photoplays

are released every month, but every one
of them requires a story, and the reason

why managers rave and directors get gray

at the temples is because of the difficulty

in obtaining good stories.

The management may spend money
like water, the director and artists use

their brains and abilities to the utmost,

but they cannot evolve an entertaining-

picture without that basic necessity, a

good story.

There is an idea abroad that a story

to be good must possess considerable

novelty or a new idea. NOT so.

The Annex Pleating & Button Shop
25 E. WASHINGTON STREET. CHICAGO, ILL.

Hemstitching, Pleatings. etc.

Superior Work Lowest Prices

Send for Price List

"Never Mind
How Strong »j^ [

You Are— ^/

What D'ye KNOW?"
Today it's a battle of wits—and brains win. Mus-

cle and brawn don't count so much as they used to.

The great question now is "What do you Know?
It draws the line between failure and success.

1 What do you know? Have you special ability?

Could you "make good" in a big job right now?

For 25 years the International Correspondence
Schools have been training men for better work and
bigger salaries. They can train V0U, no matter
where you live, what hours you work, or how little

your education. Mark and mail the coupon and
find out—it won't obligate you in the least.

_ —«-_ —— "TEAR OUT HERE— —"• —^ '

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE

Explain fully about your

3 Electrical Engineering

S
Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Drafting

3 Civil Engineering
3 Stationary Engineering
3 Mining Engineering
3 Architecture
3 Architectural Drafting

Name

SCHOOLS, Box 6727, Scranton, Pa.

Course In the subject marked X i

ADVERTISING QCHEMISTRT
Salesmanship Illustrating
Commercial Law Farming
Bookkeeping 3 Poultry
Stenography
Civil Service
Ry. Mail Service
AUTOMOBILES

D French

B
German
Italian

D SPANISH

Address-
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A Phantom Husband
(Continued from page 20)

"No," said Jessie. "I never knew him
at all. I made the whole thing up."

Jessie broke down entirely and sobbed
out her pitiful story. As Allan listened,

the realization that he had come to love

this little girl swept over him.

"Can I take my brother's place in your
heart?" he asked Jessie, by way of pro-

posing marriage. Jessie slowly assented.

Right at this time Mrs. Manners and
Marie arrived. When Allan told them
that he and Jessie were engaged, they

realized that their plans had gone for

naught. But they smothered their dis-

appointment and congratulated Jessie and
Allan and gushed over them.

But Jessie and Allan were so happy
that they didn't know that the congrat-

ulations were insincere and Avouldn't have

cared if thev had known.

and for humanity, which she has shown
by sacrificing her personal feelings and
her shyness to do all this. She leads a
quiet, home-loving life, cared for and
watched over by her mother, who goes
with her everywhere, and who is her
chum and confidante, as well as her chap-
erone.

She is interested in interior decorating,

and often helps design her own sets ; she
also loves china painting, and the china
on her table and in her buffet attest her
skill in this direction. But perhaps she is

happiest of all, when away from the stu-

dio, to be galloping away into the hills of

Hollywood with, just her well-beloved
horse for company.

All in all, she's a thoroughly delightful

young person, and one whom it's a joy to

meet ! Further praise no interviewer

could offer

!

Interviewing a Screen-Sprite
{Continued from page 41)
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She's a shy, elusive young thing, and, if

only you knew how she has dreaded these

public appearances, you would appreciate,

more than ever, her love for her country

The Son of His Father
{Continued from page 36)
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in his father's name. He got men and con-

struction cars at Buffalo Point and rapidly

pushed forward the work on the station

there. Land values, of course, went up
enormously. Property which Gordon had
bought on first going up to the ranch became
so valuable that before it was time for his

father's release and eight weeks in advance
of the six months' limit during which he
was to make one hundred thousand dollars,

Gordon realized the specified sum. The
young man was very happy. He had suc-

ceeded in the object which brought him to

the West, and more than that, during the

months of close companionship at the ranch
he had won the love of Hazel, whom he
adored from the first time he saw her. It

only remained now to play one last game
on his father and then to tell him the whole
story.

To carry out the idea of the "hold up,"

the conspirators had planned a melodra-
matic rescue. One night a crowd of men
dressed as desperadoes appeared before

the cabin, as though to get possession of

the great railroad man. Hazel, who was in

the secret, pretended to be much alarmed
for their lives. Then, just in time, the
"rescue" party appeared. There was a sham
fight between the two parties. The des-

peradoes were overcome and the rescue

party rushed in, headed by Gordon. Hazel,

as arranged, flew into Gordon's arms, cry-

ing that he had saved her.

Of course Carbhoy recognized his son at

once, but turned the joke on Gordon. The
father was not in the least surprised, nor
had he been deceived by the fake hold-up
and the fake rescue. During the weeks of

his captivity his clever brain had seen

through the whole plan—at which he was
highly amused. The only thing he had not

known was Gordon's engagement to Hazel,

and that fact he was now delighted to learn.

The father caught his son's hand and wrung
it. "The game's played out, boy; and God
bless you," he exclaimed.

My friends asked me
to write a book.

I did--here it is. ,

Hope you will like it.

Laugh and Live
Is thv name of hi :-. new dooi<

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS set theworld to laughing and
has kept himself happy and well. His book will in-

spire you. It will give life a new meaning. You will find

it most helpful toward your own success and happiness.

And beautifully illustrated with eighteen intimate action

photographs of the author. To read this book is like a

charming visit with one of the most admired and best

loved men in public life. He has a style all his own.

Get it. Read it.

Here's what the country thinks ofLaugh and Live
The Pittsburgh Leader says : "It is for people
of all ages,—young men starting out—and
their elders of both sexes who have need of
the right sort of optimism."'

Special bindings,
Khaki for the boys going
to the front (fits the pocket)

$1.00 net.

The Los Angeles Times says: "Douglas Fair-

banks'* * Laugh and Live' gives something
praetieal to live by. It is clean, inspira-

tional, and bubbling over with good
humor."

The Spokesman Review says: "Douglas Fair-
banks lives the life he preaches, conse-
quently it will appeal as well as invigorate.
It is just the hook for young men starting

out in life."

For sale everywhere. Library edition $1.00 net.

BRITTON PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK

The Springjieht Union says: "If this great
inspirational book doesn't develop into the
finest sort of best seller the American public
is losing its taste."

Leather (boxed) 82.00 net.

Ooze (boxed) $2.50 net.

Postage on .ill editions
extra 10 cents.

,
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| THE SILENT TREND
: (Continued from page 39)

are in possession of a note incriminating

the husband and threaten instant exposure

if he refuses to betray his party by giving'

up papers which will swing the coming elec-

tion. The wife overhears these threats and
proceeds to steal the papers in the dead of

night from the desk of her host as the first

step in the game. She then bargains with

the agent of the crooks to give her the in-

criminating note in return for the papers,

and goes to his apartment at midnight to

conclude the deal. He insists on celebrating

with the usual "little supper," and as the

situation grows critical she attempts to re-

lease herself by putting sleeping powders
in his champagne. Her ruse is discovered

by the villain through a reflection in a mir-

ror, and in her struggle to escape him she

deals him an effective blow which keeps him
unconscious while she escapes with the pa-

pers to her profoundly grateful husband. The
scene closes with the stool-pigeon telephon-

ing his failure to his disgusted boss.

'TpHE feminine population of the United
* States is destined to learn several new
things about love-making as a result of see-

ing Gladys Brockwell in her latest success,

"Conscience." Miss Brockwell shows us no

less than five different ways to manifest

feminine attraction, and the basis of all

five, she insists, is the same.

"The woman's method of approach," says

Miss Brockwell, "is popularly known as

'vampiring.' I think that term does not fit

the work I am doing in 'Conscience.' In-

stead of that, I am trying to show that the

most successful variety of 'vamp' is nothing-

more or less than adaptability.

"To capture a man's affections, a woman
has only to adapt herself to the peculiar re-

quirements of his character and tempera-

ment. The ways of making love, then, vary

as much as men's characters do. So there

is no end to the various methods which can

be used.

"One thing, however, is constant. The
smile must be there. No matter what
method of offense a woman adopts, she

must carry it through with a smile on her

lips. That, above all, is the necessary ad-

junct to a successful climax.

"In 'Conscience' I am using five different

methods of approach to the hearts of men.

They can best be distinguished by the five

motives which prompt me to make any ef-

fort whatever in the picture: avarice, pas-

sion, vanity, hate and revenge. There is no

real love toward any of the five men; merely

a motive to captivate my victim, which is

backed by a reason for exercising my wiles

of the screen.

"The approach to these five men is differ-

ent in each case. I just adapt myself to the

peculiar traits of each, and usually those

traits correspond to the motive which urged

me on. Thus, when I ensnare a man for his

wealth, I court his favor by complete sur-

render. He must treat me as he treats his

gold. Passion finds me more vibrant and

responsive, with the result that the game
ends more quickly. In beginning the cam-

paign for motives of vanity, I show myself

as vain and proud. It is a hard fight, but

it wins.

"Hate is restless and fiery, and it strikes

with surety. Revenge, the most difficult

battle of all, ends in murder. But it leaves

me cold, contented.

"Altogether, I believe that 'Conscience'

is going to be the greatest lesson in love-

making that has ever been placed on the

screen."

9HpIS with a flash of true versatility that
-* Viola Dana portrays the characters of

twin sisters, Unity and Priscilla Beaumont,
in her latest Metro play, "The Girl Without
a Soul." Priscilla evinces talent for the

violin and upon her are showered all the

advantages the whole family can bestow.

Unity has no great talent except that for

being sweet and winsome. She is neglected

for the very reason that she is considered

beyond the pale of notable accomplishments.

Unity has a village sweetheart and he has

some very interesting scenes, in which he
encounters Ivor, a musician of more art

than honor. How a family skirts the whirl-

pool of disgrace and disaster, but avoids it,

makes for the real part of the plot. Miss
Dana does exceptionally fine work in

changing her moods and qualities of char-

acters so completely and so expertly. Her
performance augments the value of "The
Girl Without a Soul," which would indeed

suffer without her.

HII

SCHENCK'S SCINTILLATING SCREEN STARS

norMa talmadge
The Norma Talmadge Film Co. Presenting

PICTURELAND'S PRETTIEST PLAYER

NORMA TALMADGE
In Pre-Eminent Photoplays Released to All Exhibitors Through

LEWIS J. SELZNICK PICTURES
CHARLES MILLER, Director

ROSCOE ("FATTY") ARBUCKLE
The Comique Film Co., Presenting

MOVIELAND'S MIGHTIEST MINSTREL

Roscoe ("Fatty") Arbuckle
In Convulsing Comedies Released to All Exhibitors Through

PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE
Directed by Mr. Arbuckle Himself

UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF JOSEPH M. SCHENCK
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Speaking' of Enlistments

Shortly after the Government became more
stringent in its requirements for admission to the

Naval Reserve, one of Broadway's well known
photoplay critics applied to the authorities for

a place in the "mosquito fleet."

After a brief preliminary examination, the

officer in charge found that the man's sailing had
been limited to the Hudson River ferry and Beat-

Mountain excursions.

"Sorry," he said, "but you've got to have marine

experience."

"I've had it, Captain," said the critic, proudly,

"I reviewed 'A Daughter of the Gods.'
"

Solving the High Cost of Living-

Gloria Joy's mother had just explained to her

that anything made by hand was naturally more
expensive than if made by machinery because it

required more time/. The little Balboa girl

puckered her brow and pondered over this. The
company was dining at a restaurant and the gen-

eral conversation turned, as it does of late, to

the high cost of living. Presently Gloria sug-

gested :

"Mamma, dear, isn't it too bad 'cause we can't

eat by machinery and then it wouldn't cost so

much?"

Judging the Size

A simple, old gentleman, dressed carefully in

his Sunday-go-to-meeting clothes, which were
carefully brushed though worn and threadbare,

timidly approached the underwear counter after

hesitating fully five minutes. The salesgirl, a

pretty blonde miss said kindly, "Anything I can

do for yon sir?"

"Ye-es, thet is—wa-al I wanta look at some
underwear for my wife."

"And the size," she paused in the act of taking

down some boxes from the shelf. The old gentle-

man looked at her helplessly.

"I dunno," he faltered, "but I reckon your size

would do."

An Accommodating Bartender

From up in the Berkshires in a town which
consists of a hotel, a grain store, two houses,

and a railroad station comes a story of old Jim,

a forlorn, homeless man who tended bar in the

hotel.. His patrons were mostly the young rail-

roaders who stopped off for hours at a time at

One day a seedy looking individual entered the

bar-room and seeing no one but old Jim whom he

realized was too old to resist him he became
bold.

"Old man, I want a drink, and I want it quick,

too; dye'r hear?" he said roughly. But Jim
was courageous.

"Yuh don't get no drink out'n me 'nless yuh
have thuh money. That's straight, it is."

This was unexpected.

"Well, I want something to eat," whined the

tramp, "I'm hungry enough to eat a raw dog."

Jim's eyes twinkled. He entered the wine
room, and in a moment returned leading a great,

shaggly St. Bernard by the collar.

"Here's yur raw dog?" he said, "now go to it."

But at one glance at the dog the tramp had
vanished like magic.

AMERICA'S
Most Entrancing Magazine
Each month SAUCY STORIES contains

a complete novelette from 5.000 to 10,000
words full of gripping interest—twenty
short stories of romance, mystery and
adventure, one act plays, poetry and epi-
grams, written in an entrancing and spicy
style.

The ONLY FICTION MAGAZINE
Carrying A Motion Picture Dept.
Each month are given personal inter-

views with stars, intimate personalities
such as only one woman will tell another 1
and reviews of pictures—these are the f1

things Alice Glenister, the editor of the t
Motion Picture Department, tells you in «* «
an original, snappy up-to-date way. Alice Glenli

15 Cents per Copy Buy One Today

Child-like Theorizing

The following incident is vouched for by the
manager of the Pearl Theater, of Milwaukee,
Wis.:

A little Polish fellow came to see Chaplin in

"The Fireman" at the Pearl Theater last Sunday.
Frankie's nickel went farther than dollars do in

these days of h. c. of 1., for he edged into his

seat at 1 o'clock in the afternoon, and left at

about 9.45 o'clock, much to the alarm of his

mother who lectured the little fellow on his mis-
behavior, when he returned home.

Frankie's mother adjured him that only good
people go to heaven, and after a spell of tears the

following dialogue ensued

:

Frankie—"B-b-but mama, can I go to heaven
if I am good?"
Mother—"Certainly, sonny, if you are good you

will."

Frankie
—"An-an-and if pa is good will he go

to heaven?"
Mother—"Yes, Frankie, if he is good."
Frankie

—"An mama—can Charlie Chaplin go
to heaven too?"
Mother—"Of course he can, boy !"

Frankie—"Gee, mama, won't God laugh when
he sees Charlie come in?"

Disturbances

You sit and wonder as the screen

Presents a most attractive scene
Appreciate the pictures there

Showing scenic beauty rare

Engrossed are you in joy and woe
Then someone
Steps upon your toe

!

Enwrapped are you in story grave
Pretty girl and a hero grave
As villain gets the gaff you smile

And say: "This picture is worth while"
Then at comedy you would grin

But someone
Kicks you
On the shin

!

And such is life in movie shows
From aisle seats one comes and goes
Just when stories getting tense

Fat man starts to get him hence
No pardon, either, does he beg
As someone
Scrapes you
On the leg!

Speaking of Business

Jack Gardner, who is starring in Essanay's
series of Western photodramas, overheard the
following examination being given an appli-

cant for life insurance:
"Do you drink?" examining physician asked

the applicant.

"That's my business," the latter replied.

"Ah! have you any other business?"

Our Own Scenario

Reel 1—The hero comes up fast.

Reel 2—And meets the country lass.

Reel 3—Fade in the villain strong.

Reel A—The goil again that he would wrong!

Reel 5—There comes the desperate fight.

Reel 6—The lantern slide : "Good night
!"

Whew! Whew!

Ora Carew, of the Keystone crew, good
little sort who is never blue, does whatever
they tell her to, up in an airship once she flew,
forgot to be scared and enjoyed the view, down
in a parachute thought she'd be slew, busted
a circus top went clean through, always pro-
viding sensations new, no saying what she
next will do, just as soon take a chance as
woo, wants to try every cage in the zoo, keeps
her pals in a perfect stew, more and more
popular she grew; she likes my grammer, how
about you? Had quite enough? I'll take my
cue, wishing good wishes and then a few to
Ora Carew of the Keystone crew.

Might Lose Ball, Too

Two English soldiers caused some amuse-
ment at a golf course the other day. The first

man teed up and made a mighty swipe but
failed to shift the ball. The miss was repeated
no fewer than three times.
- His pal was unable to stand it any longer.

"For heaven's sake, Bill," he broke out, "hit
the thing. You know we have only four days'
leave."

The Rebuke Courteous

A nervous man at the movies sat behind a pair
of those persons who explain the plot until his
endurance was exhausted. Then he leaned for-
ward and said:

"Excuse me, will you speak a little louder?
Sometimes the music prevents my hearing what
you say."

If '«*»|

VENUS
DE MlLO

c

The Birthright of
Every Woman

The attractiveness of Venus is in
that form divine, which mankind
has always admired. The entire
figure" and bust has made the
name of Venus De Milo famous
throughout the ages. A perfect
bust and figure always will be
woman's greatest gift. She may
possess the glories of her sex if
she but calls on Nature for her
heritage.

1 have just written a book which
tells how women may satisfy their

natural desires for a splendid form.
-a.;*— This book contains interesting pic-

Kathryn Murray tures which tell a story plainer than
words. Women in all walks of life,

of practically all ages, have become happier be-
cause of securing beauty of development hitherto
unknown to them. This book is sent free, be-
cause it also tells about the

KathrynMurrayMethod
of Form Development

by which women, young or middle aged may obtain
wonderful results. My method is simplicity itself.
It does not comprise; the use of massage, foolish
plasters, medicines, electricity or injurious injec-
tions. It acts in a perfectly natural way—securing
the bust enlargement desired in a comparatively
short time. It has been used with astounding
success and its safety and scientific accuracy ;

"

endear it to the woman who is
ambitious to become all that
Nature intended her to be.

Send for Free Book
entitled " The Crowning
Glory of Womanhood"and '

learn how to add style ana
attractiveness to your fig-
ure—fill out hollows in
your neck— develop your '

bust—possess beautiful- /

ly rounded shoulders.
Book tells you how to /

do it in a charmingly /
natural and simple ~~~

manner. Write for it

today. Sent free in plain envelope.

KATHRYN MURRAY,
Suite 1146-B Garland Building Chicago, III
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THE difference between Quaker Tires and railroad tickets is that the

tickets will not take you beyond the distance specified, while Quaker Tires,

though adjusted on a 5 000-mile basis, deliver thousands ofexcess miles. Records

of9000, 11,000 and 13,000 miles come to us from enthusiastic users everywhere.

On request you will be sent fac-similes of the following and many other letters:

"My last two Quakers were de-

stroyed when my garage burned re-

cently. Both of these tires had made
11,227 miles and were in good condi-

tion at the time of the fire."

"In regard to service on a pair of

33x4 Quaker Tires,which I purchased
from you in the early part of last July,

beg to advise that these casings have
gone seven thousand (7000) miles to

date and show but very little wear."

"We have placed Quaker Tires

among our best customers and of the

different sizes up to and including

36 x 4!/2 we have casings that have
been driven 4000 to 8000 miles and
they are still giving service. We
might say that none are completely
worn out."

"We have just taken off a 37 x 5

Quaker casing which has been run

14,080 miles. Aside from tread being

cut and torn, casing is in good con-

dition."

"A customer has driven a set of

33 x 4 Quaker Tires on a five-passen-

ger car over 12,000 miles."

In records such as those quoted is

found the reason why there was not

a single Quaker Tire left in our fac-

tory on the last day of March ; why
dealers' orders could not be filled

;

Quaker City Rubber Co.
Factories—Philadelphia

CHICAGO PITTSBURGH NEW YORK
182 W. Lake St. 211 Wood St. 53 Murray St.

Manufacturers of Belting, Packings, Valves,
Steam Hose, Garden Hose, etc.

why consumer demand could not be

satisfied. And all that despite the fact

that the Quaker plant was running

to the limit of its increased capacity.

But, now, you can get QuakerTires

from any of our dealers because of

a further increase in manufacturing

facilities.

Put one Quaker to the test against

any three other makes of tires. Then
you will surely equip all four wheels

of your car with Quakers.

If there is no dealer near you send

direct to the Factory Sales Department.

Your order will be filled at regukr prices

and charges prepaid within certain terri-

tory. Anyhow, write for a ropy of "5000

Plus"—a snappy little booklet that tells

things you ought to know about tires.
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Philadelphia Printing and Publishing Co.



Hello,

Huck!

1 N

V

RECALL that golden day when you first read "Huck Finn"? How your mother
said, "For goodness' sake, stop laughing aloud over that book. You sound so

silly." But you couldn't stop laughing. To-day when you read "Huckleberry
Finn" you will not laugh so much. You will chuckle often, but you will also want to

weep. The deep humanity of it—the pathos, that you never saw, as a boy, will appeal to

you now. You were too busy laughing to notice the limpid purity of the master's style.

Boys'

Stories

Romance
Travel TWAIN

Short

Stories

History

Essays

A Real American
Mark Twain was a steamboat pilot. He

was a searcher for gold in the far west.
He was a printer. He worked bitterly

hard. All this without a glimmer of the

great destiny that lay before him.
Then with the opening of the great wide

West, his genius bloomed.
His fame spread through the nation. It

flew to the ends of the earth, until his work
was translated into strange tongues. From
then on the path of fame lay straight to

the high places. At the height of his fame
he lost all his money. He was heavily in
debt, but though 60 years old, he started afresh
and paid every cent. It was the last heroic touch
that drew him close to the hearts of his country-
men.
The world has asked is there an American

literature? Mark Twain is the answer. He is

the heart, the spirit of America. From his poor
and struggling boyhood, to his glorious, splendid
old age, he remained as simple, as democratic
as the plainest of our forefathers.
He was, of all Americans, the most American.

Free in soul and dreaming of high things

—

brave in the face of trouble—and always ready
to laugh. That was Mark Twain.

When Mark Twain first wrote "Huckleberry Finn" this land was swept with
a gale of laughter. When he wrote "The Innocents Abroad" even Europe laughed

at it itself.

But one day there appeared a new book from his pen, so spiritual, so true,

so lofty, that those who did not know him well were amazed. "Joan of Arc"
was the work of a poet—a historian—a seer. Mark Twain was all of these.

His was not the light laughter of a moment's fun, but the whimsical humor
that made the tragedy of life more bearable.

25 Volumes NOVELS—STORIES—HUMOR /

/
/
p.p.j.

11-17

Send Coupon—No Money

This is Mark Twain's own set. This is the set he wanted in the home of each
of those who love him. Because he asked it, Harpers have worked to make a

perfect set at half price. Before the war we had a contract price for paper, /
so we could sell this set of Mark Twain at half price. / Harper &

• Brothers,

y Franklin Square

The last of the edition is in sight. The price of paper has gone S
up. There never again will be any more Mark Twain at the present r
price. Get the 25 volumes now while you can. Every Ameri- /
can has got to have a set of Mark Twain in his home. Get /
yours now and save money. /
Your children want Mark Twain—you want him. Send the coupon f

New York

today—NOW—while you are looking at it.

Send me, all
charges prepaid,
Mark Twain 's

works in twenty-five
volumes, illustrated,

/ bound in handsome green

itf cloth, stamped in gold, gold
r* tops, and untrimmed edges. If

not satisfactory, I will return them
at your expense. Otherwise I will

send you $2.00 within five days and $2.00

a month for 12 months, thusgetting the
benefit of your half-price sale.

Address
• For our beautiful red half-leather edition, change the
above terms to $2.50 on delivery and $3.00 a month for

20 months.
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The Ultimate In Motion Pictures

Genius - nothing less

MARY PICK FORD
Di incomparable
"v

»
The World's

stheart," in "Re-
b<<_ a of Sunnybrook
h :rm," "The Little
American," "The Little

Princess."

GEORGE M. COHAN
chose Artcraft for his

screen appearance in

the big successes,
"Broadway Jones" and
''Seven Keys to Bald-

pate."

GERALDINE FAKKAK
reaches millions with

the spiendorof her
screen acting. Direc-

tion, Cecil B. De Mille

in "The Woman God
Forgot."

CECIL B. DE MILLE
For years with David Belasco, Cecil

B. De Mille reflects that master's
great technique — plus his own ad-

vanced ideas. "Joan the 'Woman,"
that masterpiece production, showed
him at his best.

is what Artcraft exacts. And the greatest

of all motion picture stars and directors come

to this organization

—

instinctively.

Artcratt reflects their own high ideals—that

is why. It realizes their need of a uniform

standard in photoplays, which means to

the public something better and finer.

Just as the painter recognizes his final attain-

ment in the acceptance of his picture by the

Louvre or Metropolitan Museum of Art, so

the artist of the screen reaches his or her

finest triumph when allied with the Artcraft

name.

AGTCMFT
PICTURES

And just as there is one Louvre in Paris

—

one Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York—so there is in.almost every communi-

ty one theatre of highest artistic standards

where is visualized the best in fiction on the

screen. These pictures bear the Artcraft

signature.

Have you found the Home of Artcraft Pictures?

It is easy to find for it shines forth like a flawless

gem in the night life of your city.

DAVID WARK GRIFFITH

The whole world knows him as the creator

of "The Birth of a Nation" and "Intoler-

ance." Mr. Griffith is now at the European

battlefront, engaged upon the greatest of

all war pictures, under the auspices of

British Wat Office.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
in the Artcraft suc-

cesses: *In Again, Out
Again," "Wild and
Woolly," "Down to

Earth." A corking" new
one coming. 4

ELSIE FERGUSON
The screen "find" of

the year, in the Artcraft

play, "Barbary Sheep,"
from the novel by Rob-
ert Hichens.

WILLIAM S. HART
Greatest screen West-
erner of all. See "Bill"

Hart in the thrilling

photodrama, "The Nar-
row Trail," directed by
Thomas H. Ince.

THOMAS H. INCE
has tuilt up a producing organiza-
tion which long has been regarded
as exceptionally efficient. Mr. Ince
-will personally supervise the William
S. Hart productions for Artcraft Pic-

tures Corporation.

Write for Portfolio containing handsome Rotogravure portraits of all the Artcraft Stars-suitable for framing.

We shall gladly send you a copy if you will send us your name and address on the accompanying coupon

with ten cents in stamps for postage.

^BTCCAFTPIODBESOCW
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

,' Name

+' Pictures

,' Corporation

-<* 729 Seventh Ave.
*' New York, N.Y.

' Enclosed find ten cents in

stamps. Please send me Port-

folio of the Artcraft Stars.

Controlled by FAMOUS PLAYERS - LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR. Pres. JESSE L. LASKY, Vice-Pres. CECIL B. DE MILLE, Director-General.

y> Address.

s'City and State :

I



NOTHER Christmas time has rolled around, but this time the usual pleasure

it will be marred by the murderous machinations of one despicable man—the

Kaiser of Germany. He and he alone has deprived the world of its just oppor-

tunities and freedom to enjoy the wonderful spirit which is supposed to per-

meate the whole Christian atmosphere at this season of the year. Therefore,

it is natural that many millions of people should have naught but bitter hatred for him. Why
must he be in the way of universal happiness now? Why should any nation opposing him

desist its warring activities until this vilest of men is completely eliminated ? Justice demands

that a man be put to death for the slaying of one other human being. Why not then decree

that Wilhelm be executed, since he is to blame for the wanton murder of millions of people ?

And why not let it be widely and unmistakably known that the world will not be content to

return to its wonted tranquil state until this monumental murderer has expiated his countless

crimes ? Why be diplomatic, polite or considerate in any reference whatsoever to him ? Would
we be diplomatic, polite or considerate in our attitude towards a man who had been proven

guilty of taking a single life ?

It is regrettable and it is to the everlasting shame of Germany that this Christmas of

1917 finds scarcely no quarter where unrestrained joy prevails. The celebration in its entirety

is alloyed with a sadness born of the full realization of the terrible tragedy which hovers so

low and clings all around our daily life. It is almost difficult to utter that time-honored greet-

ing: Merry Christmas. It seems like an empty shell and it is asking a great deal of any one

nowadays to bid them be merry. It is asking next to the impossible.

However, despite all the trials and tribulations we are enduring and all the obstacles we
are encountering, every one of us must of our own volition endeavor with all our might to

preserve as much of the Yuletide spirit as we can. We must strive with even greater energy

to lighten the burdens of others and we must give as a gift to all a courageous good will—to

all excepting Kaiser Wilhelm, for whom we cannot have more than contempt. With him we
wish to have nothing in common—his fate we leave wholly with the Creator, well knowing

that the Supreme Being stands for ultimate supreme justice, a justice which will inevitably

obliterate war lords who seek to plunder at the expense of innocent lives.

The glory of cheerful giving must not diminish. With it must go our fulsome well-wishing.

We must cheer up while we suffer and sustain. We cannot afford to permit the least lethargy

or hopelessness to enter into even this tragic Christmas. Somehow we must rejoice over what

blessings are still ours. We must share our advantages with those brave men who are fighting

for our great cause across the seas. We must divert a great deal of our spirit into the channel

of doing our bit to help win the war, which must be won by us if the world is to ever be safe

for democracy.

Verily, to thus write about Christmas strikes us as extraordinary, but the extraordinary

conditions warrant it. Not this time can we pour forth the usual peace-be-to-all-the-world

sentiments. No sane human being could want peace with Germany triumphant or still powerful

in the least. It would be like a lamb making peace with a lion—the lamb would always be in

danger. Nevertheless, we do extend Christmas greetings to all, excepting— (yes, we must

say it once more)—excepting that autocratic murderer of Potsdam.

S^£*
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NORMA TALMADGE
(OUR LADY OF WINTER ON THE COVER)

Norma is a potential part of the famous Talmadge
family, but she has a sister, Constance, who is just

about as constantly at it winning new laurels as any of
those active in the histrionic field. Therefore Norma
has a lively pace set for her, and it serves to keep her

thoroughly abreast with the times in the matter of pro-

gressive improvement. She is one of the select fezv

motion picture stars who actually gets better with every

characterisation she offers. Since becoming the head

of her own company—the Norma Talmadge Film

Corporation—under the astute direction of Joseph
Schenck, Norma has achieved her most notable cinema
triumphs. One of the best photoplay features of the

whole year of 1917 has been "The Moth" in which she
starred to splendid advantage. Miss Talmadge is an
actress of destiny, and she zvill undoubtedly attain suc-

cesses which will eclipse all her former brilliant ones

in the coming year, as she has mapped out a very
strenuous campaign. She is sincere in her desire to

uplift the cinema art.
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44MERRY CHRISTMAS"
Say Merry Photoplayers to You, Merry Fans : By merry i

HIS Christmas of 1917 finds

the world more devoid of mer-
riment than ever before in the

annals of man, but, just the
same, the photoplayers—your

favorites and other people's favorites

—

are bravely and courageously doing yeo-

man service to permeate a stubborn at-

mosphere, surcharged with world-wide
tragedy, with the old-time spirit of cheer-

'em-all-up with a whoop. Yours truly

—

Merry I, the writer "hereof"—has made
a pretty thorough canvass of the moving
picture studios and the domiciles of cine-

ma celebrities and everywhere we found
the tendency to make the best of hu-
manity's adversities—to give enthusiastic

voice to the perpetuation of the time-

honored salutation of noble sentiments

:

Merry Christmas.

Sidney Drew was engrossed in arrang-

ing some silk American flags in his dress-

ing-room when I walked in, for instance.

It was easy to understand that ninety-

nine per cent, of his thoughts were on sub-

jects appertaining to the war. "I had
almost forgot there was going to be a

Christmas this year," he said upon being

reminded that the gift season approached.

"But, since it is still with us despite all,

tell them all that Mr. and Mrs. Sidney

Drew jointly and earnestly wish them a

Merry Christmas. I don't know whether
wishing it will do any good or not, but

we'll all have to buck up and choke off a

few tears for the sake of preserving the

noblest of celebrations."

Thus spoke Mr. Drew, a comedian who
has furnished the world with his full

quota of laughs via the screen route, and,

similarly spoke scores of other notable

exponents of the art.

Douglas Fairbanks, like Mr. Drew,
thinks it's a tough situation to do much
rejoicing in, but he believes in putting

forth an effort with a veritable bang.

"We've got to be merry, because if we
once get depressed, we'd lose our nerve

and hence lose the war," said this athletic

king of the clan that acts. "See all the

moving picture comedies you can, force

yourself to laugh for the relief it will give

you, and be sure to do your bit for Uncle

Sam. Moreover, gather consolation from

the fact that there's another Christmas
coming after this one. Perhaps there

won't be so much Kaiserism then, and
therefore more merriment will be able to

obtain."

Pauline Frederick betrayed thoughtful

seriousness when she was broached for a

greeting appropriate to the season. "Yes,

Merry Christmas, of course, and I am
going to try awfully hard to be really

merry, but, oh, what a terror the slight-

est semblance of a thought of the war
does strike in one's heart. Instead of

there being good will among all men,
there is little of it among very few men."
Miss Frederick is justly regarded as the

most remarkable emotional actress the

screen has ever developed, and, it must
be said, she attained this distinction as a

result of unceasing hard work and deep
study. The necessity for this has left an
imprint upon her general demeanor and
she is almost invariably of serious mien.
Nevertheless she has enlisted in the cause
of doing all in her power to pass around
plenty of the Xmas cheer.

One of the most consistent optimists

Marguerite Clark
doing her Xmas
shopping early

we met in the realm of photoplay is Earle
Williams. He simply insists that we
have an abundance of blessings to be
thankful for, although he admits there are

plenty of causes for keen regret.

"Social circumstances simply demand
the populace lay aside worries of the hour
long enough to properly observe Christ-

mas, in as much of the old style as possi-

ble," he said. "Be merry if you've got
to force the issue. Optimism must rule

the part of the world that we and our Al-
lies rule at least."

"Eat less, drink none and be merry as

ever," was the sage-like paraphrase which
emanated from the lips of Vernon Steele,

who did such splendid work as leading

man in support of Mae Marsh in "Polly
of the Circus." His reference to drink
included all intoxicants, but was meant
to exclude the pure elixir water which Na-
ture grants so copiously.

"I've seen the unspeakable results of

this great battle for democracy first-hand,

but still I say, Merry Christmas," were
the words Mary Garden, the famous diva
who is destined to be just as famous as a
cinema star. Miss Garden has returned
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from France only recently and she knows
more of the actual conditions over there

than most people, because she made it

her business to find out things in the no-
ble charitable work she performed during
her sojourn near the scene of the con-
flagration which is rocking the globe.

One of the best ladies and one of the

most charming companions in the whole
world of make-believe is Fannie Ward,
long a leading light with Lasky, but now
being starred under the Pathe banner.

We esteem Miss Ward to the maximum,
and you would too if you knew her as

well as the writer. To her must go un-

limited credit for elevating dramatic art,

both on the spoken stage and the shadow
stage. She has done this as a result of

being actuated by edifying motives—she

sincerely aspires to be of some distinct

value to the world and she is never suf-

fering from lethargy when there is good
work to be accomplished. It is no won-
der she is so immensely popular with

the fans and that her fame is constantly

growing to larger proportions. There is

the splendid reason: Fannie Ward is a

sterling artist, with an admirable char-

acter of her own.
As is her want, this favorite of legions

opened her heart when she was asked for

a few words on Christmas, and, here is

what she said

:

"Throughout the Christian world this

coming Christmas will be less merry than

any within the memory of living man.
More than one-half the world is plunged
in sorrow over this dreadful war, and to

the superficial thinker it would seem that

the Spirit of Christ is crushed to earth

forevermore. But He had to suffer and
die to prove His teachings. So let us pray
that the brave boys who are fighting for

the principles that He taught will be home
by next Christmas and the world a better

place to live in because of the success of

their arms."
And now we will let many others

greet you in their own ways

:

From "America's Sweet"

Merry Christmas—Mary Pickford.

From Charlie Chapun
Here's another "Merry Christmas," but of

course it isn't much that way. The adjective is

rather far-fetched with so many of our brothers
bleeding and dying in Europe. However, here's

to praying most earnestly that ere another Yule-
tide rolls around, world-wide peace will have
become a reality, and that we will all be laughing
heartily over the blessings of a new era of
genuine and universal good will.

From Wallace Reid

It's an old-fashioned Christmas for me. While
the other unfortunate studio folks are down in

the City of the Angels looking longingly back
into the past when they tobogganed down their

native hills "back home," I'm on snowshoes in

Bear Valley—which is one place in California
where the snow is seven feet deep, and you
wear e"ar-muffs and mackinaws to keep out the
genuine chill of winter. While the log fire is

crackling in our cabin by Bear Lake, I'll say
Merry Christmas to you all.

From Vivian Martin

After we have eaten our Christmas dinners
in our safe and comfortable homes in America

—

or rather before we can do this with a clear
conscience—let's all gather up our bundles of
socks and mufflers, and sweaters and candy and
cigarettes to usher in a Happy New Year to
the boys "Over There." And for any single
person in the United States who has not done
several bits by December Twenty-fifth—may his

plum pudding give him indigestion and a turkey
bone stick in his throat. That's my Christmas
toast for 1917.

From Louise Huff

No sweeter message has ever been given the
world than this : "Peace on earth, good will
towards men." It is full of meaning, particularly
at this time of the year. So, while wishing you
Merry Christmas, I can only add that to my
message—"Peace on earth, good will to men."

From Helen Hoemes

Merry Christmas—and may Old Father Time
come riding in on Train No. 1918, bringing you
many carloads of happiness, prosperity—and the
finest one of all—Peace on earth.

HELEN
HOLMES d

Twas the night

before Christmas"

From George Beban

Christmas, in the days which we have all read
about from Sir Henry Irving, used to carry with
it thoughts of a big open fireplace, snappiir
chestnuts, a yule log, candle-light, roast young
pig and old wine. Now it is an apartment and a
kitchenette or dinner at a modern hotel. Wher-
ever it is, though, and whatever the longings for
those who are away and the thoughts of the
times, we can still make it a merry one. That is

my wish to you.

From Jack Pickford

The biggest toast which the boys who are left

in America can drink on December Twenty-fifth
this year is a long and hearty toast to our
boys in France. I'll join with seven million others
who are still left behind to wish them all happily
back—victorious—on Christmas, 1918.

From Ceara Kimbael Young

I wish to extend the compliments of the
season and my heartfelt wishes for success
and happiness throughout the coming year.
This has been a wonderful year for many rea-

sons. The holiday time, marking as it does,
the first anniversary of the establishment of my
own producing organization in the motion picture
industry, I take this opportunity to thank my
public, the press, and all those in and out of
the photoplay field who have helped me to
make my first year so remarkably happy and
successful.

During the past months I have been enabled
to choose my own company, my own director,
the kind of plays I like best, and to hold con-
stantly to my ideal that we must continually grow
bigger and better ; bigger in our outlook and
production, and better in art, appeal and presen-
tation. For all these things I am extremely
happy.
But the advent of this Christmas 1917, for me

and for thousands of others, cannot be ac-
complished with the unrestrained joy of other
years while the spirit of war treads rampant on
our hearts and lives. Out of the nobility and
sacrifice of our boys "Over There," and the
support of those who are left behind, shall come
a future yet filled with the joy, goodwill and the
peace of the Yueltide.
And so it is that with all my thanks and a full

heart I wish you A MERRY CHRISTMAS.

From Jueian Eltinge

My first Christmas in the land of the photoplay,
and my first in California for many years will
find me writing post-cards to my friends "back
east," with pictures of California oranges and
snow-capped mountains. Most likely the pro-
phesies of the oldest resident who vouches for the
information that it never rains in California till

January will fall down, and we'll be skidding
and carrying umbrellas to our Christmas din-
ners. But that's no detriment to jollity, and I

can happily shake hands by mail and wish a
Merry Christmas to the Photo-Peay Journal
and the loyal fans who read it.

From Jackie Saunders

Just an old-fashioned wish, on a little

Christmas card

—

Just a simple "Merry Christmas"

—

But I wish it awful hard.

From BevEREY Bayne
In the words of cheery, lovable Tiny Tim,

"God bless us, everyone !" But I particularly
want, at this time of the year, to send my earnest
thanks and deepest, heartiest Christmas greet-
ing to those splendid women who have heln
me so much in my efforts to supply "soldier com-
forts" to the Red Cross. "Thank you" seems
such a little thing to say—but it comes from the
warmest corner of my heart. "God bless you.
everyone !"

From Valentine Grant
Our President says that we should celebrate

Christmas with even fuller hearts, this year,
than ever before. But let us keep always in

mind "our boys" "Over There" and here at

home, as well. Let's make this a Merry Christ-
mas indeed for all of them—and if you do your
share towards it, you won't need any Christma;
wishes from me—you'll have Christmas happiness
in full measure, pressed down and running over.

From Peggy Hyland
Dear Movie Friends:

How happy we are to welcome the dear, old

holiday season once more—holly berries, mistletoe
and all the other Christmas tokens hold full

sway.
The air is filled with the happy, festive spirit

and people are singing the pretty Christmu
carols, unconsciously sometimes, no matter where
we go.

And the slogan of Christmas, "Peace on earth,

good will towards men," is nearer realization

than it has been in years. Surely the foe must
surrender now that glorious America, "the land

of the free and the home of the brave," has
shouldered the musket.

All of us are hoping, praying for the same
Christmas gift, I'm sure. Oh, what a wonder-
fully happy day it would be if the dove of peace
might enfold the bleeding world in its wings and
brush away the strife and hatred.

And to you, kind friends, at this beautiful sea-

son, I send my holiday greeting. Merry, merry
Christmas to you, one and all. May good, old

Santa fill your stockings with blessings galore.

{Continued on page 53)
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ET a breezy Christmas story about Mary Pickford,"
says ye editor to humble me, and with a flourish

of his regal hand plus an air of extreme confidence,

he dismissed me.
Get it, indeed ! Likewise, yea verily. Not so

easy when one considers the fact that there are three thousand
miles of Uncle Sam's wide territory between "Little Mary" and
yours truly.

Now, how to go about this?

on my salary.

Make the trip personally?
way of time.

A letter? T. t. m. t. (Takes too much time.)

Well then, what? Ah, wait. Mary Pickford has a press

agent. Yes indeedy. But then, will he make an exception in

this case and in view of the holy occasion, tell the truth? Well,
we'll try and see.

Supposing you, my dear reader, accompany me. Yes?
Fine!

First we take the subway to Fiftieth street. Oh, that's all

right, I've got the fare—you can pay coming back. Yes, this

is our station. We got here quickly? But then that's the way
it goes in a story. Some breeze, say you? Well, that's what
the editor ordered.

Look out ! Oh, that's nothing, you can brush it off when
it dries. Those taxi drivers are under contract to hit every
mud hole on Broadway. The more bump the more careless

is the meter in robbing the w. k. public. Here we are. God-

When Mary Pickford was asked to write her Christmas message to the fans, sne

handed in th« above pictures. " Here 8 all I ve

got to say," «he said.
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Mary Pickford collecting cigarettes from Marshall Neilan, Theodore Roberts and Norman Kerry for "Our Boys
in France Tobacco Fund." One trip around the Artcraft studio of "America's Sweetheart" cleaned out every smoke

frey Building. Don't be impatient, don't

you know this is the worst elevator serv-

ice in New York? That's why all the

film people are in this building. How's
that, you say? Well, it's this way. The
exhibitors come into book a picture from
a certain company—but they are com-
pelled to wait long for an elevator. By
the time the elevator does reach the
ground floor a salesman from another
company has the exhibitor's name on the
contract for a different picture. The hall

swarms with salesmen, and when an ex-

hibitor enters he gets no further. He has
booked enough for a season from com-
panies which are competitors to the con-
cern he intended to see. That's why this :

film building is a success. The waits be-

tween elevators encourages competition,
and competition is good even for the film

business.

Once an exhibitor, after a salesman had
been talking to him for an hour, finally

succeeded in getting in a few words to

the effect that he had returned to get a
forgotten umbrella and that he had just

booked his program. No the salesman
did not faint, he sold him a diamond ring
for which his mother-in-law had placed
an ad. in the "Lost and Found" columns
the day before. Film salesmen can sell

anything, from hairless Mexican jumping
beans to waterless fountain pens.

Ah, here we are. An elevator life as I

live—and only three men have grown
beards since the last one ! Really, this

must be discouraging to the budding
salesman. If the service continues to
improve the poor sellers will have to use
stenography in order to get their argu-
ments over quicker. Someone standing
on your foot you say? Push 'em off.

Don't tolerate that. Insist upon stand-
ing on your own feet. Here we are. Art-
craft Pictures Corporation. Yes, they
have a fine office suite. Boy, tell Mr.
Charlie Fuier that Peter Gridley waits
without. Go ! Don't you dast pull that
ancient line. Come right in? See, that's

the way they treat me. Never too busy
to see ME.

Hello, Charlie, meet my friend, Reader.
Yes, I'll have a cigar. How do I know

you have them? Well, you'd better close

your lower drawer all the way so they
don't show. Thanks. Now then, Reader
and I came out to get some stuff—breezy
stuff, about Mary Pickford and Merry
Christmas. Both nice girls, you say?
Stop it, I'm serious.

"So you've come to get some dope on
Mary Pickford and Merry Christmas.
Well, in the first place, Mary Pickford's
next picture, to be released by Artcraft, is

'The Little Princess,' produced under the
personal direction of that famous young
genius, Marshall Neilan and adapted
from—

"

Oh, cut it out; tell us something about
how Mary will spend
Christmas.
"Oh, yes, last

year Mary
prised a n

old couple living on Seventh avenue with
a Victrola and a hundred records. On
the level. You see, Mary lived in the
same boarding house with this couple
several years before she became a star,

and now when prosperity comes her way,
she still remembers them. Now, you see,
in Mary's new picture, 'The Little Prin-
cess,' to be released by Artcraft Pictures,
of which Walter E. Greene is president,
there is

—

"

Well, what's that got to do with Mary
and Merry Christmas?

"Oh, yes, this year Mary is gathering
presents from all the screen actors and
actresses, toys, y'know, which she is going
to send over to the kids in Belgium.
Douglas Fairbanks is helping Mary
gather these toys, and so far has received
gifts from Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Mother
Pickford, Julian Eltinge, Bill Hart—he's
an Artcraft star now, too; George Beban,
Thomas H. Ince, Cecil B. De Mille, Mar-
guerite Clark, George M. Cohan, Jack
Pickford and a lot of other luminaries in

the m. p. firmament. Now there's a big
surprise in 'The Little Princess.' You
see, this is undoubtedly Mary's greatest
characterization. Really Miss Pickford
never had a greater part. In a stupendous
scene of elaborate settings and masterful
lighting she

—

"

Come, come, some more about Mary's
Christmas.

"Oh, indeed, pardon me. Mary is the
god-mother to six hundred soldiers.

You've heard about 'Mary Pickford's

Fighting Six Hundred.' Well, Mary is

keeping those boys supplied with tobacco,
chewing gum and candy. You know a
couple of months ago she gave each one
a locket with her miniature. Well, for

Christmas—oh, yes, there's some charm-
ing little Christmas scenes in 'The Little

Princess.' You know Mary plays the
part of a little kiddie

who was once rich and
becomes very, very

poor. Well, it's

Christmas night
and—"

Saying good-
bye to Miss
Pickford.offi-

cers ofBattery
A,before leav-
ing for France
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"OurBoysinFranceTobaccoFund'
Mi»«H « *•* *** *"-*• *•»*«* CH|

r~x

"Come on with the Tobacco
And well Smoke the Kaiser out"

E»«h Sotdier Who Receives a Podago Prombc* to tend » McMRgr
to the Perao* Who Bought II (or Him.

Yoo G«t Your Thank, by Mail (rem (ho Men in die Trcnrha.

In less

than it

to tell

Here the poster tells the story

Please, tell us some more about real Mary
and real Christmas.

"My, my, that's right. And you wanted
something breezy, didn't you? Well, last

winter Mary was in a department store

buying some presents for some little kid-

die friends. She had just purchased a few
dozen dolls, about fifty well-filled stock-

ings and about a hundred toy balloons
when she noticed that on blowing up one
of the balloons there seemed to be some-
thing in it beside air. It felt like a piece

of paper, and upon breaking open the
balloon there appeared a legal-looking

document. Just as she was about to read
it the lights went out. Something seemed
to have happened to the power. After a

few minutes' wait the lights went on
again. As Miss Pickford bent over to

read the paper a careless cash girl brushed
up against her and the paper fell to the

floor. Upon finally recovering it, Mary
was just about to read when he blew in.

Who? Breese—of course—Edmund
Breese, the actor. See—Christmas stuff,

Mary Pickford and Breese—just what
your editor wanted."

That's all right, Reader, he'll come
around ; I didn't break any bones. I just

stunned him. Let's go away from here.

I won't give Mary another line in our
magazine, nor will I ever again mention
Artcraft in my stories. I'll just take these
pictures anyway. (Curtain.)

And now a start all over again in a
different direction.

Since Uncle Sam started measuring his

sons for uniforms and set in motion his

gigantic fighting machine, various per-

sons prominent in the public eye have
devoted much of their own time to help
brighten up the lives of the boys in khaki

who have set about the job of "kanning

the Kaiser." Conspicuous among those

whose activities in behalf of the soldier

boys have attracted considerable atten-

tion is none other than our own Mary
Pickford, known throughout the land as

"America's Sweetheart."

•4^1 Hk Many of the boys now in

France have a vision of

"Little Mary" back home
in Yankee Land, as they in-

hale the blue smoke of an

American cigarette which
has come many miles as a

result of the tireless energy

of the beloved darling of

the screen. When,
some few weeks ago,

Miss Pickford spied

a billposter tacking

up a sign which ap-

pealed to the natives

of Los Angeles for

"smokees," she im-

mediately ap-

pointed herself

a committee of

one to help the

good cause

along,

time
takes

about
Mary
t a i n e d a

few post-

ers from
the aston-

i s h e d

young
man whose work had
been vigorously inter-

rupted by the famous
Mary Pickford tugging at

his coat and requesting

some copies of the litho-

graph.

At the studio that glori-

ous and patriotic after-

noon, after personally

supervising the posting
of these placards, "Our
Mary," not yet satis-

fied with what she had
done and realizing that

many people "did not
believe in signs," set

about thinking up an
idea to see that the ap-

peal was answered by
every male at the plant.

There was no better way
than personally making the

rounds and extracting the

"smokes" herself. What if the

director was waiting for her to

film some scenes for "The Lit-

tle Princess," her new Artcraft

picture? The delay could eas-

ily be made up by staying
a little later that night, but the
boys at the front would have
to wait many weeks for their

cigarettes and every minute
counted. With the as-

sistance of Marshall Nei-
lan, her director, "Our
Mary" made the rounds.
There was no putting
her off. If an individual had no cigar-

ettes, well, her office boy would get any
quantity—as much as their monetary do-

nation would buy. And so. in short order

a packing case was filled, nailed and
shipped to "the first to fight." One day
each week Mary makes the rounds, and
once a week a case of tobacco is sent on
its mission of joy to the fighters of Uncle-

Sam.
When the boys of Battery "A" dropped

in at the studio to pay Mary their respects

they were afforded a most pleasant sur-

prise by their hostess. Would they like to

have her make the rounds with them in

their effort to enroll new members for

their fighting unit? Well, rather! Mary
Pickford will stop traffic in any public

place in the country—as to Los Angeles'
busy streets in the middle of the day

—

well, the boys had crowds around their

machine before they had a chance to stop

and make their appeal for recruits. It

was a memorable day and no further re-

cruiting tours were necessary for Bat-
tery "A."
The latest activities of "America's

Sweetheart" in behalf of

the boys in khaki is her

adoption of an entire bat-

talion. "The Little Mother
of the Second Battalion"

is her newest title, for she

has taken every "Sammy"
in the Second Battalion of

(Continued on page SO)

Mary Pick-
ford pinning

locket around

the neck of SargeantFulwuder, one of the

600 soldiers of which she is god-mother
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Ej ADELE W.
FLETCHEI

EVEN, eight, nine, struck the

studio clock as I approached the

^-Ovlj boy at the entrance desk of the

C^-j/ I
Mayfair Film Studios and in-

quired if Miss Hyland, the

dainty, little star had yet arrived.

"Yes, Miss Hyland's in—she left word
for you to go right up to her room," he

answered : and I turned towards the stairs

which lead from the busy studio floor to

pretty Peggy's bower in filmland.

Somehow I hadn't expected to find her al-

ready at the studios, for I had some sort of

hazy notion that motion picture stars arrived

at the studios shortly before the luncheon
hour. And here was Miss Hyland, settled

in her dressing-room before most business

men and women in the lower section of the

city had even arrived at their offices.

"Come right in," invited Miss Hyland.
"You'll forgive me for making-up as I talk,

won't you ?

"I am late this morning you see," she con-
tinued, after drawing up a large wicker arm-
chair heaped with attractive shaped cushions
near her dressing-table so I might chat with
her comfortably as she completed the mir-
acle of make-up.

"Eate, late !" I exclaimed in a questioning
tone.

"Yes, indeed ; very late," she answered
smilingly. "You see the holiday spirit is in

my veins and I forgot that I am a very busy
woman, earning my own living. I have been
beautifying my gift parcels when I should
be wielding the make-up stick," and she
waved the pink stick in her hand majestic-
ally.

"See," she went on, her eyes beaming as

she pointed to a chest at the far end of the

room fairly overflowing with parcels of all

shapes and sizes, "Most of my gifts are all

ready, and those I have not fixed I'll take
home with me tonight, for when they are

here I can't put my mind on my work. All

I can see are the attractive cards, with their

loving inscriptions and pretty pasters. I

feel like a child in kindergarten when I ar-

range them in their places."

One rather divined

without any hint from

finders

Dainty Peggy Hyland and her dream house of matrimonial happiness which she
builds in "Persuasive Peggy'

her that she was going to make up for the

last Christmas she had lost. You see Miss
Hyland was a stranger in America last year
and quite alone, for her mother who arrived

soon after the holidays was on her way from
their English home and dear, little Peggy
anxiously awaiting her arrival.

"This is going to be a wonderful Christ-

mas," she murmured as she began to pin her

chestnut locks upon the crown of her head
and dab a bit of black on her eyebrows,
"We're going to be a happy family—just as

happy, as happy can be. Papa has just come
over from England too, you know, and both
he, 'Mommie' and myself are already trans-

forming our living-room into a bower of

greens with pine branches, holly and mistle-

toe. Even 'Jackpots' has caught the Christ-

mas spirit," she said laughingly as she patted

her adoring fox-terrier on his head, "for he
tears about like a monkey the minute any
holiday parcels come into the room."

"But tell me," I asked, "just how you
are going to spend the day itself. Outline
your plans as nearly as possible."

"Oh, I should love to if it won't bore

you," she answered enthusiastically, "for we
are going to make it the most Christmasy

Christmas imaginable, provided Mother
Nature will help and cover the good old

earth in a downy white blanket, give the

trees and hedges a coat of ermine and
stud the branches with all sorts of glistening

jewels. Somehow I'm always disappointed

if I can't look from my window at a snow-
covered world on Christmas morning. It

doesn't seem just right somehow does it, to

have a holiday season without snow?
"We'll all get up as early as our heavy

eyelids permit and hasten into our clothes

in the hopes that we'll be dressed first and
therefore the first to wish the other the

season's greeting. Then, after that, comes
the unwrapping of the parcels, which will

be stacked under the branches of our tree.

I have already made one specification about

the tree, and it is that it must be just low
enough above the ceiling to permit the

golden star I have known ever since I was a

tiny tot at home to glisten

from the topmost peak. I do
love a tall tree—one with
wide-spreading branches and
plenty of room for candy
canes and other goodies.

"Oh, already I can feel my
tingle as I wade
through the tissue-

paper wrappings— I

never act a bit lady-

like mother says, for

I am so anxious that

I can't just undo
bows properly and
keep the tags with
the gifts. However,
I'm afraid I'll be
something of a scat-

ter-brain even when
I'm a grandmother.

"Then, after this,

there will be the
walk to church. If I

Peggy Hyland

didn't go to church another day in the
year I would have to go on Christmas.
I love the soft lights which steal through
the colored windows, the voices raised

in song and the preacher's soft voice as

he reads the passages or pronounces the
benediction. Somehow it seems to smooth
all the tangles from my mind, and I leave

the chapel at peace with the world.

"Next we plan to return home for the

baskets we have prepared with roasted

turkey, cranberry sauce, potatoes, plum pud-
ding, raisins and all sorts of goodies which
we take to some families who perhaps would
be unhappy on this wonderful day of days.

"Of course the Christmas dinner has a
little niche in our plans all its own. How
hungry we'll be after our morning's walk,
and how our faces will light up when the big,

juicy bird is brought into the room. 'Jado-

pots' will be sure to bark outrageously, and
I know papa will wear the same dear smile
he has worn as far back as I can remember,
while 'mommie's' face will beam her hap-
piness. When we rise from the table, I'm
sure to feel a bit stuffy and wonder if I

resemble Santa himself, but even -a hint of

drowsiness will not be sufficient to keep me
from the next treat of the day, and I'll fly to

my room to wrap up warm in my furs for a

jolly sleigh-ride. Papa has arranged for a

regular, old-fashioned sleigh which will take

us out into the country—one with as many
bells as the owner can attach without having
it sound like a carnival as we race along.

If Mother Nature fails us, why, of course,

we'll have to be satisfied with a demure,
conventional motor through the park in-

stead, but I'm hoping for snow myself.

"Cold turkey will do nicely for tea—oh
yes, we'll be hungry again after our brisk

ride. You see we're three perfectly healthy

people, and eat an alarming amount on
Christmas. We started this as far back as

I can remember, for I always knew papa
could fix me up. Papa's a doctor you know.
"Then in the evening we'll sit before the

fireplace roasting apples and popping corn

while we talk and dream of the things dear

to our hearts. Bedtime will come around al-

most before we know it, and then the dearest

of all days will be past."

She looked up brightly as she completed

her plans and was soon slipping on a beau-

tiful frock she was to wear in the scenes in

a few minutes.
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Charlie Yakahoola Hikidoola Murray, when the temperature was hi Holding the mirror up to nature. There's some good looking

about Mary Thurman nature that the mirror doesn t see
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HE pleasant breakfast room of

Rueben Safford's luxurious

home had never seemed more
attractive than on the Decem-
ber morning when Mr. and

Mrs. Safford sat down to a well-spread

table at peace with themselves and the

world generally.

The well-trained maid served in her

usual deft, capable manner, and it was
not until she laid the mail which the post-

man left at the door, opposite Mr. Saf-

ford's plate, that the first ripple crossed

his face. Even then it was an expression

of pleasure as he took up a letter from his

only son and heir, whose home-coming
from college both parents were looking

forward to in a short time.

"A letter from Lester, Mother," Mr.

Safford remarked briefly and with a slight

frown, "and I am sorry that it does not

contain good news. The boy is suffering

from a severe attack of bronchitis and is

in the Infirmary. He seems a little blue,

for he says that the prospects are that

he may have to spend Christmas there."

Mrs. Safford reached forward a well-

formed hand for the communication. She
was a handsome woman still in middle

life. With mother-anxiety she perused

the letter and shook her head.

"I fear this is more severe than his

usual attacks," she remarked, "for Lester

is not often so depressed as this letter

indicates."

Mr. Safford extended a second letter

for her inspection.

"I fear you are right," he said, "for the

school physician reports him as seriously

ailing. Looks to me, Mother, like we bet-

ter take an early train out to Princeton

and see how the boy is ourselves. If pos-

sible we want him home for Christmas."

Arrived at their destination, Mr. and
Mrs. Safford were much distressed to

find their son's health more imperiled

than they had realized. The physician

advised an examination by a famous ex-

pert in X-Ray work of the lungs, and his

report was that Lester Safford must live

in the open and seek a milder climate if

he was to escape the ravages of tubercu-

lar trouble which had already commenced.
Greatly distressed, his fond parents bade
farewell to him on Christmas eve as,

wrapped in furs, he boarded a trans-conti-

nental Pullman.
Father and mother returned sadly to

their own home and sat beside the library

fire rather indifferent to the little boy
choir which sang Christmas carols be-

neath their window. In an effort to make
the Safford home festive, the servants had
hung wreaths of holly against the win-
dow panes and put candles to welcome
the Christ Child upon all the window sills,

but the hearts of the troubled couple were
too heavy to pay much heed to these

evidences of the Christmas season.

A thinly-clad girl came down the city

street, none too well fed and not over-

warm, looking longingly about her at the

signs of Christmas on every hand. Mem-
ories of the charming Southern home in

which she had been reared flitted through
her mind. It was indeed well that her
widowed mother did not know the strug-

gle it was costing her to send home the
cheery weekly letters and the sum of

money which regularly accompanied
them. What good purpose could possi-

bly be served even if the gentle mother
realized the sacrifice which the sending
of that money entailed?

As Virginia Lee walked slowly up the
street listening to the carols of the sur-

pliced boy choir now singing in the dis-

tance, her quick eye was caught by a
flaming lace curtain which had ignited

from a candle, the flame of which had
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I The Eyes of the Screen
|

I By Florence Gertrude Ruthven

Eyes, eyes, wonderful eyes! j
| The tint of the violet,

I The blue of the skies |
The softness of twilight, |

| The sparkle of jet; 1

| Eyes with a strange light j

j One cannot forget; §

| But the loveliest eyes |

| Vve ever seen §

| Are the eyes of the film folk j
| On the screen. j

| Eyes, eyes, marvelous eyes!— j
| / know not their coloring— |

| Their shape and their size; §
Their depth and expression; |
Their laughter and li s; |

| Joy and depression, j
And heart-rending sighs §

| Make them loveliest eyes 1

| Vve ever seen, §
Eyes, eyes, eyes, that Art mirrors j

I On the screen. I

been driven against it by a draught of

air.

Quicker than thought, the gently-bred
Southern girl dashed up the steps of the
splendid home, rang the bell, and to the
astonishment of the stately butler, gave
the alarm, leading the way into the spa-

cious drawing room and tearing down
the blazing curtain with bare hands.
The butler recovered his presence of

mind in time to assist, but not before the

girl's hands were badly burned, and Mr.
and Mrs. Safford had hurried to her side

from the library, a couple of rooms dis-

tant. Their natural kindness of heart
manifested itself, and they insisted upon
a physician, and that she become their

quest until she had entirely recovered.
Virginia Lee seemed to have been al-

most divinely sent to the troubled fam-
ily to take up their mind at a time when
they would have worried over the health
of their son. Mrs. Safford soon found
that Virginia was a girl of gentle birth

and training; also that her present posi-

tion afforded scant remuneration for the

service rendered. She interested herself

in the girl's behalf and was successful in

securing a much more profitable and con-
genial position in connection with an aris-

tocratic tea room, where she served as

bookkeeper and general assistant to the
manager. Virginia was very happy in

the new position, because she was enabled
to send her mother more money, to spend
much of her spare time with Mrs., Saf-

ford, and to meet a refined and educated
class of people.

In the course of the next few months
Gerald Manson came frequently to the
tea room with his fiancee, and it was evi-

dent from the first that he was greatly
attracted by the beautiful bookkeeper.
Evelyn Temple, a proud and somewhat
haughty young lady of weath, finally be-

came jealous, and, accusing him of divided
interest, broke the engagement. At first

Gerald Manson was very much hurt, as

he had more than half a suspicion that

she had been anxious to be rid of him, be-

cause his own means were much less than
those of the girl who had promised to

marry him, and he was sure that her
mother's opposition to him on account of

this had helped to sever the relations be-

tween them. He still came occasionally

to the tea room, and the next Christmas
Eve he and Virginia Lee were quietly

married, Mr. Safford having looked him
up and found him worthy in every way.

Letters from the West told the Saf-

fords of the gradual improvement of their

son, but of the continued necessity for his

remaining in the West. He promised
that if all went well, however, he would
come East and make them a visit as soon
as it was safe to venture into a change-
able climate.

Gerald Manson and Virginia were very
happy in their little flat, and especially so

when his firm gave him a commission to

go to Texas as official geologist for the

firm in search of land with oil-bearing

prospects.

Lester Safford, suddenly growing lone-

some and homesick, determined to return

and surprise his parents. He reached the

door of his father's home just as Virginia

left it, after having bade her good friends

good-bye. They even touched arms as

they passed on the steps, and he caught
one glimpse of a beautiful face, which
was lost a moment later in the evening
shadows.
He inquired of his mother who her

caller had been, and she told him that it

was the girl of whom she had so often

written. The visit back home proved un-

timely for the young man, as he was soon
warned by a hacking cough that he must
return to his sunny West.

Virginia and Gerald met with success

in Texas locating valuable findings for

the company. Gerald was then sent on
to California to look over more prospects

there. Everything went merrily with them
until one night word was brought to

Virginia that an accident had happened,
for the train bringing her husband home
to her. after a short journey of his. had

(Continued on page 50)
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RANCIS BUSHMAN as an
actor—a hero par excellence, a

charming screen lover, an amus-
ing and very likable club-mem-
ber of the Green-Room Club,

Screen Club, et al—all of these we know
well. But there is another Francis Bush-
man whom few of us have been fortunate
enough to know. It is Francis Bushman,
the patriot.

When war with Germany was declared,

he began to look about, trying to see what
work there was for him to do. He dis-

covered, near his home in Maryland, ten

boys who were eager to join the various

officer's training camps, and branches of

the Army and Navy service, but who were
held back by their duty to dependents. Mr.
Bushman promised these lads that, if they

wanted to go, he would see that their

families were cared for until the end of the

war, and the return of the sons.

A weekly check goes to each family, and a

huge wagon-load of fresh vegetables, fruits

and other farm produce leaves Bushmanor
regularly to be distributed to these families.

And the ten lads who are learning their

service to Uncle Sam receive grateful letters

from their parents, overflowing with tales

of the goodness of the Master of Bush-
manor.

Mr. Bushman not only assisted in the sale

of Liberty Bonds, both in New York and on
his brief lecturing tour through New York
State, Pennsylvania and New Jersey, but

he subscribed for ten thousand dollars'

worth for himself. Each of the ten boys
who went to the front because of his

promise to look after their families, did so

with a fifty-dollar Liberty Bond in his

pocket.

So, all in all, I think Mr. Bushman is en-

titled to the title which he has received.

When the Red Cross began their efforts

to raise one hundred million dollars to take

care of "our boys at the front," and, as one
means of doing so, asked every dog-owner
in America to subscribe for a Red Cross

badge for that dog, a letter was sent to Mr.
Bushman, asking that he enroll his dog in

the Red Cross Canine Auxiliary. Mr.
Bushman answered that he would be glad to

do so, and a blank was sent to him, so that

he might give the Society full particulars

regarding the dog. When he reached the

question, "Name?" he was a bit nonplussed,

for he owns more than twenty dogs, and he

wanted all of them to belong. Finally, he

wrote "Legion" in the space for the name,
and a postscript asking that a whole box of

badges be sent so that all his dogs might
share the honor of being Red Cross mem-
bers. His check accompanied this letter and
was such a big one that the whole Society

fairly beams every time Francis Bushman's
name is mentioned.

Off screen, Mr. Bushman's even nicer

than on. That may not sound possible,

but it's true nevertheless. He's as boy-

ish and unselfconscious as the youngest

"Pete Props." He is a wonderful host,

and his week-end parties at Bushmanor
are long remembered by those who are

lucky enough to get a bid there. (The
writer had a "bid" for Christmas week-
end, and wishes to say that she had the time

of her sweet young life, and that she hopes
another Christmas will find her, lonely and
weepful in a New York boarding-house, so

that Mr. Bushman will again take pity on
her.)

Bushmanor is the realization of a boyhood
dream. When "Frank" Bushman—or

"Bush" as the other fellows used to call

him—went fishing or swimming with the

other boys, there was one particular spot

just outside of Baltimore where he used to

sit for hours, and plan what he would do
when he was grown. Of course, it never
occurred to him to dream of being a movie
actor—he wasn't that sort of a boy ! Nor
did he have even a suggestion of the good
looks which characterize him now. As a

matter-of-fact, one of his sisters informs me
that he was a very ordinary looking, every-

day sort of boy with clear, honest blue eyes,

A part of the fine herd of dairy cattle of which Mr. Bushman is justly proud

rancis X. Bushman
Poeed especially for

PHOTO-PLAY
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hair with a suspicion

of auburn, a plenti-

tude of freckles, and a perpetually

stubbed toe. Therefore, it is easily

seen that his ideas did not embrace
a picture career.

Anyway, regardless of what he grew
up to be, he meant to have a home on this

particular place, which held so much of

beauty for him. He sat and planned the

house and grounds in detail. And it is good
to know that the plans and ideas formulated

by a boy of fourteen have been realized so

fully and completely, by the man of thirty-

six.

The house—the Manor House, as his

friends call it
—

"de Big House," as the col-

ored servants label it—stands like a jewel

of purest white amid the emerald sweep of

velvet lawns, dotted here and there by a

fine old tree. At the left, and a little down
the slope, one finds the rose-gardens—

a

gorgeous luxuriant sweep of bloom. Every
variety of rose is discovered here, from the

exquisite buttons of the tiny Dorothy Per-

kins, to the huge and much-admired Ameri-
can Beauty. They haven't been laid out in

a sort of cut-and-dried card-board pattern

that indicates the hand of a "landscape-

gardener." Instead, they are blooming in

the exquisite glory of a loving hand that

watches over them carefully.

On the right of the house, slopes the or-

chard—a place that, in springtime, is suf-

ficient excuse for any sort of action on the

part of a beauty-loving spectator. From the

end of the verandah, one looks down on a

rolling carpet of palest pink of apple

blossoms, the deeper pink of peach blossoms,

the clear white of pear blossoms, and the

ivory of the plum trees. But just now
the orchard of Bushmanor hangs full of a

glory much more valuable than blossoms.

At the back of the house, distant about

an eighth of a mile, or more, one finds the

white-painted servants cabins. For Bush-
manor employs only colored servants.

Mammy Ca'line (Caroline) is the house-

keeper, a servant of Mr. Bushman's mother,

whose proudest boast is that she "nuhsed
Massa Frank" from the time of his birth

until he left his own home to capture a for-

tune to save the family exchequer from
(Continued on page 50)
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CHRISTMAS AT BUSHMANOR
By FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN

HRISTMAS is always the
happiest season of the year,

but to me it seems to be

particularly so, especially at

Bushmanor. Right in the

heart of the Green Spring Valley, Rider-
wood, Maryland, Bushmanor seems to

gather together the best of both North-
ern and Southern Christmas.
There is always a house-party at Bush-

manor for Christmas week, composed
only of dearest and nearest friends. There
are sleigh-rides, if we are lucky enough to

have a "White Christmas" and plenty of

horses, so that he who hkes horseback
riding may have his fill of it during that

week.
For weeks before Christmas the kitch-

ens of Bushmanor have been fragrant

with the smell of good things baking, un-
der the supervision of Mammy Elsie, who
cooked for my mother, when I was a boy.

Cakes, plum puddings and the like are

prepared at least a week or ten days ahead
of the occasion for which they are re-

quired.

Usually, the day begins with a good
hard gallop over frosty roads and through
air like wine, bringing one back to a cozy
dining-room, with a breakfast steaming
hot—waffles, ham and eggs, from the

Home Farm, toast, fruit—all sorts of good
things provided by Mammy Elsie, who
seems to have an almost uncanny insight

into even strangers' appetites and favor-

ite dishes.

Then a sleigh-ride, or perhaps a snow-
battle, or something of the sort provides
amusement for the morning hours. Neigh-
bors drop in from all parts of the Valley,
during the day, for that week of all others
"Open House" is maintained at Bush-
manor.
The trip to the woods after the tree is

a feature of the week that is much en-

joyed, usually. Then there is a tree for

the servants at their own quarters, laden

with gifts from everybody at the Big

House.
" In the evenings we dance to the music

of an Aeolian-Vocalion, or go in town to

the theatre, or something of the sort.

In short, Christmas Week at Bush-

manor is a week in which every guest is

expected to do absolutely as he, or she,

wishes. There are no hard and fast plans

drawn up, causing this day to be devoted

to such and such an outing, and to-mor-

row to something else. Nothing is planned

beforehand, unless it is some special oc-

casion.

We try to make Christmas Week at

Bushmanor a week to be remembered by
anyone who honors us, at that time of the

year, with their presence.

JACKIE'S CHRISTMAS TURKEY
By PEARL GADDIS

-sh—
Secrets

!

Jackie Saunders is going to

roast her own turkey in her
own home for her own Christ-

mas dinner.

Yes, Jackie has handed it out cold that
Christmas morning will find her in the
kitchen, all bound 'round with a big ging-
ham apron, golden curls tucked carefully

beneath a snowy cap bearing the royal
(well, it is that, almost!) insignia of the
Hoover food campaign. Of course, since
the turkey to be roasted comes from
Jackie's own "hennery" (is there such a
word as "turkery?") she cannot be ac-

cused of being unpatriotic to fix up such
a wonderful feast for the Day o' Days.
"How do you go about roasting a tur-

key?" asked the cooking expert, all dis-

guised behind nice big shell-rimmed
glasses, and wearing cotton mittens just
like a cooking expert in a story.

"You don't go about it—you just do
it," answered Jackie, nonchalantly, as she
powdered the tip of a pretty nose.

"I know—but what's the first thing you
do ?" insisted the cooking expert.

"The very first thing?"
"Yes, please, the very first."

"Well," raid Jackie, with a naughty lit-

tle twinkle, "you earn the price of the
turkey."

"Naturally," said the cooking expert, a
bit haughtily. "But then?"

"Oh, then you buy the turkey," an-
swered Jackie, provokingly.
"Yes?" said the Expert, coldly.

"Oh, and then you dress it, and remove
the inedible portion of its anatomy, wash
it, and season it, and stuff it, and truss it,

and put it in a baking pan, and put it in

the oven. The fire does the rest."

"Isn't there anything else to be done?"
"Oh, you baste it occasionally—by dip-

ping the gravy up and pouring it over the
baking bird."

"I suppose you make chestnut stuffing

and all the 'with its?'" politely inquired
the visitor, somewhat mollified after

Jackie's wicked efforts to nonplus her!

"Indeed I do ! I adore chestnut stuff-

ing. Want my recipe for it?" and, finding

that she would not be needed on the set

for half an hour or more, Jackie settled

back cozily to discuss her favorite topic

—

cooking.

Jackie Saunders' Chestnut Stuffing.—
One pint fine bread crumbs, 1 pint shelled

and boiled chestnuts chopped fine, salt,

pepper, and chopped parsley to season, half

cup melted butter. Small raw oysters or
finely cut celery may be substituted for the

chestnuts—but I like the chestnuts," finished

Jackie, naively.

This is the menu Jackie will serve for

Christmas dinner

:

Cream op Celery Soup, with Crisp Crackers
Currant Jelly Celery, Olives

ROAST TURKEY
With Chestnut Stufping

Mashed Potatoes Scalloped Onions
Tomato and Lettuce Salad, with Mayonnaise

Plum Pudding

Coffee Cake (home-baked) Mints

"To make scalloped onions, I take six

good-sized onions, milk, butter, bread
crumbs and pepper and salt to season.
Slice onions as if for frying and cook them
in boiling water for about ten minutes.
Drain, and put a layer, with pepper, salt,

little dabs of butter, into a baking dish.

Make a layer, over this, of bread crumbs,
and so on until dish is filled. Sprinkle
generously with milk and bake until

brown."

"Sounds delicious," murmured the Ex-
pert, jotting down the items. "But I'd

like your recipe for plum pudding, too,

Miss Saunders."

"All right, here it is : 2 cups of raisins,

2 each of currants, suet, flour, grated

bread, half cup almonds, blanched; half

cup each citron, orange, lemon peels ; 8

eggs, 1 cup sugar, half cup cream, 1 gill

each of wine and brandy, large pinch of

salt, '1 tablespoonful extract of nutmeg, 1

teaspoonful baking powder. Put in large

bowl, raisins (seeded), currants (washed
and picked), suet (chopped very fine), al-

monds (cut fine), citron, orange and lemon
peels (chopped), sugar, wine, brandy and
cream ; lastly, add flour, sifted with bak-

ing powder ; mix all well together, put in

large, well-buttered mold ; set in sauce-

pan, with boiling water to reach half up
sides of mold. Steam thus for five hours

;

turn out on dish carefully, and serve with
wine sauce.

Wine Sauce.—Bring slowly to boiling

point half pint wine ; then add yolks

of four eggs and one cup sugar. Whip
it on fire to a high state of froth, and a

little thick; remove and serve."

"Do you mean to say that you intend

to make that yourself?" gasped the Ex-
pert, when her tired pencil had falteringly

scribbled the last words.

"Have made it already," answered
Jackie, jauntily, and prepared to go out
for her scene.

Jackie is going to entertain a large cir-

cle of friends for dinner Christmas Day,
with dancing in the evening. She has a

large house (eleven rooms) for so small

a girl—but then stars must have plenty
of orbit space.

Jackie loves California—but for Christ-

mas Day, she says there's nothing like

snow and big log fires of her native Phila-
delphia.
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WHY DIDTHE BIRD SAY THAT?
$fcr? ^ari *^-#.
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| (1) Mary Pickford seems to thoroughly understand and enjoy what this

I little birdie is saying.

1 (2) Ann Pennington as she appears in "The Antics of Ann" has much
ff conversation with a feathered denizen of the forest.

1 (3) Marguerite Clark in "Bab's Matinee Idol" seeks a word of cheer from
I the blithesome resident of the cage.
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(4) Louise Huff in "The Ghost House" is amazed to find that the bird has g

" flown the coop."

(5) Here is Billie Burke impersonating a bird in a cage. |

(6) Vivian Martin clings onto her pet of loquacity in " Her Father's Son." =

a— ! !
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THE JUDGMENT

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Rudyard Byng Wilfred Lucas

Ian Stafford Conway Tearle

Adrian Fellowes Paul Doucet

Krool Crazy Thunder

Jasmine Grenfel Violet Heming
Al'mah Florence Deshon

Lou Luciel Humill

Picturized and personally directed by J. Stuart
Blackton. Produced by Paramount.

ASMINE GRENFEL, a very
beautiful if somewhat friv-

olous, young English woman,
had two suitors. One was
Ian Stafford, Under-Colonial

Secretary for England, who was desper-

ately in love with her.

"Pray wait a year and let me be free to

enjoy just one more butterfly flight," she
asked of him much to his mental anguish.

The other suitor was Rudyard Byng,
whose guests they were at the beginning
of events which presaged most anything
fateful. Byng was of the powerful, force-

ful type and had battered his way to

wealth and success via the South African
route of diamond mines. He had distin-

guished himself by valiant service in the
difficult task of establishing England's
military rule in South Africa. Jasmine
was impressed by his strength and power
which formed a most decided contrast to

Stafford's less robust though far more
intellectual inclinations.

Reluctantly Stafford permitted the girl

of his heart to have her own little whim-
sical way and he did wait for one long,

weary year of anxiety for her decision.

It was during this very year that Byng
became really fond of this much-sought

individual, and as the last day of the

twelve-month approached he proposed
marriage and was accepted without a mo-
ment of hesitation. Stafford was bitterly

disappointed. He felt that he had not
been given a fair trial, and yet he was far

too broad-minded to ask reconsideration.

"If he is her choice it is not for me to

interfere with her chances of having hap-
piness," he told himself, and soon after-

wards he departed for South Africa,

where he was one of the partners in the

ownership of the Byng mine. Indeed, it

was a very sad man that took leave of his

native shores—he was convinced that life

would always be devoid of any of its pro-

verbial sweetness for him, and he longed
for most any kind of an adventure which
possessed possibilities of making him
forget.

Three years elapsed very, very slowly
for all excepting Byng, who had promptly
taken the primrose path as his course
after his marriage. His penchant for

boisterous revelry and wanton dissipa-

tion brought Jasmine no end of unhappi-
ness. She had awakened to the awful
realization that she had committed a

grievous error in her selection, but she
gamely set herself to suffer intermin-

ably.

Krool, Byng's servant, was continually

spying on his master as well as was Fel-

lowes, private secretary, who was carry-

ing on intrigue with several women, in-

cluding Al'mah, a famous Oriental dancer,

and Lou, a coster girl. Besides this, Fel-

lowes had tried to make love to Jasmine.
When Al'mah learned from Lou of Fel-

lowes' affair- with her, she became in-

tensely jealous.

"I shall put him where he won't trifle

with another woman," she threatened, and

Krool, the servant, wag continually spying

Jasmine was a frivolous girl

from this day on the terrible spirit of re-

vengeful murder grew in her heart.

About this time Krool found an indis-

creet letter written by Fellowes to Jas-
mine. He immediately took it to Byng,
who was infuriated in addition to being
half-crazed by liquor. He wildly an-

nounced his intention of killing both his

wife and Fellowes, and he actually pro-

ceeded to execute his tragic plan. He
armed himself with a pistol and, like a

maddened bull, he started his search for

his intended victims. Jasmine was stroll-

ing aimlessly and sadly in an adjacent
avenue when her husband espied her. He
ran at top speed toward her with his pis-

tol in hand and ready for action. The
woman was unaware of her danger until

her husband reached a point within
twenty feet of her. Then she turned ab-

ruptly, and, instinctively startled, she
screamed. Exactly at that instant an au-

tomobile turned into the avenue at a high
rate of speed. A fashionably dressed man
leaped from the car while it still moved
rapidly and within a twinkling pounced
upon Byng, disarming and conquering
him. That man was Ian Stafford. He
had just returned from South Africa and
was on his way to his hotel. He was to-

tally unprepared for such a situation as

he had unexpectedly driven into, but he
was not the man to hesitate when it be-

came his duty to defend another.

"Stafford, my God," Byng groaned
after he had recovered from the slightly

dazed condition his fall had induced.

"You're right, Byng, and just in time
to save you from being a murderer evi-

dently," Stafford replied coolly as he
placed the pistol in his own pocket.

The curious combination of excitement
over the sudden appearance of grave dan-
ger and the utter surprise occasioned
by the timely reappearance of Stafford

after years of absence rendered Jasmine
speechless. She stood by helplessly
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trembling. Obviously she did not know
what to do. She felt circumstances pro-

hibited her from addressing either her
husband or her erstwhile suitor.

This incident led Stafford to investigate

conditions in the Byng home, and inevita-

bly he learned of the clandestine romance
Fellowes sought to foist onto Jasmine,
but he learned of it in such a way as to

reflect upon the character of Jasmine. His
first act was to order Fellowes out' of the
country.

When Jasmine became aware of the
fact that even Stafford believed her guilty
of wrong-doing, she was blinded with
rage, and she found herself forming a
terrible bitterness for everyone. An era
of general hate set in. Krool harbored an
intense hatred for Byng on account of the
painful beating he had received at his

She did not know what to do

master's hands and he extended his bit-

terness to Fellowes, Jasmine and Al'mah.
The following night Fellowes was mur-

dered. There was apparently no clue and
the coroner called

it a case of death
from natural causes,

naming heart fail-

ure as that cause.

Byng, however,
found a poisoned
needle near the

body. This he re-

membered had be-
longed to an Orien-
tal doctor, who had
exhibited it and had
explained its deadly
powers one evening
at his own home in

the presence of Jas-
mine, Krool and
Al'mah among
others. For reasons
of his own, Byng
said nothing of his

amazing dis-

covery.

It was at this

She found herself forming a hatred for everyone

time that the Boer War broke out. Jas-
mine and Byng separated, both going at

once to South Africa, she as a Red Cross
nurse and he to fling himself into the
fighting.

Upon reaching the scene of war-like
action Byng was not slow in availing him-
self of opportunities to distinguish him
self. As an officer of some rank he led

his men through some terrific charges
and he received special mention in the
official reports for his bravery. The ele-

mental struggle for the existence of South
Africa bought out the best in him and he
was a completely transformed man within
a very short time.

In one instance he saved a man's life

at the risk of his own. The man was
taken to Jasmine and Al'mah, who was
then her assistant nurse, to be cared for.

Later Byng went to the hospital to visit

the man, not knowing of the presence of

his wife. Almost simultaneous with his

arrival on the scene an enemy bomb ex-

ploded nearby and fragments of it struck

Al'mah, mortally wounding her. Byng
and Jasmine were the first to reach the

dying woman's side, and upon discover-

ing each other they hesitated to co-oper-

ate even in an act of mercy.
"Don't be that way with each other,"

Al'mah gasped. "I— I—I'm finished, but
I have something to say before the end."

Instantly Byng and Jasmine recovered
from their mental confusion and turned
the attention to the sufferer, both
kneeled beside her and Jasmine held her
head up while Byng gave her a stimulant.

"Now," the woman gasped, "I tell the

secret and you two will forget your
troubles."

Memory of the unsolved murder harked
back to Byng. He knew not why, but
perhaps it was intuition.

" Pray wait a year and let me be free to enjoy juet one more butterfly flight'

Fellowes had written an indiscreet letter

"Hurry, for God's sake; I must know
what you know," he implored desperately

of Al'mah.
"I—I—killed Fellowes—I was madly

jealous of him,"
Al'mah whispered
faintly.

Then she took

J a s m i n e's hand
away from her own
forehead and placed
it in the out-
stretched hand of

Rudyard Byng.
"Forgive me for

letting you both
suspect the other."

the dying woman
added, and then she
sank back into her
last sleep.

For a long min-
ute Byng and Jas-
mine gazed down
on the remains of

the dancer. Each
was weeping. The
man was the first

{Continued on page 50)
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LITTLE oyer seven weeks ago

Madame Olga Petrova organ-

ized her own company for the

production of her own pictures,

and the contract which she

signed with Frederick L. Collins, president

of the Petrova Picture Company, makes her

the highest-salaried woman star in the

world, according to reports. Madame
Petrova's rise has been nothing short of

meteoric. She has been in motion pictures

just two years, yet she has forged ahead,

until now, where salaries ar concerned,

Madame Petrova, Charlie Chaplin, Douglas

Fairbanks and Mary Pickford form a class

by themselves.

The first of the series of eight Petrova

Pictures to be made this year will be

shown at the Rialto Theatre soon and

the second picture will be ready in De-

cember. Christmas ought to be a very

happy season, indeed, for the Polish star

this year, and the day will be the only

holiday that Madame Petrova has known
since the formation of her own company.

In spite of her enormous income, Olga

Petrova does not care for ostentation. It

is the fine things in life, not the expensive

thing's, which appeal to her. Her Christ-

mas will be spent not on an enormous

estate with a showy house, copied from

an old castle or furnished with ultra-mod-

ern nouveau art embellishments, but in a

simple seven-room cottage at Flushing,

Long Island. It is the kind of a cottage

that spells HOME in large capital letters,

the minute you enter its inviting portals.

There are flowers everywhere—in every

vase in every room, and you feel at once

from their arrangement that a deft and

artistic feminine touch has caressed them
lovingly. They are grouped in the Jap-

anese fashion with an eye for color and

number, not all bunched together, as in

so many American homes. Then there

are canary birds singing in the windows,

and a big green poll parrot to greet with

a hoarse "how-de-do," which makes up

in cordiality what it lacks in gentleness

of tone. There are plants everywhere

and good books and good pictures, which

show careful thought in their selection.

The chairs are rather large and wide, and

like the divans, piled with cushions. Their

broad arms invite you to sit down and
rest and close your eyes and drink in the

atmosphere of peace which prevails

throughout this lovely cottage.

Madame Petrova is much more inter-

ested in her flower garden and her vegeta-

ble garden, where, she proudly tells you,

last year she raised all of six tomatoes,

than she would be in acres and acres of

well-kept lawns. Beauty, quietude, pri-

vacy—these are the things she had in

mind in the selection of this real home.
If there are those who envy Madame

Petrova's wonderful success, let them,

as they picture her surrounded by gifts

from a host of loving friends in her

Flushing home this Christmas, harken
back ten years ago and see what she had

to overcome and struggle through before

she reached her present enviable position.

"It was in November, 1907," says Mad-
ame Petrova, "that I was so ill, so de-

pressed and so utterly discouraged that

I had serious thoughts of removing the
burden of my existence from a world that

seemed to have no place in it for ine. I

was living in one of those little theatrical

boarding houses in the Kennington Road,
London, and although I had had two
years' experience on the stage, ten months
of which had been spent in a Shake-
spearean repertoire company, it was just

one of those times where there seemed to

be no engagement for me or any manager
who would even accept my services gra-

tis. I was not very rich in this world's
goods, and what I am pleased to call my
pride, was too stubborn to admit that I

11(1

was a failure or allow me to return to the

parental fold. So I continued to pOre
over an old tattered map of London and
figure out how many managers I could
call on each morning without spending
more than a penny for bus fare. I might
say in passing that on some of the bus
routes in London you can travel much
farther for a penny than on others. I

weighed only 98 pounds which, combined
with insufficient nourishment and a hack-
ing cough, rendered a visit to a doctor not
only a luxury but a necessity. He told

me that I was in danger of developing
tuberculosis and with perfect sang froid

that it was absolutely necessary for me to

go to the South of France or some kin-

dred climate if I wished to greet another
spring. I remember laughing somewhat

{Continued on page 52)

Twp views in one of Madame Olga Petrova
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Julian Eltinge about to go into action camouflaged
with the counterfeit that has won him fame
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CAMOUFLAGE
Everybody's Doing It,

Including the Moving Pictures

O periodical can count its con-

tents complete, if it has left

out some mention of camou-
flage. The word has dug its

way into our language until

it has completely lost its French ancestry.

Deception, misrepresentation, cozenage,
coggery, ingannation, hocus-pocus, thim-
blerig and artifice, bamboozlement, su-

percherie and stratagem, they all mean
the same nowadays, since camouflage has
come into its own.
When the French paint their heavy

guns to look like landscapes, that's ca-

mouflage ; when the U-boats put on paint

that looks like the waves of the sea, that's

camouflage ; when you make ox-tail soup
out of a bouillon cube, that's camouflage

;

How Vivian Martin and Harrison Ford deceive

the enemy in "Molly Entangled. They do their

love-making camouflaged like the French 75s, by
a stack of hay

A camouflage effect that cost a lot of dough. Fatty
practices escamoterie and makes a loafer unleavened bread

Marguerite Clark in "The Amazons thinks she

can t be detected by the enemy because she is cam-
ouflaged as a gymnasium horse

when you're forty and fat and you bant
in your flat, that's camouflage ; when you
stand pat on two pair and look like a full

house, that's camouflage.

And now the movies have taken it up.

They don't know it, but they have. And
when the moving pictures begin to take
a thing up you have no more chance of

getting away from it than you have of

not hearing scandal at the Country Club.

So why struggle?

If you can recall the day you hid be-

hind the old barn and indulged in your
first whiff at a cigarette, you will realize

that camouflage meant something to you
many years before you ever heard of the

blooming word. The old barn was first-

class camouflage. If you're a former
little girl, remember the fan you blushed
behind when he first said he loved you?
'Twas camouflage that made your face

look like a fan. Verily, everybody has
always been doing it—this thing of ca-

mouflaging.
May the war not bring on St. Vitus

dance in addition

!

Japanese camouflage. ^Vhich is the idol and which
is the worshipper? Sessue Hayakawa is both in

"The Call of the East"
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How Some Photoplayers Spent Christmas
Fifteen Years Ago what They'll pQ This -n^e

Walter Edwards: "I was at the head of

my own dramatic company on tour, but am
unable to remember where we played on
Christmas 15 years ago."

Jack Conway: "I was studying for the

priesthood in a small town in Minnesota on

Christmas 15 years ago."

Ferris Hartman: "In my own musical

comedy company I danced all day and most
of the night in San Francisco on Christmas

15 years ago."

Lynn F. Reynolds: "I was a 'cub' re-

porter on an Eastern newspaper 15 years

ago this Christmas and spent the day chas-

ing holiday news."

Raymond Wells: "Christmas day 15 years

ago I was in the middle of the Pacific Ocean
on the way to Australia with a theatrical

troupe."

Thomas N. Heffron: "I played a matinee

and two night performances in the 'three

a day' Christmas 15 years ago. I had a

vaudeville act."

Jack Dillon: "I spent Christmas 15 years

ago eating turkey dinner with the folks,

home for a boarding school holiday."

E. Mason Hopper: "Fifteen years ago

this Christmas I was the proudest young-
ster in the world. I had just signed my
first professional vaudeville contract, and

was starting on a 'big time' tour."

Cliff Smith: "I was punching cows on a

ranch on the Missouri River 15 years ago
this Christmas."

G. P. Hamilton: "I was 'somewhere in

America' on Christmas 15 years ago with

a show troupe, but I don't remember
where."

Bill Desmond: "I was playing on the

road with a 'Quo Vadis' company 15 years

ago Christmas. Worked hard all day."

Belle Bennett: "I was playing Little Eva
in 'Uncle Tom's Cabin' in my father's the-

atrical company 15 years ago Christmas."

Roy Stewart: "Fifteen years ago Christ-

mas saw me carrying a spear in a 'Flora-

dora' company. It's much easier work at

that than riding bucking bronchos."

Olive Thomas: "I was learning to skate

15 years ago Christmas. What I learned

then helped me a whole lot with my dancing

and screen work. I advise every girl to take

up athletic sports."

Ruth Stonehouse: "I was in a girls'

boarding school 15 years ago Christmas and
quarantined with the measles. I will never

forget that eventful day."

Alma Ruebens: "I spent Christmas fifteen

years ago in the best town in the whole wide
world. I was a wee little girl and happy
with lots of toys and a Christmas tree in

San Francisco."

Irene Hunt: "I was playing a kid part

in 'The Price of Honor' with Joseph Sanr-

ley on the road fifteen years ago Christmas.

I remember the day very well, because an-

other little boy in the company punched Joe
in the nose for stealing one of my dolls."

How They Wile Spend This Christmas

Louise Glaum: "To Photo-Peay Jour-
nal, and its world of readers, I send
straight from my heart the wishes for a

glorious Christmas and New Year. I appre-

ciate deeply what both have done to make
this Christmas of mine a very happy one.

"I expect to spend the day very quietly

at home with my mother and sister. Lily,

my colored maid, and a genuine 'mammy'
to me, has taken the entire responsibility

for decorating the bungalow and preparing

the feast. Instead of holly and mistletoe,

we have flowers in California, and my home
will be filled with tiger lilies, for they are

my favorites above all others. I purchased

all my gifts for friends while in New York
this fall, so I really heeded, for once in my
life, the famous motto, 'Shop early!' All

the time outside my- studio work has been

taken up with details of the War Luxury
Fund for soldiers, which I sponsor. When
Lily, the maid, saw the sample kits of to-

bacco on which I was placing Christmas

seals and addresses to boys whom I know
in the training camps, she exclaimed

:

" 'Lord love you, Miss Louise, ain't you
gwine to send nuthin' but Bull Durham to

your friends foh Christmas ?'
"

Olive Thomas states that she is going for

a glorious spin in her car with a party of

friends, and afterward have dinner in her

Los Angeles home. She does not state who
the members of the party will be, but we
suspect Jack Pickford will be favored with

an invitation. Miss Thomas says : "This is

the best Christmas of my life, because it

marks the end of my first year in pictures,

and they tell me I am making good. I hope
I have made many, many friends among
photoplay fans, and to them I send heaps
of good wishes for a gay Christmas. To
Photo-Play Journal please express my
gratitude for their attention to a new and
struggling star, also my sincere good wishes

for its continued success as a beautiful rep-

resentative of filmland."

Belle Bennett: "May the coming Christ-

mas be the happiest one in the lives of

Photo-Play Journal and its readers. I

shall think of them on the great day."

Roy Stewart: "Although a 'bad man,' I

enjoy Christmas as much as any kid. I am
going to celebrate at a big dinner with my
best friends—the 'punchers of Hartville!''

Ruth Stonehouse: "To the readers of

Photo-Play Journal, to all the fans, and
to my friends of the greatest industry in the

world, my heartiest Christmas greeting."

Alma Ruebens: "I just wish I could lay

my hands on the little girl who first told me
Santa Claus was a fake ! Wouldn't I,

though! Of course, I'm going to have a

party of my best friends in for dinner, and
we shall have a merry time of it on Christ-

mas, but I'm always sorry at this time of
year that I can't look forward to old St.

Nick and his reindeer. Or does the old fel-

low use a motor truck these days? Any-
way, I hope he leaves something nice for

all of you. A Merry Christmas to Photo-
Play Journal and its host of readers. It

gives me a little thrill to know I can say
'Merry Christmas' to so many thousands."

Bill Desmond: "Thank heaven the silent

drama is also quiet on the day of all days

!

I spent a good many years before the foot-

lights, sometimes playing in road compa-
nies whose managers were no respecters of
the red-type dates on the calendar, and I

believe I voice the sentiments of all moving
picture folks who have suffered the joys of
snatching a bit of turkey and cranberry be-

tween the holiday matinee and the evening
performances. Christmas morning, and the

studio closed up tighter than a drum ! Will
I enjoy it? Well, I'm wishing all the read-

ers of Photo-Play Journal the same !"

Irene Hunt: "When I was a little girl,

grown-up folks used to say that a green
Christmas was a bad omen. But we are

quite used to seeing everything green out

here on the Coast, and most likely I'll be
playing golf or gathering posies in my gar-

den while some of the Photo-Play Jour-
nal readers are snugly bundled up for

coasting and skating parties. But it will be
Christmas everywhere, and I want to wish
you all the good things of the season."

Daniel Gilfether, the kindly philosophical

actor who has given to Balboa-made films,

so many charming presentations of his

genial, magnetic personality, says character-

istically :

"I hope to be at peace with all men this

Christmas, and with all women, too ! I

shall go to hear the 'Adeste Fidelis' sung in

the morning, and I hope to partake of a

quiet home dinner of goose and ing'ins.

'For no bird that flies

Is one-half so nize

As goose—with sage—and ing'ins !'

"Fifteen years ago I was with Chauncey
Olcott. I spent Christmas at the Player's

Club. My best greetings to those brothers

and also to this modern world of the

screen
!"

"Fifteen years ago? Let me see!"

mused Mollie McConnell, erstwhile of the

legitimate stage, and now the gracious

grande dame of Balboa pictureplays. "Why,
Aubrey Boucicault gave us a party at Mar-
tin's. All the members of the 'Old Heidel-

berg' company were there—Minnie Dupree
and all the rest of us ! From Martin's we
went to Mr. Boucicault's apartments, where
he had a wonderful Christmas tree for us.

Robert Loraine, the great English star who
is now in France with the aviation corps

was there, and Frank Worthing who is now
in the Great Beyond and dear J. Clarence
Harvey, too ! It seems only yesterday that

he dedicated a book to me. Fred Perry was
there, John L. Golden, Burr Mcintosh and
Madam Rolla the great singer of that day

;

they all dropped in for the evening. We
had a wonderful time and played poker un-
til breakfast.

"A toast to the good old times and the

good old friends and the good new friends

{Continued on page 42)
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AN KENNEDY, who lived in

a modest apartment house,
was in the act of reading a

letter she had just received
from her brother, telling her

he was innocent of the burglary for which
he was convicted, when she was inter-

rupted by the stealthy entrance of the
brother, who had escaped since writing
the note.

"I told you the truth in the letter, Nan—
you must help me," he said pleadingly as
he looked squarely into her sur-

prised eyes.

"I believe you, brother, and
I will help you all I can," she
assured him, much to his very
obvious gratification.

Forthwith the loyal girl

racked her brain for ways and
means of making impossible her
brother's detection. She hid
him in a remote closet of her
apartment to determine its in-

vulnerability.

"It may do in case anyone
comes here, and be sure to get
in there quick at the first

sound," she told him.
The morning newspapers

contained a story about the es-

cape. This account was read
with peculiar interest by Ben
Farraday, a broker, who man-
aged to keep just within the
.law in his transactions, but who
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CAST OF CHARACTERS:
1 Nan Kennedy Emily Stevens §

| Jim, her brother Frank Joyner j

| John Lawson Frank Currier j

| Ben Farraday Paul Everton

| Biely Bond Earle Fox j

1 James Bond Fred Truesdell j
| Parker, butler Joseph Burke 1

| Madame EstreeeE Ricca Allen §

| (Fictionized version of the photoplay produced g
| by Metro under the personal supervision of Max- |
| well Karger, starring Emily Stevens.)
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Nan turned burglar for her brother's sake

for more shady work was the cleverest

among the city's crooks. John Lawson,
capitalist, had sworn to crush Farraday
and he held in his library safe a paper,

the contents of which would save Farra-

day, who had begged for it in vain.

Striking upon an idea, Farraday vis-

ited Nan at her apartment, and in spite

of all the precaution she had taken, he
discovered the presence of her much-
sought brother.

"Oh, don't be seriously worried,
though," he said, feigning to be
calmly reassuring. "I shall not
expose him, provided he returns

the favor in a small way."
"How—how can he return

any favors now?" she asked in

some desperation.

"Quite easily," Farraday re-

plied. "All he need to is to pro-

cure a certain important paper
from Lawson for me."
"No, I won't let him rob

—

"

"But, he's accustomed to

that
—

"

"No, he never robbed anyone
in his life—he is innocent of the

crime they sent him to prison

for and—

"

"Tut, tut, girl-—please don't

play me for a simpleton. Does
he want my aid bad enough to

help me or not?"
"No !" Nan almost screamed

in excited defiance.
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ere is the paper you were so anxious to get

"Very well," Farraday replied omi-
nously as he turned to go.

"But—but—it can be arranged," Nan
added as she stayed the man.
"How?" he demanded sharply.

"I—I'll get the paper for you provided
you will give me enough money to send
my brother safely to South America,
where he can get a fresh start in life," she
proposed.

The earnestness with which Nan made
this proposal impressed Farraday and it

was not long before he handed over the

money she demanded.
That very night Nan gained entrance

to Lawson's home and she was in the act

of rifling his safe when he caught her red-

handed. Instead of turning her over to

the police as might be expected, he made
the proposition that she was to devote one
year of her life to carrying out his orders,

living in his house as his niece.

"Otherwise it is twenty years in prison
for you, my girl," he concluded.

"Certainly, I'll accept your proposition
—you are so very kind to make it," she
hastened to say.

Thus it came about that Lawson show-
ered money, clothes and gifts on Nan, and
she soon took an enviable place in soci-

ety. Eventually she met William Bond,
a young son of James Bond, one of Law-
son's enemies. Lawson did all in his

power to bring about an early marriage
between the two, despite his feelings for

the elder Bond. Nan's gratitude knew
no bounds when the wedding day arrived.

But, at the wedding supper, the princi-

pals and guests were rudely awakened
from the lethargy the joy of the event had
lulled them into when Lawson announced
triumphantly before the assemblage that

Bond had wedded a crook.

"The very scum of the gutter," he added
with vehemence. "I have long hated this

young man's father before him, and now

I visited that hatred also upon the son."

Young Bond ran away to hide his grief

and shame, and he soon took to drink in

an effort to drive the awful memories
from his mind. Nan also fled, but her
whole mind was centered on one all-ab-

sorbing determination—to get revenge.
Lawson's one weakness was spiritual-

ism, and the fake mediums always found
him easy prey. Madame Estrelle had
waxed rich on Lawson's frequent visits

and she advised him on all his stock deals,

cleverly finding out what he wanted to do
and then counseling him to do it. Mad-
ame Estrelle was an ex-crook and confi-

dence woman. She had met Nan several

times in the company of Lawson.
To this spiritualist Nan went with a

proposition, which was accepted with
avidity by the Madame, who accompanied
her new-found confederate to Farraday's
office, where was hatched a plan of action
calculated to satisfy Nan's desire for re-

venge. Simultaneously the losses of Far-
raday were to be recouped and Estrelle

was to get enough out of the one deal to
insure her luxury for life.

The result of this organization was that

Nan fitted up a beautiful Oriental seance
chamber, and as Lutra, the Veiled Proph-
etess, she enticed Lawson there. Farra-

day and Estrelle were present, hidden in

two statues, and by means of dictaphones
they heard all of Lawson's questions and
supplied Nan with the answers. Lawson
was dumbfounded over the occult knowl-
edge Nan displayed and he paid her a

second visit the same night. On this oc-

casion she urged him to sell short cer-

tain stocks and to buy others. This ad-

vice was against Lawson's better judg-
ment, but so convinced was he that Nan
was a mystic marvel that he decided to

abide by her instructions.

Thus was the trap sprung, and the fol-

lowing morning Lawson found himself

ruined as a result of following the advice

of the Veiled Prophetess. Farraday and
Bond were gloating victors. Now thor-

oughly aroused, Lawson hastily rushed
to Nan's Oriental chamber to determine

{Continued on page S3)
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Y first impression on seeing
Bebe Daniels was her striking-

resemblance to Mabel Nor-
mand. Comparisons, I'll ad-

mit, are not considered in the

best of taste, but this statement is so de-

cidedly complimentary to both Miss
Daniels and the lovely Goldwyn
comedienne that I will ask either

to forgive me.
She is just five feet of bewitching

femininity, this "littlest leading

lady" of the Pathe Company, who
plays in the Rolin comedies with
Harold Lloyd, of "Lonesome
Luke" fame. She has a pair of

black eyes that register mischief
in every glance, a mop of lovely

dark curls, a sunny smile, a de-

mure pout, and a most at-

tractive personality. When
the owner of these enviable

assets whirls like a small
tornado into the range of

your celluloid vision, you
are almost certain to for-

get the petty cares and
worries that attend this

busy universe, and just

settle down to the busi-

ness of pure enjoyment of

this vivacious little crea-

ture, so full of life and fun
—the real spirit of Youth
incarnate and ever so buoyant.
Bebe Daniels is just past sixteen, but

she has been on the stage since she was
ten weeks old, when she was hurriedly

substituted for a wailing baby who re-

fused to "act" in Miss Daniels' father's

revival of the comedy "Jane." So in

spite of her limited years, she is a veteran

of stage and screen.

Her first taste of theatrical life was so

agreeable that she didn't stop to get an
education, but managed to absorb an ex-

cellent one from private tutors, at the

same time playing numerous child roles,

ranging from the tiny Duke of York in

"Richard Third" to the beloved little

"Prince Chap."
It was in Los Angeles during her en-

gagement with the Belasco Stock Com-
pany that the State Labor Federation de-

cided to make an example of this charm-
ing child of six for violating the labor

law. After being repeatedly fined, the
manager, realizing the importance of the

little girl in his company, consulted his

attorneys, and Miss Bebe Daniels was
made a partner in the firm. A. theatrical

manager at six ! At this age, most little

girls are playing with dolls and beginning
to think about their school days.

"When I was eight," said Miss Daniels,

"my parents decided there was a good
future in picture work, so for several
years I played child parts with Vitagraph,
Ince and Pathe. The work was fascinat-

ing to me and much easier than the stage.

"Just about this time I grew up," and
here she pinned a stubborn curl still

higher in the vain attempt to look at least

twenty, "Pathe decided to form the Rolin

Company and make comedies, so they let

me play opposite Mr. Lloyd."
Did you ever see a fun-maker who

didn't want to be a dramatic star? Of
course, you didn't ! And Miss Daniels is

no exception, as I soon discovered.

"Of course, I like my
present work," she said,

"but some day I

want to do really big
things. When I was
a little girl, I played
in a great many
Shakespearean plays,

and when I saw
'Viola' and 'Por-
tia' and 'Juliet' pre-
sented in such
a b e a u t i-

ful manner, I hoped with all my might
that when 1 grew up I, too, might play

such parts. I've changed my mind a lit-

tle since then. I wouldn't care particu-

larly about playing the Shakespearean
roles, but I do want to play fine modern
parts that require hard work. I'll never
be satisfied until I do."

In one of the prettiest sections of Santa
Monica, Miss Daniels lives with her
mother, who supervises her education
(she still studies daily), attends to all her
business matters, and is her chief chum
and confidante. Every morning the little

lady drives twenty miles to the studio
in her "Scripps-Booth Special," her latest

and dearect possession. On her return
in the afternoon,

(Cant, on page 49)

Two poses of

Bebe Daniels
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Henry B.

Walthall and
His First Great

Independent

Photoplay
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1^L lovers of real art and true

drama in motion pictures will

receive with delight the an-

nouncement that Henry B.

Walthall has become an inde-

pendent star-manager at the head of his

own independent producing company.
Mr. Walthall will not only appear as

the star in his productions, but he will be

the final word of authority in the choos-

ing of stories in which he is to appear, in

selecting his supporting cast, as well as

the various details which lend to the mak-
ing of pictures of exceptional merit.

This arrangement was made possible

by the consummation of an agreement
between William Aronson, Mr. Walt-
hall's personal manager, and Carl Ander-
son, president of the Paralta Plays, Inc.

Under the terms of the agreement, Mr.
Walthall will become the head of what
will be known as the "Henry B. Walt-
hall Pictures Corporation," which will

have studios at Hollywood, California,

and which will distribute their produc-
tions through the Triangle Distributing
Corporation, on the star series plan.

Mr. Walthall has been one of the fore-

most figures of the screen for a number
of years. Born on a Southern plantation,

he received his early education in Ala-
bama, where he later studied law. Shortly
after his graduation he went to New York
to enter the theatrical profession, and
later appeared in support of Henry Miller

in "The Great Divide." It was while
playing in this production that he met
James Kirkwood, the now well-known
director, who was then a member of Mr.

Miller's company. After the close of the
season, Mr. Walthall accompanied Kirk-
wood to the old Biograph Studio, at 11

East Fourteenth street, where the latter

had been appearing in pictures. Here Mr.
Walthall met David Wark Griffith, who
engaged him as a permanent member of
his stock company. He made his first

screen appearance in 1910 in the "Con-
vict's Sacrifice."

The phenomenal success of Henry B.
Walthall as a screen star from that time
is well known to every picture fan
throughout the entire world. Each of his

successes has been followed by still

greater achievements, until today he
stands pre-eminent amid the dramatic de-
lineators of the screen.

When the "Birth of a Nation" was in

the making, Mr. Walthall was selected by
Mr. Griffith to portray the exacting role

of the Confederate colonel, the predomi-
nant character of that great spectacle. So
graphic was his portrayal in the part that
he was referred to by many of the fore-

most critics as "the Mansfield of the
screen." In speaking of his work, Mr.
Griffith is quoted as having said : "Walt-
hall is a rare creation of God that man-
kind should appreciate and respect. In
all my associations with actors, I can
justly say that Henry B. Walthall, as a

photoplayer, is inimitable."

During the past two years, Mr. Walt-
hall was leading player for Essanay.
While with this company, Miss Mary
Charleson appeared opposite him in sev-
eral of his greatest hits, and it is owing
to the rare histrionic ability which she

showed in these plays which has been re-

sponsible for his decision to retain her as

his leading woman in his own independent
producing company.

Before leaving California Mr. Walthall

talked most enthusiastically over his fu-

ture plans. "Think of it," he exclaimed,

"Think of the possibilities of the photo-

play, not only as an art, but in the num-
ber of people entertained." "A player

may be seen in the same silent drama in

a single day by millions of people,

whereas in the articulate drama, even be-

fore packed houses, he could not be seen

possibly by more than 3000." "What an
inspiration

!"

"To become the head of my own pro-

ducing company is the realization of a

dream I have cherished for many years.

Probably no enterprise, artistic or com-
mercial, has progressed with such rapid

leaps and bounds as has this, the most
modern form of expression. It will be
my aim to offer for public approval pro-

ductions made with careful study in re-

gard to the demand for bigger, better

screen plays. I propose to present pro-

ductions of such magnitude as will con-

stitute an entire evening's entertainment,

without the aid of so-called 'fillers,'

which the public have heretofore been
compelled to sit laboriously through.

My definition of the word 'art' as I shall

endeavor to interpret it really means
greater stories, convincingly told on the

screen by players of the highest talent,

and with the adequate scenic back-

grounds, whether built by man or

wrought by nature."

JULIAN RAN-
DOLPH was a

lawyer, who by
his disreputable

methods had
won the appellation, "The
Gilt-Edged Shyster." Be-
cause of the skill of his paid witnesses,

Julian had never lost a case against the

Traction Consolidated Company. Julian's

most valuable aide was Roxana Frisbee,

a petite brunette, who was madly in love

with him, although he treated her merely

"HIS ROBE OF HONOR"
By ETHEL and JAMES DORRANCE
Screen Version by JULIAN LOUIS LAMOTHE

as a good and highly respected friend.

Julian had undertaken the suit of Mil-
lion Mulligan, an ex-blackmailer, against
the Traction Company. Million Mulligan
was a whole-souled, good-natured fellow

in spite of his shady reputation, and he

evinced a great interest in

Roxana.
The suit was successful,

and Nelson and Partland,

the attorneys for the Trac-
tion Company, resolved to

buy off Julian.

Nelson's niece, Lora, was a girl of very
high ideals. One day while in the park,

she had a struggle with a pickpocket,

who endeavored to steal her purse. Julian

rode up, and in a very masterful manner
compelled the man to return the purse.

J
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Julian hears that "Boss" Nordhoff intends to ditch him

Lora thanked Julian heartily, and was
surprised to learn that he was the
"crooked shyster" her uncle
had mentioned on several oc-
casions.

Julian called on Nelson and
Partland, in reply to a sum-
mons from them. He signed
a paper, agreeing for a stipula-

tion of two thousand dollars a
month not to undertake any
more cases against the Trac-
tion Company. In the waiting
room he met Lora, who was
very effusive until she learned
that Julian's mastery of the
pickpocket was accomplished
so easily because the man hap-
pened to be one of his clients.

She let Julian see her disap-
proval of his methods, and he
left greatly troubled. For the
first time he realized what the
respect and favor of a good
woman meant to him, and he
resolved to find some expedi-
tious manner of climbing into

respectability. Partland had
witnessed the interview between Lora and
Julian, and being greatly interested in

Lora himself, planned to discredit Julian
as much as possible.

Julian's chance to secure a footing on
the rungs of respectability came when he
was asked to defend Clifford Nordhoff,
brother of Marcus Nordhoff, the greatest
political boss in the State. Clifford had
killed a member of the opposing faction
in cold blood, and the Boss was anxious
to secure his acquittal, realizing what a
conviction would mean to his political

hopes. Boss Nordhoff. had found it im-
possible to bribe the Judge, and so Julian
was his only hope. Julian demanded as
his price that the Governor appoint him
to the unexpired term of the late Justice
Montgomery of the Supreme Court, and
that the party elect him to the full four-
teen-year term at the election in Novem-
ber. Nordhoff balked at this, but was
finally forced to consent.
Roxana was strangely perturbed when

she learned that Julian was having deal-
ings with Nordhoff, and she warned him
to be careful. Julian could not under-
stand her alarm. He did not know that

she was the one who apprehended Clif-

ford Nordhoff after the murder, because
she knew that his conviction would mean
the Boss' ruin.

Julian won the Nordhoff case by secur-

ing three men on the jury who owed him
great favors. These three men held out
for acquittal until finally the other jurors

acquiesced.

At a banquet given in Julian's honor,
he threw a scare into the Nordhoff fac-

tion by declaring that exact justice shall

be the invariable rule of the court over
which he was to preside.

Julian had met Lora several times since

the day in the office, and had finally con-

vinced her that he intended to do right.

There was a growing love between
them which Roxana noticed. She still

loved Julian in spite of the fact that Mul-
ligan was paying her ardent court. When
Mulligan saw where her affections rested,

he told her that the Nordhoff faction was
going to ditch Julian in the November
election. Roxana called on Julian, think-

ing that this information would help her
win him. Julian gently, yet firmly, re-

pulsed her, telling her of his love for Lora.

"Go to Lora Nelson, then, but do you

Julian tells Nordhoff that he will make him keep his word

think she will have you when she learns

that the party is planning to ditch you?"
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Lora Nelson's confidence is re-established in Julian

Julian remembers the paper Clifford Nordhoff gave him

Roxana exclaimed in her jealous rage.

Julian was greatly surprised at this in-

formation. Roxana told him he
would need her again when his

remnant of a term was ended,
and she left. Julian won-
dered how he could keep Nord-
hoff to his word. And then he
remembered a paper that was
entrusted to him by Clifford

Nordhoff before the trial. He
had asked Clifford if there was
anything in his past life that

could possibly be brought up
against him, and after some
show of reluctance, Clifford

had told him of a woman case

in which Marcus Nordhoff had
used his (Clifford's) name.
Julian still had the paper,

which was a marriage certifi-

cate, the name being Clifford

Nordhoff and May Morrison.

As he looked at it again, a

strange suspicion struck him.

He compared the signature

"May Morrison" with a letter

from Roxana, and discovered

the handwriting to be identical. He re-

membered Roxana's strange manner
when she learned that he was to under-

take the Nordhoff case, and now saw that

she was the woman Nordhoff duped into

a bigamous marriage. He telephoned to

Nordhoff and Roxana, requesting them
to come to his apartment the following

day.
Roxana was the first to arrive. She

wondered why Julian had sent for her,

but he had her wait in another room
when he heard Nordhoff coining. Julian

told the Boss he expected him to keep
his promise, but Nordhoff said the party

was particular about their judicial timber

these days. So Julian was forced to act.

He brought Roxana and Nordhoff face to

face and noticed their surprise. Then he
showed Nordhoff the marriage certifi-

cate, and told him what the penalty for

bigamy was. Nordhoff was forced to

admit that he was beaten, and promised
to make a settlement on Roxana.
Roxana was angered at the cruel trick

Julian had played on her, and left with an
ominous look on her face. Her one

(Continued on page 55)
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RANG the bell of the River-

side apartment, in fear and
trembling. I had admired her

work so much—not to men-
tion her own dainty self

—

that I was afraid of being disappointed in

her. Really, it would be hard for any liv-

ing girl to be half that I had expected
Beverly Bayne to be.

A trim little maid opened the door to

me, and I was ushered into a lovely little

sitting-room, all hung in dark blue and
white chintz, with two big deep windows
facing the drive, giving a glorious view
of the Hudson below. Through the wide,
curtained arch of the living-room could
be glimpsed a music-room, graced by a

stately Baby Grand piano, and on into a

dining-room that was all light and sun-
shine, and gay with the song of birds.

There came the tap-tap of high heels

on the polished floor, and a dainty little

figure in a cream-colored batiste frock,

its only touch of color being a soft,

crushed girdle of strawberry silk, came
into the room.

"I'm so sorry to have kept you wait-
ing," said a soft little voice, and a smile
that would identify her to millions parted
Beverly Bayne's red lips.

"I didn't mind at all," I hastily as-

sured her. "I was admiring and luxuriat-
ing in this wonderful view from the win-
dows here."

"Isn't it glorious?" she cried, ani-
matedly. "Why, when I first came to
New York, when I didn't know whether
I'd be here a week or a year, and conse-
quently, stayed down-town in a hotel, I

nearly died. Out in Chicago, where I

lived, our house faces the lake, and the
view is lovely. But here in New York, I

almost stifled. Until I found this place-
where every one of my windows face this
lovely old drive, and where, even in the
hottest weather, there's always a bit of
a breeze."

"New York is stifling, down-town," I

agreed.
At this moment a lovely, stately lady

in dark blue, hatted and coated for the
street, came in and was introduced as
"Mrs. Gilbert—my darling Aunt Mae,
who lives with me. What I would do
without her, I don't know!" a quaintly
phrased little speech which gives the key-
note to her character.
Anything farther from the usual con-

ception of motion picture actress than
Beverly Bayne it would be hard to imag-
ine. She was born in Minneapolis, Minn.,
and was educated there, and in Chicago!
at a very exclusive girls' school. Her
education is as complete—indeed, more
so—than the majority of so-called "so-
ciety girls." She is exquisitely dainty in
everything she does, sweet and gracious,
with a cool little aloofness that forbids
any hint of familiarity, but that invites
friendship.

She goes out very little, because the
demands of her work are so strenuous
that it leaves her small time for play. As
an instance of her aversion to giving up

any of her hours to lighter things than
her work—which holds a very high place

in her affections and esteem—I might tell

the following

:

Her modiste, Mme. Yvvonne, is one
of her mo:t sincere admirers, and when,
recently, one of Madame's friends, a refu-

gee Countess from war-torn Belgium,

came over to this country, the first Amer-
ican girl she met was
the beautiful Miss
Beverly Bayne—and
Miss Bayne
laughingly ex-

plains that
the very meet-
ing took place

in the midst
of a very hur-

r i e d "fitting"

for one of her

gowns for
"Romeo and
Juliet," and in

the hurry and
confusion scarcely

remembered the
Countess.

>ut the Coun-
tess, a well-known
pastellist, was
struck with the

beauty of
Miss Bay

and told Mme. Yvvonne that she must do
a pastel of this exquisite girl. And Mad-
ame promised to try to arrange it. But
Miss Bayne was very, very busy just

then on the last and most strenuous weeks
of her favorite play, "Romeo and Juliet,"

and Madame was unable to effect the ar-

rangement. But the Countess was for-

tunate in meeting Mrs. Gilbert, that same
beloved "Aunt Mae," who very

kindly promised the noble-
woman a photograph of Miss

Bayne. And' when told

of this, Miss Bayne
promptly autographed
her favorite photo-
graph—a copy of the
Empress Josephine, on
the stairs.

Two months later,

going into Mme.
Yvvonne's salon, for

some orders about a

costume, Mrs. Gilbert

was astonished to find

an exquisite pastel of

Miss Bayne, copied
from the photograph,

n^ framed and hang-
the

place of

(Continued
page 56)
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T the very beginning of the

world conflict, mowed down by
the red-bladed scythe of war,
was the quaint little village of

Saint Michelet. Out of the

ruins came Adoree, her memory gone, en-

tirely because of her sufferings. Among
the ruins she found a battered doll, and this

she hugged to her breast as her living, flesh

and blood baby.

Mr. and Mrs. Roger Hudso.i, planning an
automobile tour of Belgium, were held up at

the border. Adoree, searching for food,

came to the roadside. She was discovered

by the Hudsons' who were touched by the

pathetic condition of the refugee, by her loss

of memory and her adoring care for the doll.

They decided to adopt her and to take her
to their American home.

Adoree brought a new note of

happiness to their childless home.
"Her lullabies and childish ways
make me long for children of our
own," said Mr. Hudson. And he
continued : "When a man has
founded a great business such as

mine, it is only natural for him to

desire sons to follow in his foot-

steps—and daughters to enjoy
the golden harvest."

Mrs. Hudson's society friends

were much amused bv her adop-
tion of Adoree. When Mrs.
Hudson exhibited Adoree to

them they were much enter-

tained and particularly so when
Adoree showed them her doll

and declared that it was her

baby. They told her that it was
only a doll, but she indignantly

resented this.

The days passed happily for

the child woman, though her

memory did not re-

turn. One day she

ran happily to Mrs.
Hudson and said: "I

know the word I have
been wanting to say

for a long time—it is

mother.'" Mrs. Hud-
son cringed at the

sound of this word.
"Mother is the sweet-

est word ever
spoken," said Mrs.
Hudson, "and I have
found it out, too

late."

Mrs. Hudson en-

tertained at a garden

War's fury had shattered her memory

party and there
Adoree was taken ill.

Dr. Thorn, a woman
doctor was called and
made the discovery

that Adoree was
about to become a

mother. Mrs. Hud-
son said that as a

safeguard she would
have Adoree spend a
year at the Hudson
mountain lodge.

The next day a let-

ter came for Mr.
Hudson from Brazil

calling him to that

country on a lengthy

business trip. He said

that he could not take

his wife with him and
she replied that she

had been to see Dr.

Thorn. She added
that when he came
home his greatest de-

sire would be realized.

At the mountain

Adoree amused Mrs. Hudson's society friends lodge Dr. Thorn

royal iamily was reunite.

called on Adoree in the interest

of the future happiness of four
people. She proposed that
Adoree entrust her child to Mrs.
Hudson, relinquishing all her
rights to the infant so that the

child might have the protection

of an honorable name. Adoree
finally consented. The child was
born and Dr. Thorn sent a cable-

gram to Mr. Hudson calling him
home. He returned to the great-

est happiness of his life, finding

his wife in bed clasping the in-

fant in her arms and he greeted

the baby as "Our son."

At the lodge Adoree longed
for her baby. She threw the doll,

which comforted her so many
times, to the floor in disgust.

Finally mother love conquered,
she went to the Hudson home,
kidnapped her baby and fled with
it to an island in the lake.

Finding the baby gone the next
day Mrs. Hudson also found a note from
Adoree reading like this

:

"I can't give up my baby. If you follow
and take him from me, I'll tell the truth

—

that he is mine. Adoree."

Mr. Hudson was beside himself with
grief. The gardner brought in a coat, dis-

carded by Adoree in her flight, which he
had found in the lake. Mr. Hudson im-
mediately took it for granted that Adoree
and the baby had been drowned and he
ordered a search made for the bodies and
the lake to be dynamited to bring the bodies

to the surface.

The pangs of hunger drove Adoree from
her hiding place. A dynamite explosion

near her threw her to the ground and she

was barely able to call for help. Mr. Hud-
son came to her in a boat and was rejoiced

to find the baby safe and sound. Adoree,

suffering from the shock of the explosion,

was placed under the care of Dr. Thorn.
Mr. Hudson, incensed at what he believed

was Adoree's attempt to kidnap his child,

determined that she was not to be trusted

and must be sent to an asylum.

The shock of the explosion and the men-
tal shock of again giving up her child, re-

{Continucd on page 52)
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THE SILENT TREND J

| A Composite Review of the Current Month's

1 Achievements in the Photo-Play World I

By BERT D. ESSEX
TT7"E have never yet encountered a regu-
* v lar motion picture fan who was not

thoroughly versed in practically every phase

of the cinema art. There are few exhibitors

whose judgment of photoplays cannot be

matched by most any patron of this form
of entertainment. The making of this

statement is far from being a reflection

upon the ability of the exhibitor to run his

own business. On the contrary, it is only

due recognition of the highly developed in-

telligence of the American public, and the

indisputable evidence of this simply drives

home the fact that producers have been
wasting a lot of money and time on the

fallacy of extending their picture activities

to the managers of picture houses alone.

From the very inception the one who had
made the feature should have appealed to

the photoplay-goer direct. Heretofore the

decisions of theatre managers have been
final, and apparently the powers higher up
have not cared to take the public into their

confidence and to feel that public's pulse

with exceeding care and constancy. How-
ever, these same gentlemen are now be-

ginning to see the light in a different light

and consequently some of them are conduct-

ing most judicious advertising campaigns
in newspapers and magazines which circu-

late almost exclusively among the fans. It

is not difficult to understand how this is

going to work as a veritable boon to the
great industry. The stimulating effect is

discernible from the inception—the intense

interest of fans is actually being intensi-

fied and the increasing of interest means a
corresponding increase in business—an ex-

pansion the exhibitors could never bring
about unaided. The prosperity of pictures

is entirely to the general public, and there-

fore it certainly behooves the producers to

"put it up" to the public through the me-
diums which reach that public. Wise men
need no repetitions of lessons already
learned!

/~~\NE of the more ambitious productions

of the hour is William Fox's screen

version of "Les Miserables," Victor Hugo's
famous novel. Far from suffering, the

whole structure of the familiar plot has
benefited in the adaptation. William Far-
num in the stellar role of Jean Valjean, is

at his best. He has made this incomparable
character a more human human being than
the word picture of any master could create.

No part Mr. Farnum has ever had on either

the stage or screen has possessed the ap-

peal of his Valjean.

A WEALTH of intensely human situations,

combined with "the richness of the

ripeness" of Elsie Ferguson's sterling abil-

ity, can be accredited with making "The
Rise of Jennie Cushing" one of the most
satisfactory photoplays of the current

month. Miss Ferguson draws a striking

characterization as Jennie, a child of the

slums, of unknown parentage, who encoun-

ters the strong arm of the law when she

TENDENCIES TERSELY TOLD

The United States Government has
entered the motion picture field

strictly on a non-commercial basis.

The Committee on Public Informa-
tion will make and distribute weekly
news reels showing Uncle Sam's
preparations for the great world
conflict. It is another link in the
chain of official recognition of the
value of the screen as a medium for
publicity.

As a proof of the exalted patriotism
and the true, undefiled Americanism
of motion picture stars, we cite as in-

stances Marguerite Clark, who raised
$15,000,000 for the Second Liberty
Loan in Cincinnati, her home town,
and Theda Bara, who sold $300,000
worth of the bonds in New York by
offering as an extra inducement her
autographed photograph to each pur-
chaser.

The tendency to help each other
was never more admirably shown
than in the case of the Mutual Film
Corporation, which has formally ab-

sorbed the special war excise tax on
its film, thus sparing the exhibitors,

and, in turn, the patrons of paying
extra fees.

What is believed to be the first re-

pudiation of its kind of straight-laced

censorship has been issued in the form
of an injunction granted the Vita-

graph Company, in Chicago, to ex-

hibit the photoplay version of "With-
in the Law," despite the stubborn op-

position of one Major Funkhouser,
who has essayed setting himself up
as the supreme guardian of the pub-
lic morals of Illinois. This offers re-

assurance that narrow-mindedness
will not be permitted to prevail to

the detriment of a worthy art.

The trend in the direction of per-
petuating good magazine stories by
the film route is given fresh impetus
by Triangle, which has just pur-
chased a veritable job lot of stories

from Saturday Evening Post, Cosmo-
politan and other prominent periodi-

cals. The first of these products to

be released on the screen will be "The
Man Hater," which appeared in The
Post last June. Winnifred Allen will

be seen in the title role.

Spectacular film has come back.

Thomas H. Ince has attempted to

surpass the enormity of his "Civiliza-

tion." His latest effort is called "The
Zeppelin's Last Raid," a picture re-

plete with exciting thrills.

Photoplay producers evince no
doubt as to the continued increase in

their business, and everywhere ex-

pansion of activities is to be noted.

The moving picture business is

booming in Russia. The new freedom
born of the recent revolution gives
the peasants their first opportunities

for unrestrained indulgence in amuse-
ment. American-made film is being
shown in the Slav State almost ex-

clusively.

nearly kills a street urchin whose torturing

of a cat she resents. Jennie is sent to a

reformatory, where she becomes obsessed

with a desire to climb upward in life. From
this point the story waxes irresistibly pow-

erful, and it would be a stony-hearted au-

dience that would not weep at her misfor-

tunes. Happily this heroine achieves some
victories, too, in the course of events, and

these gladsome moments serve as most wel-

come and wholesome relief. "The- Rise of

Jennie Cushing" is well worth while.

"HpHE NATURAL LAW," which ran

as a spoken play for eight months
at the Republic Theatre in New York, has

reached the screen, and while the produc-

tion has some imperfections which might act

as baneful, it serves to promote the cause

of Marguerite Courtot as an emotional

actress. As the star in this picture she

does her best work. Miss Courtot has not

always been conspicuous for any exceptional

ability. She was particularly below the

standard of requisite artistry in her sup-

port of Owen Moore in "The Kiss." How-
ever, absolute fairness compels the supple-

mentary remark that Mr. Moore was de-

cidedly unsatisfactory in that feature. But,

getting back to "The Natural Law," Miss

Courtot really mounts some admirable

heights in emotional acting, and it may be

that she is enjoying greater freedom to pur-

sue her own ideas of dramatic proportions.

'
I ^HERE are not more than four actresses

on the screen today who are in Fannie

Ward's class. She is indeed one of the

greatest artists either the stage or the si-

lent drama has ever developed. One of the

chief reasons for her enviable success is,

she continued to improve her artistry even

after she reached the zenith of perfection.

Now we may justly refer to her as a real

super-star. The word "star" does not fill

the bill when describing her. In an earnest

effort to comprehensively analyze her

methods for achieving such a marked su-

periority in her chosen vocation, we find

ourselves thoroughly enlightened by one

compound word, common-sense. Fannie

Ward is one of the most notable exponents

of this simple doctrine. She "keeps her

head" to concentrate all of its broad men-

tality on an incessantly beneficial study—

a

study which makes her one of the most re-

markably adept delineators of characters of

all histrionic history. Miss Ward immor-

talized herself with devotees to the motion

picture in "The Cheat," and she has since

demonstrated her ability to duplicate her

transcending triumph, notably in one of her

latest releases, "On the Level," in which

she presents one of the most excellent char-

acterizations of her or anybody else's

career. Recently Miss Ward became affili-

ated with Pathe and, according to all ad-

vance information, the plan is to give her

every opportunity to surpass her former

record. Here's hoping she succeeds, be-

cause she deserves it.

Ill

Copyright, 1917, by The La Verne Publishing Co.
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Ann Pennington in " The Antics of Ar

/^OLDWYN has moved the standard of
^J moving pictures up one notch at least.

This new firm's production of "The Spread-

ing Dawn" has accomplished this alone.

True, the splendid acting of Jane Cowl, the

star, provides at least fifty per cent, of this

feature's merit, but the attention to detail

so obvious in this work of art is a great

factor. The story is well told and is pictur-

ized in a masterly fashion. It lefts you out

of the pall of the present world war and
seats you in the midst of the stirring events

of our own Civil War, with all of its pic-

turesque propensities. The fidelity with
which actual conditions vouched for by
authentic history are depicted in the course

of the weaving of this bit of engrossing fic-

tion is admirable, and it shows the un-
limited latitude of the camera for bring-

ing out in its entirety a big event. Though
tragic, the final climax is very powerful and
not lacking in congruity. The hero suc-

cumbs to a wound and the heroine fails to

survive the shock of this, but the purpose
for which they die is not in vain.

jP\ID you ever observe closely the ability

of Mae Marsh in the art of rapid-fire

change of facial expressions ? She is some-
thing of a wonder in this component part

of cinema art. The nervous little twitch-

ings of the fair muscles of her face, the

raising and lowering of her eyebrows and
the furtive glances of her eyes tell whole
stories of passing emotion in the proverbial

twinkling. Miss Marsh reminds one of

Billie Burke in all of this, and it would be
quite impossible to decide who excels

in this particular accomplishment. The
interesting point is, the occasion to make
note of facial expression as carrying
so much potentiality would never have
been afforded had the world never
known animated pictures. The stage

does not permit the vivid magnifying
processes by which the cinema is

projected to the furtherest reaches.

ANN PENNINGTON never did more
**' different kinds of stunts than she

has in her latest Paramount feature,

"The Antics of Ann." She gives some thrill-

ing exhibitions in diving and she climbs

down dangerous walls in true death-defying

fashion, and,
meanwhile, she
is a perfectly re-

spectable young
lady in a girls'

boarding school.

"The Antics of

Ann" seems to

have been espe-

cially designed to

lift cumbersome
burdens from the

human mind. It

accomplishes this

efficiently, it be-

ing diverting
from the begin-

ning to the end.

True, demure, lit-

tle Anne dances

better than she
acts, and she
does some danc-

ing in this pic-

ture, too; but just

the same, she

acquits herself in such a way as to insure

herself of a great deal of additional favor-

itism from among the fans.

"FARAFT 258," Metro's seven-part fea-

ture, is an up-to-the-minute picturiza-

tion of just what happened in many cases as

a result of selective conscription in this

country. It is a photoplay of fiction, based

on familiar facts, and, therefore, it deserves

more than passing notice. The manner in

which likely events arising from German
intrigue are presented _ _ „m^__
in this wonderplay

compels admiration. |

One scene at least is ft I

truly remarkable— Bj
yet entirely plausible.

It comes as a climax H
in which the heroine M
makes a speech to an jjj

assemblage which had
Jjj

expected to hear her fl
own brother launch a

Scene from

"Draft 258'

tirade against the Government. She gives

them an impassioned series of ultra-patri-

otic remarks with the aid of a second and
more loyal brother, who "covers" the whole

audience with a revolver and thus forces

all to listen. This culminates in a free-for-

all fist fight, in which the master German
spy captures the heroine, but her loyal

brother escapes and gets to the scene of

the final thrilling climax—an American
aeroplane factory which the Teutons plan to

blow up—with a company of cavalry in

time to thwart the plotters and rescue both

his sister and his erstwhile recalcitrant

brother who by now realizes his error in

dodging the draft and essaying to impede
the Government's war progress. "Draft
258" is well worth seeing.

>-

npRIANGLE seldom produces a bad pic-

ture, but they have "gone and done

it once, anyway." This assassin of reputa-

tion is called "Fighting Back," in which

William Desmond is starred. Not only is

"Fighting Back" based on a hackneyed

theme, but it suffers from a deficient struc-

ture so palpably weak and disappointing

that it really becomes annoying by the time

the last reel is reached. Situation is piled

upon situation, presumably (erroneously)

preparatory to a smashing climax, and then

there is not the slightest semblance of such

a "punch." It is what we would call a fu-

tile picture.

" C"CANDAL" is one of those frivolous

features fantastic. It approaches

farce and then shows some ear-marks of

m
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very bright comedy. It is devoid of serious

moments and it leaves no deep impression.

However, it has one great redeeming fea-

ture, viz.: Constance Talmadge. She is re-

freshingly a comedienne in this picture.

She interprets the humor of every situation

cleverly and with sufficient unconcern to

lull you into the belief that she is being
natural, and while she is entertaining you
right royally she gives a fashion show as

a side issue, wearing a series of fetching

frocks quite bewitchingly.

HPHERE is a sensation in store for those

who go to see Emily Stevens in her

latest feature, "Alias Mrs. Jessop." This

big thrill is caused by the true-to-life pres-

entation of a splendidly staged raid on a

remarkably elaborate gambling den. As
the story goes, it is past midnight when the

genial proprietor of the place of chance ad-

mits Lillian Ford (as played by Miss Stev-

ens) and three companions. They find an
eager crowd of gamblers around the rou-

lette table, all betting high stakes. Sounds
outside the door halt the playing. The
police have come to raid the den. Every-

body in the room gasps in blind confusion

as the raiders start to chop down the door.

The head of an axe is driven through a
panel. The cool-headed proprietor hustles

Lillian and her friends to the opposite side

of the room. He presses a concealed but-

ton and it immediately raises a secret panel.

The five make their escape just as the outer

door falls under the axes of the raiding

police.

'""PHE Goldwyn production of "The Eternal

Magdalene" is one of those near-risque

masterpieces which is sure to have unlimited

condemnation visited upon it, and much of

this disapproval is entirely unwarranted.

Many of the objections interposed by
straight-laced reformers are ridiculous and
do not take into account the surpassing

artistry with which Maxine Elliott draws
the leading character. This role in the

hands of a great many actresses would bor-

der too precariously on the undesirable, but

Miss Elliott is far too adept at drawing a
sharp line of demarcation between the rea-

sonable and the unreasonable. Her dramatic
power and the master craftsmanship shown
in the constructing of this picture mark it

as one of the truly great achievements of

the screen. No fair-minded person can
gainsay this, even though certain boards of

censors do hold up their hands in feigned
holy horror.

' I
rHE motion picture is receiving more and
more attention in the editorial columns

of newspapers every day. Not only do the

metropolitan dailies devote many columns

to the subject in a laudatory vein, but the

so-called country press is rapidly taking up
the propaganda work of pointing out and
impressing upon the people the great value

of the movies as indispensable educators.

On this score the following, taken from the

Burlington (N. J.) Daily Enterprise, is ex-

ceedingly interesting:

"The more we delve into the evolution of

the motion picture industry the more amaz-
ing are our conception of its direct value

to the public. In the early stages of its in-

ception its purposes was primarily that of

amusement, but long before the promoters'

ideals were realized, this form of amuse-

ment was universally accepted by the pub-

lic so eagerly that the foresight of these

men soon prompted them to merge into a

syndicate to enlarge this enterprise, so that

today their undertaking has widened into

a gigantic task, with the result that the

scope has been sufficiently enlarged to em-
brace not only scenarios for pleasure and
profit, but pictorial views illustrating and
defining authentic scenes of war, inventions,

fashions, current events and the like. This

enables a busy man to drop into a motion

picture house and absorb all the current

events at a glance, due to the condensed

manner in which the views are depicted.

This enables persons, both intelligent and
uneducated, to broaden their views on topics

in which they are especially interested.

'Tis true that even the U. S. Government
appreciates the value of this source of pub-

licity and appeals through its mediums to

the large number of patrons, whose daily at-

tendance number in the millions. Instead

of the obsolete one-reel film, pathos, comedy,

love, and loyalty are featured which perme-

ates the mind with a moral teaching."

UEW serial photoplays have aroused the

widespread interest now being taken in

Paramount's first feature of the kind, "Who
Is Number One?" Kathleen Clifford, the

star of the latest hair-raiser, proves fully

equal to the extraordinary demands made
upon her for an amazing variety of stunts.

"Who Is 'Number One'?" has as its theme

the famous quotation, "Hell hath no fury

like a woman scorned." It is a story of

revenge, of a mysterious person who is the

instrument by which the woman seeks to

make a famous inventor and capitalist pay

for his scorn.

In the heart of Camille Arnot, "the woman
scorned," burns a terrible hatred for Gra-

ham Hale, a mental giant, a Thomas A. Edi-

son and J. Pierpont Morgan combined. She

does not seek to kill him, she wants a

greater revenge. She desires that Graham
Hale shall be ruined, that one by one the big

things in his life shall be taken from him,

and lastly, after his most beloved posses-

sion, his son, is gone, that his mind shall

be utterly destroyed.

Camille Arnot gathers about her men
capable of fighting such a foe as the great

Graham Hale. Heading these men is "Num-
ber One," the mysterious person who di-

rects the engine of revenge for Camille

Arnot.

Her plot laid out, every precaution taken

so that it cannot fail, so carefully planned

and set in motion with such force that even

she herself cannot divert it from its object

—Camille Arnot suddenly finds that Gra-

ham Hale must be saved from her own
machinations. She learns that if Graham
Hale suffers, she will suffer; if he loses his

all, she will lose all, and that the consum-

mation of her plans mean the end of every-

thing she loves. How to destroy this mon-
ster intrigue that she herself has created?

That is the terrific problem that confronts

her.

In the midst of all this intrigue, herself

a victim, is Aimee Villon, portrayed by
charming Kathleen Clifford. Tommy Hale,

son of the financier, is in love with her and

she loves him. She fights to save the Hales

from the impending danger that threatens

annihilation. It is she that risks everything

for the man she loves.

Throughout the story is felt the power
of the mysterious "Number One," who
strikes hard, and who, the Hales know, must
be destroyed unless they themselves are

crushed.

The thrilling tale is built upon a charm-
ing story of love unconquerable, a love de-

void of selfishness, a love tested and found
true in the flame of self-sacrifice.

TPHE third of the series of "Sub-Deb"
.stories, in which Marguerite Clark in-

gratiates herself is "Bab's Matinee Idol," a

distinctly up-to-date photoplay in every re-

spect. Scenes in a regular munition plant

running full-blast a la present-day war de-

mands, give this picture an interesting as-

pect not possessed by the average release.

Other notable scenes were taken in one of the

most modern New York theatres—Maxine
Elliott's—and even the blase can have his

thirst for the de luxe slacked to his heart's

content by the atmosphere here transplanted

so faithfully. The first of the "Sub-Deb"
pictures, "Bab's Diary," has been hailed by
a great many learned critics as Miss Clark's

best effort, while the second of the series,

"Bab's Burglar," seemed to strike the ma-
jority of the fans as the best of a long string

of best ones. But now, it will be found

that "Bab's Matinee Idol" is so delightfully

supplied with delicious humor and petite

cleverness on the star's part that it is going

%o force most everybody into a difficult situ-

ation when it comes to deciding which of the

three excels.

A ND now the cyclonic champion of screen
"^ strenuosity, Douglas Fairbanks, is

reaching for the moon in his jolly scramble

for high honors in the work of diverting the

amusement-loving mind. Yea, and verily,

his latest starring vehicle will come to you

under the alluring title of "Reaching for

the Moon," and in this rather extraordinary

feature the doughty Douglas out-Douglases

himself. In the course of stirring events he

is shot, stabbed, dumped into a canal, has

his food poisoned and battles on a narrow

ledge high above safe terra firma. As his

press agent expresses it: "Attacked by a

half dozen conspirators, he impersonates

a whirlwind and the air becomes immedi-

ately filled with human bodies." You might

think Doug is in the midst of German kul-

tur in its heyday of ruthlessness. But then

in this new plot of his, he is supposed to

discover that he is the heir to a throne, and

naturally in these times of strong penchant

for overthrowing kingdoms it is to be ex-

pected that even a screen idol would have

to go through some harrowing experiences

in his attempts to claim a crown. The
story is one grand mixture of extreme melo-

drama and comedy situations. It is just

the kind of a vehicle for Fairbanks to travel

in at his wonted lightning speed, but it

could serve no other purpose half so well.

A PHOTOPLAY which is every inch pho-^ toplay—that's what "The Planter" wins

in the way of praise. It is indeed a splendid

feature approximating the coveted goal of

perfection in most all of the essential de-

tails. This picture was made down in the

rubber country of southern Mexico, and it

is replete with tropical "atmosphere." Ty-

rone Power is the star and he distinguishes

himself with a role to which he easily adapts

himself. {Continued on page 56)
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THE
NEW

PEDAGOGUE

Professor Photoplay, the

new general superintendent

of Education! And don't you

forget it, said dominie is

right on the job teaching

more lessons better than any of his predecessors or

contemporaries, the Public Press et al. He is the

latest thing in education is Professor Photoplay, and

therefore he enjoys the distinction of being a fad for

the good of the general weal. Were he not so popu-

lar he would not be so influential. For some time

Photoplay has been teaching folks all kinds of ob-

ject lessons, science and geography, but now he is

taking the leadership in imparting vital information

on the subject of patriotism and how to make it

count for a glorious victory of world-wide righteous-

ness. Supplementing this with powerful instruc-

tion on how to make war effectually by food economy
et cetera, he is proving to be just about the most

serviceable public servant extant. And even yet,

there are people who are wilfully throwing obstacles

in Photoplay's way—censors for the most part who
are doing their utmost to minimize the usefulness

of a loyal slave to duty. Quite incomprehensible it

is, but nevertheless, every great benefactor must en-

dure unjust aspersion. However ungracious the

maximum plethora of revolutionary buncombe never

did cut a very wide swath, and there is little chance

of it in this case. So, Professor Photoplay can go

right ahead teaching the legions of apt and eager

devotees. May the power to perform this incalcula-

ble good never grow less and may the new pedagogue

remain in full charge of our great school with plenary

jurisdiction!

HERE'S
OUR MERRY
CHRISTMAS

Photo-Play Journal
joins the majority in extend-

ing to you sincere wishes for

a Merry Christmas. Well do

we know that there could be

little of the merriment to those of our thousands of

readers who have husbands, brothers or fathers

somewhere in France or on their way there. In-

deed, too many chairs will be vacant at the Christ-

mas dinner table this year to permit of anything

like the usual happy observance of the most impor-

tant day in civilization's history. But there is boun-

teous consolation in that our kinsmen are serving the

noblest cause ever espoused by man—the cause of

democracy. Therefore, we rejoice as we grieve in

saying to you, one and all, once more: Merry Christ-

mas.

WAGS
WAX
WARY

The mental attitude of the

American people is transfixed

by an entirely different ar-

row and the wound is recru-

descent. War's fury has

forced the reasoning faculties up a blind alley, and

now humanity is obliged to eschew that which was
formerly one of its greatest pleasures, namely: re-

fusing to take exceptions to the pokes and jabs of

merry wags. Profound seriousness permeates every-

thing, and cinema comedy is included. Fear of of-

fending the newly acquired sensitiveness resulting

from the terrible nervous strain has made the wags
of the screen wary. Perhaps you have noticed a

diminishing of zeal in the one-reel and two-reel slap-

stick, slat-ticklers. Wariness is the cause. What
would have aroused the risibility six months ago

might now be regarded as almost treasonable in

this moment of such deep gravity. As a matter of

precaution and with a genuinely laudable desire to

be in conformity with the best spirit of the times,

most all of the comedians of the screen have changed

their manner of treatment in doing their bits to re-

lieve the tension by exciting laughter. They have

been obliged to retreat from their advanced posts of

methods by discontinuing much of their erstwhile

flippancy and nonchalance. Apprehension over the

possibility of Americans resenting so much reckless

abandon even in fun-making is having a discernible

effect upon the activities of many comedians. Like

all other true Americans, they do not want to risk

having their loyalty questioned one fraction of a

second. Now don't wonder at the rapid passing of

most of the so-called knock-about comedy. There is

a good patriotic reason.

£^

MAKING
PILLS WITH
OUR BILLS

We have all been doing our

best to fill Uncle Sam's war
chest with the indispensable

gold. The motion picture fra-

ternity has done its full share

to help float both Liberty Loans and we are proud

of our patriotic film folk. And, oh, what a satisfac-

tion it is to know that our bills are defraying the

expenses of making the mighty steel pills which,

when shipped to Kaiser Bill with sufficient fre-

quency, will send him growling and snarling to a

Helena or the place which is described by a shorter

and more decisive word. Let the manufacture of

the "pills" continue with unprecedented speed, and

here's to the ones which silence the German war
lords forever! And Uncle Sam shall have more of

our currency to make as many more "pills" as may
be necessary to destroy German power.

FIGHTING
FEROCIOUS
FIENDS

It would not be half so ap-

palling if our brave boys in

khaki were called upon to

cross hostile wits with nor-

mal men commanded by hu-

mane leaders, who would refuse a tarnished victory.

But, unfortunately, our Teuton foes constitute a mad-
dened though efficiently organized mob of ferocious

fiends, who, under a ruthless supervision, have lost

their finer impulses. The fact that German soldiers,

many of whom have children of their own at home,

wilfully mutilate the living bodies of Belgian and

French children they capture is terrible proof that

these slaves of the Prussian war lords have long

since ceased to be God-fearing. Therefore, they

make more dangerous adversaries than the most
vicious savage, because their effectiveness is in-

creased by an advanced science in warfare. There

is no possible way to make these Kaiser-driven fiends

seek to atone their wrongs except by administering

a crushing and ignominious defeat. Tens of thou-

sands of them must be slaughtered like rats with as

little concern that the million who retain their virile

honor might live to enjoy the peaceful happiness

they deserve. The Berlin Government has so de-

creed and willed, and there is no alternative, since

the subjects of that government are like dumb, blind

and hard-headed cattle.
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INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT THE CLAN THAT ACTS
Virginia Valli, Essanay leading woman, is

an expert fancy dancer, though seldom called

upon to display her talent before the camera.

Marjorie Law, who appeared in support of

Mary Pickford in "Rebecca of Sunnybrook

Farm," is versatile indeed. Beside being an

accomplished actress, she is a fine pianist, an

expert horsewoman and an excellent swimmer.

She dances divinely also.

'Twixt diet and duty—such is the predica-

ment in which Ethel Teare, who has an im-

portant role in the Paramount-Mack Sennett

comedy, "Roping Her Romeo," now finds her-

self. She has been saving the tinfoil off choco-

late bars for the Red Cross. Now she has been

ordered to cut out the chocolate. "It's a hard

life," she sighs. _

Edward Cecil, one of the principals in Gladys

Brockwell's William Fox drama, "Conscience,"

was a landsman on Admiral Dewey's flagship,

the Olympia, for three years following the

Spanish-American War. Mr. Cecil then took

up the joyous life of a player with a wagon
show, touring the California lumber camps,

where oil lamps were used as footlights.

im

Jay Belasco, the juvenile actor, is among
the first drafted men in his district to be

called to training camp, and it is likely that

his pleasant face will be absent from the screen

for some time to come, although comedies in

which he appears and the marine feature,

"Lorelei of the Sea," will be traveling the

States for many months, and when he gets to

France who knows he may not see himself on

the screen there?

Miss Blanche Payson, Triangle-Keystone

star, who measures six feet three inches in

height, was a traffic policeman at the San
Francisco fair before becoming a comedienne.

George Binns, a fellow-member of the Key-

stone forces, recently inquired as to her eligi-

bility for the draft. She replied that it was
doubtful if she would ever get to the trenches,

but that she was ready to take the place of any

policeman who wanted to go and do his bit.

Rex McDougal, now a member of the Em-
pire All Star Corporation, served for eighteen

months in the English army in the present

war. Mr. McDougal first joined the Scottish

Highlanders and later was transferred to the

Northumberland Fusileers. A severe illness

left Mr. McDougal unfit for military service

and he was honorably discharged. In "My
Wife" and "Please Help Emily," two Empire

Mutual releases, Mr. McDougal is seen in sup-

port of Ann Murdock.

William S. Hart has long been regarded as

the crack shot of the Thomas H. Ince studios,

but with the opening of the hunting season in

California, September 1st, Mr. Ince set about

to capture a record for himself. Taking his

favorite shotgun to the mountains, he bagged

the limit of doves in exactly half an hour of

hunting. What is more, he shot the majority

of them while speeding through the fields in

his auto. Bill Hart says he will have to shoot

the legs off a centipede, one by one, to retrieve

his lost laurels.

One lion, one duck, one elephant, two lion-

esses and fifty-seven ostriches were used by
Henry Lehrman in making his newest William

Fox Sunshine Comedy. As if this was not a

large enough menagerie, one of the players

in the picture had to don an imitation lion skin

and get into a scrap with the real King of

Beasts.

Pomeroy Cannon, who was born in Kentucky,

in 1879, was used as a child actor by Buffalo

Bill, Kate Claxton, Bertha Welby, Nat Good-

win and others. __

Eve Southern, Southern in name, Northern

in inclination, Easterner by birth, Westerner

by work—Eve Southern, coming back to the

subject, is a student of geography.

He

Bertram Bracken handled checks and then

horses before he began his career in motion

pictures. He was a bank clerk as a youth and
later enlisted in the Fifteenth U. S. Cavalry.

Charles J. Brabin, Metro director, who has

recently made his first production under the

Metro banner, "The Adopted Son," co-starring

Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne, has

twenty-six relatives named Brabin who are or

have been combatants in the present great

world war, in the ranks of the English army.

Three of Mr. Brabin's brothers are included

in this number. A. E. Brabin, a member of

the Fifth Liverpool Riflemen, was killed in

action at Givenchy, on the Marne. His brother

Jack is driving an English tank across the

wastes of "No-man's Land," and Edward is in

charge of a fifteen-inch gun.

Miss Helen Holmes, who is known through-

out the United States as "Adventurous Helen,"

has made herself a name in philantrophy aa
well as in motion picture melodrama. Miss
Holmes, who is starred in "The Lost Express,"

probably the most adventurous of modern pic-

ture stories, is the inventor of a seamless

knitted sock, which is declared by experts to

do away with the shoe sores of long hikes.

Dale Fuller, one of the funniest of Keystone
ladies, recently auctioned off several angora
cats, which she raised from infancy. When not
engaged in cyclonic comedy, Miss Fuller de-

votes her attention to the "feline farm."

Emily Stevens, Metro star, has bought fifty

acres of wild land in the Adirondack Moun-
tains, and has just returned from a visit of

inspection of her property, during which time
she had it surveyed. Miss Stevens is in no
danger of having near neighbors, as her prop-

erty is in the midst of a large tract of State

land. It is located on Lake Pleasant and has
an excellent bathing beach.

Miss Edna Goodrich, the "All American
Girl," of the American drama, and one of the

most popular actresses in America, is credited

with the design of a war bonnet for women
which is a cross between a Scotch cap and a
toque. The hat is made in any material, either

corduroy or cloth, but it has a rakish effect

and is wearable by nearly any woman with a
passable type of face. Miss Goodrich designed

the hat after certain Scottish regimental hats

in her possession.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIID

Old Friends and Both Distinguished

Hon. Masanal Hanihara, consul-general for Japan, on his recent visit to New York with the Japanese mission

paid a visit to Miss Marguerite Clark at the Famous Players studio. The consul met Miss Clark in ^Vashington
some years ago, when he was attached to the Japanese embassy.
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NTONIO MORENO was born
to make love as the sparks fly

upward. His star of destiny

must have been the identical

one which ruled when Romeo
saw the light of day in imperial Rome
several centuries before the moving pic-

ture was a factor in the gaiety of the

•nations.

Nothing could have been further

from young Tony Moreno's plans than
the ones life has put him to work out be-

fore the movie camera. "As a boy I

wasn't susceptible," declared this son of

Andalusia. "I started life with one dom-
inating ambition—to be a bull fighter. I

love the gay cloaks of that profession. It

seemed to my childish mind to be alto-

gether the one romantic way in the world
-to make a living.

"I used to sit on
a fence near my
earlyhome inSpain,
and watch the mar-
ket man drive his

appointed victims
by to the slaughter
house every morn-
ing. These were
tame looking cat-

tle, led by a trained
steer, who gently
piloted his c o m-
rades to the beef
•bloc k, but even
these were not
-without interest,

for in everything
but dash and color

and fierceness they
s t o o d representa-
tive of the foe that

I would one day
meet in the arena.

"My dreams were
doomed to an early
shattering. One
morning in pass-
ing along the road
taken by the
butcher with his in-

tended victims, I

got mixed up with
the herd in some
way, and the first

thing I knew the
peaceful, traitorous
old steer who led
the crowd was after

me, trying to hook
me out from among
his charges.
Whether he really

meant to hurt me
or not, I do not
know. But I am
sure of this : that
experience taught
me that bull fight-

ing was not my des-
tiny. I discovered
what it took me
years to recover

from, that I was mortally afraid of cows

!

Even now I make the confession with
pain to my vanity.

"True enough, I was only a kid when
I decided to adopt another profession and
leave bull fighting to my betters, but I

was old enough to know that if a harm-
less old steer could throw me into such
a panic, I'd better beware of the bull ring.

"I came to America shortly after, and
if plans that were made for me at that

time had been carried out I would not
today be in pictures.

"The rich

and power-

ful friend who brought me to America as

an adopted son, died, and I found myself
face to face with the problem : How to

make a living.

"I am not ashamed to say that in those
days I was very poor, but I always was a
hustler. If there was any work to be
done I was on the job to get it.

"I worked one summer for a telephone
company, and another for a gas concern.
For one year I was shipping clerk in one
of the biggest silk stocking factories in

this country. Whatever came to hand I

did it with all my might and main, and in

every business I worked at I made friends.

I was sorry to leave when the time came.
"I'm for progress. Keep mov-

ing, is my motto. If you haven't
got what you want, go after it

until you get it. There is al-

w a y s something
one can do if he's
up against it. Why,
one summer in New
York I only made
eight dollars a
week. Most of this
went to keep the
apartment six of us
fellows had taken
together, going. An-
other boy and my-
self were the only
ones of the bunch
who had steady
jobs. The others
contributed their
'skilled' labor to
keeping the house.
"One fellow of-

fered to cook as his
share of the pool;
another said he was
an A-l laundry
man. The cook was
bad enough on
food, but the ama-
teur laundryman
was the limit! He
was a menace to
anyone's wardrobe.

"After the first

week's wash, I an-
nounced that there-
after I'd do my own
washing. And' I did
all that summer.
Sure, I can wash
and iron like a
Chinaman.

"I don't do it

these days, but if

m y circumstances
were the same as
they were when I

got eight bucks per,
I'd be taking in ex-
tra coin as an
ironer after my reg-
ular business hours.

"That's the only
way to get on.
{Continued on page 53)
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Hoffman Stars Aid Soldiers' Christmas
By PIERRE V. R. KEY

t/T \1

IE better the day the better

the deed applies aptly to a

little group of American
women who are rather well

known to some hundreds of

thousands of people in this Land of the

Free. You might have seen them, on al-

most any day during the past six weeks,
in their homes, working for the Christ-

mas of Our Boys "Over There." Yes,
and outside their homes, too. For no
more pronounced enthusiasm could be
found, I am sure, than bubbled forth from
these feminine workers, all determined
that her share in making Uncle Sammy's
soldiers happy Christmas Day as bright

as possible.

It was a late October day that found
the tasks of these American women (they
should be termed girls, but "women"
seems more properly to fit their endeav-
ors) turned their bundles over to a cer-

tain express company for forwarding over
seas.

And in these bundles were all manner
of things : knitted scarfs of warm wool

;

gloves and socks and sweaters—yes, and
many other essentials that are needed by
the stalwart sons of Democracy who are

ready for the trenches, miles and miles to

the East.

Yet these indispensables were not all

that these young "women" sent. Goodies
for the sweet-tooths of the fighting lads

also went along, and—tobacco, plenty of

it.

Weeks before the respective parcels
were ready I saw some of these "women"
at work. The fact that their time is worth
ever so many dollars a minute in the
foremost picture studios of the country
did not deter them from throwing some
of this time out of the window. They
were patriotic, every mother's daughter
of them.

Typically American, from the tips of
their heads to the soles of their feet;

willing workers, trying to smile at their

tasks with hearts none too light for

thoughts of what lies in store for those
for whom their work was designed.

Player-folk, these. Actresses, if you
please, and good ones. Some distin-

guished for their achievements on the le-

gitimate stage; others identified solely

through their work upon the screen. In
short, if you please, "movie girls."

Irene Fenwick was one of the first of

these workers who reported her job fin-

ished in time for the boat. She did her
share, did it well, just as when she toiled

to make the role of Grace Penfield in "The
Sin Woman," one to make this motion
picture feature long remembered.

Close behind Miss Fenwick came Jane
Grey, another star in "the legitimate" and
one whose radiance in pictures is begin-
ning to make perceptive managers slant

a discerning eye. Miss Grey, whose play-

ing in "Her Fighting Chance" did much
to make James Oliver Curwood's liter-

ary abilities better known than they for-

merly were, was one of the most enthusi-
astic of the group of Hoffman-Foursquare
Pictures stars.

"Why, I should have considered myself
remiss if I hadn't—a slacker!"

So much for Miss Grey.
Another vigorous enthusiast in this

Christmas-Present Drive was Gertrude
McCoy, she of numerous successes in

filmland, among' which the most recent is

"The Silent Witness." Miss McCoy, who
is youthful and filled with the sort of

"pep" that would appeal to any Sammy
Boy getting her knitted portion, was sorry
she wasn't one of them.

"If only I had been born a boy," de-
plored Miss McCoy. "I always wanted
to be one." She began skipping about, as
she said this, giving evidence that had she
been of the sex opposite she might have
qualified for the high hurdles.
Far more demure, but none the less

ardent in her desire to do her "bit" for

the soldiers, was Doris Kenyon. Miss
Kenyon remarked that she was well quali-

Pauline Frederick
Thanks Her Friends
I take this means of thanking all the

dear -people who so kindly remembered
my recent birthday. Coming from those

whom I do not know, and have never
seen, the many useful little gifts and
messages of love are of greater value
than if I had borne an intimate acquain-
tance with you all. Each birthday adds
another year to a woman's life and some-
times birthdays begin to make us feel

that perhaps after all we are quite grown
up, but if one can continue to advance in

years surrounded by the kindly hearts
and loving sympathy such as you have
shown to me, then one can grow old

gracefully, knowing that the deeds of the

past will always retain the respect and
love of the future.

(Signed) PAULINE FREDERICK.

fied to be right on the firing-line, and de-
manded to know if we didn't think her
work in "The Great White Trail" proved
she could endure hardship. Recalling Miss
Kenyon's athletic accomplishments in this

picture, we were inclined to agree with
her.

Ruth Roland was even more voluble
than any of her colleagues. The Califor-

nia star, whose popularity appears to be
growing at a rate astonishing even in

these days of rapid rises in pictures, de-
clared herself for anything that would
make the soldiers abroad more comfort-
able.

"Just think of the hardships ahead of
them," said Miss Roland. "No one knows
how long they will be in the thick of it,

or . . . whether they will ever . .

. come back." The little player
dabbed at her eyes with a piece of sheer
linen and, after a bit, looked up.

"I want to do all that a woman can do
for my country, and that means my coun-
trymen. Every man on the firing line, or

headed that way, deserves every ounce
of support we can give. And no Ameri-

can woman is a true woman who doesn't
do her full share—and a little bit more.

"History records, in every page, the
part women have played in the wars of

all time. With their help the men have
gone on to victory ; without their whole-
hearted support defeat has more than
once tapped such a nation on the shoulder.
Now we American women have an oppor-
tunity to prove that we deserve to be
Americans, that patriotism means some-
thing to us.

"Why, the best acting—by which I

mean the most 'natural' acting—I ever
did in my career was when I played the
role of Esther Drake in 'The Fringe of
Society.' It was made during our early
preparations to enter the European con-
flict, during the late summer of this year.
"Looking back on those weeks I now

realize that my patriotism was respons-
ible for my being able to depict certain
tense situations in 'The Fringe of Soci-
ety' with what my director termed 'power
through repose.' The war is terrible, and
exerts strange changes upon all of us."
Leah Baird, who also appeared in "The

Fringe of Society," has worked herself
into a vertitable "shadow of her former
physical self" in doing her bit for the
soldiers.

"Wonderful boys," is the way Miss
Baird expresses herself. "We can never
do enough for them, because they are
doing the most for us which humanity
can do—laying down their lives for us."
Such patriotism cannot be fittingly de-

scribed. Feminine support means so
much more to the men who are fighting
the battles of life that it is possible to
emphasize. Morally, this aid gives to the
fibre of man a stimulus which he abso-
lutely needs to successfully accomplish
his task. It is like food to him, and really

is food of a certain sort which he cannot
do without.
Zena Keefe, another Hoffman-Four-

square star, feels that way about it. She
was perhaps even more serious in her
declaration for the necessity of American
women standing by the men wearing
khaki. She rose when she began speak-
ing on this subject, walking nervously to
and fro, her hands clasped behind her
back.

"Man is so dependent upon woman
that she alone realizes how essential it

is for her to give him the vitality, in the
form of encouragement in word and ac-

tion, to spur him to his best efforts.

Woman, who primarily belongs to the
weaker sex, can nevertheless be strongest
when occasion demands. By that I mean
that she can supply that indefinite 'some-
thing' which serves to enable him to go
forward and upward to reach the goal he
is striving for.

"Weaker, woman certainly is—in some
respects. But when the big issues arise

she is ever ready to do her part ; unflinch-

ingly and without thought of self. So, I

feel, our women of the screen are not
backward in facing this present emer-
gency and doing what their sisters in

other walks have done and are doing."
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T. WIGNEY PERCYVAL SAYS: "MOTION PIC-
TURES DO MOVE LIKE A HOUSE A- FIRE"

HE
cording

motion picture,"

to T. Wig
P e r c y v a 1, co-author
"Grumpy" and "Li
Lady in Blue," and

actor long established in the
best traditions of the English
stage, "is a form of dramatic
entertainment in a class all by
itself.

"There is an art in writing
the motion picture scenario en-

tirely different from the tech-

nique of the playwright ; the
motion picture actor must 'get

over' with few of the principles

we depend upon on the legiti-

mate stage. And I have found
since I started to work in mov-
ing pictures, that even a differ-

ent type of mind from that of

the old lover of the drama must
be out in front to assure the
success of a production.

"The moving picture mind,
as I see it, is one trained along
the lines of popular success,"

continued Mr. Percyval. "It

is the speed mania craze that has
been transferred to the screen, that is all.

"A man recently invited me to go for
Twi •)r\<Zyi<2Xc:.ay\</o\l

red-mile motor ride with him. He
ned the number of minutes it

take his car to make that distance,
ned, and explained to him that I

be delighted to go twenty-five
with him in the same time, going
enough for me to enjoy the scen-

ery. I told him my mind could
register twenty-five miles of
landscape, but I balked at a hun-
dred miles of dust and speed.

"But this is the age of speed,
and in motion pictures one does
'get over the ground,' as the say-
ing is.

"In the two pictures in which
I have played I have leisurely

roles. One is that of a prime
minister in 'She,' and in the other
I play a stupid English detective.

Mrs. Castle is the sharp Ameri-
can detective, and of course the
star is the latest picture, 'Carroll

of the Secret Service.'

"My word!" he adjusted the
monocle, "the motion picture is

truly well named. It moves

—

like a house afire!"

There is more truth than
poetry in all of this, and don't forget that
moving pictures move for progress.

CHRISTMAS TIME IN THE TRENCHES
What We Can Do to Bring the Holiday Spirit to Our Boys

By LOUISE GLAUM

HE coming Christmas will be

the greatest one in the lives

of most of us—greatest be-

cause if offers the greatest op-

portunity to give. Never in

the history of the world was there so

much suffering and never was there such

a need of love of ministration and of

giving.

Those who give the most on this next

Christmas day are the boys—-our splen-

did, lovable American boys—who have
given up their business positions, money,
prospects, bodily comforts, and the sweet-

est thing in the world—home. Home at

Xmas time ! There they are out in the

tents of dreary training camps, on the

bitter cold seas, or, worse still, in the

trenches. But these boys are willing to

give more, and probably many of them
will have given more by the time the

Sacred Birthday comes. They are willing

to give the most precious thing—life.

Life when it is young and hopeful ; life

when it is beautiful and clean ! This they
have gladly, smilingly offered as their

gift to us of their country and to Him
who has taught them love for humanity.

I do not like the word "slacker," be-

cause some way I just can't believe that

there is any one in America who deserves

it. Many fail to serve because they don't

know how ; but at Christmas time every-

one has an opportunity, and he who fails

it must earn that hideous title "slacker."

Since the outbreak of the war, I have
been sending little gifts to the camp, just

as have all American women. The gov-
ernment has provided its defenders with
virtually all comforts possible, but it is

manifestly impossible to give them the
luxuries of home. So I tried to send the
unnecessary things, the little luxuries

that bring joy into life because they are
unanticipated. To women this would be
candy or flowers ; to men—well, every
one knows that they choose "smokes."
So I sent cigarettes and tobacco. The
letters of big manly gratitude I received

in return for my trivial gifts often brought
tears to my eyes and made me happier

than I can tell you. I determined to do
something on a bigger scale at Christ-

mas time. I heard through a friend that

there was an opportunity for someone to

organize a gift fund. I wanted to be that

one ! Given a leave of absence from the

Triangle Studio, I went to New York and
there met the people who are now helping

me to realize my heartfelt desire, and
these people have called the plan the

Louise Glaum War Luxury Fund. It

isn't mine in reality. I just helped to

plan it. It is really America's War Lux-
ury Fund for her sons.

I knew that every mother, every sister,

every sweetheart would like to send a

package direct to some particular boy, so

I urged that this be made possible, some-

thing which, I believe, has not hereto-
fore been accomplished. With the splen-
did aid of the American Tobacco Com-
pany a system was devised. Every one
who sends a dollar to the Louise Glaum
War Luxury Fund, which has its head-
quarters at 2255 Broadway, New York
City, can designate the name of the per-
son to whom the smokes are to be sent.
Immediately upon receipt of the money
I will send to the donor a card of ac-
knowledgment, and if you wish it, an
autographed photograph. Another card,
accompanying the package will be
mailed back by the recipient to the one
who sent the gift. In this way the deliv-
ery will be insured, and the one who gives
will receive a direct message of lovelrom
^he one in the trenches, the training camp
or at sea. An exact dollar's worth of
smokes will go into each consignment,
and the shipment will be made gratis.

I know the campaign will be a tremen-
dous success, not because my name is at-
tached to it, but because: we will all wel-
come a safe and econ mic way of sending
our remembrances to the boys. To the
editors of the motion picture magazines
I owe inestimable appreciation for their

assistance in acting on the managing
committee. I also owe thanks to the

many big-hearted people who will not
permit their names mentioned, but whose
gifts laid the fou .dation for the fund.
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ORN in St. Louis, Mo., Fannie
Ward ought to be a thorough
American, but the fact that

she has spent many years of

her life in England, has been
married to a wealthy Englishman, and
played before the King and Queen of that

country would seem to give credence to

the persistent rumors that she was at one
time a British subject.

On April 1, 1907, having returned to

America, she appeared as Rita Forrest in

"A Marriage of Reason." Subsequently
she appeared alternately in England and
America, starring in the following pro-

ductions : "In the Bishop's Carriage," "A
Fool and a Girl," "The Marriage of Will-

iam Ashe," "The Three of Us," "Fanny
and the Servant Question," "The New
Lady Bantock" (which she had previ-

ously done as "Fanny and the Servant
Question"), "Eunice," "Cinderella" and
others.

During the season of 1911-1912 she

toured the United States presenting dra-

matic sketches in vaudeville, including

"An Unlucky Star," "Her Only Way"
and several others. Later she appeared
in "Madame Presidente."

Although Fannie Ward enjoyed an
overwhelming popularity during this part

of her career, both in the United States

and England, she has attained a far

greater degree since her entrance into

motion pictures. Her first Paramount
picture was "The Marriage of Kitty," in

which she met with such success that

she was instantly engaged for a long-

term contract.

The others, in the order of their ap-

pearance have been : "The Cheat," in

which she scored a great personal suc-

cess, playing opposite the great Japanese
actor, Sessue Hayakawa ; "Tennessee's

Pardner," "For the Defense," "The Gut-
ter Magdalene," a thrilling Salvation

Army picture ; "Each Pearl a Tear,"

How Some Photoplayers Spent

Christmas Fifteen Years Ago
(What They'll Do This Time)

{Continued from page 26)

I've met along the way !" said Mollie Mc-
Connell, flashing the most radiant of Mc-
Connell smiles.

Handsome Gordon Sackville, who was
Kathleen Clifford's leading man in the re-

cently produced Paramount serial, "Who Is

Number One?" paused in his dressing-room

activities at the Balboa studio, and by dint

of much wrinkling of his brow and dis-

figurement of the classic features for which
he is noted, brought to light the fact that on
Christmas day, fifteen years ago, he was
en-route between Belgium and Paris. Said

Mr. Sackville

:

"This was my second trip overseas, for I

was studying voice culture. It so happened
I was the bearer of a box of American gifts

from an American girl to her sister in

"Witchcraft," an histori-

cal picture of the days of

Salem witchcraft ; "The
Years of the Locust,"

"Betty to the Rescue,"

"The Winning of Sally

Temple," "The School
for Husbands," "Uncon-

q u e r e d," "H e r

Strange Wedding,"
and now "On the

Level," a fascinating

production by Charles

Kenyon, author of

"Kindling."

One of the priceless

treasures of the

amusement world,
ranking with the

Kitty Gordon back,

the Lillian Russell com-
plexion, and the Gaby
Deslys head dress, is the

Fannie Ward collection of

jewels. These are souvenirs

of Miss Ward's marriage to

a South African diamond mine
owner when she was appearing on

the London stage.

It is seldom in picture or stage produc-

tion that Miss Ward has failed to display

at least a part of these priceless heir-

looms during some part of her work.

There is an old saying that "a woman
is as old as she feels," but Miss Ward
amends this statement by substituting

the word "thinks" for "feels."

"Show me the clothes a woman wears,

and I'll tell you how old her mind is," says

Miss Ward. The first time that she saw
something that was actually becoming to

her and refused to wear it on the plea

that she was too old for that sort of thing,

her mind increased by ten years.

"The calendar is a humbug, and by turn-

ing one's thoughts to the things of youth

one can turn back many pages. By that I

Fannie Ward

do not mean to prescribe a daily perusal
of the multiplication tables, nor playing with
dolls. My idea is not to encourage second
childhood, but to hold constantly before
one the dreams and ideals of youth. In my
code of thought it is almost a sacrilege for
anyone to think 'I am too old to do so and
so.'

"

Miss Ward is a striking example of the
efficacy of the doctrine she teaches, for
despite the fact that she made her first

appearance on the stage many years ago,
Miss Ward is still playing young girl

parts in pictures and is often taken for
eighteen or twenty at the most.
She has won her place in the hearts of

her countrymen by hard, honest work.

Paris. This sister was studying art and
lived in a home whefre the father was
German and mother French. I am won-
dering these days as to the domestic welfare

of this family.

"Arriving in Paris late in the afternoon

on Christmas day, I went at once to the

home of the art student, and was, of course,

invited to partake of Christmas dinner and
the attending festivities, all of which was
most agreeable to a travel-worn man.

"Judging from past experience I will

probably be working at the Balboa studio

on Christmas, and will no doubt pause long

enough to consume the proverbial turkey

leg somewhere. My greetings to all film-

dom !" said Mr. Sackville.

Kathleen Clifford, the brilliant little star

scintillating along the Paramount way in the

serial, "Who Is Number One?" production
of Balboa studio, wishes her friends in

screenland a "merrie, merrie old Christmas
and all the fixin's

!"

Kathleen was in England some fifteen

years ago this Yuletide. She became ac-

quainted for the first time with an English
plum pudding and she also "discovered"
Santa Claus, and this was the way of it

:

"I was in a wonderful home in London,
where there were lots of other children and
Christmas eve two of us hid in the great

drawing room behind a secretaire. It was
our intention to wait until everyone had
gone to bed and be there on hand to wel-
come Santa Claus when he came down the

fireplace. Much to our astonishment we be-
held the grownup's decorating the wonder-
ful Christmas tree and filling our stockings

with toys. Much as we would have liked

to protest against this interference in a
privilege belonging solely to Santa Claus,

we remained quiet and finally, after waiting
until they had all gone, we stole forth and
examined everything. Finally it dawned on
us that we had been deluded all our lives in

regard to this mythical person who came
down the chimney on Christmas eve. Con-
siderably outraged, we went to bed. The
next morning while all the other children

{Continued on page 47)

J
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A BRIGHT ft;AE:

Author of "TRUEHEARY MARGERY"
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Synopsis of Previous Chapters.—Robert Parkhurst,
grandson of Col. Ronald Parkhurst, of Castle Hills, New
York, returns from the Country Club on a summer after-

noon and finds his mother dead in her room. Looking
about bewilderedly, he sees a face in a mirror on the op-
posite wall, a face at once cunning and malevolent; when
he investigates, he finds no trace of any living presence.
The doctor pronounces heart disease to have been the

•cause of Mrs. Parkhurst's death, and inasmuch as the
lady had been an invalid, everyone accepts this verdict ex-
cept her nineteen-year-old son, who does some private de-
tective work on his own responsibility. With his pet hound
he searches his mother's apartments, and discloses a secret
passage and an underground room that shows recent

,

occupancy. He also makes a much more terrible dis-

covery in the fragments of a letter, written to "Dona-
zello Marco," in his mother's hand. The letter pleads with
this "Donazello" not to come to Castle Hills, and ends up
with "would that he were my son."
The mystery thus begun haunts the boy, who is afraid

to tell his grandfather, Colonel Parkhurst, about the
matter. Having no father—his father had died in Italy
soon after his birth'—the boy has a horror of finding that
perhaps he is not Robert Parkhurst. He grows ill, and
finally, in desperation, Colonel Parkhurst takes him
abroad.

In Switzerland they meet Florian DeMarcel, a man of
strong personality, who wins the boy's confidence, and
promises to help him find Donazello, of whom the
Colonel knows nothing. DeMarcel himself so resembles
the face Robert saw in the glass that on their first meet-
ing the boy accuses him of having been at Castle Hills
at the time of his mother's death. But DeMarcel makes
it clear that this was not so, and succeeds in convincing
the boy of his mistake. Such an influence does DeMarcel
gain over Robert that when he invites him to take a
trip with him, Robert is ready to go, whereupon
Colonel Parkhurst returns to America, leaving his grand-
son in charge of the man who has fascinated them both.

Robert has a gay time with DeMarcel on the Continent.
In Paris he becomes known as a rich and spendthrift
American. DeMarcel is, of course, well taken care of in
the arrangement, and the boy does not realize that the
man is becoming his master.

, . Then one day Robert receives a communication from
Donazello. The import is blackmail; he goes with it to
DeMarcel, and the latter offers to take it in hand for him.
DeMarcel leaves Robert in Paris and goes away; he
sends word of his return presently and brings with him
a proposition whereby Robert is to pay Donazello a cer-
tain sum for his silence in regard to a supposed scandal
that will involve the woman whom he knew as mother.
Robert agrees to the proposal, but senses that in some way
DeMarcel is in league with Donazello. He begins to hate
the man, and tries to get rid of him, but it is too late.

In response to a summons from America DeMarcel
and Robert take passage. ' They arrive at Castle Hills on
the eve of the wedding of Robert's cousin, Isabel Clifton,
to Bruce Wallace. Mrs. Wallace, Bruce's mother, is

mistress of Heather Hall, a short distance from the
Parkhurst place. She sends Isabel a gift of a silver
locket, the sight of which causes deep agitation on De
Marcel's part. When he finds that the locket is a copy
of one given Mrs. Wallace, who is collector of old silver,
toy Robert's mother, he cannot wait to be introduced to
Heather Hall.
At Heather Hall Robert meets Dorothy Anstead, a

Southern girl, with whom he falls in love. Just after
his cousin's wedding, he tells Dorothy of his love, but
also tells her the story of the mystery of his identity.
For DeMarcel has assured him that his right to the name
of Parkhurst can be called into question. Dorothy will
not believe this, because he looks too much like the Park-
hursts, and she counsels him to wait and perhaps they
can trap DeMarcel.
DeMarcel meets Mrs. Wallace and soon becomes enam-

ored of her. This changes his plans somewhat, but does
not prevent his contriving to have a look at her silver
collection. Among these he finds a silver locket that he
seeks, and he at once hunts up Donazello to tell him
about it.

CHAPTER XVII

Wherein the Silver Locket Changes
Hands

Bruce and Isabel were to be away two
months, the Ansteads sailed for Liver-

pool the day after the wedding, and Mrs.
"Wallace stayed on at Heather Hall. Rob-
ert and Colonel Parkhurst had Castle

Hills to themselves, and Robert was
lonely, with his sweetheart gone. Doro-
thy would not be back until the spring,

when she had promised to stay with the

Wallaces, though the rest of the family

would be going home to the South.

Colonel Parkhurst spent most of his

time reading, as he was far from well ; he
seemed to be failing rapidly. Robert
made short trips to New York, but they

did not go to their town house. In Janu-

ary a letter came from DeMarcel, an-

nouncing his coming to them, and three

days before he was due to arrive Roderigo
put in an appearance. Robert questioned
him anxiously, but to no purpose—Roder-
igo was not telling what he had been
doing or where he had gone, and as Rob-
ert did not care to dismiss the hunchback,
he did not press him.

DeMarcel went out of his way to make
himself agreeable when once he was back
at Castle Hills. It seemed to Robert that

in some way the man had changed. He
was more like the DeMarcel that the boy
had first known in Switzerland. At all

events, his attitude was perplexing, and
Robert scarcely knew whether to resent

or welcome the change. Finally, he de-

cided to speak to him plainly.

"Look here, Florian," he started out

one day when he found himself alone with
DeMarcel, "I don't seem to understand
you at all. One moment you are doing
everything in your power to affront me,
the next you are overwhelmingly kind.

Now I want to know just what you mean
by it. A few months ago you used every

means in your power to make me realize

my dependence upon your will
;
you were

not above threatening me ; it was only too

obvious that you were but waiting for

my grandfather's death to make me and
all that would be mine, your own, or at

least subject to you. I have been half

maddened by your innuendoes ; I have a

dozen times made up my mind to end it

all by speaking to my grandfather. Only
a consideration for his increasing feeble-

ness has deterred me, but even that will

not stand in the way if I can satisfy my-
self on certain points. I am tired of all

this deception. I have not been used to

that sort of thing. I may have sowed a

bigger crop of wild oats than most men
of my age, but at bottom I've kept
straight. Whether or not my mother was
my mother, she taught me to be honest,

and I have not lived with Colonel Park-

hurst all these years in vain."

He paused for the effect of his words.
DeMarcel merely said, "Yes?"

"Well," continued Robert, "it all comes
down to this. I don't believe that you are

telling me the truth. There's something
back of the schemes of you and your
precious Donazello. I want to know what
it is. If it's merely a matter of money,
you can have any amount in reason, but

tell me, once and for all, am I or am I not

Robert Parkhurst?"
He was terribly in earnest, and his

earnestness impressed itself upon his list-

ener. For a full two minutes, however,
DeMarcel kept silent. Then he sat for-

ward and spoke to the boy

:

"I am going to tell you what you want
to know—on one condition."

"Yes?" said Robert, eagerly.

"Do you happen ever to have seen a

certain curio cabinet that belongs to Mrs.
Wallace?"

"I have, often. Why?"
"Patience, my boy. I will tell you. In

that cabinet is a silver locket
—

"

"I know. My mother gave it to Mrs.
Wallace years ago."

DeMarcel laughed softly. "That locket

has a story—too long a story for me to

tell now, and one that I may not at pres-

ent tell, anyway. Some day you will

know. What I want now—what I must
have if I am to help you, is that locket."

"How do you propose getting it?" the
boy queried.

"You will get it for me. You will ask
Mrs. Wallace for it. I do not doubt but
that she will give it gladly. You will give
the locket to me, and in return I will tell

you that you are the legitimate son of

Robert Parkhurst. You see, I trust you
—I pay my part of the price even before
you promise to pay yours."

"And you knew that I was Robert
Parkhurst all along?"

"I knew it, yes. But I did not mean
to tell you yet. There is a long and not
altogether pleasant story connected with
it. But one day you will have that whole
story. Meanwhile, I need the locket—to

be of any further use to you."

Robert got the locket—so happy in the

assurance that he knew his own rightful

name that he scarcely stopped to figure

out what DeMarcel might want it for.

That very night he sent a message to

Dorothy, and the next day he told his

grandfather of his love for the Southern
girl. Then he took a boat for Cherbourg,
to catch up with the Ansteads. And he
never knew till afterwards that DeMar-
cel crossed on the same boat with him,

on his way to take the locket to his

brother in Florence.

CHAPTER XVIII

Wherein the Locket Gives Up Its

Secret

DeMarcel walked up the steep hill that

led to the home of his fathers. He was
a little more than a mile outside the city

of Florence, and he had left his carriage

at the foot of the hill. He carried a rain-

coat on his arm, and in the other hand
a small traveling bag. As usual he was
immaculate in his appearance, though
the weather was warm and most men per-

spiring.

Half way up the hill he came to a gate,

on which he knocked loudly. There was
a call inside, presently a heavy bolt slid,

and then the gate swung open. A tall,

gaunt old man, in the guise of a servant,

stood within the portals. At sight of De
Marcel his face brightened; he bowed low
and murmured indistinctly words of wel-
come. DeMarcel returned the greeting

curtly, and strode past him into the pass-
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age beyond. "Messer Donazello?" he
turned to interrogate. Then, not waiting
for a reply, he continued, "Tell him I have
come." And he went on up the passage,
opened a door, entered one end of the
castle, and finally came into a great, lofty-

ceiled room. The walls of this chamber
were hung with tapestries, beautiful once,
without a doubt, now worn to pale hues
and ill-defined figures. The furniture was
massive and fine—three arm-chairs and a

heavy, elaborately carved table that occu-
pied the centre of the room. The floors

were covered with remnants of rare old

rugs. Tall book-cases lined the walls,

for the most part empty, though the
chairs carried each its burden of heavy,
leather-bound tomes. Altogether the
room typified the remains of a glory long
past and done with, though that it still

served its purpose was attested by the
litter of newspapers and magazines of

entirely current origin which occupied the
table and overflowed the floor..

DeMarcel flung his coat over the back
of a chair, dropped his bag on the floor,

threw his hat on the table, and sat down.
A certain small book caught his eye ; he
picked it up, and examined it lovingly. A
glance at the title-page failed to interest

him in the contents, but his fingers wan-
dered in tenderness over the yielding

softness of the binding and played linger-

ingly around the exquisitely tooled edges.

Then suddenly he raised his head.
Donazello was standing in the doorway.
He looked haggard, ill, unkempt. He
wore a frayed smoking jacket, over rusty
trousers, and his slippers were worn and
ill-fitting. His face was unshaven and
rendered ghastly through the contrast of

the beard against the white skin; he held
a half-smoked cigarette between his

fingers. Beside DeMarcel he presented a
startling contrast. For DeMarcel looked
the aristocrat through and through ; Don-
azello, met in the streets of Florence,
might have passed for a peasant half-

starved. Only his hands and eyes were
fine—the former white, well-formed and
exceedingly nervous ; the latter keen,
black, flashing fire.

"You have come?" he spoke to DeMar-
cel in French.

"Yes," replied DeMarcel.
'•'The locket?"

"I have it here."

The light of fanaticism shone in Dona-
zello's eyes ; he leaped forward. But De
Marcel held him away, as if he sensed
some ulterior motive in his brother's im-
pulsive approach.

"Sit down," he commanded. "And ring
for something to drink—if there is any-
thing," he qualified. Donazello obeyed
almost as one in a trance; he had become
suddenly, strangely subdued.
DeMarcel also sat, and the silence was

tense. Normal men would have found it

intolerable. But these two were different

—the one mad with lust for the promised
treasure ; the other warily watchful lest

that madness prove too strong for broth-
erly affection.

Finally the wine was brought—in two
dirty, cobwebby bottles, almost the last

from a once justly-famous wine-cellar.

DeMarcel opened a bottle and filled

two glasses. He handed one to Dona-
zello, with the suggestion of a flourish.

"Drink," he cried, a note of exultation
in his voice. "Drink, my dear Donazello,
to the recovery of the treasure, to the

brightness of the days that the treasure
will bring."

And Donazello drank, the glass shaking
in a trembling hand.

Then DeMarcel opened his hand and
held it out. On the palm lay the locket!
Donazello stared at it, fascinated.

"You are sure?" he almost whispered.

DeMarcel laughed. His fingers moved
deftly about the edges ; the lid of the
locket sprang open. He lifted a curiously
compact wad of silvered paper, and this

he spread out on the table.

"Read," he commanded Donazello, and
traced the intricate lines with a paper-
cutter. But at the printed words on the
top of the sheet Donazello went white.
"Lorel," he whispered faintly, and leaned
against the table for support. "Lorel,"
he repeated, and there was awe in his

voice.

"Yes," DeMarcel cried sharply. "Lo-

THE ART ETERNAL
By NORINE STROUCH WINTROW

"Will war kill the silent drama?"
I have heard men lately ask.
They will find their question answered
If they contemplate the task—
War would have to do this murder.
Shall the war crush splendid art?
Will high sculpture wane and vanish,
Or the music of the heart
Pass from this—our Land of Promise,
Just because red Fury's surge
Has upon our mighty Nation
Thrown its great, resistless urge?
Art shall live, though hearts of mortals
Fall, pierced through by gleaming sword.
And Art has no finer garment
Than the drama without words.
All the beauty of a painting;
All a sculptured dryad's grace
Live in picture-scenes' enchantment
Or a shadow-maiden's face.
Yes, and more. Their charm is greater
For the pictures of the screen
Live and move. They tell whole stories.

What great painting have you seen,
Or what statue, so empowered?
Why, as scene on scene is shown
You can feel what they are saying.
Their lives seem to be your own.
Can war crush, with its taxation;
With mere figures; with expense
So divine an art, or drive it

On the tide of battle, hence?
It shall live, and down the ages
Through our children's lives shall go
Silent Drama—Life's great teacher,
In her hand Truth's lamp, aglow.

rel. A pretty revenge—rather subtle for

an American," he ended bitterly. "Look,
Donazello," his voice once more eager,
"follow the line—it brings up here. See?
There Robert Parkhurst put his precious
treasure."

And Donazello, following closely, be-
came as one possessed. He seized the
second bottle, tore its cork out, poured a
glass and held it high with a wave of his

hand. "To the treasure !" he shouted, "to
the treasure ! Come, Florian, come, a
drink, and then we will go to find the
treasure! In our own house! Under our
very noses ! Oh, Florian, the treasure ! I

can see the jewels sparkle, I can hear the
chink of gold—jewels and money, silver

and gold, freedom, Florian, and pleasures,

the pleasures that riches bring. Drink,
Florian, drink your fill, and we will go."
But DeMarcel quietly folded up the pa-

per, replaced it in the locket, and put the

locket in his wallet. Then he sat down
again.

"It were as well," he admonished
gently, "that you compose yourself. We
do not seek the treasure till midnight.
And during our search, my brother," he
said softly, "you may go first ; I'll follow."
He smiled and his brother swore—not in

classical Italian. But the search was post-
poned till midnight.

* * * * ^ ^

A week later a dapper little French-
man—presumably—who called himself
M. Marce, stood on the deck of an ocean-
liner departing from Naples. It was Don-
azello, shaved and decently attired—

a

trifle over-attired, one might say. But he
was quite content with himself—justly or
otherwise—and he hummed a little tune
as he watched the land receding. "South
America," he reflected. "There may be a
few pretty women left, who knows?" And
he laughed softly. "A French count," he
murmured. "A French count—I wonder
if they like them in South America?"

* * * * * *

DeMarcel, meanwhile, stopped over in

Paris—to make sure that Robert had gone
back to America. DeMarcel's suite in the
Grand Hotel was quite to his liking, and
life seemed suddenly a most interesting
piece of business. He was rich—he, De
Marcel—he could court the little lady he
loved, and court her he would. For the
time being he would give over intrigue
and lead an honest life—after a while, of
course, well, one can never tell, but now
he would play the courtier, and he knew
how well he could play it. Thereupon
he ran off to catch the next boat across
the Atlantic.

CHAPTER XIX
Wherein DeMarcel Goes A-Wooing

If Mrs. Wallace was surprised, she was
also pleased when she saw DeMarcel
come walking up the path toward the
Hall. "He is back again," she said to her-
self, and hurried away to change her
gown. For the first time in years her
maid found her fractious. Indeed, a spirit

of perversity seizing her, the little lady
kept her visitor waiting as much as a half-

hour. However, it was with an air of spe-

cial graciousness that she finally appeared
on the scene, though a close observer
would have noted in the warmth of her
greeting a certain flutter of embarrass-
ment. As for DeMarcel—never in his

life had he felt so ill at ease, so awkward,
or so at the mercy of circumstances. His
usual glibness deserted him entirely, and
in the end only a call for tea saved the
situation. But under the stimulating in-

fluence of the beverage he hated, DeMar-
cel regained his poise.

"It is good news that I have brought
from France," he managed to remark,
after some commonplaces.

"Ah," murmured Mrs. Wallace, "I am
always glad to hear good news."

"It is money," her guest ventured
softly.

"Money ?" inquiringly.

"I was so poor, you know," DeMarcel
explained. "Not a franc did I possess,

and only a small pittance from my gov-

ernment was my reward for diplomatic

services."

"Yes, and now?"
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"Now I am rich. My mother's brother
has made me his heir."

"Why," said Mrs. Wallace, extending
her hand, "I am very glad."

DeMarcel retained the hand, wondering
how best to proceed. Then he released
it and asked for a second cup of tea.

Whereat the lady smiled demurely.
"You will return to France?" she

queried.

"Alas, Madam, I do not know. This
America—I love it. And, Madam, there
are people in America whom I love," he
halted.

"Oh, of course, Robert, and the other
folks at Castle Hills."

"And the folks at Heather Hall," he
chimed in eagerly. Then he carefully

set down his tea-cup and got up out of

his chair. Before Mrs. Wallace knew
what he was about, he was on one knee
before her—not in any ridiculous attitude

of adoration, but carrying about him a
certain air of proud humility. He took
her hands very gently in his own, and
raised them, first one and then the other,

to his lips. And his voice thrilled his

hearer as he told her what he had come
to say.

"Years ago," he began, "I promised my-
self that I would have no more of women.
Once, when I was young, I loved a girl.

I told you that she died. She did not

—

she proved unfaithful. Therefore I hated
her—to me she" was dead—but because
of her I went further—I hated all women.
When I was a boy, I was a good boy, a

devout boy. I was to have entered the
Church. But I fell upon evil ways. I am
not French, as you may think, but Italian.

And I am a Catholic. Last week I made
full confession, and I am resolved to

make myself worthy of the woman I love.

That woman, as you must know, is your-
self. I could not ask you to marry me
when I had nothing. But I come to you
now with wealth, and I want you to be
my wife. You may do with me what you
will, if you will only love me."

Mrs. Wallace could never recall just

what happened in the next few minutes.
And yet they remained the sweetest mem-
ory of her life. For DeMarcel was no
amateur in love-making, and he fired the

imagination of this woman whose French
blood had been frozen on more conven-
tional soil. Moreover, for once in his

life, DeMarcel was being sincere. It was
true that he loved this woman ; it was true

that in order to have her he was ready to

give up being a mere adventurer, and in

the joy of discovering his affection re-

turned he forgot that he was no longer

young, that Mrs. Wallace was the mother
of a married man, and so they were like

two children together, for Mrs. Wallace
also seemed to overlook the fact that this

was a middle-aged romance, and one that

most people would presently wonder at.

In after years, when the shadows had
come and gone, this was stilFthe golden
day in Mrs. Wallace's life—a space of

hours consecrated to Love and hallowed
beyond all other hours that she had known
and lived.

DeMarcel remained to dinner, and they
passed the evening together making plans.

It was late when he left, but he was like a

new man, and he left behind him a su-

premely elated little lady who could
scarcely believe that her years of loneli-

ness were to have so great a crown of

happiness.

CHAPTER XX
Wherein the Plot Thickens

Robert brought Dorothy, with her
mother and sister, back to Castle Hills on
the same day that DeMarcel proposed to

Mrs. Wallace. It was late that night be-

fore they retired, for Robert and Dorothy
had much to say to one another. Also,

the Castle Hills library was made for

love-making, and in the quiet hours of the

late evening gave a : splendid) retreat.

Robert had missed DeMarcel, but was
told that he had gone to the Hall, and as

he was not so particularly anxious to en-

counter him, he did not mind getting to

bed before his return. Had Robert waited
for DeMarcel, a tragedy might have been

| A PLAIN CLOTHES FAIRY
|

By WILL WATERS

| Yes, lift up the latch j

| And enter my thatch, 1
| No, Dearie, you do not intrude,

| Pm looking for you §

| The whole evening through.

| How are you, friend Red Riding Hood? j

| You're not that sweet lass?

| Well, then let it pass;

I But I swear by my watch, that tick- j
| tocks, |
1 You are just as fair,—
| Say, Kid, put it there;

1 You sew a fine seam, Curly Locks.

| Why, I am surprised, j
| I never surmised |
| What a very bad guesser I am. §
| Come, sit on this tuffet, |

| My Little Miss Muffet, j
| And Pll bring you some cookies and jam. g

1 What's that you explain,

1 / must guess again? j

| Well, then you are Little Bo Peep;

| / know I am right, |
| For 1 heard tonight |
| The bah of a little lost sheep.

| Please don't look askance;

| / can tell by your glance

| You think Pm a fibber for sure.

| Now this guess is true,

1 I can tell by your shoe,

1 Prince Charming will knock at the door. §

| Don't laugh me to shame,

1 For the maids that I name
| All bear great resemblance to you.

| Oh! sweetheart, Pm for you;
I Pray tell me who are you?

| Oh, Lordy! I wish that I knew!

1 Now, please stop your mirth
i And Pll come down to earth;

I This time it will be treasure trove. g

1 Now I get you, Dearie, |
I You sweet plain clothes Fairy; g

1 Come right to my heart, BESSIE LOVE! j

averted, but the Fates played against the

man who had boasted that he could con-

trol them. * * * * * *

Robert did not at once go to bed. Usu-
ally he read at this time, but tonight there

was much to think about. So he put on a

dressing-gown and slippers and sat down
by the open window. He turned no light

on in the room, for the moon was up, and
so he sat there and dreamed, and pres-

ently must have fallen asleep.

The first glimmer of the dawn came
stealing in at the window and found him
still there. Suddenly he started up, his

eyes wide open and staring. A hand had
been laid on him; he saw Roderigo by
the chair.

Robert's first impulse was to protest

asrainst this unceremonious awakening,

but before he could speak the dwarf's

face was bent close to his, and into his

cars sounded a mysterious whisper.

"Sh ! Come, Monsieur, come with me,
quickly." And before Robert could say a

word, he found himself divested of his

slippers, and half lifted toward the door.

They went out of the room noiselessly,

Roderigo leading the way. The house
was still dark, scarcely a suggestion of

the coming day greyed the hallway, but
Roderigo, as if by instinct, never faltered

in their passage down the stairs and
across the entire width of the house to an
opposite wing, where he paused abruptly

before a door. All at once Robert real-

ized where they were going. They were
at the door of the room in which his

mother had died. It seemed incredible

that Roderigo should bring him here ; he

was minded to stop and demand an ex-

planation. But Roderigo had no time for

explanations. He laid his hand on Rob-
ert's shoulder and turned him around.

The change of position discovered a fine,

thin stream of light breaking across the

shadows ; a little forward movement, and
Robert found himself placed where he
could see into the room through a crack

where the hunchback must have opened
the door. It took him a few seconds to

accustom himself to the dimness, but
when he did discern something it filled

him with anger and astonishment. He
peered into the room in a sheer passion of

' fascination. For where the old secretary

that had belonged to his mother stood in

its corner, a man was standing, a lighted

candle in one hand, the secretary open
before him ; as they watched, he put down
the candle on a chair, and opened the sec-

retary, his hands fumbling with papers.

The man was DeMarcel—he was the

man of the looking-glass. At least so it

appeared to Robert. Robert made a sud-

den movement, but Roderigo was too

quick. The young man was lifted on the

hunchback's shoulder, and in two min-

utes more was put down in his own room.

Anger, amazement, growing second by
second, inclined his heart to murder. He
was blind, deaf, dumb with rage. But
when he looked around for Roderigo the

dwarf was gone. He switched on the

light and made for the door. It was
locked ! For some unknoAvn reason Rob-
ert was a prisoner in his own room, and

Roderigo must be responsible.

CHAPTER XXI

Wherein Roderigo Takes the Law Into

His Own Hands

Nobody knew what had happened, and

yet the whole household was in a turmoil.

It began with the cry of a man, such a

cry as a strong man gives in a moment of

agony ; the cry was followed by the

pounding on a door in another section of

the house, pounding accompanied by
shouts. Then suddenly Robert, who had
done this last shouting, appeared in the

hall wrapped in a dressing-gown, his face

white, his eyes wide with horror; back

of him came Dorothy Anstead, a thin

wrapper flung over her nightdress, and a

moment later Colonel Parkhurst came
into the hall, while from another direc-

tion ran a troupe of servants, each asking

a different question, while their faces

shone ghastly in the early light, and it

was obvious that most of them trembled.

(Concluded in January issue)
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CAN WRITE
A YOUNG

woman with ink

covering all ex-

posed parts of her

person appeared

at the office door

of the Lasky Stu-

dio General Man-
ager, Milton E.

Hoffman recently

and declared that unless they started

work on her next picture soon she wouldn't

even know herself. With the aid of blot-

ting paper, the ink was removed sufficiently

to disclose that it was none other than
Louise Huff, who appears with Jack Pick-

ford in "Jack and Jill."

Although Louise must have looked all

wrong, she was certainly all ready to write

herself.

HIS press agent claims that Taylor
Holmes, the comedian, walked most of the

way from Chicago to Boston to get his first

job on the stage.

But the long walk was worth it, since it

cleared the way for several long runs on
Broadway.

AMONG the photoplayers who are doing
everything in their power to co-operate

with Herbert Hoover in food conservation

is Marguerite Clayton, who has trimmed
her menu down to about one course and a
half.

There are plenty of others, however, who
have got no further in their economy than
to cut out toothpicks.

EVIDENTLY Mack Sennett believes in

evolution. In his latest photoplays he is

dressing the men up in feminine attire.

Corsets all funny business.

PAULINE FREDERICK spent her Octo-

ber vacation, consisting of ten days, buying
Christmas presents.

Judging from the way prices and taxes

are increasing, we did all our Xmas shop-

ping last Christmas.

HERE'S a paradox—Ann Little is a big

favorite.

So there's nothing in size except sighs.

A RECENT Metro photoplay is called "A
Sleeping Memory."

Sort of synonymous to absent-mindedness,

we would say.

IF ther,e is anyone Julian Eltinge, the

famous female impersonator, despises it is

a "sissy." In private life he is one of the

manliest of men. On the screen you will

find him to be one of the loveliest of lovely

women.

Just exactly what Julian is—is a real reel

fellow who can make women envious of him.

CREEN STORIE
BUCK face COMEDYi
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AMONG the best knitters in Filmland is

June Caprice.

Still, Bill S. Hart is very good at knitting

—his eyebrows.

THERE is a photoplay current entitled

"The Angel Factor."

It does seem like overstepping the bounds
of propriety, for angels "just are" and are

not manufactured.

BRYANT WASHBURN wants to know
what a hard smoker is going to do if the

price of tobacco continues to rise.

Oh, that's easy (and more healthful, too)

—abstain.

VIRGINIA VALLI, the Essanay star,

spends her time between scenes in the studio

reading law books.

Looks like she is preparing to lay the law
down to somebody. An easy target would
be that fellow, Mayor Thomas B. Smith, of

Philadelphia.

WOULD you like to know our idea of a
very strong cast?

Charlie Chaplin supported by a piece of

limburger cheese.

ARE motion pictures still as popular as

ever?

Has John D. Rockefeller still got a spare

dime?

BEVERLY BAYNE is an omniverous
reader of magazines and she says she wishes
they were all published thrice a month in-

stead of once.

Evidently she thinks because wood pulp

grows on trees that it is plentiful. But, be-

lieve me, Beverly, all publishers wish they

could get out their publications half of once

a month while paper is so all-fired scarce.

Why, the woody stuff is so scarce that they

wanted me to cut this department of mine
down to a "stick."

PAULINE FREDERICK recently tried on
200 gowns in a single morning.

Now say a moving picture star doesn't

have her trials!

DIRECTOR Donald Mackenzie, of Pathe,

declares that women take greater risks than

men in pictures.

They do the same thing in real life, too,

and every man knows of specific instances.

IS FAITH
STIRRING US?

ARE we free

agents or are all

our actions gov-

erned by some
dominant force
over which we
have no control?

This is a ques-

tion being asked

by Mollie King,

the fascinating star of Pathe's latest serial,

"The Seven Pearls." "Things happen to

me," said Miss King, "so directly contrary

to the way I plan them that I am beginning

to believe we are merely so many manni-

kins, jumping this way or that, whenever

somebody pulls the strings."

Let us be lucid—Fate is the chief string-

puller, while girls do the most of the roping-

in, and men devote their time generally to

yarns.

ANN MURDOCK says she loves simpli-

city in everything.

The simplicity of a simpleton, too?

WHEN his horse stepped into a hole and

threw him violently to a pavement, J. War- ||

ren Kerrigan sustained a broken leg. {§

Fortunately, the fall did not break his (
contract and he is already making another jj

picture. j|

IT is said Charles Ray is so sensitive that W
he has a horror of offending anyone. . g
Good for Charles. The only thing of- m

fensive any of us can approve is the kind j|

General Haig is slamming at the German =
"germs." B

* I
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS is getting

jj
mighty "chummy" with Evangelist Billy j§

Sunday. J
Perchance Doug is working for a sea- |

son pass to flash on Saint Peter. H

NOT long ago William S. Hart donned

overalls and played the role of carpenter

to the extent of building one of the sets for

his new Artcraft picture all by himself.

The very fact that he still has finger-

nails after driving all those nails proves

that Bill is more than just a crackerjack

actor.

Si

LESTER CUNEO, who has been the

villain in most of Harold Lockwood's photo-

plays of the last year, has been called as a

member of the new national army.

Here's hoping Lester's villainy hereafter

will consist of good straight shooting at

the enemy and that he returns safe and

sound a hero.

SUSIE LIGHT MOON is the name of an

Indian squaw appearing in support of

William Desmond in "Master of His Home."

Just like a moon about all Susie does in

the picture is to "set," and again like the

moon she is totally eclipsed ere long.

Hi J
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How Some Photoplayers Spent
Christmas Fifteen Years Ago

(Continued from page 42)

were exclaiming over the goodness of Santa
Clans, we alone knew the truth. They never
fooled us after that.

"I expect to entertain a party of friends
at my hotel this Christmas. When one has
no home, a good hotel is the next best place."

Anita King, the charming star of the
Horkeimer-Mutual program, tells this litlle

Christmas story of fifteen years ago. In its

warp and woof will be found a strain of
pathos intermingled with the Christmas joy.

"I was living in a hotel in Syracuse, N. Y.
fifteen years ago. I had no other home and
my uncle, who was also my guardian, had
presented me with a fur-lined coat and a
little muff to match.

"I will never forget that Christmas. It

was the day of my life. I was so proud
of that fur set. I think Syracuse was the
coldest place in the whole world that day.
The sidewalks were sheer ice. My uncle
had left word that I was not to venture out.
And me, with my new set of furs ! Imagine !

Living in a hotel of course I had no Christ-
mas tree. So contrary to instructions, I

attired myself in my fur coat, and carrying
the muff I went forth. The first thing I did
was to skid and fall. The muff slipped out
of my grasp and the wind carried it along
and a big dog pounced on it and ran away
with it in his mouth. I hurried along after
him crying and falling as I went, and I

bumped into a poor little tyke standing on
the corner, half frozen trying to sell some
papers. He was crying too. So I asked him
what he was crying about, and he said he
was cold. And he asked me what I was cry-
ing about, and I told him. I never did
find the dog or muff. But I had just enough
Santa Claus money with me to give that
little boy some Christmas, and we bought
candy and bananas and I took him to the
hotel with me, and gee, we had some Christ-
mas dinner

!

STRONG SCENARIOS WANTED, any form accepted
Inquire Superior P. P. Co.. 14S2 Broadway, N. Y.

1 IPS I A Vft Entertainments,Vaudeville Sketch*
es, Monologs, Dia-
logs, Recitations, *"^* *ff Tableaux, Drills!
Musical Pieces, Minstrel Material, Make-up Goods
Large Catalog Free. T.s.i>ENlS0N&C0.,Dept. Js Chicago

The Annex Pleating & Button Shop
25 E. WASHINGTON STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

Hemstitching, Pleatings, etc.
Superior Work Lowest Prices

Send for Price List

AZ-I-EN-ZA
Trade-mark registered, V. S. Patent Office, No,v. 17, 1903—No. 41188

" The Medicinal Cream "

For Pimples and the Complexion
Relieves burning and itching. Price, 25c, 50c, $1.00 in
jars. Trial size, 5c. Sent postpaid to any address.

E. H. BALL CO., 330 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

10 Days FreeTrial
Play on tho violin of your choice — and test it for 10 days before yoa
dec-de to buy. Send it back at our expense or pay for it at tbe rate
of only a few cents a day.

V&K8& wurljIzer w'ST*
CUlttr Free goo years of itmrunwrnmikng (/. S. Govt.

The products of the leading violin makers of the world are yonra to
choose from—Farny, Baader. Glier.Heberloin. Fiedler. Wurlitzer. etc.

WriteTodaV f°rSDeci2.
1 Circular. No obligations. Get full details

offer dil
blityaL..

t to you. Write today
Ths Rudolph Wurlitzer Company. Dopt 1853

S. Wabash Avenue. Chicago E. 4th Street. Cincinnati. Ohio

"I wish all my friends in the profession
as happy a Christmas this year as I had
fifteen years ago."

Ruth Lackaye, character woman of Bal-

boa, better known as Ruth Hamilton of the

legitimate stage sends Yuletide greetings to

all her friends.

"It's a far cry, fifteen years back," said

Miss Lackaye. "I was living at the Holland
House in New York. My guest on Christ-

mas day was Ethel Greybrook, an English
actress then with Herbert Kelsey. A party
of mutual friends came in the evening,

largely members of the Charles Frohman
Lyceum Company.

"I expect to attend a family reunion in

Berkeley, Cal., this Christmas. My sister,

who has a large family, has planned a cele-

bration in honor of my return to the coast."

Corenne Grant, who plays heavy leads

for the Balboa screen, and is noted as this

studio's exponent of new thought, even to

esoteric mysticism, remembers well her
Christmas of fifteen years ago. It was on
this occasion that she enjoyed her first sleigh

ride, and best of all, in company with her
very first beau, which proves that whatever
Corenne has developed into, originally she

was human like all the rest of her sex. They
drove ten miles through a soft fall of "the

beautiful snow," to a large country home in

Missouri outside of Kansas City, where
there was an immense tree, and the biggest

turkey she ever beheld, and loads of other

good things to eat. But on the way home, it

was so cold, says Corenne, "that I froze a

toe, and that was the end of a perfect day !"

Helen Ferguson: "There is nothing that

makes me more deliciously happy than wish-
ing my friends a Merry Christmas. When
I do I usually feel all bubbly-over with
gorgeous Santa Claus and candy-eating

visions, with heaps of joy thrown in and I

want all my friends to know that I wish
them slews of gladness on Christmas day.

"I don't know how I spent Christmas
fifteen years ago. You see I had just cele-

brated my first birthday, and was just learn-

ing to walk. But mother says I had gobs
of dolls, a wonderful tree and an infinite

number of presents. I devoured some of

the candy safely, but two of the dolls I

broke. Wasn't that a horrid way to show
my appreciation of them?"

Jack Gardner, former musical comedy
star now being featured in Essanay comedy
dramas, is thankful to the motion picture

industry for his first opportunity of many
years to have a Christmas day away from
the glare of the footlights.

"It will seem strange to have a Christmas
day not interrupted by a special Christmas
matinee and a night performance," said Jack
between scenes at the studio, "and I surely

intend to take full advantage of it. I am
going to gorge on a big Christmas dinner,

go to see a photoplay at night, and be thank-
ful to the inventor of the cinema.

"Fifteen years ago brings to me fond
memories of college days and the Christmas
holidays.

"I was in my sophomore year at college

then, and every college man knows what
it is. to be a sophomore and have half of

the school year ended. Anyhow, I remem-
ber that I journeyed to my home at Louis-
ville, Ky., with a crowd of school chums,
and there were reunions galore and dances
and dinners and all sorts of affairs too
numerous to mention. Then it was back to

school, and we were chumps enough to

think we were having a tough time of it."

Miss Virginia Valli: "That the Yuletide

season should bring happiness to every one
of us is the hope of all, but the season this

year, I feel, should be tempered with a

thought and deed of appreciation to our
boys who have answered the call of the

colors, and I take this opportunity, figura-

tively speaking, to grasp them by the hand
and say 'Good cheer.' I hope the little

Christmas offerings I have prepared for

the boys here and abroad will add a mite

to their happiness. To my friends of the

photoplay world I bid a happy and cheerful

Christmas and a prosperous New Year."
With her "Dad" as her best beau and with

mother assisting, Miss Valli will spend
Christmas before the family fireside. Miss
Valli is a most homey girl and to her idea,

she says, an old-fashioned Christmas is

best of all.

Her program will be changed this year,

however, by a trip to Fort Sheridan, near
Chicago, where she will distribute cigarettes

and tobacco to the soldier boys who are sta-

tioned there.

| Beautiful Eyebrows
j

| and Eyelashes |
will transform a plain, unattractive face to

§ one full of charm, beauty and expression, g
g Read what a famous fashion and beauty §f
m expert says in the Chicago Examiner:

—

"There are many actresses and society women
E5 famed for their long, silky lashes and beauti- m
^ fully arched eyebrows that one their attractive-

Ej ness to the use of a little preparation called jj
Lash-Brow-lne."—Madame Chic.

J If your eyebrows are short, thin and un- W
s even, it is quite possible and easy to remedy M
H Nature's neglect and acquire luxuriant

jj| eyebrows and long, thick, silky lashes by
§j simply applying a little ~

nightly. This well known preparation
H nourishes in a natural mannerthe eyebrows |§

H and lashes, making them thick, long and =_

J silky, thus giving depth and soulful ex-

g pression to the eyes and beauty to the face, g
1 LASH-BROW-INE which has been success- g
§§ fully used by thousands, is guaranteed a
S absolutely harmless. It has passed the

H famous Westfield-McClure laboratory test |§
a for purity. §
= Sold in two sizes, 50c and $1.00. Send price for =
S size you wish and we will mail LASH-BROW-INE ^= together with our Maybell Beauty Booklet, pre- g
H paid in plain sealed cover. Satisfaction assured s

or price refunded,

g Avoid Disappointment with Worthless Imitations
jj= —Genuine Lash-Brow-lne manufactured only by g

MAYBELL LABORATORIES
b 400864 Indiana Ave. Chicago. HI. fi
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Bobby and Helen Connelly and Christmas
By ADELE WHITELY FLETCHER

ON'T let them hurt her—Oh,
take them away," shrieked a

child's voice as I made my
way through a tangled maze
of scenes and sets, looking for

Studio No. 5, where the guide at the Vita-

graph door had told me I would find

Bobby and Helen Connelly, the dear, lit-

tle kiddies who hold sway in the hearts

of all movie fans.

The voice was broken by sobs and one
felt a lump rising in their own throat at

the thought of the little one's trouble.

Could it be possible that this was only
Bobby rehearsing some scene, I asked
myself—never in all the world, I con-

cluded—surely those cries came from a

little heart that was really broken.

But when a sudden turn brought me
to a scene showing a pretty nursery, I

discovered Bobby going through his role

under the powerful lights, real tears

—

those -of the salty, briny variety, trickling

down his chubby cheeks as the camera-
man mechanically registered the action.

Bobby is even a greater artist than I

thought.
Mrs. Connelly, the "Mother Dear" of

the two kiddies, who sat knitting just

outside the camera's vision, rose to greet

me and guided me to a seat beside her
own, where I sat spell-bound until I was
rudely brought to my senses by the direc-

tor crying "Al-r-i-g-h-t
!"

At this magic word, the electrician

turned off the lights and the camera-man
stopped his mechanical grinding, while
Bobby arose from the forlorn little heap
he made on the floor and ran to his moth-
er's side.

His firm handshake as he manfully ac-

knowledged the introduction straightway
won him an even greater place in my
heart, for it told far better than words, the
fine character now in the moulding.
When the tear stains had been wiped

away with some powder, he returned to

his director who, after a few words of ex-

planation, had the next scene rehearsed.
This scene takes place much later in the
picture and the action was altogether dif-

ferent. Here Bobby is playing with a

pet dog who scampers about the nursery
floor in a most circus-like way. Laughter
now took the place of tears and genuine
chuckles escaped from the little fellow as

he went through the scene.

"Now, Bob, you're through until two
this afternoon," declared the director.

"We'll have the dancing scenes then, Mrs.

CRPC DIAMOND
* r% b b RING OFFER
lust to advertise our famous Hawaiian im. dia-

ffiy monds—the greatest discovery the world has ever
known. We will send absolutely free this 14k gold f.

rinp, set with a 1 2 k Hawaiian im. diamond— in beau-
tiful ring box postage paid. If this is satisfactory

pay postmaster $1.25 to cover postage, boxing,
advertising, handling, etc. If not satisfactory
return at our expense and money refunded. Only
10,000 rings given away. Send no money. Answer
1/ il n J Quick. Send size of finger.

Krauth Ci Heed, Dept 27,MasonicTemple tChJcagO

Your Old Hair
1 can be made up into puffs, switches

P transformations, or curls, 3 stem
I switches, $1.50, 2 stems, $1, all around
' pompadour, $2. Old switchesdyed, $1,

to any shade but grey. We guarantee
to please you. LULl) DUNHAM
120 South State Street, Chicago, 111.

Connelly," he continued, "so a change in

clothes will be necessary—Two this after-

noon then."

Before he had finished, Bobby had
flown to a corner behind some scenery,
from which issued much laughter.

"Jimmy Crickets, you've put your list

of things under my name and my things
under your name, Helen," we heard him
say. Then more laughter, after which he
emerged, leading his pretty, little sister

with her laughing eyes and golden curls

towards us.

In his own manly way, he introduced
Helen to me, and I discovered her to be
as sweet and girlish as he was manly. Her
graceful curtsy as she repeated my name

in a sweet, musical voice told of the train-

ing she receives in a private school with
her brother every day when they are not
working at the studios.

"Now, chickens, we'll go over to our
dressing-room, where we can be more
comfy," said Mrs. Connelly, rising, and
we were a happy party as we left the

bustle and confusion of the studio and
entered the dressing-room where the kid-

dies play when they are not needed upon
the studio floor.

Here I learned that the list which had
occasioned the remark from Bobby was

\

MUSIC TAUGHT FREE
$2; Jl J-3.J H J \ J l
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In Your Home. Write today for our booklet. It tells
how to learn to play Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin,
Guitar, Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced pupils.

American School of Music, 79 Lakeside Bldg., Chicago

THE ARDSLEY ART FILM CORPORATION PRESENTS

MARION DAVIES
Admittedly America's most beautiful

young stage favorite in

"RUNAWAY ROMANY"
being the first of a series of super-pictures which will reveal Miss Davies as the sensation of the

screen.

The cast in support of Miss Davies in "RUNAWAY ROMANY" is without doubt the strongest
assemblage of screen favorites ever engaged.

It includes the following well-known artists of the stage and screen : Joseph Kilgour, Pedro de
Cordoba, Matt Moore, Ormi Hawley, Wm. W. Bittner, Gladden James, Boyce Comb and others.

Under direction of GEO. W. LEDERER
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their letter to Santa Claus. Helen, be-

ing a little older, is able to write a more
legible hand, so she had been elected to

complete the letter while Bobby was
busy upon the studio floor.

Their dressing-room is one of the pret-

tiest it has ever been my privilege to see.

The walls are buff, while the border con-
sists of rabbits painted in various poses.

A serviceable straw rug of brown covers
the floor, which is strewn with picture-

books, games, a toy railroad and many
dolls. The furniture is white, with scenes
from the nursery rhymes painted upon it

in pretty colors, while at the window
hang curtains on which are painted blue-

birds in flying poses. Altogether it is a

charming room, and it is here that they
sign the pictures requested by their many
friends, study their lessons brought home
from school with their mother and ac-

complish the other tasks which fall to

them. To the writing-table they ran the

minute they entered the room, and in a few
minutes the letter was completed.

"Dear Santa," it read :

—

We know you'll be very busy this

Christmas making the little boys and girls

in Europe happy so they'll forget the
war happening so near their homes.
Mother has told us all about the poor
boys and girls over there and we do want
you to be awfully good to them. But
if you have any time left to visit us we
would like very much to have the follow-
ing- things :

Helen
Doll carriage

Fairy tale book
Signet ring

Bobby

Bell for bicycle

American flag

Baseball
Magic lantern

With much love,

Bobby and Helen.

When they brought the letter for us
to read before running downstairs to put
it in the post-box, Mrs. Connelly sug-
gested that they tell me about their

Christmas while she prepared luncheon.
This they gladly did, and their eyes shone

with delight as they voiced the thoughts
which had occupied their minds for weeks.

'We'll be up long before the sun rises

on Christmas," began Bobby smiling,

"because we never can go back to sleep

once we're awake, and on Christmas we

REG.U.S.PAT.OFF.

mi-KiTH
Superfluous
HairRemover

The Only Treatment That Will

Remove Permanently All

Superfluous Hair
from the face or any part of the body without
leaving a mark on the most delicate skin.

Removes entire hair roots and destroys the hair
duct. No electric needle, burning caustics, or
powders used. Free booklet also lists our exclu-
sive preparation for beautifying skin and hair.

DR. MARGARET RUPPERT'S
Mi-Rita Beauty Specialties Co., Inc.

1112-14 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, U.S.A.
Suite 70-72-73. Phone, Walnut 7021. Est. 22 years.

"MI-RITA" Gray Hair Rejuvenator—not
a dye.

"MI-RITA" Skin Rejuvenator— removes
wrinkles and all blemishes, eliminating double
chins - All Other Toilet Requisites.

If your Druggist cannot supply, send direct to Office

always wake up good and early. Mother
says it's the excitement. Well, anyhow,
we'll steal downstairs as quietly as we
know how—sometimes our feet get cold

and our teeth chatter awful, but we don't
mind that. Then we get into the parlor,

Helen always remembers to close the
door after us, for I never can help giving
a war whoop like the Indians do when
they're happy, you know. Mother says
mine is almost as loud as their's, too,

sometimes. (This is a bragging tone.)

Of course, we are heard before long any-
how, and we get chased back to bed, but
we always take our stockings with us. 1

think myself this is most fun of all, guess-
ing what's coming out next as you put
your hand in. We always have wanted
our stockings bigger, so the fun would
last longer—this year we're going to bor-

row papa's bicycle stockings. He doesn't
use them any more 'cause bicycles have
gone out of style and men don't wear
stockings in automobiles like they did when
they rode on bicycles."

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllN

Mam'selle Bebe Bonbon
(Continued from page 29)
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perhaps she takes a dip in the neighbor-

ing ocean, for she is an accomplished
swimmer and one of the prettiest and most
graceful water-nymphs that adorn the Pa-
cific coast.

Her hobbies? Animals, first, last and
always. She has a motley assortment of

pets that range from a Scotch collie to a

horned toad. She is an officer in the

Los Angeles Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals, and doesn't believe

in keeping them in captivity.

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would you

like to know if you are adapted to this work? Send
10c. for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or Key to
Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether or not you
are suited to take up Movie Acting. Instructive and
valuable. Send dime or stamps today. Interesting.
Illustrated Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE!

Film Information Bureau. Sta. E, Jackson, Mich.
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Diamond Rings. Diamond La Vallieres, Diamond Ear
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Diamond Rings, Loftis Soli- Diamond Rings, Round Bel-
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Our watche's are guaranteed by the factory and further guaranteed by us.
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Francis Bushman, the Patriot

{Continued from page 19)

being swept clean. Mammy Ca'line is too

old for active service now, but her eagle eye

oversees every task performed about the

"Big House," and on week-ends, when the

Master is expected home, every single room
must be cleaned until it is absolutely spotless

(which was its condition before the clean-

ing, usually), fresh flowers put in all the

rooms, and a maid, or valet detailed for each

expected guest. The neat men servants,

who act as valets to male guests at Bush-
manor, do so under the eagle eye of Jim,
who has "valeted" Mr. Bushman for years.

In short, Bushmanor is the sort of home
for which the South was famous before the

horrors and devastation of the Civil War

—

a blow from which the gallant, loyal, brave
South will never recover fully. Mr. Bush-
man is a Southerner, and it is his greatest

ambition to keep ever alive, in the home he
has built, the traditions and customs of the

"Old South."
And the Master of Bushmanor is an en-

tirely different man to the one whom you
watch on the screen. At home he is a pros-

perous banker, or broker—there's never a

word of "shop" or "trade" from him—un-
less his guests are picture-people, who wish
to discuss this. His screen successes have
no place in the conversation and daily life

of Francis Bushman, of Bushmanor, Rider-
wood, Green Spring Valley, Md.

The Judgment House
{Continued from page 23)

to arise, and he gently helped his wife to
her feet.

"I am so happy to know that you did
not commit that foul deed," he whispered
into her ear.

"And I am just as happy, dear, to know
that after all I did not wed a murderer,
and that instead you are a heroic soldier,
for I have heard of your brave deeds on
the field of battle," she answered back as
she impulsively squeezed her husband's
hand.
'Twas thus that this couple were re-

united in love, made stronger by trials

and tribulations. They were free to start

on a new and happier life—to emerge
from the house of judgment, each guilt-

less ot a serious wrong.

Mary Pickford in the Midst
of Christmas Spirit
{Continued from page 15)

First Regiment, California Field Artillery,

under her special care.

Within a few months, when the bat-
talion accompanies the rest of the regi-

ment to France, each man in "Mary's Six
Hundred" will wear a locket about his

neck containing a miniature of his petite
protector.

The formal adoption took place re-

cently at Camp Arcadia, when Col. Fred.
Peterson ordered out the entire battalion
for the ceremony. The battalion is made
up of Battery F, of Los Angeles ; Battery
E, of Oakland, and Battery D, of San
Die<ro.

"I shall take each of my 600 sons under
my wing," said Miss Pickford on this oc-

casion in her little speech to the boys,

"and I intend to see to it that they re-

ceive the little luxuries which they cannot
otherwise obtain, including plenty of to-

bacco and candy." On another occasion

a Christinas party, with its tree, lighted

candles, stockings and all that go to make
up a Yuletide celebration, was given by
Mary at the studio. What if the affair

was held in September? This did not
prevent the attendance of all the screen's

most popular stars, who piled their gifts

at the foot of the tree. The next day an-

other large case of good things was sent

on its way to "the first to fight."

And thus, although unable to herself

shoulder a gun in the cause of democracy,
Our Mary is doing everything possible

to help those to whom this duty is en-

trusted. Many a son of Uncle Sam "over
there" will silently thank America's mo-
tion picture queen whose heart is as big

as her popularity and wish her greater

success as a reward for her attention to

their welfare.

Three Christmas Eves
{Continued from page 18)

gone over an embankment. The shock
was too much, as she was in a frail con-
dition, and a long hospital illness fol-

lowed, during which time her money was
used up and word came that her mother
had passed away. When she was able
to leave the hospital it was with the feel-

ing that she was alone in the world.
She wrote to her good friends, the S af-

fords, and gave the letter to a small boy
to post. It was lost through a yawning
hole in the little fellow's pocket and a
passing street cleaner soon gathered it up.
As no answer came, Virginia concluded
that her friends had gone away or had
lost interest in her. There seemed no

Hew I Doubled My
Salary as Stenographer

Stenographers and other typewriter
users will be interested in the remark-
able experience of Miss Anna S. Cubbi-
son, of Harrisburg, Penna., who is to-
day filling one of the best positions in.

that city. Some time ago she realized
that slow typewriting was keeping her
from earning a large salary. She wasn't
turning out enough finished work ! So
she took up the New Way in Typewrit-
ing and, she says, "I progressed rapidly

in my chosen work and am today filling the position
of Chief Clerk to the Dept. of Parks and Public Prop-
erty, my salary being exactly double what it was when
I took up the study of the New Way in Typewriting.
I can only say that if you desire to increase your
ability and salary, you will make no mistake in taking
the Tulloss Course."

The New Way
It? Typewriting
A revolutionary new method, as different from the old touebi
system as day is from night. Already, hundreds of stenog-
raphers formerly earning from $8 to $15 a week, are draw-
ing $25, $30 and even $40 weekly, and their work is easier-

than ever before.

80 to 100 Words a Minute Guaranteed
Increases speed from first day's use. Entire system quickly
learned at home in spare time. Only 10 Easy Lessons. No-
interference with regular work. Send for big illustrated
catalog explaining system, telling all about the wonderful
Gymnastic Finger Training and containing letters from
hundreds of graduates whose salaries have already been
increased $300, $500 and up to $2000 yearly. Write for free-
look today. Address THE TULLOSS SCHOOL, 12,332 Col-
lege Hill, Springfield, Ohio.

Be the First to Get There

Surprise your loved ones
with a photo of their fav-

orite movie star for Xmas.
MARY PICKFORD, NORMA TAL-
MADGE.CARLYLE ELAOCWELL,
CLARA K. YOUNG, FRANCIS X.
BUSHMAN and other movie favorites-

Beautiful real photos at QC
C

Others at 10c-12 for $1.00 e^
Remit in Currency or P. O. Money OrdiT

A. HARSTN, Dept. P. J., 60 W. 116th St., New York City

To My "Bestest," Truest, Staunchest Friend

THE PUBLIC:

Your constant support—your sincere apprecia-

tion—your undying loyalty, has made me the

happiest woman in all the world.

And this does not begin to express the feeling of

Clara Kimball Young

Now Heading and Owning Her Own Company
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opening, as she was on her last five

dollars.

Application to an employment agency
brought her face to face with the oppor-

tunity to go as a cook on a ranch at un-

usually large pay. She would have a

stout girl to help her, but would be

obliged to plan, direct, and partly prepare

the meals with her own hands. The em-
ployment agent also added that her trans-

portation from the city would be paid.

Knowing that the money she had would
leave small margin after paying her room
rent, she accepted, and went out first by
trolley and then by auto stage to the

Lucky Strike Ranch. The delicately-

reared girl was viewed with astonishment
by the rough hands, and many of them
made uncomplimentary remarks on the

side about her.

It was not until the manager of the
ranch returned, a week or so later, that

the new cook felt that she was to have
adequate protection. In fact, she had
been on the point of leaving several times,

but the quiet of the country had been re-

freshing and she had nowhere else now
to go.

Big Saffy, as the men called the man-
ager of the ranch, was a tall, handsome,
blonde fellow whom they all respected,
even although he was on friendly terms
with all of them. There was only one
man on the ranch, a dark-haired, hard-
eyed fellow by the name of Ben Jenkins,
who did not treat Mrs. Manson with re-

spect from the time Big Saffy returned,

and even he was inclined to seek oppor-
tunities when his unwelcome advances
would not be seen by the rest. The entire

crew on the ranch appreciated the good
cooking and the home-like surroundings
the young widow provided.

Again and again Mr. Saffy, as Mrs.
Manson called him, found himself re-

garding her with a puzzled air, as though
he had seen her somewhere before, but
she never spoke about herself, and from
no part of his memory could he summon
up the picture of the gingham-clad figure

who moved quietly about the ranch house.

It was Mrs. Manson's duty to order
supplies, and she had no idea that her as-

sistant, a half-witted appearing girl, was
stealing part of them and carrying them
off to her own family, several miles away.
Judy, as the girl was called, often rode
one of the ranch ponies to her own home.
Her practice was to take a basket of gro-

ceries out, hide them behind some flower-

ing shrubs down the lane out of sight of

the house. These she picked up later as

she went by.

Big Saffy, whose duty it was to go over
all of the expense accounts, puzzled some-
times at the large amount of supplies

used, but he knew their housekeeper
never left the ranch, and so, in the face of

the rising cost of supplies, he felt it his

duty to urge economy. This he did re-

spectfully, but with diffidence, as he could
not get away from the feeling that Mrs.
Manson had not always been in a position

of this kind.

Murine Is for Tired Eyes.
Red Eyes—Sore Eyes
—Granulated Eyelids

Rests—Refreshes—Restores
Murine is a Favorite Treatment for Eyes that feel dry and
smart. Give your Eyes as much of your loving care as
your Teeth and with the same regularity. Care for them.

YOU CANNOT BUY NEW EYES!
Marine Sold at Drug, Toilet and Optical Stores

Ask Murine Eye Remedy Co.. Chicago, for Free Book

Ben Jenkins overheard Big Saffy say
that expenses were more than they should
be, and saw that Mrs. Manson was much
troubled herself. He renewed his ad-

vances, thoroughly frightening the girl,

who now was inclined to leave, as she
had some money saved ahead, were it

not for the fact the she was determined to

show Mr. Saffy that there were no leaks

in her management.
Ben Jenkins came upon the hidden bas-

ket of expensive supplies behind the flow-

ering shrub and, wishing to discredit

Mrs. Manson with Big Saffy for reasons
of his own, took the overseer of the ranch
and showed him his find, declaring that

the housekeeper was disposing of them
in some way by which she was personally
profiting.

Big Saffy ordered him to make no such
charge until he could prove it, and went
away more troubled than ever before, for

he was coming to realize that he was
curiously interested in the ranch cook.

That night at supper Ben Jenkins
seized the arm of the housekeeper as she

went behind the table full of men and
passed the bread plate. As he seized her
wrist he made a remark which caused
her face to blanch and elicited a roar of

laughter from all save Big Saffy, and with
one blow he felled Ben Jenkins to the

floor.

He strode out of the house and down
the lane, leaving the other ranchmen to

pick up the fallen man and soothe his

wounds. Big Saffy was just in time to

see the red-headed, half-witted girl jump
off one of the spotted ranch ponies,

gather up the basket of supplies and ride

away in the darkness with it. Knowing
the nearness and poverty of her family,

the matter was now all plain to him.
He walked out into the gathering shad-

ows, and sitting down on a rocky bluff,

thought the situation out. He knew full

well that, his parents would never accept
a common ranch cook as a daughter-in-
law, but he knew that he loved her, and
had from the moment that he first saw
her in the ranch kitchen.

Returning an hour later, he was aston-
ished to meet her dressed for traveling
and with her trunk on the ranch piazza.

"Please do not think that I am acting
hastily, Mr. Saffy," she said kindly, "but
I cannot stay here tonight after this eve-
ning's occurrences. I really have borne

LEARN AT HOME
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AWAY YOUR SHIELDS. No more stained
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Douglas Fairbanks
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LAUGH and LIVE 9?

Not a book of jokes but a de-
lightful message for everybody

Springfield Union Says:

"If this great inspirational book does not develop
into the finest sortof best seller, the American public
is losing its taste for good literature."

All tookstores Si.00 Net

BRITTON PUBLISHING CO., New York

more than you know, and once more I

must go forth into the world alone."

The big, hulking form of Ben Jenkins
passed and Mrs. Manson shivered.

"I agree with you," the overseer re-

turned, "there is only one way you can
stay, and it is a way I hope you will con-

sider favorably. As my wife you will

have the protection and respect which
you deserve. There is a minister ten

miles distant at San Guardo. Say the

word, little woman, and the ceremony
shall be performed tonight."

At first Virginia Manson was much as-

tonished.

"Why, I don't even know your first

name," she exclaimed.
"Nor I yours," laughed her practical

lover, "but I know you and you know
me, and that should be enough."
He held out his arms, and he was not

disappointed, for the ranch cook had not

been oblivious from the first to his manly
nature and quiet culture.

An hour later the friendly minister at

San Guardo had pronounced them man
and wife and was congratulating the

young husband and felicitating the bride.

"I always feel very kindly," he added,

"to a Christmas Eve wedding, for I have
noticed that they are always happy mar-
riages."

"Why, it is Christmas Eve," Virginia

cried. "I have been so excited over the

events of the evening I had quite forgot-

ten it. In this sunny climate one is in-

clined to forget without the snow and ice

to keep the season in mind."
The happy couple rode slowly back to

the ranch to perceive as they neared the

ranch house that something unusual had
happened. Two trunks sat upon the pi-

azza and there was the evidences of new
arrivals.

"What can it mean ?" asked Virginia.

"We never have visitors here."

Stopping the machine at the door, her

husband sprang out and helped her to

alight, stealing a kiss as he did so.

Together they went up the front steps,

and side by side through the open door

into the ranch living room, where a bright

fire glowed in the grate. An elderly cou-

ple arose to meet them.
"Father, Mother," cried Lester Safford

joyously. "You're just in time!"
Virginia Safford stood for a moment as

if rooted to the ground.
"Why. why, I never dreamed that he

was your son," she exclaimed, "but I am
so olad, even if he has married the cook."
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Madam Olga Petrova This
Christmas and Ten Years Ago

{Continued from page 24)

bitterly owing to the fact that a ticket to

any one of the places he mentioned would
have cost more than my expenses for a

whole month. Lacking any sense of hu-
mor and not sympathizing with my more
or less ribald mirth, he asked why I

laughed. I told him that to die might be
a much easier way out of things than to

live, but that I had made up my mind
that I was not going to die of tubercu-
losis—on the contrary, that some day I

intended to be a successful and a very
healthy person.

"As I said before, it was in the latter

part of November and my affairs and my
health were in such condition that I was
almost ready to capitulate to a fate which
was stronger than I, when one morning
the little maid who distributed our let-

ters at the boarding house knocked at the
door and told me in her funny cockney
accent that there was a letter for me. I

can still see the name on the outside of

the envelope as vividly today as when
I stared blankly that memorable morning,
hesitating between hope and fear to open
the letter. 'Sidney Hyman, Theatrical
Manager,' printed in modest black on the
flap of the envelope seemed to seal my
fate with its contents. It was a letter

asking me to call the following day with
reference to an engagement. Next day,
forsooth ! Was I in a condition to wait
till next day? In spite of the wind that
soughed down the dismal Kennington
Road, which caused me to cough even
more than usual ; in spite of the soggy,
melting snow which was almost ankle
deep ; in spite of the sleet which almost
blinded one, the skies seemed to open and
the sun looked out. I arrived at Mr. Hy-
man's office twenty-four hours ahead of
time, and in spite of the office boy, was
ushered into his august presence. Mr.
Hyman greeted me cordially and asked
me if I would play 'The Shulamite.' I

assured him there was no production in
the whole wide world in which I would
rather have a part. 'But,' he said, 'you
will have to go to South Africa,' South
Africa! In my wildest dreams I could
never have believed that this miracle
could come to me, and just at a time when
the marvelous climate of that country
meant almost a certainty of greeting the
spring that the physician had told me I

would never see. 'Living is very ex-
pensive there,' said Mr. Hyman, between

puffs of his big black cigar, 'and we must
keep down the expenses of this produc-

tion, so we cannot possibly pay you more
than £20 a week.' i20—$100—it looked

more to me at that moment than any

cheque that I have ever received since.

In my anxiety, and much to the surprise

of Mr. Hyman, I insisted upon signing

the contract then and there.

"The first week in December we sailed.

At Cape Town I was already a different

person, and after three days' journey

through the great African desert, we ar-

rived at Johannesburg on Christmas Eve.

I remember vividly a Basuto negro who
had been our guide in Cape Town bring-

ing a basket of strawberries to the train

just before leaving—yes, strawberries!

Strawberries in midwinter, renewed

health, and a good engagement, what
greater happiness could be in store for

me?
"I lay at full length on the grass under

the orange trees, and tropical bird that

I am, luxuriated in the 104 degrees of

heat. My star had certainly risen.

"Today, as I look forward to Christmas

to be spent in the country which has held

out its great arms to my wandering gypsy

feet, the country which has adopted me
as its own,- 1 cannot refrain in closing this

little story, from wishing to one and all,

particularly to those, who like myself,

have been or are a wanderer upon the

face of the earth—peace, happiness and

good will."

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

The Maid of Belgium
{Continued from page 33)

stored Adoree's memory. She recalled the

important events of her former life which

had a bearing on her present condition.

She recalled her marriage to Vicomte Jean

de Michelet, of his call to the front on the

morning after their marriage and of the at-

tack on her home which ended with the

Hudsons finding her. She finished her re-

cital by demanding her baby.

Dr. Thorn, who had been eager to assist

Mrs. Hudson in her plan, was now con-

vinced that the baby must be given back to

Adoree. Dr. Thorn went to Mrs. Hudson.

"Adoree has fully recovered and has told

me the truth about the past," said Dr.

Thorn. "The child no longer needs the pro-

tection of your name. You must give him
back to his mother. If you refuse I will be

forced to tell your husband."

Mrs. Hudson determined to tell the truth

to her husband herself. "I lied because I

wanted to make you happy," she concluded.

* *

% Wisi} gnu a *

* *

* *

"Perhaps her story is just another scheme
of her poor crazed brain," suggested Mr.
Hudson, after recovering from the shock
of his wife's revelation. "If her statements

are true," concinued Mr. Hudson, "they

are easily verified. The Vicomte de Miche-
let is here collecting funds for the Belgian
relief. I talked with him at the country
club less than an hour ago."

The Vicomte was brought to the house.

Mr. Hudson asked him if he had ever been
married. The Vicomte said yes and told

the same story that Adoree told. He was
taken to Adoree and they were happily

reunited while Mr. Hudson forgave his

wife.
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"Merry Christmas"
{Continued from page 12)

From Mary Miles Minter

Let the blithesome spirit of the kiddies be

contagious—let grown-up kiddies be blithesome

too. Thus must it be a Merry Christmas in spite

of all.

From Buatriz MichelEna

From 'way out here on the edge of the world,

at Boulder Creek, I send my message of Christ-

mas wishes to all my friends who have helped me
with their faith and loyalty. May your Yuletide

be the happiest you have ever spent, and may
little 1918 bring you many wonderful gifts, is my
sincere wish.

From Florence McLaughlin
Merry Christmas—and may next Christmas

bring us to a cessation of hostilities, and a

realization of the deeper, inner significance of

the words "Brotherhood, and the equality of

man."
From Francis X. Bushman

To all the friends who have been so loyal and
faithful, through the eventful old year of 1917,

I send my heartiest wishes for a Merry Christ-

mas. And to those of my enemies, wherever they
may be, who have said, or thought ill of me,
I can only say, in all sincerity—Merry Christmas.

Antonio Moreno
{Continued from page 39)

Land on your feet, like a cat does. If

somebody else has the job you want, take
the job you can get until the other one
comes your way.

"Life is the big director after all. The
things that happened last year, or this

year, as only 'scenes' in the big produc-
tion that all of us are working on all the
time, whether there is a camera shooting
at us or not. Each of us is playing a
moving picture of life, our own life. The
thing is not to worry over tomorrow. Get
busy on today. We are too close to the
scene anyway to see the final results.

"Hard luck? We all have it. But it

fades away when it sees a man with his

sleeves rolled up ready to fight it out.

"How did I happen to go into pictures?
By way of the theatre. I've tried my
'prentice hand at almost everything.
Somehow the theatre seemed my niche
when I came to it. After that, since the
stage is but a training school for the
screen these days, I had the offer to do a
picture. And then another—and another.

"Letters began to pour into the com-
pany with which I worked, begging that
I be cast always as the lover in their
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stories. So now they have accepted me
as a most sentimental young man. 1 get
hundreds of letters a week asking me
whom I am in love with."
"The answer," the Interviewer inter-

polated, "is what?"
."As Mr. Dooley says, 'I'm in love with

my day's work,' " Antonio Moreno re-

plied. "I agree with this Irish philosopher
that the 'Day's work' is what robs many
a charming Juliet of her he-e-ro

!"

OUTWITTED
{Continued from page 28)

why he was duped, and to his consterna-
tion he was confronted by Nan, the un-
veiled.

"Was—was it you that brought me to

this?" he demanded in great surprise and
chagrin.

"Yes, you're outwitted—I have paid
you back for what you did to me," she re-

plied triumphantly. "The only way I

could hurt you was through your pocket-
book, and I have succeeded."
Lawson was a completely defeated man

for the nonce.
Meanwhile young Bond had drunk him-

self to the verge of delirium tremens. In
his crazed brain was a terrible hatred for

Lawson, whom he blamed for all his

troubles. Inevitably the impulse to kill

gained the upper hand of the young un-
fortunate, and he went to Lawson's house
armed with a heavily loaded revolver bent
on getting revenge at any hazard. He
had previously written his father a letter,

in which he announced his intention of

doing murder. The elder Bond promptly
rushed to the Lawson house to prevent
the impending tragedy.

Just as young Bond confronted Lawson
in his own library, his father rushed into
the room.
"You are about to kill your own

father," the latter exclaimed as he en-
tered, his hand raised in warning.
"What !" exclaimed the other two.
"Lawson is your right father, son," the

man repeated with firm emphasis. Then
he explained that Lawson's jealousy and
cruelty had driven his wife from his house
and that in desperation she had communi-
cated to his care the son born several
months after her enforced abandonment
of her husband.
"The only kiss you ever gave that wife

was on her dead lips," he concluded, fac-

ing Lawson and shaking his finger at him
accusingly.

Lawson was quite unprepared for this

exposure and he sank into a chair speech-
less. The strain was also too much for
young Bond, whose shattered nerves
broke and he had to be carried to a room
in a delirious condition. His one cry was
for Nan, and Lawson, now repentant at
last, went out and found the girl, doing
his utmost to make amends. When Nan
arrived at the young man's bedside, he
cried gladly.

"We are saved, we are saved," he mur-
mured joyously.

Thereupon Lawson and the elder Bond
shook hands for the first time in many
years and, to cap the climax of the gen-
eral happy state which existed hence-
forth, Nan received a letter from her
brother in Costa Rica stating that he was
now earning an honest living.
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•v-vww,JW&

FREE
$20i

VIOLIN
Ukulele Guitar, Mandolin,

Hawaiian Guitar or Cornet

:s, absolutely free to first pupils

in each locality. We have the most
wonderful, new, system for learning by
mail to play by note. Piano, Organ, Violin,

Mandolin, Guitar, Ukulele. Hawaiian Gui-
l tar or Cornet. Very small charge for lessons
' only expense. We guarantee success or no

Charge. Complete outfit free. Write now No obligations.

Sllngorland School of Music. Dept. 203 . Chicago, III.

WRINKLES
Why not have skin like a baby? Thousands have

successfully used SANS-RIDES (A Parisian formula)
to remove traces of illness or age. The effect is al-

most magical. Deepest wrinkles, crow's feet and
saggy chins quickly vanish. SANS-RIDES will not
injure even the tenderest skin. Price, 50c. For sale

only at THE TEMPLETON LABORATORIES, 7770
Lake Park Ave., Dept P., Chicago, 111.

&
W "1 propose %

1to fight it out ^|
on this line if it M
esallsummerM

Resolve to Win!
Determination made Grant one of the greatest

generals in history. The world knows his story.

It knows, too, the stories of thousands of other
determined men, who succeeded because they
had a purpose and stuck to it.

Do you want to succeed? Do you want that betterjob?
Do you want increase in pay ?

If you Jo want to get out of the rut—if you are determined
to make something of yourself, send the International
Correspondence Schools the attached coupon. Tell them
what kind of position you want and they will show you
how you can fit yourself to get it.

Determine to mark and mail the coupon today

"INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS?iox 6728 Scranton, Pa.

Explain fully about your Course in the subject marked X:

n Electrical Enginee

B
Mechanical Engineering;
Mechanical Drafting
Civil Engineering
Stationary Engineering
Mining Engineering

B
ARCHITECTURE
Architectural Drafting

Name

I
ADVERTISING QCBFMISTRT

Q Salesmanship Q Illustrating
Commercial Law Farming

D BOOKKEEPING Poultry
Stenography D French

§
Civil Service Q German
Ry. Mail Service Q Italian
AUTOMOBILES Q SPANISH

I Address.
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HORKHEIMER BROTHERS
Producers of Photoplay Successes

for

PARAMOUNT
"Who is 'Number One'?"

The Mystery Serial by Anna Katherine

Green, Starring

KATHLEEN CLIFFORD

Motion Picture Synopsis by H. M. Horkheimer

MUTUAL
Those RoUicking

JACKIE SAUNDERS
Comedy-Drama Hits, like

"Sunny Jane," "The Wildcat," "A Bit

of Kindling," etc.

All came direct from the Horkheimer Studio

GENERAL FILM
Knickerbocker Star

Features

Fortune Photoplays

Falcon Features

AU HORKHEIMER Productions

which have attracted favorable

attention far and wide

PATHE

BALBOA

which has released five BALBOA
Serials

"The Neglected Wife," "Who
Pays?" "Neal of the Navy,"
"The Red Circle," "The

Grip of Evil"

Besides these, PATHE has handled
numerous other BALBOA Features,

handcoloring many of them because
of their quality and merit.

Tl A T TICi A THE LARGEST ACTUALLY INDEPENDENT MOTION PICTURE PRODUCING STUDIO
DJW-jDKJIX IN the INDUSTRY.

13 A T T* C\ A THE STUDIO BUILT ON MERIT. NO STOCK FOR SALE. NOW FOUR YEARS OLD
DJ\LilJ\JJ\. AND STILL GROWING.

"DAT DAA WHERE THE "FATTY" ARBUCKLE- PARAMOUNT COMEDIES ARE PRODUCED.

"RAT RH A THE STUDIO HOME OF KATHLEEN CLIFFORD, ANITA KING, GLORIA JOY AND
SJJ\LjL>\JI\. OTHER WELL-KNOWN PHOTOPLAY STARS.

The Balboa Amusement

Producing Company

Studio and General Offices : Long Beach, Cal,

H. M. HORKHEIMER
President and Genera! Manager

New York Headquarters : 1600 Broadway

H. N. HOLDE, Eastern Representative
E. D. HORKHEIMER

Secretary and Treasurer
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"His Robe of Honor"
(Continued from page 31)

thought was to get even with him, for she

now knew that she could never win him.

Julian now assured of an honorable
career, made progress in his love affair

with Lora. Roxana, still burning with
resentment against him, planned to dis-

credit him in the eyes of Lora. Accord-
ingly, she visited Lora, and in the pres-

ence of Partland said that Julian had
wronged her, and that, therefore, she had
first claim on him. Lora was loath to be-

lieve this, until Partland told of having
seen Roxana visit Julian's apartment.

In the days that followed, Lora refused
to see Julian, giving him no explanation.

By the aid of Carrots, a stable boy, Julian
learned when she was going out riding,

and thus met her. He begged her to tell

him the reason for her coldness, but she
refused. As they were talking they were
suddenly interrupted by a crash behind
them. An automobile had run down Car-
rots. Julian saved the boy in a heroic
manner, and Lora could not help but ad-
mire him, in spite of the cloud that rested
upon him. Julian brought Carrots to his

apartment, and Lora went with him, to
be of what assistance she could.

Meanwhile, Roxana had thoroughly re-

pented of her act, and when Mulligan of-

fered to marry her, she was moved to con-
fess her whole past. To her great sur-
prise, Mulligan was still willing to marry
her, and moved by his affection, she con-
sented. But before they left on their

honeymoon she resolved to right the
wrong she had done.

In Julian's apartment, Carrots was rest-

ing easily, and Julian again asked Lora
for an explanation. And now she told him
of Roxana's statements, and he was
amazed. He finally convinced Lora that
they were untrue, and just as she was in

his arms, Roxana entered. For a moment
. the situation was tense. Lora thought
that Julian had lied to her again, and was
about to rush off, but Roxana soon ex-
plained everything. Julian and Lora for-

gave her, and the repentant girl left with
her husband.

Several days before, Nelson had visited

Julian in regard to a case against Consol-
idated Traction that was to -come up in

Julian's section. Nelson had told Julian
that the finding must be in their favor,
and when Julian protested against giving
any advance hint as to his decision, Nel-
son brought forth the paper that Julian
had signed a few months previous. Nel-
son said: "If this paper is made public
it will result in your impeachment." And
so finally Julian promised to render a de-
cision that Nelson should write.

Lora left Julian at his apartment and
went home, her confidence fully restored
in him. And then, on her Uncle's desk,
she found the decision that had been writ-

ten for Julian to render. She was plunged
into the depths of despair for a few mo-
ments, but then she resolved to help,

rather than condemn, Julian.

The following morning she visited him
in his chambers before court was called,

and told him what she knew. She begged
him not to render the decision, and Julian
was hurt at her lack of confidence in him.
He made her no promise, and she was

heart-broken when she saw him take a

copy of her uncle's decision into court.

Nelson and Partland were in court
awaiting the decision in their favor.

Julian started to read it, and Lora felt

the world sinking beneath her. But sud-
denly Julian said : "This is the decision
that the attorneys for the Traction Com-
pany prepared for me, and which they
wanted me to render, but after careful

consideration, I find that the claims cannot
be allowed." Nelson and Partland were
furious, but Lora was overjoyed, for Julian

had r.e-established himself in her esteem.

She met him in his chambers after court

had adjourned, and begged his forgive-

ness, lie was happy, even though he
might be impeached. Nelson entered
stormily, and was about to threaten Julian

when Lora confronted him. He cowered
before her accusing gaze, and could say
nothing. Lora turned proudly to Julian.

"You have indeed proved yourself

worthy of this robe of honor," she said.

(Produced by the Henry B. Walthall Pictures
Corporation, Starring Mr. Walthall.)

SPECIALLY PRICED**
TO INTRODUCE OUR XMAS GIFT CATALOG
FORTUNATE purchase beforo k-ath.-r a.lvanc-.l inprico

enables us to offer 28,000 of oar PRACTICAL BILLFOLD
at what the leather alone is worth today.
THIS INVALUABLE combination currency-card case, a

distinctive Xmas Gift, in genuine Sealjrrain Leather yours at
this low price of COc ($5.40 Doz.) prepaid while they last.
Thin model design with photo frame, transparent identifica-
tion card, 1918 calendar and loose leaf MEMO PAD.
SIZE closed 3x31-2; open 8x3 1-2 inches. Packed in

handsome gift box, with ent'rav.d card. SAMEin fine Mo-
rocco Leather, only $1.00 ($10 Doz.) prepaid. Order some
of each at once. Order :<hii>i»,i dai/ ri:<iivid. Illustrated
catalog FREE. Send draft. M. O. or stamps TODAY.
A. Landa & Sons Co., Mfrs., Dept. o-4 Chicago

Money Cheerfully Refunded

50c
Postpaid
Name Engraved
FREE in

23-kt. Gold

For Ladies and
Gentlemen

Hoffman -Foursquare

Pictures

Stand for quality in every element

that goes to make a superior

motion picture.

Hoffman-Foursquare Pictures

are pictures of this sort— as exhibit-

ors and public have discovered.

h

3
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The Sweet,'
Mellow Tone
of "Gibson"
Instruments
has made
many a
"Sammies"
Departure
easier to bear

v Terms as
low as $1.00 down—

$1.50 per month. Mandolin or
Guitar Bent on approval. Liberal

allowance on old instruments in exchange for
the "Gibson." The wonderful new Gibson violin

construction has set the whole Mandolin and Guitar
world talking. Get our new FREE BOOK—112 pages—111 illus-

trations, a valuable fund of information for player and teacher.
Also FREE treatise on "HOW TO PRACTICE."

Exclusive Features That Make Every Gibson Matchless:
Stradivari us arching—scientific graduation fiv-m thick-
ness at center to thinness at rim, securing strength—sensitiveness
—free vibration of entire sounding board. Tilted neck, high
bridge with extension string bolder, securing increased

string pressure that vibrates a larger sounding board, producing a
bignes9of tone never before realized. Reinforced, non warp-
able neck—elevated guard plate or finger rest—easy
action—adjustable string-bearing at bridge overcoming
sharping of heavier strings in upper positions. C >

Make $1800 to $5000 or More a Year

"Everyone A *Oib«on*-ito"

'The Aeolian •-. ., The Hazard
Mandolin Quartet Quartet

Teaching and Selling the Gibson
Become a teacher. Splendid opportunities for either sex inevery / GIBSONJ"™ ™„,"st
locality for private and class instruction and the sale ot Gibsons, f c iJ.™ S l! a a

Gibson instruments have "made" many a teacher, professionally and finan. . Kaismaioo, jbicd., u. o. a,

cially. We have a permanent teaching and business opportunity now open / Gentiemen:-Without obligation, send
for either sex. Other positions pendiwr. WRITE PROMPTLY. A. C. Brock- I JESS?" R5? ?HfiSESSfflSS «££
meyer.St. Louis, Mo., Teacher and Director, writes: ' "Will do $10,000 busi- / ££?"£?• j?

1s
?„ "ftSB»*"!PtSShSnS?"•»«" IffiS fid SWOd .to 1916-"- CA. Tempfeman, teacher, Sioux City, la.. / ^"iSf© fee^he^h^cT '

writes: "$4,500 gross business for the year." Wm. Place* Jr , America's'
Greatest Mandolin Virtuoso. Star Soloist for Victor Talking Machine Co.* J
UNQUALIFIEDLY ENDORSES THE GIBSON, i *^^ i

Do Business on Our Ga&itai ?|e
e
2?°w? /

help sell. Agents' territory protected. Stock furnished. We pay the adver- «
vertising. You make the profit. You ray for poods when sold; return poods /
not sold. Try our "Still Hunt." FREE to those interested, our new £1.00 * xjom ^
book "The Organization, Direction and Maintenance of the Mandolin J

r-iame

D Mandolin
U Mandate
D Mando-cella

D Mando-bais
Guitar

D Harp-guitar

Orchestra,"
Write nowf-. _
plained," all free.

most successful director, Wm. Place, Jr. _

5 Treatise, "How to Practice Psychologically Ex- §
on't wait: ACT NOW. FILL IN THE COUPON. Z

Gibson Mandolin-Guitar Co., 752 Parsons St.,Kalamazoo, Mich. .U-S.A.

Address
Be sure you have checked instrument.
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The Silent Trend
{Continued from page 36)

The story concerns David Mann, son of a

rich widow of Northfield, Maine, who in-

vests in a rubber plantation. Unscrupulous

promoters sent young Mann to the planta-

tion as manager in order that they may hold

sway over the financial resources of his

mother.

Mann comes in contact with Ludwig Hert-

zer, evilly disposed manager of an adjacent

estate, a feud growing up between the men
which results in the latter's death after

David has encountered him in a series of

conflicts involving a beautiful Mexican girl

with whom the young Northerner has fallen

in love.

A fascinating feature of the play is a

beautiful young slave girl, who, according

to the custom of the country, is sent to look

after Mann's household, and who regards

herself as "his woman."
The beautiful Andrea is puzzled and cha-

grined at Mann's refusal to accept her as

holding other than a housekeeper's rela-

tionship, and she uses every artifice of her

sex to overcome his Northern scruples.

There is a yellow fever outbreak in the

iimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Beautiful Beverly Bayne
{Continued from page 32)

honor of Madame's shop. And when the

Countess heard of Mrs. Gilbert's admira-

tion of the lovely thing, she insisted on

presenting it to Miss Bayne.

Miss Bayne's favorite relaxation, when
she is not too tired to go out, is the opera.

She has the greatest admiration for the

golden voice of Geraldine Farrar, and
never misses an opportunity to hear her.

The new plays call her, too, although she

does not heed their call as promptly as

she does the opera. Of course, she sees

new pictures, but that she classes with

her work—for it can scarcely be called

a recreation to one who spends all one's

time making them.
One old-fashioned—at least in these

modern times, it seems old-fashioned

—

and very beautiful trait of hers, is her

hatred for gossip and such uglinesses.

I remember one evening, after a quiet

little dinner at her apartment, some
friends were gathered in her living-room,

and, all being connected, in one way or

another, with motion pictures, some one
mentioned "the latest scandal."

Miss Bayne listened in silence for

awhile, then turned swiftly from the

piano where she had been playing softly.

"Oh, but that's so unfair—to repeat

things like that, when one can't prove
them," she cried. "That girl has given
the very best of herself to the public

—

and they reward her by these slanderous

things. Even if you could prove them

—

wouldn't it be kinder not to repeat it?

We professional people give, give, give

—

our youth, our looks, our strength, our
vitality, all that is best in us—to the pub-
lic, and this is our reward, these cruel,

unkind, often false tales. Don't let us do
it any more. There are plenty of sub-
jects which we can discuss, without harm
to any one—why not try some of them
and leave reputations alone?"

native stockade and the slaves are shown
in the wild exodus of a yellow fever panic.

A tropical storm rages and the horrors of

the stockade fire and the deadly tangle of

a jungle forest are vividly pictured.

ATARY PICKFORD'S latest photoplay
ItJ. gem js one f the most brilliant of a

delectable series, and she not only main-

tains her own peculiarly individual high

standard, but she moves it forward a peg
or two. Her newest creation is "The Little

Princess," in which she portrays the role

of child life, as Sara Crewe, the heroine of

Mrs. Frances Hodgson Burnett's popular

book. Only an extremist in pessimism could

avoid being captivated by this charming
characterization of hers. As Sara our lit-

tle Mary plays the part of a girl who is

suddenly plunged from wealth to poverty.

She has been reared in India, where her

father was a captain in the British army,
and when misfortune overtakes her and she

becomes a scullery maid in the fashionable

boarding school where she has been a fa-

vored pupil, she accepts her faith with

pathetic stoicism and finds comfort in the

companionship of Becky, the little slavey

of the institution.

The film abounds in terse, epigrammatic =
sayings. When the two servants are smell- |
ing the exquisite odors of Christmas cook- jl

ing—of which they cannot partake—Sara W
says she hasn't eaten well for so long she m
must be full of hollows. (

In the first part of the picture Sara tells ||

the girls stories of Arabian night, which B
are shown on the screen and display lavish |j

Oriental settings. §§

Sara is not destined to remain a common B
drudge-girl, however, for though her father |
has died, his partner arrives with news of =
tremendous wealth, and when restored to her B
rightful sphere she does not forget Becky. |

IMMEDIATELY upon finishing "The j
-*• Clever Mrs. Carfax," Julian Eltinge, the =
celebrated female impersonator, had to re- g
pair to a fashion shop and replenish his I
wardrobe. Fifteen minutes of gazing upon =
the pictorial events in this photoplay con- (
vinces one of the necessity of such a move g
on his part, because he wears more clothes m
in this feature that the busiest model in 1
the heyday of her popularity. "The Clever m
Mrs. Carfax" is a clever photoplay with a (
clever star, and it will prove a clever way |
to enjoy yourself. jg
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AMERICAN AMBITION
(What Every Mortal Needs) The Magazine with the

Purpose of Helping You in Your Purpose

THE fundamental object o£ AMERICAN AMBITION is to exploit the

talents of unknown aspirants in all lines of endeavor and to explore

untraversed regions in Literature, Drama, Photoplay, Art, Science,

Music and Life. To arouse ambition seven notable contests are being

conducted. $775 in Cash Prizes are offered for the best Photoplay,

Comedy-Drama, Novel, Short Story, Poem, Song and the most useful

Small Invention. OPEN TO ALL.

Don't lose any time in getting acquainted with such an

ideal comrade as this—it is the loyal guide for all

ambitious people—it is the most fascinating journal in

America today.

IT'S FIFTEEN CENTS A COPY— $1.50 A YEAR

SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER!
If you would save 50 cents fill out the coupon below

and mail it today to

AMERICAN AMBITION
Delbert E. Davenport, Editor 422 LAND TITLE BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

j

'

I

1
Please find enclosed herewith One Dollar, for which send me |

I AMERICAN AMBITION for One Year, starting with the next number. I

Date of Order
I

Name.

L_.

Address
I



Go to the theatre that shows
Petrova Pictures!

Madame Petrova is now "on tour."

Not in person, but in personally^

produced Petrova Pictures.

"Daughter of Destiny," the first of

these dramas, is now being shown
throughout the United States. It tells

the story of a brave American girl

whose love for a crown prince involves

her in a network of European intrigue.

There is a morganatic marriage; a

sudden twist of destiny; a tremendous

adventure in which the girl's American

ideals must stand or fall. You will

enjoy the exciting outcome—you will

say: "Give us more Petrova plays like

the 'Daughter of Destiny.'

'

The foremost theatre

inyour town willshow
Petrova Pictures Petrova Picture Company

25 WEST 44th STREET, NEW YORK

Look for die sign that dis-

tinguishes these Alms from

all others—Petrova Pictures

Preaa of
Philadelphia Printing and Publishing Co.

Philadelphia
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TvvrMiecoc amA C\\AAi*c±t\IbrMisses and Children
Fi^st4ft>Quality-Latest in Style

THE LEADERS FOR FIX
WEAR AND ARTISTIC IN DESIGI
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J.FBUDD SHOE COMPANY
Burlui£ton,NewJersey, U.SA.
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